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Do Not Take

From the Library

tvL-iy (ji TiOii who fiiuliciously

culi. di.'tdcei, breaks or irijures

dfiy book, map, chart, picture,

engraving, statue, coin, model,

apparatus, or other work of lit-

erature, art, mechanics or ob-

ject ot curiosity, deposited in

any public library, gallery,

museum or collection is guilty

of d misdemeanor.

Penal Code of California

1915, Saction 623
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INNER LIFE" The truth behind The Secret, sa\ing no

w ithont guilt, the best \\a\ to comfort others, and more

BE GOOD TO YOURSELF Co on. be a little sclfisli. li

just 10 minutes a dav, get the happiness vou deser\e!

B\ Carol Mithers

your style
BEAUTY JOURNAL Go coastal w ith beach-inspired

l)od\ scrubs and moisturizers, new hope for erasing

spider \ eins, plus breakthrough mascara.

NO-EXCUSES SUN PROTECTION How to get that

health\ summer glow w ithout the burn!

STRESS-FREE SUMMER HAIR Don't let the heat

gel the better of vour do, w lietlier its curb, ua\A or

straight. 1 lere's how to s;ne \our stv le. B\' Erica Metzge

SNEAK PEEK Be an all-star w ith these fun and flirt\

sneakers. B\ Sue Krneta

DENIM ON DECK Sail through summer in light and

kick\ tops, pants, skirts and jackets. B\- Caria Engler

your family
CAN THIS MARRIAGE BE SAVED?' He Never

Cxinus I hrough for Me." B\ C\nthia Hanson

MY LIFE AS A MOM' "Wish You Were Here": Our

multigenerational journey across the countn w as part

R()ck\ Road and a little Wild West. B\ Margaret Renkl

FAMILY MATTERS I'een gids" new dream career.

Had comes to dinner, and more.

ANIMAL AFFAIRS '1 his w oman traded in her day job

tor a life in the circus w ith the help of her Frisbee-

fetching dogs. B\ Melod\- Wamick

FAMILY FRONT- Cood-B\ c Kmpt\ Nest, Hello Full

Lite! \\ ith the kids awa\, bab\ boomers sure know how

to pla\ . B\ Carol Mitliers

MONEY MATTERS Risk-hVec Super Sa\ ings: Safe

savings pkius don't have to mean low returns.

B\ Justin Martin

\our home
106 HOME JOURNAL Sitting Prettx : Give vour porch a

famil\-fiiendl\- face-lift. By Kieran Ju.ska
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• Chipotle Chicken Club

Burger

• Grilled Chicken Cutlets

and Summer Veggies

With Lemon-Caper
Relish

• Grilled Steak and
Tomatoes With Green
Bean Salad

• Grilled Three-Potato

Salad

• Sea Scallop and
Pineapple Kebabs With
Asian Noodle Salad

• Tuscan Pork Tenderloin

With Grilled Plum and
Arugula Salad

118 SUNNY SIDE UP Jamie I ,cc Cairtis on licr hocK . her

mind, her kids diid her seeret skill.

B\ Jeanne Marie Laskas

130 SPOTLIGHT I ran i:)reseher's New I ,ife: Join lier

personal h.iltle ag.iinst eaneer. B\- Jndith Newman
132 THE PEOPLE'S PRINCESS It has heen ahnost a

cleeade sinee Diana's death. I'aniiK and friends refleef

on the woman w e lov^d, and lo.st. Bv Louise Farr

146 BECOMING The No-judgment Zone: This w oman
neutralizes the ahortion dehate b\ helping women in

their hour of need. By Thaai Walker

151 PASSIONS A Heart in the Right Place: hi her new

book, the Good Morning America eoanehor shares her

secrets to success. B\- Robin Roberts

your healtli
160 HEALTH JOURNAL Are Mammograms loo Risky?

SuddenK this standard screening has come under fire.

B\ Julia Kagan

162 FIGHT FAT OVER 40 C'.etting trim and toned is hardei

in niidlile. I lere, how to triumph! Bv Leslie Laurence

-< 182

your food
FIRE UP THE GRILL! Cr.ib the charcoal and the

tamiK-sumnier cooking has never been this tast\.

Plus, gre.it grilling gear. B\ iara Bench
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Cover: jamie Lee Curtis photograohed exclusively for Ladies

Home Journal by Melanie Dunea Hair and Makeup: Eric Barnard

for Cloutieragency com Manicurist: Lisa Jachno for L'Oreal/

Cloutie.'-agencycom Stylist: Jane Ross Prop Stylist: Darren

Ransdell for Cloutieragency conri On Jamie Lee: Dress, Donna

Karan Earrings Cathy Waterman To Get the Look, Try Avon:

Eyes: T^je ~ =tonewastied Quad, $7

Glim-^ie-st 'c Brown. $6 Cheeks:

Prismodern Biusn in CoOi. S6 99 Lips: Ultra Color Rich Lipstick

in Twinkle Pink $6 50
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it the scoop on menopause,

tiptoms, treatment options,

d much more.

1 tips on managing menopausal symptoms, ^
le benefits and risks of hormone tfierapy,

MMENOPAUSE.COM provides information

support so you can have a more informed

^tion v/ith your health care professional. You'll

) videos offering expert guidance from doctors

real-life stories from menopausal women, as v/ell

x)ls to help prepare you to talk to your health care

essional. You can even sign up to receive a free DVD,

wMenopause: Inside & Out, hosted by Cheryl Ladd—

isit KN0WMEN0PAUSE.COM today.

I

V

JOWMENOPAUSE.COM/LHJ
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.com
Visit Every Day for Beauty, Fashion, Love, Food and Health Information

Someone I Love Has
Breast Cancer"
Behind every faceless statistic is a

beloved nnother, sister, daughter or

friend. Submit photos of the women ir

your life who are bravely battling this

disease, www.lhj.com/faces

Your Life as a Mom
Love our "My
Life as a Mom°"
column in the

magazine? Now
be the star of your own,
online, www.lhj.com/momblog

Our ^^-^erts On Call

Video: Stylist Mark
Garrison shows
you how to do a

proper blow-out.

WWW.LHJ.COM/MARK

^^1^ Dr. Marianne J.

JKT Legato solves

mt^" your health

^ ^ JL mysteries.
/•( WWW.LHJ.COM/DR

Check out
weekly tips

from BeautyJ Director Patricia

Reynoso.
V.LHJ.COM/PATRICIA

Play Dress-Up
See what you'd look like 20
pounds lighter with our virtual

model. WWW.LHJ.COM/TWENTY

Renew your Ladies' Home Journal subscription online; WWW.LHJ.COM/RENEW
Or order the magazine today: VWW.LHJ.COM/SUBSCRIBE

Sign up for free weekly e-mail newsi tters: WWW.LHJ.COM/MEMBERS
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The longest lasting

hydrocortisone cream you ca

get without a prescription

-

The CORTAID* Challenge: To bring you superior itch relief.

CORTAID* Advanced hydrocortisone cream works for 1 2 hours with

just one application. That's because the scientists at CORTAID* created a

revolutionary barrier technology. It is clinically proven to lock

in the power of hydrocortisone all day for unmatched itch relief.

Active for 12 Hours

THE ITCH STOPS HERE
www.cortaid.com-,
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A PORTRAIT IN COURAGE

I
n March I had the honor

of hosting a breakfast

with Lee and Bob

Woodmff. in conjtinction

with our excerpt of their

new book, /;/ an Instant

which is now a best seller.

It tells the harrowing and

heartfelt story of how Bob

Woodruff, then an ABC
coanchor. was severely

injured by a roadside

bomb while covering the

war in Iraq. Bob was

impressive, and his recov-

eiy is nothing short of

miraculous. His not-so-

secret rehabilitative angel?

His wife. Lee. who charmed

e\ erv one in the room.

From top: Bob Woodruff with

me at our breakfast; Lee

Woodruff (center) with Ladies'

Home Journal Publisher Julie

Pinkwater (left) and Beauty
Director Patricia Reynoso

Fall in Love Again

i;
[t would actually be pretty

tough not to feel romantic

relaxing on this spectacular

spot (left) at the Sandals

Grande St. Lucian Spa & Beach

Resort, which Is where we
are holding our third annual

Wedding Vow Renewal event.

Whether you've been married

five years or 25, come cele-

brate your commitment alongside Ladies' Home Journal

editors and a celebrity guest. For more, see page 21, go

to www.lhj.com/vowsevent or call 800-327-1991, x4372.

Have Fun Losing It!

Nearly 700 women
sent in videos

hoping to win our

"New Year, New You"

contest, announced in

our January cover story

on Kirstie Alley. The prizes

include a year-long Jenny

Craig membership and a

refrigerator makeover.

Your videos were

touching, witty, wacky
and inspiring. We picked

10 winners from all over

the country and in April

five of them were flown

to Beverly Hills and

treated to great meals

and massages—as well as

a lunch with Ladies'

Home Journal and Kirstie

herself. ET and The Insidei

joined to film the high

jinks and the emotion.

You can view the winning

videos, as well as follow

all 10 winners' progress,

at www.lhj.com/nyny.

Left to right:

Crystal

Kavallieros,

Sheila Hunt,

Doreen
Bocchino,

Kirstie Alley,

Robin McGaha,
Sandy Bolster

Diane Salvatore, Editor-in-Chief

Write to me at lfy.deardiane@meredith.com

R^RoBERfe
Her Heart Is in the Right Place

^eart

Se\>n

Robin Roberts, coanchor of Good looming

America, has written a memoir in which

she describes growing up with three siblings

all over the world— her father was a

Tuskegee Airman—and the life lessons she

learned about discipline, commitment, love

and succeeding with grace. Fifty readers wil

win a free copy. See details below.

Subject to Official Rules at www.lhj.com/freebooks. No purchase necessary to enter or win. To enter, send a postcard with your

name, address and daytime phone number to; Ladies' Home Journal From the Heart Book Giveaway. 125 Park Avenue, 20th
Floor. New York, NY 10017 The From the Heart Book Giveaway begins June 13. 2007, and ends July 10, 2007 Entries must be
postmarked on or before July 10. 2007. and received by July 17, 2007 Open to legal residents of the 50 United States and the

District of Columbia, 21 years or older One entry per household- Void where prohibited. Operator: Meredith Corporation.
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Caramel
Cake Per Cake

Making smarter choices every day just got easier.

Our caramel cake is a sensible, yet delicious snack

you can enjoy anywhere, anytime.

^eightWatchers-
Go to WeightWatchGrs.com/snackcakes

to find a store near you.

WEIGHT WATCHERS o:^ loads and beverages is the registefed trademark olWW Foods, LLC and is used under license by Dawn Food Products. Inc. WEIGHT WATCHERS for services and POIff
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Inner Life

I

Saying a Guilt-Free "No"
Your sister asks you—again—to drive your elderly parents

home (two hours away) from the family gathering and even
though you're inwardly screaming "no, no, no!" your lips say
"yes, sure." Isn't there some way to utter that little two-letter

word without feeling as though you're abandoning your family

and friends? Yes! "In three steps, you can learn to say a guilt-

free 'no,'" explains William Ury, Ph.D., in his new book, The
°ower of a Positive No: How to Say No and Still Get to Yes.

Focus on the "yes" of-fact, to ensure that others

behind the "no." When won't sense an opening to

you refuse a request, it's wheedle and try to make you
usually because you're ^- feel guilty,

protecting another priority-

getting home to spend time Recognize your
with your kids, for example. ^ relationship. Follow
Recognize (at least to ^^up - no" with a

yourself) the positive choice proposal that affirms your
you are making. The more bond with the person asking

important that value is, the something of you. Tell your
more justified you'll feel. sister that next time the two

of you should drive to your

Once more, with parents' house together—and
feeling. If you feel bad share some quality time of

about saying "no," your your own on the road. Saying
voice may sound edgy or "no" to a request doesn't

defensive. Don't let it. stop you from affirming how
Practice making your "no" important the person asking

clear, respectful and matter- is to you. —K. Emily Bond

THE FEELING FILE:

Do Some People Just
Enjoy Making You Mad?
X / ^ finds a new study from the

T LlC^j University of Michigan. While
most of us don't like to see someone upset,

some men and women who have higher-than-

average levels of testosterone—a hormone
associated with the desire to dominate—
find others' angry expressions rewarding.

This means people high in testosterone

may get pleasure from provoking others.

"When a person is teased, she responds
with a split-second facial expression of

displeasure that is impossible to suppress,"

explains Michelle Wirth, Ph.D., coauthor
of the study. "When someone enjoys those
expressions, he has incentive to badger
her to see them again and again."

So what to do? Avoid those who needle

you. When you must interact, remember that

the problem lies in his hormones, not in any
inadequacy of yours. Stay cool—or laugh

at his antics. Knowing that you're cheating

him of his reward is tho best revenge!

—Alison O. White

LISTEN WITH YOUR HEART
The announcement about

Elizabeth Edwards's

returning cancer made
so many of us wonder what
we would say to a friend if she

told us similar sobering news
Often we fumble for the right

words of comfort or even
draw back from a friend

because her situation can stir

up our own anxieties about
death, experts claim.

So what is the graceful and
loving thing to say? Actually,

It's more Important to listen

well. Think of yourself as a

sounding board and let your

loved one express herself

openly—and deal with your
own fears on your own time,

says Dale G. Larson, Ph.D., a

psychologist who specializes

in end-of-llfe care. Also, let

your friend take the lead. "We

assume that our sick friends T

are preoccupied with their

illness, but Edwards is

concerned about John's

campaign—and that's good,"

he says. If your friend does
express fear, respond with

empathy and let her know
you love her. To paraphrase

Edwards: Make sure she knows
she doesn't have to go through

her trials alone. —Katie Brophy

16
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There's only one personal care item

women rely on 5 times a day.

You think about the products that touch your body and skin. You make smart choices.

Now it's time to make Quilted Northern part of your routine. Our unique pattern creates

a soft, thick, pillowy bath tissue that will leave you feeling fresh and clean.

Quilted Northern. A pattern of caring.



ner Life

Revealing
The Truth About

The Secret
Chances are you're already in on T/ie Semi. Published

last November, the self-help best seller has 5.25 mil-

lion copies in piint and. with boosts fromTX'^ shows,

the think-positive juggernaut created by Rhonda

Byrne, a TV' and film producer, shows no signs of

slowing dowii. The "secret "
is "the law of attraction." Sunply put,

T/ie Secret says that b\' thinking positively and \Tisualizing the good

things you want to happen—fmancially, romantically and careerwise-

you can help lure those positive events into your life. Is tliis real

help-or hocus-pocus? We asked four experts for tlieir views.

Visualizing what you desire is a powerful tool that can help

bring about change in your life. But positive tliinking, visual-

ization and guided imagery are just wisps of dreams if they aren't

backed up v\'ith action. If all you do is visualize, then you are taking

a simplisdc, "magical thinking " approach to making things happen.

Also, The Secret doesn't talk about the nature of what you want.

When I was a kid I wanted to eat cotton candy all the time, but my
parents knew that it couldn't be my sole nourishment. Tlie same

principles apply here—you need to be sure that )-ou understand

why you want something. Kinvan Rockefeller,

Ph.D., author of Visualize Confidence: How to

Use Guided Imagery to Overcome Self-DoubtLHJ.com

Do you believe in

The Secret'' Join

the discussion:

www.lhj.com

/thesecret

A',

T/u^
Secret adopts the veneer of science to

make itself sound legitimate, but it

doesn't actually use any real science cor-

rectly. It's easy to throw out scientific terms

and ideas and say that visualization reflects

the natural law of the universe—which

makes it sound as though The Seaet is based

in hard science, but actually, it would just

give physicists a good laugh. That's particu-

larly true of this "law of attraction " that

says the energies you send out draw the

same kinds of energies back to you. Li sci-

ence and physics, it's opposites that attiact.

So if the laws of science were relevant here,

you'd have to say that if you think posi-

tively, negative things will happen to you.

Benjamin Radford, managing editor of

Skeptical Inquirer, "The Magazine for
Science and Reason

"

This is modern packaging for positive

psychology. WTien you are receptive

to experiences and seeing things in a posi-

tive light, you open yourself up to all kinds

of opportunities. I teach people to be opti-

mistic, focus on the good instead of the

the heart of The Secret is what's called the

"fundamental attribution error." the trotion

that good things happen to good people and bad bad and be grateful for things that happen

things happen to bad people. 5if'(T('/ implies that to them. But if you put your goals down

whatever happens, die person affected is responsi- on a piece of paper, they don't automati-

ble. This is blaming the victim inappropriately and cally come to be. Writing down what you

crediting the beneficiary of good fortune just as inappropriately, want helps you focus on it. Knowing where

which is destructive. One thing the book is right about is that you are going helps you get there. But a

people like others who are happy. Research shows that cosmic force isn't going to make
optimism and happiness are good for you and make \-ou By you reach your goals. Phyllis S.

more successful. Jonathan Haidt, Ph.D., associate prqfes- K vi IF, ^ilkha, Ph.D., practicing psycholo-

sor ofpsychology at the University of Virginia Broph^ gist inJVew York City
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cid reflux may be damagini
is esophagus. a

i

-to

NEXIUM can heal the damage caused by acid reflux disease.

If you suffer from acid reflux disease — persistent heartburn 2 or more days a week, despite treatment

and diet change — you could have damage to your esophagus and not even know it. This damage can occur

over time from acid wearing away the lining of the esophagus, and if left untreated, it could get worse. About

1 in 3 people with acid reflux disease have this condition,* called erosive esophagitis. Only your doctor can

determine if you have this condition.

However, one prescription NEXIUM pill a day not only can provide 24-hour heartburn relief, but for many,

can heal even the most severe erosions in the esophagus caused by acid reflux. Most erosions heal in

4 to 8 weeks. Your results may vary.

NEXIUM has a low occun-ence of side effects, which may include headache, diarrhea,

and abdominal pain. Symptom relief does not rule out other serious stomach conditions.

Please read the important Product Information about NEXIUM on

the adjacent page and discuss it with your doctor.

For a FREE TRIAL OFFER, visit purplepill.com

or call 1-888-PURPLEPILL (888-787-7537).

Ifyou are without prescription coverage and can't afford your

medication, AstraZeneca may be able to help.

•Source: AstraZeneca Data on Rle: DA-NEX-58

Nexium®
(esomeprazole magnesium)

AstraZeneca"^



IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT NEXIUM

Please read this summary carefully and

then ask your doctor about NEXIUM.

No advertisement can provide all the

information needed to determine if a drug

is right for you. This advertisement does

not take the place of careful discussions

with your doctor. Only your doctor has the

training to weigh the risks and benefits of

a prescription drug.

WHAT IS NEXIUM?

NEXIUM IS a type of medicine called a proton pump

inhibitor (PPI) and is used lo treat acid reflux

disease, also known as gastroesophageal reflux

disease (GERD). GERD is a chronic condition that

occurs when acid from the stomach bacl<s up into

the esophagus (food pipe) causing symptoms, such

as heartburn, or changes to the lining of the

esophagus. Common symptoms include frequent

and persistent heartburn, a sour or bitter taste in

the mouth, and difficulty swallowing.

For adults, NEXIUM is prescribed for the treatment

of GERD symptoms. NEXIUM may also be

prescribed to heal acid-related damage to the lining

of the esophagus (known as erosive esophagitis),

and to maintain this healing. Studies with NEXIUM

did not go beyond 6 months.

For adolescents 12 to 17, i\jEXIUM is approved for

the short-term treatment (up to 8 weeks) of GERD.

NEXIUM IS available in two dosage strengths

(20 mg and 40 mg). Only your doctor can prescribe

the dose that's right for you.

HOW DOES NEXIUM WORK?
The lining of your stomach has millions of

special cells. They make acid through "acid

pumps." This acid is produced to help digest the

food you eat. Sometimes the acid backs up into

your esophagus, causing you to feel a burning

sensation of heartburn. Over time, acid can

wear away or erode the lining of the esophagus.

This condition, called erosive esophagitis (or EE),

is a more serious effect of acid reflux disease,

and only a doctor can determine if you have

this damage.

NEXIUM can turn off some of these acid pumps.

This reduces the chance of heartburn and other acid

reflux disease symptoms. For many people, one

NEXIUM pill a day can relieve heartburn symptoms

for 24 hours.

For patients with EE, NEXIUM heals most erooions

in the esophagus within 4 to 8 weeks. Your results

may vary.

WHO SHOULD NOT TAKE NEXIUM?

You should not take NEXIUM if you;

have ever had an allergic reaction to the

active ingredient, esomeprazole magnesium

trihydrate

have ever had an allergic reaction to any of

the following inactive ingredients in NEXIUM

(including the capsule shells): glyceryl

monostearate 40-55, hydroxypropyl cellulose,

hypromellose, magnesium stearate. methacrylic

acid copolymer type C, polysorbate 80. sugar

spheres, talc, triethyl citrate, gelatin, FD&C Blue

#1, FD&C Red #40, D&C Red #28. titanium

dioxide, shellac, ethyl alcohol, isopropyl alcohol,

n-butyl alcohol, propylene glycol, sodium

hydroxide, polyvinyl pyrrolidone, and D&C

Yellow #10.

are allergic to any PPI medication

are younger than 1 2 years of age

are pregnant, think you may be pregnant,

or are planning to become pregnant

are breast-feeding

HOW SHOULD I TAKE NEXIUM?

NEXIUM should be taken only when prescribed

by a doctor Follow his or her instructions about

when and how to take NEXIUM. If you are unsure or

have questions, ask your doctor

One NEXIUM pill should be taken once per day.

or as prescribed by your doctor Take it at least

1 hour before a meal. Swallow the pill whole.

If you have a hard time swallowing the pill, you can

empty it into a tablespoon of applesauce. Be sure

to eat it right away. Never chew or crush it. Never

store It for later use.

WHAT SHOULD I TELL MY DOCTOR

BEFORE TAKING NEXIUM?

Before taking your medication, tell your doctor

if you:

are taking any other medication, including

any over-the-counter (OTC) medication

have suffered any allergic reaction to

any medication

have or have had severe liver damage

are pregnant, think you may be pregnant,

or are planning to become pregnant

are breast-feeding

are taking a blood thinner (such as Coumadin®

or warfarin)

are taking a drug to treat or prevent fungal

infections (such as ketoconazole)

are taking a drug for HIV treatment called

atazanavir

WHAT ARE THE POSSIBLE SIDE

EFFECTS OF NEXIUM?

In adults, side effects with NEXIUM may include

headache, diarrhea, and abdominal pain.

In adolescents 12-17, side effects with NEXIUM

may include headache, diarrhea, abdominal pain,

and nausea.

NEXIUM may cause other side effects besides

those listed here. If you have any side effects

or symptoms that you are concerned about,

talk with your doctor

Symptom relief with NEXIUM does not mean

other serious stomach conditions do not exist.

HOW SHOULD I STORE NEXIUM?

NEXIUM should be stored at room temperature

(25°C, 77"?). Keep your pills in the bottle they cam

in. Keep the pills away from children. If your docto;

tells you to stop treatment, throw out the pills. Do

not take your pills after the date of expiration on th^^

bottle has passed.

WHERE CAN I GET MORE
INFORMATION ABOUT NEXIUM?

Talk to your doctor about NEXIUfi/l. You can

obtain full prescribing information and other

details by visiting www.purplepill.com or

calling 1-800-236-9933

GENERAL ADVICE

It is important to take NEXIUM as prescribed and

to discuss any changes you experience while

taking NEXIUM with your doctor You should only

use NEXIUM for a condition for which it has been

prescribed. Do not give NEXIUM to other people,

even if they have the same medical condition you

have. Keep NEXIUM and all medicines out of the

reach of children.

NOTE: This summary provides important

information about NEXIUM. For more

information, please ask your health

care professional or doctor about the full

prescribing information and discuss it with

him or her.

NEXIUM IS a registered trademark of the AstraZeneca group

of companies

Coumadin is a registered trademark of Bristol-Myers Squibb

Company.

©2007 AstraZeneca Ptiarmaceuticals LP All rights reserved.

AstraZeneca Pharmaceuticals LP, Wilmington, DE 19850

Rev; 03/07 245848

Visit www.purplepill.com. Or, call the Information Center

at AstraZeneca toll-free at 1-800-236-9933.
IMexium.
(esomeprazole magnesium)

AstraZeneca



PROMOTION

I HdmeJournal

Join Ladies' Home Journal to

RENEW YOUR
WEDDING VOWS!

"We had so much fun and met so many nice

people. We want to go back every year!"

Celebrity Event Host Kassie DePaiva,

Blair Cramer on One Life to Live, renewed
her vows last year with husband James...

And guess wliat? She's coming back!

SANDALS GRANDE
ST. LUCIAN

SPA & BEAC

This stunning Fiv^e-Star Diamond

Resort built in the style of a British

palace and located on the island's

most perfect beach, was featured on

the Conde Nast Traveler Gold List

and was voted St. Lucia's leading

resort at the World Travel Awards for

the last two years.

At Sandals Ultra AU-Iiiclusive

Resorts, everything's included:

' Luxurious accommodations

• Complimentary airport transfers

• Unlimited premium-brand spirits

and wines by Beringer

• Five world-class restaurants

• Five pools and a swim-up bar

• Complimentary golf nearby

• Tennis, sailing, snorkeling,

unnd surfing and scuba diving

• State-of-the-art fitness center

' Red Lane" Spa {services additional)

' Live performances by local

entertainers

NOVEMBER 1-5, 2007
5-DAY/4-NIGHT GETAWAY PACKAGE

Sandals Grande St. Lucian Spa & Beach Resort

Gros Islet, St. Lucia West Indies

Ultra all-inclusive packages starting at $2,080 per couple (airfare not included)

Book now to receive the Ladies' Home Journal preferred rate

Call 1 -800-327- 1991, extension 4372

For more information log on to

WWW. LH J.COMA^OWS EVENT

Package price includes all Sandals Resort amenities, plus:

• Group sunset vow renewal ceremony including a

bouquet and boutonniere and a live perfomance from

Kassie DePaiva 's new album "1 Want To Love You"

"Welcome cocktail parts' with Caribbean entertainment

• His and her welcome gifts

' Wedding reception with dinner and dancing, designed

by party planner to the stars and Sandals destination

wedding expert, Preston Bailey

• Golf tournament with prizes

Spoiisoied by

^mMiU ^> nutrlsYstcm
GET BACK INTO THAT WEDDING DRESS!

Be one of the first 50 people to sign up for the getaway package

and get NutriSystem® FREE FOR ONE MONTH!



cooking, paying bills. Adding to the pres-

sure was that I needed to visit my own
elderly mother, who li\es 100 miles away,

and take a long-delayed trip to the East

Coast to visit an aunt who was childless,

recently widowed and unwell.

To accomplish it all. I needed extra time,

and the logical w^av to make it was to cut

out die "fat" in my schedule—that is, the few

chiirgs I usually did just for myself. First to

go was my morning workout, an

hour of cardio and weight lifting;

)L soon thereafter came my nightly

£RS reading once my daughter went to
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Last \ear. when my mother-in-law was diag-

nosed with what proved to be terminal cancer,

the tragedy was hers, but the stress of the

situation was mine. too. Throughout the fall

my husband, an only child, repeatedly traveled

from California to Texas to be with her, visits

that dragged out for weel^s as she grew sicker. Each day he and I

spoke for hours by phone, trying to craft a plan for her care, and

for that of my father-in-law, who was phy sically health)- but suf-

fering early-stage dementia. My professional workload was as

demanding as ever, and without a spouse to help, domes-

tic chores were endless-hours of driving our daughter to Bv

soccer practice and distant weekend tournaments, \valk- CaRC
ing the dog, collecting the garbage, shopping, cleaning, MlTHt



bed; if a friend called with a dinner invita-

tion or just to chat, the response was always

"I'm too busy." The choice felt both right

and necessar)'. but the irony was that despite

the hours I gained. I accomplished less and

less. Work assignments dragged on while I

stared dully at the computer screen. Dinners

were late because I'd forget to buy neces-

sary ingredients, then would have to dash

out at the last minute. Even bill paying took

forever because I constantly misplaced

papers. Meanwhile, my temper grew

shorter—I snapped at my claughtcr. resented

the dog and responded impatienth' to my

husband's (well deser\'ed) need for enu)iion:d support.

The truth is, I was fried-and as such, not so different from

most women I know, ^\e all li\ c with our heads just abox c water,

pulled in a dozen directions each day by the clamorous, compct

ing demands of family, home and job. We manage to make it

work, but a time alwa\s comes when some crisis destroys the

delicate balance-an aging parent deteriorates or dies, a child oi

spouse falls ill. a Unoff notice arri\es . . . for the trul\- unlucky,

several happen at once. Qiiickl\-. almost automatically, we step in

to take charge, squeezing out lime ibr our new responsibilities by

giving up the small indulgences we normally grant ourselves.

Tliat s what responsible giown tips do. w e reason. But we iin ari

ably disccn cr. as I did. that the stratcgA backfires, and tor a simple

reason: When )-ou constantly gi\ c but don't receive. cox riM id
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you eventually find yourself empty. The central contradiction of

crises is that the more we're stressed and the less time we have to

ntirture ourselves, the more essential it is that we do so.

To nurture is to nourish and give; to self-nurture is to do die tilings

that offer physical, emotional and spiriaial nourishment to your-

self. The specifics can be as different as indi\ddual women—self-

nurture can be simple or elaborate, lengthy or brief, communal or

solo. For one of my close friends it means going to a weekly yoga

class, which she says leaves her calm and at home in her body. For

another it's designing and redesigning her garden, reading about

plants, drawing them, "going into a trance," she says, where the

ever\'day world falls away and she revels in the sensual and cre-

ative delight of imagining combinations of color and texture. Self-

nurture can focus on the body, spirit or inteUect, or all three: it can

mean getting a massage or shutting the door on die kids to work a

crossword puzzle: it can be training for a marathon, meditating,

knitting or writing poetry. In essence, though, all acts of self-nurture

ha\e one diing in common: Tliey re only for us—they're not practi-

cal and they have no purpose but to give us pleasure.

FOR ONE WOMAN, DESIGNING
HER GARDEN AND READING
ABOUT PL/VNTS MAKE THE

EWRYDAY WORLD FALL AWAY

That, unfortunately, is why when trouble hits we're so quick

to give them up. "Wbmen are genetically and socially pro-

grammed to take care of others." says Alice Doniar. Ph.D..

author of Self-Xurtitre and director of the Doniar Center for

Complementaiy Healthcare, in Waltham, Massachusetts. "We're

always at the bottom of our own to-do lists." Tliat's especially

true in times of crisis, she adds, when ")'ou"re overwhelmed and

operating on sheer inst'-itt." When an elderly parent is dying

and there are kids to comfort, relatives and friends to notify-, a

house to clean and funeral to plan, the urge to take an hour to do

something like exercise feels embarrassingly frivolous, or worse,

profoundly selfish. And besides, we worry, if we don't take care

of business, who will?

It may be tmc that what we do to nurture ourselves is frivolous

in a laiger context-certainly my taking an hour to read would

have done nothing to resoh e the elder-care

problem my husband and I faced. But die

effect on us of performing these acts—even

more, the effect of not doing them— is huge.

For me. reading at night was always center-

ing, a way to slow down. And without it I

felt dull and exhausted, no matter how-

much sleep I got.

That's because acts of self-nurture offer a

kind of rest for the soul, which brings a

sense of renev\?sJ. ''There's a huge difference

between self-interest and selfishness," writes

psychologist Dan Baker, Ph.D., in his new-

book. IfTiat Happy IVmnenKnoiv. Doing things

only you can do for yourself matters gready

:

all work and no play is a recipe for a stressed,

miserable life. But they're absolutely cmcial

in tough times: They offer a respite from

emotional pain, as w-ell as a way to stay

focused when "normal" life is upended.

Most of all, at a time when we must draw

most heavily on our inner resources, they

keep us from being giound down by relent-

less pressure. I have a friend whose life is in

an especially demanding balance. Her hus-

band isn't well, so she's the family's sole

breadwinner, as w-ell as her children's desig-

nated chauffeur and homework helper.

Time is always in short supply. But when

her husband landed in the hospital recendy,

she never even considered giving up the

dance classes she loves and has attended

twice a week since she was single. "I con-

sciously tell myself I must go," she says. "In

fact, it's become clear to me that it's essen-

tial. My blood pressure went up. so I've

been monitoring it, and I discovered that it's

lowest after dance class. Being sick is a lux-

ury- I can't afford, because then I won't be

able to take care of my family. Dancing is

my medicine."

In contrast, cutting out what we need in

a time of crisis "is like going out in the freez-

ing cold without a proper coat." says Helene

G. Brenner, Ph.D., author of I Know I'm in

There Somewhere and a psychologist in Mary-

land. "You can survive for a while by mus-

cling through, but after some continued

LAC RNAL JULY 2007
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Contains no DBR
Toluene, or Formaldehyde

Nail Lacquers feature

OPI's exclusive

ProWide'" BnjshSUZI
veiss-fischmann
the first lady of nails

is the co-owner and artistic director of

OPI Products Inc. For her, summer means
more time outdoors, less time dressing up,

and a chance to just relajc!

og onto suzisbeautyblog.com for all the latest from

Suzl on beauty, fashion, travel, wellness, and m

)retty for the party ^ cof

t

his is party season - proms, weddings, graduations - and
tieer, pretlry nails are the perfect accessory. Garden Party
oftShades by OPI includes six Nail Lacquers in soft, sheer
hades of pink, violet, white and beige - all feminine, flirty, and
ist a bit sexy! I love how subtly sophisticated they ai'e, and
ow these shades are the ideal complement to whatever I'm
rearing. (Beauty hint: lighter, sheer shades are especially low
laintenance!)

mill

siunn^oflOVe!
Whether or not you remember the original 1 960s S^amm.er

of Love, we all know the trends - psychedelic art, freedom
of expression, tie dye, love beads, flower power, and
more. Here's a chance to enjoy your own Summer of

Love with Psychedelic Summer by OPI, six Nail

Lacquers that are the perfect complement
to this season's free-spirited fashion

trends - especially "cool" on
Slimmer toes. With hippie chic

one of today's favorite looks,

I can't wait to be one

of the "groovy girls"

of summer!
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If you're like me, that cu; tea each morpjug is

a must! That's why I Manicure/Pedicure
by OPI Coffee Se Tea lotions.
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.iccino M.-.

deliver soft, silky hands and feet writh the added be:

caffeme. Green Tea Sen.;.

^ White Tea Massage offer the

antioxidant benefits

of tea essences,

Willie leaving hands
anci feet soft ajid

smooth. Talk about
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r-

r
n cu-Bj

break •
- " 'imel
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uz
more information about OPI or about a career in tine professional beauty industry, call 800-341-9999 or visit www.opi.com.
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time, \ou freeze." This doesn't prevent us from coming through

for our loved ones. But we start doing so by rote, even with impa-

tience and imtation. '"I couldn't even feel good spending time at

home with my family because it felt like one more thing I had to

do." said a friend whose life last year became a treadmill of deal-

ing with work, the school crisis of a daughter and multihour com-

mutes to visit and care for one, then another, ailing parent. "I was

angry at ever\^one.
"

Emotional depletion also keeps us from handling crises as weO as

we could. "WTien you feel alive you come up widi more creative

solutions for the problems you face," says Dr. Bremier. "You're also

more compassionate toward those you need to help when you're

giving out from a flowing weO

radier than squeezing out the

last drop." And burnout can

hurt in real, physical ways.

Studies have shown reduced

immune function in stressed

caregivers: one respected niiae-

year study of the health records

of more than a half million

manied couples found that the

onset of certain illnesses in one

spouse increased the caregiv-

er's risk of death by 25 percent.

GIFTS FOR THE GIVER
Finding a way to self-nurture

in the midst of crisis isn't easy, say Drs. Bremier and Domar, but

it is possible. One option: carving out a bit of time for yourself

by doing the unthinkable and actively asking those around you

for help. "One of the biggest problems women have is that we
don't ask for help or accept it even when it's offered,'" says Dr.

Domar. "hi times of trouble, say v-es to everv- offer of help that's

reasonable." That includes the kids-their pitching in or sacrific-

ing some extracurricular activity that has you running in circles

can help them feel more in control in tough times, because they

are doing something to contribute.

If taking even a few hours ofT is out of the question, it may be

a matter of compromise, opting for small, restorative moments

that can be squeezed info die schedule. Dr. Domai^ recommends

spending 10 minutes at night with a journal, "figuring out what

will help you get through this time better, what your needs are

and what v ou can do for yourself the next dav'. Even something

short and ven- simple, like sitting dowii with a cup of tea in the

afternoon, can help vou regroup."

"Give yourself some compassion instead of pretending to be

strong all the time." says Dr. Brenner, "then think about what's

Secrets to Sound Sleep
Sleeping is

the easiest

way to restore

your energy
and help your

body heal. If

you aren't getting all the shut-

eye you need, pamper yourself

with the right setup. For six tips

to create your dream bed, go
to WWW.LHJ.COM/DREAMBED

worked in the past to make you feel bet-

ter—a walk, a soak in the tub, callins; a

friend. What brings out your strength?

Give yourself that something, and really

enjoy it." (That means actively choosing to

take a walk, not guiltily sneaking away.

)

The catch is that to find that time, and

then take it, we need to believe w'e deserve

it—and the bottom line, it seems to me. is that

we must, hidividual aises end. but new ones

always arise.^especially in aging America,

where more and more of us must care for

not only immediate but extended families.

(According to the National Women's Health

Information Center, this year up to 39 mil-

lion U.S. households may be involved in

caring for an elderly relative, with die vast

majoritv' of individual caregivers being wom-

en who have their own husbands and chil-

dren and jobs,) Within weeks after my
mother-in-law died, my mother fainted in an

art museum and my aunt was hospitalized

with pneumonia, and the pressure was on

again. Postponing self-care until "life calms

down" can mean a verv' long wait.

In the end, it's not selfish to do what

allows us to continue giving to others. It's

not selfish to treat ourselves with the same

thoughtfulness we show those we love. Self-

ish is the last word I'd use for one woman I

know who gives almost constandy—she's a

mother of five, a loving wife, a teacher and

mentor. She's also someone who's passion-

ate about distance running, and no crisis,

not the death of both parents or the illness

of a coworker (which doubled her work-

load) , has prevented her from getting in her

miles. "My mother never took a vacation in

her life, then she had a heart attack when I

was in college," she says. "It made me real-

ize that life is short. When I'm running

everv' cell of my being is fully alive. Noth-

ing could make me give it up."

That kind of guilt-free determination is

a 2;ood smide. After all. savs Dr. Domar.

the point of caring "isn't to care only f»ii

others. It's to care for everyone—and that

includes ourselves."

^ LADIES' HOME JOURNA, JULY 2007
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lis the perfect time to visit.

)n't tell the kids.

over Disney magic made for rwo. Savor the acclaimed Epcot International Food & Wine Fcsiixal.

}ue, Deluxe Resorts. Indulgent spa treatments. Nearly endless greens ot championship golt courses

more. All during one of the most laid-back times ot the year when the weather can be wonderful,

le experience another side of the magic during Tlw Ydir of a Million Drcnins. just don't tell the kids.

407-WDW-FALL or speak with your Travel Agent. disncyworld.com/FALL



the question isn't

can this weight loss program

change your life

but can you?

>
what is alii? alli is the only FDA approved ^

over-the-counter weight loss product, it's a

unique combination of a pill with a plan to help

you lose weight in a healthy and gradual way

when you commit to a reduced calorie, low fat

diet, alli can help you lose 50% more weight

than with dieting alone, so instead of losing

10 pounds, you can lose 15,

how does it work? alli is safe and works in

your digestive tract without affecting your brain

or heart, it prevents the absorption of some of

the fat in the foods you eat, if you eat too much
fat, you may experience treatment effects,

including loose or more frequent stools, an

urgent need to go to the bathroom or gas with

an oily discharge,

alli is there for you with an
'

, j.vioucJ : me action plan, the plan

provides '-i - • from health experts on

how to adapt the alli program to your lifestyle,

am I ready? you can't just try alli, you have to

commit to It. you have to challenc: :,elf,

work hard, and change what you ea;, yOu

think you're ready go to myalli.com.

allimyaiiicorn
if you have the vv II we have the power.'



1 look for ways to burn more calories. I can walk my dog around the block, again. *
i can prove myself to myself.



Yqur feet complete your beauty. That's why
LAMISILK"' Intensive Foot Therapy is made especially

for your feet's unique skin. Three nouhshing formulas

restore softness and radiance.

For persistent dryness and cracking, try LAMISIL^t*

Cream. The condition you have may be a type of athlete's

foot. LAMISIL*^' Cream is the fastest v\/ay to cure it.'

Now you can give your feet exactly what they need
to let your complete beauty shine through.
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A TY JomXAL
Where to Find It, page 198

Bring THE Beach
To Your Bath
What could be better than an ocean breeze and soft sand

under your toes? Having all of those delights in your

bathroom, that's what! Transport yourself to the tropics with

these beach-inspired body scrubs and moisturizers.

Sandy Scrubs

* Bobbi Brown Beach Body Scrub fbottom left), $35, exfoliates

with orange peel and softens with shea butter. Better

yet is its amazingh' authentic Beach fragrance.

* Crabtree 8c Evelyn India Hicks Island Living

Spider Lily Body Polish, S22. is a foaming scrub with

avocado stone, sugarcane and hydrating glycerin.

Milky Moisturizers

* Calgon Turquoise Seas Body Lotion,

S4,65. with vitamin E and aloe, impai ts the

scent ofjasmine for a true dose of the outdoors.

* lie De Tahiti Inu Body Lotion in Coconut

Vanille (right). Sl4. soothes sun-parched skin

with tamanu nut (fr^^n the Tahitian tamanu

tree), coconut and gardenia blossoms.
—

n

ILE DE TAHITI

ASK THE BEAUTY
DIRECTOR
QCan a cream really get rid of

the spider veins on my legs? I

just hate the way they look!

ASpider veins are the red or blue

blood vessels that appear on

the uppermost layer of the skin,

tarnishing the smooth look of legs. I

have them, too, and since genetics is

a common cause and spider veins

can worsen with hormonal changes

such as pregnancy, I'd like to thank

my mother and my twins! While

nothing matches lasers and sclero-

therapy (in which a

solution is injected

into the lining of

the blood vessel) in

reducing spider

veins, skin-care

companies are

continuing to

launch some inno-

vative options.

Users recently tested Avon's Anew
Clinical Spider Vein Therapy, SPF 15,

$28, and reported a reduction in

capillary color after one week and up

to a 50 percent reduction in the

appearance of spider veins with

continued use. Another option:

Vita-K Solution for Spider Veins,

$11.99, with vitamins K and C. I'm

surely going to give both a try!

Beauty Director

Patricia Reynoso

l./.\i.lM!iVl.iM!l Your Longest Lashes Yet
Before I declare undying love for a new mascara, it has to meet the following

criteria: Does it go on smoothly, make my lashes look longer and, most important, will

anyone notice'' With Maybelline New York's Define-A-Lash Mascara, $7.95, the answer to

three questions was a resounding yes—even makeup artists asked me what mascara 1 was
wearing! The secrei is in the lightweight, flexible, wireless brush that coats every lash without any

clumps. Oh, yes, and the bright green tube is a fun and funky addition to my makeup bag.

|H!tlgHS!| Patricia can help you solve your beauty problems! E-mail her at askthebeautydirectorg meredith.com
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e're looking for people to write children's boob
By Patricia Pfitscli

F you've e\ er dreamed of writing

for publication, this may be your

best chance to turn that dream into

;i reality. If you qualify' and show
lise, we ll teach you—the same way
s taught—how to break into one of

nost rewarding of all markets tor

v\riters.

lie $3 billion children's market

continued success of publications

oung people has led to a growing
' for new writers to help create the

illion worth of children's books

ished each year, plus stories and

les for more than 600 magazines.

"But am I good enough?"

Iream of writing professionally

s raising three kids on a fami was
bogged down in the same kind of

nainry you may have e.xperienced.

len, an ad for the In.stitute seemed
"fer the writing and selling skills I

led. I passed its test and entered

a richly reg arding relationship with

Lithor-instaictor, which \Aas a major

ng point in my life—as 1 hope it

be in yours.

rhe at-home training that has
iched more successful children's

authors than any other

In.stitute of Children's Literature has

e.ssfully trained more new w riters to

: the needs of this market than any

r institution. Its unique program

^d my dream into reality, and I

me one of more than 1 1 ,000

:ute graduates who have published

Iren's stories, articles, and books,

iding pre.stigious award winners.

I'm using my skills at the Institute

lin promising new writers.

The promise that paid off

In.stitute made exactly the same
ii.se to me that it w ill make to you if

demonstrate basic w riting aptitude:

HI will complete cil least one nian-

ciipt suitable to submit to editoiy

' the timeyou finish the coiiise.

ith skill, empathy, and tough love

n needed, my Institute instructor

ed me complete and sell three of

.'our.se assignments, w hich. I later

)vered, was not unusual.

:)w, as a nationally published

or of 7 children's books and o\ er

id Pfilsd}. a {{i Mliuile of our course, has piib-

J 55J stories and articles, plus ~ hooks,

liiii; i award u iiiuiti^ iioi els and an lidifar

nee. She is alst, an instructor at ll>e Institute.

Writing

Aptitude

T^t

Our test and expert evaluation arefree

SOO stories and anicles, I enjo\- helping

aspiring writers—as / w as helped—to

change their dreams into bright realitv

A nationally published author
or editor is your one-on-one
writing and selling coach

If you are accepted, you w ill be

assigned a personal in.stmctor who is a

sLicce.ssful author or experienced edi-

tor—and who becomes your energizing

spark plug and deeply committed w ril-

ing and .selling coach. We all work the

same way.

When you've finished an a.ssignment

at your pace, you .send it to me. I edit

it line-by-line and .send you a detailed

letter explaining my edits.

I point out your .strengths, help elimi-

nate weaknes.ses. and e\en show you
how to turn bits of your everv day life

into saleable w riting. \'o\.\ push and I

pull, and between us both, you learn

how to write—and how to sell w hat

\'ou w rite.

We are the living proof

Among my fellow instnictors. 30 are

graduates of the In.stitute—all nationally

published authors. One is a fonner

Ixmk teller, another came from nursing,

and .se\ eral were busy raising children

The wide range of backgrounds the\

represent is typical of In.stitute students

W hat they shared in common w as a

dream antl the w illingne.ss to take the

first step toward realizing it. While
there's no guarantee that e\ en' student

will have the .same success, we're

showered with letters like these:

"Little did I suspect I was about to Ik-

offered a new lea.se on life. " w ritc^

Maribel de Suarez, Vega Baja, PR. W hile

.still a .student. I sold .'\.ssignment S and
another piece for SIJSO and boLight a

computer. When I turned 80, I sold a

collection of IS .stories and another

book. ... It was a dream come tnie. . .

"A whole new world"

"My first two published pieces w ere

In.stitute assignments." says Michelle

Barone, Den\er. CO. ' ^'ou haw openec
up a whole new wodd for me

"

"I started the course w hen I was
pregnant with my third child. " writes C.

Hope Flinchbaugh. '^'ork. PA. "Since

then, I've been published in 13 maga-
zines, and published a no\el. . . . .My

in.structor w as the teacher of my
dreams."

Don't let your dream die

—

send for your free test today!

It a writing life is the one \x)u long tor.

here's your chance to test that eiream.

The Institute otters a rev ealing aptitude

test based on its 38 years of expenencx-.

and it's free.

If you pa.ss, it s becau.se you haw the

aptitude to make it in the world of w ril-

ing f(^r children. It takes work, it takes

commitment, it takes courage—but you

can do it.

Ju.st fill out and mail the coupon
below to receiv e your tree test and 3--

page introduction to our course.

\\ ritiiiiifor ( 'hihtren and 'I'eenai>('is.

and 80 of our instiiictoi s.

Ihere is no obligation

I 1

Institute of ("liildren's Literature

93 Long Ridge Road

We.st Redding. CT06S9(v(iSlJ

'i'es. please send me vour tret-

Wnting .\ptitude Tesi and illusti.ited

brochure 1 understand I'm under no

obligation, and no salesperson w ill

\ isit me

Please circle one and print name clearly:

Mr Vlis Ms Vliss G1034

5 N.iinc

/ip

lio.irti toi Mate \<..ii.k'niK .\\\ .iri,!s .lOil .ij>pro\c».I \'

1^



No-Excuses

Sun Protection
Once you know about this summer's crop

of breakthrough sunscreens, saying "oops,

I got burned again" won't cut it anymore

34

EXCUSE #1:
"I just look better

with a tan."

SOLUTION:

Remember that

tanned skin is

unhealthy. Today's

self-tanners let you

control just how "tan"

you want to get.

OUR PICK: Aveeno

Continuous Radiance

Moisturizing Lotion All

Skin Tones, $14.99,

features a self-tanner

in one chamber

and a body

lotion in the

other. Turning

the dial to one

of the five

settings

delivers a

custom serving

of each.

lOME JOURKA^
I

JULY 2007

EXCUSE #2:
"It's too messy to reapply

sunscreen when you're

sandy and sticky at the

beach."

SOLUTION:

Sand clings to

skin that's too

wet so help

keep yours drier

with new matte

sunscreen

formulas.

OUR PICK:

Banana Boat Sport Dri-Blok

SPF 30 Lotion, $7.99, goes

on like a lotion but dries

with a powder finish that

sand has a tough time

sticking to.

Where to Find It, page 198

EXCUSE #3: EXCUSE #4:
"Wearing sunscreen

makes me sweat and

feel hotter."

SOLUTION: What if

your sunscreen

actually cooled you

off? Works for us!

OUR PICK:

Neutrogena

Fresh Cooling

Gel Sunblock

SPF 45, $9.99,

refreshes skin

with its

menthol-

infused formula

Fresfi

"

Coding

Becn^bt^O lucky

readers to wn all four

of these innovative

goodies. See page 198

for entry details.

"It's a pain to lug around a

bottle of sunscreen

everywhere I go!"

SOLUTION: Stash single-use

sunscreens in your purse or

beach bag. Each packet

delivers the perfect amount

of sunscreen, so you'll never

have to worry about

whether you're putting on

too much or too little.

OUR PICK: iS Suncare

PerfecTint SPF 20

Moisturizing Sunscreen

Packets, $45 for 20

packets, has been shown to

reduce some of the effects

of sunburn.

—Patricia Reynoso

WWWLh
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TRODUCING THE 4-DAY ^AOISMF

YOU DON'T USE ON YOUR FACE.

New K-Y' Brand LIQUIBEADS '

is the first and only vaginal moisturizer that's a discreet and gentle

insert. One LIQUIBEADS"' insert dissolves within minutes, then gradually releases to last up to

four days. Use it regularly and you can kiss dryness goodbye. Heaven!

Visit www.ky.com/promo/LHJ and give it a try.

Liquibeads™
long lasting vaginal '

^

restores vaginal moisture

lasts up to 4 days

estrogen free

o
(actual size) K-Y. For the love v. _ ife.



Try Ciray Sokitioii hv Nice'n Easv.

A t^ray-tariiecini; prt-rreatment helps

stubLx)rn grays to absorb color

So grays start and stay invisible.

And all thcv see is vou.

^^Q\7 nicen
easy

r
niee'n'
easy



al so!

proble real

Meet salon colonst Marcy Cona -

Clairol's in-house Creative Director of Color and Style.

Marcy has owned a salon for 20 years and spent a lot

of that time coloring away grays for her clients.

Here she gets your gray questions covered...

ay &
don t )ust have grays... I have tough, stubborn, maddening

i! I feel like my gra\- problem is more serious than most,

right?

ctually, you have a lot of company. Lots of women have

mely resistant gray. Typically, the coarser the gray, the

i?r It is to color. That's why you often see those "pop up"

; appearing around the temple area. The key to lasting gray

-age is to ensure that each gray absorbs the maximum amount oi color.

don't just hate the way I look when my grays are showing, 1 hate chc way I ledl

illy does a number on my egol Help!

's all about control... if you feel like you're in control of your grays, vou'U feel better all around,

-e a client who—when her color is finished and her grays are gone - sings "Ti da!" to herselt in

nirror. I can actually see the relief on her face and a new spring in her step as she sails out the door!

's a great feeling for both of us!

ve tried everything, and nothing seems to cover my gra\ s for very long,

very skeptical that anything will do what it says it will.

hear you! But hear this - Gray Solution is all about covering extremely resistant gray hair,

le salon, we evaluate and pre-treat gray that's hard to cover. And thanks to a unique gra\ -tari;

:reatment. Gray Solution is designed to do the same thing for you ar home. Even the palette -

darkest brunette to the lightest blonde - is designed with

zing gray coverage in mind. I think you'll definitely notice

5 difference.

i K/'hat kind of response has there been about Grav Solution.''

l's been really, really positive - with women calling in from

ver the country reporting amazing results, incredible

'ixage and undying loyalty.

eting

- from





5TRESS-FREE
m

WHETHER YOUR HAIR

\ IS CURLY, WAVY OR
WRAIGHT, WE'LL SHOW
^v\you strategies to

pvtsmart the heat,

haHUMidity and sun

I,







ATURALLY STRAIGHT HAIR WAVY?
traight hair to hold a wave as it is for curly hair to
Shorter recommends braiding or twisting damp

a l<icl< of texture. Also, try this expert trick:

ay (the salt holds the cuticle open as the
e hair shaft) and revel in your waves. Try

classic texturizing spray with fine salt

ract.

STYLE SHORTC
to preserve this ideal textu

Then stay away from hairbr

Instead, using a wide-tooth
detangle your hair in the sh

while conditioner is still in. then
rinse. Afterward, gently blot the
hair with a towel, spray with a light

conditioning spray and just let it b
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Sore feet? Get tips on your shoe fit at www.lhj.com/shoe



You HELPED YOUR SISTER MAKE THE PERFECT KEY LIME PIE.

YOU HELPED YOUR GRANDDAUGHTER CHOOSE HER WEDDING DRESS.

YOU HELPED YOUR GARDEN CLUB GROW PRIZE-WINNING ROSES.

Now IT'S TIME FOR YOU TO GET A LITTLE EXTRA HELP.

GlaxoSmithKline introduces GSK Access, a one of our specially-trained counselors and

program that provides eligible Medicare Part D

enroUees free medications for the medicines

we make. Refer to the box to see if you may

qualify. If so, it's easy to apply. Just go to

www.GSK-Access.com and fill out the appli-

cation or call I-866-GSK-FOR-U to talk to

receive an application by mail.

Please apply if you:^

Participate in MeJicare Part

Have spent $600 vnit-ot-pix:ket on prescriptions this year

One person hiHisehold income under $25,525

Two person htuiseholil income under $54,225

Finding a way forward.

'OthL T ri..iiiir<.mcnt> mav apply.

GlaxoSmithKline

Please call 1-866-GSK-FOR-U (1-866-475-3678) to see what savings otters you may qualify for.
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Revel in a little jean

therapy in a relaxed pair of

dark denims and a playful

orange top, hat and lace-free

sneaks. You'll be so comfortable,

you won't be abie to help but

enjoy vourself. Top, Lauren

Hansen, $48. Boot-cut jeans, Levi

Strauss Signature, $19.99. Hat,

Patricia Underwood. Sneakers,

Converse, $47.

BEAUTY BONUS:
Ralph Lauren Ralph Rocks Shower

Gel, $22.50, with kiwi, orange

blossom and Australian sandalwood,

will lightly fragrance your skin

and keep you feeling fresh in the

summer heat without the heaviness

of a traditional perfume.











ADVERTISEMENT

(C}'Clospofi!ie OpiiMimicEmlsion) 0.05%

presents

Summer Beach Read

4 How would you describe the way your eyes feel?

4 How often do you use artificial tears?
.
times per day

4 Has your use of artificial tears increased over time? Yes^ No^

A Closer Look at

CHRONIC DRY EYE
Cfironic Dry Eye (CDE), also known as keratoconjunctivitis

sicca, IS a medical condition that can result from the eyes'

reduced ability to produce tears. About 3.2 million women

in the U.S. have CDE; however, many more Americans,

including men, may have it without realizing it.

Whether you suffer from CDE (daily symptoms) or dry eye

(infrequent symptoms), your eyes need a constant layer of

tears to keep them lubricated or moist, protected, and

clean. Chronic Dry Eye can be caused by the inflammation

of the tear producing gland of the eye, resulting in a declining

quantity of tears. It may also be caused by hormonal

changes associated with aging and menopause, medical

conditions such as arthritis, lupus, and Sjorgens syndrome,

and by some prescription and over-the-counter medications.

In CDE, underlying changes to the health of the tear-

producing glands md their inability to produce the right

amount of the r/gW tears, results in a tear film that doesn't

provide enough nourishment or protection to the surface of

the eye. This can damage the eye surface, which, in turn,

can lead to symptoms of CDE. If left untreated, CDE may

weaken your vision and increase the risk of eye infections.

Answer these ^
SIMPLE QUESTIONS

to help youclqctof determine if you have CDE

4 When did you notice your eyes were producing fewer tears?

ENTER FOR A CHANCE TO Wl
one of 25 RESTASIS 'Summer Beach EssentialfiJi^

tote bags.

Fillecl with six captivating novels, a bool<mark,

sunscreen arjcl water bottle, it's the perfect

companion for your next trip to the beach.*

Summer is the perfect time to sit back, relax and enjoy a good book.

Whether it's a love story or a gripping thriller do you find yourself wanting

to tell everyone your thoughts'' If you answer, "yes", you may want to

start or join a book club.

HOW TO START A BOOK CLUB
• Recruit friends and family who share a passion for reading.

• If you have a large group, consider meeting at a library,

coffeehouse or community center

• Establish guidelines at your first meeting. Set a regular time

and place for discussions.

• Identify genres or authors that interest your group.

• Select one person to lead the discussion. Use thought-provoking

questions to initiate conversation.

- What specific theme was the author trying to convey

throughout the book?

- Can you relate to any of the characters? If so, how?

- What did you find surprising as you were reading?

ips

Josliilyn

*<l Jackson

"BETWEEN, GEORb^M a

small miracle, and Nonny

Frett is the most engaging

woman who ever lived in

the pages of a book."

-Anne Rivers Siddons

FREE "'
,

I OOD /•-

J

I., j.r/r— ^

'FREE FOOD FOR

MILLIONAIRES stakes out

new ground for 21 st century

American literature, ten-itory

both profoundly enlightening

and utteriy enjoyable."

-David Henry Hwang,

playwright. 'M Butterfly'

"Love, connection,

loyalty, raw humanity

and much more are the

ingredients of this most

unusual novel."

-Isabel Allende

FOR ADDITIONAL SUMMER READS, VISIT WWW/.HBGUSA.COM

Subject to Official Rules at www.ltij.com/COE. No purctiase necessary to entc to win. Enter at www.ltij,convv;DE or send a pa

with your name, address and daytime ptione number to; Summer Beach ReadiCDE. cJo Ladies' Home Journal, 1 25 Psik A\

18th Root. New Yor*. NY 10017. The Summer Beach Reads Sweepstakes begins on 6/1/07 and ends 7/31/07. Mail entries mi

postmatlied on or before 7/31/07 and received by a'7/07. Online entries must be received by 11:59 pjn,, E.T,, on 7/31/07. 0|

residents of the 50 United states, and the Dismct of Columbia, 21 years or okter. One entry per household. Void where prohibited. Opi

Meredith Corporabon



'our eyes are naturally protected

by a layer of tears,

you have to use eye

ops several times a day,

;k your eye doctor

)out RESTASIS®.

You may have Chronic Dry Eye

due to decreased tear production

caused by inflammation. It's a medical

condition where your eyes don't make

enough tears. Artificial tears and other

over-the-counter drops simply can't

increase tear production.

Your eye doctor can tell you.

Ask your doctor about RESTASIS®

Ophthalmic Emulsion. It's the only

eye drop that actually helps your

eyes increase tear production with

continued use.

Only an eye doctor can determine

whether you have this type of Chronic

Dry Eye. That's why you should make

an appointment to ask your eye

doctor if RESTASIS^^ Ophthalmic

Emulsion is right for you.

RESTASIS®: one drop, twice a day,

with continued use can help you

make more of your own tears.

Your own tears.

Who wouldn't want that?

Take the first Step
-

Goto Rcstasis25.com or call
1-866-271-6373

for a tree iniormation kit.

Avallable by prescription only

increases lear production with continued use

STASIS Ophthalmic Emulsion helps increase your eyes' natural ai

3 to Chronic Dry Eye. RESTASIS did not increase tear production in p..

portant Safety Information:

STASIS Ophthalmic Emulsion should not be used by patients with active e\-

istory of herpes viral infections of the eye. The most common side effect is

lude eye redness, discharge, watery eyes, eye pain, foreign body sensation

educe tears, which ma\

.f,.rti-.n^
;inct has not bee,, o.i.u . m patients with

Liming sensation. Other side effect?

4iiiying, and blurred vision.

^ ALLERCAIM
' ase see next page for important safetv information,

C3007 Aiieroiiii,lnL n\i!ii'

S> maiks ft-:'



;e. Preservalive-Free

INDICATIONS AND USAGE

RESTASiS Ophthdimic Emulsion is indicated to increase tear production in patients whose

tear production is presumed to be suppressed due to ocular intlammation associated witti

l<eratoconjunctivitis sicca Increased tear production was not seen m patients currently taking

topical anti-inllammatory drugs or using punctal plugs.

CONTRAINDICATIONS

RESTASIS IS conlrainflicated in patients witti active ocular inteclions and in patients wilti known or

suspected hypersensitivity to any of tfie ingredients in ttie tormulation

WARNING

RESTASIS Optittialmic Emulsion tias not been studied in patients with a history ot herpes keratitis

PRECAUTIONS

General Fur ophthalmic use only

Information for Patients:

ie individual single-use vial is to be used immediately after opening for

- or both eyes, and the remaining contents should be discarded immediately alter

aominisiidtiun not allow the tip of the vial to touch the eye or any surface, as this may contaminate

the emulsion RESTASIS should not be administered while wearing contaci lenses Patients with

decreased tear production typically should not wear contact lenses If contact lenses are worn, they

should be removed prior to the administration of the emulsion Lenses may be reinserted 15 minutes

following administration of RESTASIS' Ophthalmic Emulsion

Carcinogenesis, Mutagenesis, and Impairment of Fertility:

Systemic carcinogenicity studies were carried out in male and female mice and rats In the 78-week oral

(diet) mouse study, at doses of 1. 4, and 16 mg/kg/day, evidence of a statistically significant trend was

found for lymphocytic lymphomas in females, and the incidence of hepatocellular carcinomas m mid-

dose males significantly exceeded the control value

In the 24-month oral (diet) rat study, conducted at 5, 2, and 8 mg/kg/day. pancreatic islet cell

adenomas significantly exceeded the control rate in the low dose level The hepatocellular carcinomas

and pancreatic islet cell adenomas were not dose related The low doses in mice and rats are

aporoxmateiy 1000 and 500 times greater, respectively, than the daily human dose of one drop (28 pL)

15% RESTASIS BID into each eye of a 60 kg person (0 001 mg/kg/day). assuming that the entire

s absorbed

Cyclosporine has not been found mutagenic/genotoxic in the Ames Test, the V79-HGPRT Test, the

micronucleus test in mice and Chinese hamsters, the chromosome-aberration tests in Chinese hamster

bone-marrow, the mouse dominant lethal assay, and the DNA-repaIr lest m sperm from treated mice A

study analyzing sister chromatid exchange (SCE) induction by cyclosporine using human lymphocytes

in vitro gave indication of a positive effect (i.e., induction of SCE).

Mo impairment in fertility was demonstrated in studies in male and female rats receiving oral doses of

cyclosporine up to 15 mg/kg,May (approximately 15.000 times the human daily dose of 001

mg/kg/day) for 9 weeks (male) and 2 weeks (female) prior to mating,

Pregnancy-Teratogenie Effects:

Pregnancy category C

Teratogenic Effects No evidence of teratogenicity was observed ^n rats or rabbits receiving oral do

of cyclosporine up to 300 mg/kg/day during organogenesis These doses in rats and rabbits are

approximately 300,000 times greater than the daily human dose of one drop (28 pL) 0,05% RESTA

BID into each eye of a 60 kg person (0.001 mg/kg/day), assuming thai the entire dose is absorbed.

Non-Teratogenic Effects: Adverse effects were seen in reproduction studies in rats and rabbits on!)

dose levels toxic to dams At toxic doses (rats at 30 mgAg/day and rabbits at 100 mg/kg/day),

cyclosporine oral solution, USR was embryo- and fetotoxic as indicated by increased pre- and

postnatal mortality and reduced fetal weight together with related skeletal retardations These doses

30,000 and 100,000 limes greater, respectively than the daily human dose of one-drop (28 pL) of

05% RESTASIS BID into each eye of a 60 kg person (0 001 mg/kg/day), assuming thai the entii

dose is absorbed No evidence of embryofetal toxicity was observed in rats or rabbits receiving

cyclosporine at oral doses up to 17 mg/kg/day or 30 mgAg/day, respectively, during organogenes'

These doses in rats and rabbits are approximately 17,000 and 30,000 times greater, respectively, ti-

the daily human dose.

Offspring of rats receiving a 45 mg/kg/day oral dose of cyclosporine from Day 15 ol pregnancy unl

Day 21 post partum. a maternally toxic level, exhibited an increase in postnatal mortality; this dose

45.000 times greater than the daily human toxical dose. 001 mg/kg/day, assuming that ttie entira

dose IS absorbed No adverse events were observed at oral doses up to 15 mg/kg/day (15,000 timl

greater than the daily human dose) 1

There are no adequate and well-controlled studies ot RESTASIS in pregnant women, RESTASIS"
j

should be administered to a pregnant woman only if clearly needed
|

Nursing Mottiers: I

Cyclosporine is known to be excreted in human milk following systemic administration but excretil

human miik after topical treatment has not been investigated. Although blood concentrations aie

undetectable after topical administration of RESTASiS Ophthalmic Emulsion, caution should be

exercised when RESTASIS is administered to a nursing woman.

Pediatric Use:

The safety and efficacy of RESTASIS Ophthalmic Emulsion have not been established in pediatric

patients below the age ot16

Geriatric Use:

No overall difference m safety or eltectiveness has been observed between elderly and youngc- .

•

ADVERSE REACTIONS
I

The most common adverse event following the use of RESTASIS' was ocular burning (17%) Olh(

events reported in 1% to 5% ol patients included coniunctival hyperemia, discharge, epiphora, ey

pain, foreign body sensation, pruritus, stinging, and visual disturbance (most often blurring),

Rx Only Based on package insert 71 271 US1 5P revised February 2004

^ ALLERCAIM INSPIW^ ®
1

©2007Allergan, Inc

Irvine, CA 9261 2, USA
® marks owned by Allergan, Inc
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'

Lubricant Eye Drops

Sign up for the My Tears, My Rewards" program for instant savings on OPTIVE™!

e 2007 Allergan. Inc * and marks owned by Allergan, Inc Systane' is e registered tradeir

www.optivesolutions.com/l
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TakeCUUR. It works!"
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can this

arriage be
saved?

by CYNTHIA HANSON

"HeNever
r-i-ii Comes 1

1 hroum
For Me"

Her turn: "I can't rely on Tom for anything,"

said Sara, 36, a director of career planning at a

college in southeastern Virginia, where she

lives with her husband of nine years. "Whether
it's cutting the lawn, booking a hotel or getting

the cars inspected, he makes nothing but empty promises. And he

rarely completes a project, even though he's extremely handy.

Eight months ago he decided to reupholster the dining-room

chairs; he's halfway done, and the fabric and staple gun are still

sitting on the table. WTienever I complain about his poor follow-

through, Tom, a high school math teacher, says I'm making a

mountain out of a molehill and offers his usual lame excuses : "I

ran out of time" or "I got too tired.' With the chairs, Tom claims

that he didn't want to disturb the papenvork I'd been doing on the

table. Yes, I had some files there, but the chairs are separate fi-om

the table! He could have moved them into the kitchen. The prob-

lem is now reaching a crisis point because we re in the process of

adopting a baby girl from Russia, whom we're going to name
Rebecca. We decided a few years ago to adopt rather than have a

biological child. I had iio urge to be pregnant and Tom didn't feel

compelled to pass on his genes. We'd rather give a good home to

a child who otherwise wouldn't have one. But Y\ e begun to ques-

don how good a home that will be. I'm not sure I can count on

Tom to be a responsible father. My disappointment in him has

made me wididraw. At the end of the day, he wants to talk and

watch TV together, but I'd rather go upstairs and read. I\e also

lost interest in sex, mosdy because he's gained 25 pounds and I no

lons;er find him attracdve. Besides, he oftei

falls asleep in front of the TV and comes ti yd,

bed at 3 .^..vi.—hardly a rime for romance. Sc siaa

as the adoption day draws near, I've becom iib

increasindv anxious about our fumre.

"I grew up in a small town, the elder cfiili

of an accountant and a librarian. From th'
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dme I was young I felt pressure to excel iii

eveiything, because Mom dcri\'ed so much
satisfaction from my successes. She'd gush

and beam if I made die cheerleading squad

or first-chair flute m the school orchestra. I

was in junior high when she said. 'Fm glad

you're populai" I don't know what Td do if

vou weren't,' and that statement ™ided me until collesc. I did

whatever I could to please Mom, including sticking with the flute

even though I wanted to quit at 16. Overall, though, my cliildhood

was comfortable. Mom and Dad were teen sweethccu-ts who never

argued; they just celebrated their 40di wedding anniversar)-.

"After college I taught history' at a high school in mral Appala-

chia. It turned out that I liked ad\ising students more than I liked

teaching, so I decided to go to graduate school to become a guid-

ance counselor. Tom was a fellow smdent. I spotted him in the din-

ing hall and was drawn to his bo\ish good looks. A few weeks later

he struck up a conversation at the salad bar. We had so much in

common: We'd both taught in rural schools, sang in our church

choirs and enjoyed biking. I also liked liis shy, unassuming demean-

or But after a month of eating together and talking on the phone

Tom hadn't asked me on a real date. Fmally I tcasingly asked liim,

'Are \'ou going to invite me to the holida)' dance, or do I have to

invite you?' Blushing, he prompdv- asked me to be his date.

"Slow dancing together a few v\ eeks later, Tom looked into my
eyes and said, "I don't want to ever let go.' We bodi agree that we

fell in love that night. Tom had everv thing I wanted ui a husband:

intelligence, sensitivity and. seemingly, a strong work ethic—he \vas

putting himself through gi aduate school vvidi scholarships and a

part-time job at a bookstore. We got married after he'd completed

his master's desjee: I still had a vear to <ro. Wliile I finished mv
diesis, he substitute taught and worked in a bookstore. New Iv-wed

life was hectic but mosdy happy. It wasn't until mv- final semester

diat Tom's passive side surfaced. We'd agieed to mov c to his honic-

towii, so I figiued he'd use his comiections to pave die \\i\y. But

Tom just waited for job leads to conic through the luiivcrsity's

career development office, and there weren't nuuiv'. I was won ied

about money. Late one night, as I wrote cover letters and he

watched reruns on cable, I told him how disappointed I was.

'You're not the man I thought you were." I Siud. "It looks like I'll

have to take caie of you." I felt guilty die moment I said it, but he

just shot me a dirtv- look and changed die cliaimel.

"After I found a job I asked my new boss if she knew of any

openings for math teachers. She rev iewed Tom s resume and

helped him land six inten iews. Ultimately. Tom found a position

at a top public high school, where he still works.

"I soon discovered Tom wasn't an ecjual partner on the home

front, either. We supposedly div ide ilic chores, and Tom is in

charge of the lawn, house repairs, taking out the trash and car

maintenance. But he eidier waits until the last niinutc-tlie kitchen

trash can overflows before he dinnps it in the garbage bin out-

side-or won't do the chores unless I nag. A few times, when our

front lawn looked like a jungle, I came home from work to find a

neighbor cutting it! I was inibelievably humiliated, but Tom just

shrugged and told me I was overreacting. c;oN riNL i n
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can this

marriage be
saved?

"Last month, before I left for a three-week business trip. I asked

Tom to pay the bills, do laundry and keep the house neat. He
assured me that he would. Unfortunately. I came home to find

unpaid bills strewn across the kitchen counter, dirty laundry on

the bedroom floor and filthy dishes in the sink. But worst of all, he

hadn't mailed the adopdon paperwork, which I'd asked him to do.

I had fmalized ever>thing before I left; we were waiting only for a

copy of my bu th certificate, which was to be delivered by FedE.\.

All he had to do was clip it to the rest of the paperwork and mail

the envelope. Easy, right? I asked him about this every time I

phoned home, and he told me the birth certificate hadn't arrived.

WTien I got back, there was the FedEx package sitting on the coun-

ter, unopened! I just lost it. 'I can't believe you didn't do anything.'

I said, tears welling in my eyes. 'I'm angry, hurt and disappointed.

If I can t tmst you to mail some documents, how can I trust you to

feed our baby or pack a diaper bag?' Tom claimed he was afraid

of messing up the forms and wanted us to finish them togedier. He
also said he was too exhausted to care for the house.

"Well, I'm exhausted, too-mentally and physically—from hav-

ing to do everything. I hate nagging him and I feel overwhelmed

and alone. I still love my husband, but I'm terrified that I'll never

be able to count on him. and I don't have the energ)' to take care

of two children-Rebecca ami Tom''

His turn: "Fm glad my wife admitted she's a

nag—at least she can't accuse me of calling her

one," said Tom, 38. "Sara acts like an annoying

mother, always nudging me to do tliis and that,

and then calling me a 'slob' or 'couch potato.' It's

true that I don't fmish my chores as quickly as she does. I don't

share her sense of urgency, but I get ever^'thing done, eventually.

"Unfortunately, that's not good enough for Sara. She e.xpects me
to follow her timetable. So what if all the dining-room chairs aren't

reupholstered yet? We only entertain in there twice a year. So what

if the lawii gets a bit overgrown? If our neighbor thinks the height

of oiu grass is an eyesore and wants to cut it, that's fme by me. The
fact that I'm not fazed by that stuff only upsets Sara more. Sara is a

neat freak, but household disarray doesn't bodier me. I can't under-

stand why she gets so worked up over pettv- things.

"Sara portiays me as the bad guy, but that's her perspective.

She's right diat I didn't pursue my job hunt as aggiessively as she

would ha\ c liked, but I had enough connections to find a good

job. I wasn't worried that I'd end up unemployed. I had no idea

how upset she was until she went on a tirade about how I'd disap-

pointed her and how she'd have to take care of me.
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Could Your Marriage Use Savirg

When your

personal issuoj

become too ru

_ for the two olsl^ to handle on
own, a thera

can help. Find one near you in o
online therapist directory, which
includes therapists' resumes, ph
specialties and personal statemeCf

http://therapists.lhj.com
I

"As for mailing the adopdon forms. I wa "

leer)' ofmaking a mistake because the papei i

work was so complicated. Besides, after sh[j

left for her trip. I realized it was something 1

1

wanted us to do together. But she's furiou

at me and has been giving me the coli

shoulder ever since. Well, she's not the onli

one who's miserable and anxious about oU|

future. I'm e.xcited about becoming a fathe^

but our recent spate of aiguments is makin;

me wonder what kind of mother Sara wv

be. Is she going to nag our daughter the wa
|

she nags me? Wdl she scream at her ain "

give her the silent treatment?
j

"I had a decent childhood. Dad was :

telephone repairman; Mom stayed home u

raise my older sisters and me. I was ver

attached to my mom, who had a loving aru[:

srenerous nature. She never missed m
school plays or soccer games, and she alwayj

|

had an encouraging word about my perfoij \

mance. Dad worked hard to provide for u? '

but he offered litde praise or emotional sup

port. He was bossy and controlling, whicf

put a wedge between us. WTien Sara order

me around, she reminds me of my dad—ani

die image stirs up a lot of anger.

"I was Lnstandy attracted to Saia: With he

radiant smile, intense green eyes and wa\'

auburn hair, she was the most beautifi;

woman I'd ever seen. But I'm shy, so it too'

me a month to work up the courage to inti (

duce myself I still remember our magicij

first date: We were already close from ou '

dinner conversations, and as I held Sara i

my arms on die dance floor I knew I'd maiT

her. We talked freely continued on p.'\ge 6j
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There were times when I was sad

and hopeless— I couldn't enjoy the

things I used to— often for weeks

or months at a time. But there were

other times when it wasn't that way.

There was another side.



There were times when I was "up"—way up. I was also extremely irritable.

My thoughts were racir^g a mile a minute. I talked so fast, no one

could get a word in edgewise. I didn't know what was wrong.

Fortunately, my doctor did ..

.

Bipolar disorder consists of extreme mood swings— episodes of downs

(depression) and ups (mania). And although there is no cure for bipolar

disorder, effective treatments are available.

h

JCi
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My doctor prescribed SEROQUEL He said SEROQUEL is the only medication approved to

treat the depressive episodes and the acute manic episodes in bipolar disorder.

Important Safety Information About
SEROQUEL: This is not a complete summary of safety

information. Please discuss the full Prescribing Information

with your health care provider

Elderly patients with dementia-related psychosis (having

lost touch with reality due to confusion and memory loss)

treated with this type of medicine are at an increased risk

of death, compared to placebo (sugar pill). SEROQUEL is

not approved for treating these patients.

Antidepressants have increased the risk of suicidal

thoughts and actions in children and teenagers. All

patients starting treatment should be watched dosely

for worsening of depression, suicidal thoughts or

actions, unusual changes in behavior, agitation, and

irritability. Families and caregivers should watch

patients daily and report these symptoms immediately

to the physician. SEROQUEL is not approved for

patients under the age of 1 8 years.

A rare, but potentially fatal side effect reported with SEROQi

and medicines like it, is neuroleptic malignant syndrome

(NMS). Tell your doctor if you have very high fever; rigid

muscles; shaking; confusion; sweating; changes in pulse,
j

heart rate, or blood pressure; or muscle pain and weaknesj

because treatment should be stopped if you have NMS.

Another serious side effect reported with SEROQUEL and

medicines like it is tardive dyskinesia (TD)—uncontrollab*

movements of the face, tongue, or other parts of the body]

TD may become permanent, and the risk ofTD is believed i-'^'

increase as the length of time on and the amount of these

medications increase. While TD can develop in patients

taking low doses for short periods, this is much less

common. There is no known treatment forTD, but it may c i

away partially or completely if treatment is stopped.

High blood sugar and diabetes have been reported with

SEROQUEL and medicines like it. If you have diabetes or nsl

factors such as obesity or a family history of diabetes, ask

your doctor about checking your blood sugar before startig
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EROQUEL Ls LlpeJ^e UlUUr.
Ke taking SEROQUEL for my bipolar depression, I've seen an innprovernent

my overall quality of life and satisfaction with my everyday activities and

lationships with my friends and family.

sk your doctor about SEROQUEL.

)u can go to SEROQUELcom to take a Mood Questionnaire to review with

lur doctor. It can be a good first step in recognizing possible symptoms of

polar disorder. No questionnaire can take the place of a thorough evaluation by

lealth care professional. Only your doctor can diagnose bipolar disorder and

commend appropriate treatment for you.

>r more information call 1-888-58-BIPOLAR (1-888-582-4765)

r visit SEROQUELcom

m are without prescription coverage arid can't affordyour medication, AstraA

ROQUEL and throughout treatment. If you develop symptonns

high blood sugar or diabetes, such as excessive thirst or

nger, increased urination, or weakness, contact your doctor

mplications fronn diabetes can be serious and even

? threatening.

I eye exam for cataracts is recommended at the beginning of

'atment and every 6 months thereafter Tell your doctor if you

ve a history of or are at nsk for seizures. Since drowsiness has been

wrted with SEROQUEL, you should not participate in activities

ch as driving or operating machinery until you know that you

n do so safely. Avoid drinking alcohol while taking SEROQUEL

cause SEROQUEL increases the effects of alcohol. Avoid

'Coming overheated or dehydrated while taking SEROQUEL.

e most common side effects are dry mouth, drowsiness,

dation, dizziness, weakness, constipation, abdominal pain,

dden drop in blood pressure when standing, sore throat, weight

tin, abnormal liver tests, upset stomach, and sluggishness,

ease see Brief Summary including Boxed Warnings on adjacent pages

AstraZeneca ^

Seroquel
quetiapine fumarate



Please read this summary carefully and then ask your doctor about SEROOUEL. No advertisement can provide all the information needed to determine if a drug is right for yc

This advertisement does not take the place of careful discussions with your doctor Only your doctor has the training to weigh the risks and benefits of a prescription drug

SEROQUEL" (quetiapine fumarate) Tablets

BRIEF SUMMARY of Prescribing Information—Before prescribing, please consult complete Prescribing

Information.

Increased Mortality in Elderly Patients with Dementia-Related Psychosis

Elderly patients with dementia-related psychosis treated with atypical antipsychotic drugs are at an increased risk

of death compared to placebo. Analyses of seventeen placebo-controlled trials (modal duration of 10 weeks) in these

patients revealed a risk ol death in the drag-treated patients of between 1 .6 to 1 .7 limes that seen in placebo-treated

patients. Over the course ol a typical 10 week conUolled trial, the rale ol death in drug-treated patients was about

4.5%, compared to a rate of about 2.6% in the placebo group. Although the causes of death were varied, most of the

deatbs appeared to be either cardiovascular (eg, heart failure, sudden death) or intecbous (eg, pneumonia) in nature.

SEBOQUEL (quetiapine) is not approved lor the treatment ol patients with Demenlia-Related Psychosis.

Suic idalitv in Children a_nd_AdoLescente — Anbdepressants increased the nsk of suicidal thinking and behavior (sui-

cldality) in short-term studies in children and adolescents with major depressive disorder (MOD) and otber psychiatric

disorders. Anyone considenng the use ol SEROOUEL or any other antidepressani in a child or adolescent must balance

this nsk With the clinical need. Pabents who are started on therapy should be observed closely tor clinical worsening,

suicidality, or unusual changes in behavior Families and caregivers should be advised ol the need lor close observa-

bon and communicabon with the prescriber. SEROOUEL is not approved lor use in pediatric pabents. (See WARNINGS

and PRECAUTIONS, Pediatnc Use).

Pooled analyses ol short temi (4 to 16 weeks) placebo controlled tnals ol 9 anbdcpressani drags (SSRIs and others)

in children and adolescents with major depressive disorder (MOD), obsessive compulsive disorder (OCD), or other

psychiatnc disorders (a total ol 24 bials involving over 4400 pabents) have revealed a greater risk ol adverse events

represenbng suicidal thinking or behavior (suicidality) during the first few months of beatment in those receiving

anbdepressants. The average nsk ol such events in patients receiving anbdepressants was 4%, twice the placebo

risk ol 2%. No suicides occurred in these trials. [See WARNINGS and PRECAUTIONS).

INDICATIONS AND USAGE

Bipolar Disonler- SEROOUEL is mdicaled tor the treatmeni ot both

• depressive episodes associated vrtti bipolar disorder

• jcute manic episodes associated with bipolar I disorder as either monotherapy or adiunct therapy to lithium or divalproex

Depression -Tfie efficacy ot SEROOUELm established in two identical 8-week randomeed, placebo-controlleii double-blind clinical studies

that included erther bipoiar I or II patients Effectiveness has not been systematically evaluated in clinical tnals tor more than 8 weeks

Manis - The etficac^' of SEROOUEL in acute bipolar mama was established in two 12-week monotherapy tnals and one 3-week

adjunct therapy tnal ot bipolar I patients initially hospitaleed tor up to 7 days tor acute mama Effectiveness has not been systemati-

cal evaluated in clinical tnals tor more than 12 weeks in monotherapy 3 weeks in adiunct therapy The physician who elects to use

SEROOUEL tor extended penods in bipolar disorder should penodically re-evaluate the long-term nsks and benefits ot the daig for

the individual patient

Schizophrenia-SWQUB. is indicated tor the treatment ot schizophrenia Ttie efficacy of SEROOUEL in schizophrenia was established

in short-term |6-week) controlled tnals of schizophrenic inpatents The eftectiveness ot SEROOUEL in long-term use. that is. for more

than 6 weeks has not been systematcally evaluated in controlled tnals Therefore, the physician who elects to use SEROOUEL tor

extended penoos should periodically re-evaluate the long-term usefulness ol the drug lor the individual patient

CONTRAINDICATIONS: SEROOUEL is contraindicated in individuals with a known hypersensitivity to this medication or any

ot Its inoreaienis

WARNINGS: Increased Mortality in Clilerly Patients with Dementia-Relaleil Psychosis

Elderly patients with dementia-related psychosis treated with atypical antipsychotic drugs are al an increased risk ol death

compared to placebo. SEROOUEL Iqueliapine) is not approved tor the trealmeot ot patients with deinentia-relited psychosis (see

Boxed Warning}. Clinical Worsening and Suicide Risk- Patients with niaioi depressive disorder iMDDi, both adult and pediatric may

experience worsening ot their depression and/oi the emergence ol suicidal ideation and behavior (suicidality) or unusual changes in

behavior whether or not they are taking antidepressant medicatons, and this risk may persist until significant remission occurs There

has been a long-standing concern that antidepressants may have a role in inducing worsening of depression and the emergence ol

suicidality in certain patents Antidepressants increased the nsk ot suicidal thinking and behavior (suicidality) in short-term studies in

children and adolescents with maior dep'essive disorder (MOD) and other psychiatnc disorders Pooled analyses ot short term placebo

controlled trials of 9 antidepressant drugs (SSRIs and others) in children and adolescents with MOD OCD, or other psychiatnc disorders

(a total of 24 trials involving over 4400 patients) have revealed a greater risk ot adverse events represenbng suicidal behavior or thintang

(suicidality) dunng the first few months ol treatment in those receiving antidepressants The average risk ot such events in patients

receiving antidepressants v;as 4%, tivice the placebo nsk ot 2% There wi considerable vanation in nsk among drugs but a tendency

toward an increase tor almost all drugs studied. The nsk ol suicidality was most consistently observed in the I\/IDD trials, but there were

signals of nsk arising from some tnals in other psychiatnc indications (obsessive compulsive disorder and social anxiety disorder) as

well No suicides occurred In any ol these trials. It is unknown whether the suicidality risk in pedi3"ir oatie"'5p>lpnrts to longer te'm

use <e =ri "
t. :.-. so un«nov/nwhethei the suicidality risk extends to adult; All pediatric patients being treated

with antidepressants lor any indication should be observed closely lor clinical worsening, suicidality. and unusual changes in

behavior especially during the initial tew months ot a course ol drug therapy or al limes ol dose changes, either increases or

decreases Such observation would generally include at least weekly lace to-lace contact with patients or their lamily members

or caregivers during the lust 4 weeks al treatment, then every other week visits lor the next 4 weeks, then al 12 weeks, and as

clinically indicated beyond t2 weeks Additional contact by telephone may be appropriate heh«een tace-to tace visits Adults with

MOO 01 co-morbid depression in the setting ol other psychiatric illness being treated wdh anbdepressants should be observed

similarly lor clinical worsening and suicidality. especially during the indial lew months ol a course ot dnig therapy, or at limes ot

" T " changes, either increases or decreases. The toliowma svinplonis, anxle^y. agitation, panic attacks insomnia iiritabilitv hostili^

'ness impulsivity, akathisia (psychomotor restlessness), hyppmania, and mama have been reported in adult and pediatric

;teinQ tieated with antdepressants lor maior depressive disorder as well as lor other indications, both psychiatnc and nonpsy-

Altho'ugh a causal link betv/een the emergence ot such symptoms and either the vjorSening ol depression and/or the emergence

3 impulses has not been established there is concern that such symptoms may represent precursors to emerging suicidalily

. r ation should be given to changing the therapeutic regimen, including possibly discontinuing the medication in patients v/hose

jepiession is persistently worse, or who are experiencing emergent suicidality oi symptoms that might be precursors to worsening

depression or suicidality, especially it these symptoms are severe abrupt in onset, or were not part ol the patents presentng symptoms

It the decision has been made to discontinue treatment medication should be tapered as rapidiv as is feasible but wrth recognition that

abrupt discontinuation can be associated with certain symptoms families and caregivers ot pediatric patients being treated with

antidepressants lor maior depressive disorder or other indications, both psychiatric and nonpsychiatnc should be alerted about

the need to monitor pabents tor the emergence ot agdation. irritability, unusual changes in behavior and the other symptoms

described above, as well as the emergence ol suicidality. and to report such symptoms immedialety to healthcare providers. Such

monitoring should include daily observation by tamilies and caregivers. Prescnptons tpr SEROOUEL should be vmtten for the

mu^j OLj.i'o, y .iCV' ;!.•• .-.i* wv! .i
»•>.'•••

i it*' to roducethe risk ol overdose Families and caregivers

01 aouits being lieatedloi.:-: . • "'i,it SEROOUEL is not approved for use in treating

any indications in the pedi, ! ! Neuiolepiic Msimanl Synimme INMSI - A potentially fatal symptom complex sometmes
relerred to as Neuroleptic I.'

. .
i.M,;. „ .c-c cc.'iv, . .jjtion with administration of antpsychotic dnjgs.

including SEROOUEL Raif
'
.istc. ot IMS have been reported wm SEROQ JEL Clinical mamtestatons ot l\IMS are hyperpyrexia, muscle

nqid^y altered mental status, and evidence of autonomic instability (irregular pulse or blood pressure tachycardia, diaphoresis, and

c.irdnc clysrh'ilhmia) Additional signs may include elevated creatne phosphokinase myoglobinuria (rhabdomyolysis) and acute renal

^':e diagnostc evaluation ot patents with this syndrome is complicated In arriving at a diagnosis it is important to exclude

lere the clinical presentaton includes both senous medical illness (e g ,
pneumpma systemic intecton etc ) and untreated or

loi 'ii ated extiapyramidal signs and symptoms (EPS) Other important considerations in the ditterential diagnosis include

.•^rgic toxicity heat stioke. drug lever and pnmany central nervous s\'Stem (CNS) pathplogy The management ot UWi
imr^ediate discontinuation ot antipsychotic drugs and other drugs not essential to concurrent therapy^ 2) intensive

o'dtment and medical niumtonng, and 3) tiertment oi any concomitant senous medical problems lor which specific

irsat.'iienrv jie available There is no general agreement aL ' n 'i r ^ r-nacological treatment regimens tor Nfi/IS If a patient requires

antipsychoticdrugtreatmentatterrecoverytr'omNMS ; - 1' ' - i-:di;Ctionol drug therapy should be carefully considered Ttie

patient should be carefully monitored since recunences oi 'Ji.' : "a .e ueci reported Taidh/e Dyskinesia (TD)-k syndrome of poten-

tiallv irreversible invpluntary, dyskinetic movements may develpp in patients treated vjith antpsvchotc dmgs Although the prevalence

ot the syndrome appears to be highest among the elderly especially elderly women, rt is impossible to rely upon prevalence eslmates

to predict, at the inception ot antpsychptc treattnent. which patients are like^ to develop the syndrome Whether anipsychotc drug

products differ in their potential lu cause tardive dyskinesia is unknown The risk ot developing tardive dyskinesia and the likelihood that

It will become irreversible are believed 10 increase as the duratcn ot treatment and the total cumulative dose ol antpsychptc dmgs
administered to the patient increase. However, the syndrome can develop aBhough much less commonry after reatively bnel treattnent

penods at low doses Theie is no known treatment lor established cases ol tardive dyskinesia although the syndrome may remit,

partial^ or completely it antipsychotc treatmeni is wiihdraivn Antpsychotic treatment ^self however mav suppress (or partiallv

suppress) tie signs and symptoms of the syndrome and thereby riiay possibK' mask the underNing process The effect that

symptomatic suppressipn has upon the long-temi course ot the syndrome is unknown Given these consideratons SEROOUEL should

be prescnbed in a manner that is most likely to minimize the occurrence ol tardwe dyskinesia Chronic antpsychottc featment should

generally be reserved tor patents who appear to suffer troin a chrome illness that i Ti is known to respond to anlps-zcholc druos and

(2) lor whom altematve. equall)' effective, but poientally less harmful treatments are not availaole or appropnate In patents wtio do

require chronic treatment, the smallest dose and the shortest duraton ot treatment producing a satstactory clinical response should be

spught The need for continued treatment should be 'eass^'sser: penDdicaili' 'f signs and sv'mptoms ol tardive ff.skmesia aposai m a

patient on SEROOUEL drug discontnuation should .if ;f w.»;.r,r. vm patents raw requre treatment with SEROOUEL
despite the presence ot the syndrome Hyperglycemia and Diabetes Meltitus Hvpergiycemia. m some cases extreme and associated

viih ketoacidosis or hyperosmolar coma ot death, has leportw m patents lreated wlh ah'pical antpsythotics including

SEROOUEL Assessment ol the relatonship between atypical antipsychotic use and glucose abno-malites is conplicated by the

iiw*

Iri'vrf

mellitus in the general populaton Given these contounders, the relatonship benveen atypica antpsyctiotc use and tiypa

related adverse events is npt cpmpletely understppd Hovwer epidemiological studies suggest an increased nsk ol treatment-

hyperglycemia-related adverse events in patents treated v/ith the atypical antpsychotcs Precise nsk esttmatES for hypei

related adverse events in patents ffeated with atypical antpsychptics are not avaiiatile Patents with an established diagnosis c

mellrtus who are started on atypical antpsychptics shpuld be monitored regularty for v.'orsenmg of glucose control Patient!

factors for diabetes mellitus leg obesity family history ol diabetesl v/ho are startng tteatnent v.ith aRijical antpsychoti

undergo fastng blood glucose festng at tie beginning of treatment and penodical^ dunng treattnent Any patent treated wr

antpsychotcs should be monitored for symptoms of hyperglycema including polydipsa polyuna. polyplegia, and v/eaknes;

who develop symptoms of hyperg^cemia dunng tteatnent vrth atypical antpsychotcs should undergp fasting blood gluca

In spme cases, hyperg^cemia has respfeed v/hen the atypical antpsychottc was dsconfinued: hovsver. some paDenS

contnuation of ant-diabetc treattnent despite discontmuaton ot the suspect drug

PRECAUTIONS: General: OithostaBc Hypotension 'E-OOUEL may induce orthostattc hypotension associated v/ith dizzine

cardia and. m some patents, syncope esp^: " tial dose-tliatpn penod. prababty reflectng its oc-adrenergic

;

properties Syncope was reported in 1% (28 : : . :
";;,. rnts treated wrth SEROOUEL compared with 0.2°o (2'954) on pt

about 4% (2/527) on active control drugs SEROOUEL should be used with particular cautpn in patents vrth knpwn card

disease (history ot myocardial intarcton or ischemic heart disease, heart failure or conducton abnomialltesi. cerebrovascui

or condrtions which would predispose patents to hypotension (dehj'dralon, hypovolema ai^d tteattnent v.Tth antfriuertensv

tons) The risk of orthostattc hypptension and syncope may be mimmeed by limitng the initai dose to 25 ~: l'
^ ,':'":erE)iit

during tttaton to the target dose, a reium to the previous dose m the titration scnedule is appropnate Cataracts: The develM
cataracts was observed in association with quetiapine treatment in chronic dog studies Isee Animal Toticologyi tenam
have also been observed in patients dunng long-term SEROOUEL treatment, but a causal relabonship to SEROOUEL uSt
been established Nevertheless, the possibility ol lenticular changes cannot be excluded al this bme Theretore exarr^
the tens by methods adeguate to detect cataract tormahon. such as slit lamp exam or other appropriately sensitive mML
recommended al inibation ot treatment or shortly thereafter, and at 6 month intervals during chronic treatment. Seizun ^jj;
clinical ttials. seizures occurred in 5° o 1

20.'3490i of patents treated with SEROOUEL compared to 0.2°. (Z'954) on placebp|i-.-«i

(4/527) on acttve control drugs As witti other antpsychotcs SEROOUEL should be used cautiously' in patents ivitti a history

or with conditions that potentalty lower the seizure threshold eg, Alzheimer s dementa Condittons that lower ttie seizure thre;

be more prevalent in a populaton of 65 years or older Hypothyroidism: Clinical ttials ivith SEROOUEL demonsttated a do

decrease in total and free ttiyroxine (T4) ol approximately 20% at the higher end of ttie ttierapeutc dose range and was maxi

first two to tour weeks ot treatment and maintained without adaptaton or progressipn dunng more chronic therapy Gener

changes were ot no clinical significance and TSH vids unchanged m most patents and levels ol TBG v/ere unchanged In nearly

cessaton of SEROOUEL treattneni was assxiated v/itti a reversal of tie effects on total and free T4 irrespecttve of tie d

treatment About 7% (26;3489) ot SEROOUEL pattent?*d expenence TSH increases in monotherapy stidies Six otttie pat

TSH increases needed replacement thyroid treatment iRlhe mama adiunct studies where SEROOUEL v<as added to *iun
proate, t2°« (24/196) ol SEROOUEL treated patents compared to 7% (152031 of placebo treated patents had elevated TSH

the SEROOUEL treated patients vrth elevated TSH levels, 3 had simultaneous low free T4 levels Cholesteroland Jrigtftuide

In schizophrenia tnals, the proportions ot patents vrth elevattons to levels of cholesterol >240 mg/dL and tngtycendes >200 niK|^t')(

16% and 23% for SEROOUEL treated patents respectively cpmpared to 7% and 16% for placebp patterns respectvety.
'

depressipn trials, the propprtion of patents with chplesterol and tngtycendes elevattons to tiese levels were 9" « and 14% for SI

tteated patents respectvety. cpmpared to 6% and 9% for p^cebo patents respectve^ Hyperprolactinemii: Mittough an el

prolactin levels was not demonstrated in clinical tnals witti SEROOUEL increased prolactn levels v^ere observed in rat studies

compound, and v<ere associated v^th an increase in mammary gland neoplasia in rats (see Csrcinogenesis} Tissue culture ex

indicate that approximately one-third of human breast cancers are prplactn dependent m wfro a factor of potental import; 1

prescnpton of ttiese drugs is contemplated m a patent vrth previously detected breast cancer Aittiough distjrtiances such

tonhea, amenorrhea, gynecomastta. and impotence have been reported wti prolactn-elevatng compounds, ttie clinical signi

elevated seaim prolacttn levels is unknovm tor most patents NeJher clinical studies npr epidemiologic sttidies conducted to

shown an associatoh bet«een chronic admimsttation ol ttiis class of drugs and tumongenesis in humans: the available e

considered too limited to be conclusive at this tme Transaminase Elevations: Asymptpmatc, ttansient and reversible eleji

serum transaminases (pnmanly ALTl have been reported In schizophrenia ttiaJs. the proportions of patents with transamin

tions ol > 3 tmes the upper limits of ttie nonnal reference range m a pool of 3- to 6-week placebp cpnttolled tnals v/ere apprji

6% lor SEROOUEL compared to 1 °o for placebo In acute bipolar mama tnals, tie proportipns pf patents with transaminase

ol > 3 times the upper limits ot ttie nornial reference range in a pool of 3- to 12-week placebp conttolled tnals were apprpxinji

foi both SEROOUEL and placebo These hepatc enzyme elevattons usually occurred within the first 3 weeks of drug feat

promptly retumed to pr^study levels with ongoing treattnent with SEROOUEL In bipolar depression trials, ttie propprtons c

with transaminase elevatpns Pt >3 tmes the upper limits of the nonnal reference range in tv* 8-week placebc conffplled tnal

for SEROOUEL and 2% for placebp Potential lor Cognibve and Motor Impairment Somnpience was a commonly reportei

event reported in patents tteated with SEROOUEL especially dunng the 3-5 day penod ol initial dose ttration In schizophri

somnolence was reported in 18% ol patients on SEROOUEL compared to 11% ol placebo patients In acute bipolar mania tt

SEROOUEL as monotherapy somnolence //as repprted in 16% ol patents on SEROOUEL compared to 4% of placebo patentq^:'

bipolar mama trials using SEROOUEL as adiunct ttierapy somnolence v,ras reported in 34% ol patents on SEROOUEL compa

ol placebo patents In bipolar depression tnals. somnolence was repprted in 28°o pf patents on SEROOUEL compared to 7%
patents In these trials sedatton v/as repprted in 30% ol patents pn SEROOUEL compared to 3° d ot placebo patents Since S!fl

has the potential to impair ludgment thinking, or motor skills patents should be cautioned about pertonning acttvittes requin

alertness such as operatng a motoi vehicle (including automobiles) or operating hazardous machinery untl they are reasonalk

that SEROOUEL therapy does not affect them adveisely Priapism: One case ot pnapism in a patent receiving SEROOUEL :

reported pnor to martiet mfroducton While a causal reWionship to use of SEROOUEL has not been established, other dmgs \«
I

adrenergic blocking effects have been reported to induce priapism and is possible that SEROOUEL may share this capaci

pnapism may require surgical intervention Body Temperature Regulation i- 'hough not repprted ivith SEROOUEL disrupt

body's ability to reduce core body temperature has bee' ' ' •: agents, Apprppnate care is advised when p

SEROOUEL for patents whp v;ill be expenencing cc^i:. ^ , < ; ^j, co t'ihuie tp an elevatpn in core body tempera i

exercising sffenucusly, exposure to extreme heat, receiving concomitant medicaton iwth antcholinergic acttwty pr being

dehydraton Oysp/iaj/a; Esophageal dysmottlity and aspiraton have been asspDated with antpsychptc drug use Aspiraton p

IS a common cause ol morPidiW and mortality in elderty patents in particular ttipse with advanced Alzheimer's dementi SI'

and other antpsychptc drugs should be used cautiously in patents at nsk tpr aspiratpn pneumpma Suicide:'n\e possibility o

attempt IS inherent in bipplar disorder and schizophrena close supervisipn ol high nsk patents should accompany dnii

Prescnptipns for SEROOUEL should be wntter to' the smallest quantty of tablets consistent v/itti good patent management

reduce the nsk pt overdose In 2 eight-week clinical stjdies m patents with bipolar depression (N=1048) ttie incidence ol jW

'

emergent suicidal ideaton or suicide attempt was low and similar to placebp. (SEROOUEL 300 mg. 6/350. 1,7''o. SEROOUE Xtt

'

9/348 26%, Placebo 7347,20%) Use mRs»e*i«»iCo(Koro/«anf///ness.Ciinic;y expenence witti SEROOUEL in pats
J

certain concomitant systemic illnesses is limrted SEROOUEL has not been eialuated or used to any appreciable extent in pat si

a recent history ol mvocardial infarcton or unstable heart disease (Stents viith these diagnoses were excluded Irpm pre m
clinical studies Because ot the nsk ot orthostatc hypotension with SEROOUEL caulon should be observed m cardiac pats Ii

Orthoslahc Hypotension] Withdrawal: Acute vrthdrawal symptoms, such as nausea, vomiting and insomnia have very r; b

descnbed after abrupt cessaton ot atypical antpsychptc drugs, including SEROOUEL Gradual vrthdrawal is advised

Intormabon lor Patients: Physicians are advised to discuss the follov/ing issues v/ith patients fpr v;hpm they prescnbe SEflU

Orthostatic Hypotension: Patents should be advised of the nsk of orthostatc hypptensipn. especially dunng ttie 3-5 day penol irt

dose ttration and aiso at tmes ot re-inrtiatng treattnent or increases in dose Interlersnce with Cognitve and Motor Peittxt -

Slice somnolence r/as a commonly reported adverse event associated wfth SEROOUEL treatmeni. patients should be adwWl
risk of somnolence, especial^' dunng ttie 3-5 day penpd of initii dose tttaton Patents shpuld be cautpned abput perforigi

activity requiring mental alertness, such as operatng a motor vehicle iincludinq automobiles) or operatng hazardous machij);il

ttiey are reasonably certain ttiat SEROOUEL to-Mo^ ":' =t-p" -ho- ;,-vc-ti' Pregnantly: Patents should be adviseifnol

ttieir phi-sicianrt they become pregnant or , Wursiirj; Patients shpuld be advised noBia-

teed If they are taking SEROOUEL COncorn/rarrfMei/ical/on -,: •; -: :
. ; patients should be advised to n^ 111

physicians If they are taking, or plan to take arv prescription oi ovei-iiie-countei , fllcoftp/' Patents should be adviseii an

consuming alcoholic beverages while taking SEROOUEL Heal Exposure and DehvUralinn : ents should be ad\nsed Bra

appropnate care in avoiding cverheating and dehydratpn lalioratory Tests - !.,: .. ::. ... _ :torv tests are recpmmena Oi

Meracftons- The risks of using SEROOUEL in combinattpn vrth ottier drugs have no; been extensively evaluated in systemat tuo*

Gwen the pnmary CNS effects of SEROOUEL cauton should be used when it is taken in combinaton with other centrally aciiflrui

SEROOUEL potentated the cognitive and motor etfects of alcohol in a clinical tnal in suDiects with selected psychotc disoiy;. i

alcoholic beverages should be avoided while taking SEROOUEL Because of its potental toi inducing hypptension. SEROOL r»

enhance the etlects of certain anthvpertensive agents SEROOUEL may antagonEe the etfects ot levodopa and dppamine agois. I

f/fecf ol Other Dwgs on Ouebapine Phenylok Coadministraton ol quetiapine (250 mg td) and phenytoin (100 mg tdi tea*

the mean oral clearance ot quetapine by 5-fold Increased doses ot SEROOUEL may be required to maintain control ot syn|ms(

schizophrenia in patents receiwng quetiapine and phenvloin or other hepatic enzyme inducers (e g . cart)amazepine, baiiirall

nfampm glucocprticoidsi (iauton shpuld be taken if phenyloin is withoram and replaced v/ith a nnn-mducer le g I'foa*

O/ra/proacCoadministrattonol quetapine (150 mg bid) and dualproex iSOOmgbid) increased the t- - -i' • -
•

'
'

ttaton of quetapine at steady state by 1 7% wittiputaftecttng the extent of absorpton or mean oral cleiM Thmidaime
'

i200 mg bidi increased tie oral clearance ot quetiapine 1300 mg bid) by 65% C/metfi/me.'Adniinisi-^: 'ii-o;, ^-

cimetdine (400 mg td lor 4 davs) resulted in a 20% decrease in the mean ori clearance ot quetapine 1 1 50 mg to
i
Dosage ,i .Imj

tor quetapine is not required when it is given v/ith cimetdine PtSOlA /n/i/6/to/s.'Coadministtaton ot ketoconazole (200 mg le daf

for 4 dart) a potent inhibitor of cyloctirome P450 3A reduced oral clearance ol quetapine by 84% resultng in a 335% iitefj

maximum plasma concenttaton of quetapine Cauton is indicated i*en SEROOUEL is administered with ketoconazole
'
ovi

inhibitors 01 cjtochrome P450 3A (eg. itaconazole, fluconazole, and erylhromycini Fluoxetine, tmipramine. Halopei'l aj

Bi^Wrtte.xoadministiaton of fluoxetne (60 mg once daily) imipramine (75 mg bid), halopendol (7 5 mg bid) oi nspend(i'3

j

bid) vrth ouettapine (300 mg bid) did not alter the steady-state phamiacokinetcs ot quetapine Ellect ot Quetiapine on OlhAnm



t Wefc in rodents. Serum measurements in a 1-yr toxicity study showed that queliapine increased median serum prolactn levels

i
p ot 32- and 13-tolcl in male and female rats, respectively Increases in mammary neoptems have been found in rodents

W2*™l ' '™- sdministration of ottier antipsychotic dnjgs and are considered to be prolactin-medated. The relevance of this increased

tiawltm ' pfoMin-mediated mammary gland tumors in rats to human nsk is unknown (see Hj/peipmlictinemia in PHECMfHONS.

.zf i ri^nesis: Tlie mutagenic potential of quetapine was tested in six in vitro bactenal gene mutation assays and in an m vitro

v-"-.fr.' r an gene mutation assay in Chinese Hamster Ovary cells However, sufficiently high concentrations of quetiapine may not have

nmSl t ' 'or all tester strains Quetiapine did produce a reproducible increase in mutations m one Salmonelli (ypft/munum tester strain

"

sence of metabolic activation No evidence of clastogenic potential was obtained in an /n vitro chromosomal aberration assay

! i human ^mphocytes or in the in vivo micronucleus assay in rats ImiainnenlotFeitilitfQueUfim decreased mating and

KfmSi '' ™'° Sprague-Dawley rats at oral doses of 50 and 150 mg/kg or 0.6 and 1 8 times the maximum human dose on a mg/m-

nvm^- ^ '^'^ ^^^^ included increases in interval to mate and in the number of matings required lor successful impregnation

n^iitSi ' continued to be observed at 150 mg/kg even alter a two-week penod without treatment The no-effect dose for impaired

i*Sr 'ilm !
^^^^ '^^ '"^ "-^ ''^^ '^sx"""'^ 'i"™n dose on a mg/m' basis Quetiapine adversely affected

aKtta ' ''i^
'^'''^'^ Sprague-Oawley rats at an oral dose of 50 mg/kg, ot 6 times the maximum human dose on a mg/m-

'2»3isil

D/ 'isJaitii
I

tfiKiSlIt^

ug-reWed effects included decreases in matings and in matings resulting in pregnancy, and an increase in the interval to mate

se in irregular estnjs cycles was observed at doses ot 1 and 50 mg/kg, or 1 and 6 times the maximum human dose on

™ . basis. The no-effect dose in female rats was 1 mg/kg, or OUmes ttie maximum human dose on a mg/m- basis Pregnancy:

s^Si?!
'' f ^*9'"y ^''6 teratogenic potential of quetiapine was studied in Wistar rats and Dutch Belted rabbte dosed dunng the

» '
dtganogenesis No evidence of a teratogenic effect was detected in rats at doses ot 25 to 200 mg/kg or 3 to 2 4 times ttie

li^^i* * " ''"^^ °" ^ '^S''"' '^^^'^ ^ or 6 to 2 4 times the maximum human dose on a mg/m'

1 lere was, however, evidence of embryo/fetal toxicity De^ys in skeletal ossification were detected in rat fetuses at doses of 50

nig/kg (0.6 and 24 times the maximum human dose on a mg/m- basisi and in rabbits at 50 and 100 mg^g (1 2 and 2 4 times

Prtirmtii'
"""" ^""^^ ''"^ ' '"^"^ ^ ™^ reduced in rat fetuses at 200 mgAg and rabbit fetuses at

«ST»tf
, (g |2 4 times the maximum human dose on a mg/m* basis lor both species) There ms an increased inodence of a minor soft

'"'^zl OTOly (carpal/tarsi flexure) in raljbit fetuses at a dose ot 1 00 mg/kg (2.4 times the maximum human dose on a mg/m' basis)

. .. t of malema! toxicrty li e . decreases in body weight gain and/or death) was observed at the high dose in the rat study and at all

ajtml
j ^t)|t 5ty()y In j pen/postnatal reproductive study in rats, no drug-related effects were observed at doses of f

, 10, and

"'ISfc I
JtO.OI, 0,12. and 024 times the maximum human dose on a mg/m- basis However in a preliminary pen/postnatal study,

f' ( t ixreases in fetal and pup death, and decreases in mean litter weight at 1 50 mgAg. or 3 times the maximum human dose
"icsstt!

, jjjjij jt,jfj nQ jijjqujte and well-controlled studies in pregnant women and quetiapine should be used during
'-iiHp

. ^ (jpiy it tt,j potential benefit justifies the potential nsk to the fetus Laborani Delivery The effect of SEROQUEL on labor and

_ I nhumansisunknown.tora/njMotte/srSEROQUELwasexcreted in milk oltreatedanimals dunng lactation It is not knov;n

zKums
^, lUEL is excreted in human milk If is recommended that women receiving SEROQUEL should not breast feed Pediatric Use:

«rf(»
), y effectiveness of SEROQUEL in pediatnc patients have not been established Anyone considenng the use of SEROQUEL

"
JMKiJi

I I Qf adolescent must balance the potential nsks with the clinical need Gerialiic Use: Of the approximately 3700 patients in

ludies with SEROQUEL 7% (232) were 65 years of age or over In general, there was no indication of any different tolerability

QUEL in the elderly compared to younger adute. Nevertheless, the presence of factors that might decrease pharmacokineCc

!, increase the pharmacodynamic response to SEROQUEL. or cause poorer tolerance or orthostasis. should lead to consider-

i lower starting dose, slower titration, and careful monitonng dunng the initial dosing penod in the eldeity The mean plasma

! of SEROQUEL was reduced by 30% to 50% in elderly patients when compared to younger patients

£REACT10NS: The information below is denved from a clinical tnal database for SEROOUEL consisting ot over 3700 patients

approximately 3700 subiects, approximately 3400 (2300 in schizophrenia 405 in acute Dipolar mama and 698 m bipolar

tf on) were patients who participated in multiple dose effectiveness tnals, and their experience corresponded to approximately

itient-years (Refer to the full Prescnb-ng Inlormation for details of advpisp '.'.-"rl d.sta collection i Adverse Fmiings Observed

Term. Controlteil Ms Adverse Events Associated with Discontmsim al Treatment in Short-Term. Placelio-Controlled

i ifoiar Disorder Depression : f :
,> i-inuationsdueloadvi • • i?.l% for SEROQUEL 300 mgvs 190%

)QUEL600 ii!g,.iiiii j2 -, icc pi*ex Mama.- Overall, discontinuatio ;•; n: . ;":>e events were 5 7 % tor SEROQUEL vs

placebo in monotherapy and 36% for SEROQUEL vs 59% for placebo in adjunct therapy SSieop/ire/io.' Overall, there was

irence in the incidence of discontinuation due to adverse events (4% for SEROQUEL vs 3°'o for placebo) in a pool of controlled

)wever discontinuations due to somnolence (0 8% for SEROQUEL vs 0% for placebo) and hypotension 10 4"o for SEROQUEL
orplacphr .

- ! -led to be drug related (see PRfC>1i/770\y Adverse Events Occurring at an Incidence ol1% or

mong SEffOOUEL Tresled Paberds in Short-Term. Placebo-Controlled Trials: The following Ireatmenl-emeigent adverse

ccurreo duiiiig ,ii,i,le 'f.eufy of schEophrenia (up to 6 wecLsi and Dipoiai mama (up to 12 weeksi m 1% or more ot patients

vith SEROQUEL (doses ranging from 75 to 800 mg/day) where the incidence in patients treated with SEROQUEL ivas greater

incidence in placebo-treated patients Body as a Whole: Headache 21% vs 14%, Pain 7% vs 5% /tettienia 5% vs 3\
- 1, rial Pain 4% vs, 1%; Back Pain 3% vs 1%, Fever 2% vs 1%, Cardiovascular Tachycardia 6% vs A\. Postural hlypotension

" 'Sm "'JW*'*- Dry Mouth 9% « 3%, Cons^patlon 8% vs 3%, Vom*ng 6% vs 5° . Dyspepsia 5% vs I% ,Gastroentenfis

^ ™c ' '^'"'3'"^' Transpeptidase Increased l% vs 0%. Metabolic and Hutribonal: Weight Gain 5% vs 1%. SGPT

;

W f !(|5%vs. 1%; SCOT Increased 3% vs. \\ Henous: Agitation 20% vs 17%. Somnolence 18% vs 8% Dizziness 11% vs
:-'..;.r^

I (jety4%vs 2% Respirah)ry: Pharyng*s4%vs 3%. Rhinitis 3% vs Skin andAppenda^ Rash4%vs 2°, Siieaal

I ; Ambylopia 2% vs 1% (Events lor which the SEROQUEL incidence was equal to or less than placebo are not listed, but

, I I ifij following; aaidental iniury. akalhisia. chest pain, cough increased, depression diarrhea extiapyramidal syndrome
"''iw

I
, iiypertension, hypertonia, hypotension, increased appetite, infection insomnia, leukopenia, maUise, nausea, nea'ousness

-'um\ sia. penpheral edema, sweating, tremor, and weight loss) In these studies, the most commonly observed adverse events
'^^

( led with the use ot SEROQUEL (incidence ot 5°« or greater) and observed at a rate on SEROQUEL at least twice that of placebo

:,-5;i!ffi - mnolence (18%). dizziness (11%|, dry mouth (9%). constipation (8%). SGPT increased (5%), weight gam (5%), and
-.

: 2.W I
iia (5%), The following treatment-emergent adverse events occurred dunng therapy i up to 3-weeks) of acute mama in 5" > oi

.rtUBMi I patients treated with SEROQUEL (doses ranging from 100 to 800 mg/day) used as adjunct therapy to lithium and divalproex

::m '
he incidence in patients treated with SEROQUEL was greater than the incidence in placebo-treated patents (SEROQUEL vs

-. i
) Body as a Whole: Headache 17% vs 13%, Asthenia t0% vs 4%, Abdominal Pain 7»-« vs 3% Back Pain 5°. vs 3%

_--::ijiiaifi I- ajw/ar Postural Hypotension 7% vs 2%, Oigesbve: Dry Mouth 19"!. vs 3% Constipation 10°o vs 5%, Metabolic and
;-,,:jiWi f W|:WeightGain6%vs 3%, IVem«<s;Somnolence34%vs 9°i: Dizziness 9%ivs 6%, Tremor 8% vs 7% Agrtation6%vs

.j:,a»J! J)l«fatey:Pharyngte6%vs 3% (Events tor which the SEROQUEL incidence was equal to or less than placebo are not listed

..j;s« I tided the following, akathisia, diarrhea, insomnia, and nausea ) In these studies, the most commonly observed adverse events

- -rj.sal ' tsd with the use of SEROQUEL (incidence ot 5% or greater) and observed at a rate on SEROQUEL at least hvice that of placebo

yisit I mnolence (34%), dry mouth (19%), asthenia (10%), constipation (tO'-ol, abdominal pain|7%i postural hypotension i7%i,

.:i'>rfiii
;

Jitis (6%), and weight gain (6%) The lollowing treatment-emergent adverse events occurred dunng therapy (up to 8-weeksi

-l^Tjt I 'V depression in 5% or more ot patients treated with SEROOUEL (doses ot 300 and 600 mgday) where ttie mcideiira in

., ;T(:,» ' ilreafedwifh SEROQUEL was greatetthantheincidence in placebo-treated patients (SEROQUEL vs placebo) Cafroin/es/Zra/

-,-:i)sri> m:Or,' Mouth -14»«vs 13%. Consbpation 10% vs 4%. Dyspepsia 7% vs 4% Vomtog 5% vs 4% General Disorders ara

, sff3l(reS/fetorff(io/is:Fatigue10%vs 8%. Me(a»smam)«(«/(mO<so/i(^ 3% Hervous
.

i
I Disorders. Sedation 30% vs. 8%. Somnolence 28% vs 7%. Dizziness I8°« vs 7%. Lethargy i\ vs 2%, Resfirabiry.

-(-jir '
ic, and Mediastinal Disorders: Usxi Congestion 5°. vs 3% (Events for which the SEROOUEL incidence was equal to or less

.Ket» are not listed, but included the following: nausea, upper respiratory tract infecton, and headache ) In these studies, the

,p_ tut
I'

ommonly observed adverse events associated with the use of SEROOUEL (incidence of 5% or greater) and observed at a rate

'.
,3

1
lOQUEL at least twice that of placebo were dry mouth (44°ol, sedation (30%) somno)ence (28%). draness (18%), consh-

- -s« (10%). lethargy (5%), and nasal congestion (5%) Explorations for interactions on the basis ot gender age, and race did not

'it**'* ' JVtlih'calty meaninghil differences in the adverse event occunence on the basis of these demographic factors Case

tsti i
* **)' »' Adverse Cvenb in Short-Term. Placehe-Coniolled Trials: Dose-related Adverse Events: Spontaneously' elicited

0t > e event data from a study of schizophrenia companng five fixed doses of SEROQUEL (75 mg, 150 mg, 300 mg 600 mg and

, i j'alJ ' J'i'sy) to placebo were explored for dos^relatedness of adverse events Logistic regression analyses revealed a positive dose
' * (P<0 05) for the following adverse events dyspepsia, abdominal pain, and weight gam Eitrapytamidal Symptoms: Data

he fr-week clinical trial of schizophrenia companng hve fixed doses of SEROQUEL (75 150.300 600 750 mgdayi provided

--,< »*'
I ?ir'°'

treatment-emergent extrapyramidal symptoms (EPS) and dose-ielatedness tor EPS associated with
' vM: ''sstment Three methods were used to measure EPS ( 1 )

Simpson-Angus total score (mean change from baseline) which

Angus total scores, spontaneous complaints of EPS and the use of concomt - ^ to treat EPS In two

placebo-controlled clinical trials lor the treatment ot bipolai depression using -j
. dUEL, the incidence of

adverse events potentially related to EPS was 12% in both dose groups and n i;
, »

.

" studies, the incidence

of the individual adverse events (eg, akathisia extrapyramidal disorder tremor dyskinesia, dystonia restlessness, muscle contractions

involuntary, psychomotor hyperactivity and muscle ngidi^d were generally low and did not exceed 4% in any treatment group The 3

treatment groups were similar in mean change in SAS total score and BARS Global Assessment score at Ihe end ot treatmem The

use of concomitant anticholinergic medications I'.as infrequent and similar across the three treatment grcps Vital Signs and

Laboratory Shidies: Vital Sign Changes: SEROQUEL is associated with orthostatic hypotension (see PRECAUTIONS, Weight Gain:

In schizophrenia tnals the proportions ol patients meeCng a weight gain citenon of >7% ot bot-/ .veight were compared m a pool ot

lour 3- to 6-week placebo-controlled clinical tnals, revealing a statistically significantly greater incidence ol weight gain lor SEROQUEL
(23%) compared to placebo (6%) In mama monotherapy tnals the proportions of patients meeting the same v/eighi gam criterion

were 21% compared to 7% for placebo and m mana adiiind therapy tnals the proportion of patients meeting the same weight critenon

were 13% compared to 4°o for placebo in bipolar depiession trials, the proportions of patients meeting the same weight gain critenon

were 8% compared to 2% for placebo Laboratory Changes: An assessment ot the premarketing experience for SEROOUEL
suggested that it is associated with asymptomatic increases in SGPT and increases in both total cholesterol and trigiycendes (see

PRECAUTIONS! In post-marketing clinical tnals elevations in total cholesterol (predominantly LDL cholesterol) have been observed

An assessment of hematological parameters in short-term, placebo-controlled trials revealed no clinically important deferences betiveen

SEROQUEL and placebo ECG Changes: Betoeen group comparisons lor pooled placebo-controlled tnals revealed no statisftcally

significant SEROQUEL placebo differences in the proportons of patients expenencing potentiall'/ important changes in ECG parameters,

including QT QTc and PR inten/als Hovjever the proportions ot patients meetmg the cnfena for tachycardia were compared in (our 3- to

6-week placebo-controlled clinical tnals for the treatment of schizophrenia revealing a (4/399) incidence foi SEROQUEL compared

to 06% (1/156) incidence for placebo in acute (monotherapy) bipolar mama tnals the proportions ot patients meeting the cnfena tor

tachycardia ms 5°'o ( 1/1 92) lor SEROQUEL compared to 0% (0/1 78) incidence for placebo In acute bipolar mama (adjunct) tnals thr-

proportions of patients meeting the same cnfena was 6% ( 1 '166) for SEROOUEL compared to 0% (0/171 ) incidence tor placet

bipolar depression tnals, no patients had heart rate increases to >120 beats per minute SEROQUEL use« associated with a r

increase in heart rate, assessed by ECG, of 7 beats per minute compared to a mean increase of 1 beat per minute among pla

pabents This slight tendenc/ to tachycardia mav be lelateo to SEROQUELs potential lor inducing orthostatic clianges ise-

PRECAUTIONS] OttierAdverse Events Observed During die Pre-Marirehng Evaluahon olSEROOUEL following is a list ot COSTARI

tenns that reflect treatment-emergent adverse events as defined m the introduction lo the ADVERSE REACTIONS secton reported tiy

patients treated v/ith SEROQUEL at multiple doses > 75 mg'da'y dunng any phase ol a tnal v.ilhin the premarteting database ot

approximately 2200 patients treated for schizophrenia All reported events are included except those already listed in Table 1 or elsewhere

in labeling, those events for which a drag causem remote, and those event temis .vhich were so general as to be uninfomiatve It is

important to emphasize that although the events reported occurred during treatment with SEROQUEL they were not necessarty caused

by (t Events are hjrther cateqonzed by body system and listed in order of decreasing trequencj according to the following definitions

frequem adverse events are those occurnng in at least t. iOO patients i only those not already listed m me tabulated results from placebo-

controlled trials appear in this listing), infrequent adverse events are those occurnng m 1/100 to 1 1000 patients, rare events are those

oaumng m fewer than l ,'l OOO patients Nervous System: Freguent hypertonia, tf/sarthna, Inlrequent abnorma) dreams, dyskinesia,

thinking abnonnal, tardive dyskinesia, vertigo involuntary movements confusion amnesia, ps-rthosis nailucinations nypertonesia,

libido increased', unnary retenhon, incoordination oaranoid reaction abnormal gait, myoclonus delusions manic reaction apathy,

ataxia, depersonaleation stupor bnixism catatonic reachon, hemiplegia Rare: aphasia, buccogiossal s'.ndrome choreoatnetosis

delinum emohonal lability, euphoria libido decreased' neuralga shjttenng, sutidural hematoma Body as a Whole: Frequent flu

svndr-'-"'- Inlrequent: neck pain pelvic pair' suicide attempt, malaise photosensitivrty reachon chills face edema, moniliasis. Rare:

abdi. - Digestive System: Frequent anorema Inlrequent increased salivation increased appetite gamma glutamyl

tTan:.pH;,:>;.i..-: , . '."5.ed gingivitis dysphagia, flatulence gastroententis gastntis hemorrhoids stomaMis, thirst tooth canes, fecal

incontinence gast'oesophageal reflux gum hemorrhage mouth ulceration rectal hemorrhage tongue edema Rare: glossihs

hematemesis, intestinal obstruction melena pancreatitis Cardiovascular System: Frequent vXifUlm /nfreijuent vasodilatation QT

inten/al prolonged, migraine, bradycardia cerebfal ischemia, meoular pulse ^ Mve abnornialit, bcndle branch jlock ,:erebro\'ascuter

aaident deep thrombophleb*s T -.vave inversion flsre.'angina oectons atial fibnllation AV-r-rh' - ' vi--'p
.

.f >•>>." 'ulure

ST elevated, thrombophlebitis T wave flattening ST abnormality increased QRS duration Respiratory System Frequent:-.' .igilis

rtiinihs cough increased dyspnea /n*e(;i;ent pneumonia eoista<is asthma Ba/e:hiccuo h,;--"."' ''.iton Metabolic and Nutritional

System Frequent nenpheral i;dema Inlrequent .veiqht loss alkalne phosphatase mcieaseo hypempema, alcohol intolerance,

deh', d-,3> r i ,: r'pr,';emid, creatinine increased "vpogl'.'cemia flars; glycosuna, gout, hand edema hypokalemia, water intoxication

Stan and Appendages Systetn: Frequent s-i'.eating Inhequent pruntus acne ecema contact dematitis maculopapuar -ash

seborrhea skin ulcer. Rare: exfoliative dermatitis psonasis, skin discoloration Urogenital System: Inlrequent dvsmenordiea'

vaginitis' unnar/ incontinence metrorrhaga' impotence' dysuna lagmal n-on,iasis' idnonna s-acuiafion' cysWis unnarv

frequency, amenonhea', female lactation' leukorrnea' vaginal hemorrhaae' /i,",-^, i,ii;-i<,' ---r-' S3/s-.,T.neconi<istia' nocturia

polyuria, acute kidney failure Special Senses: (/iftBfluentconiunctr.'itis -p v-"'.ii ,

' ' -
,

• :ni!.,- uste perversion blephantis

eye pain Rare: abnormalit; or accomniodation deafness g^ucom.t Musculoskeletal System: Inhequent ^j'.tvkvial tnictuie

myasthenia, hvitchmg arthialgia annritis leg cramps bone pain Hemic and Lvmphatic System: Frequent leukopena Inlrequent

leukoc.losis anemia ecchymosis eosinophilia hypochromic anemia h,'nipnadenopat,"y .yanosis Rare: hemo^sis thrompocNde-

pena Endocrine System: /nfraii/aitnypothyroidism diabetes mellitus flare; fri-perthyroidsm I'adiustea tor gender: PnsJManlrettng

Experience: Adverse events reported since marttet introduction which were temporally related to SEROQUEL therapy include leuko-

pena-'neut'opena If a patient develops a low :Me cell court -xnsider dtscontinuatior ot theiap',' Possible nsk factors for leukooena'

neutropena include pre-existing low whte c«ll count and nr^tony of daig induced leukopenaneutiopena. Other adverse events reported

sines mart<et intnoduction, .'/hicn were temporal^ reated to SEROOUEL therapy but not necessanly causall\' related, mdude the

folloMng agranulocytosis anaphylaxis cardicmyopafh'.- h-.ponatremj. myocamits, rhabdomyot.w, syndrome ot inappropnate

antidiuretic honnone secretion iStADHi and Slevens-Johnson Syndrome (SJS)

DRUG ABUSE AND DEPENDENCE: Cordidlled Substance Class: SEROQU EL « not a controlled substance Physical and Psychologic

dependence: SEROQUE-^ has not been systematIcal^' studied, in animals or humans, tor its potenlui tor abuse, to«rance -or ph'.-iical

dependence (A/hile the cimcal tnals did not reveal an\' tenoency for any drug-seeking behaw these obsen'alons iwie not s-vsteniafic

and It IS not possible to predd on the basis ol this limited txpenence the extent to wi'xf a CfJS-acfr.f dnjg v/ill be misused, diverted, and

or abused once mahveted ConseguentN paheiits should be evaluated carefulfy for a history at dr.ig abuse, and such patients shouk) be

otjserved close^ for signs of misuse oi abuse ot SEROQUE.. e g development of tolerance increases in dose, dnig-seeking behavior

OVERDOSAGE: Human expenence: i n clinical tnals. surnvai has been reported m acute overdoses o' up to 30 grams ol quetapine

Most patients -.vno ove'aoseil e<p«nenced no adverse events or recovered fully- from the reported events Death has been reported

m a clinical fiai 'oiio-.vnj an o-jerdcse of 136 grams ol quetapme alone in general reported signs and symptoms were those

resulting from an eiaqgeraicr ot :he dnjgs known pharmacological effects le. drowsiness and sedahon. taciiyaroa and

hvpotensioi' Patients .'.Ih ji.> •>< sir-,] severe cardiovascijlar disease may be at an increased r-sk of the effects ol oveidose iSee

PRECAUTIONS: Orthostahc Hypotension) One case involving an estimated oierdose of 96O0 mg w3s assocateo vm hypoka-

lema and first degree heart block In post-marketing expenence '.hero Mn -.ery -are 'eports of oveidose of SEROQUEL

alone 'esulting 'n death coma or QTc prolongahor Ma/iaoemen/ ol Overdosage: Ir case ol acute overdosage, establish and

maintain an ainvay and ensure adequate oxygenation and vt-nliljti.in Gastric la'«-age i atiei mlutJation, il patient is unconscious)

and admimstrahon of activated charcoal together with a laxat^e should be considereo The pcssibil'ty of obtundahon seizure or

dvslonic reaction ot the head and reck following ovenlose may create a nsk of aspiration with induced emesis Cardiovascular

monitonng should commence immedatety and should include continuous elecirocardiog'aphic monitonng to detect possible

anhvthmias 1 artarrhvlhmc therapy is administered disopvnjmide procainamide and guimdine carry a fheorehcai hazard ol

addiWe QT-prolcng;ng eltects when administered m patients witn acute overdosage of SEROQUEL Similarly it is reasonable to

expect that the aipha-adienergic-blockmg properties of breiylium might be additive io those ol quetiapine resulting in problematic

hypotension There « no specific anhdote to SEROOUEL Therefore appropnate supportive measures should be instituted The

possibility ol multiple drug mvoKemeni should be considered Hypotension and circulatory col^pse should be treated with

appropriate measures such as intravenous fluids and o' sympathomimehc agents lepinephnne and dopamine shouk) not be

used since beta stimulahon may worsen hypotension m the sethng of quefapine-induced alpna blockade) in cases ol severe

extrapyramidal symptoms, anticholinergic medication should be administered Close medical supeivision and monitonng should

continue until hie patient lecave'S

DOSAGE AND ADMINISTRATION: Dosing in Special Populabons: Consideiaton should be given to a Slower rate ot dose titration

and a -owe: 'arget jjse c ":r eideir, ano n cdients .vi: at debiiiuted or who ha-.e a predisposition to liypotensw leachons When

indicated, dose es<:alaliOii stiould be pei'oin'ec with caution :n these patients Patients with hepatic impairment should be started on

25 mg day The dose should be increased dailv in increments ol 25-50 mgday to an ehective dose, depending on the dinical response

and tolerability- ol the patient The elimination of guetap'oe was enhanced m the presence ot phenyioin Higher n-aintenance doses ol

quetapine may be required when it is cMdnunsti'ied with phenvloin and other enzyme induceis such as cartaniazepine and pheno-

tunm (See Drug interxtxim iindei PRECAUTIONS Maintenance Treahnent While tfieie s no body of evidence available to answer

the guesbon ot how long the patient ireateo v.-ith 5ERC0JE. should be inamained, 1 is generally recommended that responding

patients be continued beyond the acute response Put at t'le lowest ifas* needev! to maintain remission Patients should be penodicallv

reassessed to determine the need tor maintenance neatment Reinibahon ol Treatment in Pabents Previously Disconbnued: although

there are no data to specidfjllv address reinitation ol irealnient, it is recommended that -.vhen esLiimg patienrs .voo havt had an

interval of less than one ,veek oh SEROQUEL. Hranon ot SEROQUEu is not required and the nuintenance dose nuy be reinitiated

When restarting theiapv o* paiients who have been oh SEROQUEL lor more than one week. Ihe mital titrason schedule should be

followed Switching from Antipsychotics: There art no systematically collected data to specitiialty address switching patients with

schizophrena from intipsvchotics tc SEROQUEL or coiiceming concomitant adm-mstiation witti anbps/chohcs tWiile immediate

discontinuation of the pievious antipsychotic treahnent may be acceptable for some patents with schizophrenia, more gradual discon-

tnuahon may be most appropnate tor others In all cases, the penod ot overtappmg anhpsychotic administration should be minimi'ed

When switching patients with schizophrena item depot antipsythotics, if medkally approprate, initiate SEROQUEL therapy m place ol

the next scheduled injection The need for continuing existing EPS medicaton should be reevaluated penodically

This summary provides important mtoimaton about SEROQUEL for more mtoimaton. please ask your doctor or healthcare proles-

sional about the full Prescnbing infoimation and discuss it with him or ner

SEROQUEL IS a registered hademari( ol the AsfaZeneca group of companies ©AstraZeneca 2006. 2007 30417-OC Rev 01't)7

AstraZenecj Phamaceiitirals LP Wlmmoton DE 19S50 Made in USA ^tw-i



can this
1

and our personalities complemented each otlier. Fm quiet, serious

and laid-back: Sai a is otitgoing, witt}- and asserti^e. Her sharp sense

of humor made me laugh-and laugliing together felt good.

"Unfortunately, it's been far too long since Sara and I laughed-

or did the things we once enjoyed. In my opinion, this is our chief

problem—not m)- failure to complete chores on her schedule. For

the past few years Sara has been absorbed in her job, working late

hoin"s and traveling every month, and I miss her when she's not

home. It's really a vicious circle: The less time we spend togetlier,

the more neglected and the less motivated I feel. Out of loneliness

and laziness, I surf the Internet, play video games and watch TV
until I doze off. I've gained weight and as a result have no energy

to e.xercise. Tm sad that Sara no longer finds me attractive.

"Our problems aside, Sara is tlie love ofmy life. I'm devastated

that our maniage is in trouble, but I agree that we must work

things out before we become parents. It's wrong to raise a child in

an unhappy home. I know I need to make changes to become a

better husband, but Sara needs to take responsibility for what

she's doing WTong. too.

"

The counselor's turn: 'When Sara and
Tom started therapy she accused him of being

too passive, and he said she was too aggressive,"

the counselor said. "It's very common for people
with inlierendy different personalities to be drawn togedier. But

alter I heard this couple's complaints it became clear that Tom's

behavior wasn't passive, but rather passive-aggiessiv e.

"An assertive stance is, 'No, I won t pay the bills': a passive one

is to jtist do it. e\en if ) ou don't want to. A passiv e-aggiessive

stance is saying. "Sure. I'll pay the bills.' but then "forgetting' to do

it and apologizing, which is cowardly and deceptive. Either way,

the bills don't get paid. Being passive-aggressi\'e is an indirect way
of cxpi cssing anger and exercising po\ver. Tom was angiA- with

Sara for l)eing a controlling caretaker, but to avoid an aigument.

he actc<l out b\- not keeping his promises. This is a fairly common
behax ior; Many people wTongly assume that if they say no \vhen

their spouse makes a request, the)-"ll set off an immediate conflict.

Li fact, the spouse may well say. Tine. I'll find another way to get

it done.' People need to have die freedom to say no to dieir part-

ner without creating ill will.

"This couple needed to accept tlieir basic personalirs' differ-

ences, become nn)re acconmiodating to each odrer and improx'e

their communication. Significandy, Sara and Tom identified each

other s posiu\ e traits and both said they were still in love-two

keys for improving their relationship!

What's more, impending parenthood prol

\ ided the kick in the pants they needed td

change. Our counseling sessions provided

Tom with a neutral forum in \vhich he fell

free to assert himself with candor. "I don'l

want Sara to be the sole decision makeJ

an-ymore." Jje admitted in an early session!

"I've let that happen, but I want to be equal!

ly involved in shaping Rebecca's life.'

"We discussed how theii- farrulies of origirl

had affected their personalities. Tom devel|

oped his passive-aggressive tendencies irj

cliildhood. He resented his controlling father!

who ordered him around. The more his

father pushed, the more Tom said yes td

placate him but then acted out by not foUow]

ing through and making excuses. It was hig

way of asserting independence. Once he

married, as is so often the case, he re-createcj

this pattern with his wife.

"Meaiwhile. Sara's mother, in expressind

pleasure at young Sara's populaiitv-. sent the

implicit message that her daughter was

responsible for her happiness. It's not reall\|

surprising that Sai a would assume a care]

taker role in her marriage or that in her treat]

ment ofTom she would inadvertendv' mirroi|

die controlling tendencies of his father.

"Tom and Sara's behavior patterns had

been established decades earlier, but thel

urgent questions facing them were: Could

Tom become an equal partner in liis mar]

riasre, and could Sara back off? WTien

sussested that Tom was reluctant to follow!

throush because he harbored unresolved

anger at his wife's controlling ways, he

acknowledged that the more she naggec

him. die more he resisted. 'I don't like to bf

pressured." Tom said. But he also hated con-j

flict: hence his habit of making false prom]

ises. 'You're eroding Sara's trust,' I explained,j

"and you only delay die inevitable fight.'

"Tom needed to be honest with Sara

about what he was and wasn't continuedI
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^villing to do. "If you refuse to do something, for whatever reason,

explain why upfront. Don't raise her expectations aiid then disap-

point her." I advised. 'However, if you want a loving, intimate rela-

tionship with your wife, you should do some things that are

important to lier. For example, an unmowed lawn may not bother

you. but it clearl)' bothers her—not to mention other people in

your communit)-. By maintaining the lawn and keeping clutter to

a minimum, you'll be making a loving gesture towaid your wife.'

"As for Sara, she needed to be less demanding and critical.

Wliile Tom vowed to do better at straightening up and finishing

household tasks, he freely admitted that he'd never be as neat as

Sara. I agreed that Sara should be more tolerant of his basic per-

sonality. 'Yes, Tom can improve,' I told her, 'but he can't be you.

Accept him for who he is.'

"To prove to Sara that he was serious about becoming more

responsible, Tom offered to oversee a seiies of renovation projects

that had to be completed in advance of Rebecca's homecoming

later in the year. He hired and supei"vised the contractors who
replaced die furnace; on his own, he painted and tiled die batli-

rooms. cleaned die basement, prepared the nurser)' and negotiated

a good deal on a new car. He also finished reupholstering the

dining-room chairs and handled his regular chores, after telling

Sara that it might take liim a while to gel everything done. Sara was

thrilled with Tom's initiative: 'Wlien we staited dierapv' I thought

he was a hopeless case. I can't believe die wav' he's stepped up."

"From there we talked about dieii- need for more couple time.

Sara agi'eed to stay downstairs and talk to Tom when she came home

from work, and I urged them to go on a weekly date. In honor of

their 10th wedding anniversar)', they bought new bikes, which they

ride on weekends at state parks. As for their sex life, Tom needed to

stop lalling asleep downstairs and go to bed when Sara did in order

to facilitate intimacy'. I advised Tom to exercise, not oiilv- to make

himself more physically appealing but also to boost his energv' level.

As die couple foUowed tliese suggestions, diey felt more loving and

dieii sex life resumed—and improved. 'Now diat I no longer resent

T>m all die time. I feel the spark returning." Sara said.

"Finallv; I encouraged the couple to adjust dieir communications

style. Tniey"d never s^en their parents disagiee. so neither had

learned how to appropriately express anger, disappointment or

fmstration. As a result, they'd fallen into an unliealdiy cv'cle: Sara

held her emotions in check for a while, but upon reaching her

breaking point would lash out and dien punish Tom \\ith die silent

tieatoient. Ibm. meanwMe. withdrew when upset. I recommended

diat Sara express her feelings in a timely manner, radier dian sup-

press them :uid eventually explode in rage.

"I stressed that when asking Tom to n

something, she should use supportive la^

guage to conv-ey the task's importance to he •

"Tom. Fm excited about om^ upcoming tnj

and it wotild mean a lot to me if you coul

book our flights this week. Fm swamped ^

work and likely won t be able to handle it. li

avoid misiinderstandings, I recommendt

that Tom tell Sai'a if he couldn't honor a k

quest. And if he slipped up on a promise ai i

Sara lapsed into name-calling or excessi\

criticism, he should be direct: 'Sara, it's bin

ful when you speak that wav'. Fm sorry I di;

appointed you, but we need to mov-e on.'

far, this approach is working. 'We re n(

aliraid of anger anyTnore," Tom said. 'Cou

seling taught us to acknowledge our ange

and verbalize it in a positive way."

"Sai a and Tom aie righdy proud of diei

progress. Tlie adoption was recendy con

pleted, and they are enjoying parenthoo

more than thev' ever imagined. The last tini

I saw them thev' were positively glowin

about both their baby daughter and tliei

own relationship. 'Tom is a devoted an

active father,' Sara gushed. 1 can totally reli

on him now, and our future looks bright."

"Tom agreed. "I love and appreciate Sai

more than ever," he said, 'and havin

Rebecca has made our family, and ou

happiness, complete."
""

"Can This Marriage Be

Saved? " is the most endurin

women's magazine feature in

. _ , the world. This month's case i

I ^B^^H based on interviews with

clients and information from

the flies of Marc D. Rabinowitz, LCSW, a

marital therapist at the Psychotherapy Cente

in Norfolk, Virginia. The story told here is true

although names and other details have been

changed to conceal identities. "Can This

Marriage Be Saved?"" is a registered

trademark of Meredith Corporation.
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Physical. Emotional. Completef That's the Purina Cat Chow Way of Life;

fflPURINA®
Your Pet, Our Fusion!"
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p,oe„c« .0 help care to. pets " .^^^ sen«

0„„„g Humcane KaWna. W e
^„tte,s

„«„e., Nelfte and ^' leave L.ttle M

„e,e evacuated
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behW 10 fe"<i t«' f™«
' ' W»o.gK t„s teste.

»,„„tee.s and placed '^

'^^l^^" „, ,,e tam,l,, tlte,

loved h,m and oons,de^W

- J- neve,gaveupthe,,searc. « =

^

,3, to .locate to Los ^ogeles and. I.Ve « ,o,

:;;::rs.adopt..se.nMo..e^--
;et««der.oomlo.mo-eint«mal,on. ^ ^

M€RtAL SiFRONTLlNE ,s a 'egistered trademark o' Menai

•'PAWS 10 SAVE PETS s a iiattemark ot Wenal

•S2007 Menal Limited Ouiuin 6A br. ugr.i teserveo

Limited -Time
Gift Offer!

FRONTLINE would like to extend a

special offer to you. Purchase one

FRONTLINE Plus product between now

and August 30th, 2007 and send in

your proof of purchase (UPC code)

plus $3.95 for shipping & handling

to receive this beautiful

ceramic bowl

for your pet.

While supplies last,

see details below*

"Ttie first 250 readers to send in an original receipt for ttie purctiase

of one (1 1 FRONTLINE Plus product purchased 04/24/07-08/30/07

along with the proof of purchase and S3,95 tor shipping and handling

will receive one (1) pet bowl, valued at approximately S5 90;

include your name, address daytime phone number and send to:

FflONTLINE GWP offer Ladies Home Journal, 125 Par1< Avenue,

18th Floor, New York, NY 10017 Make check for S3 95 payable to:

"Ladies Home Journal," Must be a U S, resident, 18 yrs or older

Offer begins 04/24/07 and good while supply lasts or 08/30/07,

whichever comes first. Date/time ot request determines '.'.lio

receives pet bowl Meredith Corporation d/b/a Ladies Home Journal'

rSponsor") not responsible for lost late, damaged, misdirected,

incomplete, incorrect, illegible, postage due requests/mail. No post

office boxes allowed. Allow 8-12 wks for shipping. One pet bowl

per household Void where prohibited, taxed or restncled Sponsor

reserves the nght to verny identification. In all matters relating to

interpretation/application of this offer, decision of Sponsor is final

and binding

Stay tuned.. .for the next installment,

i»i:t CHKOMCLES, FAKT 3



yFRONTLINE is a regis^ert imcl'ii j '- jr .;

SSi goodbye to It&as ana t^cks ts a traaemaf>(. of Menal

€2037 Manal Lunilea, DuliJl^, GA All rights -eseiveo

n£-A0S-7.BUS

Is your dog trying to

tell you something?
Ask your vet about FRONTLINE Plus,

the one thofs fast-acting, long-lasting

and waterproof.
Soy goodbye to fleos ond ticks



life as a mom by MARGARET RENKL

A big family, a

big car, a big

country. You learn

a lot on a 3,500-

mile road trip

with your nearest

and dearest—not

all of it fit for

postcards home

Wish
J tYou Were
Here'

iiless you count Pensacola, Florida (10 miles away)

and Chattanooga, Tennessee (13 miles away). I was

18 years old before I ever left my home state of

Alabama. When I was a child there was no

money for elaborate vacations, and I dreamed about

those iconic ^^mcrican journeys-to the Grand Canyon, Yellow-

stone. Disney World-that I heard about every Septem-

ber from my classmates. I told myself that when I had kids of

my own. we would spend our summers exploring the gi eat Amer-

ican landscape, from sea to shining sea. No cliild of mine would

get stuck writint; a back-to-school essav called "\lv Summer

The family poses
with a giant

cement prairie dog
in South Dakota

Vacation at La e

Lurleen State Park.'

Then Haywoi
and I actually h

kids and discover)!

that traveling wi;

small children is ab:»

lutely no fun. Impii-

oned in their car se:

they wail for hou

begging for deliv

ance from th

govemment-appro'

straitjackets. Fam
reunions were t

only trips we co

handle. One day,

figured, we d be up

a big adventure.

But then my fatf r

died, and Sam t

-

came a teenager, al

still we d taken no grand excursion iry

the heart of America. It hit Ha)'wood ai|

me that these days together are terribKl

terribly short. So we came up with a planbt

combine a mini family reunion witrai

massive family vacation: a multigenen-i

tional trip through the American Wiit!

involving a grandmother with Parkinsori,!

a grandfather with an artificial knee a'di

three bouncy children completely imaw;iel

that mountain overlooks are not saf<yj

surrounded by guardrails. It did n'tl

begin auspiciously. .
i

Day 1: To avoid theJuly Fourth rush, H;'-

1

wood and I pick up our rental car, the lat-

est SU\^ on die market, a dav continl]d
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Introducing new KelloggVYogos Rollers Fpuit-flavored snacks.

Cpeami)-i)ogupti|, Pniitij-cheuji) roDs for a great neiu taste that's both mom-nutritious and kid-delicious.



life as a mom

early. We arri\'e at the rental agency

and prompth' have a fight: I point

out that Haywood has reserved a

car whose backseat is no bigger than

our own niinivan's. and the whole

point of renting is to give long-

legged Sam more space. Hayvvood

points out that, unlike our minivan,

the rental has a DVD player and

more luggage room. I question

whether having the D\'D player is

worth $1,600 and 3.500 miles of

lousy gas mileage. Ha^Tvood ques-

tions whether, in the absence of a

movie option, we have the fortitude

to play I Spy With My Little Eye for

3,500 miles. Haywood wins.

Day 2 : Hav-wood and Papa head to

Wal-Mart to buy an extra-large

cooler; Grandmother and I stay

behind to chop vegetables, wash

fruit and boil eggs for lunches. Papa

returns and doubts that so much
food will fit into one cooler; he sug-

gests heading back to W^al-Mart-a

store that I hate and he loves— to

buy a second cooler. Haywood
doubts that a second cooler will fit

into even a monster SUV'. Grand-

mother notes that I'm on the \erge

of saying something mean to both

Haywood and Papa. Gently, she

leads the men out of the kitchen.

Day 3: Planned time of departure:

6 A.M. Actual time of departure:

9:10 A..\l. Time we discover that

Henry has forgotten Ralph, the

stuffed giraffe he can't sleep with-

out: 9:40 .\.M. Time of second

departure: 10 .\.\L First highway

argument: 10:07 A..\l. Subject: Hay-

wood s driving. I think he's dri\'in2;

too fast: he thinks we've lost too

much time. If we don't hurry, he

says, we'll have to skip our very

first stop. Cahokia Mounds, an

h
Calling All Moms:
Start Your Own Blog

We want tc

hear all ab(!ii\

your life as^

mom: Joinjhi

communityD'
mom blogir

at LHJ.corr'

You're just
I

a few clicks away from
^comparing notes with febv |
-moms, laughing about ycjir

kids' latest high jinks and
sharing photos of your

family with new friends. Fp

step-by-step instructions)r

creating your own blog. p
to WWW.LHJ.COM/MOMBLOG

ancient Nati\'e American settlemct

near Collinsville, Illinois, also hoi^

of the World's Largest Catsup Bcj-

;

tie. Papa is interested in Indiji

mounds; Sam. Henry and Joe a;

interested in the world's largest cj-!

sup bottle; Grandmother and I ic

very interested in not dying on ts

highwa)-. The Wbrld's Largest SU,'^

'

is interested in flipping over eve/

time Haywood peers down at t.j

map Papa has spread across tb

dashboard.

Day 4: We explore St. Louis. "Ga -

^vay to the West." Sam, Henr)' aij

Joe are indifferent to the many ed-

;

cational sites associated with we'-

ward expansion. "Please, Moij, i

can't we just go back to the hoil
'

and watch the Cartoon Network'

Joe asks, handing back his copy f

the educational brochure I ve pickl '

up in triplicate. "Yeah. Mom, is

not really a vacation if you have )

learn something." Sam muttei.

"Hey, it says here we can go to tb
,

top of the Gatewav continuS ''11
76
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New ARM & HAMMER*

Carpet and Fabric Odor

Eliminators permanently

eliminate the toughest odors

from carpets, curtains, and

fabrics better than Febreze.*

TODAY'S SECRET
EVEN BEATS FEBREZE;



life as a

I

From left, the

Arch!" Henry enthuses, breaking ranks and author's sons, Joe,

actually readina; the pamphlet. "On a windy Henry and Sam, at

, ' r 1 1 1 1 1
• 111 Mount Rushmore

day you can leel the whole thmg swaying!

Suddenly Fm thinking about heading back to the hotel to watch

cartoons myself.

Day 5: Following the Lewis and Clark Trail, we're heading west

in a covered SUV as I read aloud the story of Sacagawea, the

Shoshone translator who, eight weeks after giving birth, traveled

through the wilderness with Lewis and Clark and their band of

unbathed explorers. Attempting to ignore the human farting

contest being conducted in our backseat (courtesy of the three-

bean salad we forced the kids to try at lunch), I consider what it

must have been like for Sacagawea to be the only woman in a

large party of sweaty, malodorous men.

Day 6: We're approaching the highlight of the trip for me: The
Ingalls Homestead, in De Smet, South Dakota, immortalized in

Toivn on the Prairie. Papa is navigating; the kids are intent on

their Game Bo\'s; Haywood, fighting gale-force winds, is tr\'ing to

keep tlic Giant SU\' on the Prairie somewhere near the middle of

the road; and I am reading aloud from the gorgeous prose of

Laura Ingalls Wilder. No one is listening but Grandmother.

Day 7: The Badlands are aptly named. Tlie barren landscape

might ha\c been imported from Mais-or hell. It's beautiful and

icri ii\ ing, and the children can endure die heat and die releiidess

n iiid lor only a few minutes before they pile back in the car, refus-

ing c'\ cn a [)ott\ break at the \-isitors' stadon. We've aIlo\ved a day

ior liiking in the national paik, but cleai ly diat's not going to hap-

pen. Our guidebook points out a nearby attracdon: a giant cement

I

prairie dog and convenience store. "I hi :

they have Icees," says Henry. "I hope va.

have a swimming pool," says Sam. "I hi .

they have a bathroom," says Joe.

Days 8 to 12: After a stop to pick
p

Grandmother's medication, which is n.1-

ning low but can be refilled in Rapid Cr
we make it to our home base: Custer Stu

Park, in the heart of the Black Hills. Frci

here we\nake day trips to tour a gc|

mine, ride a train from 1880. take a y-

tiginous drive alona; the Needles Hidiwv

and visit Mount Rushmore (which H.

wood has taken to calling the "Works

Largest Carving of Presidential Heads

The boys are catching the spirit of the tr:

eager to go fishing, eat a buffalo buvn

and hear about cowboys, the Gold Rui

and the snakes of South Dakota. Standi^i

next to a tank holding an irritable prai:|E

rattlesnake, a local herpetologist asks Ir

volunteers. My boys leap to their fcs
'

hands shooting up. and the herpetologjt;'
|

smiles. He says, "And now you know wl
the vast majority of snakebite y-ictims

first, male; second, under 25; and thij

attempting to pick up the snake."

Day 13: We've left the cool Black Hi

behind now and we're back on the h

Dakota prairie, headed east for the C
Palace, in Mitchell. Tlie children hear

talking and groan; once we leave the C
West behind, they're like horses who sm'

the barn-ready, after their grand advi

ture. to set back home. Havwood and

smile at each other. The boys are tin

we're tired, and the grandparents are sou

asleep. We've hauled three generatioB

across seven states, learned about agic-

omy and zoolog\- and geolog\' and anth]- " ^'

pology and history—and had a one- r^^i^^

in-a-lifetinie experience, the kind of faml' ,

vacation I dreamed of as a child. I real ™^

across the massive front seat to hold iv i^j|i5p

husband's hand. We're still 1,200 mils ,

'

awav. but it's time to head home.
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Into the aame/

Meet the Allen family. They recently discovered that Wii^*^'

I
is the ultimate family experience. Something that parents,

kids, aunts, uncles, cousins and even grandparents can bond

^/here kids usually complain about having family time—nobody

over family Wii night. In fact, many families have a standing date

up wherever the competition left off. And if you know how to

i tennis racket or golf club, you already know how the Wii works,

igs every member of the family together— each one vying to be the

ion of the living room. Which night of the week is your Wii night?

O 1> mn

Create your Mii. Play it on Wii.

Create your own Mii character on the

Wii console. Then play ' -:t

Wii games. Everyone \\'

creating Miis of the er.tae tamiiy:

Janiene RitiU'y



family matters

Save a Seat for Dad
The benefits kids reap from family

meals include hiaiher sfrades and

lower rates of obesity- and dnig

use. studies show. So Cameron
Stracher, then a corporate attorney

and now author of Dinner With

Dad: Hozv IFound Mv Hay Back to

the Family Table, vowed diat for one

year he would cook-and eat-

diimer with his wife and children

five nights a week, come hail, high

water or msh-hour traffic.

QWTiat motivated this

culinary experiment?

A I liad a liigh-pressiu ejob and a

killer commute and was missing

out at home. I d lea\ e before anyone

else was awake and return after they

were asleep. Plus, my wife and I fell

in love making ftxxl togedier and I

Imj^ESj For more with Cameron Stracher, visit www.lhj.com/dinnerwithdad

wanted to recaptiue that magic.Q Sounds simple enough-
but was it?

A I took a fmancial hit because I

had to drop projects requiring

tra\ el. Ultimately, though, it was

a matter of modifying my work

habits. You f/ow'/have to take that

last-minute phone call—you can

ttmi off the BlackBern.'.

QHow did this undertaking

affect you as a father?

Alt made me an equal contrib-

utor to my family life. I never

wairted that Dave It to Beaver situ-

auon where the husband works

and die wife cooks. Wlien my 7-

yeai-old asked, "Dadd}-, what's

for dimier? "

I knew I d done die

risht diins- —A. Emily Bond

''Grandtraver
(kids \ acationing with

Grandma and Grandpci

\\ ithout Mom and Ddd

is up 60% since ]9'H\

and now acconnts '

for at least onc-fiftli ot al

trips taken u itli chiklieii

Why SILENCE
IS GOLDEN
Ever find yourself too drained ever

to speak after a long day?Join the

dub: In a recent survey published i

the Harvard Business Review, 45

percent of managers said they entei

a p)ost-work "conversational dead

zone." a state that economist Sylvia

Ann Hewlett Ph.D.. the survey's

coauthor, describes as " 'browTied

out"-not cjuite burned out" How d<

you keep this "brown time" from

damaging your relationships?

Instead of attemptii^ to interact, D
Hewlett suggests, take a brief, silent

time-out to collect your thoughts an

replenish your ener^'. This mental

mini vacation utII provide the buff*

you need between the stresses of

work and the demands of domestic

life—and might even lead to a real

conversation. —Jennifer Casto '

Thp Greys Anatomy effect? In a new poll of

v)0 teens, ''doctor'' came in first as girls'

most desirable career, w ith 10% naming it their

ideal job. When The Apprentice premiered

three \ ears ago, "businessperson" topped the charts

80
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.D KITTY
IS IT SOMETHING ELSE?
lalth problems are often mistaken for behavioral problems.

, bad behavior might be your cat's way of saying something

here Hill's Prescription Diet c/d Multicare Feline comes in.

is safe salt levels, provides the daily nutntion your cat

and satisfies the most finicky of cats.

ir veterinarian can recommend the right solution,

rescription Diet c/d' Multicare is right for your cat.

No Excess

Salt

Nutrition to Improve Quality of Life'

'rescnption Diet ana c/d are registered trademarks owned by Hill's Pet Nutrition, Inc

d The Original Pet Fountain are registered trademarks owned by Veterinary Ventures, Inc.

Pet Nutrition, Inc.



ADVERTISEMEN

n the January issues of Ladies' Home Journal"

and Better Homes and Gardens' we asked

you to tell us how you were inspired to moke

a change in your life. Many of you shared your

stories, and two lucky readers won fabulous

prizes. Find inspiration in their stories below.

Each issue of Better Homes and Gardens empowers
me to aspire to greater heights. The article entitled

"The Simple Life." (January 2007, page 90) described

how Joe and Christina Logson downsized their home
to act on their dream of opening a bakery and cafe. I

have decided to join the ranks of the Logsons out

there and go for my dream. My home is up for sale.

I've found a small condominium and will no longer be

a slave to possessions and memories of old. Life wi

take on a new chapter, and oh yes. ..there will be travel.

- Geneweve Albosta

Dallas. PA

Genevieve won a Weekend of

Inspired Living of the Better Homes
and Gardens headquarters

When reading "Five Surprising Secrets about Happiness,"

(Ladies' Home Journal. Januan/ 2007, page 18) I got the

feeling that I'm not really doing what I should in life. I

decided to re-examine my life and realized I was happiest

in the simplicity of my childhood. I saw a childhood

friend's name in the newspaper. We hadn't connected in

30 years. I contacted him via email and he reciprocated.

There's nothing better than that feeling of connecting with

an old. dear fnend. What a warm, uplifting experience!

Karen Mathev Skophammer
Fort Dodae. lA

Karen won a trip for two to Los Angeles

to meet RIck Warren, author of

'Purpose Driven Lite' and Ladies'

Home Journal's column Purpose'

Inspiration can be found in many places, sometimes whet\

least expect it. For some, Inspiration comes from spending

with their children or connecting with a long lost friend. For otl

It may come from visiting a new town or reading a A

DID YOU KNOW THAT YOU CAN
FIND INSPIRATION IN A CAR?

Designed from inspiration, the all-new 2007 Chrysler Sebring provio

a smooth, quiet ride with dynamic styling, advanced technology and

safety and security features

At a surprisingly affordable price, the Sebring offers features found

on more expensive luxury vehicles including a tire pressure monitor!

system, remote start, heated/cooled cup holder, six standard air bag

heated cloth seats, and much more

It's also the first Chrysler vehicle to offer the voice-activated MyGIG

Multimedia Infotainment System which allows you to store over l,Oi

songs. The entertainment continues with MP3 capabilities on all radij

across the board so you can feel inspired behind the wheel as you

listen to your favorite tunes.

Experience the all-new 2007 Chrysler Sebring and revive your

driving passion.

Visit www.chryslercom to find a dealer location near you

ENGINEERED BEAUTIFULLY



jyou tNe shortcut
MYGfG™*' I

Voiqe-activatedl^^WM real-tin^e trdffic 'pl^J^ar

20GB hard drive to store pictures drrd o^er 1,000 songs.

LETS YOU TAKE THE SCE
———1-

ROUTE
Engine vs\ith Varioble Valve Timing delivers excellent

73 horsepower and 166 Ib-ft of torque.



animal affairs hy MELODY WARNICK

Show

Earth)
Gail Mirabella ditched

her desk job for a dream
job when she ran away
to join the circus with

her Frisbee-fetching dogs

GaiJ Mii abella was ne\'cr the kind of woman to take

chances. For almost a decade she worked as a quality -

assurance manager for pharmaceutical companies.

monitoiTiig scientific studies from behind an e\'er-

present clipboard. It was a job at \vhich the self-

described pcrfccdonist excelled. "I was a \ en' by-die-book r\pe of

person." siic admits. "I'd never even had a speeding dcket."

But iliere she was. in March 2006. at die age of 36, making her

debut in a fallahassee. Florida, arena as the newest member of

die Ringling Bros, and Barnum S: Bailey circus. Gone were the

pantsuits and heels she used to wear to work, replaced by a

spangled red tracksuii and running shoes. Tlie ciwsd was hushed

until the lingmaster spoke. "Tallahassee I Do \ ou belie\'e dogs can

fl\ Tlie crowd roared its assent.

Dallas, with owner-trainer Mirabella,

displays his fetching talents on stage

Mirabella stepped into the are

and with a flick of her wrist hurle

Frisbee for her blue-e)-ed border c

lie Jet. who raced fonvaid and fl

into die air to snatch it. Houston ai

Dallas. Mirabella's father-and-s

Australian shepherds, were right

his heels, galloping into the ring

cli^se more airborne disks wh'

twisting their agile bodies into c^

reogiaphed flips.

For the six minutes Mirabella

her dogs were in the spotlight, s

was m motion, leading die anim"

performance while using her o

body as a prop. In one sliowstopp'

trick she la\' on die floor, feet in t

air. while the 40-pound Dallas b

anced on her soles. The dog tli

jumped off and caught a Frisbee j"

as Mirabella scrambled to her feet

lie could land on her back. The cro\

went v\-ild. and Dallas did, too. sail'

into the air as the audience thundcrt

"The dogs feed off the applause." s

Mirabella. "WTien people are goL

nuts, the)' are on frre."

Audiences love Houston. Dall

and Jet precisely because they a

dogs. "People are wowed by the e

phants. but Gail's act is somethii

they can relate to." explains Bri;

Newman, the former production manag

of die Ringling Bros, group that Mirabel

tours v\idi. "They'll sa)-. 'I had a dog whei

was a kid. and I couldn't even teach him

sit. But her dog is balancing on her feet!"

'

It all started simply enough. Growing i

in Hatboro. Pemis)'lvania, Mirabella us|

to play circus with the family mutt, teachi]

him to scale ladders and leap thi-ough bij

tires. Shy as a teen, she gained confiden|

from the constant presence of a canine coj

panion. "People are always interested

doers." she savs, "so ha\in£r one let me
more outsoino;. " continli
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iffThe fight against fleas, there's

oniyione Icing of the jun



Love to spoil your

four-legged

friend'' Pamper

your pup with

FIdo-friendly

homemade
treats. Check out

www.lhj.com

/dogtreats for

ideas

In 1991. right out of college, where she"cl

studied aiiimal sciences, she bought an Aus-

tralian shepherd puppy with a $200 tax

refund from her job as a \ eterinarian s assis-

tant in Boulder. Colorado. She named him

Austin. Tlie two were soon inseparable. "He

went e\ en-\\ here with me." recalls Mirabella.

"He'd e\ en pull me around while I was wear-

ing my inline skates."

Mirabella also enrolled Austin in an obedi-

ence course. After class one day she was out-

doors tossine; him a Frisbee when a classmate

told her she should compete with the dog. The woman men-

tioned disc dogging, an increasingly popular sport in which

canines are judged for their ability to fetch Frisbees thrown up to

40 yards and to perform routines of catches and acrobatics.

Intrigued, Mirabella entered a local tournament with Austin.

According to Edjakubowski, a disc-dog enthusiast who met Mira-

bella there, the two were naturals. "I asked Gail if she wanted to

sell her dog," he says. She declined. The duo started winning

competitions right away, first locally, then nationally.

In 1993 a move back east brought Mirabella to a post assessing

animal studies for a pharmaceutical company. "I needed a real

job." explains Mirabella. "In Colorado I was making minimum
wage. And my new position used my animal science knowledge."

She and Austin kept winning meets, and in 1999 Mirabella

became the only woman to qualif)' for the world finals in Wash-

ington, D.C. Tliough she didn't get the top prize, she received so

,
much exposure she soon found herself entertaining

with Austin at fesri\ als and sporting events, includ-

ing a New England Patriots halftime show.

As she lined up more weekend events. Mirabella

trained Houston and Dallas ( Austin s son and gi and-

son) and Jet (whom she got four years ago) to per-

form as well. She fantasized about working with her

dogs full-time but didn't ha\ c the nerv e to lea\ e the

coi'porate world—until Austin's death of cancer at

age 12. at the end of 2004.

Mirabella was devastated. For months she com-

forted herself by poring over the cards and e-mails

LHJ.com

that flooded in from friends in the world of disc-dog

competition. Finally she made a decision. "I realized

I didn t wan; lo pass up the chance to do something gi^eat with the

phenomenal dogs I still had," she remembers.

Ever die anal\'st. Mirabella worked up a business plan for a facil-

ir\- that would ofler obedience and disc-dog courses and rented a

site, including a cottasje and warehouses that could be used for

classes, in upstate New York. She wididrew monex' from her retiie-

Clockwise from top left: Australian shepherds Houston and Dallas i

border collies Chaps and Jet, wItlvMirabella

ment fund to gi\ e herself a financial cushi-

and, at the end ofjuly 2005, quit the nine

five grind to stan her new life.

She had barely setded in when, in Febr

ar\- 2006. she found out that die Ring]

Bros, circus was hunting for a new hi^

eiierg\- dog act. Did she want to auditio

Indeed, she did.

After five minutes of watching wh
Mirabella and her dosfs could do. the ci

cus's talent scouts offered them a rwo-ye;

contract. The catch: She had 16 days to g

ready to join die show in Tallahassee,

didn't eat or sleep for a few days." she sa\

"But I wanted to do it."

These da\-s it's clear that circus life sui

her. Sure, home is a 29-foot trailer th

houses Mirabella and her 10 dogs: die ori

inal diree plus tliiee odier Australian she

herds. Brooklyn, Seven and Pippin:

second border collie. Chaps: a terrier mi

Cricket: and two rat terriers. Topper ar

Charlotte. And yes. she hits a new city (

two ever}- week, performing in as many ;

12 shows at each stop. In fact, when si

wakes up. she has to pause to renienibi

what town she's in. But this is what Mir

bella loves about her new life.

She confesses that she wishes Aust;

were with her to enjo\' the ride—after all, fj

talents were the catalyst for her gre

ad\enture. But when die odier dogs ban

into her at die end of a show, dieir tails wa

ging mighdly. Mirabella is grateful that si

ran away to join die circus. "To me. it s

dream come tme. " she sax'S. I
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EMPTY NEST,

FULL LIFE!
Today's baby boomers are reinventing their

lives after the kids leave home ... and

enjoying a renewal of purpose and joy

88

veiy yeiir across America hundreds of diou-

saiids of grown kids lea\'e home—for college,

jobs, marriage, the anned forces. The tenn

"empty nest" may be the tradidonal way to

describe a household abmpd)' de\'oid of cliil-

dren. but die pathetic image it conjures-of

forlorn, purposeless parents—is hopelessK' out

of date. "In die past, couples didn't ha\ e to

-----rrsr woiT\' about what to do aftcr dicir kids giTw

up because maii\' maniages ended in deadi not long after die last

child left home," notes Stephanie Coontz. atidior of Marriage, a His-

kny: Hoif hnv Gmqiured Maninge and a conmbuting editor at Ladies'

Hrnit Jounuil. The 21st cenuiiy has ushered in a new pai^adigm.

W'idi today 's longer life spans and smaller families, a manied couple

in good hciildi can reasonably e.xpect to spend decades togedier sans

diildrcn. "Ciiild re;u-ing has clianged from being a major dimension of

adult life lo a mere inteilude." says Da\id Pope-

noe. Ph.D.. codiiectoj- of die National Maniage B,^'

Roject at Rutgers Uni\ersir\- and a conmbtiting C VROL

editor at Lulies' Home Jounuil. Tliat change, in Mll'HERS
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aim. has created a new stage of nianiage-onc

nian\' couples embrace. Lideed. \\hen home

building company Del Webb asked aging

boomers in a 2004 sui-v.'ey how they fell about

tlieu- kids moving on. more tliair lialf said die)-

felt freer to be themselves and a quarter

reported feeling "like a nevvlyvved again."

Manv couples today seem happier alter

the children ha\ e left home." acknowledges

Dr. Popenoe. "".•Vfter struggling for so long,

this is what they look fonvard to."

Here, meet four couples who spent years

shepherding their children into adulthood

and are now reinv enting their lives.

NCE UPON A 'HME. EMFH'
ncsters preserved the RuniK home

as a virtual shrine to their dcparietl

offspring-sports trophies crowding lamilv

room bookshelves, old rock band posters

tacked to the walls of now vacant bed

rooms. 'Ibdav "s post-parenting moms and

dads, though, arc more likcK to re leather

the nest for themselves. A 2001 .American

Furniture Manufacturers Association sur

vc\. for instance, found that one in loui

such couples had plans to renox ate. ohen

with luxurv u})grades that would have been

impractical with voung kids in the house.

Others hapiMly start oxer. In the 2004 Del

Webb survex. 36 percent of babx- boomers

planned to iiioxe when the kids leli home.

Some of these relocating "new ncsters

are helping to rex iiali/e urban neighbor

hot)ds. notes |olin Mcllw aiu. a senior lellow

lor housing with the I'rbaii Land bisutuie.

a research organization in Washington.

D.C "if xou no longer liax e to worrv' about

what school district you're in. you're lire to

choose to live where it could be iuii." he

sax s. Among these new uibanites are Naomi

and M.iik Paul, who raised iomixmh

\\'V. \\ L-
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tlieir son and daughter in a 3.6()0-square-foot colonial cape in

Newton. Massachusetts, and now live in a condo one-third that

size in Boston s North End. less than 10 miles east ol their former

suburban home. "Oiu" lives centered around the kids, so we had

a house with a big yard in an area with good schools." says

Naomi. 59. "When our younger child left for college. Mark sug-

gested we l(Jok at Boston proper.""

"I lo\'e it here. " ra\ es Mark. .58. Like the majority of today's

empty nesters. both Pauls still work, he as a regional sales man-

ager lor an engineering finn. she as a distributor for a nutritional

supplement company. (A 2006 report from the Federal Inter-

agency Forum on Aging-Related Statistics noted that 40 percent

ol women and more than half of all men 62 to 64 were still work-

ing.) Alter years ol commuting by car. Mark revels in his new-

lound ability to "walk to work in eight minutes and stop for an

espresso on the way. " Tlie Pauls ha% e become involved in a local

synagogue and neighborhood association and. Mark says, "when-

e\ er 1 walk to my condo. I bimip into people I know.""

Naomi and Mark also say that their embrace of urbanism has

made an alrcad) -good marriage c\en better. "\\'e"re much more

spontaneous now." sa\ s Naomi. "Tlie second we go downstairs,

we're in the middle of tumult and action. W'e love exploring the

cit\ -it N \ ibrant. it's lun. and our life is much richer.""

Aim' .AND DICK WTIM.EN'S
early years together were happy but

hardly carefree. They married

young, shordy after she graduated from col

lege and he returned from a tour in \'iet

nam. and algiost immediately concei\"ed the

first of theii' three children, a daughter bom
in 1968. For the next three decades, they

raised children, hopscotching around the

coLintrv- as Dick"s jobs in the food service

industiA' demanded. The couple now lives

in Centennial. Colorado, near aU three of

their children. WTien die WTialens" youn

gest mo\ed out a few years ago the couple'

was "finally able to get the time alone to

gether that we ne\'er had. " says Cathy. 60.

Cathy and Dick had always considered

themsekes ad\'enturous. but only now did

the\' ha\"e the time to travel—and the money.

In die latter regard they are entirely typical:

SLxt\--seven percent of those in the Del Webb
survey said their disposable income in-

creased when their kids left home, and about

half planned to spend the windfall traveling.

The couple "s frrst post-parenting act was to

get cerufied as scuba di\ ers and take several

diving trips. Then Dick bought a Harley-

Da\'idson. on which tlie two ride in nearby

hills. "I can do diis now."" says Cathy, laugh-

ing, "because I don t ha\"e to worn,' about

leaving tliree small cliildren orphans.
"

Ne.xt came sailing lessons, hi the last few

\ ears the WTialens have chartered boats in

the Caribbean and the Gulf of California in

Me.xico. where diey spent a week playing tag

with dolphins and marveling at marine life.

These adventures have renewed and

changed die couple s mamage. "Much of our

togedieniess before was part of raising the

kids—we both went to soccer games, we both

went to recitals." says Dick. 62. "Now- we're

togetlier in a new way. Sailing requires coop-

eration and teamwork—someone continued
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ie best way to roast a chicken?

Bt somebody else do it.



K front

I
Couples who maintain a strong connection during the child rearing years find it easier to

adjust when the kids leave. To keep your marriage robust:

IStay friends. Those

who study marriage

know that over the long

haul. It's the friendlike,

partnering quality of the

relationship that

determines its success,
"

says Robert Levenson.

Ph.D., a professor of

psychology at the

University of California.

Berkeley. "Invest in that

aspect of your marriage.

Maintain a mutual respect."

2 Strengthen what you

have in common. The

best marriages have what I

call 'broad-based compati-

bility,' " says Neil Clark

Warren. Ph.D., a clinical

psychologist and founder

of eHarmony.com. The

pre-empty nest years are a

good time to strengthen

those connections or find

new ones. "It can be

bowling, bicycling or

saving the whales," says

Dr. Warren. "If it's been

years since you thought

about spirituality, perhaps

that's something else

to share."

3 Let go of the past.

"One of the challenges

of a marriage's later years

IS to let go of past

disappointments and move

on," says Claudia Arp,

coauthor, with her

husband, of 10 Great Dates

for Empty Nesters. "Clean

the slate. Renew romance

and the sexual relationship.

One of the most positive

things you can do is take a

marriage-education course

to teach you new skills just

before the last child is

ready to leave."

4 Reach out to your

spouse. The smallest

gestures of tenderness can

have a huge strengthening

effect on a marriage. "Get

away for two days with

your spouse," advises Dr.

Warren. "See a movie that

makes you both laugh.

Reach out and touch when
you're in the car. Ask a

meaningful question—

How's everything going at

work?—then genuinely

listen to the response.

Listening is a powerful way
to connect.

"

5 Find time for each

other. "Adolescents

sleep until noon," Arp

points out. "You could

have a standing Saturday

morning couples

breakfast—and be back

before your teens even

wake up."

has to steer and someone else has to pull lines and tack. We re both

new to it. so our abilities are even. And after you anchor for the day.

it s just die two of you. No phones, no TV!, just watching the sunset

and talking. It gives us a peaceful connectedness."

Cadiy retired as a teacher two years ago and Dick plans to stop

working within the next two. After that, the couple may buy their

own boat and take even longer journeys. "We have no models for

this." says Cathy. "My dad died at 46. and Dick's pai'ents worked

until diey died. We ne\ er knew this phase of life could be so good."

'/'aaf//x,

NE OF THE BIGGEST CHANGES. AND CHAL-
Icnges. foi many couples is the role reversal that the

empty nest may produce. "A lot of women, especially

those who've been sta\-at-home moms, may feel that now's die

time to go back to work or school." sa) s David hrp. coauthor,

with w ife Claudia, of 10 Great DatesJor Empty Kesters. "Tlieir hus-

bands, meanwhile, are saving "let s slow dowii."
"

Tliese divergent desires can cause problems, but for \enia and

Tony Custer of Kat\'. Texas, die tiansidon has been smoodi. \ema.

.56. w as content to put her own caieer on die back burner wliile i^ais-

Tony and Verna
Custer adjusted

to Verna's late-

blooming career

ing two daughters. She quit her teaching job

after her first was bom in 1978. and yeais

later began working a few hours a week for

Weight Watchers (she"d joined in die 1980s).

She turned down several opportunities to

move into management because "my first

priorirv- was my girls." Then, in 1999. her

younger cliild left home. Shordy afterward,

Verna sot another offer, and this time she

didn't hesitate. "It was a bit fiightening. but I

felt like I should go for it. Tlie last 22 yeai-s

had been my kids" tinie-this was my dme."

The first job led con-hnued on p.AGt 97
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itroducing delicious Glucerna® Cereals.

t some crunch back in your day with three irresistible cereals, all made wiin our

ique carbohydrate blend clinically shown to help manage your blood sugar spi

GlUCSrnO. smart nutrition for people with diabetes:

p„, y^... core c.^plo .icit Tryniur.rnaCereol.com or call 1-866-41 1 -4582 (enter JOURNAL).

Use Glucerna under medical supervision os part of your diabetes management plan.

© 2007 Abbott Laboratories.



Understand the risks. See the benefits

What should I know about NSAIDs?

When it comes to relieving arthritis pain, you

may think some prescription NSAID pain

relievers, like ibuprofen and naproxen, don't

have any cardiovascular risks. But based on the

available research, that's not clear. And if you

look closer, the FDA requires all these NSAID

pain relievers, including Celebrex, to have the

same cardiovascular warning.

What about heart attack or stroke?

Any prescription NSAID, including Celebrex,

may increase the chance of heart attack or stroke,

which can lead to death. This chance increases if

you have heart disease or risk factors for it, such

as high blood pressure, or when NSAIDs are

taken for long periods.

How do NSAIDs affect my stomach?

All NSAIDs, including Celebrex, also increase the

chance of stomach and intestine problems, such

as bleeding and ulcers, which can occur without

warning and may cause death. With any of these

medicines, patients also taking aspirin and the

elderly are at increased risk for stomach bleeding

and ulcers.

What does this mean for Celebrex?

While all NSAIDs have some of the same

warnings, they all treat arthritis pain. But since

ind'- '' esults may vary, having options is

i"- u.. An NSAID, like Celebrex, may be one

V , .in fact, prescription Celebrex has never

been taken oft the market. Based on the available

data, the FDA stated that for certain patients

Celebrex's benefits outweigh the risks. But only

you and your doctor can make that decision.

What are the benefits?

In clinical studies, a lower percentage of

patients on Celebrex reported indigestion,

abdominal pain and nausea versus prescript

ibuprofen and naproxen. Celebrex can be i

\'vith low-dose aspirin. Other prescription

NSAIDs aren't generally recommended

with aspirin.

What does it do for arthritis pain?

Celebrex relieves arthritis pain, stiffness an

inflammation. Just one 200 mg dose provid

24-hour relief.

Any other precautions?

Use at the lowest dose possible for the shoip

time based on treatment goals. Do not take

Celebrex if you're pregnant or have had all'

reactions to aspirin or sulfonamides. All NS

including Celebrex, increase the chance of

serious skin reactions. And tell your doctor

you've had kidney or liver problems.

What next?

For many with arthritis pain, not treating is ic

an option. Talk to your doctor about Celebrg

and see what's right for you.

Visit www.celebrex.com or call 1-888-celeb

But most importantly, your doctor can tell

you about the risks and benefits of all

NSAID pain relievers.

Please turn page to see important informatin

about Celebrex and other NSAIDs.

Talk to your doctor to...Understand the ri.sV>

I
Uninsured? Need help paying for medicine? Pfizer has programs that can help, no matter your age or income.

|^|q|
You may even qualify for free Pfizer medicines. Call 1 -866-706-2400. Or visit www.pfizerhelpfulanswers.com.

©2007 Pfizer Inc. All rights reserved. CI^8080SA
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CELEBREX®
(celecoxib capsules)

Get emergency help right away if you have any of the following sympton

Medication Guide

slurred speech

swelling of the face or throat

for Non-steroidal Anti-lnfiammatory Drugs (NSAIDs)

(See the end of this Medication Guide for a list of prescription NSAID medicines.)

What is the most important information I should know about medicines

called Non-steroidal Anti-Inflammatory Drugs (NSAIDs)?

NSAID medicines may increase the chance of a heart attack or stroke

that can lead to death.

This chance increases:

• with longer use of NSAID medicines

• in people who have heart disease

NSAID medicines should never be used right before or after a heart

surgery called a "coronary artery bypass graft (CABG)."

NSAID medicines can cause ulcers and bleeding in the stomach and

intestines at any time during treatment. Ulcers and bleeding:

• can happen without warning symptoms

• may cause death

The chance of a person getting an ulcer or bleeding increases with:

• taking medicines called "corticosteroids" and "anticoagulants
'

• longer use

• smoking

• drinking alcohol

• older age

• having poor health

NSAID medicines should only be used:

• exactly as prescribed

• at the lowest dose possible for your treatment

• for the shortest time needed

What are Non-Steroidal Anti-Inflammatory Drugs (NSAIDs)?

NSAID medicines are used to treat pain and redness, swelling, and heat

(inflammation) from medical conditions such as:

• different types of arthritis

• menstrual cramps and other types of short-term pain

Who should not take a Non-Steroidal Anti-Inflammatory Drug (NSAID)?

Do not take an NSAID medicine:

• if you had an asthma attack, hives, or other allergic reaction with aspirin

or any other NSAID medicine

• for pain right before or after heart bypass surgery

Tell your healthcare provider:

• about all of your medical conditions.

• about all of the medicines you take. NSAIDs and some other medicines

can interact with each other and cause serious side effects. Keep a list of

your medicines to show to your healthcare provider and pharmacist.

• if you are pregnant. NSAID medicines should not be used by pregnant

women late in their pregnancy.

• if you are breastfeeding. Talk to your doctor.

What are the possible side effects of Non-Steroidal Anti-Inflammatory

Drugs (NSAIDs)?

Serious side effects include: Other side effects include:

• heart attack • stomach pain

• siroke • constipation

• high blood pressure • diarrhea

• heart failure from body swelling • gas

(fluid retention) • heartburn

• kidney problems including kidney • nausea

failure • vomiting

• bleeding and ulcers in the • dizziness

stomach and intestine

• low red blood cells (anemiai

• life-threatening skin reactions

• life-threatening allergic reactions

• liver problems including liver failure

• asthma attacks in people who have

asthma

• shortness of breath or trouble

breathing

• chest pain

• weakness in one part or side of

your body

Stop your NSAID medicine and call your healthcare provider right away

you have any of the following symptoms

• nausea

• more tired or weaker than usual

• itching

• your skin or eyes look yellow

• stomach pain

• flu-like symptoms

• vomit I

• there is blood in your bowel

movement or it is black and stici

like tar

• skin rash or blisters with fever

• unusual weight gain

• swelling of the arms and legs,

hands and feet

These are not all the side effects with NSAID medicines. Talk to your

healthcare provider or pharmacist for more information about

NSAID medicines.

Other information about Non-Steroidal Anti-Inflammatory Drugs (NSAID^

• Aspinn IS an NSAID medicine tjut it does not increase the chance of a

heart attack. Aspirin can cause bleeding in the brain, stomach, and

intestines. Aspinn can also cause ulcers in the stomach and intestines.

• Some of these NSAID medicines are sold in lower doses without a

prescription (over-the-counter). Talk to youi healthcare provider before

using over-the-counter NSAIDs for more than 10 days.

NSAID medicines that need a prescription

Generic Name Tradename 1

Celecoxib Celebrex 1

Diclofenac
Cataflam, Voltaren. Arthrotec (combined with

misoprostol)

Diflunisal Dolobid

Etodolac Lodine, Lodine XL

Fenoprofen Nalfon. Nalfon 200

Flurbiprofen Ansaid

Ibuprofen
Motrin. Tab-Profen, Vicoprofen* (combined with

hydrocodone), Combunox (combined with oxycodone)

Indomethacin Indocin. Indocin SR. Indo-Lemmon, Indomethagan

Ketoprofen Oruvail

Ketorolac Toradol

Mefenamic Acid Ponstel

Meloxicam Mobic

Nabumetone Relafen

Naproxen
Naprosyn, Anaprox, Anaprox OS, EC-Naproxyn,

Naprelan, Naprapac (copackaged with lansoprazole)

Oxaprozin Daypro

Piroxicam Feldene

Sulindac Clinoril

Tolmetin Tolectin, Tolectin DS, Tolectin 600

'Vicoprofen contains the same dose of ibuprofen as over-the-counter (OTC) NSAIDs

and IS usually used for less than 1 days to treat pain. The OTC NSAID label warns
|

that long term continuous use may increase the risk of heart attack or stroke.

This Medication Guide has been approved by the U.S. Food and Drug Administratio\

r.'srr/Curec' by

(TiffSi G.D. Searle LLC
^mtt^^ Division, of ^'le' nc, NY, NY 10017

LAB-0324-2.0 © 2007 Pfizer Inc. All rights reserved. CL280895A Issued February 2C
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ADVERTISEMENT

Let 'em Pla^

Don't let stains get

in the way of your

summer fun.

Kids have a way of making playtime

messy, especially in the summer. Whether

it s soil from a backyard expedition into

the secret life of earthworms, a winning

slide into home plate or an art project

that wandered from paper to shirt, kids

getting messy is bound to happen.

Allowing your kids to be free to explore,

play and create has countless benefits.

Unfortunately, as every mom knows,

when you let kids be kids, that inevitably

means more loads of laundry.

When it comes to stains, Harold Baker,

aka Dr. Laundry, senior scientist in the

laundry division at The Clorox Company

and writer of www.drlaundryblog.com,

has seen it all. "It's amazing how more

fun seems to equate to more stains," he

says. That's why I try to give moms the

tools to take their minds off stains so

they can enjoy the season."

For quick help for some of summer's

most common stains, call Dr. Laundry's

Summer Stain Hotline at (866) STAIN-411.

Or. Laundry suggests pretreating the stain with

Clorox' Bleach Pen Gel before washing with

Clorox' Regular-Bleach and detergent in the hottest

water recommended for the item. Before you toss

the shorts in the dryer, make sure the stain is

completely out, as drying a stain can set it for life.







to a second, as assistant to the manager of

Weight Watchers in Houston. "My work

brings me a respect—professional, intellectu-

al—that I didn't get raising a family,"' Vema

says. "It's so rewarding to put my talents to

use outside the home."

But as Vema's ambitions grew, those of her

husband, Tony, 56, were shrinking. In 2005

he retired from his job as a chemical engineer

"That frightened me," Vema admits. "I cer-

tainly didn't want to stop working. But Tony's

been great—he shops for groceries, cooks three

nights a week and does his own laundry.'"

His wife's new focus

on career, says Tony, is

"no surprise— she's

sharp and I knew she

could do anything she

wanted to do."

Both Custers say

their marriage is stron-

ger than ever, though

there are moments.

Vema says, when she

senses a wistfulness in

her husband. "I think he'd like for me to slow

down and be with him more." But she has no

plans to quit. "I was joking with a coworker

last night I might still be doing this at 85." she

says. "I'm really happy right where I am."

LHJ.com

Will you be able

to afford to

retire? Find out

about saving for

the golden years

at www.lhj.com

/nestegg
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ETH ISIKOFF HAD FRIENDS
who panicked as their kids left for

^ college because they feared they'd

have nothing to say to their husbands.

When Beth, 55, a vice president of sales for

a software company in Atlanta, saw her

daughter off, two years after her son's

departure, she had no such qualms. "I love

my kids," she says, "but I was so ready."

It wasn't as if the kids were not die center

of her life. "For years we had a joke. " sa\ s husband John Huerta.

57. a retired middle school assistant principiil who is ncnv a priv ate

mediator. "I d sa)". 'Do you remember when wc used lo be in

love?" "" Tlie "used to be" was a nod both to the blissful ear ly days

of their man iage and the inevitable change once kids an i\ cd. Tlic

question was good-humored, but "e\ny si.\ months or so we d

have die "what about me" (ighi." Jolm says. "I felt like Bedi s priori-

tics were our son and daughter, dien her mother, then the dog . . .

and then me."' Now. with die kids out of the house and the dog

recently deceased, he jokes. "I've mo\cd up the food chain."

"Even if we re just watching TV. ni\- attention is onK on him."

agrees Beth, "and he loves it."

Nor is all the action on T\'. "^\'hcn your kids are little, you rc

so busy taking care of their needs that sex olten becomes some-

thing you fit in when vou ha\ e some time and some pri\ ac)'.""

Beth says bluntly. "But when the\ "re gone, there's no forcing,

because the opportunities are al\va\s there, .uid die energy- that

went into parenting can go toward reconnecting with yoin-

spouse. We ha\e time now to explore, to get more creative and

have fun together. It has an e\ en greater \ alue than e\ cr because

there s so much more closeness and comfort.

"I miss my children."" she continues, "but I don't long for them,

and the house doesn't feel empty." Her voice is positively jo\ ()us as

she says. "We're loving this! We're lo\ ingdic freedom: Not having

to have dinner waiting at home lor someone, not worrying if

someone is in trouble because he missed curfew, being able to

walk around the house v\ith no clothes on. We've started having a

cocktail hour, and we sit and talk. I actually said to one of my
girlfriends, "Now I rememlier \s\\\ I fell in love with him." '" Cl
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Risk-Free Suner
If youVe always asked yourself

if a savings plan ean be
both safe and yield healthy

returns, we've got good news Savin
hen it comes to savings, most of us are risk

M averse, \ et b)- just squirreling money awav
in traditional accounts we may be short-

changing ourselves of the higher growth we
could reap if we put our money elsewhere.

Fortunateh', e\ en in our high-risk times there are rewarding low-

risk options. "Right now is an especially good time to giwv vour
money safely." sa\'s Barbara Archer, a certified fmancial planner

in St. Louis, "because there arc ways to all but eliminate risk

while earning a respectable five percent or so on your monev."

That's because many of the safest options are tied closely to the

official interest rate set by America's central bank, the Federal

Resene. At the moment, interest rates are relatively high, while

inflation is only inching up\vai-d. which meaiis that \ ou can get

great returns. Read on to find the best places to stash vour cash.

Treasury Securities

Backed b)- the U.S. government, Treasury

securities, mosdy sold in a minimum denomi-

nation of $1,000. are the ultimate low-risk

in\ esmrents. Of course, such safety usually

comes at the cost of higher returns. Earlier

this decade. Treasuries, which tend to move
up and dov\n in tandem with the Federal Re-

serve rate, paid a paltry 1 to 2 percent interest.

Cuirendy. however, thanks to competitive

economic condiuons, you can make between

4 and 5 percent. The rates, which are fixed,

\ aiy depending on when the Treasury is set

to mamre-anyv\here from one month to 30

\'eais. widi options in between. continued
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MimnLiite
OiAanctdJuice

750 mg
GLUCOSAMINE Hd

V

Fhree unique juices. All uniquely good for you.
linute Maid» Enhanced Juices offer three kinds of goodness that other juices dci. t: Heart Wise, to help reduce cholesterol,*

lulti-Vitamin with 16 essential vitamins and minerals for a healthy diet, and Minute Maid Active,., with 750 mg of glucosamine

ICI to help protect healthy joints. They're all 100% pure squeezed orange juice, and all 100% goodness for you.

There's Goodness
in Every Minute.

Plant Sterols & Heart Disease — Foods containing at least 0.4 g per serving of plant sterols, consunied twice a day witti meals lor a daily total intake oi at least 0.8 g.

s part of a diet low in saturated fat and cholesterol, may reduce tfie risk of tieart disease. A serving of Minute Maid Heart Wise contains 1 gram of plant sterols. LDL bad

testerol was reduced in a study of people with normal to borderline high total cholesterol who consumed 2 servings of Minute Maid Heart Wise per day with meals tor 8



nonev matters

INVEST AT YOUR OWN RISK

Bear in niiiid that inflation can

be a killer for most Treasuries.

Sa\' \ ou bu\- a lO-yeai" note that

pays 5 percent interest. If infla-

tion shoots up to 6 percent (from

its cun ent rate of approximately

2.5 percent), suddenl)- you're los-

ing money. One solution: Pur-

chase I Sa\-ings Bonds, on which

your interest rate adjusts eveiy

SLX mondis to reflect changes in

inflation. These pay slightly

lower interest rates (currently.

4.5 percent versus 4.6 percent on

a 30-yeai- Treasuiy), but you'll

have built-in inflation protection.

To a\'oid fees, buy these diiectl)'

at ururui.S(nnngsbomis.goi'.

These supposedly safe bets don't

necessarily pay off—and can even

cost you money.

BLUE-CHIP STOCKS ^
Investing in the stocks of large "TtX

established companies whose

names you recognize sounds

secure. But every company that's

big and old isn't necessarily doing

well financially. If you'd had stock

in General Motors, Home Depot or

Pfizer for the past five years, you

would have lost money.

BONDS iSi':

A bond is an lOU, so its value"

depends entirely on who is

supposed to be paying you back:

The U.S. government is a pretty

safe bet. But if your debtor is a

specific city (as with a municipal

bond), you're running more risk.

And the safety of bonds from

corporations ranges vastly—whence

the term "junk bond." One way to

check the safety of a bond: r —
Find out what score the f * 'i

issuer has received from ;JL^^
rating agencies such as ^
Fitch and Moody's; AAA
is best, C is worst.

ANNUITIES

These financial instruments offer

a guaranteed monthly check

throughput your retirement, just

like a pension. But annuities are

also very complicated products-

part investment, part insurance—

and there can be pitfalls in the

fine print. For example, they tend

to provide a menu of different

benefits, but each one you

choose has to be paid for, which

eats into your earnings.

Certificates of Deposit (CDs)

Since people with bank accounts can close them at any time,

banks can't rely on having the use of that money. Thus they offer

you the option of putting money into a CD. \\ hich stipulates a

period of time that the bank gets to "keep" the mone>-. For that

privilege the bank pa) S \'OU a higher interest rate than > ou"d get

on a sa^ings account. CDs are generally insured by the Federal

Deposit hisurance Coi-|3oration (FDICi for up to SlOO.OOO.

You can get CDs widi a vanet)' of maturity lengdis. from one

mondi to five yeais or more. The rates banks pay \ aiy widely, so

shop around: Recend}- Fust Federal Sa\ings and Loan ^sas pa\mg

5.25 percent on a one-yeai" CD. wliile Wachoxia offered just 3 per-

cent for die same product. The dowiiside.^ CDs de up inone>- and

often lock you into a specific rate. If > ou need cash before a CD s

maturity- date, you may have to pay eaih -wididrawal penalties.

Online Banks

Manx- online institutions pay 5 percent interest on sa\-ings accounts

and up to 3 percent on checking accounts. By contrast, the aver-

age interest on savings at a brick-and-mortai" bank is 0.6 percent

and on a checking account, just 0.1 percent! the difference?

Online banks have less overhead and offer few er semces.

Tlrere are Internet-only banks-such as ING Direct and Net-

Bank-but your best option may be what's knoxvn as a "brick-and-

click. " This is dre online ann of an established bank-Citibank

Online and HSBC Direct are examples-although the accounts

are separate. Because brick-and-clicks compete widi pure online

banks. die\- tend to match dieir rates but still

provide you dre security and convenience of

physical branches where you can make

deposits in person. Plus you'U have access to

a network of ATMs, aldiough your privi-

leges win likely be limited, even at your

bank's branches-typically to six transac-

tions a mondi-unless you pay extra.

Money Market Deposit Accounts

(MMDAs)
These FDIC-insured bank accounts don't

always offer quite as much flexibility as

simple savings accounts but currendy pay

from 3 to 5 percent interest. And unlike

Treasuries or CDs. they offer a rate that

fluctuates widi die prevailing interest rates.

MMDAs usually require you to maintain

a minimum deposit, often at least $1,000, but

vou can wididraw your money at any time.

Frequently you can write checks against

vour account (though your are usually lim-

ited to diree per mondi). "WTien you open

MMDAs and CDs, consolidate your sav-

ings, since die mterest rate for a large lump

sum is often higher dian it would be if you

split the money into smaller accounts.
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Look for them neor the freezer <

iitterfmger® are registered trademarks of Societe des Produits \e,tie S.A.. Vevey Switzerland



Worry not. With one :all to Farmers HelpPoint, our 911-trained response team will leap into action



Not available in all areas.

Sanity makes a comeback.

the problem quickly and compassionately. To learn more, visit farmers.com or call 1-800-FARMERS.



Rich almonds. And new golden flakes
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yURNAL

orches and their furnishings

can sure take a beating.

There are the elements—sun

and wind—to contend with,

and also the wear and tear of constant

foot traffic. But that doesn't have to be

a problem, we discovered, when we

set out to spruce up this outdoor

space. We started with a durable foun-

dation, covering the porch floor with

a few coats of resilient high-gloss exte-

rior oil paint, which holds up weU to

scuffs and scrapes, in a neutral heather

gray that also masks dirt. Then we

freshened up the charming vintage

wicker seating set with a coat of maite

white exterior paint to help protect it

from mold and mildew. Next we
di\ided this porch into diree zones-

one for dining, another where groups

can gather to relax, pla\- games and

talk, and the third designated for

quieter acti\ities such as reading—and

pulled them all together vsith a fresh

take on the traditional red, white and

blue color palette. Read on to find out

how we prettied up this porch with

stylish—and kid-proof—accessories.

photographed'
;ed and written by kieran juska

,

li iii ll

SETTING THE TABLE
These director's chairs from Home Decorators Collection

make ideal seasonal seating: They fold up for easy storage

and have rugged canvas covers that pop off quickly if you

need to throw them into i-^ wash after a lively ice cream

feast. In the center of the taole a thick glass IKEA vase serves

as a hurricane lamp for a c iunky candle—weighted down
with white river rocks, there's no chance of it toppling over.

And what looks like a pricey tablecloth is actually a striped

cotton curtain panel with the tabs cut off. (ovi IM i-n

ISTEVEN RANDAZZO
STYLED BY KIERAN JUSKA AND AMY LEONARD,



! 1

COZY CORNER
To create a comfy spot for reading and other quiet

activities we softened up a classic wooden swing with a

long seat cushion and a washable knit cotton throw that s

great to wrap around your shoulders on cool summer

nights Large metal buckets placed along the edge of th

porch make colorful planters, and overhead, a hanging

lantern provides light after sundown. cominuld







Easy Seal Easy o^^an

Easy Store
abases and to each

other, NEW RUBBERMAID®
then nest toget/,,; PREMIER CONTAINERS

We listened to you and created new Rubborniaid Fivniier cont.uner

Guaranteed better. Guaranteed tor lite.





NERVOUS
SYSTEM

MUSCULOS (ELETAL
SYSTbM

Hey, Poug,

I have huming,

etabb'mQ,

shooting pain.

Is that

Muecle Plain?

Doug is right. If you have burning, stabbing, numbness, and tingling sensations,

it could be nerve pain. Nerve pain is different from the aching, tenderness, and

stiffness of muscle or joint pain — also known as musculoskeletal pain. Common
over-the-counter pain medications do not work very well for neiTe pain. If you

experience the symptoms of nerve pain, get your FREE guide to nerve pain today.

You'll learn about your condition. And about a treatment option for two types of

nerve pain. You'll also learn how to describe your symptoms to your doctor. So

you can find relief.

Get your FREE Nerve Pain Info Kit. Learn about your

type of nerve pain. And how to describe it to your doctor.

Mail the attached reply card. Call 1-866-752-7847.

Or visit www.NervePainKit.com

PB2817^U'2007 Pfizer Inc. All rirfits reserved. April 2007



ABOVE: This sturdy, painted metal

game table is positioned between the

seating area and the swing— perfect

for entertaining or for working on arts

and crafts projects on a lazy summer
afternoon. The blue- and white-

checked runner was fashioned from

inexpensive tea towels from IKEA that

were stitched together.

TOP RIGHT- A cluster of pillows in various patterns and textures-a red-and-white

check, quilted green solid and Smith & Hawken's durable blue canvas-all have

removable covers that can be tossed into the wash.

BOTTOM RIGHT: Pulling out the china can be risky when eating outdoors, but there's

no need to rely on just paper plates and plastic cutlery, either. Stylish yet sturdy, th.s

combination of vintage blue enamelware chargers and diner-inspired plates from

Fishs Eddy is casual yet festive enough for when friends stop by. River rocks with

names written on them are unique place cards, and latte cups in bnght hues from Asc

Selection make for not-so-delicate vases. Small buckets hold gmgham flatware from

Amazon com, and the white table runner is deceptively kid-proof-stains from fru.t

punch sorbet and other warm-weather treats can be bleached out easily.

114
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"Bring fireworks

to the table!'

Katie Brown, Lifestyle Expert and TV i

JELL-0 Brand is a proud sponsor of th

Katie Brown Workshop on Public Tele-'

Patriotic Layers

Prep: 30 rm\. (plus refrigeration)

1 qt. (4 cups) boiling water

1 pkg. (8-serving size) JELL-0 Brand Berry Blue Flavor Gelatin

iDkg. (8-serving size) JELL-0 Brand Strawberry Flavor Gelatin

Z^^scold water

1 cup^Wi^eberries

1 t|b ^^,^1 COOL WHIP Whipped Topping, thawed

I cup strawberries, sliced

STIR 2 cups of the boiling, v^ter into each flavor of dry gelatin mix

in separate medium bowli*min. or until completely dissolved. Stir

1 cup cold water into gelatin each bowl. Refrigerate blue gelatin

V/z hours or until thickened »oon drawn through leaves defmite

impressiofi). Let strawberry Uthi stand at room temperature.

ADD blueberries to thickened blue gelatin; stir. Pour into 4- to 6-

glass bowl. Refrigerate 30 min. or until set but not firm (gelatin
|

should stick to finger when touched). Spread with ZVz cups ofjh^

whipped topping; refrigerate. Meanwhile, refrigerate strawberry

gelatin V/z hours or until thickened. Stir in strawberries; spoon ot

whipped topping layer.

REFRIGERATE 3 hours or until firm. Top with remaining whipped

topping. Store in refrigerator.

MAKES 16 servings, about V, cup each. For other great red, whitun

blue recipe ideas, visit jello.com and coolwhip.com.
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Com

Bom aiid bred in HoUx^vood, vvidi

famous parents-the legendary Janet

Leigh and Ton\- Curds-slie broke into

films in 1978 in Halhivtrn. transfomi-

iiig herself o\'er die \ eai s by turns into

\ixen and comic and dramatic actor in

such films as 'TrMlmg Plans. A Fls/i Qillal

Wanda. True Lies. Freaky Frida)'—more

than 35 movies in all. Recently she

aiuiounced her decision to bow out of

acting altogether, unless something

comes along that s not too time-

consumnig. shooting close to home

and doesn't take her focus away from

her family-or her multiple charities.

She's keenly dex^oted to organizations

seiA'ing the )
oung and the ill. volun-

teering her time to many groups,

including Cliildien Affected by AIDS
Foundadon. Starlight Starbright Chil-

dren's Foundation, and Wliat a Paii". It

is perhaps with children that she has

found her most authentic \ oice. having

wiitten seven popular cliildren's books

that ha\-e spent as long as 37 weeks on

T/h jYrw tork 7;w« best-seUer list.

I didn't ask for a toin- of her kn'-

ingiy renov ated, unpretentious 192()s

Spanish-style house, but Curtis takes-

me through every bright and airy

room, stopping short of the bedrooms,

which, she decides, might be going

too far. Nearly all of the w^alls feature

large framed black-and-white photo-

gi aphs, most of which she has taken.

"Put it this way," she says, "if there

was another path for me. I wt)uld've

been a photogiapher. I've taken photo-

graphs my whole life. Here's my son's

and my feet,

which I love. M\-

little boy's feet.

And me. That's

my daughter.

She's really de-

veloped into an

extraordinary

dancer. She's a

LHJ.com

Peek behind the

scenes of Jamie

Lee Curtis's cover

shoot: Go to

www.lhj.com

/jamielee

sophomore at a college I can't name.

It's some\vhere where the)' giow com.

These are some of my favorite pic-

tures, among the best I've ever taken.

My daughter when she was 8. My son

when he was a . . . when he was just a

litde sprite. Kills me."

With zero prompting she talks

about being an adoptive mom. about

how it was to suddenly hold Annie,

and later. Tom. and when I tell her

I've got two adopted kids of my own

she turns to me with eyes that are

pure compassion. "Oh, so you know,"

she says, "lot/ kimv"

With that I'm whisked quickly on-

a half to get to know each other . .
."

She steers me into the dining roorr

where lunch is waiting, a gorgeoui

spread of poached salmon, rice pila;

fresh greens and strawberries. I don'

get a chance to say much. Jamie Le

Curtis is an entertainer, first and forJ

most, seemingly determined to sho^

me a good dme. and she has a lot o

her r^ind: modierhood, work, fitnes;

alcoholism, drug addiction, wome
who work, women too busy for the:

own kids—a woman she used to be.

"I look back on A Fish Called Wa.

daT she says, scooping up some salni

on. "An unbelievably funny movi^

I :)s and I wa
t ^ ^ . ^ ^_ :er mother ...

vet I was addicted to drugs"

ward, past fish she can't name, a photo

of Nelson Mandela she pays tribute to,

windows overlooking vines I'm told to

note. "You're throwing so much at me

so quickly!" I say, breathless.

"That's my job, baby, that's my
job." she says. We head back to Kelly,

who is in Jamie's office, a converted

patio, sunny and gleaming. Kelly is

standing over an odd-looking cooler

sitting on the floor. "Okay, tliis."Jamie

savs. pointing to it. "this is wh)' you

have to know me! Tliis is how I know-

people know and caie about me. My
girlfriends got me an in-car refrigera-

tor that you plug in. I'm serious. An

in-car refrigerator so I can eat lunch in

m\- car in the caqDool lane. Because

I'm obsessive. I'm the first person in

the school line e\-ery day. I'm compul-

sively early.

"I'm also hyper-W aware of time. So.

like, given that we hav e an hour and

gieat movie, without question one <

my biggest successes. I actually mao

money from that film. I mean, all

the things that you hope for arl

want. People say, 'Oh, this must'-'i

been the greatest time of your lif

And all I remember is crying in d

car to and from the set, an hour I

drive from London. What I remeif

ber about that movie was that n|

daughter was a baby, 6 months ol:

There were often days I'd come hoE

:

and she was asleep already. And
thought what the frick am I doin *

Mv memoiy of that is horrible. N

:

that I wasn't grateful for the gig. N

:

that I wasn't grateful to John Clee

:

and thank him continually to tl i

dav-I send him funny fish presents i

say, 'I remember what you gave n

,

Thai-ik you.' But it doesn't take aw

'

from what I knew-knew -at that poi t

what I was doing. And continU
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vet I couldn't stop im self. And I didn't

have a guide. I didn't have a mother

saying to me. 'Sweetheart, after this

mo\ie. take a \ ear off at least to bond

with tills bab)-."

"

No. her own mother led diat same

frenzied life-mo\-ie after mo\-ie. a work

ethic of die highest order-and Curds

diinks of herself as die less-dian-perfect

product of it. She was determined,

somewhere in die back of her mind, to

be a more-present mom for her own

kids. She tells me that, at least in the

beginning, she failed at that.

"My daughter was not the priority.

I would take jobs wherever I had to

take them and I would work all the

time. You can talk about working for

the greater good of the family and all

of the spin you want to put on it. and

\ et I was just following my mother

at the expense of my daughter

"So one day, it was

almost as if Annie

put her hand up

and went. 'Stop

in the name of

love before you

break my heart.

Tliiiik it o-over'

You know. She was about 8 and

she reallv said. 'Look at yourself.'

She said. 'Don't think you're being a

good modier just because I look good

and I'm a good girl and a good stu-

dent. Look at the \vay you're living

vour life.'

"The only thing children need is

their mother. They don't need stuff.

Thev don't need the accoutrements.

They need the consistency of their

mother. Tlie hard, boring, repedtive.

day-in. day-out teachings. I missed all

that. I would come in. make a big

splash, it all looks good, and then I'm

gone. It was like. "W^s she here.^' and

I wasn't there for the hard stuff just

like niv mother wasn't diere."

Annie's declaration 12 years ago

caused Curtis to reevaluate her pri-

orities and become more of the

mom she always wished she had. She

cut back on work and opened her

Lirnis to a newborn son. Tom. She

tells me that it wasn't until several

years later, however, that she faced

her worst demons: alcoholism and

drug addiction.

"I sought refuge from \vliat was

difficult in life in alcohol and pain-

killers." she says. "No one

knew it. It was that kind

of silent escape valve.

I kept thinking that I

deserved it because I

was working so hard

and now I had diese

tw-o kids and I was

really trying to be a

much better mother

7-
and (lilt (kit dat (kt tlat

dal dat dat. trying to

keep all the balls in the

air. and yet I was still

addicted to drugs and

alcohol."

She hit bottom when

r

dying this way. leaving her children

without a mom. She sought help and

found it. conquering her addictions

eisht \ ears aaro. She relates nearly all

of the profound changes in her life to

her sobriety.

"All of a sudden I realized I exist."

she savs. "The idea of having your

ow n mind. A mind of one's own, that

It isn't y^ur mother's mind, that you're

not jusr aping die family value, or the

husband's value. I have a mind of my

own. And it has taken me a long time

to figure that out. And of course I've

done it ver}- publicly. So what hap-

pens is you then become the person

who ends up developing like die Pola-

roid in front of millions of people over

the course of a career."

She thinks it's ironic that she is so

well-known for a 2002 photo spread

depicting her less-than-toned self

"It was misunderstood and condn-

ues to be misunderstood a litde bit. At

the time I might have been two years

sober. I put on 20 pounds when I got

sober because of all the sugar that you

don't get in alcohol I needed in cereal

or crackers or something. And at diat

time I had a young child and I didn't

have the free time to dedicate to a

kind of more physical Hfe.

"So I think what some people took

from those photos was: Love your-

self no matter what. And die prob-

lem v\idi that is: 'What if what you're

doing is unhealthy? Are you to ac-

cept what you look like kind of in

a militant way, like, this is what I

look like-stop it! If you're 50 pounds

overweight and you have diabetes in

\-our family, was I tellmg you that's

okav.3 No But unfortunately what

got distilled from this moment was

everv person who comes up says,

'Thanks a lot for keeping it real.' A
lot of people misunderstood me-that

she began imagining being overweight was continued
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you re particularly faithful to ju?t one ol iny deliciou? all-natural salad dressing's,

why not loosen up and try sometliing different? Perhaps flavors seasoned with

ssh-from-the-^arden herhs &' spices could persuade you. Just one fling' with these

lemptini^ alternatives will inahe you glad you strayed.

NEWMANS OWN'
Paul Newman and the Neunian's Own Foundation Joiiate all profits to charities.

Over $200 million has been f^iven to thousands ot chanties since 1982.

For lircat recipe ideas, \ isit

www.newmansown.com
C2006 Nowin.in's CK\n Inc-



okay because chat's who you are.

"And die problem is diat how many

of us are killing ourselves every day?

Who here has high blood pressure

and is still eating siilt and french hies?

Who has been told that her liver is

enlarged and unless she stops drink-

ing she's gonna end up with liver dis-

ease and/or need a liver transplant

and/or die? We create senseless acts ot

\-iolence against ourselves daily. And

we live in this amnesia that we're not.

"If I was a doctor toda\- sitting with

a woman who sa\ s. 'Oh. yes, I smoke."

}ini doi'!Rfallr!'T\^en 1 don't want >-ou

as a patient. It's m\- job to take care of

people. But I want to take care of

somebodv who wants to live.

She's on a tear about this, e.xcited

and full-on preaching. She could make

a mint as a motivational speaker.

"You know. I say to alcoholic fami-

lies all the time," she says, "ifyou want

to avoid your U-year-old child dnnk-

ing. make sure that you don't drink m

front of your 14-year-old child. If your

children see that you can celebrate

something without alcohol, or mourn

the loss of sometlnng without alcohol,

they will not know that the first tiling

vou do when something good hap-

pens to you is pop a bottle of Cham-

pagne and/or the first thing you do

when someone dies is get a drink. Just

don't drink in front of your kids.

Right away that can have an effect."

I ask her how she changed her

body into the svelte version sitting

before me today.

"Just by making healthy choices."

j

she savs. "You know, in Freaky Friday.

the onl>- line I ad-libbed in die whole

movie was, "Make good choices. ,

when the mommy is dropping the

daughter ofT at school. And I wasn't

making good choices.

"Here's the book dtle. I'll bust it

out now and never have to write the

;

book. Ready? Eat Less, Move More.

Period. Half the book is the eat-less

part, half the book is the move-more.

Period) Eat less, move more. Period.

That's' it. We're sedentary. We don't

walk enough. We don't drink enough

water. We get sedentary, we eat salt

all day long. We go to the doctor.

w't get a blood test. We get a heart

test. We get diagnostic tools that

medicine has now to tell us how we

ai-e. and what do we do? We don't do

pepperidge farm: every tast



anything. Or we take a drug. And
that's not what I'm talking about.

Take a drug so you don't have to

change. No! I'm saying change.

Change it right now.

"So, for me, I've done it under the

radar, and I don't want attention for

it. I look for no external validation

anymore. This is about how I feel.

It's about being healthy. I swear to

God my cholesterol was. like. 220 or

230 or something. I'm now probably

like 160. And I started winning on the

temiis court.

"

She looks at the clock, tells me she

knows instinctively—always—what

time it is. The photo shoot is to start in

a half hour, so we'd better get going.

She wants to sign books for my daugh-

ters. She stands up. says we have to

hurr)'. She and Kelly lead me into the

basement. "This."" she says, "is the

inner sanctum."

"Yeali. you're not going to believe

this—" Kelly says, eyes wide.

The basement is a fortress of orga-

nization. Tmnks lined up with type-

written labels: Annie's dolls, Tom's

sweaters, Chris's shoes. Archives of

books, films.

"You ask why God imented me."

Curtis says. "WTiy God invented me
was simph' to organize. Everything is

cataloged, and this is my husband "s

archive, our archi\e. even thing. .And

it's constant. .Systems excite me. If I gel

an idea for a new system it's like—

"

"Look at hcrl" Kelly says. "She's

excited just thinking about iti She's

getting vcrklcmpt!"

"I am: •

j

She hands mc scnnc books, grabs a

Sluu-pie. Wc head to the- car. She pulls

another book out of her bag. "'I his is

my trip to Mexico." she says. "I'm so

compulsive that within an hour of

being home, the 500 digital pictures

are downloaded and then bv 6 the

ne.xt mornins; created the iBook."'

She flips through a masterfully pro-

duced hardbound book of a trip taken

just two weeks earlier.

"I have more energy than anybody.

"

she says. "Tliat is tine. I mean my real

genetic gift was. you know, the Enei-

gizer Buiui%' kind of stuff. V)\ the wa^•.

I'm like a child. I ha\ e all ilie energ\- in

the world, and dicn I drop like a light

switch. Oka\-. let's <ro. We'll take a ridit

out of the dnvcwa)'. c;o.\TiM. tn 1



We talk in the car. while she navi-

gates. "You know, the one thing I

wanted to address about eating is:

There is obviously this obsession in

this countn.' with people's bodies and

I perpetuated that. I feel badly that my
eai ly career was so focused on what I

looked like and niy body. I do regiet

the message I sent."

"You feel that you contributed in

some way to women's need for a per-

fect body.^" I ask.

"Of course I did." she says. "Of

course I did. But again I was contribut-

ing to it in a genetic form, meairing that

it was the cuiTency of my family. ITie

cunency of my family was what you

looked like. M)' father was arguably

one of the most handsome men. my
mother the most beautiful. M\' mother

was known for her incredible figure.

My beautiful mommy with her enor-

inous breasts and tiny waist, .'^nd my
father widi his beautiful physicjue and

blue eyes. Elvis copied his hair, you

know. So your looks were your cur-

rency. And they became my currency,

even though for me it was trickier

because I obviously was not classically

pretty die way my paients were."

We talk about her son. "My son has

learning differences and therefore he

has a most unique and fascinating

mind, and it has been a challenge to

find how he learns best. And we are in

a gieat environment for that to hap-

pen. He has a great team around him

and we are working ver\' hard to help

hini. as we work very hard to help

both our kids."

"Do you think adoption is an issue

for your kids?" I ask.

"I think adoption is an issue for

everybody at all stages." she says.

"There's tremendous loss and great

Io\'c and great wannth."

\Vb talk about Madonna and Ange-

lina |(jlie and the wav international

adoption has been portrayed, lately,

by the media as a kind of fad.

"It's just hateful." she says. "Just

hateful. It's just a hateful thing to say.

It s obscene to question motive. These

are human beings helping other

human beings. Period. End of stor\-."

We arrive at the photo shoot five

minutes early. "See?" she says, "right

on time." We're greeted by some
people she knows and others she's

just met. and all say some version of

the same two things: "Wbw! You look

fabulous!" And. "You're so skinny!"

She shoots me a glance, comes up

to me and whispers: "Do you hear it?

World peace. And the idea that it

should be a requirement, in a time of

war, that everybody do community

service. She talks about World War II

and how it must have felt back then to

be in a war that the whole country

sacrificed for. "It doesn't feel that way

now. It feels like a few in the collective

are shouldering the burden, both as

families of people overseas and the

brave men and women who are actually

fighting and dying for our country."

She talks about love, what it feels

like to know that you're loved. ''Seen

and Heard. There's another book I

could write. Sem and Heard. There it

'Am I r

talks

- '

^
" ' " body? Am
someone who

ut her frickin' body?"

That's what I 2;et. All the time." She

seems vaguely disgusted by the com-

ment, but also vaguely gi ateful, a con-

• fusing mix of emotions. "I had a friend

of my mother's come up to me this

Christmas." she says. "She's a dear

woman, she has a heart of gold. She

came up to me and whispered in m\-

ear: "You look like you again.'

"

It was not, to her mind, a compli-

ment.

"I didn't know what to say. Because

the problem is that's what I traded my
life on. That's what I £fet evervwhere I

go. Everv'vvhere I go. Am I nothing but

a body? Am I nothing but someone

who talks about her frickin' body?"

"No." I tell her. "of course not."

She opens her arms for a hug, sa\ s

"thank you." and then she's gone.

A few days later she calls me at

home. It's a Sunday moniing and she

just has a few thinss on her mind.

is. You know? You are your own
human being, you have your own
mind, your own feais. You have a feel

ing, and you're allowed to have it."

She talks about being an old lady

some day. "My goal as an old lady is to

be a grandma. I imagine myself photo

graphing a lot more. I can imaginer

myself traveling the world, photo-j

graphing. I can see myself living in

solitude. I have found that I am a ver\

quiet person, who needs and cherishes

quiet. Peace. Quiet. And I never could

own tiiat before. Because I was always

running. I was always a people person.

But I'm not. I'm really quiet.

"If I'm alone I read. I could do noth-

ing but read for the rest ofmy life.

"And this," she says, finally, "is

where I have to get off the phone to

make breakfast for my family.

j

Good-bye. Thank you. Make good

choices." ^
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Let
T TViERE Be

Light
The easiest—and greenest-
outdoor lighting to install can
also be the nnost stylish

t wasn't so long ago that solar light-

ing was pretty limited, in terms of

both style and function. But today

solar lights are giving new mean-

ing to catching some rays.

For starters, the range of designs

and options available at home im-

provement stores and online sites has

mushroomed. Is your house a Victo-

rian? Extend its 19th-century look to

the garden with old-fashioned lantern

lights atop posts or along a path. Or
you might surround a modern home
with sleek, streamlined models. Do
you have a pool or deck? Add some

fun with quirky animal-themed lights,

or even floating ones.

The Ughts are more affordable now.

too. Prices are dropping as the cost

of LEDs (light-emitting diodes, the

light source used in most solar mod-

els) falls. With price tags as low as

$30 per unit, solar lighting is an eco-

nomical way to give your yiird a glow.

ALL CHARGED UP
Because solar lights require no

wiring, options for placing diem

are nearly limidess—you can put

them anywhere they will

get about five hours of

daylight daily. A pan-

el made of solar

cells within each

fLxture converts the

light to electricit)'.

This charges the

battery— even on

cloudy days—so the

unit will shine when the

sun sets. A sensor built into

the device tinns on the mi it

when it senses low light le\ cls

And while the imits may be

on all night, eveiy night, die bulbs

don't need to be changed often.

"LED bulbs t\pically last about 10

years." says Skip Teeters, outdoor

lighting merchant for the Home
Depot and Hampton Bay. You'll

probably want to change die style

of the fixture long before die LED
becomes inoperable.

The drawback? LED-powcrcd

models aie not as bright as

Bv the tvpes of outdoor units

AnM' that use fluorescent or halo-

NlKIAM) <'en bulbs. But at c^ontim i n

Top to bottom:

Suspend these

lanterns from

stakes or wall-

mount brackets,

or use them as

table ornaments
(Smith & Hawken,

$29); a crackled-

glass work of art

that can be

practical, too

(Rittenhouse,

$39.99); this

lantern is suitable

atop a fence post

or on a tabletop

(Malibu, $34).

VWLHJ.COM
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llie Good Life

high-

night. witli little competing light, they

do shed sufficient illumination to

mark a path or put your house's

fagade on display.

When LEDs were first introduced,

they emitted amber-timted illumination

radier than pure white light, hnproved

technology has changed that. "For the

same amount of money, customers are

now able to get a whiter light from

their solar frxtures than they could six

years ago," says Teeters.

The new models sport

performance cells with more collect-

ing power, allowing for smaller panels

and more design flexibility without

sacrificing performance. Batteries are

more efficient, and new rechargeable

ones retain their power better than

older units and last for more charge/

dischai-ge cycles. As a result, you'll get

brighter light longer into the night

(many products guarantee up to 12

hours of niumination)

.

In addition to having photo sen-

sors, some models also come with a

manual on/off switch and a motion

sensor that turns the unit on with a

movement-detecting electronic eye.

Vi/irelesi. solar units aie ideal for illumi-

nating portions of the yard where

there's no nearby' outlet. Also, you'll

fund that installation lime is minimal.

"AH you do is pull the battery tab out,

ass'. !nl)le the unit and put its post in the

giou id," sa' s Teeters. In under 30 min-

utes, you can install enough lights

to brighten your entiie yard.

Still, there are some con-

siderations. "You have to

be careful about place-

ment of each unit," says Scott

Sklar, president and founder of the

Stella Group, a clean-energy consult-

ing firm. "Think about where shad-

ows are cast during the day." Items

like a flagpole, tree branch or patio

umbrella can block the solar panel

from receiving the sunlight needed to

charge the battery each day.

The minimal maintenance the

newer models need includes an occa-

sional cleaning of the solar panel and

a new battery about every two years.

SUN SPOTS
Once your lights are in place, yo

can give some thought to more solar

powered gadgets for your landscape.!

There are sun-powered fountains^

pond pumps, weather stations, green-

house vent fans and mole and vole

evictors-and that's just a start. Solar

energy use is on the rise in the United

States, and some hope that within the

next 10 to 20 years it will become a

major' national power source. "With

the energ)' crunch in this country,;

people are likely to use solar Hghting

more in landscapes as well as inside

their homes," says Teeters.

-Additional writing and reporting

by Kristen O'Gonmui

Above: Clever turtle light (Malibu, $28). Below, clockwise from upper left: Self-

contained spotlight (Smith & Hawken, $59 for two); stepping stone (Backyardstyle.

com, $35); traditional post-top lamp (Malibu, $170); path and driveway lights

(Frontgate, $59.50 for two); and floating pool lights (Hampton Bay, $26 for two)
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Reshaping Your Life, Reshaf
Bariatric Surgery at Mills-Peninsul

eciding to pursue a healthy weight is

la Hfe-changing move. People aren't

^ii^just battling life-threatening obesity.

It all the related health issues that rob them

joy and the experience of living fully.

lafs where Mills-Peninsula Health Scr-

ees can help with medical and surgical so-

tions to get patients on a road to healthy

jight loss for life.

enter of Excellence

le American Society of Bariatric Surgery

s recognized the program at Mills-Pcn-

sula as a Center of Excellence — which

uates with excellent outcomes for patients.

I eam this honor, the program and physi-

ins were required to demonstrate excellent

nical outcomes and minimum complica-

ins.

le designation also recognizes the compre-

nsive services that are included in Mills-

ninsula's program. With more than 1 ,5()()

rgeries performed over the last seven

ars, Mills-Peninsula is one of the most ex-

rienced providers of bariatric scr\ ices in

; Bay Area.

lUs-Peninsula has been a center of inno-

tion for bariatric surgery Ibr more than

years," says Pamela Foster, M.D. "
I his

ows us to offer our patients not only the

nefit of our experience, but also the most

vanced approaches and care."

le program provides not only surgery, but

:omplete package of services that focus

1 on the whole per-

son, helping people

achieve and sustain

their true goal —
weight loss for life.

"We were one of the

lirst area hospitals to

introduce a minimal-

ly-in\asi\e approach

I L. Albert Wetter. M.D

to bariatric surgery," says L. Albert Wetter.

M.D.. medical director of the program, "{"m

enormously proud of the fact we've recruit-

ed the hnest physicians from the iop medical

schools and hospitals. Our surgeons' expe-

rience comes from their work at places like

Harvard and Stanford. They chose to join us

at Mills-Peninsula because of our dedication

to a team approach and because of our excel-

lent reputation.

"They provide cutting-edge techniques

and experience plus an outstanding le\el

of professionalism to our patients. Every

staff member, every nurse, every anesthesi-

ologist, every physician a patient encounters

throughout their progress here is specialK

trained to work with our patients' iniique

needs. Our operating rooms, beds, v\heel-

chairs anti equipment are all outfitted to ac-

commodate our patients."

ranging Lifestyles. Changing Lives

Program professionals join patients e\ery

step of the way as they prepare I'or their sur-

geries and treatments, through reco\er\ and

for ongoing support. "We have a \er\ com-

prehensi\ e approach." says Laura Malteucci,

R.N.. program director of Bariatric Ser\ ices.

"We don't just do surger\ and cut people

loose. There are all kinds of support ser\ ices

here for patients. Wc ha\e personalized exer-

cise programs, excellent one-on-one dietitian

ser\ ices and three support groups for pre-op.

post-op and long-lemi patients. I have one

patient who had bariatric surgerv 20 years

aizo who still attends!"

At Mills-Peninsula, you'll find the

tools you need to help you lose

weight rapidly and healthfully

Contact the Program Coord'nu.O!

today at:

mphs.barisuro ^ ' v:»rhea!t org

or call . 360

Start your journey .o 3 healf

-

weight loss for life.

ijs-Peninsiila

Healtli Services

A Sutte Health Affiliate

With You. For Life.

Copyright ©2007 Busine



My sister

accidentally

killed herseli

She died of skin cancer

Most people think

skin cancer happens

to other people.

But it's actually the mo;

common of all cancers.

Left unchecked,

skin cancer can be fata

The good news, it's

almost always curable

if you catch it early.

Start now.

Make sun safety a way of life.

Use sunscreen, cover up and watch for skin changes.

Hope. Progres Answers.' / 1-800-ACS-2345 / www.cancer.org





SHADES OF PINK
Pretty as can be, these exquisite

pink trumpets fill the garden with a

crescendo of color spring through

summer. From pastel to salmon

to strawberry pink—with ruffled

edges or distinctively marked
throats—this glorious assortment

establishes quickly to become
a mainstay of the garden. All

tuberous roots grow vigorously

into clumps of attractive foliage

surrounding abundant blooms.

From White Flower Farm, this

pink daylily collection includes 24

plants—six each of four different

varieties, not labeled. Zones 3-8.

Plants are shipped bare root

and include growing and care

instructions. Shipments wil

at proper planting time,

will be shipped Septembe
November 15, 2007. Orde
quantities are limited.

MM952448 $69.95 plusshi

handling, and sales tax.



GET K
EAT FREE FOR TV
4 Breakfasts, 14 Lunches, 14 Dinners

awesome to

10 years old

to be able

'Ut on a

ni. I really

proud of

elf!"

LOST 50 LBS.' ALIETTE LOST 102 lbsPAT LOST 112 LBS
*

I s not typical. Individuals are remunerated. All other weight loss claims are based

independent survey of NutriSystem clients v^ho stayed on program for an average

! ^^eeks. On NutriSystem, you add-in fresh fruit, vegetables, salads and dairy items.

! choosing Auto-Ueliverv.

^ uessens ?

Weigiu
Imagine the freedom of never having to count carbs or

points or anything else. Instead, eat great-tasting food

every day without giving up what you love to eat!

• More than 120 great-tasting meals and desserts

• Delivered right to your door

• Meals prepare in just minutes

• No counting calories, carbs or points

• Free membership and counseling, and no center visit;

• All for about $10 a dayt

NEW Scientific Breakthrough
Forget the fad diets—you CAN eat carbs and lose

weight! It's not magic. People on NutriSystem

are doing it with the new NutriSystem^ Nourish"

weight loss program. Based on the Glycemic

Index, it's the incredible scientific weight loss

breakthrough that gives you the benefits of a

low-carb diet, but still lets you enjoy carbs!

Get 2 Weeks of Food FREE!
That's right—order from us today and get 2 FULL
WEEKS of the NutriSystem foods ABSOLUTELY FREE!

Start losing weight sensibly, with foods that are low

in fat and rich in "good carbs," which means they

measure low on the Glycemic Index to help keep

your blood sugar levels stable. You eat the foods

you love and still lose weight!

WEEKS
Select the NEW 28-Day Program

and you can get an additional

TWO WEEKS OF
FOOD FOR FREE!

Just call 1-877-403-THIN
or visit nutrisystenn.com/2months

to get started today!

Please use promo code LHJ507 jto get this offei

nutrisystcm
Offer good on new Auto-Dcl:- > . order only. Limit one

per customer With Auto Cx i.ciy you automatically

receive your 28-Dav progr,,?ni ncc every 4 weeks. You can

cancel Autc-Delivery < i any tme, however for this offer

you must stay on Auto-Delivery for at least two

consecutive 28 Dav :ogram deliveries to receive the

second free week Jne additional free week of food will

be included vvitl. your first and second deliveries. Cannot

be combiiu-'i with any prior or current discount or offer

©2007 NutriSystem, Inc. All rights reserved.
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^Fran
,

Dreschers
T New
Life
What the sitcom

star learned

about cancer the

hard way—so
you don't have to

Fran Drescher is concerned

about vaginas-my mother's

in particular. How is it doing

after her cancer treatment,

she wants to know?

Let me say for the record that

among the many things I don't dis-

cuss with my mother, the state of her

hoo-hoo is at the top of the list. Nor

is it a particularly comfortable subject

to talk about here, at a swank New
York City restaurant, chowing down

with the glamorous Drescher, who's

dressed head to toe in Versace and

delicately sipping edamame soup.

But Dresclier and my mother (and, as

it happens, Drescher's motlier) had uter-

ine cancer, and dien radical hysterecto-

niies-wliich includes the remo\'al of the

utems, fallopian tubes, cervix and ova-

ries. My mother had radiation treat-

ments : Drescher lierself did not, and

mentions the potential side effects,

including vaginal dryness. Hence

Diesclier's curiosity about my mother.

"A lot ofwomen su flcr." sh ,- says. "Tliey

really advise you to either have sex regu- years that Drescher has been cancer-

larly or, you know, use a device or some- free-a fitting time for the launch of

diing to keep die vaguia stretched." her new movement, Cancer Schman-

Smiling cheerfully to mask my cer. Named after her 2002 memoir,

mortificadon, I try to imagine an alter- Cancer Sclimancer has one ambitious

nate universe in wliich I might ask my goal: to raise awareness of all women's

modier about her sex life or odier vag- cancers to the point where they'll be

inal activity. But this is why 49-year- diagnosed in stage 1 of the disease,

old Fran Drescher-actress, writer, when they're most curable. "You

speaker and now activist for women's know, women have to reprogram

early cancer diagnosis-is such an themselves," Drescher says. "They

extraordinary spokeswoman: She can really have to pay attention to diose

talk about even the most intimate sub- early warning symptoms and ask for

jects widi opemiess, heart and available tests that can rule

good humor-and a passion By out serious illnesses. Cancer

bom of personal pain. JUDITH Schmancer is the missing link

This lune marks seven NewM,\N between research for a cure

l',
...

I
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the nisurancc tiidusUy ioutincly
i

cover tcsis-such as ihc tranb\'agiuai i

ultrasound-ihat can help detect can-
|

cer earlier.

So what else is Drcscher planning,

besides an overhaul of the medical

establishment? Well, a bo} friend

would be nice. Drescher, who's

divorced, is datmg again and just met

a man who's still in the "friend" box.

She is also thinking about becoming

a mother for the first time, either

through adoption or by retrieving

eggs from her ovaries, which she had

frozen before her cancer treatment.

But in the next few year s she's got

plenty of plans : She has already vwit-

ten a romantic comedy tliat she wants

to direct and has a children's book

about self-esteem coming out next } ear.

But most important, she is simply hop-

uig to miike a dificrence in the lives of

women who will face dieir own Ciuicer

batdcs. She has even' confidence she'll

succeed. "'Hie thing I love about lliis is

that I'm not jaded. I haven't been polit-

ically involved long enough to know

what I can and can't accomplish. I

think I can do it all." (For more infonna-

tion. go to u'u'ii'.tcmarsc/unanar.org.) ^

THE IMPORTANCE OF EARL^ AGNC
Cancer Schmancer's mission is to have all women's cancers diagnosed at stage 1, when they

are most treatable and curable. To show what a dramatic difference that could make,

here are the four most common women's cancers, the stages at which most women are

diagnosed and the corresponding five-year survival rates.

BREAST CANCER OVARIAN CANCER CERVICAL CANCER ENDOMETRIAL/

% by Stage 5 Year

STAGE 1 44% 100% 19% 92% 47 ^-b 93% 58% 98%

STAGE 2 34% 89% 6% 75% 10% 67% 6% 85%

STAGE 3 6% 60% 24% 42% 14% 49% 6% 55%

STAGE 4 4% 21% 25% 17% 10% 15%
;

27%

Percentacies do not equal ICO owiri o unknown diagnoses

ll31

WWW LH J COM

and early detection. And that equals

survival."

Drescher was among the lucky

ones: Although it took two years and

eight doctors to get the correct diag-

nosis, her stage- 1 cancer had not yet

spread beyond the endometrial lining

of her uterus. But it could easily have

been otherwise.

"The doctors were telling me I

was perimenopausal," she explains.

She went on four different hormone-

replacement therapies, but nothing

relieved her discomfort. She also had

bleeding between periods, a classic

sign of uterine cancer, but a doctor

pronounced her "too young" for it. "I

was thrilled to be considered too

young for anything!" jokes Drescher.

"But, you know, flattery will get you

nowhere when you're slipping between

the cracks because you're not the exact

correct profile for a disease."

Drescher was relieved when her

suspicions were finally confirmed. But

she was also furious. "I'd been put on

estrogen that actually exacerbated the

cancer and caused a lot of bleeding.

So many doctors just don't listen to

female patients."

'So many
doctors just don't

listen to female

patients"

This is probably why Drescher is

so adamant about doctors and legisla-

tors listening now. And she is already

putdng her major objectives—raising

awareness among women and helping

to shape health policy—into action.

This year she lobbied on behalf of

Johanna's Law (named for Johanna

Silver Gordon, who died of ovarian

cancer in 2000), a national g\'neco-

logic cancer awareness program to

help women recognize cancer symp-

toms and seek medical help more

cjuickly. "I spoke at Senate hearings

and went into everybody's office to

get them to sign this bill." Drescher

says. "Being a celebrity helped open

doors in Washington because people

were curious to meet mc. But they

realized immediately I was a woman
on a mission and we got right down

to the issues." Her approach worked

and the bill passed. The real fight.

Drescher believes, will lie in getting



In THE News

Almost a decade has passed since August

30, 1997, when we heard the first reports

that Diana, Princess of Wales, had been

gravely injured in a car crash in Paris, along

with her companion, Emad Mohamed
("Dodi") Al Fayed. In the first few hours we
watched and listened, hoping against hope

diat Diana would survive; then we lingered

ill front of our television screens, listening to

commentary diat tried to help us absorb the

realit)' of her sudden and violent passing.

Lady Diana Spencer captured our hearts

in July 1981, when an astounding 750 mil-

lion people around the globe watched a shy,

blushing bride marry Great Britain's heir to

the throne, Charles, Prince of Wales, in

London's St. Paul's Cathedrcd.Just 20 years

old that day, she became our first modem
princess and a media star who launched an

international obsession with celebrity that is

p^ t of her legacy to this day. She was one

of the most photographed women in the

9 world . Later the royal romance

By went on the rocks, but the

Loi'ISK publii- s l!)\ c affair with Diana

FaRR never abated. continued

^'^^~
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)0 THICK. So RICH,

r HAS TO BE KnUDSEN

JOuidaen easy brownie shortcake dessert

1 'TIME:10min.

I K TIME: 1 hour 55 min. (incl. cooling)

'INGS: 16

1 g. (19.5 oz.) brownie mix

I ntoiner (16 oz.) KNUDSEN Sour Cream, divided

1 p thawed COOL WHIP Whipped Topping

1 sp. powdered sugar

I I. vonillo

I ps tut-up mixed strawberries and blueberries

PREHEAT oven to 350°F. Prepare brownie batter as directed on package; stir

in Vi cup sour cream. Spoon into greased and floured 9-inch round cake pan.

BAKE 45 min.; cool 10 min. Remove from pan to wire rack; cool completely.

MIX remaining sour cream, whipped tapping, sugar and vanilla. Cut brownie

horizontally in half. Place bottom half on plate; spread with half of the sour

cream mixture. Cover with top of brownie, remaining sour cream mixture and

fruit. Store in refrigerotor.

100''.' SantH

Hampshire.
.

[ SOUR CREAM
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We are trusted.

We are fun!

We are

peaking of
Women's Health
Be Strong* Be Healthy^Be in Charge

And we can help you "make informed decisions

about your health, well-being and personal safety"

Get FREE newsletters, recipes and the latest information on everyday health and

well-being at www.speakingofwomenshealth.coni

Pick up our FREE health and well-being brochures at Wal-Mart stores nationwide

Watch our television show on Lifetime's Real Women Network weekdays 9-10 a.m. EST

PROUD NATIONAL SPONSORS
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f T FREE
BOOK!9
Saturday, June 23

10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

ALL Wal-Mart Stores Nationwide

Sneaking ot Women s Health' is a nonprofit organization dedicated to "educating women to make

informed decisions about their health, well-being and personal safety." *While supplies lasl



By the time we tuned in to watch her

funeral, the audience had ballooned to 2.5

billion people all around the world. And
little wonder: We had followed the drama

of her public and private Lives—the joys and

the heartbreaks. At the time of the crash,

soon to be the focus of conspiracy theories,

she had been building a new Life for herself

and her children after her divorce from

Prince Charles. We felt that she, and we.

had been cheated out of a happy ending.

Her sons, whom we watched walking

solemnly in her funeral cortege, had been

deprived of their mother at a tender age.

Prince William was just 15, and his younger

brother. Prince Harr\', was 12. And she had

been robbed of the opportunity to see tlicm

through to adulthood and, presumably.

tJieir own marriages and children.

"When she died, I couldn't get awa\

from the television. I had to sec every

moment," says Dominick Dunne, a journal-

ist who has long chronicled the lives of the

rich and famous. He first met the princess

at Kensington Palace, in tiic '90:;. iic iccalls her stri-'ing in '.vith

her hand extended to shake his. "! foil madly i;; knc,' Duni r

says. "It was that friendly, outstretched arm. instead of a little nod

of the head, the way the other royals greet you. It touched me."

Aichbishop Desmond Tutu, who met Diana at Buckingham

Palace in 1988, agrees. "She was the elegant, warmhcarlcd. beau-

tiful human face of the royal family, who otherwise seemed

resei"ved and aloof," the archbishop says. '"She did not seem infal-

lible. She was like the rest of us."

Since the time of her death about half a miLlion visitors have

made the pilgrimage to Althoip,

the Northamptonshire estate

that has belonged to the Spen-

cer family since 1508. Diana

grew up there, the aristocratic

but lonely child of divorced

parents. Her late father was an

earl. Her brodier. Charles Spen-

cer, who now holds the title,

says his most vivid cliildhood

memory of Diana is of her

dancing. "The Wootton Hall,

which is the first room visitors

lo Althorp enter, has a wonder-

ful black-and-white marble

floor," he says. "I can't look at it

without remembering Diana

.spending countless hours there.

Far left: Diana Spencer in

1969, at age 7. Left: In 1997

Diana visited a Red Cross

orthopedic center in Angola

that cared for those who had

been injured by land mines

practicing her tap dancing." Lord Spencer has loni; stressed that

he doesn't want his sister's legacy to be that of an icon. "Diana

was a real person," he says. "She was a daughter and a sister long

before she was a princess."

He hiis tiiken pains to illustrate diis point duough .ui exhibition

at Althorp. Visitors ai'c fascinated b\' films his lather took "of her

baptism, her first steps, her early birthday parties and her pas-

sions-dance and swimming." he sa) s. "This fooia.ge shows a happy

litdc girl, iimocent and carclrec. I love to remember her like that.

As Diana grew up and moved onto the public st;i;j,c. her

combination of coquetry and glamour ga\ e iier pm. i (ul

appeal. "Diana juggled tlic magic of being roy ii \M[h tl.. i|uirki-

ness of being normal, and thai was what made lier iniLresting,"

savs Ken Wliarfe. the foi iner Scotlaiul t.oN-i im kd on i'.\(;k 1,^8
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Plays the touching melody of

"Always

In My Heart

mw
Please Respond Promptly

9204 Center for the Arts Drive

Niles, IL 60714

RESERVATION APPI l< ATKIN

YES. Please reserve the "Precicjus

Grantldauglilcr" Music Box as described

in this amKiiincement.

Signature

Mr Mrs. Ms

Address

Name (Please Print Clearly)

City

btate

Plus a total of S6 99 sh.pp.n,
07-0031 3-001 -E88001

nd service Please allow 4-6 weeks after initial payment for

; 'lively A limited-edition presentation restnciet^ to 95 firing

..ivs. Subject to product availability and order acceptance.

HUMMEL® and M.I. miMMELOfi arc used under Licciuse from Goebel. wAKS AG, Baar/Swit.

Few things in life are as sweet as a granddaughter's love! Now
beloved M.I. Hummel " figurine art of a charming little girl inspires

an all-new music bcxx celebrating the joy your granddaughter brini

to your heart. Presenting ... the "Precious Granddaughter ' Music

Box, exclusi\ely from Ardleigh Elliott.

Granddaughter Is Another Word for Love

Crafted of Heirloom J'orce/ai)!\ this limited-edition music box featu:

raised-relief flowers aixuind the base drawn from original M.I. Humm
figurine am^^irk and gleaming 22K gold banding. It presents a touch

dedication in 22K gold script, "Grandaughter ... Another Word For

Love," and plays the belo\^ed mekxly of "Always In My Heart."

An exceptional value...satisfaction guaranteed.

Already in high demand, the -Precious Granddaughter" Music Bo:

is premiere priced at just $39.98*, payable in two easy installments

$19.99 each. And your satisfaction is completely guaranteed for on

full year Urgent Notification: Availability Is Strictly Limited!

Send no m(Mie\ nc^w! Return the Resen ation Application today.

1(111- \rilli iuli Flliolt (r-()()in-()l)l-BIl.HP

——TT , , T**^ Home of Ardleigti EM
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"Little Charmer" Limoges-style Music Box

de-eyed at the wonderful world around him, this cute bab\ sea turtle

ids off for his first splash in the water, carr> ing a delightful butterfh

lo has tagged along for the ride! Presenting ... the Little Channer"

(loges-style Music Box, an exclusi\ e new design from Ardleigh Llliott!

Into the wide, w onderful world

is dainty and charming music box is hand<rafted of Heir/ooni Pon eUiiii.

"

rfectly capturing the little sea turtle's adorable expression as he ventures

t into the big, new world. Opening on a decorative Limoge.s-style

ige lavishly plated in gleaming 22K gold, this premiere treasure closes

ih a flower-shaped clasp set with a sparkling S\\ arovski cr\ stal and

ys the uplifting melody of "What A Wonderful World."

An outstanding value: satisfaction guaranteed.

lilable exclusively from Ardleigh Elliott, the Little Charmer" Limoge.s-

le Music Box is premiere priced at just $39.98*, payable in two eas\

tallments of $19.99 each. And your satisfaction is completeh guaranteed

one hill year Urgent Notification: Availability Is Strictly LimiteeL *

id no money now! Return the Reservation Application today.

collect iblcstoday com
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.
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Yard detective who provided security for the piiiicess from 1987

until 1993 and later wrote the book Diana: Closely Guarded Secret.

There was nothing dull about Diana. Her \ibrancy changed

the world's perception of the British, beheves James Fallon.

Womeii 's Wear Daily's editor, who ran the pubUcation's London

bureau during the years Diana was most influendal. Her presence

made London a global glamour capital and later fed die concept

of "Cool Britannia." Fallon claims. He recounts leaving an event

Diana was attending at 11 on a February night only to find

hundreds gathered in the cold, hoping for a glimpse of her.

This summer, onJuly 1, Diana's birthday

her sons, Wmiam, 25. and Harry, 22, wi?

present a Wembley Stadium charity concei

featuring enteitainment their mother lovec

including EltonJohn and Duran Duran.

wanted a big concert that's fioU of energy anc

the sort of fun and happiness I know sh

would have wanted," Prince William ha

said. Tlien on August 31, the anniversary o

her death, the princes will offer a memoria

Left: Diana appeared in an attention-getting dress on the day in 1994 that husband

Prince Charles announced his affair with Camilla Parker Bowles. Above: She cuddled

an HIV-positive orphan in 1991 and transformed perception of the feared disease

- "Covering Diana was like

7 writing about a movie star.

5 She was a celebrity," he says.

"The queen wasn't."

And that was die rub for die royal family. "They didn't like her."

confimis Ingrid Seward, editor-in-chief of the British magazine

Majesty, which covers reigning families. "It wasn't simply her popu-

larirv' that wonied them. It was die power diat went vvidi it." As

Biitam's royal superstai. Diana's clout encompassed not onl\- the

public's adoradon but also the ability to affect world opinion about

causes including honielessness, leprosy, HI\'7AIDS and land mines.

She didn't just talk about her issues, though. She actually

visited lepers and walked through a minefield. "When she cud-

dled a baby with AIDS and touched those who were affected,

this did more to destigmatize HIV/AIDS than all the . . . ser-

mons." says Archbishop Tutu. He works with the Diana Legac}-

Fund, a U.S. charity formed to help those infected with HI\7

.AIDS in sub-Saharan .\lrica.

service in London. "The service will includ<

our mother's and our father's side of the fam

il>-." Prince Hany- has emphasized. (At presi

time Prince Chaiies had annotmced he woulc

attend die service but not the concert.)

Tlie Diana, Princess of Wales Memoria

Fund, founded after Diana's death t(

continue her humanitarian work, is one o

the birthday concert's beneficiaries. "This

was absolutely the princes' idea," says Di

Astrid Honeyman, the fund's president

"They're at the center of the event." An
other beneficiary is the London grouj

Centrepoint (Prince William is a patron)

which helps homeless youth. As a chiU

William visited Centrepoint with Diana.

"She dragged me out. and I didn't know

what was going on or where continuei
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I was." he has said. "But it's a visit that stayed with me forever."

It's a bittersweet exercise to wonder what kind of woman

Diana would be toda\'. had she sun-ived. WTiat causes would she

embrace? Gun control? Global warming? Shortly before her

death, w^hile staying with her brother in Cape Town. South Afri-

ca, she asked him to arrange a meeting with Nelson Mandela.

"They agreed to work together to fight HI'V/AIDS in sub-

Saharan .Africa," says Lord Spencer, a trustee of the Nelson Man-

dela Children's Fund. "Sadly, it was not to be."

As important as Diana's charity work was to her. she was a

the piinces be nornial and allowing them tc

go places other people frequent, they attrac

,

undue attention-which isn't normal. Anc

further, diey're not judged as ordinary' peo

pie are: they're judged as royal princes."

And they are \-ulnerable to the criticism

says Seward: "Tliey're both more sensitive

than people give them credit for. One thins

I'm sure of: Those kids blame the paparazz

for contributing to their mother's death."

Above, left: A toddler Prince Harry sticks out his tongue to his mother's surprise, while Prince William, at 6, merely smiles

during an appearance in June 1988. Above, right: In December 2006 Prince William, right, and Prince Harry, at 24 and 22,

announce a concert to mark Diana's July birthday and a memorial service for the 10th anniversary of her death.

modier first. She tried to give her children as nornial an upbring-

ing as possible. The two boys drove go-carts at home and visited

amusement parks. Wliat would she think now. we wonder, about

the photo of William at a nightclub, one hand clamped on a

young woman's breast, or one of Harr)- staggering outside an-

other club, that recently surfaced? Our kids* photos might end up

on a MySpace page for their friends to see. while shots of die

princes hit the front pages of die tabloids and are zapped world-

wide on the Internet.

One thing's sure: The royal family was not amused. Widiin

days of being snapped seemingly drunk outside a nightclub.

Harr)-. a second lieutenant widi the Household Cavalrv; had his

image polished widi the announcement that he was to be die pa-

tron of diree new chaiities. Though it's easy to imagine diat Diana

would have approved of his doing plulandnopic work, it's hai'd to

tl-iink she would have been shocked at diose pardculai- liigh jinks.

Tliat's the dilemma, isn't it?" comments Ligiid Sewaid. author

of die 2003 book IVilliam &Ham: A Porhait ofTioo Prvues. "By letting

The harassment continues. Offensive

suEfsesdons about Prince William's receniCO
girlfriend. Kate Middleton, accompanied i

photo of her that ran in London's Dail;

Mirror shordy before the two broke up.

After her divorce, Diana trod a fine Hnc

between protecting herself and her son^

from the public and treasuring her inde

pendence. Mohamed Al Fayed, the wealth)

Egyptian owner of the department stort

Harrods and Dodi Al Fayed's father

hosted Diana and her sons at his Saint

Tropez estate for a month during the sum

mer of 1997-which reminded some o

Jackie Kennedy's retreat into the world o

wealth of die Onassis family.

Al Fayed remembers a lot of laughter, a;

Diana and her sons enjoyed continuei*
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Are bladder leaks anu -^nts

interrupting yo... .. .

Then maybe it's time to ask your doctor about Enablex, a prescription medicine for overactive

bladder. Enablex can help reduce leaks and accidents for a full 24 hours. It's specifically

designed to target the muscles that control the bladder. And more control means less interruptions.

Enablex is used in adults to treat symptoms of overactive bladder, inclu s and wetting

accidents (called "urinary incontinence"), a strong need to go to the bathroom right away (called

"urgency"), and having to go too often (called "frequency").

Important Information: You should not take once-dai'v Fnablex if you have certain types of

stomach problems, glaucoma or have trouble emptying yc ;or. Side effects of Enablex include

blurred vision and more commonly dry mouth, constipation, indigestion, and abdominal pain.

Use caution when doing certain activities until you know how Enablex affects you.

Please read the Patient Product Information on the adjacent page. If you don't have prescription

coverage and can't afford your medicines, calM-800-245-5356o' ^ ^-t / /

log onto pap.novartis.com. To learn more, call 1-877-3-ENABLEX fLCi/C/L(^^

or visit enablex.com. Ask your doctor about Enablex. (ddflf611301 fl) 'Vs'-Jr!



PAHEt^T INFORMATION

EMBIEX (en-a-blex)

(darifenacin)

Extended-release tablets

7.5 mg or 15 mg

Rx only

Read the Patient Information ttiat conies with ENABLEX® before you start

taking it and eacti time you get a refill. Ttiere may be new information.

This leaflet does not take the place of talking to your doctor or other

healthcare professional about your medical condition or your treatment.

Only your doctor or healthcare professional can determine if treatment

with ENABLEX is right for you.

What is ENABLEX?

ENABLEX IS a prescription medicine used in adults to treat the following

symptoms due to a condition called overactive bladder:

• having a strong need to go to the bathroom right away (also called

"urgency")

• leaking or wetting accidents (also called "urinary incontinence")

• having to go to the bathroom too often (also called "urinary frequency")

What is overactive bladder?

Overactive bladder happens when you cannot control your bladder

contractions. When these muscle contractions happen too often or cannot

be controlled, you get symptoms of overactive bladder, which are urinary

urgency, urinary incontinence (leakage) and urinary frequency.

Who should not take ENABLEX?

Do not take ENABLEX if you:

- are not able to empty your bladder (also called "urinary retention")

• have delayed or slow emptying of your stomach (also called "gastric

retention")

• have an eye problem called "uncontrolled narrow-angle glaucoma"

• are allergic to ENABLEX or to any of its ingredients. See the end of this

leaflet for a complete list of ingredients.

ENABLEX has not been studied in children.

What should I tell my doctor before starting ENABLEX?

Before starting ENABLEX, tell your doctor or healthcare professional about

all of your medical conditions including if you:

• have any stomach or intestinal problems, or problems with constipation

• have trouble emptying your bladder or if you have a weak urine stream

• have an eye problem called narrow-angle glaucoma

• have liver problems

• are pregnant or are planning to become pregnant. It is not known if

ENABLEX can harm your unborn baby.

• are breast-feeding. It is not known if ENABLEX passes into breast milk

and if it can harm your baby.

Tell your doctor about all the medicines you take, including prescription

and nonprescription medicines, vitamins, and herbal supplements.

ENABLEX and certain other medicines can interact with each other,

causing side effects. Especially tell your doctor if you take:

• ketoconazole (Nizoral®) or itraconazole (Sporonox'-), antifungal medicines

• clarithromycin (Biaxin®), an antibiotic medicine

• ritonivir or nelfinavir (Viracept®), antiviral medicines

• nefazadone (Serzone®), a depression medicine

• tiecainide (Tambocor™), an abnormal heartbeat (antiarrhythmia) medicine

• thioridazine (Mellaril®), a mental disorder (antipsychotic) medicine

• a medicine called a tricyclic antidepressant

Know all the medicines you take. Keep a list of them with you to show your

doctor and pharmacist each time you get a new medicine.

How should I take ENABLEX?

Take ENABLEX exactly as prescribed. Your doctor will prescribe the dose

that is right for you. Your doctor may prescribe the lowest dose if you have

certain medical conditions such as liver problems.

• You should lake ENABLEX once daily with liquid.

• ENABLEX should be swallowed whole and not chewed, divided or

crushed.

• ENABLEX may be taken with or without food.

• If you miss a dose of ENABLEX, begin taking ENABLEX again the ne

day. Do not take two doses of ENABLEX in the same day.

• If you take too much ENABLEX, call your local Poison Control Centejr

emergency room right away.

What are the possible side effects of ENABLEX?

The most common side effects with ENABLEX are:

•dry mouth

•constipation
;

ENABLEX may cause other less common side effects that include:

• blurred vision. Use caution while driving or doing dangerous activitii^

until you know how ENABLEX affects you.

• heat prostration. Heat prostration (due to decreased sweating) can ojiur

when drugs such as ENABLEX are used in a hot environment.

These are not all the side effects with ENABLEX. For more informatiorja:

your doctor, healthcare professional or pharmacist.

How do I store ENABLEX?
• Keep ENABLEX and all medicines out of the reach of children. I

• Store ENABLEX at room temperature, 59 to 86°F (15 to 30°C), Protei

from light.
;

• Safely dispose of ENABLEX th^t is out of date or no longer needed.

General information about ENABLEX
|

Medicines are sometimes prescribed for conditions that are not mentiiec

in patient information leaflets. Do not give ENABLEX to other people, ejn i

they have the same symptoms you have. It may harm them. !

This leaflet summarizes the most Important information about ENABLi

If you would like more information, talk with your doctor. You can ask

your pharmacist or doctor for information about ENABLEX that is writ:

for health professionals. You can also call the product information

department at 1-888-44-ENABLEX (1-888-443-6225) or visit the webfe

at www.Enablex,com.

What are the ingredients in ENABLEX?

Active Ingredient: darifenacin

Inactive Ingredients: dibasic calcium phosphate anhydrous, hydroxypi >

methylcellulose (hypromellose), lactose monohydrate, magnesium ste:

titanium dioxide and triacetin. The 15-mg tablet also contains FD&C Yt

No. 6 Aluminum Lake.

Appearance

The 7.5-mg tablet is round and white-colored with "DF" on one side an

"7.5" on the other side.

The 15-mg tablet is round and peach-colored with "DF" on one side an||

"15" on the other side,

"Mellaril® is a registered trademark of Novartis. The other brands listel

the trademarks of their respective owners and are not trademarks

of Novartis.
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Manufactured by:
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Stem. Switzerland

Distributed by:

Novartis Pharmaceuticals Corp.

East Hanover. New Jersey 07936

Marketed with:

Procter & Gamble Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
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their time with his family. "She was

a great woman—an angel. No snob-

ber\'. No racism. She was away from

that terrible environment she had

been li\ing in and found us to be a

down-to-earth family," he says.

Al Fayed says he had known
Diana's family for a long time. He

been friends with Diana's father and

had supported her charities. Counter-

"There will just be the amazing

memor\' of her as one of the most

beautiful women in the world."

That image, frozen in time and

undiminished—and often compared

with that ofMarilyn Monroe, another

gieat tragic beaut)'—will be bolstered

this summer by her sons" concert, and

by documentaries and books, includ-

ing some highly critical ones.

Just four days before her death, Diana struck a lonely pose on a cruise ship on
the Mediterranean while vacationing with her companion, Dodi Al Fayed

ing stories that Diana and Dodi's

romance was a summer fling, Al

Fayed says the two had bumped into

each other over the years at polo

matches and parties. That summer in

Saint-Tropez, Diana and Dodi's friend-

ship grew. "You can't stop two people

from falling in love," says Al Fayed.

Not convinced by an official

French investigation into the crash,

wliich found that there was no foul

play involved, the grieving Al Fayed

recendy won a legal battle for a jury

inquest into their deadis. to be held

in London in October.

Lord Jeffrey Archer, author and

playwright, has summed up Diana's

legacy: "No one will ever think of

her as an old person," he has said.

"You know what.' " asks Domi-

nick Dunne. "Diana got the last

word. She became a legend the likes

of which no one in the current royal

famih' has ever been. " You d have to

look to histoiy to find her cciual. he

claims: "Maybe Elizabeth I or Heniy

MIL Diana was that sort of figure."

By being both a princess and a

woman struggling to put her life

together, she became, for those of us

on this side of the Atlantic, that irre-

sistible figure of i\merican myth: the

heroine who allows us to bclic\c

that anything is possible. And \vc 11

always love her for that.

For information on visiting Althorj),

Diana 's (hildhood home and final rcstini^

place, go to www.ahhorp.com. ^
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tSEMENT

ELECTROLUX" INTENSITY

With 50"/n more power than the leading

upright* and a unique fold-down handle,

the Electrolux' Intensity" is the one

vacuum that combines superior power

with effortless handling and storage.

To find out more, please

call 1-800 896-9756 or visit

intensityv'ac.com

Electrolux

•Leading upright in cloliar sales. DYSON OC07,'DC14.

Tesiing per ASTM fbb&. measufing air-pertormance

characteristics of vacuum cleaners

Joint Relief That's

2x MORE EFFECTIVE at

Comforting Sore Joints!

When it connes to relieving joint

discomfort, nothing works like Move

Free Advanced. It's clinically shown

to be TWO TIMES more effective at

comforting sore joints than Glucosamine

and Chondroitin alone. Unlike products

that simply mask the discomfort,

Move Free Advanced actually helps

improve joint mobility.

Move Free Advanced is the only

formula with the Advantage of

4 powerful ingredients. Uniflex
'

protects. Joint Fluid replenishes. And

Glucosamine and Chondroitin help

rebuild your joints to make moving

easy again. It's why 9 out of 10 doctors

prefer it: and 9 out of 10 consumers

would recommend it to a friend.""

Try Move Free Advanced for

yourself! It really works.

For more information, visit

www.MoveFreeAdvanced.com
or call 800-526-6251 today!

•In an independent Internet survey, doctors recomnnending glu-

cosamine preferred the Move Free " Advanced formula over for-

mulas containing only glucosamine or glucosamine and

chondroitin

•"2006 survey of Move Free " Advanced consumers

These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and

Drug Administration- These products are not intended to

diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease. Copyright

2006 Schiff Nutrition Group

r
If } ou"re looking for something

that the whole family can en;

together, check out Wii™ fr<

Nintendo. It"s the new gam
system that is getting peoj.

everywhere off the couch and i^

the same.

if

Learn more at wii.com

Wii

The Wii logo is a trademark of Nintendo. ©2007 Nintendt

NORMAN
ROCKWELL
MUSEUM
Rockwell Museum

"Ephemeral Beauty: Al Parker ad

the American Women's Magazii:,

1940-1960," on view through Octol*

27 at Norman Rockwell Musein

[www. nrm.org) in Stockbridst,

Massachusetts, features the glamorof

art of Al Parker, including many ol

st\'lish covers for Ladies' Homejoun^

TAKE THE FIRST STE

Talk to your doctor today abc

to find out if it's right for you

For more information,

visit www.restasis92.com
or call 1-866-334-1317

©marks owned by AUergan, Inc.

©2007 Allergan, Inc., Irvine, CA 92612 U.S.A.



ADVERTISEMENT

SUMMERSC
BASK IN THE GLOW OF GREAT SUMMEt

"ONS
With Summer in full swing, enjoy the sun and surf without neglecting your o^auty routine.

Beat the heat with essential solutions for the challenges ofsummer beauty.

Summer Beauty Challenge:
How to Achieve a Healthy and Shining Summer Smile

Walgreens Smart Solution:

Keep Cool—Brush with Mentadent

Freshen and invigorate your mouth
for that cool and clean feeling

Whiten teeth

to show off a sparl<ling smile

Help prevent cavities and stains

to insure a healthy, glowing mouth

Strengthen teeth

to maintain a great smile year-round!

All while achieving that perfect

summer radiance for your mouth!

<

1
5

i

HsSGIFT
WITl
Make a fvientcicicii pj:.:,_so M
Walgreens and receive a FREE

Ladies' Home Journal Summer
Cosmetic Tote'—
perfect for all your

summer beauty
'

essentials.

'A^'attab'e wh<fe supplies /asf

Send O'lQinai receiDi and UPC
coae '0 Summer Solutions with

Walgreens, Laaies Hcrie Journal

125 Park Avenue. 18ih fiooi. NV NY 10017

Acorox feia i value o* cosmetic Dag. $10 99

OHer enOS July '2. 2007

A3

MENTADENT
available at

Dazzling, brilliant, eye-popping...

and that's just our new package.

While our new design may be attractive,

the reactions to your new smile

will be even more noticeable.

~ For whiter teeth in 7 days...

and a smile that's impossible i,

The toothpaste for teeth people.^

k̂
advanced

^ Whitening

Manufacturer Coupon Expires 12/31/07

»1.00 Off
ANYONE

MENTADENT' TOOTHPASTE

(3.5 oz. PUMP or

5,25 oz. SINGLE or

TWIN REFILL)

Retailer: Only U.S. retail dislribii

tors ot iiroiluct slaleii or oUn--

speciticall> authorized l)y iis .
»

redeem coupon lor lace viiii - 'lus

8c handling it terms of olif lu'

met. Valid only tor product : td.

Limit 1 coupon per purcf:.Ne.

Consumer miis! pay any sales lax.

Upon rtniuesl. retailer musi snow

invoices foi enough stock lo cover

coupons presented. Vou: «here

prohibited, taxed, licensed, or

restricted. Cash value 1 100c. Mail

lo: Church &Dwight Co., Inc., CMS
Dept.«33200,l Fawcett Drive, Del

Rio.TX 78840.



OMING

NO-JUDGMENT
Zone

Can you be pro-choice

and regret having

had an abortion? In

the most polarizing

debate in the country,

Aspen Baker is

helping women face

their feelings

without taking sides

here was a clock on the

I

wall opposite the hospital

bed where Aspen Baker,

23, had her abortion, and

she remembers how the

minute hand baiely seemed to move in

the time it took to complete the proce-

dure. A decision she had struggled

with for weeks was over in an instant.

Baker, who had always supported

legalized abortion, left the Berkeley,

California, hospital that day in 1999

clutching information about physical

danger signs: fover, excessive bleed-

ing, cramps. But no one told her whom
to call if she needed to talk about her

feelings. She figured perhaps she was

odd for needmg such a thing.

Later she learned there were others

like her-women who had also wished

to confide in someone without having

to enter a pohticai debate or hear a

moral lecture, who wanted some-

where safe to speak about feelings of

cmilt. relief, loss, confusion or all of

Exhale cofounder

Baker gives women a

safe place to speak
er

cal caller is m her 20s and though i

might be assumed that only pro-choic<

women 2;et abortions, calls also come

from women who always have op

posedAbortion and yet have had one.

Volunteer counselors undergo,

training diat includes an examination

of their own feelings about abortion

so they can set aside their personal

opinions and truly listen to callers

says cofounder Carolina De Robertis

How do you respond, for instance

to a caller who says she is pro-choice

but still feels that she kiUed her baby?

Or to a woman who believes abortion

is wTong but decided to have one?

The first call to 866-4-EXHAL:

the above, all
^^'^^'^ 9'^®^ women a ^-^^ fj-gj^ a fadier seekiag advice o

at once. Baker
^^^^ P^sce to speak

^^^^^ ^ daughter about he

herself felt alienated by organizations abortion. Today about 300 calls come

with an overt pro-choice or pro-life in monthly from around the country,

agenda. ''Neither side," says Baker, Although they come from diverse

now 31, a tall, lean woman with a backgrounds and political perspectives,

straightforward gaze, '"was talking many callers have nuanced feelings

about what I went through in any way about abortion. Baker's own story is a

that felt totally relevant." case in point. She was raised in a con-

Unable to fmd what she was looking servative California county and went

for, Baker decided to create it herself, to a Christian school. Although she

widi four other women, in 2002. To- believed in a woman's right to choose

day she is the executive director of Ex- when she became pregnant shorth

hale, die nation's first and only neutral after college Baker found that her

postabortion hotline. Exhale"s co- feelings about abortion were complex-

founders say their free service rests more gray tiian black and white,

outside the fray of an issue often de- Baker diinks of Exhale as a haven

fmed b\' extremes. Callers receive un- for women to tell their truths, what

partial help to sort through their ever diose are, without fear of beins

feelings after an abortion, whedier diey told they are wrong. She hopes diat

identifv' as pro-choice, pro-life or some- one day the world will come to see

where in between. that talking about abortion

Most Exhale callers talk By nonjudgmentally will mean

about what led to dieii' decision Thaai less pain, and more healing

to have an abortion. Tlie ry-pi- WaLKF.R for ever>'one.
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Von't sweat it My Oreck XL Deluxe does all the work

so you don't tiave to" ,

David Oreck. Foun

Hard on dirt.

Easyoayou.
^resenting the amazing, super

ightweight Oreck XC Deluxe!

red of dragging your unwieldy, Ineavy clunker of a vacuum

eaner out of the closet, and lugging it up and down stairs

nd around the house? Fed up with the stress and strain

n your back, arm and wrist. Moke housework

:sy and effortless with the Oreck XL Deluxe!

weighs only a fraction of most other

acuums—you can pick the XL Deluxe up

Mth one finger—and it's so incredibly easy

) push and pull that you'll clean much better,

1 much less time.

NO
INTEREST

OR PAYMENTS

FOR ONE
YEAR!

i/ith an astounding brush speed of 6,500 RPM, it will

asily pick up dirt, dust, and pet hair embedded deep in

our carpets, as well as sand off tile, marble, hardwood

nd linoleum. And the hypo-allergenic 7-filter system

aps 99.9% of allergens down to 0.3 microns including

lacteria, pollen, mold spores, dust mites, and pet dander.

he XL Deluxe comes with an unheard of 5-year guarantee

ind 3 free annual tune-ups. (Thafs a $120 value!)

ook, vacuuming is never going to be a joy, but using the

)reck XL Deluxe is so easy ifs as close to fun as it will

iver get. Find out by trying it risk-free for 30 days.

'Viihout any obligation to keep it. Now, how easy is that?

^Jret^ L.
, LlC. 100 PldOlution Road, New YIeans, LA 70123

ORDER NOW AND GET

Free $130 Cordless
Ifs yours free, just for trying. Jijt

in the voucher enclosed with tl-

vocuunn, to receive your cordlesD

Speed I

Free $149 Housekeip

Compact Canister

For everything above the flo(

my Oreck 5-pound Canister i

'

free with pLihi

/

H
Plus Free Shipping!

(A $29.95 Savings.)

CALL NOW:

1-800-691-1139

Ext. DJ220

CLICK NOW:

oreck.com/jun

Pufcnase Pnce Same cs Zo%f\ offer on appioved Qreck PowerCc ourchases. No down payment required no fnance charges if purchase paa m fuH in !2 months, ifmhase not paid in
,

u:i m

)! Account not tepf current Finance Charges assessed from pur, -ose date and Minimum Monthtv Payments required. Standard Me m% API?, Defauit Pofe 23n '"'2™™
:erfain rules apply tc ^he allocafm of payments and Finance Chage? on your promotionai purchase if you make more than one purchase on your Oreck PowerCard Coil im-i6/-4Jlu or r

:ardh0!der agreement for information.
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If this sounds like

your plumber, then

the answer is yes.

His idea of a "uniform" is

the same sleeveless shirt

he wore yesterday.

He shows up at your door

at 1 1:30 a.m. on the dot. His

appointment was for 8 a.m.

He alwavs remembers to

wipe his feet, shortly after

entering vour home.

After an hour of work he

hoists his pants and asks,,

"How long have those

been like that?"

You can't tell what's more

disgusting. Your stopped

up loilet or the tools he's

using to fi.x it.

Instead of offering you a

detailed explanation of

the problem he simply tells

von, "It's bie bov stuff."

He conducts a free home

inspection, beginning with

the contents of vour fridge.

The only similarity between

his estimate and your final

bill is vour name at the top.

You work harder cleaning

up the mess he left behind

than he did making it.

He ends every job with

the comment, "We'll see

how long that holds."

Jf even one of these sounds

familiar to you it's time to

show that plumber the door

and call Mr. Rooter®. Find the

plumber you deserve at

MrRooter.com or by calling

877-Rooter-5.

Let him down

GENTLY
Here are a couple of ways to

let vour plumber go without

hurting his feelings:

li s not you, it's me - Say you

recently let another plumber

go and you're just not ready to

commit to a new one.

1 need some space - Tell him

vou need some "me" time. That's

whv vou're moving to Namibia.

You desei-ve better - Tell him

he's simply too good of a plumber

for you. Try to do it without

laughing. Then call Mr. Rootei^.

PLUMBING



Lucimarian and
awrence Roberts

[above) and their

four children, in

1966. Robin, 5, is

in front, in the

white dress

The coanchor of

Good Morning

America shares

her thoughts on

facing fears and

how to succeed

with grace

theRight Place
remember my first morning as the break is the one standing there

coanchor of GM/I. The announcer with her arms outstretched at the

said; "This is Good Morning America right moment.

with Charles Gibson, Diane Saw- This was a lesson I constantly

yer and Robin Roberts." There I absorbed pla\ ing basketball in high

was, next to Charlie and Diane on school and college, but I learned it

camera. I wanted to shout to the T\' even earlier than that, because my
audience. "I don't know how I got lather was in the Air Force and we
here, either!" were always on the move. .My three

It's not as il I m the most brilliant siblings and I were each born in a

person for this job. But I have alwavs different state-Ohio, Arizona, low.i

believed that you have to put and Alabama. One of Dad s

yourself in position for good 1^^' favorite assignments was in

things to happen to you. Of- R()HI\ I/niir. Turkey, in the late

ten. the person who catches RoRI RI S 19()()s. My parents were con

stanily looking lor creati\e ways to

educate us. so instead of li\ ing on the

base wiih other Americans, they

chose an apartment in town. By

immersing us in Turkish culture, they

opened our eyes to the world and

helped us become more tolerant and

conipassionaie.

.\fter two and a half \ears in Izmir,

we mox ed to Mississippi. It was 1969

.md at fu st we Roberts kids \sere dead

set against the place. But once we

settled in. we disco\ered that the

.Mississippi Gull Coast was a won

derful place to con i im id on i>ac,i- 15-i
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LENOX

Fine China

24 karat gold
m w

© Disney. Based on the "Winnie the P<x)h" work>,

i>v A.A Miine anJ E.H. Shcpard.

Shown actual size.
Crystalsfor

an 12 \
months

'

are shotvn

actual size.

Height: 3'''^"

www.Lenox.com search 758933

Personalized with your own
birthstone crystal

One of the world's most beloved bears has a bee on his nose, and a

smackerel of "hunny"— just for you! A honey pot sparkling with your

ver\' own crystal birthstone.

Hand-painted china sculpture

This is From Pooh, For You, created from original Disney art and

crafted of Lenox® fine china. This hand-painted sculpture will be

accented with pure 24 karat gold. And your

co stal birthstone will shimmer at the center

of the honey pot!

Imagine the joy on the face of the young

and old alike who receive this personalized

imported sculpture. The price of From Pooh,

For You is just $19.50. So \'ou may want to

order several tor all the Pooh lans in your life.

To do so, simply complete and mail

iIk- attached Order Form. No payment is

required now, so order today.

4

Each crystdl hirth<tonc

will be ser by hand.

Order Form • Mail by July 31, 2007

I wish to order From Pooh, For You, set with

the birthstone crystal for (print month'

abbreviation):
| | | |

No payment is required now. Bill me just $19.50*

for my sculpture. (To order more than one

sculpture, include your instructions on a separate

piece ot paper.)

Signature

Name

AIL ORDERS ARE SUBJECT TO ACCEPTANCE

PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY

Address

.

Citv State

.

. Zip
S4282364

Telephone (_

E-mail
' Plus $4.25 per sculpture for shipping and

processing. Your sales tax will be added. i

Mail to: Lenox
|

P.O. Box 731 • Bristol, PA 19007-0731
j

) DiMicv, rwM'J rhc "Wmnic the Pwh" works, by A.A. Milne aiul E.H. Shcpi



LENOX
rystal

atch

Diamond-bright

butterflies,

a pave of gems,

and the glow of

sterling silver
l.l- '...«•.• <

Timckt^i, .in.g becomes a glittering

affair with The Cr/stal Butterfly

Watch from Lenox.

This spectacular Lenox timepiece

rests on the wings of two butterflies-

each formed by brilliant marquis-cut

cubic zirconia gems. The round watch

face is encircled by 25 of these

diamond-like gems. While the sleekly

contemporary mesh bracelet glows

with the richness of sterling silver.

Exquisitely lovely, The Crystal

Butterfly Watch makes a memorable

gift for a birthday, graduation, or for

the bride-to-be. A precision quartz

movement, fully warranted for one

year, ensures accurate timekeeping.

And the watchband is adjustable up

to eight inches.

This fashionable imported watch

is available direct from Lenox at

$136, payable in convenient monthly

installments. To acquire this original

Lenox® design watch, complete and

mail the Order Form today. No
payment is required now, and Lenox

guarantees your full satisfaction.

Watch enlarged to show detoil Ad|ustable to 8" long

ORDER FORM • Mail by July 31 , 2007

I wish to order The Crystal Butterfly Watch,

o quality timepiece crafted with a sterling silver mesh

bracelet and set with 39 diamond-bright gems.

No payment is required now. Bill me

for my watch in eight monthly installments of

$17' each.

Actual size.

www.Lenox.com search 14022651

Signature _
A, I ORDERS Aft SUB.tCI TO ACCEPTANCf

Name
PlEASE PRIN' CltAiiL'

ress

State _Zip_

54224499

Add

City

Tel. ( )

E-mail

plus $6,98 per watch for shipping nnd processing Your

sales tax will be added.

Mail to: Lenox

P.O. Box 731 • Bristol, PA 1 9007-0731
LENOX, liK :mr
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grow up. It was here, in a small Gulf

Coast town about 20 miles from

Biloxi. that my devotion to sports

blossomed.

I was just starting high school, and

most of the kids there-it was the oirly

high school in town-had known one

Below: Robin with her father, Lawrence,

who died in 2004. Right: with sisters

Dorothy (left) and Sally-Ann watching

their mom receive an award for Lawrence,

one of the first African-American pilots

sized that in order to score, get a

rebound or even hit a topspin fore-

hand in tennis, we had to get into the

proper position. And to make that

happen we had to work our tails off

getting situated.

If we were playing a clearly supe-

another since first grade. It"s never

easy to break into the tight-knit circle

of small-town friendships, but I had

two things going for me. First, I was

used to starting at new schools, so I

wasn't shy. Second, I played basket-

ball. The first time I walked into the

auditorium, two of my classmates,

Cheiyl Antoine and Luella Faircone-

lure. looked me up and down as if to

say ""who's this?" I was wearing some

awful green plaid outfit. Cheiyl later

said she immediately appraised my
5-f<)oi l() heidit for the team.

I qtnckl)- wore down any resistance

and became a fixture in the school.

Cheryl. Luclla and I became so tight

we called ourselves the ""Tme Blues."

When I started playing basketball,

in eighth giade. I didn't have to work

all that hard because I towered over

everybody else. B\ the time I reached

hiiili school. howe\ er. I \^•as no longer

the tallest player on the court. Tliat's

when I learned the importance of

positioning. Our coach alvva\ s empha-

rior team, our coach told us, "'Do

whatever it takes to keep the score

close. Then if you get some lucky

breaks late in the game, you can

win. If you fall way behind, those

lucky breaks won't do you any good."

She also stressed the importance of

what she called "heart." An opponent

could be stronger and have better

skills-we couldn't help that. But there

was no excuse for not wanting vic-

tory as much as they did. That is a

matter of heart.

I played a lot of basketball in high

school and college, but there's one

game during m\' junior year at South-

eastern Louisiana University that I'll

never forget. We were playing ""the big

school.'" which had never lost to SLU.

The girls seemed bigger, too-they

had a swairsrer about them that went

bevond confidence. They looked at

us like we were bugs.

I had a good game, but near the

end, we were down by sLx points. We
needed the ball back, so I purposely

fouled an opposing player, one of th^

cockiest girls on the team. She toni

her place on the free throw line, and

as I watched her, I saw that her knee

were shaking. A couple of her team)

mates came up to her and sh

screeched, ""Get away, get away." Sh

was a WTeck.

I remember thiirking, "Hey, you'rd

not so tough!" I must have been grin|

nino; from ear to ear.

And sure enough, she missed th<>

free throws, and we ended up winning

the game. Siueet!

To this day I apply that coach

piinciples to every challenge I face, it

don't quit the game when I fall behind

I believe that if I hang in there anc

keep the "score" close, I'll be in a posi

tion to benefit from the lucky breaks

I may be consumed with self-doubt

but I can alw^ays do something tangi

ble to get myself into position. As .

like to say, "Take the shot, even i

your knees are shaking."

My
luckiest break by far]

of course, was bein^

born to my parentsl

Lawrence and Lucii

marian Roberts. The)!

paved the way for me. In my dad'^

case, the process began before I wa^

even born. As a young boy in the

1930s, he dreamed about flying

airplanes. People told him he wa^

crazv—a black man would never

allowed to fly a plane! But my dad

ignored the naysayers and learnec

ever}-thing he could about aviation

He joined the military and became

one of the famous Tuskegee Airmen

the first American black air corps

which flew 1.578 missions during

World War II and never lost a single

plane that they escorted into batde.

M\- mother was a pioneer, too. The

first person m her family coNTiNUEq
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J
Stacy Stengel used Hydroxycut with diet and exercise

to get ttiese results in 20 weel<s. Results will vary.

"I recommend Hvdroweut with diet

and exercise to healthy women who
wish to lose fat. Hydroxycut is the

best weight-loss supplement that

I've ever used."

_ .,. . Dr. Nick Evans, 1989 Graduate,

St. Mary's Hospital Medical School, London, Ens;land.

No matter what the ciccasion, pictures capture the essence

of anv moment. The\ also iintortunaleK capture some ot

your more iinflattennt; cur\ es. It yoti'ci rather strike a pose

than he camera shy, H\ droxycut can pirepare \ ou tor the next

impromptu snap shot, Hydrcwycul is America s "1-selling^

weight-loss formula because it works, last, lo he ex:ict, kev

ingredients in Hvdroxvcut ha\e been shown to help vou lose

up to 4.5 times the weij;lit tiian \\ ith diet and oxen ise alone!

Next time the spotlight shines on vou. he the confident,

radiant woman vou know is hidm;-, u ilhin - the one who

realizes that she mit have an amazing figure. Make it

happen with 1 htlroxycut.

Supercenters zek^te^^ cvs/phannacy ^ Targe '^'v.Albertsoivs meijer

no 8-week studies in whicti all groups followed a diet and exercise plan, subjects using the pnmary i .ji ociienLs m Hydroxycut*' (Garcinia cambogia extract, chromium polynicotinate, and

mema sy/i/esfre extract) lost, on average, significantly more weight than subiects who were using a placebo (14.99 vs. 3.06 lbs. and 1 2.54 vs. 3.53 lbs.). Individuals have been remunerated.

Jfully read the entire label before use. Regular exercise and proper nutrition are essential for achieving your weigtit-loss goals. Ttie Hydroxycut" trademark Is owned by its trademark owner and

sed with permission. Hydroxycut is patent-pending. ^Based on IRI F/D/MX sales data. © 2007



Check out our outstanding

service and massive selection

of shoes and apparel and
you'll Zappos, too.

• Free stiipping both ways

• Piece o' cake return policy
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VICE^

to go to college—her parents never went beyond sixll

grade—she attended Howard University on a $lC

scholarship. But like most women of her era, she s'

few goals for herself beyond having a family. \Mie

someone asked her major in college, she joking!

replied, "ExtraciuTicular activities, with a minor j

finding a husband."

But even though Mom never pursued an outsid.

career when we were growing up, today her crede:

tials include being the first woman to serve as pre<;

dent of the Mississippi Coast Coliseum Commissic

(an oversight board for the convention center i

Biloxi), the first woman to chair the Mississippi Sta

Board of Education and the first woman member <

the board of directors of the Mississippi Power Cor

pany. She was also chairman of the New Orleai

branch of the Federal Resei-ve Bank of Atlanta. Ar

she did all this after the age of 50!

My mom. who is so humble about her remarkal

capabilities, makes it sound easy. "I got involved

local politics, and one thing led to another," she'll sa

But one thing is plain: She, too, positioned herst

to achieve. She grew up in Akron, Ohio, where h|

family was devastated by the Great Depression,

grandfather Tolliver was unemployed, so my de;

grandmother. Grandma Sally, worked as a maid,

cook, a babysitter and whatever other job she cou

find, earning at most a dollar a day. Mom remembe

a summer evening in Akron when she was 6. Tl

electricity in the house had been shut off for no

payment. As Grandma Sally cooked on a potbellij

stove in the basement, the family sat around a mak (

shift dining table, lit by the glow of a kerosene lamp

To make her parents feel better, my always-irreprt

sible mom announced. "I have a song in my heart ar

;

Fm going to sing it!"
i

My grandfather was too glum to be cheered ui

"Not at this table you're not," he said. So Mom go|

bled her dinner and raced outside. WTien she reachq

the basement window, she sank to her knees and ser

naded her family through the screen!

Today
when I speak at commencements!

look out into the audience and see tl:

panic in drc graduates' eyes. I can almc.

hear their minds whirling—"What am.

going to do?" And I just want to reach op

and say. "It's okay. A lot of people have felt this w;
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Passions

Playing basketball (left) taught Robin
key life principles. Of coanchor Diane

Sawyer (above), Robin says, "Being on
the set with her is like being on the

court with Michael Jordan"

and they worked it out. Don t panic—

isten."

We all have an inner voice. Some-

times we ignore it or it gets drowned

out by all the noise of life, but if you

sit quietly and listen, you can hear it.

And vour inner voice will tell vou

what will make you truly happy and

fulfilled. Grandma Sally taught me
how to listen lo my inner voice, and I

guarantee you that even today. I take

time out to do just that.

Every day Grandma Sally had

"quiet time." No talking, no T\', no

radio, no singing-just being alone

with her thoughts. E\-entually it be-

came a habit for me. too. When I'm

struggling with something. I always

feel better and stronger after I've

taken time to be still and listen. But

it's not just for the tough tmics. If you

make quiet time a regular part of yoiu^

day. I promise it will build yoiu' sense

of self and bring you closer to what

vou reallv want in life. ^
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r ^ he news was startling: Tlie

I
decade-old advice that eveiy

JL woman needs to get an

annual mammogiam starting at age

40 is obsolete, a respected medical

society- amiounced in April. These

tests might be unnecessaiily risky,

they claimed-at least for man\'

women age 40 to 49. Tlie bombshell

came in new guidelines from the

120.000-member American College

of Physicians (ACP), the nation's

second-largest physicians group.

Only women at high risk for

breast cancer should automadcally

receiv e annual mammograms in

Are Mammograms Too Risky?

age ^

their 40s. according to the ACP.

Other fortysomethings should have

their physicians assess their risk of

breast cancer and inform them of

the "potendal benefits and harms of

screening mammogr aphy" before

deciding whether to do it.

Harms Wliat harms We
consulted Etta D. Pisano. M.D..

Kenan professor of radiology-

and biomedical engineeriiig at the

Lhii\ ersity of North Carolina

School of Medicine. Dr. Pisano won

a 20U() Ladies' Ho}}ie Jounutl Health

Breakthrough Award for her work

assessing digital mammogi-ams.

O: What's your reaction to this?

Dr. Pisano: 1 am exceedingly unhappy

w ith the ACP reopeiung this issue.

T drought the medical communirv^

had finally reached a consensus that

inajiunogi aph)- sax es li\-es for

\votiicn over 40.

t Starting sci ee, nng at

3 shocking claim that the risks

many younger women

ACP came to this conclusion?

A: Tliey note that more than 98

percent of women will not develop

breast cancer between ages 40 and

50. But the ACP also acknowledges

that a screening mammography

every one to two years results in a

15 percent decrease in breast-cancer

mortality. I feel doctors should be

patients' advocates. But by focusing

on the "'burden" of breast cancer

in women this age being "low for a

population-based screening program."

the ACP seems to be concluding

that sav-ing liv es is not as important

as the costs. You definitely find less

breast cancer in v ounger women, but

when you do find it. it's often more

aggi essiv e-and young women havx

v ears of life aliead of diem.

Let's talk about the two most

serious risks cited: first, that

J I 1 . 1 \ screening fmds "cancer that

O; Why do you think the K \G.\N would not have become

clinically e\adent [i.e., big enough t

find] during the patient's lifetime,"

resulting in unnecessary treatments

A: Tlie ACP's discussion of diis risk

focuses on ductal carcinoma in situ

(DCIS). cancer of the lining of the

milk ducts. Some DCIS may never

dev elop into full-blown cancer, but

some will progress. Being screened

gives women and their doctors the

ability to decide what to do; some

women might just have an excision

and not opt for radiadon or chemo.

The other risk is a positive

result that turns out to be false-bu

not before the patient has further

procedures to rule out cancer.

A: A false posiuve is traumatic, but

it's resolved in a month. And is

it really as bad as losing your life

because you weren't screened? C

Note: The American Cancer Society

still recommends yearly mammograms
for every woman, starting at age 40.

J
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FIGHT FAT

Few of us manage to not gain weight as we age, and most of us find it

harder than ever to pare off those pounds. If you really want to

get your old body back, forget everything you thought you knew about
dieting—and embrace these specific over-40 strategies

I
thought I looked

gieat at a recent gatli-

ering. dressed in a

colorftil skirt, fitted

red sequined top

and black patent-leather

pumps. Tlieu I saw myself

in a home video. There I

was. gobbling up an empa-

nada. oblivious to the thick

roll of fat btilging around my
middle. I gasped btit should

not have been surprised. My
jeans had been getting tight-

er. But until that defining

moment, whenever I looked

in the mirror I saw tlie svelte

woman I d always been. I

faced my fat facts: I was 53

years old and 10 pounds

heavier dran Fd ever been—

a

lot if youie 5 foot 1 and

small-boned. If I kept nn this

way. soon I'd be in trouble.

So I got serious. I signed

up for a three-week

Fat Fighters course

days a week pufEng m\' waV

through one spinning and

two cardio-sculpting classes,

which integrate weight lift-

ing with strength exercises

such as squats with over-

head presses. I didn't coimt

calories, but I switched to a

lower-fat diet—more fruits,

vegetables and salads, less

Chinese takeout and fewer

late-night freezer

three

By Leslif.

Laurence
raids. By the end of

my program I d lost

an inch and a half from m)

hips and a half inch arounc

my waist. I took the course f

twice more, then started m}

own regimen, alternating

i

strength training with run

ning or spinning. A year lat

er Fd lost all 10 pounds!

Doing spimiing and weightai

in classes and on my o\s n

has made me firmer and tit

ter dian I was in my 30s.

If you're over 40, chances

are vouVe had continue

~
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a
1 didn't know \\rM

Shingles had

the potential

to be serious*

More importam ly,

I didn^t know
1 was at risk*

youVe had chickenpox, youVe at risk for this potentially serious disease.

int' out of ten adults in the United States ha\'e had

ickenpox. You were prohahly one of them. Shinj^les

:aused by the same vims that causes chickenpox.

le vims can remain inactive in ycxir body. It the

"US becomes active again, it can cause Shingles.

he older you get, your risk for

iiingles increases.

; you get older, your immune system weakens. That

;ans your risk for Shingles increases. In tact, of the

iimated 1 million cases of Shingles in the United

ates ever\' year, almost halt ot them occur in adults

e 60 or older. One out ot twc^ people who li\ e to

e 85 will ha\'e Shingles.

Singles can be painful and

)tentially serious.

\e hrst signs ot Shingles may include itching,

igling, and burning. A few days later a blistering

rash appe.irs, which can last up to iO days. ¥ov most

people, the pain associated with rhc ra^h lessens as

it heals. However, tor some people, Shingles may

lead to pain that can last tor months or e\ en vears

after the rash heals. This is called posther|^etic

neuralgia (PUN).

The pain from PUN can range from burning or

throbbing to pain that is stabbing or shooting.

For manv people w ith PUN, e\ en the touch ot soft

clothing or a slight breeze .igamst the skin can

be painful.

Shingles can lead to other serious complications

that may include scarring, skin infections, muscle

weakness, and decrease ov loss ot \ ision or hearing.

For more intomiation, call 1 -888'874-4^45

( l-888-8'SHINGLE)or visit ,slv. l<:icy.L^k.com

sk about the facts. Talk to your doctor or healthcare profc unal today.

MERCK Copyright © 2007 Merck & Co., Inc. All rights reser\'ed 2C 1)4568(1 )-05/07-ZOS
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your own fat lace-ofiF. wheth-

er it was buying a bathing

suit for the first time in three

\-ears or seeing a number on
the scale you swore you'd

never reach. Maybe you
found diat the pounds don"t

peel off as easily as they

used to or come back faster.

But before vou resim your-

self to life in the fat lane. I'm

here to tell you diat its pos-

sible to drop diat midlife fat

and keep it off. You can

even rediscover your abs.

You don't have to so to

extremes but you will have

to change your diet, commit
to regular physical activity

aiid keep puslimg. Not the

The New Normal
Your body's needs change after 40.
For which health tests you require
^"^^ detailed exercise, diet and sleep

^"i^^^-'" advice, go to www.lhj.com/over4ofat

.,.-1 "L/y'mmmm

sugarcoated no-pain plan

you were hoping for? Wel-

come to Planet Realirs".

"There's no quick fix."

says Harvey Simon. M.D..

associate professor of medi-

cine at Harvard Medical

School. "But there is a

slow fix. Losing weight and
getting fit is not a sprmt.

It's a marathon." The
marathon is winnable. You
can outsmart your post-40

physiology. Before starting

any exercise plan or serious

diet shift, though, be sure

to consult vour doctor.

Learn to Love Muscle
A major rea-

son for hav-

ing trouble

losing weight after

40 is that we begin

to lose muscle tis-

sue. "By age 50,

people have lost an

average 10 percent

of muscle mass,"

says Chhanda
Dutta, Ph.D., chief

of the clinical ger-

ontology branch at

the National Insti-

tb :? Aging. "By

ey've lost

At the

e

cells ;e

des"

com
bone rea-

son ^ch-

ers have yet to

determine, become
fat cells," she say?:.

Vt'o;- ..fc- yet, the size

of those fat cells

increases—

a

double whammy.
Muscle burns more
calories than fat

does—so having

less muscle means
metabolism slows

down and then

the body needs

fewer calories to

sustain itself.

Weight training

can preserve the

lean tissue you

have and build

more: three to five

pounds in about
three months from

thrice-weekly

strength-training

workouts. Plus,

"after a weight

workout, your

metabolism is

revved for 12 to

24 hours," says

Hugo Rivera, a

J
certified fitness

trainer in Brandon,

Florida, and

coauthor of The

Body Sculpting

Bible for Women.
That's because

taxed muscles use

calories to recover

and carbohydrates

to replenish their

sugar stores, which

forces your body
to burn fat. Since

muscle tissue

weighs more than

fat tissue, strength

training may not

drop pounds as

effectively as diet

or other types of

exercise. But you'll

look sleeker and
your clothes will fit

better. Don't worry

about looking like

Arnold Schwarze-

negger. Women
produce much less

testosterone than

men, so it's hard to

build really large

muscles. You'll get

a lean, defined

body instead.

The best way
to increase your

metabolism may
be by combining

strength training

(to increase your

basal metabolic

rate) with aerobic

exercise, which

burns more
calories through

activity.

MUSCLE BUILDER #1
i

Ease Into It !

start with two- to

three-pound dumb-
bells and work on the

following muscles:

your chest, arms,

shoulders, upper and
lower back, butt and
thighs. For example,

do biceps curls,

triceps kickbacks,

overhead presses,

squats, push-ups,

bent-over flies and
stiff-legged dead lifts.

(See www.lhj.com

/overdOfat for a

description of these

exercises as well as a

basic weight-training

program to build

muscle tissue.)

Contract each

muscle as hard as

you can and make
smooth, controlled

movements. Do two
sets of eight to 12

repetitions each for

20 minutes, three

days a week. Rest

60 to 90 seconds

between sets. After

six weeks you should

notice more muscle

tone. Perform three

sets of eight to 12

reps each, then try

increasing to five-

pound weights.

Those new to

weight training may
want to consult a

trainer at a local gym
or Y, take a class or

get a CD or book on

weights for women.
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Smart Start Healthy ^^eai

Subtle, huh?

start Smart;

Healtky Heart.

Cinnamonjvaism

'4

ontaining foods that are good sources o* potassium and low i:i sodia -i - l.C' as Smart Start Healthy He
blood pressure and stroke. Three grarrs o* so'uo^e tu->e- c3<:>' frcm aa- b-ar in a c e: ca ir saaj^ared ::v

isk of heart disease. Smart Start Healthy Heart' has 2 crams o: fh'S solabie fioe- se^ .
.i-.: -
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MUSCLE BUILDER #2

I I LL-bODV
Prkss
Once you've mas-

tered Muscle Builder

#1, focus on your

upper body two days

a week and your

lower body two

alternating days.

Upper-body

exercises include

shoulder presses,

upright rows,

overhead triceps

extensions, dumbbell

lateral raises, bent-

over rows, dumbbell

one-arm rows. Lower

body: leg extensions,

dumbbell lunges,

squats and standing

calf raises.

MUSCLE BUILDER #3

BlllI.DING UP
As you get stronger

you need to train

harder to progress.

Try "super-sets"—pair-

ing exercises that use

opposing muscle

groups, such as chest

and back or thighs

and hamstrings: a set

of dumbbell squats

followed by a set of

dumbbell lunges,

then a 60-second

break: repeat twice.

Other combos: two-

arm rows and push-

ups: dumbbell biceps

curls with triceps

kickbacks: dumbbell

shoulder presses and

standing calf raises.

Fat Facts You Have to Face
dults ha\e two t}^es of fat—subcutaneous, the soft stuffjust beneath the skin, ani

visceral, which settles around abdominal organs. lAjid fatrv' tissue is not simply

storage bin for excess calories. It produces hormones that influence hunger and othe

metabolic processes.

Over40 physical changes may affect ho&i t\-pes of fat. You may need different strategic

to reduce each. Viscmd fat produces chemicals that increase the risk of heart disease an<W

diabetes by upping insulin resistance. "The loss of sex hormones dming menopause caif

cause visceral fat to be deposited around our abdomens as opposed to our hips and thighs.

sa\'s Wendy Kohrt, Ph.D., a professor of medicine at the Um\ ersit\' of Colorado at Denvei

Si/l>ad(iiif()u.\ /(if makes us plimiper all over and less sensitive to leptin, a hormone that shut

oil hunger and contributes to heart disease, though l^s so than visceral fat. Researcl

shows that removing abdominal fat by liposuction, which eliminates subcutaneous but no

\isceral fat, doesn't lower heart risk. Aerobic e.xercise—gettiirg your heart rate high enou2;l(

to break a sweat-can reduce both fat types. Weights fiirther help tighten flab.

FAT FIGHTER #1 FAT FIGHTER #2

WALKING WORKS. "A lot

of people don't think of

walking as 'real execise,' "

says Harvard Medical

School's Dr. Harvey Simon.

Not so. A study of 173 sed-

entary overweight women
between ages SO and 75

found that those who did

moderate exercise (the

majority chose walking)

on their own or on a

treadmill for 176 minutes per week lost both visceral

and subcutaneous abdominal fat. The longer they

exercised, the more fat they lost. Don't walk and you

gain visceral fat fast: an 8.6 percent increase in as little

as six months, according to a separate 2005 study that

surprised researchers. "Overweight adults who remain

sedentary have a surprisingly fast metabolic deteriora-

tion," says study author Cris Slentz, Ph.D., an exercise

physiologist at Duke University Medical Center.

FAT FIGHTER #3

START SMALL. Even short bouts of exercise help yc.^r

health. "All forms of physical activity fall on a spectn

in terms of benefit," says Harvard's Dr. Simon. And the -

benefits add up. His book The No Sweat Exercise PA

assigns so-called cardiometabolic points to varic.

types of physical activity, from gardening to yoga, ai

recommends that people aim for 150 points a d.

choosing activities that fit their lifestyle and interes |i

Twenty minutes of fairly rigorous yard work, for instant

scores as many fitness points as climbing stairs for

minutes. You get other health benefits as well. The In;

lin Resistance Atherosc

rosis Study of 1,467 Af

can-American, Caucasn

and Hispanic adults ag

40 to 69 found that those

who did non-vigorous ac-

tivities regularly (such as

golf, bowling, hunting and

housecleaning) had im-

proved insulin resistance.

INTENSITY COUNTS. If you exercise hard you burn a lot more calories, say experts. Andj

you may lose weight faster A 154-pound woman who jogs at 5.5 mph, or bikes at 10 mph,

for 30 minutes will burn 295 calories. To burn the same calories walking (at 3,5 mph) I

takes an hour And vigorous workouts keep your metabolism revved for 24 or more hours
|

after you stop. You'll find high-intensity classes at gyms across the country: At Chica-

go's Crunch Fitness gyms, try Tread 'n' Shed, a cardio class taught on a treadmill,

interspersing sprints and slow walks. In New York City, the Sports Club/LA's cardio-

sculpting classes combine weights with aerobic conditioning. In the gym's three-week I

Fat Fighters class, women lose an average of two inches in the waist and six to eight]

pounds of body fat in three weeks.
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\\ HY Drastic Diets Won't Work Anymor]

Maybe in your 20s and 30s you coiTected

those eiTant pounds with a month or two on

a wacky fad diet. Well, guess what? Cutting

comers won t cut it anymore. Tlie body's

slowing post-40 metabolism means you

need fewer calories to maintain the same weight. What's

more—and here's what will make you groan—even drastic

dieting doesn't work as well as you get older. If your post-

40 bod)' thinks it s stai"\'ing. it slows your metabolism to

consen e energ\'. stored as the ver\' body fat you're trying

to shed. Do tliis long enough on a low-protein starvation

diet and yoti begin to burn lean muscle tissue instead of

stored fat, depriving you of strength and slowing your

metabolism even more because muscle tissue bums more

calories than fat tissue does. To lose fat, you need to short-

circuit the bod) "s ways of accumulating and storing it.

In addiDon to paying attention to how many calories you

eat, it's important to choose which calories. Many people

walk around in a state of glycemic stress—living with wi(

swings in blood sugar levels largely due to diets heavy o:

refmed carbohydrates, such as sugar)' snacks, white brea(

and white rice. Take in a big load of these carbs and they er

ter the bloodstream almost immediately, making the pancrea

begin to seaete insulin to lower blood sugar by sending it t(

different parts of yoiu' bod)'. But die body can only use s^

much sugar- at any one dme; the excess (and a mega-car^

snack leaves you with plent)') is stored as fat. Eat a lot and

you gain weight and might"increase your risk of diabetes an^

heart disease. Choose foocTs with a low glycemic index (fruit^

vegetables, whole grains) ; these take a long rime to digest anc

don't cause a dramatic rise in your blood sugar levels.
1

Luckily, there are wa)'s to use your diet to rev up you

metabolism and reduce body fat as well. And paradoxi

caUy, a moderate-calorie diet is not only healthier than ai

ultralow-cal one. it's also more effective at reducing botl

weight and fat in the long mn.

The New Way to Eat for

Post-40 Fat Loss
THE RIGHT EATING STRATEGY CAN HELP YOU OUTSMART

YOUR BODY'S DRIVE TO STORE FAT

No more skipping
breakfast.

"You've just had an overnight

fast," says Lisa Hark, Ph.D., R.D.,

director of the nutrition

education and prevention

program at the University of

Pennsylvania School of

Medicine and coauthor of

Nutrition for Life. "If you don't

eat breakfast you won't get

your metabolism going—

digesting burns calories."

Breakfast also gives you energy,

keeps you from getting hungry

before lunchtime and helps you

concentrate, says Dr. Hark.

Eat less, but more
often.

Instead of three large meals a

day, consume the same number

of calories in five or six smaller

ones, two to three hours apart.

"This not only helps to control

your appetite." says Dr. Hark,

"but the calories needed for

digestion use up the glucose so

it's not stored as fat. This keeps

your metabolism stimulated."

Because many small meals also

give you a slow, steady supply

of food, your body is spared

the insulin surge (and big

letdown) of a huge meal.

Cut calories.

After age 40, women
need about 250 fewer calories

a day to maintain weight, and

at least 500 fewer to lose.

One tactic: up physical activity

by 250 calories a day and cut

your diet by another 250.

Research shows postmeno-

pausal women who both diet

and exercise improve their

insulin profile more than

women who do either alone.

For peak performance and

weight loss, trainer Hugo Rivera

recommends eating 40 percent

complex low-glycemic carbs

(such as brown rice and sweet

potatoes), 40 percent lean

proteins and 20 percent

healthy fats (olive oil, flax oil).

Go to www.mypyramid.gov

to create a customized food

pyramid and learn how much
to eat daily to maintain or

lose weight.
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I'll never make it through
that two-hour recital.

If I get a

migraine
tomorrow. .

.

What if I'm the only
mom who isn't there'

i

\io. I've rjot to inake it

.ate's counting on me

Plus, I've got ihe
presentation M.-vyl^p

Rich cou!^i

Who am i kidding?
Rich can't handle it.

I'll just get it done.

Thinking about migraines even
when you're not having one?

Maybe it's time for a change.

TOPAMAX can help stop migraines before they

start so you can get fewer of them to think about. It's

believed that TOPAMAX helps "calm" overexcitable

nerve cells that start a migraine attack.

TOPAMAX works differently fiom the treatments

you take at the first hint of a migraine.

It's a daily prescription medication.

Talk with your doctor about what life is like with

migraines and see ifTOPAM.\X is right for you.

While migraines can't be completely eliminated,

it just may be the change you're looking for.

TOPAMAX may cause side effects. Please

see Important Safety Information below.

Visit TOPAMAX.com for tips on living with migraines.

Life shouldn't always revolve around migraines.

TOPAMAX
(topiramate) Tablets

in adults only TOPAMAX is not for the acute treatment of migraines^AMAX IS approved for migraine
(

PORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION
lOus risks associated with TOPAMAX include lowered bicarbonate

;ls in the blood resulting in an increase in the acidity of the blood

•tabolic acidosis), and hypenyentilation (rapid, deep breathing) or

jue. More severe symptoms of metabolic acidosis could include

gular heartbeat or changes m the level of alertness Chronic,

reated metabolic acidosis may increase the risk for kidney stones

lone disease. Your doctor may want to do simple blood tests to

asure bicarbonate levels.

I

RTHO McNEiL NEuROLOG cs ©OMN, Inc, 2007 Feb' 02M851

Other senous risks inriude increased eye pressure (glaucoma),

decreased sweating, increased body temperature, kidney stones,

sleepiness, dizziness, confusion, and difficulty concentrating Tell

your doctor immediately if you have blurred vision or eye pain.

More common side eiiects are tingling in arms and legs, loss

of appetite, nausea, diarrhea, taste change and weight loss.

Tell your doctor about other medications you take

Please see important product information about ~ '

TOPAMAX on adjacent page. ^^^^B ^ I^'. ^c'^^^



PATIENT INFORMATION

TOPAMAX- [Toe-pa-max]

(topiramate) Tablets/(topiramale capsules) Sprinkle Capsules

WHAT DOTOPAMAXTABLETS AND SPRINKLE CAPSULESTOOK LIKE?

TOPAMAX® (topiramate) Tablets

(25)

TOPAMAX® (topiramate capsules)

Sprinkle Capsules

25 mg

White

100 mg

Yellow

(g)
200 mg

Salmon

• Unless prescribed by your healthcare professional, you should avoid other medicines tjl ais

impair or decrease your thinking, concentration, or muscle coordination (eg, central T/:,

svstem depressant medicines).
, . ^ ^_ , , ,

,

• You should avoid drinking alcohol while taking TOPAMAX. Alcohol with TOPAMAX

side effects such as sleepiness and dizziness worse.
tadahay -h^-

. Do not drive a car or operate heavy machinery until you know how TOPAMAX A,
TOPAMAX can impair your thin king and motor skills.

WHAT ARE THE POSSIBLE SIDE EFFECTS OF TOPAMAX?

Capsules are white

and clear
50 mg

Light-Yellow

Note- The pictures above show the shapes and lettering of TOPAMAX tablets and sprinkle

Zsules The wording describes the strength and colors of the med,cat,on. Before taking

S SS, rt is important to compare the tablets or sprinkle capsules you receive from

your heamcare professional or pharmacist with these pictures to make sure you have

S'??eSfh??a':nf carefully before you take TOPAMAX and each time you

obta n a reW in case any information has changed. This summary does not contain a^l the

n maJon ut TOPAMAX and is not meant to take the place of talking with your healt c re

pSesJonaL If you have any questions about TOPAMAX, discuss them with your healthcare

professional or pharmacist.

WHAT IS TOPAMAX?

TOPAMAX IS a prescription medicine used:

• alone to treat seizures in patients 1 years and older

• with other medicines to treat seizures in adults and children over age d

to prevent migraine headaches m adults
^

WHO SHOULD NOT TAKE TOPAMAX?

Do not take TOPAMAX if you are allergic to anything in it. See the end of this leaflet for a

complete list of ingredients in TOPAMAX,

WHATSHOULDI TELL MY HEALTHCARE PROFESSIONAL BEFORE TAKING TOPAMAX?

Tell vouf healthcare professional about all of your medical conditions, including if you:

• have kidney problems, especially kidney stones, or are gettmg kidney dialysis

• have a history of metabolic acidosis (blood and body fluid abnormality)

*.

have 'SporosisVeak or brittle bones) and/or soft bones (osteomalacia) or decreased

bone density (osteopenia)

• have lung or breathing problems

• have eye problems, especially glaucoma

• have diarrhea

• have a growrth problem

• are on a diet high in fat called a ketogenic diet

ale 55nt"ofJlanning to become pregnant. It .s not known if TOPAMAX can harm your

arrb?etstfeeding. TOPAMAX may pass into your milk. Talk to your healthcare professional

about the best way to feed your baby while taking TOPAMAX.

. suffer from depression, mood problems or suicidal thoughts or beliavior

Tell your healthcare professional about all the medicines you take including prescription and

nonjrescription medicines, vitamins and herbal supplements. TOPAMAX an cerjin the

medicines can affect each other. Sometimes the dose of some o your o f^er medjc nes or

TOPAMAX will have to be ad|usted Especially tell your healthcare professional if you are taking.

. other medicines that impair or decrease your thinking, concentration, or muscle

coordination (eg, central nervous system depressant medicines).

. birth control pills TOPAMAX may make your birth control pills less effective. Tell you

healthcare professional if your menstrual bleeding changes while you are taking birth control

£p ?iis?of ainhe medicines you take. Show this list to your healthcare professionals and

pharmacists before you start a new medicine.
^

HOW SHOULD I TAKE TOPAMAX?

. Take TOPAMAX exactly as prescribed. Your healthcare professional will usually start you on a

low dose ot TOPAMAX and slowlv increase your dose until the best dose is found for you.

• TOPAMAX Tablets should be swallowed whole. Avoid chewing the tablets as they may leave a

^TOPAMAX Sprinkle Capsules may be swallowed whole or may be opened and sprinkled on a

teaspoon of soft food of any type. Examples are applesauce, custard, ice cream, oatmeal, pudding

or yogurt Drink fluids right after to make sure all of the food and medicine mixture is swallowed

• Never store any medicine and food mixture for use at a later time,
,

. TOPAMAX can be taken before, during, or after a meal. Drink plenty of fluids dunng the day to

prevent kidney stones while taking TOPAMAX
, ,

, „„„„i ^ontor
.

If you take too much TOPAMAX. call your healthcare professional or poison control center

riaht awav or qo to an emergency room

."If vou miss a single dose of TOPAMAX, take it as soon as you can. However, if you are within

6 hours of taking your next scheduled dose, wait until then to take your usual dose of

TOPAMAX, and skip the missed dose. Do not double your dose. If you have missed more than

one dose, you should call your healthcare professional for advice.

. Do not stop taking TOPAMAX unless a healthcare professional tells you to slop taking

TOPAMAX. Your healthcare professional will tell you how to slowly slop taking TOPAMAX.

TOPAMAX may cause the follovifing side effects which can be serious

:

• metabolic acidosis. Metabolic acidosis is a condition that happens when there it i

acid in your blood Metabolic acidosis can cause symptoms such as tiredness, loss of

irreqular heartbeat, and impaired consciousness. Call your healthcare professio

away if you get these symptoms with TOPAMAX Your healthcare professional sh(

blood test (measurement of serum bicarbonate) to monitor your bicarbonate level whil

taking TOPAMAX,
• eye problems. Serious eye problems include;

• a sudden decrease in vision (acute myopia) with or without eye pain and

• a blockage of fluid in the eye causing increased pressure in the eye (secondaiB

closure glaucoma),
, ... ,,

Call vour healthcare professional right away if you have a loss in vision or get d

These problems can lead to blindness if nnt treated right awav. Your he r

professional will probably stop TOPAMAX and may recommend other therapy

• decreased sweating (oligohidrosis) and increased body temperature (fever), ii

especially children should be watched closely for signs of decreased sweating ;;,

(increased body temperature), especially in hot temperatures. Some patients n| n

hospital treatment for this condition, , „ ,
i i,

.
"

. effects on thinking and alertness TOPAMAX may affect thinking skills a

confusion problems with concentration, attention, memory and/or speech, TOPA

cause depression or mood problems, tiredness, and sleepiness. Call your h.

professional right away if you expenence any of these side effects,

• dizziness or loss of muscle coordination in patients who take TOPAMAX aloi

other seizure medicines, ...
,

,. ^

. high blood ammonia levels and effects on mental activities High ariimonia in

can affect your mental activities and decrease alertness, can make you fee tired or ff

can cause vomiting. This has happened when TOPAMAX has been used with a medii

valproic acid (DEPAKENE^ and DEPAKOTE^,

. kidney stones. Drink plenty of fluids when taking TOPAMAX to decrease your cl

qettinq kidney stones. ,, „ , .thdaha
. tingling of the arms and legs (paresthesia) is a common side effect of TOPAMA

Other side effects with TOPAMAX include loss of appetite, nausea, a change in the p
taste diarrhea, weight loss, nervousness, aggression, upper respiratory tract infectior

Call vour healthcare professional if you have any symptoms that concern you or that do noB
uaiivourneaiTncarepruiebiiuiioni yuuirovcaiiy jyii.K'^'".-' —

-

These are not all the side effects with TOPAMAX. For more information, ask your l|p

professional or pharmacist.

WHAT SHOULD I DO IF I GET PREGNANT WHILE TAKING TOPAMAX?

It IS not clear if there is a risk to the fetus/baby if you are exposed to TOPAMAX a*

i

oreanant Various abnormalities have been described in the offspring of animals e

TOPAMAX during pregnancy If you use TOPAMAX while you are pregnant, ask your t

professional about reporting your experience to the North American Drug Pregnane i(

at Massachusetts General Hospital (Boston, MA), This registry collects information i

babies born to women who are taking drugs to treat various conditions. Information i

North American Drug Pregnancy Registry can be found at http://www.massgener^

You can also pin the regist ry by calling 1-877-376-3872.

HOW SHOULD I STORE TOPAMAX?

. Store TOPAMAX tablets in tightly-closed containers at room temperature, 59T to 86fl'

30'C) Protect from moisture,
, u, —

,

. Store TOPAMAX Sprinkle Capsules in tightly-closed containers at or below .

Protect from moisture,

• KeepTOPAMAX and all medicines out of the reach of children.

GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUTTOPAMAX.

Medicines are sometimes prescribed for purposes other than thfe fsted ij^^

Information leaflets. Do not use TOPAMAX for a condition for which it was not Art

Do not give TOPAMAX to other people, even if they have the same symptomla*

fto leafSLmmanzeMhe most important information about TOPAMAX If you woul •

information talk to your healthcare professional. You can ask your healthcare prof*

pharmaS for information about TOPAMAX that is written for tiealthcare profession -

also visit www,lopamax,com or call 1-800-526-7736 for more information, i

WHAT ARE THE INGREDIENTS OFTOPAMAX?

WHAT SHOULD I AVOID WHILETAKINGTOPAMAX?"

.
If vou are taking TOPAMAX or other antiepiieptic drugs for epilepsy or seizures, you may need

to avoid activities where loss of consciousness (passing out) could result in serious danger to

Active Ingredient: topiramate

l"?Sts"« ladose monohydrate, pregelatinized starch, "^'crxrystalline celluji

starch qlvcolate magnesium stearate, purified water, carnauba wax^ hypromelloi ta^

to devie yiene, glycol, synthetic iron oxide (50, 100 and 200 mg tablets) and po at

. Sprinkle Capsules contain sugar spheres (sucrose and starch), povidone^ cellulicft

gSrtSan monolaurate, sodiu'm lauryl sulfate, titanium ^^o^^^^^^^'^
DEPAKENE^ and DEPAKOTE' are registered trademarks of Abbott Laboratories

CP ORTHO-McNEIL NEUROLOGICS, INC.

Till isvillG. NJ 08560
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During our 40s, when hormones

are in a state of flux, we become

more prone to insomnia. A 2007

National Sleep Foundation survey

found that 59 percent of perlmeno-

pausal women and 61 percent of

menopausal women had insomnia at

least a few nights a week. Reasons

included stress, hormonal changes

or—no joke—because their pets sleep

with thetn. Half the 1,000 women
polled said the first things they cut in

a time bind were sleep and exercise.

Yet sleep is crucial for maintaining

and losing weight.

Studies show that a shortage of

sleep can wreak metabolic havoc,

increasing glucose levels and

triggering a prediabetic state. A

recent study of more than 1,000

adults between the ages of 30 and

60 in Wisconsin found that when

people slept less than eight hours

a night, their levels of leptin, a

hormone produced by fat cells that

tells the brain when to stop eating,

went down. And levels of the stom-

ach hormone ghrelin, which

stimulates appetite, went up. The

result? They ate more and got fat.

"Chronically not having seven to

eight hours of sleep will make you

eat more, decreasing the body's abil-

ity to clear glucose and causing you

to gain weight," says Andrew Monjan,

Ph.D., chief of neurobiology of aging

at the National Institute on Aging.

Exercise Improves sleep, In part by

helping to set the body's internal

clock. For people who have trouble

falling asleep, exercise seems to hav

an effect similar to sleeping pills,

according to research reported at tf

American College of Sports Medicin.

When's the best time to exercise

Researchers at Seattle's Fred

Hutchinson Cancer Research Cente

found that postmenopausal womei

who worked out at moderate

intensity for at least 30 minutes ea

morning had less trouble falling

asleep than women who exercised

less frequently or worked out in th

everting. If you exercise later in the

day, finish at least three hours

before bedtime to give your body

time to feel sleepy. \

Why Fighting
Fat Is All

In Your Head
'here's little doubt it

takes longer to lose

weight after 40 and

longer for your diet and

exercise plans to show

results. While a woman in

her 3()s might shave up to

three pounds weekly, once

she passes 40 she might only

shed one pound on the siime

regimen. To combat the dis-

couragement of this slower

pace, you need to stay mod-

vated more than ever. Here,

mental and behavioral strat-

egies that work.

Hopping on the scale e\ ery

day may help keep weight

off. according to a 2006 .hrw

Eni![land Journal of Methane

stud}- of 314 adults, most of

whom were women, who

had lost an average 43

pounds over the course of

two years. In the 18 months

after the weight loss, some

participants had to report

their weight weekly, either

by phone or online. Only

about half of diis group re-

gained five or more pounds

over the 18 months. In con-

trast. 72 percent of the con-

trol group, who received

only a quai'terly newsletter

about diet, exercise and

weight loss and didn't weigh

themselves, regained five

pounds or more.

Bear in mind, however,

diat die scale "'doesn't give

\ ou die fuU ston.-," sa\-s tiain-
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er Hugo Rivera. 'If afteia

month of working out }ti

gain one pound of musie

and lose three pounds of it.

the scale will only registeja

two-pound loss, which <Xi

be highly fiustrating. If y(|r

clothes are fitting better ad

you feel firmer, then youre

losing fat even if the sole

isn't moving."

Get plugged in.

If you don't already haven

MP3 player for downlol-

able music, now's the dmco

invest in one. It won't well

you down as you exerc:.

and listening to music, ess-

dally when the CONTIMD

WWW.LIf.O
i
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tempo matches your exer-

cise rate, can help you work

out lon2:er and harder,

accordins; to research by

Costas Karageorghis.

Ph.D.. a sports psycholo-

aist at Brunei Universit^^ in

Uxbridge, England.

Pick a pair of

"eoal jeans."

As you're picturing the

new. slimmer you. it may

help to periodically try on

a favorite pair of skinny

jeans that you'd love to fit

into again—or for the fust

time. Indeed. 35 percent of

American women say that

jeans, more than any other

type of clothing, inspire

them to control their

weight, according to a 2006

study by TSC. a division of

Yankelovich, a research or-

ganization that tracks con-

sumer trends. Keep trying

them on until they fit.

Then keep wearing

them to make sure

thev still

fit. a good way to stay at

your goal weight. And
beware the dangers of get-

ting too comfortable in

your sv\eats or elastic-waist

pants. Tliey keep you from

facina; the fat facts and do-

ins something about them.

Keep a

Set your camera to auto-

matic and take a picture of

yourself (or have someone

else photograph you) every

couple of weeks. "Save and

date the photo," says train-

er Rivera. "When you look

in the mirror, all you notice

is a roll here, a roll there.

Looking at a photogr aph is

the only way to be an ob-

jective judge of yourself.

You'll start seeing differ-

ences and that's how you'll

sret motivated."

Fantasize

exercise or

the Fat Away

"When you start feeling

tired, having a workout

buddy or a trainer you can

hire call you and say. "Hey,

we have to walk this morn-

ing,' can be a tool to help

you stick to the changes

you want to make," says

the National Institute ^n

Ao;ins;"s Dr. Chhanda
Dutta. Likewise, having a

diet buddy-a friend, co-

worker or an online dieting

group—to whom you can

report weekly can help ) ou

keep on track.

If you aren't sticking to

your exercise plan because

you're intimidated by trendy

gyms crawling with buff

young people, a woman-

only facility may be a better

fit. For example. Cun'es of-

fers 30-minute

workouts for

the time-

People who focus on how exercise makes them feel

rather than worrying about whether it's making them

look thinner are more motivated to keep going, experts say. "Enjoy

the immediate benefits of exercise: sleeping better, having more energy and

a higher sex drive, being a good role model for your kids and inspiring friends

and those around you," says Lindsay Dunlap, a New York City trainer.

Visualize yourself as on your way to being fit and toned—looking great at the

company picnic or your cousin's summer wedding. Remember those goal jeans.

ou see yourself as unhealthy, you're more likely to throw in the towel

ar:" ^ rt ths*: second bag of potato chips," says Ellen Langer, Ph.D.,

of psychology at Harvard University and author

^ower of Mindful Learning. "But if you've made

L\ decision to be a healthy person, your behavior will

match that mind-set. We've only begun to tap

the effects of our mind's control over our

health and well-being."

deprived, and Lady f

America offers child cais.

Also, women-only gyms

ten have specially siz

equipment. Machines at La-

dies Workout Express, f|r

instance, have 10 adjustal^

resistance settings instead f

weights stacked in 10-poun

or hisrher increments.

EXERCISE
EQUIPMENT
ON ANY
BUDGET

[

Buying new exercise ji

equipment for a I

home gym doesn't

come cheap, but you ,

won't be able to use I

that as an excuse to

not get fit once you

see the bargains you

can find in good used

exercise equipment.

According to experts,

half of consumers'

home gym purchases

go unused. More and

more, that perfectly

good equipment is

showing up on eBay, '

Craigslist, even tag

sales. Gyms that

update their equip-

ment can be another

good source. If

possible, test-drive

the brand at a gym
or sporting-goods

store, and check it

out on the company's

Web site. Before

buying, ask whether

the seller can include

the original warranty

from the machine's

manufacturer.
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When you're

trying to get in

shape, losing the

first—or last— five

pounds can be a

particular challenge.

"We know fronn

weight-loss studies

that the more obese

you are, the faster

you may initially lose

weight." says

Chhanda Dutta, Ph.D.,

chief of the clinical

gerontology branch

at the National

Institute on Aging.

"But after a rapid

phase of weight loss,

you plateau."

Others wrestle with

those first five

pounds. That's often

because we make
dramatic changes too

quickly, says Lindsay

Dunlap, creator of the

Fat Fighters program

at the Sports Club/

LA, in New York City.

"If you drastically cut

your calorie intake.

your body will think

it's starving and hold

on to its fat stores,"

she says. "It's best to

start cutting back by

250 calories a day.

Wait a week before

shaving off another

250 calories."

The going may also

get tough when
you're down to those

last pockets of fat.

One reason? 'Vou

may have hit an

exercise plateau,

which can happen in

as little as a few

months. As your body

gets stronger, it uses

fewer calories to do

the same exercises.

Researchers call this

the training effect.

"If you want to lose

more you have to

increase the amount

and intensity of your

exercise," Dunlap

points out.

Try high-intensity

interval training,

which alternates

periods of moderate-

intensity with near-

maximal-intensity

activities. For

instance, take a five-

minute warm-up jog,

then do eight sets of

one-minute sprints

followed by one

minute of walking.

End with a five-

minute jog.

Remember, the more

intensely you

exercise, the more

calories you burn.

Interval training will

also improve your

cardiovascular fitness.

If you've been

successful at

shedding fat and

pounds, you also

need fewer calories-

one reason that you

can never go back to

your old eating

patterns. To keep

your new lower

weight, check with

your doctor about

cutting even more

calories to help drop

the last five pounds.

" Eliminate alcohol for a couple of weeks. The reason? You drop the

three or so pounds in fluid that wines and spirits make your body retain.

If you want to reintroduce alcohol after you've reached your goal, try to

limit yourself to three drinks a week, says nutritionist Lisa Hark.

Bust
Belly Fat!

A
potbelly after men|

pause pretty mu
goes with the te

tory; physicians wii

a linguistic sense

humor call it the "meno-pot." Aer

bic exercise reduces fat, includiil

around your middle. But to reali

suck it up, you need to exercise ar

,

tone your abdominals.

"That potbelly responds e

tremely weU to Pilates, which exe

cises the entire deep layers of tl

abdominal walls," says Christiaii

Northrup, M.D., author of T:

Wisdom of Menopause. Aim for ;

least 10 minutes of abs exercist

tliree times a week, on altematii"

days, perhaps after your weigl

Belly

laughs:

^ a tight

tummy
can be
yours

workouts. For example, do legliftj

modified sit-ups with your knea

bent and side crunches. As you gl

stronger, wear arm or leg weight

\i so Hi i.pi i L: exercises thd

strengthen your core—the muscld

in your abdomen and back. Try 1

Bosu Balance Trainer, a rubb^

dome set on a platform that reqt

you to tighten your abs for balan(j

and stability at the same time you'i|

doing crunches, leg lifts and tt

like. See uruTw.lhj.com/aver40fat.
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ADVAIR® significantly improves lung function

to help you breathie better:

If you have COPD associated with chronic bronchitis, ADVAIR 250/50 may help.

ADVAIR is different from other COPD medic

anti-Inflammatory and a bronctiodilator \-

; *he or

mprove lung function.

Get your first full prescription FREE.'

Go to AdvairCOPD.com or call 1-800-987-4900.

Asl< your doctor about ADVAIR today.

^ADVAIRV

Ttie way antl-inflammatories work in

Important Information: advair r

witti COPD associated with ctiron

evaluated. You should only take

benefits but may increase your cn-.^

^nt of COPD IS not well defined

'^roved for controlling symptoms and preventing wheezing in adults

_^nefit of using ADVAIR for longer tnc.n 6 months has not been

ADVAIR twice a day. Taking higher doses will not provide additional

j..: ;ain side effects. Lower respiratory tract infections, including pneumonia.

have been reported with ADVAIR Potients at risk for developing bone loss (osteoporosis) and some eye problems

(cataracts or glaucoma) sh

You should consider having .

* Measured by a breathing test in people ta

propionate 250 meg or salmr- ' meg.

M inhaled corticosteroids, including ADVAIR. may mcreose vour risk

i'R does not replace fast-acting inhalers for acute svmptoms

compared with people taking e^tner fluticasone

.1 i :U'. .ary.

ClaxoSmithKline

If you don't have prescription coverage,

visit pparx.org. or call I-888-4PPA-NOW (1-888-477 2669)
ADVAIR j 1250/50

It vou smoke and woni to quit you con ieom more at vvov2qu l com

SuDfect to eligibility Restrictions apply Please see accompanvirg iniponani mloimoiiO'i obouI aDvA.S DiSkuS 2iiO:iO



Information about ADVAIR DISKUS

ADVAIR 100/50. 250/50, -500/50

What is the most important information I should Ifnovi about ADVAIR DISKUS?

In patients witti astlima. long-acting beta -agonist medicines such as salmeterol (one o( the medications in

ADVAIR 1 may increase the chance of death from asthma problems In a large asthma study, more patients »who

used salmeterol died from asthma problems compared with patients who did not use salmeterol So ADVAIR is

not for patients whose asthma is well controlled on another asthma controller medicine such as low- to

medium-dose inhaled corticosteroids or only need a fast-acting inhaler once in a while Talk with your doctor

about this risk and the benefits of treating your asthma with ADVAIR

ADVAIR should not be used to treat a severe attack of asthma or chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPDI

requinng emergency medical treatment

ADVAIR should not be used to relieve sudden symptoms or sudden breathing problems Always have a fast-

acting inhaler with you to treat sudden breathing difficulty If you do not have a fast-acting inhaler, contact your

doctor to have one prescribed foi you

What is ADVAIR DISKUS?

There are two medicines in ADVAIR Fluticasone propionate, an inhaled anli-inflammatory belonging to a group

of medicines commonly referred to as corticosteroids, and salmeterol, a long-acting, inhaled bronchodilator

belonging to a group of medicines commonly referred to as beta -agonists. There are 3 strengths of ADVAIR

100,'5b, 250/50, 500,'50

For Astlima

• ADVAIR IS approved for the maintenance treatment of asthma in patients 4 years of age and older ADVAIR

should only be used if your doctor decides that another asthma controller medicine alone does not control

your asthma or that you need 2 asthma controller medications

• The strength of ADVAIR approved tor patients ages 4 to 1 1 years who experience symptoms on an inhaled

corticosteroid is ADVAIR DISKUS 1 00/50 All 3 strengths are approved for patients witti asthma ages 1 2 years and older

For COPD associated witti chronic bronchitis

ADVAIR 250/50 is the only approved dose tor the maintenance treatment of airflow obstruction in patients

with COPD associated with chronic bronchitis The benefit of using ADVAIR for longer than 6 months has not

been evaluated The way anti-inflammatories work in the treatment of COPD is not well defined.

Who should not take ADVAIR DISKUS?

You should not start ADVAIR if your asthma is becoming significantly or rapidly worse, which can be life

threatening Serious respiratory events, including death, have been reported in patients who started taking

salmeterol in this situation, although it is not possible to tell whethei salmeterol contributed to these events

This may also occur m patients with less severe asthma

You should not take ADVAIR it you have had an allergic reaction lo it or any of its components (salmeterol,

fluticasone propionate, or lactose! Tell your doctor if you are allergic lo ADVAIR, any other medications, or food

products If you experience an allergic reaction after taking ADVAIR, stop using ADVAIR immediately and contact

your doctor Allergic reactions are when you experience one or more of the following: choking; breathing

problems, swelling of the face, mouth and/or tongue: rash: hives: itching: or welts on the skin

Tell your doctor about the following:

• It you are using your last-acting inhaler more often or using more doses than you normally do (e.g.. 4 or more

inhalations of your fasl-acting inhaler lor 2 or more days in a row or a whole canister of your fast-acting inhaler

in 8 weeks time), if could be a sign that your asthma is getting worse If this occurs, tell your doctor immediately

• It you have been using your fast-acting inhaler regularly (e g . four times a day) Your doctor may tell you to

stop the regular use of these medications

• It your peak flow meter results decrease. Your doctor will tell you the numbers that are right for you

• If you have asthma and your symptoms do not improve after using ADVAIR regularly for 1 week

• If you have been on an oral steroid, like prednisone, and are now using ADVAIR You should be very careful

as you may be less able to heal after surgery, infection, or serious injury It takes a number of months for the

body to recover its ability to make its own steroid hormones after use of oral steroids Switching from an oral

steroid may also unmasn a condition previously suppressed by the oral steroid such as allergies,

coniunctivitis. eczema, arthritis, and eosinophilic conditions Symptoms of an eosinophilic condition can

include rash, worsening breathing problems heart complications, and/or feeling of "pins and needles" or

numbness in the arms and legs Talk to your doctor immediately if you experience any of these symptoms,

• Sometimes pahents expenence unexpected bronchospasm right after taking ADVAIR This condition can be life

threatening and if it occurs, you should immediately stop using ADVAIR and seek immediate medical attention

• If you have any type of heart disease such as coronary artery disease, irregular heart beat or high blood

pressure, ADVAIR should be used with caution Be sure to talk with your doctor about your condition because

salmeterol one of the components of ADVAIR, may affect the heart by increasing heart rate and blood

pressure il may cause symptoms such as heart fluttering, chest pain, rapid heart rate, tremor, or nervousness

• II you have seizures overactive thyroid gland, liver problems, or are sensitive lo certain medications for breathing

• If youi breathing problems get worse over time or if your fast-acting inhaler does not work as well for you

while using ADVAIR If your breathing problems worsen quickly, get emergency medical care

• If vou have been exposed to or currently have chickenpox or measles or if you have an immune system

pioblem Patients using medicahons that weaken the immune system are more likely lo get infections than

healthy individuals ADVAIR contains a corticosteroid (fluticasone piopionafei which may weaken the immune

system Infections like chir kenpox and measles, for example, can be very serious or even fatal in susceptible

patients using corticosteroids

How should I lake ADVAIR DISKUS?

ADVAIR should be used 1 inhalation, twice a day (morning and evening) ADVAIR should never be taken more

than 1 inhalation twice a day The full benefit of taking ADVAIR may take 1 week or longer

If you miss a dose of ADVAIR. iusl skip that dose Take your next dose at your usual lime Do not take two doses

at one time

Do not stop using ADVAIR unless told to do so by your doctor because your symptoms might get worse

Do not change or stop any of your medicines used to control or treat your breathing problems Your doctor will

ailiusi your medicines as needed

When using ADVAIR, remember:

• Never breathe into or take the DISKUS' apart

• Always use the DISKUS in a level position.

• After each inhalation, rinse your mm th with water without swallowing.

• Never wash any part of the DISKUS -liways keep it in a dry place

• Never lake an extia dose, even il you teel you did not receive a dose.

• Discard 1 month after removal from the foil oven/vrap

• Do not use ADVAIR with a spacei device

Children should use ADVAIR with an adult s help as instructed by the child's doctor

I
Can I take ADVAIR DISKUS with other medicahons?

Tell your doctor about all the medications you take, including prescription and nonprescription m|

vitamins, and herbal supplements.

If you are taking ADVAIR. you should not take SEREVENT DISKUS or Foradil Aerolizer tor any re,-

If you take ritonavir (an HIV medication), tell your doctor Ritonavir may interact with ADVAIR ani

serious side effects. The anh-HIV medicines Norvir Soft Gelatin Capsules, Norvir Oral Solution

contain ritonavir.

No formal drug interaction studies have been performed with ADVAIR,

In clinical studies, there were no differences in effects on the heart when ADVAIR was taken .

amounts of albuterol. The effect of using ADVAIR in patients with asthma while taking more than 9 [

of albuterol has not been studied

ADVAIR should be used with extreme caubon dunng and up to 2 weeks after treatment with monoamii

(li/IAO) inhibitors or tncyclic antidepressants since these medications can cause ADVAIR to have an evjjj

effect on the circulatory system

ADVAIR should be used with caution in people who are taking ketoconazole (an antfungus medication) or cjnw

broken down by the body in a similar way. These medications can cause ADVAIR to have greater steroid st«r

Generally, people with asthma should not take beta-blockers because they counteract the effec;?

agonists and may also cause severe bronchospasm. However in some cases, for instance, follov.

attack, selective beta-blockers may still be used if there is no acceptable alternative.

The ECG changes and/or low blood potassium that may occur with some diuretics may be made worse t»I.

especially at higher-than-recommended doses Cauton should be used when these drugs are used tocjc

In clinical studies, there was no difference in side effects when ADVAIR was taken with methylxan!"

theophylline) or with FLONASE'

What are other important safety considet^tions with ADVAIR DISKUS?

Osteoporosis: Long-term use of inhaled corticosteroids may result in bone loss (osteoporosis) Patis *

are at risk for increased bone loss (tobacco'use. advanced age. inactive lifestyle, poor nutrition, fam'hi ,:i

of osteoporosis, or long-term use of drugs such as corticosteroids) may have a greater risk with Ai^\

have risk factors for bone loss, you should talk to your doctor about ways to reduce ydur risk and .

should have your bone density evaluated

Glaucoma and cataracts: Glaucoma, inci eased pressure in the eyes, and cataracts have been i
=

:

the use ef inhaled steroids, including fluticasone propionate, a medicine contained in ADVAIR St

examinations should be considered if you are taking ADVAIR.

Lower respiratory tract infection: Lower respiratory tract infections, including pneumonia, have bi t : ,

with the use of inhaled corticosteroids, including ADVAIR,

Blood sugar; Salmeterol may affect blood sugar and/or cause low blood potassium in some palien win

could lead to a side effect like an irregular heart rate Signihcant changes in blood sugar and blood piBsii

were seen infrequently in clinical studies with ADVAIR

Growth: Inhaled steroids may cause a reduction in growth velocity in children and adolescents

Steroids: Taking steroids can affect your body s ability to make its own steroid hormones, which arieeil

during infections and times of severe stress to your body, such as an operation. These effects can sidm

be seen with inhaled steroids (but it is more common with oral steroids), especially when taken at higtthl

recommended doses over a long period of time. In some cases, these effects may be severe. Inhaleasn*

often help control symptoms with less side effects than oral steroids.

t
i

Yeast infections: Patients taking ADVAIR may develop yeast infections of the mouth and/or throat (irusf

that should be treated by their doctor

Tuberculosis or other untreated infections: ADVAIR should be used with caution, if at all. in patut

tuberculosis, herpes infections of the eye. or other untreated infections.

What are the other possible side effects of ADVAIR DISKUS?

ADVAIR may produce side effects in some patients In clinical studies, the most common side efiis

ADVAIR included

' Respiratory infections

' Throat irritation

> Hoarseness

> Sinus infection

> Yeast infection of the mouth

I Bronchitis

' Cough

' Headaches

< Nausea and vomiting

' Diarrhea

• Musculoskeletal pain

• Dizziness

• Fever

• Ear, nose, and throat infect j

« Nosebleed

Tell your doctor about any side effect that bothers you or that does not go away These are not all the :

with ADVAIR Ask your doctor or pharmacist for more information.

What if I am pregnant, planning to become pregnant, or nursing?

Talk to your doctor about the benefits and risks of using ADVAIR during pregnancy, labor, or if you arelisir

There have been no studies of ADVAIR used during pregnancy, labor, or in nursing women. Salmeterol «nni

to interfere with labor contractions. It is not known whether ADVAIR is excreted in breast milk, C

corticosteroids have been detected in human breast milk. Fluticasone propionate, like other corticosters

been associated with birfh defects m animals (e g . cleft palate and fetal death). Salmeterol showed e'

on fertility in rats at 180 times the maximum recommended daily dose.

What other important tests were conducted with ADVAIR?

There is no evidence of enhanced toxicity with ADVAIR compared with the components administered septe

In animal studies with doses much higher than those used in humans, salmeterol was associated witiB"

tumors Your healthcare professional can tell you more about how drugs are tested on animals and
|

results of these tests may mean to your safety

d k\

M
urM

For more informahon on ADVAIR DISKUS

This page is only a brief summary of important information about ADVAIR DiSKUS. For more informatiol

your doctor You can also visit www.ADVAIR com or call 1-888-825-5249. Patients receiving ADVAIR

should read the medicaticn guide provided by the pharmacist with the prescription.

ADVAIR DISKUS. FLONASE. SEREVENT and DISKUS are registered trademarks of GlaxoSmithKline. The tiwn

are registered trademarks of their respective manufacturers: Foradil Aerolizer/Novartis Phannai)llc8

Corporation, Norvir and Kaletra/Abbott Laboratories,
,

GlaxoSmithKline
GlaxoSmithKline

Research Triangle Park, NC 27709

RL-226D

©2006 The GlaxoSmithKline Group of Companies All rights reserved. Printed in USA, AD3641 RO OctotlZOO
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Chipotle Chicken

Club Burger
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Sea Scallop and
Pineapple Kebabs With
Asian Noodle Salad

SERVES 6

Prep time: 35 min

Total time: 1 hr 40 min

Kitchen aic: Asian chili sauce can pack a lot

oj heat. Ifyou prejer a milder dish, reduce to

1 tablespoon in the salad.

For salad:

4 c/ rice-fiour noodles

'A seedless cucumber, cut into

2-inch-long juiienne sticks

'A cup chopped fresh cilantro

V'4 cup chopped fresh basii

2 scallions. green part only, cut

into 2-irich-long julienne stnps

1^ LADES HOME JOURNAL
|

JULY 2007

2 tablespoons fresh lime juice

2 tablespoons Asian chili sauce

(preferably pineapple flavored)

1 teaspoon reduced-sodium

soy sauce

V2 teaspoon Asian sesame oil

For kebabs:

Olive oil. for grill

1 lbs sea scallops

1 tablespoon fresh lime juice, plus

w/edges for garnish

1 tablespoon Asian chili sauce

(preferably pineapple flavored)

V2 pineapple, rind cut av\/ay and

core discarded, cut into

l-by-y2-inch chunks

4 oz fresh snow peas, blanched

2 orange bell peppers, sides slice

off core, stems and seeds

discarded, cut into VA-inch

pieces

1 medium red onion, cut into

1-inch pieces

12 (10-inch) bamboo skewers,

soaked in water 30 minutes

Make salad: Cook noodles according

to package instructions and drain.

Rinse^in cold water until cool; drain

and toss with remaining ingredients

in a bowl; salt and pepper to taste.

Set aside.

Make kebabs: Preheat grill and lighdy

oil rack. Rinse scallops and pat dry;

remove small, tough muscle from side

of each. Combine juice and chili sauce

ill a large shallow bowl. Add scallops

and marinate at room temperature,

turning once, about 15 minutes.

Alternately thiead scaUops, pineapple

and vegetables onto drained skewers

(see photograph on page 182); season

with salt and pepper. Grill over

moderateh' high heat, turning

occasionally, until golden brovra and

scallops are just cooked through, about

7 minutes. Transfer to serving plates

with noodle salad in bowls on the side.

Garnish v\ith lime wedges, if desired.

Per serving: 215 calories, L5 g total fat. sat

fat. 263 mg sodium, 31 g carbs, 49 mg
calcium. 30 mg chol, 18 g protein. 2 g fiber

Chipotle Chicken
Club Burger f

SERVES 8
I

Prep time: 40 min Total time: 1 hr
|

V/2 lbs lean ground chicken
|

1 tablespoon plus 2 teaspoons
'

adobo sauce from canned
;

chipotle in adobo sauce i

2 cans (11 oz each) tomatillos.

chopped and drained

1 medium yellow onion, chopped

Va cup finely chopped fresh

cilantro

3 garlic cloves, minced

2 teaspoons ground cumin

16 (6-inch) corn tortillas continued
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Oilve oil. for gi^ill

2 small red onions, cut into

16 thin slices

3 medium tomatoes, cut into

16 thin slices

1 cup thinly shredded romaine

Line 2 baking sheets with plastic

v\Tap and set aside. Using hands,

combine chicken, sauce, tomatillos.

yellow onion, cilantro. garlic and cumin

in a bowi. Form into 16 (3'/2-inch) thin

patties (about Va cup each) . Arrange

in a single la) er on prepared baking

sheets and freeze

until firm, about

15 minutes.

Meanwhile,

preheat broiler.

derloin With Grilled

gula Salad

LHJ.com

For more

outdoor grilling

recipes, go to

www.lhj.com

/grill

Using a 4-inch

biscuit cutter, cut

tortillas into 16

smaller rounds.

Arrange in a single

layer on a baking sheet and broil,

turning once, until golden and slightly

crisp. 2 to 3 minutes. Transfer on

baking sheet to a rack to cool.

Meanwhile, preheat grill and lightly

oil rack. Grill burgers, turning once,

luitil cooked through. 3 to 4 mmixtes.

Transfer to a plate.

Aisemble burgers: Place 1 tortilla round

on each ser\'ing plate, then top with

1 burger. 1 red onion slice and 1 tomato

slice, another burger, onion and tomato

slice. Top each w'ith lettuce and tortilla

round. Serv^e warm.

Per serving 220 calories, 6 q total fat, 1 5 g
sat fat, 242 mg sodium, 2^ "

"i

calcium, d7 mg chol, 13 a:

Grilled Chicken Cutlets

and Sunnmer Veggies With
Lemon-Caper Relish

SERVES 6

Prep time: 35 mm Total time: 45 mm

For relish:

Va cup finely chcooed fresh

flat-ieaf parsley

V2 cup chopped fresh chives

Yd cuo chopped ."-esh basn

'A cup finely chopped scallion.

dark-green part only

V/i teaspoons finely grated fresh

lemon zest

3 tablespoons fresh lemon juice

2 tablespoons jarred capers,

rinsed, drained and coarsely

chopped
V/2 tablespoons honey

1 tablespoon extra-virgm olive oil

172 teaspoons Dijon mustard

1 teaspoon finely chopped garlic

For chicken and veggies:

Olive oil. for gnll

2 lbs chicken cutlets or 6 bone-

less, skinless breast halves.

pounded to 'A-inch thickness

V/2 lbs eggplant, cut crosswise into

'/4-inch-thick slices

1 lb yellow squash, cut lengthwise

into y4-inch-thick slices

2 orange bell peppers, sides sliced

off core, stems and seeds

discarded

Make relish: Wlrisk together all

ingredients in a bowl; set aside.

Ma/a- clmken and veggies: Preheat griU

and lighdy oil rack. Rinse chicken and

pat dry. Season chicken and vegetables

with salt and pepper. Grill over moder-

ately high heat, ttiming once, until

chicken is cooked through continued
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and vesetables are tender, 4 to 6 minutes

for chicken and 6 minutes for vegetables.

Halve each cutlet crosswise and stack

with vegetables on serving plates.

Spoon relish over each; serve with

remaining relish on the side.

Per serving 265 calories. 4 5 g total fat, 1 g

sat fat, 266 mg sodium, 18 g carbs. 99 mg
calcium, 88 mg chol. 38 g protein, 4 g fiber

Tuscan Pork Tenderloin

With Grilled Plum and
Arugula Salad
SERVES i

Prep time: 25 mm
Total time: 1 hr 45 mm

For pork:

1 lb pork tenderloin fat trimmed

1 rosemary spng, separated into

'5 tmy sprigs

2 gai iu- cloves, cu: into 15 slices

'/4 cup red wine vinegar

'A teaspoon salt

74 teaspoon freshly ground pepper

Olive oil. for grill

For salad:

8 firm-ripe plums (about 2 lbs).

halved and pitted

1 head (¥4 lb) radicchio. cut into

8 wedges

4 tablespoons balsamic vinegar

'A tablespoon extra-virgin olive oil

1 teaspoon chopped fresh rosemary

72 cup baby arugula

2 tablespoons Parmigiano-

Reggiano shavings

Make pork temhrhm: Rinse pork and

pat drv'. Using a small shai-p knife,

make 15 (V2-inch-deep-by-l -inch-long)

slits in top and sides of pork. Fill each

slit with 1 rosemary sprig and 1 garlic

slice. Combine red wine vinegar, salt

and pepper in a large heavy-duty

resealable plastic bag. Add pork, seal

bag and turn until coated well.

Marinate at room temperature, turning

bag occasionally, about 30 minutes.

Preheat grill and lighdy oil rack. Re-

move pork from marinade (discard mar-

inade) and grill over moderately high

heat, carefrilly turning occasionally so as

not to dislodge garlic and rosemary, until

an instant drermometer inserted in

center b\- 2 inches registers 150°F, about

20 minutes. Transfer pork to a cutting

board and let stand 10 minutes.

Make salad: Meanwhile, toss together

plums, radicchio and 3 tablespoons

balsamic vinegar in a bowl; season with

salt and pepper. Grill, turning

occasionally and brushing with

remaining \inegai- in bowl, until golden

brown and tender, about 4 minutes for

radicchio and 6 minutes for plums.
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Grilled Steak and Tomatoes
With Green Bean Salad

Ti ansfci ?i plum halves to a blender

and blend with remaining 1 tablespoon

balsaniii. vinegar, liic oil and rosemary;

salt and pepper to taste, Rt dressing.

Arrange raditchio, arugula and

remaining plums on a platter. Diizzle

some dressing over salad and sen e

remain'iig on the side. Top salad with

cheese shavings.

Cut pork into thin slices and sei"ve

alongside salad.

Per serving 310 calories, 11 g total fat, 3 5 g
sat fat, 182 mg sodium, 26 g carbs. 116 mg
calcium. 76 mg chol. 28 g protein. 4 g fiber

Grilled Steak and Tomatoes
With Green Bean Salad

SERVES 4

Prep time: 35 mm Total time: 1 hr

For salad:

1 cup rmely chopped fresh

flat-leaf parsley coNmNtu-.n
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cup finely chopped fresh basil

72 cup finely chopped fresh chives

'A cup finely chopped shallot

5 "

: ons reduced-fat sour

1 tablespoon whole-gram

nnustard

1 tablespoon tarragon or white

vinegar

'/2 tablespoon extra-virgin olive oil

V4 lb haricots verts (French green

beans) or fresh thin green

beans, trimmed

Olive oil. for grill

4 (A 02 each) filet mignon steaks.

fat trimmed

8 plumi tomatoes, halved

4 slices (l'/2 0z each) Italian bread

2 tablespoons fine v chopped
fresh basil

2 tab esooons finely chopped
fresn cluves

Make salad: Stir together all

ingiedients except green beans in a

bowl, for dressing. Keep chilled,

covered, until ready to use. Bring a

large pot of water to a boil: add salt.

Add beans and cook until crisp-tender,

about 3 ininutes. Drain immediately

and transfer to a bowl of ice and cold

water: drain and pat dr\'. Toss with just

enough dressing to coat (about 3 table-

spoons) in a bowl: salt and pepper to

taste. Transfer remaining dressing to a

ser\in<i bowl, cover and chill.

Preheat grill and lightly oil rack.

Rinse steaks and pat dry. Season

steaks and tomatoes with salt and

pepper. Grill over moderately high

heat, turning once, until tomatoes are

slightly wilted and golden brown,

about 4 minutes, and steak about 6

minutes for medium-rare. Grill bread,

turnins; once, until liojhtiv toasted.

about 1 minute.

Place 1 slice of bread on each

ser\'ing plate: top with salad, steak

and a dollop of dressing. Serve

tomatoes, sprinkled with basil and

chives, on the side.

Per serving 375 calories. 12 g total fat. 4 g

sar fat, 373 mg sodium, 36 g carbs, 101 mg
calcium, 70 rng chol. 30 g protein, 6 g fiber

Grilled Three-Potato Salad

SERVES 6

Prep time: 10 min Total time: 25 min

Kitchen cue: Ifjoil grill bags are not available,

use extra-heaiy-dutyfoil cut into 18-by-24-

inch pieces;fold them in half arid seed the edges

toform a bag.

V2 lb small purple potatoes

V2 lb fingerling potatoes

V2 lb small red new potatoes

1 heavy-duty foil bag

LAD ES HOME .CL'-".--_ JULY 2007



Grilled Three-Potato Salad

3 garlic rioves. siiced

2 tablespoors red wine vinegar

1 tabi'-?^ noon oii .'C oil

2 pale-cree " sweet peppers,

halved, sterns and seeas

discarded, coarsely chopped

72 teaspoon salt

Va teaspoon freshly g-'ound pepper

Riiise and scnil) [)()tatoes; pai dn ;uid

lial\ c. Place ill foil hag \^^tll gai lic. \Tnes^ii'.

oil. sweet pepper, s;dt and pepper. Seal bag

and shake to combine.

Preheat grill. Place bag on giill and cook

o\er moderatelv' high heat, umiing

occasionall}'. until potatoes aie golden

brown and tender (use amtion w hen

opening bag), about 1.5 minutes. Transfer

to a sening bow l.

Per serv.ng ":5 calories. 2 5 g total fat. 5 g
sat fat. 8 mg sodiun. 21 g carbs, 16 mg
caicium. chiol. 3 g protein. 2 g fiber

CONTlNL'll)
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These smart, surprising

new products will

help ensure that your

next cookout is safe

^ to prepare, fun to serve

^ and easy to clean up

Where to Find It, page 198

1. EARTH FRIENDLY Put
the planet first in style

with these fun dishes

and utensils. Try pebble
place mats, reusable

bamboo plates and
bowls and biodegrad-
able—yet colorful-

disposable dishes. Even
the cutlery is made from
environmentally safe

potato starch!

2 WIND TAMERS Secure
bright daisies or hibiscus

flowers to the corners of

your tablecloth to keep
it from blowing away.
This acrylic-coated

striped tablecloth also

repels spills and stains.

3. NO-FLY ZONE These
mesh food covers stave

off pesky insects. The
dome sits over plates

and the flat cover rests

snug on top of serving

bowls.

4. GO THE DISTANCE
Protect yourself from the

flames of your grill with

long-handled salt and
pepper shakers; twist

handles off when it's

time for the table. Extra

length on these silicone-

tipped tongs also aids

chef safety. continued
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5. PICNIC TABLE
PRETTY Delightful

chickens and luscious

vegetables adorn these

plastic-coated cotton

place mats. Easy to clean

after the chowdown.

6. GO RUGGED WITH
FLAIR Collapse and
carry a mini mesh tent to

the campground or beach

to protect food from bugs.

Meals look more inviting

on a Provencal tablecloth.

Acrylic coating makes
the cloth stain- and fade-

resistant.

7. THE RIGHT DEGREE
OF SEPARATION Keep
hands safe from flames

while you grill to

perfection. This instant

thermometer has

temperature presets for

food so it will come out

just the way you like it.

8. PLAYFUL
PRESENTATION Stay

^ip and kid-friendly

with colorful compart-
mentalized plastic trays

that hold all your favorite

foods in place. These
paper napkins take the

fun level up a notch. Q

WWW^LHJC
I
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ADVERTISEMENT

EUROPEAN WEIGHT-LOSS BREAKTHROUGH

DY New-Product Update

m ALL YOU WANT .

(And we couldn't say it in print if it wasn't true!)

SYSTEMIC CALORIC RESTRICTION!
Study participants were specifically told not to alter ttieir eating tiabits and they still lost weigtit.'

Here at last is the news... A major medical breakthrough... >

that mrllions of men and women plagued by

excess fat, flab and cetlultte have been

waiting for. If you need to lose weight... and

, every weight-loss scheme you've tried has

failed... it's time to forget anything and

everything anyone has ever told you about

dieting before. This is not marketing fantasy,

this is scientific fact, documented by

jublished medical findings. But there's more!

In recent months, thousands and

thousands of men and women
around this country who have

been overweight for years

have used the Akavar - 20/50

formulation and have also

confirmed in documented,

certified testimonials a

fantastic and incredible

loss of weight without

ever "dieting"... not even

for one day. Finally,

systemic caloric restric-

tion is a reality. So now
you know, no matter how
much weight you need

to lose... whether it's 10

pounds or 100 pounds... you
" have to start somewhere,

and Akavar-20/50 is the

^stest, easiest, unconditionally

guaranteed way to start you

- 'On your journey to a thinner,

trimmer, slimmer (and much
healthier) bo^.

has shattered the weight-loss barrier and a new generation of fast-acting caloric restrictors has been born

most significantly, this new generation of potent compounds has eliminated diet failure and replaced h

guaranteed" success. Akavar-20/50 makes up for years of overeating, years without exercise, years wi ol

t>eing able to push away the extra dessert or midnight snack and,- most importantly, years of embarrassmer in.

a lack of self-confidence. It's no wonder there's been so much excitement about Akavar-20/50, as met in

women around the world, just like you, have already discovered... tKere's no easier, more dramatic weight js'

compound available today. You will not fail this time because the only thing you have to do is remember tc ikt

your easy-to-swallow Akavar-20/50 capsules each and every day. That's it! There is nothing else to do, no 'ie

diet to buy. Akavar-20/50 will do everything else for you... period ... and that's guaranteed'.' By this time. y> vr

probably heard about Akavar-20/50 or seen promotional material in newspapers, magazin c

on TV. If you have been unable to find Akavar-20/50 at your local pharmacy, it's becaus th

patented Akavar-20/50 formulation will not be available in stores until August 23, 0'

At this time, Akavar-20/50 is only available by calling 1-800-719-8672 or by vl:

www.AKAVAR2050.com. A full 60-capsule supply is only S39.99.

STOP: Read this before you order!
''

'

When ordering any weight-loss formulation, know who you are dealing with. DyrKo

Pharmacal® is a solid, established retail firm you can count on. We are members r.hi

Salt Lake City Chamber of Commerce and the prestigious Direct Mark

Association. When you dial 1 -800-71 9-8672 (toll free), you will reach our own Gust le

Service Center, not some hired order-taking service. When you call for prcjc

information, you will speak to our trained customer service representatives wh in

eager to help you and are familiar with our fine family of products. (By the waj )u

customer service representatives work at our order processing center, corpi

offices and central retail outlet... not some rented mailing address.) We keep all

personal information strictly confidential, unlike many companies who sell "your '
r

and address to strangers for profit (they call it "their" mailing list). We don't. We res ?c

your privacy and appreciate your business. Remember,

guarantee (including those tempting double- and triple-; ur

money-back promises) is only as good as the com n'

behind it. Dynakor Pharmacal delivers exactly wha .vi

promise, and we stand 100% behind our guarantee.Vi

won't let you down. (P.S. The next time you're in M

Lakfe Crty,.stop by our offices and see what proc '

are t>eing planned for the future.)

a sign

incredible weight-loss power

diagnose treat cure, or

less than they otherwise v

emartis are ttie properly of their respective owners. ' 2007 Ail R ni'!

a have, due to the Akavar-20 50 compounO



ADVERTISEMENT

TILL LOSE W
TRODUCING... AKAVAR -20/50 "Fastest, EasiestWeightloss Ever"

oi<Qvar'- 20/50 couscs excess fat lo be
illed from bulging ports of your body!

Akdvar'^ 20/50 restricts caloric intake

below your doily caloric requirement,

u pull excess fat from all over your

Tests prove almost 1 00% success

Tfiafs rigfit. Wtille no diet pill can possibly

work for everybody (tfiafs wtiy ttiere's a money-
bock guarantee"), scientific documentation
tias confirmed tfiat almost everyone in tfie

SECRET
lo Ti ir

storage sites)... leaving your body

thinner, trimmer and sexier ttian

you ever ttiought possible.

Akdvar-20/50 helps draw out

bulging pockets of tot and helps

prevent the further conversion and
storage of excess fat oil over your body.

This remarkably effective formulation works

so fast and is so easy to use that before you

uuiiipuuiiu v^o uui oi £H puiMUipuiirb,

FACTS to be exact) lost weight. The research

nsouT
nKnvnR-20/50

results ore staggering. In a

controlled, randomized clinical

trial (the only type of proof

accepted by both scientific and

medical communities), doctors tested a

group of ovenA^eight patients. And among
those who took the active, patented

Akdvar-20/50 compound, 23 out

hove lost pounds and inches of ugly,

hord-to-get-at, figure-destroying fat.

nKovor" 20/50 uiill produce on
extroordinarv, unparalleled loss

of body weight!

Akdvar-20/50 is the perfect

weight-loss compound for tough

weight-loss problems. This amazing

formulation is the result of years

of intensive research and scientific

evaluation. Not one, but a team
of doctors working in a recognized

medical university discovered the

potent caloric-restricting qualities

of the Akdvar-20/50 formulation,

and the research team at Dynakor

Phcrmacal® is proud to have

played a major role In bnnging

this new generation of fast-acting

caloric restrictors to the general

public... at an affordable price.

substantial amount
of weight.

Reduces caloric intake

An entirely new
generation of powerful,

foolproof, bio-active

weight-loss compounds
that reduce caloric

intake... eliminating

traditional dieting, calorie

counting, strenuous

exercise, fad diets,

supermarket "miracle" pills,

Japanese wonder diets,

rubber suits, belts, creams
or anything else you

have ever tried before.

A full 60-capsule supply is only $39.99

CALL 1-800-71'

mm iiiiiiiiii

ntee Our guarantee

ifvou use Akava-20'50 and do not see ftie substantiol weigft-lossyfiu would tiave (until now) Itxxjgtit

days (we would like you to use all ol Itiis fine formulation) for a tuii prompt refund (including

reoson you ore not totally satisfied wilti AKavor-2050 it will cost yoj atjsolutely noltiing

DYNAKOR
P H A R M A C A L.
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YOUR STYLE ^ : k Sislcy; 800-535-

4491. Old Navy: www.oldnavy.com. Diba;

\\-vv-v\'.zappos .com.

BEAUTY JOURNAL PAGE 32: Unless

listed otlienvise. all products are available at

major discount, dmg. and food retailers

nadonwide. A\on: \N"vvw.a\on.com.\lta-K:

Walgrecns. Bobbi Brown: ^\^^^v.bobbibro\vn.

com. Crabtree N. Evelyn: Crabtrce S, Evelyn

stores. De Dc Tlihiti: Bath .V Body Works.

SUN PROTECTION PAGE 34:

i.S Suncare: vv\\"\v.innovativeskincare.com.

SUMMER HAIR PAGES 38-43: Vavoom:
v\v\-\v.mani\.com for salon informadon.

Bumble and bumble: u'ww.bunibleandbumble.

com. A\eda: w\\vs.a\eda.com. Sebastian; wvw.
sebastianprofessional.com for salon

informadon. Redken: v\'vv\v.redken.com for

salon information. Ellin Lavar: CVS/pharmac}'.

Joico: vwv-vv.joico.com for salon information.

Biolage: vwvw.biolage.com for salon

infonnadon. KAIS: vwwv.kmscalifomia.com for

salon informadon. CLOTHING CREDITS:
Cviidiia StcfTe: Saks Fifdi Avenue. 800-347-

9177. Chan Luu: 800-CHAN-LUU.

SNEAK PEEK PAGE 44: Vans: vv\w.

vans.com. MICI-LAEL Michael Kors: select

Nordstrom stores. Adidas: vvww.zappos.com.

PF Flyers: vwwv.onlineshoes.com. Payless

Airvvalk: select Payless ShoeSource stores or

vwwv.pavicss.com. Converse: wwvv.zappos.

com. PAGE 46: Sebago: vvwvv.scbago.corn.

Puma: Puma stores nationwide or www.
puma.com. TOMS: www.tomsshoes.com.
Lacoste: Tanner\\ Macy s East or www.
zappos.com. Merrell: www.merrcll.com.

Vans: www.vans.com.

DENIM ON DECK PAGE 48: DKNY
Jeans: Select Macy s. Levi's: vvww.icvi.com.

Agnes B.: www.agncsb.net. MICHAEL
Michael Kors: Michael Kors. Westchester,

N\'. 914-422-0000. Macv's and Dillard's.

\VT) NY: 21 2-395-9309.'J.Crew: www.jcrew.

com. R.). Graziano: 212-()85-1248. PAGE
49: Lauren Hansen: Koala, West Hampton
Beach. N\'. (53 1 288-0444. Levi Strauss

Signature: Wal .Mart, Target. Kmart, www.
walmart.com or www.target.com. Patricia

Undenvood: 212-268-3774. Converse: www.
zappos.com. PAGE 50: United Nauons

Color: 800-,535-4491. WD-NY: 212-395-

9309. Diesel: Diesel boudqucs. Banana
Republic: www.bananarepublic.com. RJ.
Graziano; 212-685-1248. Havaianas: www.
havaianasus.com. Riders by the Makers of

Lee; mass-market retailers or www.rideijeans.

com. MICHAEL Michael Kors; Macy's,

Lord S. Taylor. Dillard's and Nordstrom.

Spiegel; 800-346-4500 or wwvv.spiegel.com.

Gap; Gap stores nadonwide or 800-GAP-
STVtE. Isaac Maneviu for Ben-Amun; 212-

944 6480 or www.ben-amun.com. Adia

Kibur: 800-550-2342 or wvvw.lifemLx.net.

PAGE 51: French Connection; Bellissima,

Bakersfield. CA, 661-334-1712. Chan Luu;

800-CHAN-LUU. Patrick Robinson for

Target: www.target.com or most Target

stores. Bernardo: 800-867-5054 or www.
beniardofootwear.com. Odvii: Atrium, New
York City. American Eagle: American Eagle

Outfitters or www.ae.com. J.Crew: www.
jcrew.coni. Isaac Maneviiz for Ben-Amun:
www.ben-amun.com. Matt Bemson: www.
mattbernson.com. PAGE 52: Gap: Gap
stores nationwide or 800 GAP-STYLE.
Banana Republic: wwvv.bananarepublic.com.

MICHAEL Michael Kors; 800-645-1300 or

www.majchon.com. Dooney li: Bourke; 212-

944-6480 or w^Tv.doonev.com. Vans; www.
vans.com. PAGE 53: Chico's: 888-855-4946

or www.chicos.com. Jockey: 800-JOCKEYl
or www.jockey.com. Gap: Gap stores

nationwide or 800 GAP STYLE. Roxanne
Assoulin for Lee Angel: www.leeangel.com.

Lambertson Truex; .Sea Island Resort Shops,

888-580-4,343. Gianni Biiii: ww^w.giannibini.

com or www.dillards.com. DKNli'Jeans:
select Macy's. Gap: Gap stores nationwide or

800-GAP STYLE. Josette at Supplements

New York: A Nose for Clothes, 877-870-

NOSE or www.anoseforclothes.com. Stuart

Weitzman: Stuart Weitzman boudques

nationwide or 713-850-9100. LaurenJeans
"Co., Ralph Lauren: select Macy's. Levi's

Capital E: www.levi.com. Rebecca Beeson;

Melanie Gayle, Dallas, 214-369-1700.

MICHAEL Michael Kors: wvvw.michaelkors.

com. DDCLab: 877-385-8085 or www.
ddclab.com. Lee One True Fit: www.lee.com.

Echo: www.echodesign.com. MICHAEL
Michael Kors: select Macy's West. Cadierine

Rapetti: wwvv.catiierinerapetti.com.

HOME JOURNAL PAGE 106-107:

Diiector s chairs. Home Decorators

Ladies' Home Journal Sunscreen Giveaway
Abbreviated Rules

SUBJECT TO OFFICIAL RULES AT WWW.LHJ.COM/SUNSCREEN
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY TO ENTER OR WIN.

To enter, send a postcard with your name, address and daytime phone number to: Ladies'
Home Journal Swscreen Giveaway, Attn: Beauty Dept., 125 Park Ave. 20th Floor, New York,
NY 10017 The Sunscreen Giveaway begins 6/12/2007 and ends 7/9/2007 Entries must be
oostmarked on or before 7/9/2007 and received by 7/16/2007 Open to legal residents of
the 50 United States, and the District of Columbia, 21 years or older One entry per
:-i(.usehold Void where prohibited. Operator: Meredith Corporation

Collecrion: 877-537-8539 or www.
homedecorators.com. Ranson vase. IKEA;
877-345-4532 or wwvv.ikea.com for stores.

Linen hemsdtched table runner in white, Rivei

Rock vase filler and similai^ dcking-striped

outdoor tableclodi, Potten.- Bani: 800-922-

5507 or wwvv.potters bam.com.Working
glasses. Crate k BaiTcl: 800-996-9960 or www.
crateandbarrel.com. Similar Gemak colander,

IKEA. Wicker fumimre, dining table, blue

bowl, diiovv pillows and striped vase,

homeowners' own. PAGE 108: Periwinkle

fabric, Sunbrella; vvww.sunbrella.com or www,
calicoconiers.com. Classic fabric accent pillow

in Baltic blue. Sniidi & Haw ken: 800-940-1170

or www.smithaiiclhavvken.com. Similar knit

Honev-comb Throw; 800-323-6793 or www,
cuddled^wn.com. Porch swing, red and green

pillovvs.'lantem and metal buckets,

homeowners' own. PAGE 110: Table, tray,

beverage tub, red napkin, blue and white

pitchers, green and blue bowls, homeowners'
own. PAGE 114: Blue Star dimier plate, Fishs

Eddy: wwvv.fishseddy.com. Supreme blue-and-

white gingham flarware; www.amazon.com/
home. Similai' Parryware Dimierware charger,

Potteiy Bam. Crazy latte cups, Asa Selection;

vvwv.asaselection.us. Tea towels, IKEA. Metal

table and throw pillows, homeowners' own.

LHJ.com

Ready to shop1

Go to
I

www.lhj.com Li
/wheretofind

YOUR HEALTH
PAGE 159: Rebecca

Beeson: Bella

Boutique, Newton,

NJ. Malia MUls;

Malia Mills, www.
maliamills.com for

stores.

FIRE UP THE
GRILL! PAGE 183:

(Cliipode Cliicken Club Burgers) Sur La
Table Ardsan Cutting Board; www.surlatable,

com. PAGE 192: Biodegradable tableware in

green and blue, $4 to $6; www.plumparry.

com. Potato-staich utensils, set of 50, $13.50;

Bambu plates, pack of eight, $6; Bambu
lacquered bowl, $13: 415-626-1012 or www,
branchliome.com. Beachstone place mat in

Riverbed Brown, $12.50: 800-889-0171 or

wvvvv.westportstvie.com. Colorful flower

tablecloth weights, set of four, $11,69: www,
ikitchen.coni. Hibiscus tablecloth weights, set

of four, $15; www.amazon.com. Capbreton

red-striped tableclodi, $128: 888-468-1817 or

www.tableclothesetc.com. Long-handled salt

and pepper shaker set, $18.99; www.amazon,
com. Orka barbecue silicone tongs, $15;

www.amazon.com. PAGE 194: Plastique

place mats, set of two, $26.95; 888-468-1817

or www.tableclothesetc.com. 17" square food

tent, $4.95: www.cooking.com. Beau Soleil

71" round tableclodi in blue, $40; 717-964-

2248 or www.lacigale-usa.com. Polder

thermometer, $24,99; Linens-n-Things, www.
Int.coni. Agatha Spots napkins, set of 20, $7;

vvww,plumparty.com.

1
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Makes Glass

INVISIBLE
Find otters, tips, and retailers at InvisibleQIass.com

'leaves no res'due like blue water cleaners"

"It's like driving witti no windows"

"Suddenly everythings clearer"

1-888 ST0NER3

Note Pads & Address Labels by FAMILY LABELS®

AmazingLabels.comA Note From

THE MOMMY Of...

13 Personalized

Products to

Choose From I

THE MILLER FAMILY

* Free Catalog: *
1-800-482-9133

Puttins Smles On Faces- Since 1996*

Live your life,

Love your bath tub

EMF

TRAVELING STUFFED ANIMAL and Glamour Girl Workshop

needs reps Fun, home-based business Small investment

(877) 366-9675.

FINANCIAL SERVICES

MONEY PROBLEMS? (800) 404-1589 Guaranteed help

now' Licensed and bonded since 1977 Free call now

(800) 404-1589

FREEDOM FROM DEBT! Reduce interest, lower credit card

payments, save thousands non-profit company Free con-

sultation Call: (800) 692-0585

LOANS AND GRANTS! SI .000 to S300,000 Poor credit - low

income accepted Same day processing! Call ai.ytime:

(800) 691-0210

PSYCHIC ASTROLOGY

LOVE? CAREER? HAPPINESS? Call Psyctiic Source (866)

554-5793 Authentic readings 24 7 New member offer 10

minutes for SIO Enl only 18*

SOUN^ROOFING

QUIETING IN THE HOME- Get free advice and soundproofing

materials to attain qu.e; and stop annoying sound (888)

942-7723. www.soundproollng.org

Put the smile back
into bathing with a

Premier Walk-In Tub.
lt\ou^nui:^k-l.ikii Mill, ulk u>

Kii|ov .1 arbxine b.uh .i,i»jin.

\Mll»»iit tllc Ic.ir ot -vlippini;

ort.illinp.

I lu- w.tlk-m dwr IciturL-

illowN c.i>y .icu-ss .iiui

cMtini; \x iicii t;»kmii .» b.r

HvJiA'tlicr.ipv icr> opntM;

to mvuIk- .kHi-n .Hid p.ltn

CALL NOW • TOLL FREE

1-800-578-2899
SOURCE CODE >5077

Tliere are many proven, effective ways

to reduce stuttering.

Doing nothing is not I
one of them.

^
I Hi;

Stuttering
foumiation"

1-800-992-9392
www.stuttennghelp.org

Mv.V Walnut C'.rovo Rc^d, Suite (V^ • P.O. Box 1 1 74"-' • Monirhiv. TN ^iSl 1 1-074^'
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August Never Underest

:>othe
>ur Stress ^
^eakSpot ^

jst-for-You Cure

Burlic

Uriiaj
AUGUST 200

BE HAPPY
FROM THE

^JNSIDE OUT!
By Rick Warrer

na Garten,
Emeril Lagass<

Giada
De Laurentii

ensacional
Summer
Cooking

Celebrity chefs Ina,

Emeril and Giada share their

easiest, tastiest

beat-the-heat recipes

V ^ and tips for outdoor

y entertaining
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but this isn't anti-age. this is pro-age.

a new line of skin and ha

new dove pro-age



STORIES FEATURED ON THE COVER ARE INDICATED IN RED

contents
AUGUST 2007

12

18

22

28

30

32

38

50

60

66

72

selfyour
INNER LIFE' Blogging \s. journaling, how to be

happ\ at u ork, and taming your inner control freak.

ARE YOU TOO SENSITIVE? Main of us are—and tiiat's

not ncccssariK bad. Lx-ani how to .stay tnie to your

scnsiti\ c nature, w itliout^etting hurt. B\' Sally Koslow

PURPOSE Once \ ()u stop being envious, \ ou can

start fcchny truK thankful. B\ Rick Warren

stvle

NEW

your
BEAUTY JOURNAL Get berr\ beautiful lips, spritz

on modern mists and tr\ these summer skin healers.

WHAT MAKES A GOOD . . . PEDICURE Prett)

polish is onl\ part of it. Here, the safest wa\- to

treat \our feet, from heel to toe. By Enca Metzger

THE BEST HUE FOR YOU Co beyond blonde, beat

the brunette blues or snag a siK er sheen! It's \our hair

color, onK holder .iiid better. By Patricia Re\Tioso

WORKING CLASS Pull \our 9-to-5 look together

w ith these chic classics. B\ Carla Engler

vour family
CAN THIS MARRIAGE BE SAVED?' "He Won t

Agree to I la\e a C;liild." B\ Margen,- D. Rosen

MY LIFE AS A MOM" Crime and Punishment:

1 ,\er\ parent struggles w ith how to shape her child's

character through discipline. By Margaret Renkl

ANIMAL AFFAIRS .\ Guardian for Gre\ hounds:

I hcse sleek athletes were born to run, but they

arc often exploited, e\ cn killed. One woman

helps gre\ hounds get a new leash on life.

B\ Edie )arolim

MONEY MATTERS So '"loii Want '^'our Own

Business? ! .\crvthing you need to know about the

rcuards-aiid pitfalls-of bu\ ing a franchise.

B\ Cvnthia Hanson

\our home
82 HOME JOURNAL Great Garden Rooms: Create a

serene summer oasis right in \ our own backyard.

B\ Kieran Juska
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In show business your rigure, we
Studies sugsest the nutrients in milk car

a healthy weight. Staying active, i^ati

lowfat or fat free milk a day hel

Ihinli about

2424mil



STORIES FEATURED ON THE COVER ARE INDICATED IN RED

f contents
90

97

AUGUST 2007

your world
SECRETS FROM ALL-STAR CHEFS: Ina Garten,

Ciiada Dc Laurentiis and Hmeril Lagasse dish abont

food, famil\ and the joys of sunmicr cooking and

entertaining. Bv Stephanie Woodard

SPOTLIGHT The Women W ho Lo\ed F.lvis: Some

of the King's women reveal their pri\ate memories

of tlie man heliind the ni\th. B\ Alanna Nash

vour health ^

RECIPES
IN THIS ISSUE
• Fish Tacos With Mango-
Avocado Salsa

• Mediterranean Burgers

• Orecchiette With Mixed
Greens and Pecorino

Romano
• Satay With Apricot-

BBQ Dipping Sauce
and Green Rice

• Shrimp Remoulade

• Strawberry Lemonade
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'Emily's cut was so small, I thought washing it was enough. But a few days later it got all

red and puffy, and the doctor said it was probably infected and to come in right away."

Even the most caring mom can't tell which cuts or scrapes, no matter how small, might

lead to a serious infection. So stop guessing and treat them all with NEOSPORIN.®

NEOSPORIN® kills more types of infectious bacteria th. e leading topical prescription!

And NEOSPORIN® is clinically proven to heal cuts four days faster than a bandage alone.

Remember— nothing protects against serious infection better than NEOSPORIN.®'

NEC

Every cut. Every time!

•In laboratory tests Use as directed

'Comparison among OTC antibiotic brands J) Johnson & Julmsun Consumer Companies Inc. 2007
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Today flawless

feels weightless.

For up to

16 perfect hours

^ ColorStay Makeup
C • Patented SoftFlex ' formula guarantees

a light, comfortable feel

• 2 specific skin type formulas

Stay shine-free with Combination/Oily

Stay cake-free with Normal/Dry

• 20 beautiful, long -wearing shades

wit;
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Makeup
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L
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©2007 Revlon Consii i Products Corporation revlon.com
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welcome
A Meeting of the Minds
On May 9. 1 was honored to host both New York City's

Mayor Michael Bloomberg as well as Police Com-

missioner Ray Kelly in conjunction with ourJune report by

Lisa Pre\'Ost. '"The Battle Over Illegal Guns." The mayor

discussed his bipartisan coalidon of about 220 mayors

nationwide, who aie committed to stopping the one percent of

licensed gun dealers who ai e responsible for seUing 60 percent

of guns that go on to

Top; Christopher Meloni, star of

Law & Order: Special Victims Unit,

New York City Mayor Bloomberg,

me, Publisher Julie Pinkwater,

Police Commissioner Kelly

0^

be used in mtirders and

( >ther crimes. Paul Helm-

kc, president of the Brady

Center to Prevent Gun
Violence, also joined us,

pointing out that "the

30,000 gun deaths a year

IS a monthly 9/11. a

biweekly Katrina, a daily

Viiginia Tech." Referring

to our report and the

petition that went widi

it (see iinrivMij.cmn/petihon),

die mayor said: "We need

die public to stand up and

ficrht for this, and LcuUes'

Home Jmmial couldn t be

doing more to fulfill what

I would argue is the

Fourth " Estate's respon-

sibilitv to our countrv."

Diane Sakialorc, E/hlor-ui-Chir/

Write to me at lhj.deardiane@mnedith.com

Food for Thought

REMEMBERING THE KING
intimates and friends (see

page 97). Nash was the

first journalist to view Elvis

in his casket and, she

notes, the King died on her

birthday. Today she owns

two authenticated Tole

lamps that once lit the

living room at Graceland.

For a slide show of Elvis's

career and memories from

ex-wife Priscilla Presley and

costar Barbara Eden, log

on to www.lhj.com/elvis.

This summer is the 30th

anniversary of the death

of Elvis Presley. To mark

the occasion, we asked

award-winning writer and

leading Elvis expert Alanna

Nash (photo above) to talk

to women who were his

Melanie Dunea has shot gorgeous portraits for Ladies' Home Journal of Sheryl Crow, Bob and

Lee Woodruff and Jamie Lee Curtis. Now, in her new limited-edition book, her mind turns to

food. In My Last Supper she photographs and interviews 50 world-famous chefs—from Mario

Batali to Jean-Georges Vongerichten—to find out what they would choose as their last meal.

Available in November. Enter our sweepstakes to win one of 25 autograpbed copies. Details below.

Subject to Official Rules at .vww.lhj.com/freebooks. No purchase necessary to enter or win. To enter send a postcard with your

name, address and daytime phone number to: Ladies' Home Journal My Last Supper Book Giveaway, 375 Lexington Avenue,

New York, NY 10017, The My ast Supper Book Giveaway begins July 10. 2007 and ends August 14. 2007 Entries must be

postmarked on or before Aug^ist 14. 2007 and received by August 21. 2007 Open to legal residents of the 50 United States and

the District of Columbia. 21 years or older. One entry per household. Void where prohibited. Operator; Meredith Corporation.
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calm so deep

it seeps into ev

Olay Calm Release Body Wash relaxes you with its lavender

scent and soothes your skin with its hydrating moisturizers.

So let calm seep into every pore.

Love the skin you're in:" ^£21 |''iMJK'f!3'
^
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Inner Life

The Joys of Journaling
Feeling inspired to start a blog?

Great, but don't throw away your

handwritten journal just yet.

Journaling and blogging serve

very different functions. Blogging

is a performance—you're not just

writing for yourself, you're writ-

ing for a digital audience and

hoping that their response will

validate you. That undermines

the honesty achieved when
you're writing for your eyes only,

says James W. Pennebaker, Ph.D..

a professor of psychology at the

University of Texas at Austin.

Journaling is private and

therapeutic. Writing about your

experiences—especially the diffi-

cult ones—can help strengthen

your immune system and lower

your blood pressure, according

to Dr Pennebaker, who has

researched this topic for

decades. Researchers are

not convinced that taking your

diary digital will result in the

same benefits.

That doesn't mean that blog-

ging is bad. "Blogs serve an

important social function by

bringing people together who
otherwise wouldn't be and

allowing them to learn from one

another," explains Dr Pennebaker

So when you want to compare
strategies on a situation others

share, like dealing with a disease

or raising twins, blogging can

help you connect. But when you

want to search your own soul,

you're better off with a pen

and paper —Tammy Tibbetts
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Can You Have Too
Much Self-Control?
People value the ability to stay in charge of their

behavior when they're under pressure, whether it's

turning down that piece of fudge or keeping their

cool when another driver cuts them off. But it turns

out that too much self-control may mean they miss

out on the lighter side of life. While those who
excel at controlling themselves are generally calmer

and more dependable than others, they may also

be more introverted and lack spontaneity, says a new
study from North Dakota State University at Fargo.

Other research suggests that if you sometimes
feel too buttoned-up even when everyone else is

letting loose, you should just relax— literally. You -

can learn to manage your self-control. "People

need to consider when restraint is really desir-

able," says study author Michael D. Robinson, Ph.D.

"When the stakes are high, you should muster all

your self-control. But if you're in a comfortable
setting—say at a vacation dinner—realize that you

let yourself go. In fact, loosening up may help

^ enjoy the pleasant company or rich food to

the fullest. " —Alison O. White
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I just want to b
without the hot

ft

So, my doctor and I agree that a low dose of PREMPRO is rig^

my menopausal symptoms. That's a decision I'm comfortable v. ...

Are hot flashes disrupting your days? Night sweats Why choose PREMPRO?

keeping you up so you're tired and moody? Does vaginal - its the # I prescribed hormone therapy

dryness make intimacy painful^ If so, you deserve relief. _ available in flexible, low-dose options to fit

PREMPRO may be the answer you're looking for your individual needs

But It's not for everyone.Talk to your health care _ It's proven to help protect against the bone loss

professional. Together you can decide if PREMPRO associated with postmenopausal osteoporosis

is right for you. So make an appointment and find out - It does not have to be taken for the rest of your life

if PREMPRO can give you the relief you need to get _
It did not ca. --•t gain when compared with

back to feeling like you again. placebo in a : ^ ^tudy

Call your health care professional to set up an appointment to talk about

your menopausal symptoms and PREMPRO.

Although rare, it's important to know that there are serious side effects that have been associated with estrogen-plus-

progestin therapy

What is the most important information you should know about PREMPRO (a combination of estrogens and a progestin)?

• Do not use estrogens and progestins to prevent heart disease, heart attacks, strokes, or dementia.

• Using estrogens and progestins may increase your chances of getting heart attacks, strokes, breast cancer, or blood clots.

Using estrogens, with or without progestins, may increase your risk of dementia, based on a study of women age 65 yeai-s

or older You and your health care provider should talk regularly about whether you still need ti-eatment with PREMPRO,

' • PREMPRO is used after menopause in women with a uterus to reduce moderate to severe hot flashes: to treat

moderate to severe dryness, itching, and burning, in and around the vagina: and to help reduce your chances of

getting osteoporosis (thin weak bones).

• PREMPRO should be used at the lowest effective dose and for the shortest duration consistent with your treatment

goals and risks. If using PREMPRO only to treat your symptoms of vaginal dryness, consider topical therapies first. If

you do not have symptoms, non-estrogen treatments .

' carefully considered before taking PREMPRO solely

for the prevention of postmenopausal osteoporosis'

• In a clinical trial, the most commonly reported (>-^' effects that occurred more fi-equentl> with PREMPRO

0.45 mg/ 1 ,5 mg and PREMPRO 0.625 mg/2.5 mg than with placebo were breast pam./eniargement, vaginitis due to

yeast or other causes, leg cramps, vaginal spotting/bleeding, and painful menstruation. In a clinical trial, there was no

difference in the commonly reported (>5%) side effects for women taking PREMPRO 0.3 mg.' 1 .5 mg compared to

those taking placebo.

• PREMPRO should not be used if you have unusual vaginal bleeding, have or had cancer of the breast or uterus,

had a stroke or heart attack in the past year have or had blood clots, have :ivcr problems, are allergic to any of the

ingredients in PREMPRO. or think you may be pregnant.

Please see Patient Information on the following page.

Ask your health care professional about
the #1 prescribed hormone therapy.

© 2007. Wyeth Pharmaceuticals Inc. Philadelphia. PA I9I0I j^tfogens/ medioxyprageslerane ocefole loblets)



PREMPRO^''

(conjugated estrogens/medroxyprogesterone acetate tablets)

li only

Read this PATIENT IMFORMATION before you start taking PREMPRO and read what you get each

time you refill PREMPRO. There may be new information. This information does not take the

place of talking to your healthcare provider about your medical condition or your treatment.

What is ttie most important Information I stioi'ld know
'

al]out PREMPRO (combination of estrogens and a progestin)?

Do not use estrogens and progestins to prevent heart disease, heart attacks, strokes, or dementia.

Using estrogens and progestins may increase your chances of getting heart attacks, strokes,

breast cancer, or blood clots. Using estrogens, with or without progestins, may increase your

nsk of dementia, based on a study of women age 65 years or older You and your healthcare

provider should talk regularly about whether you still need treatment with PREMPRO,

What is PREMPRO?

PREMPRO IS a medicine that contains two kinds of homiones, estrogens and a progestin,

PREMPRO is used after menopause to:

• reduce moderate to severe hot flashes. Estrogens are hormones made by a woman's ovaries.

The ovaries normally stop making estrogens when a woman is between 45 and 55 years old.

This drop in body estrogen levels causes the "change of life" or menopause (the end of monthly

menstrual periods). Sometimes, both ovaries are removed during an operation before natural

menopause takes place. The sudden drop in estrogen levels causes "surgical menopause."

When the estrogen levels begin dropping, some women get very uncomfortable symptoms,

such as feelings of warmth in the face, neck, and chest, or sudden strong feelings of heat and

sweating ("hot flashes" or "hot flushes"). In some women the symptoms are mild, and they will

not need to take estrogens. In other women, symptoms can be more severe. You and your

healthcare provider should talk regularly about whether you still need treatment with PREMPRO.

• treat moderate to severe dryness, itching, and burning, in and around the vagina.

You and your healthcare provider should talk regularly about whether you still need treatment

with PREMPRO to control these problems. If you use PREMPRO only to treat your dryness, itching,

and burning in and around your vagina, talk with your healthcare provider about whether a

topical vaginal product would be better for you,

• help reduce your chances of getting osteoporosis (thin weak bones). Osteoporosis from

menopause is a thinning of the hones that makes them weaker and easier to break. If you use

PREMPRO only to prevent osteoporosis from menopause, talk with your healthcare provider about

whether a different treatment or medicine without estrogens might be better for you. You and your

healthcare provider should talk regularly about whether you should continue with PREMPRO.

Weight-bearing exercise, like walking or running, and taking calcium and vitamin D supplements

may also lower your chances of getting postmenopausal osteoporosis. It is important to talk

about exercise and supplements with your healthcare provider before starting them.

Who should not take PREMPRO?

Do not take PREMPRO if you have had your uterus removed (hysterectomy).

PREMPRO contains a progestin to decrease the chances of getting cancer of the uterus. If you

do not have a uterus, you do not need a progestin and you should not take PREMPRO.

Do not start taking PREMPRO if you:

• have unusual vaginal bleeding.

• currently have or have had certain cancers. Estrogens may increase the chances of getting

certain types of cancers, including cancer of the breast or uterus. If you have or had cancer,

talk with your healthcare provider about whether you should take PREMPRO,

• had a stroke or heart attack in the past year.

• currently have or have had blood clots.

• currently have liver problems.

• are allergic to PREMPRO or any of its ingredients. See the end of this leaflet for a list of

all the ingredients in PREMPRO.

• think you may be pregnant.

Tell your healthcare provider:

• if you are breastfeeding. The hormones in PREMPRO can pass into your milk.

• about all of your medical problems. Your healthcare provider may need to check you more carefully

if you have certain conditions, such as asthma (wheezing), epilepsy (seizures), migraine, endometriosis,

lupus, problems with your heart, liver, thyroid, kidneys, or have high calcium levels in your blood.

• about all the medicines you take, including prescription and nonprescnption medicines, vitamins,

and herbal supplements Some medicines may affect how PREMPRO works. PREMPRO may

also affect how your other medicines work

• if you are going to have surgery or will be on bedrest. You may need to stop taking

estrogens and progestins

How should I take PREMPRO?

• Take one PREMPRO tablet at the same time each day,

• If you miss a dose, take it as soon as possible. If it is almost time for your next dose, skip the

missed dose and go back to your normal schedule. Do not take 2 doses at the same time.

• Estrogens should be used at the lowest dose possible for your treatment only as long as

needed. You and your healthcare provider should talk regularly (for example, every 3 to 6

months) about the dose you are taking and whether you still need treatment with PREMPRO.

What are the possible side effects of PREMPRO?

Less common but serious side effects include:

• Breast cancer

• Cancer of the uterus

• Stroke

• Heart attack

• Blood clots

« Dementia

• Gallbladder disease

• Ovanan cancer

• Breast lumps

• Unusual vaginal bleeding

• Dizziness and faintness
,

|

• Changes in speech ' '

• Severe headaches

• Chest pain

• Shortness of breath

•^ains in your legs

• Changes in vision

• Vomiting

Call your healthcare provider right away if you get any of these waming signs, or any other

unusual symptoms that concerns you.

Common side effects include:

• Headache

• Breast pain

• In-egular vaginal bleeding or spotting

• Stomach/abdominal cramps/bloating

• Nausea and vomiting

• Hair loss

Other side effects include:

• High blood pressure

• Liver problems

• High blood sugar

• Fluid retention

• Enlargement of benign tumors of the utems ("fibroids")

• Vaginal yeast infections -.^

• Mental depression ,•;

These are not all the possible side effects of PREMPRO. For more information, ask your healttin

provider or pharmacist.

What can I do to lower my chances of getting a serious side effect with PREMPRO?

• Talk with your healthcare provider regularly about whether you should continue taking PREIVUfl

• See your healthcare provider nght away if you get vaginal bleeding while taking PREMPRO.

• Have a breast exam and mammogram (breast X-ray) every year unless your healthcare prole

tells you something else. If members of your family have had breast cancer or if you have er

had breast lumps or an abnormal mammogram, you may need to have breast exams more tw

• If you have high blood pressure, high cholesterol (fat in the blood), diabetes, are ovenweighf

if you use tobacco, you may have higher chances for getting heart disease. Ask your health*

provider for ways to lower your chances of getting heart attacks.

General Information about the safe and effective use of PREMPRO

Medicines are sometimes prescnbed for conditions that are not mentioned in patient informati

leaflets. Do not take PREMPRO for conditions for which it was not prescribed. Do not give PREMt

to other people, even if they have the same symptoms you have. It may harm them.

Keep PREMPRO out of the reach of children.

This leaflet provides a summary of the most important information about PREMPRO. If you wol

like more information, talk with your healthcare provider or pharmacist. You can ask for informal

about PREMPRO that is written for health professionals. You can get more information by callii

the toll free number 800-934-5556,

What are the ingredients in PREMPRO?

PREMPRO contains the same conjugated estrogens found in Premarin which are a mixture of

sodium estrone sulfate and sodium equilin sulfate and other components including sodium su t

conjugates, 17a-dihydroequilin, 17a-estradiol and 17p-dihydroequilin, PREMPRO also contaii

either 1 .5, 2,5, or 5 mg of medroxyprogesterone acetate. PREMPRO also contains calcium phr

phate tribasic, calcium sulfate, camauba wax, cellulose, glyceryl monooleate, lactose, magnes i

stearate, methylcellulose, pharmaceutical glaze, polyethylene glycol, sucrose, povidone, titanii

dioxide, black iron oxide, and yellow ferric oxide or red ferric oxide or FO&C Blue No, 2,

PREMPRO therapy consists of a single tablet to be taken once daily

PREMPRO 0.3 mg/1. 5 mg

Each carton includes 3 EZ DIAL - dispensers containing 28 tablets. One EZ DIAL dispenser

contains 28 oval, cream tablets containing 0,3 mg of the conjugated estrogens found in Prem;

tablets and 1 .5 mg of medroxyprogesterone acetate for oral administration.

PREMPRO 0,45 mg/1.5mg

Each carton includes 3 EZ DIAL dispensers containing 28 tablets. One EZ DIAL dispenser contc

28 oval, gold tablets containing 0,45 mg of the conjugated estrogens found in Premarin tablet

and 1 ,5 mg of medroxyprogesterone acetate for oral administration,

PREMPRO 0.625 mg/2.5 mg

Each carton includes 3 EZ DIAL dispensers containing 28 tablets. One EZ DIAL dispenser conta

28 oval, peach tablets containing 0.625 mg of the conjugated estrogens found in Premarin tabl

and 2.5 mg of medroxyprogesterone acetate for oral administration.

PREMPRO 0.625 mg/5 mg

Each carton includes 3 EZ DIAL dispensers containing 28 tablets. One EZ DIAL dispenser conta

28 oval, light-blue tablets containing 0,625 mg of the conjugated estrogens found in Premarin

tablets and 5 mg of medroxyprogesterone acetate for oral administration.

The appearance of PREMPRO tablets is a trademark of Wyeth Pharmaceuticals,

The appearance of PREMARIN tablets is a trademari< of Wyeth Pharmaceuticals. The appearance of t

conjugated estrogens/medroxyprogesterone acetate combination tablets is a registered tradem,

Store at 20° - 25°C (68° - 77°F); excursions permitted to 15° - 30°C (59° - 86°F) [see USI

Controlled Room Temperature].

This product's label may have been updated. For current package insert and further product

information, please visit wvvw.wyeth.com or call our medical communications department toll-

at 1-800-934-5556.

Wyeth
© 2007, Vl/yeth Pharmaceuticals Inc

.
Philadelphia, PA 19101 20017(
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RENEW v>OR
WEDDING VOW

"We had so much fun and mat so many nice

people. We want to go back every year!''

Celebrity Event Host Kassie DePaiva,

Blair Cramer on One Life to Live, enewed
her vows last year with husband James...

And guess what? She's comirig back!

SANDALS GRANDE
ST. LUCIAN

ACH RESORT,

This stunning Five-Star Diamond

Resort built in the style of a British

palace and located on the islands

most perfect beach, was featured on

the Coiide Nast Traveler Gold List

and was voted St. Lucia's leading

resort at the World Travel Awards for

the last two years.

At Sandals Ultra All-Iticlttsive

Resorts, everythinq's included:

• Luxurious accommodations

• Complimentary airport transfers

• Unhmited premium-brand spirits

and wines by Beringer

• Five world-class restaurants

• Five pools and a swim-up bar

• Complimentary golf nearby

• Tennis, sailing, snorkeling,

wind surfing and scuba diving

• State-of-the-art fitness center

• Red Lane' Spa [services adciitioiiaij

• Live performances by local

entertainers

NOVEMBER 1-5, 2007
5-DAY/4-NIGHT GETAWAY PACKAGE

Sandals Grande St. Lucian Spa & Beach Resort

Gros Islet, St. Lucia West Indies

Ultra all-inclusive packages starting at $2,080 per couple (airt'are not included)

Book now to receive the Ladies' Home Journal preferred rate

Call 1-800-327-1991, extension 4372

For more information log on to

WWW.LHj.COM/VOWSEVENT

Package price includes all Sandals Resort amenities, plus:

• Group sunset vow renewal ceremony including a

bouquet and boutonniere and a live perfomance from

Kassie DePaiva's new album "I Want To Lo\ e You'"

•Welcome cocktail parrv' with Caribbean entertainment

• His and her welcome gifts

' Wedding reception with dinner and dancing, designed

by party planner to the stars and S.uidals destination

wedding expert, Preston B,iilc\

• Golf tournament with prizes

Sponsored by

^ nutrisystcm
GET BACK INTO THAT WEDDING DRESSi

Be one of the first 50 people to sign up for the getaway packay

.

and get NutriSystem* FREE FOR ONE MONTH!
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orld that treasures toughnes

i is no tun. Learn how to embrace your

pathetiSoul and sidestep the suffering

c ars a;j,(). on a road trip, my husband pulled into dictate the nature of our temperament, they

a McDonald's. '^Let's stop here." he said. "It's your are an influencing factor. Tracking children

kind of place." fi on^ infancy through adolescence. Dr.

.\s someone who prefers a charming bistro, or at Kagan found that a moody teenager was

least a funkv diner. I was perfectly insulted, and my crest- likely to have been a more fretful, standofl'-

tulicn face let him know it. He looked at me as if I were ish toddler than the bolder, instinctively

from Antarctica-the only continent on earth where you sociable children in the plavTOom.

cAu'i buy a Big xMac-and said. it's your kind of place' is "Up to 15 percent of us are bom into the

the old McDonald's slogan. Don't be so sensitiN c!" temperamental category called 'inhibited,'

"

Ah. I'd heai-d diat la.st bit before. From the tune 1 was a smaU. says Bonnie Jacobson, Ph.D., director of

solemn child widi teais diat flowed faster dian >ou could sa>- "just the New York Institute for Psychological

kiddmg." I'\ e been accused of being tliuvskinned. And it s tiTie: I'm Change. "These are the people who are often

routinelv flattened bx remarks or facial expressions tliat oUiers slmig labeled -h^-persensitive.' An equal number

off. So where does diis exti-eme toucliiness come fi-om? are born 'uninhibited,' and they

From our genes, among other sources, say experts. By demonstrate sociabflity and cunos-

According to Jerome Kagan. Ph.D., a professor of psy- SaLLY ity about the unfamiliar. The major-

chologN- at Han ard University, while our genes do not KOSLOW ity faU somewhere in between.'

TTl LADIES' HOME JOURNAL ! AUGUST 2007
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everyone and then think about the infant who is liightened ot

strangers and wails when she's starded. "nic compliant baby gets

more positive attention, which helps her become even more

secure." explains Paul Dobransky. M.D.. a Chicago-based psy-

chiatrist. "Because people are less drawn to the sensitn c Ixiby. she

gets less positive attention. Meanwhile, if the parents of a highly

sensitive child get upset by the child's tears, angry outbursts,

moodiness and reactions instead of helping die cliild modulate

her distress, the child can feel "unseen" and possibK' unlo\ ed. She

can become even more sensiti\ e and the parents more frtistrated."

Before Ions;. Id wacrer. that timid tot will be an an.xious little

wonA-wart who feels slighted by the most innocuoLis remark.

But if nature were the only factor, the

babies and toddlers who cry at every loud

noise and aggressive grown-up would all

graduate into neurotics who overreact to

every muttered comment and sideways

glance. Yet scientists say that many children

outgrow their early prickliness. For those

who don't, it's mosdy a matter of nm ture.

"An environment that responds to the needs

of sensitive children may result in their

moving through life less fearful and self

conscious," explains Dr. Jacobson. "Rut

inhibited children with overprotecti\e par-

ents can become even more fearful and

touchy if they're constantly critici/cd."

And let's face it, this happens a lot. Con
sider the people-magnet cherub who coos at

All of which is not to suggest that bemg tliick-slumied is

such an enviable temperamental trait. Indeed, as we

delicate flowers see it. the problem is not widi us but

widi iill those suu dy Tellon-coaied t) pcs who lack llie

emotional sonar to pick up on tlie painfull)- ob\ ious and the obvi-

ously painful. Remember Brad Pitt, whose boorish behavior

e.x-wifeJennifer Aniston attributed to a missing "sensiti\ ii\- cliip"".'

And he has lots oi company. "We d .ill like to diink that, on the

sensiti\•il^^ continuum, we usuallv hit the right note-tuned in to

our own feelings yet sensitive enough to others to understand

theirs." says Tma B. Tcssina. Ph.D., a psychotherapist from Los

/\ngeles. "Unfortunaielv. tlic world is full of emotional klutzes

who don't realize the impact of their own words and actions."

Moreover, beyond these imintentional oafs are the outright mean-

ies who. frankh. do wish irs harm. "\ cruel person may tiy to

relieve her pain b\- inflicting some on you." Dr lessina suggests.

Cruelty, at least, is a malad\ tliai rarely strikes the .sensitive.

,\nd, in fact, while it's easy to dwell on (he downside of being diin-

skinned, t'le pluses are man\ and \aried. "Sensitive people

enccmrage others to feel that their opinions matter. thc\ "re usually

good listeners and they"re naturally cmpathetic." Dr. Jacobson

sa\ s. "And because tliey are so aciueh aware of their own impei -

fections. tiiey tend to be patient w itli llie imperfections of others."

Lyndoria Davis, a divorced suigle mom from Roiuid Rock,

Texas, has long strtiggled w itli being "one of those people who

takes evervthing personalK ."
If someone doesn't speak to her. she

is ciuick to a.ssume diat ii s because she lias .said or done some-

thing to upset that person. On the flip side, however. Da\'is says,

"m\- faniilv tells me that my sensitiv ity makes me a kind, consid-

erate and compassionate person. I take a lot of pride in that.""

In Dax is's case, being sensitive contributes to healthy self-

esteem. But the pendulum can easily swing the other vva)', too-

where, like the princess and the pea. you feel even- tiny bump so

intenselv that vou sufTcr more dian is reasonable. Tlic key. as with

so mucli else in life, is keeping things in perspective. i ox umii i^



<lt Life

"I don't thiiik I'm too sensiti\c. but ni)- kids have a kiiack for

pressing my buttons." says Becki Woodsmall. a mother of fi\ e from

Bedford. Indiana. "The odier day. for instance, my daughter was

progiamming her new phone with a distinct ling for each family

member. Imiocendv, I asked what mine was. Mv son-in-law sus-

gested the song with the Hne 'It's my parrv', and I'll cr)' ii" I want to,"

laughing. My feelings were hurt big time, but I knew if I showed it,

matters would only get worse. So I swallowed my wounded pride."

The idea, in short, is not to become less sensitive but to be less

reacti\ e to your sensitivity. You'll never be a tough cookie, but

\ ou can look like one, at least some of the time.

But training vourself not to take the bait doesn't mean you

should ignore your gut. smce strong instincts are among
sensitive people's greatest assets. "Sensidvity is an aware-

ness of attiaides. a hyperalertness diat you may not even

be able to \ erbalize." says Marianne J. Legato, M.D., medical ad-

\'iser to Ladies 'Home Jounud and an expert on gender differences.

It's also more prevalent in women. "In multiple studies, women
ha\ e been shown to be more intuitive, which makes them more
sensitive than men." saysJudith Orloff, M.D.. an assistant clinical

The problem, sensitive
souls believe, lies with the

Teflon-coated types who
lack emotional sonar

professor of psychiatry at UCLA. "Studies also reveal that

women show more empathy and patience, whereas men are

inclined toward problem-soMng and are more comfortable with

the language of logic than of emotion. In Western culture, espe-

cially, males are taught that it isn't macho to be scnsidve and
show emotion. Women are given more support to express their

feelings than men are."

"It's less that women are more sensitive than that drey have

more invested in getting along," adds Dr. Legato, die author of Jf7/r

Moi J\tver Remember and Womai Mver Forget. "Women like to bond
with others and work toward the goal of mutual cooperation.

Males, by contrast, tend to be oriented toward immediate results."

\\ hile these "feminine" characteristics may foster deep personal

relationslrips. they can be a hindrance in die workplace. "As a kid.

I was always a 'ciybaby." Now. at work. I have trouble confronting

LHJ.com

Do your feeling

,

get hurt easily

Join our forum sti

tell us what issu

matter to you

www.lhj.com

/innerlife

people without getting upset," admits one

giaphic designer from Kansas City. "I hate it

that my behavior confirms the stereotype

diat women are too emotional to compete in

a male-dri\'en coiporate world."

But the sensitivity

gender gap can liit close

to home, too—as a recent

tiff I had with my hus-

band illustrates all too

well. At the ehd of a long

day, m)' computer gob-

bled an entire after-

noon's labor as if it were

auditioning for the part

of the carnivorous plant

in Little Shop ofHoirors. I was beyond melt-

down as I shrieked for my husband's help.

"W^hat did you do?" he asked me, sound-

ing like a cop shaking down a suspect.

"What I always do," I answered, teeth

clenched. "I saved the file."

"You must ha\e done something wrong."

"Don't speak to me like that," I replied,

tears welling.

That night, after we'd both calmed

dowii-and the lost file had been retrieved-

he explained that by asking what I did he

was simply ti-)ing to retrace my steps. But all

I heard was that he was calling me an idiot.

WTiich illustrates a basic principle of sensi-

tivity-: Sometimes we're reactinsf not to what

people say. but to how they say it. (Another

characteristic shared by sensitive people is

an almost canine ability to hear certain tones

to which others are deaf.)

Was my husband tactless? I believe he

was. Did I overreact? Guilty as charged. All

of which goes to show that the point at

wliich perceptive awareness ends and over-

sensitivity begins is an ever-moving target.

Who's ultimately at fault? Sometimes it's

me, sometimes it's you, sometimes we're

bodi behaving badly.

Sensitive soul that I am, I'll take the rap

on all of the above. But. please, be gende in

laying it on me. Otherwise, you'll hurt my
feelings. Ck
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WISDOM."

continent
soy

You probably think soymilk is a

bit weird. And th.it's oka\. Becaust

wc know that aher one wonderhi

taste of 8TH CONTINENT

SOYMILK, which contauis in-

gredients that can help LOW'El

CHOLESTEROL and l^DL'CP

the RISK ot HIGH BLOOD

PRESSURE and STROKE

, oLi 11 come around

SOUNDS WEIRD,
BUT IT'S WONDERFUL

iet heart smart at Sthcontineni.cur

Mir'J^J U'o'iU"J!.'|'''i>',i> K'Jul.' .lit nsL nl Ik J, I
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l)y RICK WARREN

The Secret to
Soul Satisfaction

^; magine a new realii\ show called

What's III Your CVawY/The hostess.

acting like your best girlfriend,

goes through your closet, asking

k why you own this dress (jr that pair

of shoes. You must answer honestly.

So. how many items in your closet

did you bii)" because \'ou just had to

zip up the latest trend or because you

felt a teeny bit jealous about the way

\our cowoiker always looks so chic?

Are there things in your closet you

bought out ol wardrobe boredom or

because of general discontent?

Now let me add that there is

nothing wrong with wanting to look

nice or in ing to better yoiu" life. Dis-

content, in the proper perspective, is

actualh' something God uses to move

us in a new direction.

But discontent becomes unhealthy

when your desire to acquire becomes

your life focus. In fact, at that point,

your possessions begin to possess you.

and your discontent becomes a short

leash that controls vou and holds you

back from experiencing the abundant

life God created ) ()u to enjoy.

True contentment must be learned.

Here are the steps to lead the way:

Stop looking over your shoulder

There will alwa\ s be people who
appear to be better olf than you are.

but bear in mind that you don't know
dieir real circumstances.

Many years ago I counseled a hus-

band who said he wished his wife

could be more like so and-so—and he

Has the desire

to acquire sucked tine

joy out of your life?

Learn how to end

envy and embrace
true gratitude

named a woman in our congregation.

What he didn't know was that the

woman was an alcoholic who was

causino; awful stress for her familv.

The key to real gratitude

Learning to be content requires that

you stop any "when and then" tiunk-

ing: "When I am . then I'll be

happy." (You fill in the blank.)

You may actually be content for a

little while if you get what's on your

"list, but it won't last. Someone else or

something else will come along and

drain the contentment from your life.

Look at all that God has given you.

So often we allow what we don 't have

to dominate our focus to the point

that Wt forget the many wonderful

things'we already do have—the impor-

tant blessings of family and friends.

Give yourself to others

If you begin giving yourself to others,

sharing things you have, your time

and your talents, you wiU find your-

self learning to be content. Helping

others will give you an appreciation

for what you have and who you are

but. more important, you'll find your-

self growing content.

Look to the eternal

The real secret to becoming content is

focusing on things that have eternal

value. Jesus said we should store up

our treasures in Heaven, and not on

earth "where moth and rust destroy,

and where thieves break in and steal."

Tliink about the things in your life:

Wliat will last forever? What will last

only a few short years or months—even

days? On the basis of eternal value,

what things are most important?

WTiere-and with whom-should you

invest most of your time and energy?

By reorganizing your life around

such eternal priorities, you will find

yourself growing in contentment as

you live according to God's design

and purpose.

You can learn more about livingThe Purpose

Driven Life by' goirig to www.purpose

dri\ enlife.coin or by e-mailingRick Warren

at askrickanyt/img@purposedTivenlifi.com.
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(nOWS no dog has ever eaten any homework.

(nOWS how to make history come alive.

)oesn't Know
cid reflux may be damaging
ler esophagus.

t t
/ §8

8 s-
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III NEXIUM can heal the damage caused by acid reflux disease.

If you suffer from acid reflux disease — persistent heartburn 2 or more days a week, despite treatment

and diet change — you could have damage to your esophagus and not even know it. This damage can occur

over time from acid wearing away the lining of the esophagus, and if left untreated, it could get worse. About

1 in 3 people with acid reflux disease have this condition,* called erosive esophagitis. Only your doctor can

determine if you have this condition.

However, one prescription NEXIUM pill a day not only can provide 24-hour heartburn relief, but for many,

can heal even the most severe erosions in the esophagus caused by acid reflux. Most erosions heal in

4 to 8 weeks. Your results may vary.

NEXIUM has a low occurrence of side effects, which may include headache, diarrhea,

and abdominal pain. Symptom relief does not rule out other serious stomach conditions.

Please read the important Product Information about NEXIUM on

the adjacent page and discuss it with your doctor.

For a FREE TRIAL OFFER, visit purplepill.com

or call 1-888-PURPLEPILL (888-787-7537).

If you are without prescription coverage and can't afford your

medication, AstraZeneca may be able to help.

•Source: AstraZeneca Data on File: DA-NEX-58

#

(esomeprazole magnesium)

4>
AstraZeneca 2: -



IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT NEXIUM

Please read this summary carefully and

then ask your doctor about NEXIUM.

No advertisement can provide all the

information needed to determine if a drug

is right for you. This advertisement does

not take the place of careful discussions

with your doctor. Only your doctor has the

training to u/eigh the risks and benefits of

a prescription drug.

WHAT IS NEXIUM?

NEXIUM IS a type of medicine called a proton pump

inhibitor (PPI) and is used to treat acid reflux

disease, also known as gastroesophageal reflux

disease (GERD). GERD is a chronic condition that

occurs when acid from the stomach backs up into

the esophagus (food pipe) causing symptoms, such

as heartburn, or changes to the lining of the

esophagus. Common symptoms include frequent

and persistent heartburn, a sour or bitter taste in

the mouth, and difficulty swallowing.

For adults, l\IEXIUM is prescribed for the treatment

of GERD symptoms. NEXIUM may also be

prescribed to heal acid-related damage to the lining

of the esophagus (known as erosive esophagitis),

and to maintain this healing. Studies with NEXIUM

did not go beyond 6 months.

For adolescents 12 to 17, NEXIUM is approved for

the short-term treatment (up to 8 weeks) of GERD.

NEXIUM is available in two dosage strengths

(20 mg and 40 mg). Only your doctor can prescribe

the dose that's right for you.

HOW DOES NEXIUM WORK?
The lining of your stomach has millions of

special cells. They make acid through "acid

pumps." This acid is produced to help digest the

food you eat. Sometimes the acid backs up into

your esophagus, causing you to feel a burning

sensation of heartburn. Over hme, acid can

wear away or erode the lining of the esophagus.

This condition, called erosive esophagitis (or EE),

IS a more serious effect of acid reflux disease,

and only a doctor can determine if you have

this damage.

NEXIUM can turn off some of these acid pumps.

This reduces the chance of heartburn and other acid

reflux disease symptoms. For many people, one

NEXIUM pill a day can relieve heartburn symptoms

for 24 hours.

For patients with EE, NEXIUM heals most erosions

in the esophagus within 4 to 8 weeks. Your results

may vary.

WHO SHOULD NOT TAKE NEXIUM?

You should not take NEXIUM if you:

have ever had an allergic reaction to the

active ingredient, esomeprazole magnesium

trihydrate

have ever had an allergic reaction to any of

the following inactive ingredients in NEXIUM

(including the capsule shells): glyceryl

monostearate 40-55, hydroxypropyl cellulose,

hypromellose, magnesium stearate. methacrylic

acid copolymer type C, polysorbate 80, sugar

spheres, talc, triethyl citrate, gelatin. FD&G Blue

#1, FD&C Red #40, D&C Red #28, titanium

dioxide, shellac, ethyl alcohol, isopropyl alcohol,

n-butyl alcohol, propylene glycol, sodium

hydroxide, polyvinyl pyrrolidone, and D&C

Yellow #10,

are allergic to any PPI medication

are younger than 1 2 years of age

are pregnant, think you may be pregnant,

or are planning to become pregnant

are breast-feeding

HOW SHOULD I TAKE NEXIUM?

NEXIUM should be taken only when prescribed

by a doctor. Follow his or her instructions about

when and how to take NEXIUM, If you are unsure or

have questions, ask your doctor

One NEXIUM pill should be taken once per day,

or as prescribed by your doctor. Take it at least

1 hour before a meal. Swallow the pill whole.

If you have a hard time swallowing the pill, you can

empty it into a tablespoon of applesauce. Be sure

to eat it right away. Never chew or crush it. Never

store It for later use.

WHAT SHOULD I TELL MY DOCTOR

BEFORE TAKING NEXIUM?

Before taking your medication, tell your doctor

if you:

are taking any other medication, including

any over-the-counter (OTC) medicahon

have suffered any allergic reaction to

any medication

have or have had severe liver damage

are pregnant, think you may be pregnant,

or are planning to become pregnant

are breast-feeding

are taking a blood thinner (such as Coumadin'^

or warfarin)

are taking a drug to treat or prevent fungal

infections (such as ketoconazole)

are taking a drug for HIV treatment called

atazanavir

WHAT ARE THE POSSIBLE SIDE
|

EFFECTS OF NEXIUM?

In adults, side effects with NEXIUM may include

headache, diarrhea, and abdominal pain.

In adolescents 12-17, side effects with NEXIUM

may include headache, diarrhea, abdominal pain,
|

and nausea,

NEXIUM may cause other side effects besides

those listed here. If you have any side effects

or symptoms that you are concerned about,

talk with your doctor.

Symptom relief with NEXIUM does not mean

other serious stomach conditions do not exist.

HOW SHOULD I STORE NEXIUM?

NEXIUM should be stored at room temperature

(25°C, ?V°F). Keep your pills in the bottle they can-

in. Keep the pills away from children. If your docto

tells you to stop treatment, throw out the pills. Do

not take your pills after the date of expiration on th

bottle has passed.

WHERE CAN I GET MORE
INFORMATION ABOUT NEXIUM?

Talk to your doctor about NEXIUM. You can

obtain full prescribing information and other

details by visiting virww.purplepill.com or

calling 1-800-236-9933.

GENERAL ADVICE

It IS important to take NEXIUM as prescribed and

to discuss any changes you experience while

taking NEXIUM with your doctor. You should only

use NEXIUM for a condition for which it has been

prescribed. Do not give NEXIUM to other people,

even if they have the same medical condition you

have. Keep NEXIUM and all medicines out of the

reach of children.

NOTE: This summary provides important

information about NEXIUM. For more

information, please ask your health

care professional or doctor about the full

prescribing information and discuss it with

him or her.

NEXIUM IS a registered trademark of the AstraZeneca group

ol companies

Coumadin is a registered trademark of Bristol-Myers Squibb

Company,

(C12007 AstraZeneca Ptiarmaceutlcals LP. All rights reserved.

AstraZeneca Pharmaceuticals LP, Wilmington, DE 19850

Rev: 03,'07 245848

Visit www.purplepill.com. Or, call the Information Center Nexiumc
at AstraZeneca toll-free at 1-800-236-9933. (esomeprazolemagnesiuml
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With 50''/() more power diiui tlie leading

upright* and a unique fold-dovvTi handle,

the Eleccrolux" Intensity" is the one

vacuum that combines superior power

with effortless handling and storage.

To find out more, please

call l-800-89(i-9756 or visit

intensityvac.com

iB] Electrolux

•Leading uprrght in dollar sales. DYSON DC07/OC14

Testing per ASTM F558. measuring an perlormance

characteristics of vacuum cleanefs

COLLECT, ENJOY
& SHARE!

The

Ladies' Home Journal
Postage Collection

Ladies" Home Journal has provided

information, inspiration and ciijoM' cnt

to millions of .\merican familv women
for 125 years and countingi

The Ladies' Home Journal postage

collection, feauiring 12 of ihf mag^./ine's

vintage covei^s, was designed to c elebrate

this historic milestone. Use diese Ix aiuihil

photostamps on even day mail collect

them, or give them as giftsi

X'isit

www.photostamps.com/lhjl25
to view the entire collection and

place your order today!

TimcW'isc Targeted-Action Line

Reducer'' Expression linos-' Who
needs tlicm? Now lines and wrinkles

can be firmed and tightened with

TimeWise Targeted-Action Line

Reducer™ from Mary Kay'. Just click,

point and target those expression

lines toda\.

To piu chase Mai-)' Kay products, call

or shop online with \'our

Independent Beaut\' Consultant

or find one at marvkav.com

MARy KAy

\\'cl)er Grill'N .Spray " is the only

no-stick spray that's safe to use on a

hot grill or open flame. Its non-

flammable formula means you can

spray while you cook for unbeatable

no-stick results and easier clean upl

vvww.wcher.com

TAKE THE FIRST STEP

TalK to your doctor out

to find out if it's right for you

For more information,

visit www.restasis92.com
or call 1-866-334-1317

marks owned by Allergan, Inc.

2007 Allergan, Inc . Irvme, CA 92612 USA



Now your legs can
go to Malibu,

even when you can'

.A

-scented handle lif

eal beautiful le
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Lovely Lip T[nts^
I
\ O hine the spotlight on your hps with a sex\ berry

" > O shade in a summer-friendly hpstick texture.

These deliver a pop of color that's dark enough to

iiiake an impact but sheer enough not to overpower.

" — -HE SPRlTr
Revel m these last days of summer with fragrance

mists. Just like traditional perfume, fragrance

mists contain fragrance oil but in much smaller

concentrations. Spray them liberally over your skin,

hair—even linens—for an all-day pick-me-up.

Summer s Modern Mists (from left

>: Sweet pear flower and lotus notes are grounded

with an earthier musk in Gap Body's Sugarsnap

Body Mist, $16.50.

Super-feminine freesia and jasmine flowers mellow

when combined with aromatic peach blossoms in

Calgon Peach Blossoms Body Mist, $6.95.

Peach and cherry blossoms mingle with woody-

floral white jasmine in Victoria's Secret Refreshing

Body Mist in Love Spell, $9.

CovcrGirl TruShine * Chanel Aqualumiere Sheer * Milani's Shine On Lipstick

Lipcolor in Cherry Shine, Colour Lipshine SPF 15 in in Rose Blush, $2.99, comple-

$5.99, pictured on our model. Catalina, $25. a deep plum. ments both medium and dark

brightens any complexion. looks fantastic on fair skin. skin tones equally.

Summer Skin Safety
Sunscreer list of summer must-haves, but

antioxidant serums run a really close second. Anti-

oxidants can he.p protect the skin from the damage

inflicted by sunlight, boost the skin's ability to repair

itself and, when delivered in a lightweight serum

form, can be topped with sunscreen without it feeling

greasy. Find these skin savers in Gamier Nutrition-

iste's Skin Renew Daily Regenerating Serum, $12.99,

with lycopene and a magnesium complex for extra

hydration; Kiss My Face C the Change, $19, with vita-

min C ester, which helps stimulate collagen and refine

wrinkles; and Estee Lauder Idealist Pore Minimizing

Skin Refinisher, $46.50, which helps keep pores clean

and contains mulberry and vitamins C and E.
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Minute Maid.- Enhanced Juices offer three kinds of goodness that other juices dci i't: Heart Wise, to help reduce cholesterol,*

Multi-Vitamin with 16 essential vitamins and minerals for a healthy diet, and Mini :te ivlaid Active^ with 750 mg of glucosamine
HCI to help protect healthy joints. They're all 100% pure squeezed orange juice, and all 100% goodness for you.

There's Goodness
In Every Minute.

.

pant Sterols & Heart Disease — Foods containing at least 0.4 g per serving of plant sf jls, consumed twice a day witti meals for a dally tot il Intake of at least 0.8 g,
as part of a diet low in saturated fat and cholesterol, may reduce the risk of heart disease. A serving of Minute Maid Heart Wise contains 1 gram of plant sterols. LDL "bad"
cfiolesterol was reduced in a study of people with normal to borderline high total cholesterol who consumed 2 servings of Minute Maid Heart Wise per day with meals for 8
weeks. ©2007 The Coca-Cola Company. "Minute Maid." "Minute Mald^ Active," "Heart Wise" and "There's Goodness in Every Minute" are trademarks of The Coca-Cola Company.



YOU LOVE BEING BLONDE!
Whether your golden locks are

natural or you work hard at

maintaining that most famous

of hair colors, you've likely

considered giving different

blonde intensities a whirl. But

before you decide to go lighter

or darker, remember the top rule

of hair color change: The further

you stray from your current

color, the more damaged your

hair will be. Overall, pros advise

remaining within two levels

(the scale by which hair color is

measured) in either direction.

"When you go too far, the hair

texture that you feel today

will be gone tomorrow," warns

Gretchen Monahan, Dove Hair

Care celebrity stylist and owner
of Grettacole Salon, in Boston.

HOLD ON TO YOUR BLONDE!
Cleansing with blonde-specific

shampoos and their matching

conditioners will help you love

your color longer. (They are

formulated with a gentler pH
level than traditional versions.)

We like: John Frieda Collection

Sheer Blonde Highlight

.Activating Shampoo with Light

Enhancers, $6.50, and Suave

Professionals Vibrant Blonde

Shampoo, $2.49. Or try a glaze

made just for blondes, such as

Sunsilk Blorvde Bombshell C
Boost for Blondes, $7.89, a

cationic dye formula that bin

to the hair for a visible change

d fades after four washes

GO LIGHTER
Before doing anything else,

consider your skin tone. If

you're fair-skinned, don't

go too light to avoid looking

washed out or tired. Do you

have medium to dark skin with

olive undertones? Then choose

shades that are described

as "cool." Next, how long

do you want this new color

to stick around? Permanent

color lasts until the-next time

you dye it, demi-permanent

color lasts about a month and

semipermanent color lasts

approximately a week. We like:

L'Oreal Paris Natural Match,

$11.99, a permanent formula

featuring three new ultralight

blonde shades, and Clairol's

Natural Instincts, $8.99, a demi-

permanent formula with color-

protective antioxidants.

GO DARKER
Going a bit darker usually suits

most blondes more than going

lighter does (a la Jennifer

Aniston), so try out a semi- or

demi-permanent shade first

before fully committing to it.

Because we stayed within her natu

color range, our model's medium
blonde hair, opposite right, lool-

just as striking as a cool light bl

top left, and a darker golden bl

bottom left.
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YOU LOVE BEING A BRUNETTE!
Often compared to espresso and

chocolate, brunette has undeniable

richness. But if you've noticed that

your complexion has gotten paler

over time (a sign of aging), your

long-loved color can suddenly

look much too dark, leaving you

w/anting to lighten up a little. Or

you might try to recapture some

of the intensity lost from too much

sun and heat styling.

GO LIGHTER
A few well-placed highlights

around your face in a shade two

levels lighter deliver believable

dimension and are often all the

lightness brunettes need. Or

try one of the new permanent

hair-color formulas that cater

to the dark-haired. We like:

the Nourishing Nutri-Browns

collection from Garnier Nutrisse,

$7.29, that promise to lighten up

to four levels\vithout brassiness.

GO DARKER
When going darker, opt for

demi- and semipermanent

formulas (which will give a

much-needed boost of shine),

the newest "lowlighting" kits,

or permanent color if you're

positive about the shade you

want. We like: Revlon Colorist

Expert Color and Glaze System,

$15.99, a permanent formula

with a color-customized glaze

that helps prevent fading,

Garnier Color Breaks, $7.29, a

lowlighting kit for darker streaks

(available in two shades), and

L'Oreal Paris Excellence Creme,

$8.99, a permanent formula with

three new brown shades.

REMAIN BRUNETTE LONGER
Just like blond hair, brown and

black hair can lose its just-

colored intensity with each

shampoo and heat-styling

session. Counteract this with

products designed just for your

dark locks. We like: Pantene

Pro-V Midnight Expressions

Shampoo and Conditioner,

$6.49 each, which remove

buildup and amp up shine.

Matrix Shade Memory Rich

Brunettes Shampoo, $15.95,

and Conditioner, $16.95, with

shea butter and antioxidants,

and Wella Professional Color

Preserve Thermal Protecting

Spray, $14.
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YOU LOVE YOUR SILVER

HAIR ... OR DO YOy
"Covering the gray" is the top

reason women give for coloring

their hair, and the odds are

good that you're among those

aboard the gray-be-gone

bandwagon. Rewind to Meryl

Streeo's Oscar-nominated

performance in The Devil Wears
Prada to confirm that gray hair

is shedding its dowdy image.

"Our clients like the gray

V "I

color," says stylist Monahan,

"but they don't like how their

hair has dulled or how the texture

has changed because of it."

Gray hair becomes coarse due

to its low amount of natural oils,

making deep conditioning a

new priority.

"The hardest part of 'going

gray' is getting there," says

Mikael Padilla, celebrity colorist

for Wella Professionals. The

transition to all-over gray can

be unsettling, especially if you've

been coloring for a long time,

and professional help is a sound

investment. Frequent trims will

get rid of the old color, while a

colorist can tone your grays to

your ideal hue.

Colorist Shari Harbinger, of the

Devachan Salon and Departure

Lounge, in New York City, finds

that her clients are bothered

by the yellow tinge that often

accompanies gray hair. "We
counteract that effect with a

violet-based glaze," she says. "We
can also add the 'pepper' back

in for a more-balanced look."

Feeling brave? Then do as Monahar

suggests and break up the gray

with a few dark strands from a

semipermanent at-home kit.

A FEW OTHER SILVER-HAIRED

CONSIDERATIONS
•Everyone grays differently. You

might transition to gray with one

streak in front, while your best frienc

might see grays pop up uniformly

throughout her head. "Gray hair has

no pigments: the color you're seeing

is the hair protein material, which

can be dull," explains Frauke Neuser,

a P&G Clairol senior scientist. "This

protein is different in everyone,

resulting in slightly different white

and gray shades."

•Blush is your new best friend. Silver

hair can make your complexion look

pale and washed-out. A few strokes

of blush take care of that—pronfo.'

•Embrace conditioner. Switch to a

conditioner that softens your grays

while adding loads of shine. Try

Dove Pro-Age Conditioner, $5.99.

LHJ.com

Our Try-a-Hairstyle tool lets

you see how dozens of color

options— including highlights and

lowlights—would work on you:

www.lhj.com/tryahairstyle
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Look instantly pulled together in these five polished pieces,

which add easy elegance to your Monday-to-Friday style

MONDAY:
LAYERED DRES
Reflect the world of

modern work in this

elegant dove-gray

scoop-neck dress and
]

full-sleeved blouse. Its

drop shoulders and

soft, generous shape

guarantee comfort. A
self-sash cinches in for

shape. Dress, $169, blous

$79, both Club Monaco.
,

Textured bangle, R.J. 1

Graziano. Smooth silver

bangles, Stephan & Co.

Gloves, LaCrasia. Tights

DKNY, $16.

Opposite page, bottom

left: Good ideas happen

in relaxed settings, so

get out of the office and

interface! An easy-to-wea

geometric print shift is fa

ready over a chartreuse

sweater and opaque tight

A carbon-gray charmeuse

shirtdress holds its own
with a silver chain belt.

Left: Dress, Ali Ro, $182.

Sweater, Mai. Coat,

Kenneth Cole Reaction,

$230. Bag, Kenneth Cole.

Tights, DKNY, $12.50.

Short boots, Payless

ShoeSource, $29.99. Righi

Dress, Esprit, $119.50.

Turtleneck, Mai. Cardigan,

MICHAEL Michael KorS;

$109.50. Belt, Lauren by

Ralph Lauren, $68. Cuff,

Roxanne Assoulin for Lee

Angel. Shoes, Cole Haan.





TUESDAY: WIDE-
LEGGED PANTS
Work dressing is a

real breeze in these

comfortable wool

gabardines with a high flat

waistband and built-in hip

belt. Inverted pleats give

you a great shape, and

a trim mustard sweater

balances it all out. Pants,

Kenneth Cole Reaction,

$89! Sweater, Premise,

$190. Scarf, Echo, $34.

Gloves, LaCrasia. Cuff,

Roxanne Assoulin for Lee

Angel. Watch, Fossil, $75.

Shoes, Kenneth Cole, $195.

Bottom right: Jump-start

your 9 a.m. meeting in

superbly cut wide-legged

gray flannels. Add a peppy

chevron-patterned blouse,

orange sweater-vest and

a black-and-white tweed

topper and you're ready

to conquer. Pants, Betsey

Johnson, $290. Blouse,

Ann Taylor, $88. Vest,

Esprit, $69.50. Coat, Great

Plains, $248. Sunglasses,

Burberry. Gloves, LaCrasia.

Necklace, Roxanne

Assoulin for Lee Angel.

Shoes, Stuart Weitzman.
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Summer Beach Reada^^

A Closer Look at

CHRONIC DRY EYE
Chronic Dry Eye (CDE), also known as keratoconiunctlvitis

sicca, is a medical condition that can result from the eyes'

reduced ability to produce tears. About 3.2 million women

in the U.S. have CDE: however, many more Americans,

including men, may have it without realizing it.

Whether you suffer from CDE (daily symptoms) or dry eye

(infrequent symptoms), your eyes need a constant layer of

tears to keep them lubricated or moist, protected, and

clean. Chronic Dry Eye can be caused by the inflammation

of the tear producing gland of the eye, resulting in a declining

quantity of tears. It may also be caused by hormonal

changes associated with aging and menopause, medical

conditions such as arthritis, lupus, and Sjbrgens syndrome,

and by some prescription and over-the-counter medications.

In CDE, underlying changes to the health of the tear-

producing glands and their inability to produce the right

amount of the r/c/ftf tears, results in a tear film that doesn't

provide enough nourishment or protection to the surface of

the eye. This can damage the eye surface, which, in turn,

can lead to symptoms of CDE. If left untreated, CDE may

weaken your vision and increase the risk of eye infections.

Answer these . %

#^limE QUESTIONS

to help your doctor deterrtiipe if you have CDE

4 When did you notice your eyes were producing fewer tears?

4 How would you describe way your eye? feel?

4 How often do you use artificial teai;-'' . times per day

ENTER FOR A CHANCE TO
one of 25 RESTASIS' 'Summer Beach Essent

tote bags.

Filled with^ix captivating novels, a bookma

sunscreervand water bottle, it's the perfect

companion for your next trip to the beach*

Summer is the perfect time to sit back, relax and enjoy a good book. If

you have recently started or joined a book club, here are a few suggestions

to have some fun and make the most of each book club discussion.

MAINTAINING YOUR BOOK CLUB
• Recruit new members to expand and enhance your discussions.

• Re-establish guidelines. If there any conflicts with time or location,

now is the perfect time to set a new schedule,

• Add some excitement at your next meeting. Prepare a meal that is

themed with the book's setting. Have each member bring a dish.

• Take your discussion to the next level. Choose open-ended questions

that create conversation. And don't worry if you don't get through them

all. The best questions can often lead to more intense discussions.

Barefoot

A page-turning story of

friendship, sisterhood,

motherhood, and fale,

all wrapped up with the

appealing details of

summertime at the beach.

"A sensuous and transporting

first novel. ..Amin-ezvani clearly

knows and loves the ways of

old Iran, and brings them to life

with the cadences of a skilled

story-spinner."

- Geraldine Brool<s, author of

Years of Wonder anti March

"HAPPINESS is a sensitivi

often funny rumination or

what man-iage means wt

a couple drifts apart....

Winston skillfully plumbs

absurd range of emotion;

that flow from heartbreal'

- Entertainmer>t W<

4 Has vour use of artificial tears inc: cased over time? Yesu NoD

FOR ADDITIONAL SUMMER READS, VISIT WWW.HBGUSA.CGM

•Subject to Official Rules at wvw.lhi com/CDE. No purchase necessary to enter to win. Enter at v»(ww.lh|.coin/CDl

a postcard with your name, address and daytime phone number to: Summer Beach Reads/CDE, c/o Ladies Home

125 Park Avenue 18th Roor, New York, NY 10017 The Summer Beach Reads Sweepstakes begins on 6/1/07 and end

Mail entries must be postmarked on or before 7/31/07 and received by 8/7/07 Online entnes must be receivea by 11: 59

on 7/31/07. Open to residents of the 50 United States, and the D.stnct of Columbia. 21 years or older. One entry per h,

Void where prohibited. Operator: Meredith Corporation



bur eyes are naturally omtected

by a iaj W i J

y

\ you have to use eye

Irops several times a day,

isk your eye doctor

ibout RESTASIS®.

You may have Chronic Dry Eye

due to decreased tear production

caused by inflammation. It's a medical

condition where your eyes don't make

enough tears. Artificial tears and other

over-the-counter drops simply can't

increase tear production.

Your eye doctor can tell you.

Ask your doctor about RESTASIS"

Ophthalmic Emulsion. It's the only

eye drop that actually helps your

eyes increase tear production with

continued use.

Only an eye doctor : determine

whether you have this typo of Chronic

Dry Eye. That's why you should make

an appointment to ask your eye

doctor if RESTASIS Ophthalmic

Emulsion is right for you.

RESTASIS®: one drop, twice a day,

with continued use can help you

make more of your own tears.

Your own tears.

Who wouldn't want that?

Take the first step
-

laKe uiv.
^Q^ay

,akeanappo:n.n.eotw.hyo
ey

GotoRest3Sis25.c.n.orcall1-866
27

(or a free
information krt.

Increases tear
pfoduction ^ ith continueit use

^ESTASIS^ Ophthalmic Emulsion helps increase your eyes' natural ability to produce teais, which may be reduced by inflammation

lue to Chronic Dry Eye. RESTASIS did not increase tear production in patients using topical steroid drops or tear duct plugs.

Ss* orr^h^lmTEmulsi'on should not be used by patients with active eye infections and has not been studied in patients with

1 history of herpes viral infections of the eve. The most common side effect is a temporary burning sensaticn. Other side effects

nclude eye redness, discharge, watery eyes, eye pain, foreign body sensation, itching, stinging, and blurred vision.

^ ALLERCAN
A=C004222007

? ?flC7 Allwgan lit . In.me. CA 92612, USA

^Ifiasfi 9fip. npyt nanp fnr imnnrtanf safetv informatioii



S'erile, Preservative-Free

INDICATIONS AND USAGE

RESTASIS Ophthalmic Emulsion is indicated to inciease teai prcauction in patients wnose

tear production is presumed to be suppressed due to ocular inflammation associated with

keratoconiunctivitis sicca increased tear production was not seen in patients currently taking

topical anti-inflammatory drugs or using pundal plugs

CONTRAINDICATIONS

RESTASIS is contramdicated m patients with active ocular mtections and in patients with known or

suspected hypersensitivity to any of the ingredients m the lormulat'on

WARNING
,

RESTASIS Oohthalmic Emulsion has no! been studied in patients with a history of herpes keratitis

PRECAUTIONS

General For ophthalmic use only

Information for Patients:

Th- pmul';inn from one individual single-use vial is to be used immediately after opening tor

• - -

to one or both eyes^ and the remaining contents should be discarded immediately alter

n Do not allow the tip ot the Vial to touch the eye or any surface, as this may contaminate

the -Tnj S1 1:1 RESTASIS should not l
^- MivTr '^red while wearing contact tenses Patients with

decreased tear production typically
:

' contact lenses It contact lenses are worn, they

should be removed prior to the admi: ,
- emulsion Lenses may be reinserted 15 minutes

following administration oi RESTASIS Ophmaiiiiic Emulsion

Carcinogenesis, Mutagenesis, and Impairment ot Fertility:

Systemic carcinogenicity studies were earned out in male and female mice and rats In the 78-week oral

(diet) mouse study at doses of 1 4, and 16 mg/kg/day, evidence of a statistically significant trend was

iound for lymphocytic lymphomas in females, and the incidence of hepatocellular carcinomas in mid-

dose males significantly exceeded the control value

In the 24-month oral (diet) rat study, conducted at 5, 2, and 8 mg/kg/day, pancreatic islet cell

adenomas signiticantly exceeded the control rate in the low dose level The hepatocellular carcinomas

and pancreatic islet cell adenomas were not dose related The low doses in mice and rats are

approximaleiv
'

:

'

,ely, than the daily human dose ot one drop (28 pL)

ot 0,05% RE:: ' : '-fson (0.001 mg/kg/day), assuming thai the entire

dose IS absQiut i

Cyclosporine has not iiagenic/genotoxic in the Ames Test, the V79-HGPRT Test, the

micronucleus test in mi.t ano Cii^iiese hamsters, the chromosome-aberration tests in Chinese hamster

bone-marrow the mouse dominant lethal assay, and the DNA-repair test in sperm from treated mice A

study analyzing sister chromatid exchange (SCE) induction by cyclosporine using human lymphocytes

in wfrogave indication ot a positive effect (1 e ,
induction of SCE),

No impairment in fertility was demonstrated m studies in male and female rats receiving oral doses of

cyclosporine up to 15 mg/^g/day (approximately 15,000 times the human daily dose of 001

mg/kg/day) tor 9 weeks (male) and 2 weeks (temale) prior to mating
.

Pregnancy-Teratogenic Effects:

Pregnancy category 1;

Teratogenic Effects No evidence of teratogenicity was observed in rats or rabbits receiving or.:-,

of cyclosporine up to 300 mg/kg/day during organogenesis These doses in rats and rabbits a'

approximately 300,000 times greater than the daily human dose of one drop (28 pL) 05% RE

BID into each eye of a 60 kg person (0 001 mg,/kg/day). assuming that the entire dose is absc

Non-Teratogenic Effects: Adverse effects were seen in reproduction studies in rats and rabbits

dose levels toxic to dams At toxic doses (rats at 30 mg/kg/day and rabbits at 100 mg/kg/day)

cyclosporine oral solution, USP was embryo- and fetotoxic as indicated by increased pre- anc

postnatal mortality and reduced fetal weight together with related skeletal retardations. These d.

30 000 and 100 000 times greater, respectively than the daily human dose of one-drop (28 pL

05% RESTASIS BID into each eye ol a 60 kg perscn (0 001 mg/kg/day), assuming that the

dose IS absorbed. No evidence of embryofetal toxicity was observed in rats or rabbits receivinc

cyclosporine at oral doses up to 17 mg/kg/day or 30 mg/kg/day, respectively, during organog.

These doses in rats and rabbits are approximately 17.000 and 30.000 times greater, respective

the daily human dose

Offspring ot rats receiving a 45 mg/kg/day oral dose ot cyclosporine from Day 15 of pregnane

,

Day 21 post partum, a maternally toxic le«l, exhibited an increase in postnatal mortality: this :

45,000 times greater than the daily humarrtopical dose. 001 mg/kg/day. assuming that the c

dose is absorbed. No adverse events were observed at oral doses up tp 15 mg/kg/day (15,00L

greater than the daily human dose)

There are no adequate and well-controlled studies of RESTASIS' in pregnant women, RESTASI

should be administered to a pregnant woman only if clearly needed.

Nursing Mothers:

Cycluspuriiie is known to be excreted m human milk following systemic administration but e;.

human milk after topical treatment has not been investigated. Although blood ccncentraticns

undetectable after topical administration of RESTASIS Ophthalmic Emulsion, caution shculd

.

exercised when RESTASIS is administered to a nursing woman.

Pediatric Use:
u, u ^

The safety and efficacy of RESTASIS Ophthalmic Emulsion have not been established in pedif.
i

patients below the age otl6

Geriatric Use:
,^ ,

.

No overall difference in safety or effectiveness has been observed between elderly and younger
(

ADVERSE REACTIONS ^ .

The most common adverse event lollowing the use of RESTASIS' was ocular burning (17 /o). U

events reported in 1% to 5% of patients included coniunctival hyperemia, discharge, epiphora,

pain foreign body sensation, pruritus, stinging, and visual disturbance (most often blurring).

Rx Only Based on oackage insert 71271US15P revised February 2004

^ ALLERCAN
©2007 Allergan, Inc

Irvine. CA 92512,USA

® marks owned by Allergan. Inc

US PAT 4,649,047, 4,839 342, 5,474,979

Optl\'(
»OISTU»lJlHCO«EYl$OHmoN ff^^^

Sign up for the My Tears, Inwards' program for instant savings on OPTIVE™! www.optivesolutions.com/

. ,nn7 Ali.™«,. .nr. k and ~ marks owned by Allergan, Inc Sy^one' is a registered trademark of Alcon, Inc. 'Data on file.



Put Up Your
Legs & Relax
Restful Legs - All natural,

homeopathic and the only OTC
solution that relieves symptoms
of agitation, tingling sensations

& leg jerks. Safe to take without

side effects or interactions with

other drugs. 1-800-234-8879

or www.restfullegs.com

tipsntrends.com
Good Nite Ceilulile

Hello Sexy! CBS, ABC,
FOX reported Cellulean with

pharmaceutical Ammophyllme
visually slims, smoothes & firn^^^

your legs and • Iprriere in 30
days. Cellulean works! Call

i-866-622-35b0 for a Free Tria

wvi/w.Cel lulean.com

4":

All Scream
Ice Cream
y Baskin-Robbins® ice cream
outh-watering SUGAR FREE
candies. Guilt-free at only

al/piece! NEW Pralines 'n

'Pn'" and Creamy Vanilla™!

II also love Fruit Medley,

Chocolate Chip, & Sherbet!

labie nationwide.

0-245-2898

Serious Treatment for Under-Eye Bags
Skin Doctors introduces Eyetuck-a product specifically

developed to treat serious under eye bags and
puffiness. Results in as little as 1 5 days! At ULTA,

select BeautyFirst, www.skindoctors.us or

1-800-618-6896.

;inWUine Relaxing

Devoted to DermaFreeze365
Women all over the nation have spoken
Dermafreeze365 is back by popular

demand! Clinically shown to reduce the

appearance of fine lines and wrinkles

50% - 90% in just 10 minutes. At drug-

or www.dcrmafreeze365.com

Tweeze with Ease
Introducing TweezLight - the most amazing

new beauty tool! Professional grade

tweezers with a built in light, precision tips

and a wide no-slip grip make tweezing

effortless and accurate foi perfect hrows.

www.tw9ezlight.com

Fight Germs
Your Bart

hands!®
The name that

means the best

in anti- bacterial

protection is

Germ-X'«'! A
must-have for all

your on-the-go

summer activities.

www.germx.com

Bye Bye
Ingrowr-i Hairs
& Hazor Bumps!
Tend Skin® Liquid

reduce- the appearance

of inqiown flairs & razor

bumps from legs, bikini

lines, underarms and
men's faces and necks

from shaving, waxing,

electrolysis or laser hair

removal. 1-800-940-8423

or sales@tendskin.com

for FREE SAMPLES!
www.tendskin.com

S'

tipsntrends.c

^The Skin Care ^ .

polution
W for unsfghtly

Pazor Bumps.

Ingrown Hairs and

Razor Burn



The best way to roast a chicken?

Let somebody else do it.

Tyson' Oven Roasted Chicken is marinated and slow-roasted to perfection

so you can have a delicious, wholesome meal with less effort. We vacuum-

seal for freshness to lock in the flavor, so there's no need for preservatives.

Look for th-m in our grower s refrigerated meat case.
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hv MARGERY D. ROSEN

Won t A^ree
To Have

A Child
77

Her turn: ''We waited so long to have a baby

that now I woitv we won't be able to " said Beth,

42, a social worker who has been married for

seven years. '1 was weU into my 30s and Dan
was 41 when we got together. Both of us

had assumed \\c might never get manied. Tliat's one reason our

relationship was originally so sweet—we were dirilled to have found

each other. But now we fight so often, and over such stupid things,

that I'm not sure our marriage can survive, baby or no baby.

"What do wc fight about? Anything and everything. Who
should clean the house? Wlien should we clean it? Brian Williams

or Charlie Gibson? It's gotten absurd. And Dan takes offense at

anything. A couple of weeks ago we were going to a movie near our

home in Littleton. Colorado, and I asked him why he was taking

the long route. He slamnred on the brakes, made an abrupt U-tum

and dnn c straight home. We didn't speak for two days.

"But die proverbial elephant in the room is the baby I so desper-

ately cra\e. I've wanted to be a mother my whole life, but in the

past, it the subject came up, Dan would offer a laundr)' list of rea-

sons why it made no sense: He was too old, he didn't want to be

tied down, he'd have to work past retirement age to pay for coUege.

He also said he wasn't sure he could even fadier a child, thiuiks to

an undiagnosed rare illness he had had in liis 20s. But has he ever

gone to I doctor to check it out?

"Whcnrw i I nicd to counter Dan's objections, he always got

nastv. Back il vi he was writino' his dissertation, so a babv was

out of the question until he finished. Rather

than rock the boat, I decided to table the

issue. Once he had his Ph.D., I reassured

m) self. it would be my turn. Well, that

danui dissertation took five years! Last fall

Dan finaUy got a job teacliing anthropology

at a small liberal arts college here. Since, at
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42, I can t put tiic bab\' issue on hold an\-

longer, Tve tried to reintroduce the topic.

But we can't talk civilly about it-or any-

thing else, for tiiat matter.

"I am tlie eldest of four kids. My father

was a construction supcr\ isor and we nio\ cd

everv few vears because of his job. Wlien lie

wasn't screaming at in\- rnothci. he was lashing out at nic. Once,

when I uied to stand up to him, he ripped up in\ science project the

night before it was due! Another time he smacked me so hard tiuit

my two front teeth fell out. Tliank heaven they weren't permanent!

My mother, a beautiful woman who could quote Shiikespeare and

Tennyson but had no clue how to raise kids or keep house, smd to

me on die way to the dentist, "Let's teU him you ran into a door."

"After school and on weekends I had to take care ofmy younger

brothers. I didn't really mind because I loved kids and didn't ha\e

much of a social life. M)' parents finalh' divorced when I was in

college; my only regret was that it hadn't happened si^cjner.

"It was a relief to go awa\' to school, but I went through an

incredibly self-destructive period in my early 20s. I drank too

much and became involved with men who would abuse me, then

dump me. But I did manage to straighten myself out and gradu-

ated with a sociology degree. I worked for a few years and then

enrolled in a master's program in social work.

"Dan and I became friendl)- in giad school. He was handsome

and smart, with a dn' wit. We lost touch ;ifter he left to pursue his

Ph.D. at iuiodier school, but a few years later, v\ lien he moved back

to Colorado, he phoned. He'd fuushed his course work and was

working as a paralegal during die day and vvTiting his dissertadon

at night. We met for a drink imd ended up talking until 3 A.M. We
fell hard for each other; six months later we were manned.

"By diis time I was making enough for us to li\ e on, so I sug-

gested diat Dan quit his job to focus soleK' on his dissertation. The

sooner he finished, I figuied, die sooner we could start a family.

Never did I imagine it would tiike fn e years. But then Dan is a pro-

crastinator extraordinaire. He'd vacuum, fold the laundn- . . . an\ -

thing but write. Wli\-. widi a dissertation to finish, wasn't he more

focused? 'llien, on weekends, he'd take olf for a day of kay;iking,

leaving me by mysell". He still does diat. and it hurts my feeling^;. Yet

it would never occur to him to change his plans.

"Dan's inabilitv to see how his actions are affecting me is iiifu

riating-whetlier it's trivial stuff like what route to take to the

movies or big slufl like refusing to talk about having a baby. I lo\ e

my husband and can't imagine life without him but I cannot take

another minute of this nonstop fighting. .And I want to ha\-e a

child before it's too late!"

His turn: "Lei's get something straightr said

Dan. 48. "Until recently I had no idea Beth had

such a burning desire for a baby. We'd talked

about it only in the most general terms and I

was always honest: I wasn't ready and wasn't

sure I'd c\ei- be. True, she badgered me to deadi about finishing

m\ tlissertation. but I didn't re^ilize that was because she had some

fixed deadline about becoming a modier. continuki;) on i'A(;e 54
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Paws
To Save
Pets

Tell Us
Your Story!

Have you rescued a pet from danger?

We would love to hear about It! Send

us your personal, heartwarming story

in 1 50 words or less and it could appear

in a future issue of Ladies' Home Journal.

Go to vmw.lhj.com/frontline to submit

your story, or see details below.

Subject to Official Rules at www.lhj.com/frontline.

Open 10 legal U S residents. 18 years or older. Have you rescued a

pet tron; danger' We would love to hear about it! Send us your true,

heanviiarming story in 150 words or less and it could appear in a

future issue ot Ladies Home Journal. Entries may be submitted

online at wvm lhi com/frontline or mail your stoiv along with your

name, address, daytime ptione number, and e-mail address (optionaO

to: Pet Chronicles Contest, c/o Ladies' Home Journal. 1 25 Park Avenue.

18th Floor, New York. NY 10017, Contest begins 6/27/07 and ends

9/28/07 Online entries must be received by 11:59 p.m., E.T., on

9/28/07 Mail entnes must be postmarked on or before 9/28/07 and

received by 10/5/07 Entries must be original, unpublished and may

not nave won any prize or award. One entry per person. Void where

prohibited Sponsor: Meredith Corporation. One (1) winner will receive

a gift basket (valued at S500) filled with essentials (or their pet

(customized to dog or cat) and may be featured on LHJ's monthly

promotion page.
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FRONTLINE® Plus is

the vet's #1 choice

in long-lasting

flea protection.

Say goodbye to

fleas and ticks.""

Is your dog trying to

tell you something?

Ask your vet about FRONTLINE Plus,

the one thafs fast-acting, long-lasting

and waterproof.

,n .FRONTLINE ib a tegislered nademark. and

>'^tg Sji' goodBve 10 fleas and licks is a Irademark. of Menal
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"Maybe I'm selfish, but there's so much Beth and I would have
to give up if we had a child. People just seem to disappear mto die

morass of cMd rearing once the\- have kids. Age is another factor.

Call I keep up with a young child? Will I have to work until I'm in

my 70s to pa\' for college? As Bedi mentioned. Fm not sure Im
e\ en able to get her pregnimt. When I was 23 I was hospitalized for

several weeks widi an undiagnosed rare illness. The doctors told

me I'd fully recover but I might end up sterile. I suppose diat's

when I prett\- much mled out die whole idea of having a family.

"Yd be willing to reconsider die issue, but right now, Bedi and I

are so alienated from each other diat it's hard to diink about die

fumre at all. I wonder if she even likes me anymore, since every-

diing I do is wTong. Or at least diat's what she constantly tells me.
"I deeply resent Beth's accusations that I was procrastinatins

when It came to my dissertation. Four or five years to write one is

a\-erage! I find her "I always know better" tone insulting. That's
why I lost my temper in die car. If she's driving, she can decide

which route to take. If I'm behind the wheel. I don't want com-
plaints ft-om die person riding shotgun. I get equally furious when
she tells me to be quiet, as she often does. I'm not a cliild. My fadier

used to shush me all die time and it makes me see red.

"He was a college physics professor in Oliio; my mom stayed

home with my younger sister and me. We all loved one another but
each of us kept a certain distance from the others. My mother
always said that even as an infant I needed time to myself. If I was
ming, and she picked me up to console me, I'd cr}' harder.

"I didn't see much of my dad; he was always busy in his lab or
with his students. I yearned to do father-son things, but while
there were lots of promises, few were kept. I was happiest in my
rt)oni buried in m\' books or roaming the woods behind our
house. Escaping into nature is still important to me. Tliat's why I

ka\ ak on weekends-yet another thing that Beth begrudges me.
"Dad also had a terrible temper. He kept it in check most of the

time, but every so often he'd explode. Even so, I was less afraid

of his temper than of the look of disapproval he'd give when he
was unh.ippy v\ ith me. I still recall how terrified I was to tell him
I d switched my college major from pre-med-his choice-to
anthropolog)-. I've never regretted it and even my father, seeing
how passionate I am about my work, finally came around. But
disappointing him was a scan,' thought.

""^ou sec. it may take me a while to find the right path, but
when I do, I don't turn back or second-guess. I knew Beth was
the woman lor me that first night when we got together for a

diii.k. I still believe it, but it's getting harder and harder to hold
on to thai con\-iction. Before we can even consider ha\-ins a child

we ti.r c to get our mamage back on track."

Could Your Marriage Use Saving
When your

personal issues

become too mt
for the two of ^
to handle on yd

own, a therapis
can help. Find one near you In our
online therapist directory, which
includes therapists' resumes, photc
specialties and personal statement:

http://therapists.lhj.com

The counselor's turn: "How
sad that these two educated,
articulate, passionate people had
no idea how to communicate or

make decisions in a cooperative,

respectful way," said the counselor. "Like

many couples who marry relatively late in

life, Beth's and Dan's habits and routines

were fairly entrenched by the time they

wed. Whether it was how to divvy up
household responsibilities, what to do on
weekends or which TV newscast to watch,

there was a hir way and a his way. Blending

them to form t/ieir way bred resentment,

conflict or stony silence-all of which made
it impossible to address the deeper issue of

whether to have a baby.

"Misunderstanding and misinterpreta-

tions punctuated their daily life, which
was so fraught with tension over trivial

issues that it was virtually impossible to

find common ground on important ones.

To save their marriage, Beth and Dan first

had to learn to discuss their concerns

calmly and compassionately.

"Although recognizing and expressing

your feelings seems as though it should be

effortless, it was tough for both Beth and
Dan. who'd grown up in homes where
doing so was risky. As a child, Beth was
verbally and physically abused for speaking

up: she also consistently sacrificed her

needs for those of her parents and siblings,

hi college she sought solace in alcohol and

became involved with men like her father,

who mistreated her. continued
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^"^
abusing medicine,

"^•^'uding cough and

Nicines, gettingw
J'^^he active ingredient

dextromethorphan,

^^e's what you can do

protect your kids:

Educate yourself.

Go to StopMedicineAbuse.org

for more information on teen

medicine abuse.

Talk to your teens.

Just talking with your kids about

the problem of medicine abuse is

one of the best ways to keep them

from trying it.

Safeguard all medicines.

Keep a watch on all your medicines

find always keep them secure.



"Once she got man ied. Beth re\'erted to the pattern of bottling

up her feeluigs out of feai; Knowing Dan was ambivalent about

parentliood. she siniply avoided the topic for years. Instead of can-

didly teUiiig her husband how much she wanted a child, she liinted,

nagged and cajoled him to work faster, privately holding out hope

that once he finished his dissertation, he'd intuit her needs. When
that didn't happen—he wasn't a mind reader—her frustration

turned to fun,'. Feeling on the defensive. Dan lashed back, then

withdrew emotionally and physically to protect himself.

"I set ground rules for talking and listening in a way that would

be safe. Instead of complaints or criticisms, the couple would

share expressions of concern followed by requests of what might

work better. Afterward, one would ask how the other felt about

those options. 'When Dan next announced plajis to go kayaking,

for instance. Beth felt rejected and slipped into her aggiieved-wife

stance. But then, instead of assuming that he was tiying to get

away from her. she took a deep breath and quiedy asked, 'How
do you feel about spending time with me?' This gave Dan a

chance to explain that he prefened being with her, but needed his

"outside time." 'Why don't you come with me?" he suggested. 'If

\ou don't want to kayak, you can read by the lake.'

"To help Dan express his feelings. I asked him to note each

time he automatically became defensive. 'That's your cue to take

a time-out, collect ) our thoughts and. as soon as possible, explain

your reaction,' I said. When he did, and Beth proved responsive,

Dan realized it was safe to share his feelings with his wife.

"I also suggested that Beth :md Dan 'assume goodwill"—diat is,

proceed on the assumption that each piutner loved, and was not

out to get, the other. Irritability and nastiness were verboten. If

either couldn't speak calmly or felt attacked, we established an exit

policy—leaving the room until emotions quieted. Wlien spouses

respond with empathy, positive feelings multiply, and Beth and

Dan soon disco\ ered that arguments over small issues were eidier

setded amicably or lost their power to inflame. 'I don't really care

which news channel we watch,' Beth admitted. 'I let it bus; me
because I was mad in general."

"As their communications skills improved, the couple was

eventually ready to tackle the baby question. Dan's poor relauon-

ship with his fathei had made him doubt his abilit)- to be a good

paieiu. Also, since he feared he was sterile (he had avoided find-

ing out for .-ure). he had instead sought meaning in other areas of

his life. Couir cling was a safe place to talk about these concerns.

To Dan's surprise, the idea of being a fadier stin ed up many good

feelings as he envisioned himself playing with a bab)'. exploring

the backcouiui \ with his child and sharing his passion for books.

Feeling like a team for the frrst time in years,

the couple made an appointment with a

fertility expert.

"The results of their medical workup
were unexpected. Dan was not sterile after

all, but Beth"s eggs were no longer viable.

Her worst nightmare had come true, with

the cruel irdny that her husband now
looked forward to fatherhood. 'I have

longed for a baby more dearly than any-

thing in my life." Beth sobbed. As she

plunged into an abyss of self-recrimination,

we worked to keep communications flow-

ing so that this crisis didn't polarize the

couple again.

"Gently, I encouraged Beth to talk about

their options. In addition to the possibility

of using a donor egg or a surrogate mother,

we discussed adoption, doing volunteer

work with kids and forging a closer bond

with her nieces or nephews.

"Although they've ended counseling,

Beth and Dan check in with me regularly.

Dan would like to adopt but wiU defer to

Beth's wishes. She remains uncertain. 'I

haven't ruled anything out,' she said, 'but

there's so much grief to process that I don't

know yet what the right choice is. The
important thing is that we're talking, shar-

ing, holding each other. I'm so hopeful

because my maiTiage. at last, does feel right.

And for that. I'm forever grateful." " ^

"Can This Marriage Be

Saved?*" is the most enduring

women's magazine feature In

the world. This month's case is

based on interviews with

clients and information from

the flies of Susan Heitler, Ph.D., a clinical

psychologist in Denver, Colorado. The story

told here is true, although names and other

details have been changed to conceal

identities. "Can This Marriage Be Saved?'" is a

registered trademark of Meredith Corporation.
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Depression hurts. Cyinbalta can

You might feel sad or ma\be you've lost interest in tilings

\()u once enjoyed. You could have aches ,ind pains or always

teel tired. Or maybe you're sleeping too much. Or not at all.

Many people wouldn't think these could all be >\ mptonis

•t depression. But they can be. Cymbalta is a prescription

Dedication that treats many symptoms of depression.

There are many paths to take in the treatment of

depression, including talk therapy, diet and exercise. You and

your doctor or healthcare provider can decide on the right

path. Remember, only your doctor can determine if Cymbalta

or other treatments are right for \'ou. You deserve every

chance to feel the way you want to feel.

Learn more by calling 877-CYMBALTA or visiting

www.cy^mbalta.com , where you can also tlnd the personal

stories of people who have been treated with CA mbalta.

Results may vary.

In children and teens, antidepressants can increase the

risk of suicidal thoughts or actions. Call your doctor right

away if you have worsening depression symptoms, unusual

changes in behavior or thoughts of suicide, especially at the

beginning of treatment or after a change in dose. Approved

only for adults 18 and over.

Cymbalta is not for evervone. Do not take Cymbalta if you:

• have recently taken a type of antidepressant called

an MAOl or .Mellaril" (thioridazine)

• have uncontrolled glaucoma

Talk to your doctor:

• about all your medicines, including those tor migraine

to avoid a potentially life-threatening condition

• about vour alcohol consumption

• if \ou have liver disease

• about all \'our medical conditions

Di/ziness or fainting may occur upon standing.

The most common side ettecls include:

• nausea

• dr\' mouth

• constipation

This is not a complete list ot side effects.

Please see back page tor additional important safety

information.

C ;balta
G Li 1 X e t i n e

because depression hurts

DELAYED

RELEASE

Giiloxetine HCI capsules



Information For Patients About
'MBALTA® (duloxetine hydrochloride) Delayed-Release Capsules

'lease read this information carefully before

ou start taking Cymbalta (sim-BALL-tah) and

ach time your prescription is refilled in case

nything has changed or new information

as become available. This information is not

leant to take the place of discussions with

our healthcare provider. Talk with your

lealthcare provider or pharmacist if there is

omething you do not understand or if you

/ant to learn more about Cymbalta. Always

Dilow your healthcare provider's instructions

Dr taking Cymbalta.

Warning: In clinical studies, antidepressants

increased the risk of suicidal thinking and

behavior in children and adolescents with

depression and other psychiatric disorders.*

Anyone considering the use of Cymbalta or

any other antidepressant in a child or

adolescent must balance this risk with the

clinical need. Patients starting therapy should

be observed closely. Families and caregivers

should discuss with the healthcare provider

right away any observations of worsening

depression symptoms, suicidal thinking and

behavior, or unusual changes in behavior.

Cymbalta is not approved for use in patients

under the age of 18.

What IS Cymbalta';'

Dymbalta is a prescription medicine that is

xoven effective for treating the symptoms

Df depression.

What is depression?

Depression is a senous medical condition

with a variety of symptoms. Symptoms
nay include sadness, loss of interest in

:hings you once enjoyed, feelings of guilt

Dr worthlessness, restlessness, trouble

:oncentrating or making decisions, fatigue,

/ague aches and pains, headaches, and

:hanges in weight or sleep patterns. For

some, depression can include thoughts of

death or suicide. These could be depression

symptoms if they go on for two weeks or

more and interfere with your daily activities.

How does Cymbalta work'^

Although the way Cymbalta works in people

is not fully known, it is believed to increase

the activity of 2 chemicals in the brain, called

serotonin and norepinephrine. In the brain,

these 2 chemicals are thought to affect mood.

These same chemicals are ihought to be

associated with regulating and reducing

feelings of pain that come from the body.

When will Cymbalta uegin to work?

In clinical studies, many people taking

Cymbalta began to feel improvement in their

symptoms as early as 1 to 4 weeks after

starting Cymbalta. As with any treatment,

results will vary from person to pe-'son.

Who should NOT takt Cymbalta?

You should not take Cymbalta if:

• You are allergic to duloxetine hydrochloride

or the other ingredients in Cymbalta.

• You are taking a type of antidepressant

known as a monoamine oxidase inhibitor

(MAOl), such as Nardil, (phenelzine sulfate)

or Parnate, (tranylcypromine sulfate). Using

an MAOl with many prescription medicines,

including Cymbalta. can cause serious or

even life-threatening reactions. You must wait

at least 14 days after you have stopped taking

an MAOl before you take Cymbalta. You need

to wait at least 5 days after you stop taking

Cymbalta before you take an MAOl.

• You have uncontrolled narrow-angle

glaucoma (an eye disease).

• You are taking an antipsychotic medicine

known as MellanI (thioridazine).

What should I talk to my healthcare

provider about?

Patients on antidepressants and their families

or caregivers should watch for worsening

depression symptoms, unusual changes in

behavior and thoughts of suicide, as well as

for anxiety, agitation, panic attacks, difficulty

sleeping, irritability, hostility, aggressiveness,

impulsivity, restlessness, or extreme

hyperactivity. Call your healthcare provider

right away if you have thoughts of suicide

or if any of these symptoms are severe or

occur suddenly. Be especially observant at

the beginning of treatment or whenever

there is a change in dose.

Tell your healthcare provider:

• About any medical conditions you may have,

including liver or kidney problems or glaucoma.

• If you are pregnant, plan to become
pregnant or are nursing.

• About your alcohol consumption.

• If you are taking or plan to take any

prescription or nonprescription medicines,

as Cymbalta may interact with some of

these products.

• If you take medications known as triptans,

commonly prescribed for migraines. A

potentially life-threatening condition may
occur when triptans are used with Cymbalta.

In clinical studies, some people taking

Cymbalta experienced an increase in blood

pressure. Your healthcare provider may
periodically check your blood pressure.

Dizziness or fainting upon standing may

occur due to a sudden drop in blood

pressure. This may happen especially when

first starting Cymbalta. when increasing the

dose, or when used in combination with

certain other drugs.

How should I take Cymbalta?

• Take Cymbalta exactly as directed by your

healthcare provider

• Cymbalta should be taken by mouth.

Do not open, break or chew the capsule;

it must be swallowed whole.

• Cymbalta can be taken with or without food.

• If you miss a dose, take it as soon as you

remember. However, if it is time for your next

dose, skip the missed dose and take only

your regularly scheduled dose. Do not take

more than the daily amount of Cymbalta that

has been prescribed for you.

• Remember to refill your prescription

before you run out of Cymbalta.

• Talk with your healthcare provider before

stopping Cymbalta or changing your dose.

What are the possible side effects

of Cymbalta?

Like all medicines, Cymbalta can cause side

effects.

• In clinical studies of depression, the most

common side effect was nausea. For most

people who had it, the nausea was mild to

moderate and usually went away within 1-2

weeks.

• Others included: dry mouth, constipation,

decreased appetite, fatigue, sleepiness, and

increased sweating. Most people were not

bothered enough to stop taking Cymbalta.

Talk to your healthcare provider if you have

questions or develop any side effects.

What should I do if I think I have

taken an overdose of Cymbalta?

If you have taken more Cymbalta than

has been prescribed for you, contact your

healthcare provider, a hospital emergency

department, or the nearest poison control

center immediately.

What happens when I stop

taking Cymbalta?

Like other antidepressants, Cymbalta

should not be stopped suddenly. Stopping

Cymbalta suddenly may result in symptoms

like dizziness, nausea, or headache.

Talk with your healthcare provider before

stopping Cymbalta as he or she may wish

to decrease the dose slowly to help you

avoid these kinds of symptoms.

Can children take Cymbalta?

Cymbalta has not been studied in children

under 18 and is not approved for this age

group. See Boxed Warning above.

General advice about Cymbalta

• Store Cymbalta at room temperature and

out of the reach of children.

• Until you know how Cymbalta affects you,

be careful when driving a car, or operating

hazardous machinery.

• Medicines are sometimes prescribed for

purposes other than the ones listed. If you

have any questions or concerns, want to

report any problems with the use of Cymbalta,

or want more information, contact your

healthcare provider or pharmacist.

Additional information can be found at

vww.cymbalta.com.

Eli Lilly and Company
Lilly Corporate Center

Indianapolis, IN - USA

wvw.cymbalta.com

Mellaril. Nardil and Parnate are registered tradeinari(S of their manufacturers

• A large study combined ttie results of 24 different studies of cfiildren and teenagers

witti depression or other illnesses. In ttiese studies, patients eittier tooli a placebo

(sugar pill) or an antdepressant for 1 to 4 monttis. No one committed suicide in these

studies, but some patients became suicidal. On sugar pills, 2 out of every 1 00 patients

became suicidal On antidepressants, 4 out of every 100 patients became suicidal

DD45194 e 2007 Eli Lilly and Company. All rights reserved.

Cymbalta is a registered trademark of Eli Lilly and Company.



Our bashful little angel, hiding her face in her hands, makes a sweet

addition to the garden. Made of poly resin with an aged finish.

Approx. 5 i/2"W X 7 im" L x 8"H

Specify 37-379 Shy Angel $29.95

This unusual birdbath features a dazzling

crackle-glass bowl that will delight the

eye, and a wide rim that offers a perfect

landing place for visiting birds. The bowl

IS supported by a graceful, twisted-steel

stand with a ground stake. 12 1/2" d'a.;

36" H installed.

Specify 33-465 Crackel Birdbath

Amethyst $49.95 or 33-524 Crackle

Birdbath Blue $49.95

Like foxfire glowing in the forest, this

gazing globe adds nighttime magic to

the garden. The globe absorbs sunlight

during the day, then begins glowing at

dusk or when shaded, for 2 to 4 hours.

Each one is a one-of-a-kind work of art,

with hand-applied swirls.

Specify 36-21 7 Celestial Globe 534.95

Specify 33-156 10" Ball Stand $19.95

It's hard to resist smiling when you see

this whimsical little pig in stitches over

some barnyard hilarity. Place him on

his back amid a bed of flowers and he'll

cheerfully greet your guests and elicit

fond chuckles. Made of poly resin 8"L X

7 1
4" W; 2 lbs

Specify 37-390 Giggling Pig $14.95

Don't worry: your garden will be safe fron^

these chubby bunnies. They're madt.

of terra cotta with a mossy, aged finish,

approx. 8 i-;"H and 7"H.

Specify 37-375 Terra Cotta Bunnies,

set of 2 $24.95



ii\ life as a 6vmargaretrenkl

Crime
PunisKfnent

For me,

discipline is not

just about

obedience— it's

about nothing

less than

shaping my
sons' characters

for life

It
was the kind of call that could give a mother a swollen

head. When I picked up the phone my neighbor said. "I just

want \ ()u to know: Any one of your boys can marrv' either

of my girls, and Fd be thrilled. They're so sweet and so

politc-I'd like to reserve a couple of them right now. Do

they have plans for 2029?" (Her daughters are 3 and 5.)

It was the kind of call that could give a mother a swollen

head-;/ m\' neighbor had had die whole stoiy. Out in the world,

my childrer. are tmly agreeable, helpful people who share gladly,

play b\- the rules, root for the underdog. Out in the world, they're

(mostK ) attciulvc, well-mannered and kind. Here in the house,

however, the.s same Cub Scouts can morph without warning

into a surly gang of liars,

cheats and lazy, back-talking

hooligans. It's Dr.Jekyll and

Litde Boy Hyde.

I don't know why the

inner and outer boy are so

regularly at odds. Perhaps

the effort of being Good
Kids wears on them after

a whole day and they come

home tired and cranky.

Maybe it's just not human
nature to pull off goodness

for long. Whatever the

reason, my very good

boys have nonetheless been

known to litter the floor

with their stinking socks,

ignore the summons to sup-

per, leave their dirty dishes

on the table, check offchore-

chart tasks they haven't yet

performed and mouth off

to parents who've calmly

explained that a party that

bedns at 10:30 P.M. is one

they will not be attending.

Sometimes they mouth off

to each other-"Get away from me, you

freaking little MAGGOT!" is Henry's

current favorite-despite our insistence

on civilized language, and occasionally

the\- skip the uncivilized language and go

straight to fisticuffs: Sam will wrestle Joe

to the ground and sit on his chest, pinning

his skinny arms to the carpet like an insect

in biolog\- class and leaning continued

Henry, left,

and Joe,

settling yet

another

dispute
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in. nose to nose, to shout. "Stop bugging me

or DIE!
"

I don't expect them to be perfect. Children

are obligated by nature to test parentcd bound-

aries, but part of being a parent means accept-

ing die endless task of taming the barbarians. It

used to be easier: If someone broke a family

mle. he went to the time-out chair in the hall and sat there for

one minute per yeai" he'd been alive. A 2-year-old who slapped

his brother in the face got two minutes in the time-out chair. A
5-vear-old got five minutes if he claimed to have washed his

hands when all he'd done was turn on the water and let it run.

It's not so simple now that they've reached an age where the

penalt)- is supposed to match the crime. IfJoe and Henry are

squabbling. I separate them so they can learn that isolation is

lonely and they ought to work a little harder at getting along. But

that particular consequence works only halfway: Joe hates being

sent to his room, but Heniy's a human Brer Rabbit, easily enter-

tained when left alone and happy to be thrown into that particu-

lar briar patch. The one fail-safe punishment for Henry is to

ground him from Saturday-morning cartoons on the only day of

the week our kids are allowed to watch television. But that

particular consequence is harder on my husband, Haywood, and

me than it is on Henry. If we outlaw cartoons, then we can kiss

sleeping late good-bye because Henry gets up at 5:30 in the

morning. B\' 7 he has exhausted his indoor opdons for untele-

vised entertainment and has invited the dogs to join him in a

barkino; srame outside our bedroom window.

There are days when I

think I'm getting it mostly

right, but many, many others

when I wonder if I'm having

any effect at all. As soon as

our kids could toddle, we

expected them to put their

trash in the trash can and

their dirty clothes in the laun

dr\' basket-so why does our

15-year-old still open a new

CD and let the cellophane

wrapping drop to the floor?

And why are his brothers,

who have been coached since

their first "ma-ma" to use

kind words, still capable of calling each other "a booger-crusted

turd wad"? \V'c"rc talking years of staying on message here, and

it's still going us one ear and out the other?

It doesn't li. \]> that the stakes feel so hidi. I have friends who

LADIES' HOME JOURNAL
I
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Wanted: a

one-size-fits-

all response

to defiance

Moms, Start Your Blogs
Ever wanted
to compare
notes with

other nrioms?

Join the

community
of mom
bloggers

at LHJ.com. Read about moms
like you, then tell everyone
what your life as a mom is like.

WWW.LHJ.COM/MOMBLOG

grew up with uptight,

my-way-or-the-highway

parents, drill sergeants

for whom good behavior

was a matter of unvary-

ing conformity to rules.

In those families, "be-

cause I said so" was an adequate parental

explanation for any household law. But

Haywood and I come from deeply religious

homes, and for^our parents discipline was

about something much bigger than mere

obedience. It was about becoming a good

citizen by cleaning up your own messes and

taking on your share of responsibility:

about being a good stewaid of God's gifts

by working hard to develop your talents:

about developing into a good person by

heeding the feelings and needs of others.

Civilized behavior is hard enough to instill,

but when discipline is about nothing less

than character formadon, the whole issue

can seem overwhekningly huge.

WThat I secredy long for is a silver buUet.

a simple, one-size-fits-all response to defi-

ance and misbehavior that doesn't require

hand-wringing or internal debate. But every

time I think I have the hang of it, ever\' time

I've discovered exactly the right conse-

quence for the wrongdoing du jour, one of

my children enters a new phase, and Fm
figuring it out all over again. Kids are like

flu viruses, constantly mutating to evade

vaccines designed to keep them in check.

So I've pretty much given up trying to

devise the perfect one-stick-and-it's-done

inoculadon against bad behavior. My youn-

gest son leaves for college in 2016, and I'm

resigned to nine more years of muddling

through-making the expectations as clear

as I can, responding to each lapse as fairly

as I kjiow how.

And I have to admit, I spend a lot of time

dreaming of the day when my boys—by
then honorable, lovely men (I hope)-fmaIly

marry the girls across the street and pro-

duce some adorable grandchildren I can

spoil perfectly rotten. ^

WWW.LHJ.COM





T^ep the JVCaqic

CCose to your ^^eart

Hand-crafted in

solid sterling silver

and adorned with shining

24K-goldplating

Beautifiilly shaped open heart

pendant is expertly engraved

on the back

Tinker Bell's uniio^s shimmer

with hand-Si ', glistening

Swarovski crystals

he floats. She flutters. She sprinkles a bit of fairy

dust wherever she goes. With her sweet little face and dazzling

wings, Tinker BeU reminds us of the wonders of the

imagination, the power of our dreams, and%fhe inspiration

of never ending possibilities ... if we just believe! Now

everyone's favorite Disney"' fairy sparkles to life in the

enchanting "Tinker Bell Believe Pendant."

Exquisite Craftsmanship ... Solid Sterling

Silver ...Genuine Swarovski® Crystals

Exclusively designed and beautifully hand-crafted, our

detailed pendant conveys the dear pixies charm and magic.

You'll treasure how Tinker Bell's mystical wings glimmer

with genuine clear Swarovski® crystals! The darling fairy is

showcased within a gleaming, solid sterling silver heart

lavished with 24K-gold plating. On the reverse side of the

pendant is an engraved reminder to ''Believe.'' The matching

solid sterling silver chain measures a full 18 inches.

A Remarkable Value ...

Availablefor a Limited Time

A precious keepsake to enjoy lor very own or a wonderftil

gift to give to a "believer," our exclusively designed pendant

comes Complete with a Certificate of Authenticity and

custom-designed gift box. It's an exceptional value at just

$119*, and you can pay for it in 4 easy installments

of $29.75. To reserve your pendant, backed by our

unconditional 120-day guarantee, send no money now; just

fill out and mail the Reservation Application at right.

But hurrv ... this is a limited-time offer!

collectiblestoday.com
Home of The Bradford Exchange and All Things Collectible

©2007The Bradford Exchange 01-03410-001-GXI



Tinker ^eCC

^eCieve

^encCant

I
-i

.V

Finely engraved with

Tinker Bell's inspiring

message to...

^efieve

JMITED TIME

OFFER

Reservations will be

accepted on a

first-come-tirsl-

served basis

Respond as soon as

possible to reserve

your "Tinker Bell

Believe Pendant

"

RESERVATION APPLICATION

THE BRADFORD EXCHAN(iH
9345 Milwaukee Avenue Niles. IL 60714-1393 Signature

YES. Please reserve the "Tinker Bell Believe
—

Pendant" for me as described in this announcement.

"Plu.s a loUil of S~ ')S sliippiri!; .uid M-niii' I'Ii-.ih' allnw S I wirks

;lfter liilli;il pa>iiK-iiI for (ichven \II s.ilt"> .uv MihuM lo prodinl

av:iilahilil> aiul orilir am piaiu

c

Address

City

State

Name (Please Print Cieartyi

Zip_

01 -0341 0-001 -E88091
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Greyhounds
Susan Netboy's heart broke for the

graceful racing dogs that were being

tormented—and even destroyed—and

she decided she must help save them

In
an unmarked field some 10 miles from a greyhound race-

track in Alabama, a hidden camera captures two men
emerging Irom a truck. Each leads a greyhound behind a

fence. Ne.xl. a third man emerges \viih a slender white dog

lying lim[) in his arms. He tosses the body into a Dumpster.

0\ cr the next half hour, according to the narrator. 16 sweet-

faced grey hounds are similarly disposed of.

.Susan Nctb(j\ provided the infomiadon that led to the making

of tliis sur\ eillance lllm, which became an important part of a

2004 ieic\ i^i !i expose. The shocking re% elations were an embar-

rassment to tlie greyhound racing industiy. an estimated $3 bUlion-

a-vear business, which had Urns, claimed that destroN insr imwanted

dogs was no longer a widespread practice.

Susan Netboy with (from

left) Cary, Ellie and King,

from the Greyhound Friends

for Life rescue facility, in

•i uburn, California

Netboy knows better. She

has exposed multiple killing

operations, most recently in

2006. Acting on rumors

^she"d heard from sources in

' the industry that dogs had

been mysteriously disap-

pearing from Tucson tracks

in large numbers, she de-

manded that the state of

Arizona, which regulates the

tracks, look into the matter.

A state investigation subse-

quently found that 140 rac-

ing dogs that were supposed

to have been hauled from

Arizona tracks to adoptive

homes in Colorado had

vanished en route.

Tlie Arizona Department

of Racing later banned

the hauler involved from

state tracks and fined him

$140.000-another victory for Netboy.

Rescuing animals has been Netboy's

long-time passion. As a young woman she

would occasionally hear about an aban-

doned doa; and trv to find a home for it.

She eventually became part of a group that

set up the nonprofit Bay Area Canine Res-

cue, a San Francisco animal rescue and

adoption organization (now disbanded),

and later founded the Greyhound Protec-

tion Leasrue. For more than two decades

she has focused on this graceful breed. She

says that more than 10,000 of them are

destroyed each year-with many more sub-

ject to mistreatment.

Why such slaughter? In hopes of pro-

ducing dogs that will win big at one of the

country's estimated 38 tracks in 13 states,

breeders produce large numbers continued
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' ig fleas fast is important to both your pet and your family^ Homes can get \ leas because pers

f leas. And pets get fleas because they are not adequately protected. F,.i^,t-acting Adva-irajLv

iops biting fleas in 3-5 minutes' to give pets quick relief

-
1 00% of fleas on pets within 1 2 hours to help piotect homes from mfestatk--.

-s flea-feeding to help keep your pet happy and healthy

<. your veterinarian for Advantage, the one with 1 years of proven success.
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Don't give fleas a biting chance

www.nofleas.com



animal affairs

of greyhounds. Puppies that aren't

fast enough and dogs that have

passed their prime (generally reached

at age three) are most at risk.

The situation is exacerbated by

the loose structure of the

industry, with many
absentee owners leasing

dogs to handlers who
actually house and race

the animals. This gives

corrupt individuals the

opportunity to take

dogs without the owner's

LHJ.com

permission and resell

them surreptitiously to

research facilities. Docile,

stoic and strong, they make desir-

able subjects for medical studies.

In another common scenario—as in

the Arizona case-an unscrupulous

person may offer to transport

unwanted dogs to a rescue group

only to kill them instead and pocket

the transport fee.

Even at die height of their careers,

greyhounds can have a sorry life.

Netboy says they can be crated for

22 hours a day, even on days when

they are racing, and that in too many

cases greyhounds at tracks are

starved and covered with ticks. "You

can't imagine such gentle animals

being abused that way," she says.

"Tliey're so good-natured."

Netboy, 67, a Penn "Valley. Califor-

nia, resident who is divorced with a

Srown son. shares her home with

Argus and Larry, greyhounds she

rescued from a shelter and an abu-

sive situation, respectively. Tlie dogs

have distinct personalides. she says.

Larrs' is outsfoins; and friendlv. "He

thinks that anyone who comes to the

house has been hired to pet him."

Netboy laughs. "And why shouldn't

he.^ Everyone responds to him."

Artrus. on the other hand, is sh\-.

How does

Gibson, a 175-

pound Great '^

Dane, help heal

lonely hearts?

Find out at

www.lhj.com

/therapydog

"When there are visitors," Netboy

says, "he retreats to the back room

and hopes no one discovers how
cute and sweet he is."

An anon\Tnous tip in 1989 to a

loose-knit group of ani-

mal rights activists gal-

vanized her activism on

behalf of greyhounds.

The tipster revealed that

the Letterman Army
Institute of Research, in

San Francisco, was plan-

ning to conduct bone-

breaking experiments on

retired racing grey-

hounds. Netboy says a

crook had already delivered 20 ani-

mals, and the now-closed military

facility, which studied injuries sol-

diers sustain in combat, needed them

for a pilot study, along with another

100 or so for follow-up experiments.

Wliat transpired became a model

for Netboy's rescues in the years

to come. She contacted the owners

of the endangered greyhounds, and

several agreed to join a lawsuit

against the research facility. Netboy

also appealed to local and national

legislators and kept the press

informed. Eventually 19 of the 20

docs were saved; one had died of

a tick-borne disease.

In her advocacy work, Netboy

has help from her canine friends, she

says: "I'm inspired every day by

Larr\' and Argus. When they look at

me with those soulful eyes or put

their heads in my lap, I think about

the thousands of others of their

breed that have not been fortunate

enough to find someone who cares.

I know 1 have to keep going."

For more on the Greyhound Protection

League, go to www.gi-eyhounds.org

or call 800-G-HOUXDS.
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A new ADHD treatment: Vyvanse.

Hien his ADHD treatment is consistent, so is Kevin.

in's ADHD treatment wasn't consistently controlling his symptoms
)ughout his busy day. His teachers, coaches and even his friends didn't

)w the Kevin I know.

V Vyvanse has been shown to provide consistent ADHD symptom control

n morning, through homework and family time, for up to 12 hours.

is impressed with the results of the Vyvanse clinical study. Parents reported

HD symptom control at approximately 10:00 a.m., 2:00 p.m. and 6:00 p.m.,

nonstrating consistent symptom control throughout the day.

Hl^Vyvansel ®
••-^.j^.^.v disdexai

* * 'H|nip9\,'iptp

Consistently Vyvanse

Ask your doctor about NEW Vyvanse.

1-866-450-5336, www.vyvanse.com

ortant Safety Information:

the doctor about any heart conditions, including structural abnormali-
that you, your child, or a family member, may have. Inform the doctor

diately if your child develops symptoms that suggest heart problems, such

t pain or fainting.

e should not be taken if your child has advanced disease of the blood vessels

' Jbclerosis); symptomatic heart disease; moderate to severe high blood pressure,

ractive thyroid gland (hyperthyroidism); known allergy or unusual reactions

Irugs called sympathomimetic amines (for example, pseudoephedrine);

ures; glaucoma; a history of problems with alcohol or drugs; agitated

es; taken a monoamine oxidase inhibitor (MAOl) within the last 14 days.

the doctor before taking Vyvanse if your child is being treated for or has symptoms
lepression (sadness, worthlessness, or hopelessness) or bipolar disorder; has

ormal thought or visions, hears abnormal sounds, or has been diagnosed with

ise see Brief Summary of Full Prescribing Information on the following page.

psychosis; h j^ iitid seizures or nlinormal EEGs; has or has had high blood pressure;

exhibits aggressive behavior n nostility Tell the doctor immediately if your child

develops any of these conditions or symptoms while taking Vyvanse.

Abuse of amphetamines may lead to dependence. (Vlisuse of amphetamine mav

cause sudden death and serious cardiovascular adverse events. These pv

also been reported rarely with amphetamine use.

Vyvanse was generally well tolerated in clinical studies. The most common side

effects reported in studies of Vyvanse were decreased appetite, difficulty falling

asleep, stomachache, and irritability.

Aggression, new abnormal thoughts/behaviors, mania, growth suppression,

worsening of motion or verbal tics, and Tourette's syndrome have been associated

with use of drugs of this type. Tell the doctor if your child has blurred vision while

taking Vyvanse.
LDX594 07/0" .'(107 Sli.it us Inc. W,\yne PA 1W8.'

^ShirS . your ADHD Support Company"'' Vyva ise d trademark of Shire LLC.



IMPORTANT INFORMATION ...v-Vyvanse®
.--i-..--.-.- ilisdexamfetamine
-* • • *dimesylate) capsules

WHAT IS THE MOST IMPORTANT INFORMATION

I SHOULD KNOW ABOUT VYVANSE?
Vyvanse is a stimulant medicine. The following have been reported with use of

stimulant medicines.

1. Heart-related problems:

• sudden death in patients who have • stroke and heart attack in adults

heart problems or heart defects • increased blood pressure and heart rate

Tell your doctor if you or your child has any heart problems, heart defects, high blood

pressure, or a family history of these problems.

Your doctor should check you or your child carefully for heart problems before starting

Vyvanse.

Your doctor should check your or your child's blood pressure and heart rate regularly

during treatment with Vyvanse.

Call your doctor right away if you or your child has any signs of heart problems such

as chest pain, shortness of breath, or fainting while taking Vyvanse.

2. Mental (Psychiatric) problems:

All Patients

• new or worse behavior and • new or worse bipolar illness

thought problems • new or worse aggressive behavior or hostility

Children and Teenagers

• new psychotic symptoms (such as hearing voices, believing things that are not

true, are suspicious) or new manic symptoms

Tell your doctor about any mental problems you or your child has, or about a family history

of suicide, bipolar illness, or depression.

Call your doctor right away if you or your child has any new or worsening mental

symptoms or problems while taking Vyvanse, especially seeing or hearing things that

are not real, believing things that are not real, or are suspicious.

WHAT IS VYVANSE?
Vyvanse is a central nervous system stimulant prescription medicine. It is used for the

treatment of Attention-Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD). Vyvanse may help

increase attention and decrease impulsiveness and hyperactivity in patients with ADHD.

Vyvanse should be used as a part of a total treatment program for ADHD that may include

counseling or other therapies.

Vyvanse is a federally controlled substance (CI!) because it can be abused or lead

to dependence. Keep Vyvanse in a safe place to prevent misuse and abuse. Selling

or giving away Vyvanse may harm others, and is against the law.

Tell your doctor if you or your child has (or has a family history of) ever abused or

been dependent on alcuhol, prescription medicines or street drugs.

WHO SHOULD NOT TAKE VYVANSE?
Vyvanse should not be taken if you or your child:

• has heart disease or hardening of the arteries • has moderate to severe high blood pressure

• has hyperthyroidism • has an eye problem called glaucoma

• is very anxious, tense, or agitated • has a history of drug abuse

• is taking or has taken within the past 14 days an antldepression medicine called

a monoamine oxidase inhibitor or MAOI.

• IS sensitive to, allergic to, or had a reaction to other stimulant medicines

Vyvanse has not been studied in children less than 6 years old.

Vyvanse is not recommended lor use in children less than 3 years old,

Vyvanse may not be right for you or your child. Before starting Vyvanse tell your or your

child's doctor about all health conditions (or a family history of) including:

• heart problems, heart defects, iiigh blood pressure

• mental problems including psychosis, mama, bipolar illness, or depression

• tics or Tourette's syndrome • liver or kidney problems

• thyroid problems • seizures or hav had an abnormal brain wave test (EEG)

Tell your doctor if you or your child is pregnant, planning to become pregnant, or

breastfeeding.

CAN VYVANSE BE TAKEN WITH OTHER MEDICINES?
Tell your doctor about all of the medicines that you or your child takes Including

prescription and nonprescription medicines, vitsmins, and herbal supplements. Vyvanse

and some medicines may interact with each other and cause serious side effects.

Sometimes the doses ot other medicines will need to be adjusted while taking Vyvanse.

Your doctor will decide whether Vyvanse can be taken with other medicines.

Especially tell your doctor li yoLi or your child takes:

• antidepression medicines Inciuding MAOIs • antipsychotic medicines

• lithium • blood pressure medicines

• seizure medicines • narcotic pain medicines

Know the medicines that you or your child takes. Keep a list of your medicines with you to

show your doctor and pharmacist.

Do not start any new medicine while taking Vyvanse without talking to your

doctor first.

HOW SHOULD VYVANSE BE TAKEN?
• Take Vyvanse exactly as prescribed. Vyvanse comes in 3 different stiength capsules.

Your doctor may adjust the dose until It is right for you or your child.

• Take Vyvanse once a day in the morning.

• Vyvanse can be taken with or without food.

• From time to time, your doctor may stop Vyvanse treabnent for awhile to check

ADHD symptoms.

• Your doctor may do regular checks of the blood, heart, and blood pressure while taking

Vyvanse. Children should have their height and weight checked often while taking Vyvanse.

Vyvanse treatment may be stopped If a problem is found during these check-ups.

• If you or your child takes too much Vyvanse or overdoses, call your doctor or poison

control center right away, or get emergency treahnenL

WHAT ARE POSSIBLE SIDE EFFECTS OF VYVANSE?
See "What is the most important information I should know about Vyvanse?" for

information on reported heart and mental problems.

Other serious side effects include:

• slowing of growth (height and weight) in children

• seizures, mainly in patients with a history ot seizures

• eyesight changes or blurred vision

Common side effects include:

• upper belly pain • decreased appetite

• dizziness • dry mouth

• irritability • trouble sleeping

• nausea • vomiting

• weight loss

Vyvanse may affect your or your child's ability to drive or do other dangerous

activities.

Talk to your doctor if you or your child has side effects that are bothersome or do

not go away.

This is not a complete list of possible side effects. Ask your doctor or pharmacist for

more information.

HOW SHOULD I STORE VYVANSE?
• store Vyvanse in a safe place at room temperature, 59 to 86° F (15 to 30° 0).

Protect from light.

• Keep Vyvanse and all medicines out of the reach of children.

GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT VYVANSE
Medicines are sometimes prescribed for purposes other than those listed in a

Medication Guide. Do not use Vyvanse for a condition for which it was not prescribed.

Do not give Vyvanse to other people, even If they have the same condition. It may

harm them and it is against the law.

This Medication Guide summanzes the most important information about Vyvanse.

If you would like more information, talk with your doctor You can ask your doctor

or pharmacist for information about Vyvanse that was written for healthcare

professionals. For more information about Vyvanse, please contact Shire US Inc.

at 1-800-828-2088 or visit www.Vyvanse.com.

WHAT ARE THE INGREDIENTS IN VYVANSE?
Active Ingredient; lisdexamfetamine dimesylate

Inactive Ingredients: microcrystalline cellulose, croscarmellose sodium, and magnesium

stearate. The capsule shells contain gelatin, titanium dioxide, and one or more of the

following: D&C Red #28. D&C Yellow #10, FD&C Blue #1 and FD&C red #40.

NEED INFORMATION OR HAVE A QUESTION?
This is only a summary of important information. Ask your doctor or pharmacist for

complete product information. Go to www.Vyvanse.com. Or call 1-800-828-2088.

Manufactured for: Shire US Inc., Wayne, PA 19087. (Vlade in USA.

Vyvanse^" is registered in the US Patent and Trademark Office.

Copyright ©2007 Shire US Inc.

Tfiis Medication Guide lias been approved

by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration.
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A new ADHU treatment: Vyvanse,

len her ADHD treatment is consistent, so is Sarah.

h's ADHD treatment wasn't consistently controlling her symptoms

ughout her busy day. Her teachers, coaches and even her friends didn't

N the Sarah I know.

' Vyvanse has been shown to provide consistent ADHD symptom control

1 morning, through homework and family time, for up to 1 2 hours.

> impressed with the results of the Vyvanse clinical study. Parents reported

D symptom control at approximately 1 0:00 a.m., 2:00 p.m. and 6:00 p.m.,

onstrating consistent symptom control throughout the day.

anse®

Consistently Vyvanse

Ask your doctor about NEW Vyvanse.

1 -866-450-5336, www.vyvanse.com

irtant Safety Information:

:he doctor about any heart conditions, including structural abnormali-

that you, your child, or a family member, may have. Inform the doctor

^diately if your child develops symptoms that suggest heart problems, such

t pain or fainting.

nse should not be taken if your child has advanced disease of the blood vessels

iosclerosis); symptomatic heart disease; moderate to severe high blood pressure;

Ktive thyroid gland (hyperthyroidism); known allergy or unusual reactions

"ugs called sympathomimetic amines (for example, pseudoephedrine);

ires; glaucoma; a history of problems with alcohol or drugs; agitated

' 'S; taken a monoamine oxidase inhibitor (MAOl) wrthin the last 14 days.

"le doctor before taking Vyvanse if your child is being treated for or has symptoms

ijpression (sadness, worthlessness, or hopelessness) or bipolar disorder; has

'•rmal thought or visions, hears abnormal sounds, or has been diagnosed with

ce see Brief Summary of Full Prescribing Information on the previous page.

psychosis; has had seizures or .^l;>t,ormal EEGs; has or has had high blood pressure;

exhibits aggressive behavioi iiostility Tell the doctor immediately if your child

develops any of these conditions or symptoms while taking Vyvanse.

Abuse of amphetamines may lead to dependence. Misuse of amphetamine may

cause sudden death and serious cardiovascular adverse events. These events have

also been reported rarely vvith amphetamine use.

Vyvanse was generally well tolerated in clinical studies. The most common side

effects reported in studies of Vyvanse were decreased appetite, difficulty falling

asleep, stomachache, and irritability.

Aggression, new abnormal thoughts/behaviors, mania, gr(i , , th suppression,

worsening of motion or verbal tics, and Tourette s syndrome have been associated

with use of drugs of this type. Tell the doctor if your child ho > blurred vision while

taking Vyvanse.
LDX461 07 07 - iK)75hir<- USInc.Waynf.PA 1908/

<• Shir© your ADHD Support Company'" Vyvanse i- i trademark of Shire LLC.
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So You
/antYour Own

Business?

or as long as she can remember, Carii Liberto. 31. of

Kansasville, Wisconsin, has dreamed of running her

own business. What held her back? She lacked a

concept for a hot new product or service-and she

doubted her abilit}' to start a company from scratch.

But in 2I)(I5 Liberto. then a sales representative, found the

answer to her entrepreneurial aspirations: Dinner by Design, a

fast-growing meal-assembly francliisor that lets time-star^-ed cus-

tomers assemble pre-chopped. measured and seasoned ingredi-

ents as entrees that can be frozen and then heated and served

later. After two visits lo her local Dinner by Design-Liberto loved

the cuisine and the convenience-she decided to buy a food-prep

franchise of sonic kind and recruited her mother. Bai b Grodi. a

retired dietitian and sales executive, as her business partner.

From there the duo began an eight-month process of research-

Buying a franchise is one way

to fulfill your dream—but
beware of the possible traps

ing meal-assembly coi-porations; talking to

Dinner by Design franchise owners and

their competitors: completing reams of

paperwork; enlisting a commercial real-

estate broker to help them find a location

and negotiate a lease; and applying for a

bank loan to help fund start-up costs. In

2006 they signed a 10-year contract with

Dinner by Design-and paid a $35,000 fran-

chise fee for the right to open a branch in

New Berlin, a suburb of Milwaukee. They

spent about $131,000 to build the facHity

and buy eqtiipment and over the next eight

months they acquired two more locations

in southeastern Wisconsin for an additional

$200,000. bringing their total outlay to

slightly more than $366,000.

"We're making slow, steady progress,

and we're meeting our own goals," says

Groth, 57. •'Running a business is harder

than we imagined, but it's also more fun

and rewarding. And doing it as a franchise

is easier than starting a brand-new company.

We didn't have die expertise to develop die

menus, test the entrees or gain partnerships

with other major companies-not to mention

gather all the mar-keting tips we've picked

up from conferences for franchisees."

Liberto and Grodi are among die grow-

ing number of women who are turning to

franchising as a way to work continued
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for themseh es arid escape the limits of corpo-

rate life btu also enjoy the benefits franchising

affords: brand recognition that attracts custom-

ers right away: start-up training: ongoing sup-

port services from the franchise company: and

a proven business plan to execute.

Of course, as many discover, franchising isn't

without risks. If die parent coiporation goes out

of business, you could, too. Or if it's acquired

b\- another compan) -a common occurrence-the new owner may

require )'ou to make sweeping changes to convert to its brand.

"The franchisee's bottom line may go south or may dramatically

improve depending on who is doing the buying." says John

Matthews, president and CEO of Gray Cat Entei-prises. in Nordi

Barrington. Illinois, a consulting firm for the franchise industry-.

Nor is buN-ing a franchise a get-rich-quick scheme-or much of

a get-nch-slo\v plan, either. Like any new business venture, a

franchise must be nurtured before it delivers on the initial invest-

ment, and \Yhile it's possible to earn a six-figtire income as a

franchise owner, it's not likely, especially if you operate just one

outlet. Liberto and Groth didn't turn a profit until their first Din-

ner h\ Design had been open one year. They're also working

harder than the\- did in the corporate world- 12-hour days during

the week and half days on weekends-and while Liberto earns

$35,000 a year. Groth is forgoing a salary until their three loca-

tions are financially secure (by the end of this year, they expect).

Before you invest your life's savings to open a franchise,

experts advise you to weigh the pros and cons, then proceed with

caution. " Entu if you're purchasing an established franchise, do

your homework." warns Susan P. Kezios. president of the

American Franchisee Association, a Chicago-based trade

association of franchise owners. Here are some factors

to consider before signing on:

It s possible to

earn a six-figure

income as a

franchise owner,

but not likely

LHJ.com

Are you in control

of your motley?

Take our quiz to

find out if you need

to break bad

spending habits:

www.lhj.com

/moneyquiz

Start-Up Costs

Buying a franchise isn't cheap. The price varies

substantially and depends on the t}'pe of business:

It takes an estimated $655,000 to $1,255,000 to

invest in a McDonald's, yet only an estimated

$11.800 to $522,800 to invest in a Centur\- 21 Real

Estate company. Franchisors also set minimum net

worth requirements for prospective franchisees to

ensure that they've got the cash flow to keep the business

afloat in the ine\ata'ble eai'ly lean period.

Most franchise owners use a combination of personal savings

and loans from family, friends, banks or die U.S. Small Business

Adminisnation to fund start-up costs. Some franchisors offer

financinu 'mi their rates tend to be higher, according to Joe

Mathews, owner of Fran-

chisePerformance Group,

a consulting frrm in Litch-

field. Cormecticut, so al-

ways comparison shop

for the best rates.

Potential Returns

It can be tough to calcu-

late how much money you can earn as a

franchise ownsf. As a general rule, Mathews

recommends that you use this formula to

project earnings after a ramp-up period of a

year or two: Take your investment cost and

multiply it b)' 40 to 50 percent. For exam-

ple, a $200,000 investment in an industry-

leadins; francliise should result in eventual

annual owner earnings of $80,000 to

$100,000. Also, be aware diat the average

resale value of a franchise is 2.5 times what

the owner earns. "So if you open a fran-

chise for $250,000 and you make $75,000 a

year, your business may be worth under

$200,000 should you decide to sell,"

Mathews says.

It may sound counterintuitive to think

about selling a business you haven't yet

bought, but consider it part of your due

diligence. Like it or not, most franchise

agreements are a 10- to 20-year commit-

ment. If you want or need to sell, you can;

however, the franchisor must approve the

new buyer on the basis of its financial crite-

ria, and there is a transfer fee usually fac-

tored into the initial sales price, around 15

to 40 percent of the franchise fee.

Franchise Agreements and Obligations

Franchisees are expected to execute the

fianchisor's business plan, implement uni-

form systems and follow the rules in the

operating manual-not add products or

services at their whim, and not change the

color of the menu or the logo on printed

materials. To fmd out exacdy what you'd be

getdng into, request the franchisor's Uni-

form Francliise Offering Circular (UFOC)-

a legal document that spells out continued
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Your kitchen faucet is about
to become popular.

PUR filtered water helps keep your family healthy And new PUR Klavor Options can

entice them to drink more water, by givmg them the option of adding raspberry

strawberry or peach flavor with the push of a button Available m both pitcher

and faucet mount Please visit www.purwater com for more information.



Franchisors can,

and do, require

you to make

changes—on

vour own dime

76

the oblisatidiis of the franchisor and franchisee

and die terms diat will go\ern the reladonship

for die length of the contract.

i'he UFOC covers 23 key areas, including

the upfront francliise fee (niidrange is $20,000

to S40.000): the annual royalties franchisors

charse their franchisees (bet^veen 5 and 10 per-

cent of the franchisees" gross sales); the amount

franchisees must contribute annually to the

corporate advertising budget (ranging from one-half percent to

5 percent of gross sales): and the annual amount that francliisees

pay to the local, regional or national advertising budget. For exam-

ple. Liberto and Grodi pa)' 1 percent of their sales to Dinner by

Design's national advertising fund and another 2 percent to die

co-op advertising in their area, hi return, they've received adver-

dsing support from Dinner by Design, upgi ades to their Web site,

and seasonal promotions with nationally recognized companies;

through their co-op. they've purchased TV advertising and com-

mercials on two Milwaukee radio stations.

Review the UFOCs of several franchisors in your chosen

industiy and compare their terms to see which one is the most

favorable and least restrictive. Here are some sticky areas that

you should e\ aluate carefully, according to Madiews:

•Are franchisees required to buy supplies exclusively from

the franchisor or another specific source? The franchisor

may insist that you buy from certain suppliers, or may itself be

die sole supplier for the products and sei-vices it sells, so it may

mark up the price to cover its own costs.

•Is the franchisee's territory truly exclusive-or does the

franchisor reserve the right to open outlets within those

limits? Many retail and restaurant franchisors do not offer an

exclusive territory. In fact, says Mathews, franchisors such as

Quiznos have gained a reputation for cannibalizing successful

franchisees' businesses by allowing too many locadons to open

in close proximity to one another.

•How many changes can the franchisor make over the life

of the franchise agreement? "You're agi ccing to coniph with

the franchise corporation's procedures as they may change

from tunc to time, and they do," Kezios warns. "If the franchi-

sor decides tonight that tomorrow morning the menu board

will be kirger or smaller or in some way different, the costs to

make the changes are yours, not its.'

After ) ou \ c submitted your application to die franchisor, a re-

cruiiei- will cidl to gi\T you die liard sell. Resist pressure tactics.

"Often these arc salespeople, and their job is to sell francliises-not

evaluate vvhedicr vou're die right person to mn one," Madiews cau-

tions. It's tsscnlial to talk to cuncnt franchisees, who can explain

dieir working irlationsliip w iih die franciiisor and discuss fmaiicial

LADiES' HOME JOURNAL AUGUST 2007

information that franchi-

sors aren't legally required

to disclose in the UFOC—
and usually don't. While

the franchisor will refer

you to satisfied and suc-

cessful franchisees, it's

also wise to seek out some

on your own so that you'U

hear die um aniished trudi. Among the ques-

tions to ask franchisees:

•Did the fraAchisor s training adequate-

ly prepare you to run the business?

•Does the franchisor's support, such as

educational seminars and technical

assistance, make a difference?

•Has the franchisor imposed changes

you had to pay for?

•When did you start making money?

•Knowing what you know now, would

you stiU buy the franchise?

Experts also provide valuable guidance.

Hire an accountant to help you understand

the franchisor's financial picture, assess

your risk and set realistic goals. Contact die

Better Business Bureau in the city where

the franchisor has its headquarters to fmd

out whether consumers have complained

about its products or services; check wddi

vour state attorney general's office for

details about die rights of fi-anchise owners.

Finally, hire an experienced franchisee

attorney to review the complex UFOC and

franchise contract. (For a list of lawyers,

visit the American Franchisee Association

at u'u'iv.framhisee.org and click on "legal

resources." Or \isit the International Fran-

chise Association at wwwjrarwhise.org, search

for "attorney" and chck on "supplier.") Not

only can an attorney help you understand

vour obligations under the contract, but she

may be able to negotiate better terms for

you. "The franchisor's salesperson may not

offer to change the current deal, but an

experienced franchisee attorney can help

you negotiate a better one," Kezios says.

"Newer and smaller franchisors often are

more open to changing die terms." ^
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We've got to stop

meeting like this.

Worried about how many times you excuse yourself?

r
You can do something about your bladder control probiein.

Ask your doctor about DETROL LA.

Have strong, sudden urges to go to the bathroom, and maybe even

accidents? Go more than 8 times a day? If so. you may have a

medical condition called overactive bladder. But with DETROL lA.

you can help reduce the symptoms so you can worry less about

your bladder.

One DETROL LA works 24 hours, all day and . i.' It helps

calm the bladder muscle that causes those strong, sudden urges.

Just imagine what a calmer bladder can do ibryou.

/ OmOl LA 24 HOURS

Petrol LA_
iolterodine tartrate
extended release capsu/es

Hch)'^ U't'D on overactive

If you have certain stomach problems, glaucoma, or trouble getting urine to pass, you

shouldn't take DETROL LA. The most common side effects are dry mouth, headache,

constipation, and abdominal pain.

DETROL LA, like all medicines, has benefits and risks. There may be other options. Ask

your doctor if DETROL LA is right for you. For more infonnalion. visit DETROLLA.com.

•Results may vary. Please see important product information on back. :i 2007 Pfizer Inc. All rights reserved. April 2007 DD275001E

Uninsured? Need help paying for medicine? Pfizer has programs that can help,

no matter your age or income. You may even qualify for free Pfizer medicines.

Call 1-866-706-2400. Or visit www.pfizerhelpfulanswers.com.



mPORTfm FACTS

ABOUT OVERACTIVE BLADDER
Overactive bladder happens when the bladder muscle squeezes too

often or it cannot be controlled. You may have wetting accidents (urge

urinar>' incontinence). You may feel a strong need to pass urine right

away (urgency). You may also feel you need to go often (frequency).

WHO IS DETROL LA (long-acting) FOR?

Who can take DETROL LA?

Adults 1 8 years and older with symptoms of overactive bladder.

Who should not take DETROL LA?

Do not take DETROL LA if:

• You have trouble emptying your bladder (urinary retention).

• Your stomach empties slowly (gastric retention).

• You have an eye problem called uncontrolled narrow-angle glaucoma.

• You are allergic to anything in DETROL LA.

DETROL LA did not help the symptoms of overactive bladder

when studied in children.

BEFORE YOU START DETROL LA
Tell your doctor about all your medical conditions, including:

• Stomach or intestinal problems.

• Trouble empt>'ing your bladder or if you have a weak urine stream.

• An eye problem called narrow-angle glaucoma.

• Liver or kidney problems.

• If you or any family members have a rare heart condition called

QT prolongation (long QT syndrome). If you are pregnant or

trying to become pregnant. We do not know if DETROL LA
could harm your unborn baby.

• If you are breast-feeding. We do not know if DETROL LA passes

into your milk or if it can harm your baby.

Tell your doctor about all your medicines. Include over-the-counter

medicines, vitamins, and herbal products. Other drugs may change

how your body handles DETROL LA. Your doctor may use a lower

dose of DETROL LA if you take:

• Some medicines for fungus or yeast infections such as

Nizoral" (ketoconazole), Sporanox" (itraconazole), and

Monistat" (miconazole). -
i^

• Some medicines for bacteria infections such as

Biaxin" (clarithromycin) and erythromycin.

Sandimmune' (cyclosporine) oi Velban" (vinblastine).

POSSIBLE SIDE EFFtCTS OF DETROL LA

The most common side effects are:

• dry mouth • constipation

• headache • stomach pain

These are not all the side effects of DETROL LA. For a complete

list of side effects, ask your doctor or pharmacist.

HOW TO TAKE DETROL LA

Do:

• Take DETROL LA exactly as your doctor

tells you. For some people, DETROL LA
may not work right away. Check with

your doctor before stopping DETROL LA.

• Take DETROL LA capsules once a day

v/ith liquid at the same time each day.

• Take DETROL LA with or without food.

• If you miss a dose of DETROL LA,

begin taking DETROL LA again the next

day. Do not t^ke 2 doses of DETROL LA
in the same day.

• Store DETROL LA at room

temperature and out of light.

Don't:

• Do not drive a car or work with machines

until you know how DETROL LA affects

you. Medicines like DETROL LA can

cause blurry vision. They can make you

dizzy and sleepy.

• Do not change the dose on your own. Talk

with your doctor.

ABOUT DETROL LA
DETROL LA is a prescription medicine that

treats the symptoms of overactive bladder.

• It reduces wetting accidents.

• It reduces the sudden, strong urge to

pass urine.

• It helps you have fewer trips to

the bathroom.

NEED MORE INFORMATION?
• This is only a summary of important

information. Ask your doctor or pharmacist

for complete product information.

• Go to www.detrolla.com.

• Call (1-888) 4-DETROL
(1-888-433-8765).

(i^^ra Dislnbutcd by:

Pharmacia & Upjohn

Division of Pfizer Inc. NY. NY 10017

R\ Onl> I 2006 Pfizcr Inc All rights reserved. Printed in the USA

DEIF Rev 1 July 2006

Reiiistercd trademarks arc the property of their respective owners.
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ESERVED BOTANICALS

ing the beauty of nature

doors with preserved fern

)nds from Art.com. Grouped
hung singly, these intricate

)tanicals establish a tranquil

cal point. Each piece of

t is hand-assembled with

ge color mat, stamped
th an ancient Asian symbol,

id framed in black. Each

int: 16 x19 inches; $74.99,

^EE SHIPPING.

A.Specify #12271 11 OA
Austral Fern

B. Specify #12271115A
Green Leather Fern

C. Specify #1 22711 12A
Petite Maiden Fern

D. Specify #12271114A
Green Fan Fern

E. Specify #12271109A
Southern Maidenhair Fern

F. Specify #1227111 1A

Flat Fan Fern

E New CD

AlVA

Want to Love Yol

Available::

L*MART

: Depaiva plays

ramer on abc's

E Life to Live"
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ADESOF PINK
Pretty as can be, these exquisite

pink !'-umpets fill the garden with a

crescei 'o of color spnng through

summer, '-i-om pastel to salmon

to strawb- Mv pink—with ruffled

edges or riistinctively marked

throats—this g'orious assortment

establishes quickly to become

a mainstay of the garden. All

tuberous roots grow vigorously

into clumps of attractive foliage

surrounding abundant blooms.

From White Flower Farm, this

pink daylily collection includes 24

plants—SIX each of four different

varieties, not labeled. Zones 3-8.

Plants are shipped bare root

and include growing and care

instructions. Shipments will £

at proper planting time. O
will be shipped September

'

November 15, 2007. Order (

quantities are limited.

MM952448 $69.95 plusshipi

handling, and sales tax.
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HoMK Journal

liaminock ami a lawn iinihiclla an-

nicc-as far as Uicy go. 11 you rc illy

want to turn your backyanl into an

oasis for cntcrianiing and rclaxnig—

and who doesn't when the weather

cooperates-ordinary folding lawn

chairs and ihe like just won't enl it.

But neither is expensive custom iui'

niture nor landsLa])ing requiretl to

create an outdoor looni where Iriends

and family can eongreg.ite. Indeed,

some of the most charnring outdoor

spaces are built around hudget-

friendlv garden structures, including

benches, pergolas and lences. These

architectural accents give an other-

wise blank slate a focal point and can

make even a vast open space leel inti-

mate. Consider using traditional gar-

den structures in cieati\ c ways: Picket

fencing that ordinarily encloses a

front vard can be used in shorter

lengths to create cozy corners lor

sealing or as "walls" to help desigiiate

a dining area Irom the rest ol the

space. Pergolas, generally built oil the

back or side of a house, also come in

ready niatle freestanding \ ersions:

pui one in a favorite corner ol the

garden to create a separate seating

area. A trellis covered in lush foliage

makes an ideal backdrop for a bench,

while a \ ine-co\ered iron arch makes

a wondcrftil garden entrance. Read

on lot more ideas on how to enhance

(he look of Nour vard. lOxniNi Ki)

PERFECT PAVILION
This freestanding canopy creates the sense of a room

without the confines of walls; all it takes is a level plot

for It to stand on. Tlie weather-resistant fabric top

gently blocks harsh sunlight, while a few special

touches-a chandelier, an area rug, cushioned seating—

ma^^e the space an ideal place to entertain on a

summer afternoon.

J 83
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Left- Erecting a pergola (an open-framed structure with a slatted

roof) is a great way to create a separate outdoor area just off

your house that still connects with the the landscape. This model

adds intimacy to a brick patio dining area, but one constructed

over a simple patch of grass adorned with chairs would be just as

cozy To give the space below sun-dappled shade, plan for an

overhead garden with leafy, climbing vines; clematis and grapes

make fine choices, as does wisteria-eventually.

Above: This short length of picket fencing does the job of a low

back wall providing this otherwise-open seating area a tucked-

away-in-a-corner feeling. Painted Adirondack chairs with wide-

striped cushions and an elegant iron side table offer a comfor-

table place to relax; charming vintage birdhouses encourage

feathered friends to become tuneful neighbors.

Below This unfussy wraparound bench creates instant garden

seating As a great spot to read or just take in the landscape, it's

a unique twist on the traditional garden bench. continued



A. Best Buy
Just Got Even Better!

epen

IMITED TIME OFFER!
FREE LIMITED EDI'pON
COUNTING SHEEP ROBE

(Serta^ WE MAKE THE WORLDS BEST MATTRESS.^

Visit wvvv/.sertq;t(iym/magazine:l©r official njles and details.

ase j^krto .mattress set with a retail purchase priCw-trf $799 Of <- 107 -9126107.
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1 THE P«iG SOLUTIONS HIGH-END VINYL
IMPrPIAI PfMCO\ A is made from thick UV-stable

vinyl, which won't dont, warp, crncl< or yellow. It's also

cosy to nssomblo— iottiruj you spend your precious

summer .iftornoons silting under it, not building it.

%?/'•; www.homi'clc'pol.com

, ,. BENCH FROM OPVIS
Is made from untreated white cedar, which is durable and

dooy roslst.uU and will weather to a beautiful silvery

<iray. Available in two si/es with an optional cedar back, it

will look (jrcat around any si/ablo tree in any garden

diicor. From $198; www.orvis.com

^ THE M'^ME TRENDS PARK LAKE CANOPY
measures a qonorous 10 by 12 feet and is supported by a

heavy-duty stoel (r.imo. It inc ludes side panels made from

netted material that discourage bugs from joining you and

your clan l)ut still allow for ample light and summer
bree/es. $D') ')!); www.w.ilm.irt.cum

.11 . AVL' VINY'. FENCE
has the look ot the classi. r>icket fence many homeowners
dream of— williout tli<> hassle and maintenance of painted

wood. The four-loot-tali fence i>, sold by the foot; use

shorter lenc)ihs to creatively evoke the feeling of

walls or co/y corner'; in your garden. $15.32 per foot;

www lifotinicviityl.coin
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I am more than just a vet







From left, Ina Garten, Giada De Laurentiis and Emeril Lagasse get

ready to cook up a summer storm of fresh, healthy dishes



Com R Stor^

r.TAR CHEFS
Let these food gurus— Ina Garten, Giada De Laurent;

agasse—help you whip up delicious summertime dinners

i Emeril

lADA

lada De Laurentiis is kiiown for her lisjht aiid streamlined xcrsions of classic

ilian dishes, and summer is when her simple, delicious recipes shine. Tiic

iinddaughter of legendar)' movie producer Dino I^e Laurentiis. Giada s culi

ry influences come from both sides of die Adantic. She was bom in Rome in

'70 but raised in Los Angeles. De Laurentiis. 37. got her introducuon to fine food

home, then honed her skills by training at Le Cordon Bleu, die fimied Parisian

cooking school, and working in top Los .Angeles lestaurants. ClcarK'. cooking

• )r-and with—family remains one of die most important facets of her life.

vadies' Home Journal: Is food ccn

al to your family .'

L^iada De Laurentiis: /\n\ diing diat s

-ally important to us iiappens in the

kitchen or over a meal. I fell in love wnth

looking because it's such a big p;m of

. or life. Tliere's a lot of laughter, ston-

:lling and sharing of

creative ideas for dishes.

.vnd believe me, when
ve're together, it can get

vretrv- loud!

Bv Sn I'll wii

WoonARD

Vhotoonip}\ed h\

Word

LHJ: W ho cooks when you all as

senible for a meal;'

GD: Me, my .Aunt Raffy and ni\

gTandfather. My giiuidfather ga\e nic

a passion for food, and my aunt taught

me to l)c creati\c. They-and my
mother, who put health), delicious

meals on the table for lour

childrcn-niadc me the

person I .mi today.

LHJ: ii adition is certainK

the basis of \oin' cookiii".

But what about innovation.' Has

anyone e\cr said. "You can t do that

with food".'

GD: What gets my grandfather more

than anything is using ingredients-

like toniatoes-from a jar or can. He
thinks everything should be made
from scratch using fresh ingredients.

He"s 88 and the product of a \ en* dif-

ferent world, one in which his mom
did cook that way. I icll him no one s

going to make Italian lood at home if

I don t occasionally give tliem the op-

tion to use canned tomatoes.

LHJ: Is this a good time of \ear to

think about eating health)' food?

GD: The warm weather and beauti-

ful ingredients naturally inspire peo-

ple. I'A en ihiiig tastes .so much better,

and \ ou want to experience that, rath-

er than smodier fruits and \ egetables

wnil sauces. .As a result, )ou can put

together a iantastic meal m no time.

( li illing-which is cjuick and eas) -is

al.M) ,i big part of that.

LI IJ: Your food is so prett) iuid brighl-

>cems to go with summer.

GD: You eat with )Our eyes first. If a

dish is colorful. )C)u want to dig in. I'm

aware ol this when ovum id

www !-H_l COM
191



ccjokuig on television, because viewers

caii't smell, taste or touch anything.

LHJ: How do you decorate yoiu- out-

door table?

GD: My house is by the beach, so

that's what inspires nie. I often collect

seashells and rocks and TU nux tliem

on the table with candles in brass hold-

ers. Rather than flowers I would dis-

play little herb plants in pots.

LHJ: .\nd when you entertain, you're

wearing your necklaces.-' Tlic)'"re vour

signalujc. ixlter all.

GD: Tlie} never conic off. People say

they rcognizc mc by thent

LHJ: Ale they cAiiilablc in stores?

GD: No. .\'v husband, Todd Thomp-

son, had then, nuule for me. But if

someone likes the look, it's possible to
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WHAT FOOD CANT
YOU LIVE WITHOUT
IN SUMMER?
GIADA DE LAURENTIIS
"Lots of orange and

lemon, which I zest

or squeeze over pastas and

salads— phenomenal!"

EMERIL LAGASSE
"When I was a kid my dad

and I would buy 20, 30 ears

of corn from a farm stand

and come home for a corn

boil. Now my kids love

corn, too."

INA GARTEN
"I'd have to say basil. I could

eat tomato, mozzarella and

basil Caprese salad daily."

Giada De Laurentiis loves sharing new
recipe ideas with both family and fans

buyjewelr\' that's called "by the yard."

Diamonds by the yard and so on.

LHJ: Your television work is certainly

keeping you busy.

GD: And my books [available at luww

.giadadelaurejjtiis.com]. My third one,

Everyday Pasta, came out this past

spring, and I'm going to begin plan-

ning on^ that will be published in

September 2008. But yes, I'll be doing

more for Today, I'm continuing to

shoot Giada 's Weekend Getaways-l just

did a New Orleans episode—and I

have done a series called Giada in Par-

adise, in which I go with my extended

family to Capri and then with my
husband to Santorini, Greece. Every-

day Italian is ongoing as weU, widi 20

new episodes in the works.

LHJ: When will you have time to

start your own family?

GD: In the next several months hope-

fully things will level off, and my hus-

band, who is a clothing designer for

the store Anthropologic, and I might

start working on that. We'd like that.

FAVORITE TUNES
TO CRANK UP
WHILE COOKING
GIADA DE LAURENTIIS
"Blues/rock artist John Mayer,

though my husband will put

on the high-energy Red Hot

Chili Peppers."

EMERIL LAGASSE
"We're a music family, not a

TV family—except during

football season! So we listen

to everything, but mostly

New Orleans jazz like Jeremy

Davenport and Harry

Connick, Jr."

INA GARTEN
"Hotel Costes' sleek, mellow

compilations."



Ina Garten is ver\' clear about what she most loves to do. "People have asked me
to produce clothing lines! Furniture!" exclaims the woman knowii fondly as the

Barefoot Contessa, after the specialt)'-food shop in eastern Long Island. v\herc

her career as a chef began in 1978. Garten, 59. would rather stick to creating

recipes for simple but sophisticated food and providing advice for casual yet

elegant entertaining that couldn't be more appropriate for diis tiinc of yeai". The

store may have shuttered its doors, but fans can still order from her new Barefoot

Contessa Pantr)' line of convenience foods \ia her online site (-a-wxv.inugarteu.ami)

or choose recipes from her five cookbooks, includiiig her latest. Barefoot Contessa

at Hoine: Everyday Recipes Ton 11 Make Over and Over Again. She also appears on her

own Food Network show, called-you guessed il—Barefoot Contessa. "\ wouldn't

want to do too much and forget wh\- 1 got into this in the first place, which is that

I love to have pardes with my friends." she says. "I always come back to that."

Ladies' Home Journal: Does your

cooking style change in summer?

Ina Garten: I always cook simply-but

even more so now because the produce

is so wonderful. I love the first raspber-

ries, the first com of the season. Many
of these items need less actual "cook-

ing" than during colder months-or

none at all. I sei-v^e hemes with a dol-

lop of creme fraiche or ice cream, for

example. Or a simple thing I do with

com is slice it off the cob and saute it

in butter, salt and pepper

LHJ: So. it's all about ingredients?

IG: And synerg)-. For example, my
ideal summer dessert is peaches with

Sautemes, a sweet dessert wine. Peel

the fruit and slice it into a bowl: pour

in the wine to cover, and let it sit lor at

least two hours. That's it-two iiigicdi

ents that make each other belter

LHJ: How do you tvpicalK approach

party gi\ ing?

IG: I'm a real planner. You ha\e to

make a menu, then decide to cook

fewer dishes and cross tilings oO. .\ii(l

don't make more dian two things your

self. If you do the main course and a

side dish, buv the dessert. Or plan

something fun. like do-ii-yoinsell ice-

cream sodas. Draw up shopping lists,

and make a minute l)yminute schcd-

ule-at 5 tum die o\en on. at 5:15 put

the turkey meat loaf in. 'Fhc difference

between a good part\ and a bad party

has nodiing to do \\ ith the food. Ii has

Surprise party guests with fun,

casual food, like yummy meat
loaf, advises Ina Garten

all to do with the host and

hostess having fun.

LHJ: You're alw ays calm?

IG: Of course, like anybody,

il I'm gi^ing a partv; my hus-

band knows not to talk to

me during the 15 minutes

right before guests arrive!

LHJ: What do you say

about eating outside?

IG: When I was catering,

clients would want to plan

outdoor parties for 100. I

would ask: "WTiat if it happens to rain

or is too hot or cold? Do you ha\e

room to move eveiA'one inside at the

last minute?"

LHJ: So how do you entertain at this

time of \ ear.^

IG: I like to ser\ e drinks outside, then

everybody comes inside-no bugs,

very eas\-. You've been outside, but

you're not fighting with nature while

you eat. And remember, lots of sum-

mer foods— like salads and fruit des-

serts-are best at room temperatine,

which means no standing o\er the

sto\ e or grill at the last minute.

LHJ: \Vhal about table decorations?

IG: In summer I love stripes for the

tablecloth and casual wildflowers for

the centerpiece.

LHJ: You'\e rein\ented yomself a few

tinies-you vc been a W^ashington.

D.(;.. polic\ analyst, a store owner a

cookbook writer WTiy?

IG: I ha\e a low thresliold lor bore-

dom. II my work doesn't keep me up

a! night, it's not interesting. Wlien that

',.i[)pens. I jump ofi the clifi and !cam

to il\- on the wav down. 'IIk- vlw direc

lion al\va)s turns out to be so much

more interesting ilum the old one. Cur-

renth'. though. I'd be veiy happy if my
life staved just like t! is. c.om imm)
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Co\'t

Despite appearances in more than 1,700 Food Network television episodes and

a list of cooking awards that's as long as a rolling pin. Emeril Lagasse is. at

heart, just a guy who loves to brag about his kids: Meril, 2; Emeril, Jr., 4, and

Jessica andjillian. both in their 20s. He and his wife, Alden, love to cook with

them as well-even the litde ones. "We make ice cream and sorbets together," he

says, "and we have homemade-pizza parties. They have a ball." You can still

hear a strong Massachusetts accent in this Louisiana transplant's voice.

Lagasse, 47, grew up south of Boston and, after earning a culinary degi ee from

Johnson Wales University, in Rhode Island, and apprenticeships in restau-

rants in Paris and Lyons, moved to New Orleans in 1982 to run Commander's

Palace, a legendary restaurant. Lagasse soon began creating his own mouth-

watering, innovative versions of Cajun and Creole cuisine and opened his

eponymous restaurant in 1990. Accolades, more eateries in cities including Las

Vegas and Adanta. cookbooks and a line of packaged foods and kitchen equip-

ment (available at www.fmmh.am) followed. Emeril and his favorite phrases,

"Kick it up a notch!" and "Bam!" were soon famous.

Ladies' Home Journal: Are your

kids good caters?

Emeril Lagasse: My children eat

fruits, vcoctables, even'thins, but m\'

wife and I don't preach about food.

We have a garden with tomatoes,

herbs, fruit trees-good food is simply

part of our evervday life.

LHJ: Wlien y(ai cook ai home, what's

the scene like?

EL: Eveiyone hclp v \!\ wile and two

older daughters are good cooks, and

Eineril. Jr.. is. too. He always wants to be

by m\- side, getting involved. He e\en

asks me to buy ingredients just for him

to use when we go to die gi-oceiy store.

LHJ: What does cooking together

mean for your family.'^

EL: My wife and I value die family ta-

ble. It's vers- important to us. \\t like to

ha\'e our parents o\ er. along widi some

friends, and of course, the kids-15 or

Summer means simple, light food—often
right from the garden—for Emeril Lagasse

20 people is prett}' ordinary for us.

LHJ: Are there cooking techniques

vou rely on in summer?

EL: I steam and griU more than I do

duiine; the winter months. At this time

of year. I also like to cook m papillote:

That's when the ingredients are

wTapped in foil or parcliment, which

maintainsithe natural juices and nutri-

ents-ancf is really delicious. And of

course. New Orleans is great these

days for seasonal food, like shrimp and

( )ur local Creole tomatoes.

LHJ: I understand you just opened

your 10th restaurant.

EL: Yes. it's called Emeril's Gulf Coast

Fish House, and it's right on the beach

in Gulfport, Mississippi, where my
vNife grew up—so we have a lot ofmem-

ories of friends and family. Before Hur-

ricane Katrina hit, in 2005, my wife

and I had a beach house there. Then,

like a lot of die Louisiana and Missis-

sippi coastline, the house was wiped

out. We had been renovating the place

for two and a half years, and now it's

just a slab. But you know, dial's life.

LHJ: Did you and your wife like to

entertain there?

EL: Before the storm, we had a lot of

fish fries-we'd do speckled trout,

snapper, shrimp. We'd drive just four

or five minutes from the house to buy

the seafood right off the boats.

LHJ: Will you rebuild?

EL: Yes. It's just a matter of time. The

whole area was really pummeled by

Katrina. But it is slowly coming back.

LHJ: What do you do to relax?

EL: People ask, "What do you do on

\our dav off, Emeiil?" I cook!

For recipesJrom Giada De Laurentiis, Ina

Garten and Emeril Lagasse, please turn to

page 146.

Search our recipe center for thousands of healthy, easy-to-follow recipes: www.lhj.com/recipe
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There's relief for pain like this.

Ask your doctor about Lv
'

Designed for Relief

you feel shooting pain in your feet? Or tingling, numbness, stabbing or burning sensations?

so, you may have painful neuropathy, also known as nerve pain. This type of pain is different from musculoskeletal

luscle or joint) pain, and may need a different type of treatment. Only Lyrica (pronounced LEER-i-kah) is FDA-approved

treat two of the most common types of nerve pain, Diabetic Nerve Pain and Pain after Shingles. Lyrica is specially

^signed to provide the relief you need. It works on the nerves that cause this pain. So you can start to think about

her things besides your pain. Ask your doctor if Lyrica can help. Lyrica is one of several treatments for you and your

)Ctor to consider.

rescription Lyrica is not for everyone. Some of the most common side effects of Lyrica are dizziness and

sepiness. Others are dry mouth, swelling of hands and feet, blurry vision, weight gain, and trouble concentrating.

)u may have a higher chance of swelling or gaining weight if you are also taking certain diabetes medicines. And,

you drink alcohol or take medicines that make you sleepy you may feel more sleepy when you start Lyrica. You

tould not drive a car or work with machines until you know how Lyrica affects you. Tell your doctor about any

langes in your eyesight, muscle pain along v^th a fever or tired feeling, or skih sores due to diabetes. Also teli your

)Ctor if you are planning to father a child. If you have had a drug or alcohol prv^blem, you may be more lii^ely to

isuse Lyrica. You should talk with your doctor before you stop taking Lyrica or any other prescription medication.

lease see important product information on adjacent page.

a learn more visit www.lyrica.com or call toU-free 1-888-9-LYRICA (1-888-959-7422).

ninsured? Need help paying for medicine? Pfizer has programs that can help, no matter your age or income.
|^|pf

ou may even qualify for free Pfizer medicines. Call 1-866-706-2400. Or visit vmw.pfizerhelpfulanswers.com. tJnswers

2007 Pfizer Inc. Ail rights reserved. LYU00123A



IMPORTANT FACTS PREGABALIN ®
cifsaiss

(LEER-i-kah)

IMPORTANT SAFETY

INFORMATION ABOUT LYRICA

LYRICA may make you feel dizzy or sleepy.

• Do not drive a car, work with machines, or do other

dangerous things until you are sure you will be alert.

Ask your doctor when it is okay to do these things.

LYRICA may cause problems with your eyesight,

including blurry vision. Call your doctor if you have

any changes in your eyesight.

ABOUT LYRICA

LYRICA is a prescription medicine used to treat:

• Nerve pain from diabetes

• Nerve pain that continues after the rash from

shingles heals

This pain can be sharp or burning. It can feel like

tingling, shooting, or numbness. Some people taking

LYRICA had less pain by the end of the first week.

LYRICA may not work for everyone.

WHO IS LYRICA FOR?
Who can take LYRICA:
• Adults IX years or older with nerve pain from

diabetes or after shingles

Who should NOT take LYRICA:
• Anyone who is allergic to anything in LYRICA

LYRICA has not been studied for nerve pain in

children under 18 years of age.

BEFORE STARTING LYRICA
Tell your doctor about all your medical conditions.

Tell your doctor if you:

• Have or had kidney problems or dialysis

• Have heart problems, including heart failure

• Have a bleeding problem or a low blood platelet count

• Have abused drugs or alcohol. LYRICA may
cause some people to feel "high."

• Arc either a man or woman planning to have

children or a woman who is breast-feeding, pregnant,

or may become pregnant. It is not known if LYRICA
may decrease male fertility, cause birth defects, or

pass into breast milk.

Tell yu ir doctor about all your medicines. Include

over-the-t'iiinter medicines, vitamins, and herbal

products. Te.' vour doctor if you take;

• Rosiglitazont i Avandia' )* or pioglitazone

(Actos")** fordiahUes
• Narcotic pain medicines such as oxycodone, tranquilizers,

or medicines for anxiety such as lorazepam
• Any medicines that make vou sleepy

LYU001 23A

POSSIBLE SIDE EFFECTS OF LYRICA
LYRICA may cause serious side effects, including:

• Dizziness and sleepiness

• Eyesight problems

• Weight gain and swelling of hands and feet. Weight

gain may affect control of diabetes. Weight gain and

swelling can be serious for people with heart problems.

• Unexplained muscle pain, soreness, or weakness

along with a fever or tired feeling. If you have these

symptoms, tell your doctor right away.

• Skin sores. In LYRICA stjidies, skin sores were

seen in animals but not io humans. If you have

diabetes, pay extra attention to your skin. Tell your

doctor about any skin problems.

The most common side effects of LYRICA are:

• Dizziness • Weight gain

• Sleepiness • Trouble concentrating

• Swelling of hands and feet • Dry mouth

• Blurry vision

You may have a higher chance of swelling or gaining

weight if you are taking certain diabetes medicines

with LYRICA. Medicines that already make you

sleepy or dizzy may make you feel more sleepy or

dizzy with LYRICA.

HOW TO TAKE LYRICA
^

Do:
• Take LYRICA exactly as your doctor tells you. Your

doctor may tell you to take it 2 or 3 times a day.

• Take LYRICA with or without food.

Don't:

• Do not drive a car or use machines if you feel sleepy

while taking LYRICA.
• Do not drink alcohol or use other medicines that

make you sleepy while taking LYRICA.
• Do not change the dose or stop LYRICA suddenly.

You may have headaches, nausea, diarrhea, or trouble

sleeping if you stop taking LYRICA suddenly.

• Do not start any new medicines without first talking

to your doctor.
^

- s

NEED MORE INFORMATION?
• Ask your doctor or pharmacist. This is only a brief

summary of important information.

• Go to www.h rica.com or call 1-888-9-LYRICA

(1-888-959-7422).

Rx onlyI'ARKf D.W'IS. Di\ ision of Pf i/cr Inc.

>^JaH|p^ 2007 Pti/er Inc.^^^^
All rights reserved. Printed in USA.

PBIF Rev. I. May 2006

* Avandia is a registered trademark ol CilaxoSmithKline.

•Actos is a registered trademark ot'Takeda Chemicals Industries. Ltd.. and

is used under license bv Takeda Pharmaceuticals of America, Inc.. and

Eli Lilly and Co.



New,
hip tea shops rem-

iniscent of coffee-

houses arc opening in

cities throughout the

country—for a total of

more than 2,200 of

these tea hangouts. In these establish-

ments, you can sink into a comfort

able armchair, rehix and enjoy (lavoriui

premium infusions. Or you can take

your leaves to go.

But don't expect to find anythinu

brewed from standard-issue tea bags

at these newfangled salons. While iill

tea leaves come from the p' lnt Can l-

lia sinensis— a. warm-clin; itc c\ r-

green—those that end i p in h. gs

simply marked "tea" ai blend^ of

many different types f om aroi 'id

the world that have be n mixed Or

ITie Good Life

Tantalizing
Tea Discover the

wonderful world
of premium
teas—and the

best way to brew
and serve them

i

consistency of taste, says David De
Candia, tea buyer and master

blender for the Coffee Bean & Tea

Leaf, a California-based company
with more than 500 stores, including

more than 250 overseas.

In contrast. sa)'s Joseph Simrany,

president ol the lea Association of the

U.S.A., premium products, whether

loose or bagged, have specific origins

(such ;i N Darjeeling, Irom northern

India) < a uniciiie preparation (such

£is Earl Cilrey, in \s hich the leaves ha\x

been Havored with bergamol oil,

imbuii t; a citnis-like aroma).

F"r(Hii season to season,

Simr>iiiy, these toj) notch teas

ma\ ary slight '\ in flavor—

SOI' ihing that . (nmoisseurs

1( forward to.

TYPES OF TEA
Tliere are four major categories of tea,

each of which gets its distinctive char-

acteristics from the way the leaves are

processed. (Herbal tea does not usu-

ally include actual tea leaves, but

radier is a mixture of herbs and other

ingredients, such as dried citms; it is

not, stricdy speaking, "tea")

• Black lea is made from leaves diat

are harvested and then dried. Expos-

ing them to air causes them to oxidize

(this process is often relerred to as

"fermentation"). The resulting rich,

full bodied taste has made this the

most popular tea in America: It

accounts for up to 90 percent of total

annual consumption. Assam, Darjee-

ling. Lapsang souchong and Keemun
arc examples.

• Green tea leaves lue ste^mied to stop

the oxidation process and then dried.

This produces a fresh, grassy taste.

Gunpowder, with leaves rolled into

pellets, Genmaicha and gyokuro are

in tliis category.

• Oolong leaves are allowed to oxidize

partiidly before they're heated. I his

makes oolon<j as cleai' and fr isirant as

gieen tea but strong, lasting like

By black tea. Names to look for

Lisa include Wuyi, 11 Kuan Yin and

KiNCSLW simply oolong. c;oN"nNUKi^

says

WW.LHJCOM
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llie Go(

• White teas, including Silver Tip

Pekoe and Silvery Oolong, are made

from leaves and buds that have not

vet fully opened. This type is pro-

cessed like green tea, resulting in a

light, S'vvcet flavor.

BREWING
THE PERFECT POT

You'll need a ketde, a teapot, a timer,

an instant-read thermometer and, for

loose-leaf tea, an infuser and a mea-

suiing spoon. Elaine Terman, propri

etor of Elaine's Tea Shoppe in

Sylvania. Ohio, offers a method for

making a perfect infusion every time:

• Begin with fresh, cold water, prefer-

ably filtered to remove chemical tastes,

such as chlorine. Bring the water to a

boil in a teakettle. Pour some of the

hot water into the teapot to warm it

up (if you start widi a cold pot, it will

chill the water in which you steep the

tea to a temperature diat's below opti-

mum). Swirl the hot water around,

then discard it.

• Place the leaves or bags directly in

the warmed pot or use the infuser.

The general rule is about one teaspoon

(or tea bag) for each cup of tea, plus

one for the pot to ensure that the

resulting brew is full flavored.

• Pour the hot water over the leaves or

bags immediately if you're making

black tea, or let the water cool slighdy

for other types. Oolongs should be

steeped at 185°F to 200°F and green

and white teas at 175°F to 180°R

• Let the tea steep. Oolongs should

generally sit for one to two minutes

for optimal flavor, while green tea

needs two to three minutes. Black

teas typically require three to five

minutes to be at their best and white

teas five to seven minutes. The lon-

ger the steeping time, the more bitter

the beverage will be. If you prefer a

brew with some brawn, you should

From left: Black, green, herbal,

oolong and white tea leaves and
corresponding brewed drinks

add more leaves, not more time.

• If you've made black tea, you might

try adding milk or lemon and a sweet-

ener such as honey or sugar. Avoid

using cream, which is heavy and over-

powering. Experts say that Asian-style

brews, such as green or oolong, are

best enjoyed plain.

BRINGING IT

ALL BACK HOME
Now that you know how to brew tea

properly, you can make yourself a

pot, share this comforting drink with

a friend or throw a party. Tea goes

well with food ranging from light

sandwiches, scones and sweets to

something heartier, such as a buffet of

casseroles, salads, bread and cheese,

fruit pies and cake, says Elizabeth

Knight, author of Tea With Friends.

"Everything except the tea can be

made ahead of time, so you can be a

guest at your own gathering," says

Knight. Your only responsibility when

your visitors arrive is to relax and

enjoy the occasion.

—Additional writing and reportir^

by Kristen 'Gorman

For more information and tastings in your

area, contact Info@teausa.org.

GOOD-FOR-YOU BREWS
Health benefits are as much a driver of Americans' new interest

in tea as is taste. According to the experts, drinking tea regularly

may lower the risk of cardiovascular disease, help prevent certain

cancers, boost the immune system and reduce stress levels. Anti-

oxidants found in tea are even said to assist in reducing body fat. And
the drink contains only about one-third of the caffeine of a comparable

amount of brewed coffee.

"Today's consumers are looking for a healthy alternative to coffee,

and tea is a great option," comments Kari Ginal, head of business devel-

opment for Argo Tea, a four-year-old Chicago company with seven tea

shops and an online store.
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Featured on ABC, CBS. NBC and FOX Newscasts and

in magazines and newspapers across the ntry,

the revolutionary Lifestyle Lift®.

No dangerous general anesthesia

With over 50 licensed physicians,

Lifestyle Lift is the most

experienced specialist in America

Results in about 1 hour

Confidentially performed in one

of our state-of-the-art centers

A real procedure, with real results

Guaranteed financing, no one

is turned down*

After Lifestyle Lift'

9

y

With over 40.000 clients, Lifestvie Lift is the most experienced

specialist in America. This revolutionary procedure is performed

in about an hour without the dangers of general anesthesia.

It's safer, quicker and easier with immediate results.

CALL TOpAy for a free tirortiptite to see if you're a candidate

for #i1s amazing procedure. The call is confidential.

For Men & Wi Locations Nationwide
The Lifeityk Lilt' n c; surgical procedure, and involves some risk of bruising and discomfort.

'Recovery is usually quicker than with traditional facelifts The Lifestyle Lift ' procedure takes about

one hour under local anesthesia. More time may be needed for the best possible results Some people may

need extra healing time, and may not be able to return to vnork or normal activities as quickly Results vary.

'Guaranteed financing requires down payment At paniapatinq centers only



Warmed in a microwave, the Aroma

Wrap relaxes aching muscles, while

easing away stress with the scents

of lavender, rosemary, and cloves.

You can also chill it in the freezer

to help ease a tension headache.

The inner pouch is filled with rice,

flaxseed, and herbs. The outer

cover is made from luxuriously soft

polyester chenille and is machine

washable. Available in Delft or Glacier.

Specify 35-614 Aroma Wrap $19.95,

or 2 or more $1 8.50

MAKE NIGHT TIMl

ENCHANTING
Inside each of these glass ornaml

is a sprinkling of phosphoresj

"fairydust" that glows from sund

well into the evening. Hang them

a tree branch for a little wood|

magic; you can also hang them

window, or even float them in a

Glow, lasts 2 to 4 hours in the (W
Requires a full day of charging tirr|

direct sun.

Specify 35-571 Fairydust Balls,

Set of three $23.95,

2 or more $20.50 each

Specify 36-214 Fairydust Swirls, Set

three $21 .95, 2 or more $19.50 eacL



li 00 MAIL-IN REBATE OFFER when you purchase
f more products. OFFER EXPIRES 1 1/30/07

1. Complete the following intoiiiution.

Niime

Address |No PO Boxes allowrd) Apt.
Cash redemption value of 1/101) ol 1 cent Allow 6 8 weeks lor delivery

Not responsible for lost, late or undelivered responses Tins certificate

must accompany request Hand print No mechanical reproductions

accepted. No post offic e t'oxes allowed, only street or rural route

addresses are acceptable I unit one per household, group or organisation

Duplicate requests will not be Imnoied or acknowledged Offer void

where prohibited, taxed or otherwise restricted No prooffs) of

purchase(s) will be accepted other than those specified Fraudulent

submissions could result in federal prosecution under mail fraud

statutes (Title 18. United States Code, Sections 1341 and 1342)

:SI I would like to receive news, and updated information on opportunities lo participate in

arket research from The Clorox Company and its parent and affiliated comfianies

CUT HERE AND KEEP FOR YOUR RECORDS ---

TE: IF AFTER 8 WEEKS YOU HAVE NOT flECEIVED YOUR REFUND, WRITE TO: TOGETHERNESS SUMMER REBATE OFFER. PO BOX 5514, KALAfVlAZOO, Ml 49003 5514

City State

Daytime Phone Number
( )

Email Address

2. Attach the original cash register receiptls) with '.

the purchase price of 3 or more of the following

products ended Kingstord' Charcoal, KC Masterpiece''

Sauce, Hidden Valley" Dressing, GLAD'" Products

or Fresh Express" Salad

Zip.

Mail To

Togetherness Summer

Rebate Offer

PO Box 5514

Kalamazoo, Ml

49003 5514



ready, set,

back to schoo
(tllf

IBlp

The first day of school is just aroun

the corner, and along with those n

shoes and freshly sharpened pencils com

exciting changes — a new teacher, a nev

classroom, nqw friends, new adventures

Here's what fou can do to be sure your

child gets off to a bright start.

Make a plan. "Talk with your kids abo m

their goals for the coming year, whether

it's improving grades or getting involved

la

Si.

Jill

ir

White is pure. Innocent. Clean. The color that doctors wear. The color of brides. The color of winter.

White is humble. Simple. Secure. It signals surrender, but stands for peace.

Keep your whites white.

©2007 The Clocox Compi

1



ADVERTISEMENT

new activities," saysjustin

clsen, school counselor at

. the Elementary School in

iinpton, Va.

t a schedule. Get your

lid's sleep and meal sched-

• in sync with the school's

\ eek before the first day of

ss, suggests Elaine Rawlings,

lool counselor at Piedmont

nientary School in Piedmont,

da.

mellow in the morning.

^ hatever tone you set in the

)rning dictates your child's

tire day," says Rawhngs.

e advises creating a calm

atmosphere before school, and

making sure your child arrivo

for class on time.

Stay healthy. Sick days

disrupt your schedule and

your child's learning. Do what

you can to keep your little one

healthy with sufficient rest,

healthful meals and frequent

hand washing.

Get involved. "Don't wait

until there is a problem to talk

with your child's teacher,"

recommends Nielsen. Make

contact with the teacher the

first week of class, and stay con-

nected throughout the yean

Teacher s Heipe-

Help teacher;, gel the year off to

a great start, toe To leno i.em a

hand, bring Clorox" Disinfei i

Wipes to school for the teacliu!

to use in the classroonn. Clorox'-

Disinfecting Wipes are available in

the school supply aisle at Target"

To learn more about germs and

keeping the classroom clean, visit

www.cloroxclassrooms.com.

Check with school policy toBconfirm use or donation of

product IS acceptable. Parents

should deliver any donations

themselves. Store and keep out of reach of

children Use as directed.

;llow is bright. It smiles and gets noticed when it needs to. Yellow is liberated but sometimes scared,

autious but optimistic. It is the sun in the sky, inspiring hope and singing hymns of summer.

^ep your yellows yellow.

For colors as colorful as your whites are white.
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The

Women
Who Loved

Elvis
Very private confessions

from women who were

his lovers, dates, friends and

costars on the touching

and tragic truths about the

King of Rock and Roll

Tliirty years after his death,

on August 16, 1977, Elvis

Presley stiU holds sway-

earning $42 million last

year in marketing and product

licensing, welcoming millions of

visitors to Graceland, his Mem-
pliis home, and still popping up

on the record charts now and

then. But where the King of Rock and KdH

proves most unforgettable is m the hearts of

the women who loved and worked with him.

Here, seven of them share their memories of

the Elvis you never knew.

JUNE JUANICO, early girlfriend A

"IN MY HEART I ALWAYS THOUGHT WE WOULD BE
TOGETHER AGAIN SOMEWHERE DOWN THE ROAD"

Elvis was the love of iny life. I met

him in the sununer of "55, when he

was just a regional star. I was 17 and

he was 20. He had been in my hometown

of Biloxi, Mississippi. se\ er;il times before,

and people said, "You need to see

him," and I went on this one night.

I thought he was the most gorgeous

thing: big, dreainy eyes. Girls were

screaming over him, and I'm just

By

\!,.\NNA

Nash

mil mat kiiiu. 1 \\ a> p.o^uit., ii\ luiii. noi c\cn KiokiiiL; ai luni. and

he reached through the crowd and grabbed my arm. He said,

"Wfiere are you going?"

What I remember most about tliat night was sitting in his car

outside my house, just talking, while my mother kept an eye out

to see what I was doing. The

first thing I said was. "What is

yoin" real name?" I had never

heard of a name like Elvis. And
he said. "What do you mean

my real name? My name is

EKis Aaron Presley." We sat

there until the sun came up at 6 A.M. He was shocked because

my parents were divorced. He thought marriage was a lifelong

thing, and when he got married, it was going to be forever. And

he told me all about his twin who was dead at birth. I'd never

met anybody cjuite like him.

We got so wTappcd up in kissing on our xciy first date-

nothing too sloppy, it was just marvelous—a litde pecking

here and dicre, a nibble here imd there, then a serious bite.

Rut I didn't hear from him for a while after diat. It

turned out he was callmg and my older f.ovriNinn
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WANDA JACKSON, rockabilly performer T

brother wasn't botlicring to tell

me. Finally, he said, "Some guy

with a hillbilly accent called."

For the one and a half years I

dated him, our relationship remained chjiste.

He was just very tender and considerate. We
spent so much time together, and we started

talking about marriage. Mrs. Presley Uked

me. She saw me as domestic and wise for my
young years. She was always teUing me that

Elvis needed someone to take care of him.

But Elvis was becoming more famous, and

[manager] Colonel Tom Parker wanted liim

linked with actresses and Vegas showgirls. Of

course, Elvis Uked legs that went on for days,

and he brought one of those showgu ls home

for Christmas in '56. That did it for me. I de-

cided to majTV someone else. And Elvis said

the Colonel said we couldn't get manied, tiiat

he wouldn't dare do that to die Colonel.

The next tune I saw him was in a movie

theater in Memphis in the early '60s. I went

down die row behind him and tapped him

on the back, and he turned around and our

eyes just locked. He got up and put me in a

death grip. One of his guys ran over because

he thought someone was abusing Elvis. But

Elvis was holding on to me. Priscilla was sit-

ting next to hini, and she was very gracious.

She kept her eyes glued to die screen.-

In August 1977, my mother was at my
house. I had laid down for a nap, and when

I came out of my bedroom my mother was

looking at me really strange. Finally, she

said, "June!" She had tears in her eyes. She

said, "I just heard on the television that El-

vis Presley has died." I looked at her and

said, "Tliat can't be! Tliat can't be!" I went

over to the television and fell to my knees

in front of it. I couldn't breathe. I honestly

think if my ip.other had not been with me,

I might have ciied. In my heart, I always

thought Elvis and I would be together

somewhere down d;e road. I was married

for 36 years, uvA I've got two beautiful chil-

dren and bi autiiril grandchildren. I've been

blessed in many w ays. But I have just never

been able to stop loving Elvis.

^1 HAD A CRUSH ON HIM. HE ASKED ME TO BE HIS GIRL,

HE GAVE ME HIS RING, AND I WORE IT FOR A YEAR"

In
Jtily '55, I'd just

graduated from high

school. I already had

a couple of hit songs in

the country music field,

and Bob Neal, the talent

agent who also managed

Elvis before Colonel Par-

ker, said, "I'm booking a

young man named Elvis

Presley who is getting

popular real fast, and

we could use a girl on

the show." I had no idea

who he was. I met liini at

the radio station in Cape

Giiardeau, Missouri, that afternoon, and I was quite impressed-a

real handsome guy. He was dressed a litde flashier dian the guys

dressed back home in Oklahoma City-yellow coat, for example-

and when he left the station I saw him get into a pink Cadillac. That

was before die days of Maiy Kay, and I had never seen a pink car

before. We worked togedier diat night. I was in my dressing room,

and Elvis was going on, and all of a sudden my dad and I started

hearing diis screaming. My daddy said, "I wonder if diere's a fire

or something. Let me go look." I started getting my things, and

he came back and said, "No, relax. But you've got to see diis for

yourself." He took me to die wings, and diere was Elvis singing and

moving and gyrating, and all these girls standing at die foot of the

stage, screaming and reaching for him. It was quite an unusual sight

for those days. And when die rest of die nation started giving him

havoc, it really upset him. Mosdy if diey said anything too bad, he

got mad, because in his mind he was having fun. I don't think he

was trying to be vulgar. He was just being flirty widi the girls.

We dated off and on for a litde over a year on the tours. If we

could get in a town early, and it was lai'ge enough to have a movie

theater, we'd go to a matinee, and dien after a show we'd go out

to eat, usuaUy with die odier musicians and my daddy. Then

sometimes we'd get a hamburger and just drive around die town

and talk. We had a lot in cominon. He was a litde older, and his

career was beginning to blossom, and mine was, too. He was just

a fine person. He loved to have fun and he laughed aU the time.

He didn't take himself seriously.

What was reaUy sweet was the fact that he wanted to see me do

good in my career. And he was just reaUy continued on page 102
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What's the

healthy haii\ lor?

Sniff here.

Otis.

Ltural Instincts gives you healthy-looking shiny color with an ammonia-free smell Know why? Because Natural

stincts is healthy-looking shiny color without ammonia! Ktom the fragr^int color formula to the coconut-vanilla

Qditioner. it's a truly scentual experience. All the signs arc i iun-e Natural Instincts is the

^|^J^^^'JJ_J^^|J_
althier, truly natural way to color your hair Natural Instincts. From Clairol, naturally.



A collectible doll small enough to 1

.4 Miniature Masterpiece

That Is Sweet As You Please/

1 he magic and sweet, sweet charm of
'

niniature fine doll art is here to please you

lay and night. Presenting the Heavenly

"landfuls ' Sweet .As You Please collection, featur-

ng dolls created by internationally renowned doll artist

)orothy Steven.

"Cute As a Button," the first Heavenly Handfuls"' Sweet A'i You

^lease issue, is a tiny masterpiece of sculpting. Detailed down to

he creases on the bottoms of this little darling's feet (inside those

eensy crocheted booties), this delicate craftsmanship is re-

reated in the finest quality artist vinyl and hand-painted. Her soft

lody makes her posable in many different ways. And you'll be

mazed at the marvelous costuming, especially her tiny "hoody",

ccurate to scale and beautifully made—with a big pink button

lecoration that's as cute as she is! And she fits neatly right in the

lalm of your hand.

All the other little darlings in the Heavenly Handfuls

Sweet As You Please collection are just as delightfu

Intricately detailed, beautifully dressed and complete wit

a little "token" that fits its name, each is a treasure—an

when they all get together...!

Don Y Miss Your Chance to Own
These Delightful Little Dolls!

As you might expect, this charming achievement in doll art

bound to be in great demand, so ordering right away is highly re(

ommended. Our 365-Day Guarantee assures 100% satisfactioi

To order, send no money now. Just complete the enclose

Reservation Form and return it today to sew up "Cute as

Button"—and all the other babies in the Heavenly Handfuls

Sweet As You Please collection!

The Ashton-Drake Galleries

Bringing You Dolls of Irresistible Value

Coming soon:

"CuudAs Gold"

iifiTAnr oonn M a..

' I'rettu As a Picture
"

"Cute As a Button

"

your /hst issue Sour Grapes
"



in the palm ofyour hand, "^^e s*J • • •

button
by Master Doll Artist

Dorothy Steven

First issue in tlie

Heavenly Handfuls
'

Sweet As You Please collection

r f

U

An extraordijiary value

at onlii

\99
each$29

coHecl ibIcstoday.com
Home of The Aahton Drako Galleiieb and All Things ColttKtiWe

Pl.KASK

KKSI'(>Nn

PROMITI.Y

The Ashton-Drake Galleries

9200 North Maryland Ave. Nilcs. Illinois (i0714-i;597

-JYIiS! Please reser\'e tlic Heavenly Handfuls " Sweet As You /'lease

collection as described in this announcement, beginning with "Cute

As a Button."

1 )

N.inic ipk.isi' punt cle;irlyi Telephone

.ViUlre.'.s .Apt. No.

Ci(y Slate Zip

Knuil .•WJres.'^ 913278-D88001

*PIuN .1 'tit,^l $5.^1) Nliippin^ .iiiJ siT\'ive iliarges. Salts tax adililn^ndl on shipmi-nt-> ti> lliiiiuis. Please allow 10 to

12 weeks lor shipment .itti i oiJer is rceciveJ. Ail orders are suhie'tt to acceptance. Price is highei in Cjn.iJa
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eager that I try tliis kind of music like he

was doing [rockabilly]. I'd say, "'But Elvis,

I'm just a country' singer. I can't sing songs

like that." He said, ''You can, too. You've

just gotta try."

In the early part of '56, he gave me one of

his rings, a man's ring. It had litde chipped

diamonds. He wasn't very rich at that point.

'We were in Shreveport, Louisiana, and we'd

done a matinee show, and he asked me if

rd step outside. We stood by his car, and he

asked me if I'd be his girl. He'd just turned

21, and I was still 18. I had a crush on him,

and being able to know him and know his

heart made me admire him a lot. So I said I'd

be his girl, and he gave me liis ring. I wore it

for about a year. Of course, this was before

he met Priscilla. The last tour I worked with

him was inJanuary of '57, and after that he

went to Hollywood to start his movie career.

I think his head was just in a spin.

RAQUEL WELCH, actress T

"ELVIS RELATED MORE TO MEN THAN WOMEN.
HE DIDNT KNOW HOW TO HAVE A REAL RELATIONSHIP"

omtabout in 1964 was my very first fikn in Hollywood. I

Mm^^ was a bit player in the opening moments. Like many ado-

m m lescents of the '50s, I had been completely gaga over El-

vis. I saw him live in San Diego in one of his early shows. It was my
first rock 'n' roll music concert ever. That was the first time that I

ever conjured up what a sexy guy could be.

But when I saw him on the set of Roustabout, I was a litde bit

taken aback because something had changed about him. It seemed

like he was more packaged. His clothes were not the same, his hair

was obviously dyed now, and it was all sprayed into place. It was

a little shocking to me because it wj^ a whitewashed, cleaned-up

Elvis. They took all the sex out of Kim!

He had these buddies, this group of guys that hung out with

him, and you had to go through them to get to him. There was

no such tiling as walking up to Elvis on a set. At one point, one of

his guys came over and said, "Elvis is having a little party at the

house, and if you'd like to come up ... " And I thought, Whatfl

wasn't sure if the invitation was from Elvis or from them, using

Elvis. I had had a very strict upbringing, and I didn't like the

setup, so I didn't go. I had a feeling that Elvis related so much
more to men than women. I tliink he certainly liked women, but

I just don't think he knew how
to have a real relationship with

one. He was a guy's guy.

Years later, about 1972, 1 had

a contract to perform at the Las

Vegas Hilton, and lo and be-

hold, Elvis came in right after me. At his show he was dressed all in

white, with bell-bottoms with a litde gold slit on the side, and a lot

ofjewelry and brocade coming down on his jacket and a high-neck

collar. He looked almost like Liberace. I went to his dressing room,

and he was very sweet, very nice, and he showed me all his jewelry.

But he didn't seem to be really happy in his eyes. continued

KING OF THE BIG SCREEN
Elvis made his film debut in 1956's Love Me '

Tender and went on to star in more than 30 ?

movies. In memory of the 30th anniversary
|

of his passing, MGM Home Entertainment is

releasing MGM Movie Legends Collection:

Elvis Presley, a set of four memorable films

featuring Elvis. Fifty readers will win this

DVD collection. For details, see below.
Subject to Official Rules at www.lhi.com/elvisdvd. No purchase necessary to enter or

win. To enter, send a postcard with your name, address and daytime phone number to:

Ladies' Home Journal Elvis DVD Giveaway. 375 Lexington Avenue, New York, NY 10017.

The Elvis DVD Giveaway begins July 10, 2007 and ends August 14, 2007 Entries must

be postmarked on or before August 14. 2007, and received by August 21, 2007 Open to

legal residents of the 50 United States and the District of Columbia, 21 years or older.

One entry per household. Void where prohibited. Operator Meredith Corporation.

WWW.LHJ.COM
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MARY ANN MOBLEY, actress and Miss America 1959

"ELVIS THOUGHT I UNDERSTOOD HIM. HE DIDN'T HAVE
TO PUT ON AIRS WITH ME. I WASN'T AFTER ANYTHING"

LA'

Elvis and I felt a common bond, com-

ing from Mississippi. He thought I

understood him. He didn't have to

put on airs with me, and I wasn't after any-

thing. This is an odd thing to say about El-

vis Presley, but it was like I was working

with my brother. We never dated. We were

just two people from the same state. The
first day I came on the set of Girl Happy, in

1964, Elvi.i stood up and said, "Where is

Mary Ann's chair?" All of a sudden a chair

appeared with my name on it. Tliat was the

beginning of our friendship. I was 25 and
he was 29. He and I would talk, and he

asked me did I ever wonder about things

that happened in my life. I said all the time.

And he said, "Well, I do, too, especially

about why I lived and my twin, Jessie

Garon, didn't."

I chink he put women in two catego-

ries. You were either one of the gil ls, or

y(Ki were a lad\-. Once Priscilla had Lisa

Marie ui 19()8, she became a Madonna
figure for him. And I think that may be

one reason why they split up. In

Mississippi he was taught to be

kind ;md take care of ladies, and
tlien he had tlie other constant- C"""

—

ly thrown at him.

IF JOURI^lAL I AUGUST 2007

He used to say to me, "Mary Ann, one day Fm going to have
a pai ty I can invite you to." I took that as a compliment. And I

never will forget, once one of die boys said "damn" in front of

me, and Elvis said, "You never cuss in front of a lady."

Elvis would joke about the movies. When we were making
Hanim Scarum, he said, "This isn't going to change history, is it?"

The sad thing is that Elvis was a better actor than the movies
allowed him to be. He could have^been great. I was told that

much earlier, when Elvis was dating Natalie Wood, the director

Elia Kazan offered him the lead opposite Natalie in Splendor in the

Grass. And Colonel Tom refused.

Elvis invited my husband, Gary Collins, and me to come to

Las Vegas for one of his openings in the '70s, and we went back-

stage. He was into the metaphysical, willing objects to move,
that sort of thing. I was worried about it, but I thought, Ifthat
ivorksfor hiyn. He was reading books, looking for answers.

People can say what they want about him shooting up TV sets,

but 1 tliink he was depressed. And he was hooked on prescription

drugs. It went on too long before anybody really knew he had a

problem. He loved Southern food like I do. And he'd have to lose

weight to get ready for the movies, and I think every doctor

wanted to be Elvis 's doctor, so no one said no to him about pre-

scriptions. If one doctor said no, he'd find another one.

I wish that my husband and I had made more of an effort to seek

him out as time went on. I diink had diere been someone to help

him, he wouldn't have given up. I drink he just got tired, and what-

ever kept him going before finally shut off. The medication diat he
was giving liimself kicked in, and maybe he was tired of monitor-

ing it, and just said, "Let whatever 's going to happen happen."

JO SMITH, married to Elvis's

cousin Billy Smith T

'WE HAD TO CATER TO HIM,

AND TAKE CARE OF HIM LIKE

HE WAS A CHILD"

ometimes Elvis was like the devil

to me, because I knew the power

he had over everybody who
worked for him, including my hus-

band. Billy was his first cousin, but

he was more like his brother.

Elvis couldn't live continued

WWW.LHJ.COMl



Rebuilding New Orlev ns Block By Block

Comiskey Park

ReNew Orleans is a documentary style branded television series utilizing

sponsors to build a 23,000 square-foot connmunity center

in post Hurricane Katrina ravaged New Orleans.

Academy Award-winning actor Louis Gossett, Jr., hosts a three-part series

jaturing the entire process of rebuilding a community, guiding you through the

ture, food, music & lifestyle that makes New Orleans such an extraordinary city.

Check your Local Network Listings in December 2007!
www.renew. instv.cam
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ENJOY THE SOUND ^
EVEN MORE.

The highly reviewed Bose" Wave" music system

is available with an optional Multi-CD Changer.

When the Bose'-' Wave* music system was introduced,

Jonathan Takiff of the Philadelphia Daily News said,

"This sieel<, compact music maker couldn't be easier

to operate. Yet sophisticated technology hidden inside

makes this an extraordinary performer." Today, the

system offers you even more, thanks to an optional

Multi-CD Changer that has been designed exclusively for

the Wave* music system.

Elegantly small, with sound that brings new
life to music. Hear the Wave* music system for yourself.

Forbes FK/ says, "you'll think you're listening to a... system

that costs five times more." You can even connect your TV or

MP3 player for lifelike sound.

As David Novak, the Gadget

Guy, says, "It can easily replace

whatever component system

you currently have." And the

Wave® music system fits

almost anywhere.

The Wave'' music system

shown in Graphite Gray

The optional Multi-CD Changer lets you
enjoy premium sound for hours on end.

Just slide one of your favorite CDs or MP3 CDs into the

Wave" music system and three more into the Multi-CD

Changer. They work as one to deliver performance after

encore performance with quality that Newsday's Stephen

Williams says made him "sit up and listen and smile."

All-in-one simplicity. A credit card-style remote control

lets you easily operate both the Wave- music system and

Multi-CD Changer. It's a convenience you'll appreciate when

playing CDs or MP3 CDs, tuning into FM/AM radio or setting

the clock and alarm.

FREE

shipping

with your

order.

Take advantage of our 30-day,

risk-free trial. Order the Wave*

music system today. Better yet, order it

with our Multi-CD Changer. With our

Excitement Guarantee, you'll get 30 days

to try them together in your own home.

Compare the sound to larger, more expensive stereos. And

when you call, ask about making 12 easy payments, with

no interest charges from Bose.* The Wave'-' music system

and Multi-CD Changer. From Bose, the most respected

name in sound.

To order or learn more:

1-800-411-1302, ext TK573

www.Bose.com/WMS

Bettersound through research®

Shown with optional Multi-CD Changer.

•Bose paymert plan available on oriw^of C9S-S15X paid by mawcre* cw^^

chatgil^Then. yLcredit can! will beSm for 11 equal moiklyi^
Bose Corporation. Patenl rights issued and/or pending. Tlic Wai/e' music systems distinctive deisign is also a registered Irademat* of Bose Corporation. Financing and (lee shipping o«er not to be conibmed wit), other offers orapphed to previous

purchases, and subject to change wittiout notice. Risk free refers to »-day Uial only and does not include return shipping. Delivery is subject to product availability. Quotes reprinted wrth permission: fhonias Jackson, heroes fri. vvinter/u<i.
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without Billy. Part of it was the connection to Elvis's mother,

Gladys, I guess, because BUly was close to her. When he took, him

on trips, it was like he was taking him from me. When our first child

was bom, Elvis wouldn't let BUly come home. And I didn't under-

stand that. When my second son was bom, Elvis let Billy stay back

for two days. Then I didn't see him again for diree months.

This is a situation that all the wives of the guys who worked

for Elvis went through. We threw rocks at the tour bus and

wished them all dead. Elvis used to comment on how close Billy

and I were. I think he wanted a similar lifestyle. But he wanted

the closeness to be just on the wife's part. He never grew up. He
didn't pay a lot of attention to Lisa. He didn't like to be both-

ered with children because he was too much of a child himself.

And when she came to visit, somebody else watched her. He
was protective, and he loved Lisa, but he had big things to do.

He loved you to talk babytalk to him, and we had to take care

of him and cater to him like a small child. I did things I never

thought I'd do—he liked to be put to bed and be told good night,

the whole send-off. If you'd get up to leave the room, he'd say,

"Where are you going? Come back here." He wanted you to stay

until he fell asleep. Linda [Thompson] watched over liim like a

baby. She lotioned him and bathed him and gave him medicine.

I don't know how she did it.

out all right." So I raised him, and he turned

out to be as gentle as a kitten. He was our

sweetheart. But he had a congeni :! kidney

ailment. I don't know .' that made hmi so

lethargic he didn't feel like ucing mean, but

he had a wonderful disposition.

About three o'clock one morning, Get-

Low was acting really strange, so we had a

doctor come over. He said, "I don't think

the dog will make it through the night.'" So

Elvis leased a Learjet and flew Get-Low, my
girlfriend and me, and the doctor up to

Boston to a special clinic for kidney dialy-

sis. We left him up there for about three

months. But he didn't live long after that.

He was only about a year old. We were on

tour when he died, and we were coming

home on liis plane when they told us. Elvis

just cried.

I was with him for four and a half years,

from 1972 to 1976. He surrounded himself

with people whom continued on i>age 110

He was so strong in so many
ways, and if you were with hiin,

you felt safe. But in other ways,

he was like a litde kid. He was

such a contradiction. He was

very deep into liis religion, from

the way he was brought up. But

as selfless as he was in religion,

he always had to be number one

in everything else. One time,

everybody wanted to go bowl-

ing. So Elvis rented Bowlhaven

Lanes, right down the street

from Graceland. I don't guess

he'd ever been bowling. Billy

had been on a team, and several

of the other guys had gone bowl-

ing in California, so they were

pretty good. And Elvis wasn't

good at all. He guttered, and he

tried to throw the ball too hard.

So that's the last time we ever

went bowling. If he couldn't be

the best at whatever we did, we

didn't do it anymore.

LINDA THOMPSON, girlfriend T

"ELVIS NEEDED MORE LOVE AND CARE THAN ANY-
BODY ELSE. WE HAD A FULL. RICH RELATIONSHIP"

E
ivis was a very tender

soul. He had such a

good heart. We literally

bought out a pet shop one

night. Elvis paid for about 20

dogs, just gave diem out to his

friends. And we kept this chow,

litde Get-Low. He was a beau-

tiful dog, but Elvis was going

to get rid of him because we

read an article that said

chows turn on their mas-

ters 80 percent of die time.

Elvis said, "I don't want to

have to be worried about

leaving this dog with \ ou, or

come home and iiiid you

have to have plastic surgery."

But I said, "Oh, srive the little

fella a chance. He mav turn

For a slide show of Elvis's career and memories from ex-wife

Priscilla Presley and costar Barbara Eden, go to www.lhj.com/elvl

no7
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Say 'halo" lo your best tail-wagging buddy ...

charmingly captured in a first-of-a-kind angel

ornament collection feat^ .ring your choice

of nine favorite dog breeds! Premiere

Issue in the Precious Paws Ornament
Collet Lion, the "My Little Angel"

oniament features true-to-life

sculpted fur and lifelike, glossy

eyes you just can't say "no" to!

Doggone exceptional
hand-sculpting and design!

Each "My Little Angel" ornament is

meticulously hand-crafted in three

dimensions and hand-painted in

natural colors. Heavenly,

hand-sculpted

wings and a golden

"floating" halo bring

out the angel in ever}'

dog! Future issues in the

collection feature other hand-painted, sculptural

portrayals of your favorite selected breed in

endearing poses and situations.

A superb value! Order today.

Order now at only $ 14.99* per ornament,

payable before shipment. To order, send no
money now. Just Indicate the Yorkie,

Dachshund, Red Dachshund, Bichon
Frise, Pomeranian, ShUi-tzu, Black Lab,

Yellow Lab or Chocolate Lab on the coupon.
Our 365-day guarantee assures your 100% satisfaction. You risk

nothing; cancel at any time by notifying us. You'll receive and
pay for one ornament about every other month. Return your
Reservation Application today!

Lifelike sculpturalfu
captures the look

ofyour bestfriend!

Certificate of

Authenticity and
365-day Guarantet

Premiere Issue,

"My Little Angel'

(Yorkie)

shown slightly larger than

actual size of about 4 inches high.

Golden hanging cord Included

Dachshur.d Red
Dachshund

Bichon Pomeranian Shih-tzu Black Lab Yellow Lab Chocolate

Frise Lab

©2007 The Bradford Editions 15-00594-001-B

Preferred Breed:

D Yorkie <)ioi<m Bichon Frise 9ioi84

n Dachshund (uoix.s T Pomeranian !noi88

~l Red Dachshund 91028I ISUih-tzu muim

Mr. Mrs. Ms.

/our Address

Black Lab 9ioi87

Yellow Lab 9ioi8fi

n Chocolate Lab 910282

Name (Please Print Clearly)

;ity

.

. State — Zip

Plus $3 99 for shipping and servir.e A limiteti-editloi, piesentation restricted to 120 -E88001
;asting days. Allow 4-8 weeks after payment for stlipnient. Subiect to product availabilitv and order acceotance.

Please Respond Prompt!

#TLe Bra(J|"(0]r(J Edllioims

9303 MILWAUKEE AVENUE NILES, ILLINOIS 60714

RESERVATION APPLICATION

YES. Please reserve the Precious Paws
Ornament Collection as described in this

announcement. —r, ~7] —
coliectibiestoday.com

nf Thfl Bradford Edit 1 All Thinns Cr^llectjbla



Heirloom Porcelain

'

"Wishing" Figurine

hown actual

size of

about TVh

nches high.

Each wish
appears in

Ivery script

n a jeweled,

eart-shaped

charm

C • '

^/«>t ijHiUt ttJui (ti^\t.

i_ (tin j^.

Certificate of
Authenticity and

365-day Guarantee

WfMT jnspircti l>\ Icm KikMI

1^

utt "><y /wi<i<^ uVu/ i,

Elegant angc! figurine featuring

jewci d "wishiiig"' charms.

No iratter ho young or old, grand-

daughters and grandnioihcrs share an

inseparable boi^d that unites iht :r

hearts across the ^generations. Now
an exquisite angel ' eepsake forever

captures liK wishes ; u carry in your

heart for a ir granddaughter The
"Darling Grano. lighter, I S\ \<.h You"

figurine celebrates ne of life s nost

precious gifts.

cr. ning.

A lovely reflection of a dear grand-

daughter this magnificent figurine

features heart-shaped, faux-jeweled

charms on a delicate silvery chain,

inscribed with wishes for "Joy,"

"Peace," "Hope," "Faith" and "Love."

The graceful angel's gown presents the

"1 Wish You" inspiration in platinum

script. She is hand-crafted oi Heirloom

Porcelain and expertly hand-glazed.

Luminous platinum enhances the

filigree, arching wings and dress trims.

Exceptional value;

satisfaction guaranteed.

Order now at just $39.98*, payable in

two installments of $19 99, the first

due before shipment. Your 100%

satisfaction is assured with our 365-day

money-back guarantee. You risk

nothing! Send no money now. Return

your Reserv ation Application today.

collectiblestoday.com
Home of The Bradford Edtiions ana A.i Things Collectible

; The Bradford Editions 15-00557-001-BI

Flcasc Respond Promptly

•^^1 lie IBrapl [pirdi E Jatioms
9303 MILWAUKEE AVENUE NILES. ILLINOIS 60714

KI M in ATION AI'I'I l( \ rio\

YES. IMtase reserve liie "Darling

drandclaughter. I Wish You ' Jeweled

(;iiarnis Figurine as described in this

announcement.

Signature

Mr Mrs Ms.
Name iPlease Print Clearly)

Your Address

City State .Zip

•Plus a total ot $7 99 stiipping 1 5-00557-001 -E88001
and service A limited edition presentation restricted to 95 linng

days Allow 4-8 weeks after initial payment for stiipment.

Subject to product availability and order acceptance
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he loved and crusted, because he was so

secluded from the world, and so sheltered.

But a lot of people got \-eiy gi-eedy. I think

that's one reason Eh'is felt lonely at times,

he realized that e\ en if the)- cared about

liim. the) still lost sight of him as a human

being. He would get depressed

because he felt people didn't

love him for being the simple

at times. It was a fuU. rich relationship. For a long time, we didn't

need anvbody else, reall)'. I truh; truly loved him, and I wouldn't

have cared if he wereJohn Doe. I loved him as a human soul. He

was really a wonderful person. We often tiiought it would be fun

to just go away and live in a littie shack on a farm and just forget

fame and fortune and all the craziness that goes with it.

KATHY WESTMORELAND,
Elvis's high harmony singer and friend

person he was. They forgot

about him as just a regular per-

son with feelings like all of us.

I think it's a tennble tiling for

people to say they couldn't imag-

ine Elvis growing old. Every-

body has that right, even if

the\ "re a sex sy mbol. He wanted

to live to be an old man. He
wanted to see Lisa have children,

and he wanted to see his grand-

children. He had no idea he

would die so young.

One morning at about 7 we

were K'ing in bed, and I felt some-

thing wasn't right. His breathing

was sdange. I shook liim, and I

said. "Honey, are you okay?"

And he said. "I can't get my
breath!" He had pneumonia. I

called for the nurse, and she

brought some oxygen over, and

we had to msh liini to the hospi-

tal. I sta)ed with him for two and a half

weeks. Whenever he went to the hospital. I

went to tiie hospitiil. So it was "we" went to

the hospital.

Elvis needed more love and care than

an\ body I've ever met. Probably more than

anybod)- in (his world ever has. Because he

was who he wa.s. and what he was, and ) et

he had come lioin obscurity, from Tupelo.

Mississippi, and poor parents. And he did

enjoy having a mother image around him.

But I think it's wonder! iil if you can be all

things t(^ each other. And lie and I were. He

called me "Mommy." And he was like my
father at times. And wc \Acre like brother

and sister at times, and \\ e were like lovers

"ELVIS SAID, 'PEOPLE AREN'T GOING TO REMEMBER
ME. I'VE NEVER DONE ANYTHING LASTING'"

E
verybody blames the

Colonel for working

Elvis too hard. But

the Colonel got mixed sig-

nals from Elvis on how much

to tour, because Elvis would

say. "I'm tired, I want to take

some time off." And then at

the same time he would say,

"I'm home for two weeks

and I'm bored. I have noth-

ing to do." So the Colonel

would go ahead and book

shows, and then Elvis would

end up tired. But then he'd

say, "People have waited 20

years to see me, so I can't

disappoint them." Or, "I have

300 people working for me.

Tlieir families depend on me working."

My last in-depth conversation with Elvis was just a few weeks

before he died. I remember he said. "Kathy, what's it all about?"

And I said, "I tiiink tiiat is for you to find out for yourself." He

laughed and said. "That's tiie same answer I would have given

you." And then he said, "People aren't going to remember me.

I've never done anything lasting. I've never done a classic film.

Wliat can I do?" I said, "You've already done it. Just rest." He

started talking about writing a book called Through My Eyes, and

he talked about maybe producing.

At one of his last concerts, in Rapid Cit)-, South Dakota, tiiere

was a blue suit hanging on the wall that he was going to have to

wear; and he was afraid he would look big in it. He said, "I'm go-

ing to look fat in that littie suit, but I'll look good in my coffm." I

didn't say anything because I knew that it was inevitable and

could happen at any moment. ^

^r^ LADIES Rr iAL AUGUST 2007
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Perfecting
your^

bmi e
with

LUMINEERS
IS AS SIMPLE AS
CHANGING YOUR HAIRSTYLE

LUMINEERS porcelain veneers can improve your smile as easily as getting a new

hairstyle. Instead of grinding your teeth down, as with traditional veneers, LUMINEERS

can be placed directly on top of existing teeth or crowns to correct spacing, mask

stains or fill gaps IN AS LITTLE AS TWO VISITS TO THE DENTIST!* Clinically

proven to last over 20 years!

• NO SHOTS • NO PAIN • NEW SMILES IN 2 VISITS

4 out of 5 people con dramatically improve their smiles with LUMINEERS,

and you could be one of them! Ask your dentist if they hove attended a

LUMINEERS Smile Design Course.

L U rr
B Y C E

CALL TO FIND A LUMINEERS DENTIST NEAR YOU

7-8

Ask FOR A FREE DVD INFORMATION PACKET

Visit lumineers.com to learn more about

LUMINEERS smiles from satisfied dentists and patients.

nost cases
7 Oen-Mol Corporation World Rights Reserved 80 1 226300-C tHJ 08/07
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Why You're

Not Depressed
"I'M SO DEPRESSED'- imght be

the most oveinscd phrase in our

laiisoiase. Even doctors mav be too

quick to make the diagnosis. Up
to 25 percent of people current!)-

defmed as depressed may not be

sufferins; horn mental illness at all

but are mereh' reacting noiTnally to

a stressful event, according to a

recent stud)-. It turns out that the

American Psychiatric Association

issued criteria that doctors use to

diagnose clinical depression that

don't factor in w/iy patients might be

experiencing feelings

of sadness. "Tlie cir-

cumstances under which

s)-mptoms occur need to be

taken into account during diagnosis."

says Michael B. First. M.D.. a

psychiatrist at Columbia Univ ersity.

If you experience a devastating

event, how do you tell if you're

clinically depressed or just appropri-

ately sad? "Ask yourself Lf die pain

you're feeling is in proportion to the

severity of what happened. If you had

a terrible ai gument with a friend and

) ou're not on speaking

temis. feeling sadness for

a few weeks is normal. But if

you can't get out of bed each day

or focus at work, and )'ou feel that

way for many weeks or months, that

reaction is out of kilter." says Dr. First.

If you've experienced either short-

lived, intense sadness or you have

been blue for longer than two

months, seek help from a mental

healdi professional. And if you're not

certain how you're feeling, don't wait.

See a doctor. —Holly St. Lifer

THE RIGHT FIX FOR BUG BITES
Don't spend the summer swatting and scratching. We asked experts Robert Sheeler,

M.D., of the Mayo Clinic, and David Golden, M.D., of Johns Hopkins University, how to

thwart the season's most common pests—and soothe their bites if you don't succeed.

Start by washing the bite with soap and water to help prevent infection.

INSECT TREATMENT PREVENTION

Don't scratch! This will make the itch worse and can

cause the bite to swell or get infected. After washing,

apply calamine lotion to the affected area or use a

cotton ball to apply rubbing alcohol or witch hazel to

the bite (both relieve itching by cooling the skin). A
cold compress works, too.

Repellents that contain deet are

the most effective but should not

be used on babies under 2 months
of age, and formulas with more
than 30 percent deet should not

be used on children of any age.

Bee, Was
Hornet
or Yellov

Jacket

Putting ice on the sting for five to 10 minutes at a time

will decrease swelling, and topical benzocaine can

alleviate pain. If you have tightness in your throat or

hives, go to the emergency room immediately.

Avoid wearing heavy perfume so

that bees and their cousins don't

mistake you for a flower. Bright

clothing may also attract them.

Apply ice to reduce inflammation. If increased redness

or swelling occurs within 24 hours or if you feel

symptoms of overall sickness, see your doctor

Take extra caution near woodpiles,

garages and other dark places

spiders tend to dwell. Shake out

shoes before putting them on.

Tick Check for bites after being outdoors. If the tick is still

attached, use sterile tweezers to pull it out. A bull's-

pye rash at the bite site may be a sign of Lyme
disease. If you suspect you've been bitten by a deer

tick (these may carry Lyme), call your doctor.

Deet repels ticks. When walking

through wooded or grassy areas,

tuck pant legs into your socks,

wear long sleeves and check
yourself every 12 hours for ticks.

Ic - The affected area for 10 minutes at a time to help

reduce swelling. Topical benzocaine or cortisone may
help alleviate pain. If the irritation worsens within 24

hours, you develop hives or dizziness, or your throat

or chest feels tight, seek medical attention.

This variety of ant is found mostly

in the Southeast and Gulf Coast,

so avoid walking barefoot when
outdoors in these regions and keep

an eye out for ant mounds.

—K Emily Bond
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Smart Start Healthy Hear

Subtle, huh?
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Stress
Weak Spot?

Some people get headaches, others

stomach pain, still others skin breakouts.

Learn how to spot your pattern—and use

a stress cure tailored just for you

Uiili ss, iK-rliairs, you make your pci iiiariciu home on

a Ik ai I) in 'lahili, stress will allcci your l)otiy sooner

oi la(( i. Will it may not allcct your body the same

was ii (iocs someone else's. Each of us has a charac-

u I isiit vva\ oFrcacliu};' to stress-our very own stress

wt.ik N|)i>i or |)l,uc in ilic body where signs of stiess first pop up.

()iu |H is()ii ma\ <;(i indii^estion under stress, another may
li,i\< l>,ul II. nil. Sonii ixople reaet by getting a pounding head

.u hi III ,11 Mc Yoiii p.ulit ul.ii stress weak spot has a number

ol possihK sources, (kueiiis is one [iredisposing factor, says

Kcnnclli l\. I'dlc'tier, Phi)., a t finical professor of medicine

al ific llni\ersii\ of Ari/oua .Scfiool of Medicine. I'br ex.ini

pic, you may have a l<unily iiistory of gastro-

intestinal disease, heart disease or migraine.

Or yon might have habits that predispose

you to experiencing stress in a particular

spot, such as tensing your neck in a rigid

|)osilion (whicli can cause tension headaches),

lieing out of sfiape miglit predis[)ose you lo

feeling stress in the forni of a backache.

I'hcsc different tieallh effecLs all stem from

ihc Hood of liormones, including adrenaline

and Cortisol, tl^it your brain tells the [)()dy to

l elease when you feel threatened, lliese speed

up heart rate and breathing, constrict periph-

eral blood flow (in youi fiands and feet) and

slow down digestion and immune functions

so the body can lully devote iLself to action,

says Ueverfy I horn, Ph.I^., a professor of

psychology at the University of Alabama.

"Stress challeiiges all of our organ systems

and eats away at our immune system."

A short term stress response is healthy, un-

less you trigger it so often that your body has

little chance to recovei. Ohronic stress results

ill ilic body breaking at its weakest spot first-

like a chain giving way at its weakest link.

But |)e()plc don't always make the con-

ncclioii between the piim they're feefingaiuf

the stress that caused it. When lecurring

headaches or backaches drive them to .seek

medical care and the physician can't find a

physical cau.se, patients sometimes wind up

being told, "It's all in your head," without

being offered solutions to handle the stress

triggers of the genuine pain they're in.

In fact, self-care sofntions exist, tfiougfi

many are known chiefly to stress experts.

The latest research shows that all of us can

learn techniques that significantly reduce

the physical and mental impact of stress as

well as the release of stress hormones.

What's more, these can be targeted to your

individual stress weak point.

We asked stress experts to reconnncnd

doable reniedies for the most common stress

weak spots. Most of these tcdiniques

liv arc twofers: They arc effective not

Sl 'SW onl\' in treating their primary target

Si l,l(;i K but also in easing stress coN-riNUi'D

I
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AT LEAST YOU CAN KEEP YOUR
HEARTBURN FROM COMING BACK.
Prilosec OTC* is the only over-the-counter heartburn medicine that works

provide 24-hour protection with one pill a daJy. It blocks hear|fa,urn

Defore it starts, by stopping acid at the sourcef Sa j^i-^aftburnV tihlike

Dther annoying things in life, won't keep coming back.

'It's possible witli Prilo

THif^OVNt^-tHE-CLOCK HEARTBURN BLOCKER
eartburn. Not for imin

. .'2007 P&C
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throughout the hoch. None of tliem preclude resoitiug to physical

remedies n :1. such as taking aspirin for a headache. The more

skillful ' Decome with tliese stress-fighting techniques, the closer

vou can get to a healthier, more pleasurable, stressless life.

STOMACH
Stress Symptoms
•Queasiness

•Heartburn

•Abdominal pain

•Diarrhea

When people see a doctor for GI (gastrointestinal) distress,

chronic stress is frequently the underlying cause, says Wendy

W^anier. M.D.. an ob-g}-n in Langhome. Pennsylvania, and presi-

dent of the .American Board of Holistic Medicine. Treating the

pain won't soke tlie problem more than temporarily.

YOUR STRESS RESPONSE
Stress liomiones temporarily slow down digestion of food in the

stomach, then increase the secretion of stomach acids. They also in-

crease the speed at w hich food moves through dre intestines. The re-

sult can be various upper-GI complaints, increased inflammation of

the stomach lining, diarrhea, or intestinal spasms that worsen irrita-

ble bowel syndrome (IBS) or ulcerati\ e colitis in tliose who have it.

Stress hormones also make die body release glucose, which can raise

blood sugai; especially if you already have increased insulin resis-

tance. If this ocairs repeatedly, it can bring on or aggravate diabetes.

HEALTH CHECK
If \ ou experience acute or chronic stomach distress, see a doctor

to rule out a serious condition such as ulcers or heart disease.

STRESS RELIEVERS
•Yoga for IBS Yoga has been shown to be effective in helping treat

distress from IBS that can come about widi clironic stress. In one

stud\- from the department ofphysiology of die AU India Institute

of Medical Sciences, in New Delhi, doing yoga poses plus right-

nostril breathino; t\vice a dav was even more effecti\e dian con-

ventional drug treatment for people with dian hea resulting from

IBS. One of die poses used in the sttidy is shiu/uaikmarui (some-

times called the hare or moon pose). To do diis \ ou can sit on the

floor or bed. knees bent with your feet tucked under \our but-

tocks, so vou iue sittina; on die soles of vour feet. Hold on to vour

ankles and bend fonvard while e.xlialing and let your forehead

touch the ground in front ofyou (while keeping your buttocks on

your heels). Hold diis position for as long as you feel comfort-

able, dien slowly and gendy come upright. Repeat 10 to 15 times.

• Focused Meditation Meditation can help reduce the symptoms

of abdominal pain (bloating, gas and diarrhea) that can result

from stomach distress, according to two studies at die Center

for Stress and .Anxiety Disorders at the University of Albany,

State University of New York. It can also

potentially ease the discomfort of excess

acid, says Dr. Thorn. Sit in a quiet place,

breathe deeply and regularly, and repeat a

simple calming phrase, over and o\ er: My
stomachfeels warn and calm.

2
HEAD
Stress Symptoms
•Tension headaches

•Migraine headaches

Stress is one of die commonest triggers for

both rvpes of headaches. "I ha\ e migraines

m\ self.
" says Dr. Thoni. "I was bom with

the predisposition for the blood \ essels to

squeeze shut and then dilate, wiiich causes

the headache pain. But stress is absolutely

what starts the process." But you-not your

genetic endowment—can ha\ e the final word.

"Too often, people ignore die warning sig-

nals," insists Dr. Thoni. "They don't respond

to the cues before they get out of control,

such as by taking a break or relaxing."

The same holds true for people who

get tension headaches, Dr. Thorn says.

Tlie)' do nothing to counter the eyestrain,

clenched jaw, teeth grinding at night or

tightness in the head and neck that often

precedes a painful tension headache.

YOUR STRESS RESPONSE
If you get tension headaches, you probably

tend to clench the teeth or tighten the mus-

cles of the brow, jaw or eyes. For migraine

sufferers, the blood vessel expansion that's

part of the stress response causes the arter-

ies in the head to spasm, resulting in severe

pain, usually on one side of the head, nega-

tive response to light and/or noise and often

nausea or \ omiting.

HEALTH CHECK
In rare cases when a headache comes on

suddenly and is very severe-or doesn't go

away-it could signal a stroke or brain

tumor. Consult a doctor pronto. It's also

the best way to get access to powerftd medi-

cations to ease the pain. continued
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LEAST YOU CAN KEEP YOUR

ARTBURN FROM COMING BACK.
ec OTC® is the only over-the-counter heartburn medicine that works

ovide 24-hour protection with one pill a dai^ It blocks heartburn

e it starts, by stopping acid at the source* So heartburn, unlike

annoying things in life, won't keep coming back.

*lt'S' possible Ml

THE ROUND-THE-CLOCK HEARTBURN BLOCKER
equem heartburn. N,
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STRESS RELIEVF^iS
For Tension I headaches

•Temple And .Scalp Massage At the first signs, breatlie slowl>' and
deepi). ilicn place your diumbs on your cheekbones close to your
cars and use your fingertips to gendy apply pressure and mb the
temples, advises Dale Grust, a licensed massage therapist in New
Paltz. New York. Next, using firm pressure and a uny circular

motion, inch your fingertips along die base of your skull.

For Migraines

•Cool Head, Warm Hands Dr. Pelleder recommends diis autogen-
ous teclinique: "Tliink of your limbs as heavy and warm and your
forehead as cool." After training widi a dierapist and using bio-
feedback equipment, many patients learn to relieve pain by redi-

recting blood flow from die brain and head to die arms and leers

NECK, SHOULDERS & BACK
Stress Symptoms
•Neck and shoulder tightness and pain

•Lower back pain

Not all back pain is caused by stress. But stress makes nearly all

back pain worse. Dr. Thorn says.

YOUR STRESS RESPONSE
If you routinely tense the muscles surrounding your neck, shoul-
ders and back when you're stressed out, you're a candidate for
stress-induced back pain. '"When sitting, many people under
stress- tend to slump from the waist and hunch their shoulders,"
says Dr. Warner. "They walk and drive that way, too, and then
they wonder why they get neck and shoulder tension and back-
aches.' Tr\- the following measures to counter the tendencies-
STRESS RELIEVERS
• Posture Adjustments

Correct your postiue many times throughout the day.
Gently stretch-shaking your head (yes and no) and rolling
your shoulders forward and back.

Cross and uncross vour less.

Don't always sling your purse over the same shoulder.
Shilt your weight often when standing.

Get up eveiy 30 minutes to stretch or take a walk.
• Chest-Muscle Strengthening Weak chest muscles make your
back muscles lighten to compensate, says Dr. Warner. Do diis
exercise for >-oui pecs several times a week: Lie down. Hold a
one to two-pound dumbbell in each hand with arms straight up
in the air. palms fonvard. toward each other. Slowly louver v our
anus to chest level, dien slowK- raise diem straight into the air
again. Repeat 10 times.

• Progressive Relaxation Hiuich v our shoulders to tighten

LADIES' HOME JOURNAL
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shoulder and neck muscles, hold for three

seconds and release. Repeat five times.

This works on the physiological fact diat

a muscle has to be tensed before it can be
relaxed, says Dr. Pelletier.

SKIN & HAIR
Stress Symptoms
•Eczema 'Hair loss

Mciie •Dandruff or
•Hives an itchy scalp

Although it is a link doctors often fail to

make, stress is actually a major trigger of
skin and haii" problems.

YOUR STRESS RESPONSE
When your brain registers a stress alarm,

one effect is heightened sensitivity in every
organ, including die skin. Unfortunately, if

stress becomes cliionic, it can spark a host of
responses in susceptible individuals, includ-

ing inflammation, allergies and imbalances
diat lead to acne, rashes, hives and eczema.

Inflammation affecting the scalp can produce
dandruff and itchiness. And stress-induced

homione changes can cause hair loss.

STRESS RELIEVERS
• Visualization Deep breathing while visu-

alizing something cool can reduce blood
flow and inflammation in that area. Dr.

Pefletier advises. "Try imagining an ice-

pack or a cool breeze or cool water flow-

ing over the irritated skin," he says.

• Skin-Soothing Exercises Vigorous exer-

cise encourages sweating, which can help

clean out pores and stimulate blood circu-

lation, another way to promote skin heal-

ing. It also stimulates the release of
endorphins, which elevate mood and en-

able v our entire body, including an over-

active immune system, to calm down.
"Exercise cures a lot of stress-related iUs

because it makes you feel good," says

Joan Borysenko, Ph.D., founder of Mind
Body Health Sciences and cofounder
of the Clai itas Listitute for Interspiritual

Inquiiy. ^
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T After a certain age, if you're
picking up a new sport—or falling
in love again with an old one—
j:emember that while the spirit

may be willing, the bones and
tendons may not be. Here, how to
reap the benefits of being active
without getting injured

Jean Larose was 47 years old

and ready to have some fun.

She had spent the previous

five yeai-s caring for her sick

mother, raising two teenage daughters
and working stressful 12-hour shifts

as an intensive care unit coordinator
in a Springfield, Massachusetts, hospi-

tal. Four months after her mother died
and her daughters were off on their

own, Larose and her husband, David,
moved to Summerville, on the South
Carolina^coast. She found a full-dme

job as a Secretary' for a hospital mater-
nity ward, '"a much happier environ-

ment," she says.

One day she saw an ad in her local

paper for a kayaking club. Remember-
ing the peace she'd felt as a child canoe-

ingon her imcle's lake in Massachusetts,

she went to a meeting. "I went out the

first day with another club member,
bonowing her e.xtra kayak," she recalls.

"From drat day on I was hooked."

In a few weeks Larose bought her

own kayak and now, four years later,

she kayaks at least five hours per week,

alone or with friends or her dog,
aiound die islands where she lives. "I

love being among the seabirds, even
die gators," says Larose, now 51. "Kay-

aking has helped me build upper-body
strength and increase my overall ener-

g\', but most of all it has helped me
mentally. I fee! a sense of calm when
I'm on die water; it puts everything in

perspecuve." continued on page 126

By Laura Flynn
McCarthy

TENNIS STAR: Freelance writer Laurie Drake, 53, of Santa Monica, California' married
Her sport: Tennis

Biggest challenge: Knee problems. She wears knee support while playing and does knee-
strengthening exercises prescribed by her doctor
Proudest sports moment: Winning her division's first-place trophy in the Los Angeles Westside
Tonnis League invitational tournament last year.
Why she loves it: The health benefits (she lost 15 pounds and dropped her cholesterol 30 mg/dL
without dieting) and the fun. "I was a feisty little kid on the school playground and IVe rediscovered
that competitive spirit on the tennis court."
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You can help protect against the formation of clots and
reduce your risk of a future heart attack or stroke.

lis is important information if you've been hospitalized important information: if you have a

ith heart-related chest pain or a certain type of heart stomach uker or other condition that

tack. That's because these conditions, known as Acute Coronary causes bleeding, you should not use PLAVIX.

ndrome— or ACS-are usually caused when blood platelets stick together When taking PLAVIX alone or with some

id form clots that block blood flow to your heart. And if you've already medicines including aspirin, the risk of

id a clot, you're at an increased risk for a future heart attack or stroke. bleeding may increase. To minimize this risk,

always talk to your doctor before taking

LAVIX, taken with other heart
'^p'^"^ ^'^^

ledicines, helps provide ^^^^^ '^p^^'^''^ '

reater protection against ^^^^^^ ''''

eart attack or stroke than j^^^^^^^^^k important product information on

ther heart medicines alone. following page.

lat's because prescription PLAVIX works w ^ySi^^S^^^^M dnce.a.dav

fferently than your cholesterol and ^^^^ ^^^^^^^^^w fF^^ItT^XAIJC
ood pressure medications, focusing on ^^^^O^ iClcpiOOgrel bisulfate] 75-^0

)ur blood platelets to help keep them ^^^^
,, , ^ i x i * *^ ^ Help stop a clot before a clot stops you.

om sticking together and forming clots.

To learn more, talk to your doctor today.

Orvisitwww.plavix.com or call 1.888.873.9507

If you need help paying for prescription medicines,

J may be eligible for assistance. Call 1 '888-4PPA'N0W

888-477-2669), or go to www.ppara.org
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PLAVIX'
c!()pKl(v^[el bis(.ill.Ue tablets

INDICATIONS AND USAGE
iti-d (iif the fcdiicliiiii nl .ilhi'fothroriii)olii '-veuls .1

• Re<«nt Ml, Re<ent jitoke or Established Peripheral Arterial Disease

f .! ;i,,[;f!i^ 'Ai'li ,, nl tm'ltl tllVOl.,ir(li,il iiil.iri.ll(Jtl Mil, ff\cr\ Nliol^f "f t'N|.ll)lis(ie(l

l>rr ;i|.' ,1 .irir'i.il ilisciv Pl\\f\ h.l^ showri 10 reduce the t.ik' i>l .i Hunbincd end-

:: >; mni isdu'iiiK .Koko tatjl or tiol'. new Ml ll<il,)l or nnt\ tiiul ailifi v.isdil.ir {UmIIi

• Acule Coronarv Syndroine

[-01 i)>ititfiiK Willi [iori-<.I segntenl elevolion .u'.''' (orutijrv •.vridiynu* luinlobie

.ifiiiiui'iwn O-^v.ivt' Ml: iihIikIiiis ))>itienr> whu ,irr u> m-intiged iiu-cIkjIIv oiid Ihow

ivho <ue 10 be m<ni.ioecl \\\\h pef<ii(.iiitfoiis ((i(nn.if\ inler\'eiUioii iwiili or wilhoul slen'i

n) CABO. PUVIX h.is befd -.howit !o ri'- r; .uc ihe r<ile of .1 comhiru'd oniJuoinl ot cordin-

^.iscuLir dMtli Ml or \Irok'' .is wpr !> tlie rale ot <) combined rndpnmi .it (ardiov.iscnl.ir

dfdlfi Ml stroke iir refrjclorv iwhertiy

for |).iiie(th ^T-segmenl elev.iiion jtule mvocirdi.)! iiil>ii(iiuii PUWIX ti.is br-en

sliiHMi i(» reduce ilu- r.iieot de<ilti ttoni .invc.i[i^,e .)tid "k- r.ilc ol .1 combined ciidpoint ot

i,l(Mlh rf -iiit.ifi ttuii Of vlrole Ibis henclil is not kn"\' in [K'lt.nd ro |HtienK wlio ifccivc

i)r;ni,t[\ .ifl?in()l,istv

CONTRAINDICATIONS

Ifie u:»e ul PLAVIX li (oiiirjindndled in tl-' '.idi^^ms conditional

Hvpe'sensitiviiv lo the drug subsr.r'> .tuv tomponent ot Uu- Hrodiici

vii\e p,ill!oloeical bleediiiiiM)' ' tk-iiIk ulcer or iiitr.Kr,mi<il benioiffucte

WARNINGS
Thrombotic thrombo(\topenic purpura (TTP):

IIP Ims been r^'por'.v mtK tollo^MiiJ use of PLAVIX, -lOmt'tinies .liter .1 iliinl evposiiro

; 1 ut'ekii IIP . i SL'ftoiis vondilujii lh.)t mii be IJt.il .ind fe()iiirt"> ni^^eol Ire.iliiifiil

iiuludnis pl.istii.ipiu'resi^ :plOsind euliani-ff H is c 1 1.1 r.K tended t); ilirdiiilxu viopeiiM,

'iii(ro<)naiiHMlf!i( hennilvtic .lliemi.l (schistocvtes |fr,isneiitetj RBCsi ^een mi ur'iipber.il

sme.K »,-Mf.>io^:K,il findmos [Piul d\sfiji)flr..ii .ind tern iSec ADVERSE REAQIONS

PRECAUTIONS

General

PIWW pfuluiii^s thf bloc'dms imu* ond ilierelorf should be used «iili ..juimii 111 pjtienis

vvlm ni.iv be .it risk ot incrcMS«j blecdiiiii Irom lr,uimd, siirgcrv, or oltiei p.ltholosn.il

((iiidit:ons .,p.iriicnldrlv nosiromieslmal <ind iiitrdotul<ir'' If j polient is to urideroo flective

siirger\ .iiid -in .inlipLllelct ellerl is 1101 desiferi, PIAVIX should he disciiniimed S daw prior

to \iii%fr,

Doe io the risk ol bloediii^ .mc\ undesirable (iem<iloiogic.il etleds, blood fell count deternii-

n,iliu;i .intl/Lir othfl .ippropiuite leslinj; iliould be pronipllv lOiiSKlcted, whenevei sutli

susp«t«1 cli'iK.il svnipluins .inse dnrinsi tbe coursf ol Ire-Uttien! (see ADVERSE REACTIONS)

In p.itienis wilb recent TIA or stroke who jreat high risk fof recuiierit ischrrnn eveiils the

orjibiOiiliori ot .ivpitin .iiul PLAVIX h,)s not bec-n stioivn to be riioic cltectivi' tluii

PLAVK .iloiK but the combination h.is been shown to irjcfcMso m^ior bleodin?

(jl Bleeding In 0\PKI[, PLAVIX vv.is associated with .1 r.ite ol g.istroiiilestin.il bleeding ol

iiTv vi 2 ^doii jspirm In CURE, the incidence ot nKijyr s.istroinlestinjl bleeding was 1 'i\

vs i?L\\\\ - <ispii[fi vs pLicebo * dspinn respectivelvl PLAVIX should be used with

cniiion in patients who ha\e lc-sions with :) piopensiiv In bleed (such as ulcers, Drugs ihai

iiiiijlit induce such lesioris should be used with caution in paln-nls i.ikinv; PLAVIX

' ^e in Heoaii(..ill\ Impaiied Patients Expenence is Itniiied 111 patients with severe hepjiic

discMse wtio ni.i\ hdve bleedinji diatheses PLAVIX should lie used with (.lulion in this

poptjtjlion

Use in Renallv-inipaired Patients ExpenciKe is Iniiited in patients with severe renal

mipairmrol PtAVIX should be used w!th (.uitioil in this po|nilatinn

Information for Patients

H.iiieiiKsiiiiiild be told it mav lake tfieni longer than usual to slop bleeding, that Itiev in.iv

t-riiise jiid.'Oi bleed more easily when tliev tale PLAVK or PLAVIX combined Willi aspirin

and tliat lliev should leporl any unusual bleeding to their physician Palienis should inlorm

phvsKiiins and dc'ntisis Iltal they are taking PlAVtV and/01 any other product known lo

.iltect hleedin^ before anv surgerv is sf liediiled and before any new drug is taken

Drug Interactions

siiidv lit spvuftc diug inieractioiis yielded the Itillowing results

\^piiin \spirin did not modifv the i lopidogrel-mediated mfnbiiion 0! ADP-mduced

platelet a);gre(>alion ConcamilaMi adininishalion ol 300 mg of aspirin twice a day loi 1 day

did not siijnificanilv increase the piolongation of bleetfing time induced by PIAVIX PIAVIX

potentiated the effect of aspinn on collagen-induced platelet aggregation PLAVIX and

aspinn have been administered together lor up lo one vear

Hepaiin In a study m heallfiy volunteers PLAVIX did not necessilale inodifKalion of Hie

lieijarm dose or alter the effect ol heparin on loagulaiion Coadmmisiraliun of heparin had

no efiett on inhibition of platelet aggregalion induced bv PLAVIX

Nonsteroidal Anti-lnflaininalory Otiigs iNSAIOsi In he.illhv volunteers receiving naproien

coniomitant administration of PLAVIX was associated with increased occult gasiroinlestmal

blood loss N\AI[)s and PLAVIX sfiould be cnadmiin'.trreif willi laution

'i' >>ri' ,:i'ii' ml .|iliriniisl(.i!li)n of

PRECAUTIONS-Ceneral.

atenolol, niledipine, n imlli <il<'iiolol and

1
I ,

.

,
I MjimlKanilv influenced by

iidinf . estrogen.

1: ' "'iftiedbvtlii'coadniinistration

U'arlarin Because ol the increased risk nl t

warfarin witti PLAVIX should be undefiak<-ii

Otiier Concomitant therapy No (iinirallv ^ .

observed when PLAVIX was cn.idn.inislerrrl v.r

nifedipine Ihe pharmafiHlvn.cun .n tmiv mI i-'

the coadniii^islraliun ul phenobarbilal, cm., ti

tfie pltaimacokineiics ol digoxin < « Iheophyllm

nf PL'WIX'flopidogrel flisiilfatei

\t linjh (oncenlralions 111 \iUo dnpidngiel mtubils t^j ,,, Jf"i, A((oidingl\, PIAVIX niav

mtertete with the metabolism ol phenytoin, tamoxifen, (olbulamide, warfarin,

torsemide. fluvastatin. and ni<iny non-steroidal anti-inllammatorv agents, but tliere

-ii'' dii.1 wilh wlmh to predict the magnitude of these iiileraclioiis t.iulion should l)e

used wli-'ii ain ol these >lrii^s r, (..).idministered with PIAVIX

III .iildiliun l.> llic .ibnve \\i\-t iln iiilerai tioii sludtc. paln-iil'^ p-nlemi mtn dini'.it trials

\v\\\< Kl riM-l .1 v.irirl', <A muk dciil.inl iiirdK.ilinn^ nu Imliir.; diuretics, bela-blocking

agents, angiotensin convertmg enzyme inhibitors, calcium aniagonists, cholesterol

lowering agents, coronary vasodilators, antidiabetic agents <ii i ^i insulin), throm-

bolytics, heparins ihIm, MMr,,,ieii .nd iMWH; GPIIb/llla antagonists, antiepileptic

agents .I'ni hormone replacement therapy without evideiur ot (linifallv signilicani

Ihcic ,ife fill <far,i '(H l!tc oiKnnitlaiil hm- ol oral antKo-iyulaiils non sludv oral .mti-

lilatel,-t (jrugs .111(1 \}\\o\w \SAIDs with (lnpii|ii:.;rel

Drug/ Laboratory Test Interactions

Nl lie known

Carcinogenesis. Mutagenesis, Impairment of Fenilily

Thi'rr w 1^ no evuleiiir ot It m, i ;rnu iTv wlini 'loplitoiirrl u-is .idmimstereil for "8 weeks
hi rni>.' .iTiil in.) vve'is In i.i'' .il <\-^\v^<-\ u]i lo " wv^jV-;. per rl,iv whtih .lliotdcd plasma

eMi'isures IS limes ttiat in huin.nr. .\' 'W rei ouimended clailv dose ol 75 rii];

(li)ptdo>;rel w.isno' genot0M( m Inm iuuSi<'U-'\\ \eie>te-t DNA-repait test in rat liepatu-

iciapfiasc t firomosome analv-

s if-si hv oral route in micei

.mil lemale rats at oral doses

doM' 1)11 .1 m^nu' basisj

uii's :.:eiJ'' iiuilalioii.issdv m (.fiiiieM- h.di^lvr Mtnifilasts .i

MS ot liDinai- lvinpi!H(vles and in one m wuMesI nuaoni
! Ii)pidnj;ri'l was foimd in h.i>,e no .-ttr-d m leitflitv 'A n

op to 4IK1 ni^i'kg pel day V times the re* ommended l.i,

Pregnancy

Pre^^iiaiuv Cati-^orv B Reproduction studies pertumiccf i\< r.us ,iiid rabbits at doses up to

">00 .iiiri m nig,'kiv'dav 'fespectivelv, i-<^ and "ft imies lti<- le^ uininfiufed daily liuman (fose

mg/m^ basisi revealed no evidente nf impaired ferlihtv or fetolnsi',it\ duo lo ctopido-

<:\ Then
.
hown

niiutlio

Nursing Mothers

Sliidirs m r.its liave Jinwi

It IS not known wl"-'li'''

111 human inilk and lieMi.

a decision should l>e rnjdi

my mto actouni llie impuit

Pediatric Use
. ili-k M\i\ r-llediveness m the [ledi.n

Geriatric Use

tit ttie inlal nuMber ol sub|ecls in (APf<ii

.i('pn<^(matelv 50% ol patients treated witii r.

f i'.-''
" years .md older In COMMIT appi^

" '.iK .
.

t O y^.,^f^ ,in(| older. 2G% of whom w
[i* . ir,. ';.

.( ,f,k 1)1 ifironibotii evenis wilh clop

.i-.liMi !v .i^ic ( iii',^i)r\ IS proviiled in Figures i

's| i
, Is M . CLINICAL STUDIES! Iheobse^.

;iliK u'. -IIS platebo fii us aspirin bv age cat'

' .ideijuate vid well-controlled stuciies m pregnant women
todies ,He mil alw :v. iirr'ili.-ii\,r of a human response, PIAVIX

that tlupidcmiel aiid/ni its inetabofites are eicu ted n tin- i.ilk

drug IS exffi'led in human milk Because manv drugs are -'n -d

"f die potential lof serious adverse reactions m nursing mi.i

br>r to discontinue nursing or to discontinue the drug, t.;.-

It'" dnju to tlie nursing woman

. ti 'lave not been ^^tablls''ed

:l UARin cunlrolled clinical sludn-s,

.^^e tn veafs ol <ige and older and

ol The patients treated vviih

' '.'-.I's and older

' ; ' ohis aspirin versus placebo plus

< tui the CURE and COMMIT inals

1
i. ol lileedingtM'olswilh clopfringiel

IS ispiovideil m I.ibies Sand ii lor the

ADVERSE REAQIONS
PLA\ l\ has been ev.ilualcd lor salely in more than 42.000 patients, including over 9.000

paiieiiis treated for I vear ot moie The clinicallv important adverse events observed m
tAPKIE, LURt, LLARm and COMMIT ate discussed below

I lie overall tolerabiliiy ol PLAVIX in CAPRIL was similar to that ol aspirin regardless ol age.

v;eiider and race, with an approxinialelv equal incidence 1 1 3%'i of patients withdrawing Irom

treaimenf because of adverse reai lions

Hemorrhagic In CAPRIE patients receiving PLAVIX. gastiointPstinal hemorrhage occuiied

at a rate of 2 and required hospifaliFation in U 7% In patients receiving aspirin the

coriespondingrateswere2'?'"(,and 1 1%, respect ivelv the incidence of intracranial hemor-

rhage was 4% tor PLAVIX compared lo 5% for aspirin

In CURE PLAVIX use with aspirin wasassociatetl with an increase in bleeding compared to

placebo with aspirm isiy Table jl there was an excess m major bleeding ni patients recen-

mg PL-WIX plus aspirin tompaied with placebo plus aspirin, pnmarilv gastrointestinal and

at puncture sites The incidence of intracraniol hemorrhage |0 \%\. and fatal bleeding

;0 2%), were tfie same m both groups

The overall iiuidence ol bleeding rsdescnbed m Table 5 tor patients receiving both Pt^WIX

and aspirin in CLiRE

Table S: CURE Incidence of bleeding complications [% patients)

Event PLAVIX Placebo
^

P-sjIue

- aspirmi'
I

aspirm i"

in=6iCl)l

Maioi bleeding f 001

Lite-lhrealenin^ bleediiiii 18 li

ratal 0.2 ai
"i g/dL hemoglobin drop 0>)

Reciurimg surgical intervention OT 0"

Hemorrhagic strokes 1 1

Reiiuiring inotropes OS 0)
ReciCiiring Iranslusion \iA units! 1 2 1

Other niainr lileedmg 1 f) 1 tj 005

Significantly disabling ()» i

intraocular bleeding willi

sigoilKant loss ol vision 05 05

Reciuirmg 2-5 units ol blood 1 ? 09
Minor bleeding ' S 1 ; ^ 001

* Other standard therapies were used as appropriate

t Life threatening and other majoi bleeding

i Ma|or bleeding event rate lor PLAVIX aspirin w as do%e-depefidetil on .ispiim

100 mg-2 6^.. 100-200 mg- 3 5%. -200 mg^4 9%
Ma[or bleeding event rates for PL/WIX aspirin by age were -65 vears

-

2 5°.. 565 to

vears = 4 )%. vcars ")%
li Mafor bleeding event lale for placebo r aspirin w(IS dosc-(ir|)nicli'iil on .ispifin

- \m mg-2 li)tl-2(10 mg- 2 j%. -200 mg--» 0^^

Ma|or bleeding event tales for placebo * aspirin by ase were bS years ~ 1 1". 26510

75 years - i 1V 2'^5 years J 6%

li led to interrLiption of study medication

Ninetv-two percent l')2"ui of the patients in the fURt study received beparm/l WWW and

Ihe rate of bleeding in these patients was similar to the overall resulis

There was no excess in niaiot bleeds withm seven days after coronary bypass graft surgerv

in palienfs who stopped tlierapv more iban live days prior to surgerv eveni rale -I -1%

PIAVIK - aspiiiii, S 3% plaiebo * .ispiriiii In patients wlio remained on ttierapy within five

days of bypass grah surgery, the event rale was ') 6% tor PLAVIX aspirin, and 6 J"., loi

placebo ^ aspirin

In CLARITy Ihe incidence of ma|or bleeding Klefined as intracranial bleeding or bleeding

associated witti a fall m lieinoglobin S .li'dl, was similar between groups il .inversus 1 I".,

in the PLAVIX ^ aspirm and in Ihe |»l.uebn - .ispinn groups, respectively! Tins was tonsisledt

across siibgtoups ol patients rletined hv baseline cli.iraclerislics, and tvpe ol fibrinolytics or

heparin therapy The inc idence of laial bleeding II) 8% versus 6% in the PLAVIX * aspirin

and in Ihe placebo - aspirm groups respectivelvi and intracranial hemorrhage (0 5"ii versos

T'-u. respectivelyi w.is low and similar in both groups

riie overall rate ol noncetehral ma|or bleeding or cer--bral bleedmy in COMMIT w-is lou

.md sintilai in bnlli '4roiips ,,s ^hown in T.ible h below

Table 6: Number \\] ol Patients with Bleeding Events in COMMIT

Type of bleeding PIAVIX Placebo P-value

(+ aspirini (+ aspirin)

(N = 229611 (N = 22891]

M.l|or" nontcrebrjl or c(-lcl)r,il hicediiig'
'

1 il iO ()"... \r> 11 5..

Md|or iioiKef('l)r.il 82 10 J'V

Fal.ll i6IO !7'0 2'i,) 010
Hrniotfhai?lf stroke 55 10 56i0 2\) Oil

Kit.ll SO 10 Jl n2"» 081

OMkv niiinL>n'hF.il bicodiny inon-rna|Oli 8il 'i h'.. ".'1 ; t'. 005

Anv nonri'rebijl hleediinj 8% 1
>'»'..! — .M'. OOJ

' Maior bleeds art- cerebral bleeds or non-cerebral bleeds thought to have caused death or

tlial ret|uifed Iranslusion

The relative rate of ma)Oi nonccrebral or cerebral bleeding was independent of age

Event rates for PLAVIX + aspirm by age were 60 vears i'V. abO to "0 years

270 vears 8% Event rates lor placebo - aspirin bv age were hi) vears - A".^ >b() to

- 70 years - 6%, 270 years 7"(,

Adverse events txcurnng m a2 5% ol patients on PLAVIX in the CAPRIt controlled clinical

trial are shown below regardless of relationship to PLAVIX Ihe median duration ol ibef.ipv

was 20 months, with a mavimum of 3 years

Table 7- Adverse Evenis Occurring in 2 2 ;> of PUVIX Palienis in CAPRIE

\ Incidence (° . Discontinuation]

Body Sfstcm PUVIX Aspirin

Event |n=95991 |n=9586]

fiof/i .IS ,1 wlwk • aeiiffii! di\otik-r\

fliosi P.iin S i lO 2 8 > 10 ^

\( ndont.il/lntlifIed Iniuiv "910 li 7 ilO 1

Inlliicnfa-likc synlploms 7 5i-;o 1) 70KO 1

Pciin 6 4 10 ti 5 JlO 1

Liligiie J J 10 1; 34 101

Cjf(/ioi.ts(u/jr (/(so't/cfs, gei>fl,il

Edenirf 4 1 I--0 11 4 5 KOI
Hvpeitension 4 51-tOll 5 1 l<0 t

CcnUiil & pcripher,i! Dpnoti^ sis/mi di^rden

Headache 7 6 10 3; 12 10 2!

Dizziness 6 2 iO 2; 6 7(0 5-

6<lslry/iilesOiia/ si stem dt^^iden

Anv event 27 liii 29 814 01

Abdominal pain 5 6 10 7; 7.1 (10)

Dvspcpsia 5 2iOlv 6 1 10-

Diarrliea 4 5 i0 4 >4 lo

;

N.IUSCM 5 4 10 5' >8i04

'VJr'/.i6<)/H A titiltiUtin.ll di^iKlf'y

HvpercbolesloioIoiiiM 4 4 4 I- I

Ali/sn;/(i-sie/('f.j/ sis/crii di^aidi'i^

Arthralgia 1; i .11 1 i>2i0 1

Back Pain 53i01 5 3.<0 1

PhlfUl. bimliiiii & ilollir)^diiordet^

Purpuia/Bruise 55 03. 371011

Epislasis 2102 2 5(0 11

PsKftMfric dhordcn

DepI(^slo^ 360 1 3 9 lO 21

Rei/jimon sv^fem diuitder>

Ipper resp tract infection 37c;0l; SJKOl
Ov^pnea 4 5 iO t

4
-ill li

Khinitis 4 2 lO t 42(<01

Bronchitis ! lO I 3 7 iOi

Ccri^hing it' 11 1 27e01

Ssifi A Tenr/aee diwrder\

AiK fieirl 158 1 5i 13 1 OSi

Rash 4 2 lO 5 )5'02i

PlllliIuS ; i lO 5. t 6i0 ti

1 rin.tn u-srorl: d>Mjfd-Ts

t tinars' trad inlection 1 1 lO >5iO 1

No additional clinicatK relesant esents lo ifiose obseaed in CAPRll with a Irequencv

>2 5-, have l>een reported during the CURE and CLARIT> controlled sIlldlt^ COMMIT

Other adverse experiences ol polenital imporiance occurring in 1% to 2 5% ol pa

receiving PLAVix iclopidogrel bisullate: m the controlled clinical tnals aie listed I

regardless of relahonship to PIAVIX In general, the incidence of these events was si

to that in patients receiving a^jinn (in CAPRlEi or placebo ^ aspirin (in the other cl

Irialsi

Aulomnnc Nervoui Sysf^rn O/wrrfm Svncope, Patpilalion BodvdS^ Whole-general

den Asthenia Fever. Herma Ordiovascubr disorders Cardiac falfure Cenirslandpt

era/ nenous sis(em di^rden Cramps legs, Hypoaeslhesia. Neuralgia, Paraesthesia, Ve

Qi^tromteitmal siirem dmrders Conshpation. Vomiting, Heart rate and rhvthm diso

hbrillation atrial bverand bilisp, sts/em disorders Hepatic enzymes increased Mel.

and nulritionaf disorders. Gout, hvpefuncemia. non-protem nitrogen 'NPNi mere

Musculo skeletal sis.'e/ti disorders Arthritis, Arthrosis Platelet, bleeding & clotting

ders Gl hemorrhage, hematoma, platelets decreased Psychiatric disorders An
Insomnia Red blood cell disorders Anemia Respirator)' system disorders Pneum
Sinusitis Skin and appendage disorders Eczema, Slim ulceration. Urinary system dim
Cvslilis li5(o/j disorders Cataract, Con|unctivitis

Othei |)otenliallv serious adverse events which may be of clinical interest but were t

reported i- IS in patients who received PLAVIX in the controlled clinical trials are

below regardless of relationship to PLAVIX in general, the incidence of these events

siniilai to that m patients receiving aspirin nn the other clinical tnals)

Body as a whole Atletgic reaction, necrosis ischemic Cardiovascular disorders Et

geneialitfd GdsHoinle^ti ii.il ji^/em disorders Peptic, gastric or duodenal ulcer \;asi

gastric ulcer perforated, gastritis hemorrhagic, upper Gl ulcer hemorrhagic Urn and 3

sisfffij disorder^ Bilirubinemia, hepatitis infectious, liver tattv Platelet, bleedingand do

disorders hemarthfosis, hematuna, hemoptysis, hemorrhage intracranial, hemorr

retiopentoneal, hemorrhage ol operative wound, ocular hemorrhage, pulmonarv he

fhage, purpura alleioic. thrombocviopenia Red blood cell disorders Anemia aplastic. <

hv|)0(hronii( !ieproduLii\e disorders, female. Menorrhagia. Respiraton sisfem di'^or

Hemothorax Si.in and appendage disorders Bullous eruption, rash ervTbematous, rash

ulopapular. uriicaria Vnnan \v^tem disorders Abnormal renal function, acute renal fai

While cell and reticuloendothelial s\stem disorders Agranulocytosis, granulocvtop

leukemia leul^openia neutropenia

Postmarketing Experience

The lollowing events have been reported spontaneously Irom worldwide postmatkt

experience

• Bod\ as a whole

-hypersensitivity reaaions. anaphvlactoid reactions, serum sickness

• Central and Peripheral Ven ous Svs/em disorders:

-confusion, hailucinalions, taste disorders

• Heprito bilur\' disorder'^

abnormal function ti*st. hepatitis Inon-infectious), acute liver failure

• Platelet. HleeAng and (lotting disorders:

cases nf bleeding with latal outcome (especially intracranial, gastrointestinal

leirupeiitoneai hemorrhage)

ihroniboiit thrombocytopenic purpura iTTP) - some cases with latal oulco

see WARNINGS)
agtaniilocviosis. aplastic anemia,'pancvtopenia

cndjiinriival. ocular and reimal bleeding

• RespiraiQr\
.
thoracic and mediastinal disorders:

broncbospasm interstilial pneumonitis
,

• Slf'f and subcutaneous tissue disorders
|

angioedema. ervlhema multiforme. Stevens-johnson syndrome, toxic epideil

neciolvsrs, lichen planus

• Renal and urinar) disorders

^lomerulopalliy. increased creatinine levels

• Va'^c alar disorders

vasculitis hvpolension

• Gastrointestinal disorders

• colitis Hncludmg ulcerative or lymphocytic colitis), pancreatitis, stomatitis

• Miisdih'-t.elelal connective (issue and bone disorders

OVERDOSAGE
(Ker<lov tdllowiiis (lopidogrel adniinislralion may lead to prolonged bleeding time i

suhseriueni bleeding complications A single oral dose of clopidogret at 1 SOO or 2000 mj

was lethal to mice and to rats and at iOOO mg/kg to baboons Symptoms nf acute toxi

were vomiting iin baboons;, prostration, difticult breathing, and gastrointestinal ben

fli,t;Je in all species

Recommendations About Specific Treatment:

BaNed nn hiologitai plausihiliiv. platelet transfusion may be appropriate to reverse

ph.uMi.T oinvi' at etteds ol PI.AVIX i( {|uick reversal IS required

DOSAGE AND ADMINISTRATION

Recent Ml. Recent Stroke, or Established Peripheral Arterial Disease

The lecdmnieniled dailv dose ol PLAVIX is 75 mgonce daily.

Acute Coronary Syndrome

foi patients with non ST-segmenI elevation acute coronary syndrome tunstJ

angina/non-O-wave Mb, PLAVIX should be initiated with a single SOO mg loading dose i

then continued at ~S mg once daily Aspirin (75 mg-325 mg once dailv> should be initij

and continued in combination with PLAVIX. In CURL, most patients with Acute Coror

Svndtome also received heparin acutely isee CUNICAL STUDIES).

For patients with ST-segment elevation acute myocardial infarction. Ihe recommeni

dose ol PIAVIX is"S mgonce dailv, administered in combination with aspirin, with or w
out thiombolviiis PiAVIX mav be initialed with or without a loading dose 1 300 mgwasu
inCLARlI^ see CUNICAl STUDIES)

PLAVIX can l)e administefed with or without food.

No dovi^e .idiiisiiiieiii is necessary for elderly patients or patients with renal disease,
|

Clinical Pharmacology: Special Populations.)

PisUihiileil

l>iis!ol M\eis S(|mbbr\iniili Pharmaceuticals Partnership

Bridtiewater N| 0880"

sanof i aventis Bristol-Myers

Squibb Company

I registered trademark

Brief Sunimars' ol Prescribing Inlormation Revised February 2



The Bed
Loved by Sore
Achy Backs

The SLEEP NUMBER' bed is unlike any other. It's the bed you

adjust to your exact comfort and firmness preference, your

Sleep Number' setting. Our easy-to-use handheld remote and

advanced air-chamber technology allow you to quickly adjust

the firmness on your side of the bed. At the simple touch of

a button, YOU can change the firmness from extra firm

to feather soft. J

Best of all, each side of the Sleep Number" bed

adjusts independently with the touch of a button,

making it the perfect bed for couples.

It's the bed clinically proven to relieve

back pain and improve sleep quality.*

Clinical studies show an

amazing 93% of participants

reported back-pain relief

while 90% said other aches

and pains were reduced.

'Once you've found your Sleep Number,

I know you'll discover as I did, a deeper,

more restful sleep. I actually sleep through

the night now and that is so rejuvenating.

"

Wg I Sleep Numbe

Lindsay Wagner
Actress, Mom

Sleep Number bed owner

FIRMER
^5

Receive a Special Thank You Gift!

For a linnited time, inquire about our

revolutionary bed and we'll send you a special

'S',)7'//^/Ywy/ to use toward the

" \ purchase of any Sleep Number " bed

or accessory item of $100 or more.'

For Better Sleep , Call Now

E I
Firmness adjusts on each side of the bed J YE- .1 me a FREE Brochure

and Video on J DVD or J VHS tape.

sleep number
by SELECT COMFORT

•For a summary of independent clinical studies and their results, call 1-800-831-1211.

'Restrictions apply. Not valid on Internet orders.

Name

Address

City

Daytime Phone.

Mail to: • ' C •

i /iill^/ $50 Thank You Gift Card!

State Zip

Email

r. M .jpolis,

© 2004 Select Comfort Direct



GENERATION FIT

More and n '
. bab) -boonier women are returning to

sports the) once loved or trying sports they never

attempted. "Overall participation in 10 sports among

women ages 35 to 64 has mcreased significantly in the last

fn'e yeai-s." sav s Lany Weindnich. a spokesman for the

National Sporting Goods Association. Some sports,

including kayaking (up an estimated 144 percent) and jog-

ging (up 24 percent), have seen dramatic surges. Twenty-

seven million American women ages 35 to 64 walk

regularly for exercise-11 million swim, 6 million hike.

6 million bicycle. 4 million jog, 3 million play golf, close to

2 million play teimis and 1.5 million enjoy kayaking or

rafting. Team sports are attracting boomers, too. More

than 1 million women over 35 belong to softball teams;

about Iralf a million play soccer.

Not sui-prisingh'. sports-related mjuries among boomers

also increased, by about 33 percent through the 1990s,

according to the U.S. Consumer Product Saferv' Commis-

sion. Hovve\ er. recent data suggest that some of these injun'

numbers are beginning to fall-perhaps boomers are figur

rng out how to pla)' sports without getting hurt. Avoiding

injun.' it isn't easy. After 40, your muscles and connecti\ c

tissues lose elasticity, your sense of balance declines, your

reflexes and reaction time slow and you tire more easily, all

changes that can make you more injuiy-prone.

"Boomeritis" is the term used to describe this increased

vulnerability, says Nicholas DiNubile, M.D., author of

Framcllhrk: loi/r J-Step Pivgram /or Hrallhy Mu.ules, Bones and

Joints, who corned the phrase. "Tlie losses may begin after

age 35 or so, but they are slow and incremental. Often you

don't realize they've been happening until you do some-

thing for the first time in years and you realize it's not as

eas)- as it used to be." Dr. DiNubile says. "Women don't

just lose bone in their 4()s and 5()s; at that age diey also

l(«e muscle at a rate of 1 percent per yeai" or 10 percent per

decade. So you might not be able to hit a tennis ball as

hard or ride a bic} cle as far as you used to." The good

news: The more you exercise, the more you can slow

down these declines-even reverse them.

Avoiding injury takes planning. "In your 20s you might

ha\ e thought nothing of lacing up your mnning shoes and

jogging for an hour without any preparadon. Do that in

your 40s and you'll probably feel it for days afterward if

you don't actually injure yourself." says Ed Wojtys, M.D.,

director of sports medicine at the University of Michigan.

See page 132 for our guide to eight sports. Each section

includes a "key mo\ e" from tiainer and Aionfimess.com own-

erJonathan Ross, an exercise especially good for that sport.

For overall fimess. combine all die key moves. continued

CYCLER CHICK: Teacher Betty Adkins, 50. of Gambrills, Maryland; married with three children, one

grandchild

Her sport: Bicycling

Biggest challenge: She took her first bicycle vacation in France when she was in her late 30s and

got so sore she had to sit out a couple of days.

Proudest sports moment: Zipping past her husband up mountainous Conor Pass, in Ireland, on their

fourth bicycle vacation (this time, she had trained for four months).

Why she loves it: "Its a great way to see a country, and it lets you eat all you want every night."
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HYDROX¥(
Mi

'ti

Karen Brandon
Physical Therapist

Loma Linda, CA

"1 recommend Hydroxycut with diet and exercise to healthy

women who wish to lose fat Hydroxycut is the best weight-loss

supplement that I've ever used
"

Dr. Nick Evans. 1989 Graduate,

St. Mary's Hospital Medical School, London, England.

/tftse ^^Bk LOST ^^m^ i2<» ^1

i m 32 i
r g

f I

Results 'A'li varv Karpn iisprt Hv<:o»viM' lot 17 weets di.--' ar.i .--o-rice

Every day, countless women add Hydroxycut - America's

#1-selling weight-loss product - to their diet and exercise

plans'. A perfect example of someone who knows the unrivalled

effectiveness of Hydroxycut is Karen Brandon, a physical

therapist who not only wanted to lose weight for herself, but

wanted to improve her performance at the |ob she loves.

"Working with rehab patients was really difficult when I

was out of shape." With Hydroxycut - a formula that contains

ingredients clinically proven to help you lose up to 4.5 times

the weight than with diet and exercise alone' - she set out

to improve her body and her guality of life

The end resulfi* Karen lost 32 pounds and made a 180-

degree turn-around in her life. "I feel so much more confident

when I walk into work, and I find that even when I'm walking

down the street, I'm holding my head much higher."

Get Hydroxycut today and join

the countless women who

have already improved their

bodies. You 'll be glad you did.

Amerko-s'lSem

Weight-Loss Formula
|

Supercenters cvs/p*w""- TnrcH t-

led on IRI F/D/MX sales data. "In two 8-week studies in which ail groups followed a diet and exercise plan, suBjsclsusfrig the pi

act. chromium polynicotinate. and Gymnema sylvestre extract) lost, on average, significantly more weight than subjects who n

3 lbs.). Individuals have been remunerated. Carefully read the entire label before use. Regular exercise arxl proper nutritkxi are

Itements have not been evaluated by the FDA. This product is not intended to treat, cure or prevent any disease. TTie Hydroxy

red by their respective trademark owners and are used with permission. Hydroxycut is patent-pending. © 2007.
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Why diet
hungry?

Try putting a
little spice in

your diet.

Post Cinnamon Shredded

Wheat, with a twist of

cinnamon, is a delicious,

fiber-rich way to help keep

you satisfied.

HEALTH JOURNAL ^

^OTECT YOURSELF
I he tougli thing about middle age is

tliat \ou are more prone to injuries

wlren \ou pia\ sports. I^r. Ireland

notes it al\\a\ s takes much longer

than \ou think to heal, often up to

six months. Adds Dr. DiXuhilc,

"Man\ hah\ boomers hav e the mind-

set that the\ should be able to do the

sports the\ used to do at the same

le\ el they used to do them, and if

the\ get injured, that there should be

an instant soluhon to o\ ercome it

quickly. The goal should be to gi\ e

the injur\ time to heal while doing

other acti\ ities to keep fit. For

example, ride a stationarx bike w hile

\ ou're recov ering fi-om a shoulder

injur\." lo minimize damage:

Stop as soon as you feel pain. Don't "play through the injury."

You might worsen it.

?
RICE your injury: Rest the injured area. Ice it to reduce swelling.

Compress it with bandages. Elevate the injured body part.

I

r

Take nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory medication (such as ibuprofen or

aspirin) for the first couple of days after the injury—but not beyond
three days without a doctor's instructions. These medications reduce

inflammation but may cause stomach upset or prolong healing time.

If you have a long-term condition—an injury that hasn't completely

healed or a chronic problem such as arthritis—consult your doctor

about the best way to handle pain and prevent further Injury.

Know the difference between healthy soreness and an actual injury.

Muscles that are simply sore after a workout may ache for a day or two,

but the soreness will ease steadily. Joint swelling, pain that persists or

worsens beyond 48 hours, problems putting weight on a limb or with

normal activity (limping, for example), or one-sided pain (in one knee

or ankle or shoulder) should be checked by a doctor.

Sports Safety Are you ready to return

to the sports you enjoyed in your youn-
ger days? Protect your body before you
step up your workout. For stretches and
strategies that prevent "boomeritis," go
to WWW.LHJ.COM/BOOMER

WATER WOMAN: School nurse Patti Carothers, 55,

of The Woodlands, Texas; married with four kids

Her sport: Kayaking

Biggest challenge: Finding time to kayak as much as

she would like with her busy schedule-

Proudest sports moment: Taking her mother kayaking

through the Erie Canal on her 80th birthday.

Why she loves It: "It's so peaceful, you can do it alone or

with friends, exploring where you can't go in a powerboat."

CONTINUED
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iht your hunger with Post Shredded Wheat. It's loaded with ,uC o whole

I eat fiber. Experts say foods rich in fiber can help keep you satisfied while

: J lose weight. So exercise, cut calories and feel deliciously satisfied.

WhyDietHungry.com

SHREDDED,
WHEAT
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PosT-40
Advantage

MUCHO MACHO? ADVICE

FOR YOUR WEEKEND WARRIOR
Even more than women, "men are

likely to overestimate their fitness

level," says Dr. Wojtys. Result? A

high risk of injuries. Compounding

the problem; Men may be likelier

than women to "play through the

pain," which can worsen injuries anc

lengthen recovery time. Yet these

macho tendencies may have some

benefits. A recent study from the

University of Missouri-Columbia

notfes that the more men agree with|

stereotypical masculine notions of

success and gender roles, the harde"

they seem to work at injury rehab

Of course, ideally you'd like your

weekend warrior to avoid getting

injured to begin with. To that end,

Dr. Wojtys says your warrior should

Get a checkup before starting a

sport. If someone has gained a lot

of weight over the years, smokes or

has a family history of heart

disease, playing a rigorous game

could raise his risk of a heart attack

Remember that a weekend player

may take three months to get in

shape rather than six weeks. He

should practice different aspects of

his game on different days to avoid

overworking any one body part.

Warm up for 15 minutes or so

before he plays a sport by walking

briskly to get circulation flowing.

Stop at the first sign of pain to

determine if he should keep going.

Use the Monday-morning test. If

he can barely get out of bed, he

should cut back the next weekend.

SOCCER MOM: Office manager Deborah Cmar, 47, of

Bow, New Hampshire; married with four kids

Her sport: Indoor soccer. She plays two nights a week on

a town recreational team for women over 30.

Biggest challenge: Holding back. "I won't slide-tackle

and risk breaking my ankle. I have to work the next day."

Proudest sports moment: "Any time my 10-year-old

daughter sees me going to play with my team."

Why she loves it: "The fact that my team depends on me

gets me going. I love strategizing, then celebrating later."
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A message from your

Your attention, please

Ifs time for a wake-up call. The fact is, women are more likely

to experience subtle symptoms imrelated to chest pain, like

nausea and dizziness, when having a heart attack.

Thafs why it's important to take good care of me. So do me a favor and talk to

your doctor about whether aspirin is right for you. It can help prevent a heart

attack. And St. Joseph aspirin only comes in one low 81mg dose. That's tlie dose

most recommended by doctors for daily heart therapy.

Tell your friends and family about the importance of women's

heart health. Spread the word at StJosephAspirin.com.

Use only as directed by your docioi
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SWIMMING WALKING GOLF

Low-impact allover

workout.

Good for all fitness levels,

doable anywhere, low-

cost aerobic workout,
weight-bearing for

bones. In a recent survey,

87% of boomers called it

their favorite exercise.

Aerobic (as long as you
keep moving) as well as

strengthening, works
upper and lower body.

Lifetime sport you can
play with people of any
age or skill level (because
of handicapping); great

upper-body and, if you
walk, aerobic exercise.

Shoulder and rotator cuff

injuries.

Heel spurs, shin splints

(pain in the front part of

the lower leg), knee
problems, falls.

Shoulder and rotator cuff

injuries; tennis elbow (or

tendinitis); low-back
strain; knee pain

(possibly caused by tears

to muscles, ligaments or

tendons).

Lower-back problems
because of torso

twisting, shoulder and
elbow tendinitis.

Swim backstroke or

freestyle rather than

breaststroke or butterfly,

which are harder on
shoulders and knees.

Warm up with shoulder

shrugs or by bending
arms at elbows and
moving them back to

press scapular blades

closer together in back.

Replace sneakers every

six months to maintain

good cushioning, which
reduces the risk of heel

spurs and other

problems. Walk on
smooth, shock-

absorbing surfaces.

Consider using hiking

poles to improve balance
and enhance your

upper-body workout.

To increase intensity,

try racewalking (see

www.lhj.com/racewalk).

Improve balance and
strength with lunges,

squats and push-ups.

Walk frequently for

stamina; squeeze a tennis

ball in each hand to build

arm strength.

The Hitchhiker: Lying face

down on bench or floor,

arms straight out to sides

at 90-degree angle to

your torso, arms turned
slightly so thumbs are

pointing up to celling,

slowly raise and lower
arms. Begin with no
weights, as this exercise is

challenging, and try to

gradually work up to

doing exercise with one-
to three-pound weights in

each hand. Works rotator

cuffs and scapular (shoul-

der) muscles. Start with
one s-^t of 10 repetitions,

five o. six days a week.
Work u to two to three

sets of 1 reps, two to

three tim^s a week.

Single Leg Stands: This

improves balance and
ankle strength. Fold a

bath towel in half and
stand on it barefoot. Lift

right leg slightly so

you're standing only on
your left leg; try to hold

position for 30 seconds.

Repeat with other leg.

Once you achieve 30
seconds, intensify by
folding the towel again

to add elevation and
squishiness. Start with

one set of 10 repetitions,

five or six days a week.
Work up to two to three

sets of 10 reps, two to

three times a week.

Side-Lunge Taps: Step to

your left, reach across

your body with your
right hand; touch your
left foot, step back to

center, repeat on right

side. Start with one set of

10 repetitions, five or six

days a week. Work up to

two to three sets of 10

reps, two to three times a

week.

Torso Twist: Arms folded

on top of each other, bent
at 90 degrees, hands on
opposite elbows (/ Dream
of Jeannie style). Slowly

rotate at waist to right,

center, left, center to help

posture and flexibility.

Elephant Trunk Swings:

Standing, arms down,
holding one five-pound

weight with both hands,

alternate putting your

weight on one leg, then

the other, swinging the

handheld weight to the

side you're standing on.

For both: Do one set of 10

reps, five or six days a

week. Work up to two to

three sets of 10 reps, two
to three times a week.
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KAYAKING JOGGING/RUNNING CYCLING HIKING

WHY

IT'S

GREAT

Aerobic, strengthens

upper body and torso,

sitting up to paddle
improves posture.

Low-cost, aerobic, great

calorie-burner, weight-

bearing for bone
strength; can be done
anywhere.

You get to see sights

while you exercise,

terrific aerobic/

cardiovascular workout,
strengthens and tones
lower body.

Strengthens legs and
torso, can be a social

sport weight-bearing for i

bone strength.
|

COMMON

INJURIES

Soreness in the hips,

lower back, arms, neck
and shoulders caused by
repetitive motion of

paddling.

Muscle strains, knee pain

and tendinitis (partic-

ularly in women prone to

arthritis), plantar fasciitis,

shin splints, low-back
pain.

Sore hip flexor muscles
(where hips meet pelvis),

kneecap arthrtis if prone
to it, collisions/falls.

Boomer cyclists die at

nearly twice the rate of

kids because they're less

likely to wear helmets.

Falls; twisted, sprained or

broken ankles, and if you
carry a pack, knee and
lower back injuries. "For
every pound of weight on
your back, your knees may
support six times that

amount," says Or Wojtys.

BEST

WORKOUT

STRATEGY

Row using full body
rather than just arms;

follow the paddle with

your eyes, which forces

you to use your torso as

well as your arms.

Build up slowly. Begin by
walking, then doing a

jog/walk. After a few
weeks, jog uninterrupted.

Jog on a shock-

absorbing surface—

a

rubberized track is ideal;

grassy trails are second.

Avoid concrete, blacktop

or sidewalks. Replace
sneakers at least twice a

year. Show your old pair

to the clerk so she can
see the wear pattern and
tell whether you need a

shoe that minimizes
pronation.

Wear a helmet for

outdoor cycling and
cycle in safe areas.

Choose a seat made for

women's wider pelvises,

with gel padding and a

cutout in the center to

absorb shock, reduce
pressure and minimize
saddle soreness. Adjust

seat so your knee is just

short of fully extended at

the bottom of the pedal

stroke. Bad back? Pick a

bike with upright handles

to avoid the bent-over

racing position.

Wear hiking shoes with

well-cushioned soles and
ankle support and use

hiking poles for balance.

Take frequent short hikes,

starting with flat terrain

and building up to hillier

terrain.

KEY

MOVES

Alternating Dumbbell
Chest Press: While lying

on back on a bench or

the floor, weight in each
hand (no more than 10

pounds), hands on sides

of chest, inner wrists

facing each other, extend
one arm straight up.

While bringing it back
down, extend other arm
straight up so they pass
each other. Start with one
set of 10 repetitions, five

or six days a week. Work
up to two to three sets of

10 reps, two to three

times a week.

Slow-Motion Running:

Jump forward onto a

single foot. Stop, with

knees slightly bent. Hold
for three seconds and
jump forward on other

foot, repeating same slow

action. Start with one set

of 10 repetitions, five or

six days a week. Work up
to two to three sets of

10 reps, two to three

times a week.

Prone Elbow Plank: This

strengthens abs for

maintaining good biking

posture. Lie facedown
with your forearms and
bottoms of toes on floor,

elbows directly under
shoulders. Supporting
yourself on forearms and
bent toes, lift your body,

keeping your torso

straight. Hold for 30
seconds. To add
intensity, in same
position, do alternate

foot lifts, raising one foot

at a time five inches off

the ground and holding

for a count of five. Do
three reps of five-second

holds on each side.

Step Downs: Standing

with both feet on an aero-

bic step or the bottom
riser of stairs, step back-

ward with right foot into a

lunge position, landing on
heel on the floor and keep-

ing left foot flat on the

step. Use right leg to push
off and come back to

standing position with

both feet on the step. Re-

peat with left foot. To add
intensity, do step downs
while holding three- or

five-pound weights with

hands at shoulders. Start

with one set of 10 reps on
each leg, five to six days a

week. Work up to two to

three sets of 10 reps, two
to three times a week. ^
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12 Good Deeds Are Staring Yo\\

Risfht In The Face.

Millions of cliiltlren in developing countries are

suffering with clell lip and palate. Condemned to a

lifetimt^ of |)ain and suffering.

The ";ood news is viiluallv all of these c hildren

~] .S250 Provides vM'\ >uv'^fr\ for one cliild.

~1 ^12.") (;o\»*|-s half (he cost of one siii-'jei'v.

can he helped. The Smile Train provides life chan

ing free cdeft surgen which takes as little as 45

minutes and costs as little as $250. It gives despe

children not just a new smile—but a new life.

r>i) Prov ides niethealions lor one surgery.

.S \\e"il firatefnllv accept any anioimt.

\li./Mi^./\1v.

.

I.lh.

M.iilIV-l,-|ih,,n.'

i:h,ii-.- iir '^ilt lo iin ririlil r.inl: 1 Ma-lfiCa

\c. ouiil N..

'si'-n.iturr

~] \MK\ 3 Dim ,,u-|

. K\|i. Dale .

/.i).()!;l(ini)/l I \ 1(1

ric iM M ii.i , i., , k i.i: The Smile Train-Dej)t. Mag.
P.O. Box 96231
Washington. DC 20()<>()-6231

0% Overhead

Seven Years

200,op(
Surgeries

TheSmileTrair
Changinp The World One Smilt- Al \ Vim

Donate online: ww w.sniiletrain.org or call: 1-877-543-7645

100% of your tlonation goes toward programs — 0% goes toward overhead

All iii>ii|iHi^i.iiii r\|ii ii-i-~ air |pai.! liM \Mlli -lail-u|i ^'raiil- liiiiii our riiundiiis; ~ii|i|m)i Ici^. riu- sriiili- Plain i- a (i iiH) iiiiii|ii(il'n ri'(<if;iiizeil bv llir IliS. and all dcuialliiii^ lo

rl„. Sn,,l,. r,;nn tax ., I.-, In, 1 ,1 in
'

„-,Mrd;,t1. •,• «llll IliS I,-Mllat I„IW. (0 2007 Til.- Snilll- Tiaill.
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.an Lose Wei L'ibr

Frustrated with diets and weight loss products that

don't work? Then you're ready for SliniDelices.

These incredible products have been clinically tcHcd

and proven to work. SlimDelices Quick Slim tablets

are an all natural, patented formula guaranteed to

work! Chocla-Slim is a deep, rich delicious chocolate »
snack that satisfies your cravings for sweets while helpins;

you lose weight. Use them both and like thousands of others, you'll be .mia/ed by \ <)ur results! Get

SlimDelices at Rite-Aid and tine stores evervwherc. For inform. iiion eall 1-800-998-9303.

Crystal Edge
al Crystal Body Deodorant uses lOO'^'o pure

.alts to form a natural barrier against odor-

lacteria. It's fragrance-free, hypoaliergenic,

no aluminum chlorohydrate, and won't

ches or leave a white residue. Recommended

r Clinics. Available at Walgreens, Rite Aid,

ckerd, Duane Reade, Discount Drug Mart,

•d Meyer Nutrition, Hannaford, Brooks,

•hopRite, Bartell Drugs, and Albertsons.

00-829-ROCK (7625). F/T Ltd., Box 756,

, CA 94030. www.thecrystal.com

Your Best

t Forward!
rub foot buffer is a luscious treat tor

Dtsies. One side is soft and gentle, to

and moisturize, and the other is pure

ith a scrubby, invigorating texture that

es while it buffs away rough skin. In

er & Tea Tree Oil or Citron-Kucalyptus.

pongeables.com

Powerful Psoriasis

Treatment
Need relief trom psoriasis or dandruft?

MG217's dermatologist

u commended products

including MG21" Far

'shampoo helps stop the

recurrence ot psoriasis or

dandruff symptoms tor

manageable hair. MG217Tar Ointment

:s itching and scaling for hcalthv, clear

For information and store listings visit

\MG217.coin or call 1-800-942-2009.

Iti.Shopthispaoo.

bvVf.VII |20!1 2S(>-nS.S0 (21 '] 67.?-4.'!0()

ShODD

fcjuvatir

InscaYouth

Get great deals shopthlspage.com/deals

Get An Instant Lift In Minutes!
Risk Free! Radiant Results® is a powerful skin care system designed to

quickly tighten and tone while diminishing crow's teet, lines

and wrinkles in just davs. In a recent photo studv,

100% ot Radiant Results users saw a decrease hi lines

^ thanks to Rejuvacell Technology®, clinically proven to

reduce wrinkles up to 54''o and improve skin tlrmness

up to 48%. Call 1-800-920-8803 for vour 30-day

. _ -- risk-free trial (Sl6~ value) pay onl\' S~.'')5 s/h. Receive

' tree cosmetic i\)g'' www.freeageiesswoinan.com/lhj

'While supplies List.

w\v\v.\vniiiii.i

>rand in Ccmifc^rr
Lo\e to cook, but hate hard kitchen

tk)ors? .As .seen on //(//Tj "/ Wiint

Th,n'". Gel Pro Chef's Mats arc filled

w ith a sott gel that makes standing on

even the hatdest kitchen tloor a pleasure.

The.se innovative kitchen tloor mats are

scientificalK' engineered to absorb shock

and reduce pain-causing pressure. Gel

ro Chet s Mats have a beautitui woven

atlier look in a stain-resistant and easy

to clean material. They make a great gitt

tor anv cook, especiallv those with back

pain, toot pain or arthritis. Available

HI six colors including: Bl.ick, Trutnc,

Chestnut, Fla/elnut, Khaki and Coquina.

n two tunctional ixics: 20" x 36
' and

20 ' x ~2 ". .\l.ide in CS.-\. Order yours

tod.iv! Call 1-866-GEL-MATSor

\ isit \\^vw.letsge!.com
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MIX /

RED BEANS . DIRTi RICF

AND RICE f MI\

Introducing Zatarain's Reduced Sodium Rice Mixes.

They're the easiest woy to get the jazzy taste of New Orleans,

without oil the salt. Finally somebody got it right.

Taj
Tntnrnim.com
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NO-O
SUMMER
SUPPER
A delicious dinner

on a steamy summer night
doesn't have to be a sweat.

Try these tasty, easy entrees

3

3

Satay With Apricot-

BBQ Dipping Sauce
and Green Rice

SERVES 4

Prep time: 30 min Total time: 50 min

'/2 cyp apricot \av

V2 cup barbecue bujc^

2 teaspoons finely grated iemon zest

teaspoon ground coriander

1% teaspoons i<osher ^alt

cups jasmine or ba rati rice

tablespoons rice wm ? vinegar

tablespoons extra-virc«n olive oil,

plus additional for grill

1 shallot, nninced

V/a teaspoons chili powder

Pinch freshly ground pepi er

V/a lbs sirloin steak, thinly iL -ed

1 cup loosely packed fresh fc^asil

leaves

1 cup loosely packed fresh flat-leaf

parsley leaves

2 teaspoons fresh thyme leavos

16 (8 inch) bamboo skewers, aked

in water 30 minutes

Combine jam, barbecue sauce, /cm and

coriander in a small brnvl, for dipjiniL;

sauce. Set a&ide.

Bring 2V2 cups water in a medium
saucepan to a boil. Stir m teaspoon isidt

and the rice: reduce heat to a simmer
j

Cover and cook until water is absorb;

al3oLrt-4a minutes. Remove from heai imd

co\aNtli-D

f
I'
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let stand, covered. 10 minutes. Ruff rice

with a fork and let cool slightly.

Meanwhile, wiiisk together vinegar,

1 tablespoon oil. the shallot, cliili pow-

der, ^ 4 teaspoon salt and the pepper in a

lai^sfe bowl; add steak and toss until coat-

ed well. Marinate at room temperature

20 minutes, stirring occasionally.

Meanwhile, combine basil, parsley,

divTOC. remaining 2 tablespoons oil and

V2 teaspoon salt in the bowl of a food

processor. Pulse until finely chopped.

Toss with rice just before serving.

Preheat gi ill or giill pan to moderately

liigh heat: lighd)' oil rack. Tliread 1 to 2

slices of steak onto each drained skewer.

Giill. turning once, until just cooked

diiough. about 4 minutes. Serve vrith

dipping sauce and rice.

Per serving; 690 calories, 26.5 g total fat, 7.5

g sat fat, 1,208 mg sodium, 82 g carbs. 116 mg
calcium, 79 mg chol, 32 g protein, 3 g fiber

Mediterranean Burgers

SERVES 4

Prep time: 35 min Total time: 45 min

4 hamburger buns or rolls, split

V2 cup mayonnaise

1 small garlic clove, finely minced

2 teaspoons jarred capers, rinsed,

drained and coarsely chopped

72 teaspoon freshly ground pepper

1 pound ground sirloin

'72 medium onion, finely chopped

Vs cup finely chopped roasted red

bell pepper (from a 12-oz jar)

3 tablespoons plain bread crumbs

1 tablespoon olive oil, plus

additional for grill

1 tablespoon minced fresh basil

1 teaspoon dried oregano

1 teaspoon red wine or sherry

vinegar

y4 teaspoon minced fresh rosema

'/i teaspoon l<o5her salt

4 slices provolone

5 artichoke hearts (from a 14-oz

can), drained and thinly sliced

1 cup (1 oz) arugula

Preheat grill or grill pan to moderate

heat. Grill rolls, cut side down, until just



golden, about 1 minute; set aside.

Combine mayonnaise, garlic, capers,

and V4 teaspoon pepper in a small bowl.

Cover and set aside.

Using hands, gendy mix sirloin, onion,

roasted pepper, bread crumbs, oil. basil,

oregano. \'inegar. rosemary, salt and

remaining V4 teaspoon pepper in a

medium bowl until just combined. Shape

into 4 (1 inch thick) patdes.

Lighdy oil grill rack or pan. Grill

burgers, turning once, about 8 minutes

for medium well.Just before removing

fi-om grill, top each burger with 1 slice

of cheese and heat until slighdy melted.

Spread a heaping tablespoon

mayonnaise mixture on bottom half of

each bun. Layer with ardchoke slices,

burger and arugula; cover with top half

of bun. Serve immediately.

Per serving: 820 calories, 60 g total fat. 16 g
sat fat, 983 mg sodium, 36 g carbs, 336 mg
calcium, 114 mg chol, 35 g protein, 5 g fiber

Sweet Com Risotto With
Chicken and Tomatoes
SERVES 4

Prep time: 35 min Total time: 1 hr

2 cans (14 oz each) low-sodium

chicken broth

5 tablespoons extra-virgin olive oil

1 small onion, finely chopped

V2 teaspoon kosher salt

V/2 cups Arborio rice

Vi cup dry white wme
2 tablespoons red wine vinegar

Va teaspoon freshly ground pepper

1 container (12 oz) grape

tomatoes, cut in half

Vi cup coarsely chopped fresh

basil leaves, plus additional

small whole leaves for garnish

2 cups fresh corn kernels (cut

from 2 to 3 ears)

Vi cup finely grated Parmigiano-

Reggiano, plus additional for

serving

1 (about 2 lbs) rotisserie chicken,

skin discarded, meat removed

from bones and shredded

Combine broth and P4 cups water in

a bowl: set aside. Heat 2 tablespoons oil

in a 6-quait stock pot ovei moderate heat.

Add onion and cook, stirring

occasionallv. until softened but not

browned. 3 10 4 miiiutes. Siii in

1/4 teaspoon salt and the rice Add wine

and 3 cups broth mixture: brii,_^ to a

boil. Reduce heal to a sinmicr and cook.

Stirling occasionall)'. until liquid is

absorbed and bottom of pot is diy when
rice is pusiied t(. the side witli a spoon,

about 10 minutes.

Meanwhile, whisk tofliedier remainin"

3 tablespoons oil. ' 4 teaspoon salt, die

vinegar and pepper in a small bowl.

Toss in tomatoes and basil: set aside.

Add broth niLxture. ' 2 cup at a time,

to rice (allowing liquid to absorb after

each addition), stirring frequently, and

cook until rice is al dentc and creamy.

10 to 12 minutes. Additional water

may be added, ' 2 cup at a dme. if

needed. Stir in corn and ' 2 cup water;

cook until heated throusrh. (o.vnxL i-n

Sweet Corn Risotto With
Chicken and Tonnatoes

1



about 1 minute.

Remo\e from iicat. stii' in cheese and

salt to taste. Di^^de risotto among 4 shal-

low bowls or plates, top with chicken

and tomato mixture. Sen e immediately

widi addidonal cheese on the side.

Per serving: 705 calories. 29 5 g total fat. 6.5 g
sat fat. 1,520 mg sodium. 74 g carbs. 125 mg
calcium. 112 mg chol, 38 g protein. 8 g fiber

Turkey Wraps With Herbed
White Bean Spread
SERVES 4

Prep time: 20 min Total time: 20 mm

1 can (15 oz) white beans (such as

navy or cannellini), rinsed and

drained

3 tablespoons extra-virgin olive oil

2 teaspoons fresh lemon juice

1 small garlic clove

1 teaspoon fresh thyme leaves

Pinch kosher salt

'A teaspoon freshly ground pepper

4 large (10 to 12 inch) flour tortillas

Vi lb thinly sliced roast turkey

breast

1 large tomato, thinly sliced

Vi medium red onion, thinly sliced

2 oz shaved Parmigiano-Reggiano

1 cup (1 oz) arugula or baby

spinach leaves

Chips (optional)

Combine beans, oil, juice, garlic,

di\ me. ,s;ilt and pepper in the bowl of a

food piocessor. Puree until smooth,

stopping once to scrape down sides, for

bean spread. {Ca7i be made ahead. Cover

and chill up to 2 days.)

Spread bean spread on one side of

each tortilla, leaAong a 1-inch border

around edge. Ai range mrkey down
center of each tortilla; layer with tomato,

onion, cheese and ai\igula. Starting at

one end, tighd)' roll each tortilla and

place, seam side down, on a serving

plate. Cut crosswise in half and serve

with cliips. if desired.

Pt: serving withiout chips: 550 calories,

24.5 :! total fat, 75 g sat fat. 1,677 mg sodium,
48 g carbs. 404 mg calcium. 53 mg chol,

34 g protein. 5 g fiber co.NTi.N'UEU

Strawberry Lemonade
MAKES ABOUT 9 CUPS
Prep time: 10 min Total time: 15 min

Kikhfn cue: For a smoother beverage, puree

the strawberries and sugar together in aJood

processor bejorc adding to lemonade.

1 container (1 lb) strawberries,

washed and hulled

3 tablespoons sugar

1 can (12 oz) frozen lemonade

concentrate

2 cups ice

Using a potato masher or pastry

blender, mash together strawberries and

sugar in a medium bowl until

strawberries are cut into small pieces and

mixture becomes juicy, about 1 minute;

let stand 3 to 5 minutes.

Combine strawberry mixture,

concentrate and 6V2 cups water in a large

pitcher. Add ice and ser\-e.

Per cup: 100 calories. total fat. sat fat,

2 mg sodium. 25 g carbs. 9 mg calcium,

chol, |Sfotein, 1 g fiber

142
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Turkey Wrap%
With Herbed White

Bean Spread and
^a^erry Lemonade



Fresher thinking for fresher bacon.

Introducing the Stay-Fresh Reclosable Tray.

It opens and closes with a snap so

the last slice is as fresh as the first.

You can count on Oscar.
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^ Fish Tacos With
Mango-Avocado Salsa

Fish Tacos With
Mango-Avocado Salsa

SERVES 4

Prep time: 35 min Total time: 45 min

1 mango, peeled, pitted and cut

into V3-inch cubes

1 firm-ripe avocado, peeled,

pitted and cut into Vs-inch cubes

2 scallions, thinly sliced

V2 cup coarsely chopped fresh

cilantro leaves

2 tablespoons fresh lime juice,

plus wedges for serving

Wa teaspoons kosher salt

3 tablespoons cornmeal

1 teaspoon cumin

1 teaspoon chili powder

1 lb white fish, such as halibut or

flounder, skin and bones dis-

carded, cut into V4-inch cubes

4 tablespoons canola oil

16 (6 inch) corn tortillas

2 jalapehos, halved, ribs and

seeds discarded, thinly sliced

Hot sauce (optional)

Place mango, avocado, scallion, ^

cilantro, juice and V2 teaspoon salt in a

bowl; toss gently, for salsa. Set aside.

Combine cornmeal, cumin, chili

powder and remaining IV* teaspoons salt

in a bowl; add fish and toss until coated

well (discard excess coating) ; set aside.

Using 2 tablespoons oil. lighdy brush

onto one side of each tortilla. Heat a

large nonstick skillet over moderately

high heat. Add tortillas in pairs with

uncoated sides together and cook, 1

mming once, until just golden and

starting to crisp, 2 to 4 minutes. Transfer

to a plate and cover with a towel.

Heat remaining 2 tablespoons oil in

same skillet. Add jalapeiio and fish; toss to

coat with oil. Cook, stirring occasionally,

until fish is just cooked dirough, 4 to

5 minutes. Spoon into paired taco shells.

Sci-ve vvidi salsa, lime wedges and hot

sauce, if desired.

Per serving without hot sauce; 620 calories.

27 g total fat. 3 g sat fat, 1,093 mg sodium,

67 g carbs, 255 mg calcium, 36 mg chol,

32 g protein, 8 g fiber e Q
r S
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UMMER SOLUTIONS
Especially for our

readers: a pretty

pasta from Giada De
Laurentiis, a spicy

shrimp from Emeril

Lagasse and divinely

delicious panini from

Ina Garten

lADA
DE LAURENTIIS

With Mixed
^ecorino

4 TO 6

Prep time: 15 mm Total time: 25 mm
kildifti cue: 1/ Paoriiio Rtinuino is mil

available in your area, Parmigiano-Reggiano

make.', an exeellenl uthslilute.

V4 Leaspoon salt, or to taste

1 package (1 lb) orecchiette

8 cups (8 oz) mixed salad greens

'/2 cup fmely chopped sun-dried

tomatoes (packed m oil)

V2 cup freshly grated Pecormo

Romano
3 oz soft mild plan goat cheese,

the hea

the pas1

warms t

greens
crumbled

(about 1/3 cup)

V4 teaspoon

freshly

ground

pepper

Bring a large pot of water to a boil;

add V2 teaspoon salt and the pasta.

Cook, stirring occasionally, until tender

but still firm to the bite, about 8 min-

utes. Reserve 1 cup cooking liquid,

then drain pasta in a colander.

Place salad gieens in a large serving

bowl, top with warm pasta and '/2 cup

resen ed cooking liquid. Toss until com-

bined and greens are just wilted. Add

tomato, cheeses, remaining V4 teaspoon

salt and dre pepper. Toss to combine,

adding enough of remaining V2 cup

pasta water to reach desired consistency,

if needed. Serve immediately.

Per serving (based on 5 servings):

490 calories, 12 g total fat, 5 g sat fat,

948 mg sodiunn, 76 g carbs. 170 mg
calcium, 21 mg chol, 20 g protein. 4 g fiber

REPRINTED AND ADAPTED FROM EVERYDAY PASTA. BY GIADA

DE LAURENTIIS COPYRIGHT 2007 BY GIADA DE LAURENTIIS-

PHOTOGRAPHS COPYRIGHT 2007 BY VICTORIA PEARSON

PUBLISHED BY CLARKSON POTTER/PUBLISHERS. A DIVISION

OF RANDOM HOUSE. INC CONTINUED
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Kids

are all

natural.

So is our

ice cream.

B R E Y E R S

zAllS^lhtural

CHOCOLATE

Why shouldn't ice cream be as real as kids

themselves? The ice cream in Breyers® All

Natural is made from fresh milk, pure sugar,

real cream and other pure ingredients from

natural sources, Tiiat's our pledge.

p Purity Before Price



Shrimp Remoulade
SERVES 4

Prep time: 20 mm
Total time: 2 hrs 20 mm

Kiklk-n (lie: Rmoidadc is a great sauce

(tmipli-ment to boiled andJned seajood-jrom

oriwfL/i taih. to uitjuli, to soft-shell crabs.

There are two tvpe.s of remoulade: the dassu

Fremh mayonnaise-based white sauce (more

like what ive Americans think of as tartar

sauce) and the red-tolored M'W Orleans Creole

variety, oj whuh this recipe is one.

The M'rw Orleans-style same hits whole-

irrain Creole mustard as its ha.se. ivith a

vciruty ofchopped vegetables and .spues

Saving it texture and pit/uancy. Some sauces

have a loose consistency that's inore like a

salad dressing, while others, such as this one,

a, tis^hter emulsions. Some .sauces contain a

little innyoniuii.se or an o

others are mild. Hon' they're

made is a matter ofhouse style

or personal prefrence.

•orcr as a thickener, and

others u.si ketchup to deepen the color and

sweeten thejlavor: some are .spuy, although

For remoulade:

'A cup Creole or whole-

gram mustard

'A cup prepared

horseradish

2 tablespoons fmely chopped

onion

2 tablespoons fmely chopped

scallion

2 tablespoons fmely

chopped celery

1 tablespoon sugar

VA teaspoons paprika

'A teaspoon Worcestershire

sauce

'A teaspoon garlic powder

2 tablespoons red wme
vinegar

2 tablespoons vegetable oil

is the

best

season for

shrimp"

For shrimp:

3 cups (3 oz) romaine lettuce,

shredded

24 large shrimp, boiled, peeled and

deveined

1 lemon, sliced, for garnish

Make remoulade: Beat together

mustard, horseradish, onion, scallion,

celeiy. sugar, paprika. Worcestershire

sauce and garlic powder in a bowl

on medium speed until combined well.

With mixer running, slowly add oil in

a steady stream and beat continued
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until tliickened and emulsified, about

1 minute. Slovvh- add in vinegar,

beating until combined. Transfer to an

airtight container and refrigerate until

well chilled before using, at least

2 hours or up to 5 days.

For .\hnmp: Mound lettuce on

4 chilled salad plates. Dip each shrimp

in remoulade and arrange over lettuce.

Garnish with lemon sfices. if desired,

aird strve. immediateh'.

Per serving; 170 calories, 8 g total fat.

1 g sat fat. 558 mg sodium. 7 g carbs,

47 mg calcium. 117 mg chol. 13 g protein,

1 g fiber

RECIPE COURTESY OF AND ADAPTED FROM ORIGINAL BY

EMERIL LAGASSE

Tc lozzarella &
iini

MAKES 6 SANDWICHES

I'm not big on spedalked equipment; why

have three things that smash garlic ivhen

the Imdi the knife I already own does the

saim thing? But one day I decided IjuJ

had hi buy a /Hiiiini machine and boy, am

I ghid I did! It 's a gieat way to make

delicious hot sandiviclies for lunch. You can

liho make dessert sandwiches ivith slices of

(' 'che bread and good chocolate melted in

tin Hie. Turn.

2 large npe beefb':eak tomatoes

1 (16-ouncey t j'l fresh nnozzarella

12 slices bakery white bread,

sliced y2-inch thick

About 1 cup prepared pesto

Kosher salt

6 slices (3 ounce) prosciutto

Unsalted butter, at room

temperature

Preheat a pairini grill machine.

Core the tomatoes and slice the

tomatoes and mozzarella ^ 4-inch diick.

Place the bread slices on a work

surface. Spread each slice evenly with

pesto. Place a layer of mozzarella

(about 2 slices) on half of the bread

and cover with a layer of tomato.

(If the tomatoes are large, it will only

be one slice.) Sprinkle the tomato

with salt and top each with prosciutto.

Place the remaining slices of bread,

pesto side down, on top. Spread the

top and bottom of each sandwich with

softened butter. Grill the sandwiches

in batches on the panini grill for 2 to

3 minutes, until the mozzareOa starts

to ooze. Cut each sandwich in half,

and serve warm.

REPRINTED AND ADAPTED FROM BAREFOOT CONTESSA AT

HOME. 8Y INA GARTEN COPYRIGHT 2006 BY INA GARTEN

PHOTOGRAPHS COPYRIGHT 2006 BY QUENTIN BACON

PUBLISHED BY CLARKSON POTTER/PUBLISHERS, A DIVISION OF

RANDOM HOUSE, INC

For the secrets ofsummer cooking, turn to

our intewira's with Giada De Laurentiis,

Emenl Lagasse and Ina Garten on pages

90-94. ^
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New Yummy

Turkey i Sausage



ADVERTISEMENT

EUROPEAN WEIGHT- LOSS BREAKTHROUGH

BODY New Pro^'t Update

m ALL YOU WANT
(And we couldn't say it in print if it wasn't true!

SYSTEMIC CALORIC RESTRICTION!
Study participants were specifically told not to alter their eating habits and they still lost weight.

Kere at last is the news... A major medical breakthrough... \
that millions of men and women plagued by

excess fat, flab and cellulite have been

waiting for. If you need to lose weight... and

every weight-loss scheme you've tried has

failed... it's time to forget anything and

everything anyone has ever told you about

dieting before. This is not marketing fantasy,

this is scientific fact, documented by

putrtished medical findings. But there's

more! in recent months, thousands

and thousands of men and women
around this country who
have been overweight for

years... have used the

Akavar'^ 20/50 formulation

and have experienced' a

fantastic and incredible

loss of weight without

ever "dieting"... not even

for one day. Finally,

systemic caloric restri-

ction IS a reality. So now
you know, no matter

how much weight

you need to lose...

whether it's 10 pounds
or 100 pounds... you

have to start somewhere,

and Akavar-20/50 is the

fastest, easiest, uncondi

tionally guaranteed" way to

start you on your journey to a

thinner, trimmer, slimmer

(and much healthier) body.

has shattered the weight-loss barrier and a new generation of fast-acting caloric restrictors has been born...

most significantly, this new generation of potent compounds has eliminated diet failure and replaced it \

guaranteed" success. Akavar-20/50 makes up for years of overeating, years without exercise, years witf

being able to push away the extra dessert or midnight snack and, most importantly, years of embarrassment

a lack of self-confidence. It's no wonder there's been so much excitement about Akavar-20/50, as men
women around the world, just like you, have already discovered... there's no easier, more dramatic weight-l

compound available today. You will not fail this time because the only thing >ou have to do is remenriber to t

your easy-to-swallow Akavar-20/50 capsules each and every day. That's it! There is nothing else to do, no ol

diet to buy. Akavar-20/50 will do everything else for you... penpd... and that's guaranteed'.' By this ti

you've probably heard about Akavar-20/50 or seen promotional material In newspap
magazines or on TV. If you have been unable to find Akavar-20/SO at your local pharm;

it's because the patented Akavar-20/50 formulation will not be available in stores i

August 23, 2007. At this time, Akavar-20/50 is only available by calling 1-800-719-3

or by visiting www.AKAVAR2050.com. A full.60-capsule supply is only $39.99.

STOP: Read this before you order!

When ordering any weight-loss formulation, know who you are dealing with. Dynj

Pharmacaf* is a solid, established retail firm you can count on. We are members of

Salt Lake City Chamber of Commerce and the prestigious Direct Marke
Association. When you dial 1 -800-719-3390 (toll free), you will reach our own Custoi

Service Center, not some hired order-taking service. When you call for proc

information, you will speak to our trained customer service representatives who
eager to help you and are familiar with our fine family of products. (By the way,

customer service representatives work at our order processing center, corpoi

offices and central retail outlet... not some rented mailing address.) We keep all v

personal information strictly confidential, unlike many companies who sell "your " nc

and address to strangers for profit (they call it 'their" mailing list). We don't. We resf

your privacy and appreciate your business. Remember,

guarantee (including those tempting double- and triple-yc

money-back promises) is only as good as the comp
behind It. Dynakor Pharmacal delivers exactly what

promise, and we stand 100% behind our guarantee.

won't let you down. (P.S. The next time you're in

Lake City, stop by our offices and see wh
products are being planned for the

future.)



'TILL LOSE WEIGHL.
INTRODUCING... AKAVAR -20/50 "Fastest, Easiest Weight toss Ever''

HKavor -ZU/3U causes excess rai co oe
pulled from bulging parts of your body!

As Akdvar- 20/50 restricts caloric intake

to below your daily caloric requirement,

you pull excess tat from all over your

body, including your waist, hips, thighs

and buttocks (the body's natural fat >

storage sites)... leaving your body /
thinner, trimmer and sexier than /
you ever thought possible. /
Akdvar-20/50 helps draw out i-

bulging pockets of fat and helps

prevent the further conversion and

storage of excess fat all over your body.

This remarkably effective formulation works

so fast and is so easy to use that before you

hove hme to become discouraged you will

have lost pounds and inches of ugly,

hard-to-get-at, figure-destroying fat.

fikavar'^ 20/50 luili produce an
extraordinary, unparalleled loss

of body weight!

Akdvar-20/50 is the perfect

weight-loss compound for tough

weight-loss problems. This amazing

formulation Is the result of years

of intensive research and scientific

evaluation. Not one, but a team

of doctors working in a recognized

medical university discovered the

potent caloric-restricting qualities

of the Akdvar-20/50 formulation,

and the research team at Dynakor

Pharmacal® is proud to have

ployed a major role in bringing

this new generation of fast-acting

caloric restrictors to the general

publjc... at qn affordable price.

lescs prove aimosi luuvo success
^

Thafs right. While no diet pill can possibly ^
work for everybody (thafs why there's a money-

back guarantee"), scientific documentation

has confirmed that almost everyone in the

study who used Akdvar-20/50's active \
compound (23 out of 24 participants, <U

FACTS to be exact) lost weight. The research

RBOUT
nKnvnR-20/50

results are staggering. In o

controlled, randomized clinical

-20/50 trial (the only type of proof

accepted by both scientific and

medical communities), doctors tested a

group of overweight patients. And among
those who took the active, patented

Akdvar-20/50 compound, 23 out

Mot 24 people lost a

substantial amount
of weight.

Reduces caloric intake

An entirely new
generation of powerful,

foolproof, bio-active
' weight-loss compounds

that reduce caloric

intake... eliminating

traditional dieting, calorie

counting, strenuous

exercise, fad diets,

supermarket "miracle" pills,

Japanese wonder diets,

rubber suits, belts, creams
or anything else you

have ever tried before.

A full 60-capsule supply is only $39.99

Coll 1-800-719-3390 or visit

www.AKAVAR2050.com

LOSE POUNDS & INCHES!



Enter to win an appearance as an

extra in the movie. We'll fly you

and a guest out to Hollywood*

to spend a day on the set of

Soccer Mom to filnn your scene.

Go to LHJ.com/magazine to

enter for your chance to win.

'LoMtion subjea to change

With so many choices out there,

Icnowing what to ask for when you

see your eyecare professional may

seem confusing. Most people think

all they can expect from their glasses

is vision correction. But you can-

and should-have more. That's why

Transitions Optical created our online

Eyeglass Guide.

Visit eyeglassguide.com and take

our five-minute quiz for customized

eyewear advice, and learn about

your options in lenses and frames

that can enhance, improve, and even

help protect your healthy vision.

www.eyeglassguide.com

Transiti^Qns-
.eaithy sight in every light

\\ here to find it

T,ani,t,ons and the sw,rl are registered trademarks and

HfOithY Signt ,n ever/ hght .s a tradennark of Transitions

Optical, Inc. ©2007 Transitions Optical, Inc

YOUR STYLE PAGE 27: United Nations

Colors; 800-5354491. Esprit; Esprit stores.

wvw,esprit.com or select Nordstrom. LaCrasia:

212-803-1600 or w-ww.lacrasia.com. Francesco

Biasia; 212 702-2000.

BEAUTY JOURNAL PAGE 28: Unless listec

othensisc. all products are available at major

discount, drag, and food retailers nationwide.

iVIilani; CVS/pharmacy. Walgreens, Target.

Chanel; select department stores. Gap; Gap

Bod\-. \'ictoria s Secret; Victoria's Secret stores.

KissMv Face; Wliole Foods. Estee Lauder;

deparuncnt stores.

BEST HUE FOR YOU PAGES 32-37:

Matrix; \v-\\-w.matrix.com. Wella; w-ww.

wellausa.com. CLOTHING CREDITS;
^

DK^"\' Jeans; 800-777-4524 and select Macy s.

Ketipeth Cole Reaction; 877-REACTION

and www.reactiononline.com. DKN\' Jeans;

800-777-4524 and select Macy's. French

Connection; French Connection retail stores.

Ellen Tracy; 800-925-7979.

WORKING CLASS PAGE 38: Club Monact

w\vw.clubmonaco.com for stores. Stephan Co

212 481-3888, RJ, Graziano; 212-685-1248.

MICf-L\EL Michael Kors; Macy's. LaCrasia;

212-803-1600 and wivw.lacrasia.com. DKNi ;

Nordstrom. MacBook by Apple; www.apple.

com. 800-692-7753. Apple stores and Apple

authonzcd reseUcrs. Ali Ro; Macy's West. Mai;

212-288-8332 and www.mai-nyc.com. Kennetli

Cole Reaction; Macv's. Kenneth Cole; Kennetl

Cole stores. DKNY, Nordstrom. Payless; Pa\ le;

ShoeSource stores and www.pa\ lcss.com. Espri

Esprit stores, select Nordstrom and www.espnt

com. Mai; 212-288-8332 and www.mai-nyc.cot

MICHAEL Micliael Kors; Macy's, Lauren by

Ralph Lauren; Bloomingdale's, Roxaime

Assoulin for Lee Angel; Bergdorf Goodman,

Cole Haan; Cole Haan stores, www.colehaan.

com and 800-201-8001. PAGE 39: Calvm

Klein; Bloomingdale's. American Apparel;

ww-iv.aniericanapparcl.net. Foster Grant; 401-

231-3800. LaCrasia; 212-803-1600 and w%vw.

laciasia.com. Francesco Biasia; 800-865-5422

for stores. DKNY; Nordsuom. Calvin Klem;

Bloomingdale's. Macy's East and Macy's Wes'

ECI New York; 212 302-2244 and w^v^v.

ccinevN-vork.com.J.Crew; www.jcrew.com.

Roxannc Assoulin for Lee Angel; Ice

Accessories. CA. Hue; Lord Taylor. Stuart

Wcitzman; Stuart Wcitzman, Beverly Hills.

CA. 310-860-9600. MICHAEL Michael Kors

Nordstrom stores nationwide. PAGE 40:

Kennetli Cole Reacnon; 877 REACTION.

Premise; Saks Fifth Avenue. Echo; ww\v.

echodesign.com. LaCrasia; 212-803-1600 and

wwv.lacrasia com. Roxanne Assoulin for Ue
An<rel; Bergdorf Goodman. Fossil; www.fossi

com. Kenneth Cole; Kenneth Cole stores and

80()-KENCOLE, BetseyJohnson; www.

betseyjohnson.com. Aim Taylor; w^w.araita^

com. Esprit; Esprit stores, www.espnt.com

and select Nordstrom. Great Plains; select

Nordstrom, Burbeiry: LensCrafter stores

nationwide. Roxanne Assoulin for Ue Angel

Bergdorf Goodman. LaCrasia; 212-803-160C

and^vww.lacrasia.com. Stuart VVeitzman; Stu

Weiuman. Beverly Hills. CA. 310-860-9600.

Dockers; wwvv.dockers.com. Umted Nanons

Colors; 800-535-4491. Esprit; Esprit stores

wwav.espnt.com and select Nordstrom. LaCi

212-803-1600 and wwvv.lacrasia.com. France

Biasia: Bloomingdale's. 212-702-2000. Calvi
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(^v's. Nordstrom. Dillard's and

- )7. PAGE 41: French Connecuon:

. Jackson. TN, 731-668-2420. Tommy
-;siiTOMMY-4U and v^^\^v.tomm\.

iicih Cole Reaction; 877-REACTlbN.
1 1, Micliael Kors; Nordstrom

it and \v%™'.net-a-porier.com. LaCrasia:

1 1'lK) and m\-\v.lacrasia.com. Ro.\anne

r Lee Angel: Ice Accessories. CA.

I 1. Michael Rors: Macv's. Uniqlo:

York City. 917-237-8800. Banana

Aw-w.bananarepublic.com. Sisley; 800-

I,i7 Claiborne: vvvvvv.lizclaiborne.com

> .V9838. Isaac Mancviu for Bcn-

1 J 044-6480 and v«™'.bcn-amun.con"i.

1 .1, Michael Rors: Drllaid's nationwide,

select depar tment stores. Ai-me Klein;

jii is.com. Esprit: Esprit stores, www.
n .ind select Nordstrom. MacBook by

mv.apple.com. 800-692-77,53. Apple

<] .Apple authorized resellers. PAGE 42:

. w-ww.

.
I nn for

I.e. Lord \
IICHAEL
.< )rs;

Liz

\v"v\-w.

ic com and
'-^38. Banana

lublic.com.

.NS8-8332

LHJ.com

Ready to shop?

Go to

www.lhj.com

/wheretofind

inai-nyc.

.isia; 212-803-1600 and www.lacrasia.

I .raziano: 212-685-1248. Hue:

idle s. Filofax: vv-^vw.filofaxusa.com or

'i8 for Filofax retailers. Ann Taylor:

i-> lor.com. Jill Stuart; wwwjillsmart.

lormation. Hue: Bloomingdale's.

i ,icroi.\; Las Vegas Forum Shops,

w.filofaxusa.com or 800-345-6798 for

cullers. .Ann Taylor: wwvv.aniuaylor.

lurcn by Ralph Lauren; www.polo.com.

igdale's. Macv's and Lord Ta\lor. RJ.
o; 212-68.5-1248. Hue; Bloomingdale's.

onaco; www.clubmonaco.com for stores,

vww.tocca.com for information. Levi's;

vis.com for information. Vans; wwvv.

m. Bugaboo; www.bal)vsi\lc.com. PAGE
ited Colors of Benetton; 800-535-4 191.

1 Cole; Kenneth Cole stores and 800-

OLE.JUI b\ Jill Stuart; Lord >v Ta\lor.

e Assoulin for Lee Angel; Bcrgdorf

an. LaCrasia; 212-803-1600 and wwvv.

com. Sislev; 800-535-4491. Lauren

: Molly B.; Berkeley. CA. 510-548-3103.

-I- Chase; select Saks Filth Avenue. Hat

www.lisaklinc.com. Francesco Biasia;

'-5422 for stores. DRNY': Nordstrom,

elman; Shoes n" More. Greenwich. CT.
New York City.J.Crcw; w^vw.jcrcw,

z Claiborne; \\"vvw.lizclaiboi-ne.com

1-555-9838. Kenneth Cole Reaction:

\CTI()N. MICHAEL Michael Kors:

1-1300 and www.marchon.com. Echo:

hodcsign.coin. Kenneth Cole: Reniieth

)res and 800-KEN COLE. DRNY:
om. Delman; select Saks F'ifth Aveiuie.

! Kors: Macy's. Daisy Fuemes for Rohl's:

Esprit; Esprit stores, vvww.csprit.com

•ct Nordstrom. Kenneth Cole: Kenneth
lies or 800-KEN-COLE. LaCrasia:

1 iiOO or wvv-vv.lacrasia.com. Roxannc
Inr Lee Angel; Bergdorf Goodman.
Nordstrom.

WWW.LHJ COM
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Makes Glass

INVISIBLE
Find offers, tips, and retailers at lnvisibleGlass.com

"Leaves no residue lil(e blue water cleaners"

"It's like driving with no windows"

"Suddenly everything's clearer"

1-888-ST0NER3

Note Pads & Address Labels by FAMILY LABELS®

AmazingLabels.comA Note From

THE MOMMY OF...

13 Personalized

Products to

Choose From!

THE MILLER FAMILY

* Free Catalog: *
1-800-482-9133

Putting Smiles On Faces... Since 1996*

Liveyour life,

Love yourbath tub

To advertise, call: (800) 633-6789 • lhi@

FINANCIAL SERVICES

MONEY PROBLEMS? (800) 404-1589 Guaranteed help

now' Licensed and bonded since 1977 Free call now,

(800) 404-1589

FREEDOM FROM DEBT! Reduce interest, lower credit card

payments, save thousands, non-profit company Free con-

sultation. Call (800) 692-0585

LOANS AND GRANTS! $1 ,000 to $300,000 Poor credit - low

income accepted Same day processing' Call anytime

(800) 691-0210

GRANT MONEY! From many sources personal needs, edu-

cation, business SASE, Grants-LJ, Box 458, New Britain.

CT 06050-0458

PSYCHIC'ASTROLOGY _ |

LOVE' CAREER? HAPPINESS? Call Psychic Source (866)

554-5793 Authentic readings 24 7 New member ofter 10

minutes lor $10 Ent only 18+

SOU NDPROOFING
j

QUIETING IN THE HOME- Get free advice and soundproofing

materials to attain quiet and stop annoying sound (888)

942-7723, www.soundprooting.org

I

Put the smile back
into bathinii \\ ith a

Premier Walk-In Tub.

il \uii siruj;j;k i.ikiiii;M'Lirl\i[li.!.ilk K> u;

IVniicT aNnii < *ur cxtcMMw r.\n^- o\ w.ilk

• hnjtrt' .1 a-LiMiii; h.uh .it;ain.

uiilioui tlu- tc.irtil ^.Iippinu

• i lit.- u.ilk 111 tluor Icatuu

.ilkmst.isv .uc,-v>.ind

cMtmi; v\lun t.ikinga hai

• 1 i\iiM>tluT.ip\ icr^ opnon

^ S/l FHHOOMS

CALL NOW • TOLL FREE

1-800-578-2899
SOURCE CODE 75087

Tliere are many proven, effective ways

to reduce stuttering.

Doing notliing is not

one of them.

Till

Stlttering
found.ation"

1-800-992-9392
www.stut1eringhelp.org

MOO Walnut Oi\.vi- Ro,k1, Suite 60^ • P.O. Box 1 1740 . Mcmphi-, TN iSl 1 1-074'-)
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Treat yourself to collections precisely designed to meet
-r- r- k 1

1-

your every need for strength, rrioisture and shine. .

.

all in one week: PANT EN E
So you can shine like one in a million. ^ pro-v

.. .V vv oante'^e.com - . i-i iv-

;:2007 P&G -shampoo and ronditioiier strengin aqamsl damage vs non-conditioning shampoo
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your self
INNER LIFE" A good-mood horoscope, why you might

have \ oiir pug's mug, and the truth about 10.

6 SURPRISING STRESS CURES YOU'VE NEVER HEARD

BEFORE Mantni-hcc. Inn and cas\ ! By Beth Levine

GET WHAT YOU DESERVE! How to stop feeling guilt)'

and start enjo\ ing life's goodies. B\' L\nn Schnurnberger

PURPOSE Real jo\ is iqiore lasting than mere

happiness. B\ Rick Warren

stvleyour
BEAUTY JOURNAL A \ umm\ yogurt hand soap, a

high-uattage smile, and modern compacts.

TO CURL OR NOT TO CURL? Prett) options,

whiciicx cr w ax \ ou go. B\ Patricia Re\ noso

MAKE ME OVER! W akeup Makeup: Fixe minutes to a

perkier look. Bx Krica Metzger

ELEMENTS Nail It! Pamper your fingertips at home

w ith these must-hax e manicure tools.

LOOK 10 YEARS YOUNGER ... IN JUST 10 MINUTES

I licsc makeup moxcs w ill help you turn back time.

ACCENTS Bag Lad\-: This season's terrific totes and

clutches. Bx' Sue Erneta

IT STARTS WITH A JACKET . . . Begin building a

cold-weather wardrobe now w ith these xersatile finds.

your family
76 CAN THIS MARRIAGE BE SAVED?* 'We Almost

Lost Our Marriage to Hurricane Katrina."

Bx Margerx^ D. Rosen

86 MY LIFE AS A MOM" The Church of Nature: Spiritual

awakening m the great outdoors. By Margaret Renkl

90 HEART OF A HUSBAND" Men's Midlife Madness:

1 low to recognize the sxmptoms. B) Stephen Fried

96 COUPLES The Conjured Husband: A young w idoxv

rcdiscox crs lox c. Bx lacquelyn Mitchard
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122 MONEY MATTERS I low Much Debt Is Too Much:'

P.ix less m ch.ir"es and fees. Bx Catherine Fredman
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^by gates are lUst the begmning. They never truly

know what it means to keep them safe. But we do.

We're parents )ust like you. We're also ilie company

with more Five-Star crash test ratings than anybociv

in the country. According to NHTSA crash tests and

HS testing, the all new 2008 Ford Taurus X is rated

the safest seven-passenger crossover in America; The

Taurus X earned perfect Five-Star safety ratings in all

four impact categories, and IIHS named the Taurus X a

' Pick. The all new Ford Taurus X. Check it out

cv. voui jealeroratfordvehicles.com. Bold Moves.

*****
THE ALL NEW TAURUS X.

RATED THE SAFEST SEVEN-PASSENGER CROSSOVER IN AMERICA.

•Based on both NHTSA Five-Star crash test ratings, and IIHS Top Safety PicK. Star ratings are part ot U.S. Dept. of Transportations Safercar.gov program (www.safercar.gov).
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158
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AMAZING GRACE Wx^onna Juckl opens up about

her marriage crisis .mcl^u hy siie'll nev er gi\e up hope.

Phis: W in a chance to see Wynonna in concert!

B\ jeannc \larie Laskas

SPOTLIGHT Joan Collins on Life, Lov e and Beine a

Legend. Bv Roberta Caploc

IN THE NEWS Rebel W ith a Cause: A refmerv

e.\|)losion shook l iv a Row e to the core, so she brought

an industrx to its knees. By Jennie Nash
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180

184

hinkDIET & NUTRITION Want a bologna sandwich!

again. Plus, light high blood pressure the natural wav.
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doctors w ho are helping to improve diagnosis for

cancer and more. B\ Catherine Winters
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249
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corn icci]xs. Bv Lori Powell
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will savor. Bv Lori Powell
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Cover: Wynonna Judd photographed exclusively for Ladies'

Home journal by Dana Fineman Hair: Susanne Shepherd
Makeup: Ange'a Cay ^a' Manicure: Susan Mannino Prop
Stylist: E.jine Hens e;, Stylist: Steven Randolph, To Get
the Look, Try MAC: Face: Studio Fix Fluid SPF 15 in NW20
$25 Cheeks: Powoer Blush in Melba. $17.50, Multi-Blush in

Raspberry, 525 Eyes: Eye Shadow in Crystal and Hepcat,
$14 each Lips: Lipstick in ..ubilee, $M
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In show business your rigure, wen, bnuw:>. . . ^ v,,
.

Studies suggest the nutrients in milk can play an important role in maintaining

a healthy weight. Staying active, eating right, and drinking 24 ounces of

lowfat or fat free milk a day helps you look your best. Bravo.

think aboutI your

2424milk.com

ir drink'
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One more thing Advil PM has

that Tylenol PM doesn't.

ntroducing AdvilTM Liqui-Gels--to rush relief

where you hurt and ease you to sleep. With AdviTPM, you'll get

a better night's sleep than with TylenolTM because you'll spend

less time lying awake with annoying aches and pains and more
time asleep. So tonight, try gentle, non-habit forming Advil PM.

Less time awake. More time asleep.

aduilDm.oom Use as dirfiotfid For occasional sleeolessness associated with minor acties and oains ©2007 Wvetli Consumer Healthcare Brands are trademarks ol their respective owneri



Discover
nature's secret:

shiitake

For centuries,

mushrooms - rich in vitamins and

minerals - have been known for

their many medicinal properties,

including their extraordinary ability to

enhance vitality and slow aging.Today

scientists at AVEENO have shown

that the amazing anti-aging potential

of mushrooms can also be applied to

skincare.The naturally active benefits of

Shiitake have been captured in exclusive

formulas that work with your skin's

unique chemistry to replenish surface

cells faster for younger-looking skin.

cell regeneration
Cell renewal is a natural process

that slows with age.The AVEENO
formulas with natural Shiitake

Complex self-adjust to your unique

skin, accelerating your ceil renewal

process.The formulas contain an

ingredient proven to mimic an

enzyme found naturally in the skin

and are clinically shown to promote

cell turnover and regeneration - and

visibly reduce lines and wrinkles.

Shiitake ,

age 20 i JO'S •tOs S*iS

5
Formula >^

weeks of usage

Ceff renewal stows with age. The formulas with Shiitake

Complex ac'jjally accelerate your cell renewal process.

AVEENO is the leading innovator in

the science ofACTIVE NATURALS:^

No wonder

demr.3tclo?ists have

necomnnerided

AVEENO for

over 60 year

/Vceno
ACTIVE NATURALS.

Foi- more on the science behind
ACTIVE NAT:.IRALS visit www.aveeno.com

'mm

lhj.com
/ Visit Every Day for Beauty,

Fashion, Love, Food and Health Infornnation

Attention, Game Lovers!
Are you a crossword junkie or

a Sudoku devotee? Test your

brainpower with our free

games and puzzles; tackle

a new one each day!

WWW.LHJ.COhUlG^ES

Be a "Loser"
Check in with our New Year,

New You contest winners to

see how to make their diet

and exercise regimens a part

of your own losing strategy.

WWW.LHJ.COM/NEWYOU

Watch Our Videos!
Browse hundreds of clips,

including behind-the-scenes

footage of Dr. Phil, video

workouts and lessons on

flawless makeup application.

WWW.LHJ.COM/VIDEO

Renew your Ladies' Home Journal subscription online: WWW.LHJ.COM/RENEW

Or order the magazine today: WWW.LHJ.COM/SUBSCRIBE

Sign up for free weekly e-mail newsletters: WWW.LHJ.COM/MEMBERS
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Everyone ages differently.

IDoes your skincare know that?

Introducing the first self-adjusting serum for your unique skin.

New AVEENO POSITIVELY AGELESS Rejuvenating Serum has an

advanced Shiitake Complex that captures the naturally active benefits

of shiitake mushrooms - long believed to enhance vitality and

slow aging. This exclusive formula works with your skin's

unique chemistry, accelerating your cell renewal process.

Studies prove it. 73% of women saw reduced lines and wrinkles in just 4 weeks,

revealing healthy, younger-looking skin. See what it can do for you.

before after 4 weeks

In a consumer study. 73% ofwomen
sow reduced lines and wrinkles.

Ayeena
positively ageless^

senim

yVeeno
ACTIVE NATURALS®

Aveeno.
ooiiiivety ageless'

fiqht crwm

Discover nature's secret for ageless beauty. v

For more on the science behind ACTIVE NATURALS visit www.aveeno.com



If
voifre a fail of Robin

Roberts on Gxxl Moniing

Ameriai (as we aie) and have

w ondered what she's really

like ill person, we re here to

tell \"oii that she's as dovMi-

to-eardi. briglit and inspu-

iiig as she is ui her reports.

WTien \ou read her new

book. From tlw Heart: Stven

Rules to Lav By. you get an

excellent feel for why. Her

parents were remarkable

people who raised four cliil-

dren to be well-mannered,

self-coiilident and ambi-

tious in the best sense.

Roberts became a GJVL4 co-

anch(jr in 2005. and along

with the inimitable Diane

Sawyer, made die program

the first imd only two-

woman-ancliored moniiiig network TV show in 2006. For

all these reasons, we were proud to host Robeits at a Never

Underestimate die Power of a Woman" lunch and proud she

joins hulks ' Home Jotinuil as special correspondent. Now you

am read her insights and advice in our pages (see page 106).

Odier people who are transforming our world for the

better arc the astounding doctors who have won our second

annual Health Breakthrough Awards. Read about dieir

critically important work on pages 184 through 210.

Duiiic Siih'dlon: Editor-in-Chief

Write to me at lhj.cleardiam@meredith.com

Me with

GM/4's Robin

Roberts at our

Never Under-

estimate the

Power of a

Woman' lunch-

eon; Roberts

with Publish-

ing Director

Jeannine

Shao Collins;

Roberts with

Deputy
Research

Editor Joy
Armstrong

OUR COVERS ARE FAMOU!
This June, the Norman Rockwell Museum

kicked off a five-month exhibit featuring the

work of A! Parker, a critically acclaimed and

popular commercial illustrator during the

middle of the last century. Rockwell was an

admirer of Parker's graphic style, which was

considered very modern, even edgy, at the

time. Parker often worked for Ladies' Home
Journal, doing fashion and fiction illustration

but he was most famous for his series of

mother-daughter covers from February 193?

through May 1952, which

chronicled suburban life

and the birth of the baby

boom generation. You can

see his original paintings

and Ladies' i-lome Journal

covers at the museum. Go

to www.nrm.org/page2n.

Above: The
^ March 1943

,

Parker covei

Left: Me at t

opening wit

Chief Curate

Stephanie H
boush Plunk

and Parker's

son, Kit,

pictured heil

Watch Ladies' Home Journal on Web TV!
Now you can virtually attend our

events. How? By clicking on "video" at

Home. Family. Life. LHJ.com and then selecting "events"

from the channels menu, or by going to Better.tv and

clicking on the events channel. Right now you can see

video of our breakfast with New York City Mayor

Michael Bloomberg discussing how to solve illegal gun

trafficking, as well as our Never Underestimate the

Power of a Woman lunch with Good /horning America'

Robin Roberts. Listen in on the fascinating conversatioi

To subscribe to Ladies' Home Journal for yourself or a friend, go to www.LHJ.COM/SUBSCRlBE
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POIS

IN YOUR POCKET

Defends your skin

against poison ivy

Ideal for on-the-go
IntlividudlK t\rappcd

6pre-moistfnedcii

INTRODUCING CORT ISON IVY CARE TOXIN REMOVAL CLOTHS.
Wipe the poison out of poison ivy.

If you think you've been exposed to poison ivy, oak or sumac, now you can defend

yourself before the rash occurs. CORTAID® introduces the first wipes clinically proven

to remove the rash-causing toxins. Just keep them in your pocket and wipe your

skin immediately after exposure. Stop poison ivy in its tracks, www.cortaid.com

THE ITCH STOPS HERE.™



ihe question isnt

can this weight loss

onange your life,

but oan you?

what is alii? aili is the only rDA approved

^..rre-'V junier weicint loss product, ii's a

^.nioue coTicination or a pill witn a plan to help

,ou iC'Se weignr in a r^ealthy and gradual way,

when you commit to a reduced calorie, low fat

diet, alli can help you lose 50% more weight

man with dieting alone, so instead of losing

iC pounds, you can lose 15.

b it work? alli is safe and works m

vi.c jig-rDtive tract without arfecting your Pram

heart it prevents tne absprptipn of some of

^Q fat in tne foods you eat, if you eat too mucn

•^at, vcu miay experience treatment effects,

nciuding loose or more n'eguei-'t -^^fjcjis, an

i.rgent need to go to the bathroom or gas with

an oily discharge,

who -
alli IS there for you with an

naiviouaiized online action plan the plan

provides guiaance from health experts on

'
cv,' :o adapt the alli program to your lifestyle,

,;im 1 ready-? you can't lust try alli, you have to

rprnmit to 't, you have to challenge yourself,

vvork nard, and change what you eat, if you

-•-ink vOLi're readv go to myalhcom

t vou bave tr^e v. i I, we have the oower





PROMOTION

HomeJournal

Join Ladies' Home Journal to

RENEWYOUR
^ WEDDING VOWS!

^"^^^^^^^^^^^^
"V\/e had so much fun and met so many nice

people. We want to go back every year!"

Celebrity Event Host Kassie DePaiva,

Blair Cramer on One Life to Live, renewed

her vows last year with husband James...

And guess what? She's comlrig back!

This stunning Fivc-Scar Diamond

Resort built in the st\ le of a British

palace and located on the islands

most perfect beach, was featured on

the Condi' Sast Tnwclcr Gold List

and was voted St. Lucia's leading

resort at the World Travel Awards for

the last two years.

At Sandals Ultra All-Iticluswe

Resorts, everything's iiKluded:

• Luxurious accommodations

• Complimentary airport transfers

• Unlimited premium-brand spirits

and wines by Beringer

• Five world-class restaurants

• Five pools and a swim-up bar

• Coiiipliinentary golf nearby

• Tennis, sailing, snorkeling,

wind ^urtillg and scuba diving

• Statc-ot-the-art tltness center

• Red Lane Spa {services additional)

• Live performances by local

entertainers

NOVEMBER 1-5, 2007
5-DAY/4-NIGHT GETAWAY PACKAGE

Sandals Grande St. Lucian Spa & Beach Resort

Gros Islet, St. Lucia West Indies

Ultra all-niclusive packages starting at S2.080 per couple (airfare not included)

Book now to receive the Ladies' HomeJournal preferred rate

Call 1-800-327-1991 . extension 4372

For more information log on to

WWW.LHJ.COMA^OWSEVENT

Package price includes all Sandals Resort amenities, plus:

• Group sunset vow renewal ceremony including a

bouquet and boutonniere and a live perfomance from

Kassie DePaiva's new album "I Want To Love You"

• Welcome cocktail parrv' with Caribbean entertainment

• His and lier welcome gifts

• Wedding reception with dinner and dancing, designed

by party planner to the stars and Sandals destination

wedding expert. Preston Bailey

• (k-)lf tournament with prizes

Sponsored by

nutrisystem
GET BACK INTO THAT WEDDING DRESS!

Be one of the first 50 people to sign up for the getaway package

and get NutriSystem^' FREE FOR ONE MONTH!
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As your levels of estrogen, testosterone and proges-

terone rise and fall throughout your menstrual cycle,

they can affect your mood and memory, making some
days better than others for getting certain things done.

says Gabrielle Lichterman. author of 28 Days: What
Your Cycle Reveals About Your Love Life, Moods and
Potential. Check out her take on how to make the

most of your natural ups and downs. —Kimberly Papa

1

SHOPPING

J
DATE WITH
YOUR HUBBY

Last day of your

period to 10th

day of new cycle

6th day to

11th day

1.

Your period is over and so is the bloating. You're feeling good about
your body, and rising estrogen and testosterone levels will give you
plenty of energy to make it through a long day of bargain hunting.

Estrogen and testosterone are on the upswing, making you in the

mood for quality couple time and revving up your sex drive.

PAYING BILLS

RUNNING ERRANDS

8th day to

10th day

11th day to

13th day

Higher estrogen levels are putting the logical, detail-oriented left side

of your brain in control. Balance your checkbook and pay off your

credit card.

Your body and brain are moving at lightning speed, thanks to

skyrocketing estrogen and testosterone levels, helping you whiz
through all your boring chores.

GOING TO THE
DENTIST

13th day to Estrogen and testosterone are at their peak, boosting your pain

15th day threshold. So now is also a good time to tweeze your eyebrows.

-r^ A r-i-^A
—-

—- 23rd day to
GOING TO A SPA :;: J....;-„:nTn:nrr„ 28th day

FRAMING A
PICTURE

28th day to

2nd day of your

next period

Note Day 1 is the first day of your period

Your estrogen and progesterone levels are taking a nosedive—and
they're dragging your mood along with them. A little pampering is

the perfect pick-me-up to boost the feel-good brain chemical

serotonin and shoo away the grLimps.

Estrogen and testosterone hit a monthly low, and the artsy,

introspective right side of your brain is in control, getting your

creative juices flowing. Keep a pen and paper close by to jot down
all those brilliant ideas.

s Getting Rich a No-Brainer?
- J aon't need to .

• ,Mi;3 .n serious

of :".405 bfiby boor
V • "opie ^

. nee art

?- ... J.:. lose with nignei

IQ scores. =»cr..:.rding to Jay
Zagorsky, Ph D . an economist

'^io ?t?tc

en
elf-

to keep your wallet closed when
faced with a whim purchase is

absolutely key, Dr. Zagorsky
says. Many well-off folks know
when to save and splurge, and
it's got nothing to do with

whether they aced that quantum
mechanics class. —S. Kirk Walsh
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r Life

Why Your Dog
Looks Like You
Have you ever noticed that your perky

next-door neighbor with long flowing

locks looks a lot like her sprightly

long-haired dachshund? To a growing
number of scientists, it's more than

canine coincidence. One Venezuelan

study of facial photographs shows
more resemblance between owner-pet
pairs than pairs that were randomly
matched. Another study from the

University of California at San Diego
found that, when shown separate photos

of pets and owners, subjects could often

link them (but only if the dogs were
purebreds). Both studies suggest the

same psychological mechanisms are at

work when we pick mates who resemble

us. People tend to be comforted by

faces that match the one they see in the

mirror. That trust factor extends to the

animal kingdom, too. —Katie Brophy

ARE KIDS THE KEY
TO HAPPINESS?

vv ny It Feels Good to Give
AMERICANS GIVE more money tc charity than do any other

people in the world. Last year we set an all-time record, donating

$295 biilion to charitable causes. What is it that makes us keep on

giving? Knowing your money is going to a good cause activates

the same pleasure centers in the brain associated with basic needs

like food, shelter and social connection, according to researchers

at the University of Oregon. The findings show that the brain is

capable of tracking not only what's good for us personally, but

also what's good for others. —Kimberly Papa

W omen
who've
never

had children are

just as content at

midlife as mothers

of the same age
and in the same
circumstances,

according to a

new study from

the University of

Florida. Whether a

woman gives birth seems less crucial

to her well-being than such factors

as education, work and earnings, as

well as relationships with family and

friends. When children make their

appearance is key, though. The study

found that women who gave birth

before the age of 19 were the least

happy. —Nancy Bilyeau
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energy from nature's finest ingredients

Introducing Nutri-Grain Fruit & Nut Bars

with premium ingredients like California

Almonds, whole oats, and tasty berries.
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ENOPAUSE i^i-

3UR VAGINAL
RE'S HOW YOU C/ .

ARIN Vaginal Cream treats vaginal dryness by restoring

body's ability to produce its own natural lubrication.

'omen experience vaginal dryness during menopause because of a decrease in estrogen. This can cause

1, itching, and burning, in and around the vagina, and may make sexual intercourse uncomfortable.

ids of women have been prescribed PREMARIN Vaginal Cream to treat their vaginal dryness,

iver-the-counter lubricants, which do not treat the underlying cause of your vaginal symptoms,

RIN Vaginal Cream works by renewing your body's ability to lubricate naturally.

ering a blend of estrogens directly to the vagina, PREMARIN Vaginal Cream reverses the changes that

oth internal and external vaginal dryness, restores elasticity and lubrication, and can help maintain this

with continued use.

t menopausal vaginal dryness disrupt your life.

re information and a money-saving coupon for your first p
A^.premarinvaginolcream.com.

the most important information you should know

REMARiN Vaginal Cream (a cream of estrogens)?

ens increase the chances of getting cancer of

srus.

t any unusual vaginal bleeding right away while

e using PREMARIN Vaginal Cream. Vaginal bleeding

nenopause may be a warning sign of cancer of the

(womb). Your health care provider should check any

al vaginal bleeding to find out the cause.

t use estrogens with or without progestins to prevent

disease, heart attacks, strokes, or dementia.

estrogens with or without progestins may increase

hances of getting heart attacks, strokes, breast

and blood clots. Using estrogens, with or without

stins, may increase your risk of dementia, based on

a study of women age 65 years or older You and your

health care provider should talk regularly about whether

you still need treatment with PREMARIN Vaginal Cream.

• PREMARIN Vaginal Cream is used after menopause to treat

dryness, itching, and burning, in and around the vagina.

• The most commonly reported side effects of PREMARIN Vaginal

Cream include vaginal discomfort or pain, breast pain, vaginitis,

and Itching.

• PREMARIN Vaginal Cream should not be used if you have

unusual vaginal bleeding, have or had cancer of the breast

or uterus, had a stroke or heart attack in the past year, have

or had blood clots, have liver problems, are allergic to any

of the ingredients in PREMARIN Vaginal Cream, or think you

may be pregnant.

Please see Patient Information on the following page.

As

.1 (conjugated estrogens)

^'-^
0,625 mc/G



PATIENT INFORMATION

Premarin*(con|ugated estrogens! Vaginal Cream

l> only

Read this PATIENT INFORMATION belore you start using Premann Vaginal Cream and read

what you get each time you letill Premann Vaginal Cream There may be new information This

intormation does not take the place of talking to your healthcare provider about your medical

condition or your treatment

What Is the most important information I should know

about Premarin (an estrogen mixture)?

' Estrogens increase the chances ol getting cancer of the uterus

Report any unusual vaginal bleeding right away while you are taking Premann, Vaginal

bleeding after menopause may be a warning sign ol cancer of the uterus (womb). Your

healthcare provider should check any unusual vaginal bleeding to find out the cause.

' Do not use estrogens with or wilhoul progestins to prevent heart disease, heart attacks,

strokes, or dementia

Using estrogens with or without progestins may increase your chances of getting heart

attacks, strokes, breast cancer, and blood clots. Using estrogens, with or without progestins,

may increase your risk ol dementia based on a study ol women age 65 years or older. You

and your healthcare provider should talk regularly about whether you slill need treatment

with Premann Vaginal Cream

What Is Premarin Vaginal Cream?

Premann Vaginal Cream is a medicine that contains a mixture of estrogen hormones.

What is Premarin Vaginal Cream used for?

Premarin Vaginal Cream is used after menopause to:

• treat dryness, itching, and burning, in and around the vagina. You and your healthcare

provider snould talk regularly about whelhei you still need treatment with Premarin Vaginal

Cream to control these problems

Who should not use Premarin Vaginal Cream?

Do iio: star; using Premann Vaginal Cream it you

• have unusual vaginal bleeding.

• currently have or have had certain cancers.

Estrogens may increase the chances ot getting certain types ol cancers, including cancer ol the

breast or uterus II you have or have had cancer, talk with your healthcare provider about whether

you should use Premarin Vaginal Cream

• had a stroke or heart attack in the past year.

• currently have or had blood clots

• currently have liver problems.

• are allergic to Premarin Vaginal Cream or any of its ingredients.

See the end ol Ihis leailet lor a list ol aii the mqredienls in Premann Vaginal Cream.

• think you may be pregnant.

Tell your healthcare provider:

• if you are breastfeeding. The hormones in Premarin Vaginal Cream can pass into your milk

• about all of your medicai problems. Your healthcare provider may need to check you more

carelully il you have certain conditions, such as asthma (wheezing), epilepsy (seizures), migraine,

endometriosis lupus, or problems with your heart, liver, thyroid, kidneys, or have high calcium

levels in your blood

• about all the medicines you take, including prescription and nonprescription medicines,

vitamins, and herbal supplements Some medicines may affect how Premarin Vaginal Cream

works Premann Vaginal Cream may also affect how your other medicines work

• if you are going to have surgery or will be on bedrest. You may need to stop using

Premann Vaginal CiPam

ffow should I use Premarin Vaginal Cream?

Ihe Gentle Measure Applicator has been specifically designed tor comtortable, easy use,

1 Remove cap from tube

2 Sciew nozzle end ol ap; ' • ''it^e

3 Sen//ysqueezefubehM' :o force sufficient cream into the barrel to provide the

prescribed dose Use tl le nui kea slopping points on the applicator as a guideline to measure the

correct dose, as prescribed by your healthcare provider

4 Unscrew applicator trorn tube

5 L'-' nil bJ' k w'th knees d'awn up To deliver medication, genlly insert applicator deeply inio

plunger downward to its original position

TOIL. , plunger to iwiove it trom barrel Wash with mild soap and warm water

DO NOT BOIL OR USE HOT WATER

Premann Vaginal Cream should be used at the lowest possible dose for your treatment and only as long

as needed Vou and your healthcare piovider should talk regularly (lor example, every 3 to 5 months)

about the dose you are taking and whether vn i stili need treatment wiln Premarin Vaginal Cream

What are the possible side effects of Premarin Vaginal Cream?

Although Premarin Vaginal Cream is only used m and around the vagina, Itie risks associated with

Premarin tablels should be taken into account

Less common but serious side effects of estrogens include:

• Breast cancer

• Cancer ot the uterus

• Stroke

• Heart attack

• Blood clots

• Dementia

• Gallbladder disease

• Ovarian cancer

These are some of the warning signs of serious side effects:

• Breast lumps

• Unusual vaginal bleeding

• Dizziness and faintness

• Changes in speech

• Severe headaches

• Chest pain

• Shortness of breath

• Pains in your legs

• Changes in vision

• Vomiting

Call your healthcare provider right away if you get any of these warning signs, or any other unusi

symptom that concerns you

Common side effects of estrogens include:

• Headache

• Breast tenderness >v

• Irregular vaginal bleeding or spotting y
• Stomach/abdominal cramps, bloating

• Nausea and vomiting

• Hair loss

• Reactions f'om inserting Premarin Vaginal Cream such as vaginal burning, irritation, and itchi

Other side effects of estrogens include:

• High blood pressure

• Liver problems

• High blood sugar

• Fluid retention

• Enlargement of benign tumors ol Ihe uterus ("fibroids")

• Vaginal yeast infections

• Allergic reactions

These are not all the possible side effects of Premann Vaginal Cream For more intormation,

ask your healthcare provider or pharmacist

What can I do to lower my chances of getting a serious side effect with Premarin

Vaginal Cream?

• Talk with your healthcare provider regularly about whether you should continue using

Premann Vaginal Cream

• See your healthcare provider right away it you get vaginal bleeding while using Premarin

Vaginal Cream

• Have a breast exam and mammogram (breast X-ray) every year unless your healthcare provia

tells you something else If members ol your family have had breast cancer or it you have evei

had breast lumps or an abnormal mammogram, you may need to have breast exams more ofti

•
II you have high blood pressure, high cholesterol (fat in the blood), diabetes, are overweight,

if you use tobacco, you may have higher chances for getting heart disease Ask your health c;

provider lor ways to lower your chances lor getting heart disease

General information about the safe and effective use of Premarin Vaginal Cream

Medicines are sometimes prescribed tor conditions that are not mentioned in patient informatii

leaflets Do not use Premann Vaginal Cream for conditions for which it was not prescribed. Do r

give Premarin Vaginal Cream to other people, even it they have Ihe same symptoms you have,

may harm them Keep Premarin Vaginal Cream out of the reach of children.

This leatlet provides a summary ot the most important intormation about Premarin Vaginal Crea

If you would like more information, talk with your healthcare provider or pharmacist You can ask

information about Premarin Vaginal Cream that is written tor health professionals. You can get mt

informahon by calling the toll tree number 1-800-934-5556

What are Ihe ingredients in Premarin Vaginal Cream?

Premann Vaginal Cream contains a mixture ot conjugated estrogens, which are a mixture of

sodium estrone sulfate and sodium equilin sulfate and other components including sodium sultai

coniugales 17 a-dihydroequilin. 17 u-estradiol, and 17 (3-dihydroequilin. Premarin Vaginal Cre

also contains cetyl esters wax, cetyl alcohol white wax. glyceryl monostearate, propylene glyci

monostearate, methyl stearate, benzyl alcohol, sodium lauryl sulfate, giycerin, and mineral oil.

Premarin
^

(coniugated estrogens) Vaginal Cream—Each gram contains 0,625 mg coniugateo

estrogens, USP

Combinalion package Each contains Net Wt 1 V2 oz (42,5 g) tube with one plastic applicator

calibrated m g increments to a maximum ol 2 g (NDC 0046-0872-93)

Store at 20° to 25°C (68° to 77°F); excursions permitted to 15° to 30°C (59° to 86'

[See USP Controlled Room Temperature).

Wyeth
W1 041 sec
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The Best E

Not available in all areas

I

^orry not. With one call to Farmers

[elpPoint' our profcssionalh- trained

:sponsc team will leap into action to

eal with the problem quickly and

ompassionateh-. To learn more,

isit farmers.com or call 1-800-

ARMERS

FARMERS
jS^figg^, H E LPPOl N T

SanitY makes a comeback.

Start Right,

Stay Strong
You are invited to a special mall

walk with Ladies' Home Journal this

fall. Take a step in the right direction

and join us for a morning of fini and

iitncss. The event is open to all ages

so gather vour friends and family

and join in the fiin!

For event details and to find

a mall near \ ou. \ isit

www.LHJ.com/mallwalk

Sponsored h\'

HomeJoumal

Roche) ^ GlaxoSmithKlme

In support of

crsitoroKc^SLS

Standing Tall For You*

TimeWisc Targcted-Action Line

Reducer"' Expression lines ' Who
needs them.-^ Now lines and wrinkles

can be firmed and tightened with

TimeWise" Targeted-Actioii Line

Reducer™ from Man Kay'. Just click,

point and target those expression

lines today.

To purchase Mary Kay products.

call or shop online with your

Independent Beauty Consultant

or find one at marykay.com

MARY i<Ay

M
University of Michigan

Health System

Excellence in patient cire. medical

education and research is what

defines the UniNersii)' of Michigan

Health System (UMHS). People

come from all around the world

seeking care, resulting in 1.5 million

outpatient \ isits. ox er 44.000

admissions. 7.5. ()()() ER visits.

()1.5()0 surgical cases and ov'cr 3.800

babies cleli\ ei"ed annualh". UMHS is

ranked among the top medical

institutions and medical schools in

the U.S. c\cry year.

\'isii www.med.umich.edu

Look to this montn's Healthy Dose (see

page 214), which features information from

medical experts from the University of

Michigan Health System, to learn about

common health concerns among women.
From cholesterol and nutrition to bone and

digestive health, you can learn how to

make the right choices to live a healthy life.
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Inner Life

i

ike a lot of other women tiying to combat round-

the-clock stress. I've run through all the usual sus-

pects. Meditation? Been there, done that (and I

challenge anyone to execute a cleansing breath as

well as I can) . Siinplifv'ing? Tve organized my clos-

ets, cut back on commitments and learned to say

no before I even hear the request. Warm baths?

Oh. yeali—I've soaked until my fmgers have puck-

ered. And here I am still ried up in knots most of the time.

The customary cures haven t worked, so what else is there to

try? Maybe it's time for something wildly improbable, yet scien-

tifically sound and genuinely effective. Maybe it's time for one of

the six surprising stress solutions below.

SURPF

In psychoanalysis, there's a concept known as "repetition com-

pulsion" wherein patients unconsciously attempt to achieve mas-

tery over a past traimia by revisiting the original emotional scene

of the crime in the hope that this time the situation will turn out

differently. If you are anxious or stressed, here's a mft^• way to

replicate this remedy, but at a remove: Watch a scary

movie. "These films allow you to tackle upsetting issues

from the safe distance of allegory," says Constance Pittman

Lindner, a writer and health researcher in Boston. "Tliis

permits a safe confrontation of real fears disguised in con-

querable, metaphorical form."

Here's how it works, according to Charles Goodstein. M.D..

clinical professor of ps\'chiatr\- at New York Universitv- Medical

Center. "The stressful situation depicted on screen is related ini-

consciously in feeling and tone to )our own stress, but at the

same time because it is a film, you are ps)chologicalK- distant

ft^om it." he explains. "You have, in small doses, a veiy frightening

experience, yet you're in control of it. as you aren't in real life.

Bv

Bb in

LK\ IM

E\ en if the movie ends disastrously lor the

characters in it. you're always aware that

you will leave the theater alive and well. So

this emotional journey can be a useful way

to discharge stress."

It 'Worked for Her: When Melanie \ btaw.

48, of Brooklyn,New York, was recuperating

from a serious car accident, she disco\ ered

that Speed. Jurassic Park and Jaws became

her favorite mo\ ies to \-iew again and again.

"There was something cathartic about

watching them, like it let mc let go of the

stress," she recalls. "I felt that it physically

removed the trauma from my body-I think

because I was able to relive it in a make-

believe setting."

SURPRISE #2: BECOME A
QUEEN OF DENIAL
In today's confessional culture, we're con-

stantly encouraged to share our feelings.

Let it out! Don't repress! Well . . .

not always. In fact, denial can be a

terrific coping strategy'. If the stressor

is something o\ er which \ ou ha\"e

no control, simplv pull a Scarlett

O'Hara and tell yoiuself, "I'll think

about it tomorrow.
"

No one, it should go without saving, is

ach ising vou to ignore serious issues that

demand immediate action (a breast Itimp.

for example, or a depressed teenager). But

sometimes denial can gi\e vou a little

breathing room. "Tem])oi ai ily coM iNL i n

i

Sick of being told

to try meditation,

^ restful music or

warm bubble baths?

Here are some
truly surprising—and

successful—stress

soothers
H

1 27
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deming or avoiding unpleasant tacts won't change a situadon."

observ es J. Michael Bostwick. M.D.. associate professor of psy-

chiatry at the Mayo Clinic College of Medicine, "but it can pre-

vent you from being overwhelmed and give you time to get

acclimated." The idea behind this strategy is to suppress what-

ever is stressing vou out until you're able to deal with it in a more

appropriate maimer. Moreover, every once in a while, if you ig-

nore it. it actually will go away.

It Worked for Her: Pushing life's mute button is easier said than

done, of course, but here is a method that really does work.

When Martha Kaminsky, 55, of Ithaca, New York, feels over-

whelmed, she writes down all her worries on a piece of paper,

hides It away, then tells herself. "It's out of my hands." A few

months later, she'll revisit the list and, nine times out of 10, die

majority of those once-critical concerns have resolved themselves

while she was officially in denial. The concerns that are still

valid, in turn, become easier to deal with because by then Ka-

ininsky has cooled off and is able to approach the problems in a

more rational, objective way.

If you're stressed
by something out of your

control, simply pull a
Scarlett O'hara

SURPRISE ttZ: GO TO EXTREMES
Health experts routinely recommend 30 minutes of moderate

exercise daily to relieve stress. In a recent study at the University

of Missouri-Columbia, moderate-intensity exercise was shown to

liave that effect, but high-intensity workouts packed a much big-

ger and better antistress wallop. Different women were monitored

for half an hour doing no exercise, moderate exercise or high-in-

tensit)' exercise. WTiile the groups who exercised showed a de-

cline in anxiety (as measured by a standard test called "state

anxiety inventor}'"), the shai-pest decline was among die women

in the high intensity group. Additionally, that gioup's an.xiety

continued to drop significantly at 30-. 60- and 90-minute marks,

while the odier groups' levels remained stable.

rhcic arc several possible explanadons for this result. Intense

aciDbic exercise strengthens the heart and lungs, and these

two vital organs (especially the heart) bear the brunt of the

hod) s 'nsiological stress response. It follows, then, that the

more \ou exercise, the better these organs

will respond under stress within reason,

savs Richard Cox. Ph.D.. one of the study's

authors. Another hypothesis is that high-

iiitensirv' exercise requiies all of your con-

centration, limiting your ability to ponder

weightier matters, the way you can when

you go for a bike ride or take a brisk walk.

Finally, there is die belief diat high-intensity

exercise ups the release of endorphins, the

feel-good horaaones. The harder you exer-

cise, the bigger the release.

It Worked for Her: When Nicole Wise,

48, of Stamford. Connecticut, was going

through a painful divorce, many people ad-

vised her to do yoga. "I couldn't stand

the slow pace," she says, "and it gave me

way too much time inside my head—

one place I really didn't want to be."

Instead, Wise, who was already a jog-

ser, decided to train for a marathon.

"The sheer physical demands of train-

ing took all of my focus and gave me a

total rush. Plus, so much ofmy life was out

of my hands that setting a nearly impossi-

ble goal, and then accomplishing it, gave

me a gratifying sense of control over my
own destiny."

SURPRISE #4: DO SWEAT
^ME SMALL STUFF
Never mind that a veritable cottage indus-

try has been created out of exactly the

opposite advice. When you're hit with a

major stressor-a bad medical diagnosis,

job loss or a monster project at work-

looking at the big picture can immobilize

you. "The entirety of a situation can be

overwhelming, which may mean you won't

be able to take die necessary- steps to strat-

egize your way out of it," says Dr. Bost-

\vick. "But if you break the situation down

into component parts, addressmg what you

can do immediately and temporarily ne-

glecting the rest, then you can get a handle

on the stress."

It Worked for Her: When Lynn Morley,

34. of Belton. Missouri, is continued

^ LADIES HOME SEPTEMBER 2007
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tier Life

feeling so swamped b\- work that she barely knows where to

begin or wiaich project to make a priority, she simply jumps in

and tackles one task at a time. This method helped save her

when she was involved in a budget approval process for the first

time. "I had never even seen a budget before," she says. "I didn't

have a clue how to begin and thinking about how to put the

whole thing together w as just making me more stressed. But I've

learned that most projects don't have to begin at the beginning,

so I did what had worked for me in the past: I focused on one

particular piece of the pie that I had all the information for. I just

worked around that point until it was complete, and everything

else started falling into place."

Relax for Your Own Good
Does your mind
automatically

race through

your checklists

in the rare

moments when
you have some
downtime? You

need to know about the rewards

of relaxation. To find out why
slowing down can be healthy,

go to WWW.LHJ.COM/RELAX

SURP^
"

•'OUR

Laughter is a known stress

reliever, but it turns out that

anticipating a laugh gets the job

done, too. In a recent study

from Loma Linda University,

in Southern California, par-

ticipants who were told they

would see a funny movie

within three days showed a

significandy greater sense of

well-being than those who re-

ceived no such promise. Par-

ticipants" blood was drawn

right before the movie; those

who"d been expecting the hilarity had 27 percent more beta-

endorphins in their blood. "These biochemical compounds are

the body"s own moiphine," explains study leader Lee S. Berk,

DrPH. "I call them liappy juice."

"

While Dr. Berk has not specifically examined whether antici-

pating any pleasant occasion will alleviate stress, he admits that

it would be logical to conclude as much. "If your biolog>- inter-

prets an event as pleasurable," he says, "then anticipation of it

would probably have a similar calming effect."" So pencil in a

screenins of Blazinir Saddles, make a date with a funny friend or

lake the latest David Sedans book to work for lunchtmie read-

ing. Even if any or all of them end up being canceled. you"ll have

reaped some stress relief.

It Worked for Her: "Lm Miss Celebration."" says Melany Farr,

If), dl' Las \ egas. Nevada. "Lll throw a party for anything, even

Cwoundliog l^a\-. because I like looking forward to good times.

Then, if sonietlnng negative happens. I tell myself. 'Oh well. I

ha\ t ihis really hin thing coming up," and that helps me get

throuifii it.'"

^OCKON
Think the gentle, New Age strains of

Yanni will soothe the savage beast that

rages inside? Only if he happens to be

vour favorite musician. You're better ofT

with the Rolling Stones, Shakira, Maroon

5, a John Philip Sousa march or the Rent

original-cast album-in short, whatever

lights your fire. And blast away as loud as

you like. The stress relief lies not in the

nature of the^music itself but in the fact

that you've chosen it. In a recent experi-

ment. Karen Allen, Ph.D.. a research pro-

fessor at the State University of New York

at Buffalo, found that the classical instru-

mental songs on a CD called "Stress-

busters"-which had been selected

especially for their supposed stress-reliev-

ing qualities-were less effective in reduc-

ing blood pressure and perceptions of

stress in subjects asked to perform a diffi-

cult task than was music chosen by the

subjects themselves. Even the ethereal

"Pachelbel's Canon" was less calming

than the subjects' own picks.

Two factors are most likely at work here.

First, the subjects made their own choices,

and second, they were hearing music that

was pleasing and familiar to them. "Self-

selected music may have made them feel

better able to perform the stressful task be-

cause of the music's past association with

positive performance," says Dr. Allen. In

addition, a 2003 study at the CaHfornia

Institute of Technology showed that listen-

ing to favorite tunes activated areas of sub-

jects' brains associated with rewards or

pleasure. So if the Stones are what bring

you satisfacuon. play them long and loud

to get those stress levels down.

It Worked for Her: "VVlien die going gets

tough. Liz Holzemer, 40, of Highlands

Ranch, Colorado, blasts "V^an Halen, Aero-

smith and L\aiyrd Skynyrd. "To purge my

stress. I want to raise my heart rate and

pump my adrenaline," Holzemer says.

"Hard rock lends itself to that better dian

anvthins; else I know." ^
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There's relief for pain like this.

Ask your doctor about Lyrica.

MHMl'lMiniM^
Designed for Relief

you feel stabbing pain in your feet? Or tingling, numbness, shooting or burning sensations?

so you may have painful neuropathy, also known as nerve pain. This type of pain is different from musculoskeletal

nuscle or joint) pain, and may need a different type of treatment. Only Lyrica (pronounced LEER-i-kah) is FDA-approved

) treat two of the most common types of nerve pain, Diabetic Nerve Pain and Pain after Shingles. Lyrica is specially

esigned to provide the relief you need. It works on the nerves that cause this pain. So you can start to think about

ther things besides your pain. Ask your doctor if Lyrica can help. Lyrica is one of several treatments for you and your

octor to consider.

tescription Lyrica is not for everyone. Some of the most common side effects of Lyrica are dizziness and

leepiness. Others are dry mouth, swelling of hands and feet, blurry vision, weight gain, and trouble concentrating,

bu may have a higher chance of swelling or gaining weight if you are also taking certain diabetes medicines. And,

70U drink alcohol or take medicines that make you sleepy you may feel more sleepy when you start Lyrica. You

hould not drive a car or work with machines until you know how Lyrica affects you. Tell your doctor about any

hanges in your eyesight, muscle pain along with a fever or tired feeling, or skin sores due to diabetes. Also tell your

lector if you are planning to father a child. If you have had a drug or alcohol problem, you may be more likely to

nisuse Lyrica. You should talk with your doctor before you stop taking Lyrica or any other prescription medication.

"^iease see important product information on adjacent page.

ro leam more visit www.lyrica.com or call toll-free 1-888-9-LYRlCA (1-888-959-7422).

Jninsured^ Need help paying for medicine? Pfizer has programs lhat can help, no matter your age or income.
^

-.^^

fou may even qualify for free Pfizer medicines. Call 1-866-706-2400. Or visit www.pfizerhelphilanswers.com. Answers



IMPORTANT FACTS PREGABALIN ©
(LEER-i-kah)

IMPORTANT SAFETY
INFORMATION ABOUT LYRICA

LYRICA may make you feel dizzy or sleepy.

• Do not drive a car. work with machines, or do other

dangerous things until you are sure you will be alert.

Ask your doctor when it is okay to do these things.

LYRICA may cause problems with your eyesight,

including blurry vision. Call your doctor if you have

any changes in your eyesight.

ABOUT LYRICA

LYRICA is a prescription medicine used to treat:

• Nerve pain from diabetes

• Nerve pain that continues after the rash from

shingles heals

This pain can be sharp or burning. It can feel like

tingling, shooting, or numbness. Some people taking

LYRICA had less pain by the end of the first week.

LYRICA may not work for everyone.

WHO IS LYRICA FOR?
Who can take LYRICA:
• Adults 1 8 years or older with nerve pain from

diabetes or after shingles

Who should NOT take LYRICA:
• Anyone who is allergic to anything in LYRICA

LYRICA has not been studied for nerve pain in

children under 18 years of age.

BEFORE STARTING LYRICA
Tell your doctor about all your medical conditions.

Tell your doctor if you:

• Have or had kidney problems or dialysis

• Have heart problems, including heart failure

• Have a bleeding problem or a low blood platelet count

• Have abused drugs or alcohol. LYRICA may
cause some people to feel "high."

• Are either a man or woman planning to have

children or a woman who is breast-feeding, pregnant,

or may become pregnant. It is not known if LYRICA
may decrease male fertility, cause birth defects, or

pas> into breast milk.

Tell your doctor about all your medicines. Include

over-the-counter medicines, vitamins, and herbal

products. Tell your doctor if you take:

• Rosiglitazone (.Avandia")* or pioglitazone

(Actos")** for diabetes

• Narcotic pain medicines such as oxycodone, tranquilizers,

or medicines for anxiety such as lorazepam

' Any mcdicmcs that make you sleepy

POSSIBLE SIDE EFFECTS OF LYRICA
LYRICA may cause serious side effects, including:

• Dizziness and sleepiness

• Eyesight problems

• Weight gain and swelling of hands and feet. Weight

gain may affect control of diabetes. Weight gain and

swelling can be serious for people with heart problems.

• Unexplained muscle pain, soreness, or weakness

along with a fever or tired feeling. If you have these

symptoms, tell your doctor right away.

• Skin sores. In LYRICA studies, skin sores were

seen in animals but not irvhumans. If you have

diabetes, pay extra attention to your skin. Tell your

doctor about any skin problems.

The most common side effects of LYRICA are:

• Dizziness • Weight gain

• Sleepiness • Trouble concentrating

• Swelling of hands and feet • Dry mouth

• Blurry vision

You may have a higher chance of swelling or gaining

weight if you are taking certain diabetes medicines

with LYRICA. Medicines that already make you

sleepy or dizzy may make you feel more sleepy or

dizzy with LYRICA.

HOW TO TAKE LYRICA
Do:
• Take LYRICA exactly as your doctor tells you. Your

doctor may tell you to take it 2 or 3 times a day.

• Take LYRICA with or without food.

Don't:

• Do not drive a car or use machines if you feel sleepy

while taking LYRICA.
• Do not drink alcohol or use other medicines that

make you sleepy while taking LYRICA.
• Do not change the dose or stop LYRICA suddenly.

You may have headaches, nausea, diarrhea, or trouble

sleeping if you stop taking LYRICA suddenly.

• Do not start any new medicines without first talking

to vour doctor.

NEED MORE INFORMATION?
• Ask your doctor or pharmacist. This is only a brief

summary of important information.

• Go to www.lyrica.com or call 1-888-9-LYRICA

(1-888-959-7422).

Rx only^^2^^^ PARKE-DAVIS. Division of Pfizer lnc\

^^^^
All rmhts reserved. Pniited m USA.
PBIF'Rcv I. May 2006

• Avandia is a registered trademark of GlaxoSmithKline.

**.'\clos IS a registered trademark ofTakeda Chemicals Industries. Ltd.. and

IS used under license by Takeda Pharmaceuticals of America. Inc.. and

Rli Lillv and Co.
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UMINEERS
IS AS SIMPLE AS
CHANGING YOUR HAIRSTYLE

UMINEERS porcelain veneers can improve your smile as easily as getting a new

airstyle. Unlike traditional veneers, LUMINEERS can be placed directly on top of

our natural teeth or crowns without removal of sensitive tooth structure.*

UMINEERS also corrects spacing, masks stains and aligns crooked teeth, IN AS

IHLE AS TWO VISITS TO THE DENTIST! Clinically proven to last over 20 years!

NO SHOTS • NO PAIN • PERMANENT WHITENING

)VER 95% PATIENT AND DENTIST SATISFACTION

out of 5 people con dramatically improve their smiles with LUMINEERS,

md you could be one of them! Ask your dentist if they have attended a

UMINEERS Smile Design Course.

CALL TO FIND A LUMINEERS DENTIST NEAR YOU

7-8-

Ask FOR A FREE DVD INFORMATION PACKET

Visit lumineers.com to learn more about

LUMINEERS smiles from satisfied dentists and patients.

osf cases. Referral panel dentists may have paid marketing fees



Get
^WhatYQU
Deserve !

So many women worry about

being nice that they shortchange

their own needs. Here, learn the

keys to confidence

\

The
)ear I turned 41 things were look \

ing grim. I desperately yearned for a

child but worried I was getting too old

and. to make matters worse, Fd just gotten

divorced. Work was going badly and even

my winter jacket was threadbare. There were

many sleepless nights when I wondered where

Fd fmd the money to pa)- my rent.

But within the next few years, thankfully, my luck changed.

I met and married a wonderful man-a widower with a 3-year-

old child whom I now call my own. I cowrote three successful

books. And along the way I even managed to acquire a new

coat. Now, when I look back on that period in my life, I am

convinced that what kept me going through it all was my

unwavering, gut-level belief that I absolutely deserved to get

everything I wanted. I never lost what experts call a '"healthy

sense of entitlement.
"

The same, sadly, cannot be said for lots of odier women. "So

many women feel undeserving,'" says Ann Kearney-Cooke.

Ph.D.. coauthor of Clians:e Jour Mind, Change Tour Body. "They

ihiuk, -I can get by widi less-it's okay that Fm not paid what

I sliould be or that my mamage isn't happy." They simply

accept that this is how their life is going to be." Feeling en-

tided. Dr. Keamey-Cooke belie\'es.

has gotten a bad rap. associated as it By

is with narcissists who think their LyNN

evcrv wish should be c;ontim l.d SCHMIRN'BI-.RGF.R
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inner Life

others" command. "In fact, it's the basis for all good mental

health." she says. "You have to belie\e that you're the writer of

)-our own life script-that \-ou can do something about an uriliapp\-

man-iage. that diere is another job out there for you if your cur-

rent jols isn't working out. To assume othenvise is to undermine

vour chances of e\'er getting what you need.

An imiate sense of entitlement has sensed Maiy Semjen. 41.

well daroughout her life. As a girl growing up in a working-class

area of New York Cit\-. Semjen. now a homemaker in Hinghani.

Massachusetts, dreamed of one day living in a better neighbor-

hood. After college she snagged a well-pa}4ng job as an accoun-

tant with an up-mai-ket clothing manufacturer. "Tlie other women

in the office wore designer outfits and had parents who'd helped

them get their jobs." says Semjen. "Fortunately, when I went in for

the interview, it never occurred to me that there was a better can-

didate for the posinon." Semjen may have had luck on her side

when she got her position in spite of her lack of coimections. but

e\ en if she hadn't been offered that job. she would have gone

after another. "My attiuide was that I am a good worker and an

employer should be happy to get me." she says.

Semjen's expenence exemplifies die role diat self-assurance pla\-s.

Research shows just how
badly women want to be

LIKED—AND HOW LIKELY THAT
DESIRE LEADS TO BAD CHOICES

sa\- expcits. "If people feel endded to be happ\-. diey'll persevere." says

Kennon M. Sheldon. Ph.D.. an associate professor of psycholog)' at

die Uiii\ ersit}- of Missouri. "Tuning and good foitune enter into die

equadon. but b}' and large how our li\ es tuni out is up to us."

E\ en I. however, am not enough of a Pollyanna to deny that

life sometimes throws cur\'eballs that we caii"t avoid. Tlie loss of

a job or a marriage or the death of a family member are genu-

inelv ti auniadc events that \ ou cannot simply will yourself to get

(A cr, It's natural for someone who's suffered tragedy, rejecdon or

just a slew of bad luck to be skittish about putting herself out

there and starling fresh. It's absurdh- trite to urge someone to

take the lemons life hands out and make lemonade, yet setting

goals and applying yourself toward achie\-iiig them arc die best

ways to overcome a setback. From Abe Lincoln to Bob Wbodmff.

American folklore is rife wiili tales of e\ en-da\- heroes who per-

sisted and triumphed

despite long odds.

"There's no quick-fix

method to turn an un-

satisf\ing incident right-

side up. but if you keep

putting in the sweat eq-

uity, you'll eventually

see results." says Dr.

Sheldon. "When we

studv wh\' soi^ie people

say. 'This is what I want"

and 2:0 2:et it. and whv

others seem incapable of doing that, it

comes down to fwo factors: whether some-

one believes she deserves to have what she

wants and whedier she's willing to work for

it, regardless of the obstacles."

What is it, then, that keeps so

many women—smart, fun-

ny, talented women-from

pursuing their dreams?

Why are the)- so willing to say "sold!" to

the lowest bidder? Peggy Shapiro, 50. a

graphic ardst from Chicago, ticks off a yard-

long litany of the ways in which she's a

stand-in for her worst enemy. "I hear what

other artists get and I know my hourly rate

is too low," she says. "CHents will say, 'I

need tliis today," and a smart person would

add a nish charge." She pauses, then laughs

ruefully. "Not me.""

What gives? Part of the answer comes

down to hardwiring. Some people are sim-

plv bom shy and others are bom confident.

But if nature is important, nurture-as well

as our instincts toward nurturijig-plsys an

equalh- cmcial role. Women are still condi-

tioned not to put diemselves first-to forgo

a promotion because it might hurt a co-

worker's feelings, to give 120 percent of

their energs' to their husbands and kids

radier than make time for hobbies. "Most

men are raised with a sense of enddement,

while women are taught to be caregivers,"

savs Dr Kearney-Cooke. "How can you

make \ our owti needs a pri- continued

LHJ.com

Are you your

own worst

critic? Take

our quiz to

find out if you

need to be

kinder to

yourself. Go to

www.lhj.com

/critic
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ority if you're taught to put e\ eiybody else's first?"

Ample research also reveals just how badly women want to be

liked-and how likely that desire is to lead to bad choices, "hi studies

where men are asked to negotiate salaiies, they'll say, 'This is what

I'm woith; " explains California psychologist Lois P. Frankel, Ph.D.,

audior oLMa- Girls Don 't Get Rich. "'Women, on die other hand, tend

to accept what they're offered. They don't want to play hardball

because diey re afraid die boss will diink diey're not nice." Plent)' of

women suffer from fear of confrontadon or could use a course in

asserti\ eness training. But die paiamount reason diat women don't

stand up for dieniselves, says Dr. Frankel. is feai- of damaging a re-

lationship. Shapiro confesses diat one reason she doesn't raise her

rates is diat she doesn't want clieiiLs to view her as "unreasonable."

(Culturally, of course, she's not wholly off base: 'Women, after all,

are often excoriated for eiiiplo\ing die same hard-nosed tactics diat

aie applauded in die Don;dd Tmnips of die world.)

WTiile women don't have a lock on denigrating our self-worth,

we do seem to excel at it. "In research about whether people

believe their achievements are the result of ability- or just random

chance, women tend to "explain away' their success," says Dr.

Kearney-Cooke. "If >'Ou compliment a mother on how high-

When we denigrate our own
accomplishments, we

don' r honor our talents—
AND NEITHER DO OTHERS

achieving her children are or an entrepreneur on the success of

her business, she's likeh- to say, •I'm just blessed to have good

children' or "I lucked out with my new company.' Those women

are not owning their success. Talking about yourself with pride

and passion inspires other people to do likewise." Conversely, Dr.

Kearnev -Cooke says, when we characterize our accomplishments

as inconsequential ("oh, it's nodiing") or. worse, accidental ("the

(-^ods smiled"), we don't honor our talents and neidicr do odiers.

I aid-earned success begets more of the same, notes

, _ I David Dunning, Ph.D., a professor of psychology- at

i C^orncll University and the audior of Self-Insight: Road-

I hknks and Detours on the Path to Knoicing Thyself. "WTien

people reach goals because they worked for them, they're more

likcK- to perse\ ere." he exphiins. "Tliey know \vhat they did to

make those good things happen and that ef-

fort makes them feel they deserve the good

things. This sense of being deserving, in

turn, gives them confidence that they can

make the good things happen again." The

reverse. Dr. Dunning says, is also true. He

offers the example of a college student who

got a good grade on an exam despite not

studying for it. "She knows she didn't really

deserve die good grade, so she's going to feel

a lot less confident that she can do well on

the next test,"'he says. "That student may

even feel so undeserving and insecure about

her ability to repeat her good fortune that

she will sabotage her chances die next time

around by studying even less or partying the

night before."

As countless books and movies testify,

following a dream is rarely easy. But that

should not dissuade anyone from trying. In

my own case, I did feel entided to a family,

but fmding one was liaid work. I went on

coundess blind dates, endured one boring,

frustrating evening after another. Unable to

bear children and increasingly doubtful diat

I'd find a husband to help me raise an

adopted child, I was trying to figure out

how I could do it alone. Yes, I was blessed

that a friend met my now-husband at a

part\- and introduced us. It was a further,

almost unimaginable, blessing diat he came

with a ready-made daughter, my beloved

Alliana. But just before I met the two of

them, my longing to be around children

had propelled me to start doing art projects

with a gioup of local foster children. Today

those efforts have morphed into a small

charity that mentors 400 foster kids

throughout New York City.

I like to say diat starting diis charity, Foster

Pride, was a happy accident-a way to fiolfill

my owi need diat has ended up helping odi-

ers in the bargain. But in truth, it wasn't

accidental at all. I made a decision to go after

my dreams, even diough they took me in a

direction I would never have foreseen. I

staked a claim on what I wanted, because

I nev er doubted that I was worth it. ^
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or abundant forests tomorrow
Plant It Forward" today.

Do you recycle? Ever plant a tree or reuse your paper grocery bags? Every time you do things like these

that Renew. Reuse. Respect: our forests, you Plant It Fomard Visit us online at abundantforests.org

where you can get many more easy, fun ideas and become part of the Plant It Forward movement.

And tell your friends to visit. The more people who get involved, the better for the future of our forests.

The people of the wood and paper products industry have been Planting It Forward for

years. We plant over 1.7 million new trees every day, more than making up for what

is harvested. But together, we can do even more. Visit us online today and get started.

abundantforests.org
mm

Abundant Forests Alliance

Renew. Reuse. Respect.'"
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The Pursuit
Of Happiness

Plain or hapDiness is overrated.

Find out what really makes life sweet

man once told me that

he'd broken up with

his fiancee because she

;
, didn't make him hap-

^ py enough. Mind you.

he was happ)' with her. it's just that

she didn't make him as happ)- as he

felt a future wife should.

Obviously, this says more about

the man-and his level of matu-

rity-than it docs about his ex-

fiancee or marriage, but it does

I

give memorable insight into how

I

some people view happiness: He

seemed to believe his happiness was

dependent on the people, things and

1

circumstances that surrounded him.

It's as if he believed the things outside

' of him were respcjnsiblc for making

him happ)-.

j

\et the Bible teaches that we should

I

live above our circumstances, even

when they're positive and pleasant.

In essence, the Bible says don't settle

for happiness-aim for joy. Joy comes

from within. Joy is not dependent on

i the people in vour life or the posses-

sions you accumulate or what s

happening in your life.

God sa\ s we will find joy. e\ cn in

the most dilficult of circumstances,

when we trust that He is in control

and working m use the good-and the

bad-of our lives for a greater pur-

])nse. is inside you. certainty of

purjiosc and a hopeful 1 "ue.

The apostle Paul understood this,

writing about joy while in prison,

chained to a guard, alone m a foreign

citv: "Whatever happens, dear broth-

ers and sisters, may the Lord give you

joy. . .
." Paul suggested there are two

kevs to transforming mere happiness

into a deeply felt, ever-present joy.

First, live each day by gi'ace. Grace

means you don't have to earn God s

love and you don't have to earn His

approval. And here's some joyful

news: If you don't have to earn God's

love, then you don't have to earn

anyone else's love, not from your

spouse, your children, your in-laws,

your parents or )our friends.

God offers His love unconditionally,

and you can joyfully live in that grace

everv' da)', all day long. Understand-

ing this drains the tension from your

life. You can make mistakes and

know that you're still loved by God.

Second, stay focused on what's

really important. There are a lot ot

little things that can steal your joy. but

only if you let them.Jesus taught this:

"There is far more to your life than

the food vou put in your stomach,

more to your outer appearance than

the clothes you hang on your body."

Mv sister. Chaundel. thought about

this Bibl^ verse back in 1986. when

she learned her house in Marysville.

California, was under nine feet of

water. She'd spent the entire day

cleanins; her house, and then went

out to dinner with her husband.

Tom. During dinner, the local levee

broke and flooded the area. Even

in her grief she joked. "We drove

our Chevy to the levee, and the

levee was dry."

Looking back on that time, Chaun-

del says. "God taught us that such a

loss really makes you think about

what's important and what's going to

last. For instance, our possessions

were wiped out in a matter of min-

utes, but we were reminded that, even

though we'd lost all the pictures of

our 16-month-old baby, the impor-

tant thing is that Ryan was alive and

well. Within a year our house was

rebuilt, but we could never replace

each other."

Frankly, happiness is overrated.

}ov is often forgotten, yet it will stabi-

lize your life as you embrace grace

and focus on the things that are truly

important, moving a bad-hair day

down the list and relationships up to

the top. No matter what happens.

may God give you joy. d

Toil can kani more about living The Purpose

Dri\ cn Life h going to www.purpose

dri\ enlife.com or hy e-mailing Rick Warren

at askrickanythin^purposedrivenlife.com.
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Feed
Your Skin

ALOE VERA

Liquid hand

soap IS one

of life's little

pleasures, and

Dial's Yogurt

Aloe Vera

Nourishing

Hand Wash,

$2.29 doesn't

disappoint. The

sleek bottle looks so pretty on

my sink, the scent is clean and

refreshing and. better yet, the

soap's yogurt proteins— natural

moisturizers now
making their

way into skin-

care products-

leave my hands

softer than

they've ever felt.

Also available in

Beauty Director
Manilla Honey

Patricia Reynoso . . yum!

On-the-Go
Teeth Whitening
Brighteniiij^ \ ()iir smile at home is simple, fast and—

compared with the ])ricc of a professional treatment-

affordable. Hut if Nou'v e steered clear of at-home teeth

uhiteniui; because using the strips seemed like too much

trouble, then \()u're in luck, lasterine's Wliitening Onick-

Dissolving Strips, S2'?.99 for a t\\()-\\eek kit, melt right

on \ ()ur teeth w ithin 10 minutes, and since therc'.s no

rinsing or brushing afterward, vou can whiten anywhere-

c\en w hen vou're in vour ear as \ou drive to the mall.

rhe\ leave a mintv taste behind that will make von smile!

INDULGENCE

CLEVER COMPACTS
Makeup compacts of the future have arrived! Thanks to oversize mirrors

that tilt and spin a full 360 degrees, you can say good-bye to squinting and

craning your neck for the perfect view. Find this nifty new type of mirror in:

•Lola Laptop Creme Color To Go, 'NYX Cosmetics Black Label Compact, $25,

$38 (pictured), delivers fun essentials, a mineral-based face powder, is chemical-

such as four cream-to-powder eye and preservative-free, making it ideal for all

•*i shadows, two lip glosses and a highlighter skin types, even redness- or acne-prone skin.
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quired fixing. Who was I to disagree?

It was around my 12th birthday that

she declared I was capable of straight-

ening my own hair—so I did. In fact,

die entire process—now consisting of a

blow-dryer, round brush and, at times,

a flatiion-felt so natural that I never

considered letting my curls just be.

Recently, though, I found myself

studying the curly manes continued

ADIFS; HOME JOURMA, SEPTEMBER 2007
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THAT WAS THE
Q' J^STfON FOR OUR

director,
Patricia reynoso. she
decided to give her

curls a chance

When I was little, my
mother would set my
curly hair with giant

rollers on Saturday

mornings and sit me imder the bon-

net hair dryer she"d set up on the

kitchen table. If I dared to complain

about the tug of the rollers or die heat

of the drver. she would remind me

that pretty (meaning straight) hair re-



TRODUCING THE 4-DAY W

YOU DON'T USE ON YOUR FACE.

New K-Y" Brand LIQUIBEADS" is the first and only vaginal moisturizer that's a discreet and gentle

insert. One LIQUIBEADS' insert dissolves v^ithin minutes, then gradually releases to lost up to

four days. Use it regularly and you can kiss dryness goodbye. Heaven!

Visit vv/wv^/.ky.com/promo/LHJ and give it a try.

Liquibeads"
long lasting vagmal moisturizer

restores vaginal moisture

lasts up to 4 days

estrogen free

O o
6 less Tiess OVULE'
in&erts & drsposable sppltcators

(actual size) K-Y. For the love of your life.
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women like themselves, diis duo from

Austin, Texas, launched their Web
site. Today they have 7,000 liits daily

and offer nearly 500 products.

"By and large, curly hair is consid-

ered something that needs to be

fLxed," " says Heber, echoing my moth-

er's famous edict. Many hairstylists

aien"t trained to work widi die special

qualides of curly hair, she adds, includ-

ing its fine, dry texture, so the curly-

haired are usually encotnaged to go

straight. But the last five vears have

been good to them: Many product

Lines now cater specifically to curls and

more and more "curly hair" salons

have opened nationwide.

NaturallyCurly.com taught me that

curls, just like skin, fall into different

types. According to its classification

system I'm a 3B, which means that I

have bouncy ringlets and tight cork-

screws, and that I should stick to

extra-hydrating products. Armed with

the appropriate styling tips for my
curl type, I was well on my way.

Here's what I did, and vou can, too.

Where to Find It, page 258

of certain celebrities, such as Sai ahJes-

sica Parker and the singer Shakira.

And at home I was mesmerized by the

bounce of my 6-year-old daughter's

liirglets and thought, / -wish I had ciidy

hair. But hold on a minute ... I did! I

just didn't know how to style it. My
earlier attempts had all resulted in an

undefined, frizzy mop that I would

immediately slick back into a ponytail.

My curiosity landed me in the care

of Michelle Breyer and Gretchen

Heber. founders of NaturallyCurly

.com. Frustrated by the lack of styling

information for stylish curly-haired

Shampoo sparingly

and condition thoroughly

I shampoo just twice a week, so I was

already on the right track. (Shampoo-

ing daily robs curls of moisture, lead-

ing to frizz.) Also, since I highlight and

heat-style my hair, I've always used

rich conditioners. PImv!

Add even more moisture

At this point I would have normally

reached for my round bmsh aird blow-

dr\er. Instead. I followed Heber and

Breyer's ad\'ice and coated my sopping

wet hair with a moisturizing pre-st\ier

to help quench any frizzies.

Tij: (1) Curluto Striatum Lotion. $10, or

Curly Hair Solutions Curl Keeper. $14

Activate your curls

I learned that my curls would benefit

from a cmi cream (for mild hold) or gel

(for stronger hold). I ran my chosen

srsier through my hair section by section

to ensure that every strand was coated.

Try: (2) AG Hair Cosmetics re.roil Curl

Activator, $17, or (3) Pantene Pro-V Curl

Defining Scrunching Gel, $3.99

cup^.
Once rfty hair was treated, I lifted and

clipped sections at the crown of my
head for extra lift. Also, since curls tend

to shrink as diey dry, I placed a few clips

at the ends to stretch my hair out, I was

amazed by how well that worked.

Try: (4) Devachan DevaClips, $5 for a

small tin

... and Dry
I knew that diffusers use gende heat to

drv' curls but I had never put one to

the test. My techno-sawy 6-year-old

son helped me attach the (5) Sedusa

Hair Diffuser, $54.99, to my blow-

dryer and watched as I placed my hair

into the bowl-like contraption. Min-

utes later we were awed by my soft,

frizz-free curls. I ran pomade along

m\' hairline for added shine.

Also try: Devachan DevaFuser and Deva-

Sun Dryer, $185, a hand-shaped dijjuser

(ideal for drying near the scalp) and ionic

blow-dryer duo; (6) Redken Water Wax

03. $15.95

A few months have now passed since

my curl enlightenment, and I can't be-

lieve that I ever denied myself such

stA-ling options. Better still, I'm proud to

be following my daughter's advice,

wlrich she delivered one day as we were

discussing our joint destiny as curly

gil ls. "Mama," she said, "you have to be

who vou are." Fmally, point taken! Ck

ij Upload your photo to try the latest celebrity hairstyles on your own head. Go to www.lhj.com/tryahairstyle
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Danielle
by

Danielle Stee

The fragrance.

Believe

in happy endings,

ection

1.7 fl. oz,

3.3 fl. oz,

.5 fl. oz.

6.8 fl. oz.

30.00

39.00

100.00

20.00

geited re'ail.

.' differ by retailer.

el IS 3 tiddemark oi Danielle Steel daniellesteelbeauty.com



Dactiv® Solution worked for these

Is. We guarantee it will work for

urs . . . or your money back.

KocJati € Fields

oactiy proactiy

Renewing

Cleanser

W/iflf/on Iheti^l

Wnzoyi peroxide

•cne treatment

2FL OZ 60 ml.

Revitalizing

Toner

^ination Jherapl'

2fL OZ 60ml.

f'epairing

Lotion

'"^bination TheraPf

'f-ie treatment

H Ql 30 ml

you can help solve the acne problem.

show them how to move on to happier things.

5 a happier, more confident,

38 teenager. That just mght be

3est benefit of the guaranteed

i/*" Solution. Developed by

nale dermatologists, it's a

ite system that cleans the

Jps heal blemishes and actually

revent future breakouts.

! Rodan and Dr. Kathy Fields, two

l-trained dermatologists devoted

I years to developing Proactiv

, while treating over 1.000

a month. Now it's available to

tout a prescription!

Benzoyl Peroxide cleanser attacks

acne-causing bacteria, while it buffs

away oil, dirt and dead skin cells.

A refreshing, alcohol-free toner lifts

away impurities that can plug pores.

And the medicated Repairing Lotion

IS designed to attack bacteria all the

way down at ttie source, helping to

prevent new blemishes.

It works so well that clear skin

Is guaranteed! Let your teen try it

for a full 60 days. If both of you are

not completely satisfied with the

improvement, |ust return the bottles

within 60 days of delivery - even if

they're empty - and we'll refund 100°

of the purchase price {less shipping

and handling).

Rodan & Fields

SOLUTION
Hflll nnwf 1 -R77-7n7-'^Rf;ft

Get 2 FREE BONUSES. A S20 Value!

• Refining Mask. Medicated tor deep cleansing.

It speeds the results ot our 3-Step System.

• Face The Facts, wntten by ttie doctors who

created Proactiv Solution. It answers all your

questions about healing and preventing acne.

COMPLETE SYSTEM ONLY »19"p,.s,*,

SAVE OVER 50% off individual product prices.

35 YES! .votiia tove to have ciear. smooth, olemish.'ree skin! Send r>ie my Proactiv' Solution 30-day kit

vviif i ;isk-;ree 60-day guarantee! One complete s^-slem tor onry St9 95 plus So 95 stiipping iS handling ua

PRIORITY MAIL (U S. funds only) CA. lA. NC S PA residents please add applicable sales tax.

Check or Money Order enclosed tor oii .lopacabfe sales tax, payable to Proactw Solkition.

Charge mv QviSA DM C " .o.er

Acct.«

Signature

By oroenng now. you'll automatically be enrolled m the Proactiv" Solution Clear Skin Club Atter 30 days,

you'll automatically receive a new 60-day kit (less two bonuses) every two months, ana you II lock in

the low once of only SI 9.95 per month (plus s/h and any applicable sales tax per shipment), charged

to the credit card provided above, for as long as you are a member There is no minimum number

of kits to buy and you can cancel future shipments by calling customer service at any time.

Nane CALL NOW, OR MAIL TO:

Proactiv" Solution, c/o Guftiy.Renker."

PC. Box 362965, Des Moines, lA 50336

www.proactiv.com

Phone L
I in c,ase we nave a qiieslion at)otit yoii- otclei

— — " •



Make Me Owr!

WAKEUP
MAKEUP

"L

Want to look bright-eyed and

energized? So did this busy

mother of three. We show you

how to do it, in five minutes flat

ately, my face needs more

than just skin-care products

to look good," 40-year-old

Stacie Pare told us. A stay-at-

home mom in Columbia. Maryland,

Stacie homeschools her three children

and coaches their swimming and

basketball teams wliile training for

triathlons herself. Stacie's schedule

doesn't give her much free time to primp,

so we wanted to teach her some quick

tricks that help fake a litde beauty sleep.

No makeover is complete without a

hair transformation, so we also fulfilled

Stacie's request for a new cut and color

to cover her gray. "I don't mind that the

srav makes me look a certain age but I

do mmd that it makes me look as though

I need a nap!" Stacie joked.

We took Stacie to the Rita Hazan

Salon, in New York City, for a lesson

with makeup artist Ramy Gafni, a cut

from stylist Eugene Toye and color

services from salon owner (and celebrity

colorist) Hazan herself. continued

YOUR 5-MINUTE FACE
< Prescriptives

Virtually Fresh

Skin Refining

Makeup SPF 15,

S32.50. IS an oil-

free foundation
that provides

weightless
coverage.

^ Ramy Beauty
Therapy Blush in Alive!,

$19, is a peachy bronze

shade that

brightens

both
cheeks
and lids.

Wet n Wild 3-of-

a-Kind Tw/lst-Up

Stick in South
Beach. $3.99, is a

bronzy cream
highlighter that

adds warmth to

lids, cheekbones
and lips.

Ramy Beauty
Therapy 2Lips in

Kiss and Tell, $24
multitasks with a

shimmery. neutral

berry lip liner on
one end and
matching gloss

on the other.

ral

"
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6 Steps to Wake Up
"Concealer will hide any darkness

and redness and make you look

more awake," Gafni (left) promised

Stacie as he blended a moisturizing

concealer under her eyes and on her

lids. "Wow! It makes a huge

difference!" Stacie exclaimed.

Gafni also evened out the redness

on Stacie's cheeks with light-

weight foundation. "I can't even feel

she remarked with surprise.

3 Next, Gafni swept a bronzer with

peach undertones on the apples

of Stacie's cheeks to warm her skin

tone. He also applied the same color

to her lids, noting

how' "peach really

makes Stacie's blue

eyes pop."

4Taupe cream

shadow along her

creases and eyeliner in

the same shade on her top lash line

further enhanced Stacie's eyes. Gafni

told Stacie that she could soften the

color widi a cotton swab. "The line

doesn't have to be perfect," he noted.

5 "Stacie has nice

lashes, but they are

ver\' light," said Gafni. He
applied two coats of black

mascara on the upper

lashes, which instandy

defined and opened up

her bright blue eyes.

6 Stacie's regular matte pink

lipstick looked a litde old-

fasliioned, so Gafni replaced it with a

sliimmeiy beny lip gloss and

matching liner. "The juicier texture is

more youthful and the color is more

sopliisticated," said Gafni.

—Erica Metzger

From Gray
TO Great

tacie's washed-out color

and gray roots make her

complexion more sallow,"

assessed Hazan (above). She

warmed Stacie's base color to a

light golden brown, then topped it

with honey and caramel highlights.

"The color is rich and wonderful,"

Stacie noted.

Stacie's bob made her thick,

unruly hair harder to manage.

"Women with extra body

shouldn't wear their hair big and

boxy," said Toye (below). He

thinned down the bulk in the back

and added more layers up front to

create sexy movement. Stacie was

thrilled: "The cut is fabulous."
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ADVERTISEMENT

eiss-fischmann
THE FIRST LADY OF NAILS

;i Weiss-Fischmann is the co-owner and artistic

lor of OPI Products Inc. F'all is her time to recharge

get ready for a new season of fashion, creative

challenges, and family activity!

onto suzisbeautyblog.com for all the latest from

Suzi on baauty. faabion, traval, wailness, and morel

jar pink, share pink.

D,

-J

!r is Breast Cancer

ness Month, time to

iber to schedule your

logram and to wear a

ibon m support of the

gainst this disease. You

50 show you care by

ig V :s, OPI's

ail Lacquer shade

i exclusively to support

17, OPI will donate

)0 to the organization,

tielt, hopehil light

'ink of Hear :-,

snts the power of

the power of women
ting each other, and
wer of pink.

mm
P HkOf
HEARTS

OPI

RUSSIAN
COLLECTION BY OPI

A SEASON OF OPULENCE
This fall promises to be one of the most beautiful in terms of fashion. Luxurious fabrics

- like cashmere, satin and velvet - simple, ladylike silhouettes, and rich accessories

(jeweled closures on handbags and faux fur on hemlines and cuffs) make this a

season of modern opulence. And the colors of the Russian Collection by OPI capture

the trends of the season perfectly. Inspired by the anstocratic elegance of Russia's

past, these colors for nails and lips are sophisticated, sumptuous, and magnificently

modern. And who couldn't use a touch of opulence in her life?

I

^^^^H j^^^^B ^^^^H ^^^^H ^^^^m ^^^^H L'p iighi St

^^1^ ^^^^f ^^^^f ^^^^f ^1^^ ^^^^P Kreme de la Kremlin. Su;i Says Dal OPI Lip Colour

!".\ onk .f'J a S'l^v -u^w 'o'nuj'a

Lett to right, top row: Cosmo-Not Tonight Honeyl.

Kreme de la Kremlin". Ruble fdr Your Thoughts. An

Affair in Reo Square. Vodka & Caviar, Boris & Natasha.

Bottom row Midnight in Moscow, St, Petersburgundy*.

Catherine the Grape, Siizi Says Da'", Siberian Nights.

Russian Navy "Suzi s Picks, also available m coordinating

Lid Colour and Lid Line

Contains no OBP, Toluene or F-ormaidehyde

Nail Lacquers feature OPI's exclusive ProWidc'*^ Brush,

Model IS wearing taiix fur

Available October 2007

Contains no OBP. Toluene, or Formaldehyde

Features OPI's exclusive ProWide'" Brush

AHH-MAZING SILKY SKIN!
My favonte ways to get soft, silky skin are with Avojuice Skin

Quenchers lotions in new Orange Almond Juicie (bnght

orange with a touch of almond essence! and Japanese

Garden Juicie (exotic notes of rose, violet, and clean woods).

Each IS filled with natural moistunzers and smells wonderful!

information, visit www.komen org or call I -800 I'M AWARE

Must-haves for Fall
A fitted dress in darkest blue (the new black!); vintage pumps;

a touch of faux fur; more tune to help her kids with their

homework; a romantic weekend getaway with her husband!

re information about OPI or about a career in the professional beauty industry, call 800-341 -9999 or visit www.opi.com.
=^•5007 noi O,, OPT



MENTS

THESE SIX MANICURE
TOOLS ARE ALL YOU NEED

FOR A PROFESSIONAL
LOOK RIGHT AT HOME

r \

1 Clip 'Em!
Nothing ruins the look of your

hands like uneven nails, so trim

super-long and jagged ends

with a nail clipper. TRY: Revlon

Expert Effect Nail Clip. $2.99,

with cushioned grips for less

risk of slipping.

2 File Away
A file shapes nails and fine-

tunes the work of the clipper.

Look for one made from

ground crystal, which has a

finer grit than an emery board

or metal file. TRY: LaCross

Crystal Nail File, $8.95, made of

strong tempered glass,

3 Buff Up
Buffing smoothes the nail

surface and creates Intense

shine, making it an essential

LADIES' HOME JOURNAL
I
SEPTEMBER 2007

part of the perfect manicure.

TRY: Creative Nail Design

smRiTUAL, Glossing Buffer Block, $5.50. Its

green side evens out ridges,

while the white, wax-coated flip

»de imparts shine.

Heal With
ydration

Moisturized nails are less likely

to break, so hydrate yours with

cwticle oil. Your hands will look

prettier, too. "It's similar to the

brightening effect that lipstick

has for the face: cuticle oil does

the same thing for your nails,"

says Suzi Weiss-Fischmann,

executive vice president and

artistic director of OPI. TRY:

Sally Hansen Diamond Strength

Cuticle + Nail Oil, $5.95,

moisturizes with grape-seed oil.

5 Make Stick Sense
Pushing back the cuticles

exposes more of the nails,

making them look longer.

Choose from metal, plastic or

wooden sticks (which should

have cotton-covered tips).

"Wrapping the tip prevents

cutting the tissue surrounding

the nail," says Roxanne Valinoti,

education ambassador for

Creative Nail Design. TRY: OPI

Reusable Cuticle Sticks, $2.95

for two plastic sticks.

6 Sanitize Sensibly
Even at-home tools need to be

kept clean. Mild sanltizers don't

contain the same powerful

ingredients used by salons, but

they will keep your tools

pristine between manicures.

TRY: SpaRitual Visionary

Cleanser, $18, with juniper

essential oil, an antiseptic. A
few spritzes over your tools will

keep them fresh.

—Mandy Hendrix

Where to Find It, page 258



Olay

Now, fortify at night

and wake up to skin that's

as resilient as you are.

Plete
" ere*""

Give your skin nourishing moisture with New Olay Complete Night

Fortifying Cream. It helps build your skin's moisture barrier, making

it more resilient to the damaging effects of the environment. Now,

strengthening your skin is so easy you can do it in your sleep.

Love the skin you're in."

Olay
complete
NIGHT

FORTIFYING
cream



Blai l Y Journal

There's plenty to love about being on the other side of 40: increased

confidence, courage and grace. But. let's be honest: It's no fun to find

that your tried-and-true beauty routine doesn't quite cut it anymore.

The pioducts. techniques and colors that used to polish us up oh so

perfectly no longer get the job done. And though your insdnct may be to

use more of everything, what your more-mature skin and facial features

really need is a new approach, one that doesn't have to take a lot of time,

hi just minutes, the characterisrics of a young-looking face-big eyes, high

brows, defined cheekbones and pouty lips—can be yours again.

LADIES' HOME JOURNAL
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FACING FACTS

1. Brows: You're not imagining it—

your brows have gotten thinner

because all hair thins with age. The

brow itself might also sit lower on

your face because the loss of

collagen and elastin (proteins that

lelp keep skin firm) causes sagging.

2. Upper lids: Don't be surprised if

your eyes remain puffy long after

you've woken up. Everything from

decreased circulation to loss of

elasticity (more side effects of

aging) is to blame.

3. Under eyes: Dark circles, already

annoying, get darker with time.

Likely culprits: thinning of the skin,

which brings the veins closer to the

surface, and the disappearance of

the fat pads that sit below the eyes,

which cause shadows to reflect off

the hollows, darkening the area.

4. Lashes: You guessed it. Lashes

become skimpier and wimpier

5. Skin: Wrinkles set up permanent

camp on your face, especially near

the eyes, on the forehead and

around the mouth. Your skin is

likely drier, too, because of reduced

oil production and hormonal

fluctuations. Years of sun exposure

has damaged your melanocytes, the

skin cells that produce melanin,

resulting in uneven pigmentation

and dark spots. Finally, a slow-

down in cell turnover leaves you

with a pileup of dead skin cells

and duller, rougher texture.

6. Lips: Our lips' natural fullness

becomes a distant memory, and

the lip line loses definition owing to

sun damage and loss of elasticity

Also, some women develop vertica

lines etched around the mouth

7. Jaw/neck: Gravity's pull, coupled

with the loss of collagen and elastin,

contribute to this loss of definition

along the contours of the face



Beauiy Journal

FACIAL SKIN

r

r

1. Because of its rougher texture,

mature skin doesn't Inold on to color

for long, nnaking primer a makeup

essential. The newest formulas not

only create a smooth surface that

color can adhere to, but their light-

reflecting particles instantly wake up

a wan complexion. Spread it all over

the face and let set.

1

2. Piling on a heavy layer of

foundation or powder will only make

lines and wrinkles stand out more.

Instead, use a synthetic-bristle brush

to concentrate coverage around key

areas, such as on your nose, forehead

and chin. This will give you a more-

natural effect than slathering a thick

coating over your entire face.

EYES

^^^^^^

3. Concealer, applied from the inner

corner to mid-pupil, brightens up the

eye like nothing else. Start with three

dots right near your tear duct and

blend with your ring finger (which has

less pressure than your other fingers)

or a brush. Add more if necessary, but

don't layer concealer over the lines

near the outer corners of your eyes.

.4, Time to define! Line your upper

lash line with a richly colored liner—

not black, which is harsh—but don't

line underneath your eyes, as that will

only make you look tired. Makeup

artist Carol Shaw suggests keeping

the line very fine. "A thick line will

close up the eyes," she says. You have

many liner textures to choose from,

including a pencil (used here), cream

liner or shadow applied with a brush.

5. Remembering that light-colored

shadows attract light and dark-

colored shadows absorb light takes

the mystery out of eye shadow
choice. For example, pinky or beige

shadows on the lids direct the

attention there, helping to brighten

your eyes. Following with a dark

shade—brown or gray will do—along
the bone of your crease will help

"firm" up a saggy lid. This trick is

"like putting on black when you

want t& look thinner," says makeup
artist Laura Geller.

6. A well-groomed brow is even more

essential as we age. Fill in gaps using

feathery strokes with a pencil that's a

shade lighter than your brow hair, and

avoid hard, drawn-in lines—or risk tha

Joan Crawford look! To further lift th

eyes, experts recommend defining

along the top part of the brow,

starting a bit in from the inner edge

and concentrating on the peak.

Soften any lines with a cotton swab.

Where to Find It, page
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CHEEKS & JAWLINE
7. Cheek color is so essential that it

calls for two steps. Start with a

cream blush in a shade that

matches your skin's^natural^flush;' a

creamy texture is' ^deai for older,

drier skio- Blend it wittj your fingeVs,

'

keeping the color just on the appl©^'

of the cheeks' '

- .

9. Makeup artists love contouring

since it brings back the definition' that

makes you look polished and- put-

together It's surprisingly simple, too.

Take a darker foundation or powder

ancfrub.it along your neck and right,

underneath your jaw. The goal is to

have the color emulate the natural

shadow that's already there.

lO. A's the lip line becomes less /

defined and tiny lines start to appear,

lip liner-ralways b star player—rea.lly

begins to earri its keepf. But to avbid

rlng-aroun6-the-lip, use a lip pencil in

a sheer, glossy texture. The r§^u<t is

subtle a*nd modern. ^

8. Next up: powder blush. Go for a

shade that'% brighter than you usually

wear for that extra pop of color that

mature skin needs. Dusting it ever the

cream blush—with a brush this time-

makes the look last for hours.

n. B&ige and hr^q^n lipstick might

look more natural, but' ifs the

brighter shades .Ct|>ink cranberry and

Cherry) that r^ally^omplement

fading skin tor\es. .Go for the sheerest

texture you can find and dab it on

with^youf finger for a pouty look

59
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SHINE ON
What do a bright lipstick with

a hint of sparkle, face powder

Infused with shimmer and a tinge

of glow all have in common?

They can make you look yeSrs

younger! Here's how: The sparkly

particles illuminate your prettiest

features subtly yet noticeably

Just make sure to keep it t^

,

one feature at a time,>>r1?ou'll risk

looking like a disco ball!

HERE, SOME GREAT FALL FINDS:

(1) Benefit Sheer Cream Blusher in Hush! $18

(2) Lory^erfectly Lit Luminizing Oil-Free

Powder in Luminous, $32.

(3)_fenc6me Color Fever Lipstick

In^shion Crave Framboise, $24.

Maybelline New York

5efine-a-Line Eyeliner in Rich

?aisin, $5.55

60 1
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WHAT TO TOSS:

•Anything with heaps of glitter: Subtle shimmer is

flattering, but layering gobs of glittery makeup over

wrinkles is the same as screaming, "Look at me! Look

at me!" Not the effect you're looking for.

•Anything too chalky and dry: A soft, touchable texture

is the key to making up a younger-looking face. So long

dusty, chalky powder! It was nice knowing you, dry,

matte lipstick!

•Anything in little-girl pastels: Still attached to the

baby-blue and cotton-candy-pink palettes of your

youth? Donate them to your daughter. Those colors

might look young but that doesn't mean that they'll

make you look younger.

WHAT TO ADD:

1. A lightweight foundation with good-for-your-skin

ingredients. Try: Avon ANEW Beauty Age-Transforming

Foundation SPF 15, $16.

2. A taupe blush for chiseling the edges of your

cheekbones, jawline and neck. Try: MAC Powder Blush

in Emote, $17.50.

3. An eye-shadow palette with a variety of light shades

QLSDESIGN

to highlight your lids and brow bone, along with darker

shades for contouring your crease. Try: Bobbi Brown

Stonewashed Nudes Palette, $50, or Sonia Kashuk Eye

Palette in Perfectly Neutral, $12.99 (not pictured).

4. A brow pencil and brush duo that's a breeze to

apply. Try: Prescriptives Groom Stick for Brows, $18.50.

5. A powder blush In a vivid shade that stays put. Try:

DiorBlush in A Touch of Blush, $34, or Flirt! Peek-A-

Blush in Crazy in Love, $12 (not pictured).

6. An ultra-glossy mascara that fattens skimpy lashes.

Try: Lancome Cils Design Pro Dual End Mascara, $35,

or Prestige Lash Matrix Mascara, $5.95 (not pictured).

7. A primer that helps your makeup stay put. Try:
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n. A cream blush that matches your skin's natural flush.

Try: Almay Smart Shade Blush in Pink, $8.99.

12. A multitasking face powder that sets makeup and

delivers a hint of glow. Try: Lorac Perfectly Lit Oil-Free

Luminizing Powder in Spotlight, $32, or CoverGirl

Advanced Radiance Age-Defying Pressed Powder, $6.99

(not pictured).

13. A lip liner in a gloss-like texture that defines

without overpowering. Try: MAC Lipglass Pencil in

Neutralzone, $13.50.

14. A bright yet sheer lipstick that takes the fear factor

out of fall's intense shades. Try: Yves Saint Laurent Rouge
Pure Shine Sheer Lipstick in Italian

Cherry, $28, or Wet n Wild Wild

Shine Lipstick in Jaded Shine, $1.99

(not pictured).

Benefit "That Gal" Brightening Face Primer, $27,

which also adds a flicker of luminescence, or Revio

Age Defying Instant Firming Face Primer, $13.99

(not pictured).

8. A concealer that brightens and covers. Try:

Maybelline New York Instant Age Rewind Double

Face Perfector, $8.99, with a highlighter on one end

and a high-pigment concealer oh the other.

9. Your most important tool: a foundation brush. Try:

Lancome Foundation Brush #2, $32, with a tapered

edge for precise blending.

10. A cream liner in an intense, eye-brightening jewel

tone. Try: L'Oreal Paris HIP High Intensity Pigments

Color Truth Cream Eyeliner in Teal, $12.
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IThis oversize fold-over

clutch from Maxx, $148, flips

open to become a tote using

hidden handles. And we really

love the art deco patent detail.

2 Royal blue is a hot color for

fall, and this mini crossbody

bag from Sigrid Ols6n, $98, is

perfect for all your essentials.

3 Make a big impact with this

slick candy-apple red tall

shopper from Maxx, $195.

4 Retro styling works overtime

in this modern black patent

frame bag from- Simply Vera

Vera Wang, $55. The designer's

new line for Kohl's brings

Wang's unique look to

suburban stores nationwide.

5 A satchel from Christian

Livingston at Notanonymous,

$100, showcases two of

the season's top trends: patent

leather detail and the color

gray—today's newest go-with-

everything neutral.







Sharp-shouldered close-cut

jackets are a neat reentry into

fall. Think late 1940s and shapely,

elegant Hollywood suits, and you'

get the idea. They complement

your curves and look sophisticated

with either a matching skirt or

pants, or over a printed dress for

a refreshing separates look we
love. Opposite page: Jacket, $159,

skirt, $69, both United Colors of

Benetton. Blouse, Esprit, $119.50.

Bracelets, Alexis Bittar. Bag,

Banana Republic, $248. Tights,

Hue, $11. Above: Jacket, Uniqio,

$39.50. Dress, United Nations

Colors, $99. Tights, Via Spiga, $24.

Shoes, Enzo Angiolini, $99.















>V MARGERY D. ROSEN

We Almost

Lost Our
Marriage

to Hurricane

Katrina'

Her turn: ''We made it through the worst

part;' said Sue, 33, an office manager who,

with her husband of five years and their three

children, had to evacuate their New Orleans

home when Hurricane Katrina slammed into

the cit\- in late August 2005. -'WeVe renting a nice house in a nice

neighborhood in upstate New York, but our family, our friends,

our hearts are in New Orlemis. Bob and I used to be soul mates.

Now. there's no fun in our lives and not much closeness.

"Our family of five-my daughter, Kristy, 9, from my first mai -

riage. and Bob's two girls, Alicia, 13, andjenna, 11. from his-

lived in a brick house in a quiet subdivision across the street from

a levee. Our garden was our pride and joy: we had grapefruit,

peach andJapanese kumquat trees and gorgeous tropical flowers.

We were always socializing with our neighbors. Now we don t

know where many of them are.

"Tlie irony is diat we lived dirough many odier hurricanes and

the house never even flooded. As late as the Saturday night

before Katiina made landfall, officials were telling us it was going

to be a Categor}' Tliree, well short of Category Five, die most

devastating. So we stocked up on the usual supplies-candles,

flashlights, drinking water-and planned to ride it out. By morn-

ing, though, the news was calling it a Cat Five, heading dead at

us. That meant mandatoiy evacuadon. We

had less dian 24 hours to leave.

"We loaded die car and drove to a friend's

home 110 miles north of die city. The trip

took 12 hours. We stayed in her tiny house,

which was still under construction, for a

mondi, vvidi 11 people, two dogs, one badi-
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room, a hot plate and a niicro\\a\ c. Yet not

one cliild complained! It was amazing. Bob's

parents were still in New Orleans and wc had

no idea where they were. Tlie area where

they lived was destroyed, so we were pretty-

sure they hadn i survived.

"But a week after Katrina struck. Bob's

cell phone rang. It was his dad: t\er)'one was okay and by some

miracle, so was their house. Bob drove back to New Orleans and

saw that although our house had fared better dian most, it was

badly damaged. The roof in back was sheared off. muddy water

was e\'erywhere and our beloved garden was gone. Now we re tr)'-

ing to figure out if it makes sense to rebuild.

"Luckily, we both worked for national companies diat found

jobs for us in Pennsylvania. Newspapers were filled with stories

about communities opening their doors to evacuees, but not in

our town. No one welcomed us: many were downright nasty.

The kids were ridiculed for their accents and their clothes. It was

a huge relief when, after four months. Bob was promoted and we
moved again. But his new job requires him to travel Monday
througli Friday, and I'm still unemployed, which is really stressing

me out. There are so many costs here—winter coats, for example,

and heat—that we didn't worn,' about in New Orleans.

"At least the people here are nice, and the schools are excellent.

But the girls are having trouble making friends. Lately they"\'e

been crying and saying they want to go home. But there's no

home to go to. And they' ve been fighting, which is a new de\ elop-

ment. When Bob and I got married we anticipated all sorts of

"blended-family" problems, but they ne\'er materialized. Now the

smallest thing-whether .'Micia's jacket is "cooler" dian Jenna's. for

instance-sets diem off. Then again. Bob and I don't exactk- set a

good e.xample smce when he finally gets home for the \vcekend

we're so tired and tense we do nothing but bicker.

"I grew up in Baltimore, an only child of blue-collar parents

who worked hard to gi\'e mc a good life. I put myself through col-

lege by doing any job I could find. My parents both died before I

graduated, so I had nothing to keep me in Baltimore. I \\ciu to a

library, opened a U.S. adas and put my finger on a map. It landed

on Atlanta, so I nuned there, found a job and exentualK married

my ne.xl-door neighbor. Kristy was born a year later, bui ihc mar-

riage ended two years later. M\ di\ orce became final the week

before Christinas. Kiisty was widi her father on Christmas Day.

so in a totally out-ofcharacter nunc. I logged on to Match.com.

"Bob had ne\'er tried online dating before, eidicr Bui someone

was kx)king out for us beaiuse we "met' diat vciy da)'. He asked for

my phone number and wc talked for six hours that night and even,'

night for a week. On New Year s E\ c he dro\ e 10 hours fiom New
Orleans to Uikc mc to dinner We've been togedier ever since.

"My husband is a wonderful, generous man. But suice his sides

territon- stretches as far south as Tennessee, he sometimes dri\es

to New Orleans to help others instead of coming home. I feel sclf

ish complaining about that, but I need him /len: He has no idea

how hard it is for mc with him gone all the time. I have to get us

acclimated to a new community, apply for loans and battle every

Tom. Dick and Harry at the Federal Emergency Management

Agency to get the mone\' we dcsene. I'm running covriNutn
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can this

marriage be
saved?

as fast as I can to stay on top of even'-

thing yet I seem to accomplish notli-

ing. I feel as though my husband is

no longer my spouse, just someone I

live with, some of the time.

"The other day we were at a diner

when the old Louis Armstrong song

'Do You Know What It Means to

Miss New Orleans?' came on. Bob

broke down in sobs. I began to cr^'.

too, and then the girls started. We're

all so frazzled-out of place, out of

time, out of everything!''

His turn: "Fm as burned

out as Sue is,"' said Bob,

38, a tall, muscular man
with a shy, thoughtful

manner. "But what can

we do? I'm driving hundreds of

miles every week, trying to figure

out whether to sell our house as is or

rebuild, checking in on my parents

in Louisiana and worrying about

being away from my wife and kids.

The travel is getting to me. My last

job never took me more than 45

minutes from home. Now I cover

several states. When I do get home,

I don't want to talk about every diing

in our life that's gone wrong.

"Besides, what right do I have to

complain? My immediate family

came out okay, but thousands of

other people died and thousands

more, including some of my aunts,

uncles and cousins, have no homes,

no jobs, nothing. Crime is on the

rise, and people are scared. As much

as I want to be home with Sue, I

can't not help.

"All I think about is keeping tliis

family going. As Sue said, the people

here are cordial, but we haven't

made anv real friends and don't teel

genuinely accepted. So we agor

about whether to move back hoi

We want to, but costs are skyrocl

ing and it could take months jus to

find a contractor. We can't start n

any repairs until we get insurarc

money, and after waiting more tin

18 months, we just found out c

weren't approved for a loan beca .e

we moved away. Well, we mo\d

because we had no home and o

jobs! Tell me how that makes ay

sense. Every time I turn aroud

there's a new problem; I'm alw s

fielding calls about some bill th; I

paid but can't prove because ur

records are gone. Louisiana we t

even renew my driver's liceie

because I'm not living there, and a-

ting a New York license is a hi?c

hassle because I travel during le

week and can't get to the Depa-

ment of Motor 'Vehicles.

"Sue and I talk every evening ut

our conversations revolve aroud

what needs to get done. I don't knw

why she thinks I don't appreci.e

her. She's my anchor, die whole fai-

ily's anchor. I love her more tha I

can say. What I don't love is tat

edge in her voice when she speak.^o

me. It's especially hard to take 'C

minute I walk in the door after be -J

on the road for five days. All I -

think is. Get me outta here. Sue . i

needs to slow down. We can t ;i

everything done in a month, or i

a year. I keep telling her to relax,

it's not in her nature. Of com:,

that's one of the reasons I was dro n

to her in the first place. She's - i

and full of energy.

"My parents didn't have mih

money but diey taught my sister iid

me the value of hard work an a

good education. We co^m^ '
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Olay Calm Release Body Wash relaxes you with its lavender

scent and soothes your skin with its hydrating moisturizers.
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IS

saved?

moved 12 times when I was a kid. Like me. my dad was in sales

and e\'en- time liis company offered him a new tenitoiy, we fol-

lowed the money. Because we stayed longest in New Orleans,

diat's where we put down roots. For me. mo\Tng around was nor-

mal. But it"s different for my kids-a catastrophic event caused

them to suddenl)- lose everything and everyone they've ever

knowi. They're not even sure if some of their best friends are dead

or alive. We try- to make them happy, to cheer them up when

the\ 're dovvii, but we're always coming up short.

"I feel anxious and out of control in so many ways. I stopped at

a 7-Eleven the other day to buy gas and a magazine cover about

Katrina victims caught my eye. I felt like I'd been kicked in the gut.

It made me miss m\' friends and the good times we used to have-

and it underscored the fact that our old life is gone forever. WTien

we heard that Louis Armstrong song in the restaurant. I started

bawling like a babv. I hate for mv kids to see me break down. But

what I really don't understand is. why now? We're alive, we're safe,

it's been almost two years. Why does everything feel so bad?"

The counselor's turn: 'A life altering trau

ma such as Hurricane Katriaa can wreak havoc

on even a good marriage," said the counselor.

"Although Sue and Bob were dealing well with

the overwhelming practical aspects of recovery,

they had underestimated the emotional toll it would take on

them, both individually and as a couple. Raised in families where

hard work was expected and complaining frowned upon, they

focused on their children's well-being and ignored their own. Yet

when someone is in emotional pain, the spillover into the mar-

riage is ine\itable. Now that the\' were setding dow-n into more

normal routines, feelings of guilt, anxiety and fear engtilfed them,

trisisering arguments over issues large and small.

"My first goal was to help them appreciate and accept that

what they were experiencing was normal-albeit a 'new normal"

that could last a long time. This couple was not on the brink of

di\orce. but their marriage was slowly being eroded and diey

needed to find ways to reconnect physically and emotionally.

"Everyone reacts diffcrendy to stress, depending on inborn

temperament as well as upbringing and life experiences. These

two had always been resilient, so their difficulty coping upset

them all the more. I explained that once an initial shock wears off,

and the adrenaline that helps in a crisis ebbs, the reality of loss

takes hold. WTienever someone is displaced even temporarily

and separated from friends, neighbors, schools or jobs, farruly

conflict inevitably increases. 'The emotional support we reap

Could Your Marriage Use Saving"!

When your

personal issues

beconne too

^ ^^^pi^=^ much for the tw

of you to handk
on your own, a therapist can help.

Find one near you in our online

therapist directory, which includes

therapists' resumes, photos,

specialties and personal statement*

http://therapists.lhj.com

from these associations is huge,' I noted,

'and its absence can lead to everything from

initability and sleeping problems to anxi-

et\'. indecisiveness and decreased intimacy.'

It's common to feel that just after moving

two steps forward, you're one step behind.

' 'Give yourselves, and your kids, time to

heal," I advised. A large part of my work

involved simply listening and gendy prod-

ding the conversation while they spoke

about their sadness and learned what the

other needed. We focused on simple accom-

plishments. Pace yotirself,' I advised. 'Exam-

ine what you did today-you renewed that

driver's license, you secured a loan—and

celebrate your achievements, no matter

how smaU. That way you'll fret less about

what remains on your to-do list.' Although

the big decision about whether to move

back to New Orleans remained umesolved,

we discussed how they could take control

of situations that were compounding their

stress. For starters, Sue needed regular

acknowledgment from Bob of just how
hard her job was. In turn, he needed some

emotional space when he returned home at

the end of a demanding week on the road.

' Tliis conversation led to one about how

difficult it is for proud people like Sue and

Bob to accept help from others. I asked how

it felt to assist those in need, and they agreed

that being of service was incredibly satisfy-

ing. 'Tliat's a very important part of the

human equation,' I noted. 'By accepting

help from others, you're giving them that

same satisfaction."

'"We talked about con-hnued on page 84
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^9 NEXIUM can heal the damage caused by acid reflux disease

If you suffer from acid reflux disease — persistent heartburn 2 or more days a week, despite treatment

and diet change — you could have damage to your esophagus and not even know it. This damage can occur

over time from acid wearing away the lining of the esophagus, and if left untreated, it could get worse. About

1 in 3 people with acid reflux disease have this condition,* called erosive esophagitis. Only your doctor can

determine if you have this condition.

However, one prescription NEXIUM pill a day not only can provide 24-hour heartburn relief, but for many,

can heal even the most severe erosions in the esophagus caused by acid reflux. Most erosions heal in

4 to 8 weeks. Your results may vary.

NEXIUM has a low occurrence of side effects, which may include headache, diarrhea,

and abdominal pain. Symptom relief does not rule out other serious stomach conditions.

#
Please read the important Product Information about NEXIUM on

the adjacent page and discuss it with your doctor.

For a FREE TRIAL OFFER, visit purplepill.com

or call 1-888-PURPLEPILL (888-787-7537)

If you are without prescription coverage and can 't afford your

medication, AstraZeneca may be able to help.

'Source; AstraZeneca Data on File: DA-NEX-58

®



IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT NEXIUM

Please read this summary caretully and

then ask your doctor about NEXIUWl.

No advertisement can provide ail the

intormatian needed to determine if a drug

is right tor you. This advertisement does

not take the place of careful discussions

w/ith your doctor. Only your doctor has the

training to w/eigh the risks and benefits of

a prescription drug.

WHAT IS NEXIUM?

NEXIUM IS a type of medicine called a proton pump

inhibitor (PPI) and is used to treat acid reflux

disease, also known as gastroesophageal reflux

disease (GERD). GERD is a chronic condition that

occurs when acid from the stomach backs up into

the esophagus (food pipe) causing symptoms, such

as heartburn, or changes to the lining of the

esophagus Common symptoms include treguent

and persistent heartburn, a sour or bitter taste in

the mouth and difficulty swallowing

For adults, NEXIUM is prescribed tor the treatment

of GERD symptoms NEXIUM may also be

prescribed to heal acid-related damage to the lining

of the esophagus (known as erosive esophagitis).

and to maintain this healing. Studies with NEXIUM

did not go beyond 6 months

For adolescents 12 to 17, NEXIUM is approved for

the short-term treatment (up to 8 weeks) of GERD

NEXIUM IS available in two dosage strengths

(20 mg and 40 mg). Only your doctor can prescribe

the dose that's right for you

HOW DOES NEXIUM WORK?

The lining of your stomach has millions of

special cells They make acid through ' acid

pumps," This acid Is produced to help digest the

food you eat. Sometimes the acid backs up into

your esophagus, causing you to feel a burning

sensation of heartburn. Over time, acid can

wear away or erode the lining of the esophagus

This condition, called erosive esophagitis (or EE),

is a more serious effect of acid reflux disease,

and only a doctoi can determine if you have

this damage

NEXIUM can turn off some of these acid pumps

This reduces the chance of heartburn and other acid

reflux disease syiup'-h For many people, one

NEXIUM pill a day un ieiieve heartburn symptoms

for 24 hours

For patients with EE, fjFX!

in the esophagus W!"'v !

may vary

1 heals most erosions

'eeks. Your results

WHO SHOULD NOT TAKE NEXIUM?

You should not take NEXIUM if you

have ever had an allergic reaction to the

active ingredient, esomeprazole magnesium

trihydrate

have ever had an allergic reaction to any of

the following inactive ingredients in NEXIUM

(including the capsule shells); glyceryl

monostearate 40-55. hydroxypropyl cellulose,

hypromellose, magnesium stearate. methacrylic

acid copolymer type C. polysorbate 80. sugar

spheres, talc, triethyl citrate, gelatin, FD&C Blue

#1 . FD&C Red #40, D&C Red #28, titanium

dioxide, shellac, ethyl alcohol, isopropyl alcohol,

n-butyl alcohol, propylene glycol, sodium

hydroxide, polyvinyl pyrrolidone. and D&C

Yellow #10

are allergic to any PPI medication

are younger than 12 years of age

are pregnant, think you may be pregnant,

or are planning to become pregnant

are breast-feeding

HOW SHOULD I TAKE NEXIUM?

NEXIUM should be taken only when prescribed

by a doctor Follow his or her instructions about

when and how to take NEXIUM, If you are unsure or

have questions, ask your doctor

One NEXIUM pill should be taken once per day,

or as prescribed by your doctor Take it at least

1 hour before a meal. Swallow the pill whole

If you have a hard time swallowing the pill, you can

empty it into a tablespoon of applesauce. Be sure

to eat it right away Never chew or crush it. Never

store it for later use,

WHAT SHOULD I TELL MY DOCTOR

BEFORE TAKING NEXIUM?

Before taking your medication, tell your doctor

if you;

are taking any other medication, including

any over-the-counter (OTC) medication

have suffered any allergic reaction to

any medication

have or have had severe liver damage

are pregnant, think you may be pregnant,

or are planning to become pregnant

are breast-feeding

are taking a blood thinner (such as Coumadin^

or warfarin
I

are taking a drug to treat or prevent fungal

infections (such as ketoconazole)

are taking a drug for HIV treatment called

atazanavir

WHAT ARE THE POSSIBLE SIDE

EFFECTS OF NEXIUM?

In adults, side effects with NEXIUM may include

headache, diarrhea, and abdominal pain.

In adolescents 12-17, side effects with NEXIUM

may include headache, diarrhea, abdominal pain,

and nausea,

NEXIUM may cause other side effects besides

those listed here. If you have any side effects

or symptoms that you are concerned about,

talk with your doctor.

Symptom relief with NEXIUM does not mean

other serious stomach conditions do not exist,

HOW SHOULD I STORE NEXIUM?

NEXIUM should be stored at room temperature

(25°C. 77^F). Keep your pills in the bottle they came

in. Keep ffie pills away from children. If your doctor

tells you to stop treatment, throw out the pills. Do

not take your pills after the date of expiration on the

bottle has passed,

WHERE CAN I GET MORE

INFORMATION ABOUT NEXIUM?

Talk to your doctor about NEXIUM. You can

obtain full prescribing information and other

details by visiting vifw/w. purplepill.com or

calling 1-800-236-9933.

GENERAL ADVICE

It IS important to take NEXIUM as prescribed and

to discuss any changes you experience while

taking NEXIUM with your doctor. You should only

use NEXIUM for a condition for which it has been

prescribed. Do not give NEXIUM to other people,

even if they have the same medical condition you

have. Keep NEXIUM and all medicines out of the

reach of children,

NOTE: This summary provides important

information about NEXIUM. For more

information, please ask your health

care professional or doctor about the full

prescribing information and discuss it with

him or her.

NEXIUM IS a registered trademark of the AstraZeneca group

ol companies

Coumadin is a registered trademark of Bristol-Myers Squibb

Compan,'

©2007 AstraZeneca Pharmaceuticals LP All rights reserved,

AstraZeneca Pharmaceuticals LP, Wilmington, DE 19850
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Visit www.purpiepin.com. Or, call the Information Center

at AstraZeneca t i' -free at 1-800-236-9933.
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When it comes to plumbing, actions speal<

louder than words. This guide can help you

learn to read your plumber like a book.

What he does

Walks through

your flowerbed.

Shows up an
hour late and
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looks nothing
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mess behind.
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the importance of strengthening

bonds in their new community. In

New Orleans the)- had always hosted

a Fourth ofJuly barbecue, so they

revisited that tradition, using it to

thank their neighbors and get to

know them. 'We had a full house.'

said Bob. 'We serx'ed turkey gumbo

and hamburgers-something South-

ern and somedimg Nordiem." Several

couples have reciprocated by inxatiiig

the family to join diem at their homes

or for boat rides on a nearby lake.

Another offered Sue a part-time job

managing his medical practice. The

girls were able to meet new fan-iilies

and have started to babysit for neigh-

bors, which boosts theu- self-esteem.

"I wasn't surprised that sibhng

rivalr}' was cropping up. "'ibur chil-

dren's belongings are gone.' I said.

'If one eets a sweater and the other

doesn't, jealousy, along with other

still-raw feelings, is naturally going

to surface." Similarly, the tears and

quarreling were par for the course.

To further restore a sense of security

and normalcy, I advised the couple

to build structure into their lives by

establishing familiar routines. Din-

ner, Sue agreed, didn't have to be

fancy, but it was important that she

and the girls sit down to eat together

everv weekday evening. We also

aereed that while Bob was under

standably drawn to New Orleans to

help out his family and fomier neigh-

bors, he should limit himself to one

weekend a month diere.

"I also reassured them diat it was

okay for their daughters to see them

upset. 'Don't try to minimize their

feelings or your own," I urged diem.

Instead, share your sadness. won-\-

or anger in a proacti\-e way by ex-

plaining what you"re doing to get the

whole family back on track.'

'Tiiially. we discussed the impor-

tance of nurturing their relationship.

•Unless you schedule time for each

other, it won"t happen." I said. 'Make

a point of doing something togedier

e\ er)' weekend that makes you hap-

py." Bob and Sue have begun going

out alone to movies and romandc

dimiers/.and have organized a family

activity every weekend, be it a trip

to nearby Niagara Falls or simply

playing Pictionary in their pajamas

on a sno\\7 day. Once the weather

gets wai-mer they plan to hike in die

Adirondacks and plant a garden.

"There are no easy answers for

couples like Sue and Bob, nor is

there a timetable for recovery. But

as the weeks passed, they began to

feel a renewed sense of confidence

in themselves and in their reladon-

ship. 'We still haven"t decided if

we're moving back, but we're forg-

ing ahead with our new life,' Sue

said. 'It"s different from our old one.

but still meaningful."

" 'What makes us really fortu-

nate." Bob added, 'is that we have

each other."
"' ^

"Can This Marriage Be

Saved?"" is the most

enduring women's

magazine feature in

the world. This month's

case is based on

interviews with clients and information"

from the files of Robin Newman, a

licensed clinical social worker in

Huntington, New York. The story told

here is true, although names and other

details have been changed to conceal

identities. "Can This Marriage Be

Saved?"" is a registered trademark of

Meredith Corporation.
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Sweet? Salty? Crunchy?

It's not that we

cant make up our minds.

It s that we

shouldn't have to.

QUAKER

Sv^et^Saity
CRUNCH



niv lire as a mom i>y

TheChurch of

M\ bovs and I ha\e discovered

that finding God isn't something

that only happens in a pew

nee c\-cn' couple of niontlis. ^\hcnc^•cr die wcadier s

^ paruculaiK- fme. mv liusband. Hax'vvood. aiid I pile

I die kids ui die num\ aii. head lor die Litde Hai-pedi

River and play hooky from church. Tlie tulip pop-

lars are tiiick. the ri\-er is wide and shallow and filled

wiii) ^ll\cl iiunnows. gi'ass goes to seed on die banks, and exeiy-

dung icels fresh and untroubled diough Highway 70 echoes neaiby.

Instead of griping all the way to Sunday school, our boys tell knock-

knock jokes and laugh h\stenc;dK-. Heni-\- will stall to hum. and

thenJoe will join in. and fimdly e\ en 15-yeai-old Sam will pop out

his iPod eai buds luid break into a xoice-crackiiig rendidon of "Mar-

gaiita\-ille." Iii the front seat. Ha)-Avood and I look at each odier.

amazed. Who could believe we'd become tliis off key version of the

Partridge Family just by subsdtudng a picnic blanket for a pew.'

Our ad\'eniures in apostasy began one

Sunda\- when Sam. our eldest, was in first

gi ade. He was sitting at the breakfast table,

pushing a spoon around a bowl of cereal. "I

v\'ish there was no God." he muttered.

I stared at him. What was this? Existen-

ual angst at age 7? Disappointment in some

unanswered prayer? The prelude to a

wrenching confession of secret misdeeds?

Whate\'er was causing this theological cri-

sis. I doubted my abiHt)' to remedy it. Many

\ ears ago I abandoned any attempt to justif\-

die ways ofGod to man. If too much reading,

spirited debate with my confessor, and 34

credit hours in philosophy and religion hadn't

answered all niv awn quesrioiis, who was I to

attempt theosophy in front of an innocent

cliild? Still. I took a deep breath and asked,

"Wliat's bodiering you about God. honey?"

He looked up mournfully. continued
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JU

]\ — _ 'J.," " "Wii IS totally different from any

other video game because you're not just zoning out on tlie couch in front of the

TV. You're up, you're moving and your pulse is thumping It's really easy to break a

sweat. Plus, you don't have to learn any commands. To play tennis, you swing the

racket. To box, you punch — you're actually doing something. I have friends who

play boxing for exercise. My girlfriends and I play a lot actually, and it can get pretty

competitive. I've knocked a few of them out. They have yet to knock me out."

-y @ WII .co\r\

j '.vii.com
f

M and the Wn logo are trademarks of Nintendo i5 2007 Nintendo



nrs life as a mom

"If we didn't ha\ e God. we wouldn't have to

go to church. I'd rather watch my tadpoles."

So. not exacdy a dark night of the 7 year-old

soul. But raising our children to resent God

wasn't what Haywood and I had in mind,

either, when we joined a church and gave up

long Sunda^ mornings o\-er coffee and T/ic Nrw

York Twh's. By the time I was pregnant with

Sam. anv remaining issues I still had with the

faith of our fathers seemed minor next to what a faith community-

offers a child: support in trouble, the sense of being unique and

precious, a framework for understanding the need for compas-

sion. And now that child was finding the whole candle-incense-

stained-glass scene a boring internipdon of what ought to be the

best day of the week-a day with no school, no errands, no soccer

same, no homework. Who could blame the kid? And who's to

say that a lO-gallon bucket of tadpoles slowly transforming them-

selves mto tree frogs in a little pool near the backyard couldn't

demonstrate God's plan at least as well as all the verses of "How

Great Tliou Art".'^

1 considered my hunched-over son. I considered the glorious

summer day beckoning ni}- boy outside. I considered my watch:

thirt)' minutes left to get ready for church and give our son one

more reason to begrudge God His hour on Sunda)'.

"Get your sandals on," I said. "Time to visit the church of

nature."

We headed to a nearby park, where Sam saw a water snake,

direc turdes. a spidei-web shaped like a fumiel. a cicada shell, half a

robin's egg. a nest of "roly-polies,'' and about a million water strid-

ers. Eveiy few seconds he would call. "Hey. Mom. look at diis!"

and point out some wonder he'd have missed entirely if I'd hauled

liim to the altar. Wc stayed for an hour, walking along the trail and

turning over rocks to find salamanders, and we came home mudd\'

imd happy. There was no more talk about hating God.

The church of nature has been a family tradition ever since.

There's nothins; overt about our sennons-no bright "Okav. kids,

let's find examples of God's handiwork and talk about them."

Nonetheless, those special Sundays, walking along the Little Har-

pcth River, with its swift, flashing water and its dappled light and

finches' wings, are full of what can only be called holiness.

For Hapvood and me, it's also a reminder of our own child-

hoods, the chance to watch our kids studying crawdads and

making to)- boats out of bark just as we did as children. As kids,

we never needed a special occasion to visit the church of nature

because we both grew up among creeks and fields and piney

woods, catching li^htninsr busrs and collecting cicada shells. As

long as we were home in time for supper, our mothers didn't care

if we spent the whole day chunking rocks into the creek.

After an hour

in the park,

there was no

more talk of

hating God

Tlie other day a firiend

of mine looked ruefully

around her tidy family

room and said. "My kids

don't have toys an\Tnore.

All they have are video

games." It's not that bad

at our house, though my
children's days-filled

with soccer practice and Cub Scouts and

music lessons^ and endless piles of home-

work—are far more scheduled than mine

ever were. But it's not stricdy for the kids

that we ditch church on especially gorgeous

Sundays. Ha^^^wood and I need the church of

nature at least as much as they do. Some

days I'm too busy with work and laundry

and carpools and bills—not to mention the

e-mails that suck me into cyberspace as com-

pletely as any online game grabs my chil-

dren-to \ enture into my own backyard,

much less the walking trails of Edwin War-

ner Park. Wordsworth had it right: "Getting

and spending, we laywaste ourpowers: / Lit-

de we see in Nature that is ours."

But when we spend Sunday at the river, I

understand again that the earth itself is

holy, and that I am one of its creatures.

Tliere. it is enough to live and breathe and

care for ni)- young like all the other animals,

enough to lie down in the shade and hear

Joe shout to his brothers, "Hey, look at the

snakeskin I found!" while Henry and Sam

debate whether that rattling in the grass

was a rattlesnake or only a grasshopper.

Hawood and I sit on the bank and hold

hands and watch our children play with

one another. Could there be a more perfect

prayer of thanksgi\ing?

Last Sunday we were at the river when

Henry called out, "Hey, Mom, look at this!"

I went over to find a tiny frog clinging to the

tip of one finger. When I glanced past that

impossibly small being into my son's shin-

ing eyes. I suddenly thought of another

sermon delivered outside church walls:

Blessed are the pure in heart, for they

shall see God. d
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Introducing neui KelloggVYogos Rollers' Pruit-davored snacks.
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heart

Men'sMidlife
Madness
These da\s, men's meltdowns

start earlier and last longer.

Here's how to spot the signs

exeRcisjj
'

lot of my friends

have been talk-

ing about mid

life recently-a

bad sign. I was

brought up to believe that

midlife crises were caused by

major life-changing events that

made you question nviyllung. I now suspect

they are. m fact, caused by talking about midlife and thinking

about midlife and worrying about -••turning points"" that will trig-

ger the crisis (is that it. i.\ that it?) until you basically cause the

life-changing events yoursell.

I'm waiting in line at the video store, wondering whether the

Tilms I've chosen could be just that turning point. When I get to

the front, I ask the woman behind the counter, who is about my

age. what movies men rent when they're having a midlife crisis.

"Horror movies about zombies eating people's heads off," she

says without missing a beat. "At least, that's what my husband

has been watching since his midlife thing started about 10 years

.igo." He also, she explains, tends to choose his non-horror mov-

ies less by plot than by which Hollpvood starlets display nudity,

cleavage oi ••sideage": he's currently making a cinematic study of

films m which you can see Helen Hunt's nipples.

My heart goes out to wives trving to make sense of the stuff

men do when they approach midlife, a period that, like a lot of

things middle in America (the middle class, the midsecdoni. is

getting larger and larger. For husbands, the crisis now starts m
their 3()s. as they ponder the hasty approach of 40. and lasts

pretty much as long as they can drag it out.

As .50 looms I'm just getting die hang of it.

In my regular basketball game, every

player is at least at orange alert for midlife-

crisis risk. Since I'm the "commissioner" of

this group, responsible for making sure we

have enough players for three games a

week. I know immediately when somediing

is amiss. Whenever a guy starts to miss

more games or foul more flagrantly than

usual, I know some big midlife pronounce-

ment is only days away.

In the past yeai- alone, six of our regular

plavers made major life changes. One chose

instead to more fully embrace his midlife

madness and bought an even bigger boat.

It's all so predictable. I wish I could put

money down on it-maybe a midlife-crisis

betting parlor (where you could get "Vegas

odds on individuals ) or a mutual continued
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Does your
child's asthma
medicine fit

your child?

PULMICORT RESPULES—
created especially for kids to fit kids

Little lungs need special care. So you want an asthma medicine

that fits little kids. PULMICORT RESPULES is developed and

approved specifically for children 1 2 months to 8 years of age,

to prevent asthma symptoms and attacks.

To prevent symptoms and help control asthma

PULMICORT RESPULES fights asthma , /

symptoms where they start— in the ^^SslT^
lungs—because it's inhaled as a mist, H9|IH|MS
using a nebulizer. It helps prevent ^flj^|F^'
symptoms—like coughing and wheezing—

^^^^
before they happen and can make it easier for your child to

breathe, both day and night.

Be sure to discuss any changes in your child's symptoms with

the doctor. And ask if PULMICORT RESPULES is the right fit for

your child.

Important Safety Information you should know

PULMICORT RESPULES, an inhaled corticosteroid, is not a

quick-relief medication and should NOT be used to treat an

acute asthma attack. In studies, side effects vwre similar to

those experienced with placebo. These included respiratory

infection, runny nose, earache, and coughing. If switching to

PULMICORT RESPULES from an oral (syrup or pill) corticosteroid,

follow the doctor's instructions to help avoid health risks. Tell the

doctor if your child is exposed to chicken pox or measles.

Ask your child's doctor about PULMICORT RESPULES today

Please see brief summary of Prescribing Information on

adjacent page.

If you are without prescription coverage and can't afford your

child's medication, AstraZeneca may be able to help.

FREE DVD ON ASTHMA u;^RTOONS FOR KiDS

CALL 866-404-9Su'9 OR VISIT PulmicortRespules.com.

Pulmicort

(tudesoniae innomion suspension)

AstraZeneca



Pulmicort^
RESPULES
(tudesonide inhalation suspension)

lumongenicitv was seen in male and lemale tats at respective oral doses up to 25 ant) 50 mcg/kg
(93 patients >12 monttis and <2 yeats ol age: 225 patients >2 and <4 years of age: and

\

(less than ttiemmm recommended daily mtialation dose in adults and children on a mcgym2 gjdj^ts >4 and <8 years ot age) were treated witli PULMICORT RESPULES lO 25 to 1 mg t

,

basis! in tv'O additional t\vo-year studies in male Fischer and Sptague-Dawley tats budesonide jajy dose lor 1 2 iveeksi or vehicle placeoo The incidence and nature of adverse events repoi

caused no gliomas at an oral dose of 50 mcg/kg (less than the maamum tecommended daily
to, PULMICORT RESPULES was comparable to that reported fot placebo The following ti

inhalation dose m adults and children on a mcQim2 basis) However, in the male Sprague-Dawley shows the incidence of adverse events in U S controlled clinical trials, regardless ol relations

rats budesonide caused a stalislicallv signilicant increase in Ihe incidence ol hepatocellular treatmenl, m patients pteviously receiving bronctiodilators and/or inhaled corticosteroids,

tumors at an oral dose ol 50 mcg/kg (less than the maximum tecommended daily inhalation population included a total of 605 male and 340 female patients.

dose in adults and children on a nicg/m2 basis) The concutrenf reteience corticosteroids

(prednisolone and triamcinolone acefonide) in these two studies showed similar findings In a

9f -week study m mice budesonide caused no tieatmenl-telaled catcinogenicity at oral doses up

BRIEF SUMMARY Befoie prescribing please see full Prescribing Inlormation INDICA- to 200 mcg/kg (less than ihe maximum recommended daily inhalation dose in adults and

TIONS PULMICORT RESPUlfS is indicated tot the maintenance Iteaimenf of asthma and as children on a mcg/m2 basisl Budesonide was not mutagenic or claslogemc in six dinereni test

Mhv^clic ttierapv m children f2 months lo 8 years ol age PULMICORT RESPULES is NOT systems: Ames Sa/mone/la/microsome plate test, mouse mictonucleus test, "i™se y"iPj°™

n 1 at I r th ^ liel Of acute bronchospasm CONTRAINDICATIONS PULMICORT test chromosome aberrahon test in human lymphocytes sex-rte recessive le ha es 1

PF^py, nintraindicated as the primary treatment ol status asthmaiicus 01 olhet acute Orosophiti welinogislei and ONA tepair analysis m rat hepaiocyte culture In rats budesonide

: .V..„,,toe intensive measures ate required HypersenvM iv Mf.:rn,ceoi had no effect on fertility at subcutaneous doses up lo 80 mcg/kg (less than the maximum recom-

"

- -
. -•fits ol this preparation contramdicates Ihe use Of =::iL- F.lES mended daily inhalation dose in adults on a mcg/m2 basis) However, it caused a decrease in

WARNINGS Particular care is needed lor patienis who ate umkm ; 1 i-
,

:,
-

1
icaliy prenatal viability and viability in Ihe pups al birtti and duiing lactation, al^ong with a decrease 1

acbvecorticosieioidstointialed corticosteroids oecausedeathsduetoauienannsji-iLientv nave maternal body-weight gam, al subcutaneous doses of 20 mcg/kg and above (less ban ll^e

occurred m aslhmatic patients during and after transfer ftom systemic corticosteroids to less maximum recommended daily inhalation dose m adults on a incg/m2 asisi No such ehecls

systemically available inhaled corticosteroids After wittidtawal from syslei-iic rcmrosieroids a were noted at 5 mcg/kg (less than the maximum recommended daily inhalation dose in adult on

Adverse Events with 23% Incidence Reported by Patients

on PUIIVIICORT RESPULES

number ol months ate requireo tor recovery of HPA-axis function Patier

ously mainlained on 20 mg or more per day ol prednisone (or its «q„ 1

-

susceptible, particularly when their systemic corticosteroids have bte- 1..11L--

wrtbdrawn Ouiing this penod ot HPA-axis supptession, patients may exnihi

symptoms of adrenal insutticiency when exposed to trauma surgery inteclio!:

gasltoenferitisl or olher condilions associated with sev- -tt 1

PULMICORT RESPULES may provide conttol ol asthma syi-: ,

tecommended doses it supplies less than nmmal phvsn'»M..,

systemically and does NOT provide the t c :

with these emergencies During penpdi - ,

been withdtawn frpm systemic cprticosic , v

steroids (in large doses) immediately and to ct

These patients should also be instructed to carr>

supplementaty svstemic corticosteroids fli;':nu

Transfer of patients from systemic con:' r

unmask allergic conditions previously v-i: -

rhinitis, coniunctivitis and eczema iste ,

infotmationl Patients who are on druq: : j

lible 10 infection than neahhyindividtas ,ii

Old

oping

senous ot even 'ir ,'r 'ti

doses ot corticosf'i -

-

have not been pr ^

dose, route, and duialiiino:-. .

-

inalsu inlection is not m,;"

corticosteroid trealment tj it k
1

'

measles infection in patiems on innaled corticoster

study has examined Ihe immune responsiveness

who were treated with PULi/irOP pf p n

on immunosuppressant dc

1 I ho

] L II 1 Ihe

ii,]iion aitects Ihe iisk ul developinq a uissem-

Advetse Events •/ehicie

Placebo

PULMICORT RESPULES

Total Daily Dose

(n=227) 0,25 mg

(n=178)

%

5 mg

(n=223)

1 mg

(n=317

—

V

Tespiralory System Disorder

Respiratory Infection 36 34 35 38

Rhinitis 9 7 f1 12

j

Coughing 5 5 9 8
'

1 Resistance Mechanism Disonters

' Otitis Media ft 12 11 9

Viral Inlection 3 4 5 3

Moniliasis 2 4 3 4

Gastrointestinal System Disorders

Gasfroenfentis 4 5 5 5

Vomiting 3 2 4 4

1

Diarrhea 2 4 4 2

AbdominJIjfain 2 3 2 3

I

Hearing and Vjlttibular Disorders

Ear Infection 2 4 5

Platelet. Bleeding,

and Clotting Disorders

Epislaiis 1 2 4 3

Vision Disorders

Coniunchvitis : 2 <1 4 2

Skin and Appendages Disorders

Rash
i

3 <1 4 2

. mcg/m2 basis) Prcgnoncy: Tenlogm Eltects Pregnancy Category B-As with other

cothcosteroids, budesonide was teratogenic and embiyocidal in rabbits and rats Budesonide

Dioduced fetal loss, decreased pup weights, and skeletal abnormalities at subcutaneous doses ot

"
Ticg/kg in rabbits (less than Ihc maximum recommended daily inhalation dose in adults on a

icg:m'2 basis) and 500 mcg/kg m rats (appioximalely 4 limes Ihe maximum recommended daily

inhalation dose m adults on a mcg/m2 basis) In another study in tats, no teratogenic or embry-

ocidal effects were seen al inhalation doses up to 250 mcg/kg (approximately 2 times the

maximum recommended daily inhalation dose in adults on a mcg/m2 basis) Experience with oral

corticosteroids since Iheir introduction in pharmacologic, as opposed to physiologic doses

iBack, patients who have suggests that rodents are mote prone to teratogenic effects from corticosteroids than humans,

:o resume oral cortico- In addition, because there is a natural increase in corticosteroid production during pregnancy,

lor further instructions most women will reguire a lower exogenous corticosteroid dose and many will nol need cortico-

.,ting that Ihey may need steroid lieatmenf duiing ptegnancv Studies ol pregnant women, however, have nol shown that

,1 osvere .isthma ,itfack inhaled budesonide increases the iisk ol abnormalities when administered duiing pregnancy. The

0:;;- c ; m3'i results Irom a large population-based prospective cohort epidemiological study reviewing data

eg Item three Swedish registries covering approximately 99"o ol the pregnancies from f995-1997

mg (le, Swedish Medical Birth Registry Registry ol Congenital Mallotmaiions Child Caidiology

ep- Registiv) indicate no incteased risk lor congenital mallotmaiions Irom Ihe use ol inhaled budes-

ore onide during early piegnancy Congenital mallormations were studied in 2014 infants bom to

jnt mothets leporting the use ol inhaled budesonide lor asthma in eaily pregnancy lusually 10-12

weeks after the last menstrual period), Ihe period when most maiot organ mallormations occur

The rale ol recorded congenital mallormations was similar compared lo the general population
^jj^^j ^^^^^^^ jH j^^jpjj j,j„,5 ^,,1, cadence of 3% or mote in at least one

, , rate (3 8% vs 3 5%, respectively) In addilion, aher exposure lo inhaled budesonide, the number
^^^^^ „,ti^5„j5 higher with PULMICORT RESPULES than with plac

n ol Ihe underlying disease and/or prior of infants bom with orofacial clefts was similar lo the expected number in Ihe normal pppulahon
ipuowing adverse events occuired with an incidence of 3% or more in at least

lown The clinical coui^e of chicken pox or (4 children vs 3 3, respectively) These same data were utilized in a second study bringing the
py|_5j|(;oRj respuLES group where the incidence was equal to or less than that ol the plat

;
.•

i,t k; ^ov/ever a clinical total lo 2534 mlanls whose mothers were exposed to inhaled budesonide In this study, Ihe rate
^^^^^^^^^ pj,,, pujiyogins bronchospasm, bronchitis, and headache Incidei

, ., 1
- III 3 years of age of congenital mallormations among mlanls whose mothers were exposed to inhaled budesonide

10/^ ,q < 30/^ |[, sys^^j FI,ei„lo,maiion below includes all adverse events

f pRt:Au: UN'S ^vo.jiiic Jsel If a patient during early pregnancy was not dilfcrent ftom the rale lor all newborn babies during Ihe same
of 1 to ^3'i in al least one PULMICORT RESPULES treatment group where

IS exposed to chicken pox Iherapy with period (3 6%) Despite Ihe animal llndings, it would appear lhat Ihe possibilib/ ol fetal harm is
|„|,|(ij„|.j ^,35 higher with PULMICORT RESPULES than with placebo, regardless of relaton

varicella 'oster immune globuii-
'

-Jnlravenous immunoglobulin (IVIG), as appro- remote il the drug is used during pregnancy Nevertheless, becausefhesfudiesinnumanscannot
jonejimem Bodyasawhole allergic reaction, chest pain, latigueflu-nke disorder Respin

priale may be indicated II 'pf^i'd to "tasles prpphylaxis with pooled inliamuscular rule out Ihe possibility ol harm, PULMICORT RESPULES should be used during piegnancy only
^^^,^1^ ^j^jj, Resistance mechanisms herpes simplex, external eat inlection, inlec

immunoglobulin (10) may be indicated (See the respective package inserts tor complete VZIG il clearly needed Non-teimeiK fffects Hypoadrenalism may occur in inlants born ol mothers
j ^^^^^^^^ nmmi system dysphonia. hyperkinesia: Skm & appendages: eczt

and IG ptesctibino ii'tormat'on 1 II i-hirken pox develops liealmeni with antiviral agents may be receiving corticosteroids during piegnancy Such infants should be catelully observed
pujuju^jsh prutrtusHearingSvestibulai earache. Vision eye infection, Psychiatncanor

(0„sid I
tF It I nf nol indicated foi the lapid Nursing Mothers; II is not known whelher budesonide is excreted in human miik Because

jn,oi,op3iiabiiity,Musculoskelelalsyslemlractute, myalgia. Application site contact derma

,jlijl
„, . , ,1 1'

,
-

, ,/ith other inhaled asthma olhet corticosleroids are excreted in human milk, caution should be exercised il budesonide is
pijuij, [,|ej,jirig j clotting purpura, and l/Hhile cell and lesistance cervical lymphadenop

,,,„i,-,,,r ,„r 1 I
i:.H.|,i--- - V-;,,] may occur after dosing, II admmislered 10 nuising women Pediatric Use: Safety in children six months lo 12 months

11,5 ,n(.,(jjn£e ji sported adverse events was similar betv/een Ihe 447 PULMICORT RESPL

-iPUlES It should be treated of age has been evaluated Salety and ehectiveness in children 12 months 10 8 yeats of age have
^^^^^^^ (^j3„ jpse 05 lo t mg) and 223 conventional therapy-treated ped

; 10 PULMICORT RESPULES been established (see CLINICAL PHARMACOLOGY, Pharmacodynamics, CLINICAL TRIALS and
^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^ ,0, |,„j ^53^ ,|„ee open-label studies. Cases ol growth suppre

old be inslrucfed to conlacl ADVERSE REACTIONS m lull Prescribing Information) A f 2-week study in f 4f pediatric patients
^^^^ ^^^^ ^^pdj^jd |„|„|j|j corticosteroids including post-matkebng reports lor PULMIC

I lo their usual doses ol 6 to 12 months of age with mild to moderate asthma or recurrent/ persistent wheezing was
respulES (see PRECAUTIONS Pediat'ic Use) Lesstreguent adverse events «fM report

;L£S PRECAUTIONS conducted All patients were randomized to receive either 5 mg ot 1 mg ol PULMICORT
pupiuned literature long-term open-label clinical trials, or from markehng expeneno

,'eiocily when administered RESPULES or placebo once daily Adrenal axis function was assessed with an ACTH stimulation
^^^^^^^ budesonide include immediate and delayed hypersensitivity leactions including r

I'fidrawal Irom oral cortico- test al the beginning and end ot Ihe study, and mean changes from baseline in ihis variable did
^^^^^^^ dermatitis, angioedema, and bronchospasm; symptams ol hypocorticism and hypei

VI ally active corticosteroid not indicale adrenal suppression m palients who received PULMICORT RESPULES versus
^^^^^^ psvchiaftic symptoms including deptcssipn, aggressive reactions irritability, anxiety,

., ,:on despite maintenance or placebo Howevet, on an individual basis, 7 palienls in this study (6 in Ihe PULMICORT
^^^^^^^^^^ 3„j tijoe disorders including avascular necrosis ot the femoral head and oi

• - .

, ;*,uiiide IS absorbed into the circulation RESPULES treatment arms and f in the placebo arm) experienced a shift from having a normal
^^,^5^ DOSAGE AND ADMINISTRATION PULMICORT RESPULES is indicatei

: 1
, ,to suppiessionolHPAlundionmaybe baseline Simulated Cortisol level lo having a subnormal level at Week f2 (see CLINICAL ||se,|i3sihniaiicpalientsl2monthsto8yearsofage,PULMICORTRESPULESshouldbead

jominisieitd at doses exceeding those lecom- PHARMACOLOGY Pharmacodynamics in lull Prescribing Information) Pneumonia was
,5^,50 p, ,„[,3ieo ,oijie let nebulizer connected lo an air compressor Individual pat

,4 ' '1: or when Ihe dose is not titrated to the lowest observed more frequently m patients healed with PULMICORT RESPULES than in patients
3 ^jfupij onset and degree of symptom leliel Improvement in asthma co

-feds on Cortisol produchon exists, physicians treated with placebo |N = 2, 1 ,
and 0) in the PULMICORT RESPULES 5 mg 1 mg, and placebo

i„l,3leP apministration ol PULMICORT RESPULES can occur within 2-8 days ot

orihmg PULMICORT RESPULES Because ol Ihe groups, respectively A dose dependent ehed on giov/th was also noted in this f2-week fnal
j^j^ ,fj3,me„| aimough maximum benelit may not be achieved tor 4-6 weeks The safety

I

. Hi ! oiicosleroids patients treated with these drugs Inlants in the placebo arm experienced an average growtn of 3 / cm over f2 weeks compared
^^^^^^ ^^ PULMICORT RESPULES when administered in excess of recommended dpses

fKKi ui systemic corticosleroid eftects Particular care with 3 5 cm and 3 1 cm in the PULMICORT RESPULES 5 mq and I mo arms lespectively This
^^^^ esiapdstied In all patients, it is desirable to downward-tilrale to the lowest ««'

st-ooerativelv or during periods ot stress tor evidence of cottesponds to eslimaled mean (95% CI) reduciiof r ' " or o't -nitv between - 35,^,1^3 5,3^111,^ 15 achieved The tecommended starting dose and highes'

' ... ... .1 L . ni I. IliArinT nr<-fll II re A C ... A "l .. - '
i

. ^-'
. - ' nill-Ohn anfl , „^-r nrr.r^,,t rf I I ^^ti,^-, lhnr.ini, lia licffl

; Bicnospasm occurs loilowing dosing

«

-Liifly with a fast-ading inhaled btonchocn

le discontinued and alternate therapy inoio

'vsician immediately when episodes ot i\

1 iflilalors occur during tieatment whh f

General: Inhaled corticosteroids may cause i -

to pediatric patients (see PRECAUTIONS, Pediam

steroids some paiiems may experience svro

withdrawal eo 1
ir i

1 1

1

even mpiovemeoi ••
i- j .

•- .•

andmaybesvsitio j ,
j-

-

associated when PUcMICLr

mended (see DOSAGE AND -0

effective dnse Since mdiva „

snpuio consider inis mioioii

possibility ol systemic absii:
'

should be observed carelully lo

should be taken in obseiving patients post-i

inadeguate adrenal response II is possible thai systemic corticosteroid elfeds such as hyper- placebo and PULMICORT RESPULES 5 mg 01 s

corticism and adrenal suppressipn may appeal r ,3
'm,i!i ni-rhet ot patients particularly al PULMICORT RESPULES I mg ot 6 cm (-0 2 10 14, :,f,r • ,d ooo ,n

higher doses II such changes occur PULM-:.: ohould be reduced slowly, PULMICORT RESPULES in inlants 6 to f 2 months of age may resuif in systemic ettects and are

consistent with accepted procedures for manao'" -
i

'
•

i < /-"pfoms and tor tapering ot consisteni with findings of growlh suppression in olher studies with inhaled corticosteroids

systemic corticosteroids Although patients in climcji iiials have received PULMICORT Controlled clinical studies have shown lhat inhaled corticosteroids may cause a reduction in

RESPULES on a continuous basis lot penods ol up IP 1 year the long-lerm local and systemic growth velocity in pediainc patients In these studies, Ihe mean reduction m growth velocity was

eiiects ol PULMICORT RESPULES in human subjects are not completely known In particular the approximately one cenlimeler per year (range 3 to 1 8 cm per yean and appears to be related

highest rei

iacebo and
^nderdoVe of PULMIcbRT'RESPULES, based on pnor asthma Iherapy, are listed 1

lal the use of

effecis resulting trom chronic use ol PULMICORT RESPULES on developmental or immuno- to dose and duration o'

logical processes in Ihe mouth pharynx trachea and lung are unknown. In clinical trials with evidence ol hypolhr
"

"

PULMICORT RESPULES localized inlections with ZmMi j/tncjns occutted in the mouth and

phaiynx m some palienls The incidences of localized inlect i '
."..i 'i\!,i I'Sans weie similar

beteeen Ihe placebo and PULMICORT PESPULESltcalior' : 0:. ' ."piomalic oropha-

ryngeal candidiasis develops, it should be treated wilo jpcojoii..ilf luc:.' ot systemic

velocity IS a more sen^.l,.- 0, ':' i. :

than some commonly used tests ot HPA-axis lonelier

grov/th velocity associated with inhaled corticostei

height are unknown The potential lor catch up gic

ed in Ihe absence ol laboratory

:"fssion, suggesting lhat growth

iJ exposure in pediatiic patients

V fleets ot this reduction in

;
" i '"f impad on final adult

0,; tistonfinualion of tieatment

lie oiall antilungal therapy while slill continuing with PULMICORT RESPULES therapy but at with inhaled cprticosteroids has not been adegualely studieo Ihe gm/ih of pediatric patients

limes Iheiapy with PULMICORT RESPULES may need to be interrupted under close medical receiving inhaled corticosteroids including PULMICORT RESPULES should be monitored

supervision inhaled corticosteicids should be used with cauhon, it at all, in paiienis with adive

ot quiescent tubeiculosis mledion ol Ihe respiratory trad, untreated systemic lungal, baclenal

routinely leg via stadiometty) The potential grov/th eflects of piolonged treatment should be

nsf clinical benelils oblained and the risks associated with alternative therapies To
VJI IJUICSLCIII lUUCll-UluaiJ 'ii'ci-iivii Ul lilt it^l-'iuiui * iiovi, U.I.H.U.VU .jr«.^....v .-...y-., .-^ v. -
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Vital or parasitic infeclions 0; ocular herpes simplex Rare instances of glaucoma, increased minimize the systemic ehecis ol inhaled corticosteroids, including pulmicuk 1
KtbcuLti eacn

mtraoculai pressure, and cataracts have been reported following the inhaled administration of patient should be titrated to his/her lowest elfedive dose An OP^^-I^M ™i'^3^

corticosteroids Drug Interactions: In clinical studies, concurrem adminislration of hudes .......

onide and other drugs commonly used in Ihe treatment of asthma has not resulled m an mocihs to 8 years ol age who were heated with PULMICORT RESPULES 2b mg w 1

increased frequency of adverse events The mam route of metabolism ot budesonide, as > i:

k i.,.t.i„«n

other corticosteroids, is via cytochrome P450 iCYP) isoenzyme 3A4 (CYP3A4) After oral ,1

-

istration ol ketoconazole, a potent inhibitor ol CYP3A4, the mean plasma concenftation c .1

1

administeied budesonide increased Concomitant administration of other known mhibitois ot

CYP3A4 (eg. Itraconazole, clarithromycin, erythromycin etc )
may inhibit the metabolism of, and

Previous

Therapy

Recommended

Slarbng Dose

Highest Recommended

Dose

Bronchodilatois

Alone

0,5 mg total dally

dose administered

either once daily

or b(/ice dally

in divided doses

0.5 mg total daily dose

Inhaled

Corticosteroids

0,5 mg total daily dose

administered either

once dally or twice

daily in divided doses

1 mg total daily dose

Oral

Corticosteroids

1 mg total daily dose

administered either

as 05 mg hvice daily

or 1 mg once daily

1 mg total daily dose

study examined the immune responsiveness ot varicella vaccine m 243 asthma pahents 12
' "

"
"

"
"

'
daily

In symptomatic children not responding to non-steroidal therapy a starting dose ot 0.2!

rtico'stetoid asthma therapy in=92) (le bela2-agonisls leukofnene receptor
ppce'daily of PULMICORT RESPULES may also be considered If once-daily treatment

esi The percentage of patients develppmg a seroproledrve anlibodv hter of
pyLi/ncoRj respulES does not piovide adeguate control ol asthma symptoms. Ihe total

dose should be increased and/01 administered as a divided dose;
"

j;;. ;A .aiuei in response lo the vaccination was similar in patients treated with

PULMICORT RESPULES |85*>) compared to patients tieated with non-corticostetoid asthma

Iherapy (90%) No patient treated with PULMICORT RESPULES «^ All Irademartis ate the property of the AstraZeneca group ©AstraZeneca 2001, 2003, 2(

increase tne systemic exposure to budesonide Care should be exercised wnen budesonide is result of vaccination Geriatric Use: Of the 215 patients m 3 dinical trials of PULMICORT

coadministered with long-term ketoconazole and other known CYP3A4 inhibitors Omeprazole RESPULES m adult patients 65 (30%) were 65 veais ot age or older, while 22 (10/.) were

did not have ehecis on ihe phaimacpkinetics ol oral budesonide, while cimefidme, primarily an 75 years ot age or older No overall differences in safety were observed between these patients

mhibiloi of CYP1A2 caused a slight decrease m budesonide clearance and a corresponding and younger patients and other reported clinical or medical surveillance
Jji^

™'

inciease in its oral bioavailabiliW Carcinogenesis, Mutagenesis, Impairment of identified differences in responses between ihe eldetiy and younger patients ADVERSE

FerHlity- In a two-year study in Sprague-Oawley rats budesonide caused a statistically siqnif- REACTIONS The following adverse reachons were reported m pediafnc patients treated wiin

icani inciease m Ihe incidence of gliomas in male rats at an oral dose ol 50 mcg.'kg iless than the PULMICORT RESPULES The incidence ol common adverse reactions is based on three double-

A.^ .1.1 ,hiM.«™ 1 m™™; h«i«i un fcii.rf ni„-ohn.fnni,nii»H 11 fiiTiirji iruK in which 94'i natieots 12 months to 8 years of age
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heart of a husbanc^

fund of products guys seek during

crisis. I shouldn't joke. I'm not say-

ing husbands experience anything

physically worse than their wives

do at midlife-in fact, quite the oppo-

site. But it may be the lack of a tme

menopause that gives men, well, so

much pause, and leads us to spend

more time reevaluating our lives

than living them.

From the time I was a boy I heard

stories of men and their meltdowns

:

the sports cars, the affairs, the bad

facial hair, the medallions. I was

taught that I should do eveiything in

my power to avoid becoming that

kind of husband. TTiankfully, I never

saw my father indulge in any of

these behaviors-although he did

become markedly less patient in his

40s. So I was a little freaked out

when, just after I turned 40, Diane

said the most chilling thing. I was

being short with her-apparendy not

for the first time—and she said,

"Y know, your father was a wee bit

testy, too." I don't have a roving eye

or a sudden desire to buy expensi\ e

toys, but clearly I'm wrestling with

some of the impulses all men ha\ e

after reacliing "that age." I just hap-

pen to be winning the battle. So fiir.

Although men always deny they

are having a crisis themselves, they

do have elaborate theories about

why it's happening to everybody

else. One of my friends insists all

male midlife pressures are about

work, even though they ultimatch'

play out at home. He sees how
guys—you know, those other g"u> s-

start obsessing about their career

disappointments or, sometimes just

as bad, get bored because they

reached the top sooner than cxjicctcd

and don't know what the hell to do

with themselves. And still others are

pushed out of jobs and can't figme

out how it happened. After decades

of never thinking enough, they now
find themselves thinkins; too much.

And instead of setting new goals,

tlicv wallow in wonderin<r whv ful-

filling their original goals was so,

well, unfulfilling.

Another friend blames midlife

woes on the dilemma of the "new

dad." He says that his generation of

fathers is more involved in their

cliildren's lives than any before, "so

the thing I've seen over and o\'er is

men looking hard at their lives after

the kids are gone. I guess they see a

house with just them and their

wives, and ask, 'Is that all there i?,Jar

the next 25 years?'
"

Someday perhaps medical science

will develop a pill for all these half-

life headaches-"Mid-Ecstasy"—or

some kind of vaccine. In the mean-

time, we can onh" spot and monitor

symptoms. We can choose to ignore

diem, assuming they'll pass like bad

weather. Or we can gently acknowl-

edge them ( "Oh, a goatee. How. ////,

jazzy"), while some wi\es try more

extreme treatments ("Pick me or the

Gulfstream-\ ou can't keep bodi").

As for me, I think I've been pro-

tected so far by the fact that I realK'

love my wife and rarely blame her for

any of the inc\"itable prcssincs that

come e\ cn in a good mamage. Ti udi

be told. Diane has actually accused

me of being o\ crK' foi'gi\ing. ("I was

such a bitch todav, I'm sorry." "No.

NOii weren't." "Yes, I \vasl ")

In fact, she recently asked if I d

consider having just a partial midlife

crisis so that I would impro\c my
wardrobe and get a better c.ir.

I told her I d think about it. d

Haiic (jtustiam m •

' \ ,i ,
/<'/" Stephen

Fried!' E-mail him at lh;.hetirto/ahii.\luiml@

meredithjom.
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Salada100%Qreen
and100%WhiteTeas

have more
flavonoid antioxidants

per serving than

bottled teas.

Scilada 100% Green and 100%
White Teas contain protective

tLivonoid antioxidants

f\EC^*^ pivc^e*- that are linked

vced'^ea^'' J,agso' {q both a

P^<S'ee-°'^,r health\' lieart

\ea ^
^^\,o\

^^^^ ^^"^y '^'^O

^ '^"'^'^w 5 '^"'"''^^Le^ contri bute

Vot\on9e'J^,,^W >ce tO OVCral

Visit us at

good health.

www.greentea.com

or call 1-800-645-1190.

Salada \ ht'jitin Listvoililesincf 1 89J.
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BACK"rO-SCHOOL t
Presented by Kellogg's® Frosted Mini-Wheats® Cereal

Don't forget these

back-to-school ^
essentials to start

your year off right. .

.

ff^fiTtrffefffifo y a a u b 'a

Kick off the first day of school—and
every day after that—with a nutritious

and filling breakfast.

The benefits of having a family breakfast are more important
than you may think.

A family breakfast makes you more likely to have a balanced meal and
eliminates the"morning rush" that causes so many to skip breakfast.

It also helps family members develop good eating habits for life!

Here are some other essential tips to kick-off every morning right!

^ Avoid Clothing Wars

Clothing should be laid out each night before bed with

youngsters even playing a role in choosing the outfit.

^Schedule, Schedule, Schedule

Make sure evening and morning routines become ritual

with the same bedtime (preferably earlier than on weekends

or in the summer) and wake-up time each day.

Minimize Distractions

Keep TV, computer, mp3 and other diversions to a minimum
(or none at all) before school!

^ Have a Nutritious Breakfast Ready-To-Go

The fiber and whole grains in Frosted Mini-Wheats® are

a great way to keep your kids focused and full throughout

the morning.

V,

For a tasty snack to keep
your kicis focuseci and full,

try the following recipe

NUTTY CRUNCH SNACK MIX
Preparation Time 10 minutes

Total Time 1 minutes

Servings 16

Ingredients

5 cups Frosted Mini-Wheats®

Bite Size lany flavor)

1 Vi cups small pretzel twists

16 cup dry roasted peanuts

2 tablespoons margarine

2 tablespoons light corn syrup

Vi cup smooth peanut butter

1 cup raisins

Directions

1 In medium bowl, measure KELLOGG'S®

Frosted Mini-Wheats® Bite Size, pretzels

and peanuts. Set aside.

2. In large microwave-safe bowl, heat

margarine, corn syrup and peanut butter

on HIGH for 30 seconds. Stir until smooth.

Add cereal mixture and toss gently until

evenly coated.

3. Microwave on HIGH a total of 5 minutes,

stirring well after 2 and 4 minutes (use

caution, mixture will be hot).

4. Remove cereal mixture from microwave

and mix in raisins (use caution, mixture will

be hot). Spread on waxed paper lined baking

sheet. When completely cool, store in airtight

container.

For more great recipes, visit

vwvw.kelloggs.com/recipes

Proper nutrition Is a lesson that everyone needs. Make sure your

complete breakfast Includes a glass of milk and a piece of fruit.
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never make it through
that two-hour recital.

What if I'm the only
mom who isn't there?

No, I've got to make it.

Kcite's counting on me.

If I get a

migraine
tomorrow

Plus, I've got the
presentation. Maybe

Rich could do it?

Who am I kidding?

Rich can't handle it.

I'll just get It done.

Thinking about migraines even
when you're not having one?

Maybe it's time for a change.

TOPAMAX can help stop migraines before they

start so you can get fewer of them to think about. It's

believed that TOPAM.W helps "calm" ovei excitable

nerve cells that start a migraine attack.

TOPAM.'\.\ works differently from the treatments

you take at the first hint of a migraine.

It's a daily prescription medication.

Talk with your doctor about what life is like with

migraines and see ifTOPAM.W is right for you.

While migraines can't be completely eliminated,

it just may be the change you're looking for.

TOPAMAX may cause side elTects. Please

see Important Safety Information below.

Visit TOPAMAX.com for tips on li\ iiig with migraines.

Life shouldn't alwavs rc\ oivc iiround miOTaines.

TOPAMAX
(toDiramate)

)PAMAX is approved for migraine :

1P0RTANT SAFETY INFORMATION

fious risks associated with TOPAMAX include lowered

;arbonate levels in the blood resulting in an increase in the

idity of the blood (metabolic acidosis) Symptoms could include

perventilation (rapid, deep breathing), tiredness, loss of appetite,

3gular heartbeat or changes m the level of alertness. Call your

ictor immediately if you get these symptoms Your doctor may
snt to do simple blood tests Chronic, untreated metabolic

idosis may increase the risk for kidney stones or bone disease

her serious risks include decreased sweating, increased body
nnperature, kidney stones, sleepiness, dizziness, confusion,

iiculty concentrating, and increased eye pressure (glaucoma).

\X IS not used to SiOp a migraine after ,l starts.

Call vour doctor immediatolv it vou have any decrease in vision

or eye pain These problems i^an lead to blindness if not treated

right away

More common side effects are tingling in arms and legs, loss of

appetite, tiredness, nausea, diarrhea, taste change and weight loss.

Tell your doctor about other medications you take

Please see important

product information about

TOPAMAX on adjacent page.

ORTHO McNEIL NELRCLCG CS

Toqether Rx Access ,snd

the Together R« Access logo

are Irademjrkb ot Toqether Rx Access, LLC.

©OMN. Inc. 2007 June 2007 02M85)R1



m INFORMATION

1/1AX ;'^oe-Da-iTiax]

ir.cie) Tablets/ (topiramate capsules) Sprinkle Capsules

TnO TOPAMAX TABLETS AND SPRINKLE CAPSULES LOOK LIKE?

kMAX- (topiramate) Tablets TOPAMAX® (topiramate capsules)

Sprinkle Capsules

• Unless crescnbed by your healthcare protessionai. you snouiu dvuiu umei micu,o,mw u.ai m

or decrease your thinking, concentration, or muscle coordination (e.g. central nervous j
^

^SSldSidlr'inking alcohol while taking TOPAMAX. Alcohol with TOPAMAX can nak >

pffprtt; t;iirh as sleeoiness and dizziness worse. „ „,
Too not drive a carV operate heavy machinery until you know how TOPAMAX affects you.TO(|e,

can impair your thinking, motor skills, and.'or vision.

WHAT ARE THE POSSIBLE SIDE EFFECTS OF TOPAMAX?

50
TOP TOP

15mg 2Smg

50 mg
Light-Yellow

100 mg
Yellow

200 mg

Salmon

Capsules are white

and clear

top)

25 mg
White

The pictures above show the shapes and lettering of TOPAMAX tablets and sprinkle

'Jes The wording describes the strength and colors of the medM. Before taking your

S S important to compare the tablets or sprinkle capsules you receive from your

!Se profess/ona/ or pharmacist with these pictures to make sure you have recemd the

iS'rShfpatient information carefully before you take TOPAMAX and each tme you obtain a

fn case any information has changed. This summary does not contain all the information abo t

>AMAX and not meant to take the place of talking with your healthcare professional, you have

questions about TOPAMA X, discuss them with your healthcare professional or pharmacist,

AT IS TOPAMAX?

=AMAX IS a prescription medicine used:

one to treat seizures in patients 1 years and older

ith other medicines to treat seizures in adults and children over age 2

prevent migraine headaches in adults

10 SHOULD NOT TAKE TOPAMAX? —
not take TOPAMAX if you are allergic to anything in it. See the end of this leaflet lor a complete

of ingredients in TOPAMAX

<AT SHOULD ITELL MY HEALTHCARE PROFESSIONAL BEFORE TAKING TOPAMAX?

I your healthcare professional about all of your medical conditions, including if you:

ave Kianey problems, especially kidney stones, or are getting kidney dialysis

lave a history of metabolic acidosis (blood and body fluid abnormality)

Ifve oSSSs (weak or brittle bones) and/or soft bones (osteomalacia) or decreased bone

nsity (osteopenia)

lave lung or breathing problems

lave eye problems, especially glaucoma

lave diarrhea

lave a growth problem

are on a diet high in fat called a ketogenic diet

^eSantoTplanning to become pregnant. It is not known if TOPAMAX can harm your unborn

£ breastfeeding. TOPAMAX may pass into your milk. Talk to your healthcare professional about the

^s! way to feed your baby while taking TOPAMAX

suffer from depression, mood pro'ilems or suicidal thoughts or behavior

A\ your heJthcare professional about all the medicines you take including prescription and

i esc ipS medicines, vitamins and herbal supplements. TOPAMAX and
^f^^,^l^X^'l

an affect each other. Sometimes the dose of some of your other medicines or TOPAMAX will have to

e adjusted Especially tell your healthcare professional if you are taking:

other iTiedicines that impair or decrease your thinking, concentration, or muscle coordination (e.g.

entral nervous system depressant medicines). „ . t n , h^oHhr^m

b t control piL. TOPAMAX may make your birth control p Is less effective, j^ll your heata

:ofessional if your menstrual bleeding changes while you are taking bir h c°n'^° P'"s a^^^^^^^

;eep a list of all the medicines you take. Show this list to your healthcare professionals and

iharmacists before you start a new medicine.

ilOWSHOULD I TAKE TOPAMAX?

TOPAMAX may cause the following Side effects which can be serious:

. metabolic acidosis. Metabolic acidosis is a condition that happens when there is too much

your blood Metabolic acidosis can cause symptoms such as tiredness, loss of appetitejr

heartbeat and impaired consciousness. Call your healthcare professional righ away if y

these symptoms with TOPAMAX. Your healthcare professional should do a blood est (measull

of serum bicarbonate) to monitor your bicarbonate level while you are taking TOPAMAX.

• eye problems. Serious eye problems include;

. a sudden decrease in vision (acute myopia) with or without eye pain and

. a blockage of fluid m the eye causing increased pressure in the eye (secondary angle

CallTur'healthcare professional right away if you have a loss in vision or get eye pain

g^g^j^^^j5^3^^j^^
Your healthcare professional will

p

stOD TOPAMAX and may recommend other therapy.
> n . .

• decreased sweating (oligohidrosis) and increased body temperature (fever). Patients, es

children, should be watched closely for signs of decreased sweating and tever increas(

temperature), especially in hot temperatures. Some patients may need hospital treatment

^TffSSs on thinking and alertness. TOPAMAX may affect thinking skills and cause coi

problems with concentration, attention, memory and/or speech, TOPAMAX may cause depre

mood problems tiredness, and sleepiness Call your healthcare professional right awa

rSSS?olfo?mu\?etordination in patients who take TOPAMAX alone or w

^hiSh bid ammonia levels and effects on mental activities. High ammonia in the blood a

your mental activities and decrease alertness, can make you feel tired o.^»atl9ued ,o ca

vomitmg. This has happened when TOPAMAX has been used with a medicine called valpr

Sy stone? DnnkK of fluids when taking TOPAMAX to decrease your chances o

Mingling ofthe arms and legs (paresthesia) is a common side effect of TOPAMAX

OtheT side effects with TOPAMAX include loss of appetite, nausea, a change in the way toot

diarrhea, weight loss, nervousness, aggression, upper respiratory tract infection.

Call your healthcare professional if you have any symptoms that concern you or that do no go

These are not all the side effects with TOPAMAX. For more information, ask your he

professional or pharmacist

WHAT SHOULD I DO IF I GET PREGNANT WHILE TAKING TOPAMAX?

It IS not clear if there is a risk to the fetus/baby if you are exposed to TpPA!|^AX arid you are p

Various abnormalities have been described in the offspring of ^ni^als e ose to T^^^^^^^

nreanancy If you use TOPAMAX while you are pregnant, ask your healthcare profession

?S t no your experience to the North American Drug Pregnancy Regis ry at Massachusetts

Hos a (Boston MA). This registry collects information about the babies born to women

tak no d uos to treat various conditions. Information about the North American Drug Pr

Rejstry can be found at mhmmmm^^m^ '<°^ ^an also pin the registry b

1-877-376-3872

Take TOPAMAX exactly as prescribed Your healthcare professional will usually start you on a low

TOPAMAX and slowly increase your dose until the best dose is found for you

-

',iAX Tablets should be swallowed whole. Avoid, chewing the tablets as they may leave a bitter

• MAX Sprpklp Capsules may be swallowed whole or may be opened and sprinkled on a

0' soft fooc^.t any tyoe. Examples are applesauce, custard, ice cream, oatmeal pudding or

Drink fluids right after to make sure all of the food and rr.edicine mixture is swallowed,

• Never store any meiicine and food mixture for use at a later time,
,_,

,

. TOPAMAX can be lur-:- before, during, or after a meal. Dnnk plenty of fluids dunng the day to prevent

kidney stones while taking TOPAMAX.
, „i „nht m™,

.
It you take too much TOPAMAX. call your healthcare professional or poison control center right away

°
! !ou msfalin'^e do°se 01 TOPAMAX take it as soon as you can. H^^ver. « you are wjhin 6 hours

of takina vouf next scheduled dose, wait until then to take your usual dose of TOPAMAX, and s p
the

missed dose. Do not double your dose If you have missed more than one dose, you should call your

healthcare professional for advice, inPAMAV
• Do not stop taking TOPAMAX unless a healthcare professional tells you to stop taking TOFAMAX.

You' heaitrcare pro'essicnal will tell you how to slowly step takmg TOPAMAX.

HOW SHOULD I STORE TOPAMAX? —
. Store TOPAMAX tablets in tightly-closed containers at room temperature. 59^F to 86 F

30'C) Protect from moisture.
, „_

. Store TOPAMAX Sprinkle Capsules in tightly-closed containers at or below 77 F (25 C|. Hro

moisture.
, , , . ....

• KeepTOPAMAX and all medicines out of the reach of children.

General Information AboutTOPAMAX.
...... li^nH in Patipnt Infd

Medicines are sometimes prescribed for purposes other than <hose hsted inWt In^

leaflets Do not use TOPAMAX for a condition for which it was not prescribed. Do

TOPAMAX to other people, even if they have the same symptoms that you have. It m

ThTieaflet summarizes the most important information about TOPAMAX. If you would I

in rrna' talk to your healthcare professional. You can ask your ealth care profesi

ptomacist for information about TOPAMAX that is written for health professionals. You can

wwwtopamax.com or call 1-800-526-7736 for more information.

WHAT ARETHE INGREDIENTS OFTOPAMAX?

Active Ingredient: topiramate

SSs"^S^^^^^^^^ monohydrate, pregelatinized starch, microcrystalline cellulosf

sta c yco ate magnesium stearate. purified water, carnauba wax. hyproriiellosa ti amun

e h e ycol ynthetic iron oxide 50. 1 00 and 200 mg tablets) and Polysorba e 8 .

. SnrinWe Caosules - contain sugar spheres (sucrose and starch), povidone, cellulose

e£sSbS:n'm'oiau;L.'sodJlaur?lsulfate^

DEPAKENE and DEPAKOTE' are registered trademarks of Abbott Laboratories.

Manufactured by:

Janssen Ortho, LLC

Gurabo, Puerto Rico 00778

Distributed by

WHATSHOULD I A/OID WHILE TAKING TOPAMAX?

"it vou arV taking Topamax or other antiepileptic drugs for epilepsy or seizures, you may need to avoid

ar'- ' r-s wt-pre loss of consciousness (passing out* could result in serious danger to yourself or those

yo
'

iircii'ding swimming, driving a car, climbmo in high places, etc.) Talk to your doctor before
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3ye Bye Cellulite

^ello Sexy! CBS, NBC, ABC, FOX reported

"ellulean with pharmaceutical Aminophylline

isually slims, smoothes & firms your legs and
ierriere in 30 days. Celiulean works! Call

-866-622-3550 for a Free Trial! Cellulean.com

tipsmrends.com

Drop a Dress Size
Over the Weekend
Hot new weight loss system
favored by Hollywood Stars

helps you lose up to 10

pounds in two days without

feeling hungry or deprived!

SAVE 10% Use code: LHJ10
celebrityproducts.com
or 1-888-297-9638

ENTELE® Lotus
jnted Discovery
seed that lives 1000
Firms skin 41% in

;ks! Reduces visible

es by 50%! Smoothes,
tes, & beautifies face

:k. Sacred Lotus Seed
:t is dermatologist

n! Oil-Free.

lAL: Full size loz.^/^
$21 -h s/h!

'alue) Limit 2

LHJ3-68107
'-327-4660 or

elebeauty.com

Shop these
great items
and other
cool stuff at

tipsntrends.com

DermaFree?e3l5
A^-jnsfent^e Relaxing .^owo.

|

net wt 1 oz (30
^

Devoted to DermaFreeze365
Women all ever the nation have spoken.
Dermafreeze365 is back by popular
demand! Clinically shown to reduce the

appearance of fine lines and wrinkles

50% - 90% in just 10 minutes. At drug-
stores or dermafreeze365.com

Tweeze
with Ease
Introducing

TweezLight - the

most amazing
new beauty tool!

Professional grade
tweezers with a built

in light, precision

tips and a wide
no-slip grip make
tweezing effortless

and accurate for

perfect brows.

tweezlight.com

elastology.
lotus firming

serum

OeCellulite

1

step 1

Put Up Your Legs & Relax
Restful Legs - All natural, homeopathic and the

only OTC solution that relieves symptoms of

agitation, tingling sensations & leg jerks. Safe to

take without side effects or interactions with other

drugs. 1-800-234-8879 or restfullegs.com

i

End Cellulite!

FINALLY, a time-released,

continuous action,

anti-cellulite formula.

DeCellulite's 2 step system
works on a cellular level,

restructuring & retextunzing

cellulite-damaged skin,

virtually suctioning away
the look of fatty dimpling.

At CVS, 1-800-535-0000
or UniversityMedical.com

Feeling is Believing!

For you, for your family,

Canus Vermont offers all

the natural moisturizing

properties of fresh Goat's

Milk without harsh

chemicals. Luxurious

soaps, lotions & more
1-866-496-2527 o.

canusgoatsmilk.com
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"vvidder woman" a cowboy might many for fove of hei barn, in

other words, for security and three squares a day. I had assets, but

not necessarily the kind modern men considered value-added.

And yet. I am not King. People did come a-courting and I. alas,

did tire of them.

Thev were all nice-enough fellows. There were sweethearts

from the past widi busted marriages, orthodontists I approached

with fer\'ent hopes for free braces in the future, a hotelier and

fonner English soccer pro young enough to be my, uh . .
.
younger

cousi:i. But all of them failed die critical test. They weren't father

material. If I were to marry, die man would be the only father my

children would ever know, die only fadier whom die young ones

would truly remember Either they blanched when they heard

about die size and variability of my brood or visibly glazed over

w hen I regaled them with tales of my posse. For me it was a case

of this: Love me. love my crew. And that wasn't happening.

And so. as I have done so often, trudging giimly across an arid

expanse. I cried into my pillow and turned to my writing.

hi my second novel I created die man I would many: no Tom,

Dick or Harry, but a character named Charley Wilder a sexy

younger guy with a ripped T-shirt and ripped biceps beneath it

who had a degiee and owned a tie. liked classical music and con-

sidered the idea of having a big family deeply erotic. "Too bad

Chailev "Wilder doesn't exist in nature," my friends noted as I sent

them chapters to read. A free spirit, Charley slept in a woven ham-

mock from die Yucatan he'd stnmg across his li\ing room. He had

a tool belt with three pockets instead of the usual two. Charley on

paper was more fun thanJoe or Mike or Eric or Ted in real life, hi

m>' book he courted a character named Annie Singer, a stiff and

edg\- law\'er He came to do carpentr\' on her house and ended by

covering her bridal bed with orchids. They had a baby, although

she was "too old." because he just couldn't wait to have a family.

No wonder reviewers found the stoi}- line unrealistic.

My author's copies of The Most Wanted were situng unopened in

boxes in the hall on the morning the doorbell rang and my

daughter Francie. nearly 3. wearing her floor-length summer

nightgown, her long dark hair in a tangle, opened it. I heard a

male voice ask her "Aix you a Mayan princess?"

Francie answered, insouciantly. "^es. I am." I unrolled myself

from the couch where I'd been catching a post-workout nap.

resplendent in my ripped biking shorts and Texas Rangers ball

cap, and looked into the cieaii-water-blue eyes of one of the cutest

gu\ s I'd ever seen. He wore jeans. Carhartt boots and a paint-

daubed T-shirt that looked as if it had been torn in just such a wa>-

for a Gap ad. His tool belt hung low on his liips. w ith three pock-

ets instead of the usual two. Wlien he shook my hand. I noticed

he smelled of pine needles. My college-age assistant would later

tell mc I had that look people get after a near-death experience.

"Hi. sport," said the guy, who looked to

be about 21. (He was, in fact, 32.) I felt

myself assume the demeanor of a puddle

of warm pudding; and the fact that I could

neither speak nor look at him did not

augur a relationship. I pointed the way

upstairs to where he would be doing . . .

carpentr\', and although I was too young

for a hot flash, I flushed when he removed

something from his tool belt. He was

obsessed with measuring, he later told me

in passing, because he liked a tight fit. I

remained conscious.

The next morning I prepared to greet

liini. having employed mascara and a curl-

ing iron. He didn't show up. By 10 A.M. I

was furious. By 11 I had decided to not put

iin- faith in tool belts. I had changed back

into a sweatshirt from a sweater by die time

he showed up in his absurd yellow van. He

apologized. He had remained up far too

late reading my novel, a copy of which my

assistant had thoughtfully given him, and

he w ondered if we might later take a few

minutes to discuss it.

Discuss my novel? He looked continued
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We married in

like this and he wanted to discuss my iiovelfln my

experiences, deltoids like his did not usually

coincide with bookishiiess. But my first novel

he mentioned, had been one of his mother's

top 10 all-time favorites. He himself had not

read it. he said, but hoped to.

And so we began to spend half our work-

days gabbing m my garage, sitting on over-

turned plaster buckets. I was fixing up m)' house to sell it and

working on my third novel. Chris's college degree was in studio

arts, but he was proud of being a cai-penter. He had made beauti-

ful environments, gazebos, multitiered and unusually shaped,

and loved the botanical aspect of his work. He hoped to move to

New Mexico soon. I caught myself hoping against his hopes.

It didn't take a psychic to recogirize that I had conjured up

Charle\- Wilder . . . from longing and imagination, and somehow,

the universe had listened and sent my vision to me. He had the

look, demeanor and the. a/i. equipment of the man Fd created in

the no\'el. the one who convinced Annie Singer (who, like me,

had been around the block before the block had sidewalks) to

give up her misgivings about men in general and be swept away-

into his hammock and his love.

Still. I wasn't sure for some weeks.

Waiat I had. I realized in days to come, was a giggly teenage

crush. So did Chris. We rode around in his van and sat on the

hood looking at the stars. We lost a combined total of about 20

pounds. And we never did a single thing but hold hands. Chris

didn't want to kiss me, he told me. because he didn't like tilings

that ended, and if this was to be a thing that ended, he wanted it

to end with a friendship instead of a premature and truncated

love affair. Still, late at night he called me, and while my cliildren

banged furiously on the bathroom door, we gushed for hours. We

sang to Tom Petty on the radio. We talked obliquely about how

some men liked marrying women with children, and how some

older women needed a younger man to keep up with them.

The first time I visited his sparse apartment, I noticed the 18-

foot hammock from the Yucatan strung across the living room.

Tlie second time I \'isited, he proposed. The way he put it was

this: "I've been wondering. I think you're remarkable. And you

stem to think I am. And so. I thought I'd ask if you would do me

ihc honor of mariying mc?"

I reminded him about my children, with whom he'd been play-

mg basketball in our yard after work, the closest I'd ever allowed

an\' man I had dated to come to them.

"I'd like 10 children." he announced.

I asked when he hoped this nuptial e\ent might take place. He

said. •Well, let's see. what's toda>-? Saturday? Do the\- do ^ved-

haste and

wondered at

leisure just what

we had done

dinsrs on Mondav?"

I gulped. But the uni-

verse had indeed handed

me my fantasy on a plate.

I gulped again and nod-

ded. Mad with excite-

ment, unable to sleep, we

went for breakfast at one

of those horrible pancake places where

everyone is up too early or too late. In what

I would learnn^'as a statement characterisdc

of him, Chris said, "Tonight I'm only grate-

ful that I'm not anyone else on earth." He

paused, glancing at the behemoth farmers

and scrawny goth children around us.

"Especially anyone in this restaurant."

At 6 .A..M. we went to the house of my

best friend, who'd been a rabbi, and asked

her if she would marry us on Wednesday.

She had been invited that coming Wednes-

day night to a dinner in Ohio to sit with

President Clinton. She declined in order to

perform our marriage instead. Finally we

headed to my house.

When I told my sons I was going to be

married, after nearly five years of widow-

hood, my youngest son pulled me aside and

asked, "Does this mean he'll live here?"

I'd phoned the people whose country

house I was in the process of buying to ask

whether I might bring by a few friends to

see the place on a night just a few days

hence. How we pulled this together is still

a mvsten,-. Of course I had the dress-I had

a closet of selections. But I needed a bou-

quet with violet orcliids (an obliging neigh-

bor and bridesmaid went to work on that).

We made phone calls to extra-close friends

and relatives, many ofwhom had the same

reaction as my ever-tolerant brother: "Mar-

ried. To the Zen carpenter. Wednesday.

Right. Well, game on!" My father was so

confused he thought I was asking him to

someone else's wedding. One friend

surreptitiously surprised me with a gift of

two white limos that showed up later in

the afternoon, drawing the continued
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s your teenager

letting too mueh

)f a good thing?

K;A:iiii««<

abusing medicine,

"^"^'^ding cough and

^^^^
Nicines, gettingW

J'^^he active ingredient

J^^tfomethorphan.

"^^e's what you can do

.^Pi^otectyourlcids:

his message for parents

) from the leading makers of

ough and cold medicines.

Educate yourself.

Go to StopMedicineAbuse.org

for more information on teen

medicine abuse.

Talk to your teens.

Just talking with your kids about

the problem of medicine abuse is

one of the best ways to keep them

from trying it.

Safeguard ail medicines.

Keep a watch on all your medicines

ncl always keep them secure.
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Couples

attention of the neighborhood. My
assistant hired out a room at my
favorite ItaUan restaurant; a baker

buddy whipped up a mukitiered

carrot cake for the chocolate-allergic

bride. A photographer I knew

agreed to shoot the wedding all in

black and white and on two days'

notice. When Chris's dad asked

what the rush was. we were able to

reply that it wasn't us, it was every-

thing around us. We weren't afraid

we'd back out: but we were afraid

that so many people would give us

so much adverse advice that we

wanted to put their words back into

their mouths before they came out.

Through all the bustle I was curi-

ously calm, and <alm is not a word

often used in connection with me.

In fact, a friend once told me of the

philosophy "be like snow"-in other

words, fall softly on the earth but

still nurture it, as does the rain. She

said, "In your case, I'd suggest, be

like hail." But in this case, even

when the wedding rings had to be

driven in a cab from the jeweler a

half hour before the ceremony, I

never doubted that everything

would go without a hitch. I had

chosen the loveliest and laciest of

my wedding dresses: an ivory

ballet-length skirt with a fitted bod-

ice and a high neck in front that

dropped away in the rear view. Just

before we left, Chris said, "You

have the most beautiful back." At 5

o'clock, with everything somehow

in order as if an Olympian maestro

had guided it, we were ready to

head to our soon-to-be-new home

and the council oak under which

we would marry at sunset. It was

May 13: I got 21 mosquito bites on

mv beautiful back during the 20-

minute ceremony, in which we

promised to honor each other \vith

all that we were and all that we had,

in a variadon of the words from the

Book of Common Prayer.

Each ofmy three boys had chosen

a passage to read. The eldest read,

"Two roads diverged in a wood, and

I, I took the one less traveled by, and

that has made all the difference."

My middle son read, "Eventually,

all drings merge into one, and a river

runs dirough it . . . On some of the

rocks ^e timeless raindrops. Under

the rocks are the words."

And my youngest son, just 7, read,

"It is not often someone comes along

who is a true friend and a good

writer. Charlotte was both."

At the reception, friends made

side bets on how long this marriage,

a culminadon of a five-week court-

ship, would endure. The long shot

was a year.

But it has been eight years, diree

more children, whales of laughter

and oceans of tears since that day.

(We adopted Mia nine mondis after

we were mairied, and Will and Atri-

cus came along later.) We married in

haste and wondered at leisure just

what we had done. But I am stub-

bom and so is he. And we were bodi

committed, in part, to prove the

doubters wrong. The children

quickly let it be known that even if

we occasionally yell at each other

like people in an opera-and, at first,

we did-no one was going anywhere.

And no one has.

Writing has its own way of mak-

ing things manifest. I don't have a

spiritual bone in my body, but put-

dng diings down somehow seems to

nudge at least some of them into

being, perhaps because, as we write_

diem, we bring diem fordi so utterly

from the core of our selves.

And by the way, we got four ham-

mocks as wedding gifts. ^
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How children see things

depends on what we teach them.

The Goldfish brand believes in the power of a little smile

and has partnered with Dr. Karen Reivieh. heading

psychologist and mother of (bun to ereate a website witii

interaeti\ e tools and aeti\ ities to inspire posiiixc thinking in

children. h"s ealled fishfulthinking.com. CMieek it out today.

Goldfish '. The Snack That Smiles Back.
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BACK TO SCHOOL for BOOMERS
A (Teuerarion tliat specialized iii

breaking the mles is doing it again.

proMng it"s never too cool for school.

This fall nearly 2 million baby

boomers-some 60 percent of them

women-will be heading to college,

many for die first time. Like older

students in past generations, the

majority^ enroll purely for intellectual

emichment. says Brian Pusser. Ph.D.,

coauthor of a recent University of

Virginia study on this topic. But

an ever-increasing number are there

to get the credenuals they need to

change caieers. "Tlie demands of a

knowledge economy and globalization

increasingly requir e workers to have

college degrees," Dr. Pusser observes.

Indeed, job change is a hallmark

of baby boomers: hi a recent AARP
survey, 26 percent of respondents 42

and above had begun new careers in

die previous year. "Many worked

in fields that are no longer \iable and

lack die technical skills that newer

industries require." says Norma Kent,

a spokeswoman for the American

Association of Community Colleges.

"They're pursuing liigher educadon to

get the retraining they need to contin-

ue working. They realize Social Secu-

rirv' won't be enough." -Lauren Stntpf)

GOOD
MORNING
AMERICA

Robin Roberts

What Girls
Really Need
If you're the mother of

daughters, encouraging them

to participate in sports is

the best gift you can give

them. Playing sports, feeling

the competitive drive,

winning and losing-these

experiences build self-esteem

and character. Even grown

women can be timid because

they get stuck feeling they

have to be liked and have to

please everyone. I assure you,

sports shakes that out of you.

On the court or field, you

don't care whether the other

team likes you. You just want

to win. It makes you stronger.

So do your daughters a huge

favor and introduce them to

sports. It's the best training

ground for adult life.

Drive as I Say, Not as I Do
Dming is potentially one oi the

most dangerous activities your teen

will ever engage in. yet nian\- par-

ents theniseh es set poor exauiples

of sale driving. A new survey has

found diat 2.5 percent of parents

ensatre in unsafe driving habits, such

as mulritasking behind the wheel,

in front of their kids. Moreover,

parents don't talk about die hazards.

Although thi ee-quarlers of parents

discuss the risks of smoking, illegal

dmg use and peer pressure by die

tmie kids are 12. barely a quarter

broach the topic of safe driving.

Car crashes remain the leaduig

cause of death among teenagers,

accoundng for near ly 5.500 fatalides

and 450.000 injuries annually. That's

why safe driving should be die topic

of serious and ongoing conversadon

w ith vour children from the time

diev are small, says Laurence Stein-

berg. Ph.D., a psychology professor

at Temple University and coauthor

of the study, from the Allstate

Foundation. "The sooner you bring

it up, die better," he says. "Don't wait

until they get dieir learner's permit."

Most of all. parents need to be good

role models. So put down that cell

phone, stop at yellow lights and

focus on die road. -K. Emily Bond
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M rgo Oxen-

dine pulls her

SUV into a

parking spot

in front of the

Springs Nursing Center, in Hot

Springs. Virginia, and hops

out. her red curls bouncing.

Bounding out alter her is a

5-vcar-old female dachshund-

beagle mix with big brown

eves and a pink flowered col-

lar. "Come along. Brownie,"

she sa\-s to the dog. who wags

her tail expectantly.

As they walk through the

glass doors of the nursing

home. Brownie begins to wag

her tail even more furiously.

Nurses and staff coo at her and

stroke her long silky ears.

Brcnvme humblv accepts the adulation, pausing at ever>- \vheel-

chair and passerby, smffmg as she seeks the special someone she

;ind Oxendine visit several times a month.

•Do vou know where Anna is.-'" Oxendine asks a staff mem-

ber, who directs her to the common room, where residents chat

and watch T\'. As soon as Brownie sets eyes on 9()-year-old Anna

Johnson, u ith \vhom she lived for the first four >-cars of her life,

'she leaps into her former nustress's lap and licks her chin. Soft

Bighearted Bro\Miie creates bonds of love

between those who need it most

gi-a\- hair wreathes Johnson's smiling face.

Her eyes crinkle with happiness as she

beholds her furry friend.

Soon Oxendine. 55. is pushingJohnson's

wheelchair down the hallway to her room,

with Brownie taking advantage of die free

ride. The two women settle into their rou-

tine, almost like mother and co.ntinuee
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New lams Digestive Care helps

keep bellies happy.

Our exciusive tiber system in new idms Digestive Care is designed to if .p

promote ongoing healthy digestion It's complete and natural nutrition to

help keep his belly happy for life That's the lams Promise New Digestive

Care from vet-recommended lams 100% satisfaction guaranteed



daughter, though just a > ear ago they were strangers. Brownie

brought them together, and now Oxendine comes faithfulh" to

visit Johnson, a longtime widow who suffers from mild Alzhemi-

er"s disease and has no close family of her own.

Oxendine's own modier passed away two years ago and her

most prominent memor>- of her mom is her willingness to per-

form good deeds for friends and neighbors-including regular

visits to residents at the nursing home. "Coming here is a way I

can honor my mother." she says.

Oxendine. who married and divorced at a young age and has

no children, had wanted a dog for a while. However, with an

active social and professional life-she's executive director of the

local historical society, a real estate agent and a newspaper and

magazine writer-she feared that her schedule was too hectic to

add a dog to the niLx. "We convince ourselves we're too busy to

do die things that would really make us happy," she says.

During die summer of 2006 Oxendine learned of Brownie from

a local veterinarian. EOen

Miller, who had taken in

the pup temporarily after

Johnson moved to the

nursins; home. Miller was

employing Brownie at

the animal hospital. Her

job? Wagging her tail to

welcome patients to the

clinic. Brownie was an

ace at her new cai'eer. But

Miller wanted to settle

Brownie in a permanent

home with someone who

would adopt her and be

agreeable to taking her on

\isits tojolmson.

Oxendine volunteered

immediately. "It was a

chance to do two good

deeds at once," she says.

She soon saw. though,

that her offer was more

than an act of charity.

The happiness Brownie

brought Johnson gave

Oxendine so much joy,

she realized she was re-

ceiving more than she

. -1 '^vas giving.
Oxendine. lert, ai.^ joiinson share custody "

, j

of the cuddly Brownie "Bro\vnie has lmpro^-ed

my outlook on absolutely everything"

Oxendine says. "She makes me laugh."

Today, as Oxendine and Johnson share

lunch, they occasionally slip Brownie some

of their ham, which she happily wolfs

down. "Seeing the dog really puts a smile

on Anna's face." says the nursing home's

administrator, Susan Williams.

LHJ.com

When Meals On Wheels

discovered that seniors were sharing

their meals with hungry pets,

the group pledged to feed the canine

companions, too. Read about its

pet-friendly program at

www.lhj.com/MOW

These days. Brownie goes everywhere

with Oxendine. even accompanying her

when she delivers food to elderly people as a

Meals On Wheels volunteer. "Brownie loves

car rides," Oxendine reports. "At our stops,

she gets out and trots in with me. I have die

impression diat people ai-e happier to see her

dian die food!"

Brownie's career as Hot Springs' unoffi-

cial social director continues to expand.

"I've even taken her to a few cocktail

parties," laughs Oxendine. "Everyone

adores her." Brownie is also srill putting in

time as a gieeter at the vet's office. "She has

other jobs as well," says Oxendine. 'When

Miller's mother suffered a stroke, the

veterinarian took Brownie to visit her and

found that other hospital patients enjoyed

interacting with the dog. too. So now-

though she's not trained as a service ani-

mal-she s been deemed the hospital's

unofficial pet-therapy dog.

Toda\- at die nursing home Brownie gives

Johnson her full attention. The littie dog

nesdes into her lap and occasionally plants a

wet kiss on her cliin. Oxendine watches widi

a smile. "My mother is sending me good

deeds to do from Heaven." she says. ^



MOW DO YOU HELP
rOUR DAUGHTER BECOME ONE LESS

LIFE AFFEGED BY
CERVICAL CANCER?

GARDASIL is the only vaccine that may help guard your daughter from

4 types of human papillomavirus. Those types may cause 70% of

cervical cancer cases and 90% of genital warts cases. GARDASIL will

not treat these diseases. GARDASIL works by reaching your daughter

before the virus can — by protecting her.

GARDASIL is for girls and young women ages 9 to 26. This vaccine is

part of your daughter's recommended vaccination schedule, but only

a doctor or healthcare professional can decide if GARDASIL is right

for her. GARDASIL is covered by many healthcare plans. So ask your

daughter's doctor or healthcare professional about getting her

vaccinated with GARDASIL at her back-to-school check-up. She

could become one less life affected by cervical cancer

SELECT SAFETY INFORMATION

GARDASIL may not fully protect everyone and does not prevent all

types of cervical cancer, so future cervical cancer screenings will be

important for your daughter. Anyone who is allergic to the ingredients

of GARDASIL should not receive the vaccine, and GARDASIL is not

for women who are pregnant. GARDASIL is given as 3 injections over

6 months and can cause pain, swelling, itching, and redness at the

injection site, fever, nausea, and dizziness.

Please see Patient Information on the next page.

GARDASIL.
[Quadrivalent Human Papillomavirus

)o-GARDASiL GARDASiL.com (Types 6,11,16,18) Recombinant Vaccine]
ASIL IS a registered trademark of Merck & Co.. Inc

iaht © 2007 Merck & Co Inn All nnhts rBsaruori ?n7n7ni';/7inn9i.r;Bn-mM



Patient Information about

GARDASli: (pronounced "gard-Ah-sill")

Generic name: [Quadrivalent Human Papillomavirus (Types 6, 11. 16. 18) Recombinant Vaccine]

R°ad this information with care before you or your child gets

GARDASIL* You or your child will need 3 doses of the vaccine. It is

important to read this leaflet when you receive each dose. This leaf et

does not take the place of talking with your health care professional

about GARDASIL.

What Is GARDASIL and what is it used for?

GARDASIL is a vaccine (in)ection/shot) that helps protect against the

following diseases caused by Human Papillomavirus (HPV) Types in

the vaccine (6, 11, 16, and 18);

. Cervical cancer (cancer of the lower end of the uterus or womb).

• Abnormal and precancerous cervical lesions.

• Abnormal and precancerous vaginal lesions.

• Abnormal and precancerous vulvar lesions.

• Genital warts.

GARDASIL helps prevent these diseases - but it will not treat them.

You or your child cannot get these diseases from GARDASIL.

What other key information about GARDASIL should I know?

• Vaccination does not substitute for routine cervical cancer

screening. Females who receive GARDASIL should continue

cervical cancer screening.

. As with all vaccines, GARDASIL may not fully protect everyone who

gets the vaccine.

• GARDASIL will not protect against diseases due to non-vaccine

HPV types There are more than 100 HPV types; GARDASIL helps

protect against 4 types (6, 11, 16, and 18). These 4 types have been

selected for GARDASIL because they cause approximately 70 /o of

cervical cancers and 90% of genital warts.

. This vaccine will not protect you against HPV types to which you

may have already been exposed.

. GARDASIL also will not protect against other diseases that are not

caused by HPV. .-.ju
• GARDASIL works best when given before you or your child has any

contact with certain types of HPV (i.e., HPV types 6, 11, 16, and 18).

Who can receive GARDASIL?
GARDASIL is for girls and women 9 through 26 years of age.

See "Who should not receive GARDASIL?" below.

Who should not receive GARDASIL?
Anyone who;
• is allergic to any of the ingredients in the vaccine. A list ot

ingredients can be found at the end of this leaflet.

• has an allergic reaction after getting a dose of the vaccine.

What should I tell my health care professional before I am vaccinated

or my child is vaccinated with GARDASIL?

It is very important to tell your health care professional if you or

your child;

• has had an allergic reaction to the vaccine.

• has a bleeding disorder and cannot receive injections in the arm.

• has a weakened immune system, for example, due to a genetic

defect or HIV infection.

• is pregnant or is planning to get pregnant. GARDASIL is not

recommended for use in pregnant women.
• has any illness with a fever more than 100°F (37.8°C).

. takes or plans to take any medicines, even those you can buy over

the counter.

Your health care professional will decide if you or your child should

receive the vaccine.

How is GARDASIL given?

GARDASIL IS ^iven as an injection.

You or your child will receive 3 doses of the vaccine. Ideally the doses

are given as;

. First dose; at a date you and your health care professional choose.

• Second dose; 2 months after the first dose.

• Third dose; 6 months after the first dose.

Make sure that you or your child gets all 3 doses. This allows you or

your child to get the full benefits of GARDASIL If you or your child

misses a dose, your health care professional will decide when to give

the missed dose.

Registered trademark of MERCK & CO
Whitehouse Station, NJ 08889, USA
COPYRIGHT : 2006 MERCK & CO., Inc.

Inc.

What are the possible side effects of GARDASIL?

As with all vaccines, there may be some side effects with GARDASIL.

GARDASIL has been shown to be generally well tolerated m women

and girls as young as 9 years of age.

The most commonly reported side effects included:

• pain, swelling, itching, and redness at the injection site.

• fever.

• nausea.
• dizziness.

Difficulty breathing (bronchospasm) has been reported very rarely.

If you or your child has any unusual or severe symptoms after

receiving GARDASIL, contact your health care professional

right away.

For a more complete list of side effects, ask your health care

professional.

What are the ingredients in GARDASIL?

The main ingredients are purified inactive proteins that come from

HPVTypes6, 11, 16,and 18.

It also contains amorphous aluminum hydroxyphosphate sulfate,

sodium chloride, L-histidine, polysorbate 80, sodium borate, and

water for injection.

What are cervical cancer, precancerous lesions, and genital warts?

Cancer of the cervix is a serious disease that can be life-threatening.

This disease is caused by certain HPV types that can cause the cells

in the lining of the cervix to change from normal to precancerous

lesions. If these are not treated, they can turn cancerous.

Genital warts are caused by certain types of HPV. They often appeal

as skin-colored growths. They are found on the inside or outside of

the genitals They can hurt, itch, bleed, and cause discomfort. Thesi

lesions are usually not precancerous. Sometimes, it takes multiple

treatments to eliminate these lesions.

What is Human Papillomavirus (HPV)?

HPV IS a common virus. In 2005, the Centers for Disease Control an(

Prevention (CDC) estimated that 20 million people in the United Sta

had this virus. There are many different types of HPV; some cause r

harm Others can cause diseases of the genital area. For most peop

the virus goes away on its own. When the virus does not go away it

can develop into cervical cancer, precancerous lesions, or genital

warts, depending on the HPV type. See "What other key informat.o

about GARDASIL should I know?"

Who is at risk for Human Papillomavirus?

In 2005 the CDC estimated that at least 50% of sexually active peop

catch HPV during their lifetime. A male or female of any age who

takes part in any kind of sexual activity that involves genital contac

is at risk.

Many people who have HPV may not show any signs or symptoms

This means that they can pass on the virus to others and not know i

Will GARDASIL help me if I already have Human Papillomavirus?

You may benefit from GARDASIL if you already have HPV. This is

because most people are not infected with all four types of HPV

contained in the vaccine. In clinical trials, individuals with current c

past infection with one or more vaccine-related HPV types prior to

vaccination were protected from disease caused by the remaining

vaccine HPV types. GARDASIL is not intended to be used for

treatment for the above mentioned diseases. Talk to your health c£

professional for more information.

This leaflet is a summary of information about GARDASIL^If

you would like more information, please talk to your health care

professional or visit www, gardasil.com.

Issued October 2006

Manufactured and Distributed by:

MERCK & CO..

Whitehouse Station. NJ 08889.
20702015(2)(302)-GRD-



KAsH intimacies

Once they were iny

losest confidantes,

my perfect playmates,

witness to every

^ important (and

unimportant) event

of my life. Now kids

and work have

crowded them out.

Is there a way to

ifind my way back?

It's
another Saturday here at Field

Four, a vast landscape dotted by
girls with swishy ponytails, shin

guards and cleats. Like any soc-

cer mom worth her sun visor, I

have come prepared. Fve got my diet

soda, bag of baby carrots, cell phone,

romance novel, knitting project and,

perhaps most admirably, one of those

collapsible chairs with spindly legs

that look like spastic spiders as they

Friends,

found
unfold. M)- chair is deluxe—replete with cup holder and

a tiny umbrella that pops up in case ol ruin.

I am, that is, advanced. I ve got an 8-year-old and a

(vyear-old, so when it comes to soccer mom-hood, I

know m\- stuff. I used to com]>lain about how much
time I spent iierc at Field Foin. Now I just think of it as

opportunity to pursue portable hobbies—like knitting.

'roda\- Fve got a new plan to pass the time, really the

best idea Fve come up with in months. In addition to my
regular arsenal of time killers, today Fve also brought a

clipboard with a yello\v pad and a list of ( onthnuko

LADIES' HOME JOURNAL i SEPTEMBER 2007 r„,
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Remember
friends—the

connections

you made

before diapers

and mortgages?

names. Fm going to go down my list and

call these people. Friends.

Remember friends?

Real friends. Not the people of conve-

nience vou run into as a working mom.

Not your coworkers, not your kids'

friends' moms, not teachers or coaches,

not any of the people you spend your

days being polite to. Friends. The connections

you made way back when you were just a form-

ing adult, before you gave your life over to diapers, and sippy

cups, and mortgage payments. Friends.

We called ourselves "Tlie Babes." We did ever>'-

thing together. We knew everything about one

another^Beth, BK, Nancy Wendy We used to

be central to one another's days. We went to

movies, all the new restaurants, shoe stores.

Tliere was a time we had no problem organizing not one but two

Caribbean vacations together over a three-year period-now we

can scarcely manage to organize a shared cup of coffee once a

month. Tlie situation has gotten so out of hand it's keeping me up

at night. Friends. I miss my friends.

"Mom, did you see that!?" My daughter Anna runs up to me

and says. Urn, yes, I did. She kicked the ball high into the air,

which frankly looked a lot more kickball to me than soccer. "That

was so cool!" she says. 1 congratulate her. She asks for water. She

wants to know what Fm doing with the clipboard and I try to

explain. "You forgot who your friends are?" she says.

"Huh?"

"You had to write their names down?"

"No, honey"-! teU her to get back into the game, realizing how

sad this is. I had to make a list of Tlie Babes, the very people who

once were like sisters.

I
call Nancy first. I get her voice mail. In the backgiound of

her greeting I can hear her 6-year-old son laughing, and

then^the sound of a puppy yapping. A puppy? Whose

puppy? I leave a message, then try Beth, who is also not

home. Finally BK answers. "Hey babe," I say not needing

to lurther identify myself. "Did Nancy get a new dog?"

h takes her a moment to catch up. "A new dog?" she says.

"Don't you think we would have heard?"

•Fm just thinking that it would be kind of soon after Buster," I

say.

"Buster?" she says. "Did soinediing happen to Buster?"

O^r babe," I say. 'I'm sorry to be the one to tell you." Buster

was die <!;<))den retrie^•er puppy we surprised Nancy with on her

30dr birthday. More than

10 years have passed and

Buster, having moved

into old dog-hood, suc-

cumbed to cancer. I can't

believe BK didn't know

he died. How could such

an important event have

bypassed even one of us?

"Fve been kind of

busy widi my mom," BK says, filling me in

with the news ^at her modier will be mov-

ing to a nursing home. "Fve been shopping

for places for her," she says. "Some of diem

are pretty nice."

As I listen to BK describe her adventures

into the world of nursing homes, I think:

She's going through all of this without The

Babes? Shouldn't we be diere for her? But

how can you be there for an old friend

when all the new acquaintances are filling

up your time? We're all having the same

problem: complicated lives filled with peo-

ple who need iminediate attendon, all diose

coaches and coworkers and teachers and

bus drivers and school-lunch-money takers.

You spend your day responding, because

you have to. Because this is who you are

now. The person you used to be, die person

with deep connections worthy of tender

care, is simply put on hold.

"Hang on," I say to BK, "I have to talk to

diis woman." A teain mom with a blond bob

is approacliing. She always looks so serious

and so put together-coordinated exercise

clodies, clean cross-trainers, a melon-colored

tote bag. She is die sort of person who makes

me feel inferior as a soccer mom, even

thoueh I'm the one with the more deluxe

chaii-. (I actually checked hers out die odier

day to see if it had the umbrella feature,

which it did not. What is happening to me?)

"Hi!" she says, all perky. "I just wanted

to make sure you know you're on the con-

cession stand tomorrow night!"

The concession stand? Oh, dear. "Yes, I

know!" I lie, in my perkiest voice. "I've got

that on my calendar!" continued



delicious Glucerna®

,t some crunch back in your day with three irresistible cereals, all made with our

lique carbohydrate blend clinically shown to help manage your blood sugar spikes

,ok for Glucerna Cereals near the pharmacy section of your local retail store.

GlUCBrnO. Smoft nutrition for people with diabetes:

: "visit Glucerna.com or call l-877-7Glucerna to learn more..

Use Glucerno u.der .ed,co,.upe.vis,on os p^rt of



We are slipping

awav from

each other, I

reahze with

sweet sadness

and longing

"Great!" she says, adding, "and may I just

say your litde Anna sure is improving!"

Okay, first of all, are we going to keep talking

in exclamation points? And second, I really

want to get back to my conversation with BK.

And third, let's be honest: Anna's improvement

is defmitely not what you'd call exponential.

"Frankly, I think soccer is better for Anna

than Arma is for soccer," I quip. As the words

come out of my mouth I think: Well, tliat's a deep

thought. It's so tme! My little girl is learning so much about sports-

manship, the difference between aggression and assertion, and

team unity from her time here on Field Four. She is, however,

cleariy destined to do nothing for the advancement of America's

standing in the World Cup.

It would be nice to have diis conversation witii diis woman, soc-

cer mom to soccer mom. It would be nice to sit her down and have

a meaninghil discussion. I'm looking at her, hoping. But she has no

interest, or no time. Or maybe I'm tire one projecting diat problem.

Maybe I'm pushing her away? "Okay, I've got to find Elaina's mom

and teO her she's on scoreboard tomorrow!" she says. And she is

gone. I go back to BK. "Did you hear tliat conversation?" I ask.

"'Wow," BK says, "that was a deep thought you had about

Aima."

"See, this is why I love you," I tell her. We talk about girls, and

sports, and confidence, and sisterhood. These are the kinds of

conversations we used to have, as easy and yet essential as breath-

ing. "God, I miss you," I say.

Just
then, my call-waiting -clicks in. I look to see that it's

Beth calling me back, and put BK on hold.

"Babe!" Beth says. "So great to hear your voice! I'm just

getting back fromJoe's."

Joe's? Is this a new man I don't know about? Or per-

haps some sort of hamburger place? I'm ashamed of my

ignorance and figure I'll ask BK later. "Hey, did Nancy get a new

dog?" I ask.

"You didn't hear about the puppy?" she says.

"Did you hear BK's moving her mom to a nursing home?"

"Wliat? I didn't even know she was sick."

"You didn't know about the operation?"

-miatr

"ITiis is ridiculous," I say "How can we all be so beliind on Babe

news?" She agiees. She says let's get out our calendars. I tell her I

already know how tfiis conversation is going to end. This is exacdy

how it has gone for years now: "We have to plan a Girls' Night

Out!" one of us will say We'll e-mail open dates, find one in com-

mon, but then one of us will have to go out of to^vn on business, or

get called into a parent-

teacher conference at the

last minute, or have to

suddenly make dieJell-O

treats for a kid sports ban-

quet for 24 players. Soon-

er or later we give up.

"Let's talk next month

when things setde down,"

one ofus will say. Mondis

will go by and die cycle repeats.

We are slipping away from each other.

That's the truth of it. With sweet sadness

and longing, I realize I used to live a life of

unfolding narratives with my single girl-

friends-each day a new boyfriend or career

or hair emergency-instead of unfolding

chairs in front of kids running soccer drills.

y call-waiting cHcks. It's

BK again. I tell Beth to

hang on.

"Nancy got a new

dog!" BK says. "I have

her on die other line!" I ask her if Beth is

seeing someone namedJoe.

'Joe?" she says.

I click back over to Beth. This clicking

goes on and on, a sharing of news coming

in bursts of excited bHps and bleeps. "Where

is Wendy?" Beth asks. "If we had Wendy

on the fine we could do a Girls' Night Out

via conference call."

A conference call. A Girls' Night Out

conference call. We click back and forth

entertaining this truly pathetic truth: It

might be our only hope. But Nancy has tc

go pick up her son from a birthday part)\

And we need to locate Wendy. We decide t(

schedule our Girls' Night Out conference

call for tomorrow night.

"Wait," I say. "I'm on concession stand

tomonow night."

I am getting an official headache.

Just then the perfect perky soccer mom
approaches once again. This time, she's car

r\ing her chair. Huh? She walks up, unfolds

her chair right con-hnued on page 12i
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hen a child has ADHD,
his success isn't only measured by making a better grade.

( Sometimes success is maKing a better move.)

Is your child accomplishing his personal goals outside of school? Is he as focused in his social relationships and favorite pastimes

as much as his homework assignments? Is he realizing his full potential? If your child's ADHD is interfering with life outside of

school, talk to your doctor about once-a-day CONCERTA, available by prescription only.

In a clinical study, children with ADHD taking CONCERTA were not only able to focus on and complete more math problems

accurately, they also showed improved behavior in activities, games, and social situations. And CONCERTA contains methylphenidate,

a medication that is recommended among first-line therapies by the American Academy of Pediatrics as part of a comprehensive

ADHD treatment program.

For Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD)

ONCEOAILY

&CONCERTA"(ir

nportant Safety Information

alk to your doctor for a proper diagnosis and treatment of ADHD. Only a doctor can decide whether medication is right for you or your child.

ONCERTA should not be taken by patients with: significant anxiety, tension, or agitation; allergies to methylphenidate or other ingredients in

ONCERTA; glaucoma; Tourette's syndrome, tics, or family history of Tourette's syndrome. Abuse of methylphenidate may lead to dependence.

ell your healthcare professional if your child has had problems with alcohol or drugs, has had depression, abnormal thoughts or visions, bipolar disorder,

eizures, high blood pressure or has had any heart problems or defects. If your child develops abnormal thinking or hallucinations, abnormal, extreme moods

nd/or excessive activity, or if aggressive behavior or hostility develops or worsens while taking CONCERTA, consult your healthcare professional.

he most common adverse events reported in children receiving up to 54 mg were headache, upper respiratory tract infection and

bdominal pain. The most common adverse events reported in adolescents receiving up to 72 mg were headache, accidental injury and insomnia,

lease see accompanying Medication Guide.

;aii

ADHD Meet three families who wouldn't let ADHD win. „,

.888.832.7846 or visit concerta.net foryour FREE Success Stories DVD kit. ^
CONCERTA and OROS' are regislefed trademarb of ALIA Corporation

McNeil Pediatrics. Division oi McNeil-PPCInc 2007 May 2007 CON07093 LHJ060600IC



!ii,AT!0?y GUIDE

CEBTA® Ikon SER-ta)

hvipHenidate HCI)

rsded-reiease Tablets

I the Medication Guide that comes with CONCERTA^

re you or your child starts taking it and each time you get

riil. There may be new information. This Medication Guide

5 not take the place of talkmg to your doctor about you or

child's treatment with CONCERTA'? .

liat is the most important information I should know about

INCERTA®?

e following have been reported with use of

jthylphenidate HCI and other stimulant medicines:

Heart-related problems:

• sudden death in patients who have heart problems

or heart defects

• stroke and heart attack in adults

• increased blood pressure and heart rate

II your doctor if you or your child have any heart problems,

jart defects, high blood pressure, or a family history of these

oblems.

)ur doctor should check you or your child carefully for

jart problems before starting CONCERTA'^.

)ur doctor should check you or your child's blood pressure

id heart rate regularly during treatment with COIMCERTA®'.

all your doctor right away if you or your child has any signs

[ heart problems such as chest pain, shortness of breath, or

linting while taking CONCERTA®

.

^yiMajiPsychiMricLproMei^
All Patients

• new or worse behavior and thought problems

• new or worse bipolar illness

• new or worse aggressive behavior or hostility

Children and Teenagers

• new psychotic symptoms (such as hearing voices,

believing things that are not true, are suspicious) or new

manic symptoms

"ell your doctor about any mental problems you or your child

lave, or about a family history of suicide, bipolar illness, or

iepression.

:all your doctor right away if you or your child have any new

)r worsening mental symptoms or problems while taking

:ONCERTA®, especially seeing or hearing things that are not

real, believing things that are not real, or are suspicious.

/hat Is CONCERTA®?

ONCERTA^ IS a central nervous system stimulant prescription

ledicine It is used for the treatment of attention deficit and

Vperactivity disorder (ADHD). CONCERTA^ may help mcrease

ttention and decrease impulsiveness and hyperactivity m

atients with ADHD.

;ONCERTA'e' should be used as a part of a total treatment

irogram for ADHD that may include counseling or other

herapies.

CONCERTA® is a federally controlled substance (Cll)

because it can be abused or lead to dependence. Keep

CONCERTA® in a safe place to prevent misuse and abuse.jLi ^

Selling or giving away CONCERTA® may harm others, andlepii

against the law. pi

Tell your doctor if you or your child have (or have a family

histor/ of) ever abused or been dependent on alcohol,

prescription medicines or street drugs.

fit

IK

Who should not take CONCERTA®?

CONCERTA® should not be taken if you or your child:

• are very anxious, tense, or agitated

• have an eye problem called glaucoma

• have tics or Tourette's syndrome, or a family history c

Tourette's syndrome. Tics are hard to control repeate
j^.

movements or sounds.

• are takmg or have taken within the past 14 days an

anti-depression medicine called a monoamine oxidas

inhibitor or MAOI. :
^

. are allergic to anything in CONCERTA®. See the end
J'

this Medication Guide for a complete list of ingredier

CONCERTA® should not be used in children less than 6 ye

old because it has not been studied in this age group.

CONCERTA® may not be right for you or your child. Before

starting CONCERTA® tell your or your child's doctor about

health conditions (or a family history of) including:

• heart problems, heart defects, or high blood pressur

• mental problems including psychosis, mania, bipolar

illness, or depression

• tics or Tourette's syndrome

• seizures or have had an abnormal brain wave test (E

• esophagus, stomach, or small or large intestine prot

Tell your doctor if you or your child is pregnant, planning t

become pregnant, or breastfeeding.

Can CONCERTA® be taken with other medicines?

Tell your doctor about all of the medicines that you or you

child take including prescription and nonprescription '

medicines, vitamins, and herbal supplements. CONCERTA

and some medicines may interact with each other and cat

serious side effects. Sometimes the doses of other medici^J

will need to be adjusted while taking CONCERTA®.

Your doctor will decide whether CONCERTA® can be takei

other medicines.

Especially tell your doctor if you or your child takes:

• anti-depression medicines including MAOls

• seizure medicines

• blood thinner medicines

• blood pressure medicines

• cold or allergy medicines that contain decongestan

Know the medicines that you or your child takes. Keep a

list of your medicines with you to show your doctor and

pharmacist.

Do not start any new medicine while taking CONCERTA®

without talking to your doctor first.

How should CONCERTA® be taken?

• Take CONCERTA® exactly as prescribed. Your doc

may ad|ust the dose until it is right for you or your l



G not chew, crush, or divide the tablets. Swallow

I ONCERTA- tablets whole with water or other liquids.

ell your doctor if you or your child cannot swallow

1 ONCERTA- whole. A different medicine may need to

e prescribed.

ONCERTA® can be taken with or without food,

ake CONCERTA® once each day in the morning.

iONCERTA'-' is an extended release tablet. It releases

ledication into your/your child's body throughout

ie day.

he CONCERTA® tablet does not dissolve completely in

ne body after all the medicine has been released. You

ir your child may sometimes notice the empty tablet in

I bowel movement. This is normal.

rom time to time, your doctor may stop CONCERTA®
reatment for a while to check ADHD symptoms.

'our doctor may do regular checks of the blood, heart,

md blood pressure while taking CONCERTA®. Children

;hould have their height and weight

;hecked often while taking CONCERTA® CONCERTA®
reatment may be stopped if a problem is found during

hese check-ups.

f you or your child takes too much CONCERTA® or

)verdoses, call your doctor or poison control center

ight away, or get emergency treatment.

ne possible side effects of CONCERTA®?

Vhat is the most important information I should know
CONCERTA®?" for information on reported heart and

I problems.

serious side effects include:

slowing of growth (height and weight) in children

seizures, mainly in patients with a history of seizures

eyesight changes or blurred vision

blockage of the esophagus, stomach, small or large

intestine in patients who already have a narrowing in

any of these organs

on side effects include:

headache

stomach ache

trouble sleeping

decreased appetite

nervousness

dizziness

your doctor if you or your child has side effects that

thersome or do not go away.

not a complete list of possible side effects. Ask your

or pharmacist for more information.

hould I store CONCERTA®?

Store CONCERTA' in a safe place at room temperature,

59 to 86° F (15 to 30° C). Protect from moisture.

Keep CONCERTA® and all medicines out of the reach

of children.

al information about CONCERTA®
ines are sometimes prescribed for purposes other than

listed in a Medication Guide. Do not use CONCERTA®
ondition for which it was not prescribed. Do not give

ERTA® to other people, even if they have the same
ion. It may harm them and it is against the law.

This Medication Guide summarizes the most important

information about CONCERTA®. If you would like more
information, talk with your doctor. You can ask your doctor or

pharmacist for information about CONCERTA that was written

for healthcare professionals. For more information about

CONCERTA® call 1-888-440-7903 or visit www.concerta.net.

What are the ingredients in CONCERTA®?

Active Ingredient: methylphenidate HCI

Inactive Ingredients: butylated hydroxytoluene, carnuba wax,

cellulose acetate, hypromellose, lactose, phosphoric acid,

poloxamer, polyethylene glycol, polyethylene oxides, povidone,

propylene glycol, sodium chloride, stearic acid, succinic acid,

synthetic iron oxides, titanium dioxide, and triacetin.

This Medication Guide has been approved by the U.S. Food

and Drug Administration.

Manufactured by

ALZA Corporation, Mountain View, CA 94043

Distributed and Marketed by

McNeil Pediatrics

Division of McNeil-PPC, Inc., Fort Washington, PA 19034

CONCERTA" and OROS" are Registered Trademarks of ALZA Corporation.
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intimacies

I have an

beside mine. "I m
sorry— I know
you're on the

phone." she says

softly. "TW wait."

We 11, no w
don't I feel rude?

The person talk-

ing on the cell

phone is always

the rude one. At times like this )-ou

have no choice but to hang up. to

leave the cellular world and come

back to the place that your actual

body is inhabiting: the soccer field.

"I have to go." I say to Beth and

hang up. The Babes are gone. I'm

back here in the real world, a decid-

edly lonely place.

The perky one has pic-

tures for me. She took

them last week, at the

big soccer match.

Some are of my
daughter and she thought I'd like to

have tliem. It is a kind gesture. It oc-

curs lo me that tliis woman probably

has a name, and I should learn it.

Wliy have I closed myself off to her-

and to so man)- others? I wonder if I

wear a shield that says: No New-

Friends, as a way of protecting my
coimection to Tlie Babes. Friends for

life! Nothing will come between us!

But of course something come

betAVcen us. and somediing has. Does

that necessaril)- threaten the tmth o(

our connecdon? We aie friends for

life, and as our lives change, ma\'be

it's okay for us to make room for

new kinds of friendships, too.

"Thank you for the pictures." I

say to the perk)- one. wishing I knew

her name and wondering how I

might quiedy find out. "That was

really kind of )-ou."

M\- phone rings. It's BK. "Excuse

image of all of

us in our

rocking chairs

someday, ready

to catch up

me one second,"

I say, and take

the call.

"I'm sorry to

bother you." BK
says. "But I've got

Nancy and Beth

on the line—"

"You're doing

a conference call

without me?"

"Not really," she says. "We all just

decided that since I'm researching

nursing homes for my mom, I should

try to find a place where we can aH

end up. Don't you think that's a great

idea?" She gives me the image of all

us Babes in our rocking chairs, finally

ha\ing time to really catch up. "And

you can teach us aU how to knit."

"That sounds glorious," I say.

"You think it's pathetic for us to be

looking forward to being old ladies

in nursing homes?"

She laughs, hangs up. I see that

the perky one is looking at me,

havinsf overheard bits of this odd

conversation.

"A dear old friend," I say. "A

bunch of us have been trying to

figure out how to find time to get

together."

"Oh, I have the same problem,"

the perky one says.

"You do?"

"It's terrible," she says. "I miss

them all so much it keeps me up at

night."

We sit in silence a while, watching

our girls kick and spin and laugh in

the afternoon sun.

"I'm sorr\'," I say. "'What is your

name?"

"Jennifer," she says. "It's nice to

finally meet you. Would you like

to take the kids for ice cream after

this?"

I tell her I'd be delighted to. ^
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There's only one personal care item

women rely on 5 times a day.

You think about the products that touch your body and skin. You make smart choices.

Now it's time to make Quilted Northern part of your routine. Our unique pattern creates

a soft, thick, pillowy bath tissue that will leave you feeling fresh and clean.

Quilted Northern. A pattern of caring.
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Using credit cards is

far more expensive

thah you may realize.

Here's how to rein in

budget-busting

charges and fees

DebtHow Much
Too Much?

It's

almost impossible to live debt-free in today's world, as

anyone who owns a home or has a college-age child knows.

But the disturbing new reality is that millions of cash-

strapped Americans are flirting with financial disaster by

using credit cards just to make ends meet ever\' month.

Despite the relatively strong economy and low unemployment

rale, seven out of 10 households report using their credit cards to

pay for car repairs and medical expenses-even to put food on die

table-according to a 200.5 survey by Demos, a public policy

research organization, and the Center for Responsible Lending.

Is the problem Uiat weVe become a nation of see-it-buy-it con-

sumers with reckless, undisciplined spending habits? Not entirely.

Mter adjusting for inflation, the costs of such basic necessides as

housing, health msurance, cars. cMd care and gasoline have been

sky rocketing, according to Elizabeth Warren, a Har\'ard Law

.Schocjl professor and coauthor of 'the Tivo-Incomr Trap: ll'ln Middle-

Chm Parents Are Going Broke. Many families see dreir budgets pushed

to tire linuL :ind arc tempted not to pay off dieii' credit caid balances,

or worse, to make only minimum payinents. which just puts diem

in more debt. With interest rates routmely niiming m die mid- to

high teens-and often higher-and because the t\-pical American

Is

family carries nearly $9,200 in credit card

debt, according to one calculation that means

the typical family spends, on average, at least

$1,500 per yeai" on credit card interest alone.

And if for some reason you miss a payment,

boiTowing on a credit card becomes even cost-

lier. Credit card companies routinely charge

liigh late fees. After one or two late payments,

vou will see a hike in your interest rate almost

immediately: it's not unusual for it to jump to

25 or 30 percent. And dianks to somediing

known as universal default, if you make a late

pa\iiient on one card and it's recorded in your

credit report, your other card companies may

raise your rates as well, making it harder and

harder to get out of die hole.

As a result, it takes about 20 years to pay

off a balance just by making minimum pay-

ments. "Credit card debt is the sword of

Damocles hanging over a family's head,"

says WaiTen. "If all goes well, die sword may

not fall. But even a relatively small prob-

lem-a temporary job loss, a home emergen-

c\' insurance doesn't cover-can tum into a

catastrophe for a family." CONTINUED

ApiES' HOME JOURHA. SEPTEMBER 2007
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monev matters

Look into

either debit or

no-balance

charge cards

A FORMULA FOR SUCCESS
One of the reasons credit card debt gets out of

hand is that it"s easy to lose ti ack of how much

vou charge. How manv times have you stared

in disbelief at your monthly statement, won-

dering how the amount got so high? But avoid-

ing debt at any cost is not smart either if it

means depleting your cash reserves or tapping your retirement

funds. The challenge is learning how to judge which debt makes

sense and which does not. and to acliieve the right balance.

Ideally, experts say, your total monthly long-term debt pay-

ments, including your mortgage and credit cards, generally

should not exceed 36 percent of your gross monthly income. But

since ''gross monthly income" can be difficult for many people to

calculate, there is an easier formula, which comes out to approxi-

mately die same figure; fifty percent of your take-home pay

According to Warren's formula, a family can safely commit

about half of its take-home pay to must-have expenses. Tliese are

the fixed expenses necessary' to earn an income: the mortgage or

rent and the cost of running a house, including utilities, car pay-

ments, healdi insurance, food, clothing and child-care costs.

If you restrict the must-have costs to 50 percent of your take-

home pay and allot 30 percent to what Warren calls "wants"-the

lattes, the fuchsia spiked heels, the stuff that's just for fun-you'll

have 20 percent left over to build up your savings account.

HEADING OFF TROUBLE
The 50-30-20 ratio can also act as a financial radar detector,

signaling when your debt load is approaching the tolerance limit.

That's your cue to swing into action so you can avoid-

or at least minimize-financial trouble. Follow these

suggestions to get out of the danger zone and be able to

pay off outstanding debt altogether:

• Pay off your highest-rate debts first. 'When you

have a choice, pay down the credit card with the high-

est rate of interest first because that debt will odierwise

(now bi2;c;est soonest." counsels Bonnie Hughes, a cer-

tified financial planner in Kennesaw, Georgia. To avoid

getting penalized on your other cards, condnuc paying

at least the minimum until the highest-interest debt is

paid dov\ n. then tackle the next highest, and so on.

• Negotiate a better deal. Call the toll-free number for your

highe; i rate cards and ask the customer sen'ice rep if he or she

can give you a belter deal. Tell the rep you're tempted by offers

vou're getiins for cards with much lower rales. Most credit card
....

companies authorize reps to lower rates radier than nsk losing

customers. If you succeed, you'll soon notice your minimum

payment has gone dov\ n. making it easier for you to pa\- off your

ADIES' HOME JOURNAL I
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Are you in

control of your

money? Take

our quiz and

find out at

www.lhj.com

/control

balance quicker.

• Do the credit card

hustle. Transferring

your high-interest bal-

ance to a zero-percent or

low-interest credit card

can save you a lot in

interest payments and put you on a solid

track to whittling down debt. "You can be

paying 18 percent interest on $10,000,

transfer it to ^ new card and pay no inter-

est for the firsfi six months," saysJeff Baum,

a cerdfied public accountant in New York

City. Just be sure to read the fme print, he

warns, especially noting the time limit on

the low rate, whether it applies to balances

or new purchases, and the fee for transfer-

ring an existing balance.

• Cancel the high-rate cards. As you pay

off the high-rate cards, replace diem with

debit cards, no-balance charge cards or low-

interest credit cards (you can compare rates

at wuraKbankrate.com). It actually makes

sense to have a credit card that you don't

use or that has an unused credit balance to

sei-\'e as a quick, easy source of funds in an

emergencs-. says Baum. "If you're using it

just as a fallback, get one widiout an annual

fee. Then you've got a money source diat

doesn't cost anything." One ca-

veat: If you'll be tempted to use

it. stash it somewhere not easily

accessible. Warren suggests encas-

ing it in a block of ice in die freez-

er, but a desk drawer also works.

• Focus on the future. Consider

what you could do with the

$1,500 or so a year you cur-

rently pay in interest and late

fees. You could put it to good

use on a family vacation or a new refrig-

erator or sock it away in your retirement

account. Don't let your past bills hobble

your future. Warren urges. "Making the

decision to pay off yesterday's debt and

focus on tomorrow is the single-most-

important diing a person can do to make

her family financially safe." ^
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Home Journal

A PLACE
IN THE

Decorate your sunroom to suit your

family style—whether it's nestling with

nature or unwinding in wicker

W ith fall on the \\ ci\ , man\ of us are rcliictantK

dragging our outdoor furniture to the hasc-

ment and resigning ourseKes to da\s spent

indoors. Those luck\ enough to have a sun-

room lia\e a eonsolation prize, hut for those

w ho don t, there are \\ a\ s to ereatc the feel of one in an\ space that

gets good light, if a room has w indou treatments, the tirst step is to

maximize the sunshine h\ removing them or switching opac|uc

curtains for sheers. .Also important: Let the outdoors inspire vour

decor h\ choosing a hright palette, \ i\ id floral lahrics and organic

materials, such as sea-grass rugs or wicker furniture. Last, hring in

natural elements that conjure a garden— think bevond the usual

potted plants and opt for eas\-to-care-for topiaries, flats of grccii

grass and buckets of fresh-cut fall branches.

SUNNY DISPOSITION
This airy space, with its lofty ceiling, exposed beams and
undressed windows, is any sun lover's dream. Even if you
don't have this much square footage, you can re-create the

room's spirit through decorating details. The traditional

white wicker furniture boasts a bright mix of patterns-

florals and plaids in yellow and blue hues that recall the

colors of a cloudless day. Summer-inspired accessories,

including a model sailboat and a plant-filled wicker basket,

carry on the spirit of the season all year long. On Indian

summer days, French doors welcome in the breeze, as

does the ceiling fan.

Get the look: Browse through Alsto's collections of wicker

furniture at www.alstos.com and check out Waverly's floral

and plaid fabrics at www.waverly.com. coN'nNUt.D

BY KIERAN JUSKA
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With its wide bay window, sliding glass patio doors and airy skylights, this spacious

sunroom can handle its energetic mix of bold colors and patterns, including lively

spring greens, deep blues and lilacs. One-of-a-kind accessories help give the room a

charming personality: the elegant floral chandelier that graces the dining area and the

window seat chock-full of fruit-themed needlepoint throw pillows. The sky-blue

backdrop of the walls pulls all the elements together.

Get the look: Check out the cheerful colors from new paint company C2-with its

jumbo 18-by-24-inch paint chips, you can't go wrong-at wv,v,.c2co\or.com and look

into the Daniel James Company's whimsical collection of needlepoint pillows at

, , » CONTINUED ON PAGE 134
www.danieljamesco.com.
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She's so precious...posable...and an incredible value!

2 payments
ofonly

$29'''

Once you see her, you'll believe

5/z^'5 So Truly Real^"^!

This alert little girl snuggles comfortably right in the

palm of your hand...and looks so real. But she's

actually just 10 inches long! Introducing Tiny

Miracles Celebration ofLife Emmy, a So Truly Real^

baby doll in a unique and appealing 10-inch size, by

Master Doll Artist Linda Webb.

Celebration of Life Emmy has every important

feature of our world-famous So Truly Real baby dolls.

From her RealTouch vinyl skin (our exclusive, baby-

soft formula), to her micro-rooted hair, wispy baby

eyelashes, and tiny, hand-painted fingernails and toe-

nails, this precious little girl is so lifelike! Even at her

petite size, when you hold her and cuddle her, she feels

almost real.

Celebration ofLife Emmy arrives in a classic bal

outfit, a pink footed sleeper paired with a white bal

sweater that's trimmed with petite ribbon roses. H

custom-designed tiny pink pacifier is yours FREE-

gift to you for ordering now!

An Ashton-Drake exclusive at a

value price

Linda Webb's one-of-a-kind baby dolls sell f

thousands of dollars each, with a years-long waitii5

list. But Tiny Miracle ' Celebration of Life Emmy ca

be yours now for $59.99,* payable in 2 easy payments i

only $29.99— yes, under $60 for a Linda Webb masted

piece! Our 365-Day Guarantee assures your compk

satisfaction. To order, send no money now. J',

complete and mail the coupon today.

02007 .ADG. 9200 N. Maryland Ave.,
collectiblestoday.com

03-00785-1
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The Ashton-Drake Galleries
1 1

9200 North Man'land Ave.. Niles. Illinois 60714-1397
Name Iplfasc pnnt citarlyl Telephone

1

PLEASE RESPOND PR(JMPTLV
|

Addre.ss Apt No.

YES! Please reserve my Tiny Miracles Celebration of

Life Emmy So Truly Real baby doll as described in this
City Slate Zip

announcement.

E-mail Alldre^s
03-00785-002-D88001

fills a t^'tal ol shippmji and senKt' cliarsi-.s

111 tn Vl weeks for shipment alter initial payment i

SjIi'> tax adJitionai on shipnu-nls to lllinms PU.iSf allow

s rfctiv<;d. All orders ar»^ subiect to utxeplancc IVici- is
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RESTFUL RETREAT
Top left: Who says hammocks are

for outdoor use only? This fringed

model transforms the corner of this

cozy sunporch into an ideal

afternoon napping spot. A love seat

and small-scale armchair dressed up

with a blue-and-white floral motif

round out the seating area and pick

up the colors of the china pieces

that adorn the walls. Simple white

walls and gray wood floors infuse

the space with hominess.

Get thff look: Check out the

Nicaraguan Grand Caribbean

Spreader Bar Hammock at www
.hammocks.com and Blue Danube's

traditional blue-and-white china at

www.bluedanubedinnerware.com.

NATTY NAUTICAL
Bottom left: This long, narrow

nook could have easily become an

underused part of the house were

it not for the clever design of

this U-shaped window seat. With

three fitted seat cushions and

several throw pillows, the result is

a seating area that is tailored yet

inviting. The red-and-white-strlped

nautical-inspired fabric looks right

at home with the outstanding views

of the water. Sheer, pleated shades

offer some filter from strong

afternoon sunlight without

obstructing the view.

Get the look: For a similar window
treatment, check out the Shade

Store's extensive collection of

pleated shades at www.theshadestore

.com, and Calico Corners' wide

choice of striped fabrics at www
.calicocorners.com. continued

LHJ.com

Dreary living room getting yoi

down? Lighten up! Brighten

any room w/ith a few budget-

friendly ideas. Go to

www.lhj.com/lighten
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Real Security Means Never Having To Say
"Well Where Do You Think You Lost It?"

With the new electronic keypad lock from Schlagef you're never locked out of the house. It opens with

a PIN code— one you choose— and every family member can have their own. It's easy to install and

replaces any standard lock. And it's a Schlage, so you know it's secure. Which means losing your key

will never again make you lose your cool.
Real Security Sets You Free'." ^TSTHW/TcT^

www.schlage.com
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vlHOUSE EFFECT
This diminutive sunroom makes up in charm what it lacks

in size. Dark woven rattan furniture gets dressed up with

biue-and-white checks and toile fabric and a rose-colored

fringed floral pillow. Bleached wood flooring and

wainscoting give the space a beachy cottage feel, while

the oversize windows welcome views of the yard and

beyond. Instead of the usual knickknacks, the space

abounds with flowering plants—overflowing containers of

white hydrangea, a potted tree, draped vines accenting

the windows—giving it the feel of a well-furnished

greenhouse. Eclectic touches, like the funky octagonal

coffee table and the whimsical miniature model house,

give the room unique personality.

Get the look: For a miniature house of your own, look

through Miniatures.com's fabulous collection at

www.miniatures.com and check out Smith & Hawken's

gorgeous plants and small-scale trees available at

www.smithandhawken.com. ^
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\ Best Buy
Just Got Even Better!

Sorts f-^r^c^^^epen ^^^^^

IMITED TIME OFFER!
FREE LIMITED EDITION
COUNTING SHEEP ROBE

WE MAKE THE WORLDS BEST MATTRESS.^

Visit www.serta.com/nnagazine for official rules and details.

ose dkrta r;nattress set with a retail purchase price of $799 or more. Limited Quantities. Offer valid 8/1/07-9/26/07.
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Heroes refighters with the Baumanns

in front of their new home

Saving people fronn fires wasn't enough

for this ambitious crew of firefighters

Dan Bauma:in always felt a kinship with firemen. Both

his father and stepfather were career firefighters, but

he never expected his family to be on the receiving

end of dieir local fire department's heroism.

As long as the Baumanns had been a fainily, hard

times plagued Dan, 40, his wife. Becky, 34, and their children-

Jonathan, 16, Britney, 14 (Becky's children from a previous mai-

riage), and Dani, 10. When he was 21, Dan had his first epileptic

seizure. His illness is well controlled with medication-he suffers

only about one seizure a year-but it has made finding a decent

job impossible.

"Well-paying jobs, like truck dri\dng, always require a physical,

he says. "Once I revealed I had epilepsy, employers assumed I was

a high risk." Dan took whatever jobs he could get, and Becky's

work as a receptionist provided their only steady

paycheck. The family, living in Canon City, Colora-

do, was overwhelmed with debt, mosdy due to hav-

ing poor health insurance-or, at times, none at all.

Given their financial problems, the Baumanns

didn't dare hope they'd own a home. Tliey had a

hard time just finding affordable rentals diat were

safe. Becky hit bottom when a pipe burst m theii" last

home and she found herself standmg in diree inches

of water, staring at die family's drenched belongings.

A few months later, in April 2004. Becky found

out about Habitat for Humanity and applied for a house. As fate

would have it. firefighters in Union Local 1002 were searching for

another way to help the community. When Battalion

Chief Bob Worlew 59. formerh a construction site man-

LHJ.com

You have the

power to change

the world. Find

your cause and

get involved at

www.lhj.com

/makeadifference

asier, disco\ c red that Habitat for Humanity of Fremont

County had decided to build a four-

bedroom, two-bathroom home for the Bau-

manns, it didn't take long for him to

persuade his colleagues to sign on. About

90 days after Becky submitted the family's

application, Habitat broke the welcome

news that diey'd soon get a home-courtesy

of 21 firefighters. "Given my family connec-

tion, it felt extra special diat it was firemen

who came to our rescue," says Dan.

The task was daunting, especially since

die firefighters were already working diree

24-hour shifts a week and handling some

2,200 calls even,' year. But they made it hap-

pen, putting ill more dian 800 hours of man-

power. The house was completed in just six

months-half of what had been schedulec

for die build and a county record.

The Baumanns pitched in, too. Dar

roofed the house and enlisted his youngei

brother, a heating, ventilation and air

conditioning engineer with his own busi

ness, to help install those systems. Jonadiai

and Becky hung insulation while Britne)

and Dani pitched in on the cleanup.

Since moving in, the family's luck seem!

to have turned. Their reduced bills hav<

let them pay off more than half their medi

cal debt. It's also allowed Dan to take

chance on becoming a partner in his broth

er's company. Today Becky has a firefigh
"

er's emblem hung atop the she<

"so that everyone will know tha

thev were here for us." ^

Bv KiMBERn
Allers
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0-Cedar Makes Your Life Easier!
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straight-from-the-orange taste

can only be called Tropicana Pure Premiumf

100%
Pure & Natuiai
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In this exclusive interview. Wynonna Judd opens up about her recent marriage

crisis, how she's hanging on to hope-and what she's telling her children

When you meet her in person, her At the moment she's finishing up a daylong photo

long hair is always redder than shoot, her famously curvaceous body draped dramati-

you imagined it would be. I cally over a velvety couch. Her 7-month-old Cavali^

remember this from the last time King Charles spaniel, Scarlett, jumps on the couch and^^^^
I chatted with WynonnaJudd for curls up in her lap, a camera-ready dog if ever there was

Ladtes'HmeJourrud, in a diner near her Tennessee farm one. Judd cuddles with her, cooing, "My baby I m so

in 2005. Her hair is a vivid, dazzling flag of self- happy you're here." The puppy seems to be her security

assurance, a flame diat bums almost too bright and blaiAet today. She refers to her often during our talk

shouts: Iam determined to be mel toge«ier, a quiet hour of self-jeflection.

And she is. Today, in a cozy. Nashville photo studio, Fe^ details have been rdeased publicly about the

hen you meet her in person, her
|

long hair is always redder than
;

you imagined it would be. I:

if there is one message she brings it's:

"Listen, world, I-am-fine!" Don't pity

her. Don't worry about her. She^LS-FINE!

And yet, I wonder. I wonder hqiv a per-

son'survives all diat she has been throu^.

By 1
Jeanne Marie IjJs

Photographs

by Dana FiNENWi

arrest of her Husband, D. R. Roach. 49.

It all began last February, when Judd

separated fipm Roach, and he then

checked himself into Shades of Hope

Treatment? Center, in continued
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BufTalo Gap. Texas, for drug and alco-

hol addiction, the same placeJudd has

gone and continues to go to batde her

addiction to food.

hi March, wiiile at Shades of Hope.

Roach was anested and later indicted

on three counts of aggi^avated sexual

batterv^ against a minor under age 13.

The indictment came from back home,

in Nash\ille. where police for a month

had had Roach under investigation.

He was exn adited from Texas back to

Temiessee. Soon thereafter Judd filed

for divorce, citing irreconcilable differ-

ences and saying publicly she was

"devastated." At press time, Roach

was out on $75,000 bail and was await-

ing a court hearing.

This would be a bonifying episode

in anyone's life-but multiplied expo-

nentially for a person in the public

eye. it has to be unbearable. Now 43,

Judd has lived a life full of high drama

and pain, although nothing like this

latest chapter. Here is a woman who

largely missed out on childhood, hav-

ing sung professionally with her

mother. Naomi, as the multiplatinum

duo the Judds since age 15-some-

thing she still does on occasion today.

She was estranged from her father,

Michael Ciminella. who she learned

at age 30 was not her biological dad

after all-a secret her mother and sis-

ter, actress Ashley Judd. had kept

bom her. She has spoken to Ladies'

Honif Journal of having serious prob-

lems not only with food but also with

her finances, bingeing on purchases for

her kids, her friends, herself She has

been medicated for attendon deficit dis-

order, hi her 2005 autobiography. Com-

ing Home to My.selj, she writes about her

own experience with almost having

been sexualK- assaulted as a teenager.

Her first marriage, to businessman

Arch Kelly III. produced two chil-

dren, Elijah and Grace. That mar-

riage ended in divorce, in 1998.

Roach had been her security director

and road manager for eight years

before they even kissed. It seemed a

fairy-tale wedding in 2003, two best

friends finally sharing vows in a

candlelit ceremony and dancing to

"0\'er the Rainbow." And he took on

the job of fathering her children (at

the time, Grace was 7 and Elijah was

8). bringing his own son. Zac. into

the blended clan.

Both Roach and Judd struggled

with addiction. Shortly before their

wedding Judd was arrested for driv-

ing while intoxicated. But food was

her real addicdon.

And through it all she has had her

voice. The most glorious sound. She

has sold nearly 30 million albums as

a solo artist and recently returned to

the studio to record a new album, due

out early next year. But maybe what

we hear today in that amazing voice is

the soulful sound of struggle, of pain,

of survival.

Judd setdes in, working through a

Wav too soon. In one breath she is

strong, and determined to prove so. In

another breath she falls into self-help

speak, which has clearly been her life-

line. She is. by anyone's reckoning, a

woman in crisis.

The scenario is made all the more

complicated by the fact diat she looks

terrific. She has a bone structure to

her face that wasn't there before. Her

jaw is tight and determined. She is

stronger now. resolute, swirling with

the I-am-not-gonna-break willpower

of a woman who simply refuses to

give up. A portrait in conflict. The

unwitting wife of an alleged child

molester who is, most curiously, still

wearing her wedding ring.

Ladies' Home Journal: What can

you tell us about the day you found

out that Roach had been arrested?

Where were you? What was your

first reaction?

Wynonna Judd: Disbelief and

shock. Tliese are diings that you read

about aird see on the news about peo-

I

THESE ARE THINGS THAT YOU
READ ABOUT AND SEE ON THE

NEWS AND THINK TO YOURSELF,

NEVER IN MY FAMILY

plate of broiled chicken and green

beans. She is out of her fancy photo-

shoot clothes and into a black work-

out suit and sneakers. She says she

wants to tell me about the events of

the last year, and yet she can barely

bring herself to talk about it. She

appears to me a woman who lived

through a terrible fire, who is covered

in bandages and wants to show you

how beaudfully she's healing. And yet

everv time she begins to take a ban-

datie off. she discovers it's too soon.

pie and you think to yourself, Kaier in

myfamily! The only diing I can say at

this time is I am choosing to reach out

aird get the help my family and I need,

and I'm setting and maintaining

healdiy boundaries. My first response

when it happened was. I am a modier

first and foremost.

LHJ: What do you think about die

accusadons? Do you feel as diough die

papers have already comicted him?

WJ: Because of the seriousness of the

accusations, the media continued
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For Presto Pick recipes, visit NewmansOwn.com
Picture tkis: It's Jinnertime. You've g'ot a jar of my ail-natural pasta sauce,

tut lack any inspiration. Tken you spy tke mouse. Eureka! You log' on to

NewmansOwn.com to download one of niy Presto Pick recipes — an easy

answer to tke nigktly wkat's-for-tlinner drama. Before you know it, you'll he

quaffing down tke finest "fast food" you've ever kad. Good skow indeed.

Paul Newman and the Newman's Own Foundation donate all profits to charities.

Over $200 million has been given to thousands of charities since 1982.

NEWMANTS OWN*
© 2007 Newman's Own Inc.



Caramel i
3

_ I \ POINTS

Apple
Muffin Per Muffin

X
f

The sweet flavor of real caramel. The fresh taste of real apples.

Now you can enjoy them both. Try new caramel apple muffins as

part of a sensible breakfast or a satisfying snack anywhere, any time.

CWeightWatchers'
Go to WeightWatchers.com/muffins to find a store near you.

1(1 beverages is ihe legisleieU iiademaik ol WW Foods. LLC and is used under license by Dawn Food Pioducts. Inc. WEIGHT WATCHERS lor services and POINTS

- ,caaho,«,(,,/-ic inr r??i9nn7WpinhtWaif:hpr<;lniprnalional. Inc. All rionts reserved.
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something going
on in our lives

we'd rather

someone not

know about,"

says Judd

LL YOU WOMEN OUT THERE
/^k WHO SAY LOVE CAN CHANGE
^mmSmm ANYTHING? YOU KNOW... IT

CAN GET YOU IN A LOT OF TROUBLE

nniediately jump to conclusions,

iiL'ther we know the facts or not. But

t cause I m close to the situation, I

DiTt want to lead to speculation one

. i\ or the other.

-HJ: How are you dealing with all of

Ills.' Your fans are worried about you.

NJ: Let's just say if the fans are

vorried about me, don t be. In this

noment, this heartbeat, this breath,

'm okay. Everything's not all right.

)ut I'm all right with everything. I'm

he best I've ever been in the worst of

imes because I know I'm not in con-

rol. I used to spend a lot of time try-

ng to stay in control. And when you

jurrender—that's where I live right

now ... in that serenity. Because I

Know it can all go to you-know-where

'.omorrow and I know I can take care

of myself. I think that's actually the

frrst time I've ever truly felt that way.

LHJ: So what do you do to help your-

self cope?

WJ: I wake up every day and I look

in the mirror and I have five affir-

mations that I do. And I say them

throughout the day. One is "today I

will give my best, and my best is good

enough." [Htr eyes -well up] Perfection-

ism is the highest form of abuse. I'm

done. I'm in another storm, and yet

I'm in the eye of this hurricane and

I'm feeling this sense of calm. It

doesn't come from the place of, /'ir

a number one record ami a snld-out lour and

money in tfie bank. It has to come from

somewhere inside of me, I know who
I am, because I've had to rely on my-

self more than I ever have before.

LHJ: Do you feel duped by your

husband?

WJ: Nope. I knew what I was into

and I tried to change it.

LHJ: You knew?

WJ: I knew that both D.R. and 1 had

issues with addiction when 1 married

him. I know my life. I know the peo

pie I chose. I know w hy 1 chose them

and I really thought thai I coidd

change people through loving them

enough. It doesn't work that way.

,'\nd all you women out there who
say love can change an\ thing? You

kncnv what it can do? It can get vou

in a lot of trouble.

LHJ: Every woman can relate to that

feeling that you can change a person.

But in \()ur situation, at least accord-

ing to published reports, your hus-

band was accused of criminal

bchax ior. of engaging in se.xual con

duct with a minor.

WJ: I think a lot of fans, friends and

family want the answer. A lot of peof)le

expect nie to be this ex;miple of perfcc

lion. W'hy-so they don't ha\e to do

their job? .Sometimes I go. \lo\c. that

moltur ivauted mr to be an example of some

-

thni'^ for her c.o\ n\n- d ox 1'ac;i 1 ai)
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All aboardfor the merriest Christmas ever!

Thomas Kinhade's

Wonderland Express Christmas Tree!

A wonderland of endless fun is yours to enjoy every Christmas!

As Santa and his reindeer joyously

fly into the Christmas night, the

Wonderland Express slowly chug,

chug, chugs its way 'round and 'round

the peaceful litfle village nestled

amongst the snow-kissed evergreen

boughs. Now, inspired by Thomas

Kinkade, the "Wonderland Express

Christmas Tree" Masterpiece Edition

captures this wondrous night in a very special collectible available exclusively from Hawthorne

Village. With four levels of rotating movement—including Santa and his sleigh—you'll watch

as the Wonderland Express "climbs" ever higher up the tree.

With 12 brilliantly illuminated buildings and over 30 figurines,

this meticulously handcrafted, hand-painted masterwork

lavished with a blanket of glitter-touched snow—and playing a

beloved medley of holiday favorites—is certain to be the ever-

so-perfect addition to your holiday decorating.

Exceptional value; attractively priced.

This delightful Masterpiece Edition can be yours for $149.95*,

payable in four easy payments of only $37.48, the first due

before shipment. But don't wait to order. Due to intensive

handcraftsmanship, this is a limited-time offer and strong

demand is expected. Send no money now. Just complete and mail

the coupon today!

Ho, ho, ho! Off Santa

goes 'rotmd the tree!

Each meticulously sculpted

detail is crafted and

painted by hand!

A Hawthorne ¥irst-Erer!

4 levels of rotating ntoventent 12 illuminated buildings

Over 30 hand€rafted figurines Santa and his reindeer 'fir
' around town

Plafs a beloved ntedlef of holidaf carols

collect iblcstoday.com ©2007 Thomas Kinkade ©2007 Hawthorne Village 1 4-00328-001 -G XI

I^^^AWTHORN E VILLAGEV •
'

HAWTHORNE VILLAGE, 9210 N. MARYLAND ST., NILES, IL 60714-1322

Yes! Please enter my order for the Tlwmas Kiitkadc "Woiuicrlami

Exyrcss Cliristmas Tree" Masterpiece Edition as described in this

announcement. I need SEXD NO MONEY NOW.

Limited-time Otter -Please Respond Promptly.

•Plus S15 99 shipping and ser.ice All sales are subieci lo acceptance

Certificate of Authenticity & 365-Day Money-Back Guarantee

\1rv Mr. Vts

\nme |PLE.\SE PRINT CLE.\Kn I

Apt. No.



Santa & his

reindeer really

"fly" 'round
and 'round!

ItLightsUp!

With four levels ofrotating

movement, you llwatch

as the Wonderland Express

"climbs" ever higher

up the tree.

Shown smaller than its Impressive

actual size of approx. 1 6 inches

high! Powered by AC
Adapter (included) or 3 "AA"

batteries (not included).
'
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daughter? That s her job. I understand

that people look up to me. But real life

is messy. It's unpredictable. It's hard

and getting tougher. But there's still

beauty in it, there's still healing. Not

ever\ bod>- has to know every detail of

my life. I would suggest that they

really go home :md start doing some

in\'entor\- of what diey wairt to change.

This is what I had to do.

I live veiy truthfully. I go out on the

stage and say so: My hair sucks. Ifeel

bloated. And man, I can sing. I am so

much more than a number on the

scale. Do you see what I'm saying?

This is where I'm at, and it's not per-

fect. And if you want to put me on a

pedestal, well, put me on that Judd

Dynasty fairy-tale pedestal-but it

probably won't work out.

LHJ: Grace and Elijah are now 11

and 12, respectively. How are they

faring through all of this?

WJ: The other day Gracie called me

at Shades and she said, "Mom, I'm

just calling to say I love you and

I'm really proud of you doing your

work and I hope that you're having a

great day ana if you're not, that's

okay." She's using these lessons in her

life, and I'm breaking the cycle with

the next generation. Grace and Elijah

are healthier now at 11 and 12 than

I was at 30.

LHJ: That says a lot about your

mothering.

WJ: \Vliat I've learned I'm applying.

We're teachable in our family.

I just got Gracie a horse for her

birthday. It's time. She's 11. It's so her

passion. It's a starter horse. His name

is Freckles.

LHJ: Hon do \ i n go about ushering

your children througli this rocky

period? Do you talk to ihcm about

what's hap]:)encd?

WJ: I tell them there", i bigger pic-

ture that God has for all 'f us. Tlrere's

our plan and then there's God's plan

and I try to explain to them that

sometimes your plan doesn't quite

work out. And that's okay because

right now is all we have and we don't

know what the future holds, so let's

take a walk, let's go down to the lake

and have a picnic. And they're like,

Okay. I keep them very present. Kids

are already that way but I keep it

even more present. I've been hyper-

vigilant about that.

I also told them, "you don't have to

save me. If you see me sad I would

need a hug, or if you were to write me

a card that would be great, but you're

not responsible for my happiness."

LHJ: Do you worry that your children

aie learning some tough lessons about

what it's like to be in a marriage?

WJ: They're watching every move I

make, and my tidk really could mean

squat to an 1 1- or 12-year-old if I don't

do it for myself. So they're holding me

accountable. I'll tell you what I'm tell-

ing them, that some of the choices I

made were not healthy. They get it.

LHJ: Roach was in their lives since

they were tiny, right?

wJ: Yes.

LHJ: That is a huge loss for them.

WJ: For now. I diink there's a bigger

picture than just what I can see right

now. The other day I stood with an

umbrella in my house and I had Grace

and Elijali stand underneath it. I said,

"Wlien diere's a storm, everything out

there is 4^ie storm. But I can protect you

when you're underneath the umbrella."

So our home is a haven from the storm.

We talk about our feelings, and they

have sadness. We don't sweep it under

the rug. We don't shut all our doors

and stay apart. We talk, we communi-

cate, we have a lot of family discus-

sions. They're understanding a lot

about my recovery and how people get

into certain things and why. They get

the gist diat nobody's perfect and we

can make mistakes without being mis-

takes. Kids don't hang on to the bag-

gage like we do. We could leam a lot

from that. They're not martyrs.

LHJ: And I guess what you're trying

eople are going to come and
mJ go, your career can come and
Eh GO. BUT NO ONE CAN TAKE MY
SPIRIT. IT'S MY LAST GREAT FRONTIER

Tliey know. I can tell them my own

experience and teach them through

some of the choices I've made and

that's tough sometimes. Because I

don't want to live in the guilt and

shame. Musically, professionally, per-

sonally, I live in a world where I go.

Oh mmi, that really did not work out. Okay,

we're gonna learn from that. And they

know that I'm their mother and there

is no competition. Does that make

sense? Tlieir lives aie more important

than mine.

to tell me is that you're not one, either.

WJ: I still have my moments. I still

struggle with wanting to save people.

It's that thing of, ifI can 't save myselfI

xmnt to save smneone else because it helps me

to release serotonin in my brain andfeel

happy. And I realize diat is so arrogant.

LHJ: Were you trying to save Roach

when you married him? Do you still

want to save him now?

WJ: When I married Roach it was

natural for me to want to care for him.

In my new process I'm continued
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learning to fill my cup fust and then

give away the overflow. I'm now

focusing on saving myself and my

children.

LHJ: How do you even trust men

again or deal with them after what

you have lived through.^

WJ: I trust myself to do what I need

to do. And I still [trust men], abso-

lutely.

Fm learning a lot about addiction

and about how we all are guilty of

something. We all keep secrets. I've

been angry and resentful. I've been

expecting things because I work hard.

That's not how it works. We all are

human. And all I can say is that I've

asked God to take our mess and turn

it into a message.

LHJ: Would you say your message is

in your music?

WJ: My albums are autobiographi

cal. Tliere's a lot of joy and a lot of

pain on this [new] record. You know

who explained it the best I've ever

heard? Rick Warren, who wrote The

Purpose Driven Life. He said it's like

you're going along on a train and

there's the left track and the right

track. There's good and there's bad.

And you're rumiing along both tracks

at the same time. I went, Woiv! A light

went on.

You know what I'm learning? How
to say no. And how to say, "I need to

take care of myself first."

LHJ: How is your recovery from food

addiction going? Was that journey

challenged with the breakup of your

marriage?

WJ: I spent my 43rd birthday back at

Shades of Hope for a weeklong inten-

sive session. I was having some chal-

lenges in my recovery. Sometimes

you have to leave and go off. I mean,

Jesus meditated for a reason and now

I understand why. The world is

always gonna be full of chaos. And

sometimes you just have to take that

vacation and walk along in silence to

hear that inner voice, and that's what

I did. I did some serious work. I've

learned a lot about my ability to be

codependent for my own happiness.

Raise your hand if you've had that

experience [laughs]. I have enabled

really went through a period where I

wanted Ashley to call me and invite

me over for dinner and I realized,

What are you doing? Why are you

waiting on other people to make you

happy? This is a piece of work you're

supposed to do yourself for a reason.

So I cry when I need to and scream

Left: "I am moving forward with the divorce," says Judd, with Roach. Right: Roach after

his arrest last March. He's been charged with aggravated sexual battery against a minor

WHEN I MARRIED ROACH IT WAS
NATURAL TO WANT TO CARE

h^mhFOR him. TM NOW FOCUSING

ON SAVING MYSELF AND MY CHILDREN

people. I've kept people on the pay-

roll thinking I was going to help them

and actually they got sicker and it

wasn't until I let them go that they

sought help. I finally get it. Okay, I'm

43, my name's Wynonna and I'm a

recovering entertainer.

LHJ: Have your mother and sister

rallied during this time of crisis?

WJ: Very much so. What's so nice

ab(uit where I'm at is I did at times in

my past tend to rely on Monmia call-

ing me and my sister calling me. I

when I need to. Thank God for my
farm. To scream is good. I'm a vocal-

ist. I go out there and sometimes I'm

like, AAAAAH!
LHJ: Was your heart broken when

your marriage coUapsed?

WJ: Yes. And it blew the door open

to my soul. And I had to take a real

serious deep, long, hard look at what

I want for myself. And I don't know if

you can do that when everything's

going really well. You don't go to war

wth the army you want, continued
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You probahl)' think soymilk

is a bit weird. And that's

okay. Because we know that

after one wonderful taste

of 8TH CONTINENT

SOYMILK, which contains

ingredients that can help

LCm'ER CHOLESTEROL
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liK.ll BLOOD PRESSURE

and S ^ROKE^ you'll
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Diets containing foods that are good sources of

potassium and low m sodium may reduce the risk

of high bkxxl pres,-,uie and stroke.
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you go to wai- with the amiy you have.

This is a spiritual battle. I'm weary

from the battle. Yet I am so far from

gi\Tng up. As I matter of fact I have a

lot of sass right now. And I think my

strength comes from the Lord. My
sti-ength is not if I lost weight today or

if I did all die diings on my modier's

hst. I'm going to go to bed tonight

counting all the things I did do, cele-

brate those and let go of the rest.

I don't want to live in denial. I don't

want to not trust. Ijust recorded "Wlien

I Fall in Love (It Will Be Forever)." I

feel so much pain when I sing that

song and yet it's one of die most beauti-

fril. Tliat's what life is. It's bittersweet.

LHJ: You can still sing "When I Fall

in Love" and mean it?

WJ: Absolutely. That's recovery. Be-

cause you realize that people are going

to come and go, your career can come

and go. Your children can die before

you. But no one can take my spirit.

It's my last gieat frontier.

LHJ: Do you and Roach still talk?

WJ: We see each other and commu-

nicate through our lawyers and me-

diator. There are still personal and

professional details to make deci-

sions about.

Behind the Scenes With

Wynonna
Wynonna is

country

music royal-

ty. Her

Ineartland

honesty and
striking

beauty have made her one of

our favorite cover stars. Watch

our exclusive video of our cover

shoot in Nashville by logging

on to WWW.LHJ.COM/WYNONNA

"I'm so in love with

my music right now,"

Wynonna Judd says.

Her upcoming album

"is a collection of

feelings that I've had

during this roller-

coaster ride of

emotion. One song is

hopeful [because]

one hour I feel

hopeful. The next

song is hopeless

[because] the next

hour I feel hopeless.

I'm singing with a

broken heart and

my strength comes

from my Lord."

Judd will also hit the

road this month in

support of her most

recent album, A
Classic Christmas.

"It's that sound that

reminds you of Nat

King Cole,

Bing Crosby—very

nostalgic and

emotional and

childlike," she says.

"It was very spiri-

tual for me because

I felt myself going

back to a sweeter

time in my life. My

voice even sounds

. . . sweeter."

Now you can win a

chance to hear it for

yourself. Judd

is giving one lucky

Ladies' Home Journal

reader two tickets

and backstage VIP

passes for her A
Classic Christmas

tour She's also giving

away 10 autographed

copies of the CD.

For more details

on how to enter,

go to www.lhj.com

/countrychristmas.

I

subject to official rules and entry at wwwlhj.com/countrychnstmas. No Purchase necessary to

enter or win. The Ladies' Home Journal Country Christmas Sweepstakes begirds 8/14/07 and ends

9/10/07. Entries must be received by 11:59 p.m. E.T.. on 9/10/07 Open to legal ''e^'dents of the 50

United States and the District of Columbia, 21 years or older. One entry per household. Void where

prohibited. Operator; Meredith Corporation.

LHJ: Why do you still wear your

wedding ring?

WJ: There are five stages of griev-

ing: denial, bargaining, anger, accep-

tance and surrender. I am part of that

healmg process right now. I've lived a

lot of my life in the all-or-nothing,

black-and-white way of thinking. For

me, after a 15-year relationship, it is

hard to just detach overnight. I'm

healing in my own time.

And so I do wear my ring. And I

think what I'm teaching my kids is,

This happened. This is where Mom is

right now. And there's always hope.

LHJ: When you say there's hope,

are you intimating that there's hope

for this reladonship?

WJ: I can't answer that. I just can't.

And I don't have to right now. Do

you think I can give up hope? No. I

have a newfound perspective or

what my needs are and what I neec

in a healthy relationship. My hearl

does not give up easy in terms o;

having hope. ^
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Restless Legs Syndrome (RLS) is a recognized medical condition.

One that's shared by nearly 1 in 10 US adults. Most peopie experience its symptoms in the evening:

. • The compelling urge to move
ReqUip helped me make . Disturbing sensations in the legs

peace with my legs. * Moving otters temporary relief

# 5J •
, Trouble resting or falling asleep

People who suffer from RLS often describe their leg sensations as creepy, crawly, tingling, or tightening.

Getting up and moving their legs offers some relief, but the symptoms always come back. Only a doctor

can determine if you have Restless Legs Syndrome,

Requip is the first FDA-approved treatment for RLS. Taken daily, non-habit-forming prescription

Requip helps relieve the symptoms of moderate-to-severe primary Restless Legs Syndrome

(1 5 or more episodes monthly) t Requip is right for you.

Important Safety Information:

Prescription Requip is not for everyone Requip Tablets may cause you to fall asleep or feel very

sleepy during normal activities such as driving; or to faint or feel dizzy, nauseated, or sweaty when

:
i :p. Tell your doctor if you experience these problems or if you drink alcohol or are taking

;,oines that make you drowsy. Also tell your doctor if you experience new or incieased

gambling, sexual, or other intense urges while taking Requip. Side effects may include njusea,

drowsiness, vomiting, and dizziness. Most patients were not bothered enough to stop takiny Requip.

Requip should be taken once daily 1-3 hours before bedtinie.

See important patient information on the next page.

visit ,.
,
ip.com or call1-877-REQUIP4

Requip
(ropinirole HCI)

For nioderaie-to-severe primary

Restless Legs Syndrome

CIdxoSmithKiine

If you don't have prescription coverage, visit pparx.org, or call 1-888-4PPA-NOW (1-888-477-2669) Partnership for

Prescription Assistance



PATIENT INFORMATION

REQUIP® (ropinirole hydrochloride) Tablets

For Restiess Legs Syndrome (RLS)

Also Known as Ekbom Syndrome

Read this information completely before you start taking REQUIP.

Read tne information each time you get more medicine. There may be

new information. This leaflet provides a summary about REQUIP. It does

not include everything there is to know about your medicine. This information

should not take the place of discussions with your doctor about your

medical condition or REQUIP

What is REQUIP?
REQUIP is a prescription medicine to treat moderate-to-severe primary

Restless Legs Syndrome. It is sometimes used to treat Parkinson's

disease. Having one of these conditions does not mean you have or will

develop the other.

What is the most important information I should know about

REQUIP?
• Patients with RLS should take REQUIP differently than patients with

Parkinson's disease (see How should I take REQUIP for RLS? for the

recommended dosing for RLS). A lower dose of REQUIP is generally

needed for patients with RLS, and is taken once daily before bedtime.

• There are known side effects of REQUIP If you fall asleep or feel very

sleepy while doing normal activities such as driving, faint, feel dizzy,

nauseated, or sweaty when you stand up from sitting or lying down, you

should talk with your doctor (see What are the possible side effects

of REQUIP?)

• Before starting REQUIP be sure to tell your doctor if you are taking any

medicines thai make you drowsy.

Who should not take REQUIP?
You should not take REQUIP if you are allergic to the active ingredient

ropinirole or to any of the inactive ingredients. Your doctor and pharmacist

have a list of the inactive ingredients.

What should I tell my doctor?

Be sure to tell your doctor if:

• you are pregnant or plan to become pregnant.

• you are breast-feeding.

• you have daytime sleepiness from a sleep disorder other than RLS
or have unexpected sleepiness or periods of sleep while taking REQUIP

• you are taking any other prescription or over-the-counter medicines.

Some of these medicines may increase your chances of getting side

effects while taking REQUIP

• you start or stop taking other medicines while you are taking REQUIP
This may increase your chances of getting side effects.

• you start or stop smoking while you are taking REQUIP Smoking may

decrease the treatment effect of REQUIP

• you feel dizzy, nauseated, sweaty, or faint when you stand up from

sitting or lying down.

• you drink alcoholic beverages. This may increase your chances of becoming

drowsy or sleepy while taking REQUIP

How should I take REQUIP for RLS?
• Be sure to take REQUIP exactly as directed by your doctor or healthcare

provider.

• The usual way lo take REQUIP is onre !n the evening, 1 to 3 hours before

bedtime.

• Your doctor will start you on a low dose of REQUIP Your doctor may
change the dose until you are taking the amount of medicine that is right

for you to control your symptoms

• You may receive a starting kit with doses marked by day The pills in this

kit slowly increase your daily dose over time so that you and your

doctor may determine what the best dose is for you. Different people

respond differently to this medicine. You may not need the highest dose

pill in this kit or you may need an even higher dose to relieve your

symptoms. You should carefully follow your doctor's advice on the use

of this kit.

• If you miss your dose, do not double your next dose. Take only your

usufl' . 3 hours before vour next bedtime.

• Contact your doctor, if you stop taking REQUIP for any reasc

Do not restart without consulting your doctor.

• You can take REQUIP with or without food. Taking REQUIP with foi

may decrease the chances of feeling nauseated.

What are the possible side effects of REQUIP?
• Most people who take REQUIP tolerate it well. The most commor

reported side effects in people taking REQUIP for RLS are nause

vomiting, dizziness, and drowsiness or sleepiness. You should

careful until you know if REQUIP affects your ability to remain ali

while doing normal daily activities, and you should watch for t

development of significant daytime sleepiness or episodes of falli

asleep. It is possible that you could fall asleep while doing norn,

activities such as driving a car, doing physical tasks, or using hazardi

machinery while taking REQUIP Your chances of falling asleep wl

doing normal activities while taking REQUIP are greater if you

taking other medicines that cause drowsiness.

• When you start taking REQUIP or when you increase your dose,

may feel dizzy, nauseated, sweaty or faint, when first standing up fn

sitting or lying down. Therefore, do not stand up quickly after sittingi

lying down, particularly if you have been sitting or lying down for a \<

period of time. Take a minute sitting on the edge of the bed or ct

before you get up.

• Some patients taking ropinirole have shown urges to behave in a v

unusual for them. Examples of this are an unusual urge to gamble

increased sexual urges and/or behaviors. If you or your family notic

that you are developing any unusual behaviors, talk to your doctor.

• Hallucinations (unreal sounds, visions, or sensations) have been repoi

in patients taking REQUIP These were uncommon in patients tak

REQUIP for RLS. The risk is greater in patients with Parkinson's disei

who are elderly, taking REQUIP with L-dopa, or taking higher doi

REQUIP than recommended for RLS.

This is not a complete list of side effects and should not take the plac(

discussions with your healthcare providers. Your doctor or pharmacist!

give you a more complete list of possible side effects. Talk to your do<

about any side effects or problems you may have.

Other Information about REQUIP
• Studies of people with Parkinson's disease show that they may be am
increased risk of developing melanoma, a form of skin cancer, wi

compared to people without Parkinson's disease. It is not known if

problem is associated with Parkinson's disease or the medicines u

to treat Parkinson's disease. REQUIP is one of the medicines use( c

treat Parkinson's disease, therefore, patients being treated \[h

REQUIP should have penodic skin examinations.

• Take REQUIP exactly as your doctor prescribes it.

• Do not share REQUIP with other people, even if they have the sr

symptoms you have.

• Keep REQUIP out of the reach of children. i

• Store REQUIP at room temperature out of direct sunlight. I

• Keep REQUIP in a tightly closed container.

This leaflet summarizes important information about REQUIP Medic3s

are sometimes prescribed for purposes other than those listed in lis

leaflet. Do not take REQUIP for a condition for which it was not prescrild

For more information, talk with your doctor or pharmacist. They can

you information about REQUIP that is written for healthcare profession

GlaxoSmithKline

GlaxoSmithKline

Research Triangle Park, NC 27709

©2006. GlaxoSmithKline. All rights reserved.

October 2006 RQ:L15

©2007 The GlaxoSmithKline Group of Companies All rights reser>il.
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POTLIGHT

Joan • f
Collins/
On Life, Love

tAndBeinga
Legend

/

Despite the fact that she asked that wc

meet in a dump)' diner on New York

Cilv"s Upper East Side. Joan Collins

does not hold back horn making a

star entrance. Fried eggs slide off cus-

tomers' forks as a pedte 74 year-old in

a wide Ijrinimed black hat and dark

sunglasses glides in. surveys her table

and finds it wanting. Immediately.

Collins summons the manager in a

just-loud-cnough to-be noticed clipped

British accent. And cjuickcr than you

can say "Cellex-C /\gc*less 15"-the

name of the skin si mm Joan is plug-

ging loday-the table is expanded. La

Collins has ordered pancakes and

fresh orange juice (this is. after all. one

of her neighborhood haunts), and she

is read)- to chat.

Ladies' Home JoumaL So we hear

\ ou arc about to go on vacation.

Joan Collins: Yes. on a four-

month holida^ to our house B">

including the three grandchildrer

who are 2. 3 and 6.

LHJ: How's your French?

JC: Very bad. But luckily. Percy"

[Gibson. Collins's fifth husband] i

verv sood. I am lazv about certai

things, and learning a lar

guage is one of them.

in the South of France. All RoBl.K I

A

of my famih- will be there, CaPI.OK

LHJ: Are you a hands-o

grandmother? continuei

LADIES HOME JOURNAL I
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JC: If that means changing diapers,

no. I like to play with them and I do

babysit if it"s necessan-. But if they get

cranky. I say good-bye. But I love

them and think they're adorable.

LHJ: I bet the kids don't call you

Grandma.

JC: They call me [oanie.

LHJ: So while you're a\va)-. will you

lie in the sun?

JC: I get sun on m\' body but ne\er

on my face. Even in the winter, I wear

sunblock on my face. I am just mania-

cal about taking care of my skin.

LHJ: Yes, you can see that it's not

sun-damaged.

JC: Well. I've managed with the aid of

Cellex-C Age'Less 15. It is amazing.

I've used it on my hands, and it's

worked well.

LHJ: So this semm is supposed to re-

store elasticity and make you look

years younger. And it's not cheap: It's

$175 per ounce.

JC: It is expensive, but in life, you get

what you pay for. Women spend an

awful lot of money on products that

don't work. But this has worked for

me. Tliere are some actresses pushing

ageless makeup and they are air-

brushed to death! You see them in real

life, and it's an offense.

LHJ: Don't you think there's a mind-

set now, though, diat age is empower-

ing and not something to avoid? That

it's the priine of your life? I don't know

if HoUywood is buying it, but I think

America is.

JC: Hollywood ain't buyijig it. honey.

LHJ: Because lots of young actresses

use Botox?

JC: They'll look like gargoyles by

the time they're 50. And you know,

you've got to do more than take

care of your skin. You have to take

care of your teeth as well. I mean,

the number of people who you see

walking around and their teeth are

yellow or gray!

LHJ: Are you careful about what you

eat, too?

JC: I'm not very careful about my
diet. I tnean, I'm eating a pancake

now, but I probably won't eat any-

thing until dinner.

LHJ: Do you eat a lot of fruit and

vegetables?

JC: I hate fruit, unless I'm having it

with coffee. And I do like salads.

[Collins 's extremely handsome husband

GIVE YOUR FEET THE DAY OFF

Shearling Flip-Flops

$34 .95

Cradle your feet in cozy, moisture wicking comfort.

Our Shearling Flip-Flops have durable soles so

you can wear them indoors or out. Plus a foam

^ footbed to cushion every step. Consider them a daily

vacation for your feet.

L.L.Bean

FOR A FREE CATALOG CALL 800-554-9621 or SHOP ONLINE AT ilbean.com

©2007 LLBoan. In



mes in to drop offsome copies of her book

he Art of Living Well: Looking Good,

.'eling Great.]

, HJ:Joan! Hitbba hubha!

Z: Mmmm. He's wonderful. Ver)' suave.

HJ: Is this marriage different from

3ur others?

Z: Oh. yeah. He's a perfect man. He truly

ires about me and about my family-

/ery aspect. He sort of runs our life. WeVe

)gether practically 24 hours a day.

,HJ: Aien't there times when you just

^ant to be by yourself?

C: Well, we have a big apai tment, and

/henever we"re in a hotel, he's got a sitting

Dom with a computer and I'd be in the

•edroom. And we always make sure that

/e have two baduooms—that's essential!

^HJ: You've worked with so many won-

ierful people over the course of your

areer. Do you stay in touch

vith them?

C: You know, it always amazes
|

ne when people ask that. If I

vere in contact with every-

)ody I worked with. I d be

:-mailing, faxing and on the

)hone all day long. Though the

wo people I am in touch with

rom Dynasty are John James
md Diahann Carroll.

L,HJ: Are you a big e-mailer?

iC: No, no. Absolutely not. I

ion't type, for a start. And ev-

erybody I know who e mails

las said, "Goddamn this ma-

;hine! I cannot believe all the

i-mails I get!" I tell people, if

hey want to contact me, call

ne on a landline or fax me.

LHJ: You know, our magiizine's

notto is "Never Underestimate

;he Power of a Woman \" Do
y'ou feel it suits you?

[C: Mmmm. Another thought

[ like is: "A woman is like a

;ea bag. The longer you leave

ler in hot water, the better

ihe 2;ets." d

BRING
JOAN COLLINS
HOME WITH YOU
Ladies' Home Journal is giving away
50 copies of Dynasty: The Second
Season on DVD! Collins stars in the

'80s TV megahit as the schenning

Alexis Carrington Colby, responsible

for plenty of drama, catfights and
more. For your chance to win, go to

wwv/. Ihj.com/dynastysweeps

.

Subject to Official Rules and entry at www Ihj.com/dynastysi^eeps No purchase necessary to

enter or win. The Ladies' Home Journal Dynasty Sweepstakes begins 8/14/07 and ends 9/10/07

Entries must be received by 11:59 p m.. ET, on 9/10/07 Open to legal residents of the 50 United

States, and the District of Columbia, 21 years or older One entry per household Void where

prohibited. Operator Meredith Corporation

Heorthy nails speak for themselves. Hence, nodever
headline, no fancy photography, just nails. Beautiful natural

nails. The kind you can have when you use Appearex'-
'he #1 dermotologist recommended product for

strengthening nai..,ust one tiny tob,etadayg,ves
you

'^e strong, healthy nalls you've always won,.d
Don^disgvise yovr nails. Change them.
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the 2.400-employee BP plant. She

called her mom's work number over

and over but got no answer.

Frantic and shaky. Rovve got back in

the car and headed for Texas City,

where die smoke from the massive blast

\vas clearh" visible from the highway.

When she got to the trailer park where

her parents had been living, she

knocked on the door of one of their

neighbors, a man who had traveled

from one refinen,' job to anodier with

her dad for many years. When the

fiiend opened the door and saw Rowe.

he collapsed to the floor in tears. "I

looked for them.'" he cried. "I searched

everywhere. I couldn't find diem."

Rowe made phone calls far into the

night—to hospitals, to the plant, to oth-

er acquaintances and relatives. Finally,

at 4 A.M.. she connected with a con-

tract worker she'd met while employed

in Coi'pus Christi. The woman unof-

ficially confirmed that Rowe's parents

were among those presumed dead.

Early the next da) , guided by infor-

mation BP provided via television, an

exhausted, devastated Rowe went

with others who suspected thev d lost

I a loved i>nt to Charles T. Doyle Con-

vention Center, in Texas City. Ne.xt

of kin from other families look turns

being escorted to the coronei s office

to view the deceased. Rowe didn't

want to look at her parents' remains.

I

so she began filling out forms that

requested her paients' height, weight,

hair color and other identifying

marks. At the end of the day she

learned that her parents had finally

been identified through dental rec-

ords and DNA.
"That was the end of my life as I

knew it," Rowe says. "I feel like BP
murdered m\' mom and dad."

It took a full year for Rowe to find

the courage to look at the photos the

coroner gave her that da)'. WTien she

did, she was homfied to see that her

dad had been severely injured and her

mom had been burned and decapi-

tated by a piece of fiving metal. Tlie)-

were among 15 people who died in

the blast. More diaii 170 other work-

ers were injured.

ANATOMY OF AN ACCIDENT
BP is a London-based energ) giant

with more than 96,000 eniplo) ees in

100-plus countries. The company's

acdvities include producing oil. gaso-

line, natural gas and other chemicals,

as well as operating pipelines and ship-

ping routes. In 2005 BP's stock price

climbed 10 percent and it reported a

25 percent increase in armual earnings,

which hit $254 billion. The man who
had taken the firm to those heights

was chief executive officer Lord John

Browne, one of Great Britain's most

admired execud\ es at the time. Queen

Elizabedi II had even knighted him in

1998. His total armual salary in 2007

was S6.9 million.

BP acquired the refinery at Texas

City when it merged with Amoco in

1998. Texas City is the largest of the

firm's five U.S. refineries, with the

ability to produce 11,000 gallons of

gasoline a day. Much of the equip-

ment at the 71 -year-old plant was anti-

quated and did not meet safety

standarcis. According to a 2007 report

of the Occupational Safety and Health

Administration (OSHA), BP commit-

ted "egregious willful violations'' of

safet)' codes, including failure to cor-

rect deficiencies in equipment.

Despite evidence of the plant's

problems, soon after the Amoco
merger BP executives ordered a

25 percent budget cut that adversely

impacted maintenance at the compa-

m 's refmeries, says Carol)Ti W. Mer-

ritt, chairwoman of the U.S. Chemical

Safety and Hazard Investigation

Board (CSB).

The safety situation at Texas City

worsened. The CSB reported that in

2002 a new refinery manager there

found the equipment and infrastructure

"in complete decline." In 2004 three

accidents resulted in three deaths and a

fire that caused $30 miUion worth of

damage. The following year Texas City

management paid for an outside busi-

ness consultancy. Telos Group Ltd., to

do an employee survey, which showed

that the people who worked at Texas

Cit)- believed the plant put money first

and people second. Employees literally

feared for theii' lives.

Geoffrey Gioja, coauthor of the

report, later commented, "I was sur-

prised by how many people volun-

teered that they go through the gate

every morning thinking 'I could die

toda)-.' " The report was sent to head-

quai ters in London.

The March 2005 blast continued

"People volunteered that they

go through the gate [at Texas

City] every morning thinking

M could die today'
"
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You HELPED YOUR CHURCH CHOIR FIND THE TUNE.

YOU HELPED YOUR NEIGHBOR GRILL A BETTER BURGER.

You HELPED YOUR GRANDSON CONQUER SHOE TYING.

NOW IT'S TIME FOR YOU TO GET A LITTLE EXTRA HELR

GlaxoSmithKline introduces GSK Access, a one of our specially-trained counselors and

program that provides eligible Medicare Part D

enrollees free medications for the medicines

we make. Refer to the box to see if you may

qualify. If so, it's easy to apply. Just go to

www.GSKAccess.com and fill out the appli-

cation or call 1-866-GSK-FOR-U to talk to

receive an application by mail.

Please apply if you:'

Participate in Medicare I'art D

Have spent $600 out-ot-piK"ket on prescriptions this year

One person household income under $25,525

Two person household income under $34,225

Finding a way forward.

*Other requirements may apply.

GlaxoSmithKline

Please call 1 -866-GSK'FOR-U (1-866-475-3678) to see what savuigs offers you may quality for.



occun ed in a part of the refineiy where

low-octane products were converted

into liiglier-octajie components for use

in unleaded gasoline. The unit was

being restarted after ha\ing been shut

down for repair. Almost ever\" aspect

oi the startup went wi^ong.

Merritt describes what happened:
' Information was not communicated.

Experienced supervision was absent.

Workers were fatigued and overload-

ed. Important decisions went unmade.

Critical instrumentation was not

working. Innocent people were un-

aware of the looming risk and went

about their business as usual."

As a result of multiple problems

occurring simultaneously during the

restart process—and no one noticing-

highly flammable liquid hydrocarbon

Hooded the unit, raced up a 113-foot

stack and shot 20 feet into the air. A
vapor cloud formed over the refinen'.

and the liquid hydrocarbon began

falling on temporary work trailers

parked nearb)-.

Witnesses later described the dan-

gerous fluid raining down on james

Rowe and on his wife. Linda, as she

was walking to bring her husband a

pair of safety goggles. Survivors

believe a spark from an idling pickup

truck igirited the licjuid and the vapors.

The resulting explosion was so huge it

could be heard miles away.

LIFE AFTER DEATH
BP quickly took responsibility. The
day after the disaster Lord Browne

flew to Texas City to tour the site,

meet with first responders and hold a

news conference at city hall. "We have

a veiy simple rule at BP that we are

responsible for what happens inside

the boundaries of our plant." he said.

"This is no exception. We will be

doing e\en'thing we can to assist the

families." The company cooperated

with various agencies investigating

the accident and eventually set aside •

$1.6 billion to compensate the hun-

i

dreds of victims-including both theS
injured and relatives of the dead.

In a statement issued three monthsB
later. Ross PiUari. president and CEO ;|

of BP America, reiterated that posi- I

tion, calling the mistakes that were jl

made "surprising and deeply disturb-

1

ing." He>concluded, "The result was
||

an extraordinary tragedy we didn't jl

ibresee. . . . We can assure that those

who were injured and the families of

those who died [will] receive financial fl

support and compensation. Our goal
||

is to provide fair compensation with- 'I

out the need for lawsuits or lengthy I

court proceedings." J
BP first began to setde the claims I

from the families of the 15 people who
died, all of whom, like Rowe's par-

ents, were contract workers. Rowe
said that her older brother. Jeremy.

24. who had been living in Minnesota

for several years, accepted a settle-

ment. For many victims' relatives,

agreeing to the confidential out-of-

court settlements meant the chance to

start healing, to move on.

But not Rowe. After she buried her

parents, she plunged into grief so

crushing she could neither eat nor

sleep. Within three months she had

lost 50 pounds. During that time she

also heard stories from survivors of

the blast about lack of maintenance at

the plant and malfunctioniirg alarms.

Eventually she decided to hire an

attorney and got a reference for Brent

Coon, of Brent Coon & Associates, in

Beaumont, Texas. His firm was rep-

resenting more than 100 other plain-

tiffs, many ofwhom had been injured

in the Texas City blast. Most wanted

to accept bp's offers.

Rowe was different. When she

shared with continued on page 171
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Relax, your secret's

safe with me.

Worried about how many times you excuse yourself?

r
You can do something about your bladder control problem.

Ask your doctor about DETROL LA.

Have strong, sudden urges to go to the bathroom, and rnaybe even

accidents? Go more than 8 times a day? If so, you may have a

medical condition called overactive bladder. But with DETROL LA.

you can help reduce the symptoms so you can worry less about

your bladder.

One DETROL LA works 24 hours, all day and all night.* It helps

calm the bladder muscle that causes those strong, sudden urges.

Just imagine what a calmer bladder can do for you.

'4 HOURS

Detro/ LA_
toltcrodinc tartrate
extended release capsuiei

He-: :n overact I

(i/ot. . . cter.

If you have certain stomach problems, glaucoma, or trouble getting urine to pass, you
shouldn't take DETROL LA. The most common side effects are dry mouth, headache,

constipation, and abdominal pain.

DETROL LA, like all medicines, has benefits and risks. There may be other options. Ask

your doctor if DETROL LA is right for you. Eor more information, visit DETROLLA.com.

•Results may vary. Please see important product information on back. © 2007 Pfizer inc. All rights reserved. April 2007 DD275001F

Uninsured? Need help paying for medicine? Pfizer has programs that can help,

no matter your age or income. You may even qualify for free Pfizer medicines.

Call 1 -866-706-2400. Or visit vwm.pfizerhelpfulanswers.com.
he

'answers



IMPORTANT FACTS
Detrol LA
tolterodine tartrate
extended release caps^^es

2^ (DEH-trol el-ay)

ABOUT OVERACTIVE BLADDER
Overactive bladder happens when the bladder muscle squeezes too

often or it cannot be controlled. You may have wetting accidents (urge

urinary incontinence). You may feel a strong need to pass urine right

away (urgency). You may also feel you need to go often (frequency).

WHO IS DETROL LA (long-acting) FOR?
Who can take DETROL LA?

Adults 18 years and older with symptoms of overactive bladder.

Who should not take DETROL LA?

Do not take DETROL LA if:

• You have trouble emptying your bladder (urinary retention).

• Your stomach empties slowly (gastric retention).

• You have an eye problem called uncontrolled narrow-angle glaucoma.

• You are allergic to anything in DETROL LA.

DETROL LA did not help the symptoms of overactive bladder

when studied in children.

BEFORE YOU START DETROL LA
Tell your doctor about all your medical conditions, including:

• Stomach or intestinal problems.

• Trouble emptying your bladder or if you have a weak urine stream.

• An eye problem called narrow-angle glaucoma.

• Liver or kidney problems.

• If you or any family members have a rare heart condition called

QT prolongation (long QT syndrome). If you are pregnant or

trying to become pregnant. We do not know if DETROL LA
could harm your unborn baby.

• If you are breast-feeding. We do not know if DETROL LA passes

into your milk or if it can harm your baby.

Tell your doctor about all your medicines. Include over-the-counter

medicines, vitamins, and herbal products. Other drugs may change

how your body handles DETROL LA. Your doctor may use a lower

dose of DETROL LA if you take:

• Some medicines for fungus or yeast infections such as

Nizoral' (ketoconazole), Sporanox" (itraconazole), and

Monistat' (miconazole).

• Some medicines for bacteria infections such as

Biaxin (clarithromycin) and erythromycin.

• Sandimmune' (cyclosporine) or Velban" (vinblastine).

POSSIBLE SIDE EFFECTS OF DETROL LA
The most common side effects are:

• dry mouth • constipation

• headache • stomach pain

These are not all the side effects of DETROL LA. For a complete

list of side effects, ask your doctor or pharmacist.

V
dd:75()oif

HOW TO TAKE DETROL LA
Do:

• Take DETROL LA exactly as your doctor

tells you. For some people, DETROL LA
may not work right away. Check with

your doctor before stopping DETROL LA.
• Take DETROL LA capsules once a day

with liquid, at the same time each day.

• Take DETROL LA with or without food.

• If you miss a dose of DETROL LA,
begin taking DETROL LA again the next

day. Do not take 2 doses of DETROL LA
in the same Say.

• Store DETROL LA at room
temperature and out of light.

Don't:

• Do not drive a car or work with machines

until you know how DETROL LA affects

you. Medicines like DETROL LA can

cause blurry vision. They can make you

dizzy and sleepy.

• Do not change the dose on your own. Talk

with your doctor.

IE

ABOUT DETROL LA
DETROL LA is a prescription medicine that

treats the symptoms of overactive bladder.

• It reduces wetting accidents.

• It reduces the sudden, strong urge to

pass urine.

• It helps you have fewer trips to

the bathroom.

NEED MORE INFORMATION?
• This is only a summary of important

information. Ask your doctor or pharmacist

for complete product information.

• Go to www.detrolla.com.

• Call (1-888) 4-DETROL
(1-888-433-8765).

i:)istributed by:

Pharmacia & Upjohn

Div ision of Pfizer Inc. NY. NY 10017

R\ Only < 2006 Pfizer Inc All rights reserved. Pnnted in the USA
DEIF Rev I July 2006

Registered trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
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The Best Events, Promotio

^JEWMANTS OWN'
nu lix^ t\plt>it.ition In Hursun 1 ht Cttmmon GtKtd.

Presto Pick recipes go from

download to down-the-hatch

in no-time flat.

:ture this: It's dinnertime. You re

ilding a jar of my Newman's Own
-natural pasta sauce, but lack any

spiration. Then you spy the

3use. Eureka! Quickly, you log on

NewmansOwn.com and down-

id one of my Presto Pick recipes —

1 easy answer to the nighth-

lat's-for-dinner drama. Before you

low it, you'll be inhaling the finest

ist food" you've ever had. Good
ovv indeed.

For Presto Pick recipes, visit

NewmansOwn.com

SOUTHERN
WOMEN'SSHOW

The Charlotte Merchandise Mart

2500 E. Independence Blvd.

Charlotte, NC

Thursday September 20 lOam-Spm

Friday September 21 lOam-Spm

Saturday September 22 10am-7pm

Sunday September 23 llam-6pm

For more information, log on to

www.SouthernWomensShow.com

Join Ladies' Home Journal' at the

2007 Southern Women's Show
in Charlotte to:

• Shop for the latest fashions, handbags,

jewelry, and cosmetics

• Gather Information on everything from

far-flung vacation destinations to local

health services, and neighborhood shops

• Treat yourself to a makeover or a spa

treatment

• Visit the mam stage for a fall fashion

show, a Style 101 workshop, and a few

other surprises

• Meet Joey Fatone from NSYNC and

"Dancing with the Stars"

• Watch cookbook author Nathalie Dupree

prepare delicious dishes you can try at home

• Collect bags and bags of free samples!

Be sure to stop by the Ladies' Home Journal

booth to receive free samples of

Wheat Thins Toasted Chips and Turns.

New Wheat Thins Toasted Chips

Parmesan & Asiago Cheese have the

perfect combination of subtle cheese

flavors and 60% less fat than regular

fried potato chips.

TUMS
The fast relief when painful

heartburn strikes

Eat the foods

you love and

start losing

weight sensibly

today.

not typical.

Individuals are remunerated.

nutrisystem.com
1-800-321 -THIN

Start NutriSystem®

today and get ONE
WEEK OF FOOD
absolutely FREE!

(with 28-Day Program Purchase)

outrisystcm



For my family

THE BEHER
EGG.

V

As a mom, it's natural to want to give your

family the best. That's why there's Eggland's

Best.

EBs are the better-tasting eggs. They have

more of the delicious, farm-fresh taste your

family loves. No wonder they .were rated

"America's Best Tasting Egg" by

American Culinary ChefsBest'^'^ for the

5th year in a row.

EBs are better nutritionally, too.

Compared to ordinary eggs, EBs provide:

• 10 times more vitamin E

• 3 times more omega 3 (lOO mg)

• 25% less saturated fat

• 19% less cholesterol; i75 mg (60% dv)

vs. 215 mg (71% DV/

Bs are available in Large, Extra Large, Jumbo,

Organic, Cage Free, and B:.:n varieties

EBs also provide 200mcg of lutein, a nutri-

ent that's essential for good eye health.

Plus, they're 100% natural, and produced

without hormones, antibiotics, or steroids.

The "EB" stamp on every egg tells you

you're getting eggs of the absolute highest

quality.

You're the mom of the house. You know

what's best. Shouldn't the only egg for

your family be Eggland's Best?

m EGGLAND'S
BEST

www.egglandsbest.com

Better taste. Better nutrition.

Better eggs.

The ChefsBest^" Award for Best Taste is awarded to the brand rated

hiqhest overall among leading brands by independent professional chefs



THE News

Goon and his associates her questions

about what happened the day of the

explosion, they were eager to find

answers. "BP was settUng cases so

aggi"essively, we were sure they knew

they had a problem," says Jason

Cansler, a lead attorney at Coon k

Associates. Coon also happened to

represent the Texas chapter of United

Steelworkers of America, which had

been trying to negotiate increased

safety protections for members, in-

cluding those at BP s Texas City plant.

A win for Rowe could help the union s

cause—and make a hero out of Coon.

In preparation for a possible case.

Coon and his team called in 6 million

pages ofdocuments from BP and began

to sift through them. What they found

was a shock, even to lawyers widi expe-

rience in personal injury cases. Tliey

suspected negligence, according to

Cansler, "but we never thought it would

be this gross." Li his opinion, "it was a

conscious disregard for life."

The BP documents showed that the

corporation had not only ordered cost-

cutting measures on the aging Texas

City refinery but had also literally cal-

culated the relationship between pay-

ing for the loss of human life and

making die necessary safety upgrades.

One BP internal document was dded

"Cost benefit analysis of three little

pigs." It likened BP emplo)'ees to the

three pigs, refineries with varying

amounts of safety upgrades to houses

of different sturdiness and an explo-

sion to the big bad wolf. The docu-

ment stated. "If the wolf blows down

the house, the piggy is gobbled." On a

grid, various "houses" were compared

in terms of the likelihood that any

given "piggy" would be "gobbled" by

a blast. The word "optimized" is hand-

written in the margin with an arrow

pointing to the cheapest option, not

the safest one.

Once Rowe learned that her par-

ents' deaths might have been avoided.

she was transformed. First, she cried.

Tlien she resohed to fight back: "Tlic

more my lawy ers told me. the angrier I

got," she recalls. "I couldn't iiurt BP s

feelings like the\' hurt mine, llie only

thing I could do was expose them."

"I watched a litde girl grov\' up in a

second," recalls Cansler.

JOURNEY TO JUSTICE
Rowe decided she wanted BP to pay

in a very public way. Settling out ol

court typically means thai liie plaintiff

is required to sign a confidentiality

agreement as well as documents stat

ing that the defendant was not at fault.

Rowe didn't care how much money

BP offered her to setde (and they had

offered other plaintiffs nian\ millions),

she refused to make dun kind of deal.

"My mom and dad told me I could do

anything." Rowe sa\s. "I could lui\c

taken the money and shut up, but I

couldn't let my parents' deaths be in

\ ain. I had to expose BP for the bad
|

people they aie."
j

Taking the chance that she would I

never see a dime if she lost a lawsuit, '

Rowe sued, demanding $1.2 billion in

damages, according to a statement by

a BP lawyer during a preliminary
|

hearing. Rowe also called for the

profits-over-people documents to be

made public and pressed for BP to

give money to train and treat oil-

refineiy workers throughout Texas. "I

had nolhins, before, so I had nothinsi

to lose b)' going to court." she says.
|

As the trial date giew closer, there

was considerable pressiue on Rowe to

settle out of court. BP had made her

an offer of millions of dollars, media

outlets were continually clamoring for

comments, and she knew she was

going to court against a giant coipora

tion in a case thai would iocus on the

mental and emotional damage she

had sustained, allegations that would

leave her open to inquiries about per- !

sonal aspects (if her life.

Rowe sa\ s that BP lawyers were so

lougii on iier during her deposition

that thc\ made her feel as if .^/u- 'd done

something wrong. A comi transcript

shows that ihe\' asked her ciuestions

about drinking and marijuana and

cocaine use and an altercation at a gas

station dial ended with her being led

awa\' in handcuffs b\' the police.

"When you're a teenager, you drink

and expcrinieni." sa) s Rowe. For dieir

part. BP s lawyers explained in a later

court proceeding thai the jiuy . should

the matter go lo trial, would be "enti-

tled to know who Eva Rowe is."

Rowe was also imiierved by what

appeared to be sur\cillance of her

mox ements. She said she noticed cars

outfitted with cameras parked in li ont

of the house coxiixi i n on ivu.i 171

Rowe says BP lawyers were

so tough on her that they

made her feel as if she'd

done something wrong
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Ooh la la! Her
dress sparkles

with faux

emeralds.

1>

My, how
Tink's wings

shimmer with

pixie dust!

What girl wouldn't love a

velvety compact glammed
up with faux gems?

i\ first-ever With

Tink-a-tad^l

Spending a twinkly sprinkly wirly girly time wi!

Tinker Bell is so much fun. After all, she's feisty, she]

sweet and she's America's favorite pixie! Presentin

"Am I Cute or What?" the first-ever Tinker Be\

figurine from Hamilton!

featuring a fancij'ul.^Mix of Mat^zrials

You'll love every sassy detail of this super-cul

handcrafted and hand-painted figurine. From th

velvety compact pouf Tink stands on, to the "pixi

dust" on her wings, she's got Tink-a-tude to spard

Plus, this exceptional sculpture features over 7i

sparkling faux gems, pearlescent touches and a specie

message from Tink herself on the compact mirror.

"Am 1 Cute or What?" is created with Disney artist;

is limited to only 95 casting days and comes with

Certificate of Authenticity attesting to its status as

limited-edition collectible.

Voar (§)atis)'aetion i§ Guarant^^^d!

Of course, your satisfaction is assured witl

The Hamilton Collection's unbeatable 365-Da]

Guarantee. If not completely satisfied with you

purchase, you may return it to us within one yea

for a full refund.

So, if you beUeve in fairies and the power of pixi(

dust, order today!

collectiblestoday.com
e of The Hamilton Collection and All Things Collectibfe

©2007 HC. All Rights Reservi

09-01 323-001 -RS

The Han^iltonQ)lJecrion
9204 Center For The Arts Drive, Niies, IL 60714-1300

Please Ref>pond Promptly

^lease accept my order for "Am I Cute or What?" for the

ssue price of $19.95*. I need send no money now. I will

?e billed with shipment. Lii)iit: One per colkxtoi:

Add St).y9 for shipping and ^en'ice. Deliveries to FL and IL will be billed appropriate sales tax. All orders

MsTMrsTMr.

.

Address

Cit\' -State. . Zip_

Telephone

Signature .

09-01 323-001 -E88001



flttitudji Is

Features over

70 sparkling

faux gemstones!

•

Wings kissed

with pixie dust

•

Features a

REAL mirror!

0^ i/ukcitf ^

P

Shown approximate size

of4'i''high ©Disnev

Sparkles Fly With Tinker Bell!

She's feisty. She's bright. A true pixie delight!

Her talent is fixing things.

She'll carry a grudge, and give you a nudge

in a flash of her glittery wings.

She's spunky. She's magic. She know
not tragic when given a lot of guff

.

This pixie-dust star loves adventures by far
J tA T/-^1A 7 • „ _„ J. 7- r
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where she resided. Tn Galveslon Dis

trict Court. BP lawyers repeatedly

stated before Judge Susan E. Criss

that they "did not have people on

surveillance." Still, Rowe was so afraid

for her life that she called the police

and told them that if she were to die,

it wouldn't be an accident. Coon had

members of his staff watch over her

24 hoius a day for more than a year.

\\lien contacted by Uulies' Home Jour-

nal BP refused to comment on Rowe

or any of her claims.

In the weeks before Rowe's trial

was to start, the pressure increased.

Using evidence they had uncovered.

Rowc's lawyers argued before the

court that the BP policy of putting

profits over worker safety likely origi-

nated from the highest levels of maii-

agenicnt-that Lord Browne had

"unitiue and superior" knowledge of

it. As a result, her lawyers were

allowed ui depose CEO Browne.

Aealth)-. powerful CEOs of inrer-

naiit.i ' corporations that make bil-

lions of doli.n s each year normally

don't become involved in damage

claims, which are ^-picall v considered

lociil matters. BP ..|)pealed the ruling

in order m stop the deposition: other

BP iici', donated $32 million to several

schools and burn centers

oil companies, including Exxon Mo-

bil, filed an amicus brief in support of

their effort, calling the deposition of

Browne a form of harassment. The

Texas Court of Appeals ruled against

BP. and the stage was set for Lord

Browne to be deposed, an event Rowe

was eager to attend. "1 wanted to

show him pictures of what he did to

my parents," she says, referring to the

photos of their bodies.

A POWER STRUGGLE
In November 20()(). on the da\- before

jury selection was to start for the

Rowe trial, BP requested a last-minute

negotiation. Coon and his lawyers

assented and stayed up late into the

night negotiating with the energy

giant's lawyers. Rowe herself stag ed

in a rented beach house.

She fell asleep and was awakened

b}' Coon at 5 .^.M. to die news that BP

had agreed to every single one of dieir

demands. She would receive a per-

sonal financial settlement (but can't

disclose the amount as per her agree-

ment), the damning documents would

be made public (they can be viewed at

icicic.texasritycxplosion.com). and BP

would give $32 million to charitable

institudons of her choice.

For just a moment she thought

about turning down the deal, she says.

Tire same risk-taking attitude diat had

made her a wild teenager-then em-

powered her to sue one of the world's

most powerful corporations-kicked

in. She wished she could go to court

and, again, chance everything: "I

wanted fe watch Brent chopping drose

people who had been so mean to me."

Then her sensible side took over. "I

was so proud that I accomplished

somedung so great for my parents."

she says. And she was reheved that

she wouldn't have to relive in a court

of law the trauma of their deaths.

SAFETY FOR ALL
Rowe decided that die $32 million in

charitable contributions would be split

among several organizations, includ-

ine the Truman G. Blocker Adult

Burn Unit at the University' of Texas

Medical Branch at Galveston, where

23 victims of the Texas Oity explosion

were successfully treated: the Mary

KaN- O'Connor Process Safety Center

at Texas A&M University, where re-

finer}- engineers are trained in worker

safety: and the College of the Main-

land, in Texas City, where many stu-

dents work toward careers in refinery-

and chemical plant safety technology-.

Other bequests included $1 million to

the Hornbeck. Louisiana, school sys

tem where Rowe was a student and

her niodier was employed.

Rowe's settlement has influenced

not just public welfare but also public

pohcy. The CSB used some of the

research from the case to launch its

fust investigadon into BP's safety

practices. Two years after the explo-

sion-in March 2007-the CSB issued

a report concluding that continued

jr seven ways to change the world, go to www.lhj.com/glve
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Joints experiencing

Feels-like-it's-gonna-rain?

exanun

NOWhith BOHE SHIELD

Slucosamine Chondnitin JMSff

lever too late or too early to start taking care of your joints!

-a-min's unique formulas lubricate, cushion and nourish

s while helping to promote joint comfort and flexibility*

now our Triple Strength formula includes Bone Shield, a

ue proprietary blend that helps maintain bone mass and

igth* Give your joints what they need... get Flex-a-min!

mulated with naturally sourced and extensively researched

cosamine along with Chondroitin, MSM, Hyaluronic Acid,

1 Vitamins C &D.

ne Shield proprietary blend works to activate the enzymes

ponsible for bone formation - helping to maintain bone mass

f strength* Available in Triple Strength only.

For people who have more to do in life.
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propie tak« cortitQi o
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ig, Vons and Waldbaums. Also available at vour local independent pharmacy. If not available at a store near you, call 1-800-253-8490 or visit us at wwvv.flexamin.com tor more information.

tatements have not been evaluated bv the Food and DruQ Administration These oroducts are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease
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orsanizational and safetv deficiencies

at all levels of the coi-poration caused

the Texas City disaster. The board's

chairman. Merritt. says that "the doc-

uments that were released in [Eva

Rovve's] settlement are incredibly

useful in understanding how this

event occurred." Merritt also says

that BP was "playing Russian rou-

lette" at the Texas City plant.

"Accidents happen," she explains,

"but this event was completely pre-

dictable and preventable" and a direct

result of bp's "checkbook mentality."

Merritt and her team have corre-

sponded with corporations world-

wide that want to learn from the

Texas City mistakes.

OSHA conducted a parallel study,

which was far broader than any of the

limited inspections of the plant the

agency had completed up to that

point, says Merritt. OSHA wound up

penalizing BP S21 million for more

than 300 violations of safety regula-

tions-the largest fine in the agency's

history. It also recommended that the

U.S. Department ofJustice look into

criminal wrongdoing.

At press time BP had settled more

than 1,000 cases with relatives of

those who died and many of the in-

jured, according to BP spokesman

Neil Chapman. An independent safe-

ty examination, ordered by BP's

global board of directors and led by

former U.S. Secretary of State James

A. Baker III. found a range of defi-

ciencies at BP refineries in Texas,

California. Indiana. Ohio and Wash-

ington. In an effort to bring these

plants up to industry standards and

to comply with federal laws, BP will

spend $1.7 billion yearly on safety

from now until 2010.

In May 2007. slightly more than

two years after the explosion at Texas

City, Lord Browne stepped down as

CEO of BP. Publicity about the Tex-

as City explosion and the Eva Rowe

settlement, along with his heavily re-

ported personal problems, appear to

have accelerated his departure.

Eva Rowe, now 23, is living a life

she could never have imagined just

two years ago. She says she has

enough money to "go anywhere in

the world and do anything I want."

She'll certainly never have to worn.'

again about finding a job or paying

her bills.

The fight for worker safety has

become her volunteer career. She

spends time in meetings, in court

and at press conferences. She has

traveled to Washington, D.C.. to

testify before Congress and to

Austin, Texas, to headline events at

the state capital honoring those who

perished or were hurt.

"From the beginning, the reason

I didn't settle is that I wanted

to make a difference," Rowe says. "I

wanted to do something that would

go on forever. Money won't last,

but laws will."

THE NEVER-ENDING PRICE
Being a criisader comes at a cost. "I've

never even had time to mourn my
parents," says Rowe, who sometimes

thinks about what other 20-something

girls do with their time—dating, going

dancing or seeing a movie. "I've never

even gone on spring break," she adds.

She misses her parents desper-

ately, especially during holidays.

"My paipnts were the glue that held

our farrrily together," she says. "We

don't have family gatherings any-

more. Everyone has people to spend

the holidays with, and I'm all alone."

She still has trouble sleeping and

confesses that she is plagued by

nightmares and the paralyzing

thought that since the unthinkable

happened once, something similar

could happen again.

"People always said money
doesn't buy happiness," she says

tearfully, "and I always used to say,

'Give me a lot of money, and I'll

prove you wrong.' I would give

everything back just to have a hug

from my mom."

Nodiing can bring back her parents,

but Rowe has vowed to honor their

memory by continuing to fight for

worker safet}'. She says she may go to

the University of Texas and obtain a

law degree, or even become a politician.

"I want to help people,'" says Rowe. "For

die rest of my life I will pursue compa-

nies that injure and harm people so no

one has to suffer like I did." ^

JOIN THE FIGHT TO IMPROVE WORKER SAFETY
Eva Rowe believes that BP'S eventual improvement of

safety conditions at its Texas City plant was too little, too

late. Rowe and her at orney, Brent Coon, have written

legislation called "Ren ember the 15," which was
sponsored by Democratic Texas State Senator Mario V.

Gallegos. Jr., ano submitted to the Texas legislature. The
bill would mandate the implementation of safety

precautions at the state's chemical and oil refineries,

improve worker safety and enforce federal regulations.

Passage of this bill could lead to similar legislation In

support of workers throughout the nation. To read

"Remember the 15," make your U.S. representative aware

of worker safety issues or sign a petition in support of

these issues, you can visit www.lhj.com/petition.
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Chronic fatigue syndrome (CFS) can be as isolating as it is debilitating—
especially when those around you don't understand what you're going through.

But you're not alone. More than one million Americans suffer from CFS, yet less

than 20 percent have been diagnosed. If you've experienced extreme exhaustion

for SIX months or longer, coupled with difficulty sleeping and concentrating, body

pain and flu-like symptoms, you could have chronic fatigue syndrome. Log on

to www.cdc.gov/cfs for the latest research and guidance on CFS diagnosis

and treatment. Your life is waiting for you, and so is the support you need.

GET INFORMED. GET DIAGNOSED. GET HELP, www.cdc.gov/cfs

PAID FOR BV THE U S DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES. CENTERS FOR DISEASE CONTROL AND PREVENTION
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Hot Dog Hazard
\our bologna may have just gotten

a new first name: T-R-O-U-B-L-E.

Eating cured meats such as hot

dogs, smoked turkey, bacon or

salami ma\- double \-our risk for

lung disease, suggests a new
Columbia University Medical

Center study. Researchers found

that people who ate cured meats

more than 14 times a month were

almost twice as likeh' to have

COPD (chronic obstructive

pulmonar)- disorder), a medical

condition that includes chronic

bronchitis and emphysema than

those who don't. Its also the fourth-

leading cause of death in the Unit-

ed States. Researchers think the

preservatives found in these meats

may damage lung tissue. "The
nitrites react with lung tissues,

cracking elastin and stiffening

collagen, which causes the lungs

to age." says study coauthor

David C. Paik. M.D.. an associate

research scientist at the center.

The occasional hot dog won't do
)-ou an\- harm, but to really pla)- it

safo. opt for nitrite-free varieties,

which won't have sodium nitrite

or potassium nitrite listed on the

ingredient label. -Caroline Bollmmn-

The Natura

Cutting back on sodium can be
one way to lower high blood
pressure Now there's another
drug-i'ree way you can reduce
you! numbers adding potassium
to your diet What really helps
IS simultaneously c utting back
on your sodium int Me while

consuming more potassium-rich
foods- For the greatest benefits.

Way to

Fight Blood Pressure
limit sodium to 2.300 milligrams

a day and get at least 4.700
milligrams of potassium. You
should also avoid processed foods
if you're watching your blood
pressure, "When foods are

processed, often sodium is added,
increasing our risk for hyper-

tension," says Bethany Thayer, R.D..

spokeswoman for the American
Dietetic Association. Thayer also

cautions against taking potassium
supplements unless recommended
by your doctor. Some people,

those with kidney ailments, for

example, have difficulty clearing

high levels of potassium from the

body, which can make their heart

slow-or stop. Check with your
doctor before making any major
lifestyle changes, particularly if

you're already being treated for

high blood pressure. —Tricia Tisak

POTASSIUM POWER
Food Potassium

1 baked sweet potato 694 mg

1 small baked potato 610 mg

8 ounces nonfat yogurt 580 mg

3 ounces halibut, cooked 490 mg

1 banana 422 mg

1 cup milk 380 mg

3 ounces lean center rib

pork loin, roasted 371 mg

1 cup cantaloupe 368 mg

1 cup orange juice 355 mg

1 cup oatmeal 120 mg
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You can help protect against the formation of clots and

reduce your risk of a future heart attack or stroke.

lis is important information if you've been hospitalized

ith heart-related chest pain or a certain type of heart

tack. That's because these conditions, known as Acute Coronary

idrome— or ACS—are usually caused when blood platelets stick together

d form clots that block blood flow to your heart. And if you've already

d a clot, you're at an increased risk for a future heart attack or stroke.

JVVIX, taken with other heart

edicines, helps provide

eater protection against

jart attack or stroke than

[her heart medicines alone.

at's because prescription PLAVIX works

^erently than your cholesterol and

)od pressure medications, focusing on

ur blood platelets to help keep them

)m sticking together and forming clots.

fyou need help paying for prescription medicines,

may be eligible for assistance. Call 1-888-4PPA NOW

B8-477-2669), or go to www.pparx.orQ Pres(tiphonAssisuna=

IMPORTANT INFORMATION: If you have a

stomach ulcer or other condition that

causes bleeding, you should not use PLAVIX.

When taking PLAVIX alone or with some

medicines including aspirin, the risk of

bleeding may increase. To minimize this risk,

always talk to your doctor before taking

aspirin or other medicines with PLAVIX,

especially if you've had a stroke. Additional

rare but serious side effects could occur.

See important product information on

the following page.

ONCE-A-OAY

(ciopidogrel bisulfate] 75nc:aDie:s

Help stop a clot before a dot stops you.

To learn more, talk to your doctor today.

Or visit vwvw.plavix.com or call 1.800.458.91 01

D07 Bristol-Myers Squibb/Sanofi Pharmaceu;

sanoFi aventis

US.CLO,07 04 097 June 2007

Bnslol-Mycrs Squibb

264US07AB01247-06-07
sanofi aventis U.S. LLC



PLAVIX*
clopidogrel bisuiiate tablets
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CONTRAINDICATIONS
. us.' Ill Vi n IS . ,»:Ujindicjltd m the tollowitig tondilioos

Hiiivfs.'iisitivt^ 10 Ihv drus MiljMjme ot jnv tomponeni ot the product

'iir i:.
1 III -ill ,il h1.---din5 Ml. Ii iii'ptK uker 0' intraccinijl hemotihJSf

VliRNINCS

Thrombotk Ihrombotytoiwrit purpura (TTP);

ITP 1^ . -.-naus loodaion ttul u.. De lalal jrld regu.io uigcol treatpn-.il

.Klo ,M« pl,.sioaph.ro.s plo^roJ oohapgfi It i. cha.>.a«,«d by lt«or„l,octop.n„,^

., ",^L„«I.H tK-,.H.lvtK arteor..! ',chrtont.. ltrasn....ted RBfvl se... on per,pho,,,l

sorot ,;n.tol.-o!it.ll Imdoigv 'Onal dvMonction and lever :Vr ADVERSE REAaiONS

PRECAUTIONS

^""'pruloosj the t)leedmg hore and thereloie should be UH'.l «ilti '.'M'- '

uho OHv be al r„k ol i"iieJ«t bleiKiing lioni Irauina, surgery, or other palliologiial

rdihons ,par,«ula,lv gastrornteshoal artd rmraouiian If a pat.em IS to >"'*;8° ^«
sorjerx and an jnlrplatclel i-WM is not desired, PLAVIX should b.- drsrontuwd , days prior

'

Ou"To?lH- OS', ol bleedinil and undr-s.rable iK-matological ette<ls, blood <ell count deterni,^

„a,ioo aod,'o, other appropriate testing should
r'"'''\''''"'!:'^^,^U^^S,^'ili

suspected r Irnical ssiriptorns arise during the course ol trealtnenl see ADVERSE RtAO 0N5.

in njlrents «ith recent IIA or stroke svho are at higll risk lor recurrent isiheoiic events t,.'

.ortlbination ot asprrin and PIAVIX has not br^en shown to br- niore .Ileitis.- man

PLWIX alone bul the combrnation has been shovsn to increase maior bleeding

f,l Bleeding to C*PRI£ PLAVIX was associated with a rate ol gaslroinlestinal bleeding ot

•
<f,. ,s

' ^. on aspirin In CURt. the incidence ol niaior gastroioleslinal bleeding was 1
i

.

(I iPLAVIX - aspirin vs placebo ' aspirin, respeclivelyi PLWIX sliould be used with

raunon in patients svlio have lesions svilli a piopensitv to bleed isuch as ulcers, Oriigs thai

might induce such lesions should he usc-d with caution in patients taking PLWIX

I ;e in llepaticallv Impaued Patients Ivperience is limited m patients with severe Hepatic

disease wlio mav have bleeding diatheses PLWIX sliould be used witli .aution in tins

'Tse irReiiallvimpairc-d Patrerits [spericnce .s liniiled in patients with severe renal

<,ii,,.„ini,T.l PUVIX should be used with ca i in tins popiiljlum

Information lor Patients
. . ki i ,i, . .i,.^ ... ,i

c-Is should be told .t may take tliem longer \lian usual to stop bleeding, that Iticv mas

biuise and/or bleed more easily wlleii they take PWVIX or PLWIX combined with asliiriii.

and that thev should report any unusual bleeding to their plwsician Patients should inlorm

phvsicians and dentists that thi'v are taking PtAVtX and;i.r any oilier prorluct known to

,itfeft W.-eding belori- any surgery Is scheduled and b.'lore any n.'W drug is taken

Drug Interactions

study otspecitu drug interactions yielded tlietollowingresulls
,„-,„

i i

Asuirin Aspirin ilid not niodily llie clopidogrel-mediated uiliibiliou ol \l)P-i.i.liiie,l

platelet affiregation Concomitant administration ol 500 mg ol aspirin tvvice ta; ™
'J"

did not signiliranllv increase the prolongation ol bleeding time mducc-d by l'L»™ P;**^'

potenliated the effect ot aspirin on collagen induced platelet aggregalioii PLAVU and

aspirin have been administered together for up to nne year

Heparin In a study ui healtliv volunteers. PLWIX did not necessitate modilicalion ol Hie

Heparin d.ise or alter the ellect "I heparin on coagulation Coadministration ol heparin had

no Piled on nihibilion ol platelel aggregation induced by PIAVIX

Nonsteroidal Anti-lnllammatorv Drugs iNSAIDsl In healthy yollinteers r.-c.'iying naproy.-n

concomitant administration ol PUVIX was associated with mcccslsed occult gastroinlestinal

blood loss NSAlDs and PLAVIX should be coadministered willi caution

yvartariii Because ol Hie increased risk ol bleeding. Hie concoinilaiil adiiiiinslratioii ol

,s rrlarui with PLWlx should be undertaken with caution iSee PRECAUTIONS-teneral.

other fon.nmilant Iherapv s)o clinically signilicant pharniaioitsn.iiin. iiil.'i ntions w.-i.-

observed when PIAVIX was coadnunislered uitli atenolol, niledipine. oi tiotli atenolol and

nil.-dipine Ihe phaini.iuidvnanii. a.liyils ,4 11 yvu w.is ,,lsu nnl smiihi.mtty intluenced by

Itie coadministration ot phenobarbital, 'imelidine or estrogen,

riie ,,l,,,rii,aH.kinetus ol digoxin .a theophylline w,,. not ii„.liti,-d l.v the
.

o.idmmistratioii

otPlAHXiclopiclosrelbisullalei
ui.vi, „,„

At high roiicenlrations i,i cilro .l.ip.dogn 1
mtnliits P, „ 5u ^noidmsls PLAMX mac

mtirlir. with the niei.ibolisiii ot phenytoin. tamoxifen, tolbutamide, wanann.

tor»mide. Ilgvastalin, and mans non-steroidal anti inllammatory agents, but then-

J..- nu .l.ita Willi wlnclr to predict the magnitude ol these inter.iclions Ciutioil should ti.'

'j..,.-,l alieii ji vol Ihi-sedcugs IS (oailminisleiril Willi PtWlX
^

^^^^^^
ei .i.l.lltlOli to 111.' .ihov Spe.lll. llilel.li* I I'll' ' '

inicil iitn'llltKl Um

111 PI WIS (.Lived .1 '.ari.'tv ntnm oiii 1 r '
i

'
1

1
diurctics, beta-blocking

agents angiotensin tonverting enzyme inhibitors, calcium antagonists, cholesterol

lowering agents, coronary vasodilators, anlidiabeln agents i
i i insulinl. Ihrom-

bolytKs heparins i
.i" 'I 1 iM'-H CPIIb/llla antagon.sts. ant.epilepli

agents ml hormone replacement therapy wilhout evuleuce ol .liiiicallv signiticanl

Rx only Twhl"""' -aliiated for s.,fety m more than V. 000 patienls including over 9_000

p.ilients trisited to. 1 s.Mi or more the clinically important adverse events obsened m

LAPRIE LliRt fWRIIV and COMMIT are discussed below

the civerall tolerabil.tv ot PLWIX ,n CAPRIL was similar lo that of aspirm 'W-'i« o' -IS^

ol jih. iolhronibotic ey.-nts as
^^^^^^^^ „,„, j„ ,,p,„„,i„,ately eciual incidence il3%l ol patienls svithdrawing Irom

irealmenl because ol adveoie reactions
h,«e .s^ni.iert

Hemorrhagic In CAPRIE patienls receiving PLAVIX, gastrointeslmal hemorrhage occur ed

,T.Z "ol >lf, and ,equir.-dhospilaliMtioninO-% in patients receiving aspirin the

^responding lates were i and I I"., tespectivelv the incidence of intracranial hemor-

rhage was A'V lor PLAVIX compared to 5". for aspirin

In CURE PLAVIX use svitb aspiiiii was associated with an increase in
'"^^^^^^^^^

placebo with aspicin .see Table si There svas an escess ,n ma|or bleec^ing ii P^l t" -
"'^

ng PUVIX plus aspirin compar.-d with placebo plus aspirin, primarily S'l^'™'"'"''

a! puncture sites The incidence of intracranial hemorrhage lO l-.l, and latal btec-diog

10 weie the same in both groups
,, oi voiv

The overall incidence ol bleeding is described in lable tor patients recewing bolh PLWIX

and aspirin in CURE

PLXVIX Placebo P-value

^ aspirim' (+ aspirin;'

(n-b2s0i n-lsiOii

001

1 8 li

2 2

4 i)>)

0" 7

1
1

05 05

t J 1

1 1> 1
005

0-4 )

05 0)

1 )

1 1

09
2-) ..-0 001

Maior bleeding t

Liletbrealening bleeding

ratal

5 g'dL hemoglobin drop

Reciuiiing suigical inlervention

Hemorrhagic strokes

Reciuiring molropes

Reciuiring iraiistusioo zl units.

Other maior bleeding

Significantly disabling

Intiaocular blec-cling with

signilicaiil loss ot vision

Repuiring2-3 units ot blood

Minor bleeding'

* Other standard therapies were used as appropriate

+ Life threatening and other ma|or bler'ding

I iclaior bleeding event rate for PLAVIX r aspirin was dose-dependent on aspirin

too mc=2 6% 100-200 mg^ ) 5%; --200 mg^4 9"i
_

Maioi bleeding event rales for PLAVIX • aspirin by age were -(.s years ^ 2 >
..
2b) to

- 75 years - I t«i 275 years 5 1'ti

!i Maior bleeding event rale loi placebo - aspirin was dose-dependent on aspirin

100 mg^2 l)%, 100-200 mg- 2 !%, -200 mg=4 0%
_ ,,.,,-,„

Maiot bleeding event rales lor placebo ' aspirin by age were • bs veais =21. -hs lo

- 75 years - i T", ^75 years J b%

^ led to interruption ol study medication

Ninety-lwo percenl l02%l ol the patients in the LURI study lernved hep

the late ol bleeding in these patients was similar to th<- over.ill lesulls
„ „ „

lliere was no esc.^s in ma|or bleeds within seven days aller coronaiv llypass gialt surgery

m patients who slopped therapy more lhan live days piior lo surgery leveni rale 4 4 .

PLWIX aspirin 5 1'.. placebo • aspirini In patients wlin remained on llierapy wilhui live

days of bypass graft suigerv the event rate was 6% for PLWIX • aspirin, and 6 s for

'in'cLXRHv The'incidencc- ol m,i|or bleeding idelined as intrarranial bleeding ot bleeding

associated wilh a tall m lieni.iglobiii 5 g,'dLi was similar between grcjups
!

I )•• versus 1
i

in the PIAVIX • .ispiiiii and in the pl.icebo • aspirin groups, respectively! this was lonsisteni

across subgroups ol palients deliiied by baseline characteristics and type o ibnnolytics or

hep,,Mn therapy The' incidence ol latal bler-dtog 10 8% versus 6% in the PLAVIX ;
aspirin

and 111 the placc-ho - aspirin groups, ri-spc-chyelyi and intracranial hcmnrrhage 10 ,
.
versus

-spectivc-lvi was low and similar in both groups

.er.ill Mil- ol ii.in.eiebial ma|or bleeding oi ceiebr.il bleiHling in COMMIT was low

II. I.. I ... Ii..tli (riiiips.i. shown in I.ihle I. helnw

Table 6: Number IM ot Patienls vvith Bleeding Events in COMMIT

n/IMWH and

The

Type of bleeding

\|j,t,i' II, febr.il Ol lerebial bleeding'

Maior iioiiceiehial

ratal

Heinorrbagir stroke

lal.il

llthei -al bleeding noii nia|ori

Any iioiK.-lebial bl.-e.ling

PLAVIX

- aspirini

= 2296)1

5f) 10 2M
55 (0 2%l

Placebo

aspirin)

(N = 228911

73 l0 3 '.|

37(0?»)

5b l O 2"4i

41 to 2 ".I

! •f.

P-yalue

11114

lehial bleeds tliought to ban- caused death or
M.iioi blec-ds .ire I erebral bleeds or

lli.il leuuired liaiistusion
, j , , .,

-
Ihe relatiye rah- ol ma|or iioncerebral or cerebial bleeding was independent of .ige

Event rates Ini PtAVtX * aspiiin by ago were - bO years 5-i,, 2(.0 to - 70_ve,,rs
.

.

870 yiMis 8". tveni rates lor placebo - aspirin by age were - bO years - 11 4'^ 2bu to

- 70 years - b"l, 270 years 71;.

Adverse events oicurring m »2 5% ol patients on PIAVIX in Hie CAPRIE controlled clinical
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Day after day, year after year, doctors

and researchers toil often in obscurity, seek-

ing new ways to diagnose and treat diseases and inju-

ries-lhen do ihc exacting work of proving scientifically that their

new theories and techniques actually make a difference.

Last year Ladies ' Home Journal launched our annual Health

Breakthrough Awards to honor these outstanding individuals,

whose discoveries have enabled us to have longer, healthier lives.

We also wanted to acknowledge our own long and rich histoiy of

health advocacy journalism, which began more than 100 years

ago when the magazine helped spur die formation of die Food and

Di-ug Administration and led die fight against bogus medications.

This year's winners were chosen through an exhaustive

nationwide search of mcn-e than 80 medical organizations, teach-

ing hospitals, foundations and government agencies. From fash-

ioning a more-sophisticated prosthetic arm

that rivals the real thing to developing an

improved way to give radiation therapy,

from discovering a new source of poten-

tially life-saving stem cells to charting early

ways to detect cancer, each of our awardees

has transformed his or her field-and our

lives-as a result.

In addition, we are proud to announce

the winner of the second MarianneJ. Legato

Gender-Specific Medicine Award, named in

honor of our medical adviser, who has

pioneered this field. It is awarded to ar

individual whose work has furthered oui

understanding of the different healdi needs

of women and men. coNTiNUEr

i
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JlO" Health Breakthrough Awards

Constance D. Lehman, M.D., Ph.D.
FINDING CANCER THAT MAMMOGRAMS MISS

Yj
ouVe just heard die shattering words: "You

have breast cancer." Before youVe had time to

digest this Ufe-changing news, your doctor

adds that there is a five to 10 percent chance

I

tliat you will develop breast cancer in your

other, "contralateral" breast within 10 years.

Tlic mammogram and clinical breast exam you've already had

showed no evidence of a tumor in that breast. Should you have

it removed in the event a tiny cancer is lurking there.-' Or do

\ oil take \our chances?

Now. thanks to Constance D. Lehman. M.D.. Ph.D., professor

and vice chairman of radiology and director of breast imaging at

the University of Washington School of Medicine and director of

imaging at the Seattle Cancer Care Alliance, women newly diag-

nosed with breast cancer don't have to take chances. Tliey can

have an MRI (magnetic resonance imaging).

Dr. Lehman, 45, was principal inves-

tigator of a trial coordinated by the

American College of Radiology Imag-

ing Network that involved nearly

1 ,000 women at 22 sites in the United

States, Canada and Germany.
Researchers found that an MRI is

more effective than either standard

mammography or a clinical breast

exam at finding tiny tumors in the

contralateral breast.

In fact, MRIs detected 30 tumors

that the other two methods had missed.

This amounted to 91 percent of all the

cancer the trial found in women's oth-

er breasts. Tlie cancers were so small

that none had spread to surrounding!

breast tissue or the lymph nodes.

"Wc caught the cancers at the time

when they were easily treatable, with

significantly lower pain and discomfort

associated with treatment and higher

likelihood of a cure," says Dr. Lehman.

The study, published in the Kew
England Journal oj Medicine, has also

helped physicians better understand

the role MRI might play in the diagno-

sis of breast cancer.

"Dr. Lehman is one of the leaders in

the world in the use ofMRI for breast-

cancer detection and diagnosis," says Etta

Pisano, M.D., Kenan Professor ofRadiology

and Biomedical Engineering at the Univer-

sity of Nortli Carolina at Chapel Hill, who

worked on the MRI study with Dr. Leh-

man. "She is very visionary about how we

can use the technology."

Why did MRIs uncover more tumors

than the other two methods? While mam-

mograms capture a two-dimensional image

of the breast, MRI uses magnetic fields to

create a three-dimensional image. "That

means we can find cancers that are hidden

between layers of breast tissue," explains

Dr. Lehman. In addition, a contrast agent

injected into a woman before the MRI is

performed highlights areas of new and/or

leakv blood vessel continued on page 190
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grovvtli. vvliich might sigiial a can-

cerous lesion. Women who discover

a tiny cancer lurking in the other

breast can now have both treated

simultaneously, a\'oiding a second

round of surgery mid chemo a year

or two down the road. And those

who find no cancer can rest easy, at

least until their next MRI.

Because it's so expensive (up-

wards of $1,000, compared with

around $125 for a mammogram),
MRI isn't routinely used as a

screening tool. "Whether or not

women who have already had

breast cancer will need to continue

to be screened with MRI every year

is still a matter of debate," Dr.

Lehman says. However, the Ameri-

can Cancer Society recently recommended

that all women classified as high risk for

breast cancer get an annual MRI scan,

starting at age 30.

"Without question, breast imaging is one

of the most exciting areas in imaging," says

Dr. Lehman. "We are moving into an era

where we are seeing more individualized

treatment of breast cancer. As imagers we
want to provide as much information as

possible on the true extent of the disease

and the type so targeted therapies can be

available to more women."

Dr. Lehman, who at one point wanted to

be a psychologist, was attracted to radiol-

ogy because of both its intellectual excite-

ment and the patient contact that is an

integral part of the job. "It provides so many
opportunities to have an impact on wom-
en's lives." she says.

That impact is needed. The American

Cancer Society estimates that 178,480

women will be diagnosed with breast

cancer this year. Dr. Lehman's own famil-

iarity with the disease is not just clinical.

Her godmother has battled breast cancer,

and. she says, i am a; an age where more
of my friends than I would like to count

have been diagnosed \\ ith the disease."

MiNESH P. MeHTA, M.D. (left),

AND T. Rock Mackie, Ph.D.
REVOLUTIONIZING RADIATION TREATMENT

t's 1988, and two Wisconsin scientists spend night

after night giving radiation therapy to cancer pa-

tients. One is an oncologist born in Uganda to

Indian parents who was 12 when his family

relocated to Zambia after Idi Amin assumed power.

The other is a young physicist from Canada who
grew up in the town where cobalt therapy, a form of radiation

treatment, was developed.

Eating pizza between seeing patients, the duo begins to brain-

storm about a new approach to radiation therapy, one that would

target tumors more precisely and not damage so much healthy

tissue at the same time. "We thought there had to be a better way
to make the whole process easier and more efficient," recalls

Minesh R Mehta, M.D., program leader of radiadon and imaging

services at the Uiriversity of Wisconsin Paul R Carbone Compre-

hensive Cancer Center and a professor of human oncology at the

University of Wisconsin School of Medicine and Public Health,

both in Madison.

"We just started dreaming of a new machine," adds T. Rock

Mackie, Ph.D., a researcher at the cancer center and a professor

of medical physics and human oncology at the medical school. In

their minds it was a CT scan-like device that would also let

doctors pinpoint the tumor before each treatment. "Even I

thought it was a crazy idea," says Dr. Mackie, 52.

Fast-forward nearly two decades. The crazy idea—now called

TomoTherapy HI-ART System—has become a first-of-its-

kind technology that is poised to continued on page 194
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A new ADHD treatment: Vyvanse

^en his ADHD treatment is consistent so is Kevin.

in's ADHD symptoms weren't controlled throughout his busy day.

teachers, coaches and even his friends didn't know the Kevin I know.

V Vyvanse has been shown to provide consistent ADHD symptom control

up to 1 2 hours, from morning, through homework and family time.

IS impressed with the results of the Vyvanse clinical studies. Vyvanse significantly

iroved core ADHD symptoms: attention (e.g. , focus, listening to and following

ructions) and behavior (e.g., hyperactivity, impulsivity), even at 6 p.m.

isdexanifetanine

Liii I leoyidte) capsules

Consistently Vyvanse

Ask your doctor about NEW Vyvanse.

1-866-463-1 308, www.vyvanse.com

ortant Safety Information:

the doctor about any heart conditions, including structural abnormali-
, that you, your child, or a family member, may have. Inform the doctor
tediately if your child develops symptoms that suggest heart problems, such
hest pain or fainting.

anse should not be taken If your child has advanced disease of the blood vessels

iriosclerosis); symptomatic heart disease; moderate to severe high blood pressure:

ractive thyroid gland (hyperthyroidism); known allergy or unusual reactions

Irugs called sympathomimetic amines (for example, pseudoephedrine);
ures; glaucoma: a history of problems with alcohol or drugs; agitated

es; taken a monoamine oxidase inhibitor (MAOI) within the last 14 days.

:he doctor before taking Vyvanse if your child is being treated for or has symptoms
lepression (sadness, worthlessness, or hopelessness) or bipolar disorder; has

ormal thought or visions, hears abnormal sounds, or has been diagnosed with

ise see Brief Summary of Full Prescribinq Information on the followinq paqe.

psychosis; has had seizures or abnormal EEGs; has or has had high blood pressure;

exhibits aggressive behavior or hostility. Tell the doctor immediately if your child

develops any of these conditions or symptoms while taking Vyvanse.

Abuse of amphetamines may lead to dependence. Misuse of amphetamine may
cause sudden death and serious cardiovascular adverse events. These events have

also been reported rarely with amphetamine use.

Vyvanse was generally well tolerated in clinical studies. The most common side

effects reported in studies of Vyvanse were decreased appetite, difficulty falling

asleep, stomachache, and irritability.

Aggression, new abnormal thoughts/behaviors, mania, growth suppression,

worsening of motion or verbal tics, and Tourette's syndrome have been associated

with use of drugs of this type. Tell the doctor if your child has blurred vision while

taking Vyvanse.
LDX942 08/07 2007 Shir,? US Inc Wjviie PA 1<3087

^ Shire ..vour ADHD Support Companv'^'*' Vyvanse^" is a trademark of Shire LLC



IMPORTANT INFORMATION ...vVyvanse®
.-•iv.-i-v- 'lisdexamfetanine
-* - • • *dimesylate) capsules

WHAT IS THE MOST IMPORTANT INFORMATION

I SHOULD KNOW ABOUT VYVANSE?
Vyvanse is a stimulant medicine. The following have been reported with use of

stimulant medicines.

1. Heart-related profaiems:

• sudden death in patients who have • stroke and heart attack in adults

heart problems or heart defects • increased blood pressure and heart rate

Tell your doctor if you or your child has any heart problems, heart defects, high blood

pressure, or a family history of these problems.

Your doctor should check you or your child carefully for heart problems before starting

Vyvanse.

Your doctor should check your or your child's blood pressure and heart rate regularly

during treatment with Vyvanse.

Call your doctor right away If you or your child has any signs of heart problems such

as chest pain, shortness of breath, or fainting while taking Vyvanse.

2. Mental (Psychiatric) problems:

All Patients

• new or worse behavior and

thought problems

Children and Teenagers

• new psychotic symptoms (such as hearing voices, believing things that are not

true, are suspicious) or new manic symptoms

Tell your doctor about any mental problems you or your child has, or about a family history

of suicide, bipolar illness, or depression.

Call your doctor right away if you or your child has any new or worsenmg mental

symptoms or problems while taking Vyvanse, especially seeing or hearing things that

are not real, believing things that are not real, or are suspicious.

new or worse bipolar illness

new or worse aggressive behavior or hostility

WHAT IS VYVANSE?
Vyvanse is a central nervous system stimulant prescription medicine. It is used for the

treatment of Attention-Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD). Vyvanse may help

increase attention and decrease impulsiveness and hyperactivity in patients with ADHD.

Vyvanse should be used as a pari of a total treatment program for ADHD that may include

counseling or other therapies.

Vyvanse is a federally controlled substance (Cll) because it can be abused or lead

to dependence. Keep Vyvanse in a safe place to prevent misuse and abuse. Selling

or giving away Vyvanse may harm others, and is against the law.

Tell your doctor if you or your child has (or has a family history of) ever abused or

been dependent on alcohol, prescription medicines or street drugs.

WHO SHOULD NOT TAKE VYVANSE?
Vyvanse should not be taken if you or your child:

• has heart disease or hardening of the arteries • has moderate to severe high blood pressure

• has hyperthyroidism • has an eye problem called glaucoma

• is very anxious, tense, or agitated • has a history of drug abuse

• is taking or has taken within the past 14 days an antidepression medicine called

a monoamine oxidase inhibitor or MAOI.

• is sensitive to, allergic to, or had a reaction to other stimulant medicines

Vyvanse has not been studied in children less than 6 years old.

Vyvanse is not recommended for use in children less than 3 years old.

Vyvanse may not be right for you or your child. Before starting Vyvanse tell your or your

child's doctor about all health conditions (or a family history of) including:

• heart problems, heart defects, high blood pressure

• mental problems including psychosis, mania, bipolar illness, or depression

• tics or Tourette's syndrome • liver or kidney problems

• thyroid problems • seizures or have had an abnormal brain wave test (EEG)

Tell yoi:r doctor if you or your child is pregnant, planning to become pregnant, or

breastfeeding.

CAN VYVANSE BE TAKEN WITH OTHER MEDICINES?
Tell your doctor about all of the medicines that you or your child takes including

prescription and nonprescription medicines, vitamins, and herbal supplements. Vyvanse

and some medicines may interact with each other and cause serious side effects.

Sometimes the doses of other medicine? will need to be adjusted while taking Vyvanse.

Your doctor will decide whether Vyvanse can be taken with other medicines.

Especially tell your doctor if you or your child takes:

• antidepression medicines including MAOIs • antipsychotic medicines

• lithium blood pressure medicines

• seizure medicines • narcotic pain medicines

Know the medicines that you or your child takes. Keep a list of your medicines with you to

show your doctor and pharmacist.

Do not start any new medicine while taking Vyvanse without talking to your

doctor first.

HOW SHOULD VYVANSE BE TAKEN?
• Take Vyvanse exactly as prescribed. Vyvanse comes in 3 different strength capsules.

Your doctor may adjust the dose until it is right for you or your child.

• Take Vyvanse once a day in the morning.

• Vyvanse can be taken with or without food.

• From time to time, your doctor may stop Vyvanse treatment for awhile to check

ADHD symptoms.

• Your doctor may do regular checks of the blood, heart, and blood pressure while taking

Vyvanse. Children should have their height and weight checked often while taking Vyvanse.

Vyvanse treatment may be stopped if a problem is found during these check-ups.

• If you or your child takes too much Vyvanse or overdoses, call your doctor or poison

control center right away, or get emergency treatment.

WHAT ARE POSSIBLE SIDE EFFECTS OF VYVANSE?
See "What is the most important information I should know about Vyvanse?" for

information on reported heart and mental problems.

Other serious side effects include:

• slowing of growth (height and weight) in children

• seizures, mainly in patients with a history of seizures

• eyesight changes or blurred vision

Common side effects Include:

• upper belly pain • decreased appetite

• dizziness • dry mouth

• irritability • trouble sleeping

• nausea • vomiting

• weightless

Vyvanse may affect your or your child's ability to drive or do other dangerous

activities.

Talk to your doctor if you or your child has side effects that are bothersome or do

not go away.

This is not a complete list of possible side effects. Ask your doctor or pharmacist for

more information.

HOW SHOULD I STORE VYVANSE?
• store Vyvanse in a safe place at room temperature, 59 to 86° F (15 to 30° C).

Protect from light.

• Keep Vyvanse and all medicines out of the reach of children.

GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT VYVANSE
Medicines are sometimes prescribed for purposes other than those listed in a

Medication Guide. Do not use Vyvanse for a condition for which it was not prescribed.

Do not give Vyvanse to other people, even if they have the same condition. It may

harm them and it is against the law.

This Medication Guide summarizes the most important information about Vyvanse.

If you would like more information, talk with your doctor You can ask your doctor

or pharmacist for information about Vyvanse that was written for healthcare

professionals. For more information about Vyvanse, please contact Shire US Inc.

at 1-800-828-2088 or visit www.Vyvanse.com.

WHAT ARE THE INGREDIENTS IN VYVANSE?
Active Ingredient: lisdexamfetamine dimesylate

Inactive Ingredients: microcrystalline cellulose, croscarmellose sodium, and magnesium

stearate. The capsule shells contain gelatin, titanium dioxide, and one or more of the

following: D&C Red #28, D&C Yellow #10, FD&C Blue #1 and FD&C red #40.

NEED INFORMATION OR HAVE A QUESTION?
This is only a summary of important information. Ask your doctor or pharmacist for

complete product information. Go to vra/w.Vyvanse.com. Or call 1-800-828-2088.

Manufactured for: Shire US Inc., Wayne, PA 19087. Made in USA.

Vyvanse^" is registered in the US Patent and Trademark Office.

Copyright ©2007 Shire US Inc.

Tfils Medication Guide fias been approved

by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration.

02/07 LDXBS3^hire



A new ADHD treatment: Vyvanse.

en her ADHD treatment is consistent, so is Sarah.

I's ADHD treatment wasn't consistently controlling her symptoms
ighout her busy day. Her teachers, coaches and even her friends didn't

/ the Sarah I know.

Vyvanse has been shown to provide consistent ADHD symptom control

morning, through homework and family time, for up to 1 2 hours.

impressed with the results of the Vyvanse clinical study. Parents reported

D symptom control at approximately 1 0:00 a.m., 2:00 p.m. and 6:00 p.m.,

jnstrating consistent symptom control throughout the day.

nse™®

oapsules

Consistently Vyvanse

Ask your doctor about NEW Vyvanse.

1-866-463-1308, www.vyvanse.com

rtant Safety Information:

ie doctor about any heart conditions, including structural abnormali-
hat you, your child, or a family member, may have. Inform the doctor
diately if your child develops symptoms that suggest heart problems, such
ist pain or fainting.

se should not be taken if your child has advanced disease of the blood vessels

osclerosis); symptomatic heart disease; moderate to severe high blood pressure;

ctive thyroid gland (hyperthyroidism); known allergy or unusual reactions

jgs called sympathomimetic amines (for example, pseudoephedrine);
es; glaucoma; a history of problems with alcohol or drugs; agitated

; taken a monoamine oxidase inhibitor (MAOI) within the last 14 days.

; doctor before taking Vyvanse if your child is being treated for or has symptoms
session (sadness, worthlessness, or hopelessness) or bipolar disorder; has
mal thought or visions, hears abnormal sounds, or has been diagnosed with

> coo Rfiof CiimmAr%i nf Cull DvAf .-rlklnr. Iw^t^,^^*:^,* ..h .^.....1... .......

psychosis; has had seizures or abnormal EEGs; has or has had high blood pressure;

exhibits aggressive behavior or hostility. Tell the doctor immediately if your child

develops any of these conditions or symptoms while taking Vyvanse.

Abuse of amphetamines may lead to dependence. Misuse of amphetamine may
cause sudden death and serious cardiovascular adverse events. These events have

also been reported rarely with amphetamine use.

Vyvanse js generally well tolerated in clinical studies. The most common side

effects reported in studies of Vyvanse were decreased appetite, difficulty falling

asleep, stomachache, and irritability.

Aggression, new abnormal thoughts/behaviors, mania, growth suppression,

worsening of motion or verbal tics, and Tourette's syndrome have been associated

with use of drugs of this type. Tell the doctor if your child has blurred vision while

taking Vyvanse.
LDX-tei 07/07 ® 2007 Shire US liu.,W.iyno, PA 19087
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transform cancer treatment.

Standard radiation therapy be-

gins with just one CT scan to pin-

point the tumor. Tiny tattoo dots

mark v\'here the radiation machine

will aim a rectangular beam at the

tumor h-om several angles for a

few minutes per dose. The prob-

lem is that over time, tumors

change in size, shape and location,

making the tattoo a less-accurate

guide. Patients may get less radia-

tion than needed and more healthy

tissue may be affected, with side

effects such as dry mouth, vaginal

burning or intestinal problems.

With TomoTherapy, each treat-

ment begins with a CT scan that

outlines the tumor's current posi-

tion and shape. Instead of a few

angles, the machine slowly carries

the patient past tens of thousands

of tiny fan-shaped radiation beam-

lets that bombard the tumor in a

360-degree pattern.

"We can deposit a dose of radia-

tion that reproduces the exact

shape of the tumor, so the sur-

rounding normal tissue gets far

less exposure to radiation," says-

Dr. Mchta, 52. In people with head and

neck cancer, for example, this minimizes

how much radiation passes through the

brain, salivary glands and spinal cord.

Targeting also means doctors can safely

deliver more radiation per dose and poten-

tially slash treatment duration. Dr. Mehta

has been able to reduce the standard eight-

to nine-week treatment for prostate cancer

to four to five weeks for some patients and

lung cancer from eight to 10 weeks to five.

About 12.5 radiation centers around the

world already use TomoTherapy. '"It's the

next generation of radiation therapy treat-

ment machines," says Christopher J.

Schultz, M.D.. professor of radiation oncol-

og>' at the Mediciil College of ^Visconsir ,

wh') uses the technology for his patients.

ANTHom^ Atala, M.D.
HARVESTING HUMAN STEM CELLS

he potential of research into stem cells is

notlring short of awesome. Many scientists

believe it may unlock the mysteries of such

devastating conditions as diabetes, spinal

cord injuries, and Parkinson's and Alzheim-

er's diseases, among others.

Stem cells are a kind of "master" cell that can develop into a num-

ber of specialized ceU types, potentially replacing diseased or dam-

aged tissue. They can be extracted from early-stage human embryos

or from adult bone marrow and other tissues. Because they are not

fully formed, embryonic stem cells have the capacity to become

almost any ceU t)pe in the body, whUe adult cells are more limited in

what tliey can do. But embr)'onic stem cells are also a subject of

considerable ediical debate, hi 2001 President Bush restricted federal

hmdrng for researcli on them; at press time he had just vetoed a bill

that would have lifted this limitation. continued on page m
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Choosefrom sixteen

popular breeds!

Your faitliful companion is always in your heart! Now
you can keep a reminder of him always at your side

with a first-of-a-kind carry-all bag bearing an adorable

image of your favorite breed. Presenting ... the

"Faithful Friend " Classic Tote Bag, exclusively

fromArdleigh Elliott.

Show your dog!

Crafted of the highest quality materials, this charming

tote features a large portrait of the breed of your

choice on the heavy-grade fabric bag. Real leather

trim and straps frame the charming dog image, and

handsome metal rings and feet add durability and

fashion flair. A metallic dog "charm" in the breed you

choose closes the front zip pocket. The interior is

fabric-lined and the top zips closed to protect your

valuable contents.

An excellent value;

satisfaction guaranteed.

The"Faithful Friend" Classic Tote Bag is a premiere

value at just $79.98*, payable in three easy installments

of $26.66 each, with your satisfaction guaranteed for

one full year. This unique tribute to your best friend

is already generating strong interest from dog lovers.

High Demand Will Limit Availability! Send no
money now! Return the Reservation Application today.

]
Pomeranian

|

Poodle

li i/ii

collectiblestoday.com
Home of Ardleigh Elliott and All Things Coli9Ctible

Iina{{es <^ 2007 Gotty images

)0" Ardleigh Fllion 0"' 00380 001 GXI 16

LEIGH
Ardleigh Elliott

920^ Center for the .\rts Drive

Niles. IL 60714

RESERVAI ION .\l'l'I.K;.\riC)N'

rES. Please reserve the "Faithful Friend" Classic

ote Bag(s) for the breed(s) indicated, as described in

lis announcement.

...S*-.

Plca-se Respond Promptly

Signature

Mr. Mrs. Ms.
Name (Please Print Clearly)

I Yorkie 001

I Beagle 002

I Bichon Frise 00:i

I Boxer 004

I Dachshund 005

1 German Sliepheni m>
"I Golden Retriever 007

~I Yellow Lab 008

"I Black Lab 016

"I Pomeranian 009

"I Poodle 010

n Pug on
"I Schnauzer 012

"I Sheltie 013

"1 Shih-tzu 014

"1 Westie 015

Your Address

City, State Zip

07-00380-XXX-E88001

"Plus a total ol S9.99 stiipping and service Please allow 8-10 weeks after inlial

payment tor delivery Subject to product availability and order acceptance.

©2007 Ardleigti Elliott 07-00380-001 -GXM 6
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In January, se^ en years of re-

search ied b}- *uidiony Atala. M.D.,

W. H. Bo\ ce Professor and direc-

tor of the Wake Forest Institute for

Regenerative Medicine and chair-

man of urolog)' at the Wake Forest

University School of Medicine,

found a cmcial third source: human

amniotic fluid and the placenta.

"His discovery has turned the

stem cell field upside down," says

Robert Lanza. M.D., vice president

of research and sciendfic develop-

ment at Advanced Cell Technology,

a Worcester. Massachusetts, firm

that develops stem cell teclinology.

Like embr)-onic stem cells, amni-

otic ceUs double even.' 36 hours, pro-

viding scientists with ample material.

But unlike embry^onic cells, which

can be rejected and may form mmors

in human tissue, amniotic cells are

stable. "They don t form tumors,

and we can avoid the rejection issue."

says Dr. Atala. 49. who has produced

liver, bone and brain cells from them.

Tlie new cell lines will not end

the debate over embryonic cells—

nor should il. maintains Dr. Atala,

who received the 2000 Christopher

Columbus Foimdation Award, giv-

en to a living American involved in

research that will dramatically affect society.

"It's not a 2;ood thina: to eliminate one stem

class completely," he says. "You don't know

what is going to be best in the future for

patients." Indeed, last year Japanese re-

searchers developed a line of cells that come

from adult mice, behave like stem cells and

may eventually help scientists develop more

rv'pes of cells from adult human issue.

Dr. Atala also pioneered a technique

transplanting new bladders made from

patients' own cells into seven children ages 4

to 19. The work took 16 years. Following up

on them for five years after surgery. Dr.

At:ila found the new organ helped the kid-

neys and reduced urinarv incontinence.

Craig F. Feied, M.D. (right),

AND Mark S. Smith, M.D.
MODERNIZING EMERGENCY ROOMS

Li adies ' Home Journal has regularly reported on

the strain on the nation's ERs. Now two phy-

sicians from the emergency department at

Washington Hospital Center (WHC) have

1
devised a dazzling computer system that may

be the most significant tool to improve emer-

genc}'-room care in decades. Bought last year by software giant

Microsoft, it's now spreading nationwide.

Mark S. Smith, M.D., and Craig F. Feied, M.D., fiiends and

colleagues since 1983, were as fhxstrated as dieir ER patients by

the long wait times, made worse by doctors' inability to quickly

access information on a patient's health history. "We were mak-

ing decisions in a vacuum.'' says Dr. Feied, 53. "The only infor-

mation I had was what a sick or injured conttinued on page 202
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These bones lived for adventure,

ought out the unknown and still laugh with reckless abandon.

They may also carry an increased risk ioT fracture.

,1 PUT OF 2 WOMEN OVER FIFTY WILL

S&FFEft A FRACTURE IN HER LIFETIME DUE

TO OSTEOPOROSIS*

• That's why if you're postmenopausal you

should talk to your doctor about ACTONEL
and osteoporosis. ACTONEL helps protect

bones by helping to block cells that can make

them fragile. Your bones have always supported

you. Help protect them with ACTONEL.

ACTONEL is a prescription medication to treat

and prevent postmenopausal osteoporosis. Some

risk factors for osteoporosis include Caucasian

race, family history, small frame or smoking.

You should not take ACTONEL if you are

allergic to any of the ingredients, if you have

low blood calcium (hypocalcemia), have

kidneys that work poorly, or cannot stand or sit

upright for 30 minutes. Stop taking ACTONEL
and tell your doctor if you experience difficult

or painful swallowing, chest pain, or severe or

continuing heartburn, as these may be signs

of serious upper digestive problems. Follow

dosing instructie**s^tilrefully to lower the

chance of these events occurring. Side effects

are generally mildaufiQderate and may include

back, muscle, bpte or joint pain, stomach pain

or upset. Of. constipation. Contact your doctor

if symptoms are severe. Tell all of your

healthcare providers about all the medicines

that you take. If you have questions, talk to

your doctor.

Please see Actonel patient information on the

following page.

* Based on the 2004 Report of the Surgeon

General on Bone Health and Osteoporosis.

1-877-ACTONEL www.Actoner.com

Actonel
(risedronate sodium tablets)

Help protect your bones from fracture /



P3i(8Eii information: ACTONEL* (AK oh-nel) Tablets

ACTOliEL irisedronate sodium tablets! 5 mg. ACTONEL

insedrr nate sodium tablets) 35m and ACTONEL irisedronate

sodium tablets) 75 mg for Osteoporosis. Read this information

carefully before you start to use your medicine. Raad the

mtormation you get every imie you get more medicine.

There may be new mtormation This information does not take

the place of talking with your health care provider about your

medical condition or your treatment. If you have any queshons

or are not sure about something ask your heaKh care provider

or pharmacist.

What is ttie most important information I should know

about ACTONEL?

ACTONEL may cause problems in your stomach and esophagus

(the tube that connects the mouth and the stomach), such as

trouble swallowing (dysphagia), heartburn (esophagitis). and

uicers You might feel pain in your bones, loints, or muscles

(See Wt^at are the °oss'ble Side Effects of ACTONEL'"),

You must follow ttie instructions exactly tor ACTONEL

to work and to lower ttie chance of serious side eflects.

(See "How should I take ACTONEL?").

What is ACTONEL?

ACTONEL IS a prescription medicine used,

• to prevent and treat osteoporosis in postmenopausal women

(See -What is Osteoporosis'').

• to increase bone mass m men with osteoporosis.

• to prevent and treat osteoporosis in men and women that

IS caused by treatment with steroid medicines such as

prednisone,

• to treat Paget's disease of bone in men and women.

The treatment for Paget s disease is very different than for

osteoporosis and uses a different type of ACTONEL. This

leaflet does not cover using ACTONEL for Paget's disease.

If you have Paget s disease, ask your health care provider

how to use ACTONEL,

ACTONEL may reverse bone loss by stopping more loss of bone

and increasing bone strength in most people who take it, even

though they won't be able to see or leel a difference, ACTONEL

helps lower the risk of breaking bones (fractures). Your health

care provider may measure the thickness (density) of your bones

or do other tests to check your progress.

See the end of this leaflet for information about osteoporosis.

Who should not take ACTONEL?

Do not take ACTONEL if you:

• have low blood calcium (hypocalcemia)

• cannot sit or stand up for 30 minutes

• have kidneys that work poorly

• have an allergy to ACTONEL, The active ingredient in ACTONEL

IS risedronale sodium, (See the end of this leaflet for a list of

all the ingredients in ACTONEL )

Tell your doctor before using ACTONEL if:

• you are pregnant or may become pregnant. We do not know If

ACTONEL can harm your unborn child

• you are breast-feeding or plan to breast-feed. We do not

know il ACTONEL can pass through your milk and if it can

harm your baby,

• you have kidney problems ACTONEL may not be right

for you

Tell your doctor about all the medicines you take, including

prescription and non-prescription medicines, vitamins and

herbal supplements.

ACTONEL can interact with other medicines. Keep a list of all

the medicines you take Show it to all your health care providers,

including your dentist and pharmacist, each time you get a

new medicine

How should I take ACTONEL?

The following instructions are tor ACTONEL 5 mg (dally),

ACTONEL 35 mg (Once-a-Week), and ACTONEL 75 mg

(Two Consecutive Days each Month):

• Take ACTONEL first thing in the morning before you eat or

drink anything except plain water,

• Take ACTONEL while you are sitting up or standing,

« Take ACTONEL with 6 to 8 ounces (about 1 cup) of plain water.

Do not take it with any other drink besides plain water Do not

;akfc 't with coffee, tea, |uice, milk, or other dairy drinks

• Swallow ACTONEL whole Do not chew fie tablet or keep it in

your mouth to melt or dissolve

• After tiiking ACTONEL you must wait at least 30 minutes

BEFORE:

• !)'ing dcj'.vn You may sit, stand, or do normal activities like

read tho newspaper or take a walk

• eating :'r drinking anything except plain water,

• iaking vi;amins, calcium, or antacids. Take vtamins,

calcium, and antacids at a different time of the day from

when you take ACTONEL,

• Keep taking ACTONEL for as long as your health care provider

fells you.

• For ACTONEL to treat your osteoporosis or keep you from

getting osteoporosis, you have to take it exactly as prescribed.

• Your health care provider may tell you to take calcium and

vitamin D supplements and to exercise

What is my ACTONEL schedule?

If vniir doctor has prescribed ACTONEL 5 mg daily

(a yellow tablet):

• Take 1 ACTONEL 5 mg tablet every day in the morning.

• If you miss a dose of your ACTONEL 5 mg in the morning, do

not take it later in the day Take only 1 ACTONEL 5 mg tablet

the next morning and continue your usual schedule of 1 tablet

a day. Do not take 2 tablets on the same day,

It vour doctor has prescribed ACTONEL 35 mg Qnce-a-Week

(an orange tablet):

• Choose 1 day of the week that you will remember and that

best fits your schedule to take your ACTONEL 35 mg. Every

week, take f ACTONEL 35 mg tablet in the morning on your

chosen day,

• If you miss a dose of your ACTONEL 35 mg in the morning, do

not take it later In the day. Take only 1 ACTONEL 35 mg tablet

the next morning and continue your usual schedule of 1 tablet

on your chosen day of the week. Do not take 2 tablets on the

same day.

If your doctor h« prp<;rrihert ACTONEL 75 mg Two Consecutive,

nay-i panh Month la Pink tablet):

• Choose 2 days in a row during the month that best fits your

schedule and that you will remember to take your ACTONEL

75 mg. Take 1 ACTONEL 75 mg tablet in the morning of your

first chosen day. Take the second tablet in the morning of the

following day ACTONEL 75 mg tablets should be taken on the

same two consecutive days each month.

• If you miss one or both tablets of your dose of ACTONEL 75 mg

in the morning, do not take It later in the day.

If the next month's scheduled doses are more than 7 days

away do the following:

If both tablets were missed, take the first ACTONEL 75 mg

tablet on the morning after the day it is remembered and the

second tablet on the next consecutive morning.

If only one tablet is missed, take the missed tablet on the

morning after the day It is remembered.

You should then continue your usual schedule of ACTONEL

75 mg on two consecutive days each month.

Do not take more than two 75 mg tablets within 7 days

If the next month's scheduled doses a re f to 7 davs away,

you should wait until next month's scheduled doses and then

resume taking ACTONEL 75 mg on two consecutive days each

month as originally scheduled,

• If you are not sure what to do if you miss a dose, contact

your health care provider who will be able to advise you.

What should I avoid while taking ACTONEL?

• Do not eat or drink anything except water before you take

ACTONEL and for at least 30 minutes after you take it

• Do not lie down for at least 30 minutes after you take

ACTONEL
• Foods and some vitamin supplements and medicines can stop

your body from absorbing (using) ACTONEL. Therefore, do not

take anything other than plain water at or near the time you

take ACTONEL, (See "How should I take ACTONEL''").

What are the possible side eflects of ACTONEL?

Stop taking ACTONEL and tell your health care provider right

away if:

• swallowing is difficult or painful

• you have chest pain

• you have very bad heartburn or it doesn't get better

ACTONEL may cause:

• pain or trouble swallowing (dysphagia)

• heartburn (esophagitis)

• ulcers in your stomach and esophagus (the tube that connects

the mouth and the stomach)

• pain in bones, )oints or muscles, sometimes severe. Pain may

start as soon as one day or up to several months after starting

ACTONEL.

The most common side effects with ACTONEL include back

pain, loint pain, upset stomach, abdominal (stomach area) pain,

constipahon, diarrhea, gas, ano headache. Tell your health

care provider if you have pain or discomfort In your stomach or

esophagus Rarely, severe skin reactions may occur. Patients

may get allergic reactions such as rash, hives, or m rare cases,

swelling that can be of the face, lips, tongue, or throat, which may

cause trouble breathing or swallowing.

In rare cases, patients taking ACTONEL may get eye

inflammation, usually with pain, redness and sensitivity to ligt

Rarely, patients had jaw problems associated with delayed he

and infection, often following tooth extraction.

These are not all the possible side effects of ACTONEL You c

ask your health care provider or pharmacist about other side

effects. Any time you have a medical problem you think may I

from ACTONEL, talk to your doctor.

What is osteoporosis?

Osteoporosis is a disease that causes bones to become thinnt

Thin bones can break easily. Most people think of their bones

as being solid like a rock. Actually, bone is living tissue, just li

other parts of the body—your heart, brain, or skin, for examp

Bone just happens to be a harder type of tissue. Bone is alwa)

changing. Your body keeps your bones strong and healthy by

replacing old bone with new bone.

Osteoporosis causes the body to remove more bone than it

replaces. This means that bones get weaker. Weak bones are

more likely to break. Osteoporosis is a bone disease that is gu

common, especially in older women. However, young people

and men can develop osteoporosis, too. Osteoporosis can be

prevented, and with proper therapy it can be treated.

How can osteoporosis affect me?

• You may not have any pain or other symptoms when

osteoperosis begins.

• You are more likely to break (fracture) a bone especially if
]

fall because osteoporosis makes your bones weaker. You a

most likely to break a bone in your back (spine), wrist, or h

• You may "shrink" (get shorter).

• You may get a "hump" (curve) in your back,

• You may have bad back pain that makes you stop some activi

Who is at risk for osteoporosis?

Many things put people at risk for osteoporosis. The following

people have a higher chance of getting osteoporosis;

Women who;

• are going through or who are past menopause ("the changi

• are white (Caucasian) or Asian

People who;

• are thin

• have a family member with osteoporosis

• do not get enough calcium or vitamin D

• do not exercise

• smoke

• drink alcohol often

• take bone thinning medicines (like prednisone or other

corticosteroids) for a long time

General information about ACTONEL:

Medicines are sometimes prescribed for condihons that are ni

mentioned in pahent information leaflets. Do not use ACTONE

a condition for which it was not prescribed. Do not give ACTO

to other people, even if they have the same symptoms you ha

It may harm them.

What if I have other questions about ACTONEL?

This leaflet summarizes the most important information abou

ACTONEL for osteoporosis. If you have more questions about

ACTONEL, ask your health care provider or pharmacist. They

can give you information written for health care professionals

For more information, call 1-877-ACTONEL (toll-free) or visit

website at www actoneLcom,

What are the ingredients of ACTONEL?

ACTOliEL (active ingredient); risedronate sodium,

ACTONEL (inactive ingredients): crospovidone. ferric oxide n

(35 mg and 75 mg tablets only), ferric oxide yellow (5 mg ani

35 mg tablets only), hydroxypropyl cellulose, hydroxypropy!

methylcellulose, lactose monohydrate (5 mg, 30 mg and 35

1

tablets only), magnesium stearate. microcrystalline cellulose

polyethylene glycol, silicon dioxide, and titanium dioxide.

ACTONEL® is marketed by:

Procter & Gamble Pharmaceuticals, Inc.

Cincinnati. Otiio 45202

and
sanofi-aventis U.S. LLC

Bndgewater, NJ 08807
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patient could tell nie." Aiiy eailier

medical records the hospital had

were ver\- hard to access. "That

doesn't help you make life or death

decisions." he says.

Before entering medicine Dr.

Smith earned a degree in computer

science and Dr. Feied, in biophys-

ics. Both were fascinated with an

emerging field called medical infor-

matics, the study of how medical

information is handled. Both felt

health care was light-years behind.

'There is more information tech-

nolog>' at an Avis or Safeway check-

out dian diere is at most hospitals,"

says Dr. Smith, 60, who became

chairman of WHC's department of

emergency medicine and professor

and chairman of emergency medi-

cine at Georgetown University

School of Medicine in 1995. He

hired Dr. Feied as director of the

hrstiujte for Medical Informatics.

In January 1997, after just 13

mondis of work, the duo launched

a software program in WHC's
emergency department. Called

Azyxxi, ii gathers all medical data

the hospital has about a patienf

(blood w(3rk. X-rays, an ultrasound, etc.),

no matter wliich computer program stored

it originally. The software creates a new file

for each patient and lets staffers call it up in

just one-tenth of a second.

Azvxxi's effect was seismic. ER wait

times dropped from about six hours to

about one, allowing 37,000 additional

patients per year to be seen. Later it was

adopted by the six other hospitals in WHC's

McdStar Health network, which attracted

Microsoft. Dr. Feied is now general manag-

er of Microsoft Health Solutions Group,

\vhile staying a professor at Georgetown.

Next in line: NewYork-Presbyterian Hospi-

tal, in New York City, the Johns Hopkins

Health System, in Baltimore, and the

Wisconsin Health Information Exchange.

Todd A. Kuiken, M.D., Ph.D.
CREATING A BIONIC ARM

Claudia Mitchell remembers May 27, 2004,

all too well. It was a beautiful Arkansas af-

I

ternoon so she accepted a friend's invita-

tion to go for a ride on the back of his

motorcycle. But half an hour into the ride

' something went horribly wrong. While

navigating a curv e, her friend lost control of die bike and Mitch-

ell's tife changed forever. She was dirown off the bike, suffered

internal injuries and her left arm was severed below die shoulder

when her body hit a guard rail. She was just 24.

Recov eiy was tough. Mitchell, a former Marine who had served

in Kuxvait,\vas fitted wdi a prosthetic arm that fall but became

extreme!)' frustrated when it proved difficult to use. Extending her

ami and' opening and closing die hand to pick up an object, for

example. \vas a 25-step process of figuring out each move, adjustmg

her shoulder muscles and flexing one muscle at a time, continued
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Result; The ami "basically collected dust

on a shell."" she says.

Then a fi iend showed her an article about

a high-power lineman who had lost both

anns in an electrocution and been given amaz-

ing new prosthetic arms created at the Re-

habilitation histitute of Chicago (RIC). A team

headed by Todd A. Kuiken. M.D., Ph.D..

director of RIC's Amputee Programs and

dir ector of the instimte's Neural Engineering

Center for Artificial Limbs, had developed a

bionic. or myoelectric, arm. Weighingjust six

pounds, it enabled the user to move his ami

simply by dmiking about it. This is possible

thanks to a breakthrough surgical procedure

called targeted muscle reinnervation, pio-

neered by Dr. Kuiken, 47. Four major nei-ves

that ti avel down a patient's arm are moved fi-om the shoulder and

recomiected to healdiy chest muscle and chest skin. Then, simply

the thought to move the arm generates nerve impulses that are

sensed by die electrodes. "It's very mtuitive," ejq)lains Dr. Kuiken.

Determined to get one of those arms for herself, Mitchell con-

tacted die institute, told her ston,- to anyone who would listen and

eventually was connected to Dr. Kuiken. The two met inJanuary

2005 and on August 2 of that year-Mitchell's 25th birthday-she

underwent die life-changing surger)- that last year enabled her to

become the first woman, and the fourth person, to receive the

three-motor arm, so called because it lets a person move three

joints-the hands, wrist and elbow. WTiat's more, Dr. Kuiken,

with plastic surgeon Gregor\' Dumanian, M.D., of Chicago's

Northwestern Memorial Hospital, de\ised a way to implant the

nerves without cutting into or removing the tissue from Mitchell's

chest, as had previously been done with male patients.

What makes die ami so unique is diat continued on page 208

MARIANNE J. LEGATO AWARD
for Gender-Specific Medicine

Ethel S. Siris, M.D.
BETTER BONES FOR WOMEN AND MEN

Can you imagine doctors

waiting for a patient to

have a stroke—and tiien

checking her blood pressure?

That after-the-fact approach is

how osteoporosis care is

currently dealt with, says Ethel S.

Siris, M.D., professor of clinical

medicine and the director of

the Toni Stabile Osteoporosis

Center at Columbia University

Medical Center, NewYork-

Presbyterian Hospital.

As president of the National

Osteoporosis Foundation

(NOF) and a major osteoporosis

researcher Dr. Siris has been

leading the charge to draw

attention to the disease, which

affects 8 million American

women and 2 million men. Nearly

34 million more have

low bone mass, a less-serious

condition that boosts the risk

of osteoporosis. Dr. Siris is also

working to help Americans

realize that osteoporosis is not

just a problem for women.

Dr. Siris's passion is fueled by

personal experience. Her mother

fell on her back and suffered

several vertebral fractures in her

70s as a result of osteoporosis.

"I remember vividly how dis-

tressed I was and how little we

could do for her," recalls Dr. Siris.

Though her mother lived to 88,

she suffered from a back defor-

mity for the remainder of her life.

Dr. Siris is principal investigator

for the National Osteoporosis

Risk Assessment study, a 1997 to

2006 assessment of the risk of

osteoporosis in more than

200,000 women, ages 50 to 99,

resulting in more than 20 papers

so far, with more likely to come.

In the future the NOF hopes to

issue guidelines for women
and—a first—men. "It's gratifying

to see clinicians of her stature

thinking of the unique needs of

men with diseases considered

women's illnesses," says Dr.

Marianne J. Legato, founder and

director of the Partnership for

Gender-Specific Medicine at

Columbia University, for whom
this award is named.
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Are bladder leaks and accidents

interrupting your life?

Then maybe it's time to ask your doctor about Enablex, a prescription medicine for overactive

bladder. Enablex can help reduce leaks and accidents for a full 24 hours, it's specifically

designed to target the muscles that control the bladder. And more control means less interruptions.

Enablex is used in adults to treat symptoms of overactive bladder, including leaks and wetting

accidents (called "urinary incontinence"), a strong need to go to the bathroom right away (called

"urgency"), and having to go too often (called "freguency").

Important Information: You should not take once-daily Enablex if you have certain types of

stomach problems, glaucoma or have trouble emptying your bladder. Side effects of Enablex include

blurred vision and more commonly dry mouth, constipation, indigestion, and abdominal pain.

Use caution when doing certain activities until you know how Enablex affects you.

Please read the Patient Product Information on the adjacent page. If you don't have prescription

coverage and can't afford your medicines, call 1-800-245-5356 or

log onto pap.novartis.com. To learn more, call 1-877-3-ENABLEX

or visit enablex.com. Ask your doctor about Enablex. (ddflf61180111) rigr;;"/

Life, less interrupted.

Enablex

\



r^ST INFORIViATION

jlEX (en-a-blex)

(darifenacin)

Extended-release tablets

7.5 mg or 15 mg

Rx only

Read the Patient Information ttiat comes with ENABLEX^ before you start

taking it and each time you get a refill. There may be new information.

This leaflet does not take the place of talking to your doctor or other

healthcare professional about your medical condition or your treatment.

Only your doctor or healthcare professional can determine if treatment

with ENABLEX Is right for you.

WhatisENABLEX?

ENABLEX IS a prescription medicine used in adults to treat the following

symptoms due to a condition called overactive bladder:

• having a strong need to go to the bathroom right away (also called

urgency")

• leaking or wetting accidents (also called "urinary incontinence")

• having to go to the bathroom too often (also called "urinary frequency")

What is overactive bladder?

Overactive bladder happens when you cannot control your bladder

contractions. When these muscle contractions happen too often or cannot

be controlled, you get symptoms of overactive bladder, which are urinary

urgency, urinary incontinence (leakage) and urinary frequency.

Who should not take ENABLEX?

Do not take ENABLEX if you:

• are not able to empty your bladder (also called "urinary retention")

• have delayed or slow emptying of your stomach (also called "gastric

retention")

• have an eye problem called "uncontrolled narrow-angle glaucoma"

• are allergic to ENABLEX or to any of its ingredients. See the end of this

leaflet for a complete list of ingredients.

ENABLEX has not been studied in children.

What should I tell my doctor before starting ENABLEX?

Before starting ENABLEX, tell your doctor or healthcare professional about

all of your medical conditions including if you:

• have any stomach or intestinal problems, or problems with constipation

• have trouble emptying your bladder or if you have a weak urine stream

• have an eye problem celled narrow-angle glaucoma

• have liver problems

• are pregnant or are planning to become pregnant. It is not known if

ENABLEX can harm your unborn baby.

• are breast-feeding. It is not known if ENABLEX passes into breast milk

and if it can harm your baby.

Tell your doctor about all the medicines you take, including prescription

and nonprescription medicines, vitamins, and herbal supplements.

ENABLEX and certain other medicines can interact with each other,

causing side effects. Especially tell your doctor if you take:

• ketoconazole (Nizoral'^') or itraconazole (Sporonox*), antifungal medicines

• clarithromycin (Biaxin*). an antibiotic medicine

• ritonivir or nelhnavir (Viracept®), antiviral medicines

• nefazadone (Serzone'*). a depression medicine

• flecainide (Tambocor"^), an abnormal heartbeat (antiarrhythmia) medicine

•thioridazine (Mellaril"), a mental disorder (antipsychotic) medicine

• a medicine called a tricyclic antidepressant

Know all the medicines you take. Keep a list of them with you to show your

doctor and pharmacist each time you get a new medicine.

r.bW should I take ENABLEX?

Take ENABLEX exactly as prescribed. Your doctor will prescribe the dose

that is right for you. Your doctor may prescribe the lowest dose if you have

^ rtain medical conditions such as liver problems.

• vou should take ENABLEX once daily with liquid.

• ENABLEX should be swallowed whole and not chewed, divided or

Ciiished.

• ENABLEX may be taken with or without food.

• If you miss a dose of ENABLEX, begin taking LNAriLhX again tne next

day. Do not take two doses of ENABLEX in the same day.

•
If you take too much ENABLEX. call your local Poison Control Center or

emergency room right away.

What are the possible side effects of ENABLEX?

The most common side effects with ENABLEX are:

• dry mouth

•constipation

ENABLEX may cause other less common side effects that include:

• blurred vision. Use caution while driving or doing dangerous activities

until you know how ENABLEX affects you.

• heat prostration. Heat prostration (due to decreased sweating) can occi

when drugs such as ENABLEX are used in a hot environment.

These are not all the side effects with ENABLEX. For more information, a;

your doctor, healthcare professional or pharmacist.

How do I store ENABLEX?
• Keep ENABLEX and all medicines out of the reach of children.

• Store ENABLEX at room temperature, 59 to 86°F (15 to 30°C). Protect

from light.

• Safely dispose of ENABLEX that is out of date or no longer needed.

General information about ENABLEX

Medicines are sometimes prescribed for conditions that are not mentiont

in patient information leaflets. Do not give ENABLEX to other people, even

they have the same symptoms you have. It may harm them.

This leaflet summarizes the most important information about ENABLEX.

If you would like more information, talk with your doctor. You can ask

your pharmacist or doctor for information about ENABLEX that is written

for health professionals. You can also call the product information

department at 1-888-44-ENABLEX (1-888-443-6225) or visit the website

at www.Enablex.com.

What are the ingredients in ENABLEX?

Active Ingredient: darifenacin

Inactive Ingredients: dibasic calcium phosphate anhydrous, hydroxyprop\

methylcellulose (hypromellose), lactose monohydrate, magnesium stearat

titanium dioxide and triacetin. The 15-mg tablet also contains FD&C Yello

No. 6 Aluminum Lake.

Appearance

The 7.5-mg tablet is round and white-colored with "DF" on one side and

"7.5" on the other side.

The 15-mg tablet is round and peach-colored with "DF" on one side and

"15" on the other side.

•Mellaril® is a registered trademark of Novartis. The other brands listed <

the trademarks of their respective owners and are not trademarks

of Novartis.
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Stein, Switzerland

Distributed by:

Novartis Pharmaceuticals Corp.

East Hanover, New Jersey 07936

Marketed with:

Procter & Gamble Pharmaceuticals, Inc.

Cincinnati, Ohio 45202
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TWO WEEKS!

That's 14 breakfasts,
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and 14 desserts
ABSOLUTELY FREE!

Take the work out of weight loss

with NutriSystem!
Forget the fad diets—you can eat carbs and lose weight!

It's what people on NutriSystem are doing thanks to the

NutriSystem® Nourish " weight loss program.

Amazing scientific breakthrough!
The NutriSystem® Nourish" program is based on the

incredible weight loss breakthrough that's low in fat and
rich in "good carbs." NutriSystem foods can help keep your

blood sugar levels stable. So you can eat what you love and

still lose weight sensibly.

PAT LOST 112 lbs: NACHOLE LOST 70 lbs:

TWO FRErWEEKS!
Select the 28-Day Auto-Delivery Program

and you can get an additional

TWO FREE WEEKS OF FOOD!
Just call 1-877-908-LOSE or visit

nutrisystem.com/2months to get started today!
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Mitchell call open aiid close her hand,

flex her wrist and bend her elbow

almost as naturally as she can her

other arm. For example, when she

diinks "close hand," a perfecdy cho-

reographed sequence of events takes

place: Muscles in her chest contract,

electrodes attached to her body when

the arm is strapped in place detect

that movement and then signal a

computer in her prosthetic arm to

close die hand. Now, marvels Mitch-

ell, "I can cook more easily because I

can hold certain utensils. I can put on

my makeup, and I can do laundry."

It took Dr. Kuiken nearly two

decades to develop the diree-motor

arm. "It started with reading one

line in a research paper suggesting

how you might be able to relocate

nerves," he recalls, and he continued

the quest as a doctoral student in

biomedical engineering at North-

western University through the

Feinberg School of Medicine at

Northwestern University and a resi-

dency at RIC. His big breakthrough

came in 2005 when Jesse Sullivan,

the linemnn, was able to lift a glass

of water using the three-motor arm,

Widi die help of Sullivan and Mitchell, Dr.

Kuiken and his team are now fme-tuning a

six-motor arm diat permits more movements

and may enable a person to sense how hard

diev are squeezing something and whether

the object is hot or cold, smoodi or rough.

Tliev hope it will be ready within die next

few veais. The team has also been tapped by

die Department of Defense to join an effort to

improve pvosdieuc arms, including equippuig

dicm widi mo\ able diumbs and fingers.

In the pipeline: a new. unproved version

of the prostheuc leg. It could take years, but

Dr. Kuiken isn't daunted. "I am a gearhead

and proud of it. I am also a doctor and

proud of that. The two actualK- go togedier

quite well." he says. "I am not going to have

to \voiT\- about retiring early."

Barbara A. Goff, M.D,
DIAGNOSING OVARIAN CANCER EARLY

Among gynecologic cancers, ovarian cancer is

die deadliest. It accounts for just 4 percent of

ail cancers in American women, yet it's die

fifdi leading cause of cancer deadi. An esti-

i mated 22,430 new cases will be diagnosed in

die United States diis year, and 15,280 wom-

en will die of it. The reason the prognosis is so poor compared

with, say, breast cancer is that currently there is no definitive

screening test. As a result, experts have historically dubbed it die

"silent killer," maintaining diat it is symptomless undl it has spread,

giMiig padents an overall five-yeai" survival rate ofjust 45 percent.

"
So^when a groundbreaking January 2007 study in die journal

Cancer showed diat ovarian cancer does, in fact, cause symptoms m

iLs earlv stages, doctors, medical organizations and ovarian cancer

adx ocates paid attention. Barbaia A. Goff, M.D., 47, director of

g>Tiecologic oncologv at die University ofWashington, co^mNUED
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rhree unique juices. All uniquely good for you.

linute Maid. Enhanced Juices offer three kinds of goodness that other juices don't: Heart Wise, to help reduce cholesterol;

lulti-Vitamin with 16 essential vitamins and minerals for a healthy diet, and Minute Maid Active™ with 750 mg of glucosamine

CI to help protect healthy joints. They're all 100% pure squeezed orange juice, and all 100 /o goodness for you.

There's Goodness
in Every Minute.

».a„t Sterols & Heart Disease - Foods conta,n,ng at least 0.4 g Pe-erv.g o, plant stero^^^^^
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found diat women with ovaiian

cancer reported common symp-

toms prior to their- diagnosis:

peKac or abdominal pain, in-

creased abdominal size or bloat-

ing, frequent or urgent tiiination

and difficulty eating because

they felt full before finisliing a

regulai-size meal. Wliat's more, the

women had experienced the symp-

toms for 12 or more days per month,

over less than a )'ear. Tliis spring the

American Cancer Society, die G>7ie-

cologic Cancer Foundation and the

Society of Gyiiecologic Oncologists

issued a consensus statement em-

bracing die symptom list as useful, tlie

first official recognition that ovarian

cancer is not silent. It was endorsed b)'

18 cancer and ovaiian-cancer groups.

Dr. Gk)frs involvement in o\'aiian-

cancer research came from com ersa-

tions with patients, who. despite the

medical community's hard line that

die disease's early stages were s\iiip-

tomless, begged to differ. "I was im-

pressed by the ease with which diese

women could recall die health prob-

lems that preceded their diagnosis."

she says. "So many had been signrfi-

candy blown off when they tried to

talk to their doctors. Then they ended

up having ovarian cancer after all."

One survivor—a nurse named Cin-

dy Melancon—made a particular im-

pression on Dr. Goff, who asked her

to join a research project to document

whether symptoms did exist. The

study was published in Camer 'm 2000.

"I did that project on a shoestring."

says Dr. Goff. A patient donated

$1,000 to cover reseaich costs, and a

statistician donated her time, while

Melancon came up with a mailing Est.

'We found that 97 percent of the

1.700 women in the study reported

symptoms prior to their diagnosis."

sa\ s Dr. Goff. An astounding 89 per-

Medical Heroes
We held our first annual

Health Breakthrough

Awards last year. Winners

were celebrated for their

pioneering work on breast

cancer, ovarian cancer, stroke and

other women's health issues. To le;

more, go to www.lhj.com/hba

cent with early-stage disease had

symptoms.

Sin<;e many symptoms, such as

bloating, also indicate benign condi-

dons, die next step was to distinguish

women with ovarian cancer from

tliose -with a less-serious problem. For

diat study, published in the Journal of

t/ie A7nmcm Medical Assodatwm in 2004,

Dr. Goff again partnered with Melan-

con. "It showed a big difference in the

frequency, severity and duration of

svmptoms in women with ovarian

cancer," says Dr. Goff. Sadly, Melan-

con died of the disease in 2003. before

the study was released. "Dr. Goff's

doggedness and persistence have been

crucial," says Patricia Goldman, a 14-

year ovarian-cancer survivor and

president emeritus and a founder of

the Ovarian Cancer National Alli-

ance, which has endorsed the consen-

sus statement. "As people who had

ovarian cancer, we knew there were

symptoms in the early stages. Dr Goff

listened. That wasn't the case with

many physicians."

Dr Goff hopes the index will give

women a fighting chance. "When
ovarian cancer is caught in stage 1 or

2, the cure rate can be 70 to 90 per-

cent," she says. "For the many pa-

tients who get a later diagnosis, the

cure rate can be 10 to 20 percent."

If signs point to cancer, women
need a medical exam and may fur-

ther need a transvaginal ultrasoimd,

a blood test for CA-125, a protein

associated with ovarian cancer, and

exploratory surgery. Ck
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Angela was born to be wild; she also has type 2 diabetes.

And pills alone weren't giving her the control she neeoed.

o she asked her doctor about Lantus, the only 24-hour insulin approved

:clusively for use once a day. As part of an overall diabetes treatment plan,

including regular blood sugar testing, taking Lantus just once at the same
time each day helps control blood sugar all day long. It works for Angela.

Ask your doctor about the new, easy-to-use Lantus SoloSTAR pen

1

portant Safety Information for Lantus* Prefilled with Lantus/

lescription Lantus' is for adults with type 2 diabetes or the #1 prescrUyl insulin

iiults and children (6 years and older) with type 1 diabetes ml^-"'
"

'

OrtP rln«:A .Minrk'C 74 hni

R SOLUTION. It will not work as intended, and you may lose blood
tasy lo use

igar control, which could be serious. Do not change your insulin without
Iking with your doctor. The syringe must not contain any other medication or

sidue. You should not use Lantus" if you are allergic to insulin. Lantus' is a long-

:ting insulin you inject just once a day, at the same time each day. You must test

>ur blood sugar levels while using an insulin such as Lantus.'

le most common side effect of insulin, including Lantus,' is hypoglycemia, which may be serious. Other
Dssible side effects may include injection site reactions, including changes in fat tissue at the injection site,

id allergic reactions including itching and rash. In rare cases, some allergic reactions may be life threatening.

i\\ your doctor about other medicines and supplements you
e taking because they can change the way insulin works.

tra-Fine is a trademark of Becton, Dickinson and Company,

^Needles not Included with pen.

anofi aventis Please see additional important . .. . r_,,.

information on the next page. m\\W glarglPB [fDNA Origin] injeCtlOn

LANTUS SoloSTAR

>k your doctor if Lantus' fits into your overall diabetes treatment plan, which includes diet, exercise, oral medications and/or mealtime insulin.

!007 sanofi-avent|S U.S. LLC US.GLA.06.11 129
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LANTUS^

(insulin glargine [rDNA origin] injection)

IANTL'5 must NOT b« diluted or mixed wilh any other insulin or solution.

IKDICAIIClNSAND USAGE

^AMLS )s .ndicated tor onte ij ii j:niu!dneous adminMr.iiion tor ihe tre<itnient ol adult and pediatric patients with

!V30 1 diabetes mellitus ir adult paiie-its Willi t\pf 2 diabeles mellitiis who require basal ilong-actingi insulin tor the

ijint'ol of h\persKcem!a

COIfflWINDICATlONS

LVMl 'S io-itraindiraicd iii patients hvoersensitive to insulin glargine or the evcipients

WARNINGS

Hvpoglvcemia is the most common adverse effect of insulin, including LANTUS. As with all insulins, the liming

of hypoglycemia may differ among ..inous insulin formulations. Glucose monitoring is recommended for all

patients with diabetes.

Any change of insulin should be made cautiously and only under medical supervision. Changes in insulin

strength, timing of dosing, manufacturer, type (e.g., regular, NPH. or insulin analogs), species (animal, human),

or method of manufacture irecombinanl DNA versus animal-source insulin) may result in the need (or a change

in dosage. Concomnant oral antidiabctes treatment may need to be adjusted.

PRECUTIONS

General:

LAML^ iwiot inlend' d lor intravenous administration The prolonged duration ol aclivilv ol insulin glargine is dependent

on miection into subci/tancous tissue intravenous administration of the usual subcutaneous dose could result in severe

Inpoglycemia

LAN1VS must NOT be diluted or mixed ynth any other insulin or solution. It WNTUS is diluted or mixed, the

solution mav become cloudv. and the phannacokineticphamiacodvnaniic profile le g .
onset of action, time to peak

effect: ot LANTUS and/or the mixed insulin mav be altered in an unpredictable manner When LANTUS and regular

human insulin were mi\ed imniediatelv before iniection in dogs, a delayed onset ol action and time to maximum effect

for regular human insulin was observed The total bioavailability of the mixture was also slightly decreased compared to

separate injections of lANTlS and regular human insulin The relevance of these obser\ations in dogs to humans is not

known.

As with all insulin preparations, the time course of WNTUS aOion may vary m different individuals ot at ditferent times

m the same individual and the rate of absorption is dependent on blood supply temperature, and physical activity

Insulin mav cause sodium retention and edema, particularly if previously poor metabolic control is improved by inten-

sified insulin therapy

Hypoglycemia:

As with all insulin preparations, hypoglycemic reaOions may be associated with the administration of LANTUS

Hvpoglvcemia is the most common adverse effect of insulins Early warning symptoms of hypoglycemia mav be different

or less pronounced under certain conditions, such as long duration of diabetes diabetes nerve disease, use of medica-

tions such as beta-blockers, or intensified diabetes control isee PREt^UTIONS. Drug Interactions) Such situations may

result in severe hypoglycemia land, possibly, loss of consciousness) prior to patients awareness ol hypoglycemia

The time of occurrence ol hvpoglvcemia depends on the action profile of Ihe insulins used and mav. therefore, change

when the treatment regimen or liming of dosing is changed Patients being switched from twice daily NPH insulin to

once-dailv LANTUS should have their initial LANTUS dose reduced by 20% from the previous total daily NPM dose to

reduce the risk of hypoglycemia isee DOSAGE AND ADMINISTRATION, Changeover to LANTUS)

The prolonged effect of subcutaneous lANTUS may delay recovery from hypoglycemia

In a clinical studv, symptoms ot hypoglycemia or counterregulatotv hormone responses were similar alter intravenous

insulin glargine and regular human insulin both in healthv subjects and patients with type 1 diabetes

Renal Impairment:

Although studies have not been performed in patients with diabetes and renal impairment. LANTUS requiremeiils may

be diminished because ol reduced insulin metabolism, similar to observations lound with other insulins (sec CLINICAL

PHARMACOLOd Special Populations)

Hepatic Impairment:

Although studies have not been performed in patients with diabetes and hepatic impairment, LANTUS requirements

mav be diminished due to reduced capacity for gluconeogenesis and reduced insulin metabolism, similar to observa-

tions found with otiier insulins isee CLINICAL PHARMACOLOOV, Special Po|)ulalions

Injection Site and Allergic Reactions:

As with any insulin therapy, lipodystrophy mav occur at the in|ection site and delay insulin absorption Other iniection

site reactions with insulin therapy include redness, pain, itching, hives, swelling, and inflammation Continuous rotation

ol the iniection site within a given area may help to reduce or prevent these reactions Most minor reactions to insulins

usually resolve in a lew davs to a few weeks

Reports ol miection site pain were more frequent with LANTUS than NPH human insulin (2 7% insulin glargine versus

0,7»ii NPH) The reports ol pain at the injection site were usually mild and did not result in discontinuation ol therapy

immediate-type allergic reactions are rare Such reartions to insulin (including insulin glargine) or the excipienis mav.

for example, be associated with generulized skin reactions, angioedema. bronchospasm. hypotension, or shock and may

be life threatening

Intercurrent Conditions:

Insulin reciuirements may be altered during intercurrent conditions such as illness, emotional dislurbanres, or stress

Information for Patients:

LANTUS must unlv be used if the solution is clear and colorless wilh no jjarticles visible (see DOSAGE AND ADMINIS-

TRATION Prep.iraiion and Handling)

Patients must be advised that LANTUS must NOT be diluted or mixed with any other insulin or solution (see

PRECAUTIONS. General).

ralieiils should be instructed on sell-management procedures including glucose monitoring, proper injection technique,

and hypoglycemia and hyperglycemia management Patients must be instructed on handling ot special situations such

as intercurrent conditions illness stress, or emotional disturbances), an inadequate or skipped insulin dose, inadvertent

administration ol an increased insulin dose, inadequate lood intake, or skipped meals Refer patients lo the LANTUS

"Patient Information circular lor additional information

As with all patients who have diabetes, the ability to concentrate and/or react may be impaired as a result of hvpo-

slvremia ni hypcrglyceinia

Patients with diabetes should he advised to inlorni then health care professional il they arc pregnant or are coiilem-

platmg pregnancy

Drug Interactions:

A number ot substances alfea glucose metabolism and may require insulin dose adiustnieni and particularly close

iTionitoring

The following art i.".,j;nplesot substances that mav increase the blood-glucose-lowering effect and susceptibility to hypo-

glycemia, oral antidiabetes products, ACE inhibitors, disopvramide. Iibrates. fluoxetine, MAO inhibitors, propoxyphene,

salicylates, somatostatin analog !e.g .
octreotide), sulfonamide antibiotics

The lollowing are examples ol substances that mav reduce the blood-glucose-lowering elfect of insulin corticosteroids,

danazol. diuretics, sympathomimetic agents (eg .
epinephrine, albuterol, terbutaline). isoniazid. phenothiazine deriva-

tives, somatiopm, thyroid hormones, estrogens, progestogens (eg,, in oral contraceptives), protease inhibitors and

atypical antipsychotic medications If g olanzapine and clozapinel

Beta-blockers, clonidiiie, lithium salts, and alcohol mav either potentiate or weaken the blood-glucose-lowering effect

of insulin Pentamidine mav cause hvpoglvcemia. which may sometimes be followed by hyperglycemia

Ir, .addition, under the influence of sympatholytic medicinal products such as beta-blockers clonidine, giianethidine and

•,:>s.-.i|,i!fie the signs of livpoglvcemia may be reduced or absent

Carcinogenesis, Mutagenesis. Impairment of Fertility:

Hi t ,;i!i) rats standard two vear carcinogenicity studies with insulin glargine were performed at doses up lo

I IV, :i,,'.l,g uiiicfi is lor the rat approximatefv 10 times and for the mouse approximately 5 times the recommended

I ubcutaneous stanuivi dose oi 10 lU (0 008 mg/kg/davi, based on mg/rn- The lindings in female mice were not

. Ijsiv due to excessive moiljiitv m all dose groups during the study Histiocytomas were found at injection sites in

iiuiie rats s|,,.i,sii'ailv significant) and male mice (not statistically signiticant) in acid vehicle containing groups these

.:r '.vere I 'll loc'id m lemale animals m saline control, or insulin comparator groups using a dillereni vehicle The

. -'.arif i' i):->,t iiii'Jiii'^s to humans IS unknown

Insulin .lii'ji'i" '.. ,is .,01 •nuiagemc in tests for detection of gene mutations m baaena and mammalian cells lAnies- and

" "
! St jinj 1 1, sts tilt detection ol chromosomal aberrations icvtogenetics in vitro m \'^') cells and in vivo in Chinese

han'-teis

In a combined lertilitv and prenatal and postnatal study in male and female rats at subcutaneous doses up

3b mg/kg/dav- which is approximatefv " times the recommended human subcutaneous starting dose ot 10

lO 008 rng/kg/dayi based on mg/m-. maternal toxicitv due to dose-dependent hypoglycemia, including some deaths, w

observed Consequentiv, a reduction ol the rearing rale occurred in the high-dose group only. Similar efteas we

obseri'ed wilh NPH human insulin

Pregnancy:

Teratogenic Effects; Pregnancy Categoi7 C, Subcutaneous reproduction and teratology studies have been performed wi

insulin glargine and regular human insulin in rats and Himalayan rabbits The drug was given to female rats before m,

ing during mating, and throughout pregnancy at doses up to 0.36 mg/kg;'dav, which is approximately 7 times t

recommended human subcutaneous starting dose of 10 lU (0,008 m^'kg'dayi, based on mg/m- In rabbits, doses

072 mg/kg/dav. which is approximately 2 hmes the recommended human subcutaneous starting dose of 10

lO 008 mg/kg'dayi based on mg/m- were administered during organogenesis. The effects of insulin glargine did not ge

crallv differ Irom those observed with regular human insulin in rats or rabbits. However, in rabbits, five fetuses from tv

litters ot the high-dose group exhibited dilation ol the cerebral ventricles. Fertility and early embryonic developme

appeared normal

There are no well-controlled clinical studies ot the use of insulin glargine in pregnant women It is essential tor patiei

with diabetes or a history ot gestational diabetes to maintain good metabolic control before conception and througho

pregnane Insulin requirements mav decrease during the first trimester, generally increase during the second and thi

trimesters, and rapidiv decline after delivery Careful monitoring ot glucose control is essential in such patients, Becau

animal reproduction studies are not always predictive of human response, this drug should be used during piegnan

only it clearly needed

Nursing Mothers:

It IS unknown whether insulin glargine is excreted in significant amounts in human milk. Many drugs, including huin

insulin are excreted in human milk For this reason caution should be exercised when lANTUS is administered to

nursing woman. Ladating women may require adjustments in insulin dose and diet.

Pediatric Use:

SateK and elleaiveness of LANTUS have been established m the age group 6 lo 15 years with Wpe 1 diabetes.

Geriatric Use:

In controlled clinical studies comparing insulin glargine to NPH human insulin. 593 ot 3890 patients with type 1 and tvi

2 diabetes were 65 vears and older The only difference m safety or effectiveness in this subpopulalion compared lo tl

entire studv populanon was an expeaed higher incidence of cardiovascular events in both insulin glargine and Nl

human insulin-treated patients

In elderly patients with diabetes, the initial dosing, dose increments, and maintenance dosage should be consetvati

lo avoid hypoglycemic reaaions Hypoglycemia mav'^ difficult lo recognize in the elderly (see PRECAUTION

Hypoglycemia!

ADVERSE REAaiONS

The adverse rvfots commonlv associated with LANTUS include the following:

Body as a whole: allergic reactions isee PRECAUTIONSi

Skin and appendages: miection site reaction lipodystrophy, pruritus, rash (see PRECAUTIONS),

Other: hvpoglvcemia ^see WARNINGS and PRECAUTIONS,

In clinical studies in adult patients there was a higher incidence of treatment-emergent injection site pain in LANTU

treated patients l2 7».<„ compared to NPH insulin-treated patients \0 7%) The reports of pain at the injection site we

usually mild and did not result m discontinuation ol therapy. Other treatment-emergent iniection site reactions occum

at similar incidences with both insulin glargine and NPH human insulin.

Retinopathy was evaluated in the clinical sludies bv means ot retinal adverse events reported and fundus pholograpt

The numbers ol retinal adverse events reported for LANTUS and NPH treatment groups were similar for patients wi

IVjje I and type 2 diabetes Progression of retinopathy was investigated bv fundus photography using a grading protoc

derived from the Early Treatment Diabetic Retinopathy Study (FDRSi In one clinical study involving patients with lv(

2 diabetes, a difference in the number of subjects with S3-step progression in ETDRS scale over a 6-monlh period w

noted bv fundus pholograpliv C 5".. in LANTUS group versus 2 in NPH treated group). The overall relevance of tf

isolated finding cannot be determined due lo the small number ol patients involved, the short follow-up period, ar

the fad lhal this finding was not observed in other clinical sludies

OVERDOSAGE

An excess ol insulin relative lo lood intake energy expenditure, or both may lead to severe and sometimes long-ten

and lile-thrcatening hypoglycemia Mild episodes ol hypoglycemia can usually be treated with oral carbohydrate

Adjustments m drug dosage, meal patterns, or exercise mav be needed

Mote seveie episodes with coma, seizure, or neurologic impairment may be treated with miramuscular/subculaneoi

glucagon or concentrated intravenous glucose Alter ajiparent clinical recovery Irom hvpoglvcemia, continued obseni

lion and additional carbotivdiate intake mav be necessary lo avoid reoccurrence ol hypoglycemia,

DOSAGE AND ADMINISTRATION

LANTUS IS a recombinani liuman insulin analog Its potency is approximately Ihe same as human insulin. It exhibits

relatively constant glucose-lowering profile over lA hours that permits once-daily dosing

LANTUS mav be administered at any time during the dav WNTUS should be administered subcutaneously once a dav

the same lime every dav For patients adjusting liming ol dosing with LANTUS, see WARNINGS and PRECAUTION

Hypoglycemia. LANTLIS is not intended tor inlravenous administration (see PRECAUTIONSI Intravenous administration

the usual subcutaneous dose could result in severe hypoglycemia The desired blood glucose levels as well as the doses ar

liming ol antidiabetes medications must be determined individually Blood glucose monitoring is recommended for

;

jjatierits with diabetes The prolonged duration ot activity ot LANTUS is dependent on injection into subcutaneous space

As with all insulins, mieflion sites withm an injection area labdomen, thigh, or deltoid) must be rotated from one inje

lion to Ihe next

In clinical sludies, there was no relevant difference in insulin glargine absorption after abdominal, deltoid, or thigh sul

cutaneous administration As tor all insulins, the rate of absorption, and consequently the onset and duration of actio

mav be affected bv exercise and other variables,

LANTUS IS not the insulin ol choice lor the treatmeni of diabetes ketoacidosis. Intravenous short-acting insulin is Ihe pt

terred treatment

Pediatric Use:

lANTUS can be salelv administered to pediatric patients >6 years of age. Administration to pediatric patients <6 yea

has not been studied Based on the results of a study in pediatric patients, Ihe dose recommendation for changeover I

LANTUS IS Ihe s-inie as described for adults m DOSAGE AND ADMINISTRATION, Changeover to LANTUS

Initiation ol UNTUS Therapy:

In a clinical study with insulin naive jjatienis with type 2 diabetes already treated with oral antidiabetes drugs, LANR

was started at an average dose ot 10 lU once daily, and subsequently adjusted according lo Ihe patient s need lo a tot

daily dose ranging from 2 to 100 ILi

Changeover to LANTUS:

II changing from a treatment regimen with an intermediate- or fong-acling insuiin lo a regimen with LANTUS, tr

amounl and liming ol short aamg insulin or fast-acting insulin analog or the dose of any oral antidiabetes drug m

need to be adjusted. In clinical studies, when patients were transferred from once-daily NPH human insulin or ultraleni

human insulin lo once-dailv LANTUS, the initial dose was usually not changed. However, when patients were translerre

from Iwice-dailv NPH human insulin to lANTUS once daily to reduce Ihe risk ot hypoglycemia. Ihe initial dose (lU) w;

usualk reduced bv approximately 20", :com|)ared to total daily lU of NPH human insulin) and then adjusted based o

patient response isee PRECAUTIONS, Hvpoglycemial

A program ot close metabolic monitoring under medical supervision is recommended during transfer and in the inili,

weeks thereafter The amount and timing of short-acting insulin or fast-acting insulin analog mav need lo be adjustet

This IS particularly true for patients with'acquired antibodic-s to human insulin needing high-insulin doses and occu

with all insulin analogs Dose adjustment of LANTUS and other insulins or oral antidiabetes drugs mav be required: ft

example, if Ihe patieril s liming ol dosing, weight or lilestyle changes, or other circumstances arise that increase susce(

tibihty to hypoglycemia or hyperglycemia (see PRECAUTIONS, Hvpoglycemial,

The dose mav also have lo be adjusted dunng intercurrent illness 'See PRECAUTIONS, Intercurrent Conditionsi
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When It Comes to Cholesterol
By Sharlene M. Day. M.D.

As a lieart speci:ilist and a laboractiry-

scientist, I see both sides of heart

disease. In the lab, we focus on the

roots ot disease, m the genes and

molecules that are inside ever\' cell

of our bodies. In the clinic, we deal

with the damage caused by disease

and help patients understand how

earing better, exercising more and

taking medication can help them.

Wiien it comes to cholesterol, it

niriis out, both sides of the story

are inijiortant.

Your cholesterol levels depend a lot

on what vou eat, and how often you're

acrive. But your genes, the DNA you

inherited from your mother and your

father, can also make a big difference.

Scientists ha\'e discovered several

yenes diat have a strong influence on

cholesterol levels, either positive or

negative. Some of these genes are so

powertul that the\- can cause children

to develop high cholesterol. And many

more genes interact with what a

person eats to alter cholesterol levels.

It seems unfair, doesn't it? That you

could eat healthily, exercise regularly,

watch your weight, and because of

your genes, still have cholesterol high

enough to clog your arteries and cau:

a heart attack? Or that you could be

overweight, inactive, and still enjoy

low levels of cholesterol because you

inherited a particular gene?

Those are the two extremes—most

people fall somewhere in between.

If some of your blood relatives have

suttered heart attacks at young ages,



VYTORIN treats the

2 sources of cholesterol

nd VYTORIN was proven in clinical studies to lower bad cholesterol

more than Crestor alone, more than Lipjtor alone.

ilk to your doctor about treating the 2 sources of

lolesterol, food and family, with VYTORIN. Only

fTORIN treats the 2 sources by helping to block cholesterol

at comes from food and reducing the cholesterol your body

akes naturally, based on family history. That's because

ily VYTORIN contains two cholesterol medicines, Zetia

?etimibe) and Zocor (simvastatin), in a single tablet. And

I'TORIN was proven in clinical studies to lower bad

]L) cholesterol more than Zocor alone, more than LIpitor

Dne, and more than Crestor alone.

s important to eat a healthy diet and to stay active. But

your cholesterol is still not where it should be, ask about

mating the 2 sources of cholesterol. Ask your doctor if

Iding VYTORIN would be right for you.

hei irig-Plough MERCK / Schering-Plough Pharmaceuticals

ind out if you qualify, call 1 -800-347-7503

lyiigtit ©Merck/Schenng-Piougfi Pfiarmaceuticals, 2007 All righls lesetved ?0750379(1)|004)-VYT

"ORIN and ZETIA are registered trademarks of MSP Singaoore Company. LLC Ottiet brands listed

the trademarks of ttieir respective owners and are not trademarks of tiflSP Singapore Company. LLC

Important Information: VYTORIN is a prescription tablet

and isn't right for everyone, including women who are

nursing or pregnant or who may become pregnant, and

anyone with liver problems.

Unexplained muscle pain or weakness could be a sign of

a rare but serious side effect and should be reported to

your doctor right away. VYTORIN may interact with other

medicines or certain foods, increasing your risk of getting

this serious side effect. So tell your doctor about any other

medications you are taking.

Please read the Patient Product Information on the adjacent

page.

To learn more, call 1-877-VYTORIN or visit vytorin.com.

V RIN.
lezetimibe/simastatin)

Treat the 2 sources of cholesterol.



VYTORIIM- (ezetimibe/simvastatin) Tablets

Patient Information about VYTORIN (Vl-tor-in)

Generic name: ezetimibe/simvastatin tablets

Read this information carefully before

you start takina VYTORIN. Review this

information each time you refill your
prescription for VYTORIN as there may
be new information.This information

does not take the place of talking with

your doctor about your medical
condition or your treatment. If you
have any questions about VYTORIN,
ask your doctor. Only your doctor can
determine if VYTORIN is right for you.

What is VYTORIN?

VYTORIN is a medicine used to lower
levels of total cholesterol, LDL (bad)

cholesterol, and fatty substances called

triglycerides in the blood. In addition,

VYTORIN raises levels of HDL (good)
cholesterol. It is used for patients who
cannot control their cholesterol levels

by diet alone. You should stay on a

cholesterol-lowering diet while taking
this medicine.

VYTORIN works to reduce your
cholesterol in two ways. It reduces the
cholesterol absorbed in your digestive
tract, as well as the cholesterol your
body makes by itself. VYTORIN does
not help you lose weight.

Who should not take VYTORIN?

Do not take VYTORIN:

• If you are allergic to ezetimibe or
simvastatin, the active ingredients in

VYTORIN, or to the inactive ingredients.

For a list of inactive ingredients, see
the "Inactive ingredients" section at

the end of this information sheet.

• If you have active liver disease or
repeated blood tests indicating

possible liver problems.

• If you are pregnant, or think you may
be pregnant, or planning to become
pregnant or breast-feeding.

VYTORIN is not recommended for use
in children under 10 years of age.

What should I tell my doctor before
and while taking VYTORIN?

Tell your doctor right away if you
experience unexplained muscle pain,

tenderness, or weakness.This is because
on rare occasions, muscle problems
can be serious, including muscle break-
down resulting in kidney damage.

The risk of muscle breakdown is

greater at higher doses of VYTORIN.

The risk of muscle breakdown is greater
in patients with kidney problems.

Taking VYTORIN with certain substances
can increase the risk of muscle problems.
It is particularly important to tell your
doctor if you are taking any of the
following;

• danazol
• antifungal agents (such as

itraconazole or ketoconazole)
• fibric acid derivatives (such as

gemfibrozil, bezafibrate, orfenofibrate)
• the antibiotics erythromycin,

clarithromycin, and telithromycin
• HIV protease inhibitors (such as indinavir,

nelfinavir, ritonavir, and saquinavir)
• the antidepressant nefazodone
• amiodarone (a drug used to treat an

irregular heartbeat)
• verapamil (a drug used to treat high

blood pressure, chest pain associated
with heart disease, or other heart
conditions)

• large doses (>1 g/day) of niacin or

nicotinic acid
• large quantities of grapefruit juice

(>1 quart daily)

It is also important to tell your doctor if

you are taking coumarin anticoagulants
(drugs that prevent blood clots, such as
warfarin).

Tell your doctor about any prescription

and nonprescription medicines you are
taking or plan to take, including natural
or herbal remedies.

Tell your doctor about all your medical
conditions including allergies.

Tell your doctor if you:

• drink substantial quantities of alcohol
or ever had liver problems. VYTORIN
may not be right for you.

• are pregnant or plan to become
pregnant. Do not use VYTORIN if you
are pregnant, trying to become pregnant
or suspect that you are pregnant. If

you become pregnant while taking

VYTORIN, stop taking it and contact
- your doctor immediately.

• are breast-feeding. Do not use
VYTORIN if you are breast-feeding.

Tell other doctors prescribing a new
medication that you are taking VYTORIN.

How should I take VYTORIN?

• Take VYTORIN once a day, in the
evening, with or without food.

• Try to take VYTORIN as prescribed.
If you miss a dose, do not take an
extra dose. Just resume your usual
schedule.

• Continue to follow a cholesterol-

lowering diet while taking VYTORIN.
Ask your doctor if you need diet

information.

• Keep taking VYTORIN unless your
doctor tells you to stop. If you stop
taking VYTORIN, your cholesterol

may rise again.

What should I do in case of an overdose?

What are the possible side effects of
VYTORIN?

See your doctor regularly to check y(

cholesterol level and to check for sidi

effects. Your doctor may do blood te;

to check your liver before you start

taking VYTORIN and during treatmei

In clinical studies patients reported t

following common side effects whiU
taking VYTORIN: headache and mus(
pain (see What should I tell my docto
before and while taking VYTORIN?).

The following side effects have been
reported in general use with either

ezetimibe or simvastatin tablets (tab!

that contain the active ingredients of

VYTORIN):

• allergic reactions including swellir

of the face, lips, tongue, and/or thr(

that may cause difficulty in breathi
or swallowing (which may require
treatment right away), rash, hives;

joint pain; muscle pain; alterations

in some laboratory blood tests;

liver problems; inflammation of
the pancreas; nausea; gallstones;

inflammation of the gallbladder.

Tell your doctor if you are having thei

or any other medical problems while
on VYTORIN. This is not a complete li;

of side effects. For a complete list, asl

your doctor or pharmacist.

General Information about VYTORIN

Medicines are sometimes prescribed
for conditions that are not mentionec
in patient information leaflets. Do nol

use VYTORIN for a condition for which
was not prescribed. Do not give VYTOR
to other people, even if they have the sar

condition you have. It may harm then

This summarizes the most important
information about VYTORIN. If you
would like more information, talk witi

your doctor.You can ask your pharmac
or doctor for information about VYTOR
that is written for health professional;

For additional information, visit the
following web site: vytorin.com.

Inactive ingredients:

Butylated hydroxyanisole NR citric

acid monohydrate USP, croscarmello:
sodium NF, hydroxypropyl methyl-
cellulose USP, lactose monohydrate ^

magnesium stearate NR microcrystallir

cellulose NF and propyl gallate NR

Issued November 2006

MERCK /Schering-Plough Pharmaceuticalj

Manufactured for:

Merck/Schering-Plough Pharmaceutic^
North Wales, PA 19454, USA

cyclosporine Contact your doctor immediately. 20750379(1 )(004)-V>
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ve high cholesterol, you need to

tra careful. Get your cholesterol

:ed regularly, and follow your

ir's instructions.You may want to

)OUt genetic testing, which is right

me fanulies.

latter what your family history of

disease, ifyou already know your

sterol is high, take every step you

) get your levels under control,

means better eating habits, exercise.

It loss—and medication if your

ir recommends it. In rare cases,

I all else fails, doctors can even

cholesterol out of the blood.

iwhile, ifyour cholesterol levels

;cent, don't think that you have a

e to eat a high-fat diet and sic on

3uch. Over time, your habits will

bly catch up with you. We can't

ol which genes we inherit, but we

ontrol a lot of other things.

t, Drink and Be Heart-Healthy
)unking Cholesterol Myths By Kawy Rhodes. Ph.o.. r.d.

lu've got high cholesterol and

doctor wants you to work on

ig It down. Or your levels are

lerline" and you don't want

to go any higher. Or maybe high

sterol runs in your family and

vmt to reduce your risk.

latter what your situation, you

bly think that watching your

sterol means you can only eat

/heat toast and celery, washed

I with some water. Fortunatelv,

not the case!

i are a lot of myths out there

: what exacdy a heart-healthy diet

i how food influences cholesterol

. Different claims from advertising

ges andTV news reports only add

f conhision.

are some ot the most common
ken beliefs about cholesterol.

My cholesterol is high, so I

haw to go on a low-cholesterol diet.

TRUTH: Nin exactly It is the satu-

rated fit in t\nt\' cuts of meat, high fit

processed meats (bacon, sausage, salami,

bratwurst). whole and 2 percent milk

and full fat dairy products (butter,

cream, cheese, ice cre.ini) and tropical

oils (palm kernel and coconut) that

raise blood cholesterol e\en more

than the cholesterol m foods. Another

tv pe of fat that raises cholesterol is

man-made trans fits.These are found

in many fi led restaurant foods and

commercially baked goods.

The tirst step in lowering your blood

cholesterol is to choose foods lower in

saturated and trans fat. Here are some

steps you cm take: trim the visible

fat off meats before you cook them,

choose only low-tat dairy products

such as 1 percent milk, use tians-fat-

tree margarine instead ot butter, and

steam, grill o\ broil foods instead ot

trvmg. AK<.), a\oid packaged toods

whose ingredient lists include hydro-

genated or partially-hydrogenated

vegetable oils, palm oil. coconut oil,

lard or saturated tat.

In addition to limiting the saturated tat

you eat. there is more that you can do

to improve the he<dth of your heart and

blood vessels. Including rich sources

of soluble fiber (oats, beans, fruits and

vegetables) turther lowers bad choles-

terol. A diet low in saturated tat and

abundant in truits, vegetables, whole

grains, lean meats, fish and healthy tats

reduces inflammation associated with

heart disease.

1 need to cut .ML the tat out of

niy diet to bring my cholesterol dow n.

TRUTH: It s true that cutting back on

the amount ot tat voii eat can atiect
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AND NUTRITION EXPERTSyour cliolesrerol levels. However, not

all fats are created equal. It is important

to limit saturated and trans tat. Eating

too litrie total tat ma\- increase triglyc-

erides and lower healthy HDL (good

cholesterol) m some indivieiuals. Studies

are show ing many health benefits from

including healthy fats in our diets. The

"cood hits"' include olive oil, canola

oil, peanut oil, fats from coldwater tish,

nuts, seeds, and avocados. By switching

to healthy oils for cooking and salad

dressings, and sprinkling a few nuts on

your salad or breakfast cereal, you can

do a lot for your cholesterol levels and

overall heart health.

Of course, too much of a good thing is

still too much—all fats have a lot ot

calories per ounce, which means you'll

pack on the pounds if you overdo it.

You don't have to cut out all the tat.

Just choose the right fats and use them

to accent, not smother, vour food.

W' -'-i
I can't eat red meat, shrimp,

e'j;us or cheese if I'm watching my

cholesterol.

TRUTH: Not the case—the key is

to choose w isely, and to eat them m
smaller portions.

Meat

A lean steak such as sirloin or tender-

loin can be flavorful, especially with a

nice marinade.You can have it once or

twice a week in small servings, about

the size ot a deck ot cards.

I'ork loin is even lower in saturated tat

than beef ounce tor ounce. Pork

tenderloin on the grill w ith lots ot

roasted vegetables m.ikes a great

simple meal.

Ifvou crave a hamburger, hot dog

or sausage, choose ground sirloin or

gnumd round instead of ground chuck

or plain h.imburger meat. Look tor hot

dt)gs and sausages that are 97 percent

tat-free, or trv a sov alternative.

Kathy Goldberg. M.S., R.D.

Registered Dietitian: Culinary Arts Specialist,

M Fit Culinary Team

Elizabeth Burt, R.N.

Culinary Arts Specialist, M Fit Culinary Team

M Fit, tne Health Promotion Division of UMHS. provides

medically based personalized health and wellness programs

that empower, educate and motivate individuals to make

healthy lifestyle choices.

Power Breakfast Blend

Serues: 1

liiiimlicnts

Vi cup c\us. rolled (raw) preferably old-fashioned

2 t.iblespoons dried clierries

cup sov milk, or milk of c hoice such as skini, almond or nee

1 tablespoon tia.K seeds, y;round

Vi teasp(H)n i;round cinnamon

Vi cup non-t'at yogurt (plain or vanilla)

2 teaspoons chopped walnuts, lightly toasted

Vi cup tVesh berries m season, optional

Light drizzle of hone\. maple syrup or agave syrup as desired

Mcllh^d

Combine tiie oats and cherries in a deep dish 1 V2-2 cup cereal bowl. Pour

HI sov milk. Sprinkle with flax seeds and cinnamon. Stir the yogurt to make

It pourable and pour on top. Add walnuts. Cover and refrigerate overmght.

Add berries of choice before serving. Drizzle with syrup it desired.

Per Serving: 345 calories; lOg Fat (25.5% calories from tat): 15g Protein: 52g Carbohydrate;

12g Dietary Fiber: Img Cholesterol: 75mg Sodium.

Exchanges: 1 Vi Gram (Starch): Vz Lean Meat: 1 Vi Fruit; Vi Non-Fat Milk; 1 V2 Fat;

Other Carbohydrates



Cholesterol:

Behold the face of your enemy.

Here's how he does it.

Quaker Oatmeal isn't just a cholesterol-free

^^^k food. Three grams of soluble fiber

daily from oatmeal may actually

help reduce heart disease risk as part of a

heart healthy diet* That's because oatmeal is

a nutritious whole grain food that goes in and

helps soak up cholesterol, actually removing

some of it from your body. And it does it in a

very tasty way.

It's hardworking.

Quaker Oatmeal contains soluble fiber that

binds with cholesterol, a substance that can

clog arteries and lead to heart disease. Your

bloodstream can't absorb all the cholesterol

and so some of it is removed from your body.

Your overall number could drop.

inda, 62

,1 1

Try it for yourself.

For more information on the Quaker Smart

Heart Challenge, call 1-800-770-4091

or visit www.quakeroatmeal.com

/
OATS

*Diet low in saturated fat and cholesterol. Per serving,

Quaker Old Fashioned provides 2g of soluble fiber: Quaker
Instant and Quaker Oatmeal to Go bars each provide Ig.

every day
ihould be this good
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ry

cen and turkey, without the skin

Lirse, are always good choices,

/atch out: Some ground poultry

lets include the skin, which raises

t content. Look at the nutritional

to identify the leaner choices.

DOd

s a winner tor people watching

heart health—in fact, many studies

shown that eating it twice a week

:es the risk of dying from heart

>e.Just be careful not to add too

1 fat as you cook it. A bonus:

vater fish like salmon and tuna

the liighest levels of the omega-3

acids that can help prevent sudden

-related death.

t about shrimp, lobster and other

fish? The old myth is that they're

mits for people watching their

ssterol.The reality is that they're

low in fat. Eaten in moderation,

are good choices. Try a shrimp

tail or shrimp stir-fry. Just don't

hem in butter or deep-fry them

—

eze a bit of lemon juice on them

ad!

n it comes to eggs, t^vo to four

ek is fine for most people. If you

more, substitute two egg whites

t-free egg substitute for whole

or make an omelet with two egg

es and one whole egg along with

ns, spinach, peppers and herbs. Many

Lirants offer egg substitutes—don't

raid to ask!

;se is high in saturated hit, but

can find reduced-fit and low-hit

ons of many cheeses. Soy cheese

Jso be an opnon. If you absolutely

have a high-hit cheese such as

lesan, grate it fine and sprinkle a

on top ot your food.

Steamed Broccoli with Lemon

Sa i'es: 3—4

Iiiorcdiciirs

1 pound broccoli, trimmed and cut nito spcMrs

1 Xiblespoon marg.irine. soft trans-tjt-tree, melti'd sliL;litly

Lemon zest ot 1 lemon, aliout 2 teaspoons

Mrrhoil

Steam broccoli tor 5 minutes, or until cnsp-tender. Arrange on ver\ in;4

platter. Drizzle with margarine. Sprinkle witli lemon /est aiui ver\e. (Ireat

accompaniment w ith grilled chicken or tish.This recipe is excellent lor

any steamed green vegetable, such as asparagus or green bean^.

Per Serving: 45 calories; 3g Fat (54.8% calories from fat). 2g Protein; 4g Carbohydrate,

2g Dietary Fiber; Omg Cholesterol; 57mg Sodium

Exchanges; '/2 Vegetable; V2 Fat.

If I'm taking nieduinc' to

lower my cholesterol. 1 don't need

to watch my diet.

TRUTH: Far from it! Medicine doesn't

"cancel out" the need to make health\-

food choices. In tact, a low -tat diet

adds to the ettectiveness ot your

medication.

Many patients taking cholesterol

medicine don't meet their cholesterol

iroals. After talkintr with a dietitian.

thov rcali/e th.it this is because they're

eating things that .ire working against

their medicine.

A healthy diet also helps your heart

:au\ bk)od wssels in ways other than

lowering vour cholesterol. The bottom

line is, you'll get the best benefits from

your medicine it it goes hand-in-hand

with a healthy diet.
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' V "T^- Eating hcMlthy l^ really

expensive. I can't aftord it.

TRUTH: No matter what your budget,

if you're watching your cholesterol

vou can't afford not to eat healthy!

Here are some examples:

Beans

Whether you buy them dry, canned

or frozen, beans ot all kinds are

wonderful source of proteins and

cholesterol-lowering soluble fiber

that come with little or no tat.

Oatmeal

Eat It for breakfast, use it in baking,

even mix it with your ground turkey,

an egg and some spices for a meatloaf

Oats have lots ot great cholesterol-

lowering tiber at a ver^,' low cost.

Eggs

These are inexpensive and can be a

great part ot your diet.

Fruits and vegetables

Buy tresh produce when its in season.

Buy frozen any tune—they have just

as much nutritional value as fresh ones,

and they're often a traction ot the cost.

You can also stock up when they're

on sale.

Meat, fish and shellfish

When the low-tat cuts go on sale,

stock up and freeze them! Canned

tuna (in water, not oil) and sabiion

are great inexpensive choices too.

Chocolate

Yes. you can have chocolate—just

choose dark wirieties with more than

70 percent cacao and eat a very

small amount.

Bottom line

You can enjoy what you eat even if

you're watching your cholesterol. It

may take a little more effort, but in

the end vour heart will thank vou.

Sa i'cs: 3—4

liioi'Ciliriils

2 pounds beets

1 cup diced red onion, soaked .ind drained*

I6 cup diced celery

?> tablespoons raspberry vinegar

1 tablespoon honey

Yi teaspoon sea salt or koslier salt

y> teaspoon freshly ground black pepper

3 tablespoons extra-virgin olive oil

*SoiiL diced onions in iced water for approxinuiicly 20 ininiitcs, tlicn drain.

Treating; onions this way rcdiiccf the harsh onion flai'or and inahes them

really crisp.

Mclliod

Preheat oven to 400° F.

Scrub beets and remove stem and root end. Place beets on a large piece ot

heavy-durv^ aluminum foil. Fold foil over beets to create a sealed pouch. Place

on to a baking sheet and roast in preheated oven for 1 hour or until beets

are tender when pierced with a knife. Allow to cool in the pouch (this can

be done a d.iy or two ahead). Remove beets from foil and rub off their skins.

lOice beets and combine w ith onion and celery in a large bowl.

hi a separate smaller bowl, combine vinegar, honey, salt, pepper and olive oil.

Whisk well and pour over beet mixture. Toss well to coat. Serve at room

temperature or chilled.

Per Serving: 95 calories; 5g Fat (46.8% calories from fat); 2g Protein; 12g Carbohydrate;

3g Dietary Fiber; Omg Cholesterol; 184mg Sodium.

Exchanges: Grain (Starch); 2 Vegetable; 1 Fat; Other Carbohydrates.



lET THE STORY ON A

MY TO LOWER CHOLESTEROL

most common cholesterol-lowering

licines, statins, are a good option.

lA is different.

Liver

Zetia*
Digestive

Tract

tins work mainly with the liver.

riA works in the digestive tract, as do

le other cholesterol-lowering medicines.

A healthy diet and exercise are important,

but sometimes they're not enough to get your

cholesterol where it needs to he.

Ask your doctor it ZETIA is right for you.

Important information: ZETIA is a prescription

medicine and should not he taken by people who

are allergic to any ot its ingredients. It you have

ever had liver prt)blems, are nursing or pregnant

or may become pregnant, a doctor will decide it

ZETIA alone is right tor you.

Unexplained muscle pain or weakness could be a

sign of a rare but serious side ettect and shtuild be

reported to your doctiir right away. Qnnmon side

effects included stomach pain and teeling tired.

Please read the Paticnr Product Intormation on

the adjacent page.

: ZETIA is unique in the way it helps

ck the absorption of cholesterol that

nes from food. Unlike some statins,

riA has not been shown to prevent

irt disease or heart attacks.

(ezetimibe) Tablets

A different way to help fight cholesterol

MERCK /Schering-Plough Pharmaceuttcals

To find put If you qualify.

!'"' call 1-800-347-7503.

Copyright © MercK/Schenng-Plougti Ptiarmaceulicals. 2007.

All rights reserved. 20751 753(1)|800)-2ET

mkMLUmmmm MtmAalMSP Singapore Company, LLC..

For more information, call 1 -800-98-ZETIA

or visit zetia.com.



ZETIA- (ezetimibe)Tablets
|

Patient Information about ZETIA (zet -e-a) |
Generic name: ezetimibe (e-zet'-e-mib)

Read this information carefully before you start taking ZETIA and eacfi time you get more

ZETIA. Ttiere maybe new information. This information does nottake the place of talking with

your doctor about your medical condition or your treatment. If you have any questions about

ZETIA, ask your doctor. Only your doctor can determine if ZETIA is rightforyou.

What is ZETIA?

ZETIA IS a medicine used to lower levels of total cholesterol and LDL

(bad) cholesterol m the blood. It is used for patients who cannot control

their cholesterol levels by diet alone. It can be used by itself or

with other medicines to treat high cholesterol. You should stay on a

cholesterol-lowering diet while taking this medicine.

ZETIA works to reduce the amount of cholesterol your body absorbs.

ZETIA does not help you lose weight.

Eor more information about cholesterol, see the "What should I know

abouthigh cholesterol?" section that follows.

Who should not take ZETIA?

• Do not take ZETIA if you are allergic to ezetimibe, the active ingredient

in ZETIA, orto the inactive ingredients. For a list of inactive ingredients,

see the "Inactive ingredients" section that follows.

• If you have active liver disease, do not take ZETIA while taking

cholesterol-lowering medicines called statins.

• If you are pregnant or breast-feeding, do not take ZETIA while taking

a statin.

What should I tell my doctor before and while taking ZETIA?

Tell your doctor about any prescription and non-prescription medicines

you are taking or plan to take, including natural or herbal remedies.

Tell your doctor about all your medical conditions including allergies.

Tell your doctor it you:

• ever had liver problems. ZETIA may not be right for you.

• are pregnant or plan to become pregnant. Your doctor will decide if

ZETIA is right for you.

• are breast-feeding. We do not know if ZETIA can pass to your baby

through your milk, ^our doctor will decide if ZETIA is right for you.

• experience unexplained muscle pain, tenderness, or weakness.

How should I take ZETIA?

• Take ZETIA once a day, with or without food. It may be easier to

remember to take your dose if you do it at the same time every day,

such as with breakfast, dinner, or at bedtime. If you also take another

medicine to reduce your cholesterol, ask your doctor if you can take

them atthe same time.

• If you forget to take ZETIA, take it as soon as you remember.

However, do not take more than one dose of ZETIA a day.

• Continue to follow a cholesterol-lowering diet while taking ZETIA.

Ask your doctor if you need diet information.

• Keep taking ZETIA unless your doctor tells you to stop. It is important

that you keep taking ZETIA even if you do not feel sick.

See your doctor regularly to check your cholesterol level and to check

for side effects. Your doctor may do blood tests to check your liver

before you starttaking ZETIA with a statin and during treatment.

What are the possible side effects of ZETIA?

In clinical studies patients reported few side effects while taking ZETIA.

These included stomach pain and feeling tired.

Very I arely, patients have experienced severe muscle problems while

taking ZETIA, usually when ZETIA was added to a statin drug. If you

expurience unexplained muscle pain, tenderness, or weakness while

takmg ZFTIA, contact your doctor immediately. You need to do this

promptly, because on rare occasions, these muscle problems can bw

serious, with muscle breakdown resulting in kidney damage.

Additionally, the following side effects have been reported in genera

use: allergic reactions (which may require treatment right away)

including swelling of the face, lips, tongue, and/orthroatthat may ca

difficulty in breathing or swallowing, rash, and hives; joint pain; musi

aches; alterations in some laboratory blood tests; liver problems;

inflammation of the pancreas; nausea; gallstones; inflammation ofth

gallbladder.

Tell your doctor if you are having these or any other medical probleir

while on ZETIA. For a complete list of side effects, ask your doctor or

pharmacist.

What should I know about high cholesterol?

Cholesterol is a type of fat found in your blood. Yourtotal cholesterol

made up of LDL and HDL cholesterol.

LDL cholesterol is called "bad" cholesterol because it can build up ir

wall of your arteries and form plaque. Over time, plaque build-up can

cause a narrowing of the arteries. This narrowing can slow or block

blood flow to your heart, brain, and other organs. High LDL cholester

a major cause of heart disease and stroke.

HDL cholesterol is called "good" cholesterol because it keeps the b<

cholesterol from building up in the arteries.

Triglycerides also are fats found in your blood.

General Information about ZETIA

Medicines are sometimes prescribed for conditions that are not

mentioned in patient information leaflets. Do not use ZETIA for a

condition for which it was not prescribed. Do not give ZETIA to other

people, even if they have the same condition you have. It may harm

them.

This summarizes the most important information about ZETIA. If you

would like more information, talk with your doctor. You can ask your

pharmacist or doctor for information about ZETIA that is written for

health professionals.

Inactive ingredients:

Croscarmellose sodium, lactose monohydrate, magnesium stearate,

microcrystalline cellulose, povidone, and sodium lauryi sulfate.
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sven Ways to Keep the Pounds Off

When You Quit Smol b . Cindy Pomerleau, Ph.D.

3u've made the big decision

ve up cigarettes. You know

quitters often gain weight, and

rally you want to keep it to a

mum. Here are some steps you

:ake that will help manage your

ht and resist the urge to smoke.

t the day with breakfast,

a cigarette

many smokers, the first cigarette

le day is the hardest one to give

\. satisfying breakfast can help

ret the urge to smoke. Skipping

kfast may intuitively feel like an

way to avoid the most boring

'ies of the day, but it's not a sound

^ht-management strategy. Eating

gular intervals helps prevent the

"tite surge that many women
jrience later in the day. So reach

1 bowl of cereal upon awakening

?ad of a cigarette.

start the day with exercise

only does grabbing your running

talking shoes provide an excellent

"native to grabbing a cigarette,

rise can also substitute for a

rette in "getting things moving."

f strenuous exercise, though, can

cfire and lead to compensatory

ng, a situation aggravated by the

:ts of stopping smoking. So experi-

it until you find an intensm- and

ition of activity' that reduces, ratlier

I increases, your appetite.

'elop alternative end-of-

al rituals

n in this "smoke-free" era, many
nen still miss their after-dinner

ke and are tempted to substitute

lorie-laden dessert. Refined sugar

lead to an insulin overshoot that

ulates a desire tor more sugar. Find

ther wav to tell vour bodv the

meal is over. Try a cup of iierbal tea.

or adopt the French practice of eating

your salad alter the main course,

followed by truit. It youVe a continued

dessert eater, seek out low-calorie treats

like a meringue or popsicle. or desserts

made with a sugar siibNtirute

Break the coffee- ^.^ . . ^. c ik

To disrupt this association, consider

changing when and wliciv \i)u drink

cotlee. It you take your cotfee break

with other smokers, take a temporary

"l ottee break" troni the gn>up and

find some non-smoking triends.

When you stop smoking, catleme is

metabolized more slowly, so cutting

back ma\' actualK be easier than

you expect.

RcuK'nibci tiiat al(.cihi.il lueaks dow n

inhibitions ot all kinds, including your

resolve to avoid smokiiiti and reduce

tood intake, it s .\Uo a source ot

empty calories, so consider cutting

back or swearing ott altogetlier

tov a w liile.

Don't usf

source

Yt)uVe trving to cut calories at a time

w lien you IV experiencing increased

appetite a perfect example of how
hfe s not al\\,i\s tair!

Develop a list ot low -calorie nibbles

such as carrot sticks or tresh truit.

C'hew ing gum can help, too.

Scinie i.]uick stretches or a tew

minutes with hand weights or an

exercise band may be all you need

to combat craving tor a cigarette

and withdrawal symptoms like

anxietv and ditficiiltN conceiuratiiiij.



^ p High Blood Pressure

fore It StSirtS ByUsaJackson.M.D..MPH

Some things m lite are no-brainers.

You buckle your seatbek in case of an

accident, brush vour teeth to prevent

cavities, and wear sunscreen to avoid

sunburn. But there's another preven-

tive step you're probably forgetting

—

one that could make a big difference

in your health for the rest ofyour Ufe.

It's checking your blood pressure, and

taking simple steps to keep it from

uettmg too high. Just like cavities and

sunburns, almost everyone is at risk for

developing high blood pressure, also called

hvpertension. In tact, even if you don't

have high blood pressure by the time

you turn 55, you srill have a 90 percent

chance of developing it later in life.

[After menopause, a woman's I

risk of developing I

hypertension increases. I

You can. however, decrease your risk

of high blood pressure. And as a result,

you can drastically cut your risk ot a

stroke, heart attack, kidney damage,

memory loss and other problems.

Fortunately, high blood pressure

comes with a warning. It's called pre-

hvpertension, and it's easy to detect.

All it takes is a blood pressure cut!

like the one at your local drugstore,

or vour doctor's office. You can even

buy one to use at home.

If vour pressure reading has a top

number that's between 1 2<)- 1 y),

or a bottom number that's between

S1)-SS). vou've got pre-hyperteiision.

If vour top number is between

1 41 )- 1 5'^, or vour bt)ttom number

IS between ')( )-94, you've got mild

hvpertension. And if you reach or

exceed Id" top. or 95 bottom, it's

..oiisidcred tull-riedged high blood

pressure.

You might be saying, I've never heard

of pre-hypertension. Until a few years

ago, doctors really didn't talk about

pre-hypertension much. They waited

until patients' pressures got above

140/90 before they considered it

an issue.

But that was then. Now research has

shown us that pre-hypertension is a

sign of things to come—and that it

can be reversed. "We've also learned

that pre-hypertension is especially

risky in people who are overweight,

who have high cholesterol levels, or

who have high blood sugar or diabetes.

Unless you have other major risk

factors that your doctor is worried

about, pre-hypertension isn't usually

treated with medications. But for

higher pressures, medications can

help bring down those numbers

—

and they'll drop even faster if you

follow a healthy lifestyle.

If vou don't know your blood

pressure numbers yet, schedule an

appointment with your doctor or

visit your local drugstore. Testing

your blood pressure on a regular basis

will allow you to better manage yoi

health and take preventive measures

reduce your risk of hypertension an

other associated health risks.

REDUCE YOUR RISK

If you test your blood pressure and it's

on the high side, what can you do?

> EAT BETTER The foods you choose

can make a big difference in your

blood pressure. Eliminate fat and

salt. Eat more fruits, vegetables

and low-fat dairy foods.

> LOSE WEIGHT When it comes to

weight loss, every little bit counts.

For every two pounds you lose, your

pressure will come down a point or

so. Five or ten pounds can make the

difference between pre-hypertension

and normal blood pressure.

> STOP SMOKING Smoking is horrible

for blood pressure. It makes the

walls of your blood vessels stiff,

which drives up your numbers.

> EXERCISE Just 30 minutes of

vigorous walking on most days

of the week should do the trick.

Exercise also helps ease stress,

which can also make blood pressure

go up.
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-to-swallow chewable

capsules tablets

Available online or

ask your pharmacist.

it www.amealbp.com

for more information.

I^meal Peptide

Introducing ameal bp'" - containing ti^ *hrough actA'e ingredient

Ame le^ clinically tested to heip maintain healthier blood

: I bp'" IS naturally denved and has no side effects.

seriously (blood pressure tromi 1 20/80 to 1 39- 89).

a diet and exercise program, can help you keep

lealthy range.'

Make ameal bp pari of your daily routine. ameal
with AmealPeptide

Helps maintain healthy blood pressure*

lableat gimc=i u.w.'iL jCangdVjm^ l?Qfei/$ amazon.com e-

• statement has not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.

.1 bp "
is not a prescription drug and is not intended to replace your current niei- suit your doctor before taking ameal bp

ept»de and ameal bp are taoeniartts of Caipts Co . LW . Tokyo Japan ;



Myths

4^ '
'•-

It isn't just the feathered liairstyle and

disco shoes you lett behind a tew

decades ago. Quite literally, you're not

the same person you were 20, or even

1(1, years ago. Changes have occurred in

vour skin, body shape, hair and even

your bone structure. Your bones are

constantly working, breaking down old

cells and replacing them with new ones.

In tact, your body will replace its entire

skeleton every 10 years. However, as

\'ou age, your bones begin to break

down taster than your body can rebuild

them—resulting in thinner and weaker

bones and often, over time, in a

condition called osteoporosis.

Chances are, it'you've gone through

menopause, you know about osteopo-

rosis. The disease affects around 10

million Americans and is considered

a serious heakh threat for 34 million

more. Untoriunately, there are a lot

of misunderstandings surrounding

this disease.

H 5 VIYTHS

ciii -

Osteoporosis is a normal part

t)f the .igmg process.

V •'
: While it is completely normal

to lose bone densitv as vou age, that

does not mean you can't have good

bone strength. Osteoporosis is a disease

and can be prevented with proper

nourishment, exercise and vitamin

supplementation.

Only women get osteoporosis.

FACT: About 2 niillion men have been

diagnosed with osteoporosis in the

United States—that's a fifth of everviMie

diagnosed with the disease.

(^nly older people need to

worry about osteoporosis.

FACT: Building strong bones is some-

thing that starts much earlier in lite

—

you're never too young to begin

thinking about building strong bones.

Your bones begin building density from

intancy through young adulthood and

reach their maximum densirs' around

age 35. If you do not achieve maximum

bone density by this time, \ on could be

at risk.

Osteoporosis is strictly a

heredit^iry disease.

FACT: Although women who have a

family histon,- of the disease have a

greater chance of developing osteo-

porosis, there are several factors that can

make you more likely to get it. Certain

kidney diseases, vitamin D deficiency;

By Liselle Douyon, M.D.

some hormonal diseases such as thyro

disorciers and Cushing's syndrome,

treatment with steroids for certain

medical conditions and certain types

cancer can be attributed to osteoporo

Osteoporosis cannot be

prevented.

FACX: Especially for those who start

young, osteoporosis may be prevente

Make sure you have good nutrition,

adequate calcium intake, exercise and

sufficient vitamin D supplementario

Calcium intake is important. If possi

you should take calcium supplemen

tion throughout your life, particularly

as a woman.

Weight-bearing exercises are effective

for building strong bones. Activities

such as walking, jogging, lilting weigh

and danang are ideal. However, those

who already have osteoporosis should

avoid these activities since they could

result in a break or fracture. Ifyou ha\

osteoporosis and wish to continue sue

exercise, you should first consult your

physician.

In addition, it is best to avoid smokins

or heavy drinking as they can also

increase your chances of developing

osteoporosis.

Although these steps are most effectiv(

during childhood and adolescence,

they can .ilso help significantly later

in lite.

Only osteoporosis medicatior

can prevent Riture bone loss.

FACT: Medications alone do not

help build bone. Although the FDA

has approved certain medications to

prevent and treat the disease, they have

not been on the market for long and

the long-term effects are still unknowi



'Once-monthly

BONIVA builds

bone density to

lelp keep my bones

strong and healthy."

I treat my osteoporosis with BONIVA.

Just one pill a month builds strong,

healthy bones to help prevent fractures.

In clinical studies after just

one year on BONIVA^ 9 out
of 10 women had improved
bone density/

Important Safety Information:
BONIVA is for the management of

postmenopausal osteoporosis. You

should not take prescription BONIVA
if you have low blood calcium, cannot

sit or stand for at least 60 minutes,

have severe kidney disease, or are

allergic to BONIVA. Stop taking

BONIVA and tell your healthcare

provider if you experience difficult or

painful swallowing, chest pain, or

severe or continuing heartburn, as

these may be signs of serious upper

digestive problems. Follow the once-

monthly BONIVA 150 mg dosing

instructions carefully to lower the chance

of these events occurring. Side effects

are generally mild or moderate and

may include diarrhea, pain in the

arms or legs, or upset stomach. If you

develop severe bone, joint, and/or

muscle pain, contact your healthcare

provider. Your healthcare provider

may also recommend a calcium and

vitamin D supplement.

Here's an easy way to get
started on BONIVA: Ask your
doctor for your first-month free

trial or call 1-888-244-8547.
For more information about BONIVA,

please visit www.BONIVA.com.

*As measured at lumbar spine,

total hip, or trochanter; 3 out of 4

at the femoral neck.

f
ce-monrH

loanaronate sodium

tablets

ClaxoSmithKline

Please read the Patient Informarion

on the next page.

Don't wait another week.
Ask your doctor if BONIVA is right for you.
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Patient Information

BONIVA® [bon-EE va] (iljandronate sodium)

TABLETS
Rx only

Read this p? ent nformation carefully before you

start takino bONIVA. Read this patient information

each time\'"U get a refill for BONIVA There may be

new .'-formation This mtormation is not everything

you need to know about BONIVA. It does not take

the place of talkina with your health care provider

about your condition or your treatment Talk about

BONIVA with your health care provider before you

start taking i nno at your regular check-ups.

What is the most important information

I should know aljout BONIVA?

BONIVA may cause serious problems m the stomach

and the esophagus (the tube that connects your

mouth and stomachi such as trouble swallowing,

heartburn and ulcers (see "Wtiat are ttie possible

side effects of BONIVA? '

l

You must take BONIVA exactly as prescribed for

BONIVA to work for you and to lower the chance

of serious side effects (see How should I take

BONIVA? ).

W/hat is BONIVA?
BONIVA IS a prescnption medicine used to treat or

prevent osteoporosis m women after menopause

(see "What is osteoporosis?")

BONIVA may reverse bone loss by stopping more

loss of bone and increasing bone mass in most

women who take it. even though they won't be able

to see or feel a difference BONIVA may help lower

the chances of breaking bones (fractures)

For BONIVA to treat or prevent osteoporosis, you have

to take It as prescribed BONIVA will not work if you

stop taking it

Who should not take BONIVA?

Do not take BONIVA if you

• have low blood calcium (hypocalcemia)

• cannot sit or stand up for at least 1 hour (60 minutes)

• have kidneys that work very poorly

• are allergic to ibandronate sodium or any of the other

ingredients of BONIVA (see the end of this Patient

Information for a lisl of all the ingredients in BONIVA)

Tell your health care provider before using BONIVA:

•
If you are pregnant or planning to become pregnant It

IS not known if BONIVA can harm your unborn baby

• If you are breast-feeding It is not known if BONIVA

passes into your milk and if it can harm your baby

• if you have swallowing problems or other problems with

your esophagus (the tube that connects your mouth

and stomach)

• if you have kidney problems

•
If you are planning a dental procedure such as tooth

extraction

Tell your health care provider (Including your

dentist) about all the medicines you take including

prescription and non-prescription medicines, vitamins,

and supplements. Some medicines, especially certain

vitamins, supplements, and antacids can stop BONIVA

from getting to your bones This can happen if you take

other medicines too close to the time that you take

BONIVA (see "How should I take BONIVA? ")

How should I take BONIVA?
• Take BONIVA exactly as instructed by your health

care provider

• Take BONIVA first thing in the morning at least 1 hour

(60 minutes) before you eat, drink anything other than

plain water, or take any other oral medicine

• Take BONIVA with 6 to 8 ounces (about 1 full cup)

ol plain water. Do not take it with any other drink

besides plain water Do not take it with other drinks,

such as mineral water, sparkling water, coffee, tea,

dairy drinks (such as milk) or |uice.

• Swallow BONIVA whole. Do not chew or suck the

tablet or keep it in your mouth to melt or dissolve.

• After taking BONIVA you must wait at least 1 hour

(60 minutes) before:

- Lying down You may sit. stand, or do normal

activities like read the newspaper or take a walk.

- Eating or drinking anything except for plain water,

-Taking otner oral medicines including vitamins.

calcium, 01 antacids Take your vitamins, calcium,

and antacids at a different time of the day from the

time when you take BONIVA
• It you take too much BONIVA. drink a full glass of milk

and call your local poison control center or emergency

room right away Do not make yourself vomit. Do not

lie down
• Keep taking BONIVA for as long as your health

r^re provider tells you BONIVA will not work if you

stop taking it

• Your health care provider may tell you to exercise

and take calcium and vitamin supplements to help

your osteoporosis.

• Your health care provider may do a test to measure

the thickness (density) of your bones or do other

tests to check your progress.

What is my BONIVA schedule?

Schedule for taking BONIVA 150 mg once monthly

• Take one BONIVA 150-mg tablet once a month

• Choose one date of the month (your BONIVA day)

that you will remember and that best fits your

schedule to take your BONIVA 150-mg tablet

• Take one BONIVA 150-mg tablet in the morning of your

chosen day (see ' How should 1 take BONIVA?").

What to do if I miss a monthly dose:

• If your next scheduled BONIVA day is more than

7 days away take one BONIVA 150-mg tablet in the

morning following the day that you remember (see

"How should I take BONIVA? ") Then return to

taking one BONIVA 150-mg tablet every month in

the morning of your chosen day according to your

original schedule

• Do not take two 150-mg tablets within the same week

If your next scheduled BONIVA day is only 1 to 7 days

away wait until your next scheduled BONIVA day to

take your tablet Then return to taking one BONIVA

150-mg tablet every month in the morning of your

chosen day. according to your original schedule

• 1( you are not sure what to do if you miss

a dose, contact your health care provider who

will be able to advise you.

Schedule for taking BONIVA 2.5 mg once daily:

• Take one BONIVA 2 5-mg tablet once a day first thing in

the morning at least 1 hour (60 minutes) before you eat,

drink anything other than plain water, or take any other

oral medicine (see "How should 1 take BONIVA? ')

What to do if I miss a daily dose:

• If you forget to take your BONIVA 2 5-mg tablet in the

morning, do not take it later in the day Just return to

your normal schedule and take 1 tablet the next

morning Do not take two tablets on the same day

• If you are not sure what to do if you miss

a dose, contact your health care provider who

will be able to advise you.

What should I avoid while taking BONIVA?

• Do not take other medicines, or eat or drink anything

but plain water before you take BONIVA and for at

least 1 hour (60 minutes) after you take it.

• Do not lie down for at least 1 hour (60 minutes)

after you take BONIVA

What are the possible side effects of BONIVA?

Stop taking BONIVA and call your health care

provider right away if you have:

• pain or trouble with swallowing

• chest pain

• very bad heartburn or heartburn that does not

get better

BONIVA MAY CAUSE:
• pain or trouble swallowing (dysphagia)

• heartburn (esophagitis)

• ulcers in your stomach or esophagus (the tube that

- connects your mouth and stomach)

Common side effects with BONIVA are:

• diarrhea

• pain in extremities (arms or legs)

• dyspepsia (upset stomach)

Less common side effects with BONIVA are short-

lasling. mild flu-like symptoms (usually improve after

the first dose). These are not all the possible side

effects of BONIVA. For more information ask your

health care provider or pharmacist

Rarely patients have reported severe bone, pint, and/or

muscle pain starting within one day to several months

after beginning to take, by mouth, bisphosphonate drugs

to treat osteoporosis (thin bones) This group of drugs

includes BONIVA. Most patients experienced relief after

stopping the drug. Contact your health care provider if

you develop these symptoms after starting BONIVA

Rarely, patients taking bisphosphonates have reported

serious law problems associated with delayed healing

and infection, often following dental procedures such

as tooth extraction II you experience |aw problems,

please contact your health care provider and dentist.

What is osteoporosis?

Osteoporosis is a disease that causes bones to become

thinner Thin bones can break easily Most people think

of their bones as being solid like a rock Actually, bone is

living tissue. |ust like other parts of the body such as

your heart, brain, or skin Bone |ust happens to be a

harder type of tissue. Bone is always changing. Your

body keeps your bones strong and healthy by replacing

old bone with new bone

Osteoporosis causes the body to remove more bone

than It replaces This means that bones get weaker

Weak bones are more likely to break Osteoporosis

IS a bone disease that is quite common in women

after menopause. At first, osteoporosis has no symp-

toms, but people with osteoporosis may develop loss of

height and are more likely to break (fracture) their

bones, especially the back (spine), wrist, and hip bones.

Osteoporosis can be prevented, and with proper

therapy it can be treated.

Who is at risk for osteoporosis?

Talk to your health care provider about your chances

tor getting osteoporosis.

Many things put people at risk for osteoporosis.

The following people have a higher chance of

getting osteoporosis:

Women who:

• are going through or who are past menopause

("the change")

• are white (Caucasian) or Asian

People who:

• are thin

• have a family member with osteoporosis

• do not get enough calcium or vitamin D

• do not exercise

• smoke
• drink alcohol often

• take bone thinning medicines

(like prednisone) for a long time

General information about BONIVA

Medicines -tre sometimes prescribed for conditions that

are not mentioned in patient information. Do not use

BONIVA for a condition for which it was not prescribed.

Do not give BONIVA to other people, even if they have

the same symptoms you have. It may harm them.

Store BONIVA at 77°F (25°C) or at room temperature

between 59'F and 86'F (15°C and SO'C).

Keep BONIVA and all medicines out of the reach of

children.

This summarizes the most important information about

BONIVA If you would like more information, talk with

youi health care provider You can ask your health care

provider or pharmacist for information about BONIVA

that IS written for health professionals.

For more information about BONIVA. call

1-888-MY-BONIVA or visit www myboniva.com.

What are the ingredients of BONIVA?

BONIVA (active ingredient): ibandronate sodium

BONIVA (inactive ingredients): lactose monohydrate,

povidone, microcrystalline cellulose, crospovidone.

purified steanc acid, colloidal silicon dioxide, and

purified water. The tablet film coating contains

hypromellose, titanium dioxide, talc, polyethylene

glycol 6000 and purified water

BONIVA IS a registered trademark of Roche

Therapeutics Inc,

Distributed by:

<^Roche> Pharmaceuticals

Roche Laboratones Inc.

SAO Kingsland Street

Nutley New Jersey 07110-1199

Co-promoted by

Roche Laboratories Inc, and

GlaxoSmithKline

GlaxoSmith Kline

Research Tnangle Park. NO 27709

27899375

Revised: March 2007

Copyright ©2007 by Roche Laboratories Inc.

All rights reserved.



Woman's Best Defense Against Colon Cancer:

Dlonoscopy By Philip Schoenfeld, M.D.. M.Ed.. M.Sc.

!(ia it comes to health care, men

vomen should not always be

t
(! equally—and that's okay,

e other types of screening may

1
'propriate for men, a woman's

; defense against colon cancer is

loscopy.

, heart attacks and other diseases,

and women develop symptoms

; -ently. Colon cancer is no excep-

I
Women and men develop tissue

ths, known as polyps, in different

•s along the colon. These growths

ometimes lead to cancer, so their

: :tion and removal is very impor-

in colon cancer prevention.

tend to develop polyps in the

r colon while women develop

1 deeper in the colon, making

1 harder to detect using other

ming methods. A colonoscopy

:ns the entire length of the colon

lolyps, using a long, flexible tube

allows your doctor to see the

n's lining.

er common screening methods

lexible sigmoidoscopy, which

nines the lower 25 percent of the

n, and fecal occult blood testing,

:h identities microscopic amounts

lood in the stool. Past research on

n cancer screening focused mostly

nen, so when these screening tests

cted polyps in the majority- of the

icipants, they were considered

juate for women as well. However,

w study showed that these

ening tests would have fiiled to

•ct advanced pre-cancerous

vths in 65% of the women tested.

noidoscopy results reveal very

if anything, about the health of

colon beyond the lower quarter

hed by the sigmoidoscope.

hi order to detect polyps in the upper

portion of the colon, which is where

women usually develop them..i

colonoscopy is necessary.

Fecal occult blood testing is not the

best screening method either, because

symptoms ot colon cancer, such as

rectal bleeding, do not usii illv occur

uiitil the cancer is m its more ad-

vanced stages. This test ak>ne cannot

be used to diagnose colon polyps or

cancer, .uul other follow up tests .ue

often needed. A colonoscopy is the

onh- test that can both detect and

remove polyps in the entire ccilon

duruiLr the same exam.

[
ause

among ]
And an estimated 150,()()() people are

diagnosed with it e\ery year in the

United States, fortunately, it is also

largely pre\entable when the proper

screening method is used. Both men

and uxMiien should begin getting

screened for colon cancer around the

age of 50, but if you are a woman, it

IS especially important that you

request a colonoscopy. 1 his is one

area where the sexes are not equal.



SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION

'!ng Shingles:
By Carol Kauffman. M.D.

Who doesn't remember having chicken

pox as a kid? It w as icchy, annoying

and likely left a few scars, but it rarely

resulted in much more than relatively

minor discomfort. However, the second

incarnation ot this seemingly harmless

virus (herpes zoster) is the same that

causes the painful skin rash, shingles.

Now there are ways to treat and e\ en

help prevent shingles.

The mistake most people make is in

thinking that once youVe had chicken

pox, it s gone for good. Like its better-

known brethren in the herpes taniily,

chicken pox never actually leaves the

body. Instead, after the blisters heal, it

recedes and lays dormant m a nerve

cell adjacent to your spinal cord. For

most healthy people, it remains there,

completely inactive. But for those at

risk—particularly the elderly, those

with HIV/AIDS, people taking steroids

to treat arthritis or some other

condition or those with an othenvise-

compromised immune system—tiie

virus can move along the nerve fibers

and back out to the skin where it

multiplies and reappears as the rash

known as shmtiles.

]

in fact, o:

had chicken pox. about

1/5 will de Singles

— typical, 50.

Furthermore, unlike chit ken pox,

which onl\- occurs once, shingles

can retnr. especially when vour

immune system in strained.

Shingles typicalK begins with a ringliiis.

or pani at the site of the rash. Because

the \ irus is spread througli onlv one

nerve, the rash and pain are isolated to

one half of the body, never crossing the

midline. The rash starts as smaD sores

that eventually grow into blisters. After

a week or so, the blisters crust over and

the rash heals.

Pain IS the most problemaric symptom,

however. Although it can precede the

rash by a few days, pain is more com-

monly experienced during and after the

actual attack. This lasting pain, called

post-herpetic neuralgia, is the result of

damaged nerve fibers that communicate

mixed signals to the brain. The sensitivity'

can sometimes be so amplified that even

the slightest touch of clothing can cause

intense pain.

Shingles involving the nerves of the face

becomes more coiimion with increasing

age.The virus can spread and damage

hearing and sight, and post-herpetic

neuralgia can be extremely painful in

this location. It you suspect you're

developing shingles on your face, no

liiatter the level ot mtensiU', you should

see your doctor immediately to avoid

complications.

It youVe had chicken pox when you

were a child and are concerned that

you nuiy develop shingles, there is

action you can take. Researchers have

found that among people who have

already had chicken pox, a large dose

o[ the chicken pox vaccine reduced

the occurrence of shingles by about

50 percent. Of diose who took the

vaccine but still developed the rash,

the chronic pain was reduced by

about CiO percent on average.

It you have an outbreak but have not

taken the vaccine, treatment is also

a\ailable.Your doctor can prescribe safe

anti-viral drugs that are administerec

for seven to 10 days and work to he;

the rash. However, the drugs have n-

effect on the chronic pain that can oo

after a shingles outbreak has healed.

le;

KNOWLEDGE IS POWER

Have questions or future topic!

suggestions?

Email: heaithydose@lhj.com

Interested in becoming

a Healthy Dose Insider?

You'll receive the latest in health

news and products, as well as

a family health organizer kit to

keep your family's medical

history and records, insurance

bills and receipts, appointment

calendar, and much more in one

place for easy access when

you need it.

As a Healthy Dose Insider, we
will occasionally ask for your

insight on family health issues

in America. Want more information'?

Visit www.lhj.com/HDInsider

Have you ever thought about

making a donation to a health

charity, but didn't know which

one to choose?

Visit www.CharityNavigator.org

and search for a non-profit

health organization that's right

for you.

COMING NOVEMBER 2007
Healthy Dose® Volume VII

MENTAL HEALTH



u
I didn't know that

Shingles had

the potential

to be serious^

More importantly,

didn^t know
I was at risk^

1

youVe had chickenpox, youVe at risk for this potentially serious disease.

le out ot ten adults in the United States ha\ e had

ikenpox. You were prohahly one of them. Shingles

aused by the same vims that causes chickenpox.

i virus can remain inactive in your body. If the

IS becomes active again, it can cause Shingles.

le older you get, your risk for

ingles increases.

you get older, your immune system weakens. That

ans your risk for Shingles increases. In fact, of the

mated 1 million cases ot Shingles in the United

tes every year, almost half of them occur in adults

60 or older. One out o( two people w ho li\-e tii

85 will have Shingles.

lingles can be painful and

tentially serious.

e first signs ot Shingles may include itching,

gling, and burning. A few days later a blistering

rash appears, which can last up to 30 days. For most

people, the pain associated with the rash lessens as

it heals. Howex cr, tor some people. Shingles may

lead to pain that can last tor months or even years

after the rash heals. Tlais is called postheqx^tic

neuralgia (PHN).

The pain trom PHN can range trom burning or

thrtibbing to pain that is stabbing or shooting.

For many people with PHN, e\ en the touch ot soft

clothing or a slight breeze against the skin can

be painful.

Shingles can lead to other serious complications

that may include scarring, skin intections, muscle

weakness, and decrease or loss ot vision or hearing.

For more intomiation, call 1'888'874'4645

( l'888'8'SHINGLE)or visit shinglesrisk.com

sk about the facts. Talk to your doctor or healthcare professional today.

MERCK CoDvriaht © 2007 Mernk & Co Inr All rinhts reserved. 20704568(11-05/07-ZOS
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READY, SET, HUSK! CHECK
OUT THESE RECIPES FOR

EVERYTHING FROM

CORN CHOWDER TO CORN
TACOS-PLUS CREATIVE

PARTY IDEAS YOU'LL LOVE

The bounty of the season belongs

to sweet, tender, dehcious com.

And it is one versatile vegetable.

Besides grilling it and smearing it

with butter, you can use it for zip

and zest in dishes like soups, sal-

ads and tacos. Best of all, you can

go wild with a whole com-themed

party. All over the country, fami-

lies are spending hours playing

hide-and-seek in farms' com maz-

es, making corny arts and crafts

projects-like building "Mr. Com
Head"—and then settling down

to a pass-the-yummies lunch.

Simply 3.-jmu£-m.g\

LADIES' HOME JOURNAL ' SEPTEMBER 2007235 ,



Cut-burlap place mats
over Grandma's cotton

printed tablecloths

keep the setup easy

Perfect Lemonade
MAKES ABOUT 2 QUARTS
Prep time: 15 minutes

Total time: 20 minutes

V/2 cups sugar

3 cups fresh lemon juice (from 15

to 18 lemons)

5 cups ice water

1 lemon, washed and thinly sliced,

for garnish

Bring 1 cup water and the sugar to a

boil in a saucepan over moderatcK- high

heat, stirring occasionally, until sugar

dissoKcs. about 1 minute, for s\ rup.

Cool.

Combine syrup, juice and ice water

in a pitcher. Pour into glasses and

Sfarnish with lemon slices, if desired.O

Per cup: 170 calories. fat, sat fat. 2 mg
sodium. 47 g carbs. chol. calcium.

1 g protein. fiber covriNt'ri

1^ V 1 n 1
PHOTCj|RAP«D BV JOHN MRNiB \f
RECIF^kAND^jp^OD S»'LIN»Y U&Ri PONA^LL



1 entertaining

Seasoned Butters for Corn:

Cumin-Cilantro Butter

MAKES 1 CUP (16 TABLESPOONS)

Prep time: 5 mm Total time: 35 mm

2 sticks (1 cup) unsalted butter,

softened

V2 cup finely chopped fresh

cilantro, plus sprig for garnish

1V2 teaspoons fresh lime juice, plus

3 slices for garnish

1 teaspoon ground cumin

V4 teaspoon coarse sea or

kosher salt

Using a fork, niLx together all

ingredients in a bowl until blended well.

Spoon into a corn dish or shallow

bowl. Chill until firm, about 30

minutes: garnish widi lime slices and

Spruce up easy-

to-grill corn with

herbed butters

cilantro sprig, if desired.

Per tablespoon; 100 calories, 11.5 g total fat,

7 g sat fat. 94 mg sodium, carbs, 5 mg
calcium. 31 mg chol, O protein, O fiber

Lemon-Thyme Butter

MAKES 1 CUP (16 TABLESPOONS)

Prep time: 5 min Total time: 35 min

2 sticks (1 cup) unsalted butter,

softened

2 tablespoons chopped fresh

thyme leaves, plus sprigs for

garnish

2 teaspoons finely grated fresh

lemon zest, plus 3 slices for

garnish

V/z teaspoons fresh lemon juice

V4 teaspoon coarse sea or kosher

salt

Vz teaspoon freshly ground pepper

Using a fork, mix togedier all

ingredients in a bowl until blended

well.

Spoon into a com dish or shallow

bowl. Chill until firm, about 30 min-

utes; garnish with lemon slices and

diyme sprigs, if desired.

Per tablespoon: 100 calories. 11.5 g total fat

7 g sat fat. 94 mg sodium, carbs. 5 mg

calcium. 31 mg chol, protein, fiber

Turkey, Zucchini and

Corn Tacos
SERVES 10

Prep time: 30 mm Total time: 45 min

2 tablespoons olive oil

1 lb lean ground turkey or chicken

V4 lb zucchini, cut Into V4-inch

dice

1 large yellow onion, chopped

3 garlic cloves, finely chopped

1 tablespoon chili powder

1 teaspoon ground cumin

2 lbs grape tomatoes, halved

3 cups fresh (cut from about

6 ears) or frozen corn kernels,

thawed if frozen

1 can (15 oz) black beans, rinsed

and drained continued

238
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Life is short, but childhood is shorter. Feed it well

As always, Ragii" is preservative, artificial additive and every other "ive"-free

A natural tomato sauce that kids lov^e. What could be better? Feed our kids well



Turkey, Zucchini and
Corn Taco filling

Build-your-own

tacos get the

kids involved

V2 cup purchased salsa, plus 1 cup

for serving

'A cup chopped fresh cilantro

20 purchased taco shells

2 cups shredded romaine lettuce

1 cup coarsely shredded part-

skim Cheddar

1 cup reduced-fat sour crearr.

1 cup sliced red onion

1 recipe Chunky Guacamole

(recipe follows)

Hcai 1 tablespoon oil in a hu ge

nonsiick skillet over moderately high

heat until hot but not smoking. Add

turkey and cook, stirring and breaking

up lumps, until no longer puik, about

5 minutes. Transfer with a slotted

spoon to a bowl. Add zucchini, yellow

onion, garlic, chili powder and cumin

to skillet; cook, stirring occasionally,

until softened, about 4 minutes.

Transfer with a slotted spoon to bowl

with turkey. Add V2 tablespoon oil and

the tomatoes to skillet: cook, stirring

occasionally, until wilted, about

4 minutes. Transfer with a slotted

spoon to bowl with turkey and discard

juices. Add remaining V2 tablespoon oil

and the com to skillet: continued

Chunky Guacamole

.ADiES' HOME JOURNAL ' SEPTEMBER 2007



P&G

HOW DO YOU TOP DAWN?

a)D AN AIR FRESHENER TO THE BOTTOM.

GmasG fighter.

Air frefiheriGN

Introducing Dawn Simple Pleasures.™ It combines the Dawn you

love that's tough on grease, with a separate built-in air freshener /

base, that'll keep your kitchen smelling fresh for weeks, ^c^^^^

DawnSimplePleasures.com ^^^^



Applewood-Smoked
Bacon-Corn Chowder
and Mini Pepperoni-

Cheddar Corn Sticks

cook, stirring occasionally, until corn is

tender, about 2 minutes. Return

ingredients in bowl to skillet; stir in

beans and salsa. Cook until hot, about

4 nunutes. Transfer to a serving bowl

and stir in cilantro: salt and pepper to

taste, for filling.

Ser\ e filling and remaining

ingredients in separate bowls to

assemble tacos as desired.

Pet serving without guacamole; 39b cal-

ories. 16 g total fat. 5 g sat fat, 685 mg
sodrjm. 47 g carbs. 202 mg calcium,

49 mg cnol. 19 g protein. 7 g fiber

Chunky Guacamole
MAKES 5 CUPS

Prep time: 15 min Total time: 15 min

V

6 firm-npe avocados

V2 cup chopped fresh cilantro

Vs cup finely chopped scallion,

dark green part only

3 tablespoons fresh lime juice, or

to taste

3 garlic cloves, minced

Halve avocados lengthwise, remove

pits and scoop out flesh into a large

bowl. Cut into bite-size chunks. Fold in

remaining ingiedients until combined

well: salt and pepper to taste. {Cxm he

mack aJwad. Completely cover sinjau- ivUh

plastic wrap atid chill up to 1 hour.)

Per '4 cup: 100 calories, 9 g total fat. 1.5 g

sat fat, 7 mg sodium, 5 g carbs, 9 mg
calcium. chol. 2 g protein. 2 g fiber

Applewood-Smoked Bacon-

Corn Chowder
MAKES 18 CUPS

Prep time: 30 mm Total time: 1 hour

12 applewood-smoked bacon slices

2 medium onions, finely chopped

2 orange bell peppers, seeded,

ribbed and finely chopped

3 celery ribs, finely chopped

2 tablespoons finely chopped

fresh thyme leaves

4 cups half-and-half

4 cups whole milk

7 cups fresh (cut from about

12 ears) or frozen corn kernels,

thawed if frozen continued
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/\r L£/\Sr YOU CAN KEEP YOUR
HEARTBURN FROM COMING BACK.
Prilosec OTC® is the only over-the-counter heartburn medicine that works

to provide 24-hour protection with one pill a day. It blocks heartburn

before it starts, by stopping acid at the sourcef So heartburn, unlike ^ _

other annoying things in life, won't keep coming back. ^

THE ROUND-THE-CLOCK HEARTBURN BLOCKER

It spossibli^ with Prilosec OTC. Use as directed for 14 days r ;anburn.i :



Fill vases with
colorful summer

wildflowers

LHJ.com

T/2 lbs red potatoes, washed and
cut into '/3-inch cubes

V2 cup chopped fresh basil leaves,

plus additional for garnish

1 recipe Mini Pepperoni-Cheddar
Corn Sticks (recipe follows)

Heat a 5-quart pot over moderale
heat. Add bacon and cook. turnin<^

once, until crisp, about 6 minutes.

Transfer to paper towels to drain.

Reser\ e 2 tablespoons fat in pot.

Coarseh' crumble bacon ajid resen e.

Add onion, bell peppei; celen- and
th\ me to pot with bacon fat. Cook over

moderate heat, stirring occasionallv.

until softened, about (i minutes. Add
half-and-hall. milk, corn and potatoes:

simmer ;do not boil), stirring

occasionally, until potatoes are fork-

tender, about 20 minutes. Remove
frf)m heat. Stir in basil and half of

reserved bacon; salt and pepper to taste.

Ladle into bowls, sprinkle with

remaining bacon and garnish with

basil, if desired. Serve chowder hot

with corn sticks.

Per cup without corn sticks: 230 calories,

12 g total fat, 6 9 sat fat, 141 mg sodium,
25 g carbs, 138 mg calcium, 32 mg chol,

8 g protein, 3 g fiber

Mini Pepperoni-Cheddar
Corn Sticks

MAKES 42

Prep time: 25 mm Total time: 40 mm

Vegetable cooking spray

V4 cup plus 2 tablespoons yellow

cornmeal

V3 cup all-purpose flour

2 teaspoons sugar

1 teaspoon baking powder
V2 teaspoon baking soda

V2 teaspoon ground cumin

Kids love portable three-bite

cupcakes. Send a batch of these

darling desserts back to school

with your little ones. For ideas, go
to www.lhj.com/cupcakes

Vs teaspoon salt

V4 cup grated part-skim yellow

Cheddar

'/2 cup^fresh (cut from 1 ear) or

fro^n corn kernels, thawed
if frozen

T/2 oz sliced pepperoni, finely

chopped (about '/^ cup)

'A cup chopped fresh cilantro

1 cup well-shaken buttermilk

6 tablespoons butter, melted
and cooled

1 large egg

Preheat o\ en to 450°F and arranse

rack iji center. Generously coat 3 cast-

iron mini corn-stick pans (seven 1 -oz

sticks per pan) with cooking spray.

Heat pans in oven while making batter.

Whisk together cornmeal. flour,

sugar, baking powder, baking soda,

cumin and salt in a large bowl. Add
cheese, com, pepperoni and cilantro:

toss until combined well. Whisk
together buttermilk, butter and egg in a

medium bowl. Pour buttermilk mixmre
into cornmeal mixture and sdr until

combined well.

Carefully remove 1 pan at a time

from oven and spoon 1 heaping

tablespoon batter into each stick

secdon. Lnmediately return to oven.

Bake until completely golden brown
and set (if undercooked, they will sdck

to pan), 10 to 12 minutes. Using a knife

or small metal spatula, immediately

remove sdcks from pans and transfer to

racks to cool. Wipe out pans with a

paper towel, coat with cooking spray

and repeat process with remaining

batten Serve warm.

Per corn stick: 50 calories, 3 g total

fat, 1.5 g sat fat, 96 mg sodium,
4 g carbs, 29 mg calcium. 12 mg chol,

1 g protein, O fiber CONTINUF:
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10:12 am 2:35 pm 5:05 pm

\T LEAST YOU CAN KEEP YOUR
HEARTBURN FROM COMING BACK.
ilosec OTC is the only over-the-counter heartburn medicine that works

provide 24-hour protection with one pill a day. It blocks heartburn

'fore it starts, by stopping acid at the sourcef So heartburn, unlike

her annoying things in life, won't keep coming back.

THE ROUND-THE-CLOCK HEARTBURN BLOCKER
It s possible with Prilosec OTC. Use as directed for 14 days tor treating frequent heartburn. Not for immediate relief.

'
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Entertaining

Make corn at your

summer party

super easy and ^^^^
mess-free with

these fun tools

and dishes

No more butter fingers. Hold on to these cute pig corn picks and get

your muzzle into that sweet corn. Pig Corn Holders. $11.95 for four pa.rs;

ivivw wrapab/es.com or 877-411-9600.

K^^p your hands clean and your BBQ stylish. Sleek sta.nless-steel mm.

cobs of corn bring class to an otherwise-messy affair. RSVP Endurance Corn

Pirk<; $14 99 for set of eight; www.cheftools.com.

Don't ose it These corn holders lock together in pairs when not ,n use for

maxTmuTsafety and convenience. Bright-co^red and J-^wa^^--;^;,^^^

feature a comfortable design. Zyliss Interlocking Corn Holders. $4.99 tor

four pairs; www.amazon.com.

246
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Entertaining

The Beachcomber Corn Dish has style, holding an ear of corn dripping with

butter till you're ready to eat. (It does double duty as a chili dog holder when
the cob is bare.) Beachcomber Corn Dish, $3.99; www.pfaltzgraff.com.

Cobs will be sitting pretty in these white porcelain dishes. Sporting a subtle

corn pattern inside, they free up space on the plate for ribs and potato salad.

Porcelain Corn Dishes, $16.95 for set of four; www.cooking.com.
These dishes' beautiful designs tell you exactly what belongs in them.

Notched on the ends to make room for corn holders, they're the perfect

addition to the table. Napoli Corn Dish, $3.99; www.pfaltzgraffcom.

Keep the corn on the plate. Pair these colorful dishes with ceramic-

handled picks so you can nibble every morsel. Corn on the Cob Dishes,

$18.95 for set of four, and Corn on the Cob Picks, $9.95 for set of four;

www.wrapables.com or 877-411-9600. Ck



Introduciiig

new Knorr iSides Plu.s\eg^

Who says two serviiigis of

veggies caiit taifte great?
Bright, tasty carrots. Glistening broccoli florets.

The colors of nature delightfully blended

with a warm cheddar cheese sauce and mixed with rea

long-grain rice. New Knorr' Sides Plus Veggies.

Now, get two servings ofveggies in every pouch.



Food Journal

larlic Shrimp Salad

Vith Mango, Toasted

Umonds and Citrus

'inaigrette

ERVES 4
^

rep time: 45 min

btal time: 1 hr

1 lb large shrimp, peeled and

deveined

6 tablespoons extra-virgin

olive oil

3 tablespoons fresh lime juice

1 tablespoon plus V4 teaspoon

minced garlic

3 tablespoons fresh orange

juice

1 small jalapeho, halved, seeded

and finely chopped

V2 small red onion, thinly sliced

V2 cup chopped fresh cilantro

6 cups mixed salad greens

(such as romaine. Bibb, escarole

and radicchio), torn

1 mango, peeled, sliced and cut

into 'A-inch-thick sticks

V2 papaya, peeled, seeded and

cut into V4-inch-thick sticks

1/2 cup sliced almonds, toasted

Rinse shrimp and pat dr>'; transfer to

a bowl. Add 1 tablespoon each oil. lime

juice and garlic; toss to combine.

Season with salt and pepper. Marinate

at room temperature 15 minutes.

Meanwhile, whisk together

remaining 2 tablespoons lime juice.

'/4 teaspoon garlic, the orange juice and

jalapeno. Add 4 tablespoons oil in a

slow stream, whisking until combined

well. Stir in onion and cilantro: salt and

pepper to taste, for \inaigrette.

Heat remaining 1 tablespoon oil m a

large nonstick skillet. Add shrimp, in

2 batches, and cook, turning once, until

golden brown and opaque, about

3 minutes per batch. Transfer, as

cooked, to a plate.

Combine greens, mango, papaya and

almonds in a large bowl. continl kd

Garlic Shrimp

Salad With
Mango, Toasted

Almonds and

Citrus Vinaigrette

PHOTOGRAPHED BY CHARLES SCHILLER

RECIPES AND FOOD STYLING BY LORI POWELL
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1

Chicken and Rice

Toss with enough xanaigrette to coat:

salt and pepper to caste. Mound salad

on plates alongside shrimp and serve.

Per serving: 415 calories, 29 g total fat,

4 g sat fat, 155 mg sodium. 19 g carbs,

137 mg calcium, 140 mg chol, 23 g protein,

3 g fiber

Chicken and Rice

SERVES 6

Prep time: 45 nnin

Total time: 1 hr 25 min

ZV2 lbs chicken parts with bone

and skin, fat trinnmed

2 tablespoons olive oil

2 cups chopped onion

2 tablespoons nninced garlic

1 teaspoon ground cumin

1/2 cups dry white wine

1 cup low-sodium chicken broth

2 tablespoons fresh lemon

juice

3 tablespoons jarred capers,

rinsed, drained and

chopped

4 plum tomatoes, seeded and

coarsely chopped

V2 cup chopped fresh cilantro

1 tablespoon unsalted butter

3 cups cooked white rice

Rinse chicken and pat dr\'; season

with salt and pepper. Heat 1 tablespoon

oil in a heavy 5-quart pot over

moderately high heat until hot but not

smoking. Add chicken, in 2 batches,

and cook, turning, until golden brown

on all sides, about 8 minutes per batch.

Transfer, as cooked, with tongs to a

plate, lea-ving fat in pot. Add onion,

garlic and cumin to pot; cook over

moderate heat, stirring, until onion is

softened, about 2 minutes. Add wine

and simmer until reduced by one-third,

about 5 minutes. Stir in brodi, juice,

capers and tomatoes. Return chicken to

pot and simmer, covered, until cooked

drrough. 30 to 35 minutes. Stir in

cilantro and butter; serve over rice.

Per serving: 580 calories, 34 g total fat,

9.5 g sat fat, 485 mg sodium, 30 g carbs,

53 mg calcium, 141 mg chol, 37 g protein,

1 g fiber CONTINUED
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COOKS'
COLLECTION

MONSTER MASHER
This expertly designed tool makes

quick work of all your mashing

needs, whether potatoes, avocados

or carrots. An easy-to-grip handle

and blades spaced just right make for

smoother food with less effort. The

frame's shape eliminates food heaping

and clogging. Gourmet Masher is

available at Kitchen Innovations,

www.kitcheninnovationsinc.com,

$18.49. —Tara Bench

Grilled Steak With Herb

Sauce and Mashed Sweet
Potatoes
SERVES 4

Prep time: 45 mm Total time: 1 hr 35 min I

For mashed sweet potatoes: '

3 sweet potatoes (about 2 lbs total)

2 tablespoons extra-virgin olive oil

5/4 cup chopped scallion, light- and

dark-green parts only

2 teaspoons fresh lime juice

1 teaspoon minced garlic

For herb sauce:

V2 cup extra-virgin olive oil

Vj cup chopped fresh cilantro

'A cup chopped fresh flat-leaf

parsley

2 tablespoons chopped fresh

oregano

2 tablespoons fresh lemon juice

2 tablespoons jarred capers,

rinsed, drained and chopped

1 teaspoon minced garlic

2 boneless rib-eye steaks (about

2 lbs total)

1 tablespoon extra-virgin olive oil

Make potatoes: Preheat oven to 400°F

aiid arrange rack in center. Cut 3 squares

of foil, each large enough to wrap

around 1 potato. Prick, each potato in

3 places widi a fork and place on foil.

Drizzle each with 1 teaspoon oil and

wTap tighdy. Place in a baking pan and

roast, turning once, until very tender,

1 to hours. Transfer potatoes in pan

to rack and let cool slighdy. Carefully

unwxap potatoes, halve, peel and mash

in a bowl. Add remaining ingredients

and mash togedier undl smoodi: salt and

pepper to taste. Keep warm, covered.

Make sauce: Meanwhile, whisk together

all uigiedients in a bowl: salt and pepper

to taste.

While potatoes are roasting, rinse

steaks and pat dry; let stand at room

temperature 30 minutes. Season with

salt and pepper.

Heat oil in a large skillet over

moderately high heat until continued
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Presen^i

No on^^oe^u^^-free ^
^^Lke Smuckers Sugar Fret
ijoy the delicious fresh fruit taste of Smuckers® in sugar-free flavors such as Strawbc

Apricot, Seedless Blackberry, Red Raspberry and many more. For information on al

Smuckers® Sugar Free products, call 1.800.742.6729 or visit www.smuckers.com.

With a name like Smucker's, it has to be go



Pork, Chicken and

Potato Stew in

Peanut Sauce

hot but not smoking. Add steaks and

cook, turning once, about 8 minutes

for medium-rare (reducing heat to

moderate if smoking). Transfer to a

cutting board and let stand 5 minutes

before cutting into V4-inch-thick slices.

AiTange steak alongside potatoes on

serving plates. Spoon some sauce over

steak and serve remaining on the side.

Per serving: 995 calories. 71.5 g total fat, 20

sat fat. 324 mg sodium, 44 g carbs, 90 mg
calcium, 140 mg chol, 45 g protein, 6 g fiber

Pork; Chicken and Potato

Stew in Peanut Sauce

SERVES 6

Prep time: 1 hr Total time: 1 hr 30 nni

T/2 lbs pork shoulder, cut into

'/j-inch cubes

SV2 tablespoons olive oil

1 lb boneless skinless chicken

breasts, cut into 1-inch pieces

8 small purple Peruvian or red

potatoes (about 1 lb), quartered

1 large onion, chopped

6 large garlic cloves, minced

4 cups low-sodium chicken broth

2 boxes (10 oz each') frozen corn,

thawed

1/2 tablespoons adobo sauce from

canned chipotle in adobo

'/2 cup reduced-fat peanut butter

'/j cup chopped fresh cilantro or

flat-leaf parsley, for garnish

Rinse pork and pat dry: season with

salt and pepper. Heat 2 tablespoons

oil in a heav7 5-quart pot over

moderately high heat until hot but not

smoking. Add pork, in 3 batches, and

cook, turning, until golden brown,

about 6 minutes per batch (adding oil,

1 tablespoon at a time, as needed).

Transfer, as cooked, with a slotted

spoon to a bowl, leaving fat in pot.

Rinse cl-iicken and pat dry; season with

salt and pepper. Add IV2 tablespoons oil

to fat in pot and heat over moderately

liigh heat. Add chicken and cook, turn-

ing, until golden brown, about 3 minutes.

Transfer widi a slotted spoon to bowl

widi pork. Add potatoes, onion and
^ CONTINUED
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Food Journal

Perfectly puffed,

buttery, bite-sized

snacic cracker.

rlic to pot; cook over moderately

heat until onion is softened, about

minutes. Stir in broth, com, adobo

uce and peanut butter. Return pork

id chicken to pot with any drippings

id push into liquid. Simmer,

icovered, stirring occasionally, until

^dy thickened, meat is cooked

rougli aiid potatoes are fork-tender,

) minutes; salt and pepper to taste.

To serve, ladle stew into bowls and

imish with cilantro, if desired.

jr serving: 750 calories, 41.5 g total fat.

1.5 g sat fat, 660 mg sodium, 48 g
)rbs, 53 mg calcium, 125 mg chol, 49 g
otein, 5 g fiber

tuffed Poblanos With
loasted Red-Pepper Sauce
lot pictured)

ERVES 4

rep time: 1 hr Total time: 1 hr 20 mm

or red-pepper sauce:

1 jar (12 oz) roasted red bell

peppers, rinsed and drained,

seeds discarded

1 tablespoon olive oil

1 teaspoon minced garlic

Pinch sugar

Vi cup half-and-half

or stuffed poblanos:

8 large poblano chiles or

small green bell peppers

Vi tablespoon olive oil. plus

additional for pan

V2 lb ground sirloin

% lb ground pork

1 cup finely chopped onion

1 tablespoon minced garlic

1 teaspoon ground cumin

1 cup canned crushed

tomatoes in thick puree

2 tablespoons tomato paste

Va cup golden raisins

(optional)

V2 cup chopped fresh flat-leaf

parsley

% cup pimiento-stuffed olives,

chopped (optional)

Va cup toasted pine nuts,

chopped, plus 2 tablespoons

whole toasted nuts for serving

1 cup plus 2 tablespoons

coarsely grated Monterey

Jack cheese

Alakc sauce: In a food processor,

puree together roasted peppers, oil,

garlic and sugar until smooth. Transfer

to a small saucepaji. stir in half-and-

half and bring to a simmer over mod-

erate heat. Remove from heat; salt and

pepper to taste. Keep warm, covered.

Make stujffedpoblanos: Pi eheat broiler

and arrange rack 4 inches from heat.

Place chiles on their sides, in a single

layer, on a baking sheet. Broil,

turning, until slighth' charred and

tender, about 5 minutes. Transfer

chiles on baking sheet to a rack; let

cool. Rub with paper towels to

remove skin. Make a slit down one

side of each and carefulK* remove

seeds and ribs, leaving stem attached.

Preheat oven to 375°F and arrange

rack in center. Heat oil in a large

nonstick skillet o\ er moderately liigh

heat. Add siiloin and pork; cook,

stirring and breaking up lumps widi the

back of a spoon, until no longer pink,

about 4 minutes. Trairsfer vNidi a slotted

spoon to a bowl, lea\d]ig fat in skillet.

Add onion, gailic and cumin to skillet;

cook over moderate heat, stining,

3 minutes. Return sirloin ;uid pork to

skillet. Add ciiishcd tomatoes, tomato

paste and raisins (if using); sinrmcr.

stirring occasionally. 3 minutes.

Remove from heat and let cool slighdy.

Stir in parsley. oli\cs (if using), chopped

nuts and 1 cup cheese, for filling.

Lighdy oil a 9-by- 13-inch pan.

Spoon filling into chiles and arrange,

in a single layer, in pan. Sprinkle widi

remaining 2 tablespoons cheese and

bake until melted and filling is hot,

about 1,^ minutes.

Divide sauce between 4 serving

plates and top each with 2 stuffed

chiles. Sprinkle with remaining

2 tablespoons whole nuts.

Per serving: 660 calories, 42.5 g total fat.

14.5 g sat fat, 511 mg sodium, 42 g carbs,

359 mg calcium, 98 mg chol, 35 g protein,

7 g fiber
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YOUR STYLE PAGE 43:

MICRAEL Michael Kors: www.

michaelkors.com for informarion.

Banana Republic: w'w^v.banana

republic.com. DKNY Hosiery-;

Nordstrom. Sarah Cavender

at Pure Accessories: www.

artsandpassions.com.

BEAUTY JOURNAL PAGE 44:

Unless listed othenvise. all products

are available at major discoimt. drug

and food retailers nationwide. Lola:

Ulta. NYX Cosmetics: Ulta.

TO CURL OR NOT TO CURL?
PAGE 46: Curly Hair Solutions;

w^-^v.frizzofT.com. Curlisto: www.

curlisto.com. AG Hair Cosmetics;

w\N-\v.ashaircosmetics.com. Devachan

;

www.devachansalon.com. Sedusa;

ww^v.naturallycurly.com. Redken

;

find salons at www.redken.com.

MAKE ME OVER! PAGE 50:

Piescriptives: Nordstrom, Macy's.

Raim': mvw.ramy.com.

ELEMENTS: NAIL IT! PAGE 54:

Creative Nail Design; w-vvw.creative

naildesign.com. OPI; www.opi.com.

SpaRitual: www.spiuitual.com.

LOOK 10 YEARS YOUNGER
PAGES 56-63: Victoria's Secret:

select Victoria's Secret. Laura Geller;

mv-w.sephora.com or www.qvc.com.

Chanel; select deparmient stores.

Benefit; wwvv.benefitcosmetics.com and

Sephora. Lorac; Sephora. Lancome;

www.lancome-usa.com. 1154 Lill;

wwAv.ll541ill.com. Avon; www.avon.

com. MAC: M\C stores. Bobbi Brown:

wwAV.bobbibrown.com. Sonia Kashuk;

Taiget. Piescriptives: Nordstrom.

Macy's. Dior: select department stores.

Eirt!; Kolil's. Prestige: www.

prcsugecosmetics.com. Yves Saint

Laurent: select department stores.

CLOTOING CREDITS: Boden:

wvvw.bodenusa.com. O Oscar; Macy's

stores nationvside. \\T)-NY; 212-

395-9309.

BAG LADY PAGE 64: Nine West:

800-999-1877 for stores. Fift>'*Four by

Fossil; www.fossilfiftyfour.com or

select Fossil stores nationwide. The

Sak; DSW stores. Banana Republic:

vx-ww-bananarepubliccom. Maxx;

www.maxxnewyork.coni. Liz

Claiborne: 800-555-9838 or www.

lizclaibome.com for store information.

CLOTHING CREDITS: Plenty by

Tracy Reese; Bergdorf Goodman NY
and Tracy Reese NY, 212-807-0505.

La Crasia; www.wegloveyou.com.

Hue; Lord Taylor. Coach; 866-262-

2440. PAGE 66: Maxx; www.

maxxnewyork.com. Sigrid Olsen; 800-

555-9838 or www.sigridolsen.com.

Maxx; wvvw.maxxnewryork.com.

Simply Vera Vera Wang; Kolil's stores

or www.kohls.com. Chrisdan

Livingston at Notanonynious ; I, 401-

254-7463. B.Makowsky; www.

bmakowsky.com and select Macy's

stores nationwidc. Liz Claiborne: 800-

555-9838 or www.lizclaibome.com for

store informarion. Boden; www.

bodenusa.com. Big Buddha; Yvette

Fry, Inc., 212-730-5901. Abaete for

Payless; Payless ShoeSource stores

and www.payless.com. CLOTHING
CREDITS: Apt. 9; Kohl's or www.

koWs.com. Boden; www.bodenusa.

com. DKNY Hosiery; Nordstrom.

. Banana Republic; www.

bananarepublic.com. Dear Pmitt: Big

Drop New York, 212-966-4299. Daisy

Fuentes; Kohl's or www.kohls.com.

DKNY Hosierv-: Nordstrom. Enzo

AngioUni; 800-999-1877.

IT STARTS WITH A JACKET
PAGE 68: United Colors of

Benetton: 800-535-4491. Esprit:

www.esprit.com. Alexis Bittar; wwav.

alexisbittar.com for information.

Banana Republic: w^-w.

bananarepublic.coni. Hue: Macy's

and vA'ww.hue.com. PAGE 69:

Uniqlo; 877-4-UNIQLO. United

Nations Color; 800-535-4491. Via

Spiga; select department and specialty

stores. Enzo Angiolini: 800-999-1877.

J.Crew: wwAv.jcrew.coni. United

Colors of Benetton: 800-535-4491.

DKNYJeans: select Macy's or 800-

777-4524. Bindya of New York at

Pure Accessories; select Nordstrom

nationwide or wrww.nordstrom.com.

Isaac Manevitz for Ben-Amun; 212-

944-6480. PAGE 70: Simply Vera

Vera Wang; Kohl's stores or www.

kohls.com. Bisou Bisou forJCPermeyj

JCPemiey stores or ww^.jcp.com.

Roxanne Assoulin for Lee Angel;

Bloomingdale's. RJ. Graziano; 212-

685-1248. Payless: Payless

ShoeSource stores or w^ww.payless.

com. Banana Republic; w^vvw.

bananarepubUc.com. DKNYJeans;

select Macv's or 800-777-4524.

Umqlo: 87'7-4-UNIQLO. RJ.

Graziano; 212-685-1248. PAGE 71:

Banana Republic; www.
bananarepublic.com. PAGE 72:

Sisley; 800-535-4491. Liz Claiborne;

800-555-9838 or

LHJ.com

Ready to shop

Go to

www.lhj.com

/wheretofind

www.lizclaibome.

com. Boden:

www.bodenusa.

com. Liz

Claiborne

Jewelry: 800-555-

9838 or www.
lizclaibome.com.

Banana Republic;

www.bananarepubHc.com. Yseult

Designs; Tlie Red Queen, 201-923-

6202. PAGE 73: Boden; www.

bodenusa.com. Sisley: 800-535-4491.

Umqlo: 877-4-UNIQLO. Isaac

Manevitz for Ben-Amun; 212-944-

6480. DKNY Hosiery; Nordstrom.

Banana Republic; wwrw.banana

republic.com. Sisley; 800-535-4491.

J.Crew; www.jcrew.com. DKNY
Jeans: select Macy's or 800-777-4524.

RJ. Graziano; 212-685-1248.

LATIN LOVERS PAGE 250:

(Chicken and Rice) Stanton Satin

Flatware, $24.95 for five-piece place

setting: wwrw.crateandbarrel.com.

PAGE 254: (Pork. Chicken and

Potato Stew in Peanut Sauce) Juliska

Hugo Crackle Medium Tumbler, $29;

888-414-8448 or www.juliska.com.
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uick Cash for

)KEN
ED or

A^ANTED
^elry!

Live your life,

Love your bath tub

sst your

Today!

E!

iT!

lOld-Kit.com
00-307-4700
; an operating unit of Uppincott, LLC. a

with over 1 7 years of history that has hun-

lousands of satisfied customers. Lippincott

: tens of millions of dollars purchasing

m people just like you. Uppincott's service

anonymous and friendly.

Put the smile back
into bathing with a

Premier Walk-In Tub.
II \ou struck- Uikiiii;\uiir l\uii. t.ilk ti> u-

Pa-mTtT.iKiut nuro.lmsi\vr.injs:ot w.ilk'

• Hn|oy ,1 rcl.ixing b.uli .ig.iiii.

xMilioLii tilt- k.irol siippini:

i>r Liiiing

• 7 he \v.ilk-in dtHir tc.iturc

allows ciisy .iLccss and

exiting when t.iking .i bach

• Hydrotherapy jets opnon

To advertise, call: (800) 633-6789 • lhj@ria-ads.com

_ EMPLOYMENT/BUSINESS

MOMS HELPING MOMS WORK FROM HOME! No inventory

I

or parties. Risk free www.Momsiab2.com

j

FINANCIAL SERVICES _
MONEY PROBLEMS? (800) 404-1589 Guaranteed help

V,' Solutions, not problems Since 1977. Free, call now

(800)404-1589

FREEDOM FROM DEBT! Reduce interest, lower credit card

payments, save thousands, non-profit company. Free con-

sultation Call (800) 692-0585.

LOANS AND GRANTS! $1 ,000 to S300.000 Poor credit • low

income accepted. Same day processing' Call anytime:

(800) 691-0210

PSYCHIC ASTROLOGY

PROVEN AUTHENTIC PSYCHICS BY PHONE SINCE 1989.

American Association of Professional Psychics®

CertlfiedPsychics.com (800) 317-8855.

SOUNDPROOFING

QUIETING IN THE HOME- Get free advice and soundproofing

materials to attain quiet and stop annoying sound (888)

942-7723. www.SDundprDOtlng.org

ADDRESS LABELS by FAMILY LABELS®
Use Discount Code: LHD & receive 10% Off!

Visit US on the web: www.FamilyLabels.com

Can for a Free Color Catalog:1-800-482-9133

cataloe^s

JOSOM BUDDY
5REAST FORMS
Buddy is ideal after a

:omy. Fully w eighted and

ble, it's eooler to w ear and

nore comfortable than

Send for a free broehure,

/w.bosonibudd\.coni,

1.800.262.2789,

SIERR\\\()i\lAN^
SAVE 35-70% on Finious

Name Brand atlilctic and

technical w ear— including

sj^orts apparel, ea.sual I'Vidax'

apjxirel and shoes, trax el items,

watches, bags, and a selection (

items tor the home and fiimiK .

Please mention kc\ code FH|9

\ our
catalogs

lb order b\ in;iil. please circle the

c,ital<)£;.s \ ()ti want to receive below.

! ill oiil the coupon .mil allow 4-6 weeks

tor del i\ CIA

.

lo order b\ phone, call toll-tree

1-800-929-1609.

mention dept. code 1 ,1 K 191m C.

Circle the catalogs you want to recei\e:

1 Bosom Buddv I- RKK
2 Sierra Woman I 'RKl'',

Name

.\ddress

c:it^

State/7.IP.

Send lb:

1 .adies' I loine Journal

nei)l. LiKwirvc
iX) Box H4^^S

Des.\ lollies. l.\ i()s()6-"s-4">>

Allow 6 8 weeks for dcii\er\ C^nipon expires 2- 1 I 2))(>8.

F.xpiivd coupons will n<u he piotes>c(I.
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O
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What I love
is near at hand,

Always, in

EARTH and air.
-Theodore Roethke

t



There's strong. And then there's Army Strong. You taught ther..

.

You told them they could do anything. Now they want the discipline, leadership

training and college benefits that come from being in the U.S. Army.

If your son or daughter wants to talk about joining, listen. You just might be proud

of what they have to say. Find out more at goarmy.com/for_parents.

ivate Matthew Bryan
!007. Paid for bv the United States Army. All rights reserved.

ARM^TRON



CHRISTIE BRINKLEY, age

/GLOWS IN ADVANCED RA: -

CREAMY NATjRAu

Can your makeup
make up for lost sleep?

^

Meet your wake up makeup:

Advanced Radiance beats that lost-sleep look

by instant'v s'^'tening the appearance of fine lines

an s and helping brighten skin

for a look that's five years younger!

Si roM TO GET S2.00 OFF ADVANCED RADIANCE MAKEUP*

ADVANCED
p A n\ I A

Olay



' October

Why she's not pregnant (yet),

how she's standing by her man

^ 90Nhat she fears most
WIN a year of free movie tickets

/

BLINGAME

:? 1 H 2007

imm
ioiivr
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Halliiliiln Enteitaining
Fodd Netlvork Star Sandra Lee

PLUS
^ek bf^mily-Friendly

ow-Cooker Recipes



MAKE THE MOST OF EVERY FAMILY VACATION.



NAVIGATION SYSTEM"'
• Simply plug in your destination and

your invisible friend will tell you when

to hang a Louie.

HE ALL-NEW 2008 DODGE GRAND CARAVAN Nothing connects your family like the All-New Dodge Grand Caravan. With exclusive

ive SIRIUS Backseat TV;" the kids can now watch Nickelodeon", Disney Channel and Cartoon Network 24/7. Grand Caravan also

)oasts Swivel 'n Go""'' seating, an industry first. And there are more safety features than ever before, like ESP"'' with Brake

assist and three-row side-curtain air bags.'" Connect to the All-New Grand Caravan at dodge.com/grandcaravan

•Always check entire surroundings before backing up. I2)GPS mapping may not be detailed In all areas or reflect current road regulations. See your dealer for details. (JlSeat must always

e locked in forward- or rear-facing mode while vehicle is in motion. WAIways drive carefully, consistent with conditions. Always wear your seat belt and obey traffic laws. '5)Always use

eat belts. Children 12 and under should always be in a backseat correctly using an infant or child restraint system, or the seat belt positioned correctly for the child's age and size. ©2007
IRIUS Satellite Radio Inc. "SIRIUS", "SIRIUS Backseat TV", the SIRIUS dog logo and all related marks are trademarks of SIRIUS Satellite Radio Inc. All other trademarks, service marks and
)gos are the property of their respective owners. ©2007 Viacom International Inc. All Rights Reserved. Nickelodeon and all related titles, logos and characters are trademarks of Viacom
iternational Inc. DISNEY CHANNEL and The DISNEY CHANNEL LOGO are trademarks of Disney Enterprises Inc. and are used with permission. TM and ©Cartoon Network.
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OCTOBER 2007

your s

INNER LIFE" The truth about taist, the upside of

anger, and how fathers figure in healthy relationships.

WHAT'S YOUR STRESS REFLEX? Your usual

reaction — (ncrcating, tirades or denial— may onlv

make matters worse. Get sw eet relief w ith these

surefire stress busters. Bv Susan Seliger

your style
BEAUTY JOURNAL Our newest perfume pick, what

organic makeup really ,<Tieans, plus enter our FamiK

St\ le Makeover Contest!

THE NEW NATURALS IbdaN 's neutrals are worlds

l)c\ ()iul taupe and gra\. B\ Patricia Reynoso

BEAUTY SIGHTINGS I he Eyes Have It: 30 Rock's

Jane Krakowski's scene-stealing stare.

IS YOUR HAIR HAVING GROWING PAINS? How to

sur\ i\e a hairst\le transition and look great doing it!

HOW TO WEAR IT It's a Plaid. Plaid Wodd: Go mad
tor plaid u ith these hats, hosier)', handbags and more.

POINT OF HUE The leaves aren't the only colors

changing this tall. Spruce up your wardrobe with

these fabulous finds. Bv Sue Erneta

your family
CAN THIS MARRIAGE BE SAVED?" "He Loves Sports

More 'I'han Me. " B\ C\nthia Hanson

MY LIFE AS A MOM" What My Children Teach Me:

Motherhood is a lesson in love and an exchange of

w isdom. B\ Margaret Renkl

HEART OF A HUSBAND" M\ Space, Your Space:

I here's close, and then there's foo close. By Stephen Fried

FAMILY MATTERS Hazing 101, don't be a friend to your

kids, and arc \ on read\ for that doggie in the window?

ANIMAL AFFAIRS The Dog \Vlio Can See Your Soul:

.\ pooch w ith an cxfrdordinan gift. By Sandra E. Lamb

FAMILY FRONT" lo Grandmotlier's House We Go:

When her son, daughter-in-law and their kids moved in

for three months, it became sun ival of the fittest.

B\ Judith X'iorst

MONEY MATTERS How to Sa\e SSS on Your Next

C^ar: Refuel xour wallet at the pmnp. By Bob Knoll

your home
108 COVER STORY Simple Pleasures: Kood Network .star

Sandra Lee ser\es up delightful Hallow een food and

decor ideas.

WWW.LHJ.CO





STORIES FEATURED ON THE COVER AKt iinuium.cu

content:
OCTOBER 2007|

your world
COVER STORY Sisterhood, Marriage, Bonding and

Babies: Nicole Kidman and Jennifer Jason Leigh on lite

and their new fihn. Pins, win a \ ear of free nio\ ie ti\!

B\ Jeanne Marie Laskas

SPOTLIGHT rhe Other Side of thirtysomething:

Patricia Wettig on parenthood. lo\ e, and her hit series

Brothers Q? Sisters. B\ Da\ id Hochman

120

136

vour health

RECIPES
IN THIS ISSUE
• Arroz Con Polio

• Black Bat Toasts

• Bloodshot Eye Cakes

• Brisket With Fruit and

Red Wine Sauce

• Honey-Rosemary

Chicken With Yukon

Gold Potatoes

• Lady-Killer Fingers

• Mini Bundt Cakes

• Mini Pumpkin Cakes

With Fondant
• Orange Spice Shrimp

• Pulled Pork With

Cider-Baked Beans

• Short Ribs With

Cheesy Polenta

• Spiderweb Macaroni

and Cheese
' Vampire Soup
> Vexing Vegetable Pies

142 HEALTH JOURNAL A new stroke warning for women,

snooze for a iieallhier ^eart, and spic\--food benefits.

breast-cancer survival guide

146 THE SCREENING-TEST SHORTAGE \ lan\ are denied

access w hen more and more women need it. Hercs

how to get the screening \()n need. By Linda Marsa

153 "SOMEONE I LOVE HAS BREAST CANCER" Poignant

and lov ing portrails of pcoj^le heating the odds.

158 THE COST OF CANCER CARE L\ en for tlie insured, a

breast-cancer diagnosis can ignite a financial cnsis.

B\ Linda Marsa

172 LIFE, INTERRUPTED 1 here's never a good time

to discov er breast cancer, bnt for some it is precisely

that-the timing-that is the most life altering.

B\ Andrea Gurvvitt

vour food
188 A BOO.n-IFUL HALLOWEEN PARTY All are w elconie at

this Halloween feast-e\en things that go bump in the

night. B\ Lori Pow ell

203 SUPER SLOW-COOKER SUPPERS I hese one-dish

delights make dinner easy. By lara Bench

in every issue
6 MASTHEAD
8 EDITOR'S WELCOME
213 WHERE TO FIND IT

216 HOW AMERICA LIVES

Nicole Kidman and Jennifer Jason Leigh Cover: Nicole Kidman

and Jenn.fer Jasor Leigh photographed exclusively for Lad/es Home

Journal by Brigitte LacomDe Manicurist: Debbie Leavitt for

aout,eragencyco. Stylist: Andrea Lieberr^an ^oj^^^^^;^^^^^^^

com Prop Stylist: David Ross for Artmixbeauty com Hair for Nicole.

David Baoa. at Avantgroupe com Hair for Jennifer: Peter Savic for

Art'st Loft us.ng Redken Makeup for Nicole: Angela Levin for Chanel

at The wall Group Makeup for Jennifer: Genevieve for Sally Harlor

Sandra Lee Cover: Sandra Lee photographed exclusively for Ladies

Horr^e Journa. by Melame Dunea Hair: Nathalie Q-^dru for Warren

Tnromi Makeup: Bata Plavsic for Halley Resources Stylist. Amit

S^Tr^i "r Art!ltsbytir.othypr,ano.com Prop Stylist: Caroline Colston
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— Cheryl Lade

et the scoop on menopause,

mptoms, treatment options,

id much more.

m tips on managing rrienopousai symptoms, i

'he benefits and risks of hormone therapy,

I0WMEN0PAUSE.COM provides information

d support so you can have a more informed

Tversotion with your health care professional. You'll

J Web videos offering expert guidance from doctors

J real-life stories from menopausal women, as well

tools to help prepare you to talk to your health care

)fessional. You can even sign up to receive a free DVD,

owAienopouse; /ns/c/e & Out hosted by Cheryl Lodd—

visit KN0WMEN0PAUSE.COM today.

^OWMENOPAUSE.COM/LHJ
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ReNew Orleans is a branded television

series, utilizing sponsors to rebuild a

community center in post-Hurricane

Katnna ravaged New Orleans. Louis

Gossett, Jr. is set to host three one-

hour episodes that will cover the entire

rebuild process, as well as the people it

will help.

Comiskey Park
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Louis Oossett. Jr
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Icome
CALLING ALL BOOK LOVERS
\' •ve a lot going on in the world of books this

muntii. starting vvith our feature on Sandra Lee. You probably

know Sandra from her many cookbooks based on her trade-

mark "semi-homemade" concept: 70 percent ready-made

products mixed uith 30 percent original touches. You no

doubt have mned in to her hit Food Network show,
^

Sani-Hwnaruuie Cooktrig With Sandra Uf. or logged on to

Semihomemade.com for her simple solutions, recipes

and resources for women mdi to-do lists longer dian

diere are hours in die day. Now check out her HaUoween

entertaining suggesrions starting on page 108.

So manv of vou are also fans of our column Heart

of a Husband \ by Stephen

Fried, diat Fm excited to tell you

diat die columns have been col-

lected into a book. Husbandry.

now in bookstores. Library Jour-

nal caHs it "a humorous look into die

psyche of the average husband . .

Enter our giveaway to win one of 50

signed first-edition hardcovers.

You can also visit wim'.lhj.com/Jru'd

to watch a video interview with

Stephen. For giveaway details, see

the bottom of tliis page.

Another insightful book is Fran

Drescher's Camer Sdimamir ( to win

a free copy, see details below),

about die former Tlw Namiy star's

successful fight to survive uterine

cancer. Fran just launched an advo-

I honored Fran

Drescher (be-

low) at a Never

Underestimate

the Power of a

Woman" lunch

in June. Our
Stephen Fried

column, Heart

of a Husband",

is available as a

book (below

left). See the

bottom of this

page for details

on how to win

^ both books.

4

Ten lucky

readers can win a

full set of Sandra Lee's

books—including these

three new ones. See de-

tails at bottom of page.

Husbandry i r/^y
^

cacy group by die same name, dedicated to

educadng die pubUc. doctors, insurers and legislators about

die need to diagnose all women's cancers early. (To learn

more ^o to immiamcerschmanar.arg) We recendy hosted Fran

at a Never Underestimate die Power of a Woman" luncheon,

and she was a dviiamic and compelling speaker As we went

to press, our new contributor, Robin Roberts, coanchor of

GoodMmwigAvwrm, was diagnosed widi breast cancer, which

she found early-just anodier example of die importance ol

v-icrilance. We wish her much strengdi during her recovery.

T)iam- Sfdvatorc, Editor-in-Chief

Write to me at lhj.deardiane@meredith.c(m

Send Me Your Pumpkin Carvings

d;
. o you have a knack for

'clever, cute or creepy

pumpkin carvings? Send me

your photos and I'll do my

best to show them in the

magazine next year Tell me

who the pumpkin artist is

(you or someone in your

family), along with that

person's name, address,

phone number and e-mail

address. Send it to.

Reader Pumpkin Carvings

Ladies' Home Journal

375 Lexington Avenue, 9th

Floor, New York, NY 10017

or e-mail photos to

lhj(a)mereclith.com.
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Celebrate the view. A cool, autumn breeze.
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Just simple ingredients like multigrains and apples

in a naturally sweetened hot cereal.

Celebrate the Simple.
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inner Life

WHY ANGER CAN
MAKE YOU SMARTER

The last time you were in a

heated argument, were you

accused of being irrational

when you felt you were cogently

stating the facts? Finally, there's

science to support your side. A
recent study suggests that anger,

reputed for triggering rashness,

may actually help us think more

logically and render better judg-

ments. Researchers at the Univer-

sity of California, Santa Barbara

asked participants to evaluate a

written persuasive argument after

some were first incited to anger.

The angry participants were likelier

to appropriately weigh the argu-

ments as weak or strong, which

demonstrates analytical thinking.

Researchers speculate that anger's

ability to make us sharper is an

adaptive benefit. "Anger signals to

you that something is wrong in

your environment, and if it prompts

you to think more carefully, you'll

be better equipped to deal with

the situation," says coauthor

Wesley G. Moons, a Ph.D. candidate

and researcher at the university.

But the theory only applies to mild

angry states, not red-faced

outrage. Scientists don't know
whether the ohysical arousal that

can accompany extreme anger

disrupts the thought process. "If

you are feeling mad, try to calm

yourself down," suggests Moons.

"Then, use the emotion to your

advantage." -Katie Brophy

#
Did You Marry Your Father?
It's been more than four dec-

ades since Marilyn Monroe
crooned "My Heart Belongs to

Daddy," but the song may ring

truer than anyone knew. Women
who have good relationships

fathers are likelier to

;ho resemble their

dads attractive, according to a

recent British study. Research-

ers showed an array of photo-

graphs of men with distinctive

facial characteristics to women
and asked them to choose the

most desirable. Those women
who ranker' " ' ''- -ionship

with their ighly

positive" vvc-i c . K^ne^t to

choose faces with features

resembling those of their dads.

Women who had more-distant

father-daughter relationships

showed no such tendency.

"We don't just decide what

is handsome or pretty based on

prevailing beauty standards,"

says study coauthor Lynda

Boothroyd, Ph.D., lecturer at

Durham University, in England.

Could other close, positive

male relationships—say, with an

uncle or a grandfather—also

affect whom women find attrac-

tive? While we don't know for

sure. Dr. Boothroyd points out

that the results are not based

on biological relationships— -

many women also prefer men
with features similar to their

adoptive fathers.—Sara J. Welch

ion Yc ost Trust
Four out of fi

- ends think

;ye your hair .

ou go the way or

loldout, your clos=

who advises you to stay

--L-iet. Is it re- ' you

her taste ot

^cessarii - -riat

she's jus:

about he d-

person because you're

getting multiple view-

points," says study co-

author Norbert Schwarz,

Ph.D., a professor of

psychology there. But

hearing the same message
from one person over

and over can trick us into

believing it's the consen-

sus opinion. Think about

that the next time you ask

for advice. —Baria Bailey
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Pain can be scary. But dont be frightened. Advil works wherever you

hurt And nothing s proven stronger." Shouldn't you be all Advil? Boo!
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^What's Your

Stress
Reflex?

When under pressure, do you fly into rages, eat yoursc

sick or fall to pieces? If your signature response

only makes things worse, learn how to get healthier rel



Inner Life

inda Spangle knew what was causing

the major stress in her life and she knew

that eating wouldn't solve it, but she ate

anyway. "I used to have 20 to 30 pounds

that I gained and lost over and over.

Food wasn't what I want-

ed," says Spangle, a nurse

in Denver, Colorado,

hat she wanted was to have a baby, but

uldn't because of infertility problems. So

t ate. She ate to fill an emptiness she mis-

)k for hunger; she ate for the fleeting com-

rt that food provided. "Mother's

ly was the most stressful-I ate all

y long," Spangle recalls.

All of us have characteristic

lys we respond to stress—a famil-

• pattern ofemotional and behav-

ral responses we fall into when we are

;ing something stressful in our lives. It's

ir own personal stress reflex.

By

Susan

Seliger

Stress reflexes, unlike physic;il ones, are not involuntary but

are often automatic. Someone cuts you off" while driving or ) our

kids leave their dirty clodies all over die house again and hoom.

you're mad as heU, feelmg the sting of tears forming or so anxious

you can't catch your breath. The problem is that these t\^ical

reflexes don't always help and in the long run they may make
matters worse. ''Sometimes the wa)- we cope with stress is worse

than the condition causing it," says Kemieth R. Pelletier, Ph.D., a

clinical professor of medicine at the University of Arizona Col-

lege of Medicine and author of 12 books including Stress Freefor

Good: 10 Scientifically Proi'oi Life SkilL for Health and Halyfnness (with

coauthor Dr. Fred Luskin)

.

We have gathered stress researchers" top picks for solu-

tions tailored to each reflex. Don't worr\-, you don't have

to change who you are. For those aspects of your stress

reflex that are useful, we offer keep-but-tweak fixes that

aUow you to simply modif\' your impulses to make the

best of them. And for those other reactions that are

doing you more harm than good, you'll find new stress relie\ ers

that will replace those impulses widi healthier, more-productive

coping strategies. coytini ed

STRESS
REFLEX #1

I Blow My Top

mill i < > i . I II

HEN ^ - . OU ...

Snap at others easily?

Feel impatient, interrupting other people while they

are speaking?

Become belligerent and agitated?

any of the

ove, you may
the classic

rd-charging,

iven, type A
rsonality stress

searchers have

?ntified as

3hly vulnerable

the ill effects

stress, such

high blood

essure.

Although this

stress reflex

may be more

common among
men, researchers

agree that plenty

of women are

type A, too. And
women can

suffer from the

same ill effects

of premature

heart disease as

men do.

Anger is not

necessarily bad-
it has its place in

your arsenal of

coping tools—

but if you ex-

plode every time

your computer

acts up or you

get stuck in

traffic, it's time

to tame your

angry stress

reflex.

STRESS SOLUTIONS

Keep but Tweak: nnnel Your Agaressict-

Because releasing aggressive energy helps soothe

you, it's important to find a healthy and constructive

way to blow off steam. Dr Pelletier recommends

taking up a martial art Kickboxing and fast-paced

competitive sports, such as tennis, are also a good

fit because they allow you to physically release rage

while focusing your mind on the activity itself and

away from your stress.

Instead Try:

Decades of research have shown that keeping a pet

around defuses anger and stress. Merely petting your

dog or cat, talking to a bird or watching fish swim m
a tank can reduce stress and anxiety levels, lower

blood pressure, reduce the incidence of heart attacks

and help heart-attack patients live longer If you can't

get a fish or a bird or handle the burden of caring for

a dog or cat, consider volunteering at your local

humane society or offer to care for a neighbor's pet

while she's on vacation

v'VWWLHJ COM



Life

STRESS
REFLEX #2

II MINI II

"I Can't Stop Eating

WhtiN oNDER STRF
Overdose on bread a

Crave potato chips and chocolate?

Q Realize you've polished off a box of

cookies and barely remember eating it?

YOU"
One in three Ameri-

can women agree

with the statement

"when I am feeling

down or facing a

problem, I turn to

food to feel better,"

according to a recent

American Psycholog-

ical Association sur-

vey on stress. "Eating

carbs during times of

stress increases levels

of the stress-reduc-

ing chemical seroto-

nin," says Judith

Wurtman, Ph.D., co-

author of The Seroto-

nin Power Diet. "As

long as we eat small

amounts of low- or

zero-fat carbs, we
will feel better—and

not gain weight." But

if we eat too much we

may pack on pounds

and then feel worse.

LHJ.com

For easy yoga poses that can

help you decompress after a long

day, visit www.lhj.com/yoga

STRESS
#3

STRESS SOLUTIONS

Keep but Tweak:

You don't have to deny yourself food

indulgences because they do help

regulate stress hormones; instead of

refined carbs, however, opt for whole

grains. And whatever you're eating, eat it

slowly. You'll ingest fewer calories and feel fuller if you let your

brain register satiety. Dr Wurtman says that eating carbs on

their own, without protein or fat, will allow the body to get

tryptophan, the precursor to serotonin, to the brain more

quickly. That means you will get more mood-boosting benefits

from eating a baked potato than from eating french fries.

Instead Try: ^^es

Because the parts of your brain that process taste and smell

interact closely, fragrances can help to soothe your urge to eat

if that urge stems from emotion and not hunger After all, your

sense of smell is reportedly 10,000 times more sensitive than

your sense of taste—and whiffing contains no calories. A

scented bath combines the overall soothing effect of a warm

soak with a sensory indulgence that squashes stress. "Use

essential oils, not perfumes," advises Wendy Warner, M.D.,

president of the American Board of Holistic Medicine.

IIMIMIMIIIIIIIIIIIMII

Bottle It Up
II II

STRESS ARE YOU ...

c -

Quick to deny the

ure you're under?

I

^
to ignore

of

i back

pain?

DR V. that women are

more prone to this stress reflex than men.

"We are trained to care for everybody else

before ourselves, " she points out, "to push

through and not complain." Most people in

this category, Dr Warner says, will tell you

they are not stressed "because they don't

know what it feels like to be relaxed." They

think constant stress is just a fact of life—

and they adapt. "I call them 'adrenal

junkies,'" Dr. Warner says.

While these women tend to get a lot done

and seem admirably composed, danger may

be lurking below the surface. "Pretending t

be above stress, or denying it, means you'r

not dealing with it," says Brent A. Bauer, M.

D., director of the Complementary and

Integra-tive Medicine Program at the Mayo

Clinic. "There can be a price to pay and it v\l

come out somewhere, in fatigue, back pain

heart attack." Chronic ongoing low-grade

stress can do more harm than a single hug*

event can.

Taming this stress reflex requires findin.

ways to get back in touch with your sense

and your emotions. continui
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Keep but Tweak: Your Fortitude

Being strong under pressure and handling

the needs of your family and friends are

admirable traits. Recognize your strength

later on—and reward yourself. Schedule a

massage or a facial so someone else can

take care of you for a change. "As soon as

these women see what it feels like to be

relaxed and cared for, they go, 'Oh my

god, this IS wonderful,'" says Dr. Warner.

You aren't simply indulging yourself, you're

restoring your strength so you can handle

the next stressful event.

STRESS
REFLEX #4

II

"I Become A Nervous
Wreck"

WHEN UNDER STRESS DO YOU
T If chewing your cuticles or fidgeting?

|--|
, ess nights ticking off in your mind ail

the bad things that might happen?

Q Pee' —
. and close to tears?

STRESS SOLUTIONS

Instead Try: it-Privately

Even if you don't like showing that you're under the

gun, you may be healthier if you write about it.

Several studies show that both men and women

reap calming health benefits and can soothe many

symptoms of stress-related disorders by writing

about what is causing them stress in their lives.

You don't have to write a novel to feel better.

Participants in one study showed improvement in

just two weeks of writing for 45 minutes, five days a

week. So buy yourself a notebook, pick up a pen,

find a quiet corner and pour your heart out—you'll

feel stress recede as the ink dries.

Mill II

/- from a

fear of losing control and a

sense that you are not fully

in command of circum-

stances and outcomes, Dr

Pelletier explains. The

problem with this stress

reflex is that it becomes a

self-fulfilling prophecy: The

more anxious you feel, the

less able you are to make

wise decisions that enable

you to guide events in the

direction you'd most like

To keep anxiety from

getting in your way, Dr

Pelletier advises women

to "let go of the idea that

you can always be in con-

trol." Engage in quiet activ-

ities that will allow you to

feel calm and to focus your

energy on the moment and

not on the big event caus-

ing the anxiety and stress.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 22

Keep but Tweak: Focus on the Positive
* ^

Agitation and nervous energy are still energy-vital resources that can be productive. Once you ve finished

ticking off the bad things that could happen, start listing their opposites-all the good things that could

happen too Then pick just one item on the good-outcomes list and set yourself the goal of taking one small

step to make it happen. Even before you take action you'll feel yourself regaining a sense of control and calm.

Instead Try:

and Turning

Melatonin, a chemical present

in some of the foods we eat, "is

an antistress agent and a good

sleep promoter," says Russel

J Reiter. Ph.D., a professor of

neuroendocrinology at the

University of Texas Health Science

Center at San Antonio who has

done dozens of studies on

melatonin. Its sedative effect

helps relieve stress, Dr. Reiter

says, without making you

groggy. Two excellent /, ,

food sources of

melatonin are tart

cherries, particularly dried

varieties, and walnuts. You might

also consider taking a melatonin

supplement of 1 to 3 mg 20 to 30

minutes before going to

bed. This should help you

get to sleep, and

^ taking it is perfectly

safe, Dr Reiter claims.
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lesn't Know

lows how to make history come alive.

lows no dog has ever eaten any homework.

NEXIUM can heal the damage caused by acid reflux disease

If you suffer from acid reflux disease — persistent heartburn 2 or more days a week, despite treatment

and diet change — you could have damage to your esophagus and not even know It. This damage can occur

over time from acid wearing away the lining of the esophagus, and if left untreated, it could get worse. About

1 in 3 people with acid reflux disease have this conditionf called erosive esophagitis. Only your doctor can

determine if you have this condition.

However, one prescription NEXIUM pill a day not only can provide 24-hour heartburn relief, but for many,

can heal even the most severe erosions in the esophagus caused by acid reflux. Most erosions heal in

4 to 8 weeks. Your results may vary.

NEXIUM has a low occurrence of side effects, which may include headache, diarrhea,

and abdominal pain. Symptom relief does not rule out other serious stomach conditions.

(esomeprazole magnesium)

IMexTum ®

AstraZeneca^



imrUKIANI mi-UKIVIAMUN ADUUI NtAiUIVI:

Please read this summary carefully and

then ask your doctor about NEXIUM.

No advertisement can provide all the

information needed io determine if a drug

is right for you. This advertisement does

not take the place of careful discussions

with your doctor. Only your doctor has the

training to weigh the risks and benefits of

a prescription drug.

WHAT IS NEXIUM?

NEXIUM IS a type of medicine called a proton pump

inhibitor (PPI) and is used to treat acid reflux

disease, also known as gastroesophageal reflux

disease (GERD). GERD is a chronic condition that

occurs when acid from the stomach backs up into

the esophagus (food pipe) causing symptoms, such

as heartburn, or changes to the lining of the

esophagus. Common symptoms include frequent

and persistent heartburn, a sour or bitter taste in

the mouth, and difficulty swallowing.

For adults, NEXIUM is prescribed for the treatment

of GERD symptoms. NEXIUM may also be

prescribed to heal acid-related damage to the lining

of the esophagus (known as erosive esophagifis),

and to maintain this healing. Studies with NEXIUM

did not go beyond 6 months.

For adolescents 12 to 17, NEXIUM is approved for

the short-term treatment (up to 8 weeks) of GERD.

NEXIUM IS available in two dosage strengths

(20 mg and 40 mg). Only your doctor can prescribe

the dose that's right for you.

HOW DOES NEXIUM WORK?
The lining of your stomach has millions of

special cells They make acid through "acid

pumps." This acid is produced to help digest the

food you eat. Sometimes the acid backs up into

your esophagus, causing you to feel a burning

sensation of heartburn. Over time, acid can

wear away or erode the lining of the esophagus.

This condition, called erosive esophagitis (or EE),

is a more serious effect of acid reflux disease,

and only a doctor can determine if you have

this damage.

NEXIUM can turn off some of these acid pumps.

This reduces the chance of heartburn and other acid

reflux disease symptoms. For many people, one

NEXIUM pill a day can relieve heartburn symptoms

for 24 hours.

For patients with EE. NEXIUM heals most erosions

in the esophagus within 4 to 8 weeks. Yoik results

may vary.

WHO SHOULD NOT TAKE NEXIUM?

You should not take NEXIUM if you:

have ever had an allergic reaction to the

active ingredient, esomeprazole magnesium

trihydrate

have ever had an allergic reaction to any of

the following inactive ingredients in NEXIUM

(including the capsule shells): glyceryl

monostearate 40-55, hydroxypropyl cellulose,

hypromellose. magnesium stearate, methacrylic

acid copolymer type C, polysorbate 80, sugar

spheres, talc, triethyl citrate, gelatin, FD&C Blue

#1 , FD&G Red #40, D&C Red #28, titanium

dioxide, shellac, ethyl alcohol, isopropyl alcohol,

n-butyl alcohol, propylene glycol, sodium

hydroxide, polyvinyl pyrrolidone, and D&C

Yellow #10.

are allergic to any PPI medication

are younger than 1 2 years of age

are pregnant, think you may be pregnant,

or are planning to become pregnant

are breast-feeding

HOW SHOULD I TAKE NEXIUM?

NEXIUM should be taken only when prescribed

by a doctor Follow his or her instructions about

when and how to take NEXIUM. If you are unsure or

have questions, ask your doctor

One NEXIUM pill should be taken once per day,

or as prescribed by your doctor Take it at least

1 hour before a meal. Swallow the pill whole.

If you have a hard time swallowing the pill, you can

empty it into a tablespoon of applesauce. Be sure

to eat it right away. Never chew or crush it. Never

store it for later use.

WHAT SHOULD I TELL MY DOCTOR

BEFORE TAKING NEXIUM?

Before taking your medication, tell your doctor

if you:

are taking any other medication, including

any over-the-counter (OTC) medication

have suffered any allergic reaction to

any medication

have or have had severe liver damage

are pregnant, think you may be pregnant,

or are planning to become pregnant

are breast-feeding

are taking a blood thinner (such as Coumadin®

or warfarin)

are taking a drug to treat or prevent fungal

infections (such as ketoconazole)

are taking a drug for HIV treatment called

atazanavir

WHAT ARE THE POSSIBLE SIDE

EFFECTS OF NEXIUM?

In adults, side effects with NEXIUM may includ

headache, diarrhea, and abdominal pain.

In adolescents 12-17, side effects with NEXIUW

may include headache, diarrhea, abdominal pai

and nausea.

NEXIUM may cause other side effects besides

those listed here. If you have any side effects

or symptoms that you are concerned about,

talk with your doctor.

Symptom relief with NEXIUM does not mean

other serious stomach conditions do not exist.

HOW SHOULD I STORE NEXIUM?

NEXIUM should be stored at room temperature

(25°Q, 77°F). Keep your pills in the bottle they c

in. Keep the pills away from children. If your do4i

tells you to stop treatment, throw out the pills. [

not take your pills after the date of expiration on

bottle has passed.

WHERE CAN I GET MORE
INFORMATION ABOUT NEXIUM?

Talk to your doctor about NEXIUM. You can

obtain full prescribing information and other

details by visihng www.purplepjll.com or

calling 1-800-236-9933.

GENERAL ADVICE

It is important to take NEXIUM as prescribed an(

to discuss any changes you experience while

taking NEXIUM with your doctor. You should onl

use NEXIUM for a condihon for which it has beei

prescribed. Do not give NEXIUM to other people,

even if they have the same medical condition yoi

have. Keep NEXIUM and all medicines out of the

reach of children.

NOTE: This summary provides important

information about NEXIUM. For more

information, please ask your health

care professional or doctor about the full

prescribing information and discuss it with

him or her.

NEXIUM is a registered trademark of the AstraZeneca group

of companies

Coumadin is a registered trademark of Bristol-tulyers Squibb

Company.

©2007 AstraZeneca Pharmaceuticals LP. All rights reserved.

AstraZeneca Pharmaceuticals LP, Wilmington, DE 19850

Rev 06/07 251785

Visit www.purplepill.com. Or, call the Information Center Nexfum®
at AstraZeneca toll-free at 1-800-236-9933. (esomeprazolemagnesium)

AstraZeneca.^
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IMIli

'
I Take Risks

'

WHEN UNDER STRESS DO YOU ...

Smoke or drink more?

Get bored easily and seek constant change in

jobs, clothes and friends?

Act impulsively and regret your decisions

later?

cn

a:

en

llllllllllll

IS

^INC- about

risky, possibly

addictive behavior

like smoking and

drinking—even

excessive shop-

ping—that's

effective or you

wouldn't be doing

It. "The thrill seeker

or risk taker is

trying to distract

herself from some-

thing painful or

stressful," explains

MIMIIII

Dr. Pelletier.

Risky behavior

may indeed v\/ork

in the short

term. But these

distracting,

unhealthy

behaviors v\/on't

sustain you for

long and can

often boomerang,

making matters

worse. Nicotine

in cigarettes, for

example, is a

stimulant that

can provide

an immediate,

pleasurable jolt

but over time it

simply adds to

your stress levels,

especially if you

worry about your

heart and lung

health. With this

reflex, the trick is

to redirect your

desire for change

and find a healthier]

way to distract

yourself.

Keep but Tweak:

If getting a rush or feeling excitement takes your mind off stress, find something else

that will be stimulating but in a different way. Engage your mind by signing up for a

class to learn a new language. Or take up an adventurous sport, such as skiing or

mountain biking, that will get those same nerve endings firing.

Instead Try: Having a Good Laugh

There is no faster way to feel good and be

distracted from your troubles than to laugh. And its

health benefits go far beyond improving your

mood. Laughter reduces the levels of agitating

stress hormones and boosts the immune system by

increasing antibodies and infgction-fighting T cells.

Even better, laughter doesn't have to be

genuine to work. "The brain and the body can't

tell whether the laughter is real or not," says

Francine Shore, who leads two weekly laughter

therapy groups in New York City; there are 5,000

such clubs that meet regularly around the world.

Laughter clubs gather people together to make

the sounds of laughter (/ia ha ha, ho ho ho) and

the gestures (slapping thighs and acting silly) to

reap the medical benefits. "Just smiling releases

endorphins," Shore advises. "Try frowning and

then smiling-you'll see which feels better." So go

to a funny movie or a comedy club and laugh out

loud. Or look for a laughter club near you (check

out www.laughteryoga.org).

10-SECOND PAUSE BUTTON:

-p^vcr wish you could just hit a uti\ c dirccior for professional

i pause button to keep from

blowing up or eating that whole

pint of ice cream? You can. ""The

kcv to changing your unhealthy

response to stress is to intemipt it"

savs Russ Newman. Ph.D.. e.\ec-

pracuce at the Americaji

Psychological Association.

Here's how The instant you sense

vou're entering suessful tenitoiy.

count to 10. breatliing in through

vour nose to die count of five and

ESS REFLEX
exhaling slowly through your

mouth to the count of five, focus-

ing only on die sound of your

breadi. Just 10 seconds (no one

will even notice this pause) can be

enough time to get you past diat

feeling of losing control. ^
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energy from nature's finest ingredients

Introducing Nutri-Grain Fruit & Nut Bars

with premium ingredients like California

Almonds, whole oats, and tasty berries.

fke i^'g^'
Kind of Energy.



EVERY MOMENT HAS ITS FLAVOR, discoher tours with the rich,

FHLL-BOBiEO TIISTE AND AROMA OF NESCAFE* TASTER'S CHOiCE' FLAVORS AND ROASTS.

FOUR PREMiUM »ARiETiES THAT WILL CHANGE THE WAT TOO LOOK AT iNSIANT COFFEE.

TaStersChoiCe.com NESCAF^'WtaSTER S choice* a-e registered trademarks of Societe des Produ,ts Nestle S.A., Ve.ey, Switzerland.
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Beai RNAL

BEAUTY GLOSSARY:

USDA Organic Seal

What does it mean? The

USDA is now bestowing this seal

on beaut}' products that are

composed of 95 percent organic

ingredients. Rest assured that

these ingredients were produced,

manufactured and handled under

strict guidelines, including

enviromnentally friendly practices.

Find it: SL\ of the nine items in

Origins' Organics collection for

hair, skin and body bear the seal.

These include face lotion, lip

balm, hair oil and body spritz

ranging from $15 to $42.50.

Nature's Gate Rainwater Organics

Lotions. $7.99, are scented with

orsanic essenUal oils. Look, for

more brands to go green in the

coming year!

A MODERN-DA>

SCENT
Given the chance, my mother

would bathe in Christian Dior's

Poison, the fragrance that

caused a sensation in the late

1980s, but I'm not as much in

love with its heady scent. But t

new spin-off, Midnight Poison, i|

definitely more me. Patchouli,

black rose and amber are the ki

notes, making it as sexy as the

original but

with a young

vibe. Come t

think of it, my
mother wil

likely want tc

bathe in this,

too! Midnight

* i^- Poison, $45 a1
Beauty Director '

^

Patricia Reynoso Sephora.

ENTER TO WIN our family style makeover contest!

For each of the past four years

we've pored over hundreds of

entries and picked one lucky

family to receive a trip to New York

City, including a full beauty and fashion

transformation featured in these

pages. Now it's your turn to enter the

fifth annual Ladies' Home Journal

Family Style Makeover Contest!

Tell us in an essay of 250 words or

less why your family is in need of a

style makeover. Do you always reach

for the same clothing? Are you stuck

.in a beauty rut? We also need one

Mail to: Ladies' Home Journal Family Style Makeover Contest,

375 Lexington Avenue, 9th Floor, New York, NY 10017

Name:

Address:

Daytime telephone:

E-mail address:

Occupation:

. Age:

If married, husband's name, age, occupation:

If children, names and ages:

L-

recent snapshot of your family (up to

six members). Next, fill out the entry

form (below left). All entry materials

must be original and unpublished and

may not have already won any prize

or award. Mail essay, photo and entry

form to Ladies' Home Journal Family

Style Makeover Contest, 375

Lexington Avenue, 9th Floor, New

York, NY 10017, or enter online at

www. Ihj.com/familystyle. Contest

begins 9/11/07 and ends 12/11/07.

Online enties must be received by

11:59 P.M. E.T. on 12/11/07. Mail entries

must be postmarked by 12/11/07 and

received by 12/18/07. Person

submitting entry must be legal U.S.

resident, 21 years or older. Void where

prohibited. No purchase necessary to

enter or win. One entry per family.

Sponsor: Meredith Corporation, Des

Moines, Iowa. For official rules, go to

www.lhj.com/familystyle.

Check out previous Family Style Makeover winners at www.lhj.com/familystyle Where tO Find It, page 21
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The true m u g i c

of forests is that even when you leave them,

you never really do

From the wood in our homes to the paper at the office, it's amazing how often forests touch

all of our lives. Maybe you're wondering, if we use so many of these products, will there be

enough trees for future generations? Yes, if we balance the needs of nature with our needs.

That's why the people of the wood and paper products industry plant more than 1 .7 million

new trees every day, work to protect wildlife habitats and encourage recycling. So while this

day may not last forever, at least our forests can. Learn more and see what you can do at:

abundantforests.org

Abundant Forests Alliance

Renew. Reuse. Respect.'"
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Jyalaral&y

:

colors for eyes, cheeks

nd lips deliver

nderstated glamour

-
J j^jggjj ijj^ii^ whenever the

iciTn nmtral was used to describe

makeup colors, shades of brown,

beige, taupe, maybe gi ay

immediately sprang to nvind.

Tire texuire was usually matte and

lifeless, iuid though the palette was

ioolproof, it certainly wasn't exciting.

Boy, have times changed! Today's

neutral shades are not only among the

most flattering of the bunch, but their

sheer textures, deep pigments and

expanded color range mean you'll

look like yourself, but infinitely better.

"A neuti al color is anything that you

can't identiR' as being strong or

bright," explains Chantel Miller, a

senior makeup artist for MAC. "You

just can't do fantastic color today

witliout a great neutral."

Turn the page to find the best hue

for your eyes, cheeks and lips, all in

wearable new formulas and

sophisticated textures. continuk

^ LADIES' HOME JOURNAL
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Wyeth
© 2007 Wyeth Consumer Healthcare

Vitamin D is more important than

many of us thought. It is. in fact, a

key to calcium absorption. Caltrate

has advanced levels of vitamin D

to help your body absorb calcium.

The result: a Caltrate that works

to keep your bones and

your body strong.'

Caltrate.

The key to strong bones*

Caltrate
for Bone & Colon Health'

6C
Calcium Supplement

Clinically Tested

• Proven Coteium

Abiorpthn

•These stateinents have not been evaluated by the food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.

caltrate.com
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Where to Find It, page 213

1 C&ver^irl LineExact Liquid Liner Pen

lin Brown. $5.99. Thanks to the flexible

felt tip. you control the line's thickness.

2 The Balm Overshadow In If You're

Rich, I'm Single. $14. Pure minerals

impart a supernatural-looking finish.

3 Urban Decay Liquid Liner in Smog,

$18. This olive shade with subtle gold

shimmer is both soft and sexy.

4Stila Moss Agate Palette, $32.

Shades for your lid. crease and

lashhne (plus blush, not pictured)

deliver myriad looks.

5Mally Eyepopper in Copperlight,

$19.50, Intensify any hue with a dab of

this terra-cotta shadow wand.

IL'Oreal Paris Bare Naturale Ail-Over

Mineral Glow in Honey Glow, $15.25. It's

a quick pick-me-up in a mineral formula.

2 Laura Geller Bronze-N-Brighten, $28.

The beige, white and pink swirls in

this bronzer wake up all skin tones.

3Estee Lauder Tender Blush Sheer Stick

in Rose. $25. This creamy blush delivers

a real-skin finish.

4Prescriptives Colorscope Cheek Color

in Petal and Colorscope Highlighter in

Cool Light, $17.50 each. One shade adds

rosiness: the other illuminates cheekbones.

5Lorac Oil-Free Luminizer in Gold L2,

$28. Mix this gold-flecked liquid with

foundation or dab it on your brow bones.

'

1 Coverall Wetslicks Fruit Spritzers in

Cool Cocoa Mint. $5.99. Nonsticky, high

shine, sheer color—what's not to like?

2Bour)ois La Creme De Levres Lip Cream

in Rose Voluptueux. $16. You'll relish its

macadamia and sweet-almond oils,

3 Bare Escentuals' bareMinerals 100%

Natural Lipcolor in Maple Syrup, $15.

It's a classic hue with pomegranate

seed-oil extract.

4L'Oreal Pans Infallible Never Fail

Lipcolor in Ginger, $11.99. This lipstick

and gloss-stick duo stays put for hours.

SDuWop Liptones in Cadence. $18. Run

this pale-peach shade over lips and top

with gloss or lipstick. -Patricia Reynoso
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Trouble sle

Most sleep aids only

u fa

helps you

Take advantage of our
7-DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER,

Visit AmbienCR.com or call 1-800-581-4576.

AMBIEN CR is indicated for the treatment of insomnia. *Proven effective for up to 7 hours in clinical studies.

Important Safety Information

AMBIEN CR is a treatment option you and your healthcare provider can consider along with lifestyle changes and can be taken for as long

as your provider recommends. Until you know how AMBIEN CR will affect you, you shouldn't drive or operate machinery. Be sure you're

able to devote 7 to 8 hours to sleep before being active again. Sleepwalking, and eating or driving while not fully awake, with amnesia for

the event, have been reported. If you experience any of these behaviors contact your provider immediately. In rare cases, sleep medicines

may cause allergic reactions such as swelling of your tongue or throat, shortness of breath or more severe results. If you have an allergic

reaction while using AMBIEN CR, contact your doctor immediately Side effects may include next-day drowsiness, dizziness and headache.

It's non-narcotic; however, like most sleep medicines, it has some risk of dependency Don't take it with alcohol.

Please see important patient intormation on adjoining page

/IMBIGNCR

A good night's sleep from start to finish.

02006-2007 sanoli-aventis U.S. ac. All nghts reserved. USACR.07.07.04t July 2007 Pnntea in USA



INFORMATION FOR PATIENTS

Ambien CR™ ©
(Zolpidem tartrate extended-release] tablets

INFORMATION fOR PATIENTS TAKING AMBIEN CR

H)ur doctor has prescribed Ambien CR to help vou sleep. The following Information is intended to guide

vou m the safe use of this medicine It is not meant to take the place of your doctor's instructions. If you

have anv questions about Ambien CR tablets be sure to ask your doctor or pharmacist

Ambien CR is used to treat different t\'pes of sleep problems, such as:

• trouble falling asleep

• waking up often during the night

Some people may have more than one of these problems

Ambien CR belongs to a group of medicines known as the "sedative/hypnotics", or simply, sleep

medicines There are many different sleep medicines available to help people sleep better. Sleep

problems are usually temporary, requiring treatment for only a short time, usually 1 or 2 days up

to 1 or 2 weeks Some people have chronic sleep problems that may require more prolonged use

of sleep medicine. However, you should not use these medicines tor long periods without talking

uith vour docior about the risks and benefits of prolonged use.

SIDE EFFECTS C 1 1

Most common side effects:

• t*ddache

• somnolence (sleepiness)

• dizziness

You may find that these medicines make you sleepy during the day How drowsy you feel depends upon

how vour body reacts lo the medicine, which sleep medicine you are taking, and how large a dose your

doctor has prescnbed Daytime drowsiness is best avoided by taking the lowest dose possible that will

still help you sleep at night. Your doctor will work with you to find the dose of Ambien CR that is best

for you-

To manage these side effects while you are taking this medicine:

• When you first start taking Ambien CR or any other sleep medicine until you know whether the med-

icine will still have some carryover effect in you the next day, use extreme care while doing anything

that requires complete alertness, such as driving a car. operating machinery, or piloting an aircraft

• NEVER drink alcohol while vou are being treated with Ambien CR or any sleep medicine. Alcohol

can increase the side effects of Ambien CR or any other sleep medicine.

• Do not take any other medicines without asking your doctor first. This includes medicines you can

buy without a prescription. Some medicines can cause drowsiness and are best avoided while

taking Ambien CR

• Always take the exact dose of Ambien CR prescribed by your doctor. Never change your dose

without talking to your doctor first

SPECIAL CONQRNS

There are some sper lal problems that may occur while taking sleep medicines

"Sleep-Driving" and other complex behaviors: There have been reports of people getting out of bed

after taking a sleep medicine and driving their cars while not fully awake, often with no memory of the

event If you experience such an event, it should be reported to your docior immediately, since "sleep-

driving" can be dangerous This behavior is more likely to occur when Ambien CR is taken with alcohol

or other drugs such as those for the treatment of depression or anxiety Other complex behaviors such

as preparing and eating food, making phone calls, or having sex have been reported in people who are

not fully awake after taking a sleep medicine As with "sleep-driving", people usually do not remember

these events

Memory problems: Sleep medicines may cause a special type of memory loss or "amnesia " When this

occurs, a person may not remember wliat has happened for several hours after taking the medicine

This IS usually not a problem since most people fall asleep after taking the medicine

Memory loss can be a problem, however, when sleep medicines are taken while traveling, such as

during an airplane flight and the person wakes up before the effect of the medicine is gone This has

been called "traveler's amnesia
"

Be sure to talk to your doctor if you think you are having memory problems Although memory

problems are not very common while taking Ambien CR. in most instances, they can be avoided if you

take Ambien CR only when you are able to get a full night's sleep (7 to 8 hours) before you need to be

active again

Tolerance: When sleep medicines are used every night for more than a few weeks, they may lose their

ellecliveness to help you sleep This is known as "tolerance" Sleep medicines should, in most cases, be

used only for short periods of time, such as 1 or 2 days and generally no longer than 1 or 2 weeks If

your sleep problems continue, consult your doctor, who will determine whether other measures are

needed to overcome your sleep problems

Dependence: Sleep medicines can cause dependence, especially when these medicines are used

regularly for longer than a few weeks or at high doses Some people develop a need to continue

taking their medicines This is known as depenoence or "addiction
"

When people develop dependence, they may have difficultv stopping the sleep medicine. If the

medicine is suddenly stopped, the body is not able to funrtion normally and unpleasant symptoms may
occur (see W(thdrawal) They may find that they have to keep taking the medicines either at the

prescribed dose or at increasing doses |U5t to avoid withdrawal symptoms.

All people taking sleep medicines have some risk of becoming dependent on the medicine However,

people who have been dependent on alcohol or other drugs in the past may have a higher chance of

becoming addicted to sleep medicines This possibility must be considered before using these

medicnes lor more than a few weeks

>4MBIGNC
6,2&Me a TZ5-Kt& EXTBOes RBXASE TAJJ

If VOU have been addicted to alcohol or drugs in the past, it is important to tell your doctoM

starting Ambien CR or any sleep medicine.
,
i

Withdrawal: Withdrawal symptoms may occur when sleep medicines are stopped suddenly aftj

used daily for a long time. In some cases, these symptoms can occur even if the medicine has b(

for only a week or two.

In mild cases, withdrawal symptoms may include unpleasant feelings. In more severe cases, ab

and muscle cramps, vomiting, sweating, shakiness, and rarely, seizures may occur. These mor

withdrawal symptoms are very uncommon.

Another problem that may occur when sleep medicines are stopped is known as "rebound ins

This means that a person may have more trouble sleeping the first few nights after the me
stopped than before starting the medicine. If you should experience rebound insomnia, do

discouraged This problem usually goes away on its own after 1 or 2 nights

If you have been taking Ambien CR or any other sleep medicine for more than 1 or 2 weeks, do

taking It on vour own Always follow your doctor's directions.

Changes in behavior and thinking: Some people using sleep medicines have expenencea

changes m their thinking and/or behavior. These effects are not common However, they have ir

• more outgoing or aggressive behavior than normal

• confusion

• strange behavior

• agitation

• hallucinations

• worsening of depression

• suicidal thoughts

How often these effects occur depends on several factors, such as a person s general health, th

other medicines, and which sleep medicine is being used-

It IS also important to realize that it is rarely clear whether these behavior changes are causec^^

medicine, an illness, or occur on their own. In fact, sleep problems that do not improve may ba

illnesses that were present before the medicine was used. If you or your family notice any chc(

your behavior, or if you have any unusual or disturbing thoughts, call your doaor immediately

Pregnancy: Sleep medicines may Quse sedation of the unborn baby when used during the lasl

of pregnancy. i

Be sure to tell your doctor if you are pregnant, if you are planning to become pregnant, o'

become pregnant while taking Ambien CR

SAFE USE OF SLEEPING MEDIQNES i

To ensure the safe and effective use of Ambien CR or any other sleep medicine, you should obsi

following cautions:

1 Ambien CR is a prescription medicine and should be used ONLY as directed by your dodor.ill

your doctor's instructions about how to take, when to take, and how long to take Ambi

Ambien CR tablets should not be divided, crushed, or chewed, and must be swallowed who

2 Never use Ambien CR or any other sleep medicine for longer than direded by your doctor.

3. If you develop an allergic reaction such as rash, hives, shortness of breath or swelling of your i(

or throat when using Ambien CR or any other sleep medicine, discontinue Ambien CR or othc.lq

medicine immediately and contact your doctor.

4 If you notice any unusual and/or disturbing thoughts or behavior during treatment with Am
or any other sleep medicine, contact your doctor.

5 Tell your doctor about any medicines you may be taking, including medicines you may bi

out a prescription You should also tell your doctor if you dnnk alcohol DO NOT use alcoh

taking Ambien CR or any other sleep medicine.

6 Do not take Ambien CR unless you are able to get a full night's sleep before you must be actn

For example, Ambien CR should not be taken on an overnight airplane flight of le

7 to 8 hours since "traveler's amnesia" may occur.

7 Do not increase the prescribed dose of Ambien CR or any other sleep medicine unless instri.

your doctor.

8 When you first start taking Ambien CR or any other sleep medicine, until you know whei

medicine will still have some carryover effect in you the next day, use extreme care whii

anything that requires complete alertness, such as driving a car, operating machinery, or pili

aircraft.

9. Be aware that you may have more sleeping problems the first night after stopping AmbieiiR

any other sleep medicine

10 Be sure to tell your doctor if you are pregnant, if you are planning to become pregnant, o

become pregnant while taking Ambien CR or any other sleep medicine.

1 1 As with all prescription medicines, never share Ambien CR or any other sleep medicine with

;

else Always store Ambien CR or any other sleep medicine in the onginal container that you ri

It in and store it out of reach of children

12 Ambien CR works very quickly You should only take Ambien CR right before going to bed <

ready to go to sleep

Ambien CR™ 6
(Zolpidem tartrate extended-release tablets)

Copyright, sanofi dvenlis U S IIC 2007 AMB-APR07-IFP-Aa Revised April 2007

sanofi-aventis U

Bridgewater, NJ
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, iridescent blooms of Amaryllis will brighten up a winter's

where across the country. Our Amaryllis Gift Collection

J introduce these exotic tropical flowers to two friends

oy one yourself). Simple to grow, the Amaryllis will bloom about

; after arrival. The process is great fun to watch! You can expect

-size Amaryllis bulbs from White Flower Farm to produce two

items, most with four blossoms. Complete instructions for care

id and success is guaranteed. Great Holiday gift idea!

/ely for our magazine readers, we created Three Gift Collections for

-e price includes shipping to THREE different locations!

I i from:

I \7n Red Amaryllis Gift Collection

126 Pink Amaryllis Gift Collection

^28 Double Amaryllis Gift Collection

hite Flower Farm, P"^
'

jcatalog.com ^In

HX71. Gi

in time f-

! to ship

•gin 1
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The

Have It
30 Rock star Jane Krakowski shares

the secret to dazzling peepers

Many people knowJane Krakowski for her hilarious

turn as scheming blondeJenna Maroney on the
hit NBC comedy 3&.Rock, but making audiences

laugh isn't her only talent-she's just as skilled at playing
up her naturally gorgeous looks widi a few fabulous
makeup tricks. "Tm a big makeup girl," says Krakowski,
39. '-probably because I did a lot of theater, and in the
theater you have to do it yourself."

Whedier she's doing her own makeup or working with
a professional, the focus is always the same for this Tony
Award-uinning actress. "My eyes are the main feature that
Hike to biing out," she explains. "I'm really into lashes
right now, making mine as black as possible." Krakowski
uses multiple coats of mascara for defmition, but she
lorgoes lash curiing. "It doesn't work as well for me,
l)ecause my lashes tend to curi a bit naturally. It ends up
cramping tliem instead of keeping diem long." When it

comes to shadow, it's all about using shades that will make
her blue eyes look even bluer. "I go for neutral shades, and
I tend to choose browois with more red in them because
they make blue eye color pop. I didn't know about this for
a really long time, and I wish I had learned it years ago!"

-Alison White

Get the Look
Brown shadows look great with all eye colors; the trick is

finding the right hue. Green-eyed gals stand out in warm
shades of brown, such as golden taupe and camel, while
brown-eyed beauties can carry off darker, richer tones, such
as sable and mocha.

• Pur Minerals Triple Impact Mascara, $16.50, works to
lengthen, thicken and curl lashes. • Almay Intense i-Color
Bring Out Powder Shadow, $7,49, has shades for every eye
color. • Make an impact with MAC Kohl Power in Raven,
$13.50, a pearly black liner. • If your lashes need a lift, try
Kevyn Aucoin the Eyelash Curler, $20. ^

Where to Find It, page 213
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It penetrates deeper for complete all-over

comfort without that greasy feel.

curel.com
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Journal

IS YOUR
HAIR
HAVING
GROWING
PAINS?

Here, easy style solutions to get you
through the awkward stages of

growing out, going long or losing layers

FROM SHOULDER LENGTH TO LONG & LOVELY
Long han- is sexy and aberfeminine and offers myriad styling options, depend-
ing on your mood and the occasion. Mid-length hair, meanwhile, looks fresh
and classic when it hits above the shoulders, but as soon as it gets just a bit
longer, the ends tend to flip up and resist laying flat. Tlie secret to gaining diose
crucial few mches, however, may surprise you.
You may be tempted to shun the salon, but that's a big no-no. "Tour hair's

shape changes as it gets longer, so you need regular trims to adjust volume and
balance weight." says Patrick Melville, celebrity hairstyHst and New York City
salon owner. Othei-wise. you can get a 'mushroom efi-ect" when die bottom
becomes too wide, he adds. Schedule a haircut even,' two to three months, even
if you get as little as a quarter-inch trimmed off

Also, it's normal to feel as if die fmal few mches take die longest to grow "It
can feel like those last five pounds of weight you can never lose," svmpadiizes
Louise O Connor, owner of OC61 Salon, in New York Clt^. You still have a de-
cent amount of length to play widi for completely different looks, so get stA-lmo-!

TRICKS TO TIDE YOU OVg

The Texture Trick

If your hair is

straight, apply

mousse and blow-

dry. Wrap sections

around a curling

iron for waves. If

your hair is curly

or wavy, use a

straightening

cream or serum,

then blow-dry.

The Pretty

Ponytail

Create fixture by

scrunching

mousse into dry

hair Pull hair

back and secure

with a decorative

ponytail holder

Allow shorter

pieces to softly

frame the face.

The Part Switch

Parting your hair

on the opposite

side from where

you'd normally

wear it instantly

changes your

whole look. You'll

get loads of

volume, too.

Lightly mist with

shine serum for a

glossy finish.

HAIR HELPERS

Curlmaster

Dual-Heat Spring

Iron y4", $6.99

John Frieda Collection

Frizz-Ease 100% Shine

Glossing Mist, $5.99

V05 Weightless

Volumizing

Mousse, $3.49

Jane Iran Horn

Ponytail Holder in

Natural Carnelian, $30

3^ LADIES' HOME JOURNAL
,
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AFTER

The Growing Season

According to Kingsley, when your

nrietabolism speeds up in the sunnmer, your

hair gjrows faster, and vice versa in the

winter. Though you can't control the seasons,

you can stimulate your hair follicles. "Regular

scalp massages can boost hair growth by 5

percent," reports Kingsley. Gently knead your

scaWlfor 30 seconds ftfien you shampoo. >

40
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O LONG, SHORTY!
cropped do is girlish and grown-up-it's also one of the

isiest cuts to style, sa)'s Sean James, consulting celeb-

ty stylist for Garnier Fructis. The short layers in the

ont give hair volume and texture and. just as important,

s the ideal length for our busy lives. The catch is that

;gular trims (at least every eight weeks) are needed to

laintain its shape.

This is why transitioning into a different short hair-

yle, such as a bob. is a challenge. "It's tough because

le layers tend to grow out awkwardly and unevenly."

otes O'Connor.

Tough, perhaps, but not impossible. As Melville ex-

plains, the trick is to reverse the weight of the hair. "With

a bob. the weight is in the front, so you need to create the

illusion that the back is shorter and the front is longer,"

he notes. Your stylist should cut layers m the back; as the

shorter front layers grow, the two will eventually meet.

Growing out this style will take rime (at least six to eight

months), so hang in there. 'Just when you tliink your hair

is at its worst point, it turns the corner,'' says MeKille. In

the meantime, rely on these styling ideas, products and

tools for making your hair easier to live with.

A A
'he Messy Updo
^pply styling wax through dry hair,

oughing up the texture with your

ingers as you go. Pin back the

ongest layers and let the shorter

)ieces fall on your face.

. 4. ,1l .... ^ M ^

The Smooth Down
Apply gel to damp hair and loosely

blow-dry. styling with your fingers or

a brush. Once hair is dry. use a

straightening iron on small sections

for the sleekest look possible.

The Slicked-Back Top

When hair is nearly dry. layer a

strong-hold gel from root to tip. Aim

the blow-dryer's nozzle at the hairline

to direct the hair back. Secure the

look with the dryer's cool-shot button.

HAIR HELPERS

le

Fekkai Coiff

Nonchalant Piecing and

Forming Wax, $23

Garnier Fructis

Style Play Style Liquid

Spray Gel, $3.99

Revlon Tourmaline

Heat Nano Ceramic 1 V^'

Straightener, $39.99

Conair Ionic

Lightweight Styler,

$29.99

vVWW LHJ COM
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YE-BYE, BANGS!
mgs put the focus on your eyes, soften the overall look

your features and conceal forehead lines and furrows,

espite these lovely fringe benefits, however, it takes a sur-

ising amount of effort to wear bangs weU, from frequent

ims to straightening your hair to prevent the unflattering

:url under." Let's face it: Who has the time?

The ideal way to grow out your bangs is to coax them

to longer, face-framing layers, so you'll end up with a

lore-versatile look that requires less maintenance. You can't

3 on a scissor strike, though, histead, you need strategic

shaping to get )-ou into your next st)'le much faster. "Ask

your stylist to trim your bangs diagonall)', instead of straight

across, and have him texturize or thin them to soften the

heaviness," recommends James. "Once you push them to

the side, they'll be encouraged to grow in the direction you

want the eventual layers to fall."

For those frustrating weeks when you're between cuts,

and your bangs fall into your eyes or the length hits an odd

place, count on diese st^'le strategies aiid essential tools to

make every day a good-hair day.

he Side Stroke

lake a side part: Long bangs can

ork in a deep side part but short

nes should stay close to your

atural part. Set with hair spray and

ip with an elegant barrette.

Sweep bangs off your forehead with a

wide headband or two skinny ones

worn slightly staggered. Tease hair at

the crown for extra height, which will

keep this look fashionable, not frumpy.

The Pinup

Lift your bangs and tease them at the

root with a comb Push them back

against your head and secure with

bobby pins. Smooth flyaways with

styling cream and set with hair spray.

HAIR HELPERS

PANJENt

harles Wahba Tortoise

Barrette, $15 for two

Pantene Pro-V

Silkening Transformation

Creme, $3.99

I

oZ
VL—

Marc Anthony Pro

Finish Hairspray. $7.99

Goody Haute Society

Sleek Satin Headband,

$4.99 each

For a gallery of gorgeous medium-length hairstyles, go to www.lhj.com/medium

.VWWLHJCOM
143
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WORLD
FROM HATS TO HOSIERY, BAGS TO BLOUSES,
YOU'LL FIND YOURSELF MAD ABOUT PLAID

WRITTEN AND STYLED BY SUE ERNETj

IEven neutral plaids usually

have brighter tones woven
in, like the turquoise and citron

in this brown-and-camel coat.

For an easy way to add a little

punch to your outfit, pair the

plaid piece with corresponding
colorful underpinnings. Coat,

Tapemeasure, $129.

2 Big and bold, plaid Is back,

as in this ruffled chiffon

blouse layered with a mascullnf

check but feminine-shaped
jacket. Or for just a touch of

plaid, add these plastic plaid-

print bracelets. Blouse, Lauren

by Ralph Lauren, $139.

Bracelets, Stephan & Co.

3 Only brave enough for a

single piece of this vivid

weave? Try an oversize duffel

and match your outfit with the

colors that appear in the plaid.

Duffel, Mango Tree at Not-

anonymous, $145. CONTINUE

WWW.LHJ
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Read Between The Pillow Lines:

Now, Skin Wakes Up Re-Densified And Free Of Creases.

NEW
AGE PERFECT
PRO-CALCIUM"
FOR MATURE, FRAGILE SKIN

NIGHT

5^

^ 7

INNOVATION

Unique Deep Repairing Night Treatment

Anti-Sagging + Anti-Fragility

With 2 kinds of calcium , new Continuous

Calcium Technology PM strengthens skin

overnight, when skin's most open to repair

• 100% saw more suppleness immediately*

• 93% saw smoother skin*

Stronger, re-densified skin that's crease-free?

The difference is night and day.

BECAUSE YOU'RE WORTH IT""
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4 Tartan renders this toggle

coat especially versatile,

since it can be worn with the

pearl gray, bright red and classic

black that make up its pattern.

Coat, Tommy Hilfiger, $229.

5 This classic wool bucket hat

is refreshingly new, thanks to

a chunky-knit navy band that

will make it a perennial favorite.

Hat, Hat Attack, $66.

6 Make 9-to-5 cutting-edge

modern by pairing this swing

jacket with bracelets of bright-

plaid ribbons and metal. Jacket,

DKNY Jeans, $89. Chain

bracelet, $130, and cuff, $120,

both Ben-Amun.

'"7 Try these black-and-plum-

/ print tights for a saucy,

surprising jolt to a simple

ensemble. Tights, Hue, $18.

4
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VYTORIN treats the

2 sources of cholesterol.

nd VYTORIN was proven in clinical studies to lower bad cholesterol

more than Crestor alone, more than Lipitor alone.

Ik to your doctor about treating the 2 sources of

olesterol, food and family, with VYTORIN. Only

'TORIN treats the 2 sources by helping to block cholesterol

3t comes from food and reducing the cholesterol your body

ikes naturally, based on family history. That's because

ly VYTORIN contains two cholesterol medicines, Zetia

etimibe) and Zocor (simvastatin), in a single tablet. And

'TORIN was proven in clinical studies to lower bad

)L) cholesterol more than Zocor alone, more than Lipitor

me, and more than Crestor alone.

; important to eat a healthy diet and to stay active. But

/our cholesterol is still not where it should be, ask about

lating the 2 sources of cholesterol. Ask your doctor if

ding VYTORIN would be right for you.

.vh.,m, i.ic.„5» MERCK /Schering-Plough Pharmaceuticals

nd out if you quality, call l 1-3477503

yright ©Ivlerck/Schering Plough Pharmaceuticals, 2007 All ngtits reserved 20750384(1)(004)-VYT

ORIN and ZETIA are registered trademarks of MSP Singapore Company, LLC Otiier brands listed

Itie trademarks of their respective ov»ners and are not trademarks of MSP Singapore Company, LLC

Important Information: VYTORIN is a prescription tablet

and isn't right for everyone, including women who are

nursing or pregnant or who may become pregnant, and

anyone with liver problems.

Unexplained muscle pain or weakness could be a sign of

a rare but serious side effect and should be reported to

your doctor right away VYTORIN may interact with other

medicines or certain foods, increasing your risk of getting

this serious side effect So tell your doctor about any other

medications you are taking

Please read the Patient Product Information on the adjacent

page

To learn more, call 1-877-VYTORIN or visit vytorin.com.

VYTORIN.
(ezetimibe/simvastatinj

Treat the 2 sources of cholesterol.



VY lUKiiM" tezeTimiDe/simvasiaTin; laoieTS

Patient Information about VYTORIN (Vl-tor-in)

Generic name: ezetimibe/simvastatin tablets

Read this information carefully before

you start taking VYTORIN. Review this

information each time you refill your
prescription for VYTORIN as there may
be new information. This information

does not take the place of talking with
your doctor about your medical
condition or your treatment. If you
have any questions about VYTORIN,
ask your doctor. Only your doctor can
determine if VYTORIN is right for you.

What is VYTORIN?

VYTORIN is a medicine used to lower
levels of total cholesterol, LDL (bad)

cholesterol, and fatty substances called

triglycerides in the blood. In addition,

VYTORIN raises levels of HDL (good)
cholesterol. It is used for patients who
cannot control their cholesterol levels

by diet alone. You should stay on a

cholesterol-lowering diet while taking
this medicine.

VYTORIN works to reduce your
cholesterol in two ways. It reduces the
cholesterol absorbed in your digestive
tract, as well as the cholesterol your
body makes by itself. VYTORIN does
not help you lose weight.

Who should not take VYTORIN?

Do not take VYTORIN:

• If you are allergic to ezetimibe or
simvastatin, the active ingredients in

VYTORIN, or to the inactive ingredients.

For a list of inactive ingredients, see
the "Inactive ingredients" section at

the end of this information sheet.

• If you have active liver disease or

repeated blood tests indicating

possible liver problems.

• If you are pregnant, or think you may
be pregnant, or planning to become
pregnant or breast-feeding.

VYTORIN is not recommended for use
in children under 10 years of age.

What should I tell my doctor before
and while taking VYTORIN?

Tell your doctor right away if you
experience unexplained muscle pain,

tenderness, or weakness.This is because
on rare occasions, muscle problems
can be serious, including muscle break-
down resulting in kidney damage.

The risk of muscle breakdown is

greater at higher doses of VYTORIN.

The risk of muscle breakdown is greater
in patients with kidney problems.

Taking VYTORIN with certain substances
can increase the risk of muscle problems.
It is particularly important to tell your
doctor if you are taking any of the
following:

• cyclosporine

• danazol
• antifungal agents (such as

itraconazole or ketoconazole)
• fibric acid derivatives (such as

gemfibrozil, bezafibrate, orfenofibrate)
• the antibiotics erythromycin,

clarithromycin, and telithromycin
• HIV protease inhibitors (such as indinavir,

nelfinavir, ritonavir, and saquinavir)
• the antidepressant nefazodone
• amiodarone (a drug used to treat an

irregular heartbeat)
• verapamil (a drug used to treat high

blood pressure, chest pain associated
with heart disease, or other heart

conditions)
• large doses (>1 g/day) of niacin or

nicotinic acid
• large quantities of grapefruit juice

(>1 quart daily)

It is also important to tell your doctor if

you are taking coumarin anticoagulants
(drugs that prevent blood clots, such as
warfarin).

Tell your doctor about any prescription

and nonprescription medicines you are
taking or plan to take, including natural
or herbal remedies.

Tell your doctor about all your medical
conditions including allergies.

Tell your doctor if you:

• drink substantial quantities of alcohol
or ever had liver problems. VYTORIN
may not be right for you.

• are pregnant or plan to become
pregnant. Do not use VYTORIN if you
are pregnant, trying to become pregnant
or suspect that you are pregnant. If

you become pregnant while taking
VYTORIN, stop taking it and contact
your doctor immediately.

• are breast-feeding. Do not use
VYTORIN if you are breast-feeding.

Tell other doctors prescribing a new
medication that you are taking VYTORIN.

How should I take VYTORIN?

• Take VYTORIN once a day, in the
evening, with or without food.

• Try to take VYTORIN as prescribed.

If you miss a dose, do not take an
extra dose. Just resume your usual
schedule.

• Continue to follow a cholesterol-

lowering diet while taking VYTORIN.
Ask your doctor if you need diet

information.

• Keep taking VYTORIN unless your
doctor tells you to stop. If you stop
taking VYTORIN, your cholesterol
may rise again.

What should I do in case of an overdose?

Contact your doctor immediately.

What are the possible side effects of

VYTORIN?

See your doctor regularly to check y(

cholesterol level and to check for sid

effects. Your doctor may do blood te

to check your liver before you start

taking VYTORIN and during treatme

In clinical studies patients reported t

following common side effects while

taking VYTORIN: headache and mus
pain (see What should I tell my doctc
before and while taking VYTORIN?).

The following side effects have beer
reported in general use with either

ezetimibe or simvastatin tablets (tab

that contain the active ingredients o
VYTORIN):

• allergic reactions including swelli

ofthe face, lips, tongue, and/or tht

that may cause difficulty in breath
or swallowing (which may require

treatment right away), rash, hives
joint pain; muscle pain; alteration

in some laboratory blood tests;

liver problems; inflammation of
the pancreas; nausea; gallstones
inflammation of the gallbladder.

Tell your doctor if you are having th<

or any other medical problems whili

on VYTORIN. This is not a complete I

of side effects. For a complete list, a;

your doctor or pharmacist.

General Information about VYTORIf

Medicines are sometimes prescribe
for conditions that are not mentione
in patient information leaflets. Do n(

use VYTORIN for a condition for whi(

was not prescribed. Do not give VYTO
to other people, even if they have the s<

condition you have. It may harm the

This summarizes the most importan
information about VYTORIN. If you
would like more information, talk w
your doctor.You can ask your pharme
or doctor for information about VYTG
that is written for health profession;

For additional information, visit the

following web site: vytorin.com.

Inactive ingredients:

Butylated hydroxyanisole NF, citric

acid monohydrate USR croscarmell

sodium NF, hydroxypropyl methyl-
cellulose USR lactose monohydrate
magnesium stearate NR microcrystal

cellulose NF and propyl gallate NF

Issued November 2006

MERCK / Schering-Plough Pharmaceutic

Manufactured for:

Merck/Schering-Plough Pharmaceuti
North Wales, PA 19454, USA

20750384(1 )(004i>
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WHERE IS TH
GORGEOUS

This feature was photographed at

the beautiful vineyards of Bedell

Cellars, in New York's N(|^h Fork,

Long Island, wine region. Thouflh

this viticultural area is only

about 30 years old, it is already.^
producing notable East Coast %
wines perfect for fall picnics. Try:

Bedell Cellars 2005 Merlot, $25,

which has notes of blueberry,

cassis and tobacco, and is aged 16

months hi French oak.

For a West Coast wi
Hogue Reserve 2004
Columbia Valley, Wash!
$22. Aromas of oak an
combine with peai; ere

brioch^and at

1 *^'rx-.
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THERE'S NO SUCH THING AS BEING TOO SAFE.

Baby gates are just tl-- '

- iig. They never truly

know what it means ^ nem safe. But we do.

We're parents jusi e re also the company

wi^'- Five-Star cr... ratings than anybody

IP ^mg to NHTSA crash tests and

?stinR, the ail new "lOOS Ford Taurus X is rated

,ssover in America* The

- ' . - ^ ^-Star safety ratings in all

J ilHS named the Taurus X a

/ Ford Taurus X. Check it c

?t - -'^r or at fordvehicles.com. Bold Moves.

f rt

*
THE ALL NEW TAURUS X.

RATED TKE SAFEST SEVEN-PASSENGER CROSSOVER IN AMERICA.
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hv CYNTHIA HANSON

He Loves
oports
More

Than Meyy

Her turn: ''My husband is a sports fanatic and
It's destroying our marriage; said Gloria, 28,
an administrative assistant in New York City
who has been married for 18 months. "Every
night Carlos flops on the sofa, flips on the TV
and watches a game until bedtime. He's so crazy about our
hometown teams-the Yankees, the Knicks, the Giants-that he
screams obscenities if the referee makes a bad call, dances aroimd
the In^ng room if his team makes a good play and calls his fnends
to rant and rave while the game is in progress. On weekends he's
either watchmg ESPN, playing pickup basketball in the park or at
a Yankees game with his brother, a season ticket holder.

"If it were up to him. Id cheer right along with him. But
I reaUy couldn't care less about sports. I watched some games just
to make liim happy but then I dozed off out of sheer boredom
and he got upset. Most nights, 1 watch the Food Network or
fiGl^ in the bedroom.

I'or the past 18 months ^^•e been lonely and bored. I'm tired
of crying myself to sleep, wondering what I can do to make
Carlos understand how much I miss his companionship. I don't
expect him to quit watching sports or skip the World Series. I
simply want liim to watch fewer games so that we can go to an
occasioiuil mov ie or browse in bookstores-stuff we did before we
got married. Is that so unreasonable.^ But Carlos alwavs says, 'I
am here witli >(,u-I just happen to be watcliing baseball.'

"Clearly we have different concepts of
togetherness. Yes, we are both present in
this apartment, but we're not emotionally
connected. About four months ago I hit

rock bottom and stopped having sex with
Carlos. Since our sex life had always been
great, I thought diis would motivate him to

LADIES HOME JOURrjAL : OCTOBER 2007



change. 'You sit in front of the TV' all night

ignoring me, and now you expect me to be

affectionate?' I say when he crawls into bed

and kisses me after I'm asleep. Carlos com-

plains but he's not upset enough to slop

watching sports. I've also stopped cooking

his favorite foods. As far as I m concerned.

he can eat chicken noodle soup! I still love him but I don't want

to be in a marriage in which I'm im isible.

"I was bom in Puerto Rico, the third daughter of a plumber

and a seamstress, who moved our family to the Bronx when I was

9. From Dad I inlierited my love of Latin dancing: I have fond

memories of doing the salsa and mambo in our living room
together when I was a little girl. From Mom I inherited my love

of cooking and decorating. My parents pushed me to excel in

school, so I worked hard, got good gr ades and went to junior col-

lege, where I studied office administration.

"I spotted Carlos at the train station one morning about three

years ago and thought he was the handsomest man I'd ever seen.

For months I stared at him from afar, too shy to introduce myself.

Then one morning we both missed our train. As we waited for

the next one and then sat together on the ride downtowi. Carlos

told me he was 33, a divorced father and a paralegal at a law firm.

Before I could figure out how to give him my phone number

without seeming too eager, he asked me for it and called hours

later to invite me to play miniature golf.

"I fell in love with Carlos's fun-loving personalirs' and sense of

romance; he was the first man to sing me love songs. We saw each

other four nights a week, and diere was ne\'er a dull moment as

we went out dancing, saw movies and listened to music. We
never ran out of things to talk about. .Soon Cai los introduced me
to his daughter. Lucy, then 6. and we hit it off. He has joint cus-

todv with his ex-wife. S) lvia. and on the weekends Lucy spent

with Carlos, the three of us went on picnics, visited museums and

baked cookies. It was so much fun! He barely mentioned sports.

I had no idea he had this obsession.

"After we d dated for a year, Carlos proposed. We got married

six mondis later. Going from dating to living togedier was a huge

adjustment-and. frankly, not what I expected. He changed over-

night: Suddenly, die high-energ)' guy who liked salsa dancing and

fine dining was more interested in staying home to watch the

Knicks than in spending time with inc. Unsure what to do, I tried

to watch with him. figuring he'd also watch my favorite shows

with me. But he refuses. He also takes no interest in my decorat-

ing projects. For example, I'm trying to choose fabrics for new-

kitchen and bedroom curtains, but the other night Carlos was too

focused on die Yankees to give his opinion. "Pick whatever you

want-I trust your taste," he said, turning up tlic volume.

"Worse yet. Carlos has turned Lucy, now 9. into a supeiian.

as well. Wlien she's here dic\- watch c\ cn- g;mie togedier, and he's

teaching her how to play basketball. At first I thought diat ma\ be

Lucy was feigning interest just to please him. But gradually I real-

ized it v\as genuine imd felt her pull aw a\ hom me. Before her dad

and I got manied Lucy loved to help ine cook: now she only w ants

to hang out widi him. which nuikes me feel like im outsider.

"Carlos's sports fixation is hurting our social tovnxL i d
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life. too. Recently we planned to attend a

suiprise 30th birthday party for my best

friend's husband, but at the last minute,

Carlos said. "The Yanks are playing the

Braves-tell eveiyone I have the tlu." Furi-

ous. I went to the party and lied to my
friend about his absence. I was too embar-

rassed to tell the truth: My husband is a

selfish, insensitive oaf who puts baseball

before his wife's happiness."

His turn: "What's wrong
with liking sports?" Carlos,

36. asked. "Yes, I am a super-

fan-and proud of it. I'm the guy at Yankee

Stadium who wears the hat. jersey and jacket.

Tm the fellow who yells to get the crowd cheer-

ing and who leads them in the wave. Sports are exciting: I love

the competition, the infighting among the players, coaches and

owners, the team rivalries, the thrill of the playoffs. I've never

kept anv of this a secret. When we were first dating I told Gloria

I followed the Knicks-it was basketball season-and that I played

basketball myself I didn't feel obligated to account for my acti\ i-

ties while we were apart, and I didn't expect her to, either.

"After we moved in together I tried to explain the rules of the

various sports, but her eyes glazed over. She'd give me a blank

look when I quizzed her on key plays. How hard is it to under-

stand that a pitcher throws the ball into the strike zone? Gloria

chose not to pay attention. Eventually I took the high road and

stopped asking her to watch with me. If I can accept that she's not

interested in sports, why can't she accept that I'm not interested

in her cooking and decorating shows.-' I hate those programs as

much as she hates mine.

"Meanwhile, over the past few months, my wife has taken the

low road, cutting off our sex life and refusing to cook the foods I

like. Gloria may think I didn't get her message, but I did-and I

won't be bullied, especially since I'm not doing anything wrong.

As I see it. if we're both home, we're together, even if I'm watch-

ing ESPN and she's watching Rachael Ray.

"I was born and raised in the Bronx, the younger son of a car-

penter and a jewelr)--store clerk. Dad had a violent temper and

constantly flew into rages, so I was glad when Mom fmally direw

liim out when I was 10. He disappeaied from our lives, but I wasn't

soiTy. Mom had high standards, wliich I worked haid to meet: I

was a good student, played varsity football and enlisted in the

Navy two weeks after

high school graduation.

After four years of acdve

duty I got a collei

degree in legal studies.

"I was 26 when I mar

ried my first wife. Syl-

via, a dental hygienist.

Lucy was born a year

later and I had high

hopes for a happy fam-

ily life. I was so busy

working and being a

dad that I didn't have as

much time to follow sports as when I was

single. Unfortunately our four-year mar-

riage ended when Sylvia left me for a den-

tist. I was devastated, but we get along for

Lucy's sake.

"As a single dad, my life revolved around

Lucy and gi^^ng her opportunities I didn't

have as a child, such as swimming and

music classes. On the nights and weekends

that she was with my ex-wife I turned to

sports to fill the void. I lifted weights, played

basketball and watched games on TV.

"I'd been divorced for two years when I

met Gloria at the train station. I stiU can't

believe I'd never noticed her before: She's a

gorgeous brunette with soulful brown eyes

and an adorable high-pitched laugh. 'We

clicked from the start, and I quickly fell in

love with her intelligence and kindness.

Also. I knew she'd be a devoted stepmother

and a positive role model for Lucy.

"As Gloria said, our relationship changed

after we moved in together. Maybe because

I'm eight yeai s older and divorced, my expec-

tations of maniage were different firom hers.

I didn't want to condnue going out four

nights a week, especially since we'd agreed

to save money for our future, which I hope

will include a house and a baby. Besides, we

do still go out every now and then.

"As for my encouraging Lucy's interest in

sports. Gloria is way out of line continued

I
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to criticize that. I want my daughter to be physically fit and learn

tlie life lessons that come from playing team sports.

"Tlie other night, when Gloria pushed me away in bed, I told

her we had to do something. She's not the only one who's un-

happy in this marriage: I miss our sex life, her company and her

fabulous cooking. "Maybe counseling can help," I said. 'I love

you—and I don't want to lose you.'

"

The counselor's turn: "Gloria and Carlos

were dealing with a common problem among
married couples: An outside interest had come
between them, destroying their intimacy and

threatening their relationship," the counselor

said. T)picall\'. a hobby doesn't surface as a problem until a ccjuple

is living together. There are several reasons for this. First, when

people are dating they may censor what they reveal about them-

selves, not out of deliberate deception but to gain die other person's

approval. Second, they usually don't see each other every day, so

diey're free to pursue their hobbies with no questions asked. It's not

a big deal for a single man to spend three nights a week watching

sports. But it can be a big problem for a married man to be unavail-

able to his wife because he's absorbed in a baseball game.

"Gloria and Carlos each had legitimate grievances. His in-

volvement in sports was excessive by any measure, and his indif-

ference to his wife's emotional needs was selfish. She, in turn, was

closed-minded about sports, and her strategy of punishing her

husband by denying him sex and food was misguided and coun-

terproductive. Still, despite their mutual anger and feelings of

neglect, the couple had much in their favor: They were still in

love, were committed to repairing their marriage and had no lin-

gering issues from childhood or previous relationships.

"My first step was to help them understand that their hobbies

were expressions of the very qualities they loved about each

other. Gloria was attracted to her husband's exuberance and pas-

sion, yet she deplored those traits as they related to sports—

specifically, his being overly zealous aboiu his teams. Carlos,

meanwhile, enjoyed his wife's cooking and domestic creativity,

\ et was dismissive of her desire to watch cooking or decorating

shows. 'You must change your negative attitudes." I advised them

in the first session. 'See these interests for what they are: an

expression of your positive qualities."

"Next, we addressed the couple s poor communication. Gloria

needed to learn to express her feelings directly, honestly and

calmly. "Carlos may interpret your withholding sex and hot meals

differendy from what you intended," I told her. "Indirect commu-

nication leads to ambiguity and perpetual

misunderstanding."

"I advised Gloria to use non-accusatory T
statements, to make direct requests before

Carlos setded on the sofa to watch a game

and to frame her comments in a positive way:

'There's a new movie I'd love to see with you.

What's the best night to go?' In addition, I

suggested they hav^e ongoing discussions

about their relationship to clarif)' their goals,

values, expecfetions. beliefs and challenges.

'Carlos needed to understand that his

sports fixation made Gloria question his

loyalty, and that to rebuild their relation-

ship he needed to limit his involvement.

'You're entitled to watch and play sports,

but you can"t let them dominate your life to

the extent that your wife feels neglected.' I

explained. 'You act as if it's irrational of her

to want to spend quality time with you.

Marriage is about compromise so that both

partners' needs are met.'

"At first, Carlos was reluctant to admit

that his behavior was inappropriate. But he

finally got the message when Gloria threat-

ened to leave him unless he changed.

Though I believed that Carlos was being

selfish. I avoided that term because I didn't

want to make him more defensive than he

already was. Rather, I wanted him to con-

clude that Gloria's concerns were legiti-

mate. Eventually, he did. 'I took you for

granted and I'm sorry,' Carlos admitted in a

breakthrough session. 'I never meant to

hurt you.'

"From there, the couple agreed that Car-

los may devote two nights a week to sports;

on weekends he may watch one game or

play pickup basketball on each of the two

days. So fai", he has stuck to that agreement,

because he understands the consequences if

he doesn't. Carlos is what is known as a

"threshold changer,' meaning that only

when he got to the point where his mar-

riage was in jeopardy did he feel compelled

to modify his behavior. continued
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"Meanwliile. I encouraged Gloria to be more productive while

Carlos was watching sports. 'You've poured so much energv' into

being mad at Carlos and tn.'ing to make him change that you've

stopped doing things that bring you pleasure,' I told her. Now
Gloria spends the time that Carlos devotes to sports try ing new

recipes and working on home-improvement projects.

"Carlos held out hope that Gloria would start to like sports,

but as I noted, if you're not a fan and don't understand the game,

watching on T\' is about as exciting as watching paint dr}-. I

believed Gloria was more likely to develop an appreciarion if she

experienced the energy of a live event. Carlos took her to see the

Yankees at Yankee Stadium and the Kuicks at Madison Square

Garden. By explaining the rules and offering commentary

throughout the games, he helped her understand strategy and

kev plays. This real-life activity, combined with Gloria's soul-

searching during our sessions, successfully reshaped her attitude.

Wrapped up in the excitement, Gloria cheered with Carlos and

joined in the wave in the stands. She also discovered that she liked

baseball enough to watch it on TV. i yell when the umpire makes

a bad call, just like Carlos,' Gloria said. 'I now participate in all

the activities I thought were silly.'

"Thrilled with Gloria's newfound enthusiasm for sports. Car-

los agreed, in the spirit of compromise, to watch some of her

favorite programs. This pleased Gloria and helped restore their

intimac)-. "I'm not mad at Carlos anymore,' Gloria admitted. 'I

never refuse when he makes a move in bed, and I cook all his

favorite dishes again.'

"Next, I encouraged the couple to host casual parties during

big games as a way to blend Carlos's passion for sports with

Gloria's enthusiasm for cooking and to give their social Ufe a

boost, hi the past year they've invited several couples for buffet-

style dinners during the World Series. Super Bowl and NBA
Playofls. It's truly a team effort: Carlos and Gloria plan and pre-

pare the meals together, with Carlos in charge of chopping the

fruit and vegetables and mixing the margaritas. it's so much fun

having a project to work on together," Gloria said. Much to his

sui-prise. Carlos enjoys the prep work, cooking and bartending

for these parties, and he is righdy proud of Gloria's entertaining

skills. "One friend said she's the best hostess and cook he's ever

met," he said, i liked hearing that.'

"To help Gloria and Carlos rediscover the excitement of their

courtship together, they scheduled a weekly date night, where

the activii)- would be mutually interesting but not sports-related,

such as seeing a movie or going dancing. Finally, I advised

Gloria to support Carlos"s efforts to involve his daughter in ath-

letics. "Rather than criticize, vou should commend him for taking

Could Your Marriage Use Savi

When your

personal issu

become too

nnuch for the

of you to ha

on your own, a therapist can hel

Find one near you in our online

therapist directory, which includ

therapists' resumes, photos,

specialties and personal stateme

http://therapists.lhj.com

Lucv to a "iXOMBA game and for encouragi

ing her to play sports." I explained. "He";

teaching her the importance of being fii

and a good compedtor. and he"s using pro

fessional women athletes as role models.

Gloria agreed to try to play basketball, and

now she and Lucy team up against Carlos

in shooting contests. Sharing this new inter-

est has helped bond the family and to

restore the closeness that Gloria and Lucy

once enjoyed.

'"This couple worked hard in counseling

to overcome attitudes and behaviors that

had driven a wedge between them. As they

await their second wedding anniversary,

they aie planning a trip to the Caribbean to

celebrate and hope to add to their family in

the coming year. 'We've never been closer."

Carlos told me recently.

" 'Carlos is a new man, and I m a new

woman." added Gloria. 'We're like two love-

birds-happ)' all the dme." " ^

^^^^ "Can This Marriage Be Saved?"

^^^^B Is the most enduring women's

magazine feature In the world.

This month's case is based on

interviews with clients and

information from the files of

Jonathan Alpert, a licensed psychotherapist in

New York City and an advice columnist for the

Los Angeles Times and Metro newspapers. The

story told here is true, although names and other

details have been changed to conceal identities.

"Can This Marriage Be Saved?"" is a registered

trademark of Meredith Corporation.
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Ym life as ^ - ^ hv margaret renkl

It's my job to tell my kids

about what s really important

in life. Little did I kno\\ I'

life lessons also work in reverse

What
My Children

Teach Me
Four years ago, through a fluke of YMCA scheduling,

my two younger sons wound up on the same soccer

team. Sam, my eldest, had abandoned soccer years

earlier in favor of baseball, so each week I had to sit

through only one soccer practice instead of two. The
Saturday obligation was over with one 4()-minute game, and I

had a single absurd jersey color to wash each week instead of

managing one load for fluorescent orange and another for Bar-

ney purple. Plus, the coaches were brilliant—offering just the right

combination of skills training, encouragement and reminders that

soccer players don't tackle each odier, especially when they're on

die same team. I know a gift from God when I see it, so that team

is exactly where my sons have stayed e\'er since. (HemA-. 11, plays

in his own age bracket: and Joe, 9, plays up.) All the other soccer

moms I know are jealous. Tficy think I've pulled off some kind of

cosmic act of fraud. Isn't total subsen-ience to the demands of the

league the whole point of being a soccer mom?
Tlie tiring is, I was not meant to be any part of a sports team. I

am, in fact, a miserable athlete, though no one had die heart to

mention that fact to me in childhood, so I kept signing up for teams

an\'wav I once broke all but two of ni\- fmo;ers in a suide \'ollevball

play. In softball I played right field—until a

left-handed batter happened to come along,

at which point the coach summarily trans-

ferred me to left field. I comprehended so

litde about the game that I didn't understand

until years later, when Sam explained it to

me. that I'd essentially been moved to a spot

on die field where no ball would ever come

iieai- me. It made sense: I had about as much

chance of catching a pop fly as an asteroid,

and I tended to spend my time in the outfield

making necklaces out of crimson clover.

B)' the time my children were bom Fd

become a total sports agnostic. It's not that

I was ever hostile to the team mentality—

I always liked the idea of people pulling

together to achieve a single, ardent goal. It's

what they're working for so ardently that

puzzled me. How can so many people so pas

sionately care about whether a ball makes

into a net or a goal? Even if the

nt goal. It s

dently that i

3ple so pas- J

dl makes itfl

CONTINUED^
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te;ini happens to win the game, they still have to

pla%' tlie same people again next ) eai'. I just never

got tlie point, and eventually I gave up tning.

I was never meant to be a soccer mom, but

there's something about the glad animal move-

ments of a child on a playing field that I've

come to love just because it's so heartening to

watch—the exuberance, the pleasure and the concentration, all

playing across a little face. My kids care about soccer, and I care

about them, so I have gradually—though, it must be admitted,

somewhat grudgingly and often only partially-learned to care,

too. Without even meaning to, my children have taught me to

understand what people love about sports.

For me, tliis is one of the most suiprising and giatifying diings

about being a mother. Throughout my first pregnancy I fantasized

about the wonders I would someday share with my child: I'd teach

him to love a growing gaiden, as I did. We'd cm l up together on

rainy afternoons and I d read him my favorite books and teach him

to play my favorite board games. At night Fd sing him "Swing Low,

Sweet Chariot," the same lullaby my father sang to me. During the

ht)lidays we'd watch It 's a Wonderful Life and A Cluirlie Brown Christ-

mas. Having a chUd, I thought, would let me relive the best parts of

my own youdi.

You see where this is

going: I got the lullaby, and

that's pretty much it. Even

"Swing Low, Sweet Char-

iot" didn't last long-only

until my kids could talk

clearly enough to request

another number, or to

change the words and cre-

ate a parody: I once heard

Henry singing "Swing Low.

Sweet Cherr\' Pie" to Joe.

who was laughing hysteri-

cally at each new oudand-

ish verse. My kids hate

board games, and the horse stories I loved so much back in the

70s? They leave my 21st-centur\' cliildren cold. I no longer have

dme to grow fresh vegetables m\'self, much less attempt to teach

my kids to love the feel of the soil in their hands. Anyway, to

them it would probably be just another chore. Even Charlie

Brown strikes my boys as passe. They're all Garfield guys.

Still, there's been an entirely unexpected compensation: Par-

enthood has forced me to step outside my own comfort zone,

sometimes complaining all the way. to explore what my kids are

interested in. to meet wonderful people (teachers, parents of their
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fiiends. coaches) I would

never have encountered

otherwise, to read books

and play games I missed—

or deliberately passed

up—in my own child-

hood. My father tried to

teach me to play chess, but I found it dull

until Joe needed a partner. I'm listening to

music that wasn't even written in my teen

years (Sam is horrified that I still can't tell

Green Day from U2, but I can sing along

with every song) and reading aloud from

whole categories of books I disdained to

read at aU as a child: A Wnnkle in Time and

The Chronicles of Namia for starters. Fan-

tasy was a genre I despised, but m^y chil-

dren's love for it has taught me to see how
brilliant some of these stories really are.

And then, of course, there's soccer Actu-

ally watching the game can be excruciating

for a mother whose first two children are

the kind of soccer players one might expect

my gene pool to produce. So for nearly 12

year s, I sat and watched my children fail at

soccer At 20 games a year, I watched 236

soccer games in which no child of mine

ever scored a single goal. The coach started

muttering darkly about a family curse.

But then diere was the game we were los-

ing last spring whenJoe, on defense, stole the

ball and dribbled it all the way down the

field. While the crowd roared, he delivered

the most beautifiil, over-the-goalie kick I ever

saw. TTie whole team knew he'd just broken

the curse, and everyone leapt into the air, fists

pumping, and careened by him for hi^ fives.

I don't recall jumping to my feet and

starting for the field; all I know is that my
husband, Haywood, grabbed me just as I

was heading out so I could pickJoe up and

spin him around and around the field,

shouting in exultation. This sounds ridicu-

lous, but it was one of the proudest, most

purely happy moments of my life. I didn't

even mind, much, that the other team won,

3-2. I know we're going to kick their sorry

little tails next vear. CA
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Presented by Kellogg's® Frosted Mini-Wheats® Cereal

II '^^J Don't forget these

back-to-school
essentials to start

your year off right. .

.

Kick off the first day of school—and
every day after that—with a nutritious

and fining breakfast.

The benefits of having a family breakfast are more important

than you may think.

A family breakfast makes you more likely to have a balanced meal and

eliminates the "morning rush"that causes so many to skip breakfast.

It also helps family members develop good eating habits for life!

Here are some other essential tips to kick-off every morning right!

Avoid Clothing Wars

Clothing should be laid out each night before bed with

youngsters even playing a role in choosing the outfit.

'^Schedule, Schedule, Schedule

Make sure evening and morning routines become ritual

with the same bedtime (preferably earlier than on weekends

or in the summer) and wake-up time each day.

'^Minimize Distractions

Keep TV, computer, mp3 and other diversions to a minimum
(or none at all) before school!

^Have a Nutritious Breakfast Ready-To-Go

The fiber and whole grains in Frosted Mini-Wheats® are

a great way to keep your kids focused and full throughout

the morning.

For a tasty snack to keep
your kids focused and full,

try the following recipe

NUTTY CRUNCH SNACK MIX
Preparation Time 10 minutes

Total Time 10 minutes

Servings 16

Ingredients

5 cups Frosted Mini-Wheats®

Bite Size (any flavor)

1 '/2 cups small pretzel twists

'/2 cup dry roasted peanuts

2 tablespoons margarine

2 tablespoons light corn syrup

Vi cup smooth peanut butter

1 cup raisins

Directions

1 In medium bowl, measure KELLOGG'S*

Frosted Mini-Wheats® Bite Size, pretzels

and peanuts. Set aside.

2. In large microwave-safe bowl, heat

margarine, corn syrup and peanut butter

on HIGH for 30 seconds. Stir until smooth.

Add cereal mixture and toss gently until

evenly coated.

3. Microwave on HIGH a total of 5 minutes,

stirring well after 2 and 4 minutes (use

caution, mixture will be hot).

4. Remove cereal mixture from microwave

and mix in raisins (use caution, mixture will

be hot). Spread on waxed paper lined baking

sheet. When completely cool, store in airtight

container.

For more great recipes, visit

www.kelloggs.com/recipes

Proper nutrition is a lesson that everyone needs. Make sure your

complete breakfast Includes a glass of milk and a piece of fruit.
,
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n in the Fight Against Osteoporosis

n "11u know women can lose up to 20% of

..ue mass in the 5 to 7 years after menopause,

making them more at risk for osteoporosis?

Each year, osteoporosis causes an estimated 1 .5 million

fractures (broken bones). Osteoporosis is a skeletal

disease in which bones have lost minerals -especially
calcium -making them weaker, more brittle, and sus-
ceptible to fractures. Any bone in the body can be
affected by osteoporosis, but the most common place
where fractures occur is the spine.

Use these suggestions to minimize your risk of

fractures and improve your bone health.

ced diet

Eat foods that are rich in calcium and vitamin D.

Your healthcare provider may also recommend a
calcium or vitamin D supplement.

Simple activities like walking and stairclimbing may
strengthen your bones.

Visit yc ;hcare provider regularly

Work with your healthcare provider to monitor your
osteoporosis and bone mineral density (BMD), as
well as your overall health. Evaluate the steps you
are taking to maintain the health of your bones.

Take y

If you are taking a prescription medication to treat

osteoporosis, be sure to take it as prescribed by
your healthcare provider.

sponsored by

HomeJournal GlaxoSmithKline

You're invited to a special mall walk

with Ladies' Home Journal! Do your part

and take a step in the right direction

with a morning of fitness and fun.

Saturday, September 8, 2007
Paramus Park, Paramus, NJ

Saturday, September 15, 2007
The Mall in Columbia, Columbia, MD

Saturday, September 15, 2007
Altamonte Mall, Altamonte, FL

Saturday, September 22, 2007
Carolina Place, Pineviile, NC

Saturday, October 6, 2007
Pembroke Lakes Mall, Pembroke Pines, FL

Saturday, October 6, 2007
Spring Hill Mall, West Dundee, IL

Saturday, October 13, 2007
Northridge Fashion Center, Northridge, CA

Saturday, October 13, 2007
Alderw/ood Mall, Lynnwood, WA

Saturday, October 20, 2007
Vista Ridge Mall, Lewisville, TX

Saturday, October 20, 2007
Lakeside Mall, Sterling Heights, Ml

event details, visit

LHJ.com/mallwalk

In conjunction with

OS] toroi!.c)M,s

Standing Tall For You'"' BON960f



"Once-monthly "'^

BONIVA builds

bone density to^^Hj^

lelp keep my bon?s

strong and healthy."

I treat my osteoporosis with BONIVA.

Just one pill a month builds strong,

healthy bones to help prevent fractures.

Don't wait another week.
Ask your doctor if BONIV

in clinical studies after just

one year on BONIVA, 9 out
of 10 women had improved
bone density.*

Important Safety Information:
BONIVA is for the management of

postmenopausal osteoporosis. You

should not take prescription BONIVA
if you have low blood calcium, cannot

sit or stand for at least 60 minutes,

hove severe kidney disease, or are

allergic to BONIVA. Stop taking

BONIVA and tell your healthcare

provider if you experience difficult or

painful swallowing, chest pain, or

severe or continuing heartburn, as

these may be signs of serious upper

digestive problems. Follow the once-

monthly BONIVA 150 mg dosing

instructions carefully to lower the chance

of these events occurring. Side effects

ore generally mild or moderate and

may include diarrhea, pain in the

arms or legs, or upset stomach. If you

develop severe bone, joint, and/or

muscle pain, contact your healthcare

provider. Your healthcare provider

may also recommend a calcium and

vitamin D supplement.

Here's an easy way to get

started on BONIVA: Ask your
doctor for your first-month

free trial or call 1-800-248-6086.

For more information about BONIVA,

please visit www.BONIVA.com.

*As measured at lumbar spine,

total hip, or trochanter; 3 out of 4

at the femoral neck.

There's c

iTifilet!;

ONIVA IS Q r©Qi>teted liodenork of Roch

ClaxoSmithKline

Please read the Patient Information

on the next page.

BON908R0



rbon-EE-va] (ibandronate sodium)
TABLETS
Rx only

Read this palient information carefully before you
sMri laKing BONIVA. Read tfiis palient information

each time you get a refill tor BONIVA There may be
new information This information is not everything

you need to know about BONIVA, It does not take
the place of talking with your health care provider
about your condition or your treatment Talk about
BONIVA with your health care provider before you
start taking it. and at your regular check-ups.

What is the most important information
I should know about BONIVA?
BONIVA may cause serious problems in the stomach
and the esophagus Ithe tube that connects your
mouth and stomach) such as trouble swallowing,

heartburn, and ulcers (see "What are the possible
side effects of BONIVA?")

You must take BONIVA exactly as prescribed for

BONIVA to work tor you and to lower the chance
of serious side effects (see "How should I take
BONIVA?").

What is BONIVA?
BONIVA is a prescription medicine used to treat or
prevent osteoporosis in women after menopause
(see "What is osteoporosis?")
BONIVA may reverse bone loss by stopping more
loss of bone and increasing bone mass in most
women who take it. even though they won't be able
to see or teel a difference. BONIVA may help lower
the chances of breaking bones (fractures).

For BONIVA to treat or prevent osteoporosis, you have
to take It as prescribed BONIVA will not work if you
stop taking it.

Who should not take BONIVA?
Do not take BONIVA if you
•have low blood calcium (hypocalcemia)
•cannot sit or stand up for at least 1 hour (60 minutes)
• have kidneys that work very poorly

•are allergic to ibandronate sodium or any of the other
ingredients of BONIVA (see the end ol this Patient
Information for a list ol all the ingredients in BONIVA)

Tell your health care provider before using BONIVA:
•if you are pregnant or planning to become pregnant It

IS not known it BONIVA can harm your unborn baby
if you are breast-leeding It is not known if BONIVA
passes into your milk and if it can harm your baby

• if you have swallowing problems or other problems with
your esophagus (the tube that connects your mouth
and stomach)

• if you have kidney problems
•if you are planning a dental procedure such as tooth
extraction

Tell your health care provider (including your
dentist) about all the medicines you take including
prescription and non-prescription medicines, vitamins,
and supplements, Som" medicines, especially certain
vitamins, supplements, and antacids can stop BONIVA
from getting to your bones This can happen if you take
other medicines too close to the time that you take
BONIVA (see "How should I take BONIVA?")
How should I take BONIVA?
•Take BONIVA exactly as instructed by your health
care provider

•Take BONIVA first thing in the morning at least 1 hour
(60 minutes) before you eat. dnnk anything other than
plain water, or take any other oral medicine

•Take BONIVA with 6 to 8 ounces (about 1 full cup)
ol plain water. Do not lake it with any other drink
besides plain water Do not take it with other drinks.
such as mineral water, sparkling water, coffee, tea.
dairy drinks (such as milk), or |uice

•Swallow BONIVA whole Do not chew or suck the
tablet or keep it in your mouth to melt or dissolve

•After taking BONIVA you must wait at least 1 hour
(60 minutes) belore:

Lying down You may sit. stand, or do normal
activities like read the newspaper or take a walk

- Ealing or drinking anything except for plain water,
- Taking other oral medicines including vitamins,
calcium, or antacids Take your vitamins, calcium
and antacids at a different time of the day from the
time when you take BONIVA

• If you take too much BONIVA. drink a full glass of milk
and call your local poison control center or emergency
room right away Do not make yourself vomit. Do not
lie down,

•Keep taking BONIVA for as long as your health
care provider tells you BONIVA will not work if you
stop taking it

• Your health care provider may tell you to exercise
and take calcium and vitamin supplements to help
your osteoporosis

' Your health care provider may do a test to measure
the thickness (density) of your bones or do other
tests to check your progress

What is my BONIVA schedule?
Schedule for taking BONIVA 150 mg once monthly:
•Take one BONIVA 150-mg tablet once a month
•Choose one date of the month (your BONIVA day)
that you will remember and that best fits your
schedule to take your BONIVA 150-mg tablet

•Take one BONIVA tSO-mg tablet in the morning of your
chosen day (see "How should I take BONIVA?")
What to do if I miss a monthly dose:
• If your next scheduled BONIVA day is more than
7 days away take one BONIVA 150-mg tablet in the
morning tollowing the day that you remember (see
"How should I take BONIVA?") Then return to
taking one BONIVA 150-mg tablet every month in

the morning of your chosen day according to your
original schedule

• Do not take two 150-mg tablets within the same week.
If your next scheduled BONIVA day is only 1 to 7 days
away wait until your next scheduled BONIVA day to
take your tablet. Then return to taking one BONIVA
150-mg tablet every month in the morning of your
chosen day according to your original schedule,

•If you are not sure what to do if you miss
a dose, contact your health care provider who
will be able to advise you.

Schedule for taking BONIVA 2.5 mg once daily:
• Take one BONIVA 2,5-mg tablet once a day first thing in

the morning at least 1 hour (60 minutes) before you eat,
drink anything other than plain water, or take any other
oral medicine (see "How should I take BONIVA?")
What to do if I miss a daily dose:
• If you forget to take your BONIVA 2 5-mg tablet in the
morning, do not lake it later in the day Just return to
your normal schedule and take 1 tablet the next
morning Do not take two tablets on the same day

• If you are not sure what to do if you miss
a dose, contact your health care provider who
will be able to advise you.

What should I avoid while taking BONIVA?
• Do nol take other medicines, or eat or dnnk anything
but plain water before you take BONIVA and for at
least 1 hour (60 minutes) after you take it

• Do not lie down for at least 1 hour (60 minutes)
after you take BONIVA.

What are the possible side effects of BONIVA?
Stop taking BONIVA and call your health care
provider right away if you have:
•pain or trouble with swallowing
•chest pain

• very bad heartburn or heartburn that does not
get better

BONIVA MAY CAUSE
• pain or trouble swallowing (dysphagia)

•heartburn (esophagitis)

• ulcers in your stomach or esophagus (the tube that

connects your mouth and stomach)

Common side effects with BONIVA are:

•diarrhea

•pain in extremities (arms or legs)

•dyspepsia (upset stomach)

Less common side effects with BONIVA are short-
lasting. mild llu-like symptoms (usually improve after

the first dose) These are not all the possible side
effects of BONIVA For more information ask your
health care provider or pharmacist.

Rarely patients have reported severe bone, |oint. and/or
muscle pain starting within one day to several months
after beginning to take, by mouth, bisphosphonate drugs
to treat osteoporosis (thin bones). This group ol drugs
includes BONIVA, Most patients experienced relief after

stopping the drug. Contact your health care provider if

you develop these symptoms after starting BONIVA,

Rarely, patients taking bisphosphonates have reported
serious iaw problems associated with delayed healing
and infection, often tollowing dental procedures such
as tooth extraction If you expenence jaw problems,
please contact your health care provider and dentist.

What is osteoporosis?

Osteoporosis is a disease that causes bones to become
thinner Thin bones can break easily Most people think

of their bones as being solid like a rock. Actually bone is

living tissue, just like other parts of the body such as
your heart, brain, or skin. Bone just happens to be a
harder type of tissue. Bone is always changing. Your
body keeps your bones strong and healthy by replacing
old bone with new bone.

Osteoporosis causes the body to remove more bone
than It replaces This means that bones get weaker.
Weak bones are more likely to break Osteoporosis

IS a bone disease that is quite common in women
after menopause At first, osteoporosis has no symp-
toms, but people with osteoporosis may develop loss of
height and are more likely to break (fracture) their
bones, especially the back (spine), wrist, and hip bones.

Osteoporosis can be prevented, and with proper
therapy it can be treated.

Who is at risk for osteoporosis?
Talk to your health care provider about your chances
for getting osteoporosis.

Many things put people at risk for osteoporosis.
The following people have a higher chance of
getting osteoporosis:

Women who:

•are going through or who are past menopause
("the change")

•are white (Caucasian) or Asian

People who:

•are thin

• have a family member with osteoporosis
•do not get enough calcium or vitamin D
•do not exercise

• smoke
•drink alcohol often

•take bone thinning medicines
(like prednisone) for a long time

General information about BONIVA
Medicines are sometimes prescribed for conditions that
are not menflbned in patient information. Do not use
BONIVA for e condition for which it was not prescribed.
Do not give BONIVA to other people, even if they have
the same symptoms you have. It may harm them.

Store BONIVA at 77'F (25°C) or at room temperature
between 59 F and 86°F (15°C and 30°C).

Keep BONIVA and all medicines out of the reach of
children.

This summanzes the most important information about
BONIVA If you would like more information, talk with
your health care provider. You can ask your health care
provider or pharmacist for information about BONIVA
that IS written for health professionals.

For more information about BONIVA, call

1-888-MY-BONIVA or visit www myboniva.com.

What are the ingredients of BONIVA?
BONIVA (active ingredient): ibandronate sodium
BONIVA (inactive ingredients): lactose monohydrate,
povidone, microcrystalline cellulose, crospovidone.
purified stearic acid, colloidal silicon dioxide, and
purified water. The tablet film coating contains
hypromellose. titanium dioxide, talc, polyethylene
glycol 6000 and purified water

BONIVA IS a registered trademark of Roche
Therapeutics Inc.

Distributed by:

<^Roche) Pharmaceuticals

Roche Laboratories Inc.

340 Kingsland Street

Nutley New Jersey 071 10-1 199

Co-promoted by

Roche Laboratories Inc. and

ClaxoSmithKline

GlaxoSmith Kline

Research Triangle Park, NO 27709

27899375

Revised March 2007

Copynght ©2007 by Roche Laboratories Inc.

All rights reserved.



ROSE CAKE
SWEET ALMOND TEA

Delicious, Delicious!

Rowena's Gourmet Foods and Portsmouth Tea

Company have joined forces to help support breast

health awareness, Rowena's signature rose-shaped

almond pound cake is packaged with Sweet Almond

Ceylon Tea (with a hint of coconut). The richness is

unsurpassed- Imagine the delight this treat will bring

to those lucky enough to receive it.

A portion of the sales from this paci<age will be

donated to breast cancer research.

Our exclusive Pink Almond Gourmet Gift Package

contains : Rowena's Beautiful Rose-Shaped Almond

Pound Cake (44 02), serves 16-20 and Portsmouth's

Gift. To order call 800-627-8699 or online at

www.lhjcatalog.com. This cake made in the Rose

Pan by Nordic Ware. Tin of Tea Sweet Almond Tea

(serveslScups) ltemNumber:0704 SourceCode:0714

Price: $38.95 (price does not include shipping)

To order call 800-627-8699 or online at www.lhjcatalog.com.



heart of a husband by STEPHEN FRIED

My Space,
Your Space

There's a fine Hne between being
close and being too close. The goal,
in marriage, is to walk the line

Its
been seven years smce I called my wife late one morning

with the stunning news. My longtime employer and I were
. . . let's just say we were breiiking up. I would no longer have
an office at the company where Td worked for 18 vears. I imag-
ined I'd have to work out of our house for die dme being.

It's the ultimate "Oh, honey? I'm home." Really home. For good.
Suddenly, we were die only couple we knew who both worked at

home. But that's changed. Many of our friends have now gone
dirough major alterations m who works at home, when diey work at

home, what exacdy die\' do diere and what it aU means. The wives
have made die predictable changes diat come as die kids go off to
school-gouig back to work (on top of family-rearing, of course) part-
tmie or full-time. And a lot of husbands have made career decisions
that leave them trying to make
successful-a combination of

working at home, at aii-ports and,

sometimes, behind the wheel.

Wives are allowed to do business

from home widi no excuses. Hus-

an out-of-office experience more about

bands, however, are supposed to always claim

die home-office move is temporary. But many
of us look awfully comfy in our new ergo-

nomic desk chairs and our "casual everyday"

wardiobes of loungewear and Merrell mocs
(or. as I call diem, my "dress slippers").

Couples have always gone dirough such
changes of life, but they used to happen
much later, when die husbands retired. Al-

diough m\- generation views itself as staying

younger longer, diere are also ways we get

older sooner. Tliis is surely one of diem.
I've been working from home "temporar-

ily" for seven years, and we're still adjusting.

I've been watching my friends adjust to home-
office politics, too. There's die redivision of
die household chores (which the husbands
generally resist. Qying to claim diat we're still

working fldl-time from home, so die old rules

should stay in effect). There's getting used to

die "what are you doing here?" look on die

faces of wives, neighbors, kids, pets. (One
friend admitted his children don't believe he
is really working if he hasn't shaved.) There's

the wife who decides her husband's move
home is reason enough to find a job. any job,

outside die house. (Diane does talk more and

giving up fiction writing

for something less stress-

fril outside the house like,

say, med school.) And, for

those who stick it out at

home, there's continued
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fruit flavored water *7

Your kitchen faucet is about
to become popular.

PUR filtered water helps keep your family healthy. And new PUR Flavor Options can

entice them to drink more water, by giving them the option of adding raspberry,

strawberry or peach flavor with the push of a button. Available in both pitcher

and faucet mount. Please visit www.purwater.com for more information.

Crave PUR Flavor Options



heart of a husband

the endless renegotiation

of personal space.

We've been through

that twice. When I first

started working at home,

Diane unwisely suggested

I set up my office in the

living room—perhaps hop- OW'Tl
ing it would make my
"temporary" stay more temporary. She later

had to admit she had seriously underesti-

mated my ability to live in my own filth. So, to

avoid cleaning up, we bought a bigger house,

with plenty of room for two offices distant

from each other. Then I took a university

teachingjob one day a week (to which Diane

refers as "oh, happy day"). But we still had

issues. Diane took solace in those moments

when she had the house completely to herself.

But I kinda missed the social aspect of an

office. For 15 minutes every few hours I

wanted her to pretend that working togedier

at home is what so many people incorrecd\-

believe it is: living a peipetual snow day. So.

finally, we developed a complex set of mles

that govern our marriage duiing work hours.

And when I say "we" developed them, I

should note I'm referring to that marital

"royal we" employed by the Queen of

England and the Wives of America.

From the time I awaken until I finish

breakfast I'm allowed anywhere in our three

floor home. After the Starbucks run. I report

to the first floor, where I maintain a spacious

and epically dusty work space (sorta like Mr.

Havisham's office). Diane stays on the third

floor, where her ver)- neat and tidy office is

located down the hall from our bedroom. I

am allowed to talk to her only on m\- cell

phone. Or I may e-mail her. If I need food. I

am permitted to go up to our second-flooi

kitchen to make something—but I lun not to

acknowledge that she is right upstairs. If I

absolutely have to go upstairs—like, to change

clothes in our bedroom-I am to a\ ert m)-

eyes. The mles continue until dinnertime,

usually after 7 P.M., when I am again free to

speak ui person to my own wife.

Mv wife

underestimated

my abilit}

to live in m^

filth

LHJ.com

These rules are meant to re-create whatever

passes for nomialc)^ in work-time communication

between spouses. (It's a subject about which there is

much disagieement. I receiidy read a men's maga-

zine diat couldn't decide: One article said it was

nice to call your wife three rimes a day to show her

you love her. while another article said calling three

times a day meant you were a sociopadi. Discuss.)

Friends of mine have told me about similai" rules in

dieir houses that apply not only to spouses but also to kids and pets.

More and more couples are making these rules—which work

about as well as your average diet-because telecommuting fiom a

home or virmal office (one of my hoop buddies often works out of

the snack bar of our g>Tn) is on the rise. This rruxy be a mixed bless-

ing for marriages and families, because of how work time and non-

work time become too easily blurred, especialh' since the same

computer can be so central to each acti\it\'.

Though researchers who study telecommuting may care

mosdy about stuff like productivity and job satisfaction. I'm more

interested in how this trend affects marital satisfaction. And I'm

still not sure. The flexibility' definitely helps in times when full

personal attention is needed: W"e never end an mtensc discussion

with "we'll talk about this when I gel home." We
continue important conversations until they're fin-

ished, even if it means working late that night. But

there are times when I wonder if knowing exactly

where your spouse is most of the day is a good

thins;. I know this is the new trend in all relation-

ships: Parents track their children with GPS chips in

their phones, and couples monitor online services

that show when someone is at his or her computer.

Here we were, all worried about Big Brother, when

the real fear should be new iechnolog"\ turning

everv'onc into snoopy Little Brother. There's a fine

line between being close and being too close for com-

fort. The goal, in marriage, is to walk the line.

Tlic tiling I miss most about our current work situation is play-

ing hookv. When I first started dating Diane, and even after we

were married, I sometimes worked througii my lunch lioiu' and

then sneaked over to her apartment in the afternoon. I still find

mvself looking at the clock around the time I used to make m\"

hook)' calls. But when you work at home, it's not the same.

You're not scamming the .Man—you're scamming yoiusell. And.

as noted, we do ha\e rules about pre-diiinertime v isits.

But. then, one of the keys to stav ing married foi all tlicsc

vcars—we're celebrating oin 2()th anniversary tliis month-is

constantlv renewing vour vow to play liooky together. And we

alwavs seem to find a new wav. CA
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Hear Stephen

Fried talk about

his new book.

Husbandry, a

compilation of his

Ladies' Home
Journal Heart of a

Husband

columns, at www
.Ihj.com/fried
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You'll love this lady's

stylish hat topped off

with a real feather!

Each figurine features

a wealth of special

touches, including

sparkling faux gems.

Everyone knows that age is a matter of the

mind. And if you don't mind, it doesn't matter!

Celebrate your carefree spirit with this zany

new Dolly Mama's figurine, "It's Not The Age,

It's The Attitude!" only from The Hamilton

Collection. Created by acclaimed artist Joey

Heiberg, this hilarious figurine takes a

lighthearted look at life—with spirit and style!

Dressed to the nines, this ^assy sister is not

afraid to express herself. After all, she knows

women are like fine wine

—

they only get better

with age!

Every humorous detail will leave you

laughing, from this sassy sister's stylish hat and

oversized martini, to her whimsical sign that

says it all. Sparkling faux gems, glittery accents,

a feathery boa, and colorful ribons add even

more razzle-dazzle to this fun-filled figurine!

"It's Not The Age, It's The Attitude!" will have

you laughing out loud with its amusing artistry

and fun-filled sentiment on life—from the female

perspective. Your satisfaction is assured with our

365-Day Guarantee. Submit your order today!

This sassy sister's

whimsical sign says it all!

collectiblestodav.com
Home of The Hamilton Collectioo and Alt Things CollecTiDle

©bv joey inc. ©2007 HC. All Rights Reservt

09-01 320-001 -RS

The HamiitonCoUection
9204 Center For The Arts Drive, Niles, IL 60714-1300

Please Respond Promptli/

Please accept my order for "It's Not The Age, It's The

Attitude;" for the issue price of $19.95*. I need send no

money now. 1 will be billed with shipment.

Limit: One per collector.

*Add S6.99 for shipping and service. Deliveries to FL and IL will be billed appropriate sales tax. .'Ml iin(rrs

MsTMrsTMr.

.Address

Cit\-

Telephone

Signature .

-State. . Zip-

09-01 320-001 -E88001



Tie Tmi'^y^ VdUj^

Designed with a clever mix . ^
.....terials!

Created with acclaimed artist Joey Heiberg

An exclusive Hamilton Collection premiere

.



HAZING GOES
TO HIGH SCHOOL
Tliink hazing is just for college

frat boys? Alas, the practice is

increasingly common among high

school students. One in 10

adolescents is hazed (double the

number for college students),

according to a recent study from

the National Conference on High

School Hazing. Moreover, in

another study, 25 percent said dieir

first incident occurred before age 13.

Although a typical hazing

involves being forced to undertake

dangerous, difficult or degrading

tasks, experts

report an

alarming uptick

in the level of

violence. "The
most common
form of hazing

is still humil-

iation," says

NonnanJ.
PoUard, Ed.D.,

dean of students at Alfred Uni-

versity and coauthor of a landmark

2000 study on high school hazing.

"But more and more we're seeing

horrific cases in wliich high school

students are beaten up, branded,

made to consume large amounts

of alcohol, even sexually assaulted."

While the highest rates occur

among sports teams, even

supposedly "safe" groups are not

immune: 24 percent of church

group members report being hazed.

Hazing is often air unfortunate

by-product of group dynamics. Dr.

Pollard says, but the trend can be

stemmed by parental awareness and

a zero-tolerance policy. "Happilv,

paients today arc more willing than

they were in the past to step forward

and say. 'We re led up and wairt to

put a stop to diis." " -Kimhcrly Papa

GOOD
MORNING
AMERICA

Robin Roberts

Be a Parent,
Not a Pal
My parents were both very

involved in our upbringing, but

they did not want to be our best

friends. They were very clear

about their roles—to guide, teach

and discipline us. When my
father had to discipline us, all hel

had to do was clear his throat

and we would scatter. So many
times I hear parents say they

don't know how to discipline their|

kids because they want their

kids to like them. Ours didn't

care one iota, and it worked.

Their objective when we were

growing up may not have been

to be our best friends, but with

time that's what they became.

THAT PUPPY
IN THE WINDOW...
A family pet should

never be an impulse

purchase, warns

animal expert Diane

Pomerance, Ph.D. "It's

life-transforming," she

says. "You're basically

bringing another child

into your home—one
who needs attention,

patience and time."

Sadly, too few peo-

ple heed her advice.

According to the Hu-
mane Society, 6 to 8

million unwanted dogs

and cats annually find

their way to animal

shelters; of these, 3 to 4

million are euthanized.

To parry this, Dr.

Pomerance, author of

Pet Parenthood: Adopt-

ing the Right Animal
Companionfor Ibu,

suggests that you realis-

tically assess your time

and resources and se-

lect the best breed for

your lifestyle. (Consider

"designer breeds" that

strive to combine the

most desirable traits.)

"I filled out an online

form," says a married

apartment-dweUing

career woman who
pines for a dog, "and

concluded that the only

animal I could reaUy

care for is a stuffed

one." (Try SelectsmarL

com and Iams.com for

forms.) -Alison O. White
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A new Runu xr^axmem: Vyvanse.

onsistent Kevin

through the day, even

through homework.

len his ADHD treatment is consistent, so is Kevin.

in's ADHD symptoms weren't controlled throughout his busy day.

teachers, coaches and even his friends didn't know the Kevin I know.

w Vyvanse has been shown to provide consistent ADHD symptom control

up to 1 2 hours, from morning, through homework and family time.

IS impressed with the results of the Vyvanse clinical studies. Vyvanse significantly

iroved core ADHD symptoms: attention (e.g., focus, listening to and following

ructions) and behavior (e.g., hyperactivity, impulsivity), even at 6 p.m.

ansel®

Consistently Vyvanse

Ask your doctor about NEW Vyvanse.

1-866-463-3467, www.vyvanse.com

lortant Safety Information:

the doctor about any heart conditions, including structural abnormali-
, that you, your child, or a family member, may have. Inform the doctor
lediately if your child develops symptoms that suggest heart problems, such
hest pain or fainting.

anse should not be taken if your child has advanced disease of the blood vessels

jriosclerosis); symptomatic heart disease; moderate to severe high blood pressure;

ractive thyroid gland (hyperthyroidism); known allergy or unusual reactions

Irugs called sympathomimetic amines (for example, pseudoephedrine);
ures; glaucoma; a history of problems with alcohol or drugs; agitated
es; taken a monoamine oxidase inhibitor (MAOl) within the last 14 days.

the doctor before taking Vyvanse if your child is being treated for or has symptoms
lepression (sadness, worthlessness, or hopelessness) or bipolar disorder; has
ormal thought or visions, hears abnormal sounds, or has been diagnosed with

ise see Brief Summary of Full Prescribing Information on the following page.

psychosis; has had seizures or abnormal EEGs; has or has had high blood pressure;

exhibits aggressive behavior or hostility. Tell the doctor immediately if your child

develops any of these conditions or symptoms while taking Vyvanse

Abuse of amphetamines may lead to dependence. Misuse of amphetamine may
cause sudden death and serious cardiovascular adverse events. These events have

also been reported rarely with amphetamine use.

Vyvanse was generally well tolerated in clinical studies. The most common side

effects reported in studies of Vyvanse were decreased appetite, difficulty falling

asleep, stomachache, and irritability.

Aggression, new abnormal thoughts/behaviors, mania, growth suppression,

worsening of motion or verbal tics, and Tourette's syndrome have been associated

with use of drugs of this type. Tell the doctor if your child has blurred vision while

taking Vyvanse.

LDX942 08/07 €- 2007 Shiie US Inc.Wdyne, PA 19087

I'&hir© your ADHD Support Company'" Vyvanse'" is a trademark of Shire LLC.



IPORTANT INFORMATION ...v-Vyvanse®
L
- -i- . . ilisdexamfetanine

t
"

'dimesylatel capsules

WHAT !S THE MOST SMPORTANT INFORMATION

I SHOULD KNOW ABOUT VYVANSE?
Vyi-anse is a stimulant medicine. The following have been reported with use of

stimulant medicines.

1. Heart-related problems:

• sudden death In patients who have • stroke and heart attack in adults

heart problems or heart defects • increased blood pressure and heart rate

Tell your doctor if you or your child has any heart problems, heart defects, high blood

pressure, or a family history of these problems.

Your doctor should check you or your child carefully for heart problems before starting

Vyvanse.

Your doctor should check your or your child's blood pressure and heart rate regularly

during treatment with Vyvanse.

Call your doctor right away if you or your child has any signs of heart problems such

as chest pain, shortness of breath, or fainting while taking Vyvanse.

2. Mental (Psychiatric) problems:

All Patients

• new or worse behavior and • new or worse bipolar illness

thought problems • new or worse aggressive behavior or hostility

Children and Teenagers

• new psychotic symptoms (such as hearing voices, believing things that are not

true, are suspicious) or new manic symptoms

Tell your doctor about any mental problems you or your child has, or about a family history

of suicide, bipolar illness, or depression.

Call your doctor right away if you or your child has any new or worsening mental

symptoms or problems while taking Vyvanse, especially seeing or hearing things that

are not real, believing things that are not real, or are suspicious,

WHAT IS VYVANSE?
Vyvanse is a central nervous system stimulant prescription medicine. It is used for the

treatment of Attention-Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD). Vyvanse may help

increase attention and decrease impulsiveness and hyperactivity in patients with ADHD.

Vyvanse should be used as a part of a total treatment program for ADHD that may include

counseling or other therapies.

Vyvanse is a federally controlled substance (Cll) because it can be abused or lead

to dependence. Keep Vyvanse in a safe place to prevent misuse and abuse. Selling

or giving away Vyvanse may harm others, and is against the law.

Tell your doctor if you or your child has (or has a family history of) ever abused or

been dependent on alcohol, prescription medicines or street drugs.

WHO SHOULD NOT TAKE VYVANSE?
Vyvanse should not be taken if you or your child:

• has heart disease or hardening of the arteries • has moderate to severe high blood pressure

• has hyperthyroidism • has an eye problem called glaucoma

• is very anxious, tense, or agitated • has a history of drug abuse

• IS taking or has taken within the past 14 days an antidepression medicine called

a monoamine oxidase inhibitor or MAOI.

• is sensitive to, allergic to, or had a reaction to other stimulant medicines

Vyvanse has not been studied in children less than 6 years old.

Vyvanse is not recommended for use in children less than 3 years old.

Vyvanse may not be right for you or your child. Before starting Vyvanse tell your or your

child's doctor about all health conditions (or a family history of) including:

• heart problems, heart defects, high blood pressure

• mental problems including psychosis, mania, bipolar illness, or depression

• tics or Tourette's syndrome • liver or kidney problems

• thyroid problems • seizures or have had an abnormal brain wave test (EEG)

Tell your doctoi if you or your child is pregnant, planning to become pregnant, or

breastfeeding.

CAN VYVANSE BE TAKEN WITH OTHER MEDICINES?
Tell your doctor about all of the medicines that you or your child takes including

prescription and nonprescription medicines, vitamins, and herbal supplements. Vyvanse

and some medicines may interact with each other an nause serious side effects.

SoiTieiimes the doses of otiier medicines will need to be adjusted while taking Vyvanse.

Your cloc'or will decide whether Vyvanse can be taken with uther medicines.

Especially teii your doctor if you or your child takes:

• antirteprc-ssion medicines including MAOIs • antipsychotic medicines

• lith'um • blood pressure mUicines

• seizure medicines • narcotic pain meticines

Know the medicines that you or your child takes. Keep a list of your medicines with you to

show your doctor and pharmacist.

Do not start any new medicine while taking Vyvanse without talking to your

doctor first.

HOW SHOULD VYVANSE BE TAKEN?
• Take Vyvanse exactly as prescribed. Vyvanse comes in 3 different strength capsules.

Your doctor may adjust the dose until it is right for you or your child.

• Take Vyvanse once a day in the morning.

• Vyvanse can be taken with or without food.

• From time to time, your doctor may stop Vyvanse treatment for awhile to check

ADHD symptoms.

• Your doctor may do regular checks of the blood, heart, and blood pressure while taking

Vyvanse. Children should have their height and weight checked often while taking Vyvanse.

Vyvanse treatment may be stopped if a problem is found during these check-ups.

• If you or your child takes too much Vyvanse or overdoses, call your doctor or poison

control center right away, or get emergency treatment.

WHAT ARE POSSIBLE SIDE EFFECTS OF VYVANSE?
See "What is the most important information I should know about Vyvanse?" for

information on reported heart and mental problems.

Other serious side effects include:

• slowing of growth (height and weight) in children

• seizures, mainly in patients with a history of seizures

• eyesight changes or blurred vision

Common side effects include:

• upper belly pain • decreased appetite

• dizziness • dry mouth

• irritability • trouble sleeping

• nausea • vomiting

• weight loss

Vyvanse may affect your or your child's ability to drive or do other dangerous

activities.

Talk to your doctor if you or your child has side effects that are bothersome or do

not go away.

This is not a complete list of possible side effects. Ask your doctor or pharmacist for

more information.

HOW SHOULD I STORE VYVANSE?
• store Vyvanse in a safe place at room temperature, 59 to 86° F (15 to 30° C).

Protect from light.

• Keep Vyvanse and all medicines out of the reach of children.

GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT VYVANSE
Medicines are sometimes prescribed for purposes other than those listed in a

Medication Guide. Do not use Vyvanse for a condition for which it was not prescnbed.

Do not give Vyvanse to other people, even if they have the same condition. It may

harm them and it is against the law.

This Medication Guide summarizes the most important information about Vyvanse.

If you would like more information, talk with your doctor You can ask your doctor

or pharmacist for information about Vyvanse that was written for healthcare

professionals. For more information about Vyvanse, please contact Shire US Inc.

at 1-800-828-2088 or visit www.Vyvanse.com.

WHAT ARE THE INGREDIENTS IN VYVANSE?
Active Ingredient: lisdexamfetamine dimesylate

Inactive Ingredients: microcrystalline cellulose, croscarmellose sodium, and magnesium

stearate. The capsule shells contain gelatin, titanium dioxide, and one or more of the

following: D&C Red #28, D&C Yellow #10, FD&C Blue #1 and FD&C red #40.

NEED INFORMATION OR HAVE A QUESTION?
This is only a summary of important information. Ask your doctor or pharmacist for

complete product information. Go to www.Vyvanse.com. Or call 1-800-828-2088.

Manufactured for: Shire US Inc., Wayne, PA 19087. Made in USA.

Vyvanse'^" is registered in the US Patent and Trademark Office.

Copyright ©2007 Shire US Inc.

This Medication Guide has been approved

by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration.
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WlioCan See

Your Soul
Rescue dog Kinsey

has a sixth sense

for people in pain

Nan Stuart scanned the

classroom in Colum
bus, Ohio, looking lor

her 12-ycar-olcl golden

retriever, Kinsey. Mo-

ments earlier Kinsey had been at

Stuart's side as she taught a class on

rescuing animals to about 30 animal-

cruelty investigators and veterinary

prolessionals. It's something that the

pair does about 30 times a year. Sud-

denly the dog—ordinarily a model of ^

obedience—was AWOL.
Tlicn Stuart spotted Kinsey just out-

side the classroom, walking alongside

one of the students. Wiien Stuart called

to her, Kinsey looked at her owner but stuck

close to the man until he was safely seated

inside, hi a flash Stuart realized dial neither

she nor die rest of die students had noticed

that their classmate was blind.

Detecting situations in which humans
need physical assistance is the least of Kin-

sey's gifts; she can also pick up emotional

cues, Stuart reports. "During one training

session Kinsey walked into the audience, sat

down and pressed her body against a wom-
an's leg." Moments later the woman, who

worked at an animal sliellei, burst into tears. She then reveiiled that

shed jusi received a phone call telling her that an abused dog she'd

been caring lor had died.

Stuart, .')3, grew up on a cattle ranch near Bellevue, Id;ilio, where

her family looked after horses, dogs, cats and die occasional critter

rescued Ironi the wild. After giaduatiiig from Sweet Briar C'ioUege in

1975 with a degree in anthropology and sociology; Stuart became a

slate humane olFiccr in Clalifornia and sen ed diere for 13 years.

While at college she met Eric Ragdikian, who subsequently

became a California law enforcement oflicci and, in 1!)80. her

husband. Fifteen years after Nan and Eric married tlie\- left police

work and moved to Coloratio to focus on what thcv (ONrriNiM-.n
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anmiak

loved best: animal rescue train-

mg sessions. Tlie name of their

enterprise is Code 3 Asso-

ciates. ("Code 3" means full

emergency in law enforcement

tenninology.)

The business has two func-

tions: It teaches animal res-

cue and responds to disas-

ters across the country, from

California forest fires to Hur-

ricane Katrina. When a tor-

nado demolished much of

the tiny agricultural town of

Holly, Colorado, this past

April, residents called in

Code 3 Associates, which

built temporary housing for

the town's dogs and other

household pets and worked

to reunite owners with their lost companions.

Kinsey's superior intelligence and unflappable calm were

exactly what Stuart was looking for when she purchased the

6-week-old bundle of rust-colored hu" in 1995 from a LovcU,

Wyoming, breeder and brought her home to join two other

training dogs, a cat and two horses. l'"irst Kinsey learned basic

skills, such as how to respond to Stuart's hand, voice and whis-

tle signals. Then Kinsey began years of more-specialized prepa-

ration. When Kinsey and Stuart leach Code 3's students to save

injured dogs, for example, Kinsey plays the part of the injured

animal. She lets trainees assess her "wounds," practice treating

them, then load her onto an animal litter. During this process

Kinsey obeys Stuart's changing connnands to cry, struggle,

cooperate or play dead. "She's the smartest dog I've ever seen."

says Slunrt-and the most intuitive.

Janice Siegford, Ph.D., a icsearcli assistant professor ol animal

science at Michigan Stale University, explains Kinsey's seeming

ability to read minds. What dogs ])ick up, she says, are behavioral

cues such as body posture, facia! tension, even a widening ol the

eyes. They can detect "very subtle things, like the lact thai llie

corners of your mouth are light, things wc don't realize are happen-

ing," she says. Stress gives dogs important clues as well. When we

are anxious or afraid, our voices rise in pitch and our adrenal

glands excrete Cortisol, according lo Dr. Sieglbrtl. The result:' We
look, scnmd and may even smell diflerent to dogs.

Not all dogs are as obsei-vanl as Kinsey, diough. Rolan Tripp,

D.\'. M. (ounder ol' Anim;ilBehavior.net and affiliale professor ol

,!p])lied ;ininial behavior at Colorado State University, says eveiy

dog has some ofl

Kinsey's people-

whispering aptitude,

"just as every human I

has some ability in

sports." But, he adds,
[

"only a very few be-

1

come superstars." It's

Kinsey's unique com-

bination of genetics,

temperament and

intelligence— all en-

hanced by training—

that produces such

exceptional results.

Eventually Kinsey

went beyond im-

pressing Stuart; the

retriever taught her

owner a very per-

sonal lesson. In 2001 Stuart's father, a wid- I

ower, broke his hip in a fall. Stuart, who is

close to her dad, decided to take Kinsey

with her while she stayed at his home in

Idaho during his convalescence: "He

needed her," she says. Kinsey stayed by

Stuart's father's side, assisting the human

caregivers by fetching things for him and

picking up his cane when he dropped it.

After his recovery Stuart's dad moved

into a house near where she and her hus-

band live in Colorado. Two years later,

however, her father was hospitalized follow-

ing a massive stroke that partially paralyzed

his right side, impaired his speech and

caused him to feel depressed.

When Stuart took Kinsey to the hospital

to visit her dad, he immediately brightened.

"Most of the lime she stayed on my father's

bed, with her nose in his hand," Stuart says.

Slowly, he began to respond. "Kinsey actu-

ally started Dad's physical therapy by plac-

ing one of her squeeze toys in his right

hand," Stuart marvels.

"I've seen the beauty of love," she says of

caring for her father, who has continued to

recover. "And Kinsey has taught me the

secret ingredient: selfless devotion." ^
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and gel a free sample at www.BlueBuflNutrition.com.

7 Blue Buffalo Co., Ltd.
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TO
HOUSE WE GO

For three madcap months our son, our

daughter-in-law and their infant, toddler

and 5-year-old moved in and plunged

our normally peaceful home into an

uproar. What followed was a lesson in

personal growth I won't soon forget

ormally, my
husband, Mil-

ton, and I are

a household of

two. Our three

s o n s , t h r e e

daughters-in-law

and seven grand

children are

spread near and far in homes of their own.

Thicc limes a year everyone comes to us

for a big family gathering during which we

squeeze the out-of-towners into our house

for three or four days. At the moment, how-

ever, we arc sharing our home for 90 (yes,

that's nme-icni) days with our continued
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youngest son, Alexander, his wife, Maria, and their three kids,

Olivia. 5, Isaac, almost 2, and Toby, 4 months. They have moved
in with us because their house-located, like ours, in Washington,

D.C.-is undergoing a major renovation, and Milton and I have

refused even to entertain the notion that they rent temporary

quarters for the duration. I am quite determined to seize this

once-in-a-lifetime opportunity as a way not only to strengthen

family ties and get to know my gi andchildren intimately but also

to achieve that elusive quality known as "personal growth."

Now you might think that the joint family visits three times a

year would prepare me for having a family of five in residence.

You would, however, be wrong. Did dating prepare me for mar-

riage? Baby-sitting for parenthood? Scrambling an egg for mak-
ing a souffle? I rest my case.

Ours is a three-story Victorian house replete with a wrap-

around porch and a balcony. On the first Hoor there are a living

room, a dining room, a libraiy, a kitchen and a bath; on the sec-

ond, a bedroom, two bathrooms

and two offices (both Milton

and I work from home). The
third floor-composed of three

bedrooms, one bathroom, one

tiny treadmill room and a cen-

tral sitting room-is where our

three sons grew up and where

the Alexander Five arc now en-

sconced. That floor is equipped

with a vast array of child

oriented amenities, from games,

puzzles and stuffed animals to

diapers, strollers and car seats.

What is not and will never be

present arc Play-Doh, painting

supplies and containers of glue,

on the gn)unds that no matter how washable such materials are

claimed to be, I don't intend to test those claims in my house.

There are limits to any woman's potential for personal growth;

these, I'm prepared to concede, represent mine.

I also want to state at the outset that I intend to be shamelessly

overprotcctivc of my grandchildren. Issuing frequent warnings.

Assuming that if they can do themselves harm, they will. Treating

silence not as evidence that they are playing quietly but rather

that they arc engaged in something likely to lead to a trip to the

KR. This hypervigilance will seriously curtail my leisure reading,

but 1 don't care. It will also cintail my sleep, but I don't care. It

need not disturb another adult in diis house. All I ask is for no
one ever (o say to me, "Don't worry so much. Relax."

Because I'm not going to relax, okay? Wlien my sons were little

they shared a hamster that lived in a cage on

the third floor. One night the hamster es-

caped from his cage, slipped between the

railings of our stairway and plunged straight

down to the hall of our first floor. Miracu-

lously it sui-vived and managed to live for a

few more years, but I always believed that it

suffered serious brain damage-though admit-

tedly it's hard to tell if a hamster has brain

damage. In any case, this accident left me
with the fear that a child might fall all the

way down frgjn the third to the first floor.

People constantly pointed out to me that the

three-inch space between railings is sufficient

for a hamster to squeeze through, but not a

child. I faulted these people for lacking an

appropriate degree of overprotectiveness.

MY SON /Vrri\i:d with

r:N()U(;Fi possi assigns to
i w .i .eae/y //icA of

rm; iJiiRi) i loor

A'-
Icxander moved in a few days

ahead of the rest of the family

because Maria had taken the

children to visit her parents in

Michigan as the renovations got under way.

Our son came bearing hangers and suitcases

full of siunmer wardrobes for everyone, in-

cluding Olivia's pink-sequined flip-flops

and Supergirl shirt. He came with cartons

of toys, books, beauty products and kids'

DVDs, plus a jogger, a baby swing, one

wagon, two cars and four bicycles, all of

them his. He even brought his own special

coffee and pot, spurring my continued
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CHOOSE
THE FIT
THAT'S RIGHT FOR YOU

))0T FIT ULTRA FIT RELAXED FIT

lable in misses and womens sizes at a value-minded retailer near you.
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Feeling is Believing!

Canus Vermont is proud to

support The Susan G. Komen
Foundation. For you, for your

family, Canus offers the natural

moisturizing properties of fresh

Goat's Milk. Without harsh

chemicals. Soaps, lotions

& more. 1-866-496-2527

or canusgoatsmilk.com

1 1

we All Scream for Ice Cream!
Enjoy Baskin-Robbins® mouth-watering

SUGAR FREE hard candies. Now in NEW
Pralines 'n Cream " & Creamy Vanilla !

You'll also love Fruit Medley, Mint

Chocolate Chip, & Sherbet! Just 10

cal/piece! Available nationwide in

the candy aisle. 1-800-245-2898

The Good Stuff From Yogurt!^"

AccuFlora™ Pro-Biotic Acidophilus promotes
healthy digestion with a combination of 5

types of friendly bacteria. One easy-to-

swallow caplet equals 1 cup of yogurt

without the calones! Accuiflora.com

Soap

C^rmaFreeze:
'Jnw^e Relaxingipi

Bad for Germs - Great for Hands!
Germ-X® brings you its most advanced formulas

ever! Try New Germ-X® Advanced Protection

Alcohol Free Foaming Hand Sanitizer and
Germ-X'S' Advanced Moisturizing Sanitizer with

moisturizing up to 8 hours! germx.com

net wt 1 oz (30 g)

Devoted to DermaFreezI
Women all over the nation have
Dermafreeze365 is back by popuf"

demand! Clinically shown to redite

appearance of fine lines and wnni;

50% - 90% in just 10 minutes. At c.u

stores or dermafreeze365.com

top pink pii

A Better Way to Keep Butt^

Give the gift of spreadable butter an'

help spread breast cancer awareness
$1 .75 for each pink Butter Bell® CrocI

purchased will be donated to Susan
Komen for the Cure. Minimum guara

teed donation is $10,000.

Visit butterbell.com for the complete
catalog and special holiday offers!

ADVANCED
MOISTURIZING

ISTURIZES

ADVANC
I'ROrifCllON

FOAMINC
HAND <;ANmZ6R

Go For The Gold
HTY Gold! This powerful

all-natural skin cream truly

reverses time. Say good bye
to dry, shriveled crepe paper
skin on your arms, body and
face. Purchase HTY Gold
and receive your gift with

purchase at htygold.com
or call 1-800-876-8002

Shop these great items"*

and other cool stuff at

" tipsntrends.com

Tweeze
with Ease
Introducing

TweezLight,
^

the most amazing
new beauty tool!

Professional grade
tweezers with a built

in light, precision tips

and a wide no-slip grip

make tweezing effortless

and accurate for perfect

brows, tweezlight.com
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ell Your Story
' 1^ Meet women

just like you

^ who under-

^^^—JW stand where
W^^^ you're com-
-ig from and what you're

joing through. Our discus-

ion forums are a haven

vhere readers come togeth-

:r to learn from each other

join the community, go to

VWW.LHJ.COM/COMMUNITY

husband to inquire, "What, the cof-

fee I make isn't good enough?"

He arrived, in short, with posses-

sions sufficient to fill every inch of

the third floor, plus many of the

nooks and crannies on the floor

below. After some 15 sweaty trips

back and forth, he had transferred

most of his family's possessions from

their house to ours and settled into

the bedroom of his boyhood.

Then she arrived, my beautiful

golden-haired daughter-in-law, with

her adorable, weary, weeping, food

stained brood, surging into the house

with what looked like two do7.cn

more pieces ol eciuipnient. I was

delighted to see them, but I also felt

rather as if I were Civil War Atlanta

and they were General Sherman's

troops. Listening to my tale of family

love and occupation, my friend Han-

na later offered a hclplul perspective.

"Be grateful," she said as she poured

me a generous glass of chaidonnay,

"that they don't own a dog."

Now I've said thai the Alexander

Five are living on the third floor, but

of course they're living in the entire

house. I did have a few initial fanla

sies about putting up a gate at the

top of the stairs-likc a Ijaby gale.

' except to restrain the whole family-

but my mother taught me long ago

that when you're giving, you need to

give with both hands. I'm trying to

follow that rule and forget about the

unspoken rules I've composed in

my head. (Unspoken Rule Number
One: Of all the places that chocolate

should tiol be eaten, the first is the

wine velvet chair in the library.) So

the grandchildren dribble their

drinks in our hallway, play with

mice (the computer kind) in our of-

fices, try on my jewelry in om- bed-

room, push the TV buttons in our

library and toss pillows off our

couch in our living room, while

their parents try simultaneously to

subdue them and deal with the cri-

ses coming over their BlackBenys.

Not that I mean to sound critical

of Alexander and Maria's parenting

style, which on a senile from one to 10

is 15. Not only is their marriage as-

tonishingly egditarian (I like to think

that Milton and I can take some cred-

it for that), they are near-perfect par-

ents: lliey meltingly love their kids,

delight in their kids, understand dieir

kids, but set limits, teach them man-

ners, discourage whining and lavish

them with kisses, hugs and extrava-

ganzas of praise along with, whenever

warranted, a "no" and a "stop that

right now." Iliere are certainly times

when, sleep deprived and faced with

three children screaming all at once,

one or liie other will say. "11 they

weren't so adorable. I'd kill them."

But remembering, as I well do, my
own former Desperate Mother days

("Do that one more lime and I II

bi eak your kneecaps " was, I'm alraid.

my threat of choice). I am stunned at

how beautifully my son and daughter

in law balance demanding caieers

and (IcNoted parenting.

On weekdays Maria and Alexan

tier arise at dawn s early light, often

roused In their children, and instanlK'

swing into dress ihem. feed-them,

let"s-get-()ut-of-here-fast i.oNiiNi'in
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introducing riders ultra fii

INSTANTLY
SLIMSY&U

TUMMY CONTROL PANEL

NO-GAP WAISTBAND

SLIMMING STRETCH

Try on a pair of Riders ULTRA FIT

at a value-minded retailer near you.

THE MAKERS

Lee



PROMOTION

^^Ct^^^^^^ Your Iov^^

Join Ladies' Home Journal to

RENEW YOUR
WEDDING VOWS!

"We had so much fun and met so many nice

people. We want to go back every year!"

Celebrity Event Host Kassie DePaiva,

Blair Cramer on One Life to Live, renewed

her vows last year with husband James...

And guess wliat? She's coming back!

SANDALS GRANDE
ST. LUCIAN

& BEACH RESOR'

This stunning Five-Star Diamond

Resort built in the style of a British

palace and located on the islands

most perfect beach, was featured on

the Coiide Nast Tmueler Gold List

and was voted St. Lucia's leading

resort at the World Travel Awards for

the last two years.

At Sandals Ulna All-inclusive

Resorts, everythin^^'s included:

' Luxurious accoininodations

• Complimentary airport transfers

• Unlimited premium-brand spirits

and wines by Beringer

• Five world-class restaurants

• Five pools and a swim-up bar

• Complimentary golf nearby

• Tennis, sailing, snorkeling,

wind surfing and scuba diving

• State-of-the-art fitness center

• Red Lane' Spa {services additional''

' Live performances by local

entertainers

NOVEMBER 1-5, 2007
5-DAY/4-NIGHT GETAWAY PACKAGE

Sandals Grande St. Lucian Spa & Beach Resort

Gros Islet, St. Lucia West Indies

Ultra all-inclusive packages starting at $2,080 per couple (airfare not included)

Book now to receive the Ladies' Home Journal preferred rate

Call 1-800-327-1 991 , extension 4372

For more mformation log on to

WWW.LH J
.COM/VOWSEVENT

Package price includes all Sandals Resort amenities, plus:

' Group sunset vow renewal ceremony including a

bouc]uet and boutonniere and a live perfomance from

Kassie DePaiva 's new album "I Want To Love You"

'Welcome cocktail party with Caribbean entertamment

• His and her welcome gifts

• Wedding reception with dinner and ciancing, tiesigned

by party planner to the stars and Sandals destination

wedding expert, Preston Bailey

• Golf tournament with prizes

Sponsored by

nuirisystcm
GET BACK INTO THAT WEDDING DRESS!

Be one of the first 50 people to sign up for the getaway package

and get NutriSystem® FREE FOR ONE MONTH!
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\ \n\ SPILLAGE, hwii.

LIQUID AND SOLID, IS

lOKKLN I lAL

norning mode. When I emerge from

ny bedroom at 7:15 or 7:30 (Milton

isually follows 15 minutes later), Ol-

via, fully dressed and sitting cross-

egged on the floor outside my door,

uinounces in reverential tones more

.uitable to "Elvis is leaving the build-

ng" that "Juju [my grandmother

lame IS up!I"

Down in the kitchen I open my
irms to the soft, sweet bundle of

Toby, who guzzles his botde of for-

nula solemnly, tightly gripping my
)inky and gazing deeply into my
;yes as if I alone hold the secret to

lis happiness. Isaac, greeting me
vith a trick I recently taught him,

juffs his cheeks out and then punch-

es them with his fists to make a satis-

ying pop-pop-pop-pop. While I might

orefer that he think of me as story-

oook-readingjuju rather than cheek-

Dunching JuJu, I feel warmly
A^elcomed by my temporarily irre-

sistible grandchildren.

The operative word here: "Tem-

aorarily."

Maria and Alexander, on their

Feet and on the move, are swilling

:offce and taking bites of bagels

while matching small shoes to small

feet, ponytailing a tangle of long ycl

low hair, preparing Olivia's lunch.

Isaac's snack and a couple of Toby's

backup bottles, stuffing the food and

some changes of clothes and various

other necessities into backpacks, and

persuading two, sometimes three,

kids that diey still love the breakfast

they loved 10 seconds ago. But Isaac

is dumping his Cheerios on the fioor,

Ibby is letting us know, via screams,

that happiness can no longer be

found in a bottle and Olivia is dclend-

ing her right to eat a bowl of berries

that consists of three measl\- berries

and eight spoonfuls of sugar.

"Hey, girlfriend," Alexander says,

"the idea is berries with sugar, not

sugar with berries.
"

Olivia rejects these proportions.

And Toby isn"t accepting a pacifier as

a replacement for his now-despised

bottle. Nor docs Isaac find Frosted

Flakes a suitable alternative to his

rejected Ohcerios. I here is, at the

moment, much ciying in the kitchen.

Maria and Alexander scolding,

cajoling, comlorting. chastising,

pleading, insisting and sometimes

threatening dire punishnient~focus

on getting their family ready to

leave. Miraculously, they are able to

make this ha})iKn and tiiey'rc on

their way to work, dri\ ing down-

town in two cars with cominukd
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RIDERS
RELAXED FIT

COMFORT STRETCH

STRAIGHT LEG

RELAXED SEAT & THIGH

Try on a pair of Riders RELAXED FIT

at a value-minded retailer near you.

THE MAKERS qT
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the children strapped into three dif-

ferent versions of car seats, Maria

and Olivia going in one direction,

Alexander and the two boys in an-

other.

Milton and I are exhausted just

watching these high-octane morn-

ings. The spillage, both liquid and

solid, is often torrential. The din and

the demands go on nonstop. But

Maria says she feels much luckier

than most. "Our children are healthy,

our day care is great, our bosses are

understanding and you and Milton

are right here. I know plenty of

working moms with none of those

advantages." And yet, she adds, "I'd

have to say that we're always living

on the brink of chaos."

Having it all, Maria says, is not an

option. "Someday I'll play the piano

again and work out every day, plant a

vegetable garden, do regular volun-

teer work, spend more time with my
husband and entertain like Martha

Stewart instead of serving salsa, chips

and beer. But right now?" she says

unapologctically. "Right now there's

no Miu tha Stewart in my life."

or, right now, is there

much Martha Stewart in

mine. Indeed, a three-

letter word describing tlie

state of our household would be sl)>.

But having the Alexander Five in resi-

dence has taught me some valuable

lessons about myself. I have discov-

ered, for instance, a heretofore-

unknown ability to tolerate (because

dicrc is no alternative) levels of elisor

der I thought I couldn't possibly

abide. While I may not be tlie cleanest

person in the world, the serenity of

my soul requires neatness. If I were

someone given to displaying fr;uiicd

needlepoint epigrams on the wall,

mine would unabashedly read "A

I'l ACF. FOR KA KUriUING AND FA'KRY-

'FHING IN ITS PLACE." But with three

small children living in this house-

even with theu- parents, ever vigilant,

ever diligent, picking up after them—

disorder is the order of the day.

To fully grasp what a psychic leap

it is for a person like me to live, day

after day, in a messy house, you have

to know about my second-floor linen

closet. What I am about to confess is

both embarrassing and revelatory; I

hope it won't be held against me.f

For I am a woman whose hnen closet

holdiS five big shelves displaying,

along with linens. Band-Aids, cough

drops, toilet paper, Pepto-Bismol,

nail polish and shampoo, disposable

razors, Tylenol and toothpaste, all of

which have been organized—loving-

ly, carefully organized—into groups.

Each group has then been assembled

behind a handsome, blue-bordered

label bearing my hand-printed in-

scriptions: CUTS AND BRUISES,

COLDS AND VITAMINS, SHAVING,

HAIR, TEETH and (in a burst of in-

spired alliteration) BOWELS, BELLY

and BEAUTY.

Not everyone— I won't name
names-during the stay of the Alex-

ander Five has been as committed as

I have been to keeping all items in

their clearly labeled locadons. But

have I once complained? No, I have

not, though I did surreptitiously

restore to their designated spots

some razors that wound up in COLDS

AND VITAMINS and a tube of Crest

casually tossed into BELLY. And not

only have I managed to ignore the

assorted assaults on my linen closet,

but I've also ignored simileir ones on

my refrigerator, my office and my
kitchen floors—never once suggest-

ing, for instance, that the food that

Isaac and O dribble everywhere

might explain our recent influx of

mice (the furry kind) . I've even held

my tongue at the clear evidence that

N
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family front

y wine vclvcl chair has had some ilHcil

icounters with chocolate.

"Wliy does it always have to be neat?"

livia inquires, as she plays in my jewelry

)X, mixing up the pearl with the silver ear-

igs, the necklaces with the bracelets, the

igs and the pins with the earrings, the

;cklaces and the bracelets, until the sepa-

te sections—with a place for everything

id everything in its place-are utterly in-

stinguishable.

"Because I like it that way," I say, remov-

g a glittery choker from her grasp and

turning it to the choker section, prepared

insist on my absolute right to retain a few

maining enclaves of orderliness. But then

e reaches out and strokes it, saying, "It's

beauty-full,]n]u. Can't I just hold it?" tilt-

g her head in her irresistible way and

aking me feel like one of those terrible

people who cares more about object.- than about human beings.

"Okay," I say, and soon her liugei.s are roaming through my
jewelry box once again, lifting up this, cooing "'beauty-fuir over

diat. I tell myself that there will be plenty of time, after they all

move out, to care more about objects than about human beings.

Another insight that I have been granted by this whole experi-

ence is that lurking deep inside my rigid soul is the capacity lo be

flexible when the situation demands. (Dare I call this capacity

"personal growth"? Yes, I believe I do.) Witness my newfound

ability to live with an almost utter lack of privacy. While Maria

and Alexander are careful not to invade my personal space, little

O shows no such inhibitions. Weekends and evenings, vacation

days and sick days, whenever I am at home and she is around,

there is no place I can go where she doesn't feel free lo follow,

singing songs, asking cjucstions, offering tidbits of information

and talking talking talking talking talking.

"Are Louis Armstrong and Lance Armstrong lirothers?"

"Isaac and ice cream and iPod all start with 'I.'"

"Dragons are make-believe but giants aren't."

When I am at my computer, having told O that con'iini'i d
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LACQUER OPI

October is National Breast Cancer

Awareness Month and we want to

hear your story. In 500 words or

Ipss, tell us why you would love an

at-home "Get in the Pink!" mani/

li party.*

A local nail specialist lo pamper herself

and lip lo ten friends with OPI maiiis/pedis

in her home

Your party will i)e catered with "pink"

snacks and drinks

A botile of OPI Pink of Hearts Nail Lacquer,

a Ladies' HomeJournar mini-manicure set

and ai-home nail care tips for eacii guest

TEN RUNNER-UPS wiU receive a bottle

of OPI Pink of Hearts Nail Lacquer and a

Ladies' Home Journar mini-manicure set.

OPI Pink of Hearts is a new Nail Lacquer

created exclusively to sup[)ort Susan G.

Komen for the Cure in its promise to end

breast cancer forever. Available at Trade

Secret, ULTA, BeaulyKirst, Beauty Brands

and Hair Cutlery. Vtn more information,

call 1-800-341-9999 or visit www.opi.com.
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I am trying to finish

some serious work,

she stands by my desk

asking, "When will

you stop being serious?" When I

am in the bathroom—there are four

of them in our house—she sits on

the floor inquiring, "When is it my
turn? 1 want to use your potty."

Whenever I answer the telephone,

she hovers at my side, wondering

whom I'm talking to, what I'm t^dk-

ing about and how long it's going to

be before I hang up.

Showering, bathing, exercising,

sleeping, twee/ing my eyebrows,

shaving my legs, putting on makeup,

polishing my nails, I rarely—if Olivia

IS anywhere on the premises—am
alone. And despite the fact that I am
a person who can be quite happy

spending a day, maybe even two,

without company or even a phone

conversation, I find that I relish

every moment of our time together.

Because she's so interesting. Be-

cause she's so much fun. Because

she's both bossy and sensitive, silly

and smart. And because the way she

looks at everything so thoroughly,

so thoughtfully, so questioningly, so

full of amazement and joy, keeps

prompting me to open my eyes and

notice (as Lance's brother Louis

would have it) that it is, indeed, a

wonderful world.

r
f course, I also took plea-

sure in my own children

1^ when they were growing

up. They delighted me
and certainly opened my eyes. But I

often felt squeezed in a vise by the

constant, concurrent demands of

motherhood, marriage and a career

On any given day, as I sped from

carpool duties to grocery shopping

and wrote for tliree or four hours be-

fore picking up the boys to buy jeans

or get shots, I would have throttled

anyone who suggested daat I stop and

smell the roses. And while I believe

that being a mother today is harder, I

wouldn't want anyone to get the im-

pression diat it was easy back in my
day. It most assuredly was not.

But if motherhood is difficult, be-

ing a grandmother is marvelously

simple, filling our hearts with uncom-

plicated happiness and our wallets

with shameless numbers of photo-

graphs. In our relationships with our
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family front

andchildrcn there arc fewer obligations

id more enjoyment, fewer expectations

id more acceptance, fewer lessons and a

t more laughter, fewer vegetables and

ore dessert. It's delicious being a grand-

irent. I love being a grandparent. Being a

andparent, which IVe heard described as

larenthood one step removed," turns out,

ore precisely, to be parenthood one bliss-

1 step removed.

alfway through the third month

of the Alexander Five's residency

Milton and I take off for a 17-day

vacation. And although their

novation will not be done by the time we

I
t back, it will, Maria and Alexander as-

re us, be done enough. They will be mov-

g out while we are gone.

And so it is that we return to an empty

house. It's the classic good news bn l news scenario. The good

news, of course, is the folding of our three-story nursery school

and the repossession of our grown up life. The restoration of

breakables to their former locations. The filling up of vases with

water and flowers. The banishing of chaos from every shelf The
revival of leisurely, dignified dining replete with background

music, place mats and adult conversation. On these mornings

Milton and I can be found in the kitchen sipping oui coffee and

reading the newspapers with only the headlines to disturb our

digestion. On these evenings we can be found in the dining room

sipping Shiraz and quiedy chatting, with only telephone solicita-

tions to disturb our peace. Our life is back to being civili/ed.

The bad news is that after three months of the noisiness, mess

and cntanglcmeiU of living side by side, cheek by jowl, tush by

tush, with our boisterous, beloved Alexander Five, life some-

times feels too damn civilized.

Excerpted from Alexander and the Wonderful. Marvelous. Excellent.

Terrific Ninety Days, by Judith Viorst, to be published by Free Press, a

division of Simon & Schuster, Inc. Copyright 2007 by Judith Viorst,

I

005 - 2007 Nintendo, © 2007 NIKOLI CO., Ltd, "', W and tlie Nintendo DS logo are trademarks of Nrnlendo © 2007 Nintendo, SUjBJC]
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Save$$$
On Your ^g^t Car
Find out what you really need to eut your gas

bill. Hint: 1 here's more to it than just hybrids

ilh gas prices topping out at well over $3 a

gallon-and the concern that they may go

even higher-most people in the market lor a

new car arc almost certainly thinking about

Y buying one with good fuel economy. If that's

voii, you're no doubt intcrcslcfl in doing your bit for the environ-

mcni. too. Small cars arc the iriendliest on gas. but what ii buying

a liny subcompact isn't a practical choice for your family:^

When ii comes to choosing a new car with good gas mileage.

size isn't the only important consideration!

The type of engine under the hood mattersj

too, as well as what kind of fuel you feed itJ

Here are some opdons to consider:

Engine type: Tliere are three basic types ol

engine: conventional gasoline, gasoline^

electric hybrid and diesel. Hybrids, for the

most part, get the best fuel economy anc

have lower environment-polluting emis-

sions because many are able to run at lo\

speeds completely on the electric motor.

But not all hybrids available right now actu-

ally deliver on the promise of much higherl

than average mileage (that is, over 30 milesi

per gallon). A few that do, according to the!

Environmental Protection Agency's 20081

estimates: the Toyota Prius (48/45 city vs.

highway mpg), the Honda Civic Hybrid

(40/45), the Toyota Camry Hybrid (33/34)

and the Nissan Altima Hybrid (35/33).

Some other hybrids use larger, more power-

hil (usually V-6) engines and bigger, heavier I

electric moKns to give more power and
[

acceleration at the expense of fuel economy,

which is leading to unsatisfied customers

who thought buying a hybrid of any size or

power would reward them with fuel-econo-

my bragging rights.

While diesel engines (which run on diesel

lucl rather tlian regular gas) offer great mile-

age-40 or 50 mpg in smaller

cars-they produce more soot and

particulate matter, and some states,

mcluding California, have banned

their sale for that reason. That will
'

change in 2008. New emissions-

control technology and die advent

of low-sulfur diesel fuel mean that

cars with diesel engines will run

much cleaner and they will certainly become

more widely available. General Motors

promises these new diesel cars by 2010.

With conventional gasoline engines, you

often have a choice of engine power (four, six

or eight cylmders). The base engine diat die

car or tmck comes with is powerful enough

to give the vehicle perfectly adequate-but

not hot-rod-power. Moreover, continuI'D

LADIfcS' HOMF 1^ ;i-MAL 1 OCTOBER 2007
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The only knee for women that is

designed to bend and rotate.

A^alking, climbing stairs, bending. They're all a part of Dianes daily activities as a \ isiting home nurse. So

vhen her knee arthritis started to affect her work, Dianes orthopaedic surgeon recommended the DePuy

Rotating Platform Knee, the only knee designed to bend and rotate. That s particularly important to a

voman, whose knees naturally roldtc more than a man's.' And with its wide range of sizes and shapes, your

[
urgeon can fit the knee for you that provides a more natural feel and movement.

t the pain of knee arthritis is impacting your life, talk to your orthopaedic surgeon about the only knee

j

eplacement designed to bend, rotate and liberate. lust like a woman's knee should. The DePuy Rotating

' ^latforni Knee.

Call 1-866-297-8489 or visit

cneereplacement.com for more information.

Over 1 million implanted worldwide

mportant Safety Information:

Cnee replacement is not for everyone. There are potential risks. Recovery takes time,

'.nd success depends on factors like age, weight and activity level.

. Wei-Hsiu Hsu, et al. Differences in Torsional loinl Stiffnos of the

Knee Between C.enders. Am / Sports Mai. May 2006; 34 (5): 765-770.

' DePuy Orthopaedics, Inc. 2007

DePuy
Restoring the Joy ofMotion a (^v»utm-(lut.MICH company
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H
as a result of technological ad-

vances, new four-cylinder en-

gines are more powerful and

ha\ e better pickup dian used

to be the case. So, given a

choice of engine power in die

model of car you are consider-

ing, the base engine will usu-

ally do just fine. Also, it will

probabl)- provide you die best

fuel economy.

Bottom line: Ifyou luant 30 mpg

you ivill need to buy a pure hy-

brid, but if you can ivait until

2008, keep dusel in mind. Ifyou

buy a (onventwmdgmoline-engine

car, go with the base engirie.

Transmission: Ver\' few velii-

cles today (and no hybrids)

offer a manual transmission.

If available, it's the best choice

for gas mileage. Automatic

transmissions are the norm,

and the more speeds, the bet-

ter. A five- or sLx-speed trans-

mission, compared with the

common four-speed, will re-

sult in better acceleradon and

better highway fuel economy.

Some cars, and most hybrids,

now offer something called a

CVT (conunuously variable

transmission) that is simply a

transmission with a nearly in-

finite number of speeds, wliich

allows the car to always run

in its most economical range.

Bottom line: 1/ you have the op-

tion, choose the tramnmsion ivith

the highest number o/fnoard speeds; a CVT has the most.

Alcohol fuel: In most of die countr>', gasoline is blended widi 10

percent edianol alcohol made from com, which bums cleaner and

therefore reduces gieenhouse gas emissions. But car manufacturers

have recenth- been marketing so-called flex-fuel vehicles (such as

the 2008 Cheviolet Impala andJeep Grand Cherokee) diat can ran

on a nuxture called E85, which is 85 percent edianol and 15 per-

cent regular gasoline, as well as on all-gasoline fuel. Currendy E85

is reacHK- a\^ailable only in certain Midwestern states. Using it

MP MORE $$
OUT OF YOUR CURRENT CAR

No matter how large or small

your car is, you can increase

your fuel economy by as much

as 20 percent with these ideas:

Get the extra junk out of

your trunk. Every additional

100 pounds can lower your

mileage 2 percent.

Keep the engine well tuned

and change the oil as often as the

manual suggests. It's important

to follow the manufacturer's

suggested maintenance and

service intervals.

Make sure that the tire

pressure is up to specifications.

Underinflation can cause

significant mileage loss. Even

one pound per square inch (psi)

below the recommendation can

reduce mileage 3 percent.

Plan your trips. Fuel economy

and emission levels are the very

worst when you first start your

car and the engine is cold. If you

can drive so as to keep the

engine warm, your mileage will

be better. Making multiple short

trips in close succession to run

chores, say, instead of spacing

out the trips over days, will cut

that cold-start problem.

Watch your speed. Driving

above 65 miles per hour can

have a significant effect on fuel

economy, as can speeding up

and slowing down. It's best to

go with the traffic flow. When

you reach cruising speed, back

off on the accelerator a little.

Your car won't slow down much,

but your mileage will increase.

On the highway, where wind

resistance is a factor, keep the

windows closed: Using the air

conditioner, rather than keeping

the windows open, will improve

mileage. Similarly, if you have a

roof rack, remove the crossbars

if there are any, since they add

wind resistance.

In gas-powered cars, treat

the brakes as carefully as the

accelerator. Coast as much as

possible on hills or when

approaching a stop, rather than

braking suddenly.

Use regular gasoline and save

20 cents a gallon. Premium gas

is rarely needed except for cars

with high-performance engines.

Read the manual carefully. Many

say that premium gas is

recommended "for best

performance" but allow that

regular may be used. Even if

the manual does not give this

option, premium is really

required only for drivers who

demand the most acceleration

at wide-open throttle (which

means putting the pedal to the

metal). For the rest of us who

drive sensibly, filling 'er up with

regular gas is a smart way to

save money—to the tune of

$4 per fill-up if your tank holds

20 gallons.

means even lower emissions and less reli-

ance on imported oil. Unfortunately, this

fuel has less power dian pure gasoline and

will put a big dent in your car's fiiel econo-

my. For example, a 2008 Chrysler Sebring

V-6 sedan's fuel economy radng is 19/27

moe on sasoline but is 14/20 on E85.

Bottom line: E85 is a green but not economical

choice.
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There's relief for pain like this.

Ask your doctor about Lyrica;

Designed for Relief

)o you feel stabbing pain in your feet? Or tingling, numbness, shooting or burning sensations?

'so, you may have painful neuropathy also known as nerve pain. This type of pain is different from musculoskeletal

nuscle or joint) pain, and may need a different type of treatment. Only Lyrica (pronounced LEER-i-kah) is FDA-approved

) treat two of the most common types of nerve pain. Diabetic Nerve Pain and Pain after Shingles. Lyrica is specially

I esigned to provide the relief you need. It works on the nerves that cause this pain. So you can start to think about

ther things besides your pain. Ask your doctor if Lyrica can help. Lyrica is one of several treatments for you and

our doctor to consider.

description Lyrica is not for everyone. Some of the most common side effects of Lyrica are dizziness and

leepiness. Others are dry mouth, swelling of hands and feet, blurry vision, weight gain, and trouble concentrating,

ou may have a higher chance of swelling or gaining weight if you are also taking certain diabetes medicines. And,

you drink alcohol or take medicines that make you sleepy you may feel more sleepy when you start Lyrica. You

lould not drive a car or work with machines until you know how Lyrica affects you. Tell your doctor about any

tianges in your eyesight, muscle pain along with a fever or tired feeling, or skin sores due to diabetes. Also tell your

octor if you are planning to father a child. If you have had a drug or alcohol problem, you may be more likely to

lisuse Lyrica. You should talk with your doctor before you stop taking Lyrica or any other prescription medication.

*lease see important product information on adjacent page.

learn more visit www.lyrica.com or call toU-free 1-888-9-LYRICA (1-888-959-7422).

Jninsured? Need help paying for medicine? Pfizer has programs tliat can help, no matter your age or income. [^Uful
bu may even qualify for free Pfizer medicines. Call 1-866-706-2400. Or visit www.pfizerhelpfulanswers.com. xjnswers

' 2007 Pfizer inc. All riphts reserved. LYU00124A



IMPORTANT FACTS (LEER-i-kah)

IMPORTANT SAFETY

INFORMATION ABOUT LYRICA

LYRICA may make you feel dizzy or sleepy.

• Do not drive a car, work with machines, or do other

dangerous things until you are sure you will be alert.

Ask your doctor when it is okay to do these things.

LYRICA may cause problems with your eyesight,

including blurry vision. Call your doctor if you have

any changes in your eyesight.

ABOUT LYRICA

LYRICA is a prescription medicine used to treat:

• Ner^'e pain from diabetes

• Nerve pain that continues after the rash from

shingles heals

This pain can be sharp or burning. It can feel like

tingling, shooting, or numbness. Some people taking

LYRICA had less pain by the end of the first week.

LYRICA may not work for everyone.

WHO IS LYRICA FOR?
Who can take LYRICA:
• Adults 1 8 years or older with nerve pain from

diabetes or after shingles

Who Should NOT take LYRICA:

• Anyone who is allergic to anything in LYRICA

LYRICA has not been studied for nerve pain in

children under 1 8 years of age.

BEFORE STARTING LYRICA

Tell your doctor about all your medical conditions.

Tell your doctor if you:

• Have or had kidney problems or dialysis

• Have heart problems, including heart failure

• Have a bleeding problem or a low blood platelet count

• Have abused drugs or alcohol. LYRICA may

cause some people to feel "high."

• Are either a man or woman planning to have

children or a woman who is breast-feeding, pregnant,

or may become pregnant. It is not known if LYRICA

may decrease male fertility, cause birth defects, or

pass into breast milk.

Tell your doctor about all your medicines. Include

over-the-counter medicines, vitamins, and herbal

products. Tell your doctor if you take:

• Rosiglitazone (Avandia")* or pioglitazone

(Actos")** for diabetes

Narcotic pain medicines such as oxycodone, tranquilizers,

or medicines for anxiety such as lorazepam

Any medicines that make you sleepy

POSSIBLE SIDE EFFECTS OF LYRICA

LYRICA may cause serious side effects, including:

• Dizziness and sleepiness

• Eyesight problems

• Weight gain and swelling of hands and feet. Weight

gain may affect control of diabetes. Weight gain and

swelling can be serious for people with heart problems.

• Unexplained muscle pain, soreness, or weakness

along with a fever or tired feeling. If you have these

symptoms, tell your doctor right away.

• Skin sores. In LYRICA studies, skin sores were

seen in animals but not i^ humans. If you have

diabetes, pay extra attenlaon to your skin. Tell your

doctor about any skin problems.

The most common side effects of LYRICA are:

. Dizziness * Weight gain

. Sleepiness * Trouble concentrating

• Swelling of hands and feet • Dry mouth

• Blurry vision

You may have a higher chance of swelling or gaining

weight if you are taking certain diabetes medicines

with LYRICA. Medicines that already make you

sleepy or dizzy may make you feel more sleepy or

dizzy with LYRICA.

HOW TO TAKE LYRICA

Do:
• Take LYRICA exactly as your doctor tells you. Your

doctor may tell you to take it 2 or 3 times a day.

• Take LYRICA with or without food.

Don't:

• Do not drive a car or use machines if you feel sleepy

while taking LYRICA.
• Do not drink alcohol or use other medicines that

make you sleepy while taking LYRICA.

• Do not change the dose or stop LYRICA suddenly.

You may have headaches, nausea, diarrhea, or trouble

sleeping if you stop taking LYRICA suddenly.

• Do not start any new medicines without first talking

^ to your doctor

NEED MORE INFORMATION?
• Ask your doctor or pharmacist. This is only a brief

summary of important information.

• Go to w">vw.lyrica.coin or call 1-888-9-LYRICA

(1-888-959-7422).

PARKE DAVIS. Division of Pfizer Inc. Rx OnlV

c 2007 Pfizer Inc.

^^^^
All rights reserved. Printed in USA.

PBIF'Rcv. 1. May 2006

' ^\andia IS a registered trademark of GlaxoSmithKline.

•* '.\ctos is a registered trademark of Takeda Chemicals Industnes. Ltd.. and

IS used under license by Takeda Pharmaceuticals of America. Inc., and

Eh Lilly and Co.
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INTRODUCING

A non-drug topical alternative to

BOTOX'
& RESTYLANE

FACE
LIFT.

WrinkleFree
At Home Wrinkle Reversal System

Boto)f & Restylanc \So^f ah-^v"*^

leu Skin M* 0*«* »^
.,„««*,M»cl».Ux*o<-—^•'

facial line

F^vcE
^

relaxer

I

INJECTION-FREE TOPICAL MOLECULAR TECHNOLOGY

STEP 1 Softens Lines (Alternative to BOTOX®)

STEP 2 Fills In Wrinkles (Alternative to RESTYLANE®)

800-535-0000 www.universitymedical.com Available at:

CVS/pharmacy ^^leiU^teMCdL

and other Better Food, Drug, and Mass Stores.

Botox and Restyiane are registered trademarks of Allergan Inc and Medicis Aesthetics Holdings, respectively

tSOURCE IRI June 2007 Second in overall sales vnhen including eye-area anti-wrinkle products

©2007 UNIVERSITY MEDICAL PHARMACEUTICALS CORP

M\ UniversIty

i Medical.

Hli

WrinkleFree
At Home Wrinkle Reversal System
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andra Lee feels your pain. She knows that at tlie end of an

over-scheduled day, the last thing most women want is a

fast-food fix or a dinner recipe that requires advanced degrees

in flambeing and infusing. Enter Lee's ''semi-homemade"

rescue plan: Combine ready-made ingredients with a few

creative twists to make crowd-pleasing dishes that demand
only a fraction of the time, energy and patience.

As a result, Lee. 41, enjoys an en- younger siblings. The experience

thusiastic following of millions who
have made her cookbooks best sellers

and her Food Network series, Samira

Lee Sani-Homeinade. a hit. On that show

her set is an oasis of aesthetic har-

mony and cozy femininity. Tlie kitch-

en is white with color-coordinated

accents; the day's e.xotic blooms match

the window valance, her own blouse.

taudit Lee to be organized, resource-

ful and. above all. practical.

Today Lee. who is divorced from

business mogul Bruce Karatz. is a

career and financial success. She is

dating Andrew Cuomo. New York

state s attorney general (whose 12-

year-old twin daughters. Mariah and

Cara. and lO-Ncar-old daughter

e\ en the shade of her lipstick. Against

this backdrop she gives cooking

instnictions in the upbeat and author-

itative tones of your most-admired

home economics teacher

But semi-homemade is no casual

obsession for Lee: domestic skills lit-

erally sa\ ed her life. She is the eldest

child of a teenage mother who became

incapacitated when Lee was just 9.

Lee was forced to step up and run die

household, plus care for her four

Michaela. have appeared on Lee s

show). Lee is also close to her sib-

lings and her eight nieces and neph-

ews. Between those family ties and

her many projects (a memoir is due

out diis November), she remains per-

haps the biggest fan of the rewards of

simplicity. "Life is about being with

famih- and enjoying each other," Lee

savs. "It's not about whether you

make yoiu' own bouillabaisse."

c;oNTi\ui-,n

PHOTOGRAPHED BY MELANIE DUNEA
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Ca. w i< S roRY

MAKES 12 MINI CAKES OR
1 LARGE CAKE
Prep time: 25 min

Total time: 1 hr 20 min

Vegetable cooking spray

1 box (18.25 oz) lemon cake mix

1 box (3.4 oz) instant lemon

pudding and pie filling mix

Vj cup vegetable oil

3 large eggs

12 fall nosegays, for garnish

2 cut>s confectioners' sugar, sifted

1 cup purchased lemon curd,

stirred

Orange food coloring

Fabric leaves, for garnish

Preheat oven to 350°F and arrange

rack in center. Lightly coat 2 (6-cup)

niini bundt-cake pans or 1 large bundt-

cake pan with cooking spray; set aside.

Beat together cake mix, pudding mix,

I V4 cups water, the oil and eggs in a

lai ge mixing bowl on medium speed 2

minutes. Divide batter among prepared

pans (or pour all into large pan)

.

Bake until a toothpick inserted in

centers comes out clean, about 30

minutes for mini cakes, about 35

minutes for large. Transfer cake(s) in

pans to a rack and let cool 15 minutes.

Invert cake(s) onto rack, remove from

pans and let cool completely. Trim

stems of nosegays so they fit in center(s)

of cake(s) without tipping over: set aside.

Wliisk togetlier sugar, lemon curd

and V4 cup water in a medium

saucepan. Simmer over low heat,

stirring occasionally, about 10 minutes.

Remove from heat and srir in enough

food coloring to reach desired shade,

for glaze. Drizzle over cake(s) and let

stand until set, about 20 minutes. Place

noseeavs into center of each cake and

decorate base of cake(s) with leaves, if

desired. Remove nosegays and leaves

before eating.

Per mini cake: 420 calories, 11.5 g total fat.

3.5 g sat fat, 416 mg sodium, 80 g carbs, 88

mg calcium, 73 mg chol, 3 g protein, 3 g fiber

CONTINUED

no LADIES' HOME JOURMAL 1 OCTOBER 2007
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Story

MAKES 24 CUPCAKES
Prep time: 25 min

Total time: 1 hr 20 min

24 standard paper baking cups

1 box (18.25 oz) dark chocolate

cake mix

IVs cups chocolate milk

Vs cup canoia oil

3 large eggs

1 box (3.4 oz) instant butter-

scotch pudding and pie filling

mi^

1 72 cups milk

IVi cups smooth peanut butter

1 container (12 oz) white frosting

1 tube (.68 oz) red decorating gel

24 plastic eyeballs

Preheat oven to 350°F. Line 2 (12-

cup) standard muffin pans with baking

cups; set aside. Beat together cake

mix, chocolate milk, oil and eggs in a

large mixing bowl on low speed 30

seconds. Scrape sides of bowl with a

rubber spatula, increase speed to

medium and beat 1 minute more. i

Evenly divide batter among cups.

Bake until a toothpick inserted in

centers comes out clean, 21 to 26

minutes. Transfer cupcakes in pan to

rack and let cool completely before

filling and frosting.

Whisk together pudding mix, milk

and peanut butter in a medium bowl

until thickened and smooth, about

2 minutes. Refrigerate 30 minutes, for

filling.

Spoon filling into a pastry bag fitted I

with a medium plain tip. Fill cupcakes

by inserting tip into tops of cupcakes

and squeezing a couple of tablespoons

of filling into each. Spread 2 table-

spoons frosting on each cupcake.

Using decorating gel, draw squiggly

lines on frosted cupcakes to create

blood vessels. Place an eyeball in

center of each.

Per cupcake: 265 calories, 14 g total fat, 3.5

g sat fat, 304 mg sodium, 33 g carbs, 46 mg
calcium, 28 mg ctiol, 4 g protein, 1 g fiber

CONTINUED
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cedar
O-Cedar Makes Your Life Easier!'^

The new Angler® from 0-Cedar®

with BUMP GUARDS'''

Tough on dirt - soft on furniture!



GOODBYE

Say hello to the newest way to keep your Oreo cookies fresh.

-easy-to-open bags that reseai tightly time after time.

Only from Nabisco.



CowR Story

(not pictured)

SERVES 4

Prep time: 15 min

Total time: 1 hr 25 mm

Kitchen cue: To make single-portion party

appetizers, marinate shrimp as directed;

instead ofthreading shrimp on skewers, use

wooden cocktail picks and cook as directed.

24 large shrimp, peeled (tails on)

and deveined

IVa cups Jose Cuervo Golden

Margarita

Juice of 1 orange

4 teaspoons pumpkin pie spice

'/2 cup honey

2 red bell peppers cored, seeded

and cut into 1-inch squares

1 small pineapple, peeled, cored

and cut into 24 (1-inch) pieces

8 (12-inch) bamboo skewers,

soaked in water 30 minutes

Rinse shrimp and pat dry. Stir

together maigarita. juice and 2 tea-

spoons pumpkin pie spice in a medium

bowl. Combine with shrimp in a large

heavy-duty resealable plastic bag; seal

and marinate in the refrigerator

10 minutes or up to 1 hour

- Preheat broiler and arrange rack 6 to

8 inches from heat. Line a baking sheet

or broiler pan with aluminum foil; set

aside. Li a small bowl combine hone\'

and remaining 2 teaspoons pumpkin

pie spice, for glaze; set aside.

Transfer shrimp to a bowl (discard

marinade). Thread slirimp, bell pepper

and pineapple, alternating, onto

drained skewers. Place skewers on

prepared baking sheet, brush liberallv'

with glaze and broil, turning once, until

shrimp are opaque, 4 to 6 nrinuies.

Remove from broiler, brush with

remaining glaze and serve.

Per serving: 410 calories, 2.5 g total fat,

sat fat. 350 mg sodium, 58 g carbs,

87 mg calcium, 172 mg chol, 32 g pro-

tein. 2 g fiber d

Neve

a dapper raven

add style,

simply, to your

seasonal table.

Above: Turn a crafts-

store raven into a

tray. Choose a bird

with sturdy legs and

hot-glue a plate of

treats onto its back.

Left: Add a little

whimsy to your

cocktail party by

prettying up your

wineglass. All you

need is a silk leaf

(found at crafts

stores); attach it to

either a floral wire or

a green chenille pipe

cleaner with a glue

gun. Let dry com-

pletely; twist the wire

around the glass stem

ind soon you'll be

toasting in style.
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JOY Hours of Inspiration

Presenting A Bradford Exchange Exclusive

Limited-Edition Cuckoo Clock, The First

From Wildlife Master Ted Blaylock

A timeless majesty rises from shaded canyons to soar at

will among the sun-baked cliff's. The eagles circle without

a sound, riding the gusts on enormous wings. Time flies

by, swept up in the mesmerizing dis-

play of power and grace until the

hour comes when the silence is bro-

ken and every living soul stirs to the

shrieking call of the wild.

A Handcrafted Treasure

ofArt and Time

Be inspired by nature's majesty every

minute and every hour with the first

collectible Cuckoo Clock featuring

the acclaimed eagle art of Ted

Blaylock. The artist is a master at

capturing the eagle in flight, and this

new collectible clock will lift your

spirits every moment you check the

time on the wall.

Available exclusively from the

Bradford Exchange and handcraft-

ed in the Old World style, this

solid wood treasure gleams with

a rich walnut finish. Intricate

detailing, a sculpted eagle topper.

and decorative hanging pinecones add to the charm

precise quartz movement powers the clock's grace!

hands as well as the brass pendulum that swings geni

underneath.

And, at the beginning of ea(

hour, the tiny door at the top of

cabinet opens...and a handpainte,

sculptural cuckoo emerges, deligh-i

ing you with a chirping melody. BtU

don't delay, or you could miss out!

Strictly Limited to ONE\
per Customer,

.

.

Order Today!

Strong demand is expected for

distinctive limited edition, and ord

will be limited to ONE per customi

so act now to acquire Ted Blayloci

Timeless Majesty Cuckoo Clock at

$139.00* issue price, payable in foi

monthly installments of $34.75 eac,

Your purchase is backed by our 36

day money-back guarantee. Send

money now. Just mail the Reservati(

Application today!

collectiblestoday.com
Home of The Bfadford Exchange and All Things Collectible

Classically designed

cuckoo clock makes
an elegant addition to

any decor.
©2007 Blaylock Originals, Inc. All rights reserm

©2007 BCE 01-03712-001-GXi

RESERVATION APPLICATION

THE BRADFORD EXCHANGE
9345 Milwaukee Avenue Niles. IL 60714-1 393

I H [ ^y/f^l^l OF COlltCTING

Signature _

:^,c reserve the Ted Blaylock's Timeless

Majesty Cuckoo Clock for me as described in this

announcement

Limit ONE per order

Mr Mrs. Ms..

Address

City

Name (Please Pnnl Clearly)

.State

.

-Zip.

01 -0371 2-001 -E88091

pipacp Rpcnnnrl PromntI
'^'"^ SI 4 99 shipping and service Limited-edition presentation restncted to 295 crafting days. Please allow

po a ompi y weeks after initial payment for shipment Sales subiect to product availability and order acceptance.



Timeless Majesty

Ted BlaylocWs

famed eagle art is

showcasedfor the

first time in a

handcrafted wood

Cuckoo Clock

Sculptural

cuckoo announces

each hour

Requires 1 "D" and

2 "AA" baneries,

not included.

Shown much smaller than actual size of appr.

18 inches tall x 3 inches deep



1

Joyful holiday seasons begin with

Tke World s Finest

Artificial Ckristmas Trees

"The

e\ectr\c

5-year //„^7u^^^^anty

Visit us on the web at:

MECLASSICS.COM
Barrington, IL Phone:847-304-4961 info@treeclassics.com
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Co\'1';R S TORY

.5 1-1

MARRIAGE
1 ^

FQ
-IREWOR

BABIES

NICOLE KIDMAN AND JENNIFER JASON LEIGH, WHO COSTAR IN

A NEW MOVIE ABOUT EMBATTLED SISTERS, OPEN UP
ABOUT THEIR OWN FAMILY TIES AND ONE SPECIAL BOND

THAT CHANGED THEIR LIVES FOREVER

It's nearly midnight and Nicole Kidman is apologizing

profusely for calling so late. She's phoning from Austra-

lia—where it's lunchtime—and going on breathlessly, joy-

fully, about the craziness of her gypsy life. "I'm in Danvin.

a long, long way from Sydney, a good nine hours" travel."

she tells me. "We just got in last night. After diis we'll go

into the bush and we'U be in tents camping for a month,

shooting in crocodile countiy."' llie movie, Australia, is set

on a 1930s outback catde stadon, so Kidman tells me she

is in costume, wearing a straw hat decorated with a blue

ribbon. "And a creiuii suit that I managed to spill some of

my lunch on," she says. "Tliey're going to have to get that

out with one of those baby wipes. And I've got on some

pink stockings and a garter belt!" She laughs. "And I'm on

a cell phone speaking to you in New York! I'm sitting in a

trailer and it's well over 100 degrees. It's crazy! I sec die

absurdity and the humor in it all!"

She sounds happy, excited, a woman on

a grand adventure, and I think of how
much her life has changed since she and I

last spent time together, just over a year ago, eating cook-

ies in Nashville while she was jotting down a shopping

list for a trip to Bed Baih Beyond. That day I couldn't

help but comment on her enormous engagement ring, \ et

Kidman refused to acknowledge that she was about to

marry countr\' music star and fellow Australian Keith

Urban. Famously protective of her personal life. Kidman

wears her pri\ acy like a suit ol armor.

,Ajid now here she is. ha\ ing just turned 40. married tor

a year to Urban and having had to deal with the lact that,

less than four months after dieir wedding in Sydney. Ur-

ban checked himself into the Bcu\ Ford Clinic for alcohol

addiction, a problem he has been uealed for in the past.

Recentlv Urban has tried putting a positive spin on these

latest events, saving, "It sounds strange, but I'm glad it

happened. There's no doubt that what it's done for our

marriage has been truly divine. It has

brought my wife imd me to a place that may

never ha\ e happened for us." Kidman, for

PlIorOGRAPHKD her part, has chosen to stand coismNUED

By Jeanm: Marii

Laskas

bv Brk;h I K Lacomhk
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SroRY

steadfastly-and silently-by her man

while continuing to do the work she

loves, selecting film roles diat she fmds

rewarding regardless of whedier they

will be box-office hits.

Her latest movie. Margot at tlie Wed-

ding, opens in November and has her

placing opposite Jennifer Jason Leigh
i

in a dark comedy of strained sister-

hood written by Noah Bauinbach.

who vvTote and directed die 2005 film

The Squid and the Whale, an equally

dark tale of dysfunctional family life

that won critical acclaim. The role

seems utterly contraiA' to the kind of

best-friend connection Kidman has

with her own sister. Antonia. who

hosts a morning show on Australian

tele\ision. The sisters t\^ically speak

twice a day by phone and both agree

that .Antonia. 37, who lives in Sydney,

where she raises her four children, in-

cluding new baby Sybella, is Nicole's

true touchstone. Antonia"s home has

always been a shelter from the storm

for Nicole. "She's a nomad." Antonia

says. "Nicole moves around the world.

She really lives life to the fullest."

Antonia flew to be by Nicole's side

when Urban left for his three-month

stay in rehab. It is the way dieir rela-

tionship has always been. "She's al-

ways there." Kidman says. "She's just a

plane ride away, as I am for her." In

fact. Antonia has had to test the

strength of her sister's support more

tlian ever recendy, as her own 11 -year

maniage to Angus Hawley fell apart

]

after he. too. entered rehab-reportedly

for anxiety and depression. "She's go-

ing through her awn personal tragedy."

1 Nicole says. "It's so good that I'm in

Australia for her right now. I can be

her rock because she was that for me."

I

Given this extraordinarily suppor-

tive sister relationship, I talk with

Nicole about how it was for her to

pUn- the role of :ui estranged sister in

her latest movie. She and I hang on

the phone like teenagers, wondering

about this, and men. and babies-the

hallmarks of all good girl talk.

Ladies' Home Journal: Was Margot

at the Wedding especially challenging

for you to do?

Nicole Kidman: I loved the idea of

playing Jennifer Jason Leigh's sister.

She's such a good actor. But I had a lot

of trouble understanding die sister rela-

donship in die film. A lot of die time I

was fighdng for the love between them.

It's like diese mo sisters who. because

they're blood relatives, feel like they

should be the best of friends. But

they're just not. And diat is die com-

plete opposite of my sister and me.

We're joined at the hip. When I'm in

Sydney we're togedier ever)- da\-. I'm

at her place almost every- night, feeding

die kids. She wTote me the most beauti-

ful letter the other day saying. "You

make me feel safe." I drought. Gosh,

that 's exactly how Ifeel.

LHJ: How is it to be an aunt once

"I was in such a public marriage

before," says Kidman. "Keith and

I like to keep to ourselves"

again v\ith new baby Sybella?

NK: Beautiful. I was on the phone with

Antonia when she gave birth [laughS\.

My mom [Janelle Kidman, a registered

nurse and midwife] delivered the baby

in a Sydney hospital. It's a very ... in-

volved family [hmgh^. Yeah, she would

pass the phone off between contrac-

tions. And then I hear die baby and my
dad was on the phone when the head

came out. My dad's like, "The baby

looks fnie!" And I'm screaming and

ov-ing. f was in Los Angeles at the time

and dien I got on the plane and came

straight back and met Sybella. It's beau-

tiful. Antonia always calls them "our

babies," so that's beautiful, too. You

know, when she gets pregnant she al-

ways says, "we're pregnant!" and I'm

like "oh, my God!" So, we sort of share

it. We're just unusual in our bond.

LHJ: Any chance that you might be

pregnant?

NK: I'm not pregnant. There's no

way I'd be able to be pregnant on diis

film, to be honest. My husband really

wants a couple of years, he said,

"where I just have you." So it's kind

of romantic. He's like, "I love just the

two of us." It's really honest. So as a

woman I sort of hear that loud and

clear and go, "Okay, I get that." So

that's kind of what we decided. So

I'm not pregnant right now even

though if I was I'd be thrilled. But at

the same time I understand. I think

it's a joint decision and so I have to

understand his wishes on it, too.

We're just concentrating continued

"I'M NOT PREGNANT RIGHT NOW. MY
HUSBAND WANTS A COUPLE OF YEARS,

HE SAID, 'WHERE I JUST HAVE YOU'"
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on each other right now.

LHJ: W'ell, you've had a big year.

Keith had supposedly conquered his

addictions to alcohol and cocaine

during his time in rehab in 1998. And

yet last year he reentered rehab for

alcohol addicdon. How have you han-

dled that?

NK: That's all so raw sdll. He's talked

about his recoveiy but for me, it's still-

just, I don't know [her voice trails oJf].\{\

say something, before you know it it s

a headline on some tabloid and it just

sounds so trite and it's not.

LHJ: Did the two of you celebrate

your first anniversar\- in any special

way?

NK: I don't talk about that stufi. to be

honest. We try to stay small, very

intimate.

LHJ: And yet you went on tour with

him last summer, right? Tliat doesn't

sound so peaceful and quiet, living

"I trust her implicitly," says

Antonia of Nicole (on

Kidman's wedding day)

like a rock star!

NK: I wouldn't

say we were rock stars

but we toured [on our

own bus], which we

very much enjoyed. I

got to see what I con-

sider to be the best part

of America, which is

the small towns. And

most ofmy life is li\ing

in a trailer anyway

because I'm on a set or

we're in a tour bus, so

he said we're the per-

fect match!

LHJ: How do you

manage such a long-

distance maniage?

NK: He's primarily in

Tennessee, our main

residence. It's easier to

keep a low profile

there. We both fly to

each other and are

never apart for more than two weeks

and even that's too long. We're usu-

ally apart for only one week at a time.

We're totally committed to that. We'll

never be apart for more than 13 days,

actually. Because, he says, ''That's it.

That's it for me. No more." And I've

never wanted to live my life apart

from the person I love. So that's what

we do. You can make that stuff work.

It's what he calls "the old-man \4ew,"

like, when you're an old man and

you're looking back, you tPy' and see

what was important.

LHJ: How do you juggle all of this

with Connor and Isabella, too? You

and your e.x-husband have joint cus-

tody. [Editor's note: Kidman and

Tom Cruise adopted the children to-

gether: Isabella is now 14 and Con-

nor is 12.]

NK: We spend time in L.A. because

thev're in school there. For the sum-

mer holidays they come out here. My
son just flew to Australia and worked

on this new film. He loved it. There

are a lot of horses and he worked with

them and the wranglers. He got a

paycheck-his first paycheck!-from

his mother [laughs]. My daughter

didn't want to do diat. She's a really

good rider. I've had her riding since

she was 2.

LHJ: Your kids have a baby sister now,

Suri, the. already-famous daughter of

Cruise and his new wife, Katie Holmes.

Do you think this addition to their

lives has changed your children at all?

NK: No. They're so good with young

kids an\^-ay because Tom's sister has

two boys who are younger. And I

think the whole family is so used to

ha\dng young children around. And

then because of their cousins, my sis-

ter's children. They're just very, very

good with young children.

LHJ: Do you ever step back and drink.

Wow, my life sure is complicated?

NK: My mom said a really great diing

to me die other day. She said, "So you

have an imusual life, Nic. It's just a dif-

ferent life, and that's okay." My sister

lives five minutes from my parents. I

didn't setde down five minutes from

my parents and into drat lifestyle even

though I sort of hold it as an ideal. But

somehow it's just not my life and it

won't ever be my life. That's a hard

diing to grasp at times. You constandy

feel like. Oh, I've never quite lived up

to that. I've traveled most of my life.

I've been a gypsy a long time. I've been

searcliing for things and on a quest-

my children have traveled the world

rather than growing up in the same

neighborhood. And at times I feel like

a failure because of that. So you know,

at die same time you go, well, it's just a

different life.

LHJ: So you sometimes wish you had

a life more like your continued
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mother's and sister's? A stable envi-

ronment, a little neighborhood, a

picket fence?

NK: That's the thing that Keith and I

have, really. By living in Tennessee we

have that, so that's what we go back to.

Tliat part of our life is very, very sim-

ple and can remain that way until the

day we die. And that's why we call

Tennessee our cocoon. And our place

in Sydney, and that's it. We don't need

anything else. That's our bubble.

That's our haven and our safety'.

LHJ: Antonia flew to be with you

when Keith entered rehab, and now

you're supporting her during her sep-

aration from her husband. How do

you account for this strong bond? Do
you work at it? How can women fos-

ter these sorts of relationships?

NK: I think by sharing their wisdom.

By staying open to each other, by

trusting each other and by showing-

and you can only do it through ac-

tion—by showing your loyalt)'. I think

words are cheap. Actions speak very

loudly. That's probably what I pride

myself on most. Being there through

the long haul, meaning you get on a

plane for somebody's wedding. Or

you're available at 3 in the morning

when they're having their personal

crisis, or sleeping in the same bed and

taking care of each other, or you step

in and take care of their kids when

they're not doing well, that's what

you do. What I love is when someone

says, ''Oh yeah, I can rely on her."

LHJ: Do you have friends you regard

as sisters, too? I know you're very

close, for example, to actress Naomi

Watts.

NK: I don t have a best friend but

Naomi is one of my dearest. I have

about six girlfriends. I've cultivated

those relationships. They require an

enormous amount of time and love

and energ)' and I do believe that diat's

ultimately what you're left v\ith in this

world when you pass, when you die,

which I tend to have a lot of thoughts

about. I think the way in which you

have connected to people is the way in

which you ultimately are defined.

LHJ: You're thinking about death at

the tender a2;e of 40! Is this some sort

of midlife crisis?

NK: I'm just glad I made it to 40

[laug/u]. Sometimes you say. My gosh!

With all the trauma and pain in the

world it's a big feat now to get to 40.

That's where I stand right now—I'm
glad I'm here and glad I can look back

at the last 40 years and hope to be

able to look at the next 40 years.

LHJ: Keith surprised you with a fire-

works show in Bowen, Australia, for

your birthday inJune. You didn't know

this was going to happen?

NK: No, no. no, no. I would've talked

him out of it. No, no, no. "Save your

money!" I think I was sUghdy embar-

rassed for everybody to know, but at

the same time it was really beautiful

and thrilling because I never had any-

body do anything like that for me

[kug/is] ! I've loved fireworks since I was

a kid. I love seeing all die lights in the

sky and I just find them very hypnotic.

But he plamied it all. And it was a week

before my sister had a party for me. I'm

not really a "happy birdiday" kind of

person. I think because I get a lot of at-

tention in my life I don't need any more.

I just want to be with people I love and

I don't really need any big song and

dance [laughs]. But my sister insisted on

having a litde gathering ofjust my clos-

est girlfriends at a restaurant. It was

very small and not over the top. It was

nice to be able to look around and see

most of the girls I either grew up with or

who had been at my wedding recendy.

Everyone was back again.

LHJ: Is there an\thing you and your

sister don't share, something that the

two of you feel you've missed out

on?

NK: A brother! We've both always

said, "Gosh, wouldn't it have been

cool to have had a brother?!"

LHJ: A baby brother or a big brother?

NK: Totally a big brother! To bring

his friends home [laughs]l

LHJ: How do you want to be

remembered?

NK: I would like to be known for

having had a really extraordinary rela-

tionship, a marriage. That I've raised

an extended family in all its shapes

and forms. It's very, very hard to do

alone, so it's wonderful to be able to

call on grandparents and sisters and

the ex-husband and all of the ways in

which we now coexist. And ifyou can

maintain a balance through that, I

think that's really special. But I'd love

to have a 40-year marriage under my
belt and to be known to have had a

big heart. I'd die with a smile on my
face ifpeople said

that about me.

CONTINUED ON
PAGE 130

E MOVIE
TICKETS

FOR A YEAR!
Ladies' Home Journal is giving

away AMC annual passes to 10 lucky

readers. You and a guest can see as

many movies as you like at any AMC
theater all year long. Go twice a

month—or twice a day; see below

or www.lhj.com/moviemadness.

Subject to Official Rules at www.lhj.com/movie

madness. No purchase necessary to enter or

win. To enter, send a postcard with your name,

address and daytime phone number to: Movie

Madness Sweepstakes. Ladies' Home Journal,

375 Lexington Avenue. 9th Floor. New York. NY
10017 The Movie Madness Sweepstakes begins

September 11. 2007, and ends October 8. 2007
Entries must be postmarked on or before Octo-

ber 8. 2007, and received by October 14. 2007
Open to legal residents of the 50 United States,

and the District of Columbia, 21 years or older

One entry per household. Void where prohibit-

ed. Operator: Meredith Corporation.
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THEWORLD
ACCORDING TO
JENNIFER

JASON LEIGH
Jennifer Jason Leigh, 45, has been

called "the queen of cinematic quirk"

and "the female Johnny Depp." She

has built a career playing fragile,

damaged, neurotic characters such

as the psychopathic roommate in

1992's Single White Female and the

sex-hungry virgin in 1982's Fast

Times at Ridgemont High. Her 2005

marriage to Academy Award-nomi-

nated independent film writer and

director Noah Baumbach ( The Squid

and the Whale) has largely been spent

working together: Baumbach wrote

and directed Leigh in Margot at the

Wedding, the couple's first screen

collaboration.

JJL: She's incredibly

kind and smart. There's

nothing diva about her at

all, which is kind of amaz-

ing. She's in and out of

that makeup chair so fast

you can't believe it. She

cares about her acting.

It's not about the other

stuff. We both had the

worst stomachache after

shooting because our

characters are trying so hard to be

close sisters but they keep inflicting

these wounds and they can't help but

bring each other down.

LHJ: You have a younger sister, ac-

tress Mina Ba-

"I'm happy in my life," says Leigh

MY SISTER WAS COMPLETELY
UNINHIBITED. AS A CHILD,

IT WAS SOMETIMES
TERRIFYING TO WATCH"

Ladies' HomeJournal: Did you like

working with your husband?

Jennifer Jason Leigh: Noah and I

made this rule that we were never go-

ing to fight ill front of people, and if

ever anything got tense between us

we'd never do it on set. And so we
never had to puli out the rulebook!

LHJ: How was u playing Nicole Kid-

man's sister.'

die, and an older

sister, Carrie

Ann Morrow,
whom you've

described as a

"wild child." Did

having a big sis-

ter with such a

big personality

have a strong influence on you?

JJL: Carrie was completely uninhib-

ited. Sometimes it was kind of terrify-

ing to watch as a child, someone who
would run headfirst into a wall over

and over again. But I was always

compelled by it.

LHJ: In what way?

JJL: I think playing more-out-there

characters was a wav for me to

experience that in a small, safe way.

It's not a life that you would envy.

But there's a certain freedom and

abandon that you might be drawn to.

My personality was informed by hers

or created in juxtaposition to hers—

just tiying to experience her kind of

freedom.

LHJ: You choose films that aren't al-

ways blockbusters. Is this something

you're doing on purpose?

JJL: I'm not consciously trying not to

be a big star, no [kiughs\. It's just what

appeals to me are not tliose big mov-

ies. I want to make movies that I want

to see. I grew up in Hollywood, where

acting is like the backyard industry

[Editor's note: Leigh's parents were

the late actor Vic Morrow and actress/

screenwriter Barbara Turner]. So you

have a work ethic about it, as opposed

to. Can I become the most famous

person in this business? If fame hap-

pens, that's great, but I just wanted to

work. CONTINUED ON PAGE 134
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I.DVAIR' helps significantly improve

mg function so you can breathe better.*

iou have COPD associated with chronic bronchitis, ADVAIR 250/50 may help.

! 'AIR works differently than other COPD medications. It is the only product with an anti-inflammatory and a

ichodilator working together to help improve lung function. Talk to your doctor and find out if ADVAIR is right for

!t your first full prescription FREE.^ Go to advairCOPD.com or call 1-800-768-0200.

not known how anti-inflammatories work in COPD.
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ms. ADVAIR DISKUS does not replace fast-acting inhalers for acute symptoms.

isured by a breathing test in people taking ADVAIR 250/50. compared witti people taking either fluticasone propionate 250 meg or salmeterol 50 meg.

cimum effects may take several weeks. Your results may vary.

advairCOPD.com for eligibility rules

388 see accompanying important information about ADVAIR DISKUS 250/50

If you don't have prescription coverage and can t

afford your medicines, visit pparx.org, or call

1 888-4PPA-NOW (1 888 477 2669)
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Important Information adoul ADVAIR DISKUS

3VAIR 100/50. 250/50. 500/50

jlolicasoiie pfopionate mO, E, id mcQ and salmeterol SO meg inhalation powder)

What is We most important information I should know about ADVAIR DISKUS?

In patients v,.[n asttima, long acting beta. -agonist medicines such as salmeterol (one of ttie medications in ADVAJI^'
|

may increase ttie cfiance of deatti trom asttima problems In a large asttima study, more patients who used

salmeterol died from asthma problems compared with patients who did not use salmeterol- So ADVAIR is not for

patients whose asthma is well controlled on another asthma controller medicine such as low- to medium-dose

inhaled corticosteroids or only need a fast-acting inhaler once in a while. Talk with your doctor about this nsk and the

benefits of treating your asthma with ADVAIR.

ADVAIR should not be used to treat a severe attack of asthma or chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD)

requiring emergency medical treatment.

ADVAIR should not be used to relieve sudden symptoms or sudden breathing problems. Always have a fast-acting

inhaler with you to treat sudden breathing difficulty. If you do not have a fast-acting inhaler, contact your doctor to

have one prescribed for you

What is ADVAIR DISKUS?

There are two medicines in ADVAIR: Fluticasone propionate, an inhaled anti-inflammatory belonging to a group of

medicines commonly reten-ed to as corticosteroids; and salmeterol. a long-acting, inhaled bronchodilator belonging to

a group of medicines commonly refenwi to as bela.-agonists, Ttiere are 3 strengths of ADVAIR: 1 00/50, 250/50, 500/50.

For Asthma
• ADVAIR IS approved for the maintenance treatment of asthma in patients 4 years of age and older ADVAIR should

only be used if your doctor decides that another asthma controller medicine alone does not control your asthma

or that you need 2 asthma controller medications,

• The strength of ADVAIR approved for patients ages 4 to 1 1 years who expenence symptoms on an inhaled

corticosteroid is ADVAIR DISKUS 1 00/50, Ail 3 strengths are approved for patients with asthma ages 1 2 years

and older

For COPD associated with chronic bronchitis

ADVAIR 250/50 is the only approved dose for the maintenance treatment of airflow obstruction in patients with

COPD associated with chronic bronchitis. The benefit of using ADVAIR tor longer than 6 monttis has not been

evaluated The way anti-inflammatones wortt in the treatment of COPD is not well defined

Who should not take ADVAIR DISKUS?

You should not start ADVAIR if your asthma is becoming significantly or rapidly worse, which can be Me threatening

Senous respiratory events, including death, have been reported in patients who started taking salmeterol in this

situation, although it is not possible to tell whettier salmeterol contributed to these events Ttiis may also occur m

patients with less severe asthma

You shouio not take ADVAIR if you have had an allergic reaction to it or any of its components (salmeterol, fluticasone

propionate, or ladosei Tell your doctor it you are allergic to ADVAIR. any other medications, or food products If you

expenence an allergic reaction after taking ADVAIR. stop using ADVAIR immediately and contact your doctor Allergic

reactions are when you expenence one or more of the following choking; breathing problems; svirelling of the face,

mouth and/or tongue: rash, hives, itching, or welts on the skin.

Tell your doctor about the following:

• If you are using your fast-acting inhaler more often or using more doses than you normally do (e g,, 4 or more

inhalations of your fast-acting inhaler for 2 or more days in a row or a whole canister of your fast-acting inhaler

in 8 weeks time). It could be a sign that your asthma is getting worse If this occurs, tell your doctor immediately

• If you have been using your fast-acting inhaler regulariy (e g . four times a day) Your doctor may tell you to stop

the regular use of these medications,

• If your peak flow meter results decrease. Your doctor will tell you the numbers that are right for you

• If you have asthma and your symptoms do not improve after using ADVAIR regularly for 1 week

• If you have been on an oral steroid, like prednisone, and are now using ADVAIR You should be very careful as you

may be less able to heal after surgery, infection, or serious injury It takes a number of months for the body to

recover its ability to make its own steroid hormones after use of oral steroids. Switching trom an oral steroid may

also unmask a condition previously suppressed by the oral steroid such as allergies, coniunctivitis. eczema,

arthntis, and eosinophilic condit nns Symptoms of an eosinophilic condition can include rash, worsening breathing

problems, heart complications, and/or feeling of "pins and needles' or numbness in the arms and legs. Talk to your

doctor immediately if you experience any of these symptoms,

• Sometimes patients experience unexpected bronchospasm right after taking ADVAIR This condition can be life

threatening and if it occurs, you should immediately stop using ADVAIR and seek immediate medical attention.

• If you have any type of heart disease such as coronary artery disease, irregular heart beat or high blood pressure,

ADVAIR should be used with caution Be sure to talk witti your doctor about your condition because salmeterol,

one of the components of ADVAIR, may affect the heart by increasing heart rate and blood pressure It may cause

symptoms such as heart lluttering, chest pain, rapid heart rate, tremor, or nervousness

• If you have seizures, overactive thyroid gland, liver problems, or are sensibve to certain medications tor breathing,

• If your breathing problems get worse over time or if your fast-acting inhaler does not work as well for you while

using ADVAIR If your breathing problems worsen quickly, get emergency medical care

• If you have been exposed to or cunently have chickenpox or measles or if you have an immune system problem.

Patients using medications that weaken the immune system are more likely to get infections than healthy

individuals ADVAIR conlains a corticosteroid (fluticasone propionate) which may weaken the immune system

Infections like chickenpox and measles, for example, can be very senous or even fatal in susceptible patients using

corticosteroids

Houu should I take ADVAIR DISKUS''

ADVAIR should be used 1 inhalation, twice ,:i day (morning and evening), ADVAIR should never be taken more than

1 initiation twice a day The full benefit of taking ADVAIR may take 1 week or longer

If you miss a dose of AUVAIR, lust skip that dose T.ike your next dose at your usual time Do not take two doses at

one time

Do not slop using ADVAIR unless told to do so by your doctor because your symptoms might get worse

Do not change or stop sny of your medicines used to control or treat your breathing problems. Your doctor will ad|ust

your medicines as needed

When using ADVAIR, remember:

• Never breathe into or take the D'SKUS" apart

• Always use the DISKUS m a levi' position

• After each inhalation, nnse your i: cuth with water without swallowing.

• Never V(dsh any part of the ')ISKUS Always keep it in a dry place

• Never take an e.xtra dose, even i1 you feel you did not receive a dose.

• Discard 1 month after removal from the foil pouch,

• Do not use ADVAIR with a spai.pr device.

Children should use ADVAIR with an adult's help as instructed by the child's doctor

uan I aKe auvmh uimu^ wim outer meaicaaonsr

Tell your doctor about all the medications you take, including prescription and nonprescription medications, vit;n

and hert)al supplements
^

If you are taking ADVAIR DISKUS. do not use other long-acting beta: -agonist-containing medications, su

SEREVENT' DISKUS or Foradil' Aerolizer, for any reason.

If you take ntonavir (an HIV medication), tell your doctor Ritonavir may interact with ADVAIR and could cause si

side effects. The anti-HlV medicines Non/ir' Soft Gelatin Capsules. Norvir Oral Solution, and Kaletra' contain ntc

No fomial drug interacfion studies have been performed with ADVAIR.

In clinical studies there were no diflerences in effects on the heart when ADVAIR was tal<en with varying amou

albuterol. The effect of using ADVAIR in patients with asttima while taking more than 9 puffs a day of albuter

not been studied

ADVAIR should be used with extreme caution dunng and up to 2 weeks after treatment with monoamine o«

(fylAO) inhibitors or tncydic antidepressants since these medicafions can cause ADVAIR to have an even greater

on the circulatory system.

ADVAIR should be used with caution in people who are taking ketoconazole (an antifungus medication) or ottier

broken down by the body in a similar way. These medications can cause ADVAIR to have greater steroid side el

Generally, people with asthma should not take beta-blockers because they counteract the effects of beta-ag

and may also cause severe bronchospasm However in some cases, for instance, following a heart attack, sell

beta-blockers may still be used if ttiere is no acceptable alternative

The ECG changes and/or low blood potassium ttiat may occur with some diuretics may be made worse by A[

especially at higher-than-recommended doses. Caution should be used when ttiese drugs are used tnget

In clinical studies, ttiere was no difference in side effects when ADVAIR was taken with methylxanttiines

theophylline) or witti FLONASE' (fluticasone propionate)

What are other important safety considerations with ADVAIR DISKUS?

Osteoporosis: Long-temi use of inhaled corticosteroids may result in bone loss (osteoporosis). Patients viiho are

for increased bone loss (tobacco use. advanced age, inactive lifestyle, poor nutrition, family hist

osteoporosis, or long-temi use of drugs such as cortjcosteroidsl may have a greater nsk wifli ADVAIR, If you ha"

factors tor bone loss, you should talk to your doctpf about ways to reduce your nsk and whether you should

your bone density evaluated.

Glaucoma and cataracts: Glaucoma, increased pressure in ttie eyes, and cataracts have been report"

the use of inhaled steroids, including flubcasone propionate, a medicine contained in ADVAIR. Regu

examinations should be considered if you are taking ADVAIR

Lower respiratory tract infectian: Lower respiratory tract infecttons, including pneumonia, have been re

wiUi the use of inhaled corticosteroids, including ADVAIR,

Blood sugar Salmeterol may affect blood sugar and/or cause low blood potassium in some patients, which

lead to a side effect like an in^egular heart rate Significant changes in blood sugar and blood potassium v^ere

infrequently in clinical studies witti ADVAIR

Growth: Inhaled steroids may cause a reduction in growtti velocity in children and adolescents

Steroids: Taking steroids can affect your body's ability to make its ovm steroid homiones, which are needed

infections and times of severe sttess to your body, such as an operafion These effects can sometimes be £

inhaled steroids (but it is more common with oral steroids), especially when taken at higher-ttian-recomm

doses over a long period of time in some cases, these effects may be severe Inhaled steroids often help

symptoms with less side effects ttian oral steroids

Yeast infections: Patients taking ADVAIR may develop yeast infections of the mouth and/or throat ("thnjsh"

should be treated by Uieir doctor

Tuberculosis or other untreated infections: ADVAIR should be used witti cautton. If at all, in patients

tuberculosis, herpes infections of the eye. or other untreated infections.

What are the other possible side effects of ADVAIR DISKUS?

ADVAIR may produce side effects in some patients In clinical studies, the most common side effects with

included

' Respiratory infections

' Throat irritation

' Hoarseness

> Sinus infection

> Yeast infection of ttie mouth

' Bronchitis

• Cough

> Headaches

> Nausea and vomiting

> Diarrhea

• tviusculoskeletal pain

• Dizziness

• Fever

• Ear. nose, and throat infecttons

• Nosebleed

Tell your doctor about any side effect ttiat bothers you or ttiat does not go away. These are not all ttie side ef

with ADVAIR Ask your doctor or pharmacist for more information.

IVhaf if I am pregnant, planning to become pregnant, or nursing?

Talk to your doctor about ttie benefits and nsks of using ADVAIR during pregnancy, labor or if you are nursing 1

have been no sttjdies of ADVAIR used dunng pregnancy, labor or in nursing women, Salmeterol is known to inte

witti labor conttactions It is not knovim whettier ADVAIR is excreted in breast milk, but ottier corticosteroids have

detected in human breast milk Fluticasone propionate, like ottier corticosteroids, has been associated wrth

defects in animals (eg,, cleft palate and fetal deaUi) Salmeterol showed no effect on fertility in rats at 1 80 time

maximum recommended daily dose.

What other important tests were conducted with ADVAIR?

There is no evidence of enhanced toxicity with ADVAIR compared witti the components administered separate

animal shjdies witti doses much higher ttian ttiose used in humans, salmeterol was associated witti utenne hir

Your healtticare professional can tell you more about how drugs are tested on animals and what ttie resuiis of

'

tests may mean to your safety

For more information on ADVAIR DISKUS

This page is only a brief summary of important inforniation about ADVAIR DISKUS, For more information, talk to

doctor You can also visit wwwJ\DVAIR com or call 1 -888-825-5249, Patients receiving ADVAIR DISKUS should

ttie medication guide provided by ttie pharmacist virrth ttie prescription,

ADVAIR, ADVAIR DISKUS. FLONASE, SEREVENT, and DISKUS are registered trademari<s of GlaxoSmittiKline,

following are registered trademartis of ttieir respective manufarturers: Foradil/Astellas Pharma Inc: Aerolizer/No\

AG: Norvir and Kaletta/Abbott Laboratijnes

ClaxoSmithKline
GlaxoSmittiKline

Research Tnangle Pari<, NC 27709

RL-2367

©2007 The GlaxoSmithKline Group of Companies All rights reserved, Pnnted in USA. AD3845R0 July 200



The RhapsodyBed

by Tempur-Pedic"

Imagine a place where stress is relieved and the

pressures of the day seem to just melt away. And

what if you could go there tonight... and every night.

At Tempur-Pedicf we believe your bed should make

stress go away.

Unlike traditional mattresses which can create

pressure, our unique Swedish TEMPUR* material

actually absorbs pressure.

We invite you to learn more about our science...

and experience our soul.

iopyright 2007 by Tempuf-Pedic North America, Inc At! Rights Reserved. Furniture components not included

TEMPUR
welcome to bed"

Call for your Night-time Renewal ' kit

with FREE In-Home Tryout Certificate

888-282-2480
Or visit us at www.tempurpedic.com



young. Nadine

.^jgJBHjj^^^'TSI v\'as always ven'

™^BHBHfc^«i protective of me.

Little did I know then that her being

so protective would one day save m)'

life. Nadine is a nurse, and she gave

me the best piece of medical advice

I've e\er gotten. When I was diag-

FRAN DRESCHER, COMIC AND ACTIVIST,

ON HER OLDER SISTER, NADINE SMITH

"WTien we were nosed with uterine cancer in 2000.

she told me to liave the oncologist re-

peat all the tests that had been done

before by an ob-g)Ti. It turns out that

the first biopsy that was taken by die

ob-g\'n was too superficial a sample. It

showed tliat the cancer was in stage 1.

But when the oncologist did the bi-

opsy, a more complete sample, it

SISTER ACTS
As these famous sisters will attest, the bonds of love and

loyalty start early and last a lifetinne

WYNONNA JUDD, SINGER, ON HER YOUNGER
SISTER, ACTRESS ASHLEY JUDD
"WTien we were kids, Ashley was the one who got away

with eveiything. I was responsible for her at a very early-

age because Mom was always working, and it was just the

two of us. I remember one night when we were kids and

Mom was working. Ashley decided to invite some friends over. She invited 20

and 100 showed up. It was crazy—kids climbing in the windows, everything

turned upside down. She looked at me and said. 'You've got to save my life.' I

spent the whole iright putting the place back togedier. Mom walked in the next

morning, took one look, and said, 'Wlio had the party?' Without even thinking

I told her it was me. That's how it was, and that's how it still is. Ashley and I

ha\'e done so many things together, and I mai~vel at the memories. I just know

rd do an)'thing to save her."

ROBIN ROBERTS, GOOD
MORNING AMERICA
COANCHOR, ON HER OLDER
SISTER, SALLY-ANN ROBERTS
"Sall\ -Ann is the one I credit for gix'ing

me the "broadcasting gene." She s a phe-

nomenal journalist. We're both on

morning TV shows. We support one

another and lift each other up. To be

able to pick up the phone and call

somebody who really understands . . .

it's invaluable."

turned out my cancer was actually in

stages 3 and 4. Tliat result changed

evervthing: the direction of the sur-

gery, the treatment plan. Nadine and I

know that we are each other's closest

relations, and that's something we'll

have for the rest ofour lives. Through-

out your life )'ou have friends, careers,

bo\ friends, all diat stuff. But eventu-

ally you grow up and realize that

what's really important is family."

KASSI6 Di PAIVA. SINGER AND
ONE LIFE TO LIVE STAR, ON
YOUNGER SISTER SARA MILLS

"My sister and I look alike. Sometimes

when I watch one ofmy performances

I see so much ofher it makes me laugh.

We have always gotten along, even

when we were kids. There was a time

when we were fierce Barbie doll play-

ers. We played for hours on end. Now
diat we're adults I miss being able to

spend time together. It s hard, espe-

cially when times are tough. The hard-

est time was about 10 years ago, when

Sara had brain surgery and I couldn't

be wnth her. I couldn't sit with her and

hold her hand. All I could rely on was

the phone. But of course, the good

times are hard to beat. Like the time

she visited me in L.A. For the whole

time we didn't pay for a single meal

because guys were always picking up

the check. We still laugh about that!"

KELLY STONE, ACTIVIST, ON HER YOUNGER
SISTER, ACTRESS SHARON STONE
""When life throws you a curv^e ball, it's wonderful having

someone with whom you share the exact same back-

ground. Growing up, Sharon and I were very different-

she was the quiet studious 1)756, and I was the wild child.

As adults we've learned to appreciate our different viewpoints and personali-

ties. We've been through a lot together, including weathering our father's suc-

cessful battle with cancer. I have to sa)- our best sister moment was launching

our nonprofit organizadon Planet Hope, in 1992, which provides programs for

homeless children and their modiers. The Stone family has a great consdtu-

tion—we're fragile, but we're forgiving." -Susan Swimmer
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Available at
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and WWW.BEFINE.COM

GET AO WINKS FOR YOUR SKIN!

WITH Cocoa, Millet 6^ Rice Bran

NIGHT CREAM
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Spoil

Other Sidi
OF.

7>IIRTYSOMETHING

By

David

HOCHMAN

For Patricia Wettig, being fiftysome-

thins: is highly underrated. Two dec-

ades ago. having won tliree Emmys on

the iconic TV series thirtysomething, her

career was soaring but, in retrospect,

she had felt something was missing.

"Gratitude." she explains over lunch at

a sunny sidewalk cafe near her home in

Santa Monica. California. "1 was too

young and caught up in my own ambi-

tion to appreciate how good things

were. It was always, "What's next?

What's next?"' Now, at 55, Wettig

couldn't be more thankful. She and

foraier thirtysomething costar Ken Olin

(who also happens to be her husband

of 25 years) are collaborating yet again.

Wtttig plays Holly, "the other woman,"

on ABC's dysfunctional family drama

Brothers ir Sisters, of wliich Olin is one of

the executive producers (and occasional

director). As a bonus their son. Cliff,

24. is a staff writer, while daughter

Roxy. 21. has a small recuiring role.

"I used to ask "How can I have more?'

"

Wettig laughs. "Now it's. "Are we really

trettins awav with this.-"'

"

Ladies' Home Journal: How is your

Brothers & Sisters family" coNnixuED
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different from your thirtysomething one?

Patrida Wettig: So different. On thirty-

soiiu'thing. the show was the center of

our universe, and not in a healthy

way. We were all the same age and

dealing with the very issues we were

struggling with on the program: build-

ing careers, surviving relationships.

There was no escape. On Brothers &
Sisters our cast [including Sally Field

and Calista Flockhart] is so diverse

and experienced in the ways of fame,

it's less exhausting emotionally. We
like working together but we walk

away from it at the end of the day.

LHJ: But isn't that hard to do since

your entire family is involved?

PW: It actually \vorks in reverse for

me. Having my family there reminds

me of the other parts of my life. And
even though I see my kids at work,

they're not living under our roof any-

more, which in itself is a huge relief.

For so long I took the role ofmother as

my primar)' place in the world. Now
that the children have lives of their

own, I enjoy their company differendy.

Kids, don't read this—but I feel free of

an enormous responsibility for the

first time in 26 years, and I really like

that. It gives me the space to sit back

ajid watch who they're becoming.

LHJ: A big part of Brothers & Sisters'

success is you and Sally Field. Are

women viewers starving to see other

adult women in meaty roles?

PW: I can't think of many shows

besides ours that reflect the lives of

women in their 5()s. It's mysterious,

actually. Wliy wouldn't women want to

watch shows about women like them?

Maybe it hits close to home. Issues of

aging can defmitely feel uncomfortable.

LHJ: Wliich raises a delicate quesdon:

Without your husband ui the produc-

er s chair, would you be working now?
PW: It helps to be sleeping with the

man in charge [laughs]l But there's

Top: "I'm really proud of my work on
thirtysomething," says Wettig of the

drama. Above: Getting the last laugh

with Brothers & Sisters costar Sally Field

work out there, especially once you

stop trying to pass for 37. That's not

to say it's not scary for older actress-

es. Sally and I sit in the makeup trailer

and say, "Why can't we be 27?"

LHJ: Have you ever considered

plastic surgery?

PW:m never say never, but I haven't

gone there yet. For now, I just keep

putting on moisturizer and sunscreen.

LHJ: We're the maga/ine of Can This

Marriage Be Saved?" Have there been

moments when you and Ken have

asked yourselves that quesdon?

PW: Absolutely! We're temperamen-

tal and have huge emotional points of

view about everything. Sometimes

you get to this very tliin place where

you say. "I just don't know" and die

impulse is to run. But ultimately you

fight trying to change each other. For

me it was the realizadon that the ways

Ken and I are different are as interest-

ing as the ways we're similar. That

took years to appreciate.

LHJ: WTiat do the kids think when
they see Mom and Dad on thirtysoTne-

thing reruns?

PW: They hadn't really seen the

show until recently. But something

came up with Roxy and her acting,

and I thought it might be helpful to

bring out the old tapes. I got out one

of the cancer episodes [Wettig played

a book illustrator who batded ovarian

cancer] and we cried and cried. Part of

the emotion was in passing the baton

to die next generation, but then Roxy
started in with, "Mom, I can't believe

you ever looked that young!"

LHJ: Has playing the other woman
changed your view of women in that

situation?

PW: I had never thought about that

type of person with compassion be-

fore. But this character isn't drawn as

a pure villain. She's been somewhat

accepted into the family [Holly Harper

had an affair with the late patriarch of

the show's Walker clan]. Fans come

up and say, "I don't want to like HoUy
but I do." I feel the same way.

LHJ: Nora Ephron recendy said that

it's hard to think ofmuch that is genu-

inely better about getting older. But

you seem to be enjoying it.

PW: I completely disagree with that.

A few years ago I got my master's de-

gree in playwriting from Smith Col-

lege, and I now spend three or four

hours writing daily whenever I can.

Without the kids around, Ken and I

have more quiet time together. And
we're fulfilling a dream to build a vaca-

tion house on the Long Island shore. I

loved being thirtysomething, but now I

know there's so much more to life.
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HOW TO

"WOW «T 40
AND LOSE UP TO 20 LBS IN 28 DAYS

This forty-something, mother-of-two has a secret to share with you. She lost 75 pounds

without stepping foot in a gym. She doesn't care how it helped her slide into a bikini again.

But her doctor hubby does.

Previously only available through an M.D., Medifasf On-the-Move is the medical secret to

consistently drop pounds every week. When you see your body change fast, you stick with it.

It's called Calorie Gap Control. Delicious and delightful, Medifast meals nourish and help your

body burn calories and release stored fat. Plus, you can still eat your favorite dinners with

family every night. With Medifast, you don't sacrifice real life to lose weight. It's what makes

Medifast On-the-Move so popular.

"I used to weigh more than

my husband. Now I'm a size 6!

He has his sexy wife back again."

- Thuxoan, California

WHYTRY
Medifast® On-the-Move?

• 30-Day Money-Back Guarantee**

• Convenient delivery

(just like take out!)

• Enjoy hearty meals, sweet treats

and carbs

• Easy to prepare & ready to eat

• No measuring, counting or clinics

SPECIAL OFFER
7 Days of Food - Tasty meals,

energizing snacks & delicious desserts

Pay No Shipping - a $29.99 value

3 Bonus Meals - our gift to you

"The Secret is Out" lifestyle book

Smoothie Shaker

Access to MyMedifast support

Expiie-; November 30. 2007

1 . 8 - 6 7 - 9 6
to get this it\LL .y.fer (and

www.MedifastDiet.com/ladies

1

1]

Eat mouth-watering meals that

help you lose weight. It's that easy!

Results will vary ' "Receive a full refund on unused products returned within 30 days of purchase
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THE SAME
"

SODIUM AS
SKIM MILK.
BUT DON'T
POUR IT

OVER YOUR
CEREAL

Only 140mg of sodium per 8oz. glass. Plus a whole lot of vegetable nutrition.

Two full servings/ to be exact. Could've had a VST

"Sodium per 8oz serving: Low Sodium V8,' 140 mg; skim milk, 103130 mg (varies by variety)

Recommendations for sodium are from 1500 mg to 2400 mg per day, depending on risk factors.

'2 servings of vegetables = 1 cup. © 2007 CSC Brands, LP.
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oke Warning for Women
Just eight years ago

researchers saw no

difference in the

prevalence of stroke

between nniddle-age men

and women, but now for

the first time women
between 45 and 54 are

more than twice as likely

as their male counter-

parts to have had a

stroke. "Recent reports

of a rise in national rates

of obesity, an established

stroke risk factor, may

be contributing to this

trend, particularly since

it appears that obesity

in midlife exerts a more-

harmful effect on women
compared to men,"

speculates study author

Amytis Towfighi, M.D., a

neurologist at the UCLA
Stroke Center. To reduce

your risk, she recommends

having your blood pres-

sure, cholesterol and blood

sugar checked to ensure

your numbers are within a

healthy range. Also

important: maintaining a

healthy weight, eating a

diet low in cholesterol

and saturated fat, getting

five daily servings of fruits

and vegetables

and carving out at least 30

minutes for aerobic exer-

cise each day. Smokers

should quit to reduce their

risk. —Jennifer Castoro

YOU SNOOZE, YOU... WIN
If catching 40 winks in the middle of the after-

noon seems impossible, you might want to adjust

your schedule. Taking at least a 30-minute nap

just three times a week can reduce your risk of

death from heart disease 37 percent, according to

a recent study of more than 23,000 people. Even

those who napped only once or twice a week

lowered their risk by 12 percent. Researchers

believe that part of this heart-healthy effect is

due to the stress-reducing benefits of a midday

snooze. So try setting aside time for a siesta

during your lunch hour or when you first get

home from work. Weekends are also a great time

to squeeze in a nap. —Carrington Cunnington

SOME LIKE IT HOT
Satisfying your hot and spicy food

cravings may help your brain.

People who ate curry occasionally

to veiy often did better on the

Mini-Mental State Examination, an

Alzheimer 's screening test, than

those who avoided it. according to

a new study of more than 1,(m)0

mentally healthy people over 65.

Wliat makes curry so healthy?

Curcumin. a component of

lumieric. cuny s main ingredient.

has been found to help the immune

system rid the brain of amyloid

beta, a protein that may build up

and damage memory and reasoning

ability, according to Milan Fiala,

M.D., a researcher with the David

Gefifen School of Medicine at

UCLA. And it doesn't seem to take

much curry to reap these benefits.

Even eating it as uifrequendy as

once every six months can help

cognitive function. If you don't like

the taste of curry, try turmeric

alone. It's widely available and can

be added to many dishes. -J C.
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iTOur eyes are naturally protected

by a layer of tears.

f you have to use eye

jrops several times a day,

ask your eye doctor

about RESTASIS®.

You may have Chronic Dry Eye

due to decreased tear production

caused by inflammation. It's a medical

condition where your eyes don't make

enough tears. Artificial tears and other

over-the-counter drops simply can't

increase tear production.

Your eye doctor can tell you.

Ask your doctor about RESTASIS^

Ophthalmic Emulsion. It's the only

eye drop that actually helps your

eyes increase tear production with

continued use.

Only an eye doctor can determine

whether you have this type of Chronic

Dry Eye. That's why you should make

an appointment to ask your eye

doctor if RESTASIS^ Ophthalmic

Emulsion is right for you.

RESTASIS®: one drop, twice a day,

with continued use can help you

make more of your own tears.

Your own tears.

Who wouldn't want that?

Take the first Step
-

with your eye doctoriodayl

make an appointment

Go to Restasis25.com or c
1-866-271-6373

forafree
intormation kit.

nable by prescription only

(Cflospofipe

increases tear production

OphttiM Emulsion)

with continued use

j, RESTASIS Ophthalmic Emulsion helps increase your eyes' natural ability to prociuce tears, whi'^'

li
lue to Chronic Dry Eye. RESTASIS did not increase tear production in patients using topical si

nflammation

plugs.

mportant Safety Information:

RESTASIS Ophthalmic Emulsion should not be used by patients with active eye infections and has not been >nts with

i history of herpes viral infections of the eye. The most common side effect is a temporary bur- • u.i ici siue eltects

nclude eye redness, discharge, watery eyes, eye pain, foreign body sensation, itching, stinging. ... vision.

^ ALLERCAIM
^lease see next page for important safety information.

APC0()422200;'
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(CycGSpomeOpht,

Sierile. Preservative-Free

INDICATIONS AND USAGE

RESTASIS Ophthalmic Eiiulsion is indicated to increase tear production in patients whose

tear production is presumed to be suppressed due to ocular inflammation associated with

keratoconiunctivitis sicca Increased tear production was not seen in patients currently taking

. ;3l anti-inilammatory drugs or using punctal plugs

CONTRAINDICATIONS

RESTASiS IS contraindicaled in patients with active ocular infections and in patients with known or

suspected hypersensitivity to any of the ingredients in the formulation.

WARNING

RESTASIS Ophthalmic Emulsion has not iDeen studied in patients with a history of herpes keratitis

PRECAUTIONS

General: For ophthalmic use only

Information for Patients:

The emulsion from one individual single-use vial is to be used immediately after opening for

administration to one or both eyes, and the remaining contents should be discarded immediately after

administration Do not allow the tip of the vial to touch the eye or any surface, as this may contaminate

the emulsion RESTASIS should not be administered while wearing contact lenses Patients with

decreased tear production typically should not wear contact lenses II contact lenses are worn, they

should be removed prior to the administration of the emulsion Lenses may be reinserted 15 minutes

foiiow ng administration of RESTASIS Ophthalmic Emulsion

Carcinogenesis, Mutagenesis, and Impairment of Fertility:

Systemic carcinogenicity studies were carried out in male and female mice and rats In the 78-week oral

(diet) mouse study at doses of 1, 4, and 16 mg/kg/day evidence of a statistically significant trend was

found tor lymphocytic lymphomas m females, and the incidence of hepatocellular carcinomas in mid-

dose males significantly exceeded the control value

In the 24-month oral (diet) rat study, conducted at 5, 2, and 8 mg/kg/day, pancreatic islet cell

adenomas significantly exceeded the control rate in the low dose level The hepatocellular carcinomas

and pancreatic islel cell adenomas were not dose related. The low doses in mice and rats are

approximately 1000 and 500 times greater, respectively, than the daily human dose ot one drop (28 pL)

of 05% RESTASIS BID into each eye of a 60 kg person (0 001 mg/kg/day), assuming that the entire

dose IS absorbed

Cyclosporine has not been found muiagenic/genotoxic in the Ames Test, the V79-HGPRT Test, the

micronucleus test in mice and Chinese hamsters, the chromosome-aberration tests in Chinese hamster

bone-marrow, the mouse dominant lethal assay and the DNA-repair test in sperm from treated mice A

study analyzing sister chromatid exchange (SCE) induction by cyclosporine using human lymphocytes

m vitro gave indication of a positive effect (i.e„ induction of SCE),

No impairment in fertility was demonstrated in studies in male and female rats receiving oral doses of

cyclosporine up to 15 mg/kg/day (approximately 15.000 times the human daily dose ot 001

mg/kg/day) for 9 weeks (male) and 2 weeks (female) prior to mating

Pregnancy-Teratogenic Effects:

Pregnancy category G

Teratogenic Effects: No evidence of teratogenicity was observed in rats or rabbits receiving oral doses

ot cyclosporine up to 300 mg/kg/day during organogenesis These doses in rats and rabbits are

approximately 300.000 times greater than the daily liuman dose of one drop (28 pL) 0.05% RESTASIS

BID into each eye of a 60 kg person (0,001 mgAg/day), assuming that the entire dose is absorbed,

Non-Teratogenic Effects: Adverse effects were seen in reproduction studies in rats and rabbits only at

dose levels toxic to dams. At toxic doses (rats at 30 mg/kg/day and rabbits at 100 mgAg/day),

cyclosporine oral solution, USP, was embryo- and fetotoxic as indicated by increased pre- and

postnatal mortality and reduced fetal weight together with related skeletal retardations These doses are

30,000 and 100,000 times greater, respectively than the daily human dose of one-drop (28 pL) of

05% RESTASIS BID into each eye of a 60 kg person (0,001 mg/kg/day), assuming that the entire

dose is absorbed. No evidence of embryofetal toxicity was observed in rats or rabbits receiving

cyclosporine at oral doses up to 17 mg/kg/day or 30 mgAg/day respectively during organogenesis.

These doses in rats and rabbits are approximately 17,000 and 30,000 times greater, respectively, than

the daily human dose.

Offspring of rats receiving a 45 mg/kg/day oral dose of cyclosporine from Day 15 of pregnancy until

Day 21 post partum, a maternally toxic level, exhibited an increase in postnatal mortality; this dose is

45,000 times greater than the daily human topical dose, 0,001 mgAg/day, assuming that the entire

dose is absorbed. No adverse events were observed at oral doses up to 15 mgAg/day (15,000 times

greater than the daily human dose)

There are no adequate and well-controlled studies ot RESTASIS' in pregnant women, RESTASIS"

should be administered to a pregnant woman only it clearly needed.

Nursing Mothers:

Cyclosporine is known to be excreted m human milk following systemic administration but excretion

human milk after topical treatment has not been investigated. Although blood concentrations are

undetectable after topical administration of RESTASIS Ophthalmic Emulsion, caution should be

exercised when RESTASIS is administered to a nursing woman.

Pediatric Use:

The safety and efficacy ot RESTASIS Ophthalmic Emulsion have not been established in pediatric

patients below the age of 16.
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Geriatric Use:

No overall difference in safety or effectiveness has been observed between elderly and younger patientajjjjj

ADVERSE REACTIONS

The most common adverse event following the use of RESTASIS' was ocular burning (17%). Other

events reported in 1% to 5% of patients included conjunctival hyperemia, discharge, epiphora, eye

pain, foreign body sensation, pruritus, stinging, and visual disturbance (most often blurring),

Rx Only Based on package insert 71271US15P revised February 2004
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Breast-Cancer Survival Guide5uide~^
^^

WHAT MAKES A WOMAN
"HIGH RISK'";^

"Most women don't want to have to wait or

travel for a screening test " says Etta D. Pisano.

M.D., Kenan Professor of Radiology and

Biomedical Engineering at the University of

North Carolina at Chapel Hill. A troubling

new study in the journal Cancer suggests this

may in fact already be happening. The propor-

tion of women getting breast X-rays at least

ever)' two years actually dropped 4 percent

between 2000 and 2005, which could translate

into higher mortality rates. The decline was

especially steep—6.8 percent—among women
50 to 64. the group most likely to benefit, and

women with higher incomes ($99,030 for a

family of four with two dependent children)

.

"Missing even a yearly scan could mean that caiicer, if it exists,

may be discovered at a later, less-treatable stage," says Stephen A.

Feig. M.D.. a professor of radiology at the University of California,

Irvine School of Medicine. "This is especially risky for women in

their 40s because theu- breast cancer can grow so fast." li you're one

of tlie 23.3 million women over 40 who haven't had a mammo-
gram m the last two years, pay special attention to the following.

Pai t of the reason ma)' be that fewer physicians refer women for

breast-cancer screening, possibly because there is new debate

about how often it is needed. The American Cancer Society still

staunchly advocates annual mammograms for women over 40,

but the Americem College of Physicians suggests many women
could wait until age 50. However, many centers have shut down

for lack of money, not patients, hisurance firms and Medicare

generally pay verv' low reimbursements to breast-imaging centers.

Other centers have scaled back on sei'vices to balance their bud-

gets. .All this can even make it more difficult to get follow-up diag-

nostic tests, like the ultrasound that revealed ABC news anchor

Robin Roberts had cancer after she felt a lump in her breast.

llie result? Women lacking symptoms who just want screening

may wait up to four months—even in big cities like New York—and

ma\' ha\e to travel 60 miles or more in rural areas, according to a

'2{H)f) slII-^(^• h\- the U.S. General Accountability Office.

o; Make appointments well in advance. It

helps to book tlicm around an event—your birthday or an anni-

versary-and set the next one at the end of your current appoint-

ment. A year goes by quickly, and it's easy to lose track of how
long it's been. "Treat vourself to a lunch with friends afterwards."

says Constance Lehman, M.D.. Ph.D., vice chair of radiolog)'

at the l^niversit) of Washington and the Seattle Cancer Care

.'Vlliance. ITiat wa)-. you'll be less tempted to cancel.

A known BRCA1 or BRCA2 gene mutation

A first-degree relative (motl-ier, father,

sibling or child) with either gene mutation

A Strong family history of breast or ovarian

cancer: two or more close female relatives

(mother or sister) diagnosed with breast

cancer before menopause or with ovarian

cancer at any age; or any male relative

diagnosed with breast cancer

Having had radiation therapy to the chest to

treat lymphoma

SHORTAGE
^ GISTS

Fewer physicians specializing in breast can-

cer has caused another crisis. The stress of

the work and fear of malpractice claims—

missed or delayed diagnosis of breast cancer

is a leading cause of medical malpractice

lawsuits—are to blame. "Breast imaging in

general is subject to intense oversight," says

Mark Helvie, M.D., a professor of radiology

and director of breast imaging at the Uni-

versity of Michigan. "This field is difficult

and stressful." In a 2005 Society of Breast

Imaging survey of 575 breast-imaging cen-

ters nationwide, more than 55 percent re-

ported their doctors had been sued, half

said threat of suits made it harder to fill jobs

and 29 percent had radiology vacancies.

What you can do: Try university medi-

cal centers with breast-imaging radiolog)'

fellowships, which may be better staffed.

£SS TO
I5TS

Digital mainmography is up to 15 percent

more sensitive in detecting cancers in women

under age 50. and among women of any age

with dense breast tissue, but the machines

that do the test are in alarmingly short supply.

Cancer in younger women tends to be more

asfs^'essive, makino; earlv detection critical.

The percentage of imaging centers offering

digital mammography continued on page 152
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You may know two sides of the total cholesterol story.

But are you ignoring a third?

u may be doing a great job managing your bad cholesterol (LDL) and good cholesterol (HDL). But if you're ignoring

ur triglycerides, there still may be an issue. Now's a good time to find out more information about triglycerides with

rfree brochure. In it, you'll get the total cholesterol story. For example, you'll learn that normal triglyceride levels are

[
IS than 150. Also, that TriCor, in addition to diet, can help lower triglycerides, increase HDL, and lower LDL.

Learn how triglycerides fit into the total cholesterol picture

with our FREE brochure. Call 1.877.456.7823 today. fenofibrate tablets &48mg.,

Get the total cholesterol picture.

>ES AND IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION. TnCor Tablets are used, in addition to diet, to improve either

olesterol and triglyceride levels or high triglycerides alone. Medication to treat high cholesterol and/or triglycerides

ould be used when diet and other non-drug measures alone have not been successful. TriCor is not for everyone,

u should not take TriCor if you have serious liver or kidney disease, gallbladder disease, or if you are allergic to any

Its ingredients. You should let your doctor know about all the medications you take, including blood thinners or other

olesterol-lowering drugs. TriCor may cause changes in some blood tests, including liver function. Blood tests should

ordered regularly while you are taking TriCor There have been reports of gallstones, inflammation of the pancreas,

serious muscle disease with TriCor. Alert your doctor immediately if you feel pain in your abdomen or if you feel

jscle pain, tenderness, or weakness while taking TriCor. Other possible side effects of TriCor include respirator^/

Tiptoms, back pain, and headaches. Talk with your doctor if you think that you might be experiencing a side effect.

ase see adjacent brief summary for full prescribing information.
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}': .Vji' ;-;.ra-i£ INSEHT FOR FULL PRESCRIBiNG INFORMATION

TRICOM^ 48 nig aiiJ 145 mg
'jMMihKiiv ;ablei<i H Only

COfiTHA.NOICATIONS

patl(.n^ who exiiihii livptTvensitiMiy lo

TKICOR iv ^.>niMinJk-ak'd m pati^-nts with iiciuli*. nr severe renal

vlssliineli' in^ JiiJiitv: pruiiary hiliarv cirrhnMs, ami palk'iils with

urwxpijiiu'd piTssstcni liver funi.luin abnurmalUy

TRICOR istoiHraHmKalcU ti patients with preexiNliii^ iiallbkiddcrdisease

WARNINGS
l.i^er l-umtiun: ! eiiolii'iale al doses ajuivaleni to % mg lo 145 mg

rRK'OR per .la\ iws been a>sociated v\uh increases in serum transaminases

lASr .SGOT) or AIT (SGPTi) In a pooled analysis ot 10 placebo-

eoniiolled inaK. increases to > 3 times i!ie upper limit ot" normal occurred in

5 V. ol pjtients uking lenofibiate \eisus I
1'- ut patients treated with

placebo

When transaminase determinations uere lol lowed either alter

diseoniinuaiion ol treatment or during continued treatment, a return to

normal Imiits wjn usually observed The incidence of increases in

transaminases related lo tVnotibrate therapy appear to be dose related. In an

S-ueek dose-ranging study, the incidence ot ALT or AST elevations to al

leaM three times the upper limit ol normal was KV , m patients receiving

dosages equivalent to % mg lu 145 mg TRICOR per day and was (I'/J in

ihose receiving dosages equivalenl to 4S mg or less TRICOR per day, or

placebo Hepatocellular, chronic active and cholestatic hepatitis associated

wiih tenotibrale therapy have been reported alter exposures ot weeks to

several vears In eMremely rare cases, ciirhtisis has been repoded in

dssneiaiion with chronii active hepatitis

Regular periodic inonilormg ot liver (unction, including serum ALT

iSClPT* should be pertormed tcir the duialion ot therapy with TRICOR . and

iherapv diHontmued i! en/yrne levels persist above three times the normal

limii

Cholflilhiasis: Irnotibrale, like clollbrale and gemtibro/!il. may increase

cholesterol excretion into the bile. leading to cholelithiasis II cholelithiasis

IS suspected, gallbladder studies are indicated. TRICOR theiapy should be

discontinued it gallstones are found.

Concomitant Oral Anticoagulants: Cautn*n should he exercised when

antkoagulants iu"e given m conjunction wiih TRICOR because of the

piiient!,!l)on ol coumann-type anticoagulants m prolonging the prothrombin

time/lNR. The dosage ol the anticoagulant should be reduced to maintain the

prothiombm time/INR at the desired level to prevent bleeding complications.

Frequenl prolhruinhin lime/lNR determinations are advisable until it has

been dellnilely delemuned ihal the prothrombin lime/l.\R has stabilized.

Concomitant HMG-CoA Rttiutlase Inhibitors: The eombined use ot

TRK'OP and H.VKi-CoA reductase iiihibiturs should be avmded unless the

benetu of further alierations in lipid levels is likely to outweigh the increased

risk ot this drug conibinaluin.

Concomitant admimsiralion ol lenoTibrale iei.]uivalent to 145 mg
TRICOR) and pravastatin (40 mg) once daily for 10 days increased the mean

Crii.i\ '»nd AUC values tor pravastatin by .^69f {range from 69% decrease to

}2\'-'i increase) and 2S% (range trom 54% decrease lo 128% increase),

respectively, and tor .3a-hydro\>-iso-pravastatin by 55'^'r (range from 32%

decrease to M4'/ increase) and 3^'% (range from 24% decrease to 26K/r

increase), respectively.

The combined use ot lihiK jtid derivatives and HM(i-CoA iedui.lase

mhibilois has been asstieiated. in the absence ot a marked pharmacokinelic

inleraclion, in numerous case reports, with rhabdomyolysis, markedly

clevaied creatine kinase (CKl levels and myoglobinuria, leading in a high

proportion ot cases to atule renal lailure.

The use ot librales alone, including TRICOR. may otca.sionally he

.issiKiated with myositis, myopathy, or rhabdomynlysis. I'alients receiving

TRICOR and (.omplaining ot miistle pain, tenderness, or weakness should

ha\e prompt medical evaluation tor myopathy, including serum erealmc

kinase level determination It myopathy /myositis is suspected or diagiiosetl

TRICOR ilierapy should be slopped

Mortality: The ettecl ot TRICOR on eoronary heart disease mnrbidiiy and

nioiiahiy and non-cardiovascular mortalily has not been established.

Other Considtrations: In tlic Coronary Oaig Profeci. a large study ot post

nivouirdial iniaiciion ot patients treated tor 5 years with clofibrate. there was

nil ditlcrentc in iiinrlality seen belvveen the clofibrate group and the placebo

group There vv.is however, a dilterence in the latc ot cholelithiasis and

i-holecyslitis rei.|uiring surgery between the two groups (3 O'^ vs I S'.; i,

Ik'Lause ol chemical, pharniacologieal. and clinical simiLirilies between

I RICOR itenulibiate tablets). Atiomid-S (clotibialel. and Lopid

igemtibro/ili, (he .idverse tindmgs in 4 huge randomi/ed. placebo-controlled

clinical studies with these other fibiate drugs may also apply lo TRICOR
In a study condutled by the World Health Organi/aliun (WHO) ^OOO

sub|ects without known coronary artery disease were (reaied with pLaebo or

slofihratc lor ^ yeais and fiiUovved tor an additional one year. There was a

siaiisiically signitkani, higher age-ad|usted all-cause morlalily in the

clofibrate group compaied with the placebo group (5.7()'.'f vs. 3%%.
p=<0OI ) Lxcess mortality vvas due to a ^V/r increase in non-iardiovascular

Lause^, UK hiding malignancy, posi-eholecysiecloiny citmplications. and

pani rcaiitis 1 his appeared to Lontlrm the higher risk ot gallbladdei disease

seen m ^lol'ihiale-dealed padenis studied in the Coionary L")rug Pro|ect

1 he Helsuiki Heart Study was a large ln=4()Sl i study ol niiddle aged men
widioui .1 histon ot eoronary artery disease Subiecis rei.eived either plaeebo

or gemtihro/il lor 5 years, with a ,v5 year open extension atierward loial

inortdlily wa- numerically higher in the gemfibrozil r.indoiin/aiior. yroirpbut

did not a(.hievc >(a[isiKal sigmfieaiice ip=l}.l'-*, 'J5'' '.onfulence interval lor

lelaiive risk <i P=,<M-I fi4). AIiln'Ugh cancer deaths iieiided higher in the

eemtibrozil gnup (p=l).l 1 1. eaikci's (excluding basal i.ell carcinoma) were

di.ignosed vuih equal licqiiency in both study groups Due to the linnied si/e

ot (he study the relative risk ot death trom any cause was not shown lo he

dillereni liiaii li-al seen in the 9 year toUow-up data trom \\'orld Health

^"'i.-Mni/ation siuJy (RR-I2''l Similarly, the iinmencal excess of

't>!.,i.|i!e! -urgeries in the gemfibro/il roup did noi id | lei slaiistieallv tiom

'^v.T..d .lire WHOstvj'lv

\ r. Jjo, [>rt'.eniu'ii vonii iTieni ol the Helsinki Heai! Siudy enrolled

uiiddit .n;i'-^ men •. e luded Iron; dte primary preventmn siudy because ot

on.ir\ heaiE iltsease SubjcJs revciveJ eemtibro/il oi

Ahhorigh I irdKiv deaths lu nded hi«gher in the

ni l v[,iiisiii.aiiy significaii' it, ./ai-l lado 2 2. ^'5'^

""li 1 I'he rale of gallbhuMer surgery u.is noi

-'udv groups, bui did :!eiid hjijiier m the

u', ... {iV.'. p=a,07) Ttiere v.as a sladsdeallv

n ilie luinilivi --I appendeciornics m Ihe ;.'emtlhro/il

gemtihio.'il lip. [I

conlideiue niler:.'l

slatisiti ,i|]\ sigttific.

gcinlibri>/il ;-'iuiip,

siunifitanl (tit!erei\

group i(V 1

PRECAUTIONS

initial therapy: Laboratory studies should be done lo ascertain that Ihe lipid

levels aie consistently abnormal before instituting TRICOR therapy. Every

attempt should be made to control serum lipids with appropriate diet,

exercise, weight loss in obese patients, and control of any medical problems

such as diabetes mellitus and hypothyroidism thai are contnbuting lo the

lipid abnormalilies Medications known to exacerbate hypertriglycendeima

(beta-blockers, thiazides, estrogens) should be discontinued or changed if

possible prior to consideration ot IriglyeerideTowenng drug therapy

Continued therapy: Periodic determination of senim lipids should be

obtained during initial therapy in order to esiablish ihe lowest etfeclive dose

ol TRICOR Therapy should be withdrawn in patients who do not have an

adequate response after two months ol treatment with the maximum

recommended dose of 145 mg per day .

Pancreatitis: Pancreatitis has been reported m patients taking lenofibraie.

gemfibrozil, and clofibrate. This occunreni.e may represent a tailure of

efficacy in patients with severe hypertriglyceridemia, a direct drug eftect. or

a secondary phenomenon mediated through biliary tract stone or sludge

tormaiion with obstruction ol the common bile duct.

Hypersensitivity Reactions: .Acute hypersensitivity reactions including

severe skin rashes requiring patient hospitali/ation and treatment with

steroids have occurred very rarely during treatment vvith tenofibraie.

including rare spontaneous reports of Stevens-Johnson syndrome, and toxic

epideniial necrolysis. Urticaria was seen in 1,1 vs, ()7( . and rash in 1.4 vs,

8*^; ol lenofibrate and placebo patients respectively in controlled tnals,

Hematologic Changes: Mild lo moderate hemoglobin, hematocrit, and

white blood cell decreases have been observed in patients following initiation

of tenofibrate therapy However, ihese levels stabilize during long-term

administration hxtremely rare spontaneous reports ot thrombocytopenia and

agranulocytosis have been received during post-marketing surveillance

outside ot the U.S Periodic blood counts are recommended during the llrst

12 months of TRICOR admimsiralion

Skeletal muscle: The use ol librales alone, including TRICOR. may

occasionally be associated with myopathy. Treatment with drugs ot Ihe

fibrale class has been associated on rare occasions with rhabdiimyolysis.

usually in patients with impaired renal function. Myopathy should be

considered in any patient with diffuse myalgias, muscle tenderness or

weakness, and/or marked elevations ol creatine phosphokinase levels.

Patients should be advised to report promptly unexplained muscle pain,

tenderness or weakness, particularly if accompanied by malaise or lever,

CPK levels should be assessed in patients reporting Ihese sympioms. and

fcnotlbrate therapy should he discontinued if markedly elevated CPK levels

occur or myopathy is diagnosed.

Drug Interactions

Oral Anticoagulants: CAUTION .SHOL LI) BE KXERCISED WHEN
COIMXRLN ANTICOAGl'LANTS ARE GIVEN IN CONJUNCTION
WITH TRICOR. THE D0S,\(;E OF THE ANTICOAGULANTS
SHOULD BE REDICED TO MAINTAIN THE PROTHROMBIN
MMI/INR \; IHE DESIRED LE\ EL TO PRE\ ENT BLEEDING
(OMPI l( \l IONS. FREQUENT PROTHROMBIN TIME/INR
DETERMINAIIONS ARE ADVISABLE UNTIL IT HAS BEEN
DEFINITELY DETERMINED THAT THE PROTHROMBIN
TIME/INR HAS STABILIZED.
HM(;-CoA reductase inhihitors: The combined use of TRICOR and

HMG-CoA reductase inhibitors should be avoided unless the benefit of

lurther alterations in lipid levels is likely to outweigh the increased risk of

this drug combination (see WARNINGS),
Resins: Since bile acid sequeslranls may bind other drugs given

concurrenliy. palients should take TRICOR at least 1 hour before or

4-fi hours after a bile acid binding resin to avoid impeding its absorption,

CytTosporine: Because cyclosporme can produce nephrotoxicity with

decreases in creatinine clearance and rises in scrum creatinine, and because

renal excretion is the primary eliminalion route ol t'lbiate drugs including

TRICOR [[enofibra(e (ablels). there is a risk (hut an interaction will

lead lo deterioration. The bcnenis and risks ol using TRICOR wiih

immunosiipprcssaiils and other potendally nephroioxic agents should be

carelully considered, and the louesi elleclive ilose employed.

Carcinogenesis. Mutagenesis. Impairment of Fertility:

Two dietary carcinogenicity studies have been conducted in rats with

lenotibrale In the tnsl 24-month study, rals were dosed with fenofibrate a(

10. 45. and 200 mg/kg/day. approximately ().}. I, and b limes ihe maximum

leuimmendcd human dose (MRHD) of 145 ing/day. based on mg/nieter- ot

surt.nc area) At a dose ol 200 mg/kg/day (at 6 times the MRHD), Ihe

incidence ot liver carcinomas was signilicanily increased m both sexes A
statistically signitlcant increase in pancreatic carcinomas was observed in

males at 1 and (i times the MRHD: an increase in pancreatic adenomas and

benign lesiiculai inleisiidal cell tumors was observed al ft limes the MRHD
m males, In a second 24-mon(h study in a ditteieni strain ot rals, doses ot

10 and ftO mg/kg/day lO 3 and 2 limes the MRHD based on mg/meier-

surlacc area) produced signiticant increases in ihe incidence ot pancreatic

acinar adenomas in both sexes and increases in testicular interstitial cell

(umors in males ut 2 times (he MRHD (200 mg/kg/day)

A 1 17-vveek carcint)genicily study was conducted m rats comparing three

drugs; tenofibrate 10 and ft'o mg/kg/day (0,.^ and 2 times the MRHD).

clofibrate (400 mg/kg/day. 2 limes the human dose), and Gemfibro/il

(250 mg/kg/day. 2 dines the human dose) (multiples based on mg/meier-

surlace area). Fenofibrate increased pancreatic acinar adenomas in both

sexes Clofibrate increaseil hepatocellular carcinoma and pancreatic acinar

adenomas in males and hepatic neoplastic nodules in Icmales Gemtibnvil

increased hepatic neoplasdi. nodules in males and ternales. while all three

drugs increased lesdeular mtersiitial cell tumors in males,

In a 21-monlh study in mice, fenotlbrate 10. 45. and 200 mg/kg/day

(approximately 2. 7. and i times the MRHD on the basis ol mg/meter-

surlace area) signitkantly increased the liver carcinomas in both sexes at

^ limes the MRHl> In a second IX-monlh study al the same doses,

lenofibrate signilicanily increased the liver carcinomas in male mice and

liver adenomas m female mice at 3 limes ihe MRHD P.lecdon microscopy

siudies have demonstrated peroxisomal proliteration following lenotihrate

admmisttation to the rat ,An adequate study to lest lor peroxisome

proliteration in humans h.is not been done, but changes in peroxisome

morphology and numbers have been obsened in humans after irealmeni wiih

other members of the fibrale class when liver biopsies were compared before

and alter tieaimenl in ihe same individual

Fenofibrate has been tlemonslrated lo be devc^id ot mulagenic potential m
the tullowing lesis. .Ames, mouse lympluima. ehromosomal aberration and

unscheduled DNA synthesis

Pregnancy Category C: S.itety m pregnant wiuuen has not been established

Fenofibrate has been shown lo be embr\i\idal and teratogenic in rats when

given in doses 7 lo 10 tunes Ihe maximum recommended human dose

(MRHD) and embryocidal in rabbits when given al 9 limes the MRHD (on

the basis ol mg/melei- surtaee areai. Tlierc are no adequate and well-

contritlled studies in pregnant women Fenotibrate should be used dunng

pregnaiKv only il the poieniial benetil justilies the potential risk Iti ihe fetus

.Adminisir.'-tion oi approximaieK ^ times the MRHD ol 145mg/da\ of

tenofibrate to lemale rats betore and throughout gestation caused ]W%
dams to delay delivery and resulted m a 60% increase in posi-implantali(

loss, a decrease in litter size, a decrease in birth weight, a 40% survival

pups al birth, a 4% survival of pups as neonates, and a 0% survival of puj

to weaning, and an increase in spina bifida.

.Admimsiralion of approximately 10 times the MRHD to female rats

days ft-15 of gestation caused an increase in gross, visceral and skelet

findings in fetuses (domed head/hunched shoulders/rounded body/abnorm

chest, kyphosis, stunted fetuses, elongated slemal nbs. malformed stemebra

extra foramen in palatine, misshapen vertebrae, supernumerary ribs).

.Administration of approximately 7 times the MRHD lo female rals fro

day 15 of gestation through weaning caused a delay in delivery.

40% decrease in live births, a 75% decrease in neonatal survival, a

decreases m pup weight, at birth as well as on days 4 and 21 posl-partum

Administration of fenofibrate at 9 to 18 times the MRHD to female rabbi

caused abortions in 10% to 25% of dams and death in 7% of fetuse

18 times the MRHD,
Nursing mothers: Fenofibrate should not be used in nursing mothei

Because of the potential for tumorigenicity seen in animal studies, a deeisit

should be made w heiher to discontinue nursing or to discontinue the drug

Pediatric Use: Safety and efficacy in pediatric patients have not be

established.

Geriatric Use: Fenofibric acid is known to be substaniially excreted by il

kidney, and the risk of adverse reactions to this drug may be greater

patients with impaired renal fianclion. Because elderly patients are moj

likely tt> have decreased renal function, care should be taken in dd

selection. I

ADVERSE REACTIONS

CLIMC,\L: Adverse events reported by 2% or more of patients treated wa

lenofibrate during the double-blind, placebo-eonlrolled Inals. regardless

causalily. are listed in the table below. Adverse events led to discontinualiJ

of treatmenl in 5.0% of patients U-ealed with lenofibraie and in 3.0% treat!

with placebo. Increases in liver function tests were the most frequent eveni

causing discontinuation of fenofibrate treatment in 1,6% of patients

double-blind Inals,

mm .s\ STEM Fenofibrate* Placeb

Adverse E^nl (N=439) (N=36.

BODY A.S A WHOLE
Ahduniin.il Pain 4.6% 4.49i

Back Pain 3.4% 2.5%

Headache 3.2% 2.7%

A>ihenia 2.1% 3.0%

Flu Svndnime 2.1%

DIGESTIVE
Liver Fiinciion Tests Abnormal 7.5%*' 1.4%

Diarrhea 2.3% 4.1%

Nausea 2.3% 1.9%

Cimslipalion 2.1% 1.4%

METABOLIC AND NUTRITIONAL
DISORDERS

SGPT Increased 3.0% 1.6% 1

Creatine Phosphokinase Increased 3.0% 1 .4%

SGOT Increased 3.4% 0.5%

RESPIRATORY
Respiratorv Disorder 6.2%

Rhinitis 2.3% 1.1

Diisagc cqunalenl lo I4.S mg TRICOR
• • Sisnitii jmh diiiereni from Placebo

Additional adverse events reported by three or more patients in place

controlled trials or reported in other controlled or open trials, regardless

causality are listed below,

HODY AS A WHOLE: Chest pain, pain (unspecified), infection, raalai

allergic reaction, cysi. hernia, fever, photosensitivity reaction, and accide

injury

CAKDKIVASCULXR SYSTEM: Angina pectoris, hypertensi

vasodilatation, coronary artery disorder, electrocardiogram abno

\cntnciilar extrasystoles, myocardial infarct, peripheral \ascular diso

inigt.ime. varicose vein, cardiovascular disorder hv poiension. palpitati

\ascul.ii liisorder arrhythmia, phlebitis, tachycardia, evlrasysioles, and

lihrill.iiuiii

DICESTIVE SYSTEM: Dyspepsia, flatulence, nausea, increased appe

pastroenteritis. cholelithiasis, rectal disorder, esophagitis. gastritis, cell

tooth disorder, vomiting, anorexia, gastrointestinal disorder, duodenal ul

nausea and vomiting, peptic ulcer, rectal hemorrhage, liver fatty depo

cholecvstitis. eructation, gamma glutamyl transpeptidase, and diarrhea.

EMIHiCRINE SYSTEM Diabetes mellitus.

HEMIC AND LYMPHATIC SYSTEM: Anemia, leukopenia, ecchynio

eosiiiophiiia. Ivmphadenopalhv. and thrombocvtopenia.

MEIAItOUC AND NUTRITIONAL DISORDERS: Creatinine incre

weight gain, hypoglycemia, gout, weight loss, edema, hyperuricemia

penphciai edem

Ml V tlOSKELETAL SYSTEM: Myositis, myalgia, arthralgia, anhri

ienns\ 111, Mils, joint disorder arthrosis, leg cramps, bursitis, and myasth

NER\'i>l!S SYSTEM: Dizziness, insomnia, depression, vertigo, II

decre.ised. an\iet\. paresthesia, dry mouth, hypertonia, nervousne

neuKilgi.i. and somnolence

RhSI'iRAIORY SYSTEM: Pharyngitis, bronchitis, cough increased, dyspi^

asthma, .illergic pulmonary alveolitis, pneumonia, laryngitis, and sinusitij

,SA7,V ,.1,'V;) APPENDAGES: Rash, pruritus, eczema, herpes zoster, unicai

acne, sweating, fungal dermatitis, skin disorder, alopecia, contact deunali

herpes simplex, maculopapular rash, nail disorder, and skin ulcer

SPECIAL SENSES: Conjunctivitis, eye disorder amblyopia, ear pain, ot:

media, abnormal vision, cataract specified, and refraction disorder

I'ROGENITAL SYSTEM: Urinary frequency, prostatic disorder, dysu

ahiiorm.il kidney function, urolithiasis, gynecomastia, unintended pregnan

\.iciii.il moniliasis, and cystiti

OVERDOSAGE
There is no specillc treatment for overdose with TRICOR. Gene

supponn e care of the patient is indicated, including monitoring of vital si)

and observation of clinical status, should an overdose occur If indicat

eliniinaiion ol unabsorbed drug should be achieved by emesis or gast

lavage, usual precautions should be observed to maintain Uie airw

Because lenofibrate is highly bound to plasma proteins, hemodialj sis sho

not be considered.
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HEREDITARY NEUROPATHY
1 ) H S YOUR 1- A M I I . Y H A V L. I T

'

\

^

Your family may look healthy, but someone you love may be affected by CMT, a debilitating hereditary

disease that can cause pain, difficulty wali<ing, immobility in the hands and feet, and even the inability

to breathe. CMT is the most common hereditary neuropathy in the world affecting more than 500,000

in the US alone. Sadly, it often goes undiagnosed or is misdiagnosed for years, because even the coun-

try's best doctors fail to recognize its symptoms. The Hereditary Neuropathy Foundation is working to

change all that. We are fighting to educate the medical community and are working to find a cure for

these diseases. We have already provided hope, treatment options and vital information to tens of

thousands. For the sake of families everywhere, we have made it our mission to bring CMT out of the

shadows by raising awareness and funds for a cure.

To learn more about hereditary neuropathies, visit us online at www.hnf-cure.org

orcontactusat 1-877-HNF-lCURE or 1-877-463-1287

hereditary

NEUR(M^)PATHY
fouiKlafior

Collaborating with
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Breast-Cancer Survival Guide

Should You Get a Gene Test?

If
you already know that

you're at high risk for

breast cancer because of

your family history, the

answer is probably yes.

Women who have either the

BRCAl or BRCA2 gene

mutations can take tifesaving

steps to prevent breast cancer—

or catch it early. And there's

another important reason:

ovarian cancer, which is much
rarer than breast cancer and

might be in your heredity

without your knowing it. Having

either breast-cancer mutation,

which increases the odds a

woman will get breast cancer

by up to 80 percent, also ups

the likelihood of ovarian

cancer by up to 54 percent.

Only one in 500 women has

the BRCAl or BRCA2 mutation,

but the carrier rate for these

faulty bits of DNA is about one

in 40 for women of Jewish

ancestry from Eastern Europe—

a group known as Ashkenazi

Jews. Having a strong family

history of breast or ovarian

cancer—and both sides of the

family count— is another factor

that increases the odds you

carry the mutation. Watch for

one or more diagnoses of breast

or ovarian cancer— regardless of

age— in your family. If you have

any of these risk factors, talk to

your doctor about a referral to a

genetic counselor, suggests

Andrew Berchuck, M.D.,

president of the Society for

Gynecologic Oncologists.

Studies show that in women
with the mutations, preventive

ovary removal can reduce the

risk of ovarian cancer 80

percent, and prophylactic

mastectomy can reduce breast-

cancer ris1i 90 percent.

For mo're information about

the genetic risks of cancer,

check out FORCE: Facing

Our Risk of Cancer Empow-
ered, a nonprofit support,

information and advocacy

group located at 16057 Tampa

Palms Blvd. W. #373, Tampa,

FL 33647: 954-255-8732;

www. facingourrisk.org.

has more than tripled since 2005, from 6.3 percent to 20.4 per-

cent, according to the American College of Radiology. Still, four

out of five breast-imaging facilities in the country don't offer it.

The situation is even worse for breast MRIs, available at just one

in eight i^naging centers. MRIs cost about $1,000 (compaied with

$50 to $150 for film manunograms and $125 to $225 for digital).

They've proved effective in monitoring high-risk women, who are

urged to get a yearly MRI and mammogram, usually starting at 30.

What you can do: Travel to a nearby city. Centers drat have

digital mammography are more common in urban ai eas, says Marisa

Weiss, M.D., a Philadelpliia oncologist and president of Breastcancer.

org. University hospitals are anodier option. And check the list of

centers with Mammography Quality Standards Reauthorization Act

tecluiology found at uniruKfcLi.gav/alrli/mammography/certified.hhnl.

i^Obut 1 1: LACK OF VIG)
All die high-tech breast-imaging facilities in the world uill not help if

you don't make an appointment. Elizabeth Edwaids admitted diat

she hadn't had a mammogram for some four )'eais before finding

her breast-cancer 'ump. "We ma)' be victims of our success," says

Carol H. Lee, M.D., a professor of diagnostic

radiolog)' at the Yale University School of

Medicine and chair of the breast-imaging

commission of the American College of Radi-

ology. "Because we've made such remarkable

progress, women may see breast cancer as

less of a threat. We could see a reversal of the

gains we've made over the years." And all the

emphasis on liigh-tech tools may have deval-

ued the much more available and still lifesav-

ing film mammogram: "They're still the best

tiling we have for spotting cancers early," says

Dr. Pisano, whose research found that both

film and digital mammography have similar

accuracy rates, though digital has an edge in

finding breast cancer in women under 50 and

diose with dense breasts.

What you can do: Stop making excuses,

even ifyou must wait longer than you should

or drive fai dier than you'd like to get tested.

to DISCOVER A CELEBRATION OF BREAST-CANCER SURVIVORS

LADIF.S'HOME jQURNAL
[
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Breast-Cancer Survival Guide

Should You Get a Gene Test?

If
you already know that

you're at high risk for

breast cancer because of

your family history, the

answer is probably yes.

Women who have either the

BRCAl or BRCA2 gene

mutations can take lifesaving

steps to prevent breast cancer—

or catch it early. And there's

another important reason:

ovarian cancer, which is much
rarer than breast cancer and

might be in your heredity

without your knowing it. Having

either breast-cancer mutation,

which increases the odds a

woman will get breast cancer

by up to 80 percent, also ups

the likelihood of ovarian

cancer by up to 54 percent.

Only one in 500 women has

the BRCAl or BRCA2 mutation,

but the carrier rate for these

faulty bits of DNA is about one

in 40 for women of Jewish

ancestry from Eastern Europe—

a group known as Ashkenazi

Jews. Having a strong family

history of breast or ovarian

cancer—and both sides of the

family count— is another factor

that increases the odds you

carry the mutation. Watch for

one or more diagnoses of breast

or ovarian cancer— regardless of

age— in your family. If you have

any of these risk factors, talk to

your doctor about a referral to a

genetic counselor, suggests

Andrew Berchuck, M.D.,

president of the Society for

Gynecologic Oncologists.

Studies show that in women
with the mutations, preventive

ovary removal can reduce the

risk of ovarian cancer 80
percent, and prophylactic

mastectomy can reduce breast-

cancer risk'-SO percent.

For more information about

the genetic risks of cancer,

check out FORCE: Facing

Our Risk of Cancer Empow-
ered, a nonprofit support,

information and advocacy

group located at 16057 Tampa
Palms Blvd. W. #373, Tampa,

FL 33647; 954-255-8732;

www. facingourrisk.org.

has more than tripled since 2005, from 6.3 percent to 20.4 per-

cent, according to the American College of Radiology. Still, four

out of five breast-imaging facilities in the country don't offer it.

The situation is even worse for breast MRIs, available at just one

in eight iniaging centers. MRIs cost about $1,000 (compared wddi

$50 to $150 for film mammograms- and $125 to $225 for digital).

They've proved effective in monitoring high-risk women, who are

urged to get a )'early MRI and mammogram, usually stiuting at 30.

What you can do: Travel to a nearby city. Centers that have

digital mammography are more common in urban ai eas, says Marisa

Weiss, M.D., a Pliiladelpliia oncologist and president of Breastcancer.

org. University hospitals are another option. And check the list of

centers witli Mammogiaphy Quality Standards Reaudioiization Act

tecluiology found at it.raavJck.gov/alrli/rmmrimgraphy/a'ttfu'dJitiiil.

AH die liigh-tech breast-imaging facilities in the world will not help Lf

you don't make an appointment. Elizabeth Edwards admitted that

she hadn't had a manmiogram for some four )-ears before finding

licr breast-cancer 'ump. '\Ve may be \ictims of our success." sa) S

Car ol H. Lee, M.D., a professor of diagnostic

radiology at the Yale University School of

Medicine and chair of the breast-imaging

commission of the American College ofRadi-

olog)^ "Because we've made such remarkable

progress, women may see breast cancer as

less of a direat. We could see a reversal of the

gains we ve made over the years." And all the

emphasis on liigh-tech tools may have deval-

ued the much more available and still lifesav-

ing film mammogram: "They're still the best

tiling we have for spotting cancers early," says

Dr. Pisano, whose research found that both

film and digital mammography have similar

accuracy rates, though digital has an edge in

fiiiding breast cancer in women under 50 and

tiiose with dense breasts.

What you can do: Stop making excuses,

even if you must wait longer than you should

or drive fartiier tiian you'd like to get tested.

O DISCOVER A CELEBRATION OF BREAST-CANCER SURVIVORS
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I will
do what I can to protect myself

against breast cancer recurrence.

am
a strong woman.

Call 1-800^90-9013 or log on

to www.arimldex.com/now to

learn more about ARIMIDEX.

If yoii .iir willioiii picsci ipiion :ind cau l .ilKiid yciiir mcdicition,

Asir.r/ciu-c.i in.iy In- .ihlc lo help.

I'lc.iM- Ml' luicl Mimm.iiy ol tin- lull I'ivm libing Infiirniarioii on aiijacciu page.

' Ij.isiil cm prcM i ipiiiiji ilai.i Inr i-.ii ly .ijul .klv.uuvil liira.sl cancer, IMS 5/07,

ARIMIIMiX k a legi.steicd trademark ol the A.straZcneca group of conipaiiie.s.

2007 Astra'/^eiicca l>harm,iceutical.s l.P. All righrs reserved. 253026 7/07

It is time to learn how ARIMIDEX may help reduce

the risk of breast cancer recurrence.

ARIMIDEX is the only drug of its kind with

5 years of clinical data that prove efficacy and

safety in the initial tticatment of early breast

cancer in postmenopausal women

ARIMIDEX is madjc by AstraZeneca, the

company with a 30-year history of helping

women with breast cancer and the same

company that developed tamoxifen

Ask your doctor about ARIMIDEX, the most

prescribed aromatase inhibitor. ^

Important Information About ARIMIDEX
ARIMIDEX is approved for adjuvant treatment

(treatment following surgery with or without

radiation) ofpostmenopausal women with hormone

receptor-positive early breast cancer.

Important Safety Information

Prescription ARIMIDEX is ordy for postmenopausal

women. ARIMIDEX should not be taken ifyou are

pregnant because it may harm your unborn child.

In the eatiy breast cancer clinical trial, common side

effects seen with ARIMIDEX include hot flashes,

joint symptoms, weakness, mood changes, pain, sore

throat, nausea and vomiting, depression, high blood

pressure, osteoporosis, swelling ofarms/legs, and

headache. Fractures (including fractures ofthe spine,

hip, and vmst) occurred more frequendy with

ARIMIDEX dian widi tamoxifen (10% vs 7%).

ARIMIDEX should not be taken with tamoxifen or

estrogen-containing therapies.

For more information, tape to your doctor.

i

Img
tablets

AstraZeneca



IMP ORTANT IN FORMATIO N ABOUT ARIMIDEX

Please read this summary

carefully, and then ask your

doctor about ARIMIDEX.

No advertisement can provide all

the Information needed to determine

if a drug is right for you. This

advertisement does not take the

place of careful discussions with

your doctor Only your doctor has the

training to weigh the risks and

benefits of a prescription drug.

WHAT IS ARIMIDEX?

ARIMIDEX IS a prescription medicine.

It is an atomatase inhibitor, which Is

used for

treatment of early breast cancer In

women past menopause, ARIMIDEX Is

used tor treatment following surgery,

with or without radiation. It is for

women whose breast cancer Is

hormone receptor positive

first treatment of locally advanced or

metastatic breast cancer in women

past menopause. It is for women

whose breast cancer is hormone

receptor positive or hormone

receptor unknown

treatment of advanced breast cancer

in women past menopause, if their

cancer has grown, or their disease

has spread following tamoxifen

therapy

HOW DOES ARiMIDEX

WORK?
Some breast cancer cells need certain

natural hormones, such as estrogen,

to grow. In women past menopause,

the body uses an e;'^me to change

the hormones known as androgens to

the hormone estrogen. This enzyme Is

called aromatase

ARIMIDEX is an aromatase inhibitor.

Aromatase Inhibitors hind to aromatase

and block it so that it cannot change

androgens to estiogens

ARIMIDEX reduces the total amount of

estrogen in the body. This limits the

amount of estrogen that can reach

cancer cells, which may impair

breast cancer cell activity

WHO SHOULD NOT TAKE

ARIMIDEX?

Women who have ever had an allergic

reaction to anastrozole, the active

ingredient in ARIMIDEX, Women

who are allergic to the Inactive

Ingredients in ARIMIDEX pills, which

are: lactose, magnesium stearate,

hydroxypropylmethylcellulose,

polyethylene glycol, povidone, sodium

starch glycolate, and titanium dioxide

,;, Women who are pregnant, who think

I they may be pregnant, or plan to get

i pregnant. ARIMIDEX may harm an

unborn child

Women who haven't gone through

menopause. Talk to your doctor if you're

not sure

Women who are breastfeeding

Women who are taking tamoxifen or any

therapy containing estrogen, such as

hormone replacement therapy birth

control pills, estrogen creams, vaginal

rings, or vaginal suppositories. These

medications may lessen the effect of

ARIMIDEX

i Children or men

HOW SHOULD I TAKE

ARIMIDEX?

:,i ARIMIDEX should be taken only when

I prescribed by a qualified doctor who knows

about anticancer agents. Follow his or her

instructions about when and how to take

ARIMIDEX. If you are unsure or have

questions, ask your doctor

Take one ARIMIDEX 1 mg pill once a day

Swallow It whole with a drink of water. Try to

take it at the same time each day. If you

forget, then take the dose as soon as you

remember, or tak"e the next dose as usual.

Don't take 2 doses to make up for the

missed dose.

WHAT SHOULD I TELL MY
DOCTOR BEFORE TAKING

ARIMIDEX?

Before taking ARIMIDEX. tell your doctor if you

are pregnant or think you may be

pregnant

have been told you have any other

medical conditions

are currently taking or have recently

taken other prescription or over-the-

counter medicines or herbal

li supplements

P

WHAT ARE POSSIBLE SIDE EFFECTS OF ARIMIDEX?

ARIMIDEX can have side effects. In clinical trials, less than 12% of patients stopped

taking ARIMIDEX because of side effects.

Very rare (occurred in less than 1 in 10,000 patients), but serious side effects with

ARIMIDEX are

extremely severe skin reactions such as lesions, ulcers, or blisters

allergic reactions with swelling of the face, lips, tongue, and/or throat. This may cause

difficulty In swallowing and/or breathing

Stop taking ARIMIDEX and contact your doctor Immediately If you have any of the reactions

mentioned above.

Common (occurred in 10% of patients or

more) side effects with ARIMIDEX (listed

more frequent to less frequent) are

hot flashes

joint symptoms (Including arthritis

and arthralgia)

mood changes
,^

weakness ^
pain

sore throat

depression

high blood pressure

nausea and vomiting

osteoporosis

rash

back pain

headache

Insomnia

swelling of arms or legs

accidental Injury

fractures, including fractures of the

spine, hip, and wrist, happened more

with ARIMIDEX than with tamoxifen

(10% vs 7%)

Less common side effects with

ARIMIDEX (listed more frequent to

less frequent) are

increased cholesterol

Infection

• weight gain

increased cough

dizziness

urinary tract infection

breast pain

shortness of breath

gastrointestinal disorder/disturbances

(including stomach pain, diarrhea,

constipation)

bone pain

loss of appetite

joint pain or joint stiffness

vaginal bleeding

hair thinning

sleepiness

carpal tunnel syndrome

(tingling, pain, coldness, weakness in

parts of the hand)

vaginal dryness

This is not a full list of possible side effects. If you have questions or experience any of

these or other possible side effects, talk to your doctor

HOW SHOULD I STORE

ARIMIDEX?

Store ARIMIDEX at room temperature.

Keep away from children. If your doctor

tells you to stop treatment, discard the

pills properly. Do not take your pills after

they've expired.

WHERE CAN I GET MORE

INFORMATION ABOUT

ARIMIDEX?

Talk to your doctor Full prescribing

information Is available on

wvw.ARIMIDEX.com, or by calling

1 -866-992-9276.

GENERAL ADVICE

It is important to take ARIMIDEX as

prescribed, and to discuss with your doctor

any health changes you experience while

taking ARIMIDEX. You should only use

ARIMIDEX for a condition for which It has

been prescribed. Do not give ARIMIDEX to

other people, even if they have the same

medical condition. Keep ARIMIDEX and all

medicines out of the reach of children.

Note: This summary provides important

information about ARIMIDEX. For more

information, please ask your doctor or

health care professional about the full

prescribing information and discuss it

with him or her.

ARIMIDEX IS a registered trademark ol the AstraZeneca graup ol companies

© 2007 AstraZeneca Ptiarmaceuticals LP, Wilmington, DE 1 9850 All rights reserved. 4/07 247744

Visit www.As

i

'W iDEX.Gom

.

Or, call t!>:^ /;eneca Cancer Support Networl< (AZ CSN) toll-free at 1-866-992-9276

Once-daily

Arimide:
anastrozoleBt



Check out our outstanding

service and massive selection

of shoes and apparel and
you'll Zappos, too.

• Free shipping both ways

• Piece o'cake return policy

• Millions of shoes

P WERE bbySER VICE

See www.zappos.tom/cs.zhtml for detfils.
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"SOMEONE I LOVE
HAS BREAST CANCER"
FOR PHOTOS SEE PREVIOUS TWO PAGES

n Jennifer Poore, 37, of Oxford. Alabama. Diagnosed in

October 2006. Submitted by her friend, Cynthia Lynch,

Q Diane Sanchez, 37, of Katy, Texas (with her twin

daughters), was diagnosed in December 2006 and is

now taking Tamoxifen and Herceptin. Submitted by her

sister, Gail Vannaman.

Q Patty Judy, 30, of Culpeper, Virginia, was diagnosed in

February 2005. Submitted by her father, Walter Goodale.

QLois Mines, 62, of Los Angeles, was diagnosed six years

ago. Submitted by her sister, Deborah Lawrence.

Q Jana Schneider, 46, of Spring Creek, Nevada, was
diagnosed in 2000 and is now free of cancer Submitted

by her sister, Becky Roberts.

Q Sandra Hall (center, with daughter Leslie Convey, left),

49, of Mertztown, Pennsylvania, was diagnosed for a

second time in 2006. Submitted by her sister. Sheila Van

Wicklen (right),

QMeg Donahue, 34, of Boise, Idaho, Diagnosed in March

2005, Submitted by her mother, Peggy Parks,

Q Julie York, 56, of Acworth, Georgia (left), and Sue
Lester, 58, of Cambridge, Maryland (center). Submitted by

their sister, Kathy Stevens (right).

QjKathy Stanford (right), 57, of Springerville, Arizona,

was diagnosed earlier this year Submitted by her

daughter, Jamie Kron (left).

{^Victoria Ibarra (right), 39, of Broomfield, Colorado.

Diagnosed in April 2006. Submitted by son Tino Fraire (left).

Qjjulie Zaveral (center, with Denver Broncos

cheerleaders), 33, of Broomfield, Colorado, was diag-

nosed three years ago. Submitted by

her mother, Linda O'Rourke.

rn Angel Babb, 34, of Smyrna,

Georgia. Diagnosed in April 2007.

Submitted by her sister, Alisa Rodgers.

E Michelle Davies, 42, of Gilbert,

Arizona (with daughter Megan),

Diagnosed in January 2007 Submitted

by her husband, Robert Davies.

E Lori Bruckheim, 45, of Orlando,

Florida (with daughter Maddie).

Diagnosed three years ago and is now
cancer free. Submitted by her sister,

Debbie DeMarco.

E Hallie Palsgrove (left), 54, of Long
Beach, California, was diagnosed in May 2007. Submitted

by her niece, Jenny Lindner (right).

Maria Ewing, 40, of Issaquah, Washington. Diagnosed
for a second time in July 2006. Submitted by her friend.

Desiree Swanson.

E Carrie O'Malley, 34, of Austin, Texas (with niece Claire

Olivia James), was diagnosed in May 2006. Submitted by

her mother, Barbara Kapchinski.

[HI Bill Johnson, 54, of Lincoln, Nebraska. Diagnosed in

1994. Submitted by his wife. Sue Johnson (left).

Kara Allen, 36, of Franklin, Tennessee (with daughter

Macy), was diagnosed in November 2006. Submitted by

her mother, Eileen Leonard.
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For more

photos of

vibrant women
who have

survived breast

cancer, go to
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Ire You Concerned with....

Heart Health

Prostate Health

Blood Sugar

Immune System

Joint Health

Sexual Health

Brain Health

Menopause

Headaches

Bone Health

Fatigue

Longevity

Fee/ better naturally

withThe SMARTER Grape

STmT TODAY!

lOXIDANT RATINGS
cole - Oxygen Radical Absorbing Capocity

ADINE GRAPES are considered Ik iMMilB Gfape™

because they contain a powerful source of

t/ERATROL, QUERCETIN, ELLAGIC ACID & OPCs

a unique combination of antioxidant and

i-inflammatory compounds not found in other

grapes, fruits or vegetables.

lan clinical trials now being conducted on

jplements at a major medical university.

Natures
'MuacaieUne' ^
Grape Products i

earl
Questions? Calt 877.998.2386

www.naturespearlproducts.com

Now available atyour local health food store and these fine retailers nationwide^

Amazon.com Drug MartJ Food City
Bi Lo Drug Warehouse Harris Teeter
CVS.com Earth Fare Ingles

Kerr Drug
Kinney Driigs '

Lowes Fbcjefe;

fi/lay's Drug Store Pathmark
' Med X The Medicine Shoppe
Medicap Pharmacy USA Drug

or: As with all dietary supplements and medications, you should always consult your physician before use. Ulis product his ootieen eValMBteiiby the fOA, and is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any diseaife. This sente;ic4Js icquirtd Ijyt
,
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THE COST OF CANCER CARE

"The Meter Was Constantly Running

Anne Cortes, 48, married with one daughter, of Greensboro, North Carolina

39

Almost two years ago

Anne Cortes felt an

almond-size lump while

lying in bed doing her

monthly breast exam.

An ultrasound confirmed

the worst—she had

cancer in both breasts-

triggering a iy2-year-

long Odyssey of tests,

biopsies, appointments

with specialists, a double

mastectomy, intensive

chemotherapy and other

treatments.

Cortes, a self-

employed community

planner, had $375-a-

month health insurance

for herself and her

teenage daughter Her

husband, who earns

$2,800 a month as an

adjunct professor at two

colleges, has a separate

policy. Medical bills

sucked up the $10,000

loan she and her

husband had taken out

in the fall of 2005 to

redo their kitchen, along

with half of her earnings

and all of their savings.

And because she was

sick and unable to work,

her income plummeted

roughly $10,000 a year,

to about $20,000,

making it that much
harder to stay afloat.

While coping with

breast cancer was

difficult, the intense

financial strain was the

worst part, says Cortes,

who has pared her

family's living expenses

down to the bare

essentials—no summer
camp, new clothes or

birthday presents. "It felt

like the meter was

constantly running," she

says. Cortes also

skimped on her medical

care."She sees her

hesitated before getting

a CT scan to find

whether her cancer had

spread, and when she

lost a molar because the

chemo weakened her

teeth, she couldn't

afford to replace it.
"1

refuse to leave my family

up to their ears in

debts," says Cortes,

whose cancer is now in

remission.

oncologist once a month

instead of weekly, as

recommended, has

postponed finishing

breast reconstruction

and uses drug samples

her doctor gives her

rather than filling costly
,

prescriptions for anti-

nausea medication.

When a bone scan

last June found a spot

on her ribs, she

THE CASH CRUNCH

Lost wages: $15,000 (over 18 months)

Lost savings: $6,000 (all they had)

Out-of-pocl<et costs: $23,689 (from 2005 to

the summer of 2007: copayments, $2,500

per year; deductible, $3,000 maximum per

year, which doesn't include medication and

doctor visit copayments)

Result: More than $15,000 in debt, including

$10,000 kitchen loan used for medical bills

that seem comprehen,sive may hit you with additional payments

if the company won't pay more than "usual and customaiy" fees

and your doctor charges more, or if it excludes certain types of

treatment altogether. Adding to the misery, illness often forces

breadwinners to take time off from work, because they're sick

themselves or they have to care for an ailing family member,

precipitating a downward financial spiral.

"Middle-class people fall tliiough die cracks widi a catastropliic ill-

ness," says study coauthor Steffie Woolliandler, M.D., an associate

professor of medicine at Harvard Medical School. "Typically, families

lose die paycheck and dien die job-based health insurance benefits.

Or tJiey have insurance but are bankrupted by uncovered expenses."

Cancer care has become so expensive (see "What Insurance

Pays .ind Doesn't Pay," page 170) diat more dian 20 percent of

cancer survivors under die age of 65 (dius usually ineligible for

,rri LADIES' HOME JOURNAL I OCTOBER 2007
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Medicare) delay or miss treatments or don't

fill a prescription because of cost, notes a

2006 study from the Centers for Disease

Control and Prevention.

Fortunately, help defi"aying costs is available

even for middle-class women who never

drought they'd need assistance. "The good

news Ls that there are resources," says Cheryl

Perkins, M.D., a breast-cancer survivor and

senior clinical adviser to Susan G. Komen for

the Cure in Dallas. But as survivor Anne

Cortes found, "Programs I looked into were

all closed for breast-cancer patients because

die liigh level ofdemand depleted the fianding"

(her story, above). continued on page 164
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Rheumatoid arthritis

may cause joint pain and

damage that make even

simple tasks seem impossible.

HUMIRA and

further joint

12 months.*

If rheumatoid arthritis makes a morning walk feel like too much,

HUMIRA may be able to help. So talk to your rheumatologist.

The clinical study involved patients with early** rheumatoid arthritis (RA) who had not previously taken nnethotrexate. Almost

2 out of 3 people taking HUMIRA and methotrexate had no further joint damage after one year (compared to 37% taking

methotrexate alone.) HUMIRA can reduce the pain, inflammation and fatigue of moderate to severe RA that make simple tasks

impossible. HUMIRA is usually injected in the convenience of your own home. So don't wait to talk to your rtieumatologist.

HUMIRA
a d a I i m u m a b

Visit HUMIRA.com or call 1.800.351.8801

Individual results may vary. **Diagnosed with moderate to severe RA for less than 3 years.

rmation You Should Know About HUMIRA® (adalimumab).

.1IKA is approved for reducing the signs and symptoms, improving ttie ability to perform daily activities and preventing further damage to bones and joints in adults with

Jerate to severe rlieumatoid arthritis. HUMIRA can be used alone or witti methotrexate or with certain other medicines. HUMIRA is approved for reducing tlie signs and

iptoms of active arthritis, improving the ability to pertomi daily activities, and preventing further damage to bones and joints in adults with pscriatic arthritis. HUMIRA can

ised alone or with methotrexate or other DMARDs (disease modifying anti rheumatic dmgs). HUMIf^ is approved for reducing signs and symptoms in patients with active

/losing spondylitis. HUMIRA is approved for reducing the signs and symptoms, in adults with moderate to severe Crohn's disease who have not responded well to

(/entional treatments. HUMIRA is also approved for these adults with moderate to severe Crohn's disease who have lost response or are unable to tolerate infliximab,

ortant Safety Information you should know about HUMIRA® (adalimumab).

ous infections, including tuberculosis (TB), have happened in patients receiving HUMIRA. Some patients have died from tliese infections. Before starting HUMIRA: Tell your

tor if you thinl< you have an infection, are being treated for an infection, have signs of an infection (such as a fever, cough, or flu-like symptoms), have any open cuts or sores

'our body get a lot of infections or have infections that keep coming back, have or had hepatitis B infection, take tlie medicine hjiieret (anakinra), have TB or have been in close

act with someone who has TB. Your doctor should test you for TB before starting HUMIRA. If your doctor piest'ribes any niixiicine foi the treatment of TB, you should start

ig it before starting HUMIRA and take the full course of TB medicine prescribed. Also, tell your doctor if you tiave any numbness or tingling, or have a disease that affects your

'OUS system such as multiple sclerosis, have heart failure, are scheduled for any vaccines or major surgery, ari^ ()regnant, become pregnant, plan to become pregnant or are

istfeeding. After starting HUMIRA: Call your doctor right away if you get an infection, any sign of an infection including a fever cough, flu-like symptoms, or have any open

- or sores on your body HUMIRA can make you more likely to get infections or make any infection that you may have worse. Do not start taking HUMIRA if you are allergic to

drug or anything in it. The needle cover of the pref illed syringe and the pen contain dry natural mbber. Tell your doctor if you have any allergies to rubber or latex. Serious side

cts of HUMIRA include: Serious infections, certain types of cancer (there have been cases of certain kinds of cancer in patients taking HUMIRA or other TNF blockers.

3nts with more serious RA that have had the disease for a long time may have a higher chance for getting a kind of cancer called lymphoma), allergic reactions (signs of a

)us allergic reaction include a skin rash, a swollen face, or trouble breathing), hepatitis B vims reactivation in patients who carry the viais in their blood, neivous system

)lems (signs and symptoms of a nervous system problem include: numbness or tingling, problems witli your vision, weakness in youi legs, and dizziness), blood problems

Iptoms include a fever that does not go away baiising or bleeding very easily, or looking ver\' pale), new lioart failure or worsening of heart failure you already have (symptoms

Jde shortness of breath or swelling of your ankles or feet), and immune reactions including a lupus-likn s'/ndrome (symptoms include shortness of breath, joint pain, or a rash

our cheeks or amis that is sensitive to the sun) Call your doctor or get medical care right away if you develop any of the above symptoms. Your treatment with

I'VIIRA may be stopped. Tbe most common side effects of HUMIRA are: injection site reactions (redness, rash, swelling, itching or bruising), upper respirator/ infections

is infections), headaches, rash, and nausea. These are not all the side effects with HUMIRA. Ask your doctor or pharmacist for more information.

56 see adjacent pages for product brief summary. ©2007 Abbott Laboratones Abbott Park. iL 60064 07A-64R-S990 -2 R*ruary2007 Printed in U.S.A.
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HUMIRA®(HU-MARE-AH)
(adalimumab)

Patient Information

Read the Patient Information that comes with HUMIRA before you start

taking it and each time you get a refill. There may be new information.

This leaflet does not take the place of talking with your doctor about

your medical condition or treatment with HUMIRA.

What is the most important information I should know about HUMIRA?

HUMIRA is a medicine that affects your immune system. HUMIRA can

lower the ability of your immune system to fight infections. Serious

infections, including tuberculosis (TB) have happened in patients

receiving HUMIRA. Some patients have died from these infections.

Before starting HUMIRA, tell your doctor if you:

• think you have an infection

• are being treated for an infection

• have signs of an infection, such as a fever, cough, or tlu-like symptoms

• have any open cuts or sores on your body

• get a lot of infections or have infections that keep coming back

• have or had hepatitis B infection

• have TB, or have been in close contact with someone who has TB.

Your doctor should test you for TB before starting HUMIRA. If your

doctor prescribes any medicine for the treatment of TB. you should

start taking it before starting HUMIRA and take the full course of TB

medicine prescribed.

• take the medicine Kineret (anakinra)

.After starting HUMIRA, if you get an infection, any sign of an

infection including a fever, cough, tlu-like symptoms, or have any open

cuts or sores on your body, call your doct(»r right away.

HUMIRA can make you more likely to get infections or make any

infection that you may have worse.

What is HUMIRA?

HUMIRA is a medicine called a Tumor Necrosis Factor (TNF) blocker

HUMIRA is used in adults to reduce the signs and symptoms of:

• moderate to severe rheumatoid arthritis (RA) in adults. HUMIRA
can be used alone or with methotrexate or with certain other medicines.

HUMIRA may prevent further damage to your bones and joints and

may help your abihty to perform daily activities.

• psoriatic arthritis (PsA). HUMIRA can be used alone or with certain

other medicines. HUMIRA may prevent further damage to your bones

and joints and may help your ability to perform daily activities.

• ankylosing spondylitis (AS)

• moderate to severe Crohn's disease (CD) in adults who ha\e not

respt)nded well to other treatments.

People with these diseases have too much protein called tumor necrosis

factor (TNh i. which is made by the bt)dy"s immune system. HUMIRA
can reduce the amount of TNF in the body and block the damage that

too much TNF can cause, hut it can also lower the ability of the immune

system to U'lhi inlcciions. See "What is the most important

information I should know about HUMIRA?" and "What are the

possible side effects of HUMIRA?"

HUMIRA has not been suidied in children.

Who should not take HUMIRA?

Do not take HUMIRA if you have an allergy to HUMIR.4 or to any

of its ingredients (including sodium phosphate, sodium citrate, citric

acid, mannitol. and polysoibate 80). The needle cover on the prefilled

syringe contains dry natural rubber. Tell jour doctor if you have any

allergies to rubber or latex.

To help your doctor decide if HUMIRA is right for you, befor

starting HUMIR.\ tell your doctor about all of your healtf

conditions, including if you:

• have an infection. (See "What is the most important information

should know about HUMIRA?")

• have any numbness or tingling or have a disease that affects you

nervous system such as multiple sclerosis

• have heart failure

• are scheduled to have major surgery

• are scheduled for any vaccines. Patients receiving HUMIRA shoul

not recei\e live \accines.

Tell your doctor if you are pregnant, planning to become pregnan

or breastfeeding. HUMIR.A should only be used during a pregnancy i

needed. Women v\ho are breastfeeding should talk to their doctor aboi

whether or not to u.se HUMIRA.

Pregnancy Registry: Abbott Laboratories has a registry for pregnar

women exposed to HUMIR.A. The purpose of this registry is to chec

the health of the pregnant mothet^and her child. Talk to your doctor t

contact the registry for you at 1-8/7-31 1-8972.

Tell your doctor about all the medicines you take, including prescriptio

and nonprescription medicines, vitamins, and herbal supplements. Yoi

doctor will tell you if it is okay to take your other medicines while takin

HUMIRA. Especially, tell your doctor if you take:

• Kineret (anakinra). You may have a higher chance for seriou

infections and a low white blood cell count when taking HUMIR/
with Kineret.

Know the medicines you take. Keep a list of your medicines with you t

show your doctor and pharmacist each time you get a new medicine.

How should I take HUMIRA?
• HUMIRA is gi\en by an mjection under the skin. Your doctor will te

you how often to take an injection of HUMIRA. This is based on yoi

condition to be treated. Do not inject HUMIRA more often tha

prescribed.

• Make sure you have been shown how to inject HUMIRA before yo

do it yourself. You can call your doctor or 1-800-4HUMIRA (44^

6472) if you have any questions about giving yourself an injectioi

Someone you know can also help you with your injection.

• If you take more HUMIRA than you were told to take, call your docto

• Do not miss any doses of HUMIRA. If you forget to take HUMIR/

inject a dose as soon as you remember. Then, take your next dose i

your regular scheduled time. This will put you back on schedule. 1

help you remember when to take HUMIRA, you can mark yoi

calendar ahead of time with the stickers provided in the back of tf

patient informalion booklet.

What are the possible side effects with HUMIRA?

Serious side effects have happened in people taking HUMIR/
including:

• Serious infections. Sec "What is the most important information

should know about HUMIRA?

• Certain types of Cancer. There have been cases of certain kinds c

cancer in patients taking HUMIRA or other TNF blockers. Patien

with more serious RA that have had the disease for a long time ma

have a higher chance for getting a kind of cancer called lymphoma.

• .Allergic reactions. Signs of a serious allergic reaction include a ski

rash, a swollen face, or trouble breathing.

• Hepatitis B virus reactivation in patients who carry the virus i

their blood. Your doctor should monitor you carefully during treatmei

w ith HUMIRA if you carry the hepatitis B virus in your blood.



roblem include; numbness or tingling, problems wilh your vision,

/eakness in your legs, and dizziness.

Hood problems. Your body may not make enough of the blood cells

lat help fight infections or help to stop bleeding. Symptoms include a

;ver that does not go away, bruising or bleeding \ery easily, or looking

ery pale.

lew heart failure or worsening of heart failure you already have.

ymptoms include shortness of breath or swelling of your ankles or

;et.

nimune reactions including a lupus-like syndrome. Symptoms

iclude shortness of breath, joint pain, or a rash on your cheeks or arms

lat is sensitive to the sun. Symptoms may go away when you stop

lUMIRA.

ill your doctor or get medical care right away if you develop any

the above symptoms. Your treatment with HUMIRA may be

ipped.

immon side effects with HUMIRA include:

njection site reactions such as redness, rash, swelling, itching, or

ruising. These symptoms usually will go away within a few days. If

ou have pain, redness or swelling around the injection site that

oesn't go away within a few days or gets worse, call your doctor right

way.

Ipper respiratory infections (sinus infections)

leadaches

:ash

lausea

;se are not all the side effects with HUMIRA. .^sk your doctor or

irniacist for more information.

do I store HUMIRA?

tore HUMIRA in a refrigerator at .^6 to 4A°F (2°C to S°C) in the

riginal container until it is used. Prt)tect from light. Do not freeze

'UMIRA. Refrigerated HUMIRA remains okay to use until the

epilation date printed on the prefilled syringe or Pen. If you need to

ke HUMIRA with you, such as when traveling, store it in a cool

irrier with an ice pack and protect it from light. If your HUMIRA has

;en frozen, do not use it. even after it has thawed. Do not use a Pen

prefilled syringe if the liquid is cloudy, discolored, or has tlakes or

irticles in it. For additional information or questions, you can call

800-4HUMIRA (488-6472).

not drop or crush HUMIRA. The prefdled syringe is glass

eep HUMIRA, injection supplies, and all other medicines out of

le reach of children.

leral information about HUMIRA

dicines are sometimes prescribed for purposes not mentioned in a

lent Information Leatlet. Do not use HUMIRA for a condition for

ch it was not prescribed. Do not give HUMIRA to other people, even

ley have the same condition. It may harm them.

s leaflet summarizes the most important information .ibout

MIRA. If you would like more information, talk with your doctor.

1 can ask your doctor or pharmacist for information about HUMIRA
was written for healthcare professionals.

other information and ideas you can enroll in a patient support

gram by calling l-80()-4HUMIRA (448-6472).

Muw uu I ui:>|jube ui oyriiiycb diiu iveeuies.'

\'ou shoulu always check with ymii tloclor's olfice for instructions on

how to dispose of used needle.N and syringes. You should follow any

special stale ny local laws regarding the disposal of needles and syringes.

Do not (hrou llit needle or syringe in the household trash or recycle

trash.

• Place the used neetllcs ,ind syringes in a container made specially for

disjiosing of used syiuiges and needles (called a "Sharps" container),

or a hard plastic c^in;;iiner w ith a screw-on cap or metal container with

a plastic lid labeled "Used Syringes". Do not use glass or clear plastic

containers.

• Always keep the container out of the reach of children.

• When the container is about two-thirtls full, tape the cap or lid down so

it does not come off and dis|)ose ol it as insi'-ucted by your doctor,

nurse or pharmacist Do not thi<)« the container in the household

trash or recycle trash.

• Used alcohol pads may be placed in the trash, unless otherwise

instructed by your doctor, nurse or pharmacist. The dose tray and cover

may be placed in your recycle trash.
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Breast-Cancer Survival Guide

THE COST OF CANCER CARE

We Went Through
All Our Savings"

Denise Cooper, 40, married with two sons,

of Castle Rock, Colorado

In October 2004 Cooper,

a part-time before-and-

after-school teacher, felt

a lump during her monthly

breast self-exam. Then

only 37, she had never had

a mammogram. Tests

found invasive stage-2

cancer in her left breast.

The next nine months

were a blur of surgery

(she had a mastectomy),

radiation and

chemotherapy, during

which she was unable to

work for one year.

Because her husband

works in law enforcement

for the state, the family has

excellent health insurance

coverage, and they had

lived comfortably on their

then-$60,000 annual

income. But her illness

plunged them into tough

financial straits as medical

expenses sucked up more

than 15 percent of their

now-reduced pay.

"It was a double

whammy— I stopped

working and we were

suddenly paying out all this

money," says Cooper. "We
went through all of our

savings and were using our

credit cards, which have

such high interest rates that

our financial problems were

compounded. We even

seriously considered selling

our home or cashing in my
life insurance."

Cooper's cancer is in

remission, but they're

not nearly out of the woods
financially. The couple

has since consolidated their

debts into a lower-interest

bank loan that they're

paying off at $277 a month

and they have cut out all

the extras, such as cable

TV and swim classes for

her two sons, 12 and 9.

"Even with insurance, we
were drowning in debt,"

she says.

THE CASH CRUNCH

Lost wages: $5,000 (over one year)

Lost savings: $750 (all they had)

Out-of pocket costs: $8,000 ($3,250 per year for two

years in copayments for doctor's visits, hospital stays,

surgery, treatment, plus $1,500 for breast reconstruction)

Result: More than $9,000 in debt

Insurance Warning

If
you become sick, you could

find yourself locked out of

most health insurance forever.

Don't let your current insurance

lapse. Under HIPAA (Health In-

surance Portability and Account-

ability Act) rules, you can't be

denied coverage for a preexisting

condition, such as breast cancer,

if you have had coverage for at

least 12 months and switch health

plans—but you must sign up for

another plan (including Medicare)

within 6^ days of leaving your

former group plan. Don't overlook

COBRA, if you qualify. This gives

employees and their spouses and

dependent children the chance to

stay in employer-sponsored

health plans for 18 months after

the employee is terminated.

(You're also covered after the

death of or divorce from a

covered employee.) Though

COBRA can cost a reported

$1,000 a month for a family of

four, it can buy time to make

other arrangements.

OVERED
For a patient with breast cancer, surgery is

just the beginning of the blizzard of bills.

Many women need chemotherapy or have to

take medication for up to five years to pre-

vent recurrences. The newer, biologically

based cancer drugs have improved treatment,

but they have hefty price tags. Yearly costs

for Herceptin, for example, are about

$40,000-and that doesn't count doctor visits.

For those who have no out-of-pocket maxi-

mum, paying 20 percent of these expenses (a

common couisurance fee) can wipe out sav-

ings or put an average family in debt. Even

among patients with Cadillac coverage, out-

of-pocket expenses can eat up 26 percent or

more of monthly income, according to a

2004 study. Women who need continuous

treatment for the rest of their lives may spend

hundreds each month. The continued
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Irregular?
Choose relief that's guaranteed.

m TabletsM
Senola)€

stan<lafdlz*d Mono conc*ntrai«

Works Gentty.Works Overnight

coufoiT Natural Vegetable
Laxative ingrecSent

tMM^^k

People who lead healthy, natural lifestyles are perfect for Senokot®Tablets.

Senokot® Tablets are made from purified senna, a natural vegetable

laxative ingredient that relieves occasional constipation gently, overnight.

Double-Strength SenokotXTRA® Tablets provide the gentle, overnight

relief from occasional constipation. Extra strength, just as gentle.

SenolcSt-S
Works Gently Works Overnight

UUUKMIT
Coneupattan Ovamlgtil

For constipation associated with medications. Senokot-S® Tablets

have the gentleness of Senokot® with the benefit of a stool softener.

Convenient and Predictable
Relief ot Constipation

Ml S^ml Soiicr:-^! Sfand ftocofnnwnded

by Oocicrs S Pttanr.3ch:th-

Convenienf: ond Pract!C?. ;Wo :d

R<»Iief of tv>r>:5t*pii^'or

For comfortable relief that's stimulant free. Colace® Capsules are the

^1 stool softener brand recommended by doctors and pharmacists.

Visit www.senokot.com/tip or www.colacecapsules.com/tip for more information and savings.

Guaranteed reliet your money back. Please read full product label before use. ©2006 Purdue Products, LP. B7653
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WHEN MONEY CAN SAVE YC

Even comfortably

middle-class

women who are

insured and have breast

cancer may be eligible

for assistance. Karen

Boccella-Lemmon, 36,

of Flowery Branch,

Georgia, is a prime

example. She owned a

preschool and her

husband ran his own
window-installation

business. Their com-

bined income of

$70,000 allowed them

to own their own home.

Then, shortly after her

daughter was born, in

2006, Karen was diag-

nosed with stage-3

breast cancer, needing

weekly chemo.

The family was pay-

ing insurance premiums

of $390 a month, had a

$4,000 total deductible

before coverage kicked

in and had to make siz-

able copayments ($50)

for drugs, doctor's visits

and other treatments.

The couple burned

through their savings,

racked up an additional

$11,000 in debt and saw

their income drop to

about $40,000

because Karen had to

close her school.

Their new finances

made the $200 to

$250 monthly copay-

ment for chemo an

almost-impossible

stretch— until Karen

qualified for a program

offered by the Patient

Advocate Foundation

(PAF), in Newport

News, Virginia, which

covers up to $2,000 a

year in out-of-pocket

costs. "I'm not only

facing a terminal illness,

but I've had to deal

with creditors," says

Boccella-Lemmon. "I

cried when I got

approved. The grant

has been a huge help."

PAF is one of several

nonprofits that help

pay for drugs, other

treatments, home
health and transporta-

tion—even wigs. The

Patient Access Net-

work Foundation, of

Charlotte, North Caro-

lina, helps defray pre-

scription therapy costs:

middle-class families

living at up to four

times the federal pov-

erty level may qualify.

Most cities have local

nonprofits that offer

assistance. For referrals,

contact member
organizations or local

affiliates of Susan G.

Komen for the Cure,

the National Breast

Cancer Coalition or

Y-ME National Breast

Cancer Organization.

Local hospitals may
have clinics that

provide low-cost care

or social workers who
can help you find funds.

Some drug companies

provide prescription

meds at little or no

cost, depending on

need. (See www.lhj.com

/breastcancer for more

on finding help.)

Women who don't

have or lose health

insurance may be

eligible for free or low-

cost state or federal

programs even if they

make too much money

to qualify for Medicaid.

When Kathy L. Hall, 39,

of Little Rock, Arkan-

sas, left her job ss an

attorney at the state's

human services

department, in 2006,

she didn't take COBRA
insurance because it

cost $600 a month,

half her benefit from

unemployment.

The divorced mother

of two made a bad

gamble: This April she

was diagnosed with

breast cancer. Since

she earns less than

$2,000 a month in the

private law practice she

began, she was able to

join the state's breast-

care program, which

covers many cancer

expenses.

These programs

help, but they're just

Band-Aids, says Fran

Visco, president of

the National Breast

Cancer Coalition. It s

crazy that someone

has to choose between

their mortgage and

buying lifesaving drugs.

The system needs to

give everyone access

to quality care."

accumulated tab over the years can reach

their insurance plan's lifetime maximum-
then they're on their own.

It's even harder for the tens of thousands

who are underinsured—often self-employed

or low-wage workers—whose less-costly

policies come with annual deductibles of

$3,500 or more (instead of, say, $,500), plus

steep copayments for medication, tests, treatments and doctor's

visits that can add up to hundreds of dollars every month imd

very high or no yearly out-of-pocket nuLximums.

Best selling autlior Baibara Elircnreich w;is caught in die uisur-

ance trap when she was diagnosed wiUi stagc-2 breast cancer six

years ago imd had to cut back on work ;uid stop public speaking to

avoid aitching colds during chemo. "I ended up wilting my insur-

ance company a letter saying that I'm continued on i'.\gk 170
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First-ever "Thomas Kinkade

White Christmas" Masterpiece

Edition Crystal Snowman!

^^^^

Four hand-painted, 3-D

village buildings, a pond, a

bridge and 10 villagers

nestle within the sparkling

crystal snowman

Three holiday treasures in one ...

exclusively from Bradford Editions!

Never was a snowman more filled with holiday spirit! The

"Thomas Kinkade White Christmas" Masterpiece Edition

Snowman features shimmering, hand-crafted crystal, illuminated

village sculpture and a nostalgic, moving holiday train ... for the

first time ever!

This snowman stands an impressive 10 inches high to let his

cheerftil personality come shining through. A three-dimensional,

hand-painted Thomas Kinkade village, tucked within the cr^^stal

outer shell, makes this snowman a joy to view from any angle.

Tliere's a lighted church, cozy homes and shops, plus a locomotive

train that circles around below on the base! Just flip the switch

to set the holiday train in motion. The silvery^ scarf, mittens, lantern

and name plaque, glittering snow and more make this grandly

sized sculpture truly magnificent.

An outstanding value; order now!

Limit 1 per customer.

Order the Thomas Kinkade Wliite Christmas"

Masterpiece Edition Crystal Snowman today at only

$99 99*^ payable in three installments of $33-33 each,

the first due before shipment. To order you need

send no money now. Simply return your Reservation

Application. Our unconditional, 365-day money-back

guarantee assures your 100% satisfaction. You risk

nothing! So don't wait to order. Return your

Reservation Application today!

just tiip the switch to see

Tliomas Kinkade miniature

circle the base

the

train

This unique and exceptional

Masterpiece Edition is a

Collectibles Market First

collectiblestoday.com
Home of The Bradford Editioins and AM Things Collectible

JfoJ EJiB
Please Respond Promptly

2303 MILWAUKEE AVENUE NILES, ILLINOIS 60714

I RUSIiKVA I ION APPI.K ATION
I

I

YES. Pieast rcsL '-ve the "Thomas Kinkade Wliite

[
Christmas" Masterpic . c Edition Cxystal Snowman as

I
described in this announcement. (Limit: 1 per customer)

Signature _

Mr. Mrs, Ms.
Name (Please Print Clearly)

Your Address

State
.

Zip.^
1 5-00764-001 -E88001

•Plus a total of $12 99 for shipping and service, A limited-edition presentation restricted to 95

firinq days Allow 4-8 weeks after initial payment for shipment. Subject to product availabi ity

and order acceptance
1 5-00764-001 -GXI





spending hours on tlie phone tr\ing to get reimbursed and it's under-

mining my health." she says. After developing cancer she cofounded

United Professionals, a group that helps wlrite-collar workers get

health insui-ance and lobbies to make it not tied to one's job.

Patients exhausted from treaunent wrestle with red tape. "I have

one patient whose insurance only covers medicine that is given

intravenoush." says Marisa Weiss. M.D., an oncologist and president

of Philadelphia's Breastcancer.org. "But some of diis patient's best

chemodierapy options only come in pill form, which she has to pay

for out of pocket. This distmction makes litde sense." A November

2006 survey of nearly 1.000 families affected by cancer, overseen by

the Kaiser Family Foundadon. the Harvard School of Public Healdi

and USA %(lay, found diat one in four families faced serious financial

haidsliips and 6 percent of people lost dieir healdi-insurance cover-

age due to dealing with the disease. Even

diose with coverage had problems: One in five

used up all or most of their savings, one in 10

boiTOwed money from relatives, 9 percent

were contacted by a collection agency and 10

percent reached lifetime insurance limits.

It was even worse for those without insur-

ance throughout dieii- illness: More than one

in four delayed or didn't get treatment, nearly

half used all or most of their savings, more

dian a third were contacted by a collection

agency, four %i 10 were unable to pay for

basics like food, heat and rent. That's why

healdi cai-e will be key m die 2008 election.

V • ' I I /\ -r I ^ I c ' I p^. /^ r--
I r—i a \ / r" _ A N | r^, TT C N !

'

The average cost to stay in the hospital for breast-cancer surgery, including the surgeon

and anesthesiologist, is $6,900 (average stay: just under three days), according to a

2006 study by the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, in Rockville, Maryland.

A surgical biopsy to examine the suspicious tissue falls in the $2,500 range.

In big cities, costs can run a lot higher Here's what Atlanta attorney Ellen Williams was billed in

just five months (July-October 2005) after being diagnosed and treated for breast cancer. The

difference between what she was charged and what the insurance ended up paying was $42,097.

She actually paid about $3,000 out of pocket beyond what the insurance covered, and the hospital

absorbed the rest. People without insurers to negotiate rates may end up being charged full freight.

WILLIAMS'S TOTAL MEDICAL EXPENSES OVER SIX MONTHS

SERVICE ACTUAL CHARGE AMOUNT INSURER PAID SHORTFALL
|

Annual Mammogram $690 $458 $232

Biopsy $6,204 $3,901.20 $2,302.80

Global Ultrasound $1,505.25 $585.75 $919.50

Thyroid Ultrasound $740 $53 $687

Surgical Consultations $no6 $698 $408

Mastectomy With Reconstruction $39,195.29 $8,605.90 $30,589.39

(Including Anesthesia)

Surgery to Insert Port • $9,379 $3,951.70 $5,427.30

Echocardiogram $1,384 $968.80 $415.20

Chemotherapy $14,168.70 $12,757.54 $1,411,16

GRAND TOTALS $74,372.24 $31,979.89 $42,392.35

CONllNUED
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CoreHLife Advanced Memory Formula with Chromium Picolinate

helps promote healthy glucose metabolism, which is important for

brain health. PLUS:

• Improves memory*
• Increases alertness*

• Improves focus*

lelp refuel

ourmemory.
)ur body uses

)%of its glucose

fuel your brain.

jugh your brain is only 2% of your body weight,

I rns an enormous percentage of glucose (blood

, r). Unfortunately, since the brain can't store

! )se your body must continually resupply it in

ise amounts.

nuch or too little and you can experience

( ory lapses, mental fatigue, lack of

< entration and lack of focus.

New CoreHLife™ Advanced Memory Formula™

ides you with the nutritional combination of

mium Picolinate, Phosphatidylserine (PS)

)HA.

ADVANCED
MEMORY

\UIA
f

'ChromaK,

IMPROVES
MEMORY & REO

. INCREASES ALERTNESS
ftCONCENTR^nON

m

Save
$500
Look for CoreHLife

Advanced Memory
Formula in the vitamin

aisle at your local drug,

food and supercenters.

OUPON OFFER EXPIRES 11/30/07

\DVANCW
MEMcmr

JIA.. ADVANCED
f MEMOKY
FORMULA"

RETAJLlft Wc will fcimbufwyWhctxt value oftfuitoopor plui 8< handling ptovidedilts redeemed bya<»wmcfallht time otpurchgvcov. the Ixaod

wecinedGxiponsfvjtQrT^lvrcy)cw>edvvillbrvoKJarNJhM USE CONSTITUTES FRAUD)

Pk»jiiltoNufnhon2l.CMSOcotOI7W lF*w«tt>.tWRwiT)t T8S« aih Valije 001< Void vvScfrtwwiwf«nd«l LIMIT ONE COUPONPtRfTEMPUftCKASED

itements have not been evaluated by the Food and
I nisi ration This product IS not intended to diagnose, treat.

event any disease

For more information Call 1-866-2H7-6629 (1-866-CHROMAX)

or visit www.chronnax.conn
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LIFE, INTERRUPTED
A breast-cancer diagnosis never connes at a good time, but for sorme

women the timing-at the start of a new relationship, during a pregnancy,

right after a promotion-couldn't be more terrifying

"I had just fallen in love"

_\ ^ atasha Toro, a kindergarten teacher

Nin New York City, has known since

she was little that getting married

and having children were her big-

^ gest life goals. At 34 she had a job

she loved and had just started dating Gilbert

Chrisphonte, an old friend of her kid brodier. Gil-

bert, now 36, an account executive at a medical

stafFmg agency, already had three children by pre-

vious marriages. To Natasha he seemed like more

of a party guy-smart but not that deep. She didn't

really see him as husband material but enjoyed his

company enough to keep dating him.

Then, during Christmas break-she'd been dat-

ing Gilbert for six mondis-Natasha did her regu-

lar breast self-exam, just as she had faidifully done

ever since she'd felt a hard mass in her left breast

10 years earlier. She'd had it checked then and the

results were negadve. Now she felt a lump again,

even harder and bigger.

She went for a mammogram and ultrasound as soon as possi-

ble, on January 4, 2005, dien a core biopsy die next day. Two

days later, when she called for biopsy results, she heard diat can-

When
Natasha lost

her hair to

chemo,
Gilbert

shaved off

his, too. One
year later

they were
married

cer cells had been found. By ANDREA

All she remembers GURWITT

hearine; is the word "can-

cer." First she was incredulous. "There's no

way I'm sick. It doesn't happen in my fam-

ily," she remembers drinking. Then she got ^

sad-she already knew from her previous

breast-cancer scare that treatments like

chemotherapy could end her chances of

having a baby. Friends stayed with her

during the day. Later, Gilbert came over.

"Get dressed," he told her.

"WTiy?" she asked.

"We're going to go out," he said. And

that was the evening their relationship be-

'

gan to change. "Prior to diis I continued
\
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Campbell added our one-of-a-kind lower sodium natural sea salt

to help make your casserole exceptionally delicious.

Healthy Request^ Cheesy Chicken & Rice Bake
Make in minutes. Prep: 5

1 can (10-3/4 oz.) Campbell's®

Healthy Request* Cream of Chicken soup

1 and 1/3 cups water

3/4 cup uncooked long-grain white rice

1/2 tsp. onion powder

1/4 tsp. ground black pepper

2 cups fresh or frozen vegetables

-4 skinless, boneless chicken breast halves

1/2 cup reduced fat shredded Cheddar cheese

minutes. Bake 45 minutes. Makes 4 servings.

1. Stir soup, water, rice, onion powder, black pepper

and vegetables in 11 x 8" (2-qt.) shallow baking dish.

2. Top with chicken. Season chicken as desired. Cover.

3. Bake at 375°F for 45 minutes or until chicken and rice

are done. Top with cheese. Let casserole stand for

10 minutes. Stir rice before serving.

Nutritional Values Per Serving: Calorres 369, Total Fal Bg.

Sodium 476mg, Total Cartjohvdrale 38g. Dietary Frtwr 2g. Protein 35g
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only saw the fun side of him. But we never really

talked about meaningful things."

Now they liad a lot to talk about. Tlie tumor was

big enough diat the doctors suggested chemo first

in hopes of shrinking it before surgeiy. Natasha was

surprised by how much Gilbert was able to help her

sort out her feelings and handle her fears. Still, she

tried to gi\c him an out: "You didn't sign up for

tliis." she told him. "It s okay to end it."

Bui he wouldn't. And when Natasha decided to

ha\ e embiA os frozen to give her a better chance to

ha\c kids in the future despite the cancer, it was

Gilbert she asked to be the sperm donor. He agreed.

"It Wcis really horrible. I had to have a shot every

day." Gilbert learned to give her the shot. "I felt like

since we did all this together, he's here to stay." Natasha says.

"When I told him I was sad that I would miss die excitement of

finding out I was j)regnant. he even said. "We get to plan it.'

"

That spring, during her 1 f) weeks of clicmotherapy. she ct)ntin

ued to work, taking days off after the treatments. Her tliick brown

hair fell out. Her skin paled and her (ace became blotchy. She

wore scar\ es and hats at school-hcr wig was hot and uncomfort-

able. She thought she looked horrible.

Gilbert shaved his head in an act of solidarity. He even took

pictures of their two bald heads. During the chemo they traveled

with friends to the British Virgin Island of Tortola. "Wc did evciA

-

thing normal people do." Gilbert says.

Alter weighing diilereiu treatment options, Natasha had a dou-

ble masieclonn- in July 200.5. She wanted to eliminate the chance of

cancer spreading to her nghi breast. Doctors found she had had

stage-2 invasive ductal carcinoma, cancer of the milk ducts that had

spread to siuTouiuling breast tissue. At the same time, she had

breast reconstructive siugery. Two expanders were inserted to

stretch the skin and muscle. Later, she got saline implants. Every

cia\' lor six weeks that fall she left school to have radiadon.

Three months after the treatments ended, in February 2006.

Gilbert proposed. They were married in Montego Bay, Jamaica,

thai Aiigirst. with just their immediate families and a few friends

in attendance.

Natasha's hair has gi'own back now, wav\' and beauuful. She

continues lo work. And plan. In July she stopped taking Tamoxi-

Icn. I Icr body needs to be free of the diiig in order for her to tr\- to

implani those embiyos I she'll need three more yeiu s of Tamoxifen

afterward). She worries she is being selfish by wanting a child. "I

don't know if I'm going to get sick again five years from now or

two \ cars from now." she says. When she teUs diat to Gilbert he

says right back thai she's not going to die and she's going to be fine.

"And thai." Natasha saws. "is. honesdw the best thing lo hear."

"I had just gotten

promoted"

—1 U iana Sacchi-Martinovic was

Djust sbc months into a long-

worked for promotion to

vice president of human
l~ resources for Avon's Asia

region when she got the call. It was Decem-

ber 28, 2()0(), on a New York City street, dur-

ing a Christmas outing with her two sons.

Her doctor lold her that a needle biopsy

revealed she had ductal carcinoma, cancer

of the milk ducts, in her left breast. The

lumor was small and it was too early to

know whether the cancer had spread or

what stage it was in.

She lold her bovs, continued on page 178

Strong partners: Diana Saachi-Martinovic and

husband AIek Martinovic at a wedding in

Block Island the summer before her diagnosis
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a
1 didn't know thiU

Shingles had

the potential

to be serious.

More importantly,

I didn^t know
I was at risk.

youVe had chickenpox, you^re at risk for this potentially serious disease.

ine out of ten adults in the United States have had

ickenpox. You were prohably one of them. Shingles

caused by the same vims that causes chickenpox.

le viais can remain inactive in your body, if the

us becomes active again, it can cause Shingles.

I he older you get, your risk for

iliingles increases.

i you get older, your inimune system weakens,

lat means your risk for Shingles increases. In tact,

the estimated 1 million cases of Shingles in the

lited States every year, almost half of them occur

adults age 60 or older. One out of twx) people

lo live to age 85 will have Shingles.

lingles can be painful and

rtentially serious.

le first signs of Shingles may include itching,

igling, and burning. A few days later a blistering

rash appears, which can last up to days. For most

people, the pain associated with the rash lessens as it

heals. However, for some petiple, Shingles may lead to

pain that can last for months or e\ en years after the

rash heals. This is called po>theqx>tic neuralgia (PHN).

The pain from PI fN cm range from burning or

throbbing to [\iin that is stabbing or shooting. For

many pec)ple w ith PFIN, e\ en the touch ot soft clothing

or a slight breeze against the skin can be painful.

Shingles c<in lead to other serii)us complications that

may include scanmg, skin infections, muscle weakness,

and decrease ov los> of \ i.>utn or hearing.

For more intonnation, call l-888'874'4645

(l-888'8'SlilNGLE)or visit shinglesrisk.ann

iSk about the facts. Talk to your doctor or healthcare p)vfessional today.

^ MERCK Copynght © 2007 Merck & Co., Inc. All nghts reserved 20704568(1)-05/07-ZOS



i^L—and fight—cancer with

new way of thinking.

OM THE START BY RESEARCHING

THE BEST TREATMENT OPTIONS
J

AVAILABLE TO YOU. I

Learn more about the

only radiation therapy

system that revolves

around you.

onn^therapy, Hi-Art and ResKaj^g Radiation Therapy are traden»rks or registerwa trademarf^of Tomo^herapy Incorporated in the United States and o^>er>



TOMOTHERAPY® HI ART®

lATMENT SYSTEM CENTERS

Below is partial list ofcancer clinics and hospitals that have chosen TomoTlierapy

radiation treatment technology. For a complete listing ofpartners around the world,

visit TomoTlierapy.com.

3entury Oncology City of Hope OncoLogics, Inc. Summit Cancer

Coral & Naples, FL - Duarte (Los Angeles), CA Lafayette, LA and Hematology Services

;gas, NV cityofhope.org OncoLogics.net Chambersburg, PA

:
'nturyoncology-com (800) 341 -HOPE (337) 237-2057 summithealth.org

376-9729 (717) 262-4660

Gibbs Cancer Center Porter Radian -^g)'

! iced Radiation Spartanburg, SC Sarasota, FL ThedaCare Cancer Institute

1 logy Services gibbscancercenter.com radonc.net Martha Siekman Cancer Center

; NY (864) 560-6747 (941) 924-8700 Appleton, Wl

1 cedROS.com thedacare.org

727-0828 Hoag Cancer Center Prairie Lakes Cancer Center (920) 380-1500

Newport Beach, CA Watertown, SD

: ate Good Samaritan HoagCancerCenter.org prairielakescancercenter.com University Hospitals

1 tal Cancer Care Center (949) 764-5528 (605) 882-6800 Ireland Cancer Center

ers Grove, IL Cleveland, OH
. itehealth.com/gsam Karmanos Cancer Center Resurrection Medical Center irelandcancercenter.org

1' 275-2300 Detroit, MI Chicago, IL (800) 641-2422

karmanos.org rmc.reshealth.org

lates Summit (800) KARMANOS (877) 737-4636 University' of Minnesota

1 :al Center Medical Center, Fairview

( ey / Oakland, CA Leavey Radiation Oncology Center Rush University Medical Center Minneapolis, MN
i :essummit.org Long Beach, CA Chicago, IL uotmmedicalcenter.org

869-8888 memorialcare.org rush.edu/cancer (612) 2''3-6700

(800) MEMORIAL (888) 352-RUSH

r \t Good Samaritan University ofWisconsin

j al Center Mary Bird Perkins Cancer Center St Mary's Cancer Center Cancer Center Riverview

i: ix, AZ Baton Rouge, LA Evansville, IN Wisconsin Rapids, Wl

1 rHealth.com marybird.org stmarv's.org/cancercenter rhahealthcare.org

' rd: TomoTherapy (225) 767-0847 (800) 452-3036 (715) 421-7442

;. 239-4500 (812) 485-5700

M. D. Anderson The Valley Hospital $

t r Treatment Centers Cancer Center Orlando Sharp Grossmont Hospital Daniel & Gloria Ulumenthal

1 erica Orlando, FL David and Donna Long Cancer Center

: ;o, IL - Philadelphia, PA - mdandersonorlando.org Center for Cancer Treatment Param us, NJ

1 OK - Seattle, WA (321) 841-1869 La Mesa, CA valleyheaith.com

5 center.com sharp.com/grossmont (201) 634-5403

1 FOR-HELP Memorial Health System (619) 740-4500

Cancer Center Vantage Oncology Radiation

; Cancer Center Colorado Springs, CO Southwest Oncolog)' Centers Therapy Centers

1 1, IL memorialhealthsystem.com Scottsdaie & Cilcnaaie, A/. Brockton, .\1A - Santa Clarita

: ncercenter.com (719) 365-6800 swoncolog\'centers.coni (y. .inerman uaKs, *^.a

) 583-3010 (480) 614-6300 vantageoncologN'.com

Meridian Park Radiation 07Q noon rs^'i^'i or^4 8100

nne Regional Oncology Center

1 al Center Tualatin, OR
\ ine, WY mproc.com

(503) 692-4843

S33-7823

eveloped by T. Rock Mackie, PhD, recipient of a Laiiie^HomeJourmtl2007

th Breakthrough Award, the TomoTherapy* Hi-Art*.treatment system

;rs image-guided radiation from all angles around the patient

For more details, visit TomoHierapy.com

or contact the treatment center nearest you.

l0

TomoTherapy
Reshaping; Radiation Fhcrap}-
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Reglna has

now recovered
enough to

feed Nate—
and to go back
to work

178

Maurizio and Francesco, then 16 and 11. the bad

news, right there on the street. She also called her

husband. Alek Martinovic, at his New York of-

fice, and her parents in Peru. Then the trio con-

tinued dieir planned visit to the Nintendo store

and to dinner.

A]l this had started widi a routine mammogram
nine days earlier. ByJanuary 1, when Diana called

her boss in Hong Kong, she knew she'd have sur-

gery and more tests to learn what else to do. He
told her not to worry, to just take care of herself.

Despite die support of her company, Diana felt

the pressure of a job with responsibility for a few

thousand Avon employees in 10 Asian countries.

She d agreed to spend two out of every four weeks

in Asia, which allowed her to avoid uprooting her husband, who
works for the United Nations Security Council, and sons from

Westport, Connecdcut. where they've lived for iilmost 15 years.

But now. instead of flying to Hong Kong on January 7 for a

meeting of Asia-region managers she'd helped organize, she vis-

ited more doctors; both her New York HR boss and Avon's

CEO, AndreaJung, had put her in touch with the Avon Founda-

tion, which referred her to breast cancer physicians. Two weeks

later, on Januar}- 1.5. Diana had a lumpectomy at the Memorial

Sloan-Kcttering Cancer Center. Though her cancer was stage 1,

the tumor was aggressive. She took her only time off then—a two-

week disability leave—to ponder the next choices.

When an Oncotype DX test showed a 12 percent chance of

cancer returning within 10 years, she decided on chemo. "I wanted

to kill all the ceUs before they even think about coming back into

my body," she said. From March to May, she worked by e-mail and

phone and went to her New York office once or twice a week.

Slowly. Diima began to travel again. In fact, she was at a business

meeting in Eorida in March, by which time her hair had already

begun t(; fall out in clumps, when she decided to cut it off. 'When

she returned home, her formerly shoulder-length hair was an inch

long. "That was a bit of a shock," says Maurizio, now 17.

Until she lost her hair, many people didn't know she was sick.

"I told people selectively on a one-on-one basis," she says. When
her hair fell out. though, she mostly wore scarves rather than her

wig. "A scarf is just more comfortable," she says. Between May,

when chemo ended, and June, when radiation began, she man-

aged to travel to Bangkok.

But c.mcer makes you concede some things, and Diana decided

slie had lo tell Avon she couldn't keep up her intense travel sched-

ule. Avon oflered her a new position, vice president of human

resources for global corporate funcdons. based in New York, with

a Stan date ol September 1. She will still travel, but much less.

_ADIES'HOMh lOURNAL
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"I was 33 weeks

pregnant"

N
athaniel saved her life.

Til at s what Regina Stuve

believes and what her doc-

tor says is entirely possible,

r Regina was seven months

pregnant with Nate when she found a lump

in her left breast while putting on sunscreen.

She was going for the last boat ride of the

summer, her Fendi sunglasses and a straw

cowboy hat firmly in place. It was Septem-

ber 4. 2006, Labor Day.

"Don't worry," people said. "You're preg-

nant; your breasts get lumpy."

Up till then she'd had the kind of life

where everything did turn out to be fine.

She was a 36-year-old publicist for Univer-

sal Music Group Nashville, in Tennessee,

manned for seven years to Ron Stuve, 45.

vice president of artists and repertoire at

BMG Music Publishing. They had a choco-

late Labrador, Lucy, and lived in a 1940s

stone Tudor house 10 minutes from her

job. Regina worked with country music

stars like Reba McEntire, Vince GUI and

Josh Turner She had a personal trainer ate

well and had never been seriously sick.

An ultrasound on September 27 showed

something. You have an 80 conttnued

WWWLHJCO



Because everyone can use a little extra help

now and then.

V

We're making it easier for

Medicare Part D members in need.

ej^CSg,

GlaxoSmithKline introduces GSK Access, a one of our specially-trained counselors anc

program that provides eligible Medicare Part L)
;
receive an application by mail,

enrollees free medications ior the medicines

we make. Refer to the box to see it you may

qualify. If so, it's easy to apply. Just go to

www.GSK-Access.com and till out the appli-

cation or call 1-866-GSK-FOR-U to talk to

Please apply it you:*

ParticipiUc in Medicare Part D

Ha\ c spent $600 (Hii -i>t-pc)cket on prescriptions this year

One pers(m househnlJ income under $25,525

Two person hiiusehold income under $M.225

Finding a way forward.

*Otlicr requiremcrns may .ippK

GlaxoSmithKline

Please call 1-866-GSK-FOR-U (1-866-475-3678) to see what sa\ n-ikjs otters you may quality tor.
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percent chaiice it's nothing, her doctor told her, but

he did a biopsy that same day, just to be sure.

On October 2, Regina got die call at work. She

had breast cancer. Her world stopped. Although

some researchers believe some treatments can be

safe, she resisted the idea of having chemotherapy

while she was still pregnant. "I literally put my fin-

gers in my ears, saying 'lalalal when the doctor

tried to talk to me about it," she said.

Tlie next day her gynecologist told her Nate was big enough for

her to have induced labor. The following morning, now 34 weeks

into the pregnancy, Nate was bom, at five pounds, 12 ounces.

Nine days later, with Nate still in the hospital for monitoring,

doctors removed Rcgina's breast and widi it an aggressive (stage-

2) cancer that had not yet spread to the lymph nodes. Because

it was hormone positive, her pregnancy

hormones may indeed have made it show

up faster.

The surgery was followed by five

months of exhausting chemotherapy and

six weeks of daily radiation. All that, plus a

newborn, meant Regina needed help with everything. Her moth-

er, Brenda Stephens, moved in for a time to tend to Regina.

When Regina didn't have enough energy to wash her face, her

mom washed it for her and rubbed cream into her dry skin. Ron

calls Brenda "the most valuable player in all this." Meanwhile,

Ron tended to Nate.

The country music world circled the family. Stars and execs

celebrated Nate's birth, brought in food during die long recovery

You can do a smart

and tailored search

for authoritative

medical data and

find clinical trials; Log

on to www.lhj.com

/breastcancer and

click on Healia

sent by Reba McEntire, who

also paid for Regina's two

wigs and gave her a personal-

ized quilt for Nate's nursery.

"The warm embrace that I

feel from my friends in the

music industry continues to

lift my spirit and gives me
strength," Regina wrote in

her journal in November.

Tlie part that hit her hardest emotionally

was losing hei; long blond hair. It was even

harder than not breastfeeding, since she could

hold Nate close to botde-feed him. Once,

outside a market in Florida where the family

180

Regina (left) o,. the day after her diagnosis, when her doctor said

Nate was big enough to be born—the next morning! Right: Regina,

wearing one of her special caps, with Nate and husband Ron Stuve
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WHEN YOU FEEL LOVED, YOU
ARE EMPOWERED," SAYS REGINA

OF SUPPORT FROM FRIENDS

vacationed this June after her last radiation

treatment, a litde boy looked up at the person

in the big straw hat, sunglasses and long-

sleeved shirt and said, "Is that a lady. Mom-

my?" Regina is not a crier, but she cried

about this. A hair/makeup artist fiiend made

hair extensions on strips that Regina could

Velcro into her hats (see photo at left).

Regina's hair has grown to half an inch

now. She and Ron joke that the whole fam-

ily has the same hairstyle, Nate included.

Because her cancer was both hormone and

HER2 positive, she'll take Herceptin (for

HER2) until February 2008 and Tamoxi-

fen (to deal with hormones) for five years.

The combination of the two drugs is de-

signed to help lower the risk of recurrence,

according to her oncologist, David John-

son, M.D., director of the division of hema-

tology/oncology at the Vanderbilt-Ingram

Cancer Center. She plans to have breast-

reconstruction surgery after Christmas.

Regina went back to work in July. Her

boss sent her flowers, and her coworkers

told her she didn't look sick at all.

And on October 4, the boy who saved

his mother's life turns a year old. 6
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Are bladder leaks and accidents

interrupting your life?

Then maybe it's time to ask your doctor about Enablex, a prescription medicine for overactive

bladder. Enablex can help reduce leaks and accidents for a full 24 hours. It's specifically

designed to target the muscles that control the bladder. And more control means less interruptions.

Enablex is used in adults to treat symptoms of overactive bladder, including leaks and wetting

accidents (called "urinary incontinence"), a strong need to go to the bathroom right away (called

"urgency"), and having to go too often (called "freguency").

Important Information: You should not take once-daily Enablex if you have certain types of

stomach problems, glaucoma or have trouble emptying your bladder. Side effects of Enablex include

blurred vision and more commonly dry mouth, constipation, indigestion, and abdominal pain.

Use caution when doing certain activities until you know how Enablex affects you.

Please read the Patient Product Information on the adjacent page. If you don't have prescription

coverage and can't afford your medicines, call 1-800-245-5356 or

log onto pap.novartis.com. To learn more, call 1-877-3-ENABLEX

or visit enablex.com. Ask your doctor about Enablex,
(dQTlfendCltl) :i.^f;;

Life, less interrupted.

Enablex



BLEX (en-a-blex)

_
' ::[:acin)

Extended-release tablets

7 5 nig or 15 mg

Rx only

Read the Patient Information that comes with ENABLEX* before you start

talcing it and each time you get a refill. There may be new information.

This leaflet does not take the place of talking to your doctor or other

healthcare professional about your medical condition or your treatment.

Only your doctor or healthcare professional can determine if treatment

with ENABLEX is right for you.

WhatisENABLEX?

ENABLEX IS a prescription medicine used in adults to treat the following

symptoms due to a condition called overactive bladder:

• having a strong need to go to the bathroom right away (also called

"urgency")

• leaking or wetting accidents (also called "urinary incontinence")

• having to go to the bathroom too often (also called "urinary frequency")

What is overactive bladder?

Overactive bladder happens when you cannot control your bladder

contractions When these muscle contractions happen too often or cannot

be controlled, you get symptoms of overactive bladder, which are urinary

urgency, urinary incontinence (leakage) and urinary frequency.

Who should not take ENABLEX?

Do not take ENABLEX if you:

• are not able to empty your bladder (also called "urinary retention")

• have delayed or slow emptying of your stomach (also called "gastric

retention")

• have an eye problem called "uncontrolled narrow-angle glaucoma"

• are allergic to ENABLEX or to any of its ingredients. See the end of this

leaflet for a complete list of ingredients

ENABLEX has not been studied in children.

What should I tell my doctor before starting ENABLEX?

Before starting ENABLEX, tell your doctor or healthcare professional about

all of your medical conditions including if you:

• have any stomach or intestinal problems, or problems with constipation

• have trouble emptying your bladder or if you have a weak urine stream

• have an eye problem called narrow-angle glaucoma

• have liver problems

• are pregnant or are planning to become pregnant It is.not known if

ENABLEX can harm your unborn baby.

•are breast-feeding. It is not known if ENABLEX passes into breast milk

and if it can harm your baby.

Tell your doctor about all the medicines you take, including prescription

and nonprescription medicines, vitamins, and herbal supplements.

ENABLEX and certain other medicines can interact with each other,

causing side effects. Especially tell your doctor if you take:

• ketoconazole (Nizoral"^) or itraconazole (Sporonox*), antifungal medicines

• clarithromycin (Biaxin®), an antibiotic medicine

• ritonivir or nelfinavir (Viracept®), antiviral medicines

• nefazadone (Serzone®), a depression medicine

• flecainidc (Tambocor""), an abnormal heartbeat (antiarrhythmia) medicine

• thioridazine (Mellaril'^'), a mental disorder (antipsychotic) medicine

• a medicine called a tricyclic antidepressant

Know all the medicines you take. Keep a list of them with you to show your

doctor and pharmacist each time you get a new medicine.

How should Hake ENABLEX?

Take ENABLEX exactly as prescribed. Your doctor will prescribe the dose

that is right for you. Your doctor may prescribe the lowest dose if you have

certain medical conditions such as liver problems.

• You should take ENABLEX once daily with liquid.

• ENABLEX should be swallowed whole and not chewed, divided or

crushed.

• ENABLEX may be taken with or without food.

day. Do not take two doses of ENABLEX in the same day.

• If you take too much ENABLEX. call your local Poison Control Center or

emergency room right away.

What are the possible side effects of ENABLEX?

The most common side effects with ENABLEX are:

• dry mouth

• constipation

ENABLEX may cause other less common side effects that include:

• blurred vision. Use caution while driving or doing dangerous activities

until you know how ENABLEX affects you.

• heat prostration. Heat prostration (due to decreased sweating) can occ

when drugs such as ENABLEX are used in a hot environment.

These are not all the side effects with ENABLEX. For more information, a

your doctor, healthcare professional or pharmacist.

How do I store ENABLEX?
• Keep ENABLEX and all medicines out of the reach of children.

• Store ENABLEX at room temperature. 59 to 86°F (15 to 30°C). Protect

from light.

• Safely dispose of ENABLEX that is out of date or no longer needed.

General information about ENABLEX

Medicines are sometimes prescribed for conditions that are not mention

in patient information leaflets. Do not give ENABLEX to other people, even

they have the same symptoms you have. It may harm them.

This leaflet summarizes the most important information about ENABLEX

If you would like more information, talk with your doctor. You can ask

your pharmacist or doctor for information about ENABLEX that is written

for health professionals. You can also call the product information

department at 1-888-44-ENABLEX (1-888-443-6225) or visit the websit

at www.Enablexcom

What are the ingredients in ENABLEX?

Active Ingredient: darifenacin

inactive Ingredients: dibasic calcium phosphate anhydrous, hydroxyprop

methylcellulose (hypromellose), lactose monohydrate, magnesium steara

titanium dioxide and triacetin. The 15-mg tablet also contains FD&C Yello

No 6 Aluminum Lake.

Appearance

The 7.5-mg tablet is round and white-colored with "DF" on one side and

"7.5" on the other side.

The 15-mg tablet is round and peach-colored with "DF" on one side and

"15' on the other side,

'Mellaril'* is a registered trademark of Novartis. The other brands listed a

the trademarks of their respective owners and are not trademarks

of Novartls-
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Manufactured by:

Novartis Pharma Stein AG

Stem, Switzerland

Distributed by:

Novartis Pharmaceuticals Corp.

East Hanover, New Jersey 07936

Marketed with:

Procter & Gamble Pharmaceuticals, Inc.

Cincinnati. Ohio 45202

©Novartis EBX-OT-0411-A



ions ol t liildreii in developing countries are

^1 ing with cleft lip and palate. Condemned to a

ime of pain and suffering,

'he good news is virtually all of these children

1 all lie helped. I hc Smile TVciiii piovides lilc

changing free cleft surgery which takes as little as 4.5

minutes and co^ls as little as S2.5(). It gi\es desperate

children not jusl a new smile—but a new life.

G .$2.50 Siirfjery lor oiu- child.

a $12.5 Hall the cdsl ol one snrficrv.

~1 $ :>(• Mt'iiiratioii'- lor one siirp-rv.
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I'l.aM M ,Hi( ii, , k I.. The Smile Train ! )e|tt. Mag.

I'.O. B<»\ <)62;'.l

WashinutiMi. DC 20090-6231

Se\ ('n ^eans.

200,000
-X Surgeries.

TheSmileTrain
Cliallfliiif! riif Wi.; 1,1 ( )ir<- >inilc \l \ Tinii-.

Donate online: www.smiletiain.org or call: 1-87 < -543-7645

)0% of your donation goes toward programs — (Wc goes toward overhead.

thy Diet During Pregnancy Can Help Prevent Birth Defects And Clefts. Diet is an important part ,
m .. ..i ilv Eat a healttiy diet that contains lots of fruits and

i and foods fortified with folic acid. According to tfie U S. Government, women wtio plan to have a child should be sure to take sufficient levels of folic acid (400

1 lis per day) during pregnancy to help prevent neural tutie defects and reduce the risk for cleft lip and palate. When folic acid is taken one month before conception

oughout the first trimester, it has been proven to reduce the risk for neural tube defects by 50 to 70 per cent. Be sure to receive proper prenatal care, quit smoking,

your health care provider's guidelines for foods to avoid during pregnancy Foods to avoid may include raw or undercooked seafood, beef, pork or poultry;

en meats; fish that contain high levels of mercury, smoked seafood; fish exposed to industrial pollutants; raw shellfish or eggs; soft cheeses; unpasteurized milk;

.:*eine; alcohol; and unwashed vegetables. For more information, visit www.SmileTrain org.
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Roctau & Fields

Minute
iMaid. Minute

Maid.

Minute
Maid.

Drink to your health with Minute

Maid" EnhancedJuices and add

nutritious ingredients and great

taste to your healthy diet:

• Minute Maid Active" OrangeJuice

-with 750mg of Glucosamine HCl

to help protect healthy joints

• Heart Wise" OrangeJuice-

contains plant sterols to help

support a healthy heart

• Multi-Vitamin OrangeJuice-

a good source of 16 vitamins

• and minerals

Coming Soon

Minute Maid" Enhanced Pomegranate

Blueberry flavored 100% juice blend

with Omega 3/DHA!

www.minutemaid.com

Mimiite
Maid.

I

I

YOUR ANSWER FOR ACNE
Acne-free skin begins with Proactiv'

Solution. Its so gentle and effective

tha^ your skin can clear up withoui

dryness, redness or irritation.

• Get 2 FREE Bonus Gifts!

• 60-day money back guarantee.

Only $19.95 plus $5.95 s/h.

Call Now! 1-877-800-5357

Nutri-Grain™ Fruit k Nut Bars give

you energy from nature's finest

ingredients, like Virginia peanuts,

California almonds, whole oats,

and real fruit pieces.

www.nutri-grain.com

UOreal Paris invites

you to join their

Women of Worth
Community.

Visit www.womenofworth.com
between October V- and Oaober 15*^

to vote for the honoree who you feel

is making the biggest difference in

her community. A $25,000 donation

could be made in her name to

support a charitable cause.

Hurry, voting ends on

October 15th!

I

L O L



Tlie Good Life

ThiB ideal

media room
includes an

eye-level

television set
Distance from the screen is another

issue. The space between the televi-

sion and the first row of seating should

be at least twice the diagonal measure-

ment of the screen. For example, if

you have a 42-inch television, the clos-

est seats should be at least 84 inches,

or seven feet, away. Then again, any-

one more than six screen lengths away

(in this example, 252 inches, or 21

feet) will have a hard tune seeing the

screen. Don't place seating too far to

the side, either, or the image will ap-

pear distorted. Tlie optimum viewing

area is a pie-shaped wedge with its

point in the screen's center and a 30-

desnee circumference.

Media Room Magic
A real theater in your own honne

is beconning an affordable

reality— if you plan and shop snnart

m mv

comfortable media
room is a gicat place to

gather, whether you're

watching Shrek the Third

Lwith the kids or throw-

ing a big party on Super Bowl Sunday.

Here's how to design and outfit the

right media room for your needs.

Choose Furnishings: If the space also

needs to sei"ve as a family room, easy-

to-move chairs and sectional sofas that

I an be rearranged for good viewing

on movie nights are your best bets.

/Xiso, scatter side tables around the

loom for convenient places to put

drinks or snacks. If you want a classic

movie-theater experience and can set

aside a room for this purpose, opt for

thcaterlike seats with trays and cup

liolders. The cheapest seats, costing

LHJ^COM

$400 to $600 and available online and

from warehouse clubs, will hold up to

occasional use, says Ray Lepper, pres-

ident of Home Media Stores, in

Midlothian, Virginia. You'll pay

$1,200 to $4,000 for a sturdier scat

with a higher-quality covering, avail

able from furniture or honic-lhcatcr

stores, he adds.

You could even have a sloping plat-

form constructed lor tiered seating.

Whichever kind of room you choose

to set up, use blintls or lined curiains

to block out daylight.

Pick a Spot for the TV: The center of

tiic television screen should be at or

just above e) e lc\el when viewers are

seated, says Lepper. If the room

lias a fireplace, don i j)lace a Bv

Select the Right Set: E\'cn if you can

still hnd a lica\\'. bulky cathode-ray

tube television for sale, don't consider

buying one. advises lom CrowcU,

television merchandising manager

for Circuit City. Instead, look into

up-to-date technologies. Here are the

major types:

• Plasnui. This ty]3c ol lA' uses pixels

containing compounds called phos-

phors to produce warm colors and

lifelike images. These sets are slim

and can <^cncrallv be moimted on a

wall. One plus: Plasma sets handle the

iast-paced motion of sports programs

well. The price tag is $1 .200 to $2,000

for a 42-inch set.

• Liquid Cmlal Display (LCD).

Designed to be slim and wall-

llat-screeii TV above it. as this

can result in neck strain.

Rl'.NI'.K mountable, Uiese TVs contain

Mn.N IIIIl.l. crystals diat, when continued
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iit^dl. The family meetings,

e celebrations. Tlie send-offs.

Biibblegum-flavored antibiotics.

The sit-ups, push-ups, and stretches.

The first dates.The potty training.

TheTVdinners.The homeWork.The

discovery of the long-lost PB&J.

The drain clogs.The bedtime books.

Aunts. Ants. The attack of the tickle

monster. To-do lists. Insomnia.

Cartwheels. Cupcakes. The ins and

the outs. And beneath it all, the

underlying beauty of every single day.

STAINMASTER' carpet.

Always stylish. Always beautifuL"





exposed to light, react to produce

images. Tliis process results in sharp,

\ibraiit colors. On the downside, fast-

moving figines ma\- occasionally ap-

pear to ha\ e jagged edges. The cost

is between $1,200 and'$l,800 for a

42-inch set.

• Projection. These models offer rich

colors and a picture that's at least as

good as the one on a similarly priced

LCD or plasma model. Relatively

bulkv rear-projection sets have self-

contained projectors that enlarge

images onto a screen; e.xpect to pay

between $1,200 and $2,000 for a 50-

inch set. The newest microdisplay

projection televisions are larger (up to

73 inches), lighter and slimmer than

the rear-projection types. ("Micro"

refers to the size of the semiconduc-

tors used to produce the image.)

They'll set you back between $1,000

and $3,000.

Get the Best DVD: If you have high-

definition television (HDTV), you

need a DVD player that allows you to

take advantage of the set's capacity

for shaip images and excellent sound.

The two most popular new formats

are HDDVD and Blu-ray, according

to Crowell. Another option, he says, is

purchasing a DVD player with video

up-convcrsion capai)ilities. These ma-

chines take standard DVDs and in-

crease their resolution to better matcii

your HDl^^.

Add a DVR: Thanks to today's digi-

tal video recorders (DVRs), you don't

have to watcli television shows just at

their scheduled times. DVRs-like the

old-time vidcocassctte recorders

(VCRs)-can be set to find and record

shows automatically for later viewing.

Even tnoic fim, DVRs also let you

control wiuit you see. Since they re-

cord while \'ou waich, you can hit

pause, do an errand .md pick up the

program later on from where you left

V ©Grey's Anatomy

SportsCenter

The Amazing Race (2)

©Lost

M Law & Order (3)

©Alias

OMonk '

Sun 11/20

Mon 11/14

Tue 11/18

Wed 11/2

Wed 11/2

Thu 10/27

Fri 10/21
TTT

Clockwise from

top left; TiVo for

handy anytime

viewing; high-

definition DVD
players; activity-

based remote;

all-in-one home
theater system

off. You can purchase a DVR or obtain

a DVR service through your cable or

satellite provider.

Other services add more bells and

whistles to your viewing. For exam-

ple, both TiVo and ReplayTV let you

download TV shows and movies to

your computer. With TiVo Mobile, a

service offered by Verizon Wireless,

you can even schedule your TiVo to

record remotely.

Maximize Your Sound: There's an

option for every budget, from basic

home-theater-in-a-box setups with

price tags as low as $100 to pro-

fessional-quality systems costing up

to $4,000.

Set It Up: You can ask your retailer to

set up your home theater or to recom-

mend someone who can. Ifyou decide

to do the job yourself, don't simply

put one speaker in each corner of the

room, advises Lepper. Instead, place

the two "front" speakers on either side

of the screen, so the sound will seem

to come directly from it. Then, he

says, install the "surround" speakers

around the room on the ceiling or

upper walls.

For an uncluttered look, hide the

wires beliind fin iutiue or moldings. If

you are usmg a contrac

tor, factor in the costs of

installing brackets for

wall-mounted televisions

or, if you wish, running

cables through the walls.

Finally, if you've purchased a high-

definition television, make sure that

you are receiving high-definition con-

tent from your cable or satellite pro-

vider and that the TV and cable box

are connected by component-video or

HDMI cables, which carry HDTV
signals. Many people skip these steps,

which means that though they've pur-

chased a top-quality television and are

paying extra for HDTV content, they

aren t actually viewing it.

Take Control: New "activity-based"

universal remotes from various manu-

facturers allow you to focus on the

desired activity (you choose to watch

a DVD or listen to a CD) rather than

the technology (you turn on the DVD
player or CD machine) . The remotes,

costing from $100 to $500, must be

programmed through your computer,

so you'll need the model numbers of

your electronic devices to get set up.

-Additional writing and reporting

by Kristen 'Gorman
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Going digital - ni

breast earned
at Mills-Peninsula^s

reast cancer is the most common
l—^ form of cancer in women,

' L-^ affecting one in eigiit in this

ountry. While there is no sure way to

revent it, early detection still is the best

efense. Breast cancer is most curable

'hen diagnosed and treated in the early

I
tages, and the newest digital technology

as further improved those odds.

' Finding breast cancer and beating it

; my passion," says Harriet Borofsky,

I.D., radiologist and director of Breast

; naging at Mills-Peninsula's Women's
I enter in San Mateo, California. "While

I lere is no certain method of prevention,

I le outlook is very good for women who
! ;reen regularly and catch the disease in

I le early stages."

II nder Dr. Borot^ky .s leadership, Mills-

1 ;ninsula's Women's Center was first in the

I gion to offer full digital mammography.

I nlike traditional mammography which

I akes an X-ray image on film of a woman's

I -easts, digital technology takes an electronic

i lage faster and more clearly.

"We invested in this technology because

we knew it is the way of the future," the

radiologist said. "Digital imaging is the

most effective way to screen for breast

cancer, especially in women under age 50

and women with dense breast tissue." The

investment paid off More than 70 percent

of cancers detected at Mills-Peninsula are at

Stage or Stage 1, the most curable.

"Digital technology displays superb high-

contrast, high-resolution images," Dr.

Borofsky says. "We've had several cases ui

which we have spotted cancer that we other-

wise wouldn't ha\e seen."

While no infallible prevention methods

are known, Mills-Peninsula offers tips for

reducing your risk of developing breast

cancer:

• Maintain a low-fat diet, including fruits,

vegetables and whole grains.

• Drink alcohol in moderation. Regular

use of even a small amount of alcohol may

increase risk.

• Exercise regularly. Se\eral studies have

shown that regular, vigorous exercise can

reduce breast cancer risk.

• Know your family history. A history of

breast cancer or other cancers in a close

relative may influence vour own risk.

Not only does the Women's Center pro\ ide

the full range of breast cancer detection

technology, including ultrasound, MRI and

MRI -guided biopsy, it offers these services

in a tranquil environment where women feel

comfortable and safe, t'nter to find a calm-

ing color palette, 15-foot waterfall and na-

ture-inspired original art.

"it's immediately clear that here. v\omen

come first," Dr. Borofsky said.

Mills-Peniiisiilci is parr of Sutler Health,

one of the largest not-for-profit health

organizations in Northern California. For

more information on the Women 's Center,

call I-<S()(l-654-9966. or visit the website at

u\r\v. mills-peninsnla.org/\vomen

Mills-Peninsula

Health Services

A Sutter Health Affiliate

With Yon. For Life.

Find women's cancer
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• T/ie Procedure fhats

Sweeping America

• With over 80 licensed physicians,

Lifestyle Lift- is the most

experienced in America

• Helps to remove v/rinkles,

frown lines and sagging skin

AFTER Lifesfyle Lift

BEFORE

AFTFR Lifestyle Lift

' Takes about 1 hour

' Confidentially performed in one

of our state-of-the-art centers

' A real procedure, with real results

• Guaranteed financing, no one

is turned down**

With over 70,000 clients, Lifestyle Lift^' is the

most experienced specialist in America. This

revolutionary procedure is performed in about

an hour without the dangers of general anesthesia.

It's safer, quicker and easier than a traditional

procedure with quicker results.

CALL TODAY for a free brochure to see if you're a candidate for this amazing procedure.

The call is confidential.

l-800'599-0774
Locations Nationwide

JfestyleLift®®isasurg,calprocedureand,nvolvesacerta,namountofnsk Asanalte-nat,vetothet^^d,tionalprocedure,bru,s,ngandd,scomfortma^^^^^^^^

For Men & Women

I warranty or predic
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BOX
lUS free shipping

FREE

SAVE-
40%

Fresh from Florida, this exclusive Fruit Gift Box is available by special arrangement with

Cushman Fruit Company, a family-owned business located in Florida, supplying limited

edition fruit since 1945. Our gift box contains about 14 pounds of delicious citrus fruit

(12-15 oranges and 4-5 crown ruby red grapefruit), plus a stainless-steel grapefruit knife.

2 stainless-steel grapefruit spoons, a peeler, ctrus sipper and 8-ounce jar of orange

blossom honey. Shipments will be made November 12, 2007 to April 30, 2008.

Ladies Home Journal price is $34.99 including shipping.

ORDER DIRECT- Call 1-866-503-7848 or visit our web site at lhjcatalog.com. Specify MPLH7^ The regular

p^e of S's package is $47.57 plus $11.95 shipping and handling. You save 40%^ Due to USDA regulat.ons

shipments to CA, AZ, TX and LA include fine citrus from growers outs.de of Florida.



h't get enough
lies' Home Journar?

lere's
ren more
lhj.com!

lei a new hairstyle
salon necessary!

^1

See yourself 20
pounds thinner

fse 10,000+
ly-pleasing recipes

Plan menus for
your entire week

diet plans,
ition advice,
»ss tips

FREE online
games! Sudoku,
Zuma, Scrabble.

Advertisement

Your source
for valuable

information

delivered to

your door.

To receive information, call toll-free 1-800-929-1609 (mention dept. code
LH1007AF), visit www.TravelMeredith "om, or use the attached courtesy card.

Offer expires 3/11/2008.

PERGO
Pergo offers .style you can live wiih.

Our flooring withstands virtually

anything. Please visit us online for

samples and information.

ML/vb/u iA GULF COAST
Tliis Coast is Clear. And the

footloose great times are wide open.

Come sec for vourself

3 NEW BRUNSWICK
No small wonders... Walk on the

ocean floor in New Brunswick.

Canada's Bay of Fimdy, home of the

World's Highest Tides!

FLORIDA
4 ORLANDO

Get a free Orlantlo vacation planning

kit with the latest Destination Guide

and a preferred visitor Orlando

Magicard with savings up to S.'jOO.

5 VISIT FLORIDA
There's never heen a heiter time to

explore Florida. For hot Florida deals,

see om' web site.

6 ALL FLORIDA OFFERS

(

/ LbXINGION
Discover the Horse Capital ol the

World-Horse Farm lours. Boinbon

Distilleries, I hstoric I lomes and

Vacation Packages.

Seize the day oil m Mai ) land hecau.se

there's so iiuich to do.

I I K 1 L L M L / \ I, . I

Home of great resorts, entertainment,

fine dining, fahulous shop|)iiig antl

championship goll!

10 CUSTER
Custer is an ideal hase foi .lUiactions

like Craz)' Horse. Mount Riishmore.

Custer Stale Park, natural wonders

and more.

11 MOUNT RUSHMORE
CONCESSIONS
Shop and dine with a breathtaking

view of the presidents at Mount
Rushmorc National Memorial.

12 RAPID cry
Starting at $134 per person, double

occupancy. Three nights lodging and

admission to eight attractions. Offer

good !)/]- 10/3 1/07.

13 RUSHMORE EXPRESS AND
FAMILY SUITES
Just minutes from Mount
Rushmore and other Black Hills

attractions oflering delu.xc rooms,

luxurious suites, and many in room

amenities.

14 SOUTH DAKOTA
Discover the land of Great Faces and

Great Places. Visit our web site or

send for family vacation specials.

15 WALL DRUG STORE
F.xplorc lire world famous, 76.000

square foot cmporitim of art galleries,

retail shops and restaurants. Open all

year! Free admission.

ir A'
' - 'TH DAKOTA OFFERS

1 .1. \N/COLLEGE STATION
You will find a hearty "Howdy"
waiting for you around every

corner because friendly never

goes out of style in Bryan (college

Station.

18 KERRVILLE
I hc heart of the lexas Hill Country

on the Guatlalupe River. One hour

\\(^( (il San Antonio on IH 10.

] .
, J O

|usi minutes north ol Dallas,

located at the intersection of quality

and life.

20 SOUTH PADRE ISLAND
Water sports, fishing, hireling, golf,

great beach! Be Yourself in a place

\"i III 1 (':ilK w.nil to \ic

21 i vS

Discover a vacation \()u never knew
existed. Discover mountains, prairies,

open skies and endless coastlines.

Discover why lexas really is like a

whole other country.

22 ALL TEXAS OFFERS
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HEARTm
UVE
IT.

YOUR
HEART

>

Promise Buttery Spread is rich in Heart

Health Essentials " like Omega 3 and 6,

vitamins B6 and 81 2, is non-hydrogenated

and has no trans fats. It helps you give

your heart a little of i' ' vo it needs,

w w w . p r o m i s e h e CI M i 1 y i i o a r t . c o m
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H Dinners
A Week of Easy Meals
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V/2 tablespoons apple cider vinegar

2 teaspoons dried oregano

Vj cup finely grated Parnnigiano-

Reggiano

5 prepared piecrust sheets (from

3 boxes, 15 oz each)

1 large egg, beaten ^. .

Preheat oven U) K)()"l'' and arrange

rack m ccnicv. I'osi^ together squa.sh.

turnip, par.'iiiij). i taijlcspoon oil, tea-

.spoon salt and '
'i tc i'-poon pepper in a

niediiini howl. Spicai' . ut evenly on a

large haking .sheet and roast until lork-

tcnder, ahout 25 minutes.

Meanwhile, heat remaining

1 tablespoon oil in a large deep skillet

over moderately high heat until hot

but not smoking. Add onion and

celery; cook, stirring occasionally, until

softened, about ,5 minutes. Add

1/4 teaspoon salt. Cook until

translucent, about 5 minutes. Add

Brussels sprouts, mushroom and

butter. Saute until butler has melted

completely. Sprinkle in flour and stir

dly" dishes

decorations

adults, too

until vegetables are coated; cook

1 minute. Add broth, vinegar, oregano,

remaining Vi teaspoon salt and

'/4 teaspoon pepper; bring to a boil.

Cook until thickened, 2 to 3 minutes.

Remove from heat and stir in cheese.

Add roasted vegetables and stir until

completely coated with sauce. Let cool.

Meanwhile, roll out 3 piecrust sheets,

1 at a lime, on a lightly floured surface

using a floured rolling pin, into 15-inch

rounds. Using a 6V2-inch round cutter,

cut out 4 rounds from coN-nNui:D

190
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itroducing a H^tl/waj^ savbr the buttery taste of Club*.



Entcitaining

I

I AljILS' HOMi JiJ! nAI J^OCTOBER 2007

c.ilIi. Aiiciiigc lomuls, in .i ,sin<^lc layer,

on a cookie sheet and cover with a

piece of parchment paper or damp
cloth; set aside.

Roll out remaining 2 jjiecrust sheets

into 12 inch rounds. Using a 4 '/2-inch

round cutter, cut out 6 rounds from

each. Using a small Halloween cookie

cutter, cut out 1 shape in center of each

round. Arrange rounds, in a single

layer, on a cookie sheet and refrigerate

10 to 15 minutes.

Meanwhile, preheat oven to 425"F

and arrange rack in lower third. Place

one inch round in each cup of 1

(12-cup) standard muffin pan and press

gently to fit, pushing dough up sides to

rcacfi over top. Fill each cup with V2

cup vcgctahle mixture. Cover each

with one lV2-inch round and pinch

together dough around edges to seal.

Lightly brush tops with egg.

Bake until crust is golden and filling

is bubbling, about 25 minutes. Transfer

pies in pan to rack and cool 10 minutes

before unmolding.

Per pie; 514 calories, 30 g total fat, 11 g sat

fat, 886 mg sodium, 56 g carbs, 72 mg
calcium, 20 mg chol, 5 g protein, 3 g fiber

Vampire Soup
MAKES 9 CUPS

Prep time: 15 min Total time: 45 min

(not including time for toasts)

1 tablespoon olive oil, plus

additional for pans

4 lbs red bell peppers, cored,

halved lengthwise and seeded

2 mediunn onions, thinly sliced

4 garlic cloves, finely chopped

2V2 cups hot chicken or vegetable

broth

V/2 cups half-and-half

3 tablespoons balsamic vinegar

Black Bat Toasts (recipe follows)

Preheat broiler and arrange rack

P> to 6 inches from heat. Lightly oil

2 shallow baking pans. Arrange bell

pepper halves, in a single layer, in

])ans. Broil, turning occasionally, until

edges are charred, about 8 minutes.

Transfer to a blender.

Heat oil in a large nonstick skillet

over moderate heat. Add onion and

garlic; cook, stirring occasionally, until

softened, about 5 minutes. Transfer to

blender, add broth and puree until

smooth (use caution when blending

hot licjuids). Transfer mixture to a

large saucepan; whisk in

2V2 cups water and the half-and-half.

Heat over moderate heat, whisking

occasionally, until hot, about

5 minutes. Stir in vinegar; salt and

pepper to taste.

Ladle soup into mugs and serve with

bat toasts.

Per cup without toast: 116 calories, 6 g total

fat, 3 g sat fat, 264 mg sodium, 14 g carbs,

58 mg calcium, 14 mg chol, 3 g protein,

4 g fiber CONTINUED
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Spiderweb Macaroni

and Cheese

Black Bat Toasts

MAKES 26 TOASTS

Prep time: 5 min Total time: 15 min

1 lb sliced pumpernickel bread,

crusts trimmed off

2 tablespoons olive oil

IVchcat oven to 4()()"F and arrange

rack in center. Arrange bread slices

on a work surface and, using a

4-hy-l '/2-incli bat-shaped cookie cutter,

cut out 2() bats; lightly brush both

sides with oil Arrange, in a single

layer, on a cookie sheet and bake,

turning onct,. until slightly crisp,

about 7 niinuics. Transfer to a wire

rack and let cool. {Can he made ahecul.

Cool amtplctcly ami stoir in an airtight

Per bat: 42 calories, 1 g total fat, sat fat,

89 mg sodium, 6 g carbs, 9 mg calcium,

chol. 1 g protein, 1 g fiber

Lady-Killer Fingers

MAKES 20 FINGERS

Prep time: 15 min

Total time: 50 min

1 teaspoon red food coloring

20 whole blanched almonds

Olive oil, for pan

2 tubes (11 oz eacii) breadstick

dough

2 packages (7 oz eacti) frozen,

fully cooked sausage links,

thawed (20 sausages total)

1 large egg, beaten

1 cup purchased marinara sauce,

heated

Place dye in a small glass bowl.

Wearing rubber or latex gloves and

using a small pastry brush, lightly

brush one side of each almond with

food coloring; let dry.

Pr eheat oven to 450°F and arrange

rack in center. Lightly brush a large

nonstick shallow baking continued
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JAMBALAYA
MIX AND

h5 -^^-Va

Introduciijig Zatarain's Reduced Sodium Rice Mixes.

They'i!^^"easiest :^ay to get the jozzy taste of New Orleans,

with«)t all the salfe Finally somebody got it right.

zatardins.com



Entertaining

SAVE AMERICA'S
HISTORIC BARNS
Sadly, classic barns like this

wonderful one in Kingston, New
York, arc a vanishing breed. All

over the country, wooden barns

arc literally falling apart because

cdiey're seen as obsolete and too

expensive to maintain. But

modern construction techniques

now offer efficient ways to

renovate old barns and make
them useful agricultural

buildings once again. If you're

interested in learning more,

contact BariTAgain!, a program

launched by the National Trust

for: Historic Preservation and
the nyAS,-Mme S^uaa.s/fil hinning,

.agi-t< litttik.^iin '<yw^,

pan willi oil.

Working with 1 strip of dough at

a time, stretch and wrap around

1 sausage link, scaling dough on one

end and leaving the other end of

sausage exposed; transfer to prepared

pan. Repeat with remaining dough

and sausage. Brush tops of dough

with egg and place 1 almond, red side

up, on covered end of each finger, for

nail. Chill until dough is firm, about

I,') minutes.

Bake until puffed and golden brown,

12 to \5 minutes. Transfer fingers in

[)aii to a rack and let cool ,5 minutes.

Using a metal spatula, transfer fingers

to racks and let cool slightly. Arrange

on a platter and serve with marinara

sauce on the side for dipping.

Per finger: 387 calories, 21 g total fat, 5 g
sat fat. 876 mg sodium, 33 g carbs. 41 mg
calcium. 62 mg chol, 19 g protein, 2 g fiber

Splderweb Macaroni and
Cheese
SERVES 8

Prep time: 25 mm Total time: 1 hr

6 tablespoons unsalted butter,

cut up, plus additional for

baking dishes

1 package (1 lb) dried tortiglioni

pasta, or other corkscrew-

shaped pasta

4 cups coarsely grated sharp

yellow Cheddar

3 cups coarsely grated fontina

cheese

V/2 cups half-and-half

V/4 sleeves Ritz crackers, coarsely

crushed (about 2 cups)

Sweet paprika, for spiderweb

Mexican-style cheese dip, for

spiderweb

4 plastic spiders

I'reheat oven to 350°F and arrange

rack in center. Butter 2 (1-quart)

shallow ceramic or glass baking dishes.

Bring a large pot of water to a boil.

Add pasta and cook until al dente,

about 8 minutes. Drain in a colander

and rinse under cold water until cool;

drain well.

Layer one-quarter of the pasta, one-

quarter of each cheese, remaining pasta

and ciiceses in each dish. Evenly pour

half-and-half over tops, sprinkle with

crackers and dot with butter; season

with salt and pepper.

Cover witli foil and bake 30 minutes.

Remove foil and bake until tops are

golden, 10 to 15 minutes more.

Transfer to racks and cool 10 minutes.

To fnake spukrweb: Stir enough

paprika into cheese dip in a small bowl

until it is a deep orange color. Place in

a heavy-duty rescalablc plastic bag

witli one corner snipped off continued
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)07 PSU

Grease Fighter Meets Air Freshener.

iiiliMawkiwu«t«o<

Introducing Dawn'" Simple Pleasures:' It combines the Dawn you
* love that's tough on grease, with a separate built in air freshener

I

base, that'll keep your kitchen smelling fresh for weeks.

DawnSimplePleasures.com



to make a small hole and pipe a spider-

web design on top ol the macaroni and

cheese. Arrange spiders on webs.

Per serving without spiderweb: 801

calories, 49 g total fat, 30 g sat fat, 843 mg
sodium, 55 g carbs, 713 mg calcium, 149

mg chol, 35 g protein, 3 g fiber

Mini Pumpkin Cakes With
Fondant
MAKES 12 CAKES
Prep time: 30 mm Total time: 2 hrs

14 tablespoons unsalted butter,

softened, plus 12 tablespoons,

nnelted, for pans

T/4 cups all-purpose flour

I'A teaspoons ground cinnamon
IV2 teaspoons baking powder

1 teaspoon ground ginger

'/2 teaspoon salt

Vs teaspoon ground cloves

Viz cup dark molasses

72 cup boiling water

'/2 teaspoon baking soda

V2 cup firmly packed light

brown sugar

1 large egg

y4 cup solid-pack pumpkin

puree

3 blocks (4.5 oz each) orange

fondant

1 can green ready-to-decorate

icing

2 strands green sour string

candy, cut into 12 (1-inch)

pieces

Preheat oven to 35()"F and arrange

rack, in center. Generously coal 2

(fi-ciip) round-bottom (mini-ball) pans

(see Where to Find It, page 213) with

melted butter.

Whisk together Hour, cinnamon,

baking powder, ginger, salt and cloves

in a metlium bowl; set aside. Combine
molasses, water and baking soda in

another bowl; set aside.

Beat together softened butter and

sugar in a mixing bowl on medium
speed until light and fluffy, about

2 minutes. Beat in egg, then pumpkin

puree until combined well. Alternately

beat in flour mixture and molasses

mixtine, in 2 batches, scraping down
sides of bowl with a rubber spatula,

a:id beating until just combined.

Evenly divide batter among cups in

prepared pans.

Bake until cakes spring back when
lightly prsssed, about 20 minutes.

Transfer 'cakes in pans to rack and

let stand until cool enough to handle,

10 to 15 minutes. R.un a flexible knife

or spatula around edges of each cake

and invert onto rack; let cool

completely. If cakes have a dome, trim

off to sit flat. {Can be nmle ahecul. Store in

an airtight container at room temperature up

to 1 (lay.)

Roll out each fondant block into a

17 inch round, about Vg inch thick.

Using a 5-inch round cutter, cut out

4 rounds from each. Place 1 round

over each cake and smooth to mold,

trimming excess from bottom edge.

Using a plain tip, pipe the icing in a

straight line from one end of each cake

down the center to the opposite end,

then pipe 3 lines down each side to

make pumpkin ridges. Place 1 piece

of string candy in the center of each

cake to create a stem. {Caji be made

ahead. Place decorated cake.', in an airtight

(ontainer and store at room temperature

up to 10 hours.)

Per cake: 328 calories, 6 g total fat, 3 g sat

fat, 225 mg sodium, 68 g carbs, 89 mg calr

cium, 28 mg chol, 2 g protein, 1 g fiber U

LHJ.com

For instructions on how to

create a gorgeous gourd-and-

pumpkin centerpiece that makes

the most of the fall harvest,

go to www.lhj.com/gourd

^gg ]
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Low prices on great ,v.od means you

can get nnore food. Pre.., important

if you're going for the title this year.

WAL*MART



Natural Sleep

Mnedv You Can Take

riMlme, Still Wake Alert!

only sleep remetiy you can take before bed.

;ven the middle ot the night with no morning

jQiness, Chewable-no need for water or gettiny

of bed MidNite's natural sleep ingredients are

effective, non^habit forming. At CVS, Walgreens.

ers www.midnitesleep.com

\

Stand in Comfort

22

Finally, you can spend time in the kitcher

creating your favorite meals without the

and discomfort caused by hard kitchen

floors! As seen on HGTV, Gel Pro Mats .

filled with a soft gel that makes standing

even the hardest kitchen floor a pleasure]

These innovative mats are scientifically

engineered to absorb shock and reduce I

pain-causing pressure. Enjoy time spent
[

the kitchen even if you suffer from back

foot pain or arthritis. Gel Pro Mats have a beautiful woven leather look with a non-slip bottom that i]

resistant to mold and mildew. Unlike typical kitchen floor cov|^ngs, don't ^°;V about red wine or

,

sauce spills-clean-up's a breeze! Available in a wide selection of

USA Makes a great gift! Order today at www.gelmats.com, or call 1 -866-GEL-MATS (435-62^

shopping
Go to ,ihopthi,*paije.coni For

shopping, gossip and great couponi

Covar6l«i

[ Lost 20 Pounds...

hen Gained It Back'
jund familiar';' Maybe you need NutraMist Crave

ontrol. II tielps you resist cravings that lead to diet

ilure. and comes m an oral spray small enoiigh

) c;arry witl i you. Contains fjr'^ven ingredients like

loodia and chromium Tastes great! Just $14.99

' I.
' www.GetNutraMist.com/LHJ Or call

-800-926-571

7

SIT IS

^5
U
(Of

V

I

Minn ol«^*i*
1

^> Irritable Bowel

Syndrome

Drug Fie*

A ProbloiK

Si I itH>n l\>r IBS!
I ,ii.nl!v! A • It.- tji.ici Mm ,iltnin.iiivo that is

K 'mail-., .1 ilv < >n' nv ii i thi ; li^ ^t.'iiy n k inagr imcint of

lBS-t(**f I sv.li! w : <.Jsit* ; iwlnrtetl p'otJiotics.

Digestivi^ Adv -i ii. h p il-i';. \ . -li '
>ni ») Nhii-r.o

back t< ) yi-iur <*»'• 'tw • • y'-'Cim Il> "-w I" » 'Clirn.

F(jr a fioH H d. iv
'

-
• 1 -888-355-3674

> . .i_ : r\;«,-.r.4-iwi^ Ar4\/or-»tQno mm

A Better

Lifestyle Awaits!
Live free and diS(::,over a new world of possibilities.

LivingXL is a new collection of unique and

innovative products specially designed for tall

and plus-si/ed rnon and women. The unique

items help you live free of frustration and stress,

and provide the assistance and comfort you

desetvo, Wtiother traveling, at fiomo relaxing, on

the job or en)oying recreation, we're sure to hnv(=

somethinq that fit your needs. Call 1-888-235-1931

or visit www.LivingXL.com

Conceal, Treat &
Protect Your Skin
CoverBlend Multi-Function Concealer SPF II

offers triple action power. It flawlessly covers

circles, blemishes, age spots... most any visitl

imperfection! Formulated with powerful anti-aj

benefits and an SPF for sunscreen protectior*

Only $16.50 for a 0.5 oz. tube. Available at
'

ULTA and www.neostrata.com

Powerful Psoi

Treatment
Need relief from psoriasis or dan(

MG217'sdermatob

recommended prodi

including MG2 '

~ ^

Shampoo help

recurrence of
\

or dandruff synii i

for clean, manageable hair. MG217 Tar Ointn

relieves itching and scaling for healthy, dpn

For information and store listings visit

www.MG217.com or call 1-800-942-2009

l>r„d,K«l In VX'Ml (201)DDISMISSO (2121 67.?-4.S(m www.wmin|



CK 3 Gifts FRE£

Decisions, decisions. . .will it be

our rich Gourmet Brownies, or

our Macadamia Nut Chocolates

made with our private blend

milk chocolate? Or perhaps one

of our mouth-watering Truffle

assortments. Maybe it'll be Petits

Fours baked in our own bakery,

or our exclusive Sugar Free

Brownies so delicious that you'll

wonder how they could possibly

be sugar free.

We're proud to offer you and the

people you cherish, top-quality

food gifts. Try us and see for

yourself. So...which ones will

you choose?

^eSu)iss Colony

Celebrating over 80 years!

Send for your FREE 216-pagc catalog,

and we'll incltide an offer for

Three Gift Tins of Chocolates

(valued at $22.95)

FREE with yotir first order!

Act now—request your FREE offer

before November 15, 20071

To get your FREE catalog

and Gift Tins of Chocolates offer,

simply return the postpaid

card (attached) or write to:

The Swiss C:olonv, Dept. 040968

FO Box 8994, Madison, \VI 53794-0014

1 lie .Swiss Colony (..it.ilog tiMtiirfs Iuiik1k\Is oI gilts, si,inir\g

.It only $10. 50 posip.iitl. Otlci toi new eiistomers living in

the U'.S. only .ind v.ilid ihroiigli 1 2/3 1 /07.

WWW.SwissColony.com

I





Food Journal

SUPER
i OW-COOKER
SUPPERS
These delicious one-dish dinners featuring

chicken, porl<, short ribs and brisket will

make your weekday meals a breeze

Short Ribs With
Cheesy Polenta

PHOTOGRAPHED BY STEVE GIRALT
RECIPES AND FOOD STYLING BY TARA BENC

Short Ribs With
Cheesy Polenta
MAKES 6 SERVINGS
Prep time: 40 min

Total time: 11 hrs 40 min

4 medium carrots, cut into 1-inch

pieces

2 cups frozen pearl onions (from a

16-oz bag)

4 garlic cloves, minced

4 lbs bone-in beef short ribs

1 tablespoon vegetable oil

1 can (14.5 oz) diced tomatoes

Va cup low-sodium beef broth

'A cup dry red wine

'/.) cup coarsely chopped fresh

flat-leaf parsley, plus additional

for garnish

2 tablespoons cornstarch

2 tablespoons tomato paste

1 bay leaf

1 cup quick-cooking polenta

y2 teaspoon salt

'/2 cup finely shredded Parmigiano-

Reggiano

Combine carrot, onions and garlic in a

6-quart slow cookci.

Rinse ribs and pat dry; season with salt

and pcjjpcr. Heat oil in a large, wide pot

over moderately high heat until hot but

^ot smoking. Add ribs, in batches, and/

cook, turning, until browned on all^i'^es.

about 15 minutes. Transfer, as a#<^ed. to

slow cooker.

Stir together tomatoes, broih, wiiu .

*parsley, cornsi^rflfi and tomato paste mi i

bovvii^^Mf'?T\ c-i 1 lbs. Add . I )\ ! i\_y«D

C^mKllmf^X OCTOBER 2007



ba\ leaf. Cover and cook, 9 to 1

1

hours on low or 4'/2 to fiVi hours on

high. Skim off" any fat from toj)

(discard bay leaf).

C'.omhine 3 Vi cups water, the polenta

and salt in a large saucepan over

moderately high heat. Bring to aboil,

stirring constantly. Add cheese and

cook, stirring constantly, until

thickened, about 5 minutes.

Serve libs over polenta and garnish

with parsley, if desired.

Per serving; 480 calories, 14,5 g total fat, 5.5

g sat fat. 696 mg sodium, 51 g carbs, 158 mg

calcium. 75 mg chol, 32 g protein, 7 g fiber

Arroz Con Polio (Chicken

With Rice)

MAKES 6 SERVINGS

Prep time: 25 mm
Total time: 6 hrs 10 mm

6 small skmless bone-in chicken

breast halves (about 4 lbs)

1 tablespoon dried oregano

1 tablespoon chili powder

2 teaspoons ground cumin

V2 teaspoon salt

'A teaspoon freshly ground pepper

1 tablespoon vegetable oil

1 can (14.5 oz) diced tomatoes

1 small onion, cut into 1-inch

chunks

2 garlic cloves

1/2 chipotle chile (from canned

chipotle in adobo sauce)

1 can (14 oz) low-sodium chicken

broth

V/2 cups instant rice

T/2 cups frozen peas

1 pint cherry tomatoes

Va cup coarsely chopped fresh

cilantro

Lime wedges, for serving

Rinse chicken and pat dry. Combine

oregano. chili powder, cumin, salt and

pepper in a small bowl. Sprinkle half ol

spice niLxture over chicken and rub

in with fingers; set remaining aside.

Heat oil in a large nonstick skillet

over moderately high heat until hot but

not smoking. Add chicken and cook,

turning, until browned on all sides,

about 8 minutes. Transfer to a 6-quart

slow cooker.

Place canned tomatoes, onion, garlic,

chipotle and remaining spice mixture m

a blender. Cover and blend until almost

smootlv, pour over chicken. Add brodi.

Cover and cook, 4 to .'3 hours on low

or 2 to 2'/^ hours on high. Gendy stir in

rice, ccjve'r ;md cook on high, stirring

once, 30 minutes. Turn cooker off, stir

in peas, cover and let stimd 1.5 minutes.

C-ut cheny tomatoes in half and toss

with cilantro; serve over chicken and

l ice with lime wedges on the side.

Per serving: 380 calories, 5 g total fat,

1 g sat fat, 650 mg sodium, 31 g carbs,

63 mg calcium, 110 mg chol, 49 g protein,

3 g fiber CONTINUED



Fresher thinking for fresher bacon.

Introducing the Stay-Fresh Reclosable Tray.

It opens and closes with a snap so

the last slice is as fresh as the first.

You can count on Oscar.
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Briske t and

Red Wine oji-^e

MAKES 6 SERVINGS

Prep time: 15 min

Total time: 10 hrs 15 min

1 (272 lbs) beef brisket

Vj cup dried pitted plums

'/2 cup dried apricot halves

Vz cup dried tart red cherries

1 garlic clove, coarsely chopped

1 cup low-sodium chicken broth

'72 cup dry red wine

1 tablespoon fresh thyme leaves,

plus sprigs for garnish

'A teaspoon ground cinnamon

'/z teaspoon salt

teaspoon freshly ground pepper

2 tablespoons all-purpose flour

Rinse brisket and pat dry. Place in a

5 to 6-quart slow cooker. Top with

plums, apricots, cherries and garlic.

Stir together broth, wine, thyme,

cinnamon, salt and pepper in a small

bowl. Whisk in flour until smooth.

Pour over fruit mixture in cooker.

Cover and cook 9 to 10 hours on low.

Thinly slice beef against con tinuko

CO K" C LLECT ON
3-IN-1 SLOW COOKER
Versatility is what the Hamilton Beac

slow cooker is all about. This

machine offers three bowl sizes-

2-, 4- and 6-quart—each of which

fits into the same base. Slow cookers

work best when three-quarters full, so these options allow you to

return home to perfectly cooked food every time. The beautiful

stoneware bowls can go from slow cooker to table, are oven-safe and

stack for compact storage. Available at www.hamiltonbeach.com.

800-851-8900; $59.99 for white base with earth-tone bowls and

$69.99 for stainless-steel base with black bowls.

SLOW-COOKER GIVEAWAY
Make delicious, hot meals for your family in the handy new 3-in-1 Slow

Cooker from Hamilton Beach that we feature above. Ladies' Home

Journal is giving away five of these machines. For entry details, please

turn to page 213.

Brisket With Fruit and

Red Wine Sauce
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Introduciiig

new Knorr Sides Plus Veggies.

A whole new way to enjoy

two serviiigs of veg^es.

Plump, tender peas. Bright, tasty carrots.

Golden yellow corn. A truly tasty bounty

from the garden nestled in real long-grain rice.

New Knorr Sides Plus Veggies.

Now, get two servings of veggies in every pouch.
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Why diet

hungry?
Here's a way
to sweeten up

your diet.

Post Honey Nut

Shredded Wheat, with its

sweet, crunchy taste, is a

delicious, fiber-rich way to

help keep you satisfied.

the giain and sci-vc with fmit sauce.

G;u iiish with thyme sprigs, if desired.

Per serving; 540 calories, 15 g total fat. 6 g

sat fat. 394 mg sodium. 31 g carbs. 54 mg

calcium, 151 mg chol, 63 g protein, 3 g fiber

Honey-Rosemary Chicken

With Yukon Gold Potatoes

MAKES 6 SERVINGS

Prep time: 20 min

Total time: 8 hrs 20 nnin

12 skinless bone-in chicken

thighs (about 5 lbs)

1 tablespoon vegetable oil

1 pound baby Yukon Gold

potatoes

2 medium onions, cut into thin

wedges

4 garlic cloves, minced

Va cup honey

2 tablespoons fresh lemon juice

2 tablespoons cornstarch

1 tablespoon coarsely chopped

fresh rosemary, plus sprigs for

garnish

1 teaspoon salt

1/4 teaspoon freshly ground

pepper

Rinse -chicken and pat dry. Heat "

'

oil in a large nonstick skillet over

moderately high heat. continued

Honey-Rosemary
Chicken With Yukon

Gold Potatoes

208



07 KF Holdings,

'\ ht your hunger with Post Shredded Wheat. It's loaded with 100 'o whole

|f eat fiber. Experts say foods rich in fiber can help keep you satisfied while

1 J lose weight. So exercise, cut calories and feel deliciously satisfied.

WhyDietHungry.com
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Make a difference!

Participate in Labels for Education'

to earn free stuff for your school!

Get your school's program

started today!

Add chicken and cook, turning, until

browned on all sides, about 8 minutes.

Place the potatoes, onion and garlic

in a 4- to 6-quart slow cooker; top

with chicken.

Stir togetlrer honey, juice,

cornstarch, rosemary, salt and pepper

in a small bowl. Pour over chicken.

Cover and cook, 6 to 8 hours on

low or 3 to 4 hours on liigh. Serve

garnished with rosemary sprigs, ii

desired.

Per serving: 490 calories, 13.5 g total fat,

3 g sat fat, 445 mg sodium, 33 g carbs,

55 mg calcium, 235 mg chol, 57 g protein,

Pulled Pork With Cider-

Baked Beans
MAKES 6 SERVINGS

Prep time: 30 min

Total time: 13 hrs 30 nnin

8 oz dry navy or great northern

beans, picked over

7V2 cups cold water

1 cup chopped onion

2 bacon slices, chopped

3 lbs boneless pork shoulder,

fat trimmed

1 csyp apple cider

cup unsulphured molasses

Va cup firmly packed dark brown

sugar continued

For m:offe> infuimation about

CampbelUs\a&|W for Education'"

• and for Bsfist o|%|^fnt and other

eligible ptx)ducts, call

1~8Q0r424

labelsfo



ih€re'§ no room for arlificial flavors.



AUName Brands!
Hunter Douglas® Levolor® Bali®

American Blinds® Seabrook®

Graber® Waverly® & More

LOWEST PRICE GUARANTEE!

Blinds • Wallpaper * Rugs
Curtains • Framed Art

American
BUNDS, WALLPAPER & MORE

800-621-1770
americanblinds.com

ADDRESS LABELS by FAMILY LABELS®
1
Use Discount Code: LHD & receive 10% Off I .

MERRY CHRISTMAS From THE MILLERS

w \vV '

Matthew Jessica Emily Josh 5parky

Visit us on the web: www.FamilyLabels.cotn
j

Call for 3 Free Color Catalog:1-8Qfl-482-9133

) 633-6789 • lhj@ria-ad$.co

MNAMCIAL SERVICES
[

MONEY PROBLEMS? (800) 404-1589 Guaranteed help
1

now' Solutions, not problems Since 1977, Free, call now

(800) 404-1589

FREEDOM FROM DEBT! Reduce interest, lower credit card

payments, save thousands, non-profit company Free con-

sultation Call (800) 692-0585

LOANS AND GRANTS! $1,000 to $300,000. Poor credit • low

inr.omc accepted Same day processing! Call anytime

(800) 691-0210

GRANT MONEY! Fiom many sources. For individuals.

Personal !i:;Ki:s, education, business Rush SASE: Grants-

FC, P.O Box o!)8. Wew Britain, GT 06050-0458.

i MICASTROLOGY

PROVEN AUTHEffTIO PSYCHICS BY PHONE SINCE 1989.

American Asjoriatio'i of Protession.il Psychics"'

CertifiedPsychics.com (800) 317-8855.

LOVE? CAREER? tiAPPINESS? Call Psychic Source, (866)

554-5793 Auiliei ' v.idings 24/7 New member offer, 10

minutes lor $10 t ' unly 18+

M;l!M(}riU)oriNG

QUIETING IN THE HOME- Get i;oe advice and soundproofing

materials to attain r;iiiet ant' ctop annoying sound (888)

942-7723 wivw.soiJii;iBro (> ny.org

Live your life,

Love yourbath tub

I

Put the smile back
into bathing with a

Premier Walk-hi Tub.

II you slnig^lc taking \()ui t\iih,i.ilk

rivniKT aKuu our cMt-nsiw r.injic iit

'

• l iiitiy ,1 iL'l.iMii}; h.iili A^.nu.

W illi. Hit tiic k.ir ol slippiiij;

<ir l.illiiig

• I lu' w.ilk iinlnor kMiiMv

LMtiiig when t.ikiiij;,! h.itl

•
I )\dl(nhi.T.ip\' H.-t> n|itl(ill

l,.vM,,ilu .ijK^.iiRln.nn^

if

CALL NOW • TOLL FREE

1-800-578-2899
SOURCE CODE 75107

This is the Cancer Survivors

Network^' an online community

where people who've been

touched by cancer can connect

instantly with each other. It's a

place to share experiences, offer

words of encouragement,

and find support. This is the

American Cancer Society.

Hope. Progress. Answers.

1.800.ACS.2345
www.cancer.org
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[
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Ladies' Home Journal Hamilton Beach
3-in-l Slow Cooker Giveaway

Abbreviated Rules
SUBJECT TO OFFICIAL RULES AT WWW.LHJ.COM/SLOWCOOKER

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY TO ENTER OR WIN.

To enter, send a postcard with your name, address, and daytitrie phone number to Ladies'

Home Journal Hamilton Beach 3-in-l Slow Cooker Giveaway, 375 Lexington Avenue. 9th

Floor, New York, NY 10017, The Hamilton 3-in-l Slow Cooker Giveaway begins September
11, 2007 and ends October 9, 2007 Entries must be postmarked on or before October 9,

2007 and received by October 16, 2007 Open to legal residents of the 50 United States,

and the District of Columbia. 21 years or older One entry per household Void where
prohibited. Sponsor: Meredith Corporation.
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loiii PAt'ii (\anipire Soup and llkitk liat 'Ilj.ists)

Voiksliiic Golden I'laid PotiioUlei (item iinniher .'j2!)181).

52 ')> cadi; Ci.ite (s Baiiel. Plastic hat parlv favors. $1.!)!)

pi I li.ig: Party City. !)73 !)8:! 0888 or www.[iartycity.ujiii.

fAGE 194: (.Spidciwch M.iciioiii and Cheese) .Spidei

dislitowei (item iiniiihcr: ;'>.'j;i;i:!h). $7.'j0 foi set of two;

Crate Baiitl. Chinese yo yo f;ivois (item iiiiiiiljcr

1)484 l!)li l!l,'j HI). $1.11!) per pack; Party City PAGE 198:

(Mini IHinipkin Cakes \\'itii l-'oiidantl Mini Bali Pan (item

nnniljer 210.') 17(iO). $10.11!), Wilton. 800 7!)4 .^Slifi oi ww w,

wiitou.eoiii.
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it's rumored this heat-activated

rum contains the super-secret

natokin ingredient (polypeptide

53). This could explain why we love

riVectin®-HS so much.

So which one is the

Inner? Frankly, it's a tough

oice... I love them all. (Although,

would give a slight edge to

latokin* Emulsion For The Face,

cause it's easier to apply.)

hichever one you choose, these

3akthrough topical "Stem Cell"

itions are no ordinary skin creams...

5y really transform the way your

in looks and feels.

I don't know about you
ris,. but I'm ready for something

w, and these breakthrough "Stem

sH" creams are it. See you at the

smetic counter.

ADVERTISEMENT,

zing injectiols iare so last year...

vhen stem-cell creams can give you
d-looking skin rejuvenation"

Dr. Richard Wells, Ph.D. Research Scientist

AMATOKIN^ Emulsion For The Face

Right now, Amatokin is the hottest skin cream in the world. More

than simply reducing the appearance of wrinkles, Amatokin

actually rejuvenates the skin, making it look absolutely radiant.

In fact, when Amatokin premiered at Sephora's flagship store on the

famed Champs-Elysees (under large banners proclaiming "Stem Cells...

The Promise of Skin Rejuvenation"), Parisian women lined up to get their

hands on what was said to be the most profound skin-care keakthrough

in more than three decades.

AMATOKIN.

Emulsion
'0U« Lt VISAGE

EMULSION
fO» THt FACE

vossAmatokin has quite a history. Developed in Russia at the

"super-secret" Research and Production Center for Medical

Biotechnology (a high-security medical lab located 62 miles north

of St. Petersburg, surrounded by razor wire and machine-gun-toting

armed guards... no kidding), the Amatokin peptide (known in official

circles as polypeptide #1 53) was developed as part of ongoing research to help burn victims (interestingly,

today's most important "anti-aging" compounds are derived from burn-related research).

Does it work? Well, if the original Amatokin 153-amino-acid-polvpeptide can help burn victims with serious

scarring and devastated skin, imagine what Amatokin can do for deep creases and an aging complexion.

Cost: $190 for 30 ml (approx. one-month supply). Available at Bloomingdale's. Sephora stores worldwide.

Nordstrom and Macy's, or directly from Voss Labs at Aniatokin.com or by calling 1-800-919-8058.

Revive* Peau Magnifique Youth Recruit

The company claims that Peau Magnifique "recruits youth and resets your skin's 'aging clock' by a

minimum of five years" by utilizing enzymes, so they say, to convert resting, adult stem cells to newly

minted skin cells. ReVive also credits "burn research" as the origin of its Peau Magnifique product.

Cost: $250 per month. But can you believe it? You have to buy a full

6-month cycle for $1 ,500! At Neiman Marcus

Barney's and Bergdorf Goodman.

STRIVECTIN-HS Hydro-Thermal Deep Wrinkle Serum

"

The big question is this: Does StriVectin-HS Hydro-Thermal Deep Wrinkle Serum actually

contain the Amatokin polypeptide?

StriVectin-HS has gained a worldwide reputation as the best deep-wrinkle serum on the market. Why

is it so effective? Well, it's rumored this heat-activated serum contains the super-secret Amatokin ingredient

(polypeptide #153). This could explain why women love StriVectin-HS so much. When asked about the

Amatokin rumor, Klein-Becker spokesperson, Gina Gay responded, "Because of contractual obligations, I am

not permitted to say anything about the Amatokin peptide." If you ask me, I think they've got it.

Cost: $153 for a one-month supply Available at Bloomingdale's, Saks Fifth Avenue, Sephora stores

worldwide and Macy's, or directly from Klein-Becker at StriVectin.com or by calling 1-800-377-2904.

All trademarks are the property of their respective companies. 02007 Aii Rights Reaarved brii 1 02





cAeal Bars ;

X

Get five

the fiber when compared
why we can help satisfy hunger i

lOg protein 3g fiber

140 calories per 35g bar

times

ars. That's

Hogg's and Special K are legistered trademarks o( Kellogg s North Amer.ca

mpany Special K' Cereal Bars contain 2g o' less protein, Ig tibei. and 90

lories per 22g bar. Soutlibeachdiet com/kraft >s32007 Kraft Foods Life is better on tlie Beach



J
Get healthy skin for life

AVEENO- is clinically proven to improve skin's health in one day,

ith significant improvement in two weeks.

before

WI1

after I day after 14 days

Don't just moisturize, improve the hea^h of your skin w^h

AVEENO Daily Moisturizing Lotion. Recommended by

dermatologists for years, the natural oatmeal formula

immediately relieves and protects dry skin by

In a chnical study. 100% of participants showed significant

improvements in the condition of their sfen with daily use.
^pig^ishing moisture and locking it in for a full 24 hours,

Use it every day for healthy beautiful skin that lasts.

"v
Aveen<

/^eeno
ACTIVE NATURALS.

motsturizes for 2* *

secret for healthy, beautiful skin.
Discover natures

For more about the sc.ence beh,nd ACTIVE NATURALS ws,t aveer^o.com

ALLURE Re-.Tlp^' Choice Awcifd Winner - Best My Lotion
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BE ONE IN A MILLION
% NOT ONE OF A MILLION

Treat yourself to collections precisely designed to meet^

your every need for strength, moisture and shine... all in one week:

So you can shine like one in a million.
PANTENE

PRO-V

©2007 P&G -shampoo and conditioner slrenqtn against damage vs non-conditioning shampoo



lURED ON THE COVER ARE INDICATED IN RED

intents
NOVEMBER 2007

your self
INNER LIFE" I he key to creati\ ih, how perfection can

lead to failure, and a no\ el wav to make friends.

THE GRACE TO CARRY ON F,\cn in tlic face of

cancer, i'.d\\aid> finds jo\vin lite. Bv Elizabetli Edwards

WILL THE REAL YOU PLEASE RISE? Kind happiness

b\ lr\ ing on new roles. Bv Lesle\ Dornien

your style
BEAUTY JOURNAL Prettier-looking hands, chapped-

skin .solutions, polishes w ith punch and more! Plus,

w in ;i m.ikcoN cr for \ our famih !

BEAUTY ON A BUDGET Got a dollar? You can look

fabulous w ithout breaking the bank. B)- ]VIand\' Hendrix

SLEEPING BEAUTY Wake up prettier witli these

nighttime hair and .skin treatments. B\- Patricia Re\iioso

IN THE NOW Eet It Shine: Modernize your look with

jewcl-toncd satin for davtinie. By Sue Erneta

FAMILY STYLE MAKEOVER Family Affair: What you

can Icani from these sh lish new looks. Bv Erica Metzger

your family
CAN THIS MARRIAGE BE SAVED?' "He's Threatened

B\ \I\ Success.' B\ C\nthia Hanson

MY LIFE AS A MOM" What Memories Arc Made Of
I he art of not scrapbooking. By Margaret Renkl

HEART OF A HUSBAND" What's in a Nickname?

\\ hat he means h\ "Lambehop." Bv Stephen Fried

ANIMAL AFFAIRS He's Her Hero: A neglected stra\

saxes a life. B\ D. Cameron Lawrence

INTIMACIES Once More With Feeling: Five couples

renew their \ows. B\- Sondra Forsyth

94 MONEY MATTERS W here There's a Will...'I'here's a

wa\ io encounter conflict. Here, .savAA solutions.

B\ C"\nthia Hanson

104 FAMILY FRONT ' .\ Change of Heart: Tw o families

brougiit together by tragedy forge a lifelong bond.

B\ Margaret Renkl
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contents
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your home
122 CRAFTS Out of the Sliadow s: Prett^ shadow boxes to

disphu knickknacks and collectibles. B\ Kieran juska

128 CLOSE TO HOME How a House Becomes a Home:

W hat remodeling taught me about marriage.

B\ Jane Smile\

133 HABITAT FAMILY ,\ Fight for Freedom: A famih'

flees Iraq and finds a ha\en in the United States.

B\ Fascale Le Draoulec

your world

RECIPES
IK THIS ISSUK
• Cola-Basted Ham

• Deep-Fried Turkey

• Double-Chocolate

Gooey Butter Cake

• Green Beans With Red

Potatoes

• Southern Cornbread

Stuffing

• Southern Holiday

Pecans

• Stuffed Cranberry Sauce

• Sweet-Potato Casserole

• Thanksgiving Pumpkin

Pie

• Turkey Potpie

• Wonton Cheese Crisps

138 SPOTLIGHT Carly Simofi's New Song: The singer-

songwriter opens up about her secret stuttering.

B\ )udith Newman

LADIES' MAN C'.ranimcr Lessons: Kel.sey Crammer's

new comedic role, o])positc Evenhody l/)ves

Rarwomh Patricia l leaton. By Da\id Hochman

IN THE NEWS Confessions of a Drunk Dri\ er: hiside

the mmd of a w oman w ho used to drink and drive—

until she got caught.

140

144

your health
166 HEALTH JOURNAL Help for knee pain, advice on

aspirin, update on cold and flu prevention.

170 THE NEW SILENT EPIDEMIC Diabetes: Are you at

risk:' Here's how to fight it. B\ Janis Graham

182 WHEN YOUR PERIOD GOES HAYWIRE When erratic

cv clcs arc normal — and not. By Linda Marsa

foodyour
^ 199 "THANKSGIVING IS MY FAVORITE HOLIDAY" Paula

Deen siiares delicious recipes for a Southern feast—

from stuffing to puniiikin pie. By Sherrv' Suib Cohen

m eyery issue
6 MASTHEAD
8 EDITOR'S WELCOME
220 WHERE TO FIND IT

222 HOW AMERICA LIVES

Paula Deen ohotographed exclusively for Ladies ' Home

. -a/ by Alan Richardsop Hair: Jamie Cnbbs. Makeup:

Courtney Fix Prop and Fashion Stylist: Brandon Branch Food

Stylist: Virginia W ins On Paula: ^~ ng and earrings. Michael Ross

To Get the Look, Try Merle Norman: Face: Lux va Timeless

Foundation m Creamy Beige, $29 Cheeks: Luxiva Creme Blush

in SDice Chiffon, $14.50 Eyes: Luxiva Luminous Trio in Grape

Expectations, $20 Lips: Moist Lip Color in Cupid's Kiss. $12,50.

WWW.LHJ,COM
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Today flawless feels

weightless
for up to

16
perfect

hours

^ ColorStay Makeup
• Patented SoftFlex formula guarantees

a light, comfortable feel

• 2 specific skin type formulas

Stay shine-free with Combination/Oily

Stay cake-free with Normal/Dry

• 32 beautiful, long-wearing shades

J J J J J J ^ J

OFT
FLEX

REVLON

REVION
ColorStay*

Makeup
with SoftFlex

SPF6

REVION
ColorStay®

Makeup
with SoftFlex

SPF 15

Normal/

Dry Skin

(1
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^ome

Winner? of our Si . Health Breakthrough

\\vards fathered in New York Cit\' to be honored by us in

Aus;ust. (You can read die full details about tliese doctors re-

markable contributions in oui- September 2007 issue.) I was

struck b\- how humble, sincere and personable each one of

diem was-and die>- could be forgiven some airs, considering

that the\- are each saving and improving die lives of genera-

tions of .Americans! The doctors were also delighted to meet

one aiiodier. soniediing diat die siloed world of medicine does

not al\\ a\-s allow for. There were even munnurings among

^ . I, AH. ^<,i^ diem about possibly work-
Rosalie and John Atkinson cele- r /

brated 60 years of marriage by ing on research projects to-

joining me at our Celebrate gether in the fiiture, taking

Your Love event in the Bahamas
^^^^^ l^.

last year. For their love story o
£,

and others', see pages 84 to 90. mentary disciphnes. tor

Ladies ' Home Journal and

our mission of health

advocacy, thai would be a

wondcrftil breakdirough!

Deborah Norville, the

two-timc Emmy-winning

liost of Insulc Edition, was

my cohost at the awards

lunch, and she brought

tremendous verve and

spirit to the proceedings. I

was very grateful to have

her with us and, in fact,

Thank You Power is the

name of her new book (in

Do you love to get

your hands on a

great book but

don't always know

which to choose?

Let us help! Go to

www.lhj.com/books

to find our regular

column Books We
Love, with reviev\/s

by Ladies' Home
Journal editors.

You'll find recom-

mendations for

novels, mysteries,

memoirs and much,

much more.

Below: Our second annual

Health Breakthrough award-

ees gathered in August. Top

row from left: Dr. MInesh

Mehta, Dr. T. Rock Mackie,

Dr. Mark Smith, LHJ Publish-

er Julie PInkwater, Dr. Ethel

Siris, Dr. Craig Feied, Dr.

Constance Lehman, LHJ Pub-

lishing Director Jeannine

Shao Collins, me. Seated:

Deborah Norville, Dr. Bar-

bara Goff, Dr. Anthony Atala,

Dr. Marianne J. Legato, LHJ

Health Director Julia Kagan.

stores now). See page 12 for a Q&A
with Norville and the bottom of this

page for a chance to win one of 50 free

copies of her book.

Youll find critically important health

coverage in this issue, as always, but especially

during November-American Diabetes Month-don't miss

our lifesaving report starting on page 170.

Diaiu Salvatore, Editor-in-Chief

Write to me at lhj.deardiane@meredith.com

The Elizabeth Edwards Story Continues..

he paperback edition of Elizabeth Edwards's best-selling memoir.

Saving Graces: Finding Solace and Strength From Friends and

Strangers, is in bookstores now. It includes a new postscript in which

the wife of presidential candidate John Edwards opens up about

what life has been like for her and her family after she discovered that

her breast cancer had spread to her bones. You can find an excerpt

from this profoundly moving chapter starting on page 14. Plus, 50

readers can win the book by following the directions below.

Subiect to Offcal Rules at w^^Mcom/freebooXs. No purchase necessary to enter or w,n. To enter send ^

name, address, e-ma. address Copt.onal) and dayt.r^e phone number to Lad,es- Home Journal

OR Lakes' Home Journal Sav.ng Graces Book Giveaway. 375 Lex.ngton Avenue. 9th Floor New York^

^I^^^Book Giveaways
must be sent separately for each book giveaway you w,sh to enter The T.ank You Power and Saving Graces

^ f̂^^^^
beg,n Octobe. 9, 2007, and end November 13. 2007 Entr.es must be postmarked on or before N°^«""t>^^J^^^2007.

and rece.^^^^^^

by November 20, 2007 Open to legal residents of the 50 United States, and the D.stnct of Columbia, 21 years or older One entry

oer household ce' sv.eeostakes Void //nere orohibited Sponsor Meredith Corporation

ellzabet

fV To subscribe to Ladies' Home Journal for yourself or a friend, go to WWW.LHJ.COM/SUBSCRIBE
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riders new ultra fit

INSTANTLY
SLIMSYOU

INNOVATIVE TUMMY CONTROL PANEL

NO-GAP WAISTBAND

SLIMMING STRETCH DENIM

THE MAKERS
q/t

Lee



14 S TO A WORLD
ITHOUT BITTERNESS.

It's our best Maxwell House ever.

w roasted with 100% Arabica beans, known

be the finest coffee beans in the world,

r a full flavor without bitterness.

IT'S A NEW NG. BREW SOME GOOD.

1.
brewsomegood.com
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Inner Life

ATITUDE

Norville's

book—see
details on
page 8.

It s easy to remember to give thanks this time of year, but it's worth your

while to count your blessings every day. In her new book, Thank You

Power. Deborah Norville, anchor of Inside Edition, explores how being

grateful for the little things can change your life in a big way.

LjCldi -lo. What

sparked your interest in the power

of gratitude?

D ?bc''al"' Norwi'le: in my own
life I started to notice that when

I was more positive and grateful,

good things would happen to

me. But I wondered if my mind

was playing a game with me—the

same way my little boy is sure that

wearing his lucky jersey helps him

score. So I started reading through

scientific journals and talking to

researchers and discovered that

there was real science behind

what my intuition was picking up.

LHJ; What did the experts find?

DN: Studies show that people

who express gratitude are happier,

which can cause them to think

better. When we're happy, the

chemical dopamine is released in

the part of the brain that stimulates

logic and reason. Researchers also

found that people who focus on

what they're thankful for are more

resilient. It's as if gratitude acts like

a shield against stress.

LHJ: What's the one thing each

of us can do to gain the benefits

of counting our blessings?

DN: At the end of the day do

a "gratitude check." Jot down
three things that happened for

which you are grateful in a little

notebook. Doing this forces

you to focus on what went right

that day and puts your mind on

something positive just before

you go to sleep. —Kimberly Papa

Getting Cozy With a NeW CrOWd
The members of the

book club you just

joined are swooning

over The Memory
Keeper 's Daughter.

which you loathed.

Best advice, if you

want to make friends?

Hold your tongue. A
recent study shows
that opposition to a

new group member is

a common defense

mechanism among
regulars who see the

newbie as an outsider,

no matter how well

considered her opin-

ion. Even if one person

in the group thinks

the novel is as dreadful

as you do, keep your

thoughts to yourself.

"There is a strong

sense of 'It's okay if we
say it, but you can't,'

"

says study coauthor

Matthew Hornsey, Ph.D.,

a social psychologist

at the University of

Queensland, in Aus-

tralia. Until group

members get to know
and trust you better,

the most welcome
contribution you can

make to gatherings is

a platter of cookies.

—Nicole McGovern

Name Your
Problem
If you call your closest girlfriend

to vent about your husband's

diehard devotion to golf, you

know it's a relief to express your

feelings. Now researchers have

discovered why. According

to a recent study from UCLA,

attaching words to a feeling

reduces activity in the part of the

brain that controls our biological

response to emotions, such as

increased heart rate when we're

angry. "Expressing your feelings

in words short-circuits the body's

reaction by preventing stress

hormones from being released

says lead author Matthew D.

Lieberman, an associate professor

of psychology there. So share

your woes with a friend, but

make sure you aren't obsessing.

"Spending too much time

focusing on somethmg is not

good because it evokes the

experience all over again," says

Dr. Lieberman. —Jennifer Castoro
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CE
To Carry On

Last March

Elizabeth

Edwards got

the news that

every cancer

patient

dreads—her
breast cancer

had spread

to her bones

and was
considered

incurable. Here,

she opens

up about the

love that

saves her

'I
t was Valentine's Day, andJohn and I were sitting across from

J each other in a Los Angeles restaurant, not cuddling in the

^ way of new lovers, but looking at each other's faces in the way
% of long-time comfortable lovers. The conversation was easy;

1 even the pauses were fuU-of history and love.

For that diimer I had flown across the country to be with him
in California, where he was campaigning, and he had made me
awfully glad I had. We'd talked and laughed, and I suppose we
mtist have eaten, too. He'd reached across the table to take my
hand and kiss my fingenip.*: in the gende way he has always had.

It seemed to us that even in this Los Angeles restaurant on a busy
night, we were all alone, and just as in love as on our

first Valentine's Day. in 1975. By ELIZABETH
I thought back to that night as he and I sat. just over Edv\'ARDS

a month later, in a small holding room at

UNC hospital in Chapel Hill. My biopsy

results had shown precisely what our radi

ologist had said they would: that the breast

cancer that I'd discovered in 2004 and been

treated for throughout the following year

was now in my bones.

The biopsy was followed by a CT scan,

which looked at my soft tissue and organs

to see where else the cancer had surfaced.

What was the likelihood, John and I each

wondered silently—because nei-

ther of us could say it aloud—that

it had reappeared continued
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in more than one place in my bones but nowhere in m)- organs?

Wliile we waited for my oncologist. Lisa Carey, to come over

from her morning clinic to tell us what she'd found, we simply

held on to each other. It was impossible to look right atJohn and

impossible not to tr\' to soak in every bit of his face, his eyes, his

haiiline-untamable like our son Wade's. He stroked my face, in

love and in fear. For a few minutes it was justJohn and me.

But we were not really alone, of course, any more than we had

been in lhat L.A. restaurant. Over die years the circle that had

Edwards with he^^n Jack, 7,

on th&^fampaign bus in lowal

When Fve needed strength,
God lent me john, and it

IS John who will fight for
THE THINGS WE CARE ABOUT

been just the two of us had expanded, again and again, to let in

the good-hearted people who wanted to wish us well, wanted to

share a piece of themselves with us-the nurses at the hospital, our

campaign staff, even the strangers who'd approached us that

night in the restaurant to say hello and to ask about my health

and to tell me they'd been praying for me. (I hadn't known I was
lying when I'd said I was fine.)

Wc spend our lives weaving a tapestry- of sorts. Tlie largest

ribbons of color are our family and closest friends. But a tapes-

ti-\ made up ofjust these people has gaps. The other people we
wea\ c into our li\ es-some onlv as thin threads-are what srive

our life its texture and its strength. They fill the gaps in the most
amazing ways. I'lieir colors reflect on the ribbons and on us.

Weaving them into our tapestry creates foi

each of us a magnificent, dense and

interesting life.

And when life takes a wrong turn, that

tapestry becomes a blanket that we can

wrap around us or a safety net into which

we can fall. As I have so many times.

L
isa is beautiful, like the movie

version of an oncologist, and she

is measured and precise. She sat

bfefore us and spoke slowly and

carefully. "We have been through

all the scans. There were some small spots

in your lung, as there are on most people's.

They could be cancer, but in truth they

could be a lot of other things. If I had seen

them without your bone scans, I would

have told you to come back in six months."

That is good, I thought, careful Lisa is not

alarmed. But I was still waiting for the guil

lotine to drop, waiting for the list of places

in my body that were not capable of being

swept under the rug. She paused, and our

breadoing stopped. The pause went on too

long. John and I gripped each other's hands

This was where Lisa would say that the

scan had lit up with recurrences like a

Christmas tree.

Instead she said, "That's it." That was all

there was. In a world that is far too relative,

this was perhaps the most relative moment
of all: The cancer had metastasized, but not

as badly as we had feared. An immediate

death sentence had been lifted. We knew
the devil we faced, and, though there was

no doubt that the devil held the better hand

in the long run, we had not yet lost to it. We
were nearly jubilant.

Cancer as a gift is something

that I read about, as my can-

cer community—and we are

all connected—struggles to

see a silver Uning. The gift is

an appreciation of our own mortality and

therefore an increased appreciation of the

davs we have. We would continued

ill
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trade it all for the peace of good
health, but I can watch my husband
comb our 7-year-old sonJack's hair,

and I can listen to our 9-year-old.

Emma Claire, sing a birthday card
she received first to the tune of '"O.

Christmas Tree" and then in rap
and I can see my elder daughter
Cate's number come up on the tele-

phone and feel a little explosion of
happiness inside me. Maybe I would
have felt the same way before, but I

thmk I feel these small joys more
keenly now.

In April, about a month after we
found out that my cancer had
spread. John gave a speech at the
South Carolina Democratic Con-
vention, an annual meeting of the
state's Democrats. Afterward he
and I had to go our separate wavs
for a week. We walked out from the

crowds and the cameras together,

and I turned and said, "This is

where we split." He wrapped me in

his arms, we kissed and we each put
our hands on our hearts. We have
always done that; it just hasn't al-

ways meant as much to me as it

does now. Hozo much of my remaining

life is that week fl thought.

I have been criticized for saying
of Wade's death that the wind that

swept his car from the road back in

1996 was a metaphor for the hand
of God. Now. I don't think God lit-

erally reached out His hand and
struck Wade. But I know He did
not stop the wind from blowing or
the car from flipping or the boy
from dying. And I know that He
will not stop me, or any of us, from
dying. He will, however, if we ask
Him, give us strength to face what-
ever is before us. I have asked for

that, and He has sent me you, all

the friends and strangers, all the
people who have sent magnificent

letters and e-maiJs, all the support-
ers in rope lines and airports and
grocery stores who smile when they
see me. or cry when they see me,
but who always hug me.
And He lent me John. I believe

that when I have needed strength.

God lent me John. IVhen I needed
understanding. God lent me John.
When I was imperfect and needed
to be loved nonetheless. God lent
me John. And when I do die. it is

John who will keep fighting for all

the things we have cared about so
deeply. Will he decide to throw out
the carefully marked boxes that go
with the Hallmark ornaments?
Probably. Will he decide that there
are too many markers in the drawer
in the project room? Surely. Will he
decide we have too many books? I

hope not. But more importantly,
will he stop fighting for equality
and opportunity and respect for
each of us? That would break my
heart. Will he stop caring about the

single mothers he saw at the self-

help center in Madison or the chil-

dren trying to go to school squatting
on mats in a dusty market square in

Delhi? He can't. It is one of the
reasons we cannot stop now. while I

live; it would give him permission
to stop when I die.

I keep waiting for the way this

story ends. There is no real end, I

suppose, for like each of us. I start

each day with die hope that it will be
good and full, and I end each day
with a prayer for another day like

the one I just had. ^

Copyright by Elizabeth Edwards.
Postscript copyright 2007 by Elizabeth
Edwards. From the book Saving Graces
by Elizabeth Edwards, published by
Broadway Books, a division of Random
House. Inc. Reprinted with permission.
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Tn\WlLL THE

Real
You

Please Rise?
Are you secretly harboring a

fantasy self who's more
passionate or playful, forceful or
funny, demanding or daring than

you actually are? Let your
daydreams help pave the way

to greater happiness

Deborah Henley is a 56-year-

old geriatrics nurse in Avon-

dale, Arizona, who thrills to

the sound of applause. The
applause emanates not from

her grateful patients but from the apprecia-

tive audience of her imagination: a Broad-

way theater crowd giving her a standing

ovation. "I can hear them clap and feel

their admiration of my singing and danc-

ing," she says. Henley doesn't actually sing

or dance and has never set foot onstage.

The last time she saw a Broadway musical

was as a teenage Girl Scout on an outing

from Philadelphia. In her fantasies, though,

she's a star

Twelve years married, with children,

Henley has no plans to run away to 42nd
Street or even to try out for a local produc-

tion. Fact is, she loves her quiet life. "I've

been a nurse my whole career, and I get a

lot of satisfaction from my job."

Like Henley, many of us indulge in

reveries involving alternate versions of

ourselves, whether they are fleeting visions

or elaborate scenarios. Henley, whose
daydreams tend toward the latter, imag-
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les entire original productions in which

he is the star, "replete with colorful

ostumes and specific songs and story

nes " she says. "I do it when I'm at work,

r gardening, and sometimes at night

/hen I'm in bed.'

It's clear that such imaginings can be a

lealthy way to enrich our lives, says New
!brk City psychotherapist Sheenah Han-

in, Ph.D., author of Complete Confidence. As

vith the pretend play of childhood, our

onjured selves allow us to try on inviting

lersonalities or enjoy the excitement of dar-

ng acts and adventures. They're also a

imple way to break out of our routines and

hange our mood. "My fantasy is a source

)f private pleasure," Henley says, "as well

IS a stress reliever."

Maybe at work you're a predictable people

)leaser, but in your head you rehash m;my a

neeting. wishing you had taken a

)assionate stance instead. Or maybe

you're a social sweetie pie. secredy

harboring a wish to be steely and coldliearted. icily dispatching

rude clerks with withering one-liners. After all. a fantasy self isn't

necessarily a model citizen. She's simply a piece of yourself you've

suppressed, eitlier out of fear, neglect or practicality.

A friend of mine whose workaday persona tends more toward

the well-tailored suit and conser\^ati\e pumps reveds her secret

self in brief glimpses. "I have these crazy polka-dot flats with pat-

ent-leather bows diat I bought on impulse and wear onl\' occasion-

ally," she says. When she does, those whimsical polka dots

represent the fashionista she "coulda woulda shoulda been" peek-

ing through. "I wish I had the courage to indulge my eccentric

fashion taste more oiten." she admits.

Although a fantasy self can remain a playful glimmer in your

peripheral vision, it can also assert itsell and lorce a metamorpho-

sis in your life. Rhonda Foote. 44. from Croghim, New York, has

always had a vision of the person she aspired to be. "In my early

2()s I aspired to be a boiicmian pcxn. a free spirit with glamorous

friends and no real lies or worries." she says. In her 3()s Foote

married, became a dance instructor and even established a dance

compcmy of her own. She became a poet after her daughter, now

10. was diagnosed widi congenital scoliosis. Writing poetry be-

came her 2 release from the stress of seeing her daughter

through multiple surgeries.

But Foote s fantasN- self, far from staying stuck in some time

warp, also lias evolved with life's twists and turns. In her

By Li;SLL^ 2()s Rhonda pictured herself blissfully married to a hero

DORMKN on a white horse \v4u) had whisked her off her ciontinl i-.d
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feet. Now. having come through a divorce, she's in a loving rela-

tionship that's closer to her current idyllic vision: a sharing, equal

partnership. And while her dance company is thriving, it's not

exactly as Foote originally imagined it-cutting-edge, elite, com-
petitive. Instead, it's innovative in its outreach efforts. "'We do all

kinds of benefits for the community'," she says. Foote believes that

as fantasies change you, you change drem. "The closer I become
to the person I imagiire myself to be, the happier I feel."

B\- recognizing a fantasy, you can help open a door to greater

happiness. As researchers who study happiness are discovering,

factors such as income, marital status, religion and education

contribute less to an individual's personal satisfacdon than one
might think. Often it is experience that fulfills us. By shifting our
conception of how to find personal happiness away from fixing

what's wrong with each

of us and toward devel-

oping what is right, we
create the possibility for

fulfillment.

A happy life includes

the pursuit of a talent,

active engagement with

family and friends and

participation in groups

and social life. In one

study Jonathan Haidt,

Ph.D., an associate pro-

fessor of psychology' at

the University of Virgin-

ia, asked research partici-

pants how they felt when
they saw evidence of "humanity's better nature." His subjects

recounted seeing people helping someone poor, sick or stranded.

They responded with things like, "My spirit was lifted" and
"I wanted to be more like her."

Our fantasy selves can embody the qualities we truly aspire to

in otir hearts, if not always in our deeds, such as compassion and
goodwill. "I was going down a staircase recently when I noticed

an older woman with a big bag and a cane." says my friend. "In

my head I could see this mini movie of myself smiling at the

woman and helping her down those stairs, but I did nothing. I

remember feeling self-conscious, intrusive and cautious." she
admits. "But at that moment I wished I were the kind of person
who would stop and help a stranger, and I vowed that I wouldn't
let such an easy opportunity to help slip away like that again."

It s amazing, when you think about it, that these little dress

rehearsals of alternate personas pop into our heads at all.

burbling up through the clutter of everyday business to grab our
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attention. By acknowledging these glimpsj

es, whatever their source, we enable ouJ
fantasy self to guide us toward healthy^

transformation.

No one's saying that change comes easily.

After all. life gives us limited time and
resources to create just one self, let alone to

allow for the development of other selves

we might become. Nature is responsible for

a chunk of who we become, passing down
Dad's sunny disposition or Mom's shrewd

caution. Bu| luck and timing exert huge
influences on the shape of a life.

"The abihty to take a risk and make a

change is a key to maturity," says Dr. Han-
kin. If your fantasy self mingles with

strangers in total charm and ease while

your real self is more timid, take a small

social risk every day and coax her out of

hiding. "Talk to one person you don't

know and you'll find that most respond

positively," Dr. Hankin says. Socializing

will become easier and you'll boost your

own happiness quotient.

The happiest individuals, in fact, are the

ones who come closest to living their posi-

tive fantasies. But even getting to know
just what those desires are takes persis-

tence: You must practice the art of listen-

ing closely to yourself without judgment.

"Every aspect of yourself has something to

contribute if you describe it freshly and

without censure," explains Ann Weiser

Cornell, author of The Power ofFocusing.

As for myself, I like the idea that there

are unhatched selves inside me, biding

their time, waiting for the moment when I

am ready to help them sprout into being.

This is not to say that every day in every

way I want to be a better person. There

are some fantasy me's, I suspect, who
would prefer to be a little scandadous. For

the time being, I'm simply copying what

my yoga instructor does in class each time

I attempt to master a perfect tree pose:

paying attention deeply, trying to get the

hang of what I'm doing, and wobbling as I

stretch toward change.
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;n'tKnow
d reflux may be damagin
esophagus.
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NEXIUM can heal the damage caused by acid reflux disease.

If you suffer from acid reflux disease — persistent heartburn 2 or more days a week, despite treatment

and diet change — you could have damage to your esophagus and not even know it. This damage can occur

over time from acid wearing away the lining of the esophagus, and if left untreated, it could get worse. About

1 in 3 people with acid reflux disease have this condition,* called erosive esophagitis. Only your doctor can

determine if you have this condition.

However, one prescription NEXIUM pill a day not only can provide 24-hour heartburn relief, but for many,

can heal even the most severe erosions in the esophagus caused by acid reflux. Most erosions heal in

4 to 8 weeks. Your results may vary.

NEXIUM has a low occurrence of side effects, which may include headache, diarrhea,

and abdominal pain. Symptom relief does not rule out other serious stomach conditions.

Please read the important Product Information about NEXIUM on

the adjacent page and discuss it with your doctor.

For a FREE TRIAL OFFER, visit purplepill.com

or call 1-888-PURPLEPILL (888-787-7537).

Ifyou are without prescription coverage and can 't afford your

medication, AstraZeneca may be able to help.

•Source: AstraZeneca Data on File: DA-NEX-58

IMexTiim®
(esomeprazole magnesium)

AstraZeneca



IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT NEXIUMi

Piease rt^u uus summary carefully and

then ask your doctor about NEXIUM.

No advertisement can provide all the

information needed to determine if a drug

is right for you. This advertisement does

not tal<e the place of careful discussions

with your doctor. Only your doctor has the

training to weigh the risks and benefits of

a prescription drug.

WHAT IS NEXIUM?

NEXIUM IS a type of medicine called a proton pump

inhibitor (PPI) and is used to treat acid reflux

disease, also known as gastroesophageal reflux

disease (GERD). GERD is a chronic condition that

occurs when acid from the stomach backs up into

the esophagus (food pipe) causing symptoms, such

as heartburn, or changes to the lining of the

esophagus. Common symptoms include frequent

and persistent heartburn, a sour or bitter taste in

the mouth, and difficulty swallowing.

For adults. NEXlUt^ is prescribed for the treatment

of GERD symptoms NEXIUM may also be

prescribed to heal acid-related damage to the lining

of the esophagus (known as erosive esophagitis),

and to maintain this healing. Studies with NEXIUM

did not go beyond 6 months.

For adolescents 12 to 17. NEXIUM is approved for

the short-term treatment (up to 8 weeks) of GERD.

NEXIUM is available in two dosage strengths

(20 mg and 40 mg). Only your doctor can prescribe

the dose that's right for you.

HOW DOES NEXIUM WORK?
The lining of your stomach has millions of

special cells. They make acid through "acid

pumps." This acid is produced to help digest the

food you eat. Sometimes the acid backs up into

your esophagus, causing you to feel a burning

sensation of heartburn. Over time, acid can

wear away or erode the lining of the esophagus.

This condition, called erosive esophagitis (or EE),

is a more serious effect of acid reflux disease,

and only a doctor can determine if you have

this damage.

NEXIUM can turn off some of these acid pumps.

This reduces the chance of heartburn and other acid

reflux disease symptoms For many people, one

NEXIUM pill a day can relieve heartburn symptoms

for 24 hours.

For patients with EE. NEXIUM heals most erosions

in the esophagus within 4 to 8 weeks Your results

may vary

WHO SHOULD NOT TAKE NEXIUM?

You should not take NEXIUM if you:

have ever had an allergic reaction to the

active ingredient, esomeprazole magnesium

trihydrate

have ever had an allergic reaction to any of

the following inactive ingredients in NEXIUM

(including the capsule shells); glyceryl

monostearate 40-55, hydroxypropyl cellulose,

hypromellose, magnesium stearate, methacrylic

acid copolymer type C, polysorbate 80, sugar

spheres, talc, triethyl citrate, gelatin, FD&C Blue

#1, FD&C Red #40, D&C Red #28, titanium

dioxide, shellac, ethyl alcohol, isopropyl alcohol,

n-butyl alcohol, propylene glycol, sodium

hydroxide, polyvinyl pyrrolidone, and D&C

Yellow #10.

are allergic to any PPI medication

are younger than 12 years of age

are pregnant, think you may be pregnant,

or are planning to become pregnant

are breast-feeding

HOW SHOULD I TAKE NEXIUM?

NEXIUM should be taken only when prescribed

by a doctor Follow his or her instructions about

when and how to take NEXIUM. If you are unsure or

have questions, ask your doctor.

One NEXIUM pill should be taken once per day,

or as prescribed by your doctor Take it at least

1 hour before a meal. Swallow the pill whole.

If you have a hard time swallowing the pill, you can

empty it into a tablespoon of applesauce Be sure

to eat it right away. Never chew or crush it. Never

store it for later use.

WHAT SHOULD I TELL MY DOCTOR

BEFORE TAKING NEXIUM?

Before taking your medication, tell your doctor

if you;

are taking any other medication, including

any over-the-counter (OTC) medication

have suffered any allergic reaction to

any medication

have or have had severe liver damage

are pregnant, think you may be pregnant,

or are planning to become pregnant

are breast-feeding

are taking a blood thinner (such as Coumadin®

or warfarin)

are taking a drug to treat or prevent fungal

infections (such as ketoconazole)

are taking a drug for HIV treatment called

atazanavir

Visit www.purplepiH.com. Or, call the Information Center

at AstraZeneca toll-free at 1-800-236-9933.

WHAT ARE THE POSSIBLE SIDE

EFFECTS OF NEXIUM?

In adults, side effects with NEXIUM may include

headache, diarrhea, and abdominal pain.

In adolescents 12-17. side effects with NEXIUM

may include headache, diarrhea, abdominal pain,

and nausea.

NEXIUM may cause other side effects besides

those listed here. If you have any side effects

or symptoms that you are concerned about,

talk with your doctor.

Symptom relief with NEXIUM does not mean

other serious stomach conditions do not exist.

DL

HOW SHOULD I STORE NEXIUM?

NEXIUM should be stored at room temperature

(25°C, 77°F). Keep your pills in the bottle they car

in. Keep the pills away from children. If your doctoj

tells you to stop treatment, throw out the pills. Do

not take your pills after the date of expiration on th^

bottle has passed.

WHERE CAN I GET MORE
INFORMATION ABOUT NEXIUM?

Talk to your doctor about NEXIUM. You can

obtain full prescribing information and other

details by visiting www.purplepill.com or

calling 1-800-236-9933.

GENERAL ADVICE

It IS important to take NEXIUM as prescribed and

to discuss any changes you experience while

taking NEXIUM with your doctor You should only

use NEXIUM for a condition for which it has been

prescribed. Do not give NEXIUM to other people,

even if they have the same medical condition you

have. Keep NEXIUM and all medicines out of the

reach of children.

NOTE: This summary provides important

information about NEXIUM. For more

information, please ask your health

care professional or doctor about the full

prescribing information and discuss it with

him or her.

NEXIUM Is a registered trademark of ttie AstraZeneca group

of companies

Coumadin is a registered trademark of Bristol-Myers Squibb

Company,

©2007 AstraZeneca Pharmaceuticals LP. All rights reserved,

AstraZeneca Pharmaceuticals LP, Wilmington, DE 19850

Rev; 06/07 251785

IMexiiim.
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in Charleston,
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Getaway Package for Four

Explore the historic city of

Charleston during this

special getaway at the scenic

HarbourView Inn!

Goto
www.TravelMeredith.com/winSC

Grand prize includes:

• Two nights' accommodations for

four at the scenic HarbourView Inn

In Charleston's Historic District

(based on double occupancy!

• Airfare for four on AirTran Airways

• Daily Signature

Silver Service

Port side

Breakfast

delivered to

your room
• All day snacks,

flavored iced

teas, freshly baked cookies each day
• Wine and Cheese Reception

• Evening Turn Down Service with

lightweight waffle weave robes

and a sweet dream treat

• Complimentary History Walking Tours

^Soutti Carolina "^^^g^

Trail

Subiect to Othcial Rules and entry at www IravelmeredtTh com. wmSC

No purchase necessary to enter or wm Tlie Escape lo Luxur> tn

Ctiarleston South Carolina' Sweepstakes Degins September 15. 2007

and ends December 31, 2007 Entries rnust be received by n 59 p m

C T , on December 31 2007 Open to legal residents o1 the 50 Uniioo

States, and the District ol Columbia 2l years or older One entry per

household Void where prohibited Operator Meredith Corporation

Your health
IS our top

priority.

Heaiia.com

HeaK
m



noLinshment,

dove pro-age' beauty body lotion.

'skin what it needs now. plenty of glycenn. o.ive oil. AHAs and SPFfor
"
c! faster surface cell turnover, dove pro-age. beauty has no age limit.

VIO'

dove pro-age skin
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Beauty Director

Patricia Reynoso

YOUNGER-LOOKING HANDS
e smooth hands just as much as the next woman but I've always

jnd hand cream to be dull and uninspiring. My, how things have
cnanged! These days they're as jam-packed with antiaging
ingredients as the finest face creams, making me jump to attention.
My new favorite is RoC's Retinol Correxion Hand Repair with SPF 15,

S14.99. Not only is the teeny packaging purse-friendly, but this hand
cream also features two ingredients proven to help keep skin
looking young: SPF and retinol, a derivative of vitamin A that firms
your skin and diminishes the look of spots. Sign me up!

1
1

i

ENTER OUR FAMILY STYLE MAKEOVER
Check out our fourth annual Family Style Makeover winners on pages 45 to 53. Next year could be your chance to win!

Cend us a 200-word essay explaining why your family needs a makeover and how Ladies' Home Journal can help you
Owith fashion and beauty tips. We also need a recent snapshot of your family (no more than six members). Then fill out
the entry form below. All entry materials must be original and unpublished and may not have already won any prize or award

UPDATE FROM 2004 FAMILY:

"The best part of the experience is

that I found the old me who loves to

shop and dress up. Now I take better

care of me!" says Alexandra

Cernkovic. of Tarpon Springs, Florida.

UPDATE FROM 2005 FAMILY:

Beth Ferreira, of Springfield, Vermont,
says, "The makeover was a very

special family memory for us. And
getting all the packages of clothes in

the mail felt like Christmastime!"

UPDATE FROM 2006 FAMILY:

"I loved the photo shoot . . . very fun

to 'model.' I use all the great makeup
and fashion advice when I teach

during the school year," says Kerry

Johnson, of Park Rapids, Minnesota.

4

Mail to: Ladies' Home Journal Family Style Makeover Contest,
375 Lexington Avenue, 9th Floor, New York, NY 10017

Name:

Address:

Daytime telephone:

E-mail address:

Occupation:

Age:

If married, husband's name, age, occupation:

K)0 7 ofJ r.' r """^ ^^""''^ Makeover Contest, Attn
: Beauty Dept., 375 Lexington Avenue. 9th Floor. Nev. York, NY

entr ^s mu^ ll;

^v.;K.J/,yrom/?am,/ysfy/e, Contest begins 9/11/07 and ends 12/11/07 Onlme entnes must be received by 11.59 p.m. E.T. on 12/11/07. Mailentn must
.. . .

.ma -ec by 1//11/07 and received by 12/18/07 Person submitting entry must be legal U S. resident, 21 years or older. Void where prohibited
: -

ie..._-.
y to enter or win One entry per family Sponsor Meredith Corporation. Des Moines, low/a. For official rules, go to www.lh/ com/familystyle

maBai check out previous Family Style Makeover winners at www.lhj.com/familystyle

28 -ADIES' HOME .C'URNAL
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What makes
Axxium perfect
for your nails?

AXXIUM is the perfect way to

protect and strengthen your own
nails to help them grow longer.

If you want longer nails instantly,

ask your salon professional to

use Axxium with nail tips to

create extensions.

You can wear AXXIUM for 2 to 3
weeks before returning to the

salon for simple maintenance.
That means you can go from
Christmas through New Year's

with fabuksus nails.

Nail Lacquer aipplications actui

last longer on AXXIUM gels than
on your own nails, so you don't

need to worry about a chipped
manicure.

No. AXXIUM gels are odor-free,

making for a releixing salon

experience.

4

YOUR NAILS
ONLV DtiER

AXXiuiV! GbL S YSTEM By OPt

oxxium
GEL SYSTEM

You can finally have the nails you want. If you love the

iool< of natural nails but don't love the way yours look, I've

got a great beauty tip for you. Now there's a new

generation of gels - so natural, only you and your nail

professional will know you're wearing them. Strong,

beautiful, ali-or'p-!pngth natural nails can h.- 'iHi, uit

; grow and maintain. Yc

ninds for so many things t.t;y uay,

eluding working on the computer,

ciafting, and digging in your purse,

that nails often suffer

Available only at r )

.alons, Axxium acts as . . c

layer of protection for your nails,

keeping them strong so that they can

::ow without breaking. Plus, Axxium

ives your nails incredible shine.

And mv favorite part is that

'I't even know you're wearing

/Xxxium gels are virtually

weightless, and the finish is so

sheer and flawless that your own

ails show through.

k your salon professional for an

lum Go' System service by OPI

AXXIUM gels may be worn on their own for a smnlv bcaulif ;i look Or, top with one of

OPI s HOLIDAY IN HOLLYWOOD xtra holiday dazzle'

A.J ML

FROM LEFT TO RIGHT

GLAMOUR REDS
No Autogfdphs, Please. Call My M agent a, I ye "Red" ttie Scnpi SeasunV Scieeningsi: Pietty at the Premiere, Wine Me & Dine Me
DAZZLING DARKS & NEUTRALS;
I d Like to Tliank My Big Break, Hollywood Blonde, Who Are \oii Wearing'', Have You Seen My Limo?. Stars in My Eyes

OPI Holiday in Hollywood Nail Lacquers are available at Professmn.tl Salons, including Trade Secret ULTA. BeautyFirsl.

Pure Beauty and Beauty Brands Contains no DBP, Toluene, or Fonnaldehyde.

ore information about OPI or about a career m the professional beauty industiv. call 800-34 1 -9999 or visit www.opi.com, i 2007 OPI Products Inc OPI
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Baby Your Lips
Dive into these lipsticks that feature

a colorless core of conditioning

agents right in their centers. Of
course, the colors are gorgeous,

too! We like:

' Revlon Renewist Lipcolor

(below, right), $8.99, with a

Procollagen center, boosts

moisture and helps to

1^^^^

enhance

Tarte Inside-Out

VHamin-Infused

Lipstick (far left),

$22, boasts lychee

extract for maxi-

mum lip hydration

and grape-seed

extract and vitamin

C for protection

against free radicals.

Colors That
Nail It!
Nail-color trends come and go buj
the old favorites will always look
good. Try these updates:

If You Love Red:

Essie Nail Polish in Alligatorl

Purse, $8; interesting yellov]

undertones make it a chic

choice for everyday wear.

If You're Craving Brown:

Shades by Barielle Nail

Polish in Coco Bar,

$8, a rich, creamy brown
that's a bold neutral.

If Darks Do It for You:

OPI Nail Lacquer in Boris &
Natasha, $7.50, a plummy,
raisin hue that's ideal for

fancier occasions.

THE \GIC TOUCH
When It's cold outside,

moisturizer is as

essential as a winter coat.

Without it, your skin's outer

layer can become uncom-
fortably dehydrated, even

chapped. Now, with so many
luxurious body-moisturizer

textures to choose from,

you'll feel good in your skin

all winter long.

Where to Find It, page 220

1

TEXTURE BODY TREAT PRICE

Serum

<

Keri Renewal Serum for

Dry Skin (1) exfoliates

patchy areas with

lactobionic acid and

helps the skin hold on

to moisture with urea, a

powerful humectant.

$15.99

Gel Vaseline Cocoa Butter

Vitalizing Gel Body Oil

(2) is lightweight but

potent; its Brazilian-nut

oil helps boost skin's

moisture barrier and

leaves behind a

beautiful sheen.

$3.19

Whipped Soap & Glory The

Righteous Butter (3) is

a thick and velvety

treat featuring aloe and
shea butter.

$9.99

30
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MUST-HAVE MAKEUP GOODIES
THAT REALLY DELIVER, EACH

FOR JUST A FEW DOLLARS

Who doesn't love a good bargain,

especially when you don't have

to sacrifice quality or performance?
These full-size goodies offer elegant

textures and pretty shades to help

you create all of your favorite looks.

And the clever packaging is just icing

on the cake'

1 Black Radiance Calcium Enriched

Nail Color in Gold Metallic, $1.99,

adds subtle sparkle to fingertips.

2 In a rush^ Try the tiny-but-mighty

E.L.F. Cosmetics All Over Color

Stick in Pink Lemonade, $1. It multi-

tasks as shadow, blush and lip color.

3 The three pretty shadows and
cream liner m the N.Y.C. New York

Color Mod Quad in Get Down Brown,

$3.99, offer eye options for both day
and night.

4Milani Moist Matte Lipstick in

Cream Pie, $2.99, is a neutral

pink shade packed with shea-butters

extract to keep hps kissably soft.

5
Mix any of the four yummy shades
in the Tropez Precious Lips Quad

in Berry Cool, $3.99, to create your
perfect lip. or wear them individually.

6Wet n Wild CoverAII Liquid

Concealer Wand, $2.99, glides on
with a sponge-tipped applicator to

hide spots and dark circles.

—Mandy Hendrix Where to Find It, page 220
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Starlight
CELEBRATE YOUR INNER STAR

THE NEW FRAGRANCE BY ^TEl
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SHAN I

A

Starlight.
The Sparkling New Fragrance from Shania Twain

Shania Starlight. . . Inspired by a shimmering western sky.

Infused with the glamour that takes you from day to night.

Experience the romantic sophistication of this sparkling

floral fragrance with hints of freesia and star magnolia.



t of 5 people can dramatically improve their smiles with

1 1 INEERS, and you could be one of them! Ask your dentist

?y have attended a LUMINEERS Smile Design Course.

M ' LUMINEERS is made of Cerinote Porcelain

I! comes with a Certificate of Authenticity.

TO FIND A LUMINEERS DENTIST NEAR YOU
W > A COMPLIMENTARY CONSULTATION.

Syy-LUA

C FOR A FREE DVD INFORMATION PACKET
lumineers.com to learn more about LUMINEERS smiles

satisfied dentists and patients.

xinaJ dentists hove paid morlieting support fees 'In most coses.

)en-Mor HnWinrn IIT >A/™M Cinht, l!B<»rv^ 80 1 J.T 1 1 OCO LHI 1 1 /07



A LITTLE NIGHT MAGIC
IS ALL YOU NEED TO

HAVE MORE LUSTROUS
HAIR AND DEWIER

SKIN WHEN YOU RISE
AND SHINE

What if we could transform the houi s that we're asleep into our very own
intense beauty treatment? It may seem ihat our bodies shut down at night, but
in realit)- our restorative mechanisms are reporting for duty. For instance, the

absence of stress while you sleep allows the skin to amp up its natural ability to

repair itself, making night an ideal time to help die beauty process along, says
Arielle N.B. Kauvar, M.D., dermatolo-ist and founding director of New York
Laser & Skin Care Center. With this ii mind, use our dps for a better, richer

sleep and you "11 be even more gorgeous by morning.

TONIGHT'S TIPS FOR
TERRIFIC HAIR TOMORROW
• Shampoo at Night

Shampooing before turning in for

the night gives your hair time to

absorb your scalp's natural oils,

which may help most hair types

hold their style the next day. In

the morning straight-haired types

should rewet their locks with a

sp.'-ay bottle and blow-dry, while

the curly and frizz-prone should

define and smooth their tresses

with a curling or straightening iron.

• Conditio^ M]th Care

An overnight treatment delivers

much-needed moisture to dry,

damaged or color-treated hair.

34
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SLEEP SCIENCE: During the deep

phases of the sleep cycle, your

body creates new cells and repairs

the free-radical damage inflicted

by sunlight and the environment

PHOTOGRAPHED BY MARLENA BIELINSKA STYLED BY CARLA ENGLER WRITTEN BY PATRICIA REYNOSO





Beauty Journal

BEDTIME BODY CARE
• Better Baths

Being relaxed and de-stressed is

essential for a good night's rest,

so hop into that tub right now!

"When you're in the bath, there's

not much you can do," says Julie

Lindh, an aesthetician at Townhouse

Spa, in New York City. It's this

notningness that prompts your mind

to unwind and ditch the worries of

the day. Too busy to take a nightly

bath? Lindh says that even a 15-

minute soak in a tub filled with hot

water, sea salts and essential oils

will deliver maximum benefits.

"After five minutes your pores open

up, during the next five minutes

you start to absorb the ingredients

and after five more minutes you

should ease off," says Lindh, adding

that in a pinch a shower will do,

too. Lather up with one of the new

relaxing shower gels formulated with

sleep-inducing essential oils.

• Softer Hands and Feet

Just like on the rest of our body,

the skin on our hands and feet gets

dehydrated during the night, so don't

forget to pamper them, too. If you

have a bit more time, why not slip

on a moisturizing glove or bootie?

Many are lined with body heat-

activated moisturizing pads. Enjoy

their soothing feel for a few minutes

before snuggling in.

SLEEP SCIENCE: The very act of

rubbing your skin with a soothing

body oil can calm you. Fully inhale

the scent by cupping your hands

and taking a deep breath

37
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Beauty Journal

ABEDTIME
^ BEAUTY
BASICS

o
^ ^

Where to Find It, page 220

BATH & BODY
(1) Unwind while you cleanse with

Olay Cainn Release Body Wash,

$3.99, which contains lavender to

help ease away stress and anxiety.

(2) Add three capfuls of Spa NK

Sleepyhead Aromatherapy Bath Oil,

$45, to a warnn bath. The essential-oil

blend of rosewood and patchouli sets

the mood for a good night's sleep.

(3) Grassroots the Great Escape

Totally Relaxing Bath Salts, $12.50,

blends Dead Sea salts and essential

oils of lavender and eucalyptus for a

pampering evening soak.

(4) Give yourself a moisturizing

massage with NIVEA Body Renewal

Night Creme, $10.29, which contains

vitamins F and B? and ceramides.

HANDS & FEET

(5) Pamper your hands with

Neutrogena Comforting Butter Hand

Cream. $4.89, which locks in

moisture with a rich formula of

mango, cocoa and shea butters.

(6) Slather on foot cream, then slip

on a pair of Essence of Beauty

Moisturizing Gel Booties, $15.99, to

wake up with baby-soft feet.

FACE
(7) L'Oreal Pans Age Perfect Pro-

Calcium Night Cream, $24.99, helps

boost hydration and improve

brightness while you sleep.

HAIR

(8) Apply a fine mist of Jonathan

Product IB Revitalizer Overnight Oil

Treatm.ent Spray, $44, to dry, thirsty

hair. Its iigh^eight formula

nourish«^^ hair and scalp with

macadamia oil.

AT YOUR BEDSIDE \
(9) Spriiz Bath & Body Works

Aromatherapy Pillow Mist, $10, over

your linens before climbing into bed.

The blend of lavender and

chamomile oils helps calm the

senses and lull you to sleep.

(10) Dream Essentials Dreamer

Sleep Mask, $21.95» blocks out most

light and helps you get past the

Phase" of sleep.

WWV\/.LHJ.COM



LET IT

SATIN MOVES TO DAYTIME
IN LUXURIOUSLY RICH HUES AND

BRIGHT JEWEL TONES

Silk in shades of salmon,
-

.
melon, fuchsia and flame

makes a big impact,
perfectly. Echo, $78.

2 Embolden a suit for work
by adding this sleek

yellow blouse. Banana
Republic, $68.

Try these slick, colorful

1) headbands to throw a
pop of color into the mix.
L. Erickson, $24 each.

4This slouchy purple bag is

roomy enough for day yet
elegant enough for evening,
too. Reaction by Kenneth
Cole, $58.

r Electric-pink and bright-

y orange satin bands make
these watches a most timely
statement. Freelook, $129.

6A cobalt-blue evening
clutch converts from

its handheld style with a
hidden chain strap.

JCPenney, $24.

'yA casual weekend sneaker
/ gets extra zip when it's

finished in dark-pink satin.

Nine West, $79.

BTry these comfortable,
cute ballet flats in ruby-

red satin to add interest to
any neutral outfit. American
Eagle, $29.50. covnxL Ko

WRITTEN AND STYLED BY
SUE ERNETA

WWW.LHJ.CO
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Eucerin

Eucerin calming
CREME

Daily Moisturizer

CALMING
o.Ka„v,„„.e„

ITCH-RELIEF ,o, d,v. ,.< hy si.,„

Treatment \

Cl.n.c*Hy proven «flect.vc
^Uli-K • fr*K.»nc.

for imnwdial*" ilch-fHiti

Eitrnwl Analfetlr L«li«n

nt calm

-term comfort.

When your skin is so itchy that it feels like

you've been wearing a rough, scratchy wool

turtleneck, help is on the way. Only dermatologist

recommended Eucerin brings you a complete

solution that helo'^ free skin from occasional

flare-ups : ichiness.

For im; use Eucerin Calming

Itch-Reiiet Treatment with cooling menthol and

soothing oatmeal. And to help prevent itchiness

froiTi coming back, apply oatmeal-enriched Eucerin

Calming Creme every day. Because when your

skin is calm and comfortable, so are you.

Eucerin

www.EucerinUS.com



IHZfflHl Check out other gotta-have shoes and bags by clicking through our slide shows at www.lhj.com/fashion
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Available at participating Wal-Mart, Walgreens and Rite AkLstores.

daniellesteelbeauty.com



usiness your fisure, well, shows. That's why I drink milk,

iigest the nutrients in milk can play an important role in maintaining

gy weight, ^taying active, eating right, and drinking 24 ounces of
fat or fat ft-ee milk a day helps you look your best. Bravo.

aboutI pui

2424milk.com



FAMin S l^ LK MaKKO\'ER

'^.
'f the past three years.

' Family Style Makeover

rest has been a blast

each lucky family and

for us. This year was no

exception. The process

began with more than 700

entries that poured in from

across the country and

continued with days spent

reading your delightful

essays, with many oohs

i'-ii aahs as we passed

<iround your terrific photos.

This year we chose the

Robinette family from

Westminster. Maryland,

as our winners. Elizabeth

Robinette. 40. works

part-time as a speech

pathologist for a special

education elementary

school, while her husband

it almost 18 years, Reid,

4 IS the pastor of a

nondenominational church.

Together they tram for and

participate in triathlons

Basketball player Taylor. 14,

and cheerleader Rebecca,

10. round out the pack.

CONTINL'KD

LADIES HOME JOURNA^ NOVEMBER 2007 rr
45
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ill In love with the Robinettes, winners of oui

annual Family Style Makeover contest Lenrn

^tlps and tricks that this busy cl^n disco

during their makeover—and find out^ ho* . v«

enter to win riext year^s^gjprtest'

PHOTOGRAPHED BY JENNY ACHESON
STYLED BY CARLA ENGLER WRITTEN BY FRiCA METZGER



I'wnix Style Makeover

As a regular Ladies' Home
Journal reader, Elizabeth

especially enjoys Rick

Warren's Purpose column

and "Can This Marriage Be

Saved?"" Though Elizabeth

adnnits she's never been

inclined to enter a contest

before, the Family Style

Makeover appealed to

her "one freezing day last

February." While soaking

in the tub reading Ladies'

Home Journal Elizabeth

came across the entry form.

"I just felt drawn to enter,"

she said. Lucky for her that

she did!

Fashionwise, Elizabeth's

lifestyle requires multiple

looks for work, church

functions and weddings.

She asked for help with

spicing up her style and

buying clothes that flatter

her figure. "I'd like to find

things that make me look

my best and are fun," she

says. When it comes to

beauty, Elizabeth wanted

her hair color to look more

natural and sought advice

on how to apply blush and

pick the perfect lip color.

Reid needed versatile

pieces for his various church

duties and the kids wanted

haircuts and clothes to start

off the school year right.

So we brought the

Robinettes to New York

City for a week packed with

fittings with our fashion

department as well as

exclusive beauty treatments

from the Great Jones Spa,

haircuts and color at Oscar

Blandi Salon and a one-

on-one lesson with New
York City makeup artist

Sonia Kashuk. Read on to

witness the family's full

transformation.

Rl
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RIGHT IDEAS
..int to make my look a little more

said Elizabeth, who describes her

'e as traditional. She wears lots of

ICS, such as khakis, jeans and

as, but noted, "I feel like I'm stuck

1 rut, especially when it comes to

usual color scheme of black and

)wn." All she needed were some

as on how to enhance her outfits,

well as help with choosing the right

louettes to flatter her size-12 curves.

ssons Learned
olor Cues: Elizabeth can enliven her

)ok by sporting one bold color in,

ay, a wrap dress, a vivid jacket

arown over a neutral top and pants,

r a colored top that peeks out of

lyered neutrals.

eg Work: "I had given up on skirts

lecause of my muscular legs,"

onfessed Elizabeth, but she was

lelighted when we showed her that

I black knee-length skirt paired with

)lack tights and pumps instantly

limmed her lower half,

lacket Genius: Elizabeth was happy

o discover that sprucing up an outfit

can be as simple as t: rowing on a jacke;

or coat with an interesting detail or in a

strong pattern or color

HER FALL FASHION ESSENTIALS
• A wrap dress in a bright, solid color

• A black knee-length skirt paired with

black tights and pumps
• A jacket or blazer in a bold print or color

HOW TO WEAR IT WELL
Skinny Jeans: Jeans that hit just at

the waist and contain a little stretch

(opposite page) help hold in the

tummy, while a dark wash and wide
cut make legs look long and lean.

Curves Ahead: Always flattering,

a jersey wrap dress skims the body
and ties at the waist (bottom left)

to accentuate all the right lines.

Likewise, a sleek black belt cinched
over a colorful turtleneck (right) or

a belted cropped-sleeve jacket

(bottom center) nips in the middle
to instantly create perfect

proportions.

What Lies Beneath: Control-top

tights (right) are a hidden helper to

maintaining a streamlined

silhouette underneath skirts and
dresses. cio.m i.m i n

Where to Find It, page 220
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Red Hots: A bold-red
statement piece, such as

the trapeze wool jacket
with an exaggerated
collar (on page 45) or
the short patent-leather
swing trench (on page
46), makes even the
most basic outfit chic

and stylish.

Creature Comforts:
Looking professional

doesn't mean sacrificing

comfort. The crisp,

tailored fit of a

herringbone blazer (left)

or a belted sweater
jacket (on page 47,

bottom center) makes
either ideal for work, but
it's their knit fabric that
makes them feel as snug

as a cozy sweater.
All That Jazz: Pull off a
coat that has lots of
personality, such as a

citron satin anorak or a

polka-dot topper (on
page 47, bottom center
and right) by pairing it

with classic, more
subdued ensembles.
The Preacher's Wife:
Elizabeth can wear this

gold-sequined bracelet-
sleeve coat (bottom
right) with a champagne
silk top and cream pants
to wedding ceremonies,
layer it over a dress for

church fund-raisers or
pair it with jeans for a
fun Saturday-night date.

CONTINUED
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All the sound without all the wires.
9

-'-'^s"ss;.:i£-'"iiiVtti'ii?riri-ifllii

Just plug it in and hear what you've been missing.

With the Bose" Wave' music system, there are no stacks

of components. No tangle ot wires. No dials to adjust.

Advanced Bose technologies inside this small system

work together to till the room with the accUumed

performance that has made Bose the most respected

name in sound. Stephen Williams of 'Hawsdiay says,

"the equipment disappears. . .And what's left is music

that's much, much higger than you'd expect." Clear,

realistic sound that you may have only thought possible

from a much larger, more complicated stereo. In tact,

Forbes FY/ reports that "you'll think you're listening

ro a... sound system that costs tive times more."

A roomful of premium sound. . . not wires. You huv

.1 sound system to listen to music. Not to spend hours

setting up equipment and

connecting wires. With the

Wave music system, vou'll

experience the pleasures ot

Bose quality sound moments

after vou open the box. jonath.in

Takiff of the ?\\\\aAd\>\\\a Daih

iW'U'S says this "extraordinary

performer... couldn't be easier to operate." Plug it in, slip

in a favorite CD. and that's it.

Shown with optional Multi-CD

Changer in Graphite Gray.

The Bose Wave
music system

the acclaimed performance in so many ways.

to the Wa\'e" music svstem in your living room,

kitchen, bedroom, where\ er vou want better sound.

Everything you need is built in: CD/MP3 CD player,

FiVl/AM tuner, clock and alarm. You control rhcm all

with a ctmvenient, credit card-style remote. Connect an

additional audio source it you like, and hear litelike

sound from your TV or MP3 plaver. .An optional Multi-

CD Changer makes it easy to listen to your ta\'orite music

tor hours. Dick DeBartolo, The Gi: Wi:, says, "It vou get

a chance to hear one ot these new svstems, take it!!"

Try it for 30 days, risk free. Use our
FREE

shipping

with your

order.

Excitement Liuarantco to experience

the Wave music svstem in your own

home risk tree tor 30 days. When vou

call, ask about making 12 easy payments,

with no interest charges trom Bose.'- So call now and

itrder the Wave music sv>tem. You'll soon disct>\ er how

delighttullv simple it is to enjov Bose siuind.

To order or learn more:

1-800-925-9738, ext. TK959

www.Bose.com/WMS

Better sound throu^ research®

Bose pavment plan available on orders of $299-51500 paid by major ctedu card Additional financing offers may be available for seleci products See website lo; details Down payment is I/I? the product price plus

applicatile tax and stiipping cfiarges Then, your credit card will be billed for 1 1 equal monthly installments with 0% APR and no interest charges from Bose Credit card rules and interest may apply U S residents only

Limit one active financing program per customer ©2007 Bose Corporation Patent rights issued and/or pending Tlie Wave music system s distinctive design is also a registered trademark of Bose Corporation Financing

and free shipping offer not to be combined with other offeis or applied to previous purchases, and subject to change without notice Risk free refers to 30 d3v trial only and does not include return shipping Delivery

subject to product availability Quotes reprinted with permission Thomas Jackson, forbes FYI. Wintet/04



Famii LE MaKEO\'ER

BEHIND THE
BEAUTY

DAY 1: SPA DAY AT
GREAT JONES SPA
with Karen Terranova

FACE FACTS
Elizabeth was treated to

her first complete facial,

during which Terranova

used hot stones to relax

Elizabeth's muscles and

help the moisturizers

penetrate more deeply into

her skin. "It was amazing!"

gushed a glowy Elizabeth.

LESSONS LEARNED
• Cleansing 101: Elizabeth

needs to use a gentle

cleanser to wash her face

instead of just splashing

it with water each night.

• Moisture Musts:

'Elizabeth has nice skin.

I

but she has some sun

damage and overall

dryness." noted Terranova,

who recommended

adding an eye cream as

well as a weekly

antioxidant-rich hydrating

mask to her regular

regimen.

SKIN ESSENTIALS
• Jurlique Replenishing

Cleansing Lotion. $39

• Aveeno Positively Ageless

Eye Serum, $19.99

• Boots No 7 Intensive

Moisture Face, $19.99

DAY 2: HAIRCUT AND
COLOR AT OSCAR
BLAND! SALON
with Luca Bland! and
Margot Hernandez

BACK TO BASICS

Elizabeth prefers to

straighten her thick,

naturally curly hair with a

flatiron but also wanted the

option of wearing it curly if

the mood struck. She also

longed for auburn hues:

"My hair used to have

reddish-blond undertones,

which 1 loved, but after the

second baby, the color

turned mousy and dull."

LESSONS LEARNED
• Color Coordinated:

Elizabeth's salon-dyed

blond color was on the

"ashy and drab side,"

according to Hernandez

(bottom left), who

decided to make her a

strawberry blonde. "This

way, she's still in the

blond family, but this

shade works better with

her pink undertones," she

said. She also warmed up

the color of Elizabeth's

brows to match her hair

• Hair Workout: "Elizabeth's

hair is just completely out

of shape," assessed Blandi

(top left). His solution of a

long, layered bob with

face-framing bangs can

be worn either curly or

straight. "It makes her

beautiful cheeks and eyes

even more striking."

"She looks gorgeous!"

agreed Reid, grinning ear

to ear.

HAIR ESSENTIALS
• Oscar Blandi No Gravity

Volumizing Spray, $18

• Oscar Blandi Olio di

Jasmine Shine Spray, $22

• Pantene Pro-V Curl Shaper

Anti-Frizz Creme, $6.49

DAY 3: MAKEUP
LESSON
with Sonia Kashuk

NEVER SAY NEVER

"I've never used blush

because 1 don't know how

to apply it and I've never

found lipstick that looks

good on me," Elizabeth

said. That was one too

many "nevers" for Kashuk

(center left), who gave

Elizabeth a basics brushup.

LESSONS LEARNED
• Getting Cheeky: Kashuk

combined two cream

blush shades, one pink,

one coral, on the apples

of Elizabeth's cheeks to

create the perfect warm

shade for her skin tone.

"You can't really mess up

with cream blush. Just

use your fingers to blend

away any hard edges,"

instructed Kashuk.

• Fresh Lips: "Skip lip liner

Since you don't normally

wear lipstick, it will only

make you feel ridiculous,"

Kashuk advised. She used

a brush to apply a sheer

pink lipstick, just a shade

darker than Elizabeth's

natural lip color. "It feels

really comfortable," said

Elizabeth as she admired

her smile in the mirror "I

love that it's so close to

my natural color."

FACE ESSENTIALS
• Soma Kashuk Cheek

Sheers in Beach Bum and

Beachbabe, $7.99 each

• Sonia Kashuk Luxury Lip

Color in Peony, $7.99

CONTINUED
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'It's the torrent,of moisture in Olay Quench that transforms ^kirv

Takes it all the way td,beautiful. Skin js not just drenched,
,

it's Quenched. All-over, body-beautiful moisture.

Only Olay can make it so...quenching!
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LE Makeover

Pop of Purple: A shot of purple,

found in a thin long-sleeved tee

layered underneath a black sweater

(above) or a patterned tie over a

collared shirt (right), keeps dark,

cias from looking too

s<^ ' -nber. "Very cool,"

r vho was surpr ised

to finu :ne lively shade.

Dapper Efizabeth wanted
to see RelU :r- a new suit for all the

weddings he s- ; ; Sarly performs. She

found him espfe, v handsome in a

suit that was dee^ narcoal brown
(right), instead of predictable black.

Touchable Textures: A rich-suede

coat (on page 45) or a chocolate-

brown velvet jacket (on page 48,

bottom right) dresses up the basics

but gives him the comfort he craves.

Layer It on Thick: Building layers

gives versatility to any outfit.

Combining several elements, such

as contrasting black and purple

colors underneath a tweed sport

jacket (above) or a zip-up sweater

over a striped dress shirt and T-shirt

(on page 45) creates a professional

look that can be made less casual

by removing a layer or two.

FASHION ON
THE MOUNT
"Our church is a young crowd," Reid

told us, explaining that he needs to

look professional while representing

the church, yet still be approachable

and cool to his younger audience.

Reid was pleased with our solution of

clean, elegant pieces that can be

dressed up when he perfornns

wedding ceremonies or dressed down

for more-casual services.

LESSO^IS LEARNED
• Skin Bliss: After his facial, Reid had

a happy, dazed expression on his

face. "That was so relaxing," he said.

"Your skin looks amazing!" said

Elizabeth when she saw him,

planting a big kiss on his cheek.

• Good-Bye, Gray: Hernandez dyed

Reid's front patch of gray hair to

make the overall color more

consistent. "It's great!" remarked

Reid on his fresher look.

RNAL
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SUPER-
STYLISH KIDS
PRETEEN PREENING
• Model Behavior: When she found

out her family had won, Rebecca,

the undisputed fashionista of the

family, declared to Elizabeth,

"Mommy, this could be the

beginning of my career!" During her

fashion fitting, she twirled around in

one adorable outfit after another

and practiced her strut, teetering in

Elizabeth's heels. "Hannah

Montana's got nothing on you!"

Elizabeth told her daughter

BOY WONDER
• Cool Kicks: Taylor happily traded in

his usual uniform of a basketball

jersey to try on sporty yet urban

looks that would up his fashion

ante at school. He was especially

impressed with the large

assortment of sneaker options for

his difficult-to-fit size-15 feet.

|BniBff!l| Take a look behind the scenes of our winners' style transformation: www.lhj.com/familystyle
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limbracing

Life
State Farm honors Alissa Torres, one of

the 2007 Embrace Life Awards honorees.

. jd sponsor of the Embrace Life

Awards program, honoring five women who have

3nd inspired those around them after the

oec ^
' "^l^eir powerful stories remind us

It's i:ri,_ _: lo . p a , life's tragedies and embrace

life every day.

Embrace Life Lessons
rirn offe^^ ps on how life insurance

:ce iiie looay and tomorrow.

Develop a plan. 7 ifs of life can

be uncomfc jI to take time to

talk about life insurance and develop a plan to protect

your family's future.

Include life insurance in your financial planning.

Knowing you ve aireaoy helped protect your family's

*^opes and dreams for tomiorrow makes it easier to

embrace life today

There is help. _i:e insurance car. be cc ' '

State Farn t ir^s a number of tools ano Sc .

hoi'-, f^imilies ,
'^r: for the future with life

-S that fit needs, includinc .ed

specifically for wome-

Alissa Torres, New York, N.Y., lost her husband,

Eddie Torres, on his second day of work in the

World Trade Center on Sept. 11, 2001. Seven and

a half months pregnant, Alissa found solace in

writing, about her experiences and feelings

Her literary work helped her preserve the legacy

of her husband and find her voice. One of her

pieces, "The Reluctant Icon," is a personal essay

about being a survivor of 9/11 and was published

in college textbooks and is currently being

developed for Spanish theater. Today, she

continues to use her writing as a way to reach

and inspire others. Her first graphic novel,

"American Widow," will be published in 2008.

State Farm salutes the 2007 Embrace Life

Awards honorees:

Elaine Cook Spnng Hill,Tenn.

Irma Gonzalez Galvan Houston, Texas

Julie Jones Ft. Worth, Texas

Debra Kiser Cleveland, Wis.

Alissa Torres New York, N.Y

Visit sfehibracelifeawards.com for more information

ZL-24377 Staie Farni Lite Insurance tufipaivy 1113; licen.se:! m N'v or VVI;, State Farn Lite and Accident Assurance Coiripany ILicensea in NY ana Wlj. Home Offices. Bloonriinglon, IL

STATE FARM

INSURANCE i
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by CYNTHIA HANSON
ft

Lei

Threatened
c By My „
Success
Her turn: "My husband won't admit this, but

he's threatened by my success," said Linda, 43,

a heahh-care consultant in the Philadelphia

area who has been married for 15 years and has

a 12-year-old daughter, Audrey. "Sure, he likes

my six-figure income—it enables our family to have a good life—

but his ego can't take the fact that Fm the main breadwinner.Josh

is a successful musician—he plays guitar and piano in several rock,

and classical groups, gives music lessons and appears as a guest

artist with classical ensembles around the country-but he doesn't

have a paycheck that matches mine.

"As far as I'm concerned, so what? Tm tlie one who encouraged

him to get back into music after a detour in his dad s plumbing busi-

ness. Music is a highly competitive, low-paying field. Why can't he

see hin^self as I see him—si/fcess/ul? But he complains about his in-

come and shows liis resentment about mine by constandy bickering

about our sex life and my parenting skills. I think our sex life is fine;

he says I'm not adventurous enough. I think he's too harsh with

Audrey: he says I'm too lenient. For the past five years we've been

caught in a cycle of argument and avoidance: Josh calls me a 'con-

trol freak." I call liim 'childish," and then we give each other the silent

trtatmeni for hours. It's wearing me down and, frankly, it does

adect how I respond to liim physically. He gets mad that I don't

wani lo cuddle on die couch, but who wants to be affectionate widi

someone you're mad at? It upsets me diat we're setting such a bad

example for our daughter, much as my owti parents did for me.

'"Growing up. I never lacked for creattare comforts, but our

family was not emotionally close, parth

because my sisters are six and eight years

older than I am and partly because I didn't

get along with my parents. Mom was judg-

mental and constantly berated Dad, who

was a total doormat. I vowed I'd never be

passive like him, so I fought back when

^ LADIES' HOME JOURNAL
|
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Vlom bad-mouthed my clothes, my hah"

ind evemhing 1 did.

'Josh and I met on a blind date. I was 28

'! md a hospital administrator on the fast

rack; he was 33 and working in his father s

)Iumbing business. I was instaiuh attracted

ojosh-he's tall and lean, with thick brown

hair and bint eyes-bui I also iuveu liis shaip wit and personal

warmth. That night we talked about ever) thing from our work

and our dream \acaiions to nm favorite rock bands and art

exhibits we'd recenU\- seen. A gcjod conversationalist, he asked

intelligent questions and really listened to my answers.

"Tlie next weekend he asked me to dinner, ;md our relationsliip

took off. He was easy to fall in lo\^e witli: He's artistic and sensi-

dve, qualities that set him apart from earlier boyfriends. After six

monthsJosh proposed. We got manied nine mondis later.

"After such a conflict-free courtship it was a shock that our

early years of marriage were difficult. But neither of us had li\ ed

with anyone before, atid we didn't know how to adjust. When-
ever we reached a stalemate—o\ cr money or time with our fami-

lies—we argued to the bitter end rather than compromise. I

slammed doors; he hurled silverware; we called each other

names. It was painful to discover Josh"s negative personality

traits; I'm stne he was equalh' horrified by mine.

"Eventually, though, we tamed our tempers and had fun agaui.

We were ecstatic when Audrey was bom, but her infancy coincid-

ed with Josh's unhappiness at work. His dail\- batdes with liis fa-

ther made him miserable, and I had a tough time tolerating his

moods, especially when I was exhausted from \\ ()rking full time

and caring for a baby. The minute Josh said he missed being a

musician, I urged him to quit his job and rebuild his music career.

"He hadn t touched the piano in eight years, so he took some

brushup lessons and got a job with a wedding band. We missed

being together on weekends but knew this was the first step.

0\ erall. Josh's spirits brightened, and we got along great—except

in the bedroom. My se.x drive has just ne\ er been as high as Iris.

I was content to make love a few times a month, butJosh wanted

sex several times a week. If I wasn't in the mood, he'd accuse me
of being cold. Then we'd end up in a big fight.

"We coasted along for the next few veais. but die underlving ten

sion disheartened me. Josh slowly built liis career but constantly

complained tlial our society doesn't \ iilue musicians, hence the pay

discrepancv' between them and businesspeople. Our marriage look

a big liil five years ago when I \irUKilly doubled my s;ilai y ;>) join

ing a prestigious management-consulting Inni. flic greater my
fmiuiciiil success, the more criticalJosh w as.

"As Audrey mo\ed into atlolcscence. our parenting dillcrences

became more ofa problem, too. We aren t in sync as di.sciplinaiians

at all. If she's fresh toJosh, he'll ie\okc 'lA' for a week, but when

she begs liini to change his mind, he does. I drink a punislmieiit

should match the crime, but il l questionjosh's choices, he says I'm

too easy on her. Wlien he and Audre\- bicker they're like two kids

on a playgiouiid. )elliiig. whining and rolling their eyes. I want

Josh to be a grown-up-not take die low road.

"We really hit bottom on a recent flight to Seatde. covitni kd

i 57
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I had enough frequent-flier miles for diree

tickets; rvvo first-class and one coach. We
decided that Audrey and I would sit in

fu st class on the way out. and Josh and

Audrey would be there on the way back.

Halfway through the six-hour flight my
husband stormed into first class and

ordered Audrey to change seats with

hkn. She refused, so he demanded that I

go back to coach. "Audrey isn't going

anywhere, and neither am I,' I said, re-

minding liim of our deal. But Josh kept

ranting, so I stomped back to coach.

Upon arriving in Seatde,Josh disappeared and didn't show up at

the hotel until tliree hours later! That's when he said that a wailing

baby in coach (who slept the whole time I was there) had given

liim a pounding headache. "Why didn't you say that in the first

place?" I demanded. 'Why did you act so immature?' Not surpris-

ingh', the incident cast a pall over our vacation.

"When Josh isn't criticizing me or acdng like a child, he's my
favorite person on earth. Unfortunately, the good times are rarer

and rarer. We never went out much at night-that's when musicians

work-but we no longer meet for romantic lunches, the way we

used to. I'm really miserable. I still love him. but I don't like him

anvTiiore—and that has to change or our marriage is doomed."

His turn: "If Linda accuses me of resenting

her success one more time, I'm going to scream,"

said Josh, 48, his voice rising in anger. "It's her

mantra but it's simply not true. I don't be-

grudge my wife her big salary. I don't complain

about her business travel. To Linda's credit, she's never pressured

me to find a more-lucrative occupation, and I'm grateful to her

for encouraging me to return to music.

"Linda nusreads as resentment what in fact is my own ambiva-

lence about my career. I love making music, but I hate the low pay

anti iiistaljility of being a professional musician. In most fields

:xoir:c is linked to education and experience. It bugs me that I still

ci';ii t c;a n enough to Support us, even though I hold a master's

I'cga f ,:ifl nave been a professional musician for 30 years.

"i'ui liic )oungcsi of three sons—one brother was 13 years

oldv 'a: )dit r nine years older. I felt hostilitv' from them because

my nu.';-. doled on mt. My dad alternately ignored and criti-

cized me. ; 'oil tike an outcast, with Mom as my lone ally.

"I started pi,:; .() lessons at 7. 1 became proficient very quickly and

by junior high took u

the French horn and

tar. Setting my sights o

\^^^^^ff' S music career, I conce

^^K^^L trated on the piano i

—^ college. After graduario

I spent three years as

principal picmist with

regional symphony.

"I felt I needed mo
training, so at 25, 1 move

to New York, studied fo

three years with a re

nowned pianist, supported myself with gi

around town and auditioned for a prestigiou

graduate program. By the time I finished m^

master's, at 30, 1 feared I'd never have a stead

income. That's when I enrolled in vocation

school to learn plumbing. Ijoined my father"

company, where I earned a decent wage an

had health benefits. But I hated workin

for my dad, whose habit of criticizing ever)'-

thing I did had not changed an iota.

"I knew I wanted to marry Linda almost

from the first moment I met her. Not only is

she an auburn-haired beauty with a mega-

watt srmle but she is also intelligent, funny

and interesting. But she and I have different

views of marriage, especially when it comes

to sex and child rearing. I want an active

sex life, with more variety. I also want her

to initiate sex, which she has never done.

Now she has become cold, which makes me
sad. Would it kill her to cuddle on the couch

wliile we watch a movie?

"As for parenting, Linda has to be right

about ever)'thing. She's so determined to be

Audrey's favorite that she gives her anything

her heart desires and tolerates her smart

mouth and disrespect. But I call Audrey on

diat stuff, which provokes an argument be-

tween us, which then puts me at odds with

Linda, whose concept of discipline is differ-

ent from mine. She either accuses me of act-

ing like a child when I argue with Audrey or

says I m overreacting if I send continued

9\AL I NC-^MBER 2007
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Audrey to her room or cut off TV' pri\aleges.

'I admit I behaved badly on the flight to Seattle. Although I've

repeatedly apologized, Linda reminds me of this incident even,'

chance she gets. Why can't she let it go?

"I wish Linda and I communicated better. We established a bad

pattern as newlyweds and unfortunately it has continued to this

day. We're so angiy that we never have interesting discussions

anymore, and we've dropped our weekly lunch date. I still love

Linda, in spite of our problems. Fd just like to get to the bottom

of what s wrong between us."

The counselor's turn: "When I met this

couple, I didn't believe, as Josh claimed, that

their problems centered on sex and discipline

of their daughter," the counselor said. "Listead,

I felt they were engaged in an unconscious
power struggle that was being played out in those areas. Josh

didn't begrudge Linda her big paycheck

but he did long for greater professional sue

cess and didn't know how to achieve it.

"Still, hostile as they were, Linda an|

Josh loved each other and wanted to reviv

their marriage. I believed they could, pre

vided they understood the source of thei

conflict and dien changed their perspectiv

and beha\4or

"I encoiu^ged them first to see how thei

families of origin shaped their attitudes

Growing up, Josh felt intimidated by

domineering father who either belitded o

ignored him. As a result, he suffered fron

low self-esteem his whole life and in som<

ways never grew up. This lack of confi

dence prompted him to abandon music anc

join the family plumbing business for finan

YESTERDAY:
ALL LITTERS PROMISED
BETTER ODOR CONTROL.



security. 'You were on the cusp of sue-

after grad school, but you weren't

tionally prepared to go for it,' I told

'You gave up too soon and ran home

addy."

jiven his past, Josh was probably hard-

d to choose a spouse who could provide

lomic cover. Yet it was this capacity that

'e him into a power struggle with his

. It didn't matter that Linda enthusiasti-

• supported his career, regardless of his

ings;Josh didn't measure up in his own
. He equated their salary imbalance

. a power imbalance in their relation-

, so to set matters right, he verbally

;kcd Linda in an area where he felt slw

I't measure up—her sexual performance.

Vieanwhile, Linda was raised in an

emotionally antiseptic environment by a hard-to-please mother

and a remote father who passively accepted his wife's disparage-

ment. Linda vowed to be powerful and indcpendent-hcnce her

tendency to be controlling. Having promised herself not to maiT\-

a meek man, she instead chose someone as hard to please and

critical as her mother—in effect re-creating her childhood struggles

in her maniage.

'Once Linda and Josh understood that liis low self-esteem and

her need to control were issues left o\tx from their cliildhoods,

they were able to accept their personality differences, wliich I

helped them reframe as virtues. For instance, I pointed out diat

their personalides had dictated career choices that \vorked to their

advantage. As I said toJosh, 'You could take a $75-a-night jazz gig

and still live in comfort because your wife's desire for power

worked to her frnancial advantage in the coi"porate world.' To

Linda I pouited out thatJosh's being a musician gave him a flexible

schedule that allowed her to focus on her cai cci' and tra\ cl for busi-

ness without worrying about child care or die house. t:oN-nNUED

rOD^y* ARM & HAMMEr ODOR ALERT
SEE ODOR BEFORE YOU SMELL IT.
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ext. to boostJosh's confidence and sense of personal power, I

recommended he focus on raising fiis income. It was clear to me
that Josh hadn't maxed out his earning potential as a freelance

musician. Following my advice, he promoted hinrself more aggres-

sively, and during the year die couple spent in counseling, he was

hired to play for the cirv''s opera company, doubled the number of

smdents he taught at home, became a part-time instructor at a local

college and sold several articles to a music magazine.

"The more economically successful he became, die better he

felt about himself. 'If you're doing what you love and making
money at it, that's success,' he said in a breakthrough session. 'We
live in such a money-oriented society that I never really believed

that before. But now I do.'

"W^ien it came to sex, I suggested that Linda might be more
responsive ifJosh changed tactics. 'Is this any way to woo your

wife-by berating her as cold in bed?' I asked rhetorically. They
bodi got die message. AsJosh stopped liis criticism, Linda's libido

slowly reawakened. In addition, as Josh became more sadsfied

with his career, he was less preoccupied with sex. Josh's sex drive

will probably always be stronger than mine, but we're more
accepting of each other's needs now,' Linda said, 'and we're work-

ing on making sex better for both of us.'

"After a rocky early marriage Josh and Linda had learned to

control their tempers, so I knew they could change their commu-
nicauon style if they wanted to. 'Don't scream, don't call names,

don't give each other the silent treatment and do not fight in front

of Audrey,' I said. 'Children who witness this behavior often grow
up to repeat it.' Once their communication improved, the couple

felt more emotionallv connected. Tlieir lunch dates resumed.

"I pointed out that they used their daughter the way they'd used

sex-as a pawn in a power struggle. She was caught in die middle-a

psychological dynamic called 'triangularion.' The batde on the air-

plane was a perfect example. Audrey refused to switch seats widi

Josli, dnd tWs disrespectfulness tapped into his insecurities. Linda

did not admonish Audrey, wliich perpetuated the triangle, and dien

Linda and Josh ended up fighting. 'You unconsciously sabotaged

your own power by going after your daughter, and dien you set up
Linda to take her side and go after you,' I explained toJosh.

"When parents are split, it's common for the child to try to get

away with as much as slie can-and indeed Audrey was a moody
pretcen who was behaving like any adolescent would if 'triangulated.'

I Jgrccd with Linda diatjosh needed to act more like an adult widi

his •..lauglucr and choose reasonable, enforceable punishments. Yet

Josh w as n;4-it Uj insist diat Linda stop calling liim cliildish and striv-

ing to be K p:ircnt" by being too lenient ;uid spoiling Audrev.
" "By coniin>; to Audre\ "s rescue you're positioning yourself for

Could Your Marriage Use Sa
When your

personal is£<

become tO(

'

^ ^i^pKF^ nnuch for th>
'"< of you to

on your own, a therapist can hi
Find one near you in our onlim

therapist directory, which inclu<^

therapists' resumes, photos,

specialties and personal state

http://therapists.lhj.com

ongomg batdes widi Josh,' I told her. O:

Josh stopped being verbally aggressive w
Audrey. Linda was less quick tojump to

defense, which reduced their argumen
She stopped being so extravagant wi

Audrey and held the girl accountable f

her behavior. The couple began determi

ing appropriate punishments together ar

became a united disciplinary front.

'Linda andJosh were model clients in th

both welcomed my insights and eagerly

plemented my recommendations. By ma
ing the difficult, but necessary, adjustmen

in attitude and behavior, they rediscovere

the bond that had brought them together s

many years ago. 'I'm less controlling an

critical,' Linda recendy acknowledged, 'an

because he's more successful, both artist

cally and financially. Josh is less argument; f

tive. When I stopped calling him childish, h

started acting like an adult. He's back t

being the great guy I fell in love with.'

"

"Can This Marriage Be

Saved?"" is the most enduring

women's magazine feature in

the world. This month's case is

based on Interviews with

clients and information from

the files of Stephen Betchen, a licensed

marriage counselor in Cherry Hill, New Jersey,

and author of Intrusive Partners-Elusive Mates

The story told here is true, although names and

other details have been changed to conceal

identities. "Can This Marriage Be Saved?"' is a

registered trademark of Meredith Corporation.
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A new ADHD treatment: Vyvanse

Consistent Sarah

throughout the day,

even at 6 p.m.

in her ADHD treatment is consistent, so is Sarah. f4

s ADHD symptoms weren't controlled throughout her busy day.

achers, coaches and even her friends didn't know the Sarah I know.

l/yvanse has been shown to provide consistent ADHD symptom control

morning, through homework and family time, for up to 12 hours.

impressed with the results of the Vyvanse clinical study. Parents reported

) symptom control at approximately 1 0:00 a.m., 2:00 p.m. and 6:00 p.m.,

•nstrating consistent symptom control throughout the day.

anse®
"-"'^mfetanine

"ciilTic.,,u.e;)C^"^^"'^"

Consistently Vyvanse

Ask your doctor about NEW Vyvanse.

1 -866-463-3467, www.vyvanse.com

'tant Safety Information:

le doctor about any heart conditions, including structural abnormali-
hat you, your child, or a family member, may have. Inform the doctor
diately if your child develops symptoms that suggest heart problems, such
st pain or fainting.

58 should not be taken If your child has advanced disease of the blood vessels

Dsclerosis); symptomatic heart disease; moderate to severe high blood pressure:

:tive thyroid gland (hyperthyroidism); known allergy or unusual reactions

igs called sympathomimetic amines (for example, pseudoephedrlne);
es; glaucoma; a history of problems with alcohol or drugs; agitated

; taken 9 monoamine oxidase inhibitor (MAOl) within the last 14 days.

; doctor before taking Vyvanse if your child is being treated for or has symptoms
)ression (sadness, worthlessness, or hopelessness) or bipolar disorder; has
mal thought or visions, hears abnormal sounds, or has been diagnosed with

^ see Brief Summarv of Full Prescribina lnform;ition on thp follnu/ina n;inp.

psychosis; has had seizures or abnormal EEGs; has or has had high blood pressure;

exhibits aggressive behavior or hostility. Tell the doctor immediately if your child

develops any of these conditions or symptoms while taking Vyvanse.

Abuse of amphetamines may lead to dependence. Misuse of amphetamine may
cause sudden death and serious cardiovascular adverse events. These events have

also been reported rarely with amphetamine use.

Vyvanse was generally well tolerated in clinical studies. The most common side

effects reported in studies of Vyvanse were decreased appetite, difficulty falling

asleep, stomachache, ana irritability.

Aggression, new abnormal thoughts/behaviors, mania, growth suppression,

worsening of motion or verbal tics, and Tourette's syndrome have been associated

with use of drugs of this type. Tell the doctor if your child has blurred vision while

taking Vyvanse.

LDX992 09/07 (o 2007 Shire us inc
,
Wayno PA ' rjs^

^ Shire -vour ADHD SuoDort ComDanv*'" Vwanse^" is a trademark of Shire LLC.



IMPORTANT INFORMATION

WHAT IS THE MOST IMPORTANT INFORMATION

I SHOULD KNOW ABOUT VYVANSE?
Vyvanse is a stimulant medicine. The following have been reported with use of

stimulant medicines.

1. Heart-related problems:

' sudden death in patients who have • stroke and heart attack in adults

heart problems or heart defects • increased blood pressure and heart rate

Tell your doctor if you or your child has any heart problems, heart defects, high blood

pressure, or a family history of these problems.

Your doctor should check you or your child carefully for heart problems before starting

Vyvanse.

Your doctor should check your or your child's blood pressure and heart rate regularly

during treatment with Vyvanse.

Call your doctor right away if you or your child has any signs of heart problems such

as chest pain, shortness of breath, or fainting while taking Vyvanse.

2. Mental (Psychiatric
)
problems:

All Patients

• new or worse behavior and • new or worse bipolar illness

thought problems • new or worse aggressive behavior or hostility

Children and Teenagers

• new psychotic symptoms (such as hearing voices, believing things that are not

true, are suspicious) or new manic symptoms

Tell your doctor about any mental problems you or your child has, or about a family history

of suicide, bipolar illness, or depression.

Call your doctor right away if you or your child has any new or worsening mental

symptoms or problems while taking Vyvanse, especially seeing or hearing things that

are not real, believing things that are not real, or are suspicious.

Vyvanse®
(lisdexamfetamine

* • * 'dimesylate) capsules

WHAT IS VYVANSE?
Vyvanse is a cenfral nervous system stimulant prescription medicine. It is used for the

freatment of Attention-Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD). Vyvanse may help

increase attention and decrease impulsiveness and hyperactivity in patients with ADHD.

Vyvanse should be used as a part of a total treatment program tor ADHD that may include

counseling or other therapies.

Vyvanse is a federally controlled substance (Cll) because it can be abused or lead

to dependence. Keep Vyvanse in a safe place to prevent misuse and abuse. Selling

or giving away Vyvanse may harm others, and is against the law.

Tell your doctor if you or your child has (or has a family history of) ever abused or

been dependent on alcohol, prescription medicines or street drugs.

WHO SHOULD NOT TAKE VYVANSE?
Vyvanse should not be taken if you or your child:

• has heart disease or hardening of the artenes • has moderate to severe high blood pressure

• has hyperthyroidism • has an eye problem called glaucoma

• is very anxious, tense, or agitated • has a history of drug abuse

• is taking or has taken within the past 14 days an antidepression medicine called

a monoamine oxidase inhibitor or MAOI.

• IS sensitive to, allergic to, or had a reaction to other stmulant medicines

Vyvanse has not been studied in children less than 6 years old.

Vyvanse is not recommended tor use in children less than 3 years old.

Vyvanse may not be right for you or your child. Before starting Vyvanse tell your or your

child's doctor about all health conditions (or a family history of) including:

• heart problems, heart defects, high blood pressure

« mental problems including psychosis, mama, bipolar illness, or depression

• tics or Tourette's syndrome • liver or kidney problems

• thyroid problems • seizures or have had an abnormal brain wave test (EEG)

Teii your doctor if you or your child is pregnant, planning to become pregnant, or

breastfeeding.

CAN VWANSE BE TAKEN WITH OTHER MEDICINES?
Tell your doctor sbnuf all of the medicines that you or your child takes including

prescription and nonpfescripticn medicines, vitamins, and herbal supplements, Vyvanse

and some medicines may interac; wi'h each other and cause serous side effects.

Sometimes the doses of other meiiicines will need to be adjusted while taking Vyvanse.

Your doctor will decide whether Vyve-se caii be taken with other medicines.

Especially tell your doctor if you or your .hild takes:

• antidepression medicines including MAOIs • antipsychotic medicines

• lithium • biood pressure medicines

• seizure medicines • narcohc pain medicines

Know the medicines that you or your child takes. Keep a list of your medicines with you to

show your doctor and pharmacist.

Do not start any new medicine while taking Vyvanse without talking to your

doctor first.

HOW SHOULD VYVANSE BE TAKEN?
• Take Vyvanse exactly as prescribed. Vyvanse comes in 3 different strength capsules.

Your doctor may adjust the dose until it is right for you or your child.

• Take Vyvanse once a day in the morning.

• Vyvanse can be taken with or without food.

• From time to time, your doctor may stop Vyvanse treatment for awhile to check

ADHD symptoms.

• Your doctor may do regular checks of the blood, heart, and blood pressure while taking

Vyvanse. Children should have their height and weight checked often while taking Vyvansa

Vyvanse treatment may be stopped if a problem is found during these check-ups.

• If you or your child takes too much Vyvanse or overdoses, call your doctor or poison

conti-ol center right away, or get emergency b'eatment.

WHAT ARE POSSIBLE SIDE EFFECTS OF VYVANSE?
See "What is the most important information I should know about Vyvanse?" for

information on reported heart and mental problems.

Other serious side effects include:

• slowing of growth (height and weight) in children

• seizures, mainly in patients with a history of seizures

• eyesight changes or blurred vision

Common side effects include:

• upper belly pain • decreased appetite

• dizziness • dry mouth

• irritability • ti'ouble sleeping

• nausea • vomiting

• weight loss

Vyvanse may affect your or your child's ability to drive or do other dangerous

activities.

Talk to your doctor if you or your child has side effects that are bothersome or do

not go away

This is not a complete list of possible side effects. Ask your doctor or pharmacist

more information.

HOW SHOULD I STORE VYVANSE?
• store Vyvanse in a safe place at room temperature, 59 to 86° F (15 to 30° C).

Protect from light.

• Keep Vyvanse and all medicines out of the reach of children.

GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT VYVANSE
Medicines are sometimes prescribed for purposes other than those listed in a

Medication Guide. Do not use Vyvanse for a condition for which it was not prescribed.

Do not give Vyvanse to other people, even if they have the same condition. It may

harm them and it is against the law.

This Medication Guide summarizes the most important information about Vyvanse.

If you would like more information, talk with your doctor You can ask your doctor

or pharmacist for information about Vyvanse that was written tor healthcare

professionals. For more information about Vyvanse, please contact Shire US Inc.

at 1-800-828-2088 or visit www.Vyvanse.com.

WHAT ARE THE INGREDIENTS IN VYVANSE?
Active Ingredient: lisdexamfetamine dimesylate

Inactive Ingredients: microcrystalline cellulose, croscarmellose sodium, and magnesium

stearate. The capsule shells contain gelatin, titanium dioxide, and one or more of the

following: D&C Red #28. D&C Yellow #10, FD&C Blue #1 and FD&C red #40.

NEED INFORMATION OR HAVE A QUESTION?
This is only a summary of important information. Ask your doctor or pharmacist for

complete product information. Go to www.Vyvanse.com. Or call 1-800-828-2088.

Manufactured for: Shire US Inc., Wayne, PA 19087. Made in USA.

Vyvanse^" is registered in the US Patent and Trademark Office.

Copyright ©2007 Shire US Inc.

Tliis Medication Guide has been appro

by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration

02/07 LDX^hire



Droweat^ Double Fiber bread. A natural pari of your healthy lifestyle.

A/ith 6 grams of fiber per slice, just two slices provide 48% of your recommended

Joily fiber. And the hearty wheat taste means ifs as delicious as it is healthy. For

Mher nutritious varieties, visit oroweat.com. OroweaL !Brea(/CPerfedeJ."

©2007 Bimbo Bokenes USA. Inc





without paying the price:

^ow Open in San Antonio: Village at Stone Oak, NEC Hwy. 281 & Stone Oak Pkwy. #
Want decorating inspiration? Visit our btog at homegoodsxont; Styles vary by store. 1-800-61 4-HOME ©2007 HomeGoods. Inc.

You envisioned a sliowplace. Then you did it at a show-stopping price.

The luxurious linens. The glamorous accents. All found at HomeGoods,

for up to off department and home store prices.



I will not

be a stroke victim.

omRoru

Premium ^
Blood Pressure Monitor

featuring ComFit'" Cuff

88?

American Hcan ^
Learn and l ive .

Detects
Morning Hy;>crteission

Do you and your doctor know your nioi nm^ blood pressure numbers? If you don't, yc

be at risk of having a morning blood pressure surge - also known as morning hyperter

which puts you at an increased risk of having a stroke. At Omron we want you to unde|

how important it is to inonitor your blood pressure within the first two hours of wall

• 50% ol patients with high blood pressure also have morning hypertensior

• Half of all strokes occur in ihe morning

• Women 45-54 have twice the i isk of stroke than same-aged men

This means that even if you think you are managing your blood pressure and a:

taking medication, you can still have morning hypertension and be at an increased

stroke. Omron is the first to offer home blood pressure monitors that are designed to

morning hypertension by calculating your average weekly morning blood pressun

morning hypertension indicator Hashes when your average weekly morning re

exceeds the American Heart Association guideline for normal blood pressure, in

case you should consult with your physician.

• #1 brand recommended by doctors*

• Clinically proven accuracy

• Accurate reading in just 30 seconds

• Unique ComFit'"Cuff easily fits regular and large arms

• Delects Morning Hypertension and irregular heartbeat

I7.se an Omron blood pressure monitor jar the accuracy doctors trust—mon
^,

noon and niebl. But especially morninp. mmmi^ ma^ it

omRoi
BLOOD PRESSURE MONITliinmi'iuiinf; ii hratul.

find out rriorfe about fng hypertension, visit WWW.bpnumbers.COm/lhj



h\ MARGARET RENKL mv life as a mom

WhatMemories
Are Made Of ' haven't put a photo

of my kids in an

album since 1996,

and some of their

drawings are under

several tons of

trash in a Nashville

landfill. But I do
have a secret stash of

sentimental treasures

Before I had kids I was a pack

rat. This is a genetic trait. My
mother's attic contains more

stuff by both weight and vol-

ume than her actual house

oes, and you should see her house. Suffice

to say, ifyou want to know how a troubled

larriage was saved in theJuly 1984 issue of

adies' Home Journal, you might want to

leck my mother's coffee table, wliich con-

lins several cubic yards of old magazines.

Not that I'm complaining. I inherited

le impulse to hang on to useless bits of

otsam, even though I myself didn't giow

p on a struggling farm during the Great

)epression or endure the privations of

/orld war. Still, in my own attic you could

: nd every note that was ever passed to me
1 the eighth grade, a large box containing

every article I ever wrote

for a student newspaper

and every poem I inflicted

on a school literar)' maga-

zine. And the wedding/

honeymoon/schoolteacher

detritus from my pre-

parenthood years.^ That stuff has its own attic wing.

Tlie thing is. I don't save every letter and even' birthda\' c;u"d

and eveiy draft of even.' poem amTnore. That all stopped when I

had children. Specifically, it stopped when I was pregnant withJoe,

my thir d child. One day in the middle of my last trimester I hauled

my heft up the attic ladder while I still had a prayer of fitting

dirough the opening. When I had all the baby equipment spread

out and saw how much more gear I needed to scjueeze into m\'

smallish house—crib, chiuiging table, rocking chair, baby clothes,

about 3.000 stuffed animals-something in me snapped. Unable to

sec my own feet, I was iilready taking m\' life in my hands whcn-

e\ er one of my existing kids woke up cning at night and I had to

navigate aroimd so many Lego and Tinkertoy obstacles in the

dark. What was it going to be like in this pack rat's nest with an-

other person s belongings spilling onto our floors?

Since then, whcne\ cr I find something that in the old days 1

would ha\"e shoved into the attic—outgrown clothes and toys,

unwelcome snfts-I save it for the first charit\' tliat calls askinar

for donations. Twice a vear. when the kids arc at tiONTiNUED
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The most

66

school, I go through their closets and throw out

ever\' Happy Meal toy and anything missing a

wheel or an arm. Much artwork that another

mom would hang on the refrigerator I look at.

praise lavishly and then-when the artist is

asleep—sneak into the recycling bin.

Mostly this is a sane policy when five people

share limited space. But my children rarely wel-

come a sane family policy, particularly where their

"treasures" are concerned. Just about every day they catch me in

some fresh outrage that goes like this:

Joe: "Wlrat happened to that gieat picture I drew of the Jedi

fighting all those stormtroopers?"

Me: "Um. I thought you were finished with it."

Joe: '1 am fmished drawing it. But now I want to hang it up.'"

Me: "Well, I'm not sure where it is anymore."

Joe: "You threw it away, didn't you?"

Me: "I didn't actually throw it away, honey, but I might've

possibly set it down with some other papers that could've wound

up in the recycling bin."

Joe. teaiing up: "Af-o-w/.'That was a good picture! How would

you feel if I went around throwing away your good stuff?"

All I can say in my own

defense is that this child

draws "a good picture"

every day of his life. The
walls in our house are cov-

ered by the good pictures

that he and his brothers

have drawn over the years

and that they aren't willing

to take down to make room

for the new. Bill Gates

doesn't have the wall space

to display all this art.

And that's just the case

I
of the purloined papers.

which actually linger in the

family room for a few days before I tr\' to spirit them away. It gets

worse with three-dimensional objects, which take up whole table-

tojis and which I tend to toss out before the glue is fully dr^'. Sam.

the budding scientist, will reminisce about his first taxonomy

ptoject. and I'll have to admit—because, at 15. Sam's perfectly

able Id lel! wlicn I'm King—that it"s now under several tons of

trash in a Xashvillc kmdfill.

It doesn i help thai my kids have recendy discovered I never wrote

a single line in an\- of their !)aby books, and that I haven't put a pic-

ture in an albimi since IIHX). when Henr\' w^as bom and suddenlv

LADIES HOME JOl.PNAL
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precious

items are the

ones I can't

part with

Your Life as a Mom
Join the lively

community of

mom bloggers at

LHJ.com, where
mothers across

America are

writing, laughing

and supporting

one another Read about moms
like you, then start your own blog

at WWW.LHJ.COM/MOMBLOG

the pictures doubled. W^c
could possibly take care o

two kids, much less docu

ment their every move an

keep it all organized, too?

Okay, some mothers do

My sister is one of them

Lori has a whole closet fiUei

with all the materials sh

needs to create beautiful scrapbooks foa

each of her children: pinking shears, rulers

colored pager, die cutters and templates

decorative borders, photo corners, bright

stickers, double-sided tape. She even made

a scrapbook for Joe, her godchild, that fea-

tures everv" major occasion of his life so far.

But it's really only the wrecked race cars

and the millionth drawing of a Jedi

starfighter that I ditch completely. I do have

a secret stash of precious items. They aren't

organized or carefully labeled or beautifully

showcased, but beneath my bed there are

three huge plastic containers—one each for

Sam, Henry andJoe—and inside are all the

treasures I can't bear to part with: locks of

baby hair; lost teeth; growth charts from

the pediatrician; First Communion cards:!

field day ribbons; letters to Santa; Thanks-

giving turkeys made from a tiny, painted

hand pressed onto construction paper;

lucky pennies; love notes from Utde girls:

book reports; homemade valentines; even a

couple dozenJedi starfighters. I don't show

them to my children because I don't want

them to know-not yet, though Joe is the

only believer left—that Santa Glaus doesn't

really save their letters. But I look throughlfj

diose boxes some nights after the kids are

in bed. just to fmger the trail my babies left

me, like bread crumbs through Hansel and

Gretel's forest, as they were busy becoming

big boys. Everv' now and then I'll pull out a

crooked litde card and set it on my desk so

I can read the inscription again and again:

"To the best Mommy in the hole wiirl."

In the end. I guess, I'm more of a recover-

ing pack rat than a reformed one. I'm not

my mother's drLigiirer fcr nothing.

WWW.LHJ.Cfr



7^5 the first video game
I've really enjoyed phying "

m

- Nancy Ponth IQ!' "I've never been a fan of

video gannes. But Wii is so interactive and it gets everyone involved. We really like

playing together as a family, so we quickly moved it from my son's room to the living

room. We even like making Mii characters together. They're funny and we get a kick

out of describing each other. I took a crack at making my own Mii. Then my kids told

me it wasn't 'pretty enough' and made it better. I thought that was sweet. They were

just so happy I was interested in a video game."

II US your Wii Story @ wii

intendo) wii.COm

and the Wn logo are trademarks of Nintendo © 2007 Nintendo
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heart of a HEN FRIED

What:S in a

For husbands,

''terms of

endearment"
for wives are

a goofy but

heartfelt habit

Nickname?

a o. what do you call your wife?"

I've been asking my guy friends. "I

mean, what do you call hfr to her face?"

I know how these guys refer to their wives in the post-

;j,ame wliirlpool. Some use first names. Most say "my
wife" or '"the wife"-just one tiny difference, but it makes all the

difference in the world. Occasionally you'll hear an older man in

the locker room refer to "my bride." You rarely hear "old ball and
chain,"" because Tm not sure anyone knows what a ball and chain

is anymore, and "old house-arrest electronic anklet"" just doesn't

have the same ring to it.

Bui nobody uses his pet name for his wife around the guys-or
any one else. It's private.

Aciuiilly it"s beyond priv ate. It"s the key to die world of per-

sonal, privileged communications betw^een husband and wife. In

some wav s. it"s more intimate than discussing our sex lives. That"s
wh)' i really don"t expect these giu's to tell me what they call their

wives, their versions of -snookums,"" "pookie."" "pooh bear."" pet

names and ic i nis of endearment thai sound right only when said

to one"s spouse. .'\nd if diev asked me. Tm not sure how I would

feel about telling them mine, either.

Fii st of all, I don't have just one

nickname. In 20 years of marriage

there have been dozens of them,

maybe scores. Some are completely

situational and last an hour or a day.

Some last forever and spawn endless

permutations. Occasionally one has to

be retired. (One husband has a whole list

of silly, endearing names for his wife, all

starting with "pumpkin," but he was recendy

requested to stop using "Pumpkin Pants.")

In fact, there are so many nicknames that on

those rare occasions when my wife and I

actually say our ^ven names out loud, it

sounds kind of odd. And it's almost never

for a good reason—it either means one of us

is really mad at the other or we're at the

admissions desk in the emergency room.

I'm fascinated by nicknames because I

believe them to be a leading indicator of the

health of a relationship. Couples who do

not have nicknames for each other are

doomed. Couples who are still using only

the nicknames they developed during their

courting days need new ones. And I'm curi-

ous about the couples who. at some point in

their marriage, switch from the names thev-

call each other privately to the names they

use around their kids—the ones who call

each other "Mom" and "Dad" when they"re

alone. (I know one couple who call each

other "Big Momma" and "Poppa," but only

when they're talking about each other to

their dog.) continued
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proof you can't judge a bread

by its color.

i
ious whole wheat

I
le 1st ingredient

yumnny white bread taste

you'll love ^

thy whole grains and

lood source of fiber

soft, smooth and

delicious

4

Pepperidge Farm'

Whole Grain White Breads. v<^*

Delicious white bread taste with whole wheat as

its 1st ingredient. Flip over the package and see.
•IHOU GRAIN WHi

I



From L to ft, Kay Miller, Jim Miller. SPC Lia Miller

STRONG
MOMS
Celebrating the strength of
one special "Army Mom"

* * * *
Kay Miller of Fergus Falls, Minnesota,
is a hero to many—her friends, family,

former nursing colleagues and
especially to her daughter. Army
Spc. Lia Miller, who describes her
mom as a "great listener, friend

and role model."

When Kay's only child decided to

join tt»e Army as a flute player in the
113th Anny Band, Kay admits that
the news was "jaw dropping."

Yet, as time has passed, Kay has
come to admire her daughter's
strength and her decision to pursue
tierlifetong passion for music and

erence as a member

heart of a husband

According to researchers, hus-

bands do more marital nicknaming
than wives. This may be because the

silly pet name is about as far as most
men will go when it comes to inti-

macy. (This might also explain wh)-

so many guys use die same terms of

endearment-and what the hell is a

"snookums" anyway?) Also, men
resist accepting cutesy nicknames.

Maybe we like using a form of baby
talk ivith our wives, but we don't like

hearing it back.

While I heartily encourage hus-

bands to nickname their wives early

and often, I am troubled by another

type of naming that comes up in

relationships-the naming of body
parts. Men who have names for tlieir

sexual organs scare me. (This has its

roots in simimer camp: After a card

trick involving a mechanical snake

named Oscar, my counselor went
out, got ripped and at 2 in the morn-
ing could be seen buck naked on a

cabin roof, waving and yelling ''Os-

car, bring me my card!") Diane says

I'm the only guy she ever went out

with who didn't have names for her

breasts. I don't

understand
this. I know
couples de\elop

euphemisms
over the years

for having sex

("You want a

back rub?").

But is asking to

see "Chuck and

Larry" really a

viable seduc-

tion technique?

(Breast names have been changed to

protect owners' prix acv.)

I also wonder what happens to pet

names when a relationship breaks

up. When Diane and I were first

LHJ.com

Hear Stephen

Fried talk about
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Husbandry, a
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dating, her mischievous younger sis

ter not only shared photo album
from her pre\ious marriage with m.

but told me her nicknames from prtj

\-ious relationships. WTien I want
tease her they come in handy. Bu
when my guy friends get divorced

as a feu' have recently-I always wo
der whether they will be creativ

enough to think of new pet name
when the\' start dating again or w
just fecycle the ones they're alread

used to. Men are great at findin

new ways to be lazy. And since it

recycling. Al Gore will approve.

As for me, I keep up a steady rota

tion of earh- nicknames, recent nick

names, h^-phenated nicknames (t\v

old ones or an old and new on
genetically spliced), anything I ca

think of. I think the more things mar
ried people say to each other tha

only make sense to die two of them
the better. Our grandparents usuallv

had an idiom from the old countr\

they could retreat into; in my famil\

it was Yiddish. Some of today's cou

pies don't have that, but we can

make up our own language, turning

our names for each other into some
kind of lovey-dovey poetry slam.

As for our actual nicknames for

each other, you'll notice I have
smoothly avoided revealing them.

That's because Diane turns out to

be even more squeamish than I am
about sharing our vocabulary of pet

names. There are probably a lot of

wi\ es who would be happy to admit

that their husbands call them "lamb-

chop." "candylegs" or "doodiekins."

Diane is not one of them. She has

put up with my revealing everything

from sexual frequency to dvcty laun-

dry for a national audience. But now
she's drawing the line. And I'll have

to trust her instincts. Because after

all. she is my litde ....
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* For this and everything she *
does, we salute Kay Miller and

all other "Strong Moms"!

To learn about other strong moms,
-visitgoarmy.com/for_parents \^
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Your quitting journey begins

when you make an appointment

with your doctor.



Tell him or her you're determined to quit smoking.
Say you've heard prescription Chantix (vareniclint / can help you get on the

quitting road. More than hkely, your doctor will offer encouragement and
answer any questions you in?i^' """'ive. ^

Chantix offers a 2 part approach:

O The prescription Chantix non-nicotine pill

helps keep nicotine from reaching key

receptors in the brain.

Besides relynig on your doctors help.

behavioral support programs are important.

Reach out for our 52-week program. It's just

a call or click away.

If you're ready to quit. Chantix can help. It can effectively reduce that urge

to smoke. Studies show 44% reached their quitting goal at the end of 12

weeks on Chantix (vs. 18% on placebo).

Ask your doctor how Chantix can help get you on the quitting road.

Log onto chantix.com or call 1-888-CHANTIX.

CHANTIX is one treatment option you and your doctor can consider.

The most common side effects include nausea (30"o). trouble sleeping,

changes in dreaming, constipation, gas and/or vomiting. If you have side

effects that bother you or don't go away, tell your doctor.

CHANTIX is for adults and should not be taken with other quit smoking

medicines. You may need a lower dose of CHANTIX if you have kidney

problems or get dialysis.

Before starting CHANTIX, tell your doctor if you are pregnant, plan to

become pregnant, or if you take insulin, asthma medicines or blood thinners.

Medicines like these may work differently when you quit smoking.

Please see important patient summarv of information on the next page.

CHAh'
(meiiicliiie)imm

Uninsured? Need help paying for Pfizer medicine? 'CS^^

Pfizer has programs that can help. Call

or visit www.PfizerHelpfulAnswers.com.

© 2007 Plizer Inc. All rights reserved. CHU00030A2



-^ANT FACTS , .
,
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ABOUT QUiniNG SMOKING
Quitting smoking is hard for most people because:

• Nicotine in cigarettes causes physical addiction.

• Some psychological and emotional triggers can

make you want to smoke.

Talk to your doctor about ways to help you quit smoking,

including counseling and support programs.

ABOUT CHANTIX
• CHANTIX is a prescription medicine that helps

adults stop smoking.

• In studies, it reduced the urge to smoke.

BEFORE YOU START USING
CHANTIX
Tell your doctor about all your medical conditions.

Tell your doctor if you:

• Have kidney problems or get kidney dialysis. You

may be prescribed a lower dose of CHANTIX.
• Are pregnant or plan to get pregnant. CHANTIX has

not been studied in pregnant women. It is not known

if CHANTIX can hurt your unborn baby. It is best to

stop smoking before you get pregnant.

• Are breast-feeding. Although not studied,

CHANTIX may pass through breast milk. Talk

with your doctor about other ways to feed your

baby if you take CHANTIX.
Tell your doctor about all your medicines, include

over-the-counter medicines, vitamins, and herbal

products. Be sure to tell your doctor if you take:

• insulin

• asthma medicine

• blood thinners

When you stop smoking, your dose of these

^edicines may need to change.
^

fpOSSIBLE SIDE EFFECTS
^

I

OF CHANTIX
\ The most common side effects of CHANTIX are:

• nausea

• sleep distiirboiKc (ti ouble sleeping, changes in dreaming)

• cor!>i;pation

• gas

• vomiting

Tell your doclor if side effects bi>ther you or do not go

away. There aie other side effects of CHANTIX. For

more information, talk with your doctor or pharmacist.

Use caution driving or operating machinery until

you know how quitiing smoking and/or CHANTIX
mav affect vou.

WHO IS CHANTIX FOR?
Who should use CHANTIX:
• Adults who want to stop smoking

Who should NOT use CHANTIX:
• Anyone who is allergic to varenicLine tartrate (the active

ingredient in CHANTIX) or anything else in CHANTIX
• CHANTIX has not been studied in patients under 18

years.

HOWTO USE CHANTIX
1 . Choose a quit date to stpp smoking.

2. Start CHANTIX 1 week ((7 days) before your quit date.

• You can smoke until your quit date.

• Stop smoking on or before your quit date.

3. Take CHANTIX after eating. Take CHANTIX with

a full glass (8 ounces) of water.

4. Take CHANTIX for up to 12 weeks.

5. If you have completely quit smoking by 12 weeks,

ask your doctor if another 1 2 w eeks of CHANTIX
will help you stay quit.

6. Do not stop taking CHANTIX. Even if you slipped up

and smoked, you can keep taking CHANTIX. Some

people need a few weeks for CHANTIX to work best.

HOWTO TAKE CHANTIX
CHANTIX comes as a white tablet (0.5 mg) and a blue

tablet (1 mg).

• Take the white tablet the first 7 days (first week).

• Take the blue tablet for the rest of the treatment.

Day 1 to Day 3 white tablet: 1 tablet each day

Day 4 to Day 7 white tablet: 1 in the morning

AND 1 in the evening

Day 8 to end of

treatment

blue tablet: 1 in the morning

AND 1 in the evening

This dosing schedule may not be right for everyone.

Talk to your doctor if you are having side effects such

as nausea or sleep problems. Your doctor may want to

reduce your dose.

NEED MORE INFORMATION?
This is only a summary of important information.

Ask your doctor or pharmacist for complete product

information, or

• Go to www.CHANTIX.com, or

• Call 1-877-CHANTIX (877-242-6849).

^^^^^^ Division of Pfizer. Inc.

(Ul^^ New Yoi-k. NY 1 (X) 1

7
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10 Advanced Wrinkle Reducer

icial moisturizers reduce the

jpearance of wrinkles and

?lp prevent new ones from

I rming. Millions of women
I orldwide already trust QIO for

I sibly younger-looking skin. You

: in too—and have fewer lines,

: more youthful appearance

: Id the confidence to touch

: Id be touched.

Visit www.NIVEAusa.com.

HIVEA
Touch And Be Touched

The Better.tv

$5,000
Cash Giveaway

Enter today for

your chance to WIN!

Go online to www.Better.tv

Better.tv:

• Your 24/7 video network

• 20 channels— thousands of videos

• All about Kour Home,
Your Family, Your Life

Some of the new videos this

month at www.Better.tv:

• Home decorating with pumpkins

• Your Thanksgiving meal made easy

• Planning a stress-free holiday season

the 24/7 video network

Subject to Official Rules and entry at www Detler tv and www bhg com/

winSOOO No purchase necessary lo enter or win The Better tv $5,000

Cash Giveaway begins August 21 2007 and ends December 31. 2007

Entries must be received by n 59pm , CT , on December 31. 200;" Open

lo legal residents of the 50 United States, and Canada (except Quebec

province residents). 21 years or olde' One entry per tiousehold Void wt>ere

profiibited Operator Meredilti Corporation

J A ^
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OSTEOPOROSIS
'FOUNDATION

Standing Tall For You"*

A woman s risk, of hip fracture is equal

to her combined risk of breast, uterine

and ovaiian cancer. It s never too earl)'

or late to protect your bones.

Learn more about osteoporosis and

bone health tiy \ isiiing the

National Osteoporosis Foundation

at www.nof.org

M
University of Michigan

Health System

Excellence in patient care, medical

education atid research is what

defines the University of Michigan

HeaUh System (UMHS). People

come from all around the world

seeking care, resulting in million

outpatient \isits. o\er 44.000

admissions. 75.000 ER visits.

61.500 surgical cases and (n er 3.800

babies deli\ ered annualh'. UMHS is

ranked among the top medical

institutions and medical schools in

the U.S. c\ ery year.

\'isit www.med.umich.edu

LLBean
Freeport, Maine

In our latest holida\' catalog, you

can choose from a wide selection of

new and classic products-all

guaranteed to pro\ ide lasting quality

and \ alue.

For your FREE cop)'. call

800.25)9.5968 or visit Ilbean.com.



ON LAWRENCE

T THesHer

Hero
A plucky stray makes a

remarkable rescue—and
in th^ process finds

his mission in life

Late one night lastJanuary Shannon Lorio, 37, was driv-

ing down a winding back road in Georgia. Fresh from

iui ai giinient with her husband, she was steaming mad

and, by her own admission, driving so fast she lost

contiol of her car and crashed into a wooded ravine.

She was tlnown through the back window of her Buick LeSabre

and landed on its trunk. Bruised, dazed and suffering from what

she would learn later was bleeding in her brain. Lorio soon sensed

a presence nearb\-. She aimed her head, spotted what appeared to

be a wild animal and panicked, fearing that it might attack hen

The creature was, in fact, a year-old German shepherd who
liad lived most of his young life at the end of a chain or in a small

i );i<, k\ aid pen. confined by two separate owners who had failed to

tram him. hi wmicr 2006 the dog managed to escape. When he

crossed path:i with Lorio he had been wandering the countr)'side.

Workers at a local steel plant sometimes spotted the skinny dog

and. piiyin;/ liini, gave him food.

But far ill attacking Lorio. the dog was on a rescue mis-

sion. He jumpt d on the trunk, licked Lorio's face and pulled her

oil the car. Realizing liis good intentions. Lorio allowed him to

drag her by the shoulder of her leather

jacket through .50 yards of brush to the

road. A passing motorist saw them, stopped

and called for help.

Even when the ambulance arrived the

dog would not leave Lorio's side, witnesses

reported. Lorio told them that the German

shepherd was not hers and had appeared

out of nowhere, so they called an animal-

control officer from the Thomasville-

Thomas County Humane Society shelter.

WTien he transported the dog there, he told

his colleagues the remarkable story.

Shelter staff begam calling the new arrival

"the hero dog.*' Soon he was just Hero. Kim

Arrington, the shelter's director of opera-

tions, says he's exceptional. Most stray

dogs, she says, bolt when they hear a noise

like a car crash. "Something drove Hero to

that crash. It's as if he has a continued
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sixth sense that tells him when he's needed." says Arlington.

Experts sa)' dogs detect danger by picking up the scent of feai-

given off by a frightened victim. Hero's sense of smell may have

led him to the scene of the crash, but he didn't stop there. When
he went on to rescue Lorio. Hero offered insight into the biologi-

cal nature of dogs, says zoologist Patricia McConnell, Ph.D.,

author of For the Love of a Dog.

"Dogs appear insdnctively to have strong, deep relationships,"

explains Dr. McConnell. "They are one of few animals that are

as highly social as people."

Like humans—but unlike most

other mammals-they don't

care for just their own young

but also other members of

their group. Dr. McConnell

adds. It's likely that when
Hero sensed Lorio's vulnera

bility. he transferred to her his

instinct to protect the other

members of his pack.

At the shelter, Arrington

ran a notice in the local news-

paper that brought forward

Hero's owner. The owner had

not advertised his loss up to

that point and. agreeing that

Hero needed a belter life than

she could give him, surren
,

dered him to the shelter for

adoption. Lorio. who already had a houseful of kids

I
and dogs, did not feel she could take Hero in. But. she

says of the dog who saved her life, not doing so

"broke my heart."

Lorio was relieved to learn that Arrington s next

step would be to call a local woman, Heidy Drawdy,

who is a member, along with her husband. Michael, of

South Georgia Search Dogs. Tliis group is made up of

volunteers who use dogs to help law enforcement

officers locate missing people, and y\rrington thought

Hero would be a perfect addition to the team.

'i was happy because I wanted Hero to be able to

do foi others what he had done for me," Lorio says.

Drawd}'. 50, a \ eterinar\' technician and obedience

tnuiicr \\\\o describes herself as '"passionate about animals being a

positisc ill our lives." was thrilled to bring the talented, if untrained,

dog home and start building on his aptitude as a search-and-

rescue animal. At the Drawdys" household Hero joined three

other German >htpherds. two standard poodles, a Chihuahua.

five indoor cats and a macaw. Most are

former shelter animals or strays. Housed in

two bams and a shed are four horses, a goat

and several well-fed outdoor cats.

Hero quickly became Drawdy's star

pupil. In a few months, he moved from basic

obedience training to complicated rescue

drills, learning to work oflf-leash and cover a

huge aiea. using smell and hearing to locate

LHJ.com

Read more

tales of hero

pets who
made a

difference lo

those who
loved them.

ViSit www
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a missing person, then leading his handlers

to that individual. Eventually Drawdy and

Hero will join the South Georgia Search

Dogs team on real rescue efforts.

Hero is already a celebrity. In February

the American Humane Association gave

him its Golden Paw Award for bravery, a

rare honor it bestows to illustrate the pow-

erful bond between people and animals.

It's a connecrion that Lorio thinks of on

her weekly visits to Drawdy's office to see

her Hero. When she looks into his deep-

brown eyes, she says, she is reminded that

the best thing we can do in life is love and

help one other. "Hero taught me compas-

sion," she says. "I used to get mad easily.

Since the accident I know there's nothing

worth getting so angry over. That night

changed my life." ^
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What if I'm the only
mom who isn't there?

II never make it through
that two-hour recital.

If I get a

migraine
tomorrow...

No, I've got to make it.

"•te's counting on me

Plus, I've got the
presentation. Maybe

Rich could do it?

Who am I kidding?
Rich can't handle it.

I'll just get it done.

Thinking about migraines even
when you're not having one?

Maybe it's time for a change.

TOPAMAX can help stop migraines before they

start so you can get fewer of them to think about. It's

believed that TOPAMA.X helps "calm" overexcitable

nerve cells that start a migraine attack.

TOPAMA.X works differently from the treatments

you take at the first hint of a migraine.

It's a daily prescription medication.

Talk with your doctor about what life is like with

migraines and sec if TOPAM.\.\ is right for you.

While migraines can't be completely eliminated,

it just may be the change you're looking for.

TOPAMAX may cause side effects. Please

see Important Safety Information below.

Visit TOPAMAX.com for tips on living with migraines.

Life shouldn't always revolve around migraines.

TOPAMAX
(topiramate)

^MAX is approved for migraine

i\ ORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION

risks associated with TO' lude lowered

I nate levels in the blood it an increase in the

y of the blood (nnetabolic acidosis! Symptoms could include

rventilation (rapid, deep breathing), tiredness, loss of appetite,

jiar heartbeat or changes m the level of alertness. Call your

)r immediately if you get these symptoms Your doctor may
to do simple blood tests. Chrome, untreated metabolic

'sis may increase the risk for kidney stones or bone disease

erious risks include decreased sweating, increased body
erature, kidney stones, sleepiness, dizziness, confusion,

ulty concentrating, and increased eye pressure (glaucoma).

^AMAX IS not used to stop a migraine after it starts.

Call your doctor immediately if you have any decrease m vision

or eye pain These problems can lead to blindness if not treated

right away.

More common side effects are tingling in arms and legs, loss of

appetite, tiredness, nausea, diarrhea, taste change and weight loss

Tell your doctor about other medications you take

Please see important

product Information about

TOPAMAX on adjacent page.

Together Rx Access and
the Together Rx Access logo

are trademarks of Together Rx Access. LLC.

CPoRTHO McNEiLNEuR0LOG.cs ©OMN, Ific 2007 Jutie 2007 02M851R1



"ORAMAX- [Toe-pa-max]

(•opiramatei Taclets itopiramate capsules) Sprinkle Capsules

WHAT DO TOPAMAX TABLETS AND SPRINKLE CAPSULES LOOK LIKE?

TOPAMAX* (topiramate) Tablets

5°) 100} ZUU
J

top) 0) 5 ^
25 mg 50 mg 100 mg 200 mg
White Light-Yellow Yellow Salmon

TOPAMAX* (topiramate capsules)

Sprinkle Capsules

Capsules are white

and clear

Note: The pictures above stiow the shapes and lettering of TOPAMAX tablets and sprinkle
capsules. The wording describes the strength and colors of the medication. Before taking your
medicine, it is important to compare the tablets or sprinkle capsules you receive from your
healthcare professional or pharmacist with these pictures to make sure you have received the
correct medicine.

Please read this patient information carefully before you take TOPAMAX and each time you obtain a
-efilL in case any information nas changed This summary does not contain all the information about
TOPAMAX and is not meant to take the place of talking with your healthcare professional. If you have
any questions about TOPAMAX, discuss them with your healthcare professional or pharmacist.

WHAT IS TOPAMAX?

TOPAMAX IS a prescription medicine used;

• alone to treat seizures in patients 10 years and older

• with other medicines to treat seizures in adults and children over age 2
• to prevent migraine headaches in adults

WHO SHOULD NOTTAKE TOPAMAX?

Do not take TOPAMAX if you are allergic to anything in it. See the end of this leaflet for a complete
list 0* ingredients m TOPAMAX

WHAT SHOULD ITELL MY HEALTHCARE PROFESSIONAL BEFORE TAKING TOPAMAX?
Tell your healthcare professional about all of your medical conditions, including if you:
• have kidney problems, esoecially kidney stones, or are getting kidney dialysis

• have a history of metabolic acidosis (blood and body fluid abnormality)
• have liver problems

• have osteoporosis (weak or brittle bones) and/or soft bones (osteomalacia) or decreased bone
density (osteopenia)

• have lung or breathing problems

• have eye problems, especially glaucoma
• have diarrhea

• have a growth problem

• are on a diet high in fat called a ketogenic diet

• are having surgery

• are pregnant or planning to become pregnant. It is not known if TOPAMAX can harm your unborn
baby

• are breastfeeding. TOPAMAX may pass into your milk. Talk to your healthcare professional about the
best way to teed your baby while taking TOPAMAX.
• suffer from depression, mood problems or suicidal thoughts or behavior

Tell your healthcare professional about all the medicines you take including prescription and
nonprescription medicines, vitaii,:ns and herbal supplements, TOPAMAX and certain other medicines
can affect each other. Sometimes the dose of some of your other medicines or TOPAMAX will have to
be adjusted. Especially tell your healthcare professional if you are taking:

'

• other medicines that impair or decrease your thinking, concentration, or muscle coordination (e g
central nervous system depressant medicines),

• birth control pills, TOPAMAX may maKe your birth control pills less effective. Tell your healthcare
professional if your menstrual bleeding changes while you are taking birth control pills and TOPAMAX
Keep a list of all the medicines you take. Show this list to your healthcare professionals and
Dharmacists before you start a new medicine,

HOW SHOULD I TAKE TOPAMAX?

'Take TOPAMAX exactly as prescribed. Your healthcare professional will usually start you on a low
dose of TOPAMAX and slowly increase your dose until the best dose is found for you,
• TOPAMAX Tablets should be swallowed whole. Avoid, chewing the tablets as they may leave a bitter
t3St6-

• TOPAMAX Sprinkle Capsules may be swallowed whole or may be opened and sprinkled on a
teaspoon of soft food of any type. Examples are applesauce, custard, ice cream, oatmeal, pudding or
yogurt. Drink fluids right afte' to make sure all of the food and medicine mixture is swallowed
• Never store any medicne and food n,-'

.

'

^ Ha later time
• TOPAMAX can be taken before, durr

, ai. J-ink plenty of fluids dunng the day to prevent
kidney stones while taking TOPAMAX

s
/

h

• If you take too much TOPAMAX, call , 'e professional or poison control center right away
or go to an emergency room

'

• If you miss a single dose of TOPAMAX, take it as soon as you can However, if you are within 6 hours
of taking your next scheduled dose, wait until then to take your usual dose of TOPAMAX and skip the
missed dose. Do not double your dose If you have missed more than one dose you should call vour
healthcare professional for advice.

•Do not stop taking TOPAMAX unless a healthcare pro^e •

to stop taking TOPAMAX
Vour healthcare professional will tell you how to slowly s!op :

,- x

WHAT SHOuTdTavOID WHILE TAKING TOPAMAX?

• If you are taking Topamax or other antiepileptic drugs for epilepsy or seizures, you may need to avoid
activities where loss of consciousness (passing out) could result m serious danger to yourself o^ those
around you (including swimming, driving a car, climbing in high places, etc) Talk to your doctor before
engaging in such activities.

• Unless prescribed by your healthcare professional, you should avoid other medicines thd
or decrease your thinking, concentration, or muscle coordination (e,g, central nerJ
depressant medicines), 1
• You should avoid drinking alcohol while taking TOPAMAX, Alcohol with TOPAMAX cal
effects such as sleepiness and dizziness worse,

• Do not drive a car or operate heavy machinery until you know how TOPAMAX affects \

can impair your thinking, motor skills, and'or vision.

WHAT ARETHE POSSIBLE SIDE EFFECTS OFTOPAMAX?
TOPAMAX may cause the following side effects which can be serious:
• metabolic acidosis. Metabolic acidosis is a condition that happens when there is too
your blood. Metabolic acidosis can cause symptoms such as tiredness, loss of ap|
heartbeat, and impaired consciousness Call your healthcare professional right

»

these symptoms with TOPAMAX. Your healthcare professional should do a blood test

of serum bicarbonate) to monitor your bicarbonate level while you are taking TOPAMAX,
• eye problems. Serious eye problems include:

• a sudden decrease in vision (acute myopia) with or without eye pain and
• a blockage of fluid m the eye causing increased pressure in the eye (secondary a
glaucoma).

Call your healthcare professional right away if you have a loss in vision or get eye
problems can lead to blindness if not treated right away. Your healthcare professional
stop TOPAMAX and may recommend other therapy

• decreased sweating (oligohidrosis) and increased body temperature (fever). Patient
children, should be watched closely for signs of decreased sweating and fever (incr

temperature), especially in hot temperatures. Some patients may need hospital treatn
condition,

• effects on thinking and alertness. TOPAMAX may affect thinking skills and cau««
problems with concentration, attention, memory and/or speech, TOPAMAX may cause di

mood problems, tiredness, and sleepiness. Call your healthcare professional right

experience any of these side effects,

• dizziness or loss of muscle coordination in patients who take TOPAMAX alone oi

seizure medicines,

• high blood ammonia levels and effects on mental activities. High ammonia in the Woo
your mental activities and decrease alertness, can make you feel tired or fatigued, or
vomiting. This has happened when TOPAMAX has been used with a medicine called w
(DEPAKENE* and DEPAKOTE*).

• kidney stones. Drink plenty of fluids when taking TOPAMAX to decrease your chance
kidney stones.

• tingling of the arms and legs (paresthesia) is a common side effect of TOPAMAX
Other side effects with TOPAMAX include loss of appetite, nausea, a change in the way
diarrhea, weight loss, nervousness, aggression, upper respiratory tract infection.

Call your healthcare professional if you have any symptoms that concern you or that do not(

These are not all the side effects with TOPAMAX. For more information, ask your
professional or pharmacist.

WHAT SHOULD I DO IF I GET PREGNANT WHILE TAKING TOPAMAX?
It IS not clear if there is a risk to the fetus/baby if you are exposed to TOPAMAX and you ar

Various abnormalities have been described in the offspring of animals exposed to TOWt
pregnancy If you use TOPAMAX while you are pregnant, ask your healthcare profess!

reporting your experience to the North American Drug Pregnancy Registry at Massachuse
Hospital (Boston, MA). This registry collects information about the babies born to worn)

taking drugs to treat various conditions. Information about the North American Drug
Registry can be found at httD://www.massaeneral.orQ/aed/ . You can also lOin the reoistrA

1-877-376-3872.

HOW SHOULD I STORE TOPAMAX?

• Store TOPAMAX tablets in tightly-closed containers at room temperature, 59°F to 86'

30'C). Protect from moisture.

• Store TOPAMAX Sprinkle Capsules in tightly-closed containers at or below 77°F (25°C). P

moisture.

• Keep TOPAMAX and all medicines out of the reach of children.

General Information About TOPAMAX,
Medicines are sometimes prescribed for purposes other than those listed in Patient I
leaflets. Do not use TOPAMAX for a condition for which it was not prescribed. 01

TOPAMAX to other people, even if they have the same symptoms that you have. It

them.

This leaflet summarizes the most important information about TOPAMAX. If you would
information, talk to your healthcare professional. You can ask your health care profe :

pharmacist for information about TOPAMAX that is written for health professionals. You ca
www.tODamax.com or call 1 -800-526-7736 for more information.

'

WHAT ARETHE INGREDIENTS OFTOPAMAX?

Active Ingredient: topiramate

Inactive Ingredients:

• Tablets • contain lactose monohydrate, pregelatinized starch, microcrystalline cellulo

starch glycolate, magnesium stearate, purified water, carnauba wax. hypromellose, titaniij

polyethylene, glycol, synthetic iron oxide (50, 100 and 200 mg tablets) and polysorbate 80,

• Sprinkle Capsules - contain sugar spheres (sucrose and starch), povidone, cellulo

gelatin, sorbitan monolaurate. sodium lauryl sulfate, titanium dioxide, and black pharmac
DEPAKENE - and DEPAKOTE' are registered trademarks of Abbott Laboratories,

Manufactured by:

Janssen Ortho, LLC

Gurabo, Puerto Rico 00778

Distributed by:

ORTHO-McNEIL NEUROLOGICS, INC.

ORTHO-McNEIL NEUROLOGICS, INC,

Titusville, NJ 08560
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if4 Scream for Ice Cream!
skin-Robbins® mouth-watering

-REE hard candies. Now in NEW
'n Cream™ & Creamy Vanilla™! You'll

Fruit Medley, Mint Chocolate Chip

;t! Just 10 cal/piece! Available nation-

the candy aisle. 1 -800-245-2898

Aavertisement

Bye Bye Cellulite

CBS, NBC ABC, FOX reported

Cellulean with pharmaceutica

Aminophylline visually slims,

smoothes & firms your legs

&derriere in 30 days. Cellulean

works! Call 866-622-3550 fo

a Free Tnal! cellulean.com

Better Than Collagen
Only Dermalastyl-B contains a patented combo
of real human elastin and Selenium. That's protein,

anti-oxidants and anti-carcinogens to help repair

skin's elasticity, photodamage and insure against

new wrinkles. See what CBS, FOX & NPR have

to say! dermalastyl.conn or 1-800-335-8565

tipsntrends.com
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Get Germs
Out of Your Air

Guard against

colds and flu this

season with the

Germ Guardian'"

Pluggable. It uses

hospital-proven

UV-C technology

to kill 99% of

airborne germs.

Also destroys odors

and allergens like

mold spores & dust

mites. Get it at

Bed Bath & Beyond.

^^Of^entrated Skin Rejuvenation Fcxmiis

proved Formula with Enriched Elaslatropf™

'^""^ns Tfopoelastin (precufsor to human ebsW

x-fab|

finds

ri eze with Ease
lucing TweezLight, the most amazing
leauty tool! Professional grade

!ers with a built in light, precision

nd a wide no-slip grip make *

,'ing effortless and accurate for Jm
brows tweezlight.com

Shop these great items

and other cool stuff at

shoptipsntrends.com

Playfully Sexy
Pink Sugar
Sugar, vanilla, and

a distinctive sensual

personality make
Aquolina's Pink Sugar

flirtatious yet wildly

romantic. One delicate

spntz IS all you need
to lure him in.

Get a jumpstart on

your holiday shopping!

Pink Sugar makes the

perfect gift for women
of all ages.

Nordstrom, Sephora,

QVC, Ulta

ADVANCE
MOISTURIZING

."MOISTURIZES

ADVANCED
PROTECTION

fOWWINC
HAND SANinZER

» 0» CttMi

Bad for Germs - Great for Hands!

Now Germ-XS" brings you its most advanced formulas

ever! Try New Germ-X* Advanced Protection Alcohol

Free Foaming Hand Sanitizer and Germ-X® Advanced
Moisturizing Sanitizer with herbal extracts moisturizes

up to 8 hours! germx.com

/
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Clean, Fresh,

Kissable Mouth
Biotene PBF Mouthwash^
has a patented natural

antibacterial enzyme
'^u-

formula that

dissolves plaque.

Non-burning

& Non-iritating

Biotene is

the #1 dentist

recommended
alcohol-free

mouthwash.

biotene.com
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JL EELING
By

SoNDRA Forsyth

Ever) one loves a love story, and here are five of them. These couples shared their feelings

after they renewed their wedding vows last November at Ladks Home JournoTs second

annual Celebrate Your Love getaway, in the Bahamas. Here are their uplifting stories.

tit

:

|]|).

84

Married November 27, 1976

Renewed after 30 years

Pine Hill, Alabama

''Wk ?vIkt drag racing during high
school," says Jeannie. "And I won!" Terry,

duly impressed, followed her to a pool hall

after the race. ' She had rolled down the

window of her black 1966 Ford Fairlane

500. and I saw this beautiful girl with long

black hair," remembers Terr\', who works as

an inspector for a railroad company. "I was

driving my red 1974 Ford Piiuo and was
sure that I could outrun her. I couldn't, and

the rest is histoiy!"

They both slowed down considerably

for their first date, though. Tliis time, they

rode bicvcles. "We hit it off and started see-

LADIES' HOME JOURNAL
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A high-speed romance
has lasted and lasted for

Jeannie and Terry Shiver

(shown at left in 1976

and above at their 2006 lltGi

vow renewal ceremony)
j,,
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ig each other all the time," Jeannie says,

hey were married less than a year later, on

crry's 19th birthday. "'We've had a won-

; crful marriage," she says.

Three decades later, with their dauarhtero
id son grown, the two agreed that some-

;
ling special was in order. "A vow renewal

I
ip is so much more than a vacation," says

I

iuinie, an ofBce manager for a dental prac-

I ce. "We realized we d have a great time,

I leet couples from all over the United States

1 id repeat the promises we made when we
I ere very young."

The date of the trip—in the same month

1 ^ their 30th anniversary—made up Terry's

I lind: 'Just like our meeting on the drag

I
rip, the ceremony was meant to be."

Married October 5, 1946

Renewed after 60 'i^ARS

Millsboro, Delaware

I WAS K World W'.vr II G.I. brioi

lys Rosalie, with a hint of her native Irish

ccent. "John was in the U.S. Navy, sta-

oned near my home in Londonderry in

946, right before the war ended."

They met at a dance inJuly at a club for

ntish and American servicemen. Tlie ro-

lance was, in Rosalie's words, "fast and

irious." John agreed: "Everything just

cmed to click."

They wed in October, right before John
turned to the United States. She fol-

iwed—crossing the Atlantic on a passenger

nip with other war brides-after getting

nmerous permissions. She was soon busy

using two sons and one daughter, ;ill now
1 their 50s. "We have arrandchildrcn and

rcat-grandchildren now." says Rosalie. 80.

It was love at first

sight for Rosalie and
John Atkinson in 1946
(left). Six decades
later (above) the two
are still lovebirds

John, who will turn 80 in December, likes to say that he mamed
an older woman. "And I'm sure glad I did." he adds.

After World War II. John went to work on the asscmbK- line at

a General Motors plant in Delaware but stayed in the Navy Re-

serve. WHien the Korean War Ciune along he was called up and

later decorated for bravery after being badly burned while

attempting to save fellow sailors during a shipboard explosion.

"I was home alone in Delaware with a young child during the

months he was at the Na\ al Hospital in Norfolk. \'irginia." recalls

Rosalie. "It wasn't easy." John made a full recovery, was dis-

charged from the Na\-v- widi a rank of cngineman second class in

1953 and went back to work at General Motors, where he even-

tually became a supervisor.

After ()0 years of a mix of drama and bliss, the couple felt that

they had plenty to celebrate. Says John: "Renewing our vows

gave us the chance to count our blessings received during our

manv decades as husband and wife." continukd
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M.\RRIEDjULY 7, 2001

Renew-ed .\fter four and
fr-e \tars of marriage

Leicester, North
Carolina

From formal wedding to
casual vow renewal, mar-
ried life has been dreamy

for Lisa and Tracy King

Thol c.h Lisa and Tracy ha\ kn" r

been married long, they feel as though

they've been a couple forever. "Wc
were best friends as teenagers, then

sweediearts." says Lisa, now 36. Tlic

pair dated for 13 years before Trac)',

now 37, asked for Lisa's hand in mar-

riage. Both sets ofparents were excited,

but Lisa s mother was particularly

ecstadc. Tracy remembers.

In fact, their parents were so enthu-

siastic about the coming nuptials, they

got mvoKed in planning them. "I wanted a tropical destination

wedding," admits Lisa, who is now a receptionist at a veterinary

hospital. "But our moms and dads wanted us to have a tradi-

tional church wedding close to home." Since the couple had made
their parents wait so long for them to tie the knot, diey decided to

honor their elders' wishes.

In retrospect, it was a good decision, says Lisa: "Everything
about our first wedding was perfect, unless you count Tracy tum-
mg around in the middle of the ceremony and armouncing to the
guests that he was sweating bullets."

VVliat Lisa and Tracy couldn't have known on that happy day
was thai two months after die wedding diey would lose his father
in a car accident and several years later her mother would suc-
cumb to ovarian cancer, llie two arc profoundly grateful that all

four of their parents were able to share the day with them, says
Iracy. who works as a printer.

In 2005. Lisa and Tracy reaffirmed their vows at Ladies' Home
Joimujl's ceremony inJaniaica-and had their tropical dream wed-
ding at last. Lisa's mother learned of her diagnosis the following
year, just as her daughter and s(jn-in-law were aiTanging to go on
the 2006 trip. Lisa told her mother that diey'd stay home, but her
mom responded. ".Swim with die dolphins for me."

"We did," Lisa reports, "and when we got

home we showed her both photos and
videos of our experience."

Both Lisa and Tracy say that renewing

the ir vows annually is something they

intend to keep doing. It's an opportunity to

"keep it fresh," says Tracy. Without chil-

dren, they're also freer to travel than many
couples. "We have more money at this

point," says Tracy, "and we can't think of a

better way to spend it than getting married

again in a different place each year."

"We both feel we married our best

friend," Lisa adds. "It just doesn't get any

better than that." continued
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Introduciiig

new Knorr Sides Pliis\fe^^es.

Two serviiigis of veggies never

tailed tkis good.

Tasty carrots, slender green beans, Asian-style

mushrooms. A delightful medley of the Far Eastern

garden nestled in golden noodles and a touch

of sweet teriyaki sauce. New ICnorr Sides Plus Veggies.

Now, get two servings of veggies in every pouch.



Married October 13, 1991

Renewed after 14

AND 15 years

Chicago, Illinois

"Gordon and I met at a roller

rink in 1989." recalls Yolanda, 60. a

retired police officer. "When he asked

me out I turned him down. I had just

divorced and wasn't interested in a

relationship." The focus of her life,

she says, was raising her son, at the

time a 20-year-old college student.

Gordon, 59, a retired YMCA sports

director, was also divorced with a son,

a 16-year-old high school student. "I

was attracted to Yolanda because she's

athletic-she can skate fast! I had

women chasing me, so I assumed

she d want to date me." When she

declined, he thought, "The nerve of

her!" and assumed she was playing

hard to ?rei.

Gordon did back off, but he didn't give up. He asked if they

could meet at the local Adler Planetarium, a spot that he felt

didn't imply they were dating as a nightclub or restaurant might

have. "He's a Southern gendeman, and his demeanor appealed to

me," admits Yolanda.

"I had to prove to her that there are good men out there and

that I'm one of them." remembers Gordon. "She did agree to see

me. and I wasn't pushy. As I recall, I didn't even kiss her for the

first six months."

It took two years for him to win her trust and her heart. "In

1991 wc were manicd in a church wedding with more than 300

guests. Since then our life together has been a joy." says Yolanda,

who calls Gordon "the lovc of my life." Their first vow renewal

ceremony, in 2005 in Jamaica, was an expression of that happi-

ness. "The experience was so moving, like sealing our love." she

says. "It was another chance to gaze into each odier's eyes and
enrich our lovc for each other.'"

With both of their sons grown and out of the house, Yolanda

Yolanda and Gordon Cox
(at right in 1991) were both

divorced when they met,

and love has been sweet
the second time around

and Gordon are empty nesters. This new

living arrangement has brought them closer

and made them more romantic than ever.

"Wie love our boys very much," says

Yolanda. "But now that we are alone and

also retired, we have time for intimacy in a

way we never did before. When Gordon is

out I can't wait for him to come home. I

spruce up, and when he comes through

that door, I thank God he wouldn't take

'no' for an answer." continued
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IN OUR PERFECT MOMENT CONTEST. AN EARLY MORNING RIDE, COMBINED WITH THE

RICH, SMOOTH TASTE OF NESCAFE' TASTER S CHOICE' COFFEE, MARE FOR A PERFE

MOMENT WE ALL CAN ENVY. MAY ALL YOUR TRAILS BE HAPPY ONES. AND FLAVORFUL,

I PERFECT MOMENT. 1 PERFECT CUP.
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Restating their vows helped
Lori and John Elmer (above

in 2006, at right in 1981)

heal after Hurricane Katrina

M.\RRiED December 18,

1981

Renew'ed .^fter 24 years of

marriage

Metairie, Louisiana

"The vow renewal erip was a

fantasy come true," says Lori, 47.

Everything about it made up for the

vva\' she andJohn spent their wedding

night 24 years earlier. She was 21. he

was 22. and to save money, says Lori,

they'd rented a house from a relative

for dieir hone\Tnoon. "Tlie day of our

wedding, the temperature plummeted

to 27 degrees." Lori recalls. "When we
got to the house at midnight after the

reception, we found that the heating

system didn't work. We nearly froze to death!"

That less-than-ideal start as husband and wife was one reason

they felt they deserved a warm and wonderful second honey-

moon, says Lori. Another compelling reason to get away, adds

John, 48, '.vas the need to relax and develop a fresh perspective on

hfe after a series of devastating events. He, his wife and their

daughter barely escaped New Orleans ahead of Hurricane Ka-

trina (their son was in college in Florida, out of the storm's path).

The family spent the next six months living on inflatable mat-

tresses in a rented apart-

ment in Baton Rouge.

After they returned to

clean up their home, which

had survived the storm,

depression set in, recalls

Lori, as it did for many
New Orleans residents.

Then Lori's mother s blad-

der cancer diagnosis and

the death ofJohn's aunt

owing to complications

following heart surgery

piled on even more stress.

Act Now to Renew Your Vows
Thinking of

rekindling your
love? Contact
Ladies' Home
Journal by
October 22 Lo

join us on the

2007 Caribbean vow renewal
getaway! You'll enjoy a weekend of

romance, gifts, beaches and more.
Visit www.LHJ.coM/vows for details.

The vow renewal sounded remarkably

like a tonic to the Elmers. They and long-

time friends who were also fellow Katrina

survivors decided to head together to the

Caribbean. The event was especially

meaningful forJohn and Lori since its date

fell close to both their 25th wedding anni-

versary and their daughter's departure for

college. The couple felt that restating their

love would be the perfect start to their new

stage of life—and a way to prove that young

love not only can last but also deepen as

time goes by.

90
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At last. Enjo\' the same chocolate candies you\e always loved,

now in perfect portions of H)0 calories each. M&M'S? 3 MUSKETEERS? TWIX® Candies.

Get all the pleasure with none of the regret.

www.MarslOOcalpacks.cc



Worry not. One call to Farmers HelpPoint and our professionally trained response team will leap into actioni



Not available In all areas.

21 vith the problem quickly and compassionately. To learn more, visit farmers.com or call 1-800-FARMERS.



iiione'v matters HANSON

Where

'

Will.
. . . there's a way for there

to be potential conflict.

Take these steps to

make sure your parents'

w ishes for your inheritance

don't go unfulfilled

When your aging parents

pass away, will you and

your siblings be treated

equally? Which of you

will inherit the art deco

diamond ring or lushly framed antique wed-

ding photos? And what if a parent is remar-

ried: Will a second wife or husband be able

to claim a right to money you believe is
j

yours? Tliese can be painful and awkward

issues to probe. Nevertheless, having a con-

versation with parents about their will-start-

ing with whether they even have one-is

\ itally important, and not at all selfish or mercenary. Most parents

want their adult children to be treated fairly after they die. but

those wishes could easily go umnet if no will exists or it's wntten

in a way that's vague, incomplete or otherwise faulty.

Here are common mistakes made when drafting wills-and the

legal steps you should encourage your parents to take so that

your inheritance is protected and a host of headaches doesn't

become their legacy.

VOORST ENARIO Your father wills his

entire estate to his second wife,

s v^HAT CAN HAPPEN You could end up with nothing

when yoiu- stej)mother passes away. That could be exacdy what

\our father waulcd-oi not. Your father may have innocently

c

assumed that his second wife would be-

queath die remaining assets to you and your

siblings upon her death, perhaps because

that's what they discussed. But if it's not

written in the will, she's under no legal

obligation to do so. "Surviving spouses can

leave inherited property to whomever diey

please-a new wife or husband if they re-

marrv- or dieir children firom a previous mar-

riage:' says Michael D. 'Whitty, a partner in

die mists and estates practice at Wmston &

Strawn, a Chicago-based law firm.

WRITE IT RIGHT If your parents are di-

vorced and remarry, continued on page 100
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Your Walgreens Pharmacist
Happy to help you manage your health,

I have a responsibility - not only to fill your prescriptions,

but to help those medications work best for you.

That's why when you come to Walgreens, we can discuss

potential side effects of prescriptions, avoiding interactions

with other medications, over-the-counter products

and the foods you eat. I can also provide you

with a free Personal Medication Passport™

that gives you an up-to-date record of

your medication and health information.

This valuable record can be shared

easily with your doctor or family

members, or used as an important

reference in emergency situations.

For more information about these

and other services we offer, just ask.

Helping you is what pharmacy is

all about.

For the Walgreens location nearest you. call 1 -800-WALGREENS

(1-800-925-4733) or visit www.walgreens.com/findastore.







money matters

it makes sense that they'd want to provide for their new
spouse and their grown children. To ensure that both things

happen, they shouldn't leave their separate assets to their

new husband or wife outright. Instead, encourage them to

write a will that sa)'s the investments will be held in a "testa-

mentary tmst" for your stepmother or stepfather's tise dur-

ing their lifetime and then pass direcdy to you and your

siblings upon his or her death, Whitty advises. All kinds of

property' can be placed in such a trust, including real estate.

To protect these assets for future generations, your steppai-

ent should be named the beneficiaiy but not the trustee of

the tmst. (The tmstee can be an individual or an institution,

such as a bank.) hi diis way, your stepparent can live in the

house and use the interest from the investments for living

expenses, but can't manage the investments or sell them.

The principal will be preserved for you and your siblings.

2 WORST-CASE SCENARIO Your widowed
mother dies, and her will says that all of her

money and property should be divided equally

between her two children. But you and your sister are

fighting over who gets the jewelry and china—and
now you're not speaking.

XWHAT CAN HAPPEN The potential for

family rifts is great when parents haven't

spelled out in their will who gets what

in the way of prized heirlooms.

"Since these items often have more

sentimental than monetary vidue,

siblings will tell each other, 'Mom
always wanted me to have this

grandfather clock' or 'This brace-

let is how I will remember Mom,'

"

says Ryan M. B(jrnstein, an attor-

I
ney with Hai^vey Ballard k Bomstein,

in Berwyn, Pennsylvania, and an ad-

|unct professor of law at VUkuiova Univer-

sity School of Law. "But some people will fight

over an item because one thinks that, say. a luby ring is

worth more than the sapphire earrings."

WRITE !T RIGHT There are two ways your pai'cnts can

ward ofi s(|ualjblcs (imd possible permanent estrangement)

among theh" cliildren after they're gone: Ask dicm to list all

of their personal property in dieir will or iri a memo attached

to it (jewelry, furniture, cliina, ciystiil, aitwork, collectibles,

clothing, etc.) and name die person who is to receive each

individual piece, rather dian sunply say diat it should be split

equally. Or suggest that they give you and your siblings the

special items while they're still alive.

"The benefit of making a very specific

and comprehensive list of personal

belongings is that there wiU be fewer

things for heirs to fight over, and

there's more likelihood that the par-

ents' wishes will be followed," Bom-
stein says. "And the benefit of giving

away personal property duiing life is

that your mother can see you wearing

her favorite necklace."

3 WORST-CASE SCENARIO
Your widowed mother add-

ed your brother's name as

"joint tenant" of her mutual fund

investment account so he could

help her manage it. Her will said

that the two of you should split

everything 50-50, but now that

she has died he's not sharing the

account's assets.

WHAT CAN HAPPEN Your

brother is entitled to keep it under the

right of survivorship. "It's very com-

mon for elderly parents to put an adult

son or daughter's name on a checking

or any other kind of account for the

convenience factor of allowing their

child to help them pay bills," explains

Bornstein. "Plus, many of them

wTongly assume that it will save their

cliild from paying federal estate taxes

down die road."

So how wotild you get your fair

share from your brother? "You'd

have to ask a judge to determine

whether your late mother put his

name on the account for convenience

or because she intended to give it to

him when she died," says Rebecca

Rosenberger Smolen, a partner with

the Philadelphia law firm Wolf,

Block, Schorr and Solis-Cohen.

You're not guaranteed to win in

court—it's difficult to prove what

your mother had in mind—but you

are assured of high legal continued
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money matters

fees and added stress during your time of mourning.

WRITE IT RIGHT Urge your elderly parents to create a "finan-

cial power of attorney," a written document in which they authorize

an adult-usually an adult child-to be their "agent" who can act on

their behalf in financial matters if diey become physically or men-

tally incapacitated and can't carry out their affairs, ff they balk, ask

them to put all their children's names on dieir financial accounts as

"joint tenants" as diis will ensure that the estate is ultimately divided

equally (assuming, of course, that equal division is what your par-

ents want) and sibling squabbles are avoided. If they place all dieir

children's names on die account and one of die siblings dies, how-

ever, the remaining cliildren will split die money-and die deceased

child's sons and daughters won't be entided to a dime.

"Power of attorney is far better than joint tenancy, because it

avoids the thorny question of what was intended by the parent,

and it allows a parent the flexibility to change his or her mind

about how to dispose of the property at death," Smolen explains.

"Once property is in joint names, technically the other joint ten-

ant-or tenants-has a vested right in the property. Also, in cases

in wliich the accounts are quite large, your parent may owe gift

taxes upon the creation of the joint tenancy."

Finally, a power of attorney isn't jusl for the elderly. If you don't

have one and if either your husband or you become disabled at any

point in your life, neidier of you can automatically make financial

decisions for die odier. Instead, the healdiy spouse would need to

petition the court to be appointed giuudian-a time-consuming and

expensive ordeal. Most people iiiune their spouse as their agent and

designate a relative or close friend as a backup in case the couple

becomes incapacitated together. A minor can't be an agent.

4 WORST-CASE SCENARIO Your father leaves you a

hefty inheritance, but the money gets tied up in probate.

WHAT CAN HAPPEN hi some states die probate pro-

cess is simple and may take only a few mondis widi minimal expense.

But in odier states, such as California and Florida, it's cumbersome

and costly. "If there are no complications, you'll get your money

widiin a year, but sometimes it can tiike two to drree years," says

Steven Trytten, a founding partner of Ang-

FleweUing, Rasmussen, Campbell &:

Trytten, in Pasadena, California.

In California the legal fees and

expenses to probate an estate

are generally detennined on the

basis of the size of the estate.

^9 For example, an estate of

$5()(),0()0-a modest one, given

' the high cost of property in Cali-

fornia-would cost about $16,000 to pro-

NOVEMBER 2007

bate, according to Trytten. If die $500,000

estate consists of a $1 million house subject

to a $500,000 mortgage, however, the costs

are calculated on the basis of the full $1 mil-

lion value, resulting in a bill of $27,000.

WRITE IT RIGHT Kyour parents live in

a state with burdensome probate procedures

(ask a local attorney to find out whether

their state is one), encourage them to consult

a lawyer about transferring their property

into a "revocable trust" that works Uke a will I

but is designed to allow the administration of

the estate outside of probate court. So during

a person's lifetime, die trust owns his prop-

erty and assets, and when he passes away,

his assets are administered without court

supervision, which is less cosdy. Most of die"

language that might normally appear in a

will appears, instead, in die revocable trust; a

short will (often called a pour-over will) is

also prepared to make sure that if for some

reason an asset doesn't end up in die revo-

cable trust, it can pass under the will to it.

"Tliis precaution ensures that all property

win eventually end up in the revocable trust

but does not avoid a probate with respect to

property that was not already in the revo-

cable trust," Trytten explains. It's vital for
i

people to create an inventory of assets when

they draw up the estate plan-and again

every time it's reviewed and updated—to

ensure that each asset is in die right place. A
few years ago Trytten represented a woman

whose late husband had assigned all of his i

assets to a revocable trust, except for a

$100,000 bank CD that he owned individu-

ally. The result? The widow couldn't get die

money for a year, and she paid nearly $5,000

in legal fees and expenses by the time the

probate had been completed. "If die bank or

her husband had been paying better atten-

tion, the problem could have been fixed and

probate could have been avoided," Trytten

says. "In the abstract, a year's delay may not

sound too bad-unless you really need die

money. But for a surviving spouse who

needs closure to move on with her life, a

year can be an eternity." ^
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Fresher thinking for fresher bacon.

)

Introducing the Stay-Fresh Reclosable Tray.

It opens and closes with a snap so

the last slice is as fresh as the first.

You can count on Oscar.



se was near death

jy she'd never met made
hat saved her life

Next to the baby monitor on

Lisa Savarese's bedside table

in Frceport, New York, are

no fewer than 21 framed

photos. Most display the sort of pic-

tures you'd expect ol a mother of four:

shots of husband Vinnie, 40; their

1-year-old twins, Alexa Rose and Sa-

mantha Danielle; and

Lisa's children from her

first marriage, Joseph

and Nikki-Taylor, 14 and 12. But nes-

tled among these family portraits is an

unexpected image: a portrait of a

handsome, dark-eyed teenager wear-

ing a crucifix. He is Daniel Giajiadda,

and he died in 1999 on the day of his

high school graduation. It is his heart

that beats within Lisa Savarese's 40-

year-old chest. Without

Daniel, Lisa's adorable,

Photographed by high-energy toddlers

Lisa and Vinnie Savarese, holding 1-year-

old twins Alexa Rose (left) and Samantha
Danielle, with their maternal grand-

mother, Elaine Ingrisano (top left), and
honorary grandparents, Diane and Paul

Gianadda (top center and right)

fel

l«

Ki

Bv Margari i Renkl

would never have been born.

Until she was 28, Lisa had no reason

to dwell on the health of her heart. But

in December 1994, nearly a week after

she brought newborn Nikki-Taylor

home from con-onued on page 108
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Take advantage of our
7-DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER.

Visit AmbienCR.com or call 1-800-930-9415.

I WIBIEN CR is indicated for the treatment of insomnia. *Proven effective for up to 7 hours in clinical studies.

I iportant Safety Information

I VIBIEN CR is a treatment option you and your healthcare provider can consider along with lifestyle changes and can be taken for as long

|i 5 your provider recommends. Until you know how AMBIEN CR will affect you, you shouldn't drive or operate machinery. Be sure you're

i )le to devote 7 to 8 hours to sleep before being active again. Sleepwalking, and eating or driving while not fully awake, with amnesia for

I e event, have been reported. If you experience any of these behaviors contact your provider immediately. In rare cases, sleep medicines

,j

ay cause allergic reactions such as swelling of your tongue or throat, shortness of breath or more severe results. If you have an allergic

II laction while using AMBIEN CR, contact your doctor immediately. Side effects may include next-day drowsiness, dizziness and headache.

I s non-narcotic; however, like most sleep medicines, it has some risk of dependency Don't take it with alcohol.

/4i\/iBieNCR

I :a5e see important patient Information on adioining page. A good night's sleep from start to finish



INFORMATION FOR PATIENTS

Ambien CR™ ©
(Zolpidem tartrate extended-release) tablets

INFORMATION FOR PATIENTS TAKING AMBIEN CR

Vour doaor has prescribed Ambien CR to help you sleep. The following information is intended to guide

vou in the safe use of this medicine. It is not meant to take the place of your doctor's instructions. If you

have any questions about Anibien CR tablets be sure to ask your doctor or pharmacist.

Ambien CR is used to treat different types of sleep problems, such as:

• trouble falling asleep

• waking up often during the night

Some people may have more than one of these problems.

Anben CR belongs to a group of medicines known as the "sedative/hypnotics", or simply, sleep

r '-vre are many different sleep medicines available to help people sleep better Sleep

I .dually temporary, requiring treatment for only a short time, usually 1 or 2 days up

;c ; - v\t.eks Some people have chrome sleep problems that may require more prolonged use

of sleep medicine. However, you should not use these medicines for long periods without talking

with vouf doctor about the risks and tienefits of prolonged use

SIDE EFFECTS

Most common side effects:

• headache

• v-'rrrin|pnce (sleepiness)

M i

.
:.; ;nat these medicines make you sleepy during the day. How drowsy you feel depends upon

how your body reacts to the medicine, which sleep medicine you are taking, and how large a dose your

doctor has prescribed Daytime drowsiness is best avoided by taking the lowest dose possible that will

still help you sleep at night Your doctor will work with you to find the dose of Ambien CR that is best

for you.

To manage these side effects while you are taking this medicine:

• When you first start taking Ambien CR or any other sleep medicine until you know whether the med-

icine will still have some carryover effect in you the next day, use extreme care while doing anything

that requires complete alertness, such as dnving a car, operating machinery, or piloting an aircraft.

• NEVER drink alcohol while you are being treated with Ambien CR or any sleep medicine. Alcohol

can increase the side effects of Ambien CR or any other sleep medicine.

• Do not take any other medicines without asking your doctor first. This includes medicines you can

buy without a prescription Some medicines can cause drowsiness and are best avoided while

taking Ambien CR.

• Always take the exact dose of Ambien CR prescribed by your doctor. Never change your dose

without talking to your doctor first.

SPECIAL CONCERNS

I here are some speci.il problem'. Ili.il m.iy ()< ( ur wtiilc IdkiiiK sleep medic incs

"Sleep-Driving" and other complex behaviors: There have been reports ol people getting out of bed

alter taking a sleep meditinc and driving their cars while not fully awake, often with no memory of the

event. If you experience such an event, it should be reported to your doctor immediately, since "sleep-

driving" can be dangerous. This behavior is more likely to occur when Ambien CR is taken with alcohol

or other drugs Such as those for the treatment of depression or anxiety. Other complex behaviors such

as preparing and eating food, making phone calls, or having sex havefieen reported in people who are

not fully awake after taking a sic-ep medic ine As with "sleep-driving", people usually do not remember

these events

Memory problems: Sleep medicines may cause a special type ol memory loss or "amnesia." When this

occurs, a person may not remember what has happened for several hours after taking the medicine.

This IS usually not a problem since most people fall asleep after taking the medicine.

Memory loss can be a problem, however, when sleep medicines are taken while traveling, such as

during an airplane flight and the person wakes up before the effect of the medicine is gone. This has

been called "traveler's amnesia."

Be sure to talk to your doctor if you Ihink you are having memory problems Although memory
problems are not very common while taking Ambien CR, in most instances, they can be avoided if you

take Ambien CR only when you are able to get a full night's sleep (7 to 8 hours) before you need to be

active again.

Tolerance: When sleep medicines are used every night for more than a few weeks, they may lose their

effectiveness to help you sleep. This is known as "tolerance" Sleep medicines should, in most cases, be

used only for short periods of time, such as 1 or 2 days and generally no longer than 1 or 2 weeks. If

your sleep problems continue, consult your doctor, who will delermine whellier other measures are

needed to overcome your sleep problems

Dependence: Sleep medicines can cause de(jendence, especially when these medicines are used

regularly for longer than a few weeks or at high doses. Some people develop a need to continue

taking their medicines. This is known as dependence or "addiction
"

When people develop dependence, they may have difficulty slopping the sleep medicine. If the

medicine is suddenly stopped, the body is not able to function normally and unpleasant symptoms may
occur (see Withdrawal]. They may find that they have lo ffcp taking the medicines either at the

prescribed dose or at increasing doses just to avoid withdrawal symptoms.

All people taking sleep medicines have some risk of fjecoming dependent on the medicine However,

people who have been dependent on alcohol or other drugs in the past may have a higher chance of

becoming addicted to sleep medicines. This possibility must tie considered before using these

medicines for more than a few weeks

y^MBlGNd
kmVillfEHMDMC
6.25-MG & 12.5-MG EXTENDED RFtEASETABl©

If you have been addicted to alcohol or drugs m the past, it is important to tell your doctor I J;
starting Ambien CR or any sleep medicine.

™
Withdrawal: Withdrawal symptoms may occur when sleep medicines are stopped suddenly after

used daily for a long time. In some cases, these symptoms can occur even if the medicine has beei

for only a week or two.
IISSII

Itilil

In mild cases, withdrawal symptoms may include unpleasant feelings. In more severe cases, abdo

and muscle cramps, vomiting, sweating, shakiness. and rarely, seizures may occur. These mores

withdrawal symptoms are very uncommon.

Another problem that may occur when sleep medicines are stopped is known as "rebound inson l""

This means that a person may have more trouble sleeping the first few nights after the medic

stopped than before starting the medicine. If you should experience rebound insomnia, do nc

discouraged. This problem usually goes away on its own after 1 or 2 nights.

If you have been taking Ambien CRor any other sleep medicine for more than 1 or 2 weeks, do no

taking il on your own. Always follow your doctor's directions.

Changes in behavior and thinl<ing: Some people using sleep medicines have expenenced un

changes in their thinking and/or behavior These effects are not common. However, they have incli

• more outgoing or aggressive behavior than normal

• confusion ^
• strange behavior

• agitation

• hallucinations

•worsening of depression

• suicidal thoughts

How often these effects occur depends on several factors, such as a person's general health, the i.

other medicines, and which sleep medicine is being used.

It IS also important to realize that it is rarely clear whether these behavior changes are caused I

medicine, an illness, or occur on their own In fact, sleep problems that do not improve may be dl

illnesses that were present before the medicine was used. If you or your family notice any chang

your behavior, or if you have any unusual or disturbing thoughts, call your doctor immediately.

Pregnancy: Sleep medicines may cause sedation of the unborn baby when used during the last v

of pregnancy.

Be sure to tell your doctor if you aie pregnant, if you are planning to become pregnant, or if|

become pregnant while taking Ambien CR

SAFE USE OF SLEEPING MEDICINES

to ensure the safe and effective use of Ambien CR or any other sleep medicine, you should obsei

following cautions:

1. Ambien CR is a prescription medicine and should be used ONLY as directed by your doctor,

your doctor's instructions about how to take, when to take, and how long to take Ambiei

Ambien CR tablets should not be divided, crushed, or chewed, and must be swallowed whole.

2. Never use AiTibien CR or any other sleep medicine for longer than directed by your doctor, ji

i. If you develop an allergic reaction such as rash, hives, shortness of breath or swelling of yourtorjj

or throat when using Ambien CRor any other sleep medicine, discontinue Ambien CRor other sS

medicine immediately and contact your doctor.
\

4. If you notice any unusual and/or disturbing thoughts or behavior during treatment with Ambiefi

or any other sleep medicine, contact your doctor.
||

5. tell your doctor about any medicines you may be taking, including medicines you may buy vj

out a prescription You should also tell your doctor if you drink alcohol. DO NOT use alcohol

taking Ambien CR or any other sleep medicine.

6. Do not lake Ambien CR unless you are able to get a full night's sleep before you must be active a|

For example. Ambien CR should not be taken on an overnight airplane flight of less

7 to 8 hours since "traveler's amnesia" may occur. 'i

7 Do not increase the prescribed dose of Ambien CR or any other sleep medicine unless instructe-ji

your doctor.
^

8. When you first start taking Ambien CR or any other sleep medicine, until you know whetherij

medicine will still have some carryover effect in you the next day, use extreme care while di^

anything that requires complete alertness, such as driving a car, operating machinery, or pilotin:*

aircraft.
j

9 Be aware that you may have more sleeping problems the first night after stopping Ambien C^i

any other sleep medicine.

10. Be sure to tell your doctor if you are pregnant, if you are planning to become pregnant, or if
^

become pregnant while taking Ambien CR or any other sleep medicine.
''

1 1 As with all prescription medicines, never share Ambien CR or any other sleep medicine with any

else Always store Ambien CR or any other sleep medicine in the original container that you receii,

It in and store it out of reach of children.

12 Ambien CR works vei^ quickly. You should only take Ambien CR right before going to bed and'

ready to go to sleep

Ambien CR'" E ^

(Zolpidem tartrate extended-release tablets)

Copyright, sanofi-aventis U.S. LLC 2007 AMB-APR07-IFP-Aa Revised April 2007
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"I came this close
to having surgery/'^

! 'ut at the last moment I was saved by an incredibly cosy weight loss program/'

J I
lie to control her ballooning weight, Julie had made the decision to have surgery to solve her problenn. She was scared—terrified, in fact

—

( ive such an invasive procedure. But having tried every diet imaginable, her weight continued to increase. She was desperate. Then,

rl 9 last moment she discovered NutriSystem and lost an amazing 142 lbs.* Finally, she started to live the life she always wanted.

'yo me, food always served as a form
of entertainment and comfort. But
my weight was controlling my life,

P icalth and my happiness.

gery was my only other option."

Fi V time I tried to manage my weight

1 1 liih dieting, I gained even more back than

VI 1 1 started. It got to the point that I was

r \ for surgery to solve my problem. Yes,

s ; . I y. I researched it and had cried over the

II -1 was so frightened to do it. My mom
e I cried with me over the decision.

j|

t the same time my brother was
oil lutriSystem and actually losing weight.

S decided to try it. (If a big brother can

/ w eight on NutriSystem, so con a little

s I /, right?)

lumed out to be the best decision of my life,

^ I iSystem worked so well for me that 1 lost 142

I!'

"I triSystem food is dee-licious!"

( from Texas so that's what we say n hen

vi thing tastes really yummy!) You can eat

fi a and even hamburgers on the

> iSystem program. But my favorite is the

L olate. It's so awesome that I treated

I If to it almost every night and still lost

V I In. I've even shared my food with friends

I hey are blown away by how good it

I s.

' nd I couldn't believe how easy the

f: I am was. You get to eat 5 times a day to

I you feel full. On every other diet I have

t : !, you're always thinking about food and
V

, I you're going to eat — how you are going

! lepare it. But you don't have to worr\

.
: It that with NutriSystem — they do all the

\ s for you. lliey even deliver the food right

I I lur door. How great is that? Plus! Iliere's no

iling, no centers to visit, no embarrassing

\
; b ins, and no expensive membership fees,

r 1 iSystem was the most convenient program
1 1 r followed. ( Honestly, it was the easiest thing

1
1 e ever clone.)

"Losing 142 lbs? changed my life!"

Now, I always have energy and even play

volleyball on an intramural team. It's c|uite

the change for a girl who used to spend most

of her time on the couch in front of T\'!

I was shocked by all of the attention 1 got

because no one really looked at me when I

was overweight (at least not in a positive way).

So when I started to get my figure back 1

found more doors were opened for me and
more compliments came my way. You know,

it's really, really nice to be noticed.

And you know what else? I did keep my
'fat pants" (size 26) for fun. I had sworn that

they would never fall off of my hips. I had to

eat my words when I slipped into ONE LEG
of them and they fell to the floor!

Oh, one more thing— today I shop in tlie

junior's section. Wow!

"I did not have a boyfriend before

—

now I have a fiance."

I am dating a really great guy right now. ( We
just got engaged!) Thanks [o NutriSystem, I

gained confidence and now feel freer to be

who I really am inside. I feel I am more
deserving of love and attention. Best of all.

I am truly able to share who 1 am with

someone special rather than hiding behind

the shield of all the weight I carried.

Now I'm always smiling. Thanks to

NutriSystem, I have finally conquered the

seeminglv impossible task that my weight

presented. Because being overweight is no

longer a hopeless cause or something that 1

will just have to live with.

"NutriSystem was really my last chance,

and it worked."

1 needed help and NutMSysteni was there.

Look, if I lost the weight, so can you. You can

be the person you al\va>s wanted to be. Don't

wait another minute, (live NutriSystem a call

today.

nutrisystcm
Check Out The

NutriSystem Low
Glycemic Foods For
Two Weeks
Now NutriSystem has a program

that's based on a revolutionary nutritional

breakthrough called the Glycemic Index.

NutriSystem separates good carbs from bad.

Carbs are no longer off-limits! So you

can eat pasta, chocolate and other

comfort foods and still lose weight.

All for about $10 a day!'

Order now and we'll send you an

" ixTRAll/VEEKS oFFOob"

'

(that's 14 breakfasts, 14 lunches,

14 dinners and 14 desserts)

ABSOLUTELY FREE!

SPECIAL OFFER:

Select the 28-Day Auto-Delivery

program and you can get an extra

2 WEEKS OF FOOD FREE^
Call a NutriSystem Counselor

for personalized service

1-888-589-DIET
Or go online at

nutrlsystem.com/2months

Use promo code IISIMIM to get this offer.

tOffer good on new Auto-Delivery order

only. Limit one per customer. With Auto-

Delivery, you automatically receive your 28-

Day program once every 4 weeks unless you

cancel. You can cancel Auto-Delivery at any

time, however for this offer you must stay on

Auto-Delivery for at least two consecutive 28-

Day program deliveries to receive the second

free week. One additional free week of food

will be included with your first and second

deliveries. Cannot be combined with any

prior or current discount or offer ©2007

NutriSystem, Inc. All rights reserved.

^Results not typical. Individuals are

remunerated. All other weight loss daims

are based on an independent survey of

NutnSystem dients who followed the

program for an average of 12 weeks.

On NutnSystem, you add-in fresh fruit,

vegetables, salads and dairy items.
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the hospital, she became inexplicably

sick. She reported her s\TOptoinis—high

fever. cluUs, sore tlnoat, congestion-to

her doctor, but she was told that tlie flu

was going ai'ound and to wait it out.

And, indeed, Lisa was better within a

week. A month later, though, she woke

in the middle of the night gasping for

air: "I felt like I couldn't breathe—like I

needed to go to the window for air."

I've got kids'"), Lisa regained her nat-

ural optimism. Medication soon had

her feeling fine, and a surgically im-

planted internal defibrillator protected

her from any potentially fatal aiThydi-

mias by delivering an electric shock

that would restore normal rhythms.

Although doctors warned that eventu-

ally these treatments would prove

insufficient to keep her condition in

I could see from her lab tests

that all her organs were failing,"

says her nnother "She was dying"

She chalked it up to die exhaustion of

caring for a newborn and toddler, but

her mother, Elaine Ingrisano, insisted

she see her doctor.

Lisa's internist detected a heart

murmur and immediately sent her to a

cardiologist. Even so, Lisa didn't pan-

ic. "Many people have heart mur-

murs," she thought dien. "And besides,

I'm only 28." But an echocardiogram

revealed the shocking news that Lisa

was suffering from dilated cardiomy-

opathy, a life-threatening condition in

which the heart is weakened and en-

larged. It can have many different

causes, including certain viruses, con-

genital anomalies and even pregnancy

itself, but Lisa's blood tests suggested

that the ''flu" she'd had a month
earlier was actually a different virus

she'd picked up in the hospital during

Nikki-Taylor's birth. It wasn't a defini-

dvc diagiK .sis but it seemed the most
likely explanation for why a healthy

young mother would suddeniy find

herself with n concii'ion that, drictors

told her, would ukiniatcly necessitate

a heart transplant.

After a brief botit of .scH'-pity |"I

kept saying, 'Why me? I'm so young,

check, Lisa never truly believed she'd

need a transplant. "I just didn't think it

would happen," she says.

There were plenty of health scares

in the years that followed. Whenever

Joe or Nikki-Taylor caught a bug, Lisa

got sick, too—only her illness always

lasted longer than theirs and invari-

ably caused her heart function to

diminish. Then it would be back to

the hospitiU again for various tests to

check her heart function. To add to

the stress, Lisa's marriage failed.

Then, on Memorial Day 1999,

wlrile Joe and Nikki-Taylor were at a

barbecue with their dad, symptoms of

full-blown heart failure reappeared.

Suddenly Lisa couldn't breathe. She

called her mother, who sped her to a

hospital in a nearby suburb. Doctors

there sent her by ambulance to Mount
Sinai Hospital, in New York City, 30

miles away, where a cardiac catheter-

ization revealed that her heart was

barely able to circulate her blood. Lisa

was admitted to cardiac intensive care

and told she couldn't leave until after

a healthy heart became available for

iransplantadon.

Some patients wait months for an

organ transplant; others die waiting!

But in one respect Lisa was lucky]

Her blood type-AB positive—meanJ

she could receive a heart from some-l

one of any blood type, as long as in

could reach her within four hours (thel

longest a heart can be outside a body)I

and the donor weighed within lOOl

pounds of what she did.
[

Even so, the wait seemed intermi-

nable. As nearly three weeks went by,|

Lisa grew weaker and weaker. A med-

ical technologist at the time, Ingrisano I

understood how sick her daughter!

really was. "I could tell from her lab I

tests that all her organs were failing,

not just her heart," says Ingrisano.

"She was dying."

When Lisa developed pneumonia, I

her chances of survival plummeted.

Then, one Saturday evening, as the

family sat around her bed, a smiling

nurse walked in and said, "Lisa, we
have a heart for you."

Some 400 miles away, in Buf-

falo, New York, another fam-

ily gathered around another

hospital bed. Just hours ear-

lier Paul and Diane Gianadda, along

with two of their children and more

than a dozen other family members,

had come together to say good-bye to

their eldest son, Daniel.

That gorgeous summer evening

should have been one of the proudest

of their fives: the day their firstborn

graduated from high school. In fact,

Diane and Paul had been buying col-

lege supplies—Daniel was set to enroll

in the honors program at the State

University of New York at Buffalo—

when they got the telephone call that

every parent dreads: Daniel's car had

hit a tree, their younger son told them,

and the boy was being airlifted to the

Erie County Medical Center, a local

trauma facility. continued
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Your kitchen faucet is about
to become popular.

POR filtered water helps keep your family healthy. And new POR Flavor Options can

entice them to drink more water, by giving them the option of adding raspberry,

strawberry or peach flavor with the push of a button. Available in both pitcher

and faucet mount. Please visit www.purwater.com for more information.

Crave PUR Flavor Optior,s"
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At fu'st Diane didn't

understand how seri-

ous the accident was.

Aldiough very litde is

known, even now,

about what happened,

Daniel was o n 1 y
blocks from home at

6 in the evening-

broad daylight. More-

over, he wasn't the

kind of teen parents

worry about: A
straight-A student and

passionate baseball

player, he was some-

one teachers relied on

to set an example for

classmates. Even after

hearing how grave

Daniel's injuries were,

Diane says, "It didn't

occur to me that we
could lose him-I just

wanted to get him well."

Eleven years earlier, Paul, a con-

tractor, had been rushed to the same

trauma luiit after suffering a major

head injury at a job site when a con-

crete slab collapsed on him. Doctors

had told Diane that Paul might never

walk again, but miraculously, he made

a full recovery. So when doctors gave

them discouraging news about Dan-

iel, Paul took inspiration from his own
history. He told the doctors, "If there's

any chance that surgery could relieve

the pressure in his brain and he could

come out of it, we want to take it." But

by noon the following day it was clear

the surgery had not been successful;

Daniel hdd no brain activity.

Earlier in die e\'ening Diane had no-

ticed a sign a.l)0'it oigai) donation and,

as she struggled to abrorb the news

about Daniel, broached d-u idea to her

husband. Paid didn't hesit.itc. "'How-

could you not want to keep some part

of your cliild still alive?" he asks.

For Dicme, the decision was simple

for a different reason: Daniel was

someone who helped struggling kids

with their schoolwork and volunteered

to read bedtime stories to his little

.sister. She was pretty sure he'd never

heard of organ donation, but was sure

he would have approved. "He's that

kind of kid," she says, not noticing

she's speaking in the present tense.

Back in New York City, Lisa Sava-

rese was panicking. "They won't let

you have surgery with a simple cold,

so I wasn't letting anyone take out my
heart while I had pneumonia." That's

when it hit her that she might not see

her children again.

"You can't wait any longer," said

Alan Gass, M.D., then the medical

director of the transplant program at

Mount Sinai and now director of car-

diac failure and transplant at West-

chester Medical Center, in Valhalla,

For Paul and Diane Gianadda (left, with a

photo of son Daniel), the heart-shaped

hemangioma on Samantha Danielle's neck

(above) is a sign their son lives on

New York. The diseased heart that the

surgeon removed during the four-

hour surgery was severely enlarged.

Her mother could see the differ-

ence even before Lisa woke up. "Her

coloring was so rosy," says Ingrisano

"It was beautiful to see color in her

face again!"

Even with a strong heart, though,

Lisa's recovery was long. In the first

year after transplant, the risk of rejec-

tion—when the immune system recog-

nizes a donated organ as alien and

attacks it—is especially high, and Lisa

was hospitalized several times to

receive antirejection medications,

which increase the risk of infections

and certain kinds of cancer. Still, Lisa

eventually began to thrive after her

transplant. Soon her heart was func

tioning more effectively than most

healthy people's, enabling her to care

for Joe and Nikki-Taylor and, eventu-

ally, to fall in love with family friend

Vinnie Savarese.

Yet even as she carried on with her

own life, Lisa never forgot the boy

who had lost his. (She knew only

that her donor was an 18-year-old

male.) "I thought about him when I

woke up from the surgery, continued
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and I've thought about him every

day since," she says. On the first anni-

versary of the transplant she sent his

family-aboiit whom she'd been told

no details-a letter through the hospi-

tal's transplant coordinator. '"I told

them I could never thank them

enough for what thev did."

The Gianaddas didn't respond, but

the transplant coordinator had already

respects), Diane took a leave ofabsence

from her job as a teacher's aide to

comfort her devastated children, Tom,

John and Sarah. Lisa's letters were

hard to read. "We were happy for her,

but they reminded us of our loss," says

Diane. But the third letter made Lisa's

children so real that the Gianaddas

finally felt ready to reply.

"After you lose a loved one, espe-

I have never felt so close to any-

one so quickly," says Lisa about

meeting her donor's parents

warned Lisa not to expect an answer.

Still, on the surgery's second anniver-

sary, Lisa wrote again, explaining she

hoped to meet them someday to thank

them in person for giving her the gift

of a future. By the third anniversary

Lisa had begun to worry that perhaps

her letters served only as a painful

reminder of what they'd lost. She

decided to skip the ritual that year.

When Lisa mentioned this deci-

sion to her mom at Christmas, how-

ever, Ingrisano was adamant. "You

have to let them know you're still

alive." she said. So in January 2003,

Lisa wrote one more letter. This time,

she enclosed photos of herself with

Vinnie, with Nikki-Taylor and Joe,

with her mother and grandmother-a

dozen joyful pictures of a family that

would still be grieving if the Gia-

naddas had not made their fateful

decision.

"Seeinc her cliildren is what did it

for me," if uicmbers Diane. "' knew
then it was lime to '.vritc."

The years ioilowing Daniel's death

were not easy for die Gianaddas. After

the visitation and iuuLral i where
nearly 3,000 mourner , paid tlieir

cially a child, there is a black hole in

your being that never seems able to

be filled again," Diane wrote. "When
we hear from you, it helps to ease the

emptiness." She ended the letter, "Your

children are beautiful. I am very

thankful that God chose you to live

on and share your life and your love

with them."

Tlie Gianaddas made plans to meet

Lisa and her family on Memorial Day

that year, during Fleet Week, when
they would all be coming to the New
York area to see their son Tom, who
was in the Navy. When Joe looked

out the window and announced that

the Gianaddas were pulling up, Lisa's

heart raced. Diane remembers feeling

awkward: What should she say? But

when they met, the two women
hugged tight, reluctant to let go. Then
Lisa held Diane's hand to her heart,

so she could feel it beating.

Over diimer at a nearby Italian res-

taurant Lisa surprised the Gianaddas

with gifts, including a heart-shaped

diamond pendant for Diane and a

watch for Paul, engraved THANK YOU
FOR GIVING ME THE GIFT OF TIME.

The Gianaddas were moved and

grateful in return. "Every time I see

Lisa, I picture Daniel sitting with

her," says Paul.

Somehow the two families felt

immediately that they belonged to-

gether. "I have never felt so close to

anyone so quickly," Lisa says. That

July the Gianaddas were honored

guests at Lisa and "Vinnie's wedding.

At the reception, the couple presented

a slide show of pictures of them grow-

ing up, pictures of the important peo-

ple in their lives. "At the end, there

was a picture of Daniel," Lisa says,

"and a slide thanking Paul and Diane

for giving me my life."

"There wasn't a dry eye at the

reception," Paul says.

After the wedding the Savareses

and the Gianaddas settled into think-

ing of each other as extended family,

talking weekly, visiting when they

could. So it was natural that when
Lisa became pregnant Diane was

among the first to hear.

While pregnancy after

heart transplant is not

unheard of, it is rare

because it's danger-

ous: Pregnancy strains the organs

and immunosuppressant drugs carry

a serious risk of infection. There have

been only 39 reported cases of heart

recipients who have become preg-

nant, according to the National Trans-

plantation Pregnancy Registry at

Temple University School of Medi-

cine. Lisa's case was comphcated by

the fact that her heart first failed

around the time of Nikki-Taylor's

birth; although her doctors believed

her cardiomyopathy resulted from a

viral infection, there was still a chance

that pregnancy had caused it.

But Lisa, who wanted more chil-

dren, was undaunted. "I'm extreme-

ly careful about my continued
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medicines and my ciieckups, but I

don't live my life scared," she says.

So after a b.uiery of tests showed

that she was healthy, Dr. Gass sup-

ported her decision.

The Gianaddas were concerned

about Lisa's health, but they never

questioned her decision, never once

wondered if she ought to be putting

such a strain on Daniel s heart. But

that first pregnancy, and the next,

ended in miscarriage.

Then, in fall 2005, an ultrasound

during Lisa's third posttransplant

pregnancy revealed a big surprise: two

tiny embryos, each with a strongly

beating heart. Lisa and Vinnie stared

at the screen in disbelief, but once they

recovered both were thrilled.

Lisa's doctors, on the other hand,

were anything but. Carrying twins

doubles the already great strain that

pregnancy places on the heart, and it

significandy increases the risk of pre-

eclampsia, a life-threatening condition

that can cause seizures or stroke and

can be cured only by delivery, even if

the babies are too premature to sur-

vive. The National Transplantation

in the pregnancy. "We thought we

could minimize the risks by limiting

the amount of work her heart had to

do," Dr. Stone explains.

Lisa and Vinnie were tormented,

shocked at the risks but horrified at

the idea of ending the life of a baby

they longed for. "I was against the

reduction," says Vinnie, "but if it had

come down to one child and one

wife, or two children and no wife, for

me it would've been one cfiild. But it

was Lisa's decision, and she was dead

set against the reduction."

Lisa says she just had a good feel-

ing about her prospects: "I kept say-

ing to myself, 'God is not going to

take this from me.'

"

Lisa's confidence notwithstanding,

Vinnie worried, Ingrisano worried,

the Gianaddas worried. ("We prayed

for Lisa every day," says Diane.) Even

little Nikki-Taylor, then 11, worried.

"She was always crying," says lAsa.

"She knew I'd gotten sick right after

she was born and thought it would

happen again. She really thought I

was going to die."

But as Lisa predicted, everything

Lisa's little girl cried throughout

her mother's pregnancy: "She

thought I was going to die"

Pregnancy Registry had never record-

ed a twin pregnancy in a heart recipi-

eut, so Lisa's outcome was impossible

to gTiess, but r'ne could aave ended up

losing iu V I'St, her bab:vS or bnth.

Joanne ..-ione, M.D.. Lisa's high-

risk obsteti ;,.j;i«s at \fount Suiai,

suggested muki-'-t'al pregnancy re-

duction, a rviedicai prot. divre that

terminates one of th< cm^nyo.- xrly

turned out fine. She did develop pre-

eclampsia, but it came on slowly

enough for Dr. Stone to give her steroid

injections to hasten the babies' lung

development. When they were bom at

33 weeks, both were breathing on their

own. Samantha Danielle was four

pounds, 12 ounces, and Alexa Rose

was an even four pounds (typical birth

weights for twins); both were healthy.

Daniel Gianadda had been an ath-

lete, and Dr. Stone attributes the

unexpected happy ending in part to

the robust heart Lisa received from

him, and in part to Lisa's own posi-

tive attitude. "She proved us wrong,"

says Dr. Stone.

The Gianaddas feel almost like

grandparents to the twins. Lisa calls

at least once a week with updates and

sends e-mails and pictures every

chance she gets. Wlien Lisa, Vinnie

and the twins came for a visit at

Christmastime, the Gianaddas invit-

ed all their neighbors to meet "our

girls." And last May Diane got a

Mother's Day card from the Savarese

children; it was addressed to "Grand-

ma Diane Gianadda."

There's one more thing that

makes Paul and Diane feel

even more deeply connected

to the Savareses: On the

back of Samantha Danielle's neck is a

small strawberry-colored birthmark

called a hemangioma. It wasn't there

at birth but developed gradually dur-

ing Samantha Danielle's first two

weeks of life. "When I first noticed it,

it was raised, like a Httle red bump,"

says Lisa. "It got bigger and bigger,

and within a week or so, it developed

into a shape." Everyone who sees it

immediately identifies it as a small,

perfectly shaped image of a heart.

"I don't believe in coincidence,"

says Diane. "I mean, why a heart?

And why on the twin who's named

for Daniel and not the other? There's

a message there."

"It's another sign that our son lives

on," agrees Paul.

It's a sign, too, of the bond these

families share. "I love them—they're

my family," Lisa says simply. "How
can I explain it? It's like it was just

meant to be." continued on page 118
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GIVING THE GIFT OF LIFE
Not all transplanted organs come from donors who have died. Since 1954, when surgeons performed the

first living-donor transplant—successfully removing a kidney from one brother and transplanting it into his

identica' iwin—the number of transplants from living donors has grown steadily. Today, more than 6,000
people a year are choosing to donate healthy organs or bone marrow to someone who would otherwise die.

One in four of these donors is not related to the recipient.

A STRANGER'S AMAZING GRACE
In August 2000, Danielle Wilson

(left) was a 17-year-old single

mom living in Kansas City,

Missouri, with her 3-month-old

son, Jaylen, when she learned she

had a rare form of uterine cancer

that develops during pregnancy.

"I was terrified—not so much for myself, but for my
son," says Wilson. "Who'd be there to read him

stories and give him a mother's love?"

Chemotherapy induced a remission that lasted

several months, but by 2002 a tumor had developed

in her arm. Surgery and more chemotherapy followed,

and by 2003 Wilson was again in remission. She and

Jaylen moved into their own apartment and Wilson

started college. Then, in 2004, Wilson was diagnosed

with leukemia, and this time she didn't respond to

chemotherapy. At 21 she wrote her will.

Then Wilson learned that, if she could find a

matching bone marrow donor, a transplant could save

her life. Unfortunately, no relative was a match, so

her doctors listed her in the National Marrow Donor

Program, a registry of volunteer donors. That's when
Wilson's luck finally turned; In Weslaco, Texas, 1,100

miles away, Ramiro Rivera had registered with the

program during a company blood drive six years

earlier Although Wilson is black and Rivera is Hispanic,

their bone marrow matched.

Harvesting bone marrow cells is only slightly more

complicated than giving blood, despite popular media

depictions of painful bone-drilling procedures. Every

day for five days, Rivera went to his local hospital to

receive intravenous hormone treatments to stimulate

his blood cell production. On the sixth day, he returned

to the hospital, where his blood was removed through

j sterile needle in one arm, cycled through a machine

that removed the cells used in transplantation and

'vto'-nsd t'- h's other arrn. "The whole process was
- •• e>\.s '; vc-''.?. "tl was no big deal."

\i .vos vv'i'-.on, c'.cjgh. Today, she is cancer free

i^nd baC [r. college, h-- 2005 r^eetin<! with Rivera

v.'as, she iays "the sweeter-.t day of my life—the day
met the rpa-'i vv.^o iiteraiiy gs 'e me ; new life." For

••'e in*o. log :<, :o ^'/.yw.marrow.or, hj.

TWO PAIRS MAKE THEM WHOLE
Claudia Lillibridge (left) knew, even

before she married her husband,

Doug, that his health would always

be fragile. The Twinsburg, Ohio,

man had been diabetic since

childhood and was hospitalized

repeatedly for complications of the

disease during their courtship. In late 2004, Doug's

kidneys failed completely, and at 32 he learned he'd

spend the rest of his life on dialysis. As a clinical

research coordinator, Claudia knew how debilitating

dialysis is: "It was gut-wrenching to hear that my
husband would be spending three to four hours, three

or four days a week, hooked up to a machine."

Doug's only chance of a full recovery was a kidney

transplant, but Claudia wasn't a match for him. (People

can live normal lives with only one kidney.) Then she

learned about the Paired Donation Kidney Consortium,

the nation's only live-donor program that arranges

kidney swaps for patient-donor pairs who don't match

each other but do match another pair in the registry.

"You have never seen anyone so joyous as I was when
I learned Doug and I qualified," says Claudia.

The typical waiting time for a traditional kidney

transplant is three or more years, but just eight months

later, in June 2005, the Lillibridges were matched with

a pair of sisters in the same situation: Chicago-area

physician Celia Lipinski did not match sister Paula, of

Parma, Ohio, but she was a match for Doug; Claudia

in turn was a match for Paula, whose kidneys had

failed as a result of medication toxicity. "At first my
sister didn't want me to do this because she thought

it was too risky," says Celia, "but as a doctor, I know

how easily people can live with one kidney."

For both pairs, the transplant was transformative.

"I felt better immediately, even though I'd just had

major surgery," says Paula. "It was just remarkable."

"It's been an amazing experience," agrees a healthy

Doug. "Not only did the exchange program get

Paula and me the kidneys we desperately needed,

it also got us off the waiting list so that others could

move up and get their kidneys more quickly." For

more information on being a living donor, go to

www. transplan tliving, org/livingdonation. ^
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Out of the
Shadows

Wake up your walls with everyday objects and favorite

mementos with these easy and artful shadow boxes

IVe love the quirky

shape and patterned

fabric of this Angela

Adams bag. Seepage

220for details.

ALL IN THE FAMILY
A family-memorabilia shadow box is a

wonderful way to bring treasures out of

the keepsake drawer and into the open.

This antiqued black-painted shadow
box from Michaels was backed with

vibrant green linen and adhered with

fabric glue. Branches gathered from the

backyard were tied together to create a

mini family tree. Then the keei

including family photos, a handwritten

note from Grandma, and Grandpa s

pocket watch, were placed on or around

the tree's branches. Descriptions of

each treasure were printed on colored

paper cut into a simple leaf shape.

Attach leaves and photos with a touch

of hot glue. If you don't want to

permanently adhere original photos,

you can make copies, or simply attach

123
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KITCHEN CHIC
Shadow boxes are a fantastic

way to showcase personal

collections—and by no means
do they have to be limited to

ones that are precious or even

classically beautiful. Sometimes

the quirkier or more eclectic

the items, the better. This

collection of vintage kitchen

tools was gathered over time

from eBay: a one-of-a-kind

mix ofcrocheted pot holders,

everyday kitchen utensils, a

funky salt-and-pepper set and

sections of whimsically

decorated spice boxes. A few

tips: Try sticking to a single

theme and creating visual

unity, perhaps by choosing a

strong central color, or else

your shadow box could end up

looking like the inside of your

kitchen catchall drawer. Adding

simple decorative touches, such

as the lengths of red rickrack in

both of these boxes, helps to tie

the items together even more.
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NATURAL BEAUTY
These extra-deep shadow boxes from

Pottery Barn are perfect for showcasing

larger objects. This grouping is

composed of faux natural objects-

painted eggs, butterflies delicately

constructed from feathers, and flower

buds made from dried nutshells—which

are less delicate to work with and easier

to come by than the real things (you can

find these items at most crafts stores).

When creating boxes that will be

hung together, keep the arrangements

uncomplicated for strong visual impact.
]

In these J- - ' - i-^s,. -he objects were

glued ^ burlap secured

at each COM . ms. The advantage

of this seniii. nt technique is that

Items can be changed to reflect the

splendor of the season: Collections of

seashells in summer pinecones in winter

or preserved leaves in autumn make
for charming wall art as well, contim'kd



HORSING AROUND
• \. a passion or a

favciite ;

- * '^"o, a shadow

box can si way to

• Here, an oversize

oox from Michaels,

.vith a b!ue-and-white

-J . . ,.el, holds handsome
horseback-riding memorabilia

and hard-earned ribbons. The

metal horse, a lucky find on

eBay, gives the arrangement

a strong focal starting point.

Other objects, including an

old horseshoe painted blue,

a horse-motif ribbon and a

personal photo documenting

a first ride, were layered and

set with hot glue. Keep in mind

that when creating a large,

layered display that combines

several textures and shapes,

it's key to decide on a layout

before anything gets glued.

So play around with placement

before you rev up the glue gun.

Ribbons, www.horseshow
nbbons.com ^

^

Where to Find It, page 220

WnfgB1| Find other genius ideas to satisfy your crafty side at www.lhj.com/crafts
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Made with real cheese. Naturally.

A natural snack baked witli real cheddar.

Zero grams trans fat. No artificial presen atives.
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CL,C)SE TO E

How a ^XHmo
Becomes a

\\ 5 imagined
iv,y TiOuse would

just naturally

blossonn around nne,

but my husband
has a different idea

J
ack asks me to come into the bathroom. -

I Ijalk for a moment. We are to have a

Big Talk-hc"s been telling me this all

morning long and he knows I've been

trying to avoid it. I take a deep breath.

I've already tried, "Either the diamond is fine or

the square is fine. They're both fine." What I'm —
taking about is the pattern that the blue-and-yellow

Mexican tiles will make on the wall of the shower stall.

The square mimics the vanity coimter. The diamond

contrasts it. Jack thinks the square is too boring but the

diamond might be too busy. I like both.

That's the problem. This is our third bathroom remodel

and the most elaborate, h follows the extension of the liv-

ing room and the renovation of the master suite, the entry

hall that linked the downstairs to the upstairs, the laundry

room, the patio, the deck and the stone walls. We have been

iciiiodcling ihis house for seven years.

'. i!t first liivie I sa' ^Jack that I remember clearly, he was
siandiny beside ius table saw. The blade was turning and he was
trimming a hoard. He turned to me and smiled, then finished

trimming ti-A board and 'urned off the machine. I noticed

that his smile was good-i;:inited and open. I also noticed

that his hands were giacciu! and expert, large and well-

formed, wath those agile thumbs that you

see on carpenters. I was single. He Vvas

single. He was installing windows in m
horse bam for cross ventilation. The firs

thing he said to me after 'Hi" was "Do
you want the bars to be three inches apart

or four inches apart?"

By Jane I made up an answer. I said, "Three

Smiley inches apart." CONTINUED
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GREASE FIGHTER
MEETS AIR FRESHENER.
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Nominate yourself or someone you know

who has been touched by breast cancer

in the Counting Sheep for the Cure

Bedroom Makeover Contest presented

by Serta® Two winners

will receive a fabulous

bedroom makeover by

a celebrity designer! — r—
-// r

Enter online at www.serta.com or at a

participating America's Mattress store.

Serta ' will donate $5,000 in honor of each

winner to Susan G. Komen for the Cure®

with a total donation of $10,000.

ENTER
TO WIN

/

Since 2005, Serta has donated nearly $600,000 to

Susan G. Komen tor ttie Cure®. The famous Counting

Sheep are back to work for the organization, with a

special, limited edition pink mattress set available

at select participating retailers.

Susan G. Komen for the Cure's promise is to save

lives and end breast cancer forever by empowering

people, ensuring quality care for ail and energizing

science to find the cures. For more information

about breast health and breast cancer, please

C3i' -800 i-M AWARE® o-- visit www.komeii.orE.

Serti susan G. >^JPKomen^
'Cure

Subject to Official Rules 31 iWAv serta com No ' r, o enter

or win There are three ways to enter by n, mmating ,

- .leone else

by telling us how you or the person you're nominatir'.! r iifected by

breast canceraiid whyyoa c njmineedeserjea bedrooT' ,. v'lsitwwvi'

serta com for entry details The Counting Sheep tor the Cuit E. '.r- . Make-

over Contest presented by Serta - begins 10/3.'07 and ends ll;39ii to

legal residents of the 50 Umied States, and the District of Colurt: . : eats

or older One entry per household, regardless ot .method of tntr; l .heit

prohibited Sponsor: Serta International

Close to Home

The men in my family were

athletic, not handy. They spent

their leisure time playing golf or

tennis or watching a baseball game
on T\\ not replacing the trap on the

kitchen sink. (The person who
replaced the trap was my grand-

mother.) As for remodeling, did

people remodel in the '50s? You
wouldn't have known it in our

neighborhood, which was filled

with houses made of brick, with its

air of solid, unmalleable perma-

nence. I didn't meet a true remod-

eler until I was 20. My sister-in-law's

sister and her husband had "pushed

out the back end of the house" and

"added on a second story." When
they told me this and I saw their

miraculously expanded domicile, I

was not merely astonished, I was

galvanized. I see now that it was a

conversion experience.

In spite of that I've always imag-

ined that my house would just natu-

rally blossom around me. that the

bud that we found on the market

would open into a rose as we lived in

it. Implicit in this image was the idea

that I wouldn't actually pore over

paint samples and tiles and flooring

but that I would choose every ele-

ment intuitively, seeing, selecting, in-

stalling, forgetting the actual moment
of deliberation as quickly as possible.

And I would be happy. I knew I

would be happy because I always

am-I am subject not to buyer's

remorse but to buyer's delight. As

soon as I have it I love it.

Unfortunately, though, whites in

tile are like whites in teeth—there's

the gray range and the yellow range.

For at least a week there were three

white tiles lying around the kitchen.

When I got close to them I could

see that one had a distinctly yellow

cast, but when set next to the blue-

When I saw a

Recently remodeled
home, I was not

merely astonished,

I was galvanized.

It was a conversion

experience

and-yellow patterned tiles, it seemi

whiter than the other two. Thes

are the things Jack notices, whicli

one reason I love him. It all loot

fine to me, which is one reason h

loves me.

While Jack waits a moment
me to join him in the bathroom,

look left, out the window th

wasn't there before we extendej

the living room. I look

ahead, down the corridor throug

the double-glass doors at the flov

ering plants on our remodeled dec

and the palm tree Jack brougf

home last winter. The house i

handsome and welcoming but it i

home because we thought about i|

and talked about it, and can remenj

ber how we made it. the annoyancej

as well as the laughs. All along r\j

been trying to tellJack that I alreadj

know I will love this bathroom. An\

he has been trying to tell me that

is an act of love to pay attention ti|

the process.

Eventually, I can see, we are goin|

to have to talk about the kitchen.

nent U

iroom. 111.

aw thaH
xtendeH
straiglV
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Is your plumber a keeper or should you

throw him back? Take this quiz and find out.

When your plumber arrives he:

A. Parks on the street so he doesn't dirty your driveway

B. Parks in your driveway

C. Is dropped off by his mother

How would you describe your plumber's appearance?

A. Clean and professional

B. A tad messy

C. Cro-Magnon

When your plumber leaves, your home is:

A. As clean as when he arrived

B. Dirtier

C. A potential biohazard

When asked w hat the job is going to cost, your plumber:

A. Gives you a detailed pricing menu

B. Quotes a "round-abtRit" figure

C. Aik-, "Mow much >a' got?"

sk
Rooter'

"My final bills never match the

quotes my plumber gives me
over the phone. What should

I do?" - Amy, 35

Dear Amy,

Unless he has secret powers,

no plumber can honestly know

what a job's going to cost until

he sees the problem for himself.

A low estimate over the phone is

just a way to win your business.

You'd be better off with a plumber

that comes and diagnoses your

problem first. By the way, that's

what I do. - Mr Rooter

If you answered anything but A, it's time to find a new plumber.

If you answered nothing but A, you've obviously found Mr. Rooter®.

For the plumber you deserve visit MrRooter.com or call 877-Rooter-5. PLUMBING



During his childhood in Iraq.

Haval Khalis Ismail lived in la\

-

ish homes replete witli private

gardens and more than a half

dozen bedrooms. But now the

ilace closest to his heart is his modest house

n White Bear Lake. Minnesota. "What good

s a nice home if you don't feel safe?" asks

smail. 25, from the peaceful Minneapolis

; uburb where he lives with his wife, Razan,

us mother, Kadriye, and four siblings.

For the Ismails, and millions of their fel

. ow Kurds li\Tng in Iraq, safety- was a \irtual

inknown. With no nation to call their ov\ti.

1 ivurds have been living in now-conflict-toni

\ Curdistan for centuries. Ismail s fadicr. Kha-

is, was a revered Kurdish tribal leader who
erved in the Iraqi army. But during Opera-

ion Anfal, w^hen Saddam Hussein ordered

I he destruction of many Kurdish \ illages

some 100,000 Kurds were killed), Khalis

ibandoned the army and joined a U.S. -sup-

ported anti-Hussein

group to help over-

throw the dictator.

As enemies of Hus-

sein the Ismails were

forced to abandon dieir

homes and w c r c

stripped of theu" belong-

ings. B)' the time Ha\ al

was 15 his family had

noved a half dozen times in Iraq. Turkey

md Iran. In 1997 Klialis fled alone to Tur

cey to save his life. Back in Iraq,

he family had to buy passports on

he black market to join him bui

;ouldn't scrounge up enough nioii

i A Fight

lll!WHi!Hl|

Read the

ispiring stories

f other Habitat

families. Visit

www.lhj.com

/habitat

Afraid for their

for the safetx

lives, ihe

ey to bu\- all diey needed. Tlie eldest son. Himen. stayed beliind.

(He made it safely to London in 1999 but has not been able to

obtain a visa to join his family in the United States.) Reunited in

Turkey, the rest of the family went to the U.S. embassx- to seek

political asylum. Tliev' \vere gianted refugee stams. "Because we

didn't have an\' relatives in the United States. the\- chose Mimie-

apolis for us. " says Ismail.

Wlien the Ismails arrived in

1998 diey lived in public hous-

ing in a high-crime neighbor-

hood. Khalis's chief goal

Ismail (second from

right) with mom Kadriye

and his little brothers in

their new home

Ha

P\S( \i 1

Li DKvori.i (

became getting his family into

a home of their own. In 2002

he turned to Habitat for Hu
manity for help but was de-

nied because others were in

greater need.

When the United States

ended Hussein s mle in 2003.

Khalis deemed it safe to visit his parents in Kurdistan. But one

night during his stay, he collapsed, then died of a stroke. He was

only 52. Ismail, then 21. was hit hard. '"My world was changed in

that instant." he remembers. "I had to do cveiything for m\- fam-

il\- the wa\- my father would have if he were still alive." In 2004

Ismail sent in another application for a Habitat house. Tliis time

die answer was vcs. When Ismail married Razan. his former

neighbor in Iraq whose famii\ had also fled here, scores of Habi-

tat volunteers were among the 500 reception guests.

Ismail honored his father again last year by returning to Iraq to

st'iA c with LJ.S. special forces. "Part of my dad's dream was for

mc to be part of the iicav Iraq," he sav s.

Ismail has just fuiished remodeling die familv 's Habi-

tat home to accommodate his gro\ving clan-he and

Razan are now the proud parents of a 1-v ear-old son. "1

named him Khalis. after iiiv father." he savs. Ck
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ThOxMas^Kinkade

A portion of the proceeds from the sale of

"A Vision of Hope" will be donated to

help find a cure for breast cancer.

In:

A vision of beauty, this graceful lady reminds us that the hope for a

cure is as timeless as a woman's elegance.

Presenting "A Vision of Hope," an exquisite figurine inspired by the

romantic artistry of Thomas Kinkade and specially designed to raise

breast cancer awareness.

c

Only from Hamilton, this lovely figurine is completely handcrafted

and hand-painted in pretty shades of pink with pink ribbon accents,

while soft glitter and pearlescent tones

add a dignified touch. What's more, her

hat is adorned with real feathers,

delicate lace and even more pink glitter.

Plus, a portion of the proceeds from the

sale of each figurine will be donated to

help find a cure for breast cancer!

"A Vision of Hope" is limited to 95

casting days, hand-numbered anci

includes a Certificate of Authenticity.

Your complete satisfaction is assured

with our 365-Day Gurarantee. Order
"A Vision of Hope" today!

Hl'v lo'och/ chapcau

ivith delicate lace, and soi

^^enther^i. \ in$tefiil sprinkling

\'///f/'r i:dds the perfect

!;;:,////;': touch!
©2007 HC. All Rights Reserved.

©2007 Thomas Kinkade.

^1

Hand-painted with careA

pretty lady is beautij

from every angle.

09-01 264-0011

i he HamilconCoUecnon
9204 Center Ft>r The Arts Drive, Niles, IL 60714-1300

Please accept my order lor " A Vision of Hope" for the issue price

of $19.93*. I need send no r^ioney now. I will be hilled with
shipment. Limit: One per coll, < /.v

MsTMrsTMr.

.

Address

City -State. . Zip_

"Add S6.99 for shipping jnd ^cn iie. Deliveries

to FL and IL will be billed appropriate sales tax.

All tinliTs nm>( k iii(ml s'i,( ,ir,- .;;!nv( ( • ! colIectiblestodav.com

Telephone (.

Signature _
09-01 264-001 -E88001
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A portion of the proceeds

from the sale of "A
Vision of Hope" will be

donated to help find a

cure for breast cancer.

Enhanced with

delicate lace, sparkling

glitter and real feathers

•

A limited-edition

Hamilton exclusive

Accompanied by a

numbered Certificate

of Authenticity

HOiVlAS Iv\DE

Shown actual size of
7'A" high exchuiing feathers



explore.

discover.
QtnQze.

amazing animals

Get the fun rolling with the

Sing & Go Choo-Choo™ musical

train. It connes with three playful

f animal friends, lights up,

and is full of sing-along so

about the world of anim

Look for lots

ot other Amazing

Animals with their own

sounds, textures and activities,

ready to ride along on the train.

Next stop: loads and loads of fun!

•r
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Carly

She hasn't got time for the

pain anymore, so she's

speaking out about her once-
secret stammering

Before Angelina had die most famous lips

on die planet, there were Carly Simon's:

lush and sensuous-as Simon herself still

is at 62-and out of which came some of

the most heartfelt, haunting music of her

generation ("'Anticipation" "That's the

Way Tve Always Heard It Should Be").

What woman who grew up in the 70s

heard "You're So Vain" and didn't think it

was about her own boyfriend?

Yet these lips have also given her

more trouble than anyone knows. "It

was so painful to me," Simon says qui

etly. "It still is."

"It is the condition Simon is talkiiig in

depdi about for the fmst time. Around age

6. Simon says she became aware of the fact

tliat she was a stutterer, one of the 1 per-

cent of the population who suffer from a

neurological glitch that causes a break-

down between the brain's signal to speak

and die vocal cords' and lips' mechanical

abilit)' to produce diat speech. Stuttering is

about three times more common in boys

diiui girls.

"Mari\- children who stutter outgrow
it, but ab(.ui 30 percent don't," says

Catherine Muntgou'Ciy, executive direc-

tor of die .American Insti-

tute for Stuttering, which By
honored Simon in June Jl'DITH

at its first fund-raiser, (l-or Nl'.WM.W
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more information on stuttering, visit

wunv.stiitten7igtreat7nait.org.) "People think

there is something emotionally or psy-

chologically wrong with them " she

adds. "In fact, what they have is a phys-

iological and neurological problem that

becomes an emotional one because of

the embanassment."

Though Simon's stuttering is now

minimal (when she's anxious, she says,

certain words still trip her up), the sub-

ject is still deeply agonizing. However,

as she told me while we sat in the eclcc-

tically furnished home her ex-husband

James Taylor built when they moved to

Martha's Vineyard in 1970, ifshe hadn't

stuttered, she might never have found

her voice.

Ladies' HomeJournal: When did you

first realize you stuttered?

Carly Simon: My sisters and I were

putting on a play. Little lV()77ie7i. I was

Amy. I had to say the words. "Rodrigo.

Rodrigo. save me. ciaaarrrgh!" A.nd I

couldn't get the R out. I knew then

there was something wrong with me.

People told me Td outgrow it. Instead,

it became worse.

LHJ: How so?

CS: I became more embarrassed as

kids made fun of me. I loved to read,

but never out loud. I still can"t read out

loud. I almost always couldn't say //"s.

Tlicn there were some da\s that it was

5"s and some that it was T^s. .So I be-

ciune this walking thesaurus. You learn

to suppl)- yourself with substitute words

\'ou won t trip over.

LHJ: As you discovered, the abilit\- to

sing and speak arc located in dillcrent

parts of the brain.

CS: Yes. I think it's true of all stam

nierers. They can't stammer when

thev sinsj. There's something about

the mind connecting differently to the

\ocal cords when you apply either

rhythm or melody.

LHJ: How did you figure this out?

CS: I remember being at the dining-

room table and I couldn't say. "Pass die

. .
." I'd get stuck on the P. So my moth-

er, who was a singer herself, suggested I

try singing it [Si77i(m si7igs\ : Pass the but-

ter! Singing the words registered the

right kind of rhythm through my neck

into my vocal cords-and freed them

up. But still. I was so embarrassed.

LHJ: Wlieri did you realize you would

be able to get past it?

CS: Wlien I was 15, I was in love with

this boy named Nick. I went over to his

parents' house lor dinner and met them

for the first time. Afterward, Nick ;md I

drove down to the lake and he said,

"My mom noticed you had a stanmier.'

I broke down ciying, because ... it was

just painful for me. It still is. [Si/7ion tears

lip.] I was so upset, and he said. "But I

find it so charniing." It cut dirough me.

Won: He found it charming. So I didn't

tr\' to liidc it from liim anymore. I also

got better at word substitution.

LHJ: Did stuttering pla\- a role in your

legendary stage fright?

CS: I'm almost positive it did. Because

as a kid I \vas so frightened in class diat

when I was sfoin'j; to be called on. mv
terror would strike. .A.nd that became

true later, onstage.

LHJ: So wh>- do it?

CS: I do it with blind faith that I'm go-

ing to be all right. And I don't commit

myself to any large tours.

LHJ: But vou got out there. You've

made an impact on a whole generation

of people with your music.

CS: So much of my life is compensa-

tion. I'm doing over my kitchen right

nov\-. and these new pot racks went up

that 1 didn't like. So I said, "^\'ell. I can

put dolls or my old teddy bears on

them." I thought of all sorts of wavs I

could reconceive them. So. you can

think of any defect-or something duit's

perceived as a defect—as being a new

beginning. In retrospect. m\- stammer-

ing was an opportimity. d
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Grammer
: Lessons

By

David
^- HOCHMAN

Considering all he's achieved (and sur-

vived), one might expect Kelsey
Grammer to be living out his days
since Frasier on a golf course some-
where or perhaps sipping smoothies by
the pool. Well, one would be wrong.

"I guess downtime's fine for some
people, but it's not my road." Gram-
mer, 52, says in his blue-ribbon bari-

tone. "I've come to realize my role is

[Jointing out how messed up life is and
helping people laugh about it. To
ignore drat calling would be deadi."

His latest commitment to the cause

is a quick-witted Fox sitcom called

Bad In Toiu in which Grammer stars

opposite Patricia Heaton (of Everybody

Loves Raymond fame) as a downwardly
mobile news anchor who returns to

his old underdog affiliate. Careerwise,

a new hit series would simply be icing

for Grammer, who, as Frasier. already

shares the 20-year record (withJames
Arness of Gummoke) for the longest-

running television character. But it

would also signal how far Grammer
has come in a lifetime riddled with

tragedy and personal struggle, from

two bitter divorces and substance

abuse to the murders of his father and
sister and the accidental deaths of two

half-brothers. "Miraculously, I en-

dured," says Grammer. who's now
happily married with. continued
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two young children. "I spend my time

counting mv blessings."

Ladies' HomeJournal: WTiat's it like

aroinET from a comf\' role on a beloved

show to something untried?

Kelsey Grammer: I can't express

how TOod it feels. No amount of sue-

cess takes away from the excitement

and satisfaction that comes with being

engaged in a new venture. Plugging

away at new things is our only choice

if we expect to have an interesting life.

It is our divine right. Furthermore,

my costards make me laugh out loud.

LHJ: How is it different costarring

with a woman after all those years

opposite Da\dd Hyde Pierce?

KG: Male-female chemistr\' is a deli-

cious thing and something I haven't

experienced much on T\''. Patty and I

are both tapping new aspects of our

acting repertoires, which is remark-

able given how long we were on our

former shows. America is going to

discover that Patty is comely, sassy,

intelligent and warm in a way she

never was on Raymoml.

LHJ: Still, audiences will forever

think of you as Frasier Crane. Is that

ever frustrating^

KG: I accept that if I ever play King

Lear, the headlines will read FR.^,SIER

DOES LE.A,R. But it would be inde-

corous of me to think that's some
sort of travail. By dint of circumstance,

I created a character that cast a

shadow across the world aiid I'm

incredibly grateful for that. If you
have luck in your life, you can only

hope your work touches people the

wa) Fi asicr did.

LHJ; interesting to hear you say

"luck." Gr/cn al! the anguish \ou"ve

expcnciictvi. '.'.•> you feel like you've

!)een luck) ?

KG: So n>:r,!-- :liii!gs have shaken my
belief system to fnc core, but those

dark times ,irc iiow pan of me. I

"I've never been this good a person," says

Grammer (top, with Camille and Jude and
with Back to You costar Heaton, above)

haven't had an easy life but I've had

an extraordinary hfe and each strug-

gle, each setback brought complexity

to my work and a deep sense that

faith carries you through unimagina-

ble horrors. So I feel incredibly lucky.

LHJ: What have you learned in your

10-year marriage to Camille Dona-

tacci that you didn't know the first

two times around? [Edh^OR'S NOTE:

Grammer's eight-year marriage to

Doreen Alderman ended in 1990: his

one-year marriage to Leigh-Anne

Csuhany ended in 1992.]

KG: It was always my personal dream

to be close to another individual.

Close to a woman. To care about

someone more than myself. To grow

with another human being as a cou-

ple, as a union, as two that are one.

These are cliches but in this case it's

active. When Camille and I got mar-

ried the Irish priest who married us

said, "You are God's gift to each oth-

er." I feel that in my heart. That's a

change for me. I'm also there for her,

which feels great. Camille

almost died three years ago

from a parasitic infection.

She was so far down I

thought I might lose her, but

you hold your head up.

Devotion is better than

deserting someone, and run-

ning is not a choice.

LHJ: You've had an imcon-

ventional fatherhood, with

four children from three

marriages, including two via

surrogate with Camille.

WTiat kind of dad are you?

KG: My relationship with

my first two daughters [ac-

tress Spencer, 23, and Greer,

15] is complicated because

of the rancorous divorces. That's Hfe.

If I can be of help to them, I will be

and there's still repairing that needs to

be done. But I would never let that

jeopardize what I have with my two

little ones [daughter Mason is 6 and

son Jude is 3]. I'm a devoted slob to

them and available physically and

emotionally. I'm the father I always

wanted to be.

LHJ: Looking back, what did you

learn from playing Frasier for some

260 episodes?

KG: He was an affirmation. You live

your life with all the spice you can

muster. That's your job. We have to

make this journey. We came here for

it. You fall and you get back up. I'd

like to think I imbued him with the

knowledge of life.
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CONFESSIONS OF A
DRUNK DRIVER

Wi

mi
sfc

of

SOI

Wi

de

dri

For most of us, if we're iucky, ttte closest we'll ever get to a drunk driver is

reading the statistics (1.4 million DUI arrests each year, 17,602 people killed in

drunk-driving crashes in 2006) or seeing tawdry photos of Lindsay Lohan or

Paris Hilton splashed across tabloid covers. If we notice the names published

in our local newspapers' police blotter columns, maybe we shake our heads,

worry and wonder: Who are these people? What were they thinking? How
soon will they be back on the road?

There are as many answers to these questions as there are drunk drivers,,;

We offer here the story of one drohk driver, likely not the image you had In

mind. She's a S3-year-old educated white-collar professional. 'While this is the

story of her first arrest, it was not, she confesses, the first time she was guilty

of this crime. She could not be compelled to use her real name and asked that

some personal details be changed, but the essential facts of her case are true.

We showcase her story not to give her a forum to make excuses or launch a

defense but for the imperfect insights she offers into the mind of a drunk

driver, a unique view fewjff us everjl^t a-silimpse of. —The Editors
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W lien I woke up I was

in a gTeen-vvalled pris-

on cell that smelled of

puke and urine. Me.

An attracti\ e. upper-iniddle-class wom-

an widi two grown sons, a mortgage.

f\\o doiis and a kitten. Me. A foiTner

court clerk. Me. A professional writer

and teacher with a master's degree

who learned too late about what it is

like to lose your freedom to a stupid

choice—to drink and drive.

^Vhen Lieutenant Ralph Hite [all

names and some identifvins; infomia-

tion have been changed] from our

small-town police force pulled me
over that niglu. my first thought was

"Uh-oh." and my second was. "Maybe

this will turn out all right." After all,

rd had only tlrree glasses of wine that

night, although I had had a couple

more much earlier that summer Satur-

day afternoon at a friend's house. Not

an unusual amount for me by any

means. I drank two or three glasses of

wine most weeknight evenings, on

average, and usually twice that many-
yes. I could finish a bottle of wine and

then some by myself—on the week-

ends. But by lliis night my boyfriend

and I had just broken up for what—

the fifth time?-and I hadn't been

sleeping or eating well. At 5 foot 7. age

53. I was down to 120 pounds.

Lieutenant Hite was low-key—

I

thought even regrctful-as he asked for

my license and registration, then

whether I had been drinking. I told

him the truth: that I had been at a

ic.'thy lavtni. drinking and (lancing,

and ih;!' 1 was on my way home. Please.

God. 1 l,cu'j,cd. just let me go home.

AccorninL: to th.e police report that

was shown lu i\k iaici. LiciUt:iani I hte

pulled me ovei ai ab(/u 12:30 .\.M. lie

cau.se I wits dn\'ing eiTatiuLlly-sw iich

ing speeds and hitting liic shoulder, not

once, but diree tunes. hi t!;c car v\ith

me was a male acquaintance who was

also at the tavern that night (and who'd

also consumed his fair share of alcohol)

to whom I was giving a Hft. I remember

tliinking, when we headed out, that I

was fme to drive. After all. I had driven

plent\' of times, over the years, after a

night when I'd been drinking, and in

m\- whole driving life had been pulled

over only a few times for speeding but

never ticketed, and never because I

was drunk at the time. I had never

passed out or blacked out while drunk.

The worst side effect I'd ever had from

drinking was going on a cryingjag. But

die moment I turned the car onto die

highway that night, it occurred to me

that I shouldn't be there. Usually, when

I'd driven myself home after drinking,

I'd stay on the back roads where it's

possible to drive slowly. That night on

the highway I nearly pulled over on my
own for fear of losing control of the car.

I couldn't keep up the posted .55-mph

speed. And the lane lines were shifting

in my vision.

Wlieii Lieutenant Hite asked me to

take some field tests, I wasn t in a posi-

tion to refuse. The first few were given

in his car. I couldn't manage to say the

alphabet or count forward or back-

ward correctly. He then asked me to

step out of the car for some physical

tests. I'm naturally athletic and thought

I might do fairly well. But I failed

miserably, even with my sandals off. I

couldn't even walk the white shoulder

line. It was then that he asked me to

step back into his squad car and take a

breath test. My blood alcohol content

(BAG) registered at 0.16 percent, twice

the legal limit for aIcoht:)l in my state,

which is 0.08.

I was arrested, my car was towed

and my friend and I were taken in the

backseat of the squad car to

the local jail. My friend

for being drunk in public and released
j

a few hours later. In a way I was

actually relieved to be in custody, be-

cause somewhere in my wine-sodden
j

brain I realized that I had been driv-

ing a potentially lethal weapon while

out of control (or as a friend so blunt-

ly put it later, "drunk off my ass")

and that I could have killed myself or

someone else—or both.

Many consequences have flowed

from my decision to drink and drive-

awful (Consequences, given new, strin-

gent DUI laws that, as it turned out,

went into effect in my home state

about a month before I was arrested.

But I am grateful, for I was forced to

get help. Until my arrest I didn't real-

ize how much I had come to depend

upon alcohol to get through some

painful episodes; the drawn-out sepa-

ration and divorce firom my husband

of28 years, a volatile relationship with

a new man who liked to drink him-

self. I had been depressed, even sui-

cidal at times, going as far as imagining

drowning myself in a swift-moving

tidal channel at my favorite beach.

I;

t was 3:30 A.M. when I was finally-

taken to the women's cell block.

The magistrate had ordered me
held over until I sobered up. Dep-

uty sheriffs placed a thin mattress on

the floor of an approximately six-by-12-

foot cell and gave me two wool blan-

kets. Neither of my two cell mates

spoke to me when I entered—both sim-

ply pulled their blankets over their

heads and turned their backs to me.

That's how one of them remained the

entire time I was there. I pushed my
feet against the in-cell toilet, mv head

knocking against the bars. Toilet smells

were everywhere—urine, stool and

vomit—and the air condi-

By tioning was up ftiU blast. I

was arrested and charged Anonymous didn't feel like co^a^^^.tED
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CIA-ins:, but I was ffood and scared. I

had ne\'er been inside a jaU before and

widiout knowing exacdy what price I

would pa\' next (or my mistake, I feared

that my life would change forever.

By daybreak I felt sober but was

still blo\ving above zero on die breadi

analyzer. No release, not yet. It wasn't

until after lunch that I blew zero and

was sent before the magistrate. He set

my arraigimient date and ordered my
release, once I surrendered my driv-

er's license. Until this point I was

completely unprepared for the fact

that this was something I would have

to do. After all. when I worked briefly

as a court clerk, I saw first-offense

prostitutes who were immediately

put on probation—they were never

stripped of their privileges, such as

driving. The impact of what I had

done and what would happen next

was beginning to hit me.

I called a local lawyer from the jail

phone, where they give you no choice

but to call collect. He took the call

and said he would represent me, but

that I should steel myself. For first

offenders convicted of blowing over

0.15 (which was me), five days in jail

was considered mandatory under the

new state law. I also faced the possi-

bilities of a $2,500 fine, a totallv sus-

pended driver's license for one year

and an interlock device on my car,

which requires you to blow into a

tube to start the engine. The device

will prevent the car's ignition if it

detects more than a certain amount of

alcohol on your breath.

I washed my face, combed my hair,

straightened my clothes. I called the

man who'd been with me the previ-

ous night to help me retrieve my car. I

called him because he already knew

what had happened and I didn't want

any of my other friends to know.

Tlie logistics were difiicult—a fore-

shadowing of what my new, restricted

life would soon be. He drove me to the

towing service, where I wrote a check,

just the first of many I would write in

the months to come. Then he drove me

in my car the 30 minutes to my rural

home, hitchhiking on the lonely coun-

tiy road to retrieve liis own vehicle. As

he disappeared from view, I looked out

at my Jeep in the driveway. There it

would sit, and here I would sit, depen-

dent on tlie kindness of friends to get

around-to the store, to appointments,

including with my lawv'er. And for how

long.^ Potentially a whole year, if I was

convicted. What on earth, I suddenly

realized, would I do about my busi-

ness? How would I live if I couldn't

drive to the city or anywhere else on a

writing assignment? Or to teach?

Four days later my father, mother,

sister, uncle and two sons (24 and 22).

all of whom live several hours away,

came for a long-awaited extended visit

to celebrate my uncle's birthday. Myj

elder son immediately asked why
couldn't drive my car to do this an<

that. I mumbled something about

mechanical problem. I freaked out whe

my father bought the local paper, wor-j

ried that my arrest would appear in the

police briefs. It never did. To this day

I'm not sure why. And to this day I ha\

not told my family what happened.

Though the visit went well. I

noticed, as I had so many times before,

how many members of my family-

excluding my sons—would look for-

ward to the end of a day so they could

hit the beer or wine . . . two, three

beers or glasses of wine before dinner

and then several more during. I saw

clearly now that my dad and my uncle

had drinking problems. When I was a

teenager I vividly remember my fadiei

returning from parties displaying

drunken behavior, slurring his words,

suffering from hangovers the next

morning. That I had a drinking prob

lem. too, and that it had now landed

me in deep trouble, was contini i n

It i always a bad idea to drink and drive, but when It comes
^c Di.inishlng offenders, some states are much stricter than

oi'.i MAi :0 (Mothers Against Drunk Driving) gives high-

est ir:--r'.r- to states that mandate that all DDI offenders-

even oi; f '"'St offense— install interlock devices in their

cars. Thes-.: ' oj,!-. analyzers attach to ignitions and prevent

vehicles fror\ tirio if a dn/er's blood alcohol content

(BAC) IS abO'.o a-r- dele'irui ied level, usually around

0.02 percent. Oriiy f . jr states new have this requirement:

New Mexico, Ari.^cno t. -L.-isianr. and Illinois. (As of 2004,

most other states have interlock laws, but only for repeat

offenders, and they're not always mandatory.)

Who has the weakest laws? Wisconsin, the only state In

which first-offense drunk driving is not a criminal offense,

and North Dakota, where drivers must have five offenses be-

fore being charged with a felony, as opposed to the more-

typical two offenses. On the needs-improvement list: the nine

states that do not automatically revoke drunk drivers' licens-

es upon arrest. To find out the laws in your state and how to

get them changed, go to www.madd.org/laws. —Mego Lien

DRIVE DRUNK AT YOUR OWN RISK
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FEEL LUCE

i

i

CDC

Chronic fatigue syndrome (CFS) can be as isolating as it is debilitating—
especially when those around you don't understand what you're going through.

But you're not alone. More than one million Americans suffer from CFS, yet less

than 20 percent have been diagnosed. If you've experienced extreme exhaustion

for SIX months or longer, coupled with difficulty sleeping and concentrating, body

pain and flu '^ke symptoms, you could have chronic fatigue syndrome. Log on

to wwvv.cdc.gov/cfs for the latest research and guidance on CFS diagnosis

and treatment. Youi life is waiting for you, and so is the support you need.

GET INFORMED. GET DIAGNOSED. GET HELP, www.cdc.gov/cfs

PAID FOR BV THE U S DtPARTMENT OF HEAITH AND HUMAM SERVICES. CENTERS FOR DISEASE CONTROL AND PREVENTION



something I felt I simply could not tell

them. llrM night I had one or two

glasses oi wine, from what I recall, but

I did not get drunk.

Soon I was describing those kinds

of evenings-and more-to the private

alcohol-abuse counselor my lawyer

recommended I hire to show my trial

judge I was serious about addressing

my problem. She would report my
family background and personal

drinking habits to mv law\'er for mv
trial. She did not agree with my deci-

sion not to tell my family. She saw

owning up to my problem as a neces-

sary part of m\' recovery. I decided

several months ago-at her urging-to

tell certain key friends instead. And

thev. including my best friend, my
now on-again boyfriend and local

friends from a women's spiritual cir-

cle, have provided the understanding

and support that I needed and still

do. It really helped when all of them,

to a person, reacted by saying the

same thing could have easily hap-

pened to them.

My counselor, with more than a

decade of clinical experience in sub-

stance abuse and mental disorders,

diagnosed me as being depressed and,

if not already an alcoholic, on my way

to becoming one. By my counselor's

definition, even my weeknight aver-

age of three glasses was too much.

And with that, she sent her first report

to mv lawA-er.

while I stood before the

kind-looking judge,

my attorney argued

for leniency, on the

basis of my otherwise-clean record

and my need as a single woman who

lives alone to continue to drive to, at

the very least, make a living. The
judge suspended any further jail time

and reduced my fine from $2,500 to

$500 (with additional court costs of

$200) . He granted me a work-restricted

driver's license for one year, which;

allows me to drive from home to work

and back again taking the most-direct

routes with no stops. He ordered mc
to report to a probation officer periodi-

cally in a town an hour away and to ai

case mjinager in a town 15 minutes

away for alcohol safety classes ($300).

He allowed me to continue to see my
private alcohol-abuse counselor ($90

every two weeks) rather than enroll in

a more-public, community-hospital

program.

Clearly, the judge said—looking

straight at me—I was a practiced drink-

er. I needed continued on page 154

lf|£

HOW DRUNKARE YOU?
Simply defined, blood alcohol content (BAC) is the

concentration of alcohol in one's blood, measured as a

percentage. A BAC rating of 0.08 percent, for example,

means 1 gram per 1,250 milliliters in an individual's blood

IS alcohol—and in most states, that is the point at which

one is legally intoxicated. There is, however, no easy

formula for calculating BAC on the basis of how many
drinks you've had (the Department of Health and

ervices defines one standard drink to consist of

of 80-proof liquor, 12 ounces of beer, four to

five ounces of wine, or four ounces of liqueur). "Blood

alcohol content is highly dependent on individual

variation " says Ann Bradley, a spokeswoman for the

N-'tional Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism

I' ' .--AA). in Bo'hesda. Maryland.

A wide ranyo of factors influences your BAC, including

how rriu ' '1 voi: dnnk in a given period of time, your

weigiu. a; o . -l you've eaten jnd your body fat

percentage . -•i-wn tend fo have more body fat than

men, wh;ch rinMits i.-.^s water -v-id thus slower alcohol

absorption). Ger,t.;'':= 'nui overall he-3ith play roles as

well: Everyone livei
, , pvample, contains varying levels

of gastric alcohol dehydrogenase, the group of natural

enzymes that break down alcohol.

To further complicate matters, two people with the

same BAC can experience wildly different degrees of

impairment, says Vivian Faden, Ph.D., deputy director of

epidemiology and prevention research at the NIAAA.

Infrequent drinkers may feel the effects of the same

amount of alcohol much more severely than do frequent

drinkers. And of course, certain medications, such as anti-

depressants, painkillers and anything containing codeine,

can interact with alcohol and intensify its effects, as can

some over-the-counter cold and allergy medicines.

How long you stay drunk also varies a great deal,

depending on a host of factors, but if you have consumed

four drinks in under an hour on an empty stomach, it can

take up to seven hours for your BAC to return to zero.

(Coffee Will not sober you up; the caffeine just makes you

more alert.)

If you are driving, the best bet is to limit yourself to no

more than one drink with a meal, although the safest

course is to abstain entirely. For alcohol impairment charts

for both women and men, go to www.samhsa.gov. —M.L.
'
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Moderate to Severe ^/}etfn^ ''^^ ^ * *'

Can you open this?

Fasten this?

7 having trouble with

ryday things?

he it^s time for a

ige in treatment.

CDrENCIA is jn RA treatment thai ivo/A.s cliffeivntly. It's j prescription

mediCcillon used to treat adults with moderate to severe RA who have not

been helped enough by other medications for RA. It's been shown to:

- Relieve the pain, swelling, and fatigue at RA

- Control the advance of joint damage
- Help improve physical and emotional health-related quality ot life

f/VCM has been proven to make a difference for many patients who haven't been getting

igh help from treatments such as methotrexate, Enbrel', Humira ', and Remicade".

are several treatment option'^ for KA. Ask your rheiiniatologist if C)Rti\CIA is right lor you.

out if you could be saying ''Oh, yes I can!"

arn more, call 1-888-294-4682, go to

I V. YeslcanORENCIA.com, or fill out the attached card.

!CIA is a .iO-minute IV infusion given by a healthcare professional

.

'

' VCM is given every 4 weeks after initial dosinu, regimen.
Okencia

(abatacept)

ortant Safety Information About ORENCiA:

' you receive trealmeni with OKI.NC lA, some ot tlie

you should tell your doctor <ire it you:

iciking a biologic medicine tor RA such <is Fnbrel ,

iiicade', Humira", or Kineret , because taking (JRI:N( lA

'I biologic medicines tor RA mav inc rease yoLir risk

I'tting a serious infection

[irone to or have any intec tion like an open sore or

tlubecause having an intection could put \ou <il iisk

serious side ettects trom (^KEN( lA

(' a history of a chronic lung disease called ( Ot'l)

M NCIA may worsen sxniploms of ('C')i''[')

ise read the Important Facts on the following page.

• are nursing, prc\gnant, or planning to become [iregn.int.

Talk w ith vour doctor about vs hetlier to continue \\ ith ORFNC !IA

• h.ive diabetes and are using a blood glucose monitor. Some
monitors can give talselv high blood glucose readings with

( )Rt:N("IA on the dav ot vour infusion

1 ike all mc-dicines that at'tcnt \<>ur immune system, ORENCIA
c an cause serious side effec ts including serious infections and

allergic reactions, ,Mso, rare cases ot certain cancers have l)een

reported. The role of C^RENC lA in the development of cancer is

not known. Common side- effects inc lude he.idache, sore throat,

nausea, and upper respiratory intections.

It \c)u ha\e an\' (|uestions about ORENCiA, talk with your doctor.

!',lilt!vt>lnpfor

II Villi nii.fl I trip p.iyini; Hii |)h'm M|)lnin iiictiii incs voii iii.iv Ix' i'lij;ililc lor

.issisuim .'- C l-!ifiH 4PI'-\-N( )\V ( l-!).Si5--17~-JWi')l. or go to uw\ fif),ii\.

liri'stcil -Myers S(juil)l) C onifjain 'S(1-AB-1(,HIII DRI NC lA I-. .1 lo.uislcreil li.uicm.iik

lyers Squitit) CToriipaiiy. tnbrol, I luniir.i, Kt-inicidf .hkI kincrcl jr- lr.i<li-rii,iik'. ol llini ie>|)ci live i (ini|Mnies 1^ Bristol-Myers Squibb



IMP
Okencia Axo.

(abatacept)^

I he iniormatiori belcvv does not take the place of talking with your healthcare professional. Only your healj

care professional knc v s the specifics of your condition and how ORENCIA' may fit into your overall theraJ

Talk to your healthcare professional if you have any questions about ORENCIA (pronounced oh-REN-see-ah)|

RHEUMaTu!!: arthritis (RA)

RA is a disease of the immune system which causes

joint pain and damage, and impacts the ability to

perform daily activities.

ABOUT ORENCiA
ORENCIA (abatacept) is a prescription medicine that is

used to treat adults with moderate-to-severe RA who
have not been helped enough by other medicines for RA.

ORENCIA has been shown to:

• Improve signs and symptoms of RA
• Slow the progression of joint damage

• Help improve physical function

ORENCIA should not be taken with biologic medicines

for RA such as I- nbrer , Humira , Reniicade' , or Kincu't '

.

WHO SHOULD NOT TAKE ORENCIA
You should not receive ORENCIA if you
had an allergic reaction to (ORENCIA.

have ever

BEFORE YOU START ORENCIA
Tell your healthcare professional if you:

• Are taking another biologic medicine for RA. Taking
ORENCIA with another biologic medicine may
increase your risk of getting a serious infection.

• Take or are planning to take any medicines including

prescriptions, hormones, over-the-counter medicines,

vitamins and herbal supplements.

• Have an infection that won't go away or are prone
to infections as it could put you at risk for serious

side effects from ORENCIA.
• Have had tuberculosis or have been in contact with
someone who has it. Tell your healthcare professional

right away if you develop a dry cough that does not
go away, weight loss, fever, or night sweats.

• Have a history of chronic lung disease. ORENCIA can
\ :orsi:n svmptoms of chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease c'.OPD).

• If yoLi aif' 'duieci lo have surgery.

• Have been K- ertK vaccinaled or are scheduled to

receive a N-acciuauon.

> .i istoi-Mv' rs Squibb
©2007 Bristol-Mv-!K v -r-M- C r

ORENCIA IS a register*! .julvr.

Enbrel, Huinira, Remicade aiKj a

ns'oi- 1 ,u. :-: Squibb Company
w t: 3f.-,'"jri<s of Iheir respective companies.

Have diabetes and are using a blood glucose monit]

You may get falsely high blood glucose readir

with certain types of blood glucose monitors the

you receive an infusion of ORENCIA (abatacept).

Are pregnant or are planning to become pregna^

It is not known if ORENCIA can harm your unbc

baby.

Are breast-feeding. Yoii will need to decide to eitl

breast-feed or receive treatment with ORENCIA,

'

not both.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION TO KNOW ABOUT
SIDE EFFECTS WITH ORENCIA

Like all medicines that affect your immune syste

ORENCIA can cause serious side effects includi

• Serious infections including pneumonia. T
chance of serious infections is higher if you ta

ORENCIA with other biologic medicines for

Call your healthcare professional immediately

you feel sick or get any infection during treatme:

with ORENCIA.
• Allergic reactions including hives, swollen fac

eyelids, lips, tongue, throat or trouble breathing

• Malignancies. There have been rare cases of certa

kinds of cancer in patients receiving ORENCIA. Tl

role of ORENCIA in the development of cancer

not known.

The more common side effects with ORENCIA ar

headache, upper respiratory tract infection, so

throat and nausea.

i
HOW ORENCIA WILL BE GIVEN TO YOU
ORENCIA will be given to you by a healthca

professional by intravenous (IV) infusion. A need
will be placed in a vein in your arm. The infusic

will take about minutes.

QUESTIONS?
Ask your doctor or other healthcare professional.

Call 1-800-ORENCIA (toll free) or visit

www.ORENCIA.com.
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We Found The Cure.

It Costs dnly $250.

We Just Need A Little Help Deliverijij

»ns of children in developing countries arc

ing with cleft lip and palate. Condemned to a

ae of pain and suffering,

e good news is virtually all of these children

can Ik ht l|)ed. The Smile Train provides lilc

changing Iree clelt surger) which tak(^s as little as 45

minutes and costs as little as $250. It gives desperate

children not just a new smile— hul a new lile.

$250 Siii-fjery for one rliild.

d $125 Half tile cost <»f one surgery.

n $ .50 Medications for one snr<iery.

n $ \\f"ll firalt'fiilly a(t<>|it atn aiiioiiiit.

./Ms._ \,I,Ims

..MuiL

my gift to my rreilit card: ClVi^a MaslciCaiil AMK\ ~l Disrm.-r

t No I a|i, Dali

Pl, as( M n.l < li. rk lo; TllC S Ml 1 Ic Pra 1 H-Dcpt . Mug.
P.O. Box 962:^1

00()/FMV21 Washington. DC 20090-6231

[Seven ^ears.

250,000
-XI Surgeries.

TheSmileTrain
Cli.Ml^lli;; rill W. 1,1(1 (liir Nnilc \l \ Tl

Donate online: www.sniiletrain.org or call: 1-877-543-7645

D% of your donation goes toward programs — 0% goes toward overhead.

y Diet During Pregnancy Can Help Prevent Birth Defects And Clefts. Diet is an important part of pregnancy. Eat a liealtliy diet tliat contains lots of fruits and

9S and foods fortified with folic acid. According to the U.S. Government, women who plan to have a child should be sure to take sufficient levels of folic acid (400

ms per day) during pregnancy to help prevent neural tube defects and reduce the risk for cleft lip and palate. When folic acid is taken one month before conception

ughout the first trimester, it has been proven to reduce the risk for neural tube defects by 50 to 70 per cent. Be sure to receive proper prenatal care, quit smoking,

w your health care provider's guidelines for foods to avoid during pregnancy. Foods to avoid may include raw or undercooked seafood, beef, pork or poulti^;

sen meats; fish that contain high levels of mercury; smoked seafood; fish exposed to industrial pollutants; raw shellfish or eggs; soft cheeses; unpasteurized milk:

feine; alcohol; and unwashed vegetables. For more information, visit www.SmileTrain.org.

iprograni expenses are paiil for vvilli slarl-iip ^laiils fniin our roiiniliiif; siippiirlers. 'I'lie Smili' Train is a fiOl {(){'.\) Mnii[iriilil reriifini/eil by llir IKS. and all diinalions lo

Tlie Smile Train are tax-deilni lilile in acennlance with IKS refjnlalions. & 2007 The Snnle Tiani.



In the New s

DGNT LET FRIENDS

DRUNK
We've all heard the phrase "friends don't let friends drive

drunk," but keeping someone who has consumed too much

alcohol from getting behind the wheel is rarely simple.

First, few of us can assess accurately who is too drunk to

drive, especially if we've had a few drinks ourselves. And
second, someone who is too drunk is likely to be

argumentative. So what do you do when book group is

over and you and your friends have polished off enough

pinot grigio to line several bookshelves with empty bottles?

You may be tempted to work out an equation to

calculate just how intoxicated someone really is ("Well, we
split four bottles, so that's about three glasses per person,

but we've been here for four hours, so . . .). Don't! Too

many factors affect the way people metabolize alcohol to

make such guesstimates even remotely useful.

The same goes for physical cues: One girlfriend might

be glassy-eyed and as giggly as a fourth grader in a candy

store, while another may seem as steady as ever but, as

experts point out, driving skills can be impaired even

when a person shows no visible signs of intoxication. The

optimal strategy is to make a pact beforehand that

anyone who drinks will catch a ride with the designated

driver, call a cab or stay overnight at the hostess's home.

But let's say it's already too late for best intentions, and

your friend has been tossing back apple-tinis all evening

long. You must keep her from getting behind the wheel—

despite the near certainty that she'll insist, "I'm fine!" Humor
her ("Yeah, yeah, you and Lindsay Lohan"). If your friend is

your ride, refuse to get in tha car with her. Never be

embarrassed to say, "I'll getfiome another way—and I think

you should, too." Ask for her keys, but be prepared for a

verbal assault. "What drinkers hate most is to have their

keys taken away," says Bob Jacob, director of the Institute

of Police Technology and Management, in Jacksonville,

Florida. (In the future, consider having everyone who's

drinking relinquish her keys at the start of the evening.) Try

for an empathetic tone: "Hey, it happens to all of us. Next

time you'll watch out for me." And offer options: "Come
home with me and we'll have a pajama party."

If, despite your pleas, your friend weaves off into the night,

realize that "the onus is on the person who has chosen to

drink and drive," says Traci Hughes, a spokeswoman for the

District of Columbia police department. And don't forget

you still have a last-ditch option: Calling the cops. Your

friend may wind up with a DUI charge and a suspended

license, but your actions might save her life or someone
else's. Just don't expect her to thank you in the morning—

especially if she's calling from jail. —Maura Christopher

help. Get it and stick with it, he

advised. Then he ordered me to sit in

on a Victim Impact Panel in a few

months. Sponsored byMADD (Moth-

ers Against Drunk Driving) and sanc-

tioned by the court, the panel would

feature what one might suspect-the

heart-rending stories of loved ones cut

ti .' . :• or groiesquely injured by some-

one ' "Okce to drink imd drive.

I ki;.:-,-- I vv;i:

judge ^ t Tiy

of clioio? .>) I

it a greai - ic .

about seetu :^ i,

after mvelde- sou ^vi' ':. >, cnl!

luckv and I knew the

-. in.: vvr. rny painkiller

\ : =x <<wr ro:ieDendon

i la t 1 .K.xn ('iii king

and I had taken an early retirement

from my job as a textbook editor in

order to wiite freelance. I was still mar-

ried then, and my husband badgered

me constantly about "not having a real

job," even though he made good mon-

ey and worked long hours. As I saw it,

outside of parenting—and we had done

a mighty fine job of that—we didn't

have a true partnership.

At first I fled from the situation,

seeking refuge on long weekends in a

room I rented in the country. My
husband let me go, no questions

asked. We lived this lie of a marriage

for years, until 2004, when I finally

sought professional help for myself.

At my counselor's urging, I began

asking my husband to make more

time for our relationship and support

me in my endeavors in the way I

supported him. Initially I simply asked

him to start coming home earlier than

9 one night a week so we could have

more time to enjoy dinner and con-

versation together. He refused.

It was about this time, while I waited

for him weeknight after weeknight, that

I began to pour myself a glass of wine,

then another, then another until he

came home. On weekends we would
,

host or go to parties, where continued
i
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The Better

Vitamin C

PATENTED
.FORMULA

e statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration, This product is not Intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.

ence: In a clinical study, white blood cell leve^ of Vitamin C were elevated in subjects receiving Ester-C® when measured 24 hours atter initial dose.

fster-Cand Ester C* are licensed trademarks of The Esler C Company. U.S. Patent Nos, 6,197,813 and 6.878.744. ©2007 The Ester C Company om.



In the News

we talked to other people far more than

to each other. When we decided to

divorce, I moved perraaiicndy to the

countryside I had come to love.

I feh stronger and less depressed

and, in time, I met a man who was

charming, intense and highly intelli-

gent yet also somewhat troubled and

focused primarily on his own needs.

We had a fithil year, a merry-go-round

of highs and lows fueled by a high

level of sexual satisfaction and, yes,

alcohol. He and I had broken up a few

weeks before my DUI.

E
ven though my punishment

was not harsh, in the weeks

and months after my ap-

pearance before the judge,

reality kept popping up. First, I had

to slow down or stop my drinking.

Second, I had to live with the driving

restrictions. After a bit of wrangling I

got permission to drive from 6 A.M.

to 6 P.M. six days a week (except Sun-

days) to accommodate my erratic

work schedule. Third, I was shelling

out money all over the place— not

only for the fine and court costs,

alcohol safety classes and counseling

but also for a new, restricted license

($165) and increased auto insurance

premiums (double what I had been

paying earlier)

.

I entered a world of change. Every

time I got in the car I had to carry

written verification, to be shown to

the police should I be stopped for

any reason, to justify that I was going

to a work-related activity. At first,

every time I got in the car I was con-

stantly looking over my shoulder for

the police. My freedom to go out for

dinner, dancing, to parties and for

my beloved Sunday hikes had com-

pletely disappeared unless I could

persuade friends to drive me. The
price of temptation—to take a chance

and drive on a Sunday, for example-

would i)e total suspension of my
license "for one year if I was caught.

There was no question about wheth-

er I would ever get in my car after

one or even half a drink, even though

for a reason I never learned I had

escaped having an interlock device

installed on continued on page 160

THIS IS YOUR BRAIN ON

ALCOHOL
All of us have the potential to become addicted, but not

everyone who takes a drink or two succumbs. Scientists

know that vulnerability to alcohol's siren song comes down
to genes and environment (and sometimes a combination

of the two). For example, genes that predispose to

alcoholism can make someone more vulnerable to other

stressors, such as anxiety or depression, which in turn can

push him or her toward alcohol dependence.

Women also have an additional biological susceptibility

because most naturally produce less of an enzyme called

gastric alcohol dehydrogenase, which breaks down alcohol

before it leaves the stomach. Women have less body water

anO M ore estrogen, which some suggest enhances the

£:'fec;: oi -->!conol (see "How Drunk Are You?" page 150).

PET •:

researcao'

altered bin .-;; .

tobacco r^r-.'S"..'

AlCOhc 1 ^iiT.V

sticated brain-imaging technology, such as

-•-ion tomography) scans, means
"/ ••nt -h br iin areas "light up" and track

' ••
.

•.chci J O' her addictive drugs like

'1 '

-
i'-^^ers ind cocaine act on it.

rfvsry cell in the brain,

notes Henry Kranzler, M.D., professor of psychiatry and

associate scientific director of the Alcohol Research Center

at the University of Connecticut.

It slows down information processing so it's tougher to

think clearly; affects balance, making it difficult to walk a

straight line; depresses sexual arousal and performance;

and causes sleepiness. It alters levels of the brain chemicals

called neurotransmitters, which relay signals controlling

behavior, thought and emotion. In particular, alcohol

increases dopamine, the neurotransmitter in the brain's

reward center, creating a feeling of intense pleasure.

Addiction happens in part because the brain remembers

the pleasure of that dopamine surge and wants to repeat it

—again and again. Eventually, this finely tuned system breaks

down: The brain adjusts to the rush by making less dopa-

mine or decreasing the number of receptors that receive and

transmit dopamine signals, gradually rendering the drinker

unable to feel any pleasure at all from alcohol. This leads to

drinking more to try to get dopamine levels back to normal

and create the original feeling of gratification. —Nissa Simon
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my steering wheel. Under ihe law, if I

were pulled over for anylhmg and

then caught with a BAC of even half

the legal limit. I could be charged

with a second DUI. the consequences

of which w ould be disastrous for me—

I'd lose what freedoms I had managed

to come away with for a year but also

have to drive with restrictions for

another two years, serve more jail

time, pay more fines and face the

possibility of having an interlock

device installed. A third DUI could

lead to felony charges.

When all these facts settled in, I

had quite an emotional session with

my counselor. I railed against the

driving restrictions that would so

isolate a person with a problem,

potentially driving them to drink e\'en

more, in solitude.

My counselor urged me to join AA
(Alcoholics Anonymous), saying it is

the most useful program for maintain-

uig long-term sobriety. She warned me
that unless I stopped drinking, chanc-

es were quite good that I would drink

and drive again and. almost as if I d

broken a charm with my first arrest. I

j

would \'er\' UkeK end up with a second

j

arrest. Even if I maintained my resolve

not to drink and drive, my continued

drinking would lead to deteriorated

health, she warned. The possible ill

effects of significant daily drinking,

wine included, were well known. It

has been linked to not only impaired

liver and kidney fimction but increased

j

forgetfulness. And I'd already been

drinking well over two glasses a day

on a\'cragc for at least 10 years.

My counselor began to treat me
for depression m our ongoing ses-

sions, .bo far I have resisted her sug-

gesnoii that I lake an antidepressant.

j

I dici Stan meditating and became a

Pilates U';.cher in training. After the

DUI arrcsi I iv.-..'niiscd myself to be

more positive in all my relationships,

including with myself. I began to

stud)- Buddhism as well, which led.

this past summer, to my engaging in

a weeklong Buddhist retreat, where

we meditated, listened to religious

lectures, ate a strictly vegetarian diet

and abstained from any kind of sub-

stance abuse. I felt no compulsion to

drink that week and I think the key

was being surrounded by people who

also were not drinking. At the end of

the retreat I made two pledges: not to

engage in sexual relations without

love and long-term commitment, and

to improve the truthfulness of my
communications with myself and

others.

Another pledge I couldVe made,

but don't feel ready for yet, is to

abstain completely from alcohol.

As of this writing I'm still

drinking wine, although

even on weekends my limit

is now three glasses a day.

Why can't I give it up? Patterns.

Habit. Probably ongoing, underlying

depression. So much of my adult and

professional life has been associated

widi drinking wine, whether to mark

the end of a deadline or to accompany

good food or simply to be sociable

and relaxed with friends or at a party.

What's new is that some days I do not

drink at all, and I do not drink before

I drive at all. My habit is to drink lots

of hot tea during the day if I'm going

to drive at night, and I usually take a

cup of hot tea with me in the car. I've

found this quells my temptation to

drink wine. If I drink wine at a friend's

house, at a party or with friends at a

bar. I do not drive afterward. My
friends help me now. too. At parties

they watch my beha\'ior in a kind, not

intrusive, way. We all make eye con-

tact when we feel, as a group, that we

should switch from wine to tea. And I

have noticed a number of them have

curbed their own drinking and have

begun to designate a nondrinking

driver to set them home.

I will continue to be as cautious £is I

am now. If I have an unplanned drink

when I have driven myself some-

where. I will leave my car and get a

ride home. I have to be that cautious. I

will forever have that first DUI offense

hanging^ver my head. If I get arrest-

ed for DUI again in my state, the

consequences will be dire.

But I keep coming back to ques-

tions like ... if a beautiful Parisian

woman can have a glass of wine at

lunch, why can't I?

Except that I know the answer. It's

hard for me to stop at one glass. And
when I look in the mirror, I see new

dark circles under my eyes. The last

time I got a physical, my liver was

slightly enlarged. And I don't accom-

plish as much on any given day as I

intend to. And I'm more forgetful

than I used to be.

So. my New Year's resolution is to

cut back even more, write more and

possibly, now that my alcohol safety

classes are over, substitute weekly

attendance at nearby AA meetings. I

don't know what effect that will

have yet. I do remember what hap-

pened when an old friend quit drink-

ing and started attending AA
meetings. One night, m a bar (he

was drinking cola), he came up to

me. took my hands in his, and asked

me to forgive him. Perhaps I'll get to

that point, where I can forgive oth-

ers but mostly myself for endan-

gering what has otherwise been a

pretty good, healthy life. d

EDITORS' NOTE: At press time the

author's driver's license suspension

was slated to be lifted in September.
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We've got to stop

meeting like this.

Worried about how many times you excuse yourself?

You can do something about your bladder control problem.

Ask your doctor about DETROL LA.

Have strong, sudden urges to go to the bathroom, and maybe even

accidents? Go more than 8 times a day? If so, you may have a

medical condition called overactive bladder. But with DETROL 17\,

you can help reduce the symptoms so you can worry less about

your bladder.

One DETROL LA works 24 hours, all day and all night.* it helps

calm the bladder muscle that causes those strong, sudden urges.

Just imagine what a calmer bladder can do for you.

/ DEJROl LA

Detro/ LA_
toiterodine tartrate
extended release capsules

Helps keep an overactive

bladder quieter

If you have certain stomach oroblems, glaucoma, or trouble getting urine to pass, you
shouldn't take DETROL LA. The most common side effects are dry mouth, headache,

constipation, and abdominal pain.

DETROL LA, like all medicines, has benefits and risks. There may be other options. Ask

your doctor if DETROL LA is right for you. For more information, visit DETROLLA.com.

"Results may vary. Please see important product information on back. ©2007 Pfizer Inc. All rights reserved. April 2007 DD275001E

Uninsured? Need help paying for medicine? Pfizer has programs that can help,

no matter your age or income. You may even qualify for free Pfizer medicines.

Call 1-866-706-2400. Orvisitwvvw.pfizerhelpfuIanswers.com. Gi iswers



IMPORTANT FACTS
Petrol LA_ (OEH-trol el-ay)
tolterodine tartrate
extended re/ease capsules

ABOUT OVERACTIVE BUDDER
Overactive bladder happens when the bladder muscle squeezes too

often or it cannot be controlled. You may have wetting accidents (urge

urinary incontinence). You may feel a strong need to pass urine right

away (urgency). You may also feel you need to go often (fi-equency).

WHO IS DETROL LA (long-acting) FOR?
Who can take DETROL LA?

Adults 1 8 years and older with symptoms of overactive bladder.

Who should not take DETROL LA?

Do not take DETROL LA if:

• You have trouble emptying your bladder (urinary retention).

• Your stomach empties slowly (gastric retention).

• You have an eye problem called uncontrolled narrow-angle glaucoma.

• You are allergic to anything in DETROL LA.

DETROL LA did not help the symptoms of overactive bladder

when studied in children.

BEFORE YOU START DETROL LA
Tell your doctor about all your medical conditions, including:

• Stomach or intestinal problems.

• Trouble emptying your bladder or if you have a weak urine stream.

• An eye problem called narrow-angle glaucoma.

• Liver or kidney problems.

• If you or any family members have a rare heart condition called

QT prolongation (long QT syndrome). If you are pregnant or

trying to become pregnant. We do not know if DETROL LA
could hann your unborn baby.

• If you are breast-feeding. We do not know ifDETROL LA passes

into your milk or if it can harm your baby.

Tell your doctor about all your medicines. Include over-the-counter

medicines, vitamins, and herbal products. Other drugs may change
how your body handles DETROL LA. Your doctor may use a lower

dose of DETROL LA if you take:

• Some medicines for fungus or yeast infections such as

Nizoral" (ketoconazole), Sporanox" (itraconazole), and
Monistat' (miconazole).

• Some medicines for bacteria infections such as

Biaxin" (clarithromycin) and erythromycin.

' Sand'inmune" (cyclosporine) or Velban" (vinblastine).

IDE EFFECTS OF DETROL LA
•n side effects are:

• nstipation

• s; jmach pain

These are not all the side eiTects of DETROL LA. For a complete
list of side eftects, ask > ou<- docsor or pharmacist.

The most ro!

• dry mcuih
• headaciK:

HOW TO TAKE DETROL LA
Do:

• Take DETROL LA exactly as your doctor

tells you. For some people, DETROL LA
may not work right away. Check with

your doctor before stopping DETROL LA.
• Take DETROL LA capsules once a day

with liquid, at the same time each day.

• Take DETROL LA with or without food.

• If you miss a dose of DETROL LA,
begin taking DETROL LA again the next

day. Do not take 2 doses of DETROL LA
in the same^day.

• Store DETROL LA at room
temperature and out of light.

Don't:

• Do not drive a car or work with machines

until you know how DETROL LA affects

you. Medicines like DETROL LA can

cause blurry vision. They can make you
dizzy and sleepy.

• Do not change the dose on your own. Talk

with your doctor.

\

ABOUT DETROL LA
DETROL LA is a prescription medicine that

treats the symptoms of overactive bladder.

• It reduces wetting accidents.

• It reduces the sudden, strong urge to

pass urine.

• It helps you have fewer trips to

the bathroom.

NEED MORE INFORMATION?
• This is only a summary of important

information. Ask your doctor or pharmacist

for complete product information.

• Go to www.detrolla.com.

• Call (1-888) 4-DETROL
(1-888-433-8765).
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Mental Sharpness
Like aging skin, brainpower sags with age,

stress and a hectic lifestyle. But now you can

do something about it. MemoProve is clinically

shown to boost Memory. Alertness and

Concentration with a patented blend of

Neuropeptides. In skincare, peptides are state-

of-the-art for treating wrinkles. In brain-care,
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Achy, \KY Knees
Don't neglect sore knees:

More than two-thirds

oi the nearly half a

million Americans who

have knee-replacement

surgery every year are

women—a number

expected to jump 673

percent in the next 25

years as boomers age.

Wider pelvises make

women's knees less

stable. Even young

female athletes are likelier

than men to injure their

anterior cruciate liga-

ments, which stabilize the

knee joints, saysJo A.

Hannafm, M.D., director

of orthopedic research at

New York City's Hospital

for Special Surgery.

What's more, more

than two-thirds of people

with osteoarthritis are ^

female. For knee pain

from arthritis, three

physical therapy

techniques may help:

Transcutaneous electrical

nerve stimulation offered

relief for two to four

weeks, electroacupuncture

for eight and low-level

laser therapy for up to

eight. These can be used

alone or with prescription

or ore medication. Also:

Ask about exercises for

the muscles that support

knees, says Dr. Hannafin.

—Catherine Winters

Oils fall out of favor, you'll notice more palm oil in

your foods. But for people with mod
or "bad" cholesterol, palm oil, just like partially

hydrogenated oil. raises LDL levels, report^ ^

University study. If that's you, stick to fooo.

oils such as canola and nonhydrogenated soy
-Kimbaly Papa

3 daily aspirin to lower his risk for various diseases,

in doesn't help women as much. True?

DR. MARIANNE J. LEGATO: The best

information on aspirin's benefits for women
is from the Harvard Nurses' Health Study,

which closely followed for three decades

nearly 80,000 women with no history of

cardiovascular disease or cancer. It found that

taking a daily aspirin lowers the risk of death

'
1 om cardiovascular disease, including .stroke,

ud certain cancers—especially colorectal-

in women, particularly those 65 and older.

You don't gain all these benefits right

away. Protection from cardiovascular disease

occurs after five years of daily aspirin use,

while protection from cancer-related deaths

isn't apparent until after 10 years. Only
after 20 years docs a modest protection

from breast and lung cancer occur.

One to two 325-milligram aspirin tablets

per week is fine. Ifyou smoke, don't expect

aspirin to protect you from lung cancer; any

positive effect on lung-cancer risk is confined

to those who have never smoked or quit.

Aspirin can cause bleeding in some people,

so if you take even two tablets per week, get

checked annually for blood in your stool.

If you have a disorder like a low platelet

count or take medicine to prevent clotting

(like Coumadin), aspirin isn't for you.

Dr. Marianne J. Legato is the medical adviser to

Ladies' Home Journal and the founder and

director of the Partnership for Gender-Specific

Medicine at Colunnbia University, in New York City.
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c :or NATURALLY
Most of us sniffle and sneeze our way through two to four colds per year. Is there

anything gentle and natural that you can do to keep fronn getting sick in the first

place' There are lots of possibilities, but which really work'' Here, a rundown;

COLO BLOCKER

Vitamin C

Exercise

Zinc Gluconate
Lozenges/Nasal Gel

RESEARCH FINDINGS THE VERDICT

2,000 milligrams or more per day doesn't help most
of us but may prevent colds in marathoners, skiers or

soldiers in subarctic climates.

Megadoses of C can upset your
stomach, so stick with the RDA
of 75 mg for women per day.

Echinacea

Washing Hands

In a year, sedentary women who only stretched had

three times the risk for colds as those who walked

briskly 45 minutes a day, five days a week.

Most studies have been flawed, says a major review.

No unflawed study found a benefit from lozenges;

only one saw a benefit from nasal gel.

Some products cut the odds of catching a cold 58

percent and shorten colds by 1.4 days, says a recent

analysis. Other studies are divided.

A 2001 study found that Navy recruits who washed
their hands at least five times a day had 45 percent

fewer colds.

There's no other proof of this,

but given its many other health

benefits, it's worth trying.

Thdjury is still out on its value,

piLfs zinc can cause a sore

mouth or an upset stomach.

It may help. Take at first sign of a

cold. (Check with your doctor-
may be risky with some drugs.)

Use soap or a sanitizer, espe-
cially before eating and after

being with someone with a cold.

SHOULD YOU TOSS YOUR TOOTHBRUSH AFTER A COLD?
No. Cold expert Jack Gwaltney, M.D., of the University of Virginia School of Medicine, in Charlottesville, says cold

viruses usually do not infect through the mouth. If you rinse the brush after use, it won't have much virus on it.

-C.W.

168

Salt Water for Sniffles? Prescription steroids are the

usual cure for chronic sinus infections, but new data find that

an over-the-counter saline solution may help ease symptoms.
It thins and washes away mucus so congestion lessens.

—Lauren Strupp

THE Flu
Good news: 'llus year there's no flu vaccine

shortage- 132 million doses are available

(up from 120 million in 2006). That's lucky,

because 75 percent of Americans are at high

! Lsk for influen/a-children sbi months to

f \ c;us. people ovei 50, and anyone with

iic.ii
'

i r>i<-blems such as diabetes, asthma or

'^aii - ISC. Flu complications such as pneumonia

Lciii ]•'••' iv .'.ii i-i:^k people in the hospital.

^( .'.! :;( ',(; !)c\v shot every year, llie viruses

liuit c\\-.v uiij iiii ihange. and so does the vaccine.

LADIES hC" NOVEMSER 2007

Needle phobic? Healthy people ages 5

through 49 can get die vaccine in a nasal

spray. Doctors don't give it to everyone

because it's made from a weakened form

of the viruses (the shot is from killed vims).

The flu vaccine takes about two weeks

to kick in, so it's best to schedule it in

the fall. Since the flu season often

peaks inJanuary or February, even

a late dose can help. If you get the

flu. call a doctor right away. Taking a prescription

antiviral, such as Tamiflu, within two days can

shorten symptoms by a few days and reduce their

severitv as well. -Mego Lien
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XT The

^ ^^"Silent
''Epidemic

One-third of America's

diabetics aren't aware they

have the disease. The
consequences can be

nothing short of deadly

Ciabetes
is now an epidemic

^ in this country. The nnm-

ber of American adults

diagnosed with the

H disease annually has

spiked 54 percent in the

^ last decade and now

stands at an estimated 21

inillion. At this very moment one-third of the

estimated 19 million who have t\pe 2 diabe-

tes-the much more common type doctors call

adult onsct-don't even know diey're sick.

Cathy D. Mann didn't. At 48. when she

noticed she was making more frequent trips

U) tlie bathroom and her vision was getting

more blurry, she chalked up the changes to

age. "I Figured my symptoms were just a

normal part of getting older, since I was

nearing menopause. It never occurred to me

diat I might have diabetes." says the mother

of two from Providence, Rhode Island.

Mann easily could have gone months,

even years, before her diabetes was

detected. While the rarer type 1

By Jams form is usually rapidly diagnosed in

Graham childhood because its continued

eel
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re You Concern ^ with....

Heart Health

Prostate Health

Blood Sugar

Immune System

Joint Health

Sexual Health

Brain Health

Menopause

Headaches

Bone Health

Fatigue

Longevity

^ee/ better naturally
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svmptoms are so se.vere. people live with type 2 diabetes for an

average of four to seven years before they learn the truth.

Mann was lucky: Her diabetes was uncovered by a routine urine

test she took when appKing for additional life insurance. Although

she didn't get the extra insurance, her life may have been saved.

Undiagnosed or poorly controlled diabetes can have dire conse-

quences. Over a period of years, it can damage the blood vessels

iuid arteries of \iruially eveiy organ in the body, leading to heart

disease, stroke, blindness, kidney disease, foot and leg problems

diat can reqtiire amputation, nervous-system damage, even gum

disease. Bv the time they're diagnosed, a third of diabetes patients

alreadv have evidence of cardiovascular disease. And if a diabetic

woman gets pregnant and her disease isn't being controlled, she

has an up to 20 percent risk of miscarriage and a 10 percent risk of

giving biith to a child widi a major birth defect.

Diabetics and their babies aren't the only ones in danger. Half

of American adults over age 40 have blood sugar levels high

enough to put them in the gray zone now called prediabetes,

which gives them a 30 percent risk of developing full-blown type

2 diabetes witliin three years. It almost goes without saying that

most prediabetics don't know they're at risk, either.

Women with tv^pe 2 diabetes need to be especially concerned.

They have twice the risk of heart disease, are likelier to have high

blood pressure and have a higher chance of deatii from heart attack

and stroke than do men with type 2. Treating the heart and blood-

pressure aspects of diabetes is now thought to be as urgent and

potentially lifesaving as controlling blood sugar. Yet women are less

likely than men to receive aggressive management of dieir diabetes-

related coronary artery disease or some of the recommended treat-

ments, iiicluding lipid-lowering medications and aspirin, according

to a 2005 Harvard Medical School study of 4,000 patients with

diabetes. "Many doctors aren't aware that women experience dia-

betes differendy and need somewhat different care than men," says

Marianne J. Legato, M.D., founder and director of the Paitnership

for Gender-Specific Medicine at Columbia University and lead

author of a groundbreaking 2006 review diat gave doctors specific

recommendations lor caring for men and women with diabetes.

ARE YOU AT RISK?

'^^^ cscarchers don't completely understand why some women

f d'xlgc the bullet of type 2 diabetes while others don't,

1 '% .'Ith.oMgli it's clear that certain factors besides having had

diabetes yon were pregnant (see "The Damage Done,"

page 17-'
1 intrcii-L- ri>k. Among them:

'.NC: OV i,
/. h L H Fa cu a modest weight gain of 1 1 to 17

pounds in tlie (!cl.;:!cs after your 18th birthday doubles your

PLAGUE
Almost four out of 10 teens in the

United States are at risk for diabetes,

according to Larry C. Deeb, M.D.,

president of medicine and science for

the American Diabetes Association.

"We risk losing an entire generation

to this disease," he says, "if we don't

do something now." Already, an

estimated 2 million 12- to 19-year-

olds have prediabetes.

Being overweight is the prime

reason: The number of overweight

children and teens has nearly tripled

since 1980. If your

doctor says that

your child is

overweight for

his or her age,

it's worth having

a blood glucose

test at age 10 or at the

onset of puberty, espe-

cially for those who either have a fam-

ily history of type 2 diabetes or belong

to a high-risk ethnic group (partic-

ularly African-Americans, Latinos and

Native Americans). If test results prove

normal, your child should be screened

for diabetes again in two years.

The key to turning the tide on

diabetes is to make healthy eating

and exercise habits a family affair.

"A kid can't be expected to battle the

problem alone— parents need to get

involved and be good role models,"

says Dr. Deeb. If your child is at high

risk, ask his or her doctor to direct

you to resources, such as nutrition

counseling, in your community;

www.shapeup.org is a good source

of ideas on how the whole family can

: eat better and become more active.

odds, according to a large Harvard study.

Being obese (a body mass index [BMI]

greater than 30) can increase them sixteen-

fold. Excess fat tissue produces a variety of

hormones, fatty acids and other chemicals

that make your cells more resistant to insu-

lin. Where you carry your excess weight

counts, too, according to a recent Harvard/

University ofPittsburgh study continued^
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I elp refuel

lourmemory.

»:>ur body uses

:!•% of its glucose

:: fuel your brain.

tugh your brain is only 2% of your body

it, it burns an enormous percentage of

ise (blood sugar). Unfortunately, since the

can't store glucose your body must

nually resupply it in precise amounts.

luch or too little and you can experience

ory lapses, mental fatigue, lack of

jntration and lack of focus.
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that found the risk of t\pe 2 diabetes increases progressively with

the si/c of your belly. "If you're generally lean but carr\' extra

pounds in your abdominal area. you"re at greater risk." says

Florence Browii. M.D.. codirector of Boston's Joslin-Bedi Israel

Deaconess Diabetes and Pregnancy Piogram. (To calculate your

BMI. go to , -ru'.lhj.(om/health.)

SEDE: SSTYLE You can be thin, but if you're

inactive vou re still twice as likely to get type 2 diabetes as some-

one who exercises regularly. WTien you're sluggish, so is glucose

dcliver%- to cells, so you have higher blood sugar levels.

As \ ()u get older, your pancreas may start to slow its produc-

tion of insulin. But you don't have to be all diat old. Type 2 diabe-

tes increased 76 percent within a single decade among people in

their 30s: half of all people diagnosed with diabetes are under ,55.

FAMILY HISTORY Ha\Tng one first-degree relative with diabe-

tes doubles your risk: having two quadruples it.

CITY More than 6 percent of all Americans have diabe-

tes, l)ut that rate at least doubles for African-Americans, Latinos

and Native Americans.

DEPRESSION People with the highest scores on a depression

People with diabetes don t

properly metabolize glucose,

the sugar the body makes

from food. The key player in

glucose metabolism is insulin,

a hormone manufactured in

the pancreas that moves

glucose from the bloodstream

into muscle, fat and liver cells,

where it can be used as fuel.

With type 1 diabetes, the

body fails to produce insulin at

all. This inherited autoimmune

disease accounts for about

5 to 10 percent of all cases.

There's no way to prevent it,

and type 1 diabetics need daily

;rv;iilin injections to survive.

T'. .-o 2 diabetes—the kind

i.hrii . .>.?k^ .ji.' on people,

u-cuoiiy ' : :o-j 30—
:s far rnc: ^: i

,

VVith this io.-
•

ti i:: £-a:.er, T!

boa / T-.^Vir •
,
,.!.:

but doesn't use it well or

doesn't make enough to keep

blood glucose levels normal.

Pregnant women also need

to be aware of gestational

diabetes, which affects about

3 to 8 percent of pregnancies

in women who haven't had

diabetes problems before,

usually in the sixth month.

Triggered by pregnancy-

related hormonal changes,

gestational diabetes can lead to

oversize babies, C-sections and

dangerously low blood sugar

levels in newborns if a woman
doesn't get proper treatment.

It usually disappears after the

baby is born, but women
who've had it have a 20

to 50 percent risk of

developing type

2 within five to

10 years after

delivery.

questionnaire were roughly 50 percent

likelier to develop diabetes than those with

the lowest scores, concludes a recent 10-

year study at Northwestern University of

nearly 4,700 adults. This mental illness

may increase levels of the stress hormone

Cortisol, which can decrease the ability to

use insulin efficiently. One bright spot:

People treated with antidepressants didn't

have elevated risk.

POLYCYSTIC OVARY SYNDROME]
Women with, PCOS-a metabolic disorder]

that can trigger irregular menstrual cycles,

thinning hair, acne, facial hair and infertility-

are at high risk for getting type 2 diabetes at

!

a young age even if they are of normal

weight, notes a study from Pennsylvzmia
|

State University College of Medicine.

THE NEWWAY
TO TAKE CONTROL

Once diabetes is diagnosed, your fam-

ily physician or an endocrinologist

who specializes in diabetes care

should assemble a health-care team: an oph-

thalmologist or optometrist to check for eye

complications, a podiatrist to keep tabs on

vour foot health and a nutritionist or diabetes

educator to help you develop an eating plan.

There have been huge changes in how

experts treat patients newly diagnosed with

type 2 diabetes. For starters, intervention is

global. "You don't just try to get blood sug-

ars under control, you work simultaneously

to get blood pressure and cholesterol num-

bers healthier," says Dr. Legato.

In addition, in a dramatic shift from the

previous approach, treatment no longer

starts with advice to try lifestyle interven-

tions before moving on to blood-sugar-

lowering medications. The American

Diabetes Association (ADA) recendy rec-

ommended metformin (brand names Gluo-

cophage, Fortamet, Glumetza) be prescribed

at diabetes diagnosis. "Padents were spend-

ing, on average, three years continued

k
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The only knee for women that is

iesigned to bend and rotate.

.'alking, climbing stairs, bending. They're all a part of Diane's daily activities as a visiting home nurse. So

hen her knee arthritis started to affect her work, Diane's orthopaedic surgeon recommended the DePuy

otating Platform Knee, the only knee designed to bend and rotate. That's particularly important to a

oman, whose knees naturally rotate more than a man's. And with its wide range of sizes and shapes, your

irgeon can fit the knee for you that provides a more natural feel and movement.

the pain of knee arthritis is impacting your life, talk to your orthopaedic surgeon about the only knee

•placement designed to bend, rotate and liberate. Just like a woman's knee should. The DePuy Rotating

latform Knee.

'
all 1-888-280-2702 or visit

( Over 1 million implanted worldwide
I neereplacement.com for more information. K

i nportant Safety Information:

I nee replacement is not for everyone. There are potential risks. Recovery takes time,

id success depends on factors like aee, weight and activity level.

Knee Between Genders. .4m /Spi>rfs A/f(/. Mav 2006; 34 (5): 765-770.
_ _

— ,-

DePuy Orthopaedics. Inc. 2007 Restoring the ]oy ofMotion



Among the earliest

red flags are being

unusually thirsty and

experiencing frequent

urination as the body

tries to rid itself of

excess glucose. You

may be more tired, too,

because sugar isn't

reaching your cells and

fueling them up. Other

early signs: blurred

vision, gum infection,

frequent skin or vaginal

infections, numbness or tingling in

the hands or feet and weight loss.

But very often, having too much

glucose in your blood doesn't cause

symptoms right away. That's why the

American Diabetes Association rec-

ommends that all adults have a fast-

ing plasma glucose (FPG) test at age

45, then every three years thereafter.

If you are overweight or have multi-

ple risk factors, you should be tested

earlier—even as young as age 10

(see "A Teen Plague," page 172).

The test is easy: You fast

overnight or for at least eight

hours, then blood is drawn and

analyzed. A fasting blood glucose

level between 100 and 125 mg/dl

signals prediabetes (see "Diabetes

Prevention" section, page 181),

while a level of 126 mg/dl or higher

means you actually have diabetes.

The catch? The FPG test may
"underdiagnose the disease in

women because they are less likely

than men to have elevated glucose

after a fast," says Dr. Marianne J.

Legato. In women with significant

risk factors (being overweight or a

family history), diabetes should be

ruled out only after an oral glucose-

tolerance test, in which blood sugar

is measured before you drink a very

sweet liquid, then two hours later.

The urine test that caught Cathy

Mann's jjiabetes (see page 170)

is still a good first check, says Dr.

Legato. It's not as specific but can

be done in a doctor's office to

decide if more tests are needed.

tn ing to lose weight or eat differently, often unsuccessfully, and

all the while their diabetes was going untreated and often getting

worse." says Anne Peters, M.D., director of the University of

Southern California Clinical Diabetes Programs and author of

Conquering Diabetes.

For blood sugar control, metformin is the initial drug of choice

because it's effective and not associated with any long-term compli-

cations. It does have a few well-understood side effects, such as di-

arrhea and upset stomach. It works by lowering glucose production

in the li\'er while simultiuicously making muscle tissue more sensi-

tive to insulin so more glucose is absorbed from the bloodstream.

Some women are able to keep their blood sugar on an even

keel with no more than a dose of metformin once or twice a day;

others need additional medicine, especially if blood

glucose levels are very high. Rosiglitazone (brand

name Avandia and called Avandamct when com-

bined with metformin) has been linked to a higher

risk of heart attack as well as loss of bone density

in women. Avandia, Avandamet and similar

drugs-including .'^ctos (pioglitazone), Avandaryl

(rosiglitazone and glimepiride) and Duetact (pio-

glitazone and glimepiride)-were recently required

to carr}' a warning from the FDA in their packag-

iii'j, to alert consumers. You'll want to consider,

wul i vnur doctor, the benefits and risks of your pill

opti(jns. .Mscj ask about a new inhaled type of insulin called

Kxubcia. It !fK)ks sale so far, but experts are watching whether

inhalers ha\e any long-term impact on the lungs. (Insulin can't

be taken in pill ionr!. as stomach acid destroys it.)

Sometimes. tliouL;!!. the only way to control your blood sugar

HealO
You can do a smart

and tailored search

for authoritative

medical data and

find clinical trials: Log

on to www.lhj.com

/health and

click on Healia
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is with injections. That was the case for

Susan Amati, a 48-year-old university

administrator in Chicago who needs four

daily insulin injections to keep her blood

sugar levels under control. "The tinkering

with pills was very frustrating. My blood

sugar levels just couldn't be stabilized and

for several months I was at the doctor's

office all the time," says Amati, who was

diagnosed with type 2 diabetes two years

ago. "In comparison, the insulin is a breeze.

I test my blood and give myself an injection

of insulin based on what I need. I know all

the time how well I'm con-

trolling my blood sugar."

A cornerstone of treatment,

in fact, is checking your blood

glucose levels, which lets you

and your doctor see what

works and what doesn't. De-

pending on the severity of

your blood sugar swings, you

may need to check levels as

often as six to 10 times a day

if you are taking insulin or as

infrequendy as once or twice a day if you

take pills. There are a number of spring-

loaded lancet devices that make pricking

yourself less painful. The blood is then put

on a strip that goes into a continued

WWW.LHJCC



DON'T LET A

GET BACK TO YOUR LIFE WITH
If migraines are disrupting your life, ask your doctor about prescription IMITREX. You can take

IMITREX at the first sign of migraine pain. It was specifically made to target the nerves and blood

vessels that are believed to trigger your total migraine - the pain, nausea, sensitivity to light and

sound. So tame that migraine monster and get the relief you need, without drowsiness.

Save up to $25 on your next refill of IMITREX* Visit imitrex.com today.

'REX Tablets are prescription medicine for the acute treatment of migraine attacks in adults. You should not take IMITREX if you have

iain types of heart disease, a history of stroke or TIAs, peripheral vascular disease, Raynaud syndrome, or blood pressure that is

feTontrolled. If you have risk factors for heart disease, such as high blood pressure, high cholesterol, diabetes, or are a smoker, you should

evaluated by your doctor before taking IMITREX. Very rarely, certain people, even some without heart disease, have had serious

If rt-related problems. If you are pregnant, nursing, or taking medications, talk to your doctor. "Subiect to eligibility,

hse see the important information on reverse.
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WITREX^ (simiatnptan succinate) Tablets

Patienl InlDimation about IMITREX Tablets (or nigraine headaches

Generc name sumatnptan succinate

feas« read ttirs summri of mtomiation about IMfTFEX betwe you talk to yout

doctor or start using IMITREX. Nc summary can take ttie place of a caretul

discussion between you and your doctor Only your doctor tias Die medical

naming and the complete prescribing intomialion necessary to determine it

this medicine is nght (or you Once you read this summary, you should discuss

with your doctor whether ift/irmEX is appropnate treatment tor you and ask

any qoestons you may haye

WHAT IS IMITREX?

IMrmEX IS the brand name ol sumatrptan, a drug intended to relieve your

migraine headaches but not to prevent or reduce the number o( migraine

headaches you expenence iWirmEX should be used only to treat an actual

miQtaine attack iMiTBEX can be obtained only with a doctor's prescnption and

should be used by adults c/ily alter discussing the choice w«i your doctor

taking into account your individual prefeiences ano medical circumstances

HOW DOES IMITREX WORK?
How IMITREX ivorvs is not completely understood IMITREX s a S-HT, agonist

tiiat seems to relieve migraine headaches Oy actina i - - i rhemical

called S-hydroxytryptamine. caus'nq some blood vei
™

SiTOlien dunng a migraine to conslnct (ttiat is, to
'

nelps relieve migraine ^Tead3c^e

IMPORTftNT SAFETY CONSIDERATIOtIS

Asrijugh the rast maicrin patients ivho have taken IMfFREX have not

experienced .iry sigritcant ioe ertecs some patients have expenenced

senous heart problems and 'areiy corsdenng the extensiveness ol IMITREX

use worldwide, deaths have been reported In all but a few instances

however senous problems occurred m patients wrth known heart disease, and

It was not dear v^ether IMITREX was a contnbutjng (actor in these deaths

Senous events relatng to the blood vessels in the head (eg, brain hemorrbage,

strokei have been reported in patients who were taking IMITTIEX Some ol

these have resumed in death, however the relationship of IMITREX to these

events is uncertain In a number o( these cases it appears possible that patents

were not expenenang a moraine but rather an evert due to blood vessel

disease m the head IMITREX'was given in the incorrect belief that the person

may have been suifenno a migraine Therefore vou should not take IMITREX it

heacaoie you are expenenong s artterent from your usual migraine attacks

Peooie who sutler from migraines may be at increased nsk of certain blood

vessel everts m the brain leg hemorrhage, stroke or transient ischemic attackl

Ask your doctor about these and additional safety considerations

WHO SHOULD NOT TAKE IMITBEX?

Some types of migraine headaches should not be treated with IMITREX. and

.o-.e patients should not lake IMITREX because ol an increased risk ol

-'js side effects

-

vou have had a heart attack stroke, transient ischemic attacks,

?enpheral vascular disease iincluding ischemic bowel disease or Raynaud

syndromei or any sort of heart disease or symptoms that are associated

with constnction of blood vessels, such as ischemic heart disease, angina,

or coronary artery vasospasm, you should not use IMITREX

It you have uncontrolled high blood pressure, you should not use IMITREX

II you are taking certain drugs tor depression, talk wrth your doctor

IMITREX should not be used 'I you take or have taken wfliin the last

2 weeks monoamine oxidase inhibitors IMAOIS)

Your doctor will discuss with you the type of migraine headaches you have

If you have hemiplegic or basilar migraine, you should not take IMITREX

IMITREX should be used only in patients who have been diagnosed by a

physician as having migraine with or without aura,

Tell your doctor about any other medicines you are taking If you are

currently taking anv migraine medicines that include ergot alkaloids, such

a: Tcthysergide or dihydroergotamine, or olber S-HT^ agonists, do not

take IMfTREX within 24 hours of taking ttiese medicines

Do not take IMITREX it you are allergic to sumatriptan or any ot the

ingredients m IMITREX

It you have severe liver disease you should not use IMITREX

WHAT MEDICAL PROBLEMS OR CONDITIONS SHOULD I DISCUSS WITH

MY DOCTOR?
It you have risk (actors lor heart problems, you should tell your doctor Your

doctor should examine you for heart disease to see wtiettier IMITREX is

appropriate for you Risk factors include high blood pressure, high

cholesterol, obesity diabetes, and smoking Other patients with nsk factors

tor heart disease are women who are past menopause (whether natural

menopause or menopause resulting from surgeryi, men over 40 years old,

or patients with a family history ol heart disease II you have nsk factors

and your evaluation for heart disease is satistactory, your doctor may ask

you to take the first dose of IMITREX in the doctor 's office

Tell your doctor il vou have chest pains, shortness of breath, or

ir-egular heartbeats

Tell your doctor it you are faking anhdepressants, such as, selective

serotonin 'euptake inhibitors (SSRIsI or serotonin-norepinephrihe

reuptake inhibitors (SNRlsl

Tell your doctor il you have a history of epilepsy or seizures

Tell your doctor if you have liver or kidney problems

Tel I your doctor if you have ever had to stop taking any medicine because

of an allergy Of other problems

USE OF IMITREX DURING PREGNANCY AND BREAST-FEEDING

Do not take IMITREX if you are pregnant, think you may be pregnant, are

trying to become pregnant, are not using adequate birth control methods,

or are breast-feeding, unless you have discussed this with your doctor

HOW TO USE IMITREX TABLETS
For adults, the usual dose is a single tablet taken whole yvrth liquids Do not spirt

tablets A second tablet may be taken it your symptoms of migraine come back

or rf you nave partial response to ttie first dose ,
Cut no sooner than 2 hours alter

taking (tie lirst tablet For a given attack if you have no response to the first

tablet do not take a second tablet wrttiout first consulting wrth your

doctor Oo nol take more than a total of 200 mg ot IMIIREX lablets in any

24-hour penod

The safety ot treating an average ol more than four headaches in a

30-day period has not been established

WHAT ARE THE POSSIBLE SIDE EFFECTS OF USING IMITREX?

Do f^ot rely on Ihis summaiy alone lor inloimation about side effects Youi

doctor can discuss with you a more complete list ot side effects that may be

relevant to you The most frequently seen side effects are tingling and

v.vjrm. cold sensations with IMITREX Tablets

Some patients teel pain oi tightness in the chest or throat when using

iMITREX II this happens to you, discuss it with your doctor before using

any tiioie IMITREX If the pain is severe or does not go away, call your

S or severe abdominal pain after taking IMITREX, call

,,tely

e ;,,S(.p,.,np^'-, heart throbbing, swelling of the eyelids,

Ill liives happen rarely, but if they

i-diately Do not take any more

B •

'

" (iirt'ome when they

" taking iMITREX

last heart beat

-ti^inq and/or

-i,! ir: ,1 ' -i
,

,,, ,Tiptoms

Some patients h i

' itir face

lasting a short ' i.iking

IMITREX Afew;i,ii: ,, , , ,. = 11 doctor

-ibout tiiese effect-, yai.i n,:xt vijit

I! you teel unwell in any other way Of nave any probie u Ifiai yOL dc not

iinderstann ,?tter taking If.liTnEX te'l vo i' doctor immeoaf'" /

WHAT SHOULD I DO IF I TAKE AN OVERDOSE?
If you have laKr-n n^oie medicine than yo j have been told iiritt either

youf doctor a tiui[i,iai emergency depailneni, or the ntsr.;^t poison

control centf'f immtiliately
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glucose meter, which can read your

blood sugar levels quite quickly, of-

ten in less than 10 seconds. Dozens

of computerized blood glucose

meters are available that can also

store your results and even send

them to your doctor every day. Your

diabetes-care team can recommend

models and tell you which are

covered by your insurance.

Managing blood sugar isn't the

only key to staying healthy. Blood-

pressure control is also critical.

Women with diabetes are likelier to

have high blood pressure than men

with the disease. What's more, their

high readings are associated with a

30 percent increase in cardiovascular

disease, compared with a 14 percent

increase in men. Among medicines

for blood pressure, the beta-blocker

carvedilol (brand name Coreg) also

helps control blood sugar and is asso-

ciated with less weight gain than

some others.

Controlling cholesterol is top pri-

ority, too. Compared with men with

diabetes, levels of triglycerides (a

bad type of blood fat) are higher in

women with the disease. Statin drugs

(Lipitor, Mevacor, Lescol, Prava-

chol, Crestor, Zocor) effectively

lower LDL (bad) cholesterol and

triglycerides. They may also slightly

raise levels of HDL (good) choles-

terol-note that women with diabetes

and a low HDL level are four times

likelier to die than those with low

HDL who aren t diabetic. One theo-

ry on why diabetes is so risky for

women? High glucose levels may
cancel out the cardiovascular protec-

tive effect of estrogen.

A daily low-dose aspirin, which

acts as a blood tliinner, is recommend-

ed for most women over 40 with type

2 diabetes, since tlie disease doubles

their risk of stroke. In fact, diabetic

women are likelier to die of stroke

than are diabetic men, according to

recent studies, notes Dr. Legato.

Finally, there's one treatment

sometimes recommended for people

with diabetes who are overweight

by 100 pounds or more: weight-loss

surger)'. A review of more than 135

studies found that diabetes disap-

peared in 77 percent of patients who

had the surgery, cholesterol was

lowered in 70 percent and high

blood pressure resolved in 62 per-

cent. This is major surgery with a

roughly $25,000 price tag not al-

ways covered by insurance. It's not

suggested for diabetics with fewer

than 100 pounds to lose, though

studies are looking at that option.

]

I

TODAYS
DIABETES DIET

Contrary to popular belief, dia-

betes doesn't condemn you

to a life of special foods and

complicated diet plans, say experts.

For many diabetics, it simply trans-

lates into sticking to regular meal-

times and eating a greater variety of

foods, especially vegetables, fruits

and whole grains, in moderate

amounts. Even an occasional cookie

or a piece of pound cake isn't off-

limits. For more on diet, see the ADA's

Web site {www.duihetes.or^ and click

on the "Nutrition and Recipes" tab.

Alcohol in moderation is permitted,

m most cases, but since it can interact

with medication and affect blood

glucose, check with your doctor.

Walking and weight loss also help

slash heart disease risk in women

with diabetes while helping to tame

blood sugar swings. These changes

can be hard to make. A recent survey

of more than 22,000 co^a^NUED

ClaxoSmithKline

©2007 The GlaioSmithKline Group ot Companies All nghts reserved
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\re you on Medicare?
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^all 1-866-921-6470.
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)verage for people with diabetes.

J could be eligible for home
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Get your FREE METER!

1-866-921-6470
www.LibertyMedical.com
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Liberty Medical.

November is National

Diabetes Awareness
Month. What better time

to learn more about
managing diabetes? It

starts with a healthy diet:

• Healthy snacks can
help you maintain an
even blood sugar level.

• The right nutritional

supplements can
lower blood sugars.

• A diet high in fat can
decrease sensitivity to

insulin in people with

type 2 diabetes.

LEARN MORE
bhg.com/eatsmart
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lults by the University of Colorado

ealth Sciences Center found that of

ose with t\pe 2 diabetes more than

) percent don't exercise, despite

Ktors" advice to do so.

Diane Gaw, a 58-year-old Worces-

r, Massachusetts, administrative

sistant with diabetes knows first-

md how hard following that diet

id exercise advice can get. "You

)metimes feel so guilty because

)u just can't do it all. I commute

tree to four hours every day to

ork so I don't have time to go to a

mi," says Gaw, who at 205 pounds

rows that she needs to lose weight,

iut I can't let my whole life be

ken over by the disease; I can only

orry about diabetes so much. And
jsessing about getting my weight

Dwn has never helped. It just

resses me out more."

Still, Gaw says she has started to

icus on not eating fast foods like

unburgers and fries and on walk-

ig 10 minutes a day. These are

ecisely the types of small switches

lat can add up over time and help,

lys Dr. Brown, who feels strongly

at "women with type 2 diabetes

lould be encouraged for making

en modest lifestyle changes or

iprovements." Gaw has gotten her

Ood sugar to a much steadier

\ cl. She's surprised at how much
;tter she feels. "I can come home
om work and actually have energy

1 do things."

)IABETES
PREVENTION

!

n estimated one in four

f^i Americans have prediabe-

\ tes, or blood-glucose levels

! lat are higher than normal but not

igh enough to be called diabetes. If

3ur fastinsr blood sflucose !e\ cl is

between 100 to 125 mg/dl (126

means you're diabetic), you should

take action now. The ADA doesn't

recommend drugs for prediabetes,

but there's plenty you can do to

rewrite ynur hcaUl'. ruturc.

WALK - . ^.

Walking at a moderate pace for as

little as an hour a week cuts your

risk of getting diabetes 27 percent,

according to the Nurses' Health

Study, which has followed the health

of 70,000 women since 1976. Up the

ante to three hours a week at a

brisker pace and you cut your risk

42 percent. Exercise stimulates the

transport of glucose from the blood

into muscles and other organs,

lowering blood sugar.

LOSE 2.2 POUNDS If you're

overweight and you drop as litde as

2.2 pounds, your risk of diabetes

may drop 16 percent. For each addi-

tional 2.2 pounds lost, risk drops

another 16 percent, according to a

major research study called the Dia-

betes Prevention Program. Losing

pounds helps because it lowers the

need for insulin.

EAT AN C

DAY A Har\aul Muii\ lomui iliat

women who consume one ounce of

anv t\pe of nuts a da)- had a 27 per-

cent k)\ver risk of de\ eloping diabe-

tes compared with those who never

or almost ne\cr ate them. Despite

the calorics, women who ate nuts

often were no more likely to have

gained weight over the 16-year

lensnh of the studv than those who

avoided them. Nuts are a source of

"good" polvunsaturated and niono-

unsaturated fats, liber and magne-

sium, all of which arc linked to

belter glucose metabolism. Even an

ecjuivalent daily serving of peanut

butter-about 2 tablespoons-was

associated with a 2 1 percent drop in

diabetes risk.
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The hormonal imbalance leading up to menopause can cause some unsettling—

and suq:)rising— symptoms. And they can start a lot earlier than you might think

fter years of periods that were as regular as

clockwork, everything began going crazy

when Denise Crandall turned 40. "When I

started getting very heavy periods every two

weeks I thought, 'This is ridiculous,' and

went to see my gynecologist," says Crandall, a

12-ycar-()ld mother of two active boys, 12 and 9, who lives in

Manhattan Beach. California. She was also suffering from crip-

pling; migraines and would sometimes awake in the middle of

the night drenched in sweat.

\\'heii a scries of tests ruled out all the scarier possibilities,

sucli as uterine cancer, it became clear that Crandall

was going through perimcnopause. the transition

between normal menstrual cvcles and full-blown

menopause. Her doctor prescribed birth

control pills, which steadied the hormone

swings that were causing her symptoms,

and Crandall felt like her old self again.

"It's heaven," she says.

Many women in their early 40s and even

mid-3Os are caught ofT guard by symptoms

like Crandall's that they don't connect to

the menopause transition—from early hot

flashes that feel a lot like fever to menstrual

bleeding that becomes more or less fre-

quent, heavy, light or just plain

By Linda unpredictable. These changes may

MaRSA come on gradually continued
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)ught out the unknown and still laugh with reckless ahandon.

They may also carry an ingr^^sed risk {qt fracture.

1 OUT OF 2 WOMEN OVER FIFTY WILL

SUFFER A FRACTURE IN HER LIFETIME DUE

TO OSTEOPOROSIS*

• That's why if you're postmenopausal you

stiould falk to your doctor about ACTONEL
and osteoporosis. ACTONEL helps protect

bones by helping to block cells that can make
them fragile. Your bones have always supported

you. Help protect them with ACTONEL.

ACTONEL is a prescription medication to treat

and prevent postmenopausal osteoporosis. Some
risk factors for osteoporosis include Caucasian

race, family history, small frame or smoking.

You should not take ACTONEL if you are

allergic to any of the ingredients, if you have

low blood calcium (hypocalcemia), have

kidneys that work pooHy, or cannot stand or sit

upright for 30 minutes. Stop taking ACTONEL
and tell your doctor if you experience difficult

or painful swallowing, chest pain, or severe or

continuing heartburn, as these may be signs

of serious upper digestive problems. Follow

dosing instructions carefully to lower the

chance of these events occurring. Side effects

are generally mild or moderate and may include

back, muscle, bone or joint pain, stomach pain

or upset, or constipation. Contact your doctor

if symptoms are severe. Tell all of your

healthcare providers about all the medicines

that you take. If you have questions, talk to

your doctor.

Please see Actonel patient information on the

following page.

* Based on the 2004 Report of the Surgeon.

General on Bone Health and Osteoporosis.

1-877-ACTONEL www.Actonel.com

Actonel
risedronatesodiufn tablets)

Help protect your bones from fracture



Patient Information: ACTONEL® (AK-toh-nel) Tablets

ACTONfiL insedronate sodium tablets! '

"

;risedronate sodium tablets) 35 mg, ar

'ur treatment

. mettiing, asK

or ..iid.'injtib'.

What is the most important information I should know

about ACTONEL?

ACTONEL may cause problems in your stomach and esoptiagus

ithe tube that connects the mouth and the stomach), such as

trouble swallowing (dysphagia), hearth'jrn (esophagitis), and

ulcers- You might feel pain in your bones, loints, or muscles

(See -What are the Possible Side Effects of ACTONEL'")

You must follow the instructions exactly for ACTONEL

to work and to lower the chance of serious side effects.

(See "How should I take ACTONEL?").

What is ACTONEL?

ACTONEL is a prescription medicine used:

• to prevent and treat osteoporosis in postmenopausal women

(See "What is Osteoporosis?").

• to increase bone mass in men with osteoporosis.

• to prevent and treat osteoporosis in men and women that

IS caused by treatment with steroid medicines such as

prednisone.

• to treat Paget's disease of bone m men and women.

The treatment for Paget's disease is very different than for

osteoporosis and uses a different type of ACTONEL. This

leaflet does not cover using ACTONEL for Paget's disease.

If you have Paget's disease, ask your health care provider

how to use ACTONEL.

ACTONEL may reverse bone loss by stopping more loss of bone

and increasing bone strength in most people who take it, even

though they won't be able to see or teel a difference. ACTONEL

helps lower the risk of breaking bones (fractures). Your health

care provider may measure the thickness (density) of your bones

or do other tests to check your progress.

See the end of this leaflet for information about osteoporosis.

Who should not take ACTONEL?

Oo not take ACTONEL if you:

• have low blood calcium (hypocalcemia)

• cannot sit or stand up for 30 minutes

• have kidneys that work poorly

• have an allergy to ACTONEL The active ingredient in ACTONEL
IS risedronate sodium. (See the end of this leaflet for a list of

all the ingredients in ACTONEL.)

Tell your doctor before using ACTONEL if:

• you are pregnant or may became pregnant. We do not know if

ACTONEL can harm your unborn child

• you are breast-feeding or plan to breast-feed. We do not

know If ACTONEL can pass through your milk and if it can

harm your baby

• you have kidney problems. ACTONEL may not be right

for you.

Tell your doctor about all the medicines you take, including

prescription and non-prescription medicines, vitamins and

herbal supplements.

ACTONEL can interact with other medicines. Keep a list of all

the medicines you take. Show it to all your health care providers,

including your dentist and pharmacist, each hme you get a

i>

Hi .ke ACTONEL?
The- ioliavung instructions aro for ACTONEL 5 mg (daily),

ACTONEL 3b mg lOnce-a-Week), and ACTONEL 75 mg
(Two Consecutive Days each Month):

• Take AC'OMEl fii i ihrnq w, \h<> morning before you eat or

drink anything except (torn mtv
• Take ACTONtL while you arn oidinq up or standing

• Take ACfOMEL with S lo 8 ounces (about 1 cup) of plain water.

Do not !ake li with any other iuA besides plain water Do not

take It witn coffee. ;ea. juice, milk, or on er dairy drinks.

• Swallow ACTONEL whole. Do not chew : \' !.!ble! or keep it in

your mouth to melt oi dissolve

• After taking ACTONEL you ir.us! '.'.ait at leas: minutPS

BEFORE:

• lying down. You may sit, stand, or do noiniai acii;ities like

read the newspaper or take 3 walk.

• eahng or drinking anything except plain watei

• taking vitamins, calcium, or antacids. Take vitamins.

calcium, and antacids at a different time of the day from

when you take ACTONEL.

• Keep taking ACTONEL for as long as your health care provider

tells you.

• For ACTONEL to treat your osteoporosis or keep you from

getting osteoporosis, you have to take it exactly as prescribed.

• Your health care provider may tell you to take calcium and

vitamin D supplements and to exercise.

What is my ACTONEL schedule?

It your doctor has prescribed ACTONEL 5 mg daily

(a yellow tablet):

• Take 1 ACTONEL 5 mg tablet every day in the morning.

• If you miss a dose of your ACTONEL 5 mg in the morning, do

not take it later in the day. Take only 1 ACTONEL 5 mg tablet

the next morning and continue your usual schedule of 1 tablet

a day. Do not take 2 tablets on the same day

If your doctor has prescribed ACTONEL 35 mg Once-a-Week

(an orange tablet):

• Choose 1 day of the week that you will remember and that

best fits your schedule to take your ACTONEL 35 mg. Every

week, take 1 ACTONEL 35 mg tablet in the morning on your

chosen day.

• If you miss a dose of your ACTONEL 35 mg in the morning, do

not take it later in the day. Take only 1 ACTONEL 35 mg tablet

the next morning and continue your usual schedule of 1 tablet

on your chosen day of the week. Do not take 2 tablets on the

same day.

If your doctor has prescribed ACTONEL 75 mg Two Consecutive

Days each Month (a pink tablet):

• Choose 2 days in a row during the month that best fits your

schedule and that you will remember to take your ACTONEL

75 mg. Take 1 ACTONEL 75 mg tablet in the morning of your

first chosen day. Take the second tablet in the morning of the

following day. ACTONEL 75 mg tablets should be taken on the

same two consecutive days each month.

• If you miss one or both tablets of your dose of ACTONEL 75 mg
in the morning, do not take it later in the day.

If the next month's scheduled doses are more than 7 davs

away do the following:

If both tablets were missed, take the hrst ACTONEL 75 mg

tablet on the morning after the day it is remembered and the

second tablet on the next consecutive morning.

If only one tablet is missed, take the missed tablet on the

morning after the day it is remembered.

You should then continue your usual schedule of ACTONEL

75 mg on two consecutive days each month.

Do not take more than two 75 mg tablets within 7 days.

If the next month's scheduled doses are 1 to 7 davs away,

you should wait until next month's scheduled doses and then

resume taking ACTONEL 75 mg on two consecutive days each

month as originally scheduled.

• If you are not sure what to do if you miss a dose, contact

your health care provider who will be able to advise you.

What should I avoid while taking ACTONEL?

• -Do not eat or drink anything except water before you take

ACTONEL and for at least 30 minutes after you take It.

• Do not lie down for at least 30 minutes after you take

ACTONEL.

• Foods and some vitamin supplements and medicines can stop

your body from absorbing (using) ACTONEL. Therefore, do not

take anything other than plain water at or near the time you

take ACTONEL. (See "How should I take ACTONEL'").

What are the passible side effects of ACTONEL?

Stop taking ACTONEL and tell your health care provider right

away if:

• swallowing is difficult or painful

• you have chest pain

• you have very bad heartburn or it doesn't get better

ACTONEL may cause:

• pain or trouble swallowing (dysphagia)

• heartburn (esophagitis)

• ulcers In your stomach and esophagus (the tube that connects

the mouth and the stomach)

• pain in bones, joints or muscles, sometimes severe. Pain may
start as soon as one day or up to several months after starting

ACTONEL.

iiimon side effects with ACTONEL include back

.lain. upset s'omach, abdominal (Stomach area) pain,

constipation, diarrhea, gas, and headache. Tell your health

care provider if you have pain or discomfort in your stomach or

esophagus. Rarely, severe skin reactions may occur. Patients

may get allergic reactions such as rash, hives, or in rare cases,

swelling that can be of the face. lips, tongue, or throat, which may
cause trouble breathing or swallowing.

In rare cases, patients taking ACTONEL may get eye

inflammahon, usually with pain, redness and sensitivity to lig

Rarely, patients had jaw problems associated with delayed he

and infection, often following tooth extraction.

These are not all the possible side effects of ACTONEL. You c

ask your health care provider or pharmacist about other side

effects. Any hme you have a medical problem you think may

from ACTONEL, talk to your doctor.

What is osteoporosis?

Osteoporosis is a disease that causes bones to become thinni

Thin bones can break easily. Most people think of their bones

as being solid like a rock. Actually, bone is living tissue, just

other parts of the body—your heart, brain, or skin, for exampi

Bone just happens to be a harder type of tissue. Bone is alwa

changing. Your body keeps your bones strong and healthy by

replacing old bone with new bone.

Osteoporosis causes the body to remove more bone than it

replaces. This means that bones get weaker. Weak bones are

more likely to break. Osteoporosis is a bone disease that is qt

common, especially in older women. However, young people

and men can develop osteoporosis, too. Osteoporosis can be

prevented, and with proper therapy it can be treated.

How can osteoporosis affect me?
• You may not have any pain or other symptoms when

osteoporosis begins.

• You arrmore likely to break (fracture) a bone especially if

fall because osteoporosis makes your bones weaker. You a

most likely to break a bone in your back (spine), wrist, or hi

• You may "shrink" (get shorter).

• You may get a "hump" (curve) in your back.

Of

(HE

You may have bad back pain that makes you stop some activl \^

Who is at risk for osteoporosis?

Many things put people at risk for osteoporosis. The following

people have a higher chance of getting osteoporosis:

Women who:

• are going through or who are past menopause ("the change

• are white (Caucasian) or Asian

People who:

• are thin

• have a family member with osteoporosis

• do not get enough calcium or vitamin D

• do not exercise

• smoke

• drink alcohol often

• take bone thinning medicines (like prednisone or other

corticosteroids) for a long time

General information about ACTONEL:

Medicines are sometimes prescribed for conditions that are

mentioned in patient information leaflets. Do not use ACTONEL

a condition for which it was not prescribed. Do not give ACTON

to other people, even if they have the same symptoms you havf

It may harm them.

What if I have other questions about ACTONEL?

This leaflet summarizes the most important informahon about^

ACTONEL for osteoporosis. If you have more queshons about

ACTONEL. ask your health care provider or pharmacist. They

can give you information written for health care professionals.

For more informahon, call 1-877-ACTONEL (toll-free) or visit oi

website at www.actonel.com.

m

What are the ingredients of ACTONEL?

ACTONEL (active ingredient): risedronate sodium.

ACTONEL (inactive ingredients): crospovidone, ferric oxide red

(35 mg and 75 mg tablets only), ferric oxide yellow (5 mg and

35 mg tablets only), hydroxypropyl cellulose, hydroxypropyl

methylcellulose, lactose monohydrate (5 mg, 30 mg and 35 mg
tablets only), magnesium stearate, microcrystalline cellulose,

polyethylene glycol, silicon dioxide, and titanium dioxide.

ACTONEL" is marketed by:

Procter & Gamble Pfiarmaceuticals, Inc.

Cincinnati, Ohiio 45202
and
sanofi-aventis U.S. LLC
Bridgewater, NJ 08807
IVIAY 2007
©2007 Procter & Gamble Pfiarmaceuticals, Inc.

It

Pharmaceuticals TlxAlluvice for BetterBoiie HealA

sanofi aventis

©2007 Procter & Gamble Pfiarmaceuticals, Inc.



nd often mimic PMS: feeling

ranky, anxious and depressed: gain-

ig weight; having trouble sleeping:

eing exhausted. Some might also

imal serious conditions that aren't

elated to menopause (see "Is It Peri-

lenopause ... or Something Else?'"

>age 186). But they're most likely

onnected to the wildly fluctuating

:\'els of estrogen and progesterone

vomen get as the ovaries begin to

hut down.

HE CHANGE BEFORE I

HE CHANGE I

Perimenopause" is a term that gets

ossed around a lot without people

nowing exactly what it means. As

Jrandall learned, doctors dcfme

I as the transition period when
lormal menstrual cycles begin to

hange in frequency and duration

nd ending at menopause, which

ou reach after 12 months with no

)eriod. Although menopause is

cchnically just one day in your life

after that you are "postmenopaus-

li"), you can be in perimenopause

or 10 years or longer, during which

ime you are still very much capable

)f becoming pregnant. The average

ige for reaching menopause not

)rought on by surgery or chemo-

herapy is 51.4, according toJoAnn

V. Pinkerton. M.D.. medical direc-

tor of the Midlife Health Center at

the University of Virginia. Only
about 1 percent of women reach it

before 40 and an additional per-

cent between 40 and 45.

Perimenopause's swings in hor-

mone levels are what spark abnor-

mal bleeding. Expect two distinct

phases: First, periods become short-

er and come closer together as the

egg sacs (follicles) in the ovaries

produce less progesterone. Over
time, estrogen production also

drops and women enter the later

stage: "'Women are still producing

some estrogen, but it s not enough

to necessarily stimulate the endo-

metrium and ultimately result in

a period," says Isaac Schiff. M.D., a

professor of obstetrics and gynecol-

ogy' at Harvard Medical School.

This makes periods even more

unpredictable and other symptoms

more intense. Intervals between

periods can be shorter or longer,

and blood flow may be scanty to

profuse.

As ovTilation becomes more erratic,

diminisliing le\ els ofprogesterone (tlic

hormone Uiat pre\'ents too much tis-

sue buildup in die uterus) ma)- lead to

longer and hca\-ier periods. You might

go a few months witliout a period iuid

worry you're pregnant- cominuko

Women in their 40s are

second only to teenagers

in their UNINTENDED
PREGNANCY rate
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IS MENOPAUSE OR SOMETHING ELSE?

Dent assume abnormal bleeding in your 30s or 40s is due to perimenopause. In 21 percent of cases there's a

different reason. Irregular periods can be a sign of an underlying gynecological problem, such as uterine

fibroids or excessive growth of the lining of the uterus. In rare instances, abnormal bleeding can signal

cancer of the cervix, which can be detected by a Pap smear, or uterine or vulval cancer, both of which are diag-

nc-"-: by a biopsy in which a doctor takes a tissue sample to see whether it is cancerous. "Women need to get

rt Ideological checkups," says Dr. Minkin. "They should get a Pap smear and a pelvic exam once a year."

Symptoms are a guide to what the problem might be:

BLEEDING OCCURS BETWEEN
PERIODS.

Mid-cycle spotting can be a side

effect of taking oral contracep-

tives But if you're not on the pill,

it could be a symptom of a benign

cervical polyp, a chlamydia

infection or an over- or under-

active thyroid (a thyroid problem

can lead to lack of ovulation,

causing menstrual problems).

Your doctor likely will order a

thyroid-stimulating hormone

(TSH) test to see if your thyroid is

functioning normally.

BLEEDING IS EXTREMELY HEAVY.

You're changing tampons and

pads every hour or periods last

longer than eight days. A thyroid

problem may be one cause; a TSH

test will show if you have one.

The other likely candidate:

fibroids, benign growths in or on

the uterus or cervix. A trans-

vaginal ultrasound test is often

recommended to detect the

presence of fibroids inside the

uterus.

Fibroids generally shrink after

menopause, but if the bleeding is

severe, you need to treat it sooner.

There are-a number of options:

You can shrink fibroids with a

uterine artery embolization or

have them surgically removed

with a procedure called a

myomectomy. More-drastic

choices include a uterine ablation

(in which the lining of the uterus is

destroyed to stop bleeding) or

hysterectomy (removal of the

uterus). Hysterectomy renders

women infertile and ablation can

lead to serious complications if a

woman later becomes pregnant.

and then get one again. Or you might actually he pregnant.

i\ltliough fertility declines with age. women in their 40s are sec-

ond only to teenagers in their rate of unintended pregnancies, says

Dr. Pinkerton. who is also on the board of the North American

Menopause Society. "Because they arc not ovulating regularly,

perimenopausal women are at risk for getting pregnant throughout

their cycle, even when diey are bleeding," she says. "As a conse-

quence, ihcy reiilly need to be conscientious about contracepdon."

Decreasing hormone levels also increase vulnerability to some

diseases. Lower estrogen levels make the body start to lose bone

faster dian it can replace it (the greatest loss in women not on hor-

mone dierapy [HT] is in the six years af ter menopause iuid then die

dccicase levels off), vvlrich in turn increases the risk of osteoporosis.

There may also be changes ui blood cholesterol levels, such as a

n^^. 111 the "bad" I.LOL cKoieslerol and a decrease in the "good"

I IDL, which make us more susceptible to heiu't disease. They also

produce ouur uncomfortable s\niptoms—eyes may get drier, night

s'wats t,an canst insomnia, and vaginal tissue can become tliimier,

wiiii ics.' Lned luij: icalion. which can make se.x uncomfortable.

L'n.prcdictable i)ci!()ds and fiaywirc hormones can also inhibit

libido, making women less interested in

having sex. Recent research indicates that

about a third of pre- and postmenopausal

women have sexual problems. Yet other

studies suggest that our menopausal status

isn't the sole culprit: Too much stress and

other problems with mental and physical

well-being can also be factors.

I ARE YOU IN PERIMENOPAUSE?
Unfortunately, symptoms are the only

imide. The blood test that looks at follicle

stimulating hormone (FSH), a female hor-

mone that identifies fertility, only indicates

whether you have passed menopause.

For women who take oral contracepdves,

figuring out what's going on can be even

more complicated because these drugs

smooth out hormonal swings. continued
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And though they prevent you from o\ailating. most still cause the

monthh' shedding of the uterine lining that seems like natural

menstruation (see "Do You Really Need a Period?" page 192).

Experts recommend diat women on the pill periodically take an

FSH test at tlie end of a piU-free week, starting around age 50, to

see whether their levels mean they've reached menopause. The

reason it"s important? Oral contraceptives can be as much as four

times stronger than HT; you don't want to take them if you no

longer need them. On the flip side, HT doesn't dampen ovarian

function: You can still get pregnant taking it.

Bear in mind that you may have to take the FSH test more

than once to know for sure that you've passed through meno-

pause. "That's because the ovaries don't die in one fell swoop-

they usually sputter near the end," says Steven Goldstein, M.D.,

a professor of obstetrics and g\'necology at New York University

School of Medicine and author of Could It Be . . . Perinwnopame?

NATURAL RELIEF OF SYMPTOMS I

So what can you do to get through perimenopause if your symp-

toms are causing discomfort or distress? Start by identifying and

changing behaviors that may provoke or intensify them, says

Nancy Fugate Woods, Ph.D., dean of the school of nursing at the

University of Washington, in SeatUe, and a menopause expert.

This is also a good time to take stock of your health habits and

make needed lifestyle changes that not only can smooth this tran-

sition but also prevent problems later on, says Maryjane Minkin,

M.D., a gvnecologist at Yale University School of Medicine and

author ol A Wotnan's Guide to Meuof)aiise ami PenmeiiofMuse. Eat better,

exercise more, drop those excess pounds and stop smoking, if

you haven't already done so.

Here's a rundown of what helps ease the symptoms that

bother many women:

Hot flashes. Focus on avoiding known triggers-anything that

elevates core body temperature, including hot weather, hot bever-

ages and spicy food. Keep your bedroom and workplace cool,

drink cold beverages and dress in loose layers so you can take off

clothes if necessary. Cut down on coffee and alcohol: both cause

blood vessels to constrict, which can contribute to hot flashes.

And take a deep breath: A deep-breathing technique called paced

respiration, in which you take slow, deep, full breaths, can avert

hot flashes if vou feel one coining on.

Inis omnia. Go lo bed and get up at the same time every day.

A\ oid drinking alcohol or caiTeinatcd drinks for six hours before

bedtime. Kxercising cariy in tlic da\- will help sleep; avoid exercis-

ing in the evenings, which can get you too

rev\ed up. And stop smoking, ifyou haven't

already: One of the many bad effects that

nicotine has on health is that it's a stimulant

that makes it harder to fall asleep. Be aware,

though, that insomnia is also a common
side effect of nicotine withdrawal. Eventu-

ally tliis side effect goes away.

Heart disease. To counteract the hormonal

changes that could raise cholesterol levels, eat

low-fat, high-fiber foods—fruits, vegetables

and whole grains. Get at least 30 minutes of

aerobic exercise most days of the week.

Bone loss. Eat a diet rich in calcium: foods

such as dairy products, fortified orange juice,

salmon, almonds and soybeans. According to

the National Osteoporosis Foundation, wom-

en over age 50 need 1,200 milligrams of cal-

cium and 800 lo 1,000 lUs ofvitamin D daily,

using supplements to augment what they

don't get from food. (Those under 50 need

1,000 milligrams and -100 to 800 lUs, respec-

tively.) Stimulate bone tissue and improve

your balance with 30 minutes a day ofweight-

Managing Menopau
From hormone therap

to bone-density

worries, heart health

concerns to hot flash

the variety of issues t

deal with during and
after perimenopause can seem
overwhelming. Get the information

you need to survive and thrive in

midlife at www.lhj.com/midlife

bearing exercise, such as brisk walking, jog-

ging, hiking, stair climbing, step aerobics,

dancing and racquet sports. Too busy for

that? Ten minutes at a rime can do the trick.

Weight gain. Out-of-whack hormones

aren't why women tend to gain five to eight

pounds during perimenopause. continued
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ou could be at

c for Shingles

—

a potentially

serious disease*

Please answer the following

questions to see how much you

know. Then check your answers

at the bottom of this page.

d JOURNAL

1 . Shingles is caused by

the same virus that

causes chickenpox.

O True O False

2. One out ot two people

who live to age 85 will

have Shingles.

O True O False

3. Shingles can appear at any

time without warning.

O True O False

4. Long-lasting nerve pain

can he a coinplication

ot Shingles.

O True O False

Please read the ad on the

opposite page t(^ learn more.

For more mformation,

visit ShinglesAndYou.com

?=?'noi!t the facts.

1. > your doctor or

healthcare professional.

Copyright © 2007 Ivleick & Co., Inc.

All rights reser>./ed

20706262(1)-11/07-2OS

Metabolism slows as we age, and

men can pack on pounds, too. "But

there's an excellent antidote to this—

it's called exercise," says Dr. Minkin.

"It'll boost your metabolic rate and

increase your lean muscle mass, so

you bum more calories." Do at least

30 minutes a day. if possible.

Vaginal dryness. Over-the-counter

vaginal moisturizers, such as Re-

plens, can relieve dryness and

itching. Lubricants like K-Y Jelly or

Astroglide can make intercourse less

painful. Vaginal estrogen can also

relieve symptoms. Studies show that

exercise enhances one's sex life by

maintaining blood flow to genital

tissues. And having sex regularly

also helps maintain vaginal lubrica-

tion and comfort.

Dry eyes. Lubricating eyedrops

may alleviate that scratchy feeling.

Eating at least four servings a week

of food that contains omega-3 fatty

acids, such as tuna, salmon, sardines,

herring, flaxseed and canola oil, soy-

beans and walnuts, can reduce the

risk of dry eye by nearly 17 percent.

Though the research has been on

food, you can also try using omega-3

fatty acid supplements (flaxseed oil).

Although there are no official recom-

mendations about how much people

should take, some doctors suggest

choosing one that provides two to

three grams in a daily dose.

MEDICATIONS THAT MEND I

If lifest\'le changes don't do enough,

consult your gyiiecologist. Low-dose

contraceptives are normally the best

bet to restore hormonal balance. Some

doctors prescribe Loestrin 24 Fe,

wliich contains 20 micrograms of es-

trogen per pill. The NuvaRing 21-day

vaginal insert also delivers a consistent

low dose of birth control hormones.

"[Low-dose birth control prod-

ucts] can diminish estrogen-deficien-

cy-related symptoms, such as heavy

bleeding, mood swings, inability to

concentrate, sleep disturbances, vag-

inal dryness and free-floating anxi-

ety," says Dr. Goldstein.

If you can't tolerate estrogen-

some women get migraines or breast

tenderness—low doses of proges-

terone^ alone may do the trick. "It's

fine for a year or two," says Dr.

Minkin.

For women who don't want to or

shouldn't take birth control pills

because they have a strong family

history of breast cancer or have had

it, they smoke or tend to form blood

clots, there are a number of other

alternatives to try. Hot flashes can

be tamed by some of the newer anti-

depressants, such as Effexor (venla-

faxine), or older ones, including

Prozac (fluoxetine), as well as the

epilepsy drug Neurontin (gabapen-

tin) or clonidine, a blood-pressure

medication. (Ask about side effects

before trying; some are much mild-

er.) Antidepressants also blunt mood
swings sparked by hormonal spikes

and treat bouts of depression.

Judicious use of prescription sleep

medications can help insomnia. Be

sure you're taking the right medica-

tion for your sleep problem. Long-

acting drugs, such as Ambien CR,

Halcion or Lunesta, which aim to get

you to sleep through the night, may

just make you feel groggy in the

morning if you take one at 1 A.M. be-

cause you can't fall back asleep after

being awakened by night sweats. A
better choice: short-acting Sonata.

And because it's still possible to

get pregnant, it's important to prac-

tice birth control. Pills continued
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youVe had chickenpox, youVe at risk for this potentially serious disease.

\e out of ten adults in the United States ha\ e had

ckenpox. You were prohahly one of them. Shingles

aused by the same vims that causes chickenpox.

e vims can remain inactive in your body. It the

js becomes active again, it can cause Shingles.

le older you get, your risk for

I tingles increases.

you get older, your immune system weakens,

at means your risk for Shingles increases. In tact,

he estimated 1 million cases ot Shingles in the

ited States every year, almost half of them occur

idults age 60 or older. One out of two people

live to age 85 will ha\ e Shingles.

tingles can be painful and

tentially serious.

e first signs ot Shingles may include itching,

gling, and burning. A few days later a blistering

rash appears, which can last up to 30 days. Fc^r most

people, the pain associated with the rash lessens as it

heals. Howe\'er, for some people. Shingles may lead to

pain that can last for months or e\'en years after the

rash heals. Tliis is called postherpetic neuralgia (PHN).

Hie pain from PHN can range from burning or

throbbing to pain that is stabbing or shooting. For

many people with PHN, e\ en the touch of soft clothing

or a slight breeze against the skin can be painful.

Shingles can lead to other serious complications that

may include scarring, skin infections, muscle weakness,

and decrease or loss of vision or hearing.

For more inlormation,

visit ShinglesAndYou.com

sk about the facts. Talk to your doctor or healthcare professional today.

^WERCK Copyright © 2007 Merck & Co.. Inc. All rights reserved. 20704568(1)-05 07-ZOS
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DC /?£4Z.LyNEED A PERIOD?

It's such an appealing idea: Just keep taking your birth control pills and no nnore

periods. Good-bye bleeding, crannps, PMS

Vacationing women
and brides have

been doing it for

decades. And doctors

often prescribe

continuous oral

contraceptives to ease

painful or excessive

periods in wonnen with

endonnetriosis, severe

PMS or menstrual

migraines. Now, with the

recent approval of birth

control pills that limit or

do away with periods

altogether, this option is

now available to many

more women.

Oral contraceptives

Yaz and Loestrin 24 Fe,

for example, offer a 24-

day dosing schedule that

results in lighter periods

of four days or less. A pill

called Seajonique is

based on a 91-day cycle,

versus the 28-day cycle

of standard pills,

reducing periods to just

four a year. And Lybrel,

which was approved

earlier this year, is a 365-

day pill that suppresses

menstruation completely.

But will we pay a

price down the road for

tampering with Mother

Nature? Many experts

don't think so. In fact,

researchers estimate

that women now have

three times as many

periods—about 450 over

a lifetime—as our

ancestors, who started

menstruating later and

spent many more years

pregnant

"There don't appear

to be any long-term

adverse effects," says Dr.

Nanette Santoro of the

Albert Einstein College

of Medicine. "These pills

can cause breakthrough

bleeding, which can be a

nuisance, but this

diminishes over time.

And when they work,

they're terrific."

Menstrual suppression

may even deliver some
health benefits.

Numerous studies have

shown that taking birth

control pills can reduce

the risk of both ovarian

and endometrial cancer

up to 50 percent.

Scientists speculate that

each time a woman
ovulates, the release of

the egg ruptures the

ovary, causing repeated

injuries that can make

some cells turn

cancerous. Halting

ovulation can stop this

process.

For women with

serious menstrual

problems, eliminating

periods can flatten the

sharp hormonal swings

that cause excessive

bleeding, migraines and

depression of severe

PMS that sometimes

happen in perimeno-

pause. It can also end

the agonizing cramps

and bloating of

endometriosis sufferers.

Still, stopping men-

struation indefinitely is

not for all. This group

includes women prone

to an adverse reaction

to oral contraceptives.

such as smokers who are

over the age of 35

(nonsmokers can safely

use them through

menopause), insulin-

.cJependent diabetics and

women who have liver

or heart disease, high

blood pressure or a

tendency to form blood

clots. Other poor

candidates, says the

University of Virginia's

Dr. Pinkerton, "are

women who are not

good about remem-

bering to take a pill

every day, those who are

comforted by having

regular menstrual cycles,

or those who don't want

irregular bleeding."

One thing that doesn't

seem to be a problem: a

buildup of the uterine

lining. Although natural

menstruation sheds the

lining every month, birth

control pills suppress

ovulation. When that

happens, the lining thins

and may not need to be

shed monthly.

or a \ aginal ring are still the most foolproof methods of prevent-

ing pregnancy, and they have an added benefit of easing peri-

menojxmsal symptoms.

But ioi middle-aged women, whose fertility is gieatly dimin-

ished, barrier methods, such as a diaphragm, spermicides, con-

doms or a sponge, can generally work just as well.

Xo matter how you experience it. perimenopause can be a

conlusing lime ot life. "Most women would benefit by having

a doctor help them sort this out." says

Nanette Santoro, M.D., a professor and

director of reproducdve endocrinology at

the Albert Einstein College of Medicine, in

New York City. "A reproductive endocri-

nologist or a gynecologist who is a meno-

pause specialist can usually provide the

best ad^^ce.'" ^
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go to their heads.
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KISS YOUR THIN.

ORDINARY LIPS

GOODBYE

VING
There are dozens

of lip plumpers on the market. .^'^ f

The best? Lip Explosion" from ^2>|
Body Innoventions.' Fuller, «

plumper, more kissable lips. Cost:

$29.95. Available at Target or

directly from LipExplosion.com.

|l||||fI # i

. 3 »
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^ (and your body, too!)

A c oser look at

The World's Best
beauty products^^

IF YOU'VE GOT SERIOUS DARK
CIRCLES... not the kind that pop up in the morning and

are gone by breakfast, but the kind of senous dark circles that stay

around forever, making you look old, tired and exhausted... the

absolute best solution is Hylexin: A cult favorite among make-up artists, Hylexin (from the

pigment specialists at Bremenn Research Labs") is THE formula for serious dark circles. Hylexin helps visibly

soften the dark bluish-red pigmentation (that makes dark eye circles so prominent and unattractive) and improve

the overall appearance of the peri-orbital eye area. In plain English, if you want to get rid of the look of serious

dark circles, there's nothing more "senous" than Hylexin. Cost: $95. Available at Bloomingdale's,
Sephora and Macy's, or directly from Bremenn Research Labs at BremennLabs.com or

by calling 1-800-518-9548.

DEVELOPED FOR PREGNANT
WOMEN (whose hair becomes extremely

dry and brittle during the later stages of

pregnancy and while nursing), Magia Bella'

Shampoo and Magia Bella Conditioner are

simply the best products for dry and brittle hair.

Both the shampoo and conditioner infuse the hair with

special protein fractions that strengthen, thicken and moisturize the hair... making
it shiny instead of dul^ oliant instead of brittle, full and thick instead of thin and
lifeless. Expensive'^ Ye:, Worth :f' Absolutely! Cost: Shampoo. $39; Conditioner,

$45. Try Bergdorf Gooarrian, A Pea in the Pod Maternity, or order directly from
Magia Bella at MagiaBelia.ccrn or by calling 1-800-698-2143.

"All references to the term ^

.

Ail trademarks are the proper
: of Sovage'" Dermatologic Laboratories"



Advertisement

Stem Cells., .the future

of skin rejuvenation
YOU'LL BE HEARING A LOT ABOUT AMATOKIN*.. AND SOON.

out in Spain; sold out in France; sold out m Ijaty; and almost impossible to find since its American debut ir

May 2007, this facial emulsion, based on the latest ste'>; ^.e" technology... not only reduces the appearance of all types

facial wrinkles, it signals endogenous stem cells (the stem cells that already exist in your skin) to actually rejuvenate the entire

skin surface... without altering skin structure or function. Just apply Amatokin first thing in the morning (it absorbs instantly),

then add your favorite skin cream, moisturizer or foundation. Amatokin is having such a profound impact on the global

skin-care market that virtually every cosmetic giant is scramblinv^ to imitate Amatokin's stem-cell technology. Clearly, stem

cells are the future of skin reiuvenation. Cost: $190. Available at Bloomlngdale's, Sephora, Nordstrom
and Macy's, or directly from Voss Labs at Amfctokin.com or by calling 1-800-720-4565.

BEST
SUMM/A/G

GEL

DON'T LET THE NAME FOOL YOU... Tumnny Flattening Gel'" (TFG) not only makes

lur tummy look flatter and more well-defined, but it also lets you reduce the appearance of bulging

)Ckets of unsightly fat wherever they pop up. (That's why no less than the famed Washington Post

ibbed Tummy Flattening Gel's active compound "The Dream Cream.")

Put TFG on your thigh, it goes to work directly on your thigh. Thick around the middle? Apply TFG

your waist or tummy and (with a little diet and exercise, of course) watch them shrink in size. You

;n even apply TFG to your double chin. Wherever you've got those unsightly lumps and bumps,

ere's nothing better than topically applied Tummy Flattening Gel... The Dream Cream." Cost:

119. Available at Sephora, Nordstrom, Bloomlngdale's and Macy's, or directly from

Dvage™* Dermatologic Laboratories'" at Sovage.com or by calling 1-800-841-5007.

SOvace;

TUMMY
FL\TTEN1NC

GEL- liTSSi;..— I .

i

IF YOU THINK LOOKING
D IS ALL ABOUT WRINKLES.
U'RE \XTiONG. It turns out that looking

g has more to do with skin color and something

j "bnghtness scale" or 'full- spectrum reflectivity
'

it does with wrinkles. Facial Brighteners are

ming the fastest-growing product category at

letic counters around the globe. And Lumedia
"

il Bhghtener is simply the best facial bnghtener

e market. Lumedia enhances the color of your

by increasing your skin's brightness scale and

lifying reflectivity, luminescence and clarity,

Lumedia Facial Brightener, you use less

3up, less concealer... You just look naturally

iger... with the 'baby-like" glow you thought

gone forever 100% hydroquinone-free.

t: $90. Available at Sephora, Saks
I Avenue, Bloomlngdale's and Macy's,

irectly from Bremenn Research Labs"

sji remennLabs.com or call

II 10-530-3229.

BEST

SKIN CBEAM

PERIOD'.

WHEN IT COMES
TO REDUCING THE

APPEARANCE OF
FINE LINES, WRINKLE.S

AND CROWS' FEET, StriVectin

IS simply the best... that's why it's the #1 prestige skin

cream in the entire world. In fact, StriVectin just caused

an international flap when Parisian women voted this

"Made in America" sensation the best anti-wrinkle

cream in all of France... beating out the likes of

Lancome. ReVive, La Mer. LOreal, Yves Rocher

and every other French cosmetic manufacturer.

In addition to Klein-Becker's flagship StriVectin-SD,"

"the stretch-mark cream turned anti-wrinkle phenomenon!""

the two hottest products in the StriVectin line are StriVectin-HS

Hydro-Thermal Deep Wrinkle Serum' and StriVectin Neck Cream

Available at Sephora, Saks Fifth Avenue,

Bloomlngdale's and Macy's, directly from

KleinBecker com or call

1-800-753-6034.

I

is a registered trademark o( Allergan. Inc.. and neittier Klein-Beclier nor StnVectin are affiliated in sny way with Alleigan or BOTOjC products,

nly indication approved by the FDA for Botox Cosmetic use is as follows: "BOTOX' COSMETIC is inoic.iico 'or me temporary impravement in

^pearance of moderate to severe glabellar lines associated with comjgator and; or p'ocerus muscle ac:ivi^ m ,'duit patients s 65 years of age

"
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SCRATCH?

,D 15 MINUTES
FIND THE

JO SCRUBBER.

Or. in about I5 minutes,

you can just bake and serve

NEW ORE-IDA ROASTED POTATOES.

All the taste of homemade, without all the work.

/N/eiA//

DINNERTIME SIMPLIFIM). iiriAi S THE ORE-IDA EFFECT."
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For Paula Deen tliere are a baker s

dozen reasons to be thankful: the two

Emmys she recently won for her Food

Xetwork show. Pmda \ Home Cooking;

her burgeoning food magazine. Cook-

ing With Paula Dim; her best-selling

cookbooks: her wcll-trafficked Web
site, PaiilaDccn.com: her popular

Sav annah eateries The Lady and Sons

and Uncle Bubba s Oyster House.

But this llianksmvinof, as the 60-vear-

old chef gathers her family into the

dining room of her gi acious home, it

quickly becomes apparent that Paula's

greatest blessing is the people sitting

around her. L-'-!ii \

' HoincJournalpuWed

up a chair to i!k Deen family table

and listened in.

'\Vi-!Oi am 1 thankful for:^ Are you

kidding.' asks Pauki. letting loose

one oi her tradcmarkcd peals of

laughter. "Look at who I got under

my roof—only my whole family, who
I love to death. There'sJack, my new

grandson—he's my son Jamie and his

wife Brooke's baby. I love my little

Jackpot so much I wonder how come

I didn't have an empty hole in my
heart before he came. There's Bobby,

my other son, who was recently

named one of the most eligible bach-

elors. 'Oiere s my brother. Bubba. and

his new wife. Dawn, and Dawn's boys

Trevor and laan, and Bubba's kids,

Corrie and Jay. There's the matriarch

of our family. Aunt Peggy [Ort]. And
there's my Michael—do you believe I

got me a cute guy eight years youn-

ger? And Michael's son Anthony.

And the dogs Otis and Sam and Cody
and Bodine-all with their paws under

my table. We're all healthy and walk-

in' and laughin', and you know what

else? Thanksgiving is my most favor-

ite holiday because you don't have to

wrap no presents for 30 people after

you've had to figure out what they

don't have. You only have to bribe

these kids with a great meal and

they're here.

"We don't bother with a lot of

Thanksgiving rituals," Paula contin-

ues. 'Jamie says grace in the kitchen

as we all join hands in a prayer circle.

And then it's eatin' time. We laugh

and eat and rest and eat some more.

Humor is so much a part of us—if you

don't laugh, you cry."

"I've always loved Thanksgiving,"

says Michael [Groover, Paula's sec-

ond husband, whom she married in

2004]. "But my best one was proba-

bly the first one with continued
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Paula. I'd found a soul mate who
could cook. You know, for so many
years I thought my Momma was tell-

ing me to marr^' a kook. Years later I

realized she was savin' I should marry

a cook. I couldn't go wong because I

did marry a kook who turned out to

be a cook."

GREEN BaStNS
Wil H RED i-OTATOSS

THE DEENS' LIST

Use a candy thermometer to keep

oil temperature between 325°F and

350°F (see Where to Find It,

page 220).

Cool, filter and reuse the peanut oil

up to three times. For folks with

peanut allergies, use com oil instead.

THANKSGIVINGS PAST
"After the anchors of our familv werd

gone I felt displaced." says Paula [EdiI

tor's note: Deen's parents, Corrit

and Earl Hiers, had both died by the

time Paula was 23.] "But my Daddy":

brother. Uncle Bemie, and my Aunij

Glemiis took over hosting continuei

PAULA SAYS: "Remember
whenever you're fryin' a turkey

you have to exercise all the

cautions, 'cause you don't want
the fire department for lunch"

Deep-Fried Turkey
MAKES 12 TO 15 SERVINGS
Prep time: 30 min

Total time: 1 hr 20 min

1 10-lb turkey (neck and giblets

removed), thawed if frozen

2 tablespoons favorite dry rub

3 to 5 gallons peanut oil

Rosemary, thyme and oregano

sprigs, for garnish

Apple slices, for garnish

Rinse turkey inside and out; pat diy.

Coat with dry rub. Let stand at room
temperature 1 hour.

Heat oil in a turkey fiyer (see Where
to Find It, page 220), following

manufacturer's safety instructions, to

350°F, checking temperature with a

candy thermometer. Slowly lower

mrkey into oil, making sure it is fully

submerged. Fry until an instant-read

thermometer inserted 2 inches into the

inner thigh of mrkey (without touching

bone) registers 165°F, carefully remov-

ing turkey from oil to check

temperamre, about 35 minutes.

Carefully remove mrkey from oil and

drain on paper towels; let stand 10 to

15 minutes before carving. Transfer to

a platter and garnish with herb sprigs

and apple slices, if desired.

Per serving (based on 15 servings): 370
calories, 20 g total fat, 4 g sat fat, 260 mg
sodium, carbs, 28 mg calcium, 132 mg
chol, 44 g protein, O fiber
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00 „ Naturat

We use preservatives all the time. They're called hds.

Ragii" is all natural. Its made with tomatoes, not chemicals. Salt and pepper,

not artificial additives. And that, you can feel good about. Feed our kids well.

Ragu.com



Com

SWEET-
POTATO

CASSEROLP

rH Kffi^^^^^ ^^^^

Thanksgiving for the next 20 years orl

so, and the entire family would gather]

at their home, in Statesboro, Georgia.

I would just live for those Thanks-

givings. We'd get in on Wednesday

and set up the poker table and the

grown-ups played poker for four days,

just stoppin" to eat."

"As dark as our year might have

been. Thanksgiving was always a

bright spot,'" says Jamie. "Aunt

Glennis and Uncle Bernie lived in

an old house with a catfish pond, soi

we fished."

"An4 there was deer and bird hun-

tin'," sTays Bobby. "People drove five

and six hours to get there so we didn't

want to eat, turn around continued

Thanksgiving Pumpkin Pie

MAKES 6 TO 8 SERVINGS

Prep time: 15 min

Total time: 1 hr 25 min

3 large eggs

1 cup dark corn syrup

Vi cup sugar

4 tablespoons butter, melted

1 cup canned pure pumpkin

1 teaspoon pure vanilla extract

1 cup chopped pecans

1 9-inch purchased unbaked pie

shell

Whipped cream and fresh mint

leaves, for garnish i

Heat oven to 350°F and place rack in

center. In a mixer bowl, beat eggs on

medium speed 1 minute. Beat in com

syrup, sugar, butter, pumpkin and

extract until combined well. Spread out

nuts in bottom of pie shell. Slowly pour

pumpkin mixture over nuts.

Bake until a knife inserted 1 inch '

from edge comes out clean, about

1 hour. Transfer to a wire rack and let !

cool slighdy before serving. Garnish

with whipped cream and mint leaves,

if desired.

Per serving (based on 6 servings): 590

calories, 32 g total fat, 9 g sat fat, 313 mg
sodium, 75 g carbs, 56 mg calcium, 133 mg
Choi, 6 g protein, 3 g fiber
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and 2.0 home. Tliere'd be h(jniemade

pallets and cois laid out all cner the

modest house."

"Thanksgiving morning. Paula.

Aunt Beth atid Aunt Glennis would

make us country breakfast," says

Corvic. Paula's niece, "no matter that

soon we v. ; .uld eat an endless Tlianks-

gi\ iiig dinner. Tlien there were great

platters ol food and sweets laid otit all

over the house.

I

"Tlianksgi\'ing was never a formal

dinner." says Bobb)-. "it was a day of

grazing."

"Of course, we all brought our spe-

cial dishes." says Paula. "Aunt Glen-

nis made the best macaroni and

cheese and green corn. But I always

brought the stufiin'. "cause she made

absolutely the worst sluffinV

"We misht not have had a lot of

money." Pegg\' says, "but we never

realized things were bad. Altliough

we knew we were of modest means,

we never felt poor."

THE BIRTH OF A COOK
"I bet I m the only one here who re-

members the first Thanksgiving din-

ner Paula cooked!" says Pegg}'. "It

COLA-BA

was November 1970. She was in her

kitchen and I was in mine. Every few

minutes she'd call me wantin' to know

how to start her Butterball turkey. I'd

be trying to do my own dirmer and

teach her how to do hers at the same

time. Finally, her Uncle George called

out. 'Pegg\'. for God's sakes. tell Paula

to get offa that damn phone or I'll

never have my turkey dirmer.'

"I'm not surprised by the fame

that's happened to Paula." continues

Peggy. "The way I saw her improvise

I knew she'd make it. Once, when

she'd just opened her first restaurant.

The Lady, in 1991. she had a cus-

tomer waitinsr for a sandwich. She

was missing so much in that place—

didn't even have a spatula to apply

the mayonnaise. Well, Paula, she just

washed her hands real good, reached

down two fingers into that gallon jug

o' mayonnaise, brought them up and

slathered the stuff on the bread. I

knew then that no lack of a spatula or

anything else could stop my Paula.

"

"Success got mc way too late in life

to change me," says Paula. "Some

things in life-fame, money—they are

gone just like that. But the love of

family—that never fades away. I'r

very aware that one mistake and i|

could all be over. But I also think tha

mistakes can turn into blessingsl

which turn us into the people we are

In the end. if I wake up on the righl

side of the dirt, there's always time td

make it better."

HOME IS WHERE THE STOVE IS|

"When Uncle Bubba's opened, ir

2004. there we were, all back togetheJ

again on Thanksgiving, workin' iii

the restaurant." says Corrie.

"I remember," says Bubba. "We'{

been super-busy for the week befor^

and on Thanksgiving, about 3 or

o'clock. Paula and I looked at eaci

other and she said, 'Oh my GodJ
we're outta turkeys.' So we jumped ir

the car and went to Kroger and Publb

and found some more turkeys anc

hams and we fed about 1.100 people.

"Lately," Bubba continues, "we work

all Thanksgiving and when the restau-|

rant closes, we sit at the bar and eat."

"When our guests are gone, we'vel

been known to go into the kitchen!

and take a few gobbles out of thel

pots." says Corrie. "Everyone's drink-

in' Diet Pepsi and, eventually, you'Ul

hear a burp. Then another Paula hasi

done some very loud burps herself!"

GrVlNG THANKS
"My nephew Jack gives me a newl

perspective on life," says Bobby. "I've

I

never been married, but watching myj

brother and his wife and child—well,
|

now I want that, too, and soon."

"This is Jack's second Thanksgiv-

ing."' says Paula. "He won't remember I

anything about it. But I hope the

feelings he senses today will set thel

sta2;e for his whole life—that is to I

know how important family is and

how big a part food has played in his

destiny. Food is our second soul. It

generates our whole being. It's the

vehicle that brings us together and

ties us together." continued
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Make spmfe^holiday rr

make in minutes
Prep: 10 min. Bake: 30 min. Makes: 12 servings

Green Bean Casserole
2 cans (10 3/4 oz. each) Campbell's® Cream of 1/4 tsp. ground black pepper

Mushroom Soup (Regular or 98% Fat Free) 8 cups cooked cut green beans

1 cup milk 1 can (6 oz.) French's® French Fried Onions

2 tsp. soy sauce (2 2/3 cups)

1. Stir soup, milk, soy sauce, black pepper, beans and 7 7/3 cups onions in 3-qt. casserole.

2. Bake at 350°F. for 25 min. or until hot. Stir.

3. Top with remaining onions. Bake for 5 min. more.

Go Nuts! Toast Vz cup sliced almonds Add

with remaining onions.

Bring on the Bacon: Cook 4 slices bacon until

crisp and crumble. Add to green bean mixture.



STUFFED
CRANBERRY

SAUCE

Green Beans With
Red Potatoes
MAKES 8 TO 10 SERVINGS

Prep time: 20 min

Total time: 1 hr 35 min

12

lbs fresh green beans, trimnned

lb salt pork, sliced

cup bacon fat

to 4 cups chicken broth

to 3 teaspoons Paula's House

Seasoning, to taste (see Where

to Find It, page 220)

small red potatoes

1 onion, thiny sliced

4 tablespoons butter, sliced

Freshly ground pepper

Snap beans in half, place in a

colander and rinse; let drain.

Meanwhile, in a large Dutch oven, coo

salt pork in bacon fat over medium heat,

turning frequendy, until lighdy browned,

about 10 minutes. Add beans and stir

with a wooden spoon luitil coated well

v\iUi fat. Add 3 cups broth and the

seasoning. Cover and cook over mediimi

low heat, stirring occasionally, until beans

are softened, about 30 minutes.

Meanwhile, using a vegetable peeler,

peel skin around center of each potato

Add potatoes and onion conitnued

Anthony (far right)

and Bobby enjoy

the Stuffed

Cranberry Sauce
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r-^ JL ' o "I ttvnk up North

they put fruit in the dressin'. We
wouldn't dream of that"

i

.f
*

*4

to Dutch oven; if bottom is dry, add V4

cup broth. Cover and cook until

potatoes are fork-tender. 25 to 30

minutes, occasionally adding broth. V4

cup at a time, if needed.

Slightly uncover pot and continue to

cook until beans are wilted, about 15

minutes more: add butter and season

with pepper.

Per serving (based on 8 servings):

310 calories, 24 g total fat. 10.5 g sat fat,

408 mg sodium, 22 g carbs. 71 mg calcium,

34 mg chol, 6 g protein, 6 g fiber

Southern Cornbread
Stuffing
MAKES 6 TO 8 SERVINGS

Prep time: .30 nnin

Total time: 1 hr 30 nnin

Olive oil, for baking dish

1 8-inch round cornbread or 6

standard muffins, crumbled

7 slices oven-dried white bread,

cubed

1 sleeve saltine crackers,

crumbled

V2 cup (1 stick) butter

2 cups chopped celery

1 large onion, chopped

7 cups chicken broth

1 teaspoon salt

Va teaspoon freshly ground

pepper

1 teaspoon dried sage (optional)

1 tablespoon poultry seasoning

(optional)

5 large eggs, beaten

Heat oven to 350°F and place rack in

center. Lighdy oil a large baking dish.

In a large bowl, combine cornbread.

white bread and crackers; set aside.

In a larse skillet, melt butter over

medium heat. Add celerv' and onion;

saute until softened, 5 to 10 minutes.

Pour over cornbread mixture, add

broth and combine well. Stir in salt,

pepper, sage and poultry- seasoning (if

using). Add eggs and combine well.

Pour smffing into prepared baking

dish and bake until lighdy browned,

about 45 minutes.

Per serving (based on 6 servings); 675 cal-

ories. 35 g total fat, 13 g sat fat. 1,706 mg
sodium, 71 g carbs, 176 mg calcium. 252 m
chol. 23 g protein, 2 g fiber CONTINUE
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Cola-Basted Ham
MAKES 12 SERVINGS

Prep time: 10 min

Total time: 3 hrs 5 min

Olive oil, for pan

1 8-lb fully cooked spiral-cut

bone-in ham
1 can (12 oz) cola

1 can (20 oz) pineapple slices

40 whole cloves

10 maraschino cherries

Lightly oil a shallow roasting pan.

Place ham, cut side down, in pan and

let stagid at room temperature 1 hour.

Heax oven to 350°F and place rack

lower tliird. Pour cola over ham and

cover with foil.

Bake, basting every 30 minutes, until]

an instant-read thermometer inserted

2 inches into center (without touching

bone) registers 140°F, about IV2 hours.

Drain pineapple slices and arrange on

ham, attaching with cloves, and place

1 cherry- in center of each; bake 15 I

minutes more. Transfer ham in pan to

a wire rack and let stand 10 minutes

before can/ing.

Per serving: 330 calories, 11 g total fat, 3.5 g
sat fat, 2,891 mg sodium, 129 g carbs, 25 mg
calcium, 99 mg chol, 43 g protein, 1 g fiber

CONTINUEd

Bubba's wife,

Dawn, digs irfi

itbal^Elj Go behind the scenes of our cover shoot with Paula at www.lhj.com/pauladeen

LADIES HOME JOURNAL
|
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^0 one "does sugar-free

\Hike SmuckerfSugar Free
I
joy the delicious fresh fruit taste of Smuckers® in sugar-free flavors such as Strawbe

I

Apricot, Seedless Blackberry, Red Raspberry and many more. For mformation on al

Smucker s® Sugar Free products, call 1.800.742.6729 or visit www.smuckers.com.
' With a name like Smucker's, it has to be go
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Stuffec auce
MAKES 14 TO 16 SERVINGS

Prep time: 15 mm Total time: 15 mm

1 container (8 oz) whipped cream

cheese

2 tablespoons mayonnaise

'/a cup finely chopped pecans

2 cans (1 lb each) jellied cranberry

sauce, chilled

In a medium bowl, beat together

aeam cheese aiid mayomiaise until

cream)-. Stir in nuts. Remove lids from

craiibern' sauce cans, run a knife around

the inside of cans to loosen sauce and

slide whole cranbeny sauce from each

onto a cutting board. Cut into 7 to 8

round slices per can. Spread cream

cheese mixture on half of the slices and

top with remaining slices to make

sandwiches. Transfer to a serving platter,

cover tighdy widi plasdc wrap and cliill

until ready to serve (up to 5 hours).

Per '/2-sandwich serving: 215 calories.

10.5 g total fat. 4 g sat fat, 118 mg sodium,

31 g carbs. 7 mg calcium, 19 mg chol, 1 g
protein. 1 g fiber

Sweet-Potato Casserole

MAKES 6 TO 8 SERVINGS

Prep time: 2C mm Total time: 50 mm

Olive oil, for casserole dish

1 cup firmly packed light brown

sugar

1 cup chopped pecans

'/2 cup self-rising flour

72 cup (1 stick) butter, melted

3 cups mashed cooked sweet

potatoes

granulated sugar

L.^.M sweetened flaked coconut

cup raisins

2 large eggs, lightly beaten

1 teaspoon vanilla extract

'A cup heavy cream

* Heal to 350"1" and place rack in

cf!!;c-i. '.ic;h;!^' oil a lai!i,c ovenproof

CLis-. r')k: disi'..

ii'i i();)ping;. \.i a luedium bowl, stir

1^

together brown sugar, nuts, flour and

V4 cup butter with a fork; set aside.

hi a large bowl, stir together potatoes,

granulated sugar, coconut, raisins, eggs,

extract and remaining 'A cup butter.

Stir in cream, combining well. Spoon

into prepared casserole dish. Spread

topping over sweet potato mixture and

bake until golden brown, 20 to 30

minutes.

Per serving (based on 6 servings): 905 cal-

ories, 43 g total fat, 20 g sat fat, 387 mg
sodium, 128 g carbs, 141 mg calcium,

125 mg chol, 9 g protein. 8 g fiber

Double-Chocolate Gooey
Butter Cake
MAKES 20 TO 24 SERVINGS

Prep time: 20 mm
Total time: 1 hr 20 mm

1 cup (2 sticks) butter, melted,

plus additional for pan

1 package (18.25 oz) chocolate

cake mix

3 large eggs

1 package (8 oz) cream cheese,

softened

3 to 4 tablespoons cocoa powder

celebrated

lithout my
aula (with

d Brooke)

1 box (1 lb) confectioners' sugar

1 teaspoon vanilla extract

1 cup chopped nuts

• Heat oven to 350"F and place rack in
|

center. Lightly butter a 13-by-9-inch

baking pan. In a large bowl, stir

together cake mix, 1 egg and V2 cup

butter until combined well; evenly pat

into prepared pan and set aside.

• In a large mixer bowl, beat cream

cheese on medium speed until smooth, i

Beat in remaining 2 eggs and the cocoa
|

powder until combined well. Reduce

speed to low and add sugar; beat until

combined well. Gradually beat in I

remaining V2 cup butter and the

extract; beat until smooth. Fold in nuts

with a mbber spatula and spread over

cake mixture in pan. I

• Bake until set around edges but centeij

is a litde gooey, 40 to 50 minutes (do

not overbake). Transfer cake in pan to

a wire rack and let cool slighdy before

cutting.

Per serving (based on 20 servings):

365 calories, 20 g total fat, 9.5 g sat fat,

342 mg sodium, 45 g carbs, 56 mg
calcium, 69 mg chol, 4 g protein,

2 g fiber CONTINL'Et^
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We beans* have more protein an
than any other vegetable.

Quiet.
The leeks are getting jealous.

Hiy shouldn't other vegetables be jealous of beans? Like other

getables, beans provide important nutrients. But, beans* have

ore protein and fiber than any other vegetable. They taste

credible. And are very versatile.

heck out 1,000 delicious recipes at VegetableWithMore.com.

leans. The vegetable with more:
f
legumes. Source: USDA Food aiid Nutnent Database for Dietary Studies (2.0) based on combined grams of fiber and protein for Reference Amount Customarily CoijsUmed. ©2007 Bush iSf-Gotijganyt
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ULA WANTS
OR CHRISTMAS IS

. . . foiiiil)'. food and fun: For me. dial's what it's all about. So

diat's anodier doing I love about Tlianksgi\Tng-it's the official

launcli of die Cliristnias season, which I'm just crazy about!

I especially love our beautifully decorated home and our

Chrismias trees. We've got four in all. One in the living

room ha.s dccoration.s that match our decor. Another is in

the morning room off our kitchen, and a third is in Mi-

chael's and my bedroom. I love lying in bed with die tree

lights as the only light in the room (very romandc!).

But my favorite tree is the fourth one, our family tree in

the living room. WTien the boys were litde, I'd buy each of

them an ornament every year and tape the date on the bot-

tom. All those go on diis tree, along with the ornaments the

boys made for me when they were in school.

I also adore antique Cliristnias ornaments and never pass

up an opportunity to add to my coUecdon. One of my best

fmds was at a yard sale run by people who'd owned an old-

fashioned variet\' store. In a beat-up old box I came across a

tangle of glass beads that reminded me of a game I used to

play at the country fair when I was a girl. There'd be a kiddie

pool fiHed with plasdc ducks; you picked a duck, and the

number on die bottom matched the number of the prize. My
favorite prizes were glass-bead necklaces, just like the ones at

the yard sale. Oh, they were beautiful, pink and green and

silver. Tliere must have beea 150 of them in diat box, and I

bought ever}' last one. Now^'they hang from our family tree.

Michael and I enjoy sho\ving off our Christmas decora-

dons, but we travel so much that we don't always have as

much time as we'd like to entertain. So a holiday open house

is a perfect way to bring friends and family together. I serve

drinks and a mix of savory and sweet nibbles. These two

recipes are fast, easy and absolutely irresistible! —Paula Been

i
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Southern Holiday Pecans

MAKES 2 CUPS

Prep time: 10 mm Total time: 30 min

Vegetable cooking spray

2 cups pecan halves

3 tablespoons unsalted butter

Va teaspoon cayenne pepper (or

'A teaspoon hot pepper sauce)

1 teaspoon ground cinnamon

1 tablespoon sugar

1 teaspoon salt

«^Heat oven to 325"? and place rack in

I center. Line a rimmed baking sheet with

! foil and lightly coat with cooking spray.

; Place nuts in a large heatproof bowl.

« In a small saucepan, melt butter over

medium-low heat. Add cayenne and

ciimamon; stir until combined. Pour

• over nuts and toss until completely

coated. Toss in sugar and salt.

On prepared baking sheet, spread out

pecans, in a single layer, and bake, stii

-

ring once. 1.5 minutes. Transfer i)aking

sheet to a wiie rack and cool 5 minutes.

Ser\'e warm or at room temperaaire.

(
Qm be mack aluad. Sture hi mi airlig/it

contiimer at room tcmparUurc up to 5 days.

Per %-cup serving: 233 calories, 24 g total

fat. 4 g sat fat, 873 mg sodium, 5 g carbs, 21

mg calcium, 11 mg chol. 3 g protein, 3 g fiber

Wonton Cheese Crisps

MAKES 2 DOZEN
Prep time: 10 mm Total time: 23 mm

Vegetable cooking spray

24 wonton wrappers (from a 12-oz

package)

V/2 to 2 cups shredded

cheese (equal parts sharp

Cheddar and Swiss)

Chutney, for dipping (optional)

Heat oven to 350"F and place rack in

^ enter. Coat two 12-cup mini mufiln

pans, including top surface, with

cooking spray.

Gend) fit 1 wonton wrapper into

each cup, molding along sides. If

wrapper tears, patch with a piece of

another wrapper Fill each cup with

about 1 tablespoon cheese.

Bake until wontons are browned and

crispy and cheese is melted, 8 to 10

minutes.

Transfer to a wire rack and cool 2 to

3 minutes. Serve hot with chutney (if

using) on the side.

Note: Tighdy v\Tap remaining wonton

wrappers and refrigerate up to 1 month.

Per crisp: 45 calories, 2 g total fat, 1 g sat

fat, 47 mg sodium, 4 g carbs, 65 mg
calcium, 7 mg chol. 2 g protein, fiber

EXCERPTED FROM CHRISTMAS WITH PA^JLA DEEN RECIPES AND
STORIES FROM MY FAVORITE HOLIDAY BY PAULA DEEN COPY-

RIGHT 2007 BY PAULA DEEN TO BE PUB,-ISHED IN OCTOBER
2007 BY SIMON & SCHUSTER, INC CONTINUED

Take Charge.

Dinner? Don't just "phone it in." Take charge! Try wholesome Country Crock Homestvie

ffins. One of five new seasonal favorites, in vour erocer"s refrieerated meat or deli section.



I s ^ YOU'LL LOVE

ULA SAYS: "I always make a huge potpie for the day after Thanksgiving"

4

TURKEY POTPIE

Turkey Potpie
MAKES 6 SERVINGS
Prep time: 20 min Total time: 45 min

Flour, for rolling pastry

1 box (17.3 oz) frozen puff pastry

dough, thawed

1 lar^ie egg, beaten

V2 cup plus 1 tablespoon milk

2 cans (10 V4 oz each) condensed

Cheddar cheese soup

2 cans (10 V4 oz each) cream of

celery soup

3 to 4 cups cubed leftover

cooked turkey meat

2 medium onions, diced

2 cups diced cooked butternut

squash

2 cups cranberry sauce

Heat oven to 350T and place rack in

center. Line two baking sheets witli

parchment paper. On a lightly floured

surface, roll out each pastry sheet to a 12-

by-lO-inch rectan^e. Cut each lengthwise

into 12 strips, then cut each strip crosswise

in half. On prepared baking sheets, for

each serving, weave together 8 strips into

a lattice square, trimming comers. WTiisk

together e^ and 1 tablespoon milk in a

small bowl: brush over squares.

Bake until pastry is lightly golden

and puffed, about 15 minutes; set aside.

hi a 4-quart saucepan, combine remain-

ing 1/2 cup milk and the soups; bringjust

to a simmer over medium heat. Stir in

turkey, onion, squash and cranberry

sauce; salt and pepper to taste. Bring to a

boil; divide among six 16- to 20-oz

ramekins or oven-proof ceramic dishes

and top with lattice squares. Bake until

filling bubbles and pastry b deep golden

browii. about 10 minutes.

Per serving: 950 calories, 45 g total fat.

12.5 g sat fat, 2,649 mg sodium, 100 g
carbs, 93 mg calcium. 121 mg chol, 38 .

g protein, 5 g fiber Q
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-The omega fatty acids in

I
my food give me a soft,

healthy coat. Ifyou don't

believe me, rub my belly.

^Seriously, rub it;*



where to find it

BEAUTY JOURNAL pAGFS 28

AND 30: Unless listed odicnvise.

all products are available at major

discount, drug, and food retailers

natioiivvide. RoC: drugstores.

Soap v Glory; Target. Essie; \v\v^v.

essie.coni. Barielle; ww-^v.barielle.

com. OPI; \\"v\'\v.opi.com. Tarte;

v\-\\-\v.taitecosmetics.com. Benefit;

w-ww.bcncfitcosmctics.com.

BEAUTY ON A BUDGET PAGE
32: E.L.F.; select Target stores and

vv-\\-%v.eyeslipsface.com. Milani; Ulta

and dmgstorcs. N.Y.C.; drugstores.

SLEEPING BEAUTY PAGES 34-

39: Phillips; Sally Beauty Supply.

Space NK; wAN^v.spacenk.coni.

Grassroots; Kohl"s. Essence of Beauty;

C\'S/pharmacy. Jonathan ; Sephora.

Ulta. Badi k Body Works. Dream
Essentials; www.dreamessentials.com.

CLOTHING CREDITS; Rebecca

Taylor; Per Lei. Media. PA. 484-571-

9656. Simply Vera Vera Wang; Kohl's

stores and www.kohls.com.

LET IT SHINE PAGE 40: Echo;

WAVw.echodesign.com. Banana

Republic ; v^\^^v.bananarepublic.com.

L.Erickson; vvww.franceluxc.com.

Reaction b\- Kemieth Cole; 800-

REACTION for stores. Freelook;

ww^v.freelookwatches.com. JCPenney;

JCPenney stores and wvvw.jcp.com.

Nine West; v\-\v-\v.ninev\'est.com.

American Eagle: American Eagle

Outfitters stores nationwide and vv\v\v.

ae.com. PAGE 42: Nine West; 800-

999-1877 for stores or www.ninewcst.

com. Unlisted; Macy s. Liz Claiborne;

vv^vvv.lizclaiborne.com. BITTEN SaraJi

Jessica Parker; Steve Barry's

nationwide. Kenneth Cole; 800-KEN-

COI.L. Banana Republic; www.
banaiuucpublic.com.

FAM!? Y A
Rcid; n!.!--i. •

Republic S\\^

Shirt. Hugo I

\aiA'atos. Bi.-i

Jacket. Zara.

Nolan. Skirt.

Span.x; wiv.v.

Haan; vvww.v

Rebecca: Jaci-

Bodcn; w\v%v

Talbots; Tall;

FAIR r^^^ -^5; On
•i- ci shirt, both Banana

. .1.1. Joseph Abboud.

ii".Li<' Boss. Pants.John
.t " \>ew. On Elizabeth;
' 1" ' 'ck, Charles

iiu Tights, S24.

sp ' n. Boots. Cole

I. . m. On
a. r; ,i: ; ,,rm. Tee. S28.

Li" : om. Skirt. S44.

I IS • . d w^vw.

talbots.com. Tights. The Children's

Place. Boots. Boden; www.bodenusa.

com. On Taylor; Blazer, plaid shirt.

bothJ.Crew. Tee. Steve & Barry's.

Sweater. $129.50. Lands' End. Jeans.

Levi's. Sneakers, Adidas. PAGE 46:

Jacket. Tlieoiy. Blouse. J.Crew.

Sweater. LAMB. Jeans. $69.50. Gap;

w^'Av.gap.com. Boots. Coach stores

nationwide. 866-262-2440. Bracelet.

Bloomingdale's. PAGE 47: Bottom

left; On Reid: Polo shirt, pants, both

Brooks Brothers. Belt, Banana

Republic. On Elizabeth; Dress. Diane

\bn Furstenberg. Necklace, Alexis

Bittar. Bottom center; Coat, DKNY.
Cropped-sleeve jacket, blouse, both

Tlreoiy Pants, Chaiken. Bracelets.

Roxaime Assoulin for Lee Angel: www.
leeangel.com. Gloves, $68, Echo; www.
echodesign.com. Right; Coat, Diane

Von Furstenberg. Sweater, J.Crew.

Skin, Chaiken. Belt, Lauren by Ralph

Lauren. Tights. $24, Spanx; www.
spanx.com. Gloves, $45, Portolano;

VN-AN-w.portolano.com for infonnation.

Kenneth Cole; Kenneth Cole New
York stores and www.kennethcole.com.

PAGE 48: Left; On Elizabeth; Blazer,

Lauren by Ralph Lauren. Sweater. Gap.

Pants, Chaiken. Shoes, bag, both

Banana Republic. Bangles, Caiolee.

Gold bracelet, Kenneth Cole. On
Rebecca; Blazer, $58, Talbots; Talbots

stores and www.talbots.com. Hoodie,

$35, hat, $25, both Dakine; www.
dakine.com. Tee, skirt and tights, all

Tlic Children's Place. Gloves. $30.

Lands' End; www.landsend.com. Coat.

Bxjden; www.bodenusa.com. Boots.

$180, Timberland; www.timberland.

com. Right: On Elizabeth: Sequined

jacket, lisli. Tank. Banana Republic.

Pants, Ellen Tracy. On Reid: Blazer,

shirt, both Paul Smith. Jeans, belt, both

Banana Republic. PAGE 50:

BEAUTY CREDITS: Jurlique; www.
jurlique.com. Boots; Target or CVS/
pharmacy. Oscar Blandi; Sephora.

Sonia Kashuk; Target. PAGE 52: Top

left; Blazer, Theory. Purple shirt,

Garrick Anderson. Sweater, Brooks

Brothers. Pants. Zanella. Bottom right;

Sun.John Vai-vatos. Shirt. Boss Hugo
Boss. Tie. Burberry. PAGE 53: Top
left; On Rebecca; Coat. $76, Boden;

wvw.bodenusa.com. Dress, Rox)-.

Scarf. $38. Echo; ww^v.echodesign.

com. Tights. $9.50. gloves. $25. both

Lands' End. Boots. $99. Original Dr.

Scholl's; www.drschollsshoes.com,

w^vw.shoes.com or 800-766-6465 for

stores. On Taylor: Jacket. $59.50, hat,

$28, both Quiksilver; www.quiksilver.

com. Jeans. G-Star. Scarf. $19.50,

American Eagle; American Eagle

Outfitters stores and www.ae.com.

Sneakers. $50, Vans; www.vans.com.

Top right; Zip-up sweater. SeanJohn.

Sweater. Gap. Dress shirt. Lacoste.

Jeans. French Coimection. Sneakers.

Adidas. Middle; Coat, $119.50,

American Eagle; www.ae.com.

Turtleneck. $14.50. L.L. Bean; www.
Ubean.com. Dress. Roxy; www.roxy.

com. Cardigaji, $46, Boden;

www.boc^enusa.com. Hat, $35, Echo;

www.ecl)i6desig;n.com. Leggings,

Lands' End; www.landsend.com.

Tights, $12, DKNY; Nordstrom. Boots,

$130. Kombu; www.zappos.com.

Bottom: Jacket. Diesel. Tee. Nautica.

Sweatsliirt, sliirt, both Akademiks.

Klraki pants, J.Crew.

OUT OF THE SHADOWS PAGE
123: Collector's Cabinet shadow box

in black. Michaels; www.michaels.com

for store locations. Handbag, Angela

Adams; 800-255-9454 or www.
angelaadams.com

for similar styles.

PAGE 124:

Collectors

Cabinet shadow-

box in white.

Michaels. Various

vintage kitchen

utensils, eBay;

www.ebay.com.

PAGES 125:

Black shadow boxes. Pottery Bam.
stores only; www.potterybarn.com or

888-779-5176 for stores. Natural burlap,

Jamali Garden Supplies; www.
jamaligarden.com or 212-996-5534.

PAGE 126: Collector's Case shadow

box in mahogany, Michaels. Show
ribbons, www-.horseshowribbons.com

or 866-694-6773. Other horse

memorabilia, eBay; www.ebay.com.

THANKSGIVING WITH PAULA
DEEN PAGES 199-218: Bayou

Classic 30-quart Turkey Fryer Kit,

$69.99; Target, www.target.com. Paula

Deen House Seasoning, $Z49; www.
pauladeen.com. Taylor Classic Candy.

Jelly and Deep-Fry Thermometer.

$14.99; Target.

le

LHJ.com

Ready to shop?

Go to

www.lhj.com

/wheretofind
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del a new hairstyle
> salon necessary!

eg

See yourself 20
pounds thinner

^se 10,000+
iiy-pleasing recipes

Plan menus for
your entire week

diet plans,
rition advice,
ess tips

FREE online
^ / games! Sudoku,

Zuma, Scrabble.

it lhj.com
todav!

Find your spot,

^lUQhmviUL^ BEACH
fiH* ijoMrjel^ ktre.

Wn'ghtsville4Me.com

1-800-650-8921

ADDRESS UBELS by FAMILY LABELS®
Use Discount Code: LHD & receive 10% Off!

MERRY CHRISTMAS From THE MILLERSn THE MJLLERS^

Matthew Jessica Emily Josh SpaHcy

Visit us on the web: www.FamilyLabeis.com

Can for a Free Color Catalog:1-800-482-9133

MOMS HELPING MOMS WORK FROM HOME! No selling,

inventory, parlies Computer required www.momsdreani

homebiz.com

^i'JAIJC'AL SERVICES

MONEY PROBLEMS? (800) 404-1589 Guaranteed help

now' Solutions, not problems Since 1977 Free, call now,

(800) 404-1589

FREEDOM FROM DEBT! Reduce interest, lower credit card

payments save thousands, non-profit company. Free con-

sultation Call (800) 692-0585

LOANS AND GRANTS! S1 ,000 to $300,000 Poor credit low

income accepted Same day processing' Call anytime

(800) 691-0210

he; JH BEAUTY

BECOME A YOGA TEACHER, affordable weeicend trainings

DVDs. CDs. weight loss products, www.yogatit.com

PS^'CHIC ASTROLOGV

PROVEN AUTHENTIC PSYCHICS BY PHONE SINCE 1989

American Association of Professional Psychics

CertitledPsychics.com (800) 317-8855.

LOVE? CAREER? HAPPINESS? Call Psychic Source (866)

554-5793 Authentic readings 24 '7 New member offer 10

minutes for SfO Ent only. 18+

SOUNDPROOFING

QUIETING IN THE HOME- Get free advice and soundproofing

materials to attain quiet and stop annoying sound (888)

942-7723, www.soundprooling.org

i
Put the smile back
into bathing with a

Premier Walk-In Tub.
ll wiu >iru<;^Icr.ikmji \'our 'luh. i.ilk to U'

Pivniia about (mroctcaw ninjj.- o\ u.iik-in tnK

• hiijin .1 r(.-l.i\ing b.iih .ii;.iin,

wiilnnii the ti-arul slipping

or l.iliinj;.

• 1 Ik- w .ilk-in diwir Ic.uurt-

.lilouN caiiy access and

cvinng when takinga hath

" Hydrotherapy jeis opn(Mi

to soorhf aches and painv

*—
- M]jfcii^

CALL NOW • TOLL FREE

1-800-578-2899
SOURCE CODE 75117

cancer

go away at be

Neither do we.

For answers, information

and support, call us

anytime, day or night.

Hope. Progress. Answers.

1.800. ACS.2345
www.cancer.org
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Scale Back,

Simplify, and

Breathe Easier

f vA*Hassle-Free Holiday

Natural Solutions

that Simplify Cleaning

^ Create a Retreat
*

from Seasonal Stress



ADVERTISEMENT

Find More Ease in Your Home and Your Life:

The Holiday Comfort Zone
Do you take care of

yourself as well as you
care for your family?

When you feel rested and
energized, the benefits

extend to those

around you.

With the hectic hohday
season approaching,

consider some of the

simple things you can do
to enhance your home,

your family, and yourself.

Scale Back, Simplify, and Breathe Easier

Cutting the clutter in your home has a great side effect. It helps reduce stre
and frees up time to focus on yourself. With less visual stimulation every-
where, your home looks more inviting, functions better, and feels calmer.

CREATE A SERENE SPACE. If the windowsills have become
repositories for clutter, use that space instead to display
houseplants. Green plants not only provide beauty and
evoke a sense of calm, but they also give off oxygen,
and that's a benefit for everyone.

SEASONAL SWAP. Turn a seasonal get-together into the
chance to clear out your closets by organizing a cloth-

ing swap. Invite your girlfriends and be sure to keep
the "swapping" list manageable (dresses, pants, etc.).

Embrace the spirit of giving by setting aside items for

donation to a local charity.

MIRROR, MIRROR. With the days growing shorter, natural
light becomes a more precious commodity. Place mir-

rors opposite windows to reflect the outdoors, where
they can pick up and spread sunshine all around the

room. Also, position mirrors on walls where they can
fleet artificial light in the evening. The added brightnd

and sense of spaciousness will lend a cheery ambian
that lifts everyone's spirits.

BALANCING ACT. The ancient art of feng shui offers ide

for balancing and harmonizing our surroundings. In

this system, furniture placement is especially impor-

tant. One guideline is to position furniture so that wh(
you're using it, you can see anyone entering or leavinj

the room. Start by rearranging one room in this way
'

and see if it helps you feel safer and more comfortabU
Thousands of years of practice say it will!

I



Create a Retreat from Seasonal Stress

Everyone deserves some personal space—whether that's a cozy
corner, home office, or a workshop in the garage. Promote
harmony during this busy season by giving every family member
a place to retreat to—including yourself.

SOOTHE YOUR SENSES. Scents can have a profound effect on your mood—
and your family's. Reed diffusers with attractive glass vases are cleaner

and safer than candles. Experiment with different oils such as lilac or

lemon verbena to find the ones you like best.

CREATE HOLIDAY ZEN ZONES. Define personal spaces around your home
with decorative screens, tall plants, or shelving. Let everyone contribute

to outfitting a space with his or her favorite things: books, pictures, craft

projects, hobbies, etc.

CHANGE YOUR SEASONAL SURROUNDINGS. Changing colors to reflect the

spirit of the season is a relatively easy way to revitalize a room. Tradition-

ally, blues, greens, and lavenders are considered very restful; so are earth

tones and monochromatic schemes. But for your holiday sanctuary, it's

up to you. Think about what makes you feel most comfortable and let your

imagination soar.

SPA TREATMENT. Turn your bathroom into a mini-spa. Stock a small

portable cart with your favorite bubble bath, sea salts, body lotions,

and a loofah so you can indulge when the house is quiet. If it's never

quiet, close the door and enjoy a revitalizing soak.

OVERNIGHT RETREAT. Expecting overnight guests for the holidays? Lay

out a warm welcome and make them feel at home with a small basket of

travel-size bath items and toiletries. Help keep the guest room freshly

scented by tucking an aloe and white lilac-scented Bounce Pure Essentials

dryer sheet in a vase, and place on a book shelf.

HOST COMFORTABLE GATHERINGS. Soft things add comfort and a welcoming

spirit to any space. Be creative and place plenty of plush pillows, cushions,

footstools, and area rugs where family and friends tend to gather. For

soothingly soft fabrics, use Downy Pure Essentials with Aloe and White

Lilac Scent.

THE GIFT THAT KEEPS ON GIVING. New sheets and pillowcases are a great

gift for yourself and your family. Soften the fibers by rinsing them with

Downy Pure Essentials with Aloe and White Lilac Scent, or with aloe

and white lilac-scented Bounce Pure Essentials dryer sheets to enhance

the fragrance.

[Visit LHJ.com/freshstarts for FREE samples* and I
tips from our community of everyday experts. Log I
on and share yours! J

*whik> supplies last





Hassle-Free Holiday

idays can be a huge under-

ep stress at bay. Here
^ most time-

IFTFORYOU. Give yourself

mission to delegate. Relinquish

Urol of non-essential holiday

ijects and don't sweat the small

ff. It may be easier said than

ne, but by gifting yourself and

ting others share the load, you'll

ye more time and energy for

nily and friends.

FTHEM SHINE. Every hostess

ows holiday meals can take days

prepare. You can cut prep time in

If by asking guests to bring side

ihes and desserts. It will give oth-

; a chance to share the spotlight

d contribute to the creation of a

irvelous meal.

>USE CALL. Getting the house ready

' guests can take time and effort.

Visit LHJ.com/freshstarts for FREE samples* and

tips from our community of everyday experts.

Log on and share yours!
•\'vl'il(' supplies last

To reduce your stress, consider hiring

a cleaning service before the big day.

it could free up valuable time that

can be used for another purpose-

like spending time with your family

or getting some much-needed sleep.

SEASONAL TIMESAVER. Crowded

supermarkets are a holiday tradition

we can do without. Instead, plan your

meals, create your shopping list, and

order from an online delivery service

for a saner shopping experience.

THE PERFECT SEHING. Put the kids

in charge of setting the table and

making it look beautiful—you might

be surprised at the results.

]

Picks from
the Pros:
Expert Advice for Your
Laundry Needs

Many things can help affect the way

your family feels and their level of

comfort—including the look, feel and

scent of their clothing and linens.

Our Fresh Starts home care experts

are excited about some new products

that leave laundry pure and fresh.

They recommend Pure Essentials

for a simple, effective solution for all

your family's clothes.

i

New Tide®

Pure Essentials'"

with Baking Soda,

available in White

Lilac Scent,

whitens whites,

fights tough stains,

and helps remove

trapped odors, leaving

fabrics wonderfully clean

and fresh.

Vide

Downy* or Bounce®

Pure Essentials'"

with Aloe and White

Lilac Scent leave

your clothes fee i n o-

soothingly soft

.

while giving

fabrics a lig h v. iTSSTasK

fresh scent

Dbu

These tx v.

outsta;

tou'

.

vois c'bdiver

it.s iind add



DVtRTISEMENT

sFatural Solutions

hat Simplify Cleaning

•^ ' -v- . , , ' : ';'|eaii u y "
-

're natural, effective, safe, ant

day cleanups.

1]
OLIVE OIL and lemon juice can add shine to furniture. Combine i cup olive oil

with 1/2 cup lemon juice into a spray bottle. Spritz onto a cloth and wipe onto

wood furniture. Polish dry with a fresh cloth.

HITE VINEGAR and hot water can help power-clean your floors. To remove grime

)m tile and linoleum, add about 1/2 cup white vinegar to a bucket of hot water

id then mop.

:EAM OFTARTAR, a common baking ingredient, quickly eliminates stains from

jminum cookware. Fill cookware with water and add 2 tablespoons cream

tartar for each quart of water. Bring to a boil, then simmer for 15 minutes,

lur out the water, and then wash and dry the cookware.

MON IS A NATURAL CLEANING WONDER that's phenomenal at combating

ineral deposits and tarnish. Use cut lemons or fresh lemon juice to clean

St stains around drains and faucets.

Make the

Holidays Light

Many people just expect t

overeat around the holidaj

(and probably gain a few
poimds). But theres a

better option—eat smarter

and savoi' every bite.

• Enjoy a normal-sized,

healthy br-eakfast on
tlie day of the big meal.

Ti'ying to "save" your
^ appetite will only

encourage overeating

later in the day.

• Turkey is a good scunce

of lean protein, so

dig in—but skip the

skin, where most of the

fat is stored. Go easy on
the gravy [oo\

• FiU your plate with color

like deep green vegetable

bi'ight red cabbage, and
cranberry-orange relish

.

Colorful food usually

means healthy food.

• If you're invited to a

holiday meal, offer to

bring a dish—and make
it super-healthy. Then
you're guaranteed at leas

one nutrient-rich choice

regardless of what else is

served. Try a special-

occasion salad, such as

a jicama cole slaw with

apple and red onion.

Look for more
Fresh Starts ideas

for your family in

next month's issue of

Ladies' Home Journal'*

JRNSTARCH is a great grease-absorber. Sprinkle 1; on countertops and around

e stove, let it soak up the grease, and just wipe it off.



07 December

racle McCaugheys
ie Septuplets Turn 1
hoto Album of the Entire Decade

EAD THIS
Fore Your Next
ctor Visit:

:ouldSave Your Life^

CHRISTMAS
CHEER!^

Pages of delicious dinner recipes

& scrumptious sides

^ Dazzling d6cor& crafts



MYGIG'" MULTIMEDIA SYSTEMS*^
Download your favorite photos. Store up to

2,500 songs. Keep your addresses handy.

Go crazy — there's 20 gigs of fun here.

MAKE THE MOST OF A VISIT TO GRANDMA'S.



GRAB LIFE
\^/^

HALO/LED LIGHTING*

Targeted LED lights allow you to read at night

without distracting the driver. Halo lighting

provides a soft glow throughout the cabin.

EXCLUSIVE SIRIUS BACKSEAT "nT" AND DUAL DVDs*
With SIRIUS Backseat TV™ you can watch live content

from Nickelodeon"^'^, Disney Channel and Cartoon

Network^i^. Or watch a DVD. Or both at the same time.

rHE ALL-NEW 2008 DODGE GRAND CARAVAN Nothing connects your family like the All-New Dodge Grand Caravan. With breakthrough

echnologies, Grand Caravan revolutionizes the whole concept of the minivan. VVith available features such as dual DVDs and

SIRIUS Backseat TV, it's a multiplex on wheels. Plug in your iPod * or rockout to youf stored MP3s. Either way. we put it togethei

or you to bring your family together. America's best selling minivan Is now a better value than ever before. Connect to the

Ml-NewGrandCaravanatdodge.com/grandcaravan.

Available. tMyGIG in-dash DVD capability is not available in all states. See your dealer for details. ^2007 SIRIUS Satellite Radio Inc. "SIRIUS." "SIRIUS Backseat TV." i

he SIRIUS dog logo and related marks are trademarks of SIRIUS Satellite Radio Inc. All other trademarks, service marks and logos are the property of their respective

owners. ©2007 Viacom International Inc. All Rights Reserved. Nickelodeon, SpongeBob SquarePants and all related titles, logos and characters are trademarks of Viacom

international Inc. SpongeBob SquarePants created by Stephen Hillenburg. DISNEY CHANNEL and DISNEY CHANNEL LOGO are trademarks of Disney Enterprises, Inc. and

used with permission. CARTOON NETWORK and logo are trademarks of and © 2007 Cartoon Network. iPod and the iPod design are registered trademarks of Apple, Inc. '^''-•i'''^



the question isn't

can eight loss program

change your life,

but can you^r^

what is alii? atli is the only FDA approved

over-ine-counier weight loss product it's a

unique combination of a pill with a plan to help

you lose weight in a healthy and gradual way

wnen you commit to a reduced calorie, low fat

d et ain can help you lose 50% more weight

than with dieting alone^ so instead of losing

10 oounds, you can lose 15.

how does it work? alli is safe and works In

your digestive tract without affecting your brain

or heart, it prevents the absorption of some of

the fat m the foods you eat if you eat too miuch

fat, you may experience treatment effects,

including loose or miore frequent stools, an

urgent need to go to the^ i or gas with

an Oily discharge

^- - - - - ^
,

*i-
f ,r you with an

,1 J .
./

1 j.'.,dn, 'the plan

provides guidance fromi health experts on

how to adapt the alli program to your lifestyle.

am I ready? you can't just try alli, you have to

commiit to It. you have to challenge yourself

work hard, and change what you eat. if you

think you're ready go to myaili.com.

allimytAixi.v^

if you have the will, we have the power."
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your self
INNER LIFE" Wlien sharing is too daring, whv some

ot us arc impulsive, and why bad memories linger.

HAVE A HEART t low geuerosih reduces stress and

gi\cs von a "helper s high." By Margaret Renkl

your style
BEAUTY JOURNAL The one makeup palette you'll

want this season and a hair spray for non-shampoo

cla\s. Plus, enter our family makeover contest!

BEAUTY SIGHTINGS FridciY Night Lights' Connie

Brittou shares wax^-hair secrets. B\' Patricia Reynoso

WHAT MAKES A GOOD . . . FACIAL Ensure a
NEW

Scitisl\ing salon experience. B\ Erica Metzger

'TIS THE SEASON TO LOOK SENSATIONAL!

Mctallics mean eas\, glam holida\ eye looks. Plus,

win a SI 5S makeup kit! B\- Erica Metzger

STRESS-FREE STYLE Knockout Knits: Cuddle up

in sweaters and coats made from winter's coziest

texture. By Sue Erneta

your family
CAN THIS MARRIAGE BE SAVED?* "He's a Mama's

Box " B\ ( A nliiia 1 lanson

MY LIFE AS A MOM' leaching Sam to Drive: My
teenager is swerv ing his wav to independence, and

I'm just along for the ride. By Margaret Renkl

HEART OF A HUSBAND" 'Oh, You Shouldn't Have!

"

Win liushand lo\e means never saying "thank you."

B\ Stephen Eried

ANIMAL AFFAIRS A Cicm of a Dog: Jew els, a golden

retriexer, saved her lo\ed ones from a life-threatening

situation. B\ Louise Earr

homeyour
HOME JOURNAL I he Charms of Christmas:

Deck \()ur halls w ith these prett\-, simple spins on

Iraditional decorations. By Kieran Juska

GREAT GIFTS UNDER $30 Strapped for cash, time or

idcis!" \\e"\e got more than SO picks for evenone on

\ <)ur list — c\ en xou! I lapp\ shopping!
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Dani('l]o Stcu^l

"X^^ The fragrance.

Available at participating Wal-Mart, Walgreens and Targei-stores,

daniellesteeibeauty.com
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your world
THE SEPTUPLETS TURN 10! I lic\ 'rc more aclorahlc

tluiii ever and charging into their preteen \cars.

C'elebrate the miracle sev en's first decade w ith our

annual update and e\clnsi\e plioto album.

B\ Stephanie Woodard

your health
bridging tlie doctor-patient divide

HOW MEDICINE GOT SO SICK An urgent guide to

getting the t|ualit\ health care \ou deserve.

By Leslie Laurence

INSIDE A DOCTOR'S DIAGNOSIS 1 ,ver\ doctor has

made at least one of these all-too-conimon mistakes

I lere s how to prevent them from happening to \ou

B\ (Catherine Winters

CAN THIS DOCTOR-PATIENT RELATIONSHIP BE

SAVED? A Iciding M.D. exjilains how to get the most

from \()ur doctor \ isit. By Dr. Marianne J. Legato

GIVE YOUR DOCTOR A CHECKUP Dou't rely on

word ol month: here, our top ti\e Web sites for

researching vour doctor's histor\. By Janis Graham

YOUR MEDICAL FUTURE . . . NOV^^ Unexpected

breakthroughs to better care. By Leslie Laurence

your food
HOME FOR THE HOLIDAYS Mouthwatering recipes

For a gi.K ions dinner. B\ Tara Bench

HEAVEN-SENT COOKIES I he yunnnicst treats for

xonr nearest and dearest. Bv Tara Bench
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Resistant grays |ot you
Try the uebeatable* sohi

Try Gray Solution by Nice'n Easy.

A t:ra\-tart:(.rin_u ]^rf-treacmcnt helps

stubborn i;rays to absorb color

So tirays stare and stay invisible.

Anil all they see is you.

, niceht



about
1

Meet salon coiorist Marcy Cona -

Clairols in-hoLise Crearive Director ot Color and Style.

Marcy has owned a salon for 20 years and spent a lot

ot that time coloring; away grays tor her clients.

Here she gets your gray questions covered...

1 clon c )ust have grays... I have rough, stubborn, maddening

ivsl I Feel like mv gray problem is more serious than most.

T 1 riuhtr'

Actually, you have a lot of company. Lots of women have

;tremely resistant gray. Typically, the coarser the gray, the

irder it is to color. That's why you often see those "pop up

-avs appearing around the temple area. The key to lasting gray

)verage is to ensure that each gray absorbs the maximum amount ot color.

. 1 don't just hate the way 1 look when mv gravs are showin;

realiv does a number on m\ ego! Help'

1 hate the wa\' 1 tee

. Its all about contn,!... ,t vc,u feci l,kc- youVe ,n «,ntr„l <4 your uravs, vcu 11 f„l "

have a client who-whcn her ck.r is fin.shed and her yrays are gone - s.ngs T., da. to herse
1
n

le mrrror 1 can actually see the rei.ef on her lace and a new spru,, n, her srep as she sads ot,t the doo,!

hat's a great feeling for both ot usi

). I've tried everything, and nothing seems to cover nn gra\s for ver\ long,

m very skeptical that anvthing will do what u savs it nmII.

. I hear you! But hear this - Gray Solution is all about covering extremelv resistant ^^av l.a.r

. the salon, we evaluate and pre-treat gra^• that's hard to cover^And thanks a.

^

re-treatment, Grav Solution ,s designed to do the same thn.g for you at home. Even the palette

le darkest brunette to the lightest blonde - is designed with

iiazing gray coverage in mind. I think vou ll detmitelv notice

big difference.

eting

- from

). What kind of response lias c Iutl- been about Cira\ Sokuioii

i. It's been realiv, realiv positive - with women calling m trom

U over the country reporting amazing results, incredible

overage and undying lo\ altv
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It's our best Maxwell House eve

Now roasted with 100% Ar

to be the finest coffee b

for a full flavor witho

ITS ANEW MORNIN



This issue is bursting

with Christmas cheer, start

ino; with one of our most

popular traditions-cookie

recipes! Food and Entertain-

ing Editor Tai^a Bench (right)

serves up seven delectable

cookie recipes that will bring

out the kid in ever\'one.

A different-and no less spectacular-kind of dessert was

whipped up for the 10th birthday of the McCaughey sepaip-

lets by Louise Stromberg, of Des Moines, Iowa. Louise has

been in the cake-making biz for 38 years but obvi-

ously this ciike is a true one of a kind. The cake

base is actually Styrofoam. biu the icing and

buttercream ^ire real. It took Louise 14 hours to

make the cake and appK' three layers of icing to

be sure it looked smooth. Ne.xt. a van moved it

from her garage to our photo studio-tlic cake

LHJ's Food and Entertaining
Editor Tara Bench (far left)

delighted staff with requests
to taste-test her Christmas
cookies; Louise Stromberg
(left) was our cake maker
extraordinaire, charged with

making the massive 10th-

birthday cake for the

McCaughey septuplets

just barely fit through the van door-and she

WIN A
MINIVAN +

$10,000
SHOPPING
SPREE ON

LHJ.com

Enter for your chance to

win the ultimate fannily

gift this holiday season.

We are giving one lucky

winner the all-

new 2008 Dodge
Grand Caravan

SXT plus $10,000

cash! For entry

and sweepstakes

rules, loc! on lo

www.lhj.com

/holidaygives ay

applied the butter-

cream trim and let-

tering just before

our cameras started

snapping. VVlien in-

fomicd diat tlie cake

was only a prop, the

septuplets were mo-

mentarily crestfallen but con-

tinued with the shoot like the

litde pros they are. Fans of the

septuplets will enjoy digging

into our special package, start-

ing on page 116.

On a more serious

note, I urge you to read

our 12-page package

"Bridging the Doctor-

Patient Divide" starting

on page 133. In this age

of ever-more-complex

treatment options, and

Great Gifts Under $30
Dig into our nine-page gift guide

(

4

(starting on page 98), with ideas

for everyone on your list, lovingly

chosen by our editors from an ocean
of choices—jewelry, pj's, tech toys,

foodie fare (including

books such as Christmas

With Paula Deen, right)

and this year, a very timely

list of made-in-the-USA

toys. Home Editor Kieran Juska (above) led the

charge! Also, if you need more help picking the

perfect present, go to www.lhj.com/giftquiz.

ever-more-crunched doctors' schedules, it's critical that

you know how to navigate the dialogue between yourself

and your health care providers. If you've ever been frus-

trated about your dealings with doctors, you'll find this

expert advice a lifesaver.

And a healthy and happy holiday to you and your

families!

Dume Salvatore, Editor-in-Chiif

Write to me at l/y.(kardiane@meredith.com or

375 Lexington Avenue, New York, NY 10017

fi I
io subscribe to Ladies' Home Journal for yourself or a friend, go to WWW.LHJ.COM/SUBSCRIBE
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^^^HE MAKERS

''-\vailable in misses and womens sizes at a value-minded retailer near you Lee
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how-can-l-do-all-this-

in-one-night

pain reliever.

It's my

boy-this-is-heavy

pain reliever

It's my
sit-on-Santa's-knee

pain reliever

It's my sliding-down-the-chimney

pain reliever

"lis the season., to need pain relief. But you don't

need different pain relievers! All you need is Advil!

Because AcM\ works on all your pains, wherever they

are. Advil do v 't all... so you can be ready for it all.

Wyeth' advil.com ©2005 Wye; i Consumer Healthcare Use as directed.
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The "Tell-All" Epidemic
If you've ever listened to your
sister-in-law divulge the details of

her colonoscopy at a family

gathering, then you know what it's

like to be the victim of too much
information, or TMI. Tell-all blogs

and social networking Web sites,

not to mention reality TV, only add
to the onslaught. Unfortunately,

this flagrant full disclosure offends

more than just your sense of

decorum and decency. "It's caused
by a big cultural shift toward
narcissism," says Jean Twenge,
Ph.D., associate professor of

psychology at San Diego State

University. "By talking endlessly

about themselves, people lose the

ability to show compassion and see

a situation from someone else's

perspective." You don't have to be
a part of the problem. If you find

yourself on the receiving end of

TMI, "change the subject right

away," says Dr. Twenge. Or excuse

yourself, say to the women's room,

so it doesn't seem as though you're

passing judgment on the person or

what she has to say. And for

yourself, vow to keep your personal

details in the right place: in a diary

or in conversation with a close

friend or family member who can

handle it. —Jennifer Castoro

Putting the Brakes on Impulse Buying
; jr friend agon-

. - . .-I whether to buy
nerself a sweater, you've

already boi, ighV two of

them, pius 3 matching
pair of shoes "^he differ-

ence may not 'r)- due to

your having a bi_^^ ^-': oank
account or a sure^ r,:' Ton

sense. Your brain jusi

be hardwired to be more
impulsive.

"The prefrontal cortex,

just behind the forehead,

helps control impulsivity,"

says Patrick Haggard,

Ph.D., professor of psy-

chology at the University

College London. "People

who act more spontane-

ously often have less

activity in this area." Al-

though you may not be
able to change the way
your brain is wired, aware-

ness of the forces that

guide you can help you
control impulsive urges

that might get you into

trouble. —Baria Bailey

WHEN
MEMORIES
HURT
Why is it so easy to

forget where you've

left your keys every

morning yet so hard to shake
the embarrassing memory of

flubbing your lines in the

second-grade play? Strong

emotion undermines our

ability to forget, even when
we want to, according to a

new study from the

l)hiversity of North Carolina

at Chapel Hill. The embar-
rassment—or sadness, glee

or any strong emotion—that
was part and parcel of the

experience causes our brains

to forge connections that

something mundane, such as

being told a phone number,
does not, explains Keith

Payne, Ph.D., study author

and assistant professor of

psychology there. "These
memories become more
ingrained precisely because
they have this emotional

aspect." But even unshak-

able dark memories have a

bright side: Remembering
bad experiences helps you
avoid their recurrence.

—Mego Lien

^1 V
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EART
At this time

of year we are

asked again

(and again) to

be generous
and giving.

Choose wisely

and you'll be
blessed with

less stress,

better health

and a feel-

good "helper's

high"

live in a suburban neighborhood where children attend fine

private preschools and are reared by educated parents in homes
where books crowd family-room shelves and plastic letters cling

to refrigerator doors. In the troubled waters of American public

education, these kids arrive at our local elementary school

already swimming like fish.

Four years ago redistricting brought about a redrawing of

school zones. Bus after yellow bus arri\ed at our school packed

with children from a poor neighborhood miles awa\-. Suddenly a

quarter of the school's population qualified for free meals, and

academically those children trailed their suburban classmates, of-

ten disastrously so. WTien a desperate call went out for volunteer

tutors to help the new kids

catch up, I almost threw the

newsletter away. Td been a

high school English teacher

myself, but by then I was

working full-time as a writer

and editor, spending a lot of

time with my newly wid-

owed mother and ti"v"in2; to

manage a family of five. A
weekl)' commitment when I was alread)- scrambling? Impossible.

But the request stayed on my mind. How hard could it be to

find one hour a week for a child who happened to have been

born without the middle-class advantages that my children

accepted as their birthright.-' .And freeing up classroom teachers'

time would, after all, benefit my children, too. Yet even then I did

not \-olunteer promptly or eagerly. When I finally got around to

signing up, there was only one child lelt on the list: a first gTader

who'd just moved ui with a foster family in the district.

DeShaun was a shy boy, and I tried to get to know him a little

before we settled in for our first reading lesson. Wlien I asked liim

how m;my brothers and sisters he had. he looked at his feet for a

minute, cast his eyes upward as he thought about it imd finally just

shook his head. I was a litdc shocked. Was this child realK' so far

behind that he couldn't count in single digits? But then it hit me:

DcShaun had li\ed in so man)- different foster homes he didn't

kiKjw who qualified as a sibling. I thought of my own dear ly nur-

tured first grader and tried to imagine what DeShaun's roodess

life must be like. Tlien I threw myself into liis tutoring, bringing

ston books I diought he would enjoy, sneaking

Bv him small prizes for completing difficult tasks.

\lARC;ARi:r I wish I could report that, thanks to my
Rl AKI. efforts, DeShaun finally caught up c:ontinx'i.o

www LW



with hiis classmates and was promoted to second grade. I wish I

could tell you how we became, together, one small bulwark
again.st indifference and gloom. But that didn't happen. I could
ncx er detect even the slightest improvement in his reading, and
DcShaun never really seemed at ease with me. One day when I

showed up. he wasn't there. "Maybe he has a new foster home."
his teacher said, shrugging.

t would be easy for me to \ iew those months as a failure of
generosity-die way I gave so hesitantly, the way my gift was
tainted by self-interest, the way DeShaun's need was so cavern-

ous that my efforts dropped into its maw and instantly dis-

appeai ed. There were certainly moments of hopelessness. But.

ultimately, none of that mattered. What seemg DeShaun eveiy
week taught me is that generosity is more than a straightforward

act in which one person gives wholeheartedly, out of abundance,
to meet another person's urgent need. True generosity' is a pardci-

padon in a state of mutual need; without realizing it. I needed to

help DeShaun as much as he needed help. For both of us. equally.

It was an act of full participation in the human community.
This is the kind of awareness that daily life in our hurried,

overscheduled culture tends to suppress. And yet, says Christo-
pher Peterson, Ph.D., coauthor of Cliarackr S/raigt/is and Virtues,

generosity is hardwired into us: "Being generous is simply being

true to our inherent nature, which is deeply

social." For proof, consider the toddler.

These demanding, diminutive beings, who
howl in protest when the smallest thing

doesn't go dieir way, will also soberly hold
out their own pacifier to comfort a sibling in

distress or gladly share a sticky Cheerio
with Fido at snack time. Anna Gray Hart, a

preschool teacher in Houston, says her 4-

year-old daughter, Merrill, is generous even
in sleep: "Once when she was sick and I

was lying in die bed beside her, she rolled

over and gavg'me her Lovey to hold. It ac-

tually brought tears to my eyes because I

know how much she cherishes that little

stuffed lamb."

Biologically speaking, we are social ani-

mals-naked, fangless creatures who coop-

erate in procuring food, carry our young in

our amis and sleep cuddled up to one an-

other. We need other humans for survival,

so we are programmed to be concerned for

the welfare of our tribe. If we genuinely ap-

prehend another person's need, continued

Can Giving go too far?
If

there's any Jownside to gener-

osity, it's that our compulsion to

give can sometinnes overwhelm
our own resources. "We women tend
to give, give, give—and then we
snap at somebody," says M.J. Ryan,
author of The Giving Heart. "We've
given too much. But generosity

doesn't mean being generous all the
time, under every circumstance. It's

about balance—about accepting
the generosity of others, as well as
being generous to ourselves."

As Ryan notes, people who are

good at giving aren't always good
at receiving. Yet an unwillingness to

accept help can b.- as isolating as
a reluctance to or'.?' it "By denying
someone's c^n." says t^yan, "you

deny your chance to be spiritually

generous, in the form of gratitude."

It's also undeniable that there

are people who, consciously or

unconsciously, take advantage of

others' generosity. "There's a

difference between being generous
and being a sap," says Julie

Salamon, author of Rambam's
Ladder. One way to know how
much to give is to ask yourself

why you're giving in the first place:

If helping out makes you feel

exploited and resentful, rather than
generous and openhearted, you've
given too much. The trick is to figure

out what you can give without

emotionally bankrupting yourself.

A final downside to generosity

can be despair when our gifts

fail to have the desired effect, or

even any effect at all. What if the

homeless man uses your dollar

for booze instead of a burger?

What if the child you tutored fails

first grade anyway?
The answer is to recognize

what research has demonstrated
again and again: Generosity is

not a business transaction in which
each party honors a preordained

agreement. True generosity is its

own reward, an impulse that arises

out of both biology and a sense of

our own abundance. Ultimately,

we give because we are creatures

designed for giving. The rest is

beyond our control.
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we happih' vvrii e cliccks for hunicaiie relief, ladle soup at a home-

less shelter, cake supper to a shut-in, lend a sympathetic ear to a

friei'd in the midst of divorce, bake cookies for the PTA. Sure,

these acts sometimes arise more out of good manners or a sense

of obligation than pure generosity. But whether we give because

we sincerely want to or because we think we should doesn't much

matter. What matters is that we feel compelled: Even if we aren't

conscious of it. at some atavistic level we understand that the well-

being of others affects our own well-being.

E\idence suggests that this impulse to give aid and comfort

arises out of our ver)' DNA. hi fact, so many studies in psychol-

ogy'. sociolog\' and biolog)' have corroborated this hypothesis

that researchers working with the support of theJohn Templeton

Foundation were able to compile a 300-page annotated bibliogra-

phy of such studies, hi this research, and in countless other stud-

ies, the benefits to the giver can exceed the benefits to the

receiver. Tliese include:

A helper's high. Nature has designed generosity to be inherently

fulfilling, hi one recent study, MRI scans revealed that the act of

giving stimulates the pleasure-producing pathways of the brain,

triggering the release of dopamine, a hormone associated with

feelings of pleastire. By making generosity feel good, our brains

encourage us to gi\e again and again.

Lower stress hormones. Negative emotions trigger the release of

Cortisol, a stress hormone, according to Stephen G. Post, Ph.D.,

coauthor of W/iy Good Things Happen to Good People. But the dopa-

mine high that generosity provides mitigates stress. During peri-

True generosity isn't so
much a matter of giving but

of openheartedness, a
willingness to assume the best

ods of high stress, generous acts effectively offer the brain a trade,

supplying a feel-good chemical in place of a feel-bad one.

Stronger immune systems. h"s been long known that angry or

depressed people fall ill more easily and take longer to recover

than happy people do. 'Piat's because a constant bath of stress

hormones suppresses our natural inmiune function. According to

Dr. Post, newer studies are beginning to show is diat generosity

;s liic opposite effect, increasing the level of protective antibod-

- :h ward off illness, hi one Harvard University study, stu-

dci .- iio watched a video about Mother Teresa had markedlv

higher levels of immunoglobulin, a protein

used by the immune system to neutralize

viruses and bacteria, than those who
watched a film that had nothing to do with

human generosity and compassion.

Longer life. According to Dr. Post, studies

have confirmed that retired people who en-

gage in volunteer activities at least two to

three hours a week tend to live longer than

those who don't. "Billy Joel had it wrong,"

Dr. Post says, "hi general, the good die old."

A^nd
yet a quick flip through

any history book provides

eimple evidence that our bio-

logical drives are not all rosy.

The impulse to generosity

may be demonstrably inborn and uncondi-

tionally beneficial, but the instinct for self-

preseiv ation is equally strong and can lead

to hoarding and competition—even violence-

especially if the needs of our own particular

tribe seem at odds with those of another.

"Many scientists believe that the flip side of

ill-group giving is out-group hostility, the

tendency to demonize or dehumanize out-

siders," Dr. Post observes. In this context

generosity must be nudged and nurtured,

eventually leading us to the conclusion that

our tribe is actuaUy the entire human race.

One important way to cultivate your

own inner Peace Corps volunteer is to re-

member that litUe displays of kindness and

interest count as generous acts, too, says

Julie Salanion, author ofRambam 's Ladder: A
Meditation on Gerurosity and Why It Is Necessary

to Give. "Many of the really irritating

moments in the course of a day have to do

with simple bad behavior-a rude reception-

ist at die doctor's office, a brusque cowork-

er," says Salamon. "But if you proceed with

a willingness to believe the best of people,

they often surprise you by rising to the oc-

casion. Corny as it sounds, simply making

eye contact and offering a friendly greeting

can make a big difference in someone's

day." For the giver, such acts of grace also

have the lovely side effect of continued
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YOUR NAILS
ONLY BETTER

Qxxium
new generation of gels for nails

that are beautifully protected

and look beautifully natural.

Like your nails, only better

. our salon professional for an Axxium Gel
'-

' -^'vice by OPl. If your salon does not

' "-"ly ask your professional to

M <^00.341.9999.

?'I
www.opi.con

Inner Life

reinforcing the habit of generosity.

"The ability to give of yourself, even

with a small gesture, can give you a

feeling of confidence that in turn

leads to greater heights of generos-

ity," notes Salamon.

Once the generosity habit gets a

good kick st£m, the positive feelings it

generates can keep the engine run-

ning indefinitely. Ten years ago Laura

Sinclair, a state housing director in

Hendersonville, Tennessee, was a

self-described selfish person. "It was

all about me and what you could do
for me," she concedes. But then Sui-

clair, who was adopted as an infant,

found her birdi fadier. Not long after-

ward his diabetes led to kidney fail-

ure, and Sinclair found herselfoffering

to be his donor in a kidney trans-

plant. "I had just found him, and I

couldn't bear to lose him," she says.

Tlie operation was a success in every

way: Sinclair recovered in record

time, her father was spared the gruel-

ing experience of dialysis, and the

pair became close. "ITie experience

changed me," Sinclair says. "Since

then I've tried to help other people, to

be a better person. I feel more emo-

tionally healthy than I ever have."

But generosity need not be a mag-

nificent gesture like Sinclair's. When
Jill Scobie, an at-home mom in Ashe-

ville. North Carolina, visited a friend

in the hospital who was recovering

from surgeiy, "I brought a basket of

goodies and some peonies from my
garden," she recalls. '"She loved

them, but most of all she loved the

foot massage I gave her. It was just

what she needed. I left with a lisht

heart—and warm hands!"

In fact, true generosity isn't so

much a matter of giving-whether

peonies or a new chance at life-but a

general spirit of openlieartedness, a

willingness to listen deeply, to assume

Generosity in Action

Do you want I

to give your I

time or I

resources to I

sonneone I

j^HB^^I in need but

aren't sure
where to start? For every-
thing you need to know to

make a difference, plus

powerful tales of faith and
inspiration: www.lhj.com/givh

the best motives and intentions in

others and to accept with gratitude

the gifts they offer. "It's in diese emo-

donal exchanges with other human
beings," says M.J. Ryan, author of

The Giving Heart: Uyilocking the Tram-

Jomiative Bnver ofGenerosity in Jour Life,

"that we have a choice to open our

hearts toward them or not."

It's a choice I will never resret

making. True, my experience with

DeShaun did not end in academic

triumph for him but, as Ryan writes

in The Giving Heart, "We can never

know what the effects of our actions

will be. All we can do is five from

our hearts and trust that the good-

ness we do will ripple out into the

world." So it's possible that I made
some difference to DeShaun that I

couldn't discern. Perhaps he now
carries within him a shadowy sense

of places in the world where children

are treasured, where he was trea-

sured, and he'll look for that kind of

place again when he's old enough.

I'll never know, of course. What I

do know is the difference DeShaun
made to me, how he forced me to

confront my own insularity, the

narrow margins of my daily world.

Through him, I was able to see just

how large my own neighborhood

reallv is.
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INDULGENCE:

Lors Makeup
W'c lo\ e a little affordable luxurv'. and it"s even better when we're on die

receding end of the deal. Consider Tarte's We Wish You Wealth Three-

Tiered Limited Edition Palette, $52: Inside this quilted case there are

16 perfecd)' neutral eye shadows (no oh-my-gosh rU-never-wear-these

colors), four gel eyeliners, 16 vitamin E-enriched glosses, three balmlike

lip sheers widi SPF 15, four cheek stains (Tarte's most-beloved product),

a luminizer (to highlight cheekbones), an eyelid primer, plus four eye

and hp brushes. Get it now and look your prettiest all season long!

CLEAN HAIR. THE
NATURAL WAY
When I don't have time to

shampoo, I trust that Ojon's Rub-
Out Dry Cleanser, $24, will make
it look as though I started styling

from scratch. Like shampoo, this

spray-on powder sops up oil and
removes product buildup, but

still gives me loads of volume.

The secret lies in its exotic

formula: soapbark tree extract

from Chile,

white clay from

the Amazon
and Ojon oil,

harvested from

nuts from the

Ojon tree in

Central Amer-

Beauty Director ^^ke that,

Patricia Reynoso shampoo!

ENTER TO WIN OUR FAMILY
Looking for a fashion and beauty

update for your whole family?

Enter our fifth annual Ladies'

Home Journal Family Style Makeover
contest for the chance to win a head-

to-toe transformation.

Send us a 200-word essay

explaining why you need a makeover
and how Ladies' Home Journal can

help you with your fashion and beauty

needs. Maybe your wardrobe has

looked the same since the '80s or

you're confused about which beauty

products suit you. We also need one

Mail to: Ladies' Home Journal Family Style Makeover Contest, Attn.: Beauty
Department. 375 Lexington Avenue, 9th Floor, New York, NY 10017

Name:

Address:

Daytime telephone:

E-mail address:

Occupation:

Age:

If married, husband's name, age, occupation:

If children, names and ages:

STYLE MAKEOVER!
recent snapshot of your family (no

more than six members). Next, fill out

the entry form at left. All entry mate-

rials must be original and unpublished

and may not have already won any

prize or award. Mail essay, photo and

entry form to Ladies' Home Journal

Family Style Makeover Contest, Attn.:

Beauty Department, 375 Lexington

Avenue, 9th Floor. New York, NY 10017,

or enter online at www.lhj.com/family

style. Contest begins 9/11/07 and ends

12/11/07 Online entries must be re-

ceived by 11:59 p.m. E.T. on 12/11/07. Mail

entries must be postmarked by 12/11/07

and received by 12/18/07 Person

submitting entry must be legal U.S.

resident, 21 years or older. Void where

prohibited. No purchase necessary to

enter or win. One entry per family.

Sponsor: Meredith Corporation, Des

Moines. Iowa. For official rules, go to

www. Ihj. com/familystyle.

S-ck out previous Family Style Makeover winners at www.lhj.com/familystyle Where tO Find It, page 194
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misses

petites

women's

in most style

opening page:

blouse IH52755I $69

pants {H277201 $59.5^

earrings (H75642} $29j

necklace IH85048I $49

this page:

coat IH28522I $I89.ttj

gloves {H91205I $29.51

sweater {H26521I $39.

jeans {H17GO0} $69.5



BAKE IT.

DECORATE IT

HANG IT.

WRAP IT.

GIVE IT.

WATCH IT!

kethis holiday mer

- step-by-step — h

Sandra Lee.

life and style expert and
Semi-Homemade'guru.
featured on Bettertv in the

Holidays channel

tter.tv. It's just what you need to make this holiday merry and memorable. Watch Sandra Lee, one

many featured experts, show you - step-by-step - how to make Semi-Homemade decorations

d desserts. Plus, with over 20 channels, you'll find the tips and tricks, answers and 'advice

u need on every topic from food to fashion to family. This holiday season. ..make it Better

wwWeBettentv
The Online Video Network ^

!OM THE PUBLISHER OF: BETTER HOMES AND GARDENS. FAMILY CIRCLE, LADIES' HOME JOURNAL, FITNESS

IMORE. READYMADE. PARENTS. AMERICAN BABY. COUNTRY HOME, TRADITIONAL HOME. MIDWEST LIVING



Beaitty Sightings

Wondt-i I ul

Waves
As Friday Night Lights

Connie Britton says,

e\en one can leam to

land the perfect wave

Although she happily accepts

the compliments bestowed

on her glorious mane,

Connie Britton. 39, of NBC's critically

acclaimed drama JFruiay Mght Lights.

quickly admits that she's "completeh'

inept" at bn iing her own haii; Britton

has figured out, however, that the

crick to managing her thick, drv,

wavy tresses, especiall)- in tlie stifling

humidit\- in Austin. Texas, where

the show is shot, is to fijss with diem
as litde as possible. On her days off

Britton saturates her wet hair with a

leave-in conditioner, towels it dry. dien

scrunches and positions it just so before

leaving die house. This "science," as

she mockingly calls it, delivers curls

diat aren't shagg)- or fiizz}-.

But for her role as the coach's no-

nonsense wife. Britton and her stv'list

go for a smoodier look. "We blow it

straight and put curi back in, wluch
makes it more manageable. Odierwise.

it's in my face all die time." (Blowing it

out herself is out of die question: "I'm

such a dork widi die bmsli!") Ironical-

ly, die 2004 jiKnic version of die show
had Britton fl.^untin<

was like a foot above my head!"

And while Britton still marvels at

women whose ii;si;- ri. ics straight,

she's figured oui i n waN CS and curls

are just as beautiful- 'ccrs included. "I

just love what I ha\ c." slic says.

-/ hincKi Rnmoso

"big Texas hau'. It

Get the Look
1. Mist Extreme Style by V05 Heat Defense. $3.49. over hair before using any

styling tools to lightly condition and protect hair from hot temperatures.
2. Apply SuavG Professionals Extreme Strength Daily Leave-In Treatment, $2.49,

which contains silk amino acids and proteins that help reduce breakage.
3. Use a squirt of Profound Beauty Desert Sand Creme Gelee, $24, on damp

hair to add texture and hold,

4. To control poufy hair, try Gamier Fructis Style Sleek & Shine Anti-Humidity Hair-
spray, $3.99, a fast-drying formula that locks out moisture. -Handy Hendrix Ck

Where to Find It, page 194
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\ Good...

Ill

Advice \ou neetl to make even- beauh' experience a successful one

You'll Know You Got a
Great Facial When:
YOUR TREATMENT FIT YOUR SKIN
A good spa will present you with a

questionnaire during check-in, which
informs your .lesthetician (a state-

licensed skin-care professional) aoout
your medical conditions, current medi-
cations and skin care regimen. Your
answers, whicii i.: ,

;i -eview with you in

the treatment rooi-n w,!! help her avoid
using potentially irril:,,, ^

i 'nqredients.

Next she will scrutinize r.icjonsod

complexion under bright lights and a
magnifying giass-but don't wince if

she notes that your skin is imperfect,

"Unless you're 11. your face likely has
blackheads, uneven pigmentation or

dehydration around the eyes." says
Annet King, director of training and
development at the International

Dermal Institute m Los Angeles.

YOUR AESTHETICIAN GOT THE
DETAILS RIGHT
A good aesthetician, notes King, "has
a passion for skin and isn't just going

through the motions." How can you
tell the difference? The small details

(adding a pillow underneath your
knees) are tended to. while the bigger
details (placing the steamer at least

14 inches from your face) are properly

executed."!Vhe extraction technique
involves steam or exfoliation to help

>pen up pores, making blackheads
easier to remove. "Also, if it's not

coming out, a good therapist will

leave the pore alone." says King.

YOU WEREN'T OVERCHARGED
Feeling pressured can spoil even the

most luxurious facial, so confirm the

type and price of your treatment long

before sliding under the blanket. If

the aesthetician suggests an upgrade
during the facial, such as an eye
mask, keep in mind that it might cost

extra, so don't be shy about asking.

To avoid leaving the spa loaded down
with new products, Jamie Ahn, owner
of Townhouse Spa and Acqua Beauty
Bar, in New York City, suggests that

you say, "I already have a routine I

like, but can you write down your

recommendations for the future'"

YOUR SKIN GLOWS!
Feeling pampered is fantastic, but so

IS seeing better-looking skin at the

end of your treatment. In fact, you
should expect nothing less. "The days
of )ust 'steaming and creaming' are

over," says King, Aestheticians now
use products containing a higher level

of active ingredients than ones you
can buy, and the spa's special equip-

ment helps them work harder. "Steam
and massage boosts skin circulation

and makes products penetrate

deeper." says Ahn. Maintain the glow
by following a regular skin-care

routine at home. —Erica Metzger
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Tis the Season to Look

WANT TO GET GLAM FOR A HOLIDAY BASH
IN A HURRY? TRY ONE OF THESE THREE GORGEOUS EYE

LOOKS IN LUXURIOUS METALLICS >

I s tunc to chg Oft that party dress from the hack „f the Icckirig pretty to heing gorgeous. A sawy piece of advice
closet atid get ready for a h.g t.ight out! But fn st, dress l,eiore you get started: Take your favorite look out for a test-up your eyes vv.tli oue ol these stu.nnitg holiday-ittspired drive. "Even one practice application will make you better
Ideas. I hey re surpr.singly simple to create by using steps and faster on the day you need to look great," notes Triciayou re already familiar w.th. steps that recjuire minima! Samx-r, a celebrity makeup artist in Los Ai.geles whoseproducts and ,ust a couple of twists to zoom you from clients include Kate BeckinsaJe and Sharon Stone

HOW TO DO IT:

Step 1: This effect calls for a super-
sheer texture that melts right onto
your skin, so reach for a loose

shimmer or a silky powder shadow
With a shadow brush, bring the color
from the lash line right to the crease.
If you have hooded or mature lids,

don't take the color any farther. "A
blanket of shimmer will just make
the hds seem puffy or wrinkled," says
Susie Jasper, a makeup artist in

Dallas who works with Trisha

Yearwood and Jodie Foster. Those
witli deep-set eyes, however, can
bring the color all the way up to the
brow bone, she notes.

Step 2: Giv<- Icshes extra lift with a
few pumps ot an eyelash curlci

along the lash line Or achieve the
extra bond with cuilinq mascara.

Step 3: Finally, top with several coats
of black niuscora, w., i i-orfectly

balances tfiis i.jrujhr, n\ loo'

"Mascara will create definition along
the lash line," explains Sawyer, "and
counteract the way the silver shade
lightens your lashes."

WHAT TO USE:

1. The lightweight plastic structure of
the Napoleon Perdis Lash Curler, $14,

feels less intimidating than a metal
curler, v^hile the soft cushion pads
prevent lashes from snagging.

2. With its curved brush and shaping
and holding waxes, the Lancome
Courbe Virtuose Mascara, $23,
mimics the effects of an eyelash
curler by giving your fringe the
perfect bend.

3. Twist open the applicator cap of

Maybelline New York Shadow Stylist

in Elegant Pearl, $6.50, to blend the
loose twinkly shadow over the lids.

Add another layer for more intensity.

4. Mini Bourjois Eye Shadow #45
Silver Shimmer, $6, spreads so
smoothly over lids that you can even
apply It with your fingertip.
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THE LOOK: SNOW ANGEL
A simple wash of silver shadow gives

your eyes an ethereal glow that

manages to be both sexy and
innocent. "An icy sheen is really

beautiful on every eye," notes

Napoleon Perdis, a celebrity makeup
artist who works on Desperate

Housewives stars Ten Hatcher and
Nicollette Sheridan, "as long as you
adjust the intensity of the metallic lo

match your skin tone." For instance, ^

sheer application of pearly silver is

best on fair skin tones, while a denser
more-metallic hue flatters darker

complexions. Other silvery finishes,

such as frosty pink, icy blue or pale

violet, are equally arresting.



\

THE LOOK: GILDED GIRL
While the expression "smoky eye"

typically describes a palette of

charcoals and grays, there's no

reason not to create this super-

glamorous look with other hues. In

fact, we're certain you'll love the eye

brightening effects of gold, copper

and bronze shades—all done up in

the traditional smoky manner, of

course. "These colors have light-

diffusing properties that cast a

golden glow," says Perdis, adding

that they're also more youthful and

modern than the conventional

version. Just remember the golden

rule of shimmer: Too much of it

accentuates flaws, so you'll nee,

tailor the texture according to the

condition of your lids. Younger, taut

lids can handle more shimmer, while

mature, crepey lids require less.



Beauty Journal

HOW TO DO IT:

Step 1: With a shadow brush, lightly

tap a highlighter color, such as a

pale gold, on the brow bone.

Step 2: Next dab a contour color,

such as a deep gold o" bronze

shadow, along the crease. Mature lids

look better with a matte shadow

instead of one with shimmer. "It's

more forgiving," says Jasper.

Step 3: Run the darkest color, such

as a rich copper, along the upper

lash line with a smudge brush, whose

dense bristles create the perfect line.

,^tep 4: Time to blend! The goal,

''"^notes Jasper, is that "every color

should meet and slightly overlap."

Dust off your shadow brush or use a

clean smudge brush to smooth the

. darkest color over the lid, blending it

into the crease color. Dust off the

brush again and blend the color

from the crease to the brow bone.

- Step 5: Run a bronze eyeliner pencil

all around the eye. "Apply it as close

as possible to the lash line to create

a final layer of intensity," suggests

Perdis. Soften the line with a smudge
brush and then sweep it along the

lower lash line.

Step 6: Finally, end with a few coats

of mascara to show it all off!

WHAT TO USE:

1. Lorac Starry Eyed Baked Eye

Shadow Trio in Shining Star, $24,

offers tWree golden hues for

highlighting, contouring and lining.

2. Almay One Coat Thickening

Mascara, $6.99, conditions lashes

with aloe and vitamin Be,.

3. Sephora Professionnel Platinum

Natural Dome Smudge Brush, $22,

has densely packed natural bristles

for blending and adding depth.

4. Mary Kay MK Signature Eyeliner in

Bronze, $10, comes in a convenient,

self-sharpening retractable package.
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Beai INAL

n the spirit of holiday givnig 1

(and holiday beauty'), QVC is
i

giving 25 lucky readers an
[

eye-makeup set from top QVC

makeup artists Tncia Sawyer,

Mally Roncal and Laura Cellar,

Each set is worth more than $135.

See page 194 for entry details.

Where to Find It, page 194

HOW TO DO IT:

Step 1: With a shadow brush, sweep

a light-toned matte shade, such as

ivory or apricot, over the lid and then

define the crease with a medium

shade, such as taupe or brown. "This

clean, neutral base will keep the look

polished and defined and help

accentuate the liner," says Sawyer.

Step 2: "Liquid liner can be difficult to

control, so start with a black eyeliner

pencil as a base," suggests Perdis.

Drag the pencil along the lash line,

from the inner corner to the outer

corner, getting slightly thicker as you

move outward. If you like, add a slight

kick at the outside corners of the eye

to create a more-dramatic look.

Step 3: Now go over the pencil line

with the tip of a liquid liner. "It's

easier to control liquid liner when you

apply it in smaller sections," notes

Sawyer, who suggests a three-step

technique: First run it along the inner

corner to the mid-eye. Next go from

mid-eye to the outer corner. Finally,

reverse the direction of the tip and

trace over the kick. Wait 10 seconds

for the formula to dry before blinking.

Step 4: Clean up any smudges with

a cotton swab dipped in eye-

makeup remover and end with a few

coats of thickening mascara to

fatten up your lashes.

WHAT TO USE:

1. Revlon ColorStay Liquid Liner in

Black Shimmer, $7.39, has a hint of

sparkle for extra holiday dazzle.

2. The stiff felt-tip point of the L Oreal

Pons Voluminous Eyeliner Mistake-

Proof Marker in black, $7.35, won't

wiggle, even if your hand is unsteady

3. Cover Girl LashBlast Mascara,

$749, supersizes lashes, thanks to a

hefty core and a multitude of bristles.

4. Physicians Formula Baked

Collection Luminous Matte Wet/Dry

Eye Shadow in Baked Butter, $795,

contains a trio of natural shades.

Winterize your beauty routine with our tips at www.lhj.com/winterbeauty

www LHjCOM
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[SMALL S * EPS TO SMARTER LIVING]

1 X.
Savor the Season Together

family

and brig^htiiess to

THE GIFT OF TIME. You'll have more
time, energy, and good cheer to give
your family if you're not stressed-out
trying to create the "perfect" holiday.
Scale back as needed on shopping,
cooking, decorating, and partying in

exchange for precious quality time
foryourself and loved ones. Having
you there to play games, watch
holiday movies, or just hang out by
the fire together is more important
to your kids than a perfectly decked-
out home.

SIZE UP THE PIES. Your family loves
rich holiday foods, but you're con-
cerned about their intake of calo-
ries, fat, and cholesterol. Serve up
healthier choices without sacrificing

Vitamin A, i.;

m pie provides

'H'- Mon, and about

Visit L^^l.csi^,- , : =

•

from our community cM pv
share yours!

half the fat of pecan pie. Supplement
it with a beautiful fruit salad, topped
with toasted coconut or chopped
dates. Nuts are fine in moderation,
so serve them whole, with nutcrack-
ers and picks. It will slow everyone
down and they'll probably eat less!

WRAP IT UP WITH RECYCLABLES. This
season, delight family and friends
by wrapping their gifts in fabric, it

makes a unique personal statement,
preserves natural resources, and
reduces trash. Recycle remnants
from kids' pajamas, an old pair of
jeans, or try cloth napkins, tea tow-
els, bandanas, or vintage thrift-store
fabric. Wrap large items with a sheet
or tablecloth. A fabric gift bag is

a bonus gift they can use again to
hold shoes, toys, or game pieces.

'or FREE* samples and tips
'^iay experts. Logon and

The Giving So
The holidays are the perf
time to teach kids about
giving back to others.

If your family regularly donate
clothuig- to charity, keep a bask
in your laundry room to sort it

quic^y and easily. After washii
and drying- the items, place the^
the basket. When its full, bring
to Goodwill or The Salvation Ar;
It's also convenient for adding it

like toys, books, and houseware-

Clothes look, feel, and smell woi
derful when they're washed witl
New Tide Pure Essentials'^' wit
Baking Soda and White Lilac Sc(
It fights stains and leaves clothe
amazingly clean and fresii.

Use with Downy or Bounce Pu
Es.sGntials'^' with Aloe and Whitti
Lilac Scent to get clothes soothin
soft, while giving fabrics a light.

[

fresh scent.

i>ti''^ last; limit ne per household, by mail



A fresh touch

ofgoodness
makes life

wonderiul.
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Knits
WINTER'S BOLD, PLAYFUL KNITS WILL

KEEP YOU COZY AT WORK, ON
WEEKENDS AND FOR EVENINGS OUT

WRITTEN AND STYLED BY SUE ERNETA

1
Classic navy-and-cream

J stripes are winter ready
in a woolly toggle coat
layered over a navy thick
cable turtleneck. Warm
gloves make a snowball fight
an easy victory! Coat, $98,

I

turtleneck, $88, both Gap.
Gloves, Ann Taylor, $42.

A charcoal popcorn-knit
I ^ coat is perfect on Sunday

I
and Monday. Or take it to
the next level by pairing it

with evening separates for a

I

chilly New Year's Eve. Coat,
$198, skirt, $148, both French
Connection. Turtleneck,
WD-NY $68. Gloves, Echo,
$68. Tights, Hue, $11.

Wrap yourself in warmth
^in this ultra-thick, raisin-
colored chain-stitch coat.
Try layering it over a turtle-
neck and knit dress for a
chic, comfortable look. Coat
United Colors of Benetton,
$129. Turtleneck, $89 50
scarf, $99.50, both Uniqio.
Gloves, Echo. $68.

J Don t hesitate to layer
r unexpected mixes of

color, like these raspberry
and orange cashmere
sweaters. The multi-stripe
scarf ties it all together
Orangs sweater, $98, scarf,
$98, both Gap. Raspberry

'

turtloneck. $39.50, jeans
S43.50, both Uniq;o. B.^ace-

- ""i-'npie.-'.ents
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kPOWS no dog has ever eaten any homework

[nOWS how to make history come alive.

loesn't Know
:id reflux may be damaging
ir esophagus.

NEXIUM can heal the damage caused by acid reflux disease.

If you suffer from acid reflux disease — persistent heartburn 2 or more days a week, despite treatment

and diet change — you could have damage to your esophagus and not even know it. This damage can occur

over time from acid wearing away the lining of the esophagus, and if left untreated, it could get worse. About

1 in 3 people with acid reflux disease have this conditionr called erosive esophagitis. Only your doctor can

determine if you have this condition.

However, one prescription NEXIUM pill a day not only can provide 24-hour heartburn relief, but for many,

can heal even the most severe erosions in the esophagus caused by acid reflux. Most erosions heal in

4 to 8 weeks. Your results may vary.

NEXIUM has a low occurrence of side effects, which may include headache, diantiea,

and abdominal pain. Symptom relief does not rule out other serious stomach conditions.

Please read the important Product Information about NEXIUM on

the adjacent page and discuss it with your doctor.

For a FREE TRIAL OFFER, visit purplepill.com

or call 1-888-PURPLEPILL (888-787-7537).

If you are without prescription coverage and can't afford your

medication. AstraZeneca may be able to help.

"Source: AstraZeneca Data on File; DA-NEX-58

Nexiiim®
(esomeprazole magnesium)

AstraZeneca 2^ -



IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT NEXIUM!

Please read this summary carefully and

then ask your doctor about NEXIUivi.

No advertisement can provide all the

information needed to determins if a drug

is right for you. This advertisement does

not take the place o) careful discussions

with your doctor. Only your doctor has the

training to weigh the risks and benefits of

a prescription drug.

WHAT IS NEXIUM?

NEXIUM IS a type of medicine called a proton pump

inhibitor (FPh and is used to treat acid reflux

disease, also known as gastroesophageal reflux

disease (GERD). GERD is a chronic condition that

occurs when acid from the stomach backs up into

the esophagus (food pipe) causing symptoms, such

as heartburn, or changes to the lining of the

esophagus. Common symptoms include frequent

and persistent heartburn, a sour or bitter taste in

the mouth, and difficulty swallowing.

For adults. NEXIUM is prescribed for the treatment

of GERD symptoms NEXIUM may also be

prescribed to heal acid-related damage to the lining

of the esophagus (known as erosive esophagitis),

and to maintain this liealing. Studies with NEXIUM

dia not go beyond 6 months.

For adolescents 12 to 1 7. NEXIUM is approved for

the short-term treatment (up to 8 weeks) of GERD,

NEXIUM IS available in two dosage strengths

(20 mg and 40 mg). Only your doctor can prescribe

the dose that's right for you,

HOW DOES NEXIUM WORK?
The lining of your stomach has millions of

special cells. They make acid through "acid

pumps," This acid is produced to help digest the

food you eat. Sometimes the acid backs up into

your esophagus, causing you to feel a burning

sensation of heartburn. Over time, acid can

wear away or erode the lining of the esophagus.

This condition, called erosive esophagitis (or EE),

is a more serious effect of acid reflux disease,

and only a doctor can determine if you have

this damage

NEXIUM can t'lrr acid pumps.
This reduce <irtburn and other acid

reflux disea:y
, m

: people, one

NEXIUM pill a da; ;.,i„n symptoms
fot 24 hours.

For patients 'v ih FE, NEXIUM heals most erosions

in the esop .1,, „, 'viihin .1 lo 8 weeks. Your le. 'ilts

may vary.

WHO SHOULD NOT TAKE NEXIUM?
You should not take NEXIUM if you.

have ever had an allergic reaction to the

active ingredient, esomeprazole magnesium

tri hydrate

have ever had an allergic reaction to any of

the following inactive ingredients in NEXIUM

(including the capsule shells): glyceryl

monostearate 40-55, hydroxypropyl cellulose,

hypromellose, magnesium stearate. methacrylic

acid copolymer type G. polysorbate 80. sugar

spheres, talc, triethyl citrate, gelatin, FD&C Blue

#1. FD&C Red #40, D&C Red #28, titanium

dioxide, shellac, ethyl alcohol, isopropyl alcohol,

n-butyl alcohol, propylene glycol, sodium

hydroxide, polyvinyl pyrrolidone, and D&C
Yellow #10.

are allergic to any PPI medication

are younger than 1 2 years of age

are pregnant, think you may be pregnant,

or are planning to become pregnant

are breast-feeding

HOW SHOULD I TAKE NEXIUM?
NEXIUM should be taken only when prescribed

by a doctor. Follow his or her instructions about

when and how to take NEXIUM. If you are unsure or

have questions, ask your doctor.

One NEXIUM pill should be taken once per day,

or as prescribed by your doctor. Take it at least

1 hour before a meal. Swallow the pill whole.

If you have a hard time swallowing the pill, you can

empty it into a tablespoon of applesauce. Be sure

to eat it right away. Never chew or crush it. Never

store it for later use,

WHAT SHOULD I TELL MY DOCTOR
BEFORE TAKING NEXIUM?
Before taking your medication, tell your doctor

if you:

are taking any other medication, including

any over-the-counter (OTC) medication

have suffered any allergic reaction to

any medication

have or have had severe liver damage

are pregnant, think you may be pregnant,

or are planning to become pregnant

are breast-feeding

are taking a blood thinner (such as Coumadin®
or warfarin)

are taking a drug to treat or prevent fungal

infections (such as ketoconazole)

are taking a drug for HIV treatment called

atazanavir
'

Visit wvv-A'.p-^r?iepiii.icm. Or, cai' the Information Center

at AstraZeodca to;i • ree 1-800- '6-9933.

WHAT ARE THE POSSIBLE SIDE

EFFECTS OF NEXIUM?
In adults, side effects with iMEXIUM may include

headache, diarrhea, and abdominal pain.

In adolescents 12-17, side effects with NEXIUM
may include headache, diarrhea, abdominal pain,

and nausea.

NEXIUM may cause other side effects besides

those listed here. If you have any side effects

or symptoms that you are concerned about,

talk with your doctor.

Symptom relief with NEXIUM does not mean
other serious stomach conditions do not exist.

HOW SHOULD I STORE NEXIUM?
NEXIUM should be stored at room temperature

(25°C, 77.tf ). Keep your pills in the bottle they came
in. Keep ttie pills away from children. If your doctor

tells you to stop treatment, throw out the pills. Do

not take your pills after the date of expiration on the

bottle has passed.

WHERE CAN I GET MORE
INFORMATION ABOUT NEXIUM?
Talk to your doctor about NEXIUM, You can

obtain full prescribing information and other

details by visiting www.purplepill.com or

calling 1-800-236-9933

GENERAL ADVICE

It IS important to take NEXIUM as prescribed and

to discuss any changes you experience while

taking NEXIUM with your doctor. You should only

use NEXIUM for a condition for which it has been

prescribed. Do not give NEXIUM to other people,

even if they have the same medical condition you

have. Keep NEXIUM and all medicines out of the

reach of children.

NOTE: This summary provides important

information about NEXIUM. For more

information, please ask your health

care professional or doctor about the full

prescribing information and discuss it with

him or her.

NEXIUM IS a registered trademark of the AstraZeneca group

of companies

Coumadin is a registered trademark of Bristol-Myers Squibb

Company

©2007 AstraZeneca Ptiarmaceutlcals LP All rights reserved,

AstraZeneca Pharmaceuticals LP, Wilmington, DE 19850

Rev: 06/07 251785

Nexium.
(esomepiazole magnesium)

AstraZeneca^



t's like they put the

whole world
on sole

D\SC VEK
*^ CARD

CoshbocW
bonus

nnoo

1
/o Cashback Bonus

on all other purchases

on Purchases until June 2008

and Balance Transfers until

December 2008

popular

Save day in and day out with the

Discover® More'"^ Card.

Enjoy 5% Cashback Bonus"^' in popular

categories and up to 1% unlimited

Cashback Bonus on everything else.

The Discover More Card rewards you

all year long!

APPLY
TODAY!

apply.Discovercard.com

1-800-975-0154 Invitation*: FHDR

'Eorn unlimiled cosh rewards on all purchases. Earn o full 5% Cosfibodt Bonus on purchoses throughool the yeor by porticipoting In eoch Gel More program In oddilion, earn a full 1 % on all other

purchases after your total annual purchases exceed $3,000; olher purchoses thotare port of your first $1 ,500 earn 25% and other purchoses that ore port of your second $1,500 earn .50%.

V^arehouse purchases (those made at select warehouse clubs, discount stores ond their affilioles) eorn 25%. We do not include warehouse purchoses or Get AAore prooram purchases (up to ttve

dollar limit specified in each opplicable program| in calculoting your total onnuol purchases to determine your tier level. Rewards are redeemoble in $20 increments. Full lormi and conditions will

be sent with your cord.

•Purchase APR is 0% until the last day of the billing period ending during June 2008 Balonce transfer APR is 0% unHl the bsl doy of the billing period ending during DKember 2008 StandanJ

purchase APR: 13 99%. Cosh APR: 22 99%. Detaull APR: up to 28 99% Min. fin. chg.: $.50. Cash Ironsoction fee: 3%, min $5 and no max Balance Uansler lee 3 =, min JIO, max $75.

iiotes OS of September 1 , 2007

32007 Ditrnuer Rnnl Mcmkar Fnir



No forests were harmed
in the making of this moment.

From party hats to patio furniture, paper and wood products make life more enjoyable. And when you
choose products from certified sustainable forests, you help keep this renewable resource plentiful for
future generations. Family forest owners and the people of the forest industry manage these ecosystems
to stnct environmental standards and plant millions of new trees each day. It's one reason U .S forests
have increased by 12 million acres since 1987. In the coming months, look for more products bearing
certified sustainable labels. For information and other ways you can help keep our forests thriving, visit:

PlantltForward.com

Abundant Forests Alliance
Renew/. Reuse. Respect.^"

and paper products from certified sustainable forests.
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Mama s

Her turn: ' I knew when I started dating Bill

that he was close with his parents, but I had no
idea hozv close until after our wedding," said
Sue, 44, who lives in Virginia with her husband
of 10 years and her children from a previous
mamage-Mark. 18, and Pait>-. 15. "My in-laws, Ruth and John,
were thrilled when their only child finally got married at 42, so I

figured wc d ha\ c a warm relationship. But we'd barely unpacked
from our hone>-m()on when Ruth started trying to mn our lives.

"Here's an example of the way she meddles in our marriage:
W hen wc bought our house a month after our wedding, we casu-
ally mentioned relandscaping the yard. About a month after that
Ruth called me to ask about the status of the project, recommend
mg certain shrubs and mentioning the importance of marital
compromise. As it happened. Bill and I had had an argument
about what shmbs to buy exactly 48 hours earlier.

"Call me nai\-e. but I didn't put two and two together until
about sLx months later when Ruth repeated the exact language
that Bill and I had used in an argument about chores. I confronted
him. and he admitted that he discussed our fights with her. 'She
asks me questions in such a nice wa>- that I doiVt even realize Fm
being pumped ff)r mformation.' he said defensively. He refused to
admit be d done ajiytliing wrong, but I badgered him into promis-
ing to tell Ruth to butt out. He didn't keep his word and she didn
let up-so a decade later we're still fighting the same batUe.

Ruth is ver>- lox ing toward my kids, but as much as I appreci-
ate her treating Mark and Patty as if thev were her biological
grandchildren. I hale the way she undercuts my authoritv. Occa-
sionalK I ground one o.r the kids for mouthing off or not cleaning
then- rooms. "It's mean to ground someone for a whole week,'
'-•I- - ili sav-in front of them! She manipulates the kids to the

' it I cion'i give in to their requests for brand-name
• ; pi;!cr gadget, they'll mn to her for it.

i
;
aigus apart. I can control my temper onlv

- »r calling Bill a mama's boy and accusing
so long, and ih

him of loving me less than he loves his

mother. We've stopped going to the movies,

watching TV together and having sex-all

my choices, because I'm just so mad.
"But dien the men in my life have always

disappointed me. I grew up in a working-

class family, the younger daughter of a

mechanic and a bookkeeper. When I was 11

my parents divorced and Dad moved to

Califoniia. We didn't hear from him for six

years. Devastated by his abandonment, I

54 LADIES HOME JOUR-. i.L
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grew really close to m\- mom. a hiudwork-

ing, loving woman. A montli before I gradu-

ated high school Dad called to renew our

reladonsliip. We saw each other periodicdly

until his death, 15 years ago. \Vt got iilong.

but I never fully forgave him for leaN'ing.

"After high school 1 got a clerical job at a

law firm, eventually becoming the execu-

tive assistant to one of the senior partners.

At 22 I married Tom. a 24-year-()ld police-

man, and I was happ\' until he had an aflair

right after Mai'k was born, i incd to forgi\ e him and move on.

but he cheated again while I was pregnant with Pattv^ After oiu-

divorce he mairied his girlfriend, started a new family and basi-

cally deserted our children, just as m\- father had done to me.

"A year or so after my divorce a coworker invited me for diinks

widi her bowling team. BUI. the team captain, was a courteous,

handsome man of 40 vs ho worked as a supcn isor m the cit\'"s parks

depai tment. We had similar interests in mo\ies, music and football,

and I felt a strong chemistrs'. It stnick me as odd diat Bill had never

mairied and still lived in Iiis parents' house (though in a sepaiate

apartment), but I tried not to judge. Before we closed the bar at

2 A.xVl., he invited me to a .Super BiavI piirr\- at liis place the following

week. I had a great time and e\'en met Iris paients when they came

by with appetizers. Tliey didn't linger, so I thought nothing of it.

"Soon Bill and I were madh' in lov'e. trying new restaurants,

renting movies, going to concerts and sharing our hopes and

dreams. Mark and Patty, then 6 and 3. yearned for a father, and I

was ecstatic when the three of them hit it off I didn't want more

children, and Bill was fine with being a stepfather. Occasionally

we d all ha\ e Simda) dinner with his parents, and e\er\ thing

seemed normal. It ne\ cr occurred to me to discuss what role his

parents would play in our new life-or what boundaries we

should set-because their behav ior raised no red flags.

"My w;ike-up call came when we bought a fuxer-upper about 20

minutes awav' from dicin, just weeks alter our wedding. Bill was

eager to do die renovation liimself. but if he called liis dad, who's

ver\' hand)-, widi a question, llie next diing >ou knew, die two of

them would be at our house midjohn would be doing die work!

Jolm isn't bossv' die way Rudi is. but he c;ui be just as oveiprotec-

tive. >\nd since Rudi pushes liim luound. too. he goes along widi

cverv diing she wiuits. It upset me to see Bill treated as an incompe-

tent child, but he slraigged it off. saving. "Tliat's just how diey are."

"Before I knew it. my in-laws were taking us out to dinner diree

nights a week. If we declined an invitation. Rudi would show up

unannounced, casserole in hand. "I thought you might be too tired

to ILx dinner,' she'd sav-. making herself at home in my kitchen. To

this day. despite mv- constant pleas to Bill to cut back, we still have

dinner with diem twice a week. .\iid t\vice a v eai" they take all of us

on a luxuiy vacation. We've gone to Europe. Alaska, the Carib-

bean and Mexico-places we could never afford. I enjoy these trips,

but I'm being perfecdy honest when I say I'd be happier to t;ike a

modest \ acation by ourselves. I hate feeling so beholden to diem,

but Bill and die kids love diese extravagiuizas, so I've kept quiet.

"Bclie\ e it or not. I actuallv- like mv- modier-in-law. She truly

cares for us. and she's a lot of fun at times. And I still lo\ e Bill.

He's kind and good-natmed and a fabulous stepfather to mv- kids.

But I can't take Ruth's meddling anymore and I'm sick of being

number two in Bill's affections." contim i o
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Hii;^ "Aly mother is not
the center of my hfe. but I

can understand why Sue
thinks so," admitted Bill, 52.

•'Mom's the type of person
who won't take no for an answer from
;m\ l)od\-. least of all me. And Dad's in the

same boat, so he's the last person who'd
support me and tell her to back off.

I'll admit that I downplay Mom's
intrusiveness and tell Sue she's over-
reacting. But Sue is a dirty fighter, and *

she shares some of the blame for our problems. I hate it when she
berates me. calls me a mama's boy and rejects me sexu^illy Her
behavior bnngs out my quiet and passive side, which just makes
hei angrier and confirms her view of me as weak.

"I've ;ilvva> s been close to mv' parents, but inv mom and I devcl
oped an especudiv tight bond because Dad, ^u, officer in the NavT
Has often at sea on trauring deploy ments. Mom couldn't have anv
more kids after me. so I was lavished with attention and gifts a
pattern that continues to dus day. llx- downside is that they siill
treat ine kke a child. Dad isn't domineering the wav Mom is but
he smothers me. too. When I ran mto trouble fixing up our house
1 wanted htm smiply to answer my questions. But uistead he took
cn er-aiid I let him, because that's just how it is with us

"I never had a girlfriend until I was m my e^u Iv 2()s. and I was
cnished ^vhen she dumped mc after six inonUis. I didn't date much
after that. My hfe revolved .uound my jol, in the parks department,
bovvluig^^md my parents, whom I saw every day. I moved into the
garden-floor apartment of tlieir townhouse and staved because it was
rent free, large and clo.se to work. In retrospect, diat was probablv a
ixid idca-though we didn't eat or vacation together at the dme

'

As a lO-year-old bachelor I longed to meet someone and get
married. ^^ hen one of my bowlmg teammates introduced me to
Sue. I vvas instantly attracted. She's outgoing and gorgeous Ieiwed her company so much that I asked her out imm^iatelv

I soon fc l ,n \ovc with Sue and her wonderful children. Bein<.
wu^> ner kids l.ougln otu my untapped fun-loving and playful
sid

.

I rode .oiler coaster^ with Mark, built sand castles with
^-attv and tauglu ihe.n how to bowl. And the long talks Sue and I

'l uK- understood for the first time. Sue corn-

had ninde

plains that she pia) s second fiddle to my mom. but she's'got u'ailwrong.
1 V c ,k Mi as close to anyone as I have to Sue^

en<rJ^^rr
"^'"^""^ '""^^''^ ^^hile we wereengaged, bnlo.uui, ... M,,,, .^ized on m>- nwriage as a chance

to do things she could
only dream about
before-dote on grand-

kids, treat us to restau-

rant dinners, take
extravagant trips. I've

begged Mom to back off.

but she doesn't listen.

Besides, I love her and.

at 82, she's not going to

be around much longer.

"As for sticking her
nose into our personal

business, Mom is guilty-and so am I. After 1

we got married I continued to call or stop by
ever>- day. She traps me into talking about
our marriage by asking questions so imro-
cently that I end up saying things I never
intended to. Who knew Mom would talk to
my wife about diese conversations? Sue has
every right to be angr)- widi bodi of us, but
especially me. I feel terrible about that. As
for Mom's relationship with Mark and Pat-
ty, yes. she offers opinions and has probably
been too free widi money and gifts. But die
kids adore her, and I just don't see Mom's
involvement with them as negative.

"I really miss the intimacy Sue and I once
had. Wlicn we're not arguing, diere's no one
I'd radier be with more than my smart and
beautiful wife. I couldn't bear to lose her."

The counselor's turn: "In

law problems are extremely com-
mon," die counselor said. "They
can linger for years, creating
animosity between spouses,
eroding trust and destroying intimacy. Left
unresoh ed, they can ruin marriages.

"When Sue and Bill started counsel-
mg. they argued constantly; Sue felt that
Bill was indifferent to her concerns, defen-
sive about his attachment to his mother
and uncommunicative. Most continued
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marriage

d>strcsMng wa. her (ccl.ng of playing second fiddle to his par-nu.. RJI didn t sec then- intrusiveness or their financial assis-
tance as a probicn.. but he was upset that Sue withdrew sexuallyana cniotionallw ^

In ordcT ,„ succeed a. mamage. spouse, must separate from

e'Cn'; i'™,"^'
"'""'""J -.o .heir pan-

n J ^ '''"'''I"'- 'his proved espe-uallv d,ffia, t. He had yet ,„ psychologicallv mdnadtlate'-thafis
he remame-d emotionally and financially fused ,o tus parents see-u>g ln,nself u, relatron to d,em rather than as a distJurdividu"
-\lo,eo«r he had ktle motivanon to sepatate, s.nce drev had ,up-portcd turrr e„«.o„ally and hnancally into tmddle agc. -Yon hicallv added Sue ,„ d,e ftfe vou had. when you should have built 1neu. Irfe together.' I expiated. Calltng Rudr or .stoppiug |,y e"!da^. aceepttng dumer mvtattons agatm, .Sues wish .s sharing eo^-rsauo,. the of you had-d,is behavtor shows hat youvi"
attache,^ to your n,othcr now as you were when you we eAnd utJess you change d,at. you could end up losLgSue

"

Meanwhtle. Sue exacerbated the strife by verbally attacking

solved " : -soKed anger .and resentntent toward her father and first husbandwho d both a andoned her When Bill's behavior n.ade her feelemotionally abandoned, she unconsciouslv turned that hosti^rjon h,„,. A, d she let the problem linger far too long far „Tth
'

.f she forced the tssue. hc'.i cho„.,e his mother over her
^

Desperate not to lose Sue. whom he deeply loved Bill airreedo set clear boundaries wid, Ruth. He told hir that he ,'d Suewere ,n couples eounseUng but didn't elaborate. He „ aid h

L 'l"'^";" f-"«
"is marrtage. He scaled hac '

ala.id vtstts. ,t,„g hts busy work schedule. When Ruth issued „

i-:m!::t, S;::^? I- to

sne ab:,::hc ct.;: ;;;r:;r'Bi;r

'

invitations without'asking o fi f' or bT ' ''""T
""""

nioic Sue ind Kill It- " "'^'^ "-'"lis me any

• \'(^^,' ,!

'^^bate. she'd eventually back off

. Z::-,;K','^-j^r'''-
-^^e couple now have

niaL^i: : :
^'

^''''r:
^^e fa^Hy vacations. Lu£-

depnve thca ^

'

"
''""''"^ invitations would needlessly

^ " opportunity both to travel and to

Could Your Marriage Use Savin
When your
personal issue

^^^^^^^ become too

pT^'^P^^ much for the t

of you to hanc
on your own, a therapist can help
Find one near you In our online
therapist directory which includes
therapists' resumes, photos,
specialties and personal statemen
http://therapists.lhj.com

enjoy their s^epgrandparents' affection I
do want them in our lives,' said Sue. "I just
don t want them to run our lives.'

"With Ruth neutralized, the tension and
arguing decreased, too. I encouraged the
couple to commit to regular private time
without kids or parents-time in which they
could have the long, heartfelt conversadons
that had been a hallmark of their courtship
Ihcy now schedule regular dinner-and-a-
movie dates twice a month. They're also
planning a trip to California, their first vaca-
tion alone since their honeymoon. Havin^
regamed their emotional closeness, the cou'^
pie saw their sex life improve, too.

"Sue and Bill spent a highly fruitful yearn counseling. Tm so proud of my hus-
band,' Sue said. 'We've fallen in love again
and our relationship is better than ever.'

•"Marrying Sue is the best thing that
ever happened to me,' agreed Bill. Tm so
sorry for all the pain I caused her.' " ^

0"Can This Marriage Be

Saved?-" is the most enduring

women's magazine feature in

the world. This month's case is

based on interviews with

clients and information from
the flies of Marc D. Rabinowitz, LCSW, a marital
therapist at the Psychotherapy Center in

Norfolk, Virginia. The story told here is true,

although names and other details have been
changed to conceal identities. "Can This

Marriage Be Saved?-" is a registered trademark
of Meredith Corporation.
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If she needs a
rescue asthma
medicine more
than twice a week,
this could be your

wake up call.

It could be time for

a controller medicine.

PULMICORT RESPULES-a preventative

asthma medicine created especially for kids.

it is developeci and approved specifically for children 1 2 months

to 8 years of age to help prevent asthma symptoms that could

lead to an attack. PULMICORT RESPULES fights asthma

symptoms where they start—in the lungs—because it's inhaled

as a mist, using a nebulizer. It helps prevent symptoms—like

coughing and wheezing—before they happen and can make it

easier for your child to breathe, both day and night. Be sure to

discuss any changes in your child's symptoms with your child's

doctor. And ask if PULMICORT RESPULES is right for your child.

Important Safety Information you should know.

PULMICORT RESPULES, an inhaled corticosteroid, is not a quick-relie

medicine and should NOT be used to treat an acute (sudder

asthma attack. In studies, side effects included respirator

infection, runny nose, earache, and coughing. If switching ti

PULMICORT RESPULES from an oral (syrup or pill) corticosteroic

follow the doctor's instructions to help avoid health risks. Tell thi

doctor if your child is exposed to chicken pox or measles.

Ask your child's doctor about PULMICORT RESPULES today

An offer that educates and entertains.

Learn about asthma, plus cartoons for kids.

Call 1-877-802-6762 or visit

PulmicortRespules.com

Please see brief summary of Prescribing

Information on adjacent page.

If you can't afford your prescription, AstraZeneca ma'y

be able to help. To leam more, visit AZandMe.com

U.S. food ana Drug AdministfBtion Web site. Breathing better: action plans keep ast

in checK, Available at: http,//www.fda,gov/FDAC/featij;es/'2003/203.asmni3 ntml

Accessed May 17,2007,

Pulmicort
Jtng.'

(budesonide inhalation suspension)

AstraZeneca 2^

Call 1-877-802-6762 or visit PulmicortRespules.com



IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT PULMICORT RESPULE
I Please read this summary carefully

and then ask your child's doctor
about PULMICORT RESPULES.
No advertisement can provide all tne information
needed to determine ir a drug is rigfit for your
child. This ad does not take the place of careful

discussions with your child's doctor. Only your
child's doctor has the training to weigh the risks

and benefits of a prescription rirug.

WHAT IS PULMICORT RESPULES?
PULailCC.^i hLSPULtS is dii dstniTia controller medicine
for Children irionths to 8 years to help prevent and
control asthma symptoms. PULMICORT RESPULES
contains budesonide, an inhaled corticosteroid medicine
Inhaled corticosteroids help to decrease inflammation

in the lungs Inflammation in the lungs can lead to

asthma symptoms

PULMICORT RESF
: quick-relief medicine

Ibronchodilatorldr
,

.,. .jf be used to treat a
sudden (acute) asthma attack. Your doctor may prescribe

additional medicine (such as bronchodilators) for

emergency relief if an acute asthma attack occurs.

WHO SHOULD NOT USE
PULMICORT RESPULES?
Children who are hypersensitive or allei;;

or other ingredients found in PULMICOR, Htor'ULtS
Talk to your child's doctor if you have any concerns"

HOW SHOULD PULMICORT RESPULES
BE USED?

ild be given only as

ow his or her instructions

ai-'uut ..viieii diid how to give PULMICORT RESPULES,

" ' " nuestions. ask the doctor
PiJi i'^ II

"^Id be used only with a
compreootu

.,,1 arivtn jet nebulizer-following the
manufacturer s instructions. The mist produced is then
"ibaled tfirough either a mouthpiece or face mask

'''' "''^^ be properly adjusted to optimize
delivery and to avoid exposing the eyes to the
nebulized medicine

UserhencDui./er ffi'-rapy as directed at the same
fme each day even o.„i,g symptom-free periods

Your child should use PULMICORT RESPULES at

regular intervals, once or twice a day. as directed

by the doctor

If your child misses a dose by more than several

hours, give the next dose at its regular time

DO NOT DOUBLE THE PRESCRIBED DOSE
You should see your child's asthma become more
controlled within 2 to 8 days of starting treatment with

PULMICORT RESPULES. Maximum benefit may not

be achieved for 4 to 6 weeks.

Since effectiveness depends on regular use, do not stop
treatment or reduce the dose, even if your child feels

better unless told to do so by the doctor

WHAT SHOULD I TELL THE DOCTOR
BEFORE MY CHILD USES PULMICORT
RESPULES?

Whether your child:

Is allergic to budesonide or any other inhaled

corticosteroid

Is taking any other medicines or supplements

Has any infections

Has or had tuberculosis

Has osteoporosis

Has recently been around anyone with

chicken pox or measles

planning to have surgery

Has been taking an oral corticosteroid medicine
like prednisone. You may have to follow specific

instructions to avoid health risks associated with
stopping the use of these types of medicines

In some circumstances, this medicine may not be
suitable, and your doctor may wish to prescribe a
different medicine.

WHAT ARE THE POSSIBLE SIDE
EFFECTS OF PULMICORT RESPULES?
As with all inhaled corticosteroids, you should be aware
of the following side effects.

'"creased wheezing right after taking PULMICORT
RESPULES may occur in some children. Always have
rescue medicine with you to treat sudden wheezing

Immune system effects and a higher chance of

infections

Eye problems including glaucoma and cataracts.

This summory provides important information about PULMICORT REqPiii pplease ask the doctor about the full PrP.rhhinn mV
RESPULES. For more Information,m Prescribing Information and discuss it with him or her

VisiJ PuimicoitResDules.ooni

Or, call the information Center

If you can't affoid your oresrrin^'nn A^-.

To learn more,J^dS^ '^"^ "^^ ^ '^'^ ^ help.

eca toll-free at 1-800-236-9933

Eye examinations should be considered while usinc
PULMICORT RESPULES

Your child's growth should be checked regulady
while taking PULMICORT RESPULES because of the

,
:

potential for slowed growth

' Based on clinical tnals, the most common side effects
reported by patients using PULMICORT RESPULES are

Respiratory infections

Ear infections

Runny nose

These are not all of the possible side effects of

PULMICORT RESPULES. For more information, ask your
child s doctor or pharmacist,

HOW SHOULD I STORE AND MAINTAIN
PULMICORT RESPULES?

Stor&^pright at controlled room temperature (68° to
77°F*r 20° to 25''C) in the aluminum toil envelope
to protect the medicine from light

Once you have opened the aluminum foil envelope
containing the PULMICORT RESPULES ampules,
keep the unused ampules in the envelope, protected
from the lighL Any unopened ampules remaining
after 2 weeks should be discarded

Keep out of reach of children

Do not refrigerate or freeze

Once you have opened the PULMICORT RESPULES
ampules, the product should be used immediately

WHERE CAN I GET MORE INFORMATION
ABOUT PULMICORT RESPULES?
lalk to your child's doctor. You can obtain full

Prescribing Information and other details by visiting

PulmicortRespules.com or calling 1-800-236-9933

GENERAL ADVICE
—

-

It IS important to take PULMICORT RESPULES as
prescnbed. Be sure to discuss any changes your child has
while taking PULMICORT RESPULES, with his or her doctor
Your child should only use PULMICORT RESPULES for the
reason and in the way it has been prescnbed. Do not give

PULMICORT RESPULES to other people, even if they have
the same medical condition as your child.

PULMICORT RESPULES should not be taken to treat

your child's asthma attack or other sudden symptoms
that require immediate treatment.

PULMICORT RESPULES ,s a registered trademark of the AstraZeneca group
companies © 2007 AstraZeneca LP All rights reserved, AstraZeneM

Pharmaceuticals LP, Wilmington, DE 1 9850 Rev: 7/07 250539

Pulmicort^
RESOLES' ,
(budesonide inhalation suspension)

Itire

~ AstraZeneca^



nZOfifer
on a Snowman Family Pack only

Here's a real family value this Holiday season! It's our

"snack-packed to the ver\' top" 2 gallon jolly Snowman
design tin. A holiday party in a tin for your family-family,

business family or the family down the street. Inside

there are bags of our premium popcorns, including tangy

cheddar, zesty white cheddar and our sweet, crunchy

caramel corn. There are two snowmen butter cookies

nestled amongst bags of mini pretzels, chocolate chip

cookies, a tin of honey roasted peanuts, plus toil wrapped

milk chocolate ornaments and sour star fruit chews. Do
a little Snow Business with us today. \our satisfactitm is

1 00% guaranteed

!

$29,

only *14
99

all toll free 1 -877-247-7855 or order online at WWW.ThePopcornFactory.com/jollysnacks or mail in the coupon below.

Fill out this order form completely in ink Be sure to include your name, address and phone number Enclose a check or money order for S20.98 for each item ($14 99+

$5.99 shipping and handling), payable to The Popcorn Factory or complete the credit card information below Add sales tax to merchandise and S&H total for shipments

to: Illinois -7% ($22.45 each item); New Mexico -7 25% ($22 50 each item). New York -8 63% ($22 79 each item). Ohio 7% ($22 45 each item), Oklahoma -8,75% ($22.82

each item); Virginia -5% ($22.03 each item). We ship to the contiguous 48 states only

lILL TO ADDRESS:

::inn"ri i i i i

'

; i m i ;
:

irst

Jame

ast
Jame nnirirr ! .! I ..I

.cidress LrriT L I i I

jtyL State

iP Phone#

Send quantity to me. Item #C1820J

Vhen would you like your gift to arrive: -I As soon as possible J Week of 12/17/07

'ayment Information

J check or money order enclosed $

J Visa J MasterCard J Amex. J Discover J Diners

Exp. Date

:redit Card # I
|

| ~J Y \

signature (if you are charging)

T

"

I

I

SHIP TO ADDRESS; (include acidit-onal recipients on a separate sheet ot paper)

First

Name

Last
1

I

'
I

I

i
i

I i

I
I I

I

^

Name ' 1
I I

1 !
I I

! 1 I - I '. : J -

Address

City !

'

Zip

When v^

Gift Message

State

'd quantity to me. Item #C1820J

"Mve: -I As soon as possible J Week of 12/17/07

TT

Mail To: Tho Popcorn Factory
Department obOO
PC Box 782
Madison, VA 22727-0782

Item #C1820J

KeyCode #CIA7833L

' lusive of applirable shipping charges (S5 99 per itemi and taxes Items may vary and are subject to availability, delivery rules and times Items available online, by phone and by mail Otters cannot be combined, are not available

;ill products and are subject to restrictions, limitations and blackout penods Otter valid through 12/31/07, Prices and charges are subiect to change without notice Void where prohibited ©2007, THE POPCORN FACTORY. INC



nn litc as a mom MARGARET RENKL

Teaching .

Sam to JJrive
My eldest son has his learner's permit, but
Ini the one who's hr- ^

'"g a very bumpy ride

f^^^ ^^>'- have to .slow rmy clown here," r,n .saving

I I
Sam, at the wheel, doesnt respond. He s eoneerv

I I
trat.ng too hard to speak. H.s hands, eorreetlv

wh u I'
' " ^^"P ^he steerin,

he\ . 'h
' '""^ ^^'^-^ '^^^ -heel, hut

U c supcnnarket lot without decelerating in the least

^ , . ^
P"'' you have to slow to almost a stop,"' I sav

ua. : .

^^^'^P^^'-Jly if the next car is a black Ja-

door a..., ,

^he last row in the lot to avoid open-
'~

'
^

'

!s about to challenge this theory.)

HOME JO _ .
-..

Sam plows forwaid. clear-

ing the Jag by a mere
quarter inch.

"Honey, slozv down/'' I

insist. The car keeps mov-
ing. Now I'm less worried
about property damage and
more worried about death.
''Slop t/w carr

Sam, with the bony knees
ofhis 6-fbot-2 framejammed
under the steering wheel,
untangles his size-12 feet

and stomps on the pedal.
The wrong pedal. The car
lurches forward-up and
over the cement barrier at

the end of the parking
space, over the sidewalk

curb and straight toward traffic streaming
past us on the crowded road.

^

I throw my arms up over my face. Sam
reordering his knees, finally stomps on
the other pedal. The car slams to a stop
a foot from the road. We look at each
other, panting.

Sam says a word he's not allowed to say
turns off the car and hands me the keys'
There's a finality to the gesture. If an alien
starship arrived at the Kroger parking
lot this minute and beamed him aboard
never to return to his loving mother's arms'
he'd go. Gladly.

I may have the co^mNUED on page 66

WWWLHJCOM



Relax, your st

safe with me.

Worried about how many times you excuse yourself?

r
You can do something about your bladder control problem.

Ask your doctor about DETROL LA.

Have strong, sudden urges to go to the bathroom, and maybe even

accidents? Go more than 8 times a day? If so, you may have a

tnedical condition called overactive bladder. But with DETROL LA,

you can help reduce the symptoms so you can worry less about

your bladder.

One DETROL LA works 24 hours, all day and all night.* It helps

calm the bladder muscle that causes those strong, sudden urges.

Just imagine what a calmer bladder can do for you.

HOURS

Petrol LA
toltcrodine tartrate
extended release capsules

overactive

If you have certain stomach problems, glaucoma, or trouble getting urine to pass, you
shouldn't take DETROL LA. The most common side effects are dry mouth, headache,

constipation, and abdominal pain.

DETROL LA, like all medicines, has benefits and risks. There may be other options. Ask

your doctor if DETROL LA is right for you. For more infonnation, visit DETROLLA.com.

•Results may vary. Please see important product information on back. © 2007 Pfizer inc. All rights reserved. April 2007 DD275001

F

Uninsured? Need help paying for medicine? Pfizer has programs that can help,

no matter your age or income. You may even qualify for free Pfizer medicines.

Call 1 -866-706-2400. Or visit wvvw.pfizerhelpfulanswers.com. 'UflSWerS
he



ABOUT OVERACliVt BLADDER
Overactn e biaduer i^appens when the bladder muscle squeezes toooften or .t cannot be controlled. You may have wetting accidents (Le^^^--onuncnccl You may teel a strong need to pass unne nghfaunv ,u,..r,c:

, >ou may also feel you need to go often (frequency)

WHO b
. ROL LA (long-acting) FOR?

Who can take DETROL LA?
Adults 18 years and older with symptoms of overactive bladder
Who should not take DETROL LA?
Do not take DETROL LA if:

Your stomach empties slowly (gastric retention)
• You have an eye problem called uncontrolled narrow-angle glaucoma
• You are allergic to anything in DETROL LA

^'^ucoma.

T^^t^^' of overactive bladder

z'

BEFORE YOU START DETROL LA
^

Tell your doctor about all your medical conditions, including-
• Stomach or intestinal problems

"^'uamg.

An eye problem tailed narrow-angle glaucoma
Liver or kidnev problems

• ^fyoLi are breast-feeding. We do not know if DETROI f A n.mto your milk or if it can harm your baby
^

how vour bodvTndks DETROl'Ta Yo
'"^^ ^'^^"^^

dose of DETROL LA i^f you fake
""'^ ^ 'o^^"-

' nZjTr '""^"^ ''''' '"f^'^tions such as

fi-axin (clanthromycm) and erythromycin
Sandimmune^ (cyclosponne) or Velban^ (vinblastine)

HOW TO TAKE DETROL LA
Do:

• Take DETROL LA exactly as your docto,
tells you. For some people, DETROL LAmay not work right away. Check with
your doctor before stopping DETROL LA

• Take DETROL LA capsules once a day
with liquid, at the same time each day.

• Take DETROL LA with or without food
• If you miss a dose of DETROL LA

begin taking DETROL LA again th; next
day. Do not take 2 doses ofDETROL LA
in the sarrie day.

• Store DEmOL LA at room
temperature and out of light.

Don't:

• Do not drive a car or work with machines
until you know how DETROL LA affects
you. Medicines like DETROL LA can
cause blurry vision. They can make you
dizzy and sleepy.

• Do not change the dose on your own Talk
with your doctor.

ABOUT DETROL LA
DE TROL LA is a prescnption medicine that
treats the symptoms of overactive bladder
• It reduces wetting accidents.
• It reduces the sudden, strong urge to
pass unne.

• It helps you have fewer trips to
the bathroom.

NEED MORE INFORMATION?
• This is only a summary of important

information. Ask your doctor or pharmacist
tor complete product information.

• Go to www.detrolla.com.
• Call (1-888) 4-DETROL
(1-888-433-8765).

Sic

The;-r,o;. .

• dry moiul.

• headache

These are ru*

list of side e;

DD: 7500 IF

SIDE EFFECTS OF DETROL LA
"%cts are:

•am

DETROL LA. For a complete
^1 '-harmacist.

Uistribulcd by:

Pharmacia & Upjohn

Division of Pfizer Inc. NY NY 10017
RvOnly '^^mPfizcrlnc All rights reserved. Pnn.cd in ,he USA

DEIF Rev 1 July 2006

Registered trademarks are the property of their respectiv e owners.
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Can you

yliil^^ You jI^^l

BEFORE

J

Individual resuils ;viil ;'ary

These results not typical.

/^jj 20 y^o

stantly* remove
e appearance of:

kqQ Spots
' Sun Spots
• Liver Spots

ActiFgde
401 '^•".'^^^.Li

As seen nationally in newspapers and magazines...ActlFade combines

a cosmetic with a powerful, non-greasy medicated cream. ActiFade con-

tains Vitamin C to reduce the appearance of free radical damage, as well

as Shea Butter to soothe and soften your skin.

You won't believe your eyes...Younger-looking skin has never been easi-

er! We're so confident that ActiFade' will transform your skin's appearance,

we offer a full refund of the product price if you're not completely satisfied!

Try ActiFade' and discover the secret to younger-looking skin. Just rub it on

and it works. Call now and try ActiFade'. You have nothing to lose...except

age-worn skin.

CALL NOW r„, , . 30-Day R

Ask how to get a FREE SUPPLY

1-800-669-9168
'When useo as unecieo vvilii waiei-resiiiani concealer

Also available at

CVS/phai'macy and select "WcU^XeeH/L

Elimi

PSOR.
Symptoms

The Original SkinZinc*

Relief System

• Steroid & Coal Tar FREE

• Feathery-Light, Fast

Absorbing, and Stain FR

• Stops intense skin &

scalp itch on contact

• Controls scaling, flaking

& crusting

• Controls recurrence of

skin flares and troubled

AFTER
These results are not tvpical

Individual results will -.an,

Look for the purple box

in the skin care or

first aid aisle at:

C>/S/Pharmacy

dm
and other fine pharmacies.

Purchase now and receive a

FREE SUPPLY^
Details inside box while

supplies last.

"Free Supply of SkinCyiic®

Skin Cleanser.



onK- teenager in America who isn't itching to

dri\c a car. It"s not that Sani isn't desperate to

get a^vay from mc. He is desperate-a fact he
docs not hesitate to point out daily-but for die

past fcv\- years he's aheady been cjuite success-

ful at ditching his parents. He walks, bikes or
calls the city shuttle bus that comes on de-
mand. And when he wants to visit a friend
who lives too far away, my husband or I will

almost al^va> s give him a ride. Sam just pops in his iPod earbuds.
turns up the volume and zones out till the car magicallv deposits
hmi. dirough no effort of his own. exactly where he wants to be.
He understands that he needs to learn how to drive a car if

onl)- because the da>- is coming when he will want to ask a girl
out on a date, and a teenage giri in a prom dress isn't the best
candidate for riding on the handlebars of his secondhand bike
But at tliis exact moment, girlfriendlcss, he has no urgent need to
dnve anvvvhere. And the idea of being stuck in a car with me or
Ins lather, without an iPod. for the 50 hours of supci-vised driving
practice our state of Tennessee requires before he can get his
license is a powerful disincentive to becoming an apprentice

He'll be a

good driver—

once he gets

the hang of

the brakes

dri\er. "Want to drive me to the gioccry store?" I ask brightly a

Your Life as a Mom

1^1
Join the lively

community of

mom bloggers at

...^^ LHJ.com, where
^' ^-

'

^
mothers across
America are

writing, laughing
and supporting

one another. Read about moms
like you, then start your own blog
at WWW.LHJ.COM/MOMBLOG

couple of times a week.

"No."

"Want to drive to Tar-

get?"

"No."

"Want to . .
."

"No."

It's ironic that I'm the

one who's nudging Sam
toward automotive inde-

l)endencc. Apart from
the fact that I'm abso-
lutely terrified of setting

him free in a car. there's

the fact that I didn't actu

.
ally learn to drive myself

until I was out of college. My parents had onlv one car and
ihey couldn t afford the astronomical cost of insuring a teen-
age dnyer. Even if I had a driver's license. I was never going
to oc ,!u)-.vcd to use it. So right up to my second year of gradu
-'U- M hool I walked wherever I needed to go or caught a ride
'•>iir. u:k c;: .ny friends.

^

And tiia. u.>us why I'm working harder, now that Sam's
" lanuaiy. to make sure he learns to drive-

v.^ '=r,xo,is 1
!
,...,>,u letting him [)chind the wheel alone I'm

niu... Moie anv.. , ,| ^^^^^^ j,;^^^ ^^.^^ ^^^^^

16-year-old. Sam is in-

stinctively cautious and
amazingly levelheaded.

Once he gets die hang of

operatinga car-especially

the brakes-he's going to

be a really good driver. I

can't think of any other

16-year-old boy I could
say the same for. If Sam's going to be leav-
ing the house widiout an adult copilot any-
way, and ve?y soon, I'd feel a whole lot
saler if he's the person in charge of die car.

And I know diat the only way Sam will ever
become a safe driver is to drive, a lot.

Nevertheless, I'm beginning to realize
that, as a modier, I'll never feel truly safe
again. Tennessee is ranked among the top
10 states for automobile-related teen fatali-

ties in the country, and it's hard not to
worry-even with a really good kid-about
the twin temptations of speed and alcohol
that seem to come hand in glove with teen-

age boys and automobiles. So as much as I

urge Sam to take the wheel whenever we
go somewhere together, there's a part of
me that's almost relieved when he shrugs
me off. It's classic ostrich stuff: If he's in no
liurr)' to drive away, then how far. after all,

can he really get?

It's not just the driver's license that's at

issue. It's what the license represents.
When a boy turns 16, a friend of mine
says, he drops the last booster rocket and
leaves childhood far behind, entering a
whole other dimension. That's the image
I can't get out of my mind every time
Sam squeezes his lanky frame into our car
and turns the key. The boosters are al-

ready firing, and my heart is starting to

pound, my ears filled with the sound of
their roar. I dread the day when he leaves
me behind, not even noticing that I'm
standing at the door. wa\ing frandcally as
he heads out of our driveway, down the
street where only half a second ago he was
learning to ride a two-wheeler, past the
dead-end sign, and away. ^
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LIFE HAS A RHYTHM
When you watch television, films and special

events, it's music that sets the scene. The

soundtrack helps create the emotions, pace

and rhythm of each moment. It's what makes

you excited during a car chase and uplifted

during a romantic moment. Why should your

life be any different?

Studies show that music affects behavior.

The music you iisten to can make you work

faster or slower, and feel more or less

relaxed. By adding the right music to your

daily activities, you can invent the right

soundtrack for your life. From cooking and

cleaning to eating and exercising, selecting

music that complements your experiences

creates a better rhythm for your day.

Doing chores around the house can be a

lot more enjoyable and get finished much
more quickly when it's done to the sounds
of a favorite high-energy song. Try choosing
upbeat melodies as the background for

chores. You'll establish a quicker pace to

get work done. If the whole family is doing
chores together, time can be divided into

thirty minute slots where each person gets a
chance lo chocss.; the music.

Working out is not jusi abou; ^he co i-.. ijut

about the brain as well, ^lay.f.g the !ic-;;

music is important for bow. For some aerubic
workouts the ito.'m pr.i.iRic mi;.' ' lie i ->':• and
exciting, whi;.- -r .-i yoga sessiOn ir may bs
classical and calming. Cr .'onp !he right

soundtrack for your heart and hea^ '

AT THE OFFICE
The rhythm of your office life varies

throughout the day. Sometimes you need to

get things done quickly, and other times you

need to slow down and focus. In general,

new music keeps your brain active and your

energy up. When you need to concentrate,

try familiar songs that aren't too complex and
have few or no lyrics.

TURN ON YOUR MUSIC.

EVERY ROOM IN A

HOME AND EVERY TIME

OF DAY HAS A PURPOSE.

DINNER AND DANCING
Every dinner party has a rhythm and your

music should underscore it. Will your music

be loud and fast, or soft and mellow? Or will

it be both? Perhaps some classical music

during dinner, followed by jazz music for

dancing. You're in charge of the sounds that

create the mood.

The rhythm of your day is as unique as your

DNA. Shouldn't your music be too? Your

e has a soundtrack. Start using it to your

odvantage — and enjoying it.

RELAX

Music can turn an otherw

hectic monrient into some

more peaceful. Research

shows that when the musi(

a supermarket slows down

shoppers move through the

store more slowly and spen

more time looking at the

food in each aisle. Use this

knowledge to slow down yo

own activities and get the

most out of them. Try listen!

to relaxing music as you're

cooking dinner for your faa

and spending time with youi

kids. You may be able to set

a slower pace - and find a

relaxing moment where yo»

didn't know there was one



All the sound without all the wires.

Just plug it in and hear what you've been missing.

With the Bose Wave" music system, there are no stacks

of components. No tangle of wires. No dials to adjust.

Advanced Bose technologies inside this small >ystem

vvt)rk together to till the room with the acclaimed

performance that has made Bose the most respected

name in sound. Stephen Williams ot Newsday says,

"the equipment disappears...And what's left is music

that's much, much higger than you'd expect." Clear,

realistic sound that you may have onlv thought i\>ssiMe

from a much larger, more complicated stereo. In tact,

Forbes FY! reports that "you'll think you're listening

to a... sound system that costs five rimes more."

A roomful of premium sound... not wires. You buv

a sound system to listen to music. Ntn to spend hours

setting up equipment .ind

connecting wires. With the

Wave' music system, you'll

experience the pleasures ot

Bose quality sound moments

after you open the box. Jonathan

Takiff of the Philadelphia Daih
Shown with optional Multi-CD

Changer in Graphite Gray. .V>-'u s says this "extraordinary

performer...couldn't he easier to operate." Plug it in, slip

in a favorite CD, and that's it.

The Bose Wave'
music system

Enjoy the acclaimed performance in so many ways.

Listen to the Wave music system in your living room,

kitchen, bedroom, wherever vou want better sound.

Everything vou need is built in: CD/MP3 CD player,

FM/.AM tuner, clock and alarm. Yini control them all

with a conv enient, credit card-style remote. Connect an

additional audio source it you like, and hear litelike

sound troni \ our T\' or MP 3 plaver. An optional Multi-

CD Changer m.ikes it easy to listen to your tavorite music

tor hours. Dick DeBartolo, The Gi: Wi:, says, "It you get

a chance to hear one ot these new systems, take it!!"

Try it for 30 days, risk free. L -

SAVE $50
when you order the

Wave* music system

with our Multi-CD

Changer by

December 31, 2007.

i^ur Excitement Guarantee to

experience the Wave music

system in your ow n home risk

free for 30 days. When vou call

ask about making 12 easy pay-

ments, w ith no interest charges from Bose.* Order your

Wa\ e music system with the Multi-CD Changer by

December 31, 2007, and save $50. You'll soon discover

how ..leli'^httulK -iinple it i> to enjoy Bose sound.

To order or learn more:

1-800-901-0214, ext. TL331

www.Bose.com/WMS

Bettersound tiirough research®

•Bose payment plan available on orders of S299-$'500 paid by maiot credit card Separate financinq options may be available lot select products See website for details Down payment is 1/12 the product

price plus applicable tax and shipping charges charged when your order is shipped Then, your credit card will be billed for II equal monthly installments beginning approximately one month from the

dale your order is shipped with 0% APR and no interest charges from Bose Credit card 'i.tes and interest may apply US residents only Limit one active financing program per customer ©2007 Bose

Corporation Patent rights issued and/or pending The Wave music system s distinctive design is a registered Irademarli of Bose Corporation Financing and reduced pricing on Muhi-CD Changer package

not to be combined with other offers or applied to previous purchases, and subiect to change without notice If the Wave music system is returned, the Multi-CD Changer must be returned for a full refurrd

Offers are limited to purchases made from Bose and participating authorised dealers Offer valid November 1 , 2007. through December 31 . 2007 Quotes reprinted with permission Thomas jackson. Forbes Pfl. Winier/04
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'Oh, You

Should
Have

!

yy

Men are bad at showing their
appreciation of gifts-bnt the real
reason will surprise you

he holiday season is a iiigluniarc for nic, because I

know just how inadequately I will perform.
At some point I will be sitting next to a crackling

fire, sipping an Irish coffee. My wife, Diane, will ap-
proach me hf)pefull>-. holding an exquisitely wrapped

package. Famih- members will all watch intently as I take it shake
It gently and then place it on my lap before sliding off the how
and pt.tt.ng ,t around my neck. llK-n Til tear off the paper, slowly
open the box. look inside, turn to my wife and sav. .

.

"Oh." '
'

I I! look at the gift for just a moment longer, and say somethiru
cieeph- touchmg-like "um. well, thanks" (with one of those two
s> llable "thanks" that sounds more like a question than a state-
met,. A.id then ril toss the box on the floor next to me and ask

'

!iJi t.nie wc re eating dinner.

' •
••'M.uitely for Diane, in our family we not onlv celebrate
' - - but my birthday falls in midjanuaiy. So over the

'

^
weeks .she is confronted repeatedly by this

IS . husband. '

'

- ' ^"^-i'' ^."( uJu W suck at rcceiying gifts. I am a black

hole of appreciation. My reaction to what
Tm given is almost never what my wife
wants or needs at that gift-giving moment.
And I have never been able to figure out
how to fake a proper show of gratitude (the

male version of faking an orgasm).

I assume there may be some husbands
out there who accept gifts graciously-the
sainc four guys who volunteer to clean the
bathroom. But every year as the holidays
approach, I hear husbands and wives gripe
about the pressures of spousal gift giving-
but for different reasons. The husbands
gripe because they know just how much die
gift will mean to their wives and fear chok-
ing. The wives gripe that no matter how
perfect the gift they choose, die experience
of giving it to their man will be unreward-
ing, ener\-ating. soul-sucking.

They want to know why this is. Frankly,

so do I. especially when, weeks or mondis
after I've tossed a gift aside, I come across it

again in a pile of stuff and realize I really

like It and was just unable to summon that

emotion at the moment of gift truth. I then
try to tell Diane how much I finally appreci-

ate It. And she gives me the look you see

mostly on wives, game show hosts and
meter maids-the one that says coniinued

Drl, : ••-HiH 2007

J



Mor available m all arf-av.

I 'hy let an accident turn you into a nervous wreck' With one call to Farmers HelpPoint, our expert team will deal J^^>., HE ipro\ n t
I ith the problem quickly and compassionately. To learn more, simply visit farmers.com or call 1-800-FARMERS. sanity makes a cometiadc.



"1 111 soiT)-. but your time is up."

I ^•e been asking some of my gin- friends
:il)()ut tlie problems men have receiving gifts.

Main relaied talcs of receiving extravagant gifts

liVo

Irom their \\'i\ cs civcly in dieir marriages-vvhich
the\- opened and announced \Nithin seconds
liiat the>- ^^ouJd be returning for something less

expensive. The>- claimed to have done diis. as
one husband put it. "m a way that was sensitive
to mv ^vife-I hope." hi some cases the wives then started punish-
ing them mth "practical" gifts-sweaters, socks, undenvear, toenail
clippers. When that didn't work, the wives just stopped giving
gifts altogether, uhich some husbands said suited them jus't fine
Men ar e too practical to enjoy getting gifts: one gin- told mc
VV hile I know how these guys reached this point, I'm not sure

I behev e the>- realK want to be there. At some basic level it sends
a bad message to give up trx.ng to delight your spouse or discour-
age her Irom trvmg to delight you.

I actually think die m^deVroblem with receivership goes much
deeper than gifts and offers a real opportuiii.v- to se^ just how
weird and complex guys really are. For example. I suspect my
inability to "give good appreciation" is actualh' a symptom of
something much bigger-a general failure on the part of many
.|ien to feel or express emotion in real time. Wives often thmk
that men are without feelings, but this isn't true. We arc just
unable to access them when you want us to. There's a reason that
"

^^^R" and DVRs. That's how many of
- '

us handle emotional situations-we TiVo our feel-
ings so we can deal with them at a later time.
As for returning expensive gifts, I suppose it's

possible that the hu.sbands did this to avoid letting
their wives know why they couldn't afford them
But It s just as likely that the guy would prefer to
bu>' those luxury items for himself For example I
bought myself a really mce watch. If Diane had
bought It for me. I probably wouldn't have enjoved
It as much-thc same exact watch. It would be like
stalking a fish for untold hours and having some-
one else catch it for you. All hunt, no gather.~

'

Wives don't understand this, because tliev apnar-c..dv love the idc. of "subtly" leading th.^^

1^ s "il "
^""^ ^^"^^^"d"^' -''J- -'--bers some-

she hkec! in a store and goes back and buys it. That's whv- ^ '
M Kla registries and no. groonial registries. If a guv— !k- likes ,n a store, he's likely to just go back ^nd

^"l" .ugh if he bu>'s anything for himself between

eelings so

can deal

iiein at a

time

LHJ.com

Hear Stephen

Fried talk nhnut

his n

Husbonory. a

compilation of his

Ladies
' Home

Journal Heart of a

Husband

colu.Tins. at

www.lhj.com/fried

sees -lOiLcuii)

bu\ it hiinsci

Sej)icm

alread\

''->' :nid !

I'lainic u [(.

' (•r. he risks the wrath of his wife, who hadm one (or already has it gift wrapped in

the linen closet, wher
he'll never look).

When it comes tc

practical gifts, I thin

guys balk at them be
cause sweaters, shirts

socks and underwear ar(

what our grandmothers
got us when we were

little boys. Men like women to shop widi
them in clothing stores, to be enablers so we
can buy an)/>hing from suits to socks. But if
you give us the same stuff with a bow on it.

don't expect a rise out of us. It's like gift
wrapping die groceries.

The best gift for a guy is somediing you
know he should want but he doesn't already
know he wants. Diane once bought me a
truly excellent, heavyweight turdeneck diat
I initially put aside because, y'know, it was
clothes. When I found it mondis later I real-
ized it was the greatest turtleneck ever.
I'll wear it until it's direadbare.

While it may be too late for me and my
friends, I have hope for future generadons.
Last year, when my nephew Eli turned 12,
the whole family conspired to test his gift-

receiving mettle. At his birthday party he
tore open the first package with gusto: socks
and underwear. He tore open the second:
more socks and underwear. Then a diird. a
fourth, more socks, more underwear.
Through it all he dianked everyone endiu-
siastically with the same kind of grin I

would have tried to muster had Diane given
me courtside seats to the Sixers.

After die last package was opened, and Eli
was surrounded by a mountain of socks and
undenvear. we just sat there waiting to see
how long he could hold out. Remarkably, he
outlasted us. never once letting on diat die
presents were in any way a disappointment.
We fmally gave him his real gifts-anodi-

er Game Boy for him to "misplace" and die
usual cartridges and iTunes cards. As he
opened diem widi the same gracious excite-

ment. I thought to myself, someday he's
going to make a woman very happy.

JOURN^i



You might feel sad or maybe you've lost interest in things

u once enjoyed. You could have aches and pains or always

.'1 tired. Or maybe you're sleeping too much. Or not at ail.

any people wouldn't think these could all be symptoms

depression. But they can be. Cymbalta is a prescription

edication that treats many symptoms of depression.

There are many paths to take in the treatment of

pression, including talk therapy, diet, and e.xercise. You

d your doctor or healthcare provider can decide on the

;ht path. Remember, only your doctor can determine if

'mbalta or other treatments are right for you. You dcser\ e

ery chance to feel the way you want to feel.

Learn more by calling 877-CYMBAl or \ isiting

tvw.cymbalta.com . where you can also find the personal

)ries of people who have been treated with C\'nibalta.

fsults may vary.

Antidepressants can increase suicidal thoughts and

rhaviors in children, teens, and young adults. Call your

•ctor right away if you have worsening depression

mptoms, unusual changes in behavior or thoughts of

icide. Be especially observant w ithin the first few months

treatment or after a change in dose. Approved only for

lults 18 and over.

Cymbalta is not for e\ er\ one. Do not take Cymbalta if you

have recently taken a type of antidepressant called an M.AOI

or Mellaril® (thioridazine) or have uncontrolled glaucoma,

lalk to your doctor about all your medicines, including those

for migraine, to avoid a potentially life-threatening condition.

Tell your doctor about your alcohol consumption, if vou

have liver disease, and about all your medical conditions.

Dizziness or fainting may occur upon standing. The most

common side effects include nau.sea, dry mouth and

constipation. This is not a complete list of side effects.

Please see the back of this page for additional important

safctv information.

If you need assistance with prescription co- t

be available. Visit www.pparx.org or call 1 8bS

mbalta®!DELAYED

. RELEASE

duloxetine HCI capsules

because depression hurts



tion For Patients About
Dxetine hydrochloride) Delayed-Release Capsules,

Please read th: ^

_

you start taking Cymbalia iSim-BALL-tah) ana
each time your prescription is refilled in case
anything has changed or new information has
become available. This information is not meant
to take the place or discussions with your
healthcare provider. Talk with your healthcare
provider or pharmacist if there is something you
do not understand or if you want to learn more
about Cymbalta Always follow your healthcare
providers instructions for fr^^ • mbalta.

jWarning: In clinical stud , . aepressants

I

increased the nsk of suicidal thinking and
behavior in children, adolescents, and young
adults with depression and other psychiatric
disorders. Anyone considering the use of
Cymbalta or any other antidepressant must
balance this risk with the clinical need. Short-term
studies did not show an increase in the risk of
suicidal thinking or behavior with antidepressants
in adults older than 24: there was a reduction in
risk with antidepressants in adults 65 and older.
Suicide is a known risk of depression and some
other psychiatric disorders All patients starting
antidepressant therapy should be monitored
appropnately and observed closely Families and
caregivers should discuss with the healthcare
provider right away any observations of
worsening depression symptoms, suicidal
thinking and behavior, or unusual changes in
behavior. Cymbalta is not approved for use in
patients under age 18,

What IS Cymbalta''

Cymbalta is a prescnption medicine that
IS approved to treat multiple conditions,
Cymbalta is approved for the treatment of
major depressive disorder (MDD) also called
depression, generalized anxiety disorder
(GAD), and for the management of diabetic
peripheral neuropathic pain (DPNP) also
called diabetic nerve pain.

What IS depression^
Depression is a serious medical condition
with a variety of symptoms. Symptoms
may include sadness, loss of interest in
things you once enjoyed, feelings of guilt
or worthlessness, restlessness, trouble
concentrating or making decisions fatigue
vague aches and pains, headaches and
changes in weight or sleep patterns. For some
depression can include thoughts of death or

'

suicide. These could be depression symptoms
If they go on for two weeks or more and
interfere with your daily activities.

How
' iues Cymbalta work^

Although the way Cymbalta works in people
iS not fully known, it is believed to increase
the activity of 2 chemicals m the bram called
serotonin and norepinephrine. In the brain
these 2 chfm.cals are thought to affect mood
'lese samo chen.cais are thought to be
sociated with regulating and reducinq

i-.eiings of pain that come from thp body

In clinical studies, many people taking Cymbalta
began to feel improvement ,n their symptoms
asearfyaslio4./;seksaf--

siariino CymbaltaAs with any treatmeiK, ,'o,-,.lts oiav vary from
person to person

Who should NOT take Cymbalta?
You should not take Cymbalta if:

• You are allergic to duloxetine hydrochloride
or the other ingredients in Cymbalta,

• You are taking a type of antidepressant
known as a monoamine oxidase inhibitor
(MAGI), such as Nardil" (phenelzine sulfate),
Parnate (tranylcypromine sulfate) or Emsam"
(selegiline transdermal system). Using an MAO!
with many prescription medicines, including
Cymbalta, can cause serious or even life-

threatening reactions. You must wait at least
14 days after you have stopped taking an MAOl
before you take Cymbalta, You need to wait at
least 5 days after you stop taking Cymbalta
before you take an MAOl,

• You have uncontrolled narrow-angle glaucoma
(an eye disease),

• You are taking an antipsychotic medicine
known as Mellaril" (thioridazine).

What should I talk to my
healthcare provider about?

Patients on antidepressants and their families
or caregivers should watch for new or
worsening depression symptoms, unusual
changes in behavior and thoughts of suicide
as well as for anxiety, agitation, panic attacks
difficulty sleeping, irritability, hostility

aggressiveness, impulsivity, restlessness or
extreme hyperactivity. Call your healthcare
provider right away if you have thoughts of
suicide or if any of these symptoms are severe
or occur suddenly. Be especially observant
Within the first few months of treatment or
whenever there is a change in dose.
Tell your healthcare provider:

• About any medical conditions you may have
including liver or kidney problems or glaucoma,
• If you are pregnant, plan to become
pregnant or are nursing,

• About your alcohol consumption,
• If you are taking or plan to take any
prescription or nonprescription medicines, as
Cymbalta may interact with some of these
products,

• If you take medications known as triptans
commonly prescribed for migraines A
potentially life-threatening condition may occur
when triptans are used with Cymbalta,
In clinical studies, some people taking
Cymbalta experienced an increase in blood
pressure. Your healthcare provider may
periodically check your blood pressure.

Dizziness or fainting may occur upon standing
due to a sudden drop in blood pressure This

'

may happen especially when first starting
Cymbalta, when increasing the dose, or when
used in combination with certain other drugs.

How should I take Cymbalta"?
• Take Cymbalta exactly as directed by your
healthcare provider,

• Cymbalta should be taken by mouth Do not
open, break or chew the capsule: it must be
swallowed whole,

• Cymbalta can be taken with or without food.
• If you miss a dose, take it as soon as you
remember However, if it is time for your next
dose, skip the missed dose and take only your

regularly scheduled dose. Do not take more
than the daily amount of Cymbalta that has
been prescribed for you.

• Remember to refill your prescription before
you run out of Cymbalta.

• Talk with your healthcare provider before
stopping Cymbalta or changing your dose.

What are the possible
side effects of Cymbalta?

Like all medicines, Cymbalta can cause side
effects.

• In clinical studies of depression, the
most common side effect was nausea For
most people who had it, the nausea was mild
to moderate and usually went away within
1 -2 weeks.

• Other common side effects included dry
mouth, Bonstipation, fatigue, decreased
appetite;, sleepiness, and increased sweating
This IS not a complete list of side effects. For
full patient information, visit vmw,c^mbalta_co
Talk to your healthcare provider if you have
questions or develop any side effects.

What should I do if I think I have taken
an overdose of Cymbalta?

If you have taken more Cymbalta than has bee
prescribed for you, contact your healthcare
provider, a hospital emergency department or
the nearest poison control center immediately

What happens when 1 stop
taking Cymbalta?

Like other antidepressants, Cymbalta should
not be stopped suddenly Stopping Cymbalta
suddenly may result in symptoms including
dizziness, nausea, or headache. Talk with you,
healthcare provider before stopping Cymbalta a|
he or she may wish to decrease the dose slowl\l
to help you avoid these kinds of symptoms. ^

Can children take Cymbalta"?

Cymbalta has not been studied in children
under 18 and is not approved for this age
group. See Boxed Warning above.

General advice about Cymbalta
• Store Cymbalta at room temperature and oJ
of the reach of children.

• Until you know how Cymbalta affects you,
be careful when driving a car, or operating

'

hazardous machinery.

• Medicines are sometimes prescribed for
purposes other than the ones listed. This
medication has been prescribed for your
particular condition. Do not use it for anothei
condition or give this drug to anyone else.

• If you have any questions or concerns,
want to report any problems with the use of
Cymbalta, or want more information, contact
your healthcare provider or pharmacist.

Additional information can be found at

www.cymbalta.com.

Eli Lilly and Company
Lilly Corporate Center

j

Indianapolis, IN - USA 1

Mellaril. Nardil. Parnate, and Emsam are registered trademarks
ol therr manufacturers,

0047355 © 2007 Eli Lilly and Company All rights resented.
Oymbalta is a registered trademark of Eh Lillv anri f^nmnanw
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Factory Direct -Save 40% - 60%
Energy-saving LED Pre-lit trees

Worry-free lights - "The Best Lighting Ever"

100% satisfaction guarantee

10-year tree warranty • 5-year light warranty

12 years on the web
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Jewels the golden

retriever risked

her own Hfe to

save the two Httlc

girls she loved

isty Elsworth vividly recalls a dream she had
six years ago. At the time she was 24 and di-
vorced with a son, Dalton, then 2. In her night-
unic reverie, though. Misty also had a daughter

•
- .

... and a golden retriever named Jewels. She was
"larned to the man she was then dating. Skip Elsworth, a 34-year-
oid hrehglue,. F.nally. ,n the dream, she and Skip had built ahouse u. Lung Beac h. Mississippi, their hometown and a small
coastal c.t> nbo.a 70 miles northeast of New Orleans.
Over ibr I,,,,. ,.,.,rs. each of the elements of the dream

t:;un,- trjic:
•ki|) married in 2002 and had a daughter,

^
!

-^-N
! iHshed building a home for their family

isi th - (i(,o \vas missing from the picture,
n-m- ."If) I elient at the dental office where

Misty worked as an assistant told her of a
litter ofgolden retriever pups for sale. Misty
snapped one up and, recalling her dream,
named herJewels.

From the beginning the couple consid-
ered Jewels not only a pet but also a
member of the family. "She gets presents
at Christmastime," says Misty. "Somediing
bad happening to her is like something
happening to my kids. I couldn't ask for a
better dog."

Whenever Skip went on duty, he felt com-
forted knowing that die dog was with his wife
and children. "Having Jewels there meant
one less worry while I was gone." he says.

Tlien came the night of August 29. 2005,
when Hurricane Katrina uprooted trees

and turned houses into driftwood in Long
Beach. Misty and Skip, like many of dieir

neighbors, did not evacuate but continued
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For the Elsworth and Jenkins children
a cherished family member

instead fortified their house, determined

to ride out the storm. WJiile the wind

howled, they played games to distract

die children .Jewels. nonnaUy easygoing.

spun in circles as she sensed the danger.

"I was terrified," admits Misty.

The ne.xt morning revealed that thougl i

much of the town was devastated, the

Elsworths" house, which is a mile fi-om tlic

beach, was barely damaged. Skip picked

up a chain saw and began to cut his wa\

dirough fallen Q-ees to clear the main road

so he could join the recovery crews.

A month after Katrina, Skip was still

on disaster dut\', and the Elsworths had

taken in a firefighter colleague of Skip's,

Ryan Jenkins, his wife. Rhonda, and

their two children, Jett. 8. and Madison,

6. The Jenkins family, who had lost

everything in the storm, parked their

FEMA trailer on the Elsworths' lot.

One sweltering evening Misty and Rhonda began clearing die

many fallen branches that littered the property as a result of the

storm. Litde ones Aslilyn and Madison helped theii modiers while

Dalton andJett played cops and robbers.Jewels tossed around her

own stick. Suddenly Jewels bolted across the yard, knocking the

gills away from a small shrub. "She ran into them at full speed,"

says Misty, who was shocked that die dog was misbehaving.

After slamming into the kids, Jewels dove headlong into the

shrub. "Sh" got out of the plant and took off, shaking her head,"

Misty recalls. The litde girls were cr^'ing. Jewels was running in

circles, and Misty was chastising her.

Then the dog dropped what Misty thought at first glance was
a stick. Misty looked again: lliere, in upright striking position,

was a baby copperhead, about 14 inches long, widi its distinctive

banded, camouflage-like markings. As Rhonda tried to move the
children away widioui starding the poisonous snake. Misty yeUed
for Skip s uncle Paul Malley, who raced over from the adjoining
propert)-. where he lived.

"He got a shovel and killed the snake." reports Ashlyn, breath-
lessly recounting the experience. 'Jewels saved me and Madi.""

Adds [)alton, "Jewels is cool."

At ri'.ai moniciu. however. Jewels was anything but cool. She

g. ahd he r lips and neck were beginning to swell.

' in- <; bcrn biuen and loaded her up for a trip to

' -•.'ii -; .^'j- Jly a 30-minute drive away. "I got
'\ > iVi,\h,: .- ho describes speeding along
piles *•! i.Mvricanc -J.bt is. When she arrived, she

Jewels is

was .st;i'_;:ecn),:i^

MlSt\' r CuJ;7c C.

die vet. ihc

there \)\ abour

roads lined

wept as she kissed

Jewels and turned

her over to the

veterinarians.

The prognosis

was not good.

Misty recalls. Jew-
els's heart rate

was dropping. She

was quickly given

antivenom serum

and put on an

antihistamine
intravenous drip.

Misty remembers

the vet saying.

"We'll call you if

anything happens.

Plan on picking

herup in the morn-
ing unless you hear from us."

Skip, who would be getting off work in

the morning, promised to fetch Jewels.

Misty Wcis awake the endre night, thinking,

"Please, phone, don't ring."

It didn't, and the next morning at ziround

8, Skip pulled into the driveway. "It was like

a movie," says Misty. "I said, 'Dad's home!'

The kids ran outside, and there comesJew-
els flying out of the truck." The dog's legs

were bandaged because of the IVs, but she

jumped up at the children, licked them,

then ran laps around the yard before flop-

ping down in the house to rest.

After a month on antibiotics, Jewels was

back to normal and more protective of the

children than ever. When the kids play in the

yard. Misty and Skip watch, amused and
relieved, asJewels prowls around the plants.

They're sure she's checking for snakes.

Jewels recendy added to her laurels when
she became the first four-legged winner of

the South Mississippi Hero Award, given

out by the local ABC affUiate, WLOX-TV.
Misty wells up whenever she replays a

video of the newscast. "When people see

her, they say, 'That's Misty's dog." Jewels

and I have the bond I dreamed about." d

i
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but I worried about joint damage
Jown tine road.

' efore rheumatoid arthritis (RA), I was living an active life— I had a fulfilling career, I worked out and
' had a busy social life.

hen one day I woke up and it was like my hands were on fire. Next the pain moved into my feet. I had

hard time getting out of bed and couldn't even muster up the strength to call my family for help.

Don I was diagnosed with RA. My rheumatologist started me on pain managers and then methotrexate,

had always been involved in my own healthcare, so I started doing research. One of the first things

learned was that RA can damage joints—even in the first years after the disease starts.

,t my next appointment, I asked my rheumatologist if I was at risk, and if there was more we should be

oing. He said that my disease was active, and that it did put me at ri^k for further joint damage.

1 hen he said it was time to "change the course" with REMICADE* { ntliximab).

Diana has been living with RA since 2001.

m lease read the Important Safety Information contained within this ad.



c nas nelped stop further
-and I feel good about my futu

Do you ,^3

for REMiC

My rheumatologist told me about treatment options. After I watched
the REMICADE video, we talked about all of the important treatment
considerations. Then we agreed that REMICADE was right for me.
1
had my first REMICADE IV infusion the next week, right in my

rheumatologist's office. The nurse calculated the exact amount of
REMICADE that was right for me. Then I sat in a comfortable chair
for 2 hours and relaxed while I had my infusion. I felt really good
about having my rheumatologist and his staff right there to make
sure everything was going all right.

And then it happened-faster than I would have thought possible
About 2 weeks after my infusion, I felt-so much better—compared

'

to the pain and stiffness that I'd been living with. It's a little weird-
I almost forget how bad the pain was.

I had my next infusion 2 weeks after the first one, and the next one
4 weeks later Now I have an infusion every 8 weeks—that's as few
as 6 times a year I just make an appointment, have my infusion and toget back to my life. REMICADE fits into my life without any problem^
Since I've been on REMICADE, my rheumatologist has done new
X-rays and there is more good news— I have no new joint damage'
REMICADE gave me two kinds of relief; relief from the pain and
stiffness and the relief of knowing that REMICADE can help stop
further joint damage.

A note from Dr Schwartzman:

Only your rheumatologist can tell you for
sure if RA is still damaging your joints and if

REMICADE is right to help stop further joint
damage for you. If you have moderate to
severe RA, REMICADE with methotrexate
not only can relieve pain and stiffness, in

a clinical study it changed the course of
rheumatoid arthritis by helping to stop
further joint damage in more people after
one year compared to those using only
methotrexate. For some patients without
joint damage, REMICADE may help stop !

,
damage before it starts. Diana is representative

'

of patients responding to treatment with REMICADE under a
'

Dc!-.Tf,?i°u^'^^!^
supervision. As always, individual results may vary.

REMICADE has been evaluated in clinical trials conducted since 1992
and has been used to treat more than 924,000 people worldwide
across several approved indications.

;o Schwartzman is a rheumatologist. He's also an Associate
or of Clinical Medicine at the New York Hospital and the Hospital

Special Surgery as well as Assistant Professor of Medicine at the Weill
edical College of Cornell University in New York City.
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Strong En

eird,

n ortant Safety Information

Diana: I wanted
to be sure I had

all the facts, so

before I started

on REMICADE,
I asked a lot of

questions about
treatment and
discussed the

following with my
rheumatologist.

Dr Schwartzman:

There are reports

of serious infections,

ding tuberculosis (TB), sepsis, and pneumonia. Some
ese infections have been fatal. Tell your doctor if you

had recent or past exposure to people with TB. Your

Dr will evaluate you for TB and perform a TB test.

J have latent (inactive) TB, your doctor should begin

eatment before you start REMICADE. REMICADE can

r your ability to fight infections, so if you are prone

have a history of infections, or develop any signs of

fection such as fever, fatigue, cough, flu or warm,

ir painful skin while taking REMICADE, tell your doctor

away. Also, tell your doctor if you are scheduled to

\/e a vaccine or if, you have lived in a region where
plasmosis or coccidioidomycosis is common.

irts of a type of blood cancer called lymphoma in

nts on REMICADE or other TNF blockers are rare but
' more often than expected for people in general,

le who have been treated for rheumatoid arthritis,

n's disease, ankylosing spondylitis, psoriatic arthritis,

ague psoriasis for a long time, particularly those

highly active disease may be more prone to develop

homa. Cancers, other than lymphoma, have also

reported. Children and young adults who have

treated for Crohn's disease with REMICADE have

loped a rare type of lymphoma that often results in

1. These patients also were receiving drugs known as

lioprine or 6-mercaptopurine. If you take REMICADE
her TNF blockers, your risk for developing lymphoma
her cancers may increase. You should also tell your

Dr if you have had or develop lymphoma or other

?rs or if you have a lung disease called chronic

uctive pulmonary disease (COPD).

/ people with heart failure should not take

CADE; so prior to treatment you should discuss any

t condition with your doctor Tell your doctor right

' if you develop new or worsening symptoms of

t failure (such as shortness of breath, swelling of

ankles or feet, or sudden weight gain).

a: Does REMICADE have any other side effects?

hwartzman: Reactivation of hepatitis B virus has been

(tone

few

oand

obb

w

reported in patients who are carriers of this virus and are

taking TNF blockers, such as REMICADE. Some of these cases

have been fatal. Tell your doctor if you know or think you
may be a carrier of hepatitis B virus or if you experience

signs of hepatitis B infection, such as feeling unwell, poor
appetite, tiredness, fever, skin rash, and/or joint pain.

There have been rare crises of serious liver injury in people

taking REMICADE, some fatal. Tell your doctor if you have
liver problems and contact your doctor immediately if you
develop symptoms such as jaundice (yellow skin and eyes),

dark brown urine, right-sided abdominal pain, fever, or

severe fatigue.

Blood disorders have been reported, some fatal. Tell your

doctor if you develop possible signs of blood disorders

such as persistent fever, bruising, bleeding, or paleness

while taking REMICADE. Nervous system disorders have
also been reported. Tell your doctor if you have or have
had a disease that affects the nervous system, or if you
experience any numbness, weakness, tingling, visual

disturbances, or seizures while taking REMICADE.

Diana: Have there been any problems during

the IV infusion?

Dr Schwartzman: Allergic reactions, some severe,

have been reported during or after infusions with

REMICADE. Signs of an allergic reaction include hives,

difficulty breathing, chest pain, high or low blood

pressure, swelling of face and hands, and fever or

chills. Tell your doctor if you have experienced a

severe allergic reaction.

Diana: What are the most common side effects?

Dr Schwartzman: The most common side effects of

REMICADE are: respiratory infections (such as sinus

infections and sore throat), headache, rash, coughing,

and stomach pain.

Please read the Medication Guide for REMICADE on the

following pages and discuss it with your rheumatologist.

Now I feel like nothing

can stop me. I'm active

again— I work out, I ride

my bike, I get together

with my friends and

family. I even do 5K

walks to raise funds to

help other people with

RA. I don't feel like I'm

missing out on much
because of my RA—^thanks

to my rheumatologist

and REMICADE.

eceive a free DVD with information that

help you talk to your rheumatologist

—

1-888-354-3330 or visit RAStralghtTalk.com

Remicade
vf^' INFLIXIMAB
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REMICADE^' (Rem-eh-kaid) (infliximab)

Rx Only

Read the Medication Guide that comes with REMICADE before

you receive the first treatment, and before each time you get a

treatment of REMiCADE. This Medication Guide does not take

the place of talking with your doctor about your medical

condition or treatment.

What is the most important information I should know
about REfvllCADE?

REMICADE is a medicine that affects your Immune system.

It can cause serious side effects including:

Serious Infections

• Patients treated with REMICADE and other medicines that

block TNF have an increased risk for infections. Some patients

have had serious infections while receiving REMICADE. In

some cases, the infections got worse (progressed) and became
serious enough that patients needed to be In the hospital for

treatment. These serious infections Include TB (tuberculosis),

and infeaions caused by viruses, fungi or bacteria that have
spread throughout the body. Some patients have died from
these Infections.

• Tell your doctor right away if you have any of the following

symptoms, which may be early signs of a serious infection,

while taking or after taking REMICADE
- a fever

- feel very tired

- have a cough

- have flu-like symptoms

- warm, red, or painful skin

These may be early signs of a serious infection.

Cancer

• Some children and young adults with Crohn's disease who
have received REMICADE have developed a rare type of

cancer called Hepatosplenic T-cell Lymphoma. This type of
cancer often results in death. These patients were also
receiving drugs known as azathioprine or 6-mercaptopurlne.

• Tell your doctor If you have ever had any type of cancer.

See also, "What are the possible side effects of
REMICADE?" below.

"hai is REMICADE?

KEMICADE is a prescription medicine that Is approved for
patients with

• Rheumatoid Arthritis—adults with moderately to severely active
rheumatoid .nnhritis, aiong with the medicine methotrexate

• Crohn's Di5e.3se—chiid'-en over the age of 6 and adults
with Crohn's disease who ; r ve not responded well enough to
other medicin?^^.

• Ankylosing Spondvi;;.;

• Psoriatic Arthritis

• Plaque Psonasis-ad.:: ^al.,,s pi,,,, ..oriasis that Is

chrome (doesn t go avay' ,,..r.,_ extensi.e, ar,l!o: disabling
• Ulcerative Colitis-adults with !r.;d;.rately to ..ve.eiv artive

ulcerative colitis who have not rpsponded we!! enough
to other medicines

REMICADE blocks the action of a protein In your body called

tumor necrosis factor-alpha (TNF-alpha). TNF-alpha is made by
your body's immune system. People with certain diseases have
too much TNF-alpha that can cause the immune system to

attack normal healthy parts of the body. REMICADE can block
the damage caused by too much TNF-alpha.

Who should not receive REMICADE?

You should not receive REMICADE If you have
• heart failure, unless your doctor has examined you and
decided that you are able to take REMICADE. Talk to your
doctor about your heart failure.

• had an allergic reaction to REMICADE, or any of the other
ingredients In REMICADE. See the end of this Medication
Guide for a complete list of Ingredients in REMICADE.

What should I tell my doctor before starting treatment
with REMICADE?

Your doctor will assess your health before each treatment.

Tell your doctor about all of your medical conditions, including
if you

• have any kind of infection even if it Is very minor (such as an
open cut or sore). REMICADE affects the body's immune
system and makes you less able to fight infections.

• have an infection that won't go away or a history of infection

that keeps coming back.

• have had TB (tuberculosis), or if you have recently been near
anyone who might have TB. If you have been near someone
with TB and have the TB germ in your body, even if you don't
have symptoms of an Infection, you can get a serious TB
infection while taking REMICADE. Sometimes these serious TB
infections can cause death.

• were born in, lived in or traveled to countries where there is

more risk for getting TB. Ask your doctor if you are not sure.

• live or have lived in certain parts of the country where there is

more risk for certain kinds of fungal Infections (histoplasmosis

or coccidioidomycosis). These infections may develop or

become more severe if you take REMICADE. If you don't know
if you have lived in an area where histoplasmosis or

coccidioidomycosis is common, ask your doctor.

• have or had hepatitis B. If you are a chronic carrier of the

virus that causes hepatitis B, taking REMICADE could cause
the hepatitis B virus to become an active infection again.

• have other liver problems Including liver failure.

• have heart failure or other heart conditions. If you have heart

failure, it may get worse while you take REMICADE.
• have or have had any type of cancer.

• have had phototherapy (treatment with ultraviolet light or

sunlight along with a medicine to make your skin sensitive to

light) for psoriasis. You may have a higher chance of getting

skin cancer while receiving REMICADE.
• have COPD (Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease), a

specific type of lung disease. Patients with COPD may have an
increased risk of getting cancer while taking REMICADE.

• have or have had a condition that affects your nervous system
such as

- multiple sclerosis, or Guillain-Barre syndrome, or

- if you experience any numbness or tingling, or

- if you have had a seizure.
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i iave recently received or are scheduled to receive a vaccine.

(Adults and children should not receive a live vaccine

'.while taking REMICADE. Children with Crohn's disease

ihould have all of their vaccines brought up to date before

.tarting treatment with REMICADE.

ire pregnant or planning to become pregnant. It is not

;nown if REMICADE harms your unborn baby. REMICADE

.hould be given to a pregnant woman only if clearly needed,

alk to your doctor about stopping REMICADE if you are

)regnant or planning to become pregnant,

ire breast-feeding or planning to breast-feed. It is not known

vhether REMICADE passes into your breast milk. Talk to

'our doctor about the best way to feed your baby while

aking REMICADE. You should not breast-feed while

aking REMICADE.

w should I receive REMICADE?

'ou will be given REMICADE through a needle placed in a

'ein (IV or intravenous infusion) in your arm.

'our doctor may decide to give you medicine before starting

he REMICADE infusion to prevent or lessen side effects.

)nly a healthcare professional should prepare the medicine

ind administer it to you.

iEMICADE will be given to you over a period of about

I hours.

If you have side effects from REMICADE, the infusion may

leed to be adjusted or stopped. In addition, your healthcare

)rofessional may decide to treat your symptoms.

< healthcare professional will monitor you during the

IEMICADE infusion and for a period of time afterward for side

iffects. Your doctor may do certain tests while you are taking

IEMICADE to monitor you for side effects and to see how well

ou respond to the treatment.

'our doctor will determine the right dose of REMICADE for

ou and how often you should receive it. Make sure to discuss

vith your doctor when you will receive infusions and to come

1 for all your infusions and follow-up appointments.

viat should I avoid while receiving REMICADE?

not take REMICADE and the medication KINERET (Anakinra)

! lether.

I your doctor about all the medicines you take,

luding prescription and non-prescription medicines, vitamins,

i herbal supplements.

Dw the medicines you take. Keep a list of your medicines

] show them to your doctor and pharmacist when you get

ew medicine.

lat are the possible side effects of REMICADE?

ious and sometimes fatal side effects have been reported in

ients taking REMICADE (see also "What is the most

DOrtant information I should know about REMICADE?")

'se include:

ious Infections

ome patients have had serious infections while receiving

REMICADE. These serious infections include tuberculosis (TB)

nd infections caused by viruses, fungi, or bacteria that have

infections. If you get an infection while receiving treatment

with REMICADE your doctor will treat your infection and may
need to stop your REMICADE treatment.

• Tell your doctor right away if you have any of the following

signs of an infection while taking or after taking REMICADE
- a fever

- feel very tired

- have a con ''

- have flu-like 'lymptoms

-warm, red, or painful skin

• Your doctor will examine you for TB and perform a test to

see if you have TB. If your doctor feels that you are at risk

for TB, you may be treated with medicine for TB before

you begin treatment with REMICADE and during treatment

with REMICADE.

• Even if your TB test is negative your doctor should carefully

monitor you for TB infections while you are taking REMICADE.

Patients who had a negative TB skin test before receiving

REMICADE have developed active TB.

• If you are a chronic carrier of the hepatitis B virus, the virus

can become active while you are being treated with

REMICADE. In some cases patients have died as a result of

hepatitis B virus being reactivated. Your doctor may do a

blood test before you start treatment with REMICADE and

occasionally while you are being treated. Tell your doctor if

you have any of the following symptoms

- feel unwell

- poor appetite

- tiredness (fatigue)

- fever, skin rash and/or joint pain

Cancer

• In clinical studies, more cancers were seen in patients who

took REMICADE and other medicines that block TNF than

patients who did not receive these treatments.

• Some children and young adults with Crohn's disease who

have received REMICADE have developed a rare type of

cancer called Hepatosplenic T-cell Lymphoma. This type of

cancer often results in death. These patients were also

receiving drugs known as azathioprine or 6-mercaptopurine.

• People who have been treated for rheumatoid arthritis,

Crohn's disease, ankylosing spondylitis, psoriatic arthritis and

plaque psoriasis for a long time may be more likely to develop

lymphoma. This is especially true for people with very active

disease.

• Patients with COPD (a specific type of lung disease) may

have an increased risk for getting cancer while being treated

with REMICADE.

• If you take REMICADE, your chances of getting lymphoma or

other cancers may increase.

Heart Failure

If you have a heart problem called congestive heart failure, your

doctor should check you closely while you are taking

REMICADE. Your congestive heart failure may get worse while

you are taking REMICADE. Be sure to tell your doctor of any

new or worse symptoms including

• shortness of breath

• swelling of ankles or feet

• <;iidHpn wpinht nain



Treatment with REMICADE may need to be stopped if you get

new or worse congestive heart failure.

Liver Injury

In rare cases, some patients taking REMICADE have developed

serious liver problems. Teii your doctor if you have

• jaundice (skin and eyes turning yellow)

• dark brown-coiored urine

• pain on the right side of your stomach area (right-sided

abdominal pain)

• fever

« extreme tiredness (severe fatigue)

Blood Problems

In some patients taking REMICADE, the body may not make

enough of the blood cells that help fight infections or help stop

bleeding. Tell your doctor if you

• have a fever that does not go away

• bruise or bleed very easily

• look very pale

Nervous System Disorders

In rare cases, patients taking REMICADE have developed

problems with their nervous system. Tell your doctor if

you have

• changes in your vision

• weakness in your arms and/or legs

• numbness or tingling in any part of your body

• seizures

Allergic Reactions

Some patients have had allergic reactions to REMICADE. Some

of these reactions were severe. These reactions can happen

while you are getting your REMICADE treatment or shortly

afterwards. Your doctor may need to stop or pause your

treatment with REMICADE and may give you medicines to treat

the allergic reaction. Signs of an allergic reaction can include

• hives (red, raised, itchy patches of skin)

• difficulty breathing

• chest pain

• high or low blood pressure

• fever

• chills

Some patients Ireat^'^ with REMICADE have had delayed

allergic reactions. ed reactions occurred 3 to 1 2 days

after receiving treouiid,; ;.ith REMICADE. Tell your doctor right

- -V ^'ou have any of these signs of delayed allergic reaction

ADE

^ tever

• niusciP 0' jOi!-: pciui

• swelling or the face and hands

• difficulty svvalicvvmg

Lupus-like Syndrome

Some patients have develooed symptoms that are like

the symptoms of Lupus. If you develop any of the

following symptoms your doctor may decide to stop your

treatment with REMICADE

• chest discomfort or pain that does not go away

• shortness of breath

• joint pain

• rash on the cheeks or arms that gets worse in the sun

The most common side effects of REMICADE are

• respiratory infections, such as sinus infections and

sore throat

• headache

• rash

• coughing

• stomach pain
f

Children who took REMICADE in studies for Crohn's disease
!,

showed some differences in side effects compared with adults i

who took REMICADE for Crohn's disease. The side effects that

happened more in children were: anemia (low red blood cells),

blood in stool, leukopenia (low white blood cells), flushing

(redness or blushing), viral infections, neutropenia (low

neutrophils, the white blood cells that fight infection), bone

fracture, bacterial infection and allergic reactions of the

breathing tract.

Tell your doctor about any side effect that bothers you or does

not go away.

These are not all of the side effects with REMICADE. Ask your

doctor or pharmacist for more information.

General information about REMICADE

Medicines are sometimes prescribed for purposes tfiat are

not mentioned in Medication Guides or patient information

sheets. Do not use REMICADE for a condition for which it was

not prescribed.

This information sheet summarizes the most important

information about REMICADE. You can ask your doctor or

pharmacist for information about REMICADE that is written for

health professionals.

For more information go to www.remicade.com or call

1-800-457-6399.

What are the ingredients in REMICADE?

The active ingredient is Infliximab.

The inactive ingredients in REMICADE include: sucrose,

polysorbate 80, monobasic sodium phosphate, monohydrate,

and dibasic sodium phosphate, dihydrate. No preservatives

are present.

Prodjct developed and manufactured by;

Centocor, Inc.

200 Great Valley Parkway

Malvern, PA 19355

Revised April 2007

This Medication Guide has been approved by the U.S. Food and Drug

Administration.

IN07491

C> centocor
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3 make for an ideal stocking
"

ffer! tweeziight.com

advertisement ^

ot Gift Alert

A new moon is rising with Hot
Diamond's latest collection

"Moonstruck." Moons & hearts

dance together in a cocktail of

polished hammered and brushed
matte finishes. Solid sterling silver

necklace accented with three

bnlliant-cut diamonds. $205
jewelrycrossings.com

tipsntrei

oin the
Perfect Gift

Hayden-Harnett's C
Zoin Purses make gri

.locking stuffers for all

your fashion-savvy gifte

With a leather-covered

frame and a wide range

of colorful prints. $28
haydenharnett.com

ift of Health

Guard against

colds and flu ihis
"

season with the

Germ Guardian™
Pluggable. It uses

hospital-proven

UV-C technology

to kill 99% of

airborne germs.

Also destroys odors

and allergens like

; mold spores & dusi
• rnitf s. Get it at

Bed Bath & Beyond.

1 Good Taste

;rtain in a luxurious

this holiday. Cycles

liator California Pinot

, with its Parisian

ged bicycle' label,

sexy, stylish varietal

; great with many
is. Order online at

esgladiator.com

urn on the charm
Adorn your holiday parties

with StemDecor's dazzling,

fully beaded wine glass charms

Makes a lovely gift that adds a

personal touch of elegance to

all festivities. Charms for any

occasion at stemdecor.com.

Find these items and
other great gift ideas

at tipsntrends.com

y,
/ ifts That

Make Scents

The gentle, continuous

release of fragrance

brings joy to every home
this season. Stick Scents

8oz. fragrance diffuser

available at CVS.com.

/or Little Darlings

Known to have the cutest styles, best

leather & softest, cushiest soles, pediped"'

makes the perfect present for little girls

and boys $30. Newborn to 24 mos+.

Free shipping! Enter code LHJ1 27 at

pediped.com. 1-800-880-1245

STICK
?C r NTS

\ i'

'''(



With low prices

lets you spi '

'

orations, Wal-Mart

or your money.

eat holiday decorations at

cable prices, we've got two
words for you: backup generator.

WAL-MART
Save money. Live better.





ic <)l the dcliglifs of the Christ-

as sciison is the memories it

eoiijures up of childhood eheeff

joyhil souiids, jolh moods, won-
derhii seenis and mesmerizing
liglits. Why not draw on Christ-

mases past to make \our prescnt-

dav Cliristmas hetter than ever?

W'c show you how to ereate an
Old World h()lida\ — updated with

a few modern touches. Ever\-

thiiig, from the tree to the wreaths

to the garlands, is sure to ereate

nev\ Christmas memories your chil-

dren and your children's children

w ill treasure for \ears to come.

3



In the dining room, update traditional holiday tabletop elements with

a rich color palette. Instead of the usual cut evergreens in the center

of the table, we arranged a colorful mix of coral-hued lilies and apricot

roses in a glass serving bowl, glamorized with some metallic-painted

pinecones. Traditional and always-elegant platinum-rimmed plates and

etched wineglasses from Mikasa feel fresh set against the lively ruby-red

damask place mats. Playful, oversize jewel-toned glass fruits keep the

"tablescape" from getting too serious, and aromatic sprigs of cedar

enliven the room's graceful chandelier. contini'i-.d



Evoking the days when candles were the principal source of indoor light, the

stat'-iy vvi, --sndleholders fio.iking the mirror on the mantel cast a golden
.vi'-iiory scent. Instead of using more-formal vessels, we dressed up

-'/':.•.'
. . :tl' v/ide satin ribbon in trendy orange and filled them with

'J - '
• ::.o;->3i rod and white berries. The charming glittered star

hooks, nod--. -v/mivol of Christmas, hold the stockings. To evoke
the look of pd-->-.'.. .V. :

- we transformed simple velvet ones in deep
shades forest v i rust by hot-gluing gold and multicolored
fringe alor,,, • r -r =,nd star hooks. Seasons of Cannon Falls.



I

CHRIS IMAS
TREF
Instead of tying ribbons on

the branches of the tree, we

took a more-nnodern approach:

attaching long cascading

lengths of wide satin ribbon

in bright shades of cranberry,

green and orange from the

treetop. We adorned it with

a sparkly mix of handmade

and store-bought ornaments,

including glittered balls, silver

sunbursts, delicate feathered

birds, jeweled stars and

miniature birdhouses. Last,

we placed a jumbo silver star

on top to play off the oversize

sparkly snowflakes that hang

in each window. Star and

snowflakes, Seasons of Cannon

Falls. All children's clothing,

E-Land Kids. continued

Home Journal



HoMi; Journal

Where to Find It, page 194

ri lK KIXKR POIX I S
Above left: This fresh take on the
traditional card display uses minia-
ture clothespins to attach favorite

cards to silver-painted branches
displayed in a glass vase filled

with silver and gold pinecones.
Gold ornamental birds perched on
the branches whimsically play off
the traditional holiday symbol of
the dove of peace. Above right:

These glittered Victorian bird-

house ornaments are easy to
make from unfinished wooden
forms. We covered the bottom
front and sides in handmade art

papers (decorative wrapping
paper would also work) by
brushing the birdhouse with craft
9lue. then adhering pieces of
oop.-r cut slightly larger than ea-h

''^'j the edges with an
''to roof and

' 'yer of glue,

''er. All
the

92 LADlt-;

It our slide show for festive holiday craft Ideas at

-EMBFT 7007

V SWKK T'I REAT
This scrumptious chocolate bark
will undoubtedly stake its claim
as a family favorite.

Dark Chocolate-Peanut
Bark With White
Chocolate Drizzle
MAKES 2 LBS
Prep time: 10 mm
Total time: 1 hr 10 min

V4 cup dry-roasted peanuts,

c<^arsely chopped
IV2 lbs semisweet chocolate,

chopped, melted
V2 lb white chocolate,

chopped, melted
Red sugar crystals

Line a 17'/4-by-ll 1/2-inch

rimmed baking sheet with

parchment paper, allowing ends to

extend over sides.

Spread out V2 cup nuts in

baking sheet; pour semisweet

chocolate over nuts. Tap sheet

to level chocolate. Top widi

remaining 'A cup nuts, drizzle

with white chocolate arid

s])! inkle with sugar.

Refrigerate until firm, 45
minutes to 1 hour. Holding
ends of paper, lift bark out of
[)an and break into pieces.

For Milk Chocolate-Almond
Cranberry Bark: Follow

in.structions above, replacing

peanuts with cup toasted

almonds, chopped, and ] cup
dried cranberries. Spread
'/2 cup nuts and cup

cranberries on baking sheet.

(x)ver with l^k lbs melted

milk chocolate (instead of

semisweet). Top with

remaining almonds and
cranberries; refrigerate as

directed, above.

( Can he made ahead. Store in an

airtight container in a cool dry place

up to three weeks.) continued

www.lhj.com/crafts

WWW.LHJ.COM



The

IILLION DOLLAR REACTION
$200 and under.

,

Find all the sparkle she's wishing for in store or browse the wish book on sears.com

DON'T JUST GIVE A GIFT
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n\Rl J\G DFTAILS
Above left: The shimmery
miniature-snowman village from
Seasons of Cannon Falls lines the
mantel in the dining room, conjur-
ing up white Christmas fantasies.

Above: Garnet-hued linen napkins
are tied with a satin bow and
topped with a glittery bird

ornament. Fabricate handmade
place cards from squares of

gold-stamped paper.

Left: Greet family and friends

with a welcoming front door
adorned with a mix of traditional

greens spruced up with personal
touches. A fresh lemon-leaf

wreath is festooned with a

collection of vintage red-and-

gold-velvet-covered faux-berry

bunches, while a hand-lettered

banner bears holiday greetings.

Cedar roping frames the doorway
and handsome iron urns hold

evergreen plants brightened with

bunches of silver-painted

pinecones.



$100 and under.
id the Craftsman' tools he's wishing for in store or browse the wish book on sears.com

If



tj li^Ks. dee ine Denerits.

What should f know ami^ NSAlOs?

When it comes to relieving arthritis pain, you
may think some prescript. NSAID pain relievers,

Jike ibuprofen and naproxen, don't have any
'

cardiovascular rislis. But based on the avaiiaJDle

research, ihst s not clear. And if you look closer,

the ruA requires ail these prescription NSAID
paiD relievers, including Celebrex, to have the
same cardiovascular warning about heart attack
or stroke.

What about heart attack or stroke?

Any prescription NSAID, including Celebrex,
may increase the chance of heart attack or stroke,
which can lead to death. This chance increases if

you have heart disease or risk factors for it, such as
high blood pressure, or when NSAIDs are taken
for long periods.

How do NSAiDs affect my stomach?

All prescription NSAIDs, including Celebrex, also
increase the chance of stomach and intestine
problems, such as bleeding and ulcers, which can
occur without warning and may cause death.
With any of these medicines, patients also taking
aspirin and the elderly are at increased risk for
stomach bleeding and ulcers.

What does this mean for Celebrex?

All prescription NSAIDs have some of the
same warnings, and they all help treat arthritis
pam. But since individual results may vary,
having options is important. An NSAID, like
Celebrex, may be one option.

i!^" sed to learn, prescription
CeiCDfex nas never oeen taken off the market,
^ccually based on the available data, the FDA
su.-d that for' certain patients Celebrex's benefits

'le risKs. But only you and your doctor
c«.

What are the benefits?

Celebrex can be used with low-dose aspirin. ^
prescription NSAIDs aren't generally recomme
with aspirin. What's more, just one 200-mg (

provides 24-hour relief. And if you are conce
about stomach upset, you should know, in
clinical studies, a lower percentage of patient
taking Celebrex reported stomach discomfort
v^hich includes indigestion, abdominal pai
and nausea, versus prescription ibuprofen
and naproxen.

What does it do for arthritis pain?

Celebrex relieves arthritis pain. It also relieve
stiffness and inflammation associated with
arthritis pain.

Any other precautions?

All NSAIDs, including Celebrex, should be use ^

the lowest dose possible, for the shortest time, h
on your individual ti-eatinent goals. Do not take
Celebrex if you're pregnant or have had aller
reactions to aspirin or sulfonamides. Ail NSA]
including Celebrex, increase tiie chance of sei
skin reactions. And tell your doctor if you've
kidney or liver problems.

What next?

For many witii artiiritis pain, not treating is i

an option. Talk to your doctor about Celebrex
see what's right for you.

Visit celebrex.com or call 1-888-celebrex.
But most importantly, your doctor can tell yi

about the risks and benefits of all NSAID pa
relievers.

Please turn page to see important informatioi
about Celebrex and other NSAIDs. ^

Talk to your doctor to...Understand the risks.

'fizer has programs that can help, no matter your age or income. L®i^r i

Igll l-866-706-2400.OrvisitwwW.pnzerhelpfulLwers.com. ^^^^
© 2007 PRzer Inc. A.'I
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CELEBREX®
(celecoxib capsules)

iVIedication Guide

for Non-steroida l Anti-inflammatory Drugs (NSAIDs)

(See tiie end of this Medication Guide for a list of prescription NSAID medicines.)

Get emergency help right away if you have any of the following symptoms

What is the most important Information I should know about medicines

called Non-steroidal Aoti-inflammatory Drugs (NSAIDs)?

NSAID mediciites snay irtcrease the chance of a heart attack or stroke

that can !ead io death.

This thanu' iacreas&j:

e With longer use of NSAID medicines

• in people who have heart disease

NSAID medicines should never be used right before or after a heart

surgery cailes : - asiery bypass graft (CABG)."

NSAID ni£d:f ! je ulcers artd bleeding in the stomach and

intestines at ai;y ime during treatment. Ulcers and bleeding:

• can happen without warning symptoms

• may cause death

The chance of a person getting an ulcer or bleeding increases with:

• taking medicines called "corticosteroids" and "anticoagulants"

• longer use

• smoking

• drinking alcohol

• older age

• having poor health

NSAID medicines should only be used:

• exactly as prescribed

• at the lowest dose possible for your treatment

• for the shortest time needed

What are Non-Steroidal Anti-Inflammatory Drugs (NSAIDs)?

NSAID medicines are used to treat pain and redness, swelling, and heat

(inflammation) from medical conditions such as:

• different types of arthritis

• menstrual cramps and other types of short-term pain

Who should not take a Non-Steroidal Anti-Inflammatory Drug (NSAID)?
Do not take an NSAID medicine:

• if you had an asthma attack, hives, or other allergic reaction with aspirin

or any other NSAID medicine

• for pain right before or after heart bypass surgery

Tell your healthcare provider:

• about all of your medical conditions.

• about all of the medicines you take. NSAIDs and some other medicines
can interact with each other and cause serious side effects. Keep a list of

your medicines to show to your healthcare provider and pharmacist.
• if you are pregnant. NSAID medicines should not be used by pregnant

women late in their pregnancy.

• if you are breastfeeding. Talk to your doctor

What are the possible side effects of Non-Steroidal Anti-Inflammatory
Drugs (NSAIDs)?

Serious side effects include:

• heart attack

• stroke

• high blood pressure

• heart failure from body swelling

fluid retention)

«> kiclnev probieiTis including Hdney

' DleecHii ,'nd uioecs in the

stOu^aci'! and ''ui-ptine

• low red bi-v;!> r;e!; . ;,:riem!a)

• life-threci -in.: :i-:u\ ^uaio^-i;

• life-threateiii :'oc:.,ion£

• liver problems ir.Cfi-
• .• .-feiiuo

• asthma attacks in pf.''^,
, .1-, v.

asthma

Other side effects include:

• stomach pain

• constipation

• diarrhea

• gfls

• Heartburn

• nausea

• vomiting

« dizziness

slurred speech

swelling of the face or throat

shortness of breath or trouble

breathing

• chest pain

• weakness in one part or side of

your body

Stop your NSAID medicine and call your healthcare provider right away if

you have any of the following symptoms:

• nausea

• more tired or weaker than usual

• itching

• your skin or eyes look yellow

• stomach pain

• flu-like symptoms

• vomit

there is blood in your bowel

movement or it is black and sticky

like tar

• skin rash or blisters with fever

• unusual weight gain

• swelling of the arms and legs,

hands and feet

These are not all the side effects with NSAID medicines. Talk to your

healthcare provider or pharmacist for more information about

NSAID medicines.

Other information about Non-Steroidal Anti-Inflammatory Drugs (NSAIDs)
• Aspirin is an NSAID medicine but it does not increase the chance of a

heart attack. Aspirin can cause bleeding in the brain, stomach, and

intestines. Aspirin can also cause ulcers in the stomach and intestines.

• Some of these NSAID medicines are sold in lower doses without a

prescription (over-the-counter). Talk to your healthcare provider before

using over-the-counter NSAIDs for more than 10 days.

NSAID medicines that need a prescription

Generic Name Tradename

Celecoxib Celebrex

Diclofenac
Cataflam, Voltaren, Arthrotec (combined with

misoprostol)

Diflunisal Dolobid

Etodolac Lodine, Lodine XL

Fenoprofen Nalfon, Nalfon 200

Flurbiprofen Ansaid

Ibuprofen
Motrin, Tab-Profen, Vicoprofen* (combined with

hydrocodone), Combunox (combined with oxycodone)

Indomethacin Indocin, Indocin SR, Indo-Lemmon, Indomethagan

Ketoprofen Oruvail

Ketorolac Toradol

Mefenamic Acid Ponstel

Meloxicam Mobic

Nabumetone Relafen

Naproxen
Naprosyn, Anaprox, Anaprox OS, EC-Naproxyn,

Naprelan, Naprapac (copackaged with lansoprazole)

Oxaprozin Daypro

Piroxicam Feldene

Sulindac ClinonI

Tolmetin Tolectin, Tolectin DS, Tolectin 600

and is usually used for less than 10 days to treat pain. The OTC NSAID label warns

that long term continuous use may increase the risk of heart attack or stroke.

This Medication Guide tias been approved by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration.

Distributed by

G.D. Searle LLC
Division of Pfizer Inc, NY, Nv 10017

LAB-0324-2.0 © 2007 Pfizer Inc. All rights reserved. CLU00034N Issued Februaiy 2007



& RESTYLANE
r

UniversI

Medical

INJECTION-FREE TOPICAL MOLECULAR TECHNOLOGY

STEP 1 Softens Lines (Alternative to BOTOXn

STEP 2 Fills In Wnnkles (Alternative to RESTYLANE®)

800-535-0000 www.universitymedical.com Available at:

CVS/pharmacy )i'WajC^^^ea^

and other Better Food, Drug, and Mass Stores.

"Botox and Reslylane are registered tradi'marks ol Allergan Inc and Medicis Aesllielios Holdincis, respectively

tSOURCE IRI June 2007 Second in overall sales wlien includiiuj eye-area anti wrinkle products

©?007 UNIVrRSITY MtOICAl PHARMACEUTICAl S CORP

WrinkleFree
At Home Wrinkle Reversal System



STAY SHARP WITH

BrainAge?
More Training in Minutes a Day!

Challenge your mind with 17 fun

activities including word scramhles,

memory games and over 100 new
sudoku puzzles. It's easy to pick up

and play so it s perfect for both gam-

ers and non-gamers alike.

Available Now.

Only for Nintendo DS.

For more information please visit

www.brainage.com

Brain
More. r.

Bettersound thmughi researches

The sound of the

Bose Wave music system

sets new standards for an

all-in-one system that fits

almost anywhere. And now
this acclaimed system is

available with a special offer.

When you call, be sure to also

ask about financing options

and the 30-day, risk-free

Excitement Guarantee.

To order or learn more:

1.800.400.2841, Ext. TL545

www.Bose.com/WMS
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10 Years ^^f? aig Freedom

InterStim® Therapy Offers Long-Term Relief from
Incontinence and Overactive Bladder

Jtr "yrinary incontinence and

I I overactive bladder are

^^0/ common conditions affeclini;

I
illions of adults in the U.S. and may

I
ipact many aspects of cjuality of lile

eluding physical, social and sexual

tivities. The stigma of incontinence has

evented manywomen from discussing

is issue with family and friends as well

with their physicians.

ptions for treatment include

ofeedback, bladder re-training

id medications to help control

I iwanted bladder symptoms. Almost

ilf of all women fail to respond to

ese treatments. Now with the FDA-

)proved InterStim Therapy from

1 .edtronic, Inc., we are able to benefit

i.e majority of those women lor

hem other therapies have failed.

inn Nohlcii. M.IX,Am i.id ( hin..il l'iok^>i'i. I m i^ioii I >ii, < loi.

Division oflJwfiYmroluf'viil llic I ttiwifily I'l < .i/i/iiriii<i In ini-

"InterStim l'lierap\- is a mininuilh'

invasive treatment for overactive

bladder, urgency-freciuency, ani.1 urge

incontinence," says Karen I.. Noblett,

M.D., Associate Professor and Director

of Female Pelvic Medicine and

Reconstructive Surgery, Departmenl

of 0B/(;YN, at the University of

C'alifornia, Irvine.

Through a small implantable medical

device in properly selected patients,

InterStim Therapy works by providing

the neuroslimulatioii necessary to

control and dramatically reduce

or eliminate symptoms of urinary

incontinence and overactive bladder.

"Although not considered fust line

treatment lor all bladder control

problems," Dr. Noblett adds,

"candidates for InterStim Therapy

include those women who suffer Irom

refractory urinary urgency- treciuency

and urge incontinence."

Maior advantages are that it is

minimally invasive and is completely

reversible. Additionally, InterStim

Therapy provides a trial jieriod to

evaluate whether or not the therafn' will

be elfective lor the particular [\itient.

No other surgical interventions oiler a

trial period before committing to the

therapy, allowing men and women to

make an educated decision about their

treatment for bladder control.

7(1 /(•(/Ni's/ liilciStim Tlicnipy iiiloniuitioii,

or lo Jithl it local pliysii idii in your nrfii

who ciiii tlcliTiiiiiic it von arc n aiiulidiiic

for InlcrSiiiii I'Ucrapy, viiit i/s ol

httji://'.vww.rcsloivyoiirlrcctloiii.coiii

or cull /-<S(W-66^-5; / /, ext. M!^:.

liilfrSiiiii*' Tlu'i.ipy for Urinaiy (xmtixil: I'iihIucI

tfcliniciil ni.iiuKil imisl W ivviL'\ml prim to ii.vc tor

Ji'l.iilcil ili.sclosurc.

Iiidicitioiu:

liilrrSliiii I licrjpy lor Uriii.iry I'oiiU'ol is indicaUxl lor

llio trciitmcMl ol iiiin.iry itioiiliim .tiki llic symptoms
ol oMM.Ktivc lil.uian, lin;kn.liiij; urinary iirj',c iiiconli-

nciiu'.iiul si);nilii,iiil symptoms ol iir(ioiicy-lr<.'i]in.'iKy

alone or in conibinaliori, in patients wlio have tailed or
"

tonld not tolerate more icmservative treatments.

(!ontrainclik:ations;

Patients arc eonlraimlicatecl lor implant ol llie In-

terStim System il tliey liave not ilemonstrated an ap-

propriate response lo test stimulation or are iinalile

to oper.ilc the neumstimulator. Also, iliatlieimy (e.y.,

shortwave diathermy, microw.ivc diathermy or thera-

peutic ultrasound dialhermyl is conlraindicated he-

canse diathermv's ener(;y can Ix' translerred Ihroiigh

the implanted system (or .my ol the .separate implant •

cd components), wliich can cause tissue ilamajie aixl

can result in severe injury 01 de.ith. Diathermy can

damage parts ol the nevuostimulation system.

' Precautions/.'Vdvcrse l-'vents:

Warning: This thciapy is not iiiicndcd for patients

wilh mechanical obstruction such as benign prostatic

hypertrophy, cancer, or urethral .stricture.

Salcly atid eflectiveiiess have not been established

for: l>ilaVeral stimulation, patients with neiu-ologii.il

disease origins such as multiple sclerosis, pregnancy

I
and delivery, or lor pedi.ilru use under the .ige ol Id.

Svslem ni.iy be .ilieiteil by 01 adversel)' allecl c.iriliac I

pacem.ikers or therapies, cardioverter delibrillators,

elect rocautery,e\ternal dehbrillator.s, ultiasonic ec|uip-

j

nient, radiation therapy, magnetic resonance imaging

! I MRI ). thett detectors and screenmg dev'ices. .\dver.se

' events rel.ited to the ther apy, ilevice, or procedure can

include: pam al the im|>lanl sites, le.id migration, in
,

' feclion or skin irritation, technical or device problems,
|

transient electric shock, adverse ch.inge in bowel or

voiding tunclion, numbness, nerve iniury. seroma at i

the neuroslimnlator site, change in menslrual o'cle,
j

and undesirable stimulation or sensations.
|

CAU TION: federal law (USA) restricts this device to

s.ile by or on the order ol a [ihysician

This therapy is not for evervone. Please consult your

doctor. i

Medtronic
AlltViiilftn' }\nti Ui-Monuj^ ! Inihli / xfr'iJit/j^ I i/i



"l am 41 years old with 3

children. On riie Pure Weight

Loss Program I lost 47 pounds.

I feel like a new person and I

have more energy than I did back

in my twenties. I've gained so

much more confidence. Joining

the program was one of the best

changes I have ever made.

-Pam Sleighter

OFF

0.^

Low-Glycemic

"Good Carb" Program

No expensive, tasteless

pre-packaged meals to buy

Eat the foods you love —
when and where you want!

'oday!

not fypicol. Clients wore ir.nu:.-

I

pureweight los
it's purely sim

|



Oroweat* Whole Grain & Oat bread. An esseni v^,
,

c

The first and only bread to be made with the CoroWise " brand, a naturuny iourced

cholesterol reducer' Because a healthy lifestyle deserves a delicious bread. For

other nutritious varieties, visit oroweat.com. (Jroweai. jSread J^erj-ecied.

'Foods rontoining ol leosl 4 gtams pei serving of plant stefols. eoten twice o doy with nieols for o daily total intake of ol least 5 grams, as

part of a diet low in saturated fot and cfiolesterol. moy reduce itie risit of fieott diseose. Consuming 15 slices of Orovveot Wfiole Groin & Got
bread will provide ot least 4g plant sterols ©2007 Bimbo Bofceries USA, Inc. CoroWise"^ is o licensed trodemork of Corgiil, Incorporated

OROWEAr

WHOLE GRAIN
& OAT

-^^ WITH COROWISE —



Of course our Spreadable Butter

is delicious. Consider its relatives.

-ic... !M.. d!;',:-. !!i ways ro v-nitn- •; "li.ilk-nge Butter. Our convenient Spreadable Butter

C:>'-;'.: ;
' J":'.- '.^ifect subsCiilUc ir,r (lavorless spreads. And our tasry regular butter

^3'.i:--v'!v lecipes and at dinner rabies for generations. Of course, if you're

loo'v .agfor •'•c-i 'Mi-)oir decadent, our European Style Butter with its creamier taste

aad .silkier tL-xU), '^<?wer. Wharcwr you're cooking up, Challenge has the butter.



Holida

Guide
Good things come in

small packages. Don't

forget to add these

stocking staffers to

your list. They are

guaranteed to add

a smile on your loved

one this season.

Fill their stockings

with flavorful fun!
Make sure ' nave plenty of refreshments on hand
for the Holidays and for a special treat, stock up on
Coca-Cola Brand Lip Smackers® These great-tasting

lip glosses offer girls the authentic taste of their

favorite beverage flavors in a lip gloss that's as good
for their lips as it tastes! Available at drug stores and

mass-market retailers.

Find these and other great Smackers holiday

gift ideas at www.smackers.com.

® 2007 The Bonne Bell Company' © The Loca-Cola Company. All fights reserved.

Bring home the

perfect holiday movies
for the entire family!

Spread holiday cheer and big laughs with f/f starring

Will Ferrell. Inspire your entire family with the epic

holiday classic The Nativity Story starnng Keisha

Castle-Hughes.

Now available on DVD from
New Line Home Entertainment

www.newlinedvd.com

Two great holiday gift ideas

for the busy cook in your
life from Sandra Lee!

Available In stores now
www.semihomemade.com

It's more 20-Minute Meals,

with six new chapters of

inventive anytime recipes

that get dinner on the

table in less time than it

takes for take-out.

In the third book of her

Semi-Homemade"' Cooking

trilogy, Sandra takes us on

a culinary trip around the

world, from comfort foods

we crave to restaurant recipes

we can recreate at home.
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FOR EVERYONE ON YOUR LIST!

i This super-soft cashmere

i scarf comes in 21 hues—
with one just right for the

fashionista on your list.

$29.50; www.landsend.com

2 This faux-crocodile

satchel from Mossimo in

a rich shade of forest green

will thrill with its high style.

$24.99: www.target.com

Avid gardeners will clap

O for this hand-pampering

set, which includes scrub

and an extra-rich lotion. $24;

www.crabtreeandevelyn.com

Sonia Kashuk's makeup
brush set in a chic

carrying case is a beauty
must. $19.99; www.target.com

l~ Each of these elegant

O Tocca soaps is scented
with a different classic

fragrance. $30 for set of

three; www.bluemercury.com

Retro-glam rings andO bracelets sparkle. Rings,

$25 each; www.lizclaiborne

com for stores. Bracelets,

$19.99; www.dressbarn.com
for stores

"7 These sporty hand-knit
^ Sno Bunny hats are lined

in fleece for added warmth.
$30; www.dakine.com

Q Isaac Mizrair s sr>ezzy setO of metallic mini clurches

stashes makeup, jev/elry or

loose change. $19.99 for -

of three; www.target.comi

98n L.ADIFS' HOMF JOURI JAL
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EDITOR'S PICK

"This cute pouch Is packed
with nine lip gloss minis."

Mini Mark's lip gloss. $15;

www.meetnnark.com
—Erica Metzger Senior Beauty Editor

The aptly named Perfect

Chiistmas Scented

Candle comes in three

gorgeous wintery scents—the

best we've sampled! $16.50;

www.bathandbodyworks.com

This patent-leather

wallet is sporty—and
at this price, it's easy on
your own wallet. $12.50;

www.oldnavy.com for stores

Choose this calligraphy

: set, which comes with a

bamboo pen, nibs, ink and a

guide, for crafters who'd love

to learn the art of lettering.

$24.95; www.coldwatercreek

.com for stores

This set of delicate

snowflake-embossed

soaps is festively packaged
in a silver box with jeweled

ornament. $25 for set of

four; www.giannarose.com

Here, a customizable

; w set of bath goodies—
you choose the gel, soap

and salts to mix and match-
all infused with soothing

essential oils. $28.85;

www.eoproducts.com

Teens will adore this

boldly patterned

cardigan from the new
Dear line, designed by

actress Amanda Bynes.

$19.98; www.dearbyamanda
.com for stores

Pretty polka-dot pajama

pants make lounging a

fashion statement. $29.50;

www.aerie.com f.oNTiNLitn



FOR HIM
Reindeer boxers will

appeal to your guy's sense
of holiday humor $12.50;

www.ae.com

Y'^ Help keep his paws warm^ on cold mornings with
this ingeniously designed
windshield scraper encased
in a fluffy down mitten.

$14.50; www.eddiebauer.com

Awaken his inner handy-
man with this 45-piece

tool set from Husky. $15;

www.homedepot.com

To keep your guy
groomed, give him this

Dual Action nose-hair

and beard trimmer $21.99;

www.aceformen.com

I His summer grilling will

get a lot easier with this

motorized grill brush. $30;
www.brookstone.com

At these low prices you
can't go wrong with

classicly styled sweaters. Zip-
neck, $12.98; www.steveand
barrys.com for stores.

Collared model, $19.99;

www.bjs.com for stores

"J
The 500 Worlds Greatest
Golf Holes, by George

Peper, will have him
dreaming of teeing up at the
first sign of thaw. $29.95;
www. workman,com

Handsome patterned
scarves will keep him

toasty all winter long. Fair

sle scarf, $24.50; www.gap
.com. Striped model, $19.50;

www.ae.com coN-ONUiiD

WWWLHJ.COM'
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Rhythm Ad.

www.junobdby.com
—Sue Owen Erneta. Senior rrtr
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FOR KIDS
& BABIES
Each of these cute onesies
comes with an alphabet's

worth of iron-on letters

so you can give them a
pot sonalized touch. $28;
www.meyamo.com for stores

Started by a mom who
made soft-soled shoes

for her own toddler, the
.Robeez line has now grown
to give you a choice of more
than 60 delightful designs.

$28 a pair; www.robeez.com

"7 These Lollitops tees

sport sassy phrases to

match their sweetly clever

packaging. $21; www
clotheslinecandy.com

y . Your tot will feel like

r Cinderella in any one of
these glittery ballet flats. Left
to right: Sparkle Ballet Flats,

$24.50; www.gap.com.
Sparkle Flats, $19.99; www
jcpenney.com for stores.

Glitter shoes, $9.98; www
steveandbarrys.com for

stores. Glitter-Trim Skimmers,
$14.50; www.oldnavy.com

[ Make bath time a happy
^'occasion for little ones
with this absorbent, cute-
as-it-is-cuddly puppy towel.

Other animals available.

$29.50; www.llbean.com

These snuggly combed-
cotton sweaters sport

cute images, including an
owl, polar bear or lobster

$24.50; www.llbean.com

CONTINUED ON PAGE 106
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ADVERTiSEMENT

Scratch and smell

to experience new

Lavender & Vanilla
with Essential Oils

® Glade' Pluglns^
Now made with real essential oils

extractedfreshfrom their natural source.

www.glade.com



Smells like the real thing.

Now made with essential oils extractedfresh from nature.
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For

AU toys on this page are
made in the USA

'j Budding archaeologists w
I love Dig it! The Fossil Wc
shop Fossil Preparation Kit

They chisel away to find re.,

natural treasures. Made in

Connecticut. $19.99:

www digitfossils.com

O Wooden alphabet blocks

are a classic way to help

tots learn their ABC's; Uncle
Goose's are available in

several languages. Made in

Michigan. From $29.95;

www.unclegoose.com

3 These Krazy Kars craft

kits supply everything

for fledgling designers

to cast their own models
Made in California. $16;

vvww.castandpaint com

No two of these organic-

cotton tedci
, bears are

the same—they re handmade
by a mom out of her home.
Made in Maryland. $30;

www.honeysuckledreams£cni

I. Out of a Rocky Mountain
workshop, this company

makes simple yet imaginative

wooden toys. Made in

New Mexico. $20;

www.northstanoys.com

^. Sports fans get in touch
-- with their inner coaches
with this Pizza Box Football
game, designed for ages 12

and up. Made in Indiana.

$29.99; www.ot/games.com

KJ

Enter for your chance to

win the ultimate family

gift this holiday season.

We are giving one lucky

winr.er an all-new 2008
Oodcv:- C-.-.tr.fJ Caravan
SX I ;;L,., 000 cash!
' or entry aiKi ,

'

'

.
i'^;. :og or> to wv,v..-. .,i

.
c ci i !,/ho i id ri y 5 !Veaw3 v

EDITOR'S PICK
"I love the way this

toy combines art and
architecture with good old

fun." Made in Nebraska.
Dado Cubes, $24,95;

www.fatbraintoys.com
—Margot Gilman, Deputy Editor
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- - You could win

VVIIjlI toys featured in

A '""""^O the new Warner

'>^^H Bros, holiday movie

Fred Claus worth

^ Im $500. One set will go
ja. to a lucky reader, the

other to that winner's charity of

choice. For details go to page 194

or www.lhj.com/toysweepstakes

As a clever twist on the

classic Lego, this new
version allows little ones to

create mosaics. Made in

Denmark, Austria, the Czech
Republic and Hungary.

$19.99; www.lego.com

All Hannah Montana fans

will want this groovy

guitar in a sweet shade of

purple. Made in China.

$19.99; vvivw.efoys.com

This giraffe tent is great

for providing shelter

from the elements on young
explorers' safaris—or just in

their own backyard. Made in

Vietnam. $29.99; www.target

.com for stores

You can't go wrong
- - giving this High School

Musical CD board game.

We haven't found a preteen

yet who isn't obsessed with

the Disney Channel's smash-

hit movie. Made in China.

$19.99; www.toysrus.com

Fisher-Price's Go Baby

OGo! Sit-to-Stand Giraffe

encourages wee ones to

learn how to pull themselves

into a standing position.

Made in Mexico. $27.99;

www.babiesrus.com

With its movable shovel.

_ pint-size builders won't

be able to resist getting

down to work with this

Caterpillar Wheel Loader.

Made in Germany. $23.30;

www.brudertoysamerica
com for stores coNTiNUtD
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FOR FOOD FANS:

• Anyone Can Ccok, a full-color

binder of appeaimg recipes, $24.95

' Made From Scratch, a memoir

by Food Network star Sandra

Lee, S24.95
• Cheese Deck: A Connoisseur's

Guide to 50 of the World's Best

(above), by Max McCalman and

David Gibbons, an easy-to-use reference of top-

rated cheeses. S14.95

• Hip Tastes: The Fresh Guide to Wine, by

Courtney Cochran, a fun-to-use guide, $18.95

• l-low to Be a Better Foodie, by Sudi Pigott, $17.95

• Christmas With Pauia Deen, festive recipes by

the Food Network star, $23

Aii available at www.amazon.com

-OR FOODIES
This wonderfully whimsical

Handcart Girl apron will

add color to the kitchens of

all your chef friends. $28.50;

www.jill/ewi/lie.com

Zyliss's hardworking

4-in-l Slicer and Grater

does quadruple duty,

grating and cutting on fine

and thick settings. $19.95;

www.surlatable.com

Delicious Dolce Vita

dessert teas make a sweet

ending to any holiday meal.

$24; www.teaforte.com

With this 30-piece cake-

decorating set from

the experts at the Culinary

nstitute of America even

a novice is sure to look

ike a pro in no time. $30;

www.ciacook.com

Need a hostess gift more
original than a bottle of

wine? These Belvoir Fruit

Beverages, in unique flavors

ike Elderflower Presse

and Ginger Beer, are the

season's tastiest answer.

$7.49 for a 25.4-oz. bottle;

www.mybrandsinc.com

Simply the most mouth-

watering brownies to

ever come out of a box-
Saxon Chocolates Brownie

Mix. $14; www.saxon
chocolates.com

Straight from Florida,

each jar in this three-

honey pot sampler has tangy

touches of citrus. $14 for set

of three; www.tropicbee

honey.com continued
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The Cheese Shredder: One of 12 creative accessories

that make the Stand Mixer an even better gift.

|Ki«c:henAid
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V 1 adorable ornaments
I will add panache to any

tree, Angel, $30 for set of
three: www.redenvelope.com.
Santa's belly ornannent. $5;
www.pierl.com for stores.
Reindeer, $29 for set of three;

www.coldwatercreek.com

f

;5s

Venptirin V : ! -K

-Kieran Jusko Hcr-ic Lc;tor

110
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This Photoforest photo
holder is a great way to

display snapshots all season
long. $13; www.umbra.com

3 The sheen of these red
and gold chargers adds

twinkle to your table. Martha
Stewart Collection chargers,
$5 for round, $6 for square;
www.macys.com for stores

These jewel-colored
Good Tidings mercury-

glass votives send out warm
greetings. $30 for set of
four; tvn/n'./-ec'eni/e/ope.com

Distinctive red-stemmed
martini glasses will add

plenty of punch to holiday
cocktails. $20 for four;

www.pierl.com for stores

All of the proceeds from
Hable Construction's

cheerful felt stockings go to
St. Jude Children's Research
Hospital. $18; www.stjude.org

These ultra-glam mosaic
decanters from party-

planning guru Colin Cowie
will be the hit of any
soiree. $29.95 for set of
three; www.hsn.com

Snuggly throws offer

super comfort at a low
price. Herringbone, $19.99;
knit. $24.99; www.millihome
ram for stores continued
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STOCKING
STUFFERS
DaysAgo timers let you

! know just how long that

cranberry cobbler has been
in the fridge. $9.99 for two;

www.containerstore.com

With more than 30 styles,

one of these personalized

labels is right for the baker in

your life. $28; www.felixdoo

little.com

Oversize-initial keychains

can be stuffed in a stock-

ing or used as a gift tag.

$3.50 each; www.oldnavy.com

Your favorite traveler's

bag will stand out with

bright (and sharp-witted)

luggage tags. $9,99 for six;

www.containerstore.com

They smell good enough
to eat, but these soaps

are really scrumptious come
bathtime. $3 to $5 each;

M/ivM/.craib/'reeanc/ei/e/yn.co/T)

Share your innermost

Dhoi iday wishes with this

just-for-fun Mini Christmas

Box of Questions. $6.95;

www. tlieboxgirls.com

"7 These gift soaps are as

adorable as the breeds

they model—besides Labs

they come as dachshunds,

pugs, Malteses and more. $20;

www. uncommongoods.com

The rising air from the lit

w tea lights on this candle-

holder makes the delicate

reindeer dance. $9.99;

www.containerstore.com

Small in size but big in

.nd, these mini MP3
|j' ^jf-Lis measure just 2^2

inches long and attach

directly to the player. $24;

www. flight001.com

LCC. .^'-.R 2007
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CHOLESTEROL
EVERY

'Promise.

Love
YOUR
HEART

Vromise)
actiy/

strawberry

& yogurt
flavored

;

3ods containing plant sterols should be eaten twice b doy with m«als. At least 0.4 g plant sterols per serving for a total daily intake of at least 6.8 g,

k part of a diet low in ''•'•~»-^ t-»f|||t,>''r>i--*«'«' -"^y i^Mlyce.lhe rl|k.Q£,heact dlseoMj^^rying of this prodMrt C9ntpiu,2 a plant sterx>ls.
^



_ '

z photo may take some
^'"^e. The photo card, well,

_i that's done in seconds.

Get yoiir ohoto cards fast and easy

with tl I

' Picture Maker".
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Co\'l-,R Sl OKV

and now ihc McCaii£;lic\ sc\cii arc rollicking prcteens.

Kn)o\ a laniily photo alhnni from the last

and sec what lhc\'rc up to toda\

(iccaclc

Ten years ago licatlliiics

arouiul the i;l()l)c herald

ed tlie hi nil of (he

MeCaughcy sepluplels in

Iowa. Alter 40 people, iii-

cltiding specialists in high-risk preg-

nancies and respiratory therapists.

helped them into the

world on Novem-

ber 19. 1997. USA
'loddx trumpeted

the mirac;l'ix)i;s

7. 'Fhcy were the

M A(; \ 1 1- ic. K \ i

slA KN! in the Hrl-

Jasl Xcii's Ij'tler and

SLAT.N lU NOl KS OK

jov for the Qiieensland.

Australia. Courici -Mad. In

Montreal 'I lie (iatrttc de

dared a MIKAt:i.I-. IN loWA.

The world s first sm"\ i\'

ing set ol septu])lets. the

McC^augheys are the larg

est intact multiple birth on

lecord. Born two and a hall months

earlv and weighing |ust three pounds

each (gi\ e or take a lew ounces). Alex

is, Brandon. loci. Rclsc\. K.enn\ jr..

From left to right: Joel, Alexis,

Kenny Jr., Kelsey, Nathan, Natalie

and Brandon sing and dance—and
cheer— to celebrate their 10th

birthday with a giant cake specially

made for the occasion

Hv Si I I'll Wll

WoonvKi)

Pii()r()(;RAi'iii 1)

l)v S i 1 \ I Liss/

' 2007 I'oi vRis

Natalie and N.ithaii lia\e grown and

thrixed as the world has watched.

.At hist, caring k)r the seven Iragilc

preemies meant endless diaper chang-

es and lecdings by their parents, Bobbi

and Kenn\- McC-aughcy. and a volun

teer team ol Iriends aiifl lamily Irom

in and around their hometown ol Car-

lisle, near Dcs Moines. Photographs

Irom the septuplels" first \cars depict

exhausted adults plastered with sleep

ing—or crx ing—babies. Tender nurtui

ing was the order of the day.

Now parenting the se\eii-and then

older sister. Mikayla. who will turn 12

in |anuarv-is more like reining in a fun-

l()\ iiig mob. When the gang arrives lor

this month s I.atlii's
' Hniiic

Jdunuil cover photo session.

the\ galli\ant down the

prop-lined corridor to the

studio. "Look! The bath-

tub!" Nat;ilie cries, and the

septuplcts msh to surround

a white claw foot tub as Mi

ka\ la w .ilches. the bemused big sister.

"We \e been here lour tunes lor I.adi( \

IloDh- Joiinidl shoals" Bobbi explains.

".A printing press." announces Joel,

gripping the wooden handle as the

group passes an old time machine.

"Hold mv hand. honcN." commands

his mother.

When the kids see the crew, some ol

whom they remember Irom years past,

it's hu'-s all around. comim id

: WW LHJ COM
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St)-Iists usher the drls into the dressinc

room. "'Ilicsc arc adorable." Mikayla

sa^'^ .:l\;ur ihc biillet fiats she"ll wear.

"Cuce boots."" Natalie remarks
about the footwear that"s been chosen

for Kelsey, before putting on her own
Man J;mes. Then to the makeup ar t-

ist: "What color is this lip gloss?"

Meanwhile, the boys chow down on
breakfast bars and guzzle juice at a

snack table while waiting dieii- trim to

get ready. "Okay."" sav's photogiapher

Steve Liss. "who gets into trouble at

school?"" Oirly Keimyjr. raises Iris hand.

"Not even a contest?" marvels Liss.

"Kenny asked his teacher to marry
him."" Brandon offers, as if to explain

the extent of his brodier's daring. Ken-
nyJr. gLires at him.

Soon all eight i

are costumed and
have posed for a group
shot. Then just the

septuplets surround a gi-

ant white-and-red 10th-

birthday cake. Years in the public
eye have accustomed them to taking

direcdon. They pose and cavort as

Liss requests.

Tliese days, Lhey"re aware they're

famous and will even point that out to

their mother from time to time. "But
they're still not sure why" Bobbi mar-
vels. "They've noticed there aren't

other families with such large num-
bers of children born on the same da>-,

but they haven't put it all together."

But of course, as children, they are
more interested in things they've
accomplished by themselves, like

Brandon s and Kenny Jr."s baseball
trophicx c.ii ned at school last vcar.

Nathan s most recent big achievc-

''"^ '-••-<••" giving up his walker,
u-mch had be..-!! -iccessitated by spastic
Hipii;^a, or v';;\v;;ncc(-i muscle contrac-
tion^. I nroblcm he's h.u! since birth.

Surger--. a.; is ongoing physical

therapy, contributed to the

improvement. In September
2006 doctors cut dirough the bones

of his lower legs, which had been
pulled out of alignment by his muscles.

They then reoriented the bones to

straighten out his feet. To hold the

shinbones in place while they were
healing, die doctors placed metal plates

on them. The bones have healed, so

die plates will he removed in die near

future during an as-yet-unscheduled

operation.

Alexis, the odier septuplet widi per-

sistent physical issues, will have sur-

geiy to straighten her feet in the next

year or two-paid for, as most of the

septuplets' medical costs

They have few of the hea

problems you'd expect from
preemies," says their doctor

are, by the heidth insurance dieir fadier

has through liis job at a Des Moines
factory that powder-coats furniture and
other items. In Alexis's case, hypotonic

quadriplcgia, or weakness in all four

limbs, causes die misjdignment. Me^m-
whiic she receives physical dierapy and
periodic injections around her upper
legs. The medication deadens the
ncr\'es, interrupting the inappropriate

muscle patterning and ;il]owing her to

build strength. She still relies on a

walker, however.

Both Nathan and Alexis need tutor-

ing ill reading and madi but are essen-

tudly working at grade level, as are die

other septuplets. The children have
moved beyond most of the medical is-

sues of their early years-including Jo-

el's strabismus, wliich caused liis eyes
to cross until an operation corrected
tiicm, and die reflux that caused swaJ-
'ou iug problems for Natalie and Alex-

is. Both girls wear glasses to

coirect nearsightedness, accord-

ing to Bobbi (Alexis since pre-

school, Natalie since second grade).

The septuplets' progress has been
remarkable. "They're seven of the
healdiiest kids I see, widi few of die is-

sues, like respiratory problems, you'd
expect from preemies," says Peter Heth-
erington, D.O., dieir pediatrician since

birth. "Yes, Nathan and Alexis have
some neurological issues, but often

children' born with simdar problems
can spend a lifetime in a wheelchair."

Dr. Hetherington also notes that

they're "socially adapted." The girls

tend to share friends, Bobbi reports,

and the boys typically have in-

l-l-i dividual best pals.

Occasionally medical issues

do crop up
for the chil-

dren just be-

cause they're active. This
past August, for example,

the septuplets were playing outside

with an 11 -year-old cousin. Climbing
is irresistible forJoel, so he had scaled

a large shade tree. "He can climb
lampposts," declares Kelsey. Suddenly
a branch broke beneath Joel's weight,

and Bobbi, who was supervising the

chUdren, looked up to see him plunge

some 1 8 feet, landing flat on his back.

Bobbi quickly told her niece to take

the other children indoors so they

wouldn't become upset or panic Joel.
Though Joel never lost consciousness

or even cried, mostly because the

wind was knocked out of him, says

Bobbi, she admits she was frightened

during the few minutes they waited
for the ambulance. "I didn't know
how badly he was hurt," she says.Joel
and his mom were whisked to a near-

by emergency room, where pediatric

and trauma doctors diagnosed
compression continued on p.'\ge 122
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^or the many joys and
uitssings ofa granddaughter

QWloving granddaughter is a precious

gift from heaven. Now, she can carry

your love and good wishes everyday with

her own guardian angel in a stunning

jewelry exclusve—the "My Dear

Granddaughter Angel Pendant."

Custom keepsake box comes with a card reading:

My Dear Granddaughter, Angels danced the day you were born.

May this guardian angel always protect you.

Exclusive Design ... Exquisite Craftsmanship

As beautiful as it is meaningful/our design exclusive pendant is meticulously hand-crafted of solid

sterling silver with gleaming 24k-gold-plated accents. The exclusive design features a radiant open

heart with a graceful guardian angel at the center, her praying hands hold a sparkling, genuine

solitaire diamond—a precious symbol of the treasure of a beloved granddaughter.

The guardian angel's gown, halo and layered wings shimmer in silver and gold, and the back

is engraved with the touching words, "My Dear Granddaughter, May this Guardian Angel always

protect yon. " The marching solid sterling silver rope chain measures a full 18" in length.

A Remarkable Value ... Order Today r

.on;-.!' Lc j L
: ri!hcarc of Authenticity and attractive custom keepsake case, our exclusive

KiXiJi'. -s ap. excj: iOiiUi value at S99*, and you can pay for in 4 convenient installments of

io reserve vwur:, —backed by our unconditional 120-day guarantee—send no

iusr ol:: rvj in;;il the Reservation Application. Or call us today toO frse at 1-866-768-

i'.L^^.:'-' each,

money 'U)\v:

6517,24 hoiu's a dav; T J,.^ s, far holiday deliver)^ guaianteedlt

©2007 B<JE 01-ti
collectiblestoday.com



9ingeC^en(fant

^he perfect ^ift with

(^iristmas delivery guaranteed

call tollfree at

1-866-768-6517

eiy engraved with

caring sentiment...

My Dear

nddaughter, May
i Guardian Angel

vays protect you

Hand-set with a sparkling

brilliant-cut diamond

Hand-crafted in sterling siher

andlavished with

gleaming 24K-goldplating

.'J

I/'

I,

t

I 'P actual size

RESERVATION APPLICATION

THH BRADFORD HXCHAXC^K s^oature _

9345 Milwaukee Avenue Niles, IL 60714-1 393 Mr Mrs Ms

YES. I'lc.iM- risonc ihu "My Dear Ciranddaugiucr Angd

Pendant" lor nic as dfs>-rilu-d in ihis .innouiKi iiK-ni,

UMITED-TIME OFFER

tWe musi receive your inlllal paymeni by 12/15/07 to

guarantee Christmas delivery Call toll tree at

1-866-768-6517 24 hours a day, 7 days a week II you order

by phone, please mention ihe oiler code:

01 -03864-001 -E88039

Address

City

State

Njme (Please Punt Clearly

.Zip^

01 -03864-001 -E88091

'Plus a total o( S7 98 shippinq .iiid service

All sales subject to Ofoduc: avaiiabiiiiv and oroei acccottin
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Alexis llBrandon

fractures ir fn-c ^T^ebrae—uncomfoit-

able. but n()t major injuries.

"Tiiey pill a pla:-tcr vest on hiiu to

munobLlize and protect his vertebrae

for se\'crai weeks," exphiins Dr. Hether-

ingion. who met Bobbi and Joel at the

ER. "Ke was moving around just fine

and merely a little less talkative than

usual. After a brief hospital stay they

sent him home with over-the-counter

painkillers. We don't expect long-tenn

effects." Though Joel certainly wasn't

able to climb anything for a while, he

could walk unaided and started fourth

grade witli his siblings on August 22.

Bobbi is philosophical about the acci-

dent. "He loves climbing and is good at

it," she says. "I discourage him from

going too high, but really, I don't want

any of them avoiding things they enjoy

because ofmy fears."

Joel may be the septuplets' aerialist,

but all seven explore the world with

gusto. "They're becoming indepen-

dent, testing Hfe," says Kenny. He and

Bobbi are well aware that the day is

coming when they'll have not eight

tykes but eight teenagers in the house.

"In many ways, parenting them
now is more ditficult than when they

were litde," confesses Bobbi. "'With

babies, eveiy day is the same. You can

go through the motions blindly. Now
we have to be on our toes constantly

in changing situations-teaching them

self-control, respect and more."

Kenny calls the stage his children

have entered "ihe in-between years,"

when they're no longer malleable little

kids but not yet potentially rebellious

teens. "Things will get interesting

when the) start turning !3 arid 14." he

'pc this isn be

n\- lev;! th-u

ccntrai <<

offsprinu b

i.lpijSiS, i;:ii>i)l .:t,c! k(.n-

•ctationsiiip \, ith Goc' is

_1997_
Newborn

1998_
One Year OJd

2000
Three Years Old

_2002_
f've Years Old

__2004__
Seven Years Old

'fs'ii Years Old
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Crowds in Carlisle. Iowa, the McCaugheys' hometown, released
pink and blue balloons to celebrate the septuplets' birth onNovember 19, 199/ 2 All seven children spent time in a neonatal
intensive care unit 3 Bobbi and Kenny McCaughey needed twoquadruple strollers to transport their brood m the early days

5A loc.ZTi celebrating their first birthday

brthti ,T r the towns new residents with abrightly lettered sign. 6 Four for the road: It took four adults Bobbiand Kenny and her parents. Peggy and Robert Hepworth totransport the septuplets to church. 7 Mikayla got a close look at theDecorations on her siblings' first-birthday cake u^^n^'n^.
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Fruit flavorej water

Your kitchen faucet is about

to become popular.

PUR filtered water helps ^ tar.,ly healthy Ar.d new PUR Flavor Opt,ons can

er.t,ce ther. to dr,nk r.ore water, by giving ther. the option of adding raspberry

strawberry or peach flavor with the push of a button Available m both pitcher

and faucet rr^ount Please visit www purwater cor^ for r^ore mtormation.

Crave PUR Fld .o. options'
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adults. " Ri??:!!; now our children at-

tend church aiid beliCve in the Bible

be V, ;<-• we do." s.rws Kenny. "Wlieii

ail of that is actually theu's. it will

hopefully ha\c a po.sitivc effect on

[hem dining their teen years."'

1 The cliiidren's access to die media is

also caiefully controlled. "We keep a

tight reiii." says Bobbi. "That's die way

Kenny and I were raised." Christian

music and T\' and educational televi-

sion, such as die Discover)' Channel, are

on die approved list, along widi fainily-

fiiendl)- shows, such as HamuJi Muutaiui

and High School Musical 2. OrAy Mikayla

has an e-mail account, accessed widi her

parents" permission and on their com-

puter in an office off^ the kitchen.

All eight do chores, savs Bobbi.

Tlie\ tidy their rooms, change their

bed linens, feed the cats and more. As

the oldest, Mikayla has recently added

more giovvn-iip tasks. She occasionally

mows the lawn and babysits her sib-

lings. The family has an imaginative

fee stmcture: Mikayla earns $3 an hour

for watching her siblings, while the

others each receive ,')() cents for behav-

ing while their parents arc away. For

Mikayla, there's a bonus: She enjoys

having the house to herself after the

younger ones' bedtime at 8 P.M. Once,

Bobbi and Kenny retimicd right after

the little ones had gone to bed, and

Mikayla exclaimed, "Couldn't you

have stayed out longer?"

Mikayla's independence appears to

come from having been home-

schooled. After Bobbi taught the les-lj

sons, Mikayla decided which!
||||

homework she'd do when. The ap-W .,

proach worked well, with Mikayla

scoring high on standardized tests.

Her big adventure this year has been ,

going to a regular junior high. She's ll^

not feeling like the odd one out.^

though. "It's a new regional school,

says her mother, "so it was unfamiliar

to all the kids."

Tlie^septuplets have always attend- W

ed the town's regional school, which ^

is large enough to divide them among W

several classrooms and let them de- ^

velop without being compared to their -

siblings. With Mikayla's new sched- '-^

ule, Bobbi has been able to take a

part-time job, working during school

for it

Openhouse

Fassionat( about decorating and entertaining? Find inspiration

online at Oijenhoiisc. HomeGoods' own decorating blog. Meet

bloggers who are ical Homcgoods customers, check out their

recent posts and chime inl

Visit ww^v.homegoods.coni
,

"*^CjOO(JlS^

Now Glade Pliigliis .Scenitci Oil i ; i.^dc with (.S Aiuial oils

extracted from their nauua! sousc i ^. jiad. ' cap'.vno die pure

essence of these essential oil> u) • i'l- i;ji.u;ccs so iiesh

and so authentic, you'll sweai \oii ic sin- ibr.;: i\^c .ea! thing.

www.glade.com/fragrance-oils/

Looking for a vacation that relaxes

and energizes you?

Plan your next getaway at a true Destina

Spa. Visit www.dcstinationspas.com or

888 772-4363 to order a complimentary cc

of the 2008 Destination Spa Vacations' maga

or lor more information.

The Avon Hello Tomorrow Fund from Avon

Products, Inc. advances the mission to empowe

women and nnprove society by awarding $5,00(

every week for a year to individuals to create oi

expand a project to empower women through

three areas: business development, community service, or

awareness and outreach.

AVON

HELLO
TOMORROW

FUND

For information and applications visit

www.avon.com/hellotomorrowfund



See and
Hear More!

Can't get

enough
of the

McCaughey
family?

Download
the brood's renditions of Christmas

carols, check out behind-the-scenes

footage of their recording sessions

or watch a family home movie.

Visit WWW.LHJ.COM/SEPS

hours on the production hne at the

same factor}' where Keimy works and

thereby supplementing the family's

overstretched income.

The McCaugheys" finances are a

balancing act. During the past year

they've dipped into sa\ings for day-to-

day expenses. Kenny says. Bobbi still

makes much of the children's clothing.

Vacations are camping trips at nearby

state parks. Other outings aie raie, but

not just for fiiianci;il rea-

sons: Nathan and Alexis

can't keep up duiing. say.

a walk through a mall.

The day after the big

photo shoot, the

McCaugheys have a get-

together for friends and

family. While Alexis picks out 'Jingle

Bells ' on the piano in die living room,

Bobbi and Kenny put out platters of

food on the kitchen's breakfast bar. hi

the famil\- room. Bobbi's mother. Pegg\-

Hepworth, and youngest sister. Michele

Bailey, sit with Kelsey, looking through

photogiaphs from the kids" eaily years.

The other cliildren jump and climb on

play equipment in the backyaid.

As everyone digs in, Bobbi and

Kenny's stepmother, Val, reminisce

about a day the two of them managed

to transport seven infants in seven car

seats to the hospital for tests. Friend

Vicky Skiles, whose husband. Mark,

is watching over the outdoor play, re-

ports that she recently saw one of the

kids climbing on the equipment unsu

pervised. Kenny smiles. "I'm going to

have to set up a security camera to

keep track of them." he says.

(Camera or no, he and Bobbi look

forward with optimism. The
McCaugheys ha\e sun ived the chal-

lenges of the septuplet's early years

with the support of their faith, family

and comniunity-the bulwarks that

will sustain them as their energetic

children move into the future. Ca

POWERED BY GRAVITY

Our Deluxe Polar Flyer delivers fun for kids of all ages. Its

aminated bottom and one-inch foam core construction

will keep you speeding along m all kinds of snow

conditions. Plus it's lightweight, so you can go

up the hill almost as fast as you go down.

Deluxe Polar Flyer

$59
L.L.Bean

FOR A FREE CATALOG CALL 800-221-4224 or SHOP ONLINE AT llbean.com

; shipping and handling applies lo L.L.Bean "s delivery service within the contiguous U.S. (most orders will arrive within 5 to 7 busineM days). Limited-time offer expires at noon Deccmbrr 2 I

17 r ,mil»i;r,n« ,,>r,lv, IIK«an rnn, for rlHaiU ©2007 1 . I . Bean. Inc.
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Stem Cell
99

Skin Rejuvenation

These uber-sophisticated

skin potions really do
THake you look younger...

but can you afford them?

^^^^ efore you go crazy about the term "Stem Cells"

I ^ (the two most controversial viprds in science), here's some-

J^^^ r
thing you need to know: These new and very expensive

topical creams aren't about putting embryonic stem cells in a jar and

slatheringgtljlim all over your face. Instead the technology focuses on using

polypeptides and enzymes to "awaken" the body's own reservoir of stem

cells to rejuvenate the skin and make you look younger. . . a lot younger!

The fact is, skin is the largest repository of stem cells in the human
body Don't believe it? Check out the National Institute of Health's

database on stem-cell research at http://stemcells.nih.gov/info/scireport.

That's why virtually every major cosmetic manufacturer is rushing to

t!q^Into this new stem-cell technology

Here's \»^iat Dr. Richard Wells, Ph.D., told me: "Cosmetic chemists

around the globe are burning the midnight oil for one simple reason: As
we age, stem-cell utilization for skin repair is less efficient. However, the

potentiaL that nature has given us to access these endogenous stem-cell

reservoirs for skin rejuvenation is quite remarkable. That's why science is

seeking td acdysite.the potential ofour inherent adult stem-cell reservoirs.

In so doing, the practical-use of stem-cell technology can provide the

consumer with a^^^pical, ah&aging cosmetic formula that simply makes

everyone look years y^uIigeI^" ' §^ ^ . ,

NVhat does this mean in plairfj^g^^em cells are hot... really,

women already use, trust and love, and that has gained a

worldwide repuution as the best deep-wrinkle serum on

the market. Why is it so effective? Well, it's rumored this

jrtisement

"20 and 30 somethings are

using these high-tech emulsions

so they will always look young...

40 and 50 somethings are using

them to look like they're still

in their 20s and 30s."

Dr, Nathalie Chevreau, Ph.D., R.D.

' heat-aaivated serum contains the super-secret Amatokin

inarpHipnt ^nnlvripntirlp JlflS^^ This rnnlrl pvniain wfiv

are the winners

gy. TheVfirst is

^opean launch

l^es bout«^ue

l^tingall the

lisPeau

^.ilyve

—B vr^vr-r*— — 1— /

women love StriVectin-HS so much.

Being 3. beauty editor, I was lucky enough to try

each of these products for free. And, frankly, I love them

all. (Although, I would give a slight edge to Amatokin

Emulsion For Th?' Face, because it's easier to apply.)

I don't know^bout you girls, but I'm ready for some-

thing new! See you at the cosmetic counter.
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dvertiseirient

Paralyzing injections are so last year... especially when
stem-cell creams can give you natural-looking skin rejuvenation'^

T|ff,=:n.,:

AMATOKIN® Emulsion For The Face

Right now, Amatokin is the hottest skin cream in the world. More than simply reducing the

appearance of wrinkles, Amatokin actually rejuvenates the skin, making it look absolutely

radiant. In fact, when Amatokin premiered at Sephora's flagship store on the famed

Champs-Elysees (under large banners proclaiming "Stem Cells... The Promise of Skin

Rejuvenation"), Parisian women lined up to get their hands on what was said to be the

most profound skin-care breakthrough in more than three decades.

Amatokin has quite a history. Developed in Russia at the "super-secret" Research and

Production Center for Medical Biotechnology (a high-security medical lab located 62 miles

north of St. Petersburg, surrounded by razor wire and machine-gun-toting armed guards...

no kidding), the Amatokin peptide (known in official circles as polypeptide #153) was

developed as part of ongoing research to help burn victims (interestingly, today's most

important "anti-aging" compounds are derived from burn-related research).

Does it work? Well, if the original Amatokin 1 53-amino-acid-polypeptide can help bum

victims with serious scarring and devastated skin, imagine what Amatokin can do for

deep creases and an aging complexion. Cost: $190 for 30 ml (approx. one-month

supply). Available at Lord & Taylor, Bloomingdale's, Sephora stores worldwide. Nordstrom

and Macy's, or directly from Voss Labs at Amatokin.com or by calling 1-800-513-3089.

Rather than going under the knife, you may
be able to look 20 years younger by applying a

'stem-cell' face cream, thus replacing a time-ravaged
complexion with your own, new, wrinkle-free skin... J J

Dr. Pic'iarc! Wells, Ph.D.

Tlie company claims that Peau Magnifique 'recruits youth and resets your skin's 'aging clock'

by a minimum of five years" by utilizing enzymes, so they say, to convert resting, adult stem cells to

newly-minted skin cells. ReVive also credits "burn research" as the ongin of its Peau Magnifique product.

Cost: $250 per month. But can you believe it' You have to buy a full 6-month cycle for S1 ,500! At Neiman Marcus,

Barney s and Bergdorf Goodman.

9 STRIVECTIN*-HS Hydro-Thermal Deep Wrinkle Serum"

The big question is this: Does StriVectin-HS Hydro-Thermal Deep

Wrinkle Serum contain the Amatokin polypeptide?

StriVectin-HS has gained a worldwide reputation as the best deep-wrinkle serum on

the market. Why is it so effective? Well, it's rumored this heat-activated serum contains

the super-secret Amatokin ingredient (polypeptide #1 53). This could explain why women

love StriVectin-HS so much. When asked about the Amatokin rumor, Klein-Becker

spokesperson, Gina Gay, responded, "Because of contractual obligations, I am not

permitted to say anything about the Amatokin peptide." If you ask me, I think they've got

it. Cost: $1 53 for a one-month supply. Available at Lord & Taylor, Bloomingdale's, Saks

Fifth Avenue, Sephora stores worldwide and Macy's, or directly from Klein-Becker at

StriVectin.com or by calling 1-800-403-4987.



Campbell added our one-of-a-kind lower sodium natural sea salt

to help make your casserole exceptionally delicious.

Healthy Request^ Cheesy Chicken & Rice Bake
Make in minutes. Prep: 5 minutes. Bake 45 minutes. Makes 4 servings.

1 can (10-3/4OZ,) Campbell's"

Healthy Reqiiest' Cream of Chicken ^up
1 and 1/3 cups water

3/4 cup uncooked long-grain white rice

1. Stir soup, water, rice, onion powder, black pepper
and vegetables in 1 1 x 8" (2-qt.) shallow baking dish.

2. Top with chicken. Season chicken as desired. Cover.

1/2 tsp. .>n!cn powder

1/4 tsp- ground black pepper

2 cups fresh or frozsn vegstabie-i

4 skinless, boneless chicken t;,^r.st halves

1/2 ZLO rc-ducGd fat shieadsd C: f>-iui-

3. Bake at 375°F for 45 minutes or until chicken and rice

are done. Top with cheese. Let casserole stand for

10 minutes. Stir rice before serving.

Nulrilional Values Per Serving: Calories 369. Total Fal 8g.

Sodium 476mg. Total Cattx)hydrate 38g. Dietary Fiber 2g, Proteir, 35g
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HOLD

,_rOR

PEOPLE WITH HIGH

BLOOD PRESSURE.

If you have high blood pressure and a cold,

try Coricidin® HBP It's the only brand specially

made for you* Because you need powerful

cold relief that won't raise your blood pressure.

There's only one powerful cold brand with a heart:

Coricidin HBP

HBP
Coricidin
HBP ^fcin.*«*u<

MAXIMUM
STRENGTH

Coricidin
HBP
COLD
&FLU

6
Coricidin
HBP aSim*^
CHtSI
CONUtSnON

^^^^^

American in^:!'!
According to the AHA, the use of

c'ecoii?ostants may raise blood pressure.

Scheri'iS Cor:)., maker of Coricidin' f^BP,

spoiisors ihe AHA fiypertension website.

Coricidin
HBP

Decongestant-free

COLD RELIEF for people with

^ HIGH Blood PRESSURE

COLD
&FLU
Relieves:

• Runny Nose

• Sneezing

• Body Aches
and Pains

• Fever

Among cold medicines. Use as directed.
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+BRIDGING+THE+DOCTOR-PATIENT+DIVIDE

How Medicine o. i

Got So OlCKThe way medicine is

practiced today has

changed dramahcally—

for patients and doctors.

It's critical that vou

understand not just what

doctors say, hut what

thev think. Here, a

guide that will get \ou

closer to great care

You arrive at your doctor's office on

time and find five patients already

crowding the waiting room. You

can either reschedule and hope that you'll

spend less time in a hardback chair with an

out-of-date magazine or kiss hall your da)'

good-bye. Grmr.

You've had a pain in your side for a week.

You figured it was heartburn until it got a

lot sharper. You call your physician, but

she's booked solid for the next five weeks.

If the pain gets worse betore then, she says,

go to the emergenc)- room. Aaargli.

Your libido unexpectedly takes a nose-

dive, so you go to the hitemct. where you

learn that the new medication you only

recendy began talking could be responsible.

You call your doctor to discuss the research

only to hear, "It's not the medication. hone)\

At your age. what do )'ou expect.^" yaHunr.

So much about medic;il care is frustrating

and discouraging these da\ s. \\';iit times for

appointments, for instance, ciui pr()\ e lengtliy.

A study by the Connnonwcalth Fimd. a

health-policy group, found that in

2005 only 30 percent of U..S. patients

could sec a doctor die da\ dic\- had a

problem; 23 percent had to wait sLx days or longer.

And that's if they can afford it. The 211.5 million of us lucky

enough to have private or non-Medicaid government health in-

surance are paying ever more for the privilege. For example, in

2007 individuals who got insurance from their employer contrib-

uted an estimated average of S273 a month for family coverage

and $58 a month for single, up from $129 and $27. respecti\ely.

in 1999. according to the HemyJ. Kaiser Family Foundation and

the Health Research Educational Trust. Among small firms

only 59 percent offered hcaltii benefits in 2007, down irom a

decade high of 68 percent in both 2000 and 2001. More of us

now ha\'e to finance our health care entirelv out of pocket.

While we shell out more for healdi cai e. the primaiA -cai c doctors

who aic supposed to be our first call and continuing-caie contact

ha\ e seen theii" inlladon-adjusted pay llatline and malpractice prenii-

tmis rise. Meanwhile heiilth insurers ;u"e pressuiHng diem to increase

patient loads, wlrich c;ui force them to o\-er-schedulc. Clearly, diese

are not die makings of a satisfying doctor-patient relationsliip.

But we need that good relationship now more dian e\"er llie new

watchword in medicine is "inioniicd decision nuiking." Wliedier die

question is how to re\erse prediabetes before it mms into die re;il

thing or whedier to have a mastectoiii)' or a lumpectomy for breast

Cimcer .\meric;uis are being asked to take an inci casingh' acti\ c pai t

in making mcdic:il choices. "Wliile t!ic Ciuegiver has a licav)^ respon-

sibility to infbnii. educate and acti\ ely iii\ ()lve patients ;uid consider

dieir needs ;uid values." says C^arol Aschenbrener, M.D.. execiiti\e

vice president >uid head of inedic;il education at the Association of

American .Medical C.olleges. "patient -centered care means the

patients need to take more responsibility for selfnuuiagemeni."

This special section of l.tuiic^ ' Home Jotinnil is designed to help

\-ou get what \'ou need from your physician despite today 's per-

fect storm of harsh economic forces. You'll see what you ha\e a

right to expcct-aiid what's unrealistic in today s en\ ironnient.

You'll learn how doctors think, so you can make sure you don't

get trapped b\- a medical mind set dial short-shrifts possibilities

that could better pinpoint what's wrong widi you. You'll

Bv 1,1 SI. II get tools to rate your doctor and learn of new solutions

I,U Rl'NCI helping to improve medical care.
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nside Doctors

nosis

I

Sure, doctors are highly trained—
but theyVe still only human.

Md sometimes tlie\ Ve wrong about

vvhats vvTong witli you

s it possible to get good medical care from a doctor visit that
lasts just 15.7 mmutes? That's the average amount of time
patients spend with their physicians per visit, acccjrding to a

recent study horn the Texas A^vM Mealth Science Center-and it

mcludes both the physical examination and any time you spend
talking about your problems and treatment. If your visit is aver-
age, you and your doctor will discuss about six separate concerns,
spending some five minutes on the maior topic and allotting a
litde more than a minute to each of the others.

Tills doesn-t leave much opp<;rtunity to have a ihoughthil discus-
sion about your healdi, especially if you have several worries. Adding
to the challenge: A doctor typiadly inten-uf)ts a patient filter an aver-
age of 18 seconds, according to a landmark study from die '80s.
Then you face another challenge: getting your physician to

give you enough time to explain what's going on before he or she
arrives at a diagnosis and treatment plan. While doctors are
encouraged to include patients in medical decisions-a practice
known as "informed decision making"-not many have embraced
the concept, according to a 19f)9 study in the Journal of llu- Amm-
'«n Ah-dualA.sM,cudum. They argue that there isn't eiKnigh time and
qucsuon whether patients really want to be so involved.

-Many physicians don't even tell patients why thev are ordering
a laboratorv (est or prescribing a medication. A 20()(, UCLA
study in the Aniuvn o/ Infaval Medianc reponcd that often doctors
don t discuss the purpo-c or potential side effects of medication

even the names of drugs d,ev prescribe. This is a significant
occat.w underM;.ndin. the risks and benefits of a treat-

:"cm .-vihcs ;.aueiu:, likelir, t„ c onsent and adhere to ii.

•' ' "*•'> P-Mcnv... wlio lose when
' ' '"'''^"•"atini; bi. i .lown. Doc Bv C.VrHKRINF
tors ^vno scou- poorl;.' on pau., -physician ' WiviKRS
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comiuuiucaiion tesls are likelier to be the

recipients of complaints to regulatory au-

thorities, a recent Canadian study pub-

lished in tlie Journal of the American Medical

Association found. They may even be sued

more often: ''The most frequent instigator

of malpractice claims is the patient who
feels insulted or ignored," says Richard

Frankel, Ph.D., a professor of medicine at

Indiana University School of Medicine and

an expert in doctor-patient communica-

tion. "Many patients could sue because of a

bad outcome but don't because they have a

good relationship with their doctor."

Contributing to the communicarion short-

fall is the pressure many doctors are under,

in this era of tight finances and managed

care, to see more and more people-an aver-

age of 20 per primar\'-cai e physician every

day. according to a 2002 study in T'he Mew

Englwul Jounud ofMedicine. This places work-

ing fast at a premium. Even doctors who
want to draw out information from patients

that can clue them in on less-obvious S)inp-

toms and help them make a correct diagno-

sis may simply not have time.

As a result, doctors often rely on \ arious

mental shortcuts called "heuristics." lliese

techniques tell them that certain combina-

tions of svmptoms generally point toward a

specific diagnosis: A patient with X, Y and

Z almost alwa) s has wrong with her.

Heuristics work much of the time but diey

can also be cognitive traps that can make

\our doctor miss what might be a more-

unusual but correct diagnosis, at least ini-

tially. One sobering look at the ultimate

bottom line? An analysis of autopsies pub-

lished in the Journal of the Amencmi Medical

Association fi)inid that doctors make major

diagnostic errors 8 to 24 percent of the time.

What to do? From tlie gei-go \'oii need to

be an acti\ e, engaged piu ticip;uit in your own

hcaldi ciuv. If you're lucky enough to have a

doctor who does hear what you say and tries

to keep you infoniied (see "'Hiree Signs Your

Doctor Is a Good Listener." page 136), your

part is to desciibe your health c:ontinl ko
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problems clearK'. pa) attention to the

choices \()u"ie offered and follow

hrough (.m the treatment your physi-

ciiui develops uitli you. reporting back

how it's w^orking. If \'oiir doctor tries to

steamroller you into passive-patient

mode, push back In* interrupting, asking

lor clarification and showing that you

want to be involved. Remember, the

informed decision-making school of

medical care is on your side, and doctors

who don"t practice it are out of step.

When vou are beinsf treated for an

ailment, you also need to watch that

your doctor is not falling into those

cognitive traps, especially if the first

attempt at treatment doesn"i seem to be

working. To be fair, not every doctor

can be expected to get every diagnosis

right the first time. But if after a week or

two your symptoms don't resolve, fail

to respond or worsen, speak up.

The following information will help

you understand how your physician

looks at you from the first moment
you meet and which technicjues he or

she may be using to diagnose your

problem. Use this guide to identify

each technique and to respond, if you

need to, m ways that help your doctor

see you and your case in a fresh light.

^Signs Your Doctor Is a
Good Listener

During the course of a career, a doctor conducts on average
120,000 to 160,000 patient interviews. Good diagnosticians

ask the kinds of questions that help you tell your story in a way
that provides the clues they need to find out what's wrong with

you. Here's how to tell if your doctor is truly listening to you:

I She asks the

I right kind of

questions. A good

doctor asks open-

ended questions

that prompt you to

discuss your

symptoms and

provide more

detail. Examples:

"What would you

like help with

today?" "Can you

describe your

pain for me?" Too

many close-ended

ones—the type

that can be

answered with a

simple yes or no-
can prevent you

from describing

your symptoms in

detail. It's fine if a

physician interjects

a close-ended

question to clarify

a point and then
THE "DOORWAY DIAGNOSIS"
F.ven before you say hello, your doctor

is ahead}' assessing the way you sit or

stand, the tilt ot your head, your complexion and other aspects of
vour appearance to assess whether you lo(jk healthy or sick. For
instance, an unusual pallor ma)' suggest anemia or extreme pain,

while bloodshot eyes could mean a fever or a virus, explains

Jerome Groopman. M.D.. a professor of medicine at Harvard
Medical School and author oUJtnr Dodnrs Think.^ust by looking
at a patient who appears unwell, the typical doctor comes up with
!^v!) u) tliree possible diagnoses within minutes, says Dr. Groop-
m Sic she ir\:\y also already be forming an opinion about
^u.A - or ditficuli a patient you are likely to be. Of course, the
docf n could ;ils', be ^vron-. especially if you don't look as ill as

:'i-tvbr ^ e jiua\ cheerful and energetic or just came
iroiri the o'lbxc •.( n ing nnikcup.

lets you continue

speaking. Example:

"So your knee

pain only happens

when you go "^

down the stair's?"

But you don't just

want to be running

down a checklist.

If your doctor

doesn't ask for

more details, take

the initiative.

Explain, for exam-

ple, what your

knee pain feels

like, when it flares

up, when it started,

and why you are

concerned.

2She uses con-

tinuers. These

comments signal

that your doctor

is listening and

encouraging you to

go on. Examples:

"Uh huh." "I see."

"Go on." "Tell me
more." Your doctor

may also send

nonverbal signals

that you should

continue speak-

ing—nodding her

head, making eye

contact, leaning

forward, and

remaining quiet,

3 She uses elab-

orators. These

remarks echo what

you've said so that

you know she has

understood you—
and they prompt

you to keep talking.

Example: You say,

"I feel dizzy

sometimes." The

doctor responds,

"Tell me more

about your dizzy

spells." -CW.

YOUR JOB: To make sure your doctor

doesn't gel the wrong first impression of

your situadon.

WHAT TO DO: "Don't hide how you feel,"

ad\'ises Dr. Groopman. "If someone is pale

and anemic I don't want her coming in with

rouge on her cheeks. We need patients to

help us think, both in terms of giving us infor-

mation and keeping us firom making errors."

"Let your doctor know what you are most

concerned about at the start of the visit,"

advises Dr. Frankel. "That will continued
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The only knee for women that is

designed to bend and rotate.

Walking, climbing stairs, bending. They're all a part of Diane's daily activities as a visiting home nurse. So

when her knee arthritis started to affect her work, Diane's orthopaedic surgeon recommended the DePuy

Rotating Platform Knee, the only knee designed to bend and rotate. That's particularly important to a

woman, whose knees naturally rotate more than a man's. And with its wide range of sizes and shapes, your

surgeon can fit the knee for you that provides a more natural feel and movement.

If the pain of knee arthritis is impacting your life, talk to your orthopaedic surgeon about the only knee

replacement designed to bend, rotate and liberate. Just like a woman's knee should. The DePuy Rotating

Platform Knee.

Call 1-888-280-2705 or visit

kneereplacement.com for more information.

Important Safety Information:

Knee replacement is not for everyone. There are potential risks. Recovery takes time,

and success depends on tactors like age, weight and activity level.

l.Wei-Hsiu Hsu, ft ii/. Dift'erfncos iii lorMcmal lomt Stittiuss ol llic

Knee Between Clenders. Am / .S;>i>r(> M.iv :()0(\ 34 (
7(i5 770.

© DePuy Orthopaedics, Inc. 2007 Restoring the Joy ofMotion
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to Rude Remarks
If your physician is (jioiic lo iTiaking snarky or otherwise inappropriate or dismissive comments, you might feel like

stomping out in a huff. But if you want to salvage the relationship, you should speak up. We asked doctor-patient

communications expert Richard Frankel. Ph.D., professor of medicine and geriatrics at the Indiana University School

of Medicine, how to respond to the most insensitive remarks our staff and readers have heard from their doctors.

"OH, you brought your

Internet printouts. Great,

that's always a waste of

my time."

What's probably grating

on your doctor's nerves is

the false information

patients find on the

Internet's vastly unedited

database. If that's the

case, ask him to

recommend sites that

have high-quality health

information. If his

objection is that he

doesn't have time to

explain in depth, use the

response to the next

question.

"I'm the one with the

M.D. and I don't have

time to teach you

anatomy."

Don't stoop to the

doctor's leve'' instead, say

"Yes, you do have the

M.D. That's exactly why
I'm here. I have the

condition and I'm eager to

be an informed consumer.

Let's find a compromise."

"You're really a

hypochondriac."

"A physician should never

call someone a hypo-

chondriac even as a joke,"

says Dr. Frankel. Turn the

situation around by

asking politely what she

means: "How should I

interpret that remark? Do

you think my condition is

less serious than it seems

to me''"

"You're just stressed."

That could be true, but

you need to know that

whatever is ailing you is

not a sign that something

IS physically wrong. Say;

"It feels like you're giving

this problem short shrift.

Could you tell me more

about what causes X?"

Don't be combative or

defensive, but if you're

not satisfied, ask for a

recommendation for a

second opinion. Research-

ing your problem will arm

you with specifics about

your condition.

"Why did you let yourself

get so fat?"

Don't let the doctor off

the hook, but realize

there may be a medical

point. Refocus your talk:

"That's very insulting,

even if you didn't mean it

that way. Do you have

medical concerns about

my weight that I should

know about?"

"Oh, please. This can't be

hurting you that much!"

Telling your doctor he's

wrong here will not only

put him in his place but

could also teach him

something new about

the procedure or his

technique, says Dr.

Frankel. Stand up for

yourself: "I beg to differ;

this is really painful!" If

you have the procedure a

lot and his technique

isloesn't improve, find

"someone gentler.

"If you won't have this

test/get this surgery/take

this pill, don't come
back, as I can't help you."

And maybe you shouldn't

go back. When your

doctor's truly rude, your

best recourse may be

something like: "What

you're saying is insulting

my intelligence. I do have

alternatives." If things

don't improve, find one.

Then consider reporting

the doctor to a patient

advocate or practice

manager (you can find

one in most hospitals and

private practices).

—Mego Lien

almost always ensure that your doctor will listen mf)rc carefully."

Describe your symptoms concisely hut thoroughly. It's not

enougl! to say i leel lousy" or '"my shoulder liurls." Instead say "I

started leelnig n;uise<)us five days ago and I get a piiin in my stomach

about i.'i nuniites after I eat." Or, '"I have a dull ache in my shoulder,

but when i sw irii-wliicii I do live days a vveek-I feel a sluir]) paiii."

SELbCTiVE VISION
I iic term ior this ' conru iiuii .

; bias" and it means the doctor

:-;ub-')nsviousi\ picks ;ui(l. i booscs ymptoms that confirm the

diagmir.is \\c o\ >-hc suspccu-. Oi eaily on he or she may lock on
to ceitain sj. mpioms iliai poiiu i;> a u;iven health problem and fail

to ilc: Uiiiil.'iii!. she gathers facts that contra-

dict it-or fail to seek those facts.

For example, you make an appointment

lo discuss the chest discomfort youVe been

experiencing because you're afraid you

could be having a heart attack. Your doctor

suspects heartburn, a diagnosis your symp-

toms support, but doesn't order tests for

heart disease. "Doctors often look for con-

firmatory evidence so they don't have to

keep looking further," admits Mehmet Oz,

M.D., director of the Cardiovascular Insd-

tute at New York Presbyterian Hospital/

Columbia University continued on page 142
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\DVAiR' helps significantly improve

ung function so you can breathe better;

you have COPD associated with chronic bronchitis, ADVAIR 250/50 may help.

IVAIR works differently than other COPD medications. It is the only product with an anti -inflammatory and a

onchodilator working together to help improve lung function. Talk to your doctor and find out if ADVAIR is right for you.

et your first full prescription FREE.^ Go to advairCOPD.com or call 1-800-768-0200.

s not known how anti-inflammatones work in COPD.

potlant Information: ADVAIR DISKUS 250/50 is approved for controlling symptoms and preventing wheezing in adults with COPD associated with chronic

Dnchitis. The benefit of using ADVAIR DISKUS for longer than 6 months has not been evaluated. You should only take 1 inhalation of ADVAIR DISKUS

]/50 twice a day. Taking higher doses will not provide additional benefits but may increase your chance of certain side effects. Lower respiratory tract

ections. including pneumonia, have been reported with ADVAIR. Patients at risk for developing bone loss (osteoporosis) and some eye problems (cataracts

glaucoma) should be aware that use of inhaled corticosteroids, including ADVAIR DISKUS. may increase your risk. You should consider having regular eye

ams. ADVAIR DISKUS does not replace fast-acting inhalers for acute symptoms.

lasured by a breathing test in people taking ADVAIR 250/50. compared with people taking either fluticasone propionate 250 meg or salmeterol 50 meg.

iximum effects may take several weeks. Your results may vary.

9 advairCOPD.com for eligibility rules.

lase see accompanying important information about ADVAIR DISKUS 250/50.

If you (Ion t liave prescription coverage ancJ can't

aHorci your rnecjicines, visit pparx org, or call

1 888-4PPA.NOW (
1 .888 477-2669) ADVAIR 250/50

ClaxoSmithKline

ou smoke and want to quit, you can learn more at waY2quit.com.



ImDoriant Information about ADVAIR DISKUS

k. 250/50. 500/5(1ADVAIR
iiiiiitisiGm»M 9.ssm s*t«™i f! iniHi*nwW

Wh3t is the most important imcv I'ton I st'culd knr.vj r.bout ADVAIR DISKUS?

In patients witti astlinir. lo v h as salnieterol (one of the medications in ADVAIR')

mav increase the cliarn-. 'a'^e as'l^a study, more patients wtio used

saimet^ioi died from asth'.,- -- -.nts wfio did not use salmelerol So ADVAIR is not for

patients wtiose asttima if we:) m.si uilt'f on another asldma controller medicine such as low- to medium-dose

inhaled corlicosteioids or on;-, neod a feSi-aclifi, inhaler once in a while Talk with your doctor about this nsk and the

benefits of treating ycui asthma with ADVAIR

ADVAIR should "''^r •.;^^ll 'X' trc-dt 2 3e«ere a«acl< of asthma or chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD)

requirir.c .ri 'v "icdicjl treatment

ADVAiR Should not be ussd to relieve sudden symptoms or sudden breathing problems. Always have a fast-acting

inhaler with you to treat sudden breathing difficulty If you do not have a fast-acting inhaler, contact your doctor to

have one prescribed for you

mat is AOVAIR DISKUS?

There are w.o medicineb ir- ADVAIR FiLiticasone propionate, an inhaled anti-inflammatory belonging to a group of

medicines commonly refer- * '- roids, and salmeterol, a long-acting, inhaled bronchodilator belonging to

a group of medicines commi ; beta -agonists There are 3 strengths of ADVAIR 1 00/50, 250/50, 500/50

For Asttima

• ADVAIR IS approved for the- maintenance treatment of asthma in patients 4 years of age and older ADVAIR should

only be used if your doctor decides that another asthma controller medicine alone does not control your asthma

or that you need 2 asthma controller medications

• The strength of ADVAIR approved for patients ages 4 to 1 1 years who experience symptoms on an inhaled

corticosteroid is ADVAIR DISKUS 1 00;50 All 3 strengths are approved lor patients with asthma ages 1 2 years

and older

For COPD associated with ctironic bronchitis

ADVAIR 250/50 is the only approved dose tor the maintenance treatment of airflow obstruction in patients with

COPD associated with chronic bronchitis The benefit of using ADVAIR for longer than 6 months has not been

evaluated The way anti-intlammatones work in the treatment of COPD is not well defined

Who should not take ADVAIR DISKUS?

You should not start ADVAIR if your asthma is becoming significantly or rapidly worse, which can be life threatening

Serious respiratory events, including death, have been reported in patients who started taking salmeterol in this

situation, although it is not possible to tell whether salmeterol contributed to these events This may also occur m

patients with less severe asthma

rou should not take ADVAIR it you have had an allergic reaction to it or any ol its components (salmeterol, fluticasone

piopionate, or lactosei Tell your doctor if you are allergic to ADVAIR, any other medications, or food products If you

expenence an allergic reaction after taking ADVAIR, stop using ADVAIR immediately and contact your doctor Allergic

reactions are when you experience one or more of the following choking; breathing problems, swelling of the face,

mouth and'or tongue rash, hives, itching, or welts on the skin

Tell your doctor about the following:

• It you are using your fast-acting inhaler more often or using more doses than you normally do (e g . 4 or more

inhalations of yom fast-acting inhaler for 2 or more days in a row or a whole canister of your fasl-acting inhaler

in 8 weeks' timei, it could be a sign that your asthma is getting worse If this occurs, tell your doctor immediately

• It you have been using your fast-acting inhaler regularly (e g , four times a day) Your doctor may tell you to stop

the regular use of these medications

• If your peak flow meter results decrease Your doctor will tell you the numbers that are right for you

• It you have asthma and your symptoms do not improve after using ADVAIR regularly for 1 week

• It you have been on an oral steroid, like prednisone, and arc now using ADVAIR You should be very carelul as you

may be less able to heal after surgery, infection, or serious iniury It takes a number of months tor the body to

recover its ability to make its own steroid hormones after use of oral steroids Switching from an oral steroid may

also unmask a condition previously suppressed by the oral steroid such as allergies, coniunctivitis, eczema,

arthntis, and eosinophilic conditioib Symptoms of an eosinophilic condition can include rash, worsening breathing

problems, heart complications, and/or feeling of pins and needles" or numbness in the arms and legs. Talk to your

doctor immediately if you expenence any of these symptoms

• Sometimes patients experience unexpected bronchospasm right after taking ADVAIR This condition can be life

threatening and if it occurs, you should immediately stop using ADVAIR and seek immediate medical attention.

• If you have any type of heart disease such as coronary artery disease, irregular heart beat or high blood pressure,

ADVAIR should be used with caution Be sure to talk with your doctor about your condition because salmeterol,

one of the components of ADVAIR, may affect the heart by increasing heart rate and blood pressure It may cause

symptoms such as heart fluttering, chesi pain, rapid heart rate, tremor or nervousness

• If you have seizures overactive thyroid gland, liver problems, or are sensitive to certain medications lor breathing

• II youi hreathing pioblems get worse over time or if your fast-acting inhaler does nol work as well for you while

using ADVAIR If your breathing problems worsen quickly, get emergency medical care

• It you have been ?>posed to or cuaently have chickenpox or measles or it you have an immune system problem.

Patients using medicitions that weaken the immune system are more likely to get infections than healthy

individuals ADVAIR contains a coilicosteroid ifluticasone propionate) which may weaken the immune system

Infections like ch'Ckenpox and nieaslos. tor example, can be very serious or even fatal in susceptible patients using

^.orticostcroids

How should I lake ADVAIR DISKUS?

ADVAIR should be used I inhalation, tv;icc a day (morning and evening) ADVAIR should never be taken more than

1 inhalation tv.ice a day. The full benefit ol taking ADVAIR may take 1 week or longer

If you iiiiss a dose ':' ADVAIR |ust skip that dose Take your next dose at your usual lime Do not take tvjo doses at

ORi' ill 11"

Do no! st"p i.bing ADVAIR uhi'sv iolt! !o rjo '.o by your doctor because your symptoms might get woiie

r;onotr,:.,.i.',i- l>i rTop.inv u: , -n- ir.L;-?;i,.ras us-n T, c r.ntf oi oi treat your breathing problems Your doc ior will adjust

youi .•

When using AOVmIR. remei.iser:

• 'Jt-''- h'-;''h,' liiti, f| f ri.i PiSfis w
• Always U5(i tiw OiSivJS a iK'iXat

• After each laliaiaiiflii .u: ,:- \ j,.-r m . 1; wtii *sltr viif.: .!( wallowing,

• tJever wash any nan ot int liSKUS ,,3v, k..-£-y li '< ^ rjiv piace

• Never t<iKe a," i vira ^'cr,; f ,t;
:

•
i ^ dosr'

• Discard 1 r-ii"-.' :, . 'i

• Do not use AUVAIK v..- x •xsxcs-t

Can I take ADVAIR DISKUS with omer meaicaaonsf

Tell your doctor about all the medications you take, including prescription and nonprescriptior medicafions, vit.irm

and herbal supplements

If you are taking ADVAIR DISKUS, do not use other long-acting betai-agonist-containing medications, such

SEREVENT DISKUS or Foradir Aerolizer,' for any reason.

If you take ritonavir (an HIV medication), tell your doctor Ritonavir may interact with ADVAIR and could cause serio

side effects, Ttie anb-HIV medicines Norvir Soft Gelatin Capsules. Nonrir Oral Solution, and Kaletia' contain ntona\

No formal drug interaction studies have been performed with ADVAIR.

In clinical studies, there were no differences in effects on the heart when ADVAIR was taken with varying amounts

albuterol. The effect of using /U3VAIR in patients with asthma while taking more than 9 puffs a day of albuterol h

not been studied

ADVAIR should be used with extreme caution during and up to 2 weeks after treatment with monoamine oxida

(MAO) inhibitors or tricyclic antidepressants since these medications can cause ADVAIR to have an even greater etfe

on the circulatory system

ADVAIR should be used with caution in people who are taking ketoconazole (an antifungus medication) or other drui

broken down by the body in a similar way These medications can cause ADVAIR to have greater steroid side effecl

Generally people with asthma should not take beta-blockers because they counteract the effects of beta:-agoni;

and may also cause severe bronchospasm However, in some cases, for instance, following a heart attack, selecti'

beta-blockers may still be used if there is no acceptable alternative.

The ECG changes and/or low blood potassium that may occur with some diuretics may be made worse by ADVAI

especially at higher-than-recommended doses. Caution should be used when these drugs are used together

In clinical studies, there was no difference in side effects when ADVAIR was taken with methylxanthines (e.

theophylline) or with FLONASE' (fluticasone propionate)

What are other Important safety considerations with ADVAIR DISKUS?

Osteoporosis: Long-term use of inhaled corticosteroids may result in bone loss (osteoporosis) Patents who are at n;

for increased bone loss (tobacco use, advanced age, inactive lifestyle, poor nutrition, family history I

osteoporosis, or long-term use of drugs such as corticosjeroids) may have a greater risk with ADVAIR. If you have ri:

factors for bone loss, you should talk to your doctor a^u\ ways to reduce your risk and whether you should ha'

your bone density evaluated.

Glaucoma and cataracts: Glaucoma, increased pressure in the eyes, and cataracts have been reported wi

the use of inhaled steroids, including fluticasone propionate, a medicine contained in ADVAIR. Regular e'

examiiiabons should be considered if you are taking ADVAIR.

Lower respiratory tract infection: Lower respiratory tract infections, including pneumonia, have been reportf

with the use of inhaled corticosteroids, including ADVAIR,

Blood sugar: Salmeterol may alfect blood sugar and/or cause low blood potassium in some patients, which cou

lead to a side effect like an irregular heart rate. Significant changes in blood sugar and blood potassium were se<

infrequently in clinical studies with ADVAIR

Growth: Inhaled steroids may cause a reduction in growth velocity in children and adolescents.

Steroids: Taking steroids can affect your body 's ability to make its own steroid hormones, which are needed dunr

iiitections and times ol severe stress to your body, such as an operation. These effects can sometimes be seen wi

inhaled steroids (but it is more common with oral steroids), especially when taken at higher-than-recommenOf

doses over a long period of lime In some cases, these effects may be severe inhaled steroids often help contr

symptoms with less side effects than oral steroids

Yeast infections: Patients taking ADVAIR may develop yeast infections of the mouth and/or throat ("thrash") thi

should be treated by then doctor.

Tuberculosis or other untreated infections: ADVAIR should be used with caution, if at all. in patients wi

tuberculosis, herpes infections of the eye, or other untreated infections

VHhat are the other possible side effects of ADVAIR DISKUS?

ADVAIR may produce side effects in some patients In clinical studies, the most common side effects with ADVA

included.

< Respiratory infections

• Throat irritation

> Hoarseness

> Sinus infection

> Yeast infection of the mouth

> Bronchitis

' Cough

' Headaches

' Nausea and vomiting

> Diarrhea

> IVIusculoskeletal pain

' Dizziness

> Fever

> Ear, nose, and throat infections

> Nosebleed

eelTell your doctor about any side effect that bothers you or that does not go away. These are not all the side effi

with ADVAIR Ask your doctor or phaimacist for more information.

What if I am pregnant, planning to become pregnant, or nursing?

Talk to your doctor about the benefits and risks ol using ADVAIR during pregnancy, labor, or if you are nursing Thei

have been no studies of ADVAIR used during pregnancy, labor, or in nursing women Salmeterol is known to intertei

with labor contractions It is not known whether ADVAIR is excreted in breast milk, but other corticosteroids have be«

detected in human breast milk. Fluticasone propionate, like other corticosteroids, has been associated with bir

defects in animals (e g , cleft palate and fetal death) Salmeterol showed no effect on fertility in rats at 180 times It

maximum recommended daily dose

What other important tests were conducted with ADVAIR?

Ihere is no evidence of enhanced toxicity with ADVAIR compared with the components administered separately

animal studies with doses much higher than those used in humans, salmeterol was associated with utenne tumor|

Your healthcare professional can tell you more about how drugs are tested on animals and what the results of thi

tests may mean to your safety

For more information on ADVAIR DISKUS

This page is only a brief summary of important information about ADVAIR DISKUS. For more information, talk to yoi

doctor You can also visit www ADVAIR com or call 1 -888-825-5249 Patients receiving ADVAIR DISKUS should r

the medication guide provided by the pharmacist with the prescnption,

ADVAIR, ADVAIR DISKUS, FLONASE, SEREVENT, and DISKUS are registered trademarks ol GlaxoSmithKline, It

lollowing are registered trademarks of their respective manufacturers: Foradil/Astellas Pharma Inc., Aerolizer/Novail

AG Norvir and Kaletra/Abbott Laboratories

Children should u;^" ADVAiR , '{
.

'": by the child s doctor

GlaxoSmithKline
GlaxoSmithKline

R'.-search Triangle Park, NC 27709

RL 2367

©2007 The GlaxoSmithKline Group of Companies All rights reserved. Printed in USA AD3845R0 July 2007
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WHEN C GOES SERIOUSLY WRONG
% ^ § aiting over an hour for

ment or

essed in a

snippy manner by staff are

grievances to take up with your

doctor (see "Can This Doctor-

Patient Relationship Be Saved?"

page 150). But if you believe you

received seriously incorrect or

sloppy care or got treatment that

actually caused you harm, think

about reporting It to your state's

medical board. You should also

report "a physician's use of abusive

or sexual language or

inappropriate touch," notes James

N. Thompson, M.D., president and

CEO of the Federation of State

Medical Boards, in Dallas.

Filing a complaint w/ith a state

medical board isn't a substitute for

legal action. If you think you have

grounds for a malpractice suit, you

may also want to consult an

attorney. But documenting your

bad experience with a state

medical board can result in a

doctor being disciplined and may
help alert future patients.

To start, go to www.fsmb.org,

the Web site of the Federation of

State Medical Boards, for a link to

your state's board, which will then

direct you to its specific complaint

procedures. The first step is usually

to fill out a form.

Once a complaint is received,

there's a three-step process: First,

the board decides whether to

act on it. If it rejects action, you

should expect a written

explanation. If it goes ahead, step

two, the physician is usually

notified and an investigation

gathers witness statements and

medical reports. Last step, a formal

determination: The state medical

board either dismisses your

complaint or disciplines the doctor.

Actions may be as mild as a public

reprimand (the board simply tells

the doctor he did something

wrong) or it can be more severe:

probation, suspension for one

month to five years, or complete

revocation of a doctor's license to

practice nqiedicine in the state.

Could your doctor sue you for

reporting him or her, especially

if the medical board does not

pursue your complaint or

dismisses it? Says Dr. Thompson:

"I am unaware of any circumstance

in which a doctor has sued a

patient for filing a complaint with

a state medical board. That, of

course, does not mean it cannot

or has not happened."

—Jam's Graham

Medical Center and coautlior of You: 'J he Smart Patient.

YOUR JOB: To get your doctor to consider other possibilities.

WHAT TO DO: Pay attention to how your doctor processes the

SN inptoms you re describing. '"If your doctor interrupts you to get

more-specific information and then encourages you to keep going,

that's fine." says Dr. Groopman. But if you are interrupted and

the doctor says. "I think you liavc X," your response sliould be:

"But I want to make sure I tell you everything lliat is going on."

"If you don't." Dr. Groopman explains, "that deprives the doc-

tor oi the full breadth of information he or she needs to come to

a good working diagnosis. It could be the fourth symptom on
your mind that will be the key clue."

If you aren t satisfied with the doctor's diagnosis, say some-

thing like. "Please help me understand. These symptoms are

bothersome and I am concei-ned that something serious might be

Louit; on wuii my heart, .so could we just go over things again?"

advises Ronald Epstein. M.D.. associate dean for educational

Q\:i\'.u\nn\ and lesearch at the University of Rochester School of

McdiCiHc .md Deuiisuy. in New York.

i '-' »s to piouipt your physician to explain her reasoning
m a v\ a\ (ha'. .•.d'.lr'»:.-.«..'- \ oi.n- fears: "It sounds as diough your chest

pain is sharp, but heart pain is dull. You don't

have shortness of breath, which is common
widi heart problems. " If you're still not con-

vinced, ask for further steps to be made to

clarify the situation. A 2005 study at the Uni-

versity of Arkansas for Medical Sciences

found that many women who eventually suf-

fered heart attacks had been initially diag-

nosed widi stress.

THE "EVERYONE HAS IT" TRAP
Your doctor's diagnosis may be influenced

by what is going on in the community, a

bias called "availability" because it means

the tendency to choose the likeliest, top-of-

mind explanation. Say you have a fever,

ache all over and have an upset stomach.

It's flu season and your doctor's waiting

room is filled with Ou cases. It stands to

reason that you have the flu, too. But

maybe you don't. The main reason doctors

fall into this trap: "premature closure," the

failure to consider other continued
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Choose relief that's guaranteed
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People who lead healthy, natural lifestyles are perfect for Senokot®Tablets.

Senokot ' Tablets are made from purified senna, a natural vegetable

laxative ingredient that relieves occasional constipation gently, overnight.
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SonkotXTRA

Double-Strength SenokotXTRA® Tablets provide the gentle, overnight

relief from occasional constipation. Extra strength, just as gentle.

For constipation associated with medications. Senokot-S® Tablets
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alternaf i'v es after an initial diagnosis is made, according to research

in liic Ar<hii't\i o- Iiiienuil Mcdicirw.

To niake your case stand out if you

tiiiijj^ .louK Liung else might be WTong.

WHAT TO DO: Dr. Epstein says you sliould say

something like: "I know you think it's the flu but I

have had the flu before and this feels different.

Could something else be wrong?" An Archives of

Internal Medicine study suggests that one way a doc-

tor can minimize cognitive errors is to assume a

diagnosis is incorrect and ask herself, "If this were

anything but the flu, what would it be?" Try asking

your doctor, "If the flu weren't going around, what

other conditions would you consider?" says Dr. Epstein.

LAWS OF AVERAGES
On.e diagnostic tool physicians use more and more is evidence-

based medicine, which was developed to hcl}) them boil down
research on different illnesses and treatments and apply it to indi-

vidual cases. The doctor uses algorithms, comparing your symp-

toms with charts compiled by medical organizations to arrive at a

diagnosis and the treatments that work best. Most of the time this

helps physicians make the correct diagnosis. "They are useful,

evidence-based reference points. " says Dr. Groopman. Problem is,

they may not fit your case, especially if the treatment plan you've

been following isn't making you better.

YOUR JOS: To get your doctor to look further.

WHAT TO DO: Say, "I don't seem to be getting better. Is there

something else we should look at, or do I need to wait longer for

the treatment to work?" You can't iilways tell immediately whether
your approach is right. "Ask your doctor how long it should take

for your symptoms to improve," says Dr. Epstein.

.'\nothcr reason to look further: New research can change
the aigorithm. In an ongoing study, doctors came to fully under-
stand coronar)- microvascular syndrome (CMS). Tliis spasm of
smaD blood vessels, which is more common in women, causes the

svTOpioms o! hear! disease, even though arteries look clear on the

standard tests. Using the old algorithms, a woman with CMS
miyhi hr sent home widi siress" .hen. in fact, she is at high risk

HealO
Our search engine

will lead you to

credible health

information that has

been vetted by a

doctor Hunt for

health topics at

www.lhj.com/health

Often this is completely reasonable. "A doc-

tor can't consider every possibility," says

Kate Lorig, R.N., Dr.P.H., director of the

Stanford Patient Education

Research Center at Stanford

University School of Medi-

cme. "Doing so could unnec-

essarily cost several hundred

thousand dollars in diagnos-

tic tests, many of which are

dangerous." But by calling off

aj. search too soon he may
miss something key.

Once

ma\' .sio

r;0.:.-*i^:G TOO SOON
.

ii ink ilicv \ c lound the cause of an illness, they

ui.;i^ c calletl "satisfaction of search."

^4
LADIES HOM? yjR''

g othci.,.

DECEK!".-.^:

YOUR JOB: To ask whether

all possibilides have been considered.

WHAT TO DO: Say, "Is it possible I could

have more than one problem?" "Could this

be something else?" 'Die recent discovery

that early ovarian cancer has symptoms
(bloating, frequent or urgent urination, pelvic

or abdominal pain) that resemble other more-

benign conditions, such as irritable bowel

syndrome and incontinence, is a reminder to

all women to keep pushing ifyour symptoms

are recurring, painful or unusual.

While it's your doctor's responsibility to

rule out other alternatives, reflective ques-

tions asked by patients can sometimes trig-

ger a new perspective on the problem.

"Sometimes I wake up in the middle of the

night and think about a patient and say,

'Wait a second. Something doesn't fit,'"

says Dr. Epstein. "Making a diagnosis is

like solving a Sherlock Holmes mystery. If

there is one little detail that doesn't work, it

can change the whole picture."

And that leads to one final point: When
you're meeting with your doctor, discuss

your most-important health issues first.

Many patients disclose their most bother-

some problem just as they are about to

leave the examination room. The psychol-

ogy' of this is understandable, especially if

the situation is scary or embarrassing. But

even die best doctor can't do her best unless

patients are forthright.

WWW.LHJ.COM





With slipping up doesn't mean
you have to give up.



You should know about prescription Chantix (varenicline).

If you've tried to quit smoking before. \-ou know that on the road to quitting

shp-ups can happen. Keep trying. And get back on track.

Chantix offers a 2 part approach: #

The prer-criptidn Chantix non-niri iine pill

helps keep nicotine from reaching key

receptors in the brain.

Besides relymg on your doctor's help,

behavioral suppoi't programs are important.

Reach out for our 52-week program. It s just

a call or chck awav.

NICOTINE

m\cot;,v^

If you're ready to quit. Chantix can help. It can effectively reduce that urge

to smoke. Studies show 44% reached their quitting goal at the end of 12

weeks on Chantix (vs. 18% on placebo).

Take the first step. Ask your doctor about Chantix.

Log onto chantix.com or call 1-888-CHANTIX.

CHANTIX is one treatment option vou and vour doctor can consider .

The most common side effects include nausea (30"o), trouble sleeping,

changes in dreaming, constipation, gas and/or vomiting. If you have side

effects that bother you or don't go away, tell your doctor.

CHANTIX is for adults and should not be taken with other qmt smoking

medicines. You may need a lower dose of CHANTIX if \-ou have kidney

problems or get dialysis.

Before starting CHANTIX. tell your doctor if you are pregnant, plan to

become pregnant, or if you take hisulin. asthma medicines or blood thinners

Medicines like these may work differently when >'ou quit smoking.

Please see important patient summary of information on the next page.

iu!Bm\m)imm \

Uninsured? Need help paying .ui I'lizer medicine?

Pfizer has programs tliat can help. Call 1 -866-706-2400 06
or visit www.PfizerHelpfulAnswers.com.

© 2007 Rizer Inc. All nghts reserved. CHU00030D2
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ABOUT QUiniNu ^m^ -

Quitting smoking is hard for most pec>..c jse:

• Nicotine in cigarettes causes physical addiction.

• Some psychological and emotional triggers can

make you want to smoke.

Tallc to your doctor about ways to help you quit smoking,

including counseling and support prograr

ABOUT CHANTIX
• CHANTIX is a prescription medicine that helps

adults stop smoking.

• In studies, it reduced the urge to smoke.

BEFORE YOU START USING
CHANTIX
Tell your doctor about all your medical conditions.

Tell your doctor if you:

• Have kidney problems or get kidney dialysis. You

may be prescribed a lower dose of CHANTIX.
• Are pregnant or plan to get pregniuit. CHANTIX has

not been studied in pregnant women. It is not known
if CHANTIX can hurt your unborn baby. It is best to

stop smoking before you get pregnant.

• Are breast-feeding. Although not studied,

CHANTIX may pass through breast milk. Talk

with your doctor about other ways to feed your

baby if you take CHANTIX.
Tell your doctor about all your medicines, include

over-the-counter medicines, vitamins, and herbal

products. Be sure to tell your doctor if you take:

• insulin

• asthma medicine

• blood thinners

When you stop smoking, your dose of these

medicines may need to change.

POSSIBLE SIDE EFFECTS
OF CHANTIX
The most common side effects of CHANTIX are:

\
• nausea

j

• sleep disturbiuice ( trouble sleeping, changes in dreaming)

I

* s\i!ist!|>ation

I
more mfonru-i'-n.

I

Use caution (lri\ i-

I you know hv>\v

,mav nftec*

>• !•; side etYeris bother you or do not go j

c i>i • • :!r etlcvt'; oi ^"^HANTIX. For
v, •

•

'
• lur ducior ! If pharmacist.

• machinery until

^ sr.,- • .: !d/or CHANTIX^

(Chan-tix)

i WHO IS CHANTIX FOR?
'

Who should use CHANTIX:
• Adults who want to stop smoking

Who Should NOT use CHANTIX:
• Anyone who is allergic to varenicline tartrate (the active

ingredient in CHANTIX) or anything else in CHANTIX
• CHANTIX has not been studied in patients under 18

years.

r.
HOWTO USE CHANTIX
1 . Choose a quit date to stop smoking.

2. Start CHANTIX I week (7 cjays) before your quit date.

• You can smoke until your quit date.

• Stop smoking on or before your quit date.

3. Take CHANTIX after eating. Take CHANTIX with

a full glass (8 ounces) of water.

4. Take CHANTIX for up to 12 weeks.

5. If you have completely quit smoking by 12 weeks,

ask your doctor if another 1 2 weeks of CHANTIX
will help you .stay quit.

6. Do not stop taking CHANTIX. Even if you slipped up

and smoked, you can keep taking CHANTIX. Some
people need a few weeks for CHANTIX to work best.

HOWTO TAKE CHANTIX
CHANTIX comes as a white tablet (0.5 mg) and a blue

tablet (1 mg).

• Take the white tablet the first 7 days (first week).

• Take the blue tablet for the rest of the treatment.

Day 1 to Day 3 white tablet: 1 tablet each day

Day 4 to Day 7 white tablet; 1 in the morning
AND 1 in the evening

Day 8 to end of

treatment

blue tablet: 1 in the morning
AND 1 in the evening

This dosing schedule may not be right for everyone.

Talk to your doctor if you are having side effects such

as nausea or sleep problems. Your doctor may want to

reduce your dose.

NEED MORE INFORMATION?
This is only a summary of important information.

Ask your doctor or pharmacist for complete product

information, or

• Go to www.CHANTIX.com, or
• Call 1-877-CHANTIX (877-242-6849).

)i\ ision ot Plizcr. Inc.

•New York. NY 10017

02007 Pfi/cr. Inc. All rights reserved. Primed in the USA.
Version Mav 2007
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A world-renowned internist gives

her view of w h\' things don't always go

so well in the doctor's office

As a professor of medicine and an internist with a busy

New York office, I hear a gieat deal about what patients

want from their doctors. It seems tlierc's more tlian

enough dissatisfaction and disappointment to go around. Of

course, most patients want to have a good relationsliip with their

doctor, and most doctors try their best. I offer these thoughts

from the other side of the desk about how patients can lielp doc-

tors do their job well-and what the patient docs, usually uninten-

donally, that keeps the relationship from being effective.

NOT TELLING YOUR STORY CLEARLY
It helps to put your thoughts in order before you arrive at the

office. Tr\- to give your doctor all the health information that's rel-

evant. For example, if you smoke, don't be embarrassed to tell her;

she's not the cigarette police. If you are concerned tliat perliaps you
drink too much. ask. I won't be shocked; there's very litde an expe-

rienced physician hasn't heard. If something specific is troubling

you, describe it in as much detail as possible, including when die

problem started. "I have a headache" doesn't say as much as: "I

have a duU, throbbing pain in my forehead that began four days
ago. Tylenol relieves it onJ)' briefly and I find it difficult to sleep

because of the pain. I've never had this kind of headache l)cfore.
'

A doctor's job is to listen carefully, ask the kinds of questions
that help her decide the cause of the problem and nevei- let her
own attention wander. Eight)- percent of diagnoses are made on
the fiasis of the paiieiit's .sb .r'

.

wun

'•'»>!• Man; - dviciors rnyscH

• iiioti'ih i! can hcip (• , h.n

ocii.ir s oiHi .• '\ It J,) i.-:,! i

^ E^Ai-iiNING ROOM
iH\ member with them

being explained or you're going over a

treatment plan, the actual physical exam is

a very personal experience. Often details of

your situation will emerge that you might

not be happy having revealed in front of

another person. There are excepdons: I wall

always ask a family member or friend to

help when the patient seems confused or

overwhelmed f)y anxiety or if he or she is

fragile and needs help with dressing.

uluded,

>i friend

ui:.- MC

NOT FOLLOWING THE DOCTOR'S
RECOMMENDATIONS

If you don't want to take medicadons your

doctor just prescrif)ed, have a pardcular test

or recommended surgery or don't think

you can follow suggestions offered about

such difficult issues as weight loss or physi-

cal conditioning, say so! It's much better

than throwing away the prescription as soon

as you leave the office. A useful and reward-

ing doctor-patient relationship is a collabo-

ration, and a good doctor can be trusted not

t(^ become irritated or abandon you if you

want to modify a treatment plan.

Bv MaRIANNK J. She also listens when you report

LliGATO, M.D. that a treatment isn't working or
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makes you feel even worse than the original

ailment. Tliere is usually another apj)roach

to try. But it's important to talk first, not

least of all because sometimes quitting a

medication abmptly can be harmful.

POOR TELEPHONE ETIQUETTE
My office logs more than 200 calls a da)-

from patients: routine ones should be

returned the same day. The patient who calls

five minutes after requesting a prescription

to find out why her pharmacist didn't get it

yet (this happens) is being unreasonable.

The other most irritating thing that hap-

pens (and it s ver\- frequent) is when a doctor

returns a patient's call, sometimes within

moments, onl)- to be met witli an answering

machine. I ha\e to call an a\eragc of three

telephone numf)ers for each patient I try to

reach, and I often get a machine at c\ ciy one

of dicm. Telephone tag can be almost elimi

nated by just being dierc when you said you

would be and answering die call \ ()ursclf I Or

leave a cell number and cany diat phone.

Keep your com ersation short and focu.sed.

One of the diings I hear most, beliexc il or

not. is "I just want to ask nou a (luick cities

tion." which expands into three- questions and is anything but

quick! Phone calls work best fr. ^..rnlc questions ("'Do I need sea-

sickness pills for my 12-day cmisc '"). It's also fuie to ciill for a pre-

scription r-enewid-giving die prescription details and phone number
of die pharmacy-or to ask tlie doctor to call in a prescription for a

di-ug that has worked in the past for a recunent prolilem.

Complex health issues, however, require face-to-face assess-

ment. A cough may be a relatix ely tri\ ial part of a simple cold-or

it may signal pneumonia. 'Die treatment is verv different. If vour

doctor asks \ ou to come in. agiee to do so. She's not tiTing to

gouge you; she's just making sure you get the rigiit treatment.

E-MAIL-ITIS

Increasingly, patients seem to expect to be able to communicate

with their doctors electronically. Many of my colleagues simpK-

don't practice medicine by e-mail. I don't think it's the best wa\-

to communicate health information and I will reply to patients by

e-mail only in special circumstances (if the\- are a continent away

and need emergenc\- ad\ ice. for example). Most doctors recei\e

hundreds of messages a day: to add patient queries or comments

to what we already get would be simply o\ envhelming.

.'Vlso. the tone of email can seem ver)' curt and off-putting. A
coii\'ersation is much more responsi\e to the patient's needs and

more accurately expresses what the doctor intends to say.

LEAVING WITHOUT SAYING WHY
Many articles ad\ ise that if you are cfissatisfied witii \-our doctor,

find another one. Here's a diflerent suggesdon: Have a frank talk

wilh your physician before abandoning her. In the first place, she

might learn something important from your comments: second,

fike all relationships, this one might improve uith some tailoring.

Don't be rude, but be clear if something has upset you: most of

us are mature enough to listen and apologize if it's in order.

If part of the problem is your feeling that office stall treats you

rudef)' or bfocks access to tfie doctor, say so. M)- patients ha\e. at

times, felt coldh' or rudeh' treated. I am always ready to lie^u what

happened and ha\'e no issue with trying to correct a problem I

think is real. Staffers are the patient's first contact with the office:

courtes\- and good manners are essential. But that works both

wa\ s: I ha\ e heard the nide tone and tmpleasant urades to which

patients sometimes expose my staff, and in diose instances. I never

hesitate to ask the patient to treat the staff as they would me. Doc

tors cannot soKe all problems. relie\e all pain and giiarantee you

perfect happiness. But we ha\'e had \ ears of long, demanding

training and usually do our best to help our patients. Clear, re-

spectfiil and focused communication between doctor and patient

is die most important ingi-ediciit in a successfiil relationship. Both

of us are responsible for achieving this.

vVVVW LhJ COM



What can you expect

when you move to AMITIZA?

AMITIZA can give ongoing relief from the

symptoms of Chronic Constipation, such
as abdominal discomfort and bloating

On the first day of taking AMITIZA, a majc
of people had a bowel movement^

In studies, as people continued on
treatment, they averaged 5 to 6 bowel

movements per week«

AMITIZA is an oral gelcap that you take

twice a day with food

lT^^°rMmlA^*?.^
Information: AMITIZA is not for everyone. If you know you have a bowel obstruction, do n<

1 ^ A .m-lA^^^
are unsure, your doctor should evaluate your condition before starting AMITIZA. You shoul

not take AMITIZA if you have severe diarrhea.

h^r'Ii^-^^^f"!'^®®"
^^'-^^.'^^ pregnant women and should only be used duhng a pregnancy if the potenti

trppf™r?tA AM.-?,?f^'^L"^^'
f®*^^- ^'^o'^'d have a negative pregnancy test before beginnin

off^ / T ^^^^^^ '^"^ ^'^^^^ P'^^**^® birth control measures If you are pregnant or becorrpregnant while being treated with AMITIZA, talk to your doctor to evaluate the risks.
^ ^ ^

diTrrho?-.? nT'"""'"^ f^'®
''''^'^^ ''""^'^ diarrhea, and headache. If nausea occurs, take AMITIZA with food. If yoiaiarmea or nauses beconieb toi; your doctor. These are not all the side effects associated with AMITIZA.

Please nee Brief St iescr; v«ita ' tformation following this ad.

diients experier.crv-i

:
i-. !o 12 months .is

"

> s icsi^ing placebo had an av&3o::
iy Requirements.

'

in cPr
^""^ taking AMITIZA. Individual results may vary.

;o 4 bowel movemer.ls poi 7v'€( l<.



b save

•.all 1-8r

If you or someone you know needs help paying for medicine,

call 1-888-4PPA-NOW. Or go to www.pparx.org



ilubipfostonei Lapsules

Initial U.S. Approval: 2006

BRIEF SUMMARY OF PRESCRIBING INFORMATION- Please see pack-

age insert lor complete prescribing information

1 INDICATIONS AND USAGE
Aniti?a' IS indicated lor the treattnent of chfonic idiopathic

constipation m adults

2 DOSAGE AND ADMINISTRATION

The recominended dosage to: A.ti; .^a is 24 meg taken pjvice daily

orally with food. Physicians and patients shoulo periodically assess

the need for continued therapy

3 DOSAGE FORMS AND STRENGTHS
Amitiza is available as a-^ oval or -nee, soft gelatin capsule with "SPI"

printed on one side Each caosine contains 24 meg of lubiprostone,

4 CONTRAINDICATIONS

Amitiza is cuniraindicated m patients with known mechanical gas-

trointestinal Dosiniction

5 WARNINGS AND PRECAUTIONS

5.1 Pregnancy

The safety of ^ .y^ancy has not been evaluated in

humans In gumt . .. .... _ :stone has been shown to have the

potential to caLse fetal lOss Amitiza should be used during

preonancy only if the potential benefit justifies the potential nsk to

tN
'

•\i could become pregnant should have a

nt ,

i-! pnorto beginning therapy with Amitiza and

s^ . ;. , .
„ ;;,r,plyinQ vv* effective conira^eptive measures

See Use in Speciui: Popula'jons (8,11,

5.2 Nausea

Patients taking Amitiza may experience nausea If this c

comitant administration of fooo with Amitiza may redi.,"

of nausea See Adverse Reactions id 1)

5.3 Diarrhea

Amitiza should not be prescnbed to patients that have severe

dia'rhea P:-'-'i:s should be aware of the possible occurrence of

d d""i- " :'patment Patients should be instructed to inform their

physic di 1' Sr\e-e diarrhea occurs See /l£/i/erse/?eac&ons(6 1)

5.4 Bowel Obstruction

In patients wth svDto'^s sunricstive o' "lechanical gastrointestinal

obstruct :9rlorm a thorough

evaliiatir oostruction prior to

initiating Vf . .. ; : ;„

6 ADVERSE REACTIONS

6.1 Clinical Studies Experience

Because cimicai studies are conducted under widely varying

conditions, adverse reaction rates observed m the clinical studies of

a drug cannot be directly compared to rates in the clinical studies of

another drug and may not reflect the rates observed in practice,

4cfi'erse reactions - : ng, efficacy, and long-term clinical

studies. The da" ow reflect exposure to Amitiza in

1 175 patients 129 :-aily, 1113at24mcgtwicedaily,and

33 at 24 r-: " ' - .

,

- J over 3- or 4-week, 6-month, and

12-mo.1t''::::". :. .:: ,, j'rom 316 patients receiving placebo

over short-tern e:^pos>. i
- - ' ''•='c:ai population (N: 14911

had a mean age of 49
" . y was 87 1% female:

84.8% Caucasian, 8.5:0 A -
.

--.I Hispanic, 09% Asian,

and 15 5% elderly (> 65 years a' agei Taoie I presents da'a for the

adverse reactions that occurred m at leas: l-- of patients who
received Amitiza (any dosagei

with study drug than placebo

reaction incidence rates in patiC ' - _ -
.

daily and in patients receiving Am.t.zo 2-1 :i:cg tW'te couy are snown

Table 1: Percent of Patients witti Ailverse Reactions in Clinical

Studies of Amitiza

Placebo Amitiza Amitiza Amitiza

24 meg 24 meg Any Dosage^

Once Daily Twice Daily

N = 316 Nr29 N = 1113 N = 1175

System/'Adverse

Reaction'

3

3

Gastrointestinal disorders

Nausea 3

Diarrhea < 1

Abdominal pain 3

Abdominal distension 2

Flatulence 2

Vomitirc

Loose stools

Abdominal discom'ol'; -

Dyspepsia ^ 1

Or
I
mouth < i '1

SijiT'ach disncmron < 1 ; 1

Nervous system disorders

Heada'-he 5 3 ;i

I < 1 2 3

General discders and site adminisuducr . : dnior?

Edema ^1 - . 3

Fatigue < 1 - "
2

Chestdiscc-- - 3 2 2

Respiralorv, thoracic ano mediastinal disorders

Dyspnea
3 2_ 2

' Includes only those i.-."\s assocK-!.:-d with treain^f possib'y.

probably or defimtel) .;'jied, as aj^e^sed bytheinves ator),

2 Includes patients do- it 24 meg u >. •,-
: .vly, 24 meg ".vce daily,

and 24 meg three time-; j:iily.

3 This term combines 'abdominal tendernis.s, abdominal ric/dity,"

"gastrointestinal d!sca:'ifort," and "accor \. ^ scomfort."'

dosagei experienced an adverse reaction ot nausea: j'-c ot patients

hao severe nausea while 8% of oatients discontinued treatment due

to 'lausea The rate o' nausea associateo w;th Amitiza lany cosagel

was substantially lower among male I7%| and elderly patients

|18%i Further analysis of the safety data revealed that long-term

exposure to Amitiza does not appear to place patients at an elevated

risk for experiencing nausea. The incidence of nausea increased m

a dose-dependent manner with the lowest overall incidence for

nausea reported at the 24 meg once daily dosage (17%) In ooen-

labeled, long-term studies, patients were allowed to adjust the

dosage of Amitiza down to 24 meg once daily from 24 meg twice

daily if experiencing nausea Mausea decreased when Amitiza was

administered with food, Mo patients in the clinical studies were hos-

Oiializtd due to nausea.

Diarrhea Approximately 12% of patients who received Amiiiza (any

dosage) experienced an adverse reaction of diarrhea, 3% of

patients had severe diarrhea while 2% of patients discontinued

treatment due to diarrhea.

Electrolytes No serious adverse reactions of electrolyte imbalance

were reported m clinical studies, and no clinically significant changes

were seen in snrum electrolyte levels in patients receiving Amitiza

Lesscon:- -"=ftons. The following list of adverse reactions

includes rred m less than 1% of patients receiving

Amitiza 13', i.i.:^: oose-finding, efficacy, and long-term clini-

cal studies and that were considered by the investigator to be prob-

ably or definitely related to treatment with study drug Moreover, the

list includes only those events that occurred in at least two patients

and more frequently in patients receiving Amitiza than those

receiving placebo.

Gastrointestinal disorders, fecal incontinence, defecation urgency,

frequent bowel movements, intestinal functional disorder,

constipation, eructation

Musculoskeletal and connective tissue disorders: muscle cramp,

joint swelling, myalgia

Nervous system disorders dysgeusia, syncope, tremor

Respiratory tt^oracic. and mediastinal disorders: pharyngolaryngeal

pain, cough

Skin and subcutaneous tissue disorders- hyperhidrosis, cold sweat

Genera/ disorders and administration site conditions: influenza, pain

Metabolism and nutrition disorders decreased appetite

Psychiatric disorders anxiet\'

6i Postmarketing Experience

The following adverse reactions have been identified during post-

approval use of Amitiza Because these reactions are reported

voluntarily from a population of uncertain size, it is not always

possible to reliably estimate their frequency or establish a causal

relationship to drug exposure.

Voluntary reports of adverse reactions occurring with the use of

A-^'tiza include the following: syncope, malaise, increased hean

rate, muscle cramps or muscle spasms, rash, and asthenia.

7 DRUG INTERACTIONS

Based uc - ri microsome studies, there

IS low lik> ons In vitro studies using

human live' : , „sc,t-i .'ic j:c : j: :vtQchrome P450 isoenzymes

are not involved in the metabolism of lubiprostone Further in vitro

^'i :'-.^ "dicate microsor- '-t-^'".' 'eductase may be involved in

ve biotransfr ::rostone to the metabolite

'-"larmacokinei.. .

- ,123! 1 Additionally, in wtro

siuo.es in human liver micosomes demonstrate that lubiprostone

does'not inhibit cytochrome P450 isoforms 3A4, 206, 1A2 2A6, 2B6,

2C9, 2C19, or 2E1, and m vitro studies of primar\' cultures of human

hepatocytes show no induction of cytochrome P450 isoforms 1A2.

2B6, 2C9, and 3A4 by lubiprostone No additional drug-drug interaction

studies have been performed Based on the available information,

no protein binding-mediated drug interactions of clinical significance

are ant'Cipaied

8 USE IN SPECIFIC POPULATIONS

8.1 Pregnancy

Teratogenic effects Pregnancy Catego^ C [See Warnings and

Precautions 6 II

1

Teratology studies with lubiprostone have been conducted in rats at

oral doses up to 2000 mcg/kg.'day (approximately 332 times the rec-

ommended human dose, based on body surface a'ea), and in rabbits

at oral doses of up to 100 meg kg day (approximately 33 times the

recommended human dose, based on body surface areal Lubiprostone

was not teratogenic m rats or rabbits In guinea pigs, lubiprostone

caused fetal loss at 'epeated doses of 10 ano'25 mcg'kg/day

(approximately 2 and 6 times the recommenoed human dose,

respectively, based on body surface areal admir;stered on days 40 to

53 of gestation.

There are no adequate and well-controlled studies in pregnant

women. However, during c imcal testing of Amitiza at 24 meg twice

daily, four women became p'egnant Pe' protocol, Amitiza was
discontinued upon pregnancy detection Three of the tour women
del'vered healthy babies The fourth woman was monitored fori month

foliOiving discontinuation of study drug, at which time the pregnancy

was p'ogressing as expected, the patient was subsequently lost to

fol'Ow-up,

Amtza shoulQ be used dunng pregnancy only if the potential benefit

lustif OS the potentia risk to the fetus If a woman is or becomes

pregnant while taking the drug, the patient should be apprised of the

potential hazard to the fetus.

It IS not Known wnejier luoiprosione is exceteo in Taii|.

Because many drugs are excreted in human milk andtL
the potential for serious adverse reactions in nursing intsl

lubiprostone, a decision should be made whether to p
'

nursing or to discontinue the drug, taking into account th'

of the drug to the mother.

8.4 Pediatric Use

Safer,' and effectiveness in pediatric patients have not bi

8.5 Geriatric Use

The efficacy of Amitiza in the elderly (> 65 years of agel

tion was consistent with the efficacy in the overall study

Of the total number of constipated patients treated in the d

efficacy, and long-term studies o' Amitiza, 15.5% were

of age, and 4.2% were >75 years of age. Elderly patii

Amitiza (any dosage) expenenced a lower incidence rate of

nausea compared to the overall study population takii

118';, vs 29%\ respectivelyl

8.6 Renal Impairment

Amitiza has not been studied in patients who have renal ii

8.7 Hepatic Impairment

Amitiza has not been studied in patients who have hepatic ii

10 OVERDOSAGE

There have been two confirmed reports of overdosage wi

The first report involved a 3-year-old child who aeeidentall^j

7 or 8 capsules of 24 meg of Amitiza and fully recovered. Ti

report was a study patient who self-administered a total

of Amitiza per day for 8 days. The patient experienced n

reactions dunng this time Additionally, in a Phase 1 cardiac repi

study,"^ of 51 patients given a single oral dose of '44 meg

(6 timssthe recommended dose) experienced an adverse

was at least possibly related to the study drug Adverse

that occurred in at least 1% of these patients included the fi

nausea (45%), diarrhea (35%), vomiting (27%), dizzinesi

headache (12%), abdominal pain (8%), flushing/liot flash (8%),

(8%), dyspnea (4%l, pallor (4%), stomach discomfort (4%'

(2%), asthenia (2%). chest discomfort (2%), dry mouth (2%

hidrosis (2%). and syncope (2%)

16 HOW SUPPLIED/STORAGE AND HANDLING

Amitiza IS available as an oval, orange, soft gelatin capsi

"SPI" printed on one side Each capsule contains 24 meg of lubip|

Amitiza IS available as follows:

• Bottles of 100 INOC 64764-240-10)

• Bottles of 60 INDC 64764-240-601

Store at 25°C (77°FI: excursions permitted to 15°-30°C 159°-!

PROTECT FROfvl EXTREME TEMPERATURES,

17 PATIENT COUNSELING INFORMATION

17.1 Dosing Instructions

Patients should take a single 24 meg capsule of Amitiza twic:

with food or a meal. The capsule should be taken once in the

and once m the evening daily as prescribed. Physicians and pi r

should periodically assess the need for continued treatmei^

Amitiza

17.2 Nausea and Diarrhea

Patients should take Amitiza with food or a meal to reduce sym

of nausea. Patients on treatment who experience severe nau:

diarrhea should inform their physician.

Marketed by:

Sucampc Pharmaceuticals, Inc
,
Bethesda, MO 20814

and

Takeda Pharmaceuticals America, Inc
,
Deerfield, 11 60015

Amitiza IS a registered trademark of Sucampo Pharmaceuticals,

1:2007 Sucampo Pharmaceuticals, Inc.

750-03568-1 06,/07

L-LUB-0607-19
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Holiday Seasor . ve The Gift Of A Smile.

lu. 2 vears. Iiidi

children in (le\<"l()|)iii<; countries are

ith cleft lip and palate. ( ".ondcnined to a

pain anti snllcrin,u.

d news is virtualK ail ot these children

!n $!25(> Sm"f;<T\ lor inu- cliiid.

.1125 Hall ill!' . u-l of i.ni -m ;:rt v.

can he helped. The Smile Train [)r()vide> life

changin<!; free cleft suif^erv which takes as little as 45

minutes and costs as little as S25(). ll jiixes desperate

children not just a new smile— hut a new life.

n .§ .1(1 Vl«'(licaf ions lor otif ^iirju'ry.

~1
.•!> We'll ^ratffiilK a< ( r|it am ainoiml.

iin i icdil 1 all

_.\t.iil

"1 \l.,-.lr,i:.l..l ~i \\\\ \ 1 lllMHVri

I'lr,,-

l(>

The Sniih'Train-Dept. Miv^.

P.O. Hon ')(y2A\

Washiri-ton- DC 20()9(M)23 1

Se\cii ^ears.

2r^(),()()0

Surgeries,
j

FtieSmileTrain ;

_ I
.1.- \\url,l lit,,- \' \

Donate online: www.siniletrain.ort]; or call: 1-877-543-7645

of your donation goes toward programs — iWc goes toward overhead.

jhng Pregnancy Can Help Prevent Birth Defects And Clefts. Diet is an important part of pregnancy. Eat a tiealthy rfici that contains lots of fruits and

lods fortified with folic acid. Accoiciing to the U.S. Government, women who plan to have a child should be sure to take sufficient levels of folic acid (400

ay) during pregnancy to help prevent neural tube defects and reduce the risk for cleft lip and palate. When folic acid is taken one month before conception

le first trimester, it has been proven to reduce the risk for neural tube defects by 50 to 70 per cent. Be sure to receive proper prenatal care, quit smoking,

ealth care provider's guidelines for foods to avoid during pregnancy. Foods to avoid may include raw or undercooked seafood, beet, pork or poultry;

ts; fish that contain high levels of mercury, smoked seafood: fish exposed to industrial pollutants; raw shellfish or eggs; soft cheeses; unpasteurized milk,

lohol; and unwashed vegetables. For more information, visit vvww.SmileTrain.org.



BRIDGING+THE-* DOCTOR-PATtEMT- BWIDE^

Whether got \ovir doetor's name from a friend, another

doetor or \our insurance company's approved provider Hst,

it makes sense to do research before you sign up

Bv JWIS CiRAIIAM

WWW.HEALTHGRADES.COM
The "research physician" feature at this for-profit site provides extremely thorough
reports, including doctors' schooling and disciplinary-action history and ratings of

local hospitals. Practically the only missing information on this site is which insurance

plans a doctor accepts, something the site "expects to have in the future," says

HealthGrades spokesman Scott Shapiro.

Cost: A basic Physician's Report is $17.95; malpractice data cost an additional $7.95;

seeing how that doctor's fees stack up against national averages, another $3.95. A
Physician Comparison Report, contrasting 12 or more doctors in terms of board
certification, location and years since graduation from medical school, is $9.95.

Strong points: Information is packaged with hefty doses of explanation and perspective
("fast facts" and "what this means to you" sections). There's a checklist of questions to

ask your doctor and data to help determine whether a physician is qualified to handle
your specific condition. Reports print out in an easy-to-follow format.
Limitations: Fees can add up.

WWW.RATEMDS.COM
Web users rate their

doctors and see how
others rate them (1 to 5)

on punctuality, helpfulness
and knowledge. .^ place
for comments lets you
describe what you like (or

don't) about a doctor and
read what others say.

Cost: Free

Strong points: Robust
automatic checks stop
profanity and spamming
of a doctor by one
individual All posts are
rev .

_! i

the .loelous oi pL.io^iiai

It's not just a forum for

complaints, says site co-
foufxicr John Swapceinski.
'More than 70 percent of
the ratir-c?s ar?» positive."
l:;t;:-^-'" -, r.,^-^ is new.
\.Viti

,
- .

:-_[) ,jOO

WWW.DOCINFO.ORG
This site IS operated by the Federation of State
Medical Boards, which uses its national database as a
source. Profiles include details about any disciplinary

actions a doctor may have received as well as
background on education and licenses

Cost: $9.95 per profile

Strong points: Information is presented clearly and is

national, so if an M.D. was censured in Kansas but now
practices in Kentucky, it shows up in his or her profile.

Limitations: Reports don't include a doctor's current
office address or phone number.

WWW.DOCBOARD.ORG
Its DocFinder links you to

state licensing boards. All

reveal when a doctor was
licensed or the subject of

any disciplinary action. Many
states provide much more.
Cost: Free
Strong points: Run by the

nonprofit Administrators in

Medicine. Sometimes has
more data than almost any
other site (including whole
files documenting
disciplinary actions).

Limitations: Information

can vary from state to

state. The Illinois board,
for instance, gives a sin-

gle line listing a doctor's

license number, status,

issue and expiration

dates and whether he or

she has been disciplined.

Michigan's board, on the

other hand, also includes

details of any open formal

complaints. Can require

a fair degree of com-
puter skill.

Ikii

WWW.AMA-ASSN.ORG
i he American Medical Association's (AMA) DoctorFinder tool tells you where the
ioctor attended medical school and did his or her residency, plus provides an office
phone number and location (with a link to a map), as well as where he or she has
hospital admitting privileges. Information includes board certification, if any, "a real
quality indicator," according to Samantha Collier, M.D., chief medical officer of the
health care-ratings organization HealthGrades, in Golden. Colorado,
'"ost: Free
Strong points: Very easy to use. You can search for a physician by name, state and
specialty or even do a "sounds-like" search if you are unsure of the exact spelling of a
name or city.

Limitations: Doesn't list how long ago doctors graduated from medical school or
tarted m practice—or if they have ever been disciplined. Another step is required for

-mation on non-AMA nipn-.bers and you get less data.

156
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+BRIDGING-MHE - DlViDEi-

Your
Bold and

controversial

heakh-care

alternatives,

born of doctor

and patient

frustration, are

alread\- being

tried around the

countr\

Medical

Future

Health-caie providers nationwide are as frustrated as you arc

by crowded waiting rooms and mshed appointments that

have to be scheduled weeks or even mondis aiicad. Many
are reinventing their practices to offer more patient-friendly care.

Here, innovations that ma\' be coming to your town.

DOCTOR ON CALL
In '20()() Robin Merlino. a primaiy care doctor in Fairfax, Virginia,

left a four-physician pracdce with a patient load of 2.000 to form a

new concierge, or boutique, practice with just 600 patients. FV)r

•Si..500 a year, her patients are gnaranteed same- or next-day ap-

pointments that begin on time. :ui annual 2V2-hour physical, a se-

cure personal Web site through which they can review their

medical records, and 24-hour phone access to the doctor, who
schedules appointments with specialists when necessary. Such con-

cierge practices have sprung up across the nation. At her old office.

* M-r-iarger numbers ofpaticm.s lu^tx- e:!ch day. "I wasn't able
'• • the way I wa^' f.-.-iincd to," Av.: .v.vs.

'a»rli!>i>"s paL^.;i;- Ki,iu)-ii\ .Vn-ild. a 44-year-old

says iJif slif gcu? is woriJi the

'^s tliai :ii!i!iia! c.-l>lc Dr.

". JUM notes Ai ) ...ki she's also aiicn-

Bv U
Lacri

tive, making follow-up calls to check on pa-

tients' progress, lliat enlianced reladonship

is a major draw of boutique care. "Patients

want someone who cares," says Edward E.

Goldman, M.D., chief executive officer and

founding partner of MDVIP, the for-profit

company that advised Dr. Merlino.

Boutique medicine promises a closer

relationship with the doctor and a focus on

prevention. But the hefty fee—typically

$1,500 to $2,000 yearly per person, though

it can go as high as $15,000, according to

the Government Accountability Office—

doesn't cover prescription drugs or most

therapies, lab tests and other treatments

beyond the annual physical. So patients

must have additional health insurance that

will pick up the tab or be able to foot the

bills on their own.

Though Dr. Goldman cites

:SLIF, unpublished data from MDMP's
:\CE 19,739 memberpatients continued
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Are blade

4 h ^ -iiii

' ^nd accidents

ling your life?

Then maybe it's time to ask your doctor about tnablex, a prescription medicine for overactive

bladder. Enablex can help reduce leaks and accidents for a full 24 hours. It's specifically

designed to target the muscles that control the bladder. And more control means less interruptions.

Enablex is used in adults to treat symptoms of overactive bladder, including leaks and wetting

accidents (called "unnarv inc^ ^"), a strong need to go to the bathroom right away (called

"urgency"), and havi; requency").

Important Information: Yuu should no^ take once-daily Enablex if you have certain types of

stomach problems, glaucoma or have i/ -nptying your bladder. Side effects of Enablex include

blurred vision and more commonly dry mouth, constipation, indigestion, and abdominal pain.

Use caution when doing certain activities until you know how Enablex affects you.

Please read the Patient Product Information on the adjacent page. If you don't have prescription

coverage and can't afford your medicines, call 1-800-245^5356 or ^
log onto pap.novartis.com. To iearn more, call i-877-3-ENABLEX

or visit enablex com Ask your doctor about Enablex.

Life, less interrupted.

Enablex
(clarifenacin)iMl

4

I.



PATIENT INFORIViATiON

IMPLEX (en-8-blex)

(darifenacin)

Extended-release tablets

7.5 mg or 15 mg

Rx only

Read the Patient information that comes with kMABIEX" bsfore yow start

taking it and each thne you get a refii' T»is'? m8y be r?ew information.

This leaflet doss not take the place oi iajking to your docior or other

healthcoi e prsfessiona! about your med/cai condition or your treatment.

Only your doctor or healthcare professional can determine if treatment

with EI^ABLEX is right for you.

What isENABLEX?

ENABLEX IS a presci ne used in owing

symptoms due to a coiu ., led overactr. :
,

• having a strong need to go to the bathroom right away (also called

"urgency")

• leaking or wetting accidents (also called "urinary incontinence")

• having to go to the bathroom too often (also called "urinary frequency")

What is overactive bladder?

Overactive bladder happens when you cannot control your bladder

contractions. When these muscle contractions happen too often or cannot

be controlled, you get symptoms of overactive bladder, which are urinary

urgency, urinary incontinence (leakage) and urinary frequency.

Who should not take ENABLEX?

Do not take ENABLEX if you:

• are not able to empty your bladder (also called "urinary retention")

• have delayed or sicvv emptying of your stomach (also called "gastric

retention ')

• have an eye problem called "uncontrolled narrow-angle glaucoma"

• are allergic to ENABLEX or to any of its ingredients. See the end of this

leaflet for a complete list of ingredients.

ENABLEX has not been studied In children.

What should I tell my doctor before starting ENABLEX?
Before starting ENABLEX, tell your doctor or healthcare professional about

all of your medical conditions including if you:

• have any stomach or intestinal problems, or problems with constipation

• have trouble emptying your bladder or if you have a weak urine stream
• have an eye problem called narrow-angle glaucoma
• have liver problems

• are pregnant or are planning to become pregnant. It is not known if

ENABLEX can harm your unborn baby.

are breast-feeding It is not known if ENABLEX passes into breast milk

and if It can harm your baby.

Tell your doctor about all the medicines you take, including prescription

and nonprescription medicines, vitamins, and herbal supplements.
ENABLEX and certain other medicines can interact with each other,

causing side effects. Especially tell your doctor if you take:

• ketoconazole (Nizoral") or itraconazole (Sporonox*), antifungal medicines
• clarithromycin (Biaxin®), an antibiotic medicine
• ritonivir or nelfinavir (Viracept®), antiviral medicines
• nefazadone (Serzone*). a (if 'nedicine

= ilerr.iriide (Tambocor™), ai, leailbeat (antiarrhythmia) medicine
' i!!iori(ia-i!ie (Mellanr^), a mental disorder (amipsychotic) medicine
• a f! :

: MK c.^iled a incyclic antidepressant

Kr.G
, ail the me.-iicmes you take. Keep a list of them with you to show your
' •'"•isi each time you get a new medicine.

How shOr; : £"::^?'_EX?

TakeLi'jM ._ _ ''-scribed. Your doctor v/i!! prescribe the dose
!hat is l iyhi to^ Yoi.t

,

s-ir may prescribe the lov/est .'!nse if vou have

•Youshou=;; -^-h ,
' ,, ...ui, i|q,,r:

•ENABLEXsn.
,

,
.

• . s-.d nouhav . :-::v^der1 or
crushed.

• ENABLEX mav In- .,;;iout food.

^
\'

, .M :nis3 a dose of fcNABLirX, begin taking tiMABLtx again the next

day Do not take two doses of ENABLEX in the same day.

« if you take too much ENABLEX, call your local Poison Control Center or

emergency room right away.

What arg t?'5 pQs.sible side effects of ENABLEX?

I hd most common side effects with ENABLEX are:

' dry mouth

• constipation

ENABLEX may cause other less common side effects that include:

• blurred vision. Use caution while driving or doing dangerous activities

until you know how ENABLEX affects you.

• heat prostration. Heat prostration (due to decreased sweating) can occur

when drugs such as ENABLEX are used in a hot environment.

These are not all the side effects with ENABLEX. For more information, asl(

your doctor, healthcare professional or pharmacist.

How do I store ENABLEX?
• Keep ENABLEX and all medicines out of the reach of children.

• Store ENABLEX at room temperature, 59 to 86°F (15 to 30°C). Protect

from light.

• Safely dispose of ENABLEX that is out of date or no longer needed.

General information about ENABLEX

Medicines are sometimes prescribe^ for conditions that are not mentioned

in patient information leaflets. Do not give ENABLEX to other people, even if

they have the same symptoms you have. It may harm them.

This leaflet summarizes the most important information about ENABLEX.

If you would like more information, talk with your doctor. You can ask

your pharmacist or doctor for information about ENABLEX that is written

for health professionals. You can also call the product information

department at 1-888-44-EI\IABLEX (1-888-443-6225) or visit the website

at www.Enablex.com.
(

What are the ingredients in ENABLEX?

Active Ingredient: darifenacin

Inactive Ingredients: (\\bas\c calcium phosphate anhydrous, hydroxypropyl

methylcellulose (hypromellose), lactose monohydrate, magnesium stearate,

titanium dioxide and triacetin. The 15-mg tablet also contains FD&C Yellow

No. 6 Aluminum Lake.

Appearance

The 7 5-mg tablet is round and white-colored with "DF" on one side and
"7.5" on the other side.

The 15-mg tablet is round and peach-colored with "DF" on one side and
"15" on the other side.

*Mellaril* is a registered trademark of Novartis. The other brands listed are

the trademarks of their respective owners and are not trademarks

of Novartis.

REV: FEBRUARY 2006 Printed in U.S.A.

Manufactured by:

Novartis Pharma Stein AG
Stein, Switzerland

Distributed by:

Novartis Pharmaceuticals Corp.

East Hanover, New Jersey 07936

Marketed with:

Procter & Gamble Pharmaceuticals, Inc.

Cincinnati. Ohio 45202

T2006-19

5000588

?)Novartis EBX-OT-0411-A



HEALTH KAm-
+BRIDGING+THE+DOCTOR-PAT!ENT*DIVIDE+

showing this model of care reduces

hospitalizations, no one has proved

whether it actually helps patients"

health. Some experts also note that

luxury care makes health care less

accessible to less affluent patients.

HOUSE CALLS MAKE
A COMEBACK

House calls were once routine but

disappeared as increasing costs meant

physicians needed to fit more patients

into every hour, notes Walter Krause.

president and founder of Irm-House

Doctor, a doctor-on-demand serv ice

that started in Boston. His firm, now

in eisrht cities, is one of manv that

have sprung up in recent years to of-

fer urgent care around tlie clock for

travelers, families and others whose

problems don't mandate an ER trip.

The physicians may work full-time

for the service or have other jobs.

Within minutes of your call you

speak to a physician, and within an

hour one shows up ready to do basic

tests and treat such routine ills as

earache or food poisoning. "We take

care of 85 percent of what you used

to go to the emergency room for."

says Jordan Shlain. M.D., medical

director of the San Francisco On
Call Medical Group. Serv ices gener-

ally provide a report for your own

doctor. Depending on your plan,

insurers may reimburse some of the

$200 to $800 pcr-visit cost. For the

insurance company, house calls are a

savings over ER fees.

NO MORE LONG WAITS
Difficulty scheduling \ isils is a wide

spread problem. One solution is as

simple as it sounds: same-day schcd

uling, also called advanced oi open

access. You call or e-mail your doc-

tor in the morning and get an ap

pointment that day. because the

practice has left a large percentage of

its slots open for this purjjosc.

Mark Murray, M.D., developed

the idea in the cdiW 1990s while man-

aging a busy Kaiser Pcrmancntc

priman'-caic depai tment near Sacra-

mento and cut the average wait time

for appointments from 55 da) s to just

one. A form of the system is now
available to all 8.7 million customers

ol the giant California-headquartered

health-care system, and other practic-

es have begun similar progiams.
j

WEB-BASED CARE
Reportedly, some 160 million U.S.

adults ha\e gone online for health in-

fonnation. But die Web is more than

a research tool. Many people and <

their doctors are using Web-based

semces to communicate and to elec- i

tronically store medic;il records acces-

sible to patients imd doctors imd easily

transmiitable between ph\ sicians.

"You request an appointment, pay

yoin^ bill and update your insurance

online." sa\'s Pamela Pure, president

of McKesson Ibchnologv- Solutions,

which owns RelayHe;dth. one such

service for just under 12.000 doctors

and their patients. Another option:

Medcm Inc.'s iHealth system, with

more than 70.000 physicians.

These networks let your doctor

write your prescriptions electroniciil-

\y. Lab results ani\c \ia e-mail to you

.md the doctor. Patients feeling under

the weather can schedule e-visits:

Their online answers to questioiis

about symptoms ;ue reviewed by die

doctor, who decides if thev need to

tome in. Fees may or may not be

reimbinsed by health insurance.

Last year 23 percent of the na-

tion's priniar) care physicians kept

electronic medical records for their

patients, according to a Coinmon-

weallh Fluid studv.
|
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iht-Loss

help you lose we,ghuW togeO-
^^^^^

of ^-^^

NOTE: Neite the ^l*^ °'

^ , -combo P«"9"

Relacote condone
the pracKeoi^^^^

A SLIMMINC
GEL THAT REALL

WORK
No less than the famed Washington Poi

dubbed Tummy Flattening Gel'"(TFG)

"The Dream Cream." Don't let the

name fool you... Tummy Flattening

Gel permits you to reduce the

appearance of bulging pockets

of unsightly fat wherever

they appear. Put TFG
on your thigh, it

AMERICA'S #1 "BELLY FAT" PILL

Everyone knows that stress increases Cortisol... Cortisol increases

belly fat... and Relacore is the #1 belly fat pill across America.

So if stress-induced belly fat is your problem, Relacore is the

ultimate solution. It's easy... you'll love it. The Carter-Reed

Company ," Relacore.com, or call 1-800-414-4220.

PS: While known as a "belly fat" pill, millions use

Relacore 's anti-stress formula as a "feel good" pill.

MENOPAUSE IS

MORE THAN HOT
FLASHES AND MOOD
SWINGS... IT'S ABOUT
GAINING WEIGHT

'

Estrin-D" is the first and only

diet pill specifically developed for

adult women... to help combat menopausal and

perimenopausal weight gain. If you're over 40

and just can't seem to lose the weight no mat-

ter how hard you try, menopausal weight gain

could be the problem, and Estrin-D should be
the diet pill for you. Plus, Estrin-D is said to help

improve hormonal balance, so you feel great

and lose weight in all the right places. Covaxil*.
'

Laboratories, EstrinD.com, or call 1-800-903-1174.

1

directly on

your thigh.

Thick around

the middle?

Apply TFG
to your waist

or tummy and j. »
(with a little diet Hi
and exercise, of

course) watch them ^^^^jf
shrink in size. You can even

apply TFG to your double chin.

Wfierever you've got those unsightly

lumps and bumps, there's nothing bette

than topically-applied Tummy Flattening

Gel... "The Dream Cream." S6vage'"»

Dermatologic Laboratories',"

Sovage.com, or call 1-800-910-3389.

RAPID WEIGHT LOSS;" INCREDIBLE ENERGY
The most popular diet pill with the under-30 set, Zantrex-3 is seri-

ous weight loss and extreme energy together in one power-packed

super .pmI.;. 546% more weight loss* than the leading ephedrine-

based diet pill^ and all the energy you'll ever want or-need. Zoller®

Tabs, Zantrex-3.com, or call 1-800-535-4192.
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md onions are glazed, 20 to 25 min-

Jtes. Discard bay leaf and stir in

jepper Garnish with thyme.

'er serving': 80 calories, 3 g total fat,

3 sat fat, 144 mg sodium, 11 g carbs, 1 mg
;alcium, chol, 1 g protein, 1 g fiber

Make-Ahead Orange Rolls

vlAKES 24 ROLLS

Prep time: 30 min

Total time: 5 hrs

Kitclim cue: To make the rolL the same day,

forgoJreeiing; let timn rise (tbout 15 minutes

ifter placing in tliepam ami bake as directed.

Vegetable cooking spray

2 envelopes active dry yeast

1/4 cup warm water

1 cup lukewarnn milk

2 large eggs

Va cup granulated sugar

172 teaspoons salt

Va, cup plus 5 tablespoons

unsalted butter, softened

2 tablespoons finely grated

orange zest (from 2 oranges)

372 to 4 cups all-purpose flour, plus

more for work surface

2 cups plus 3 tablespoons

confectioners' sugar

2 to 3 tablespoons orange juice

« Coat a large bowl with cooking

spray; set aside, hi another large bowl,

sprinkle yeast over warm water and

let stand until foamy, about 5 minutes.

Add milk, eggs, granulated sugar, salt.

V4 cup butter and 1 tablespoon zxst.

' Gradually add flour, mixing with

hands until a dough forms. Knead

until dough is slimy and elastic, 3 to

5 minutes. Transfer dough to prepared

bowl, turning to oil the top, cover

with plastic wrap or a clean kitchen

towel and let rise until doubled in

bulk, about hours.

F"or filling, in a bowl, mi.\ together

3 tablespoons confectioners" sugai,

remaining butter and zest; set aside.

LighUy coat two 12-cup standard

muffin pans with cooking spray; set

aside. On a well-floured work surface,

knead dough 3 to 4 times to release

air pockets. Using a flf)uretl rolling

pin, roll out dough to an 18-by 14-

inch rectangle. Brush some filling

over bottom half of rectangle and
fold over top half to enclose. Brush

some filling over top. as above, and
fold to enclose. Let rest 5 minutes.

Roll out to a 16-by-lO-inch rectangle

and brush half with remaining filling,

as above, and fold to enclose. Cut into

24 2-inch squares.

Place squares, cut side up, in

prepared pans. Coat two sheets of

plastic wi ap large enough to cover

each pan with cooking spray; place,

coated side down, over pans. Tightly

wrap pans with plastic wrap or foil

and freeze up to 10 days.

Wlien ready to bake, remove

outside wrapping, leaving coated

plastic wrap loosely over tops. Let

dough thaw and rise until almost

doubled in bulk, 2 to 2'/2 hours.

Heat oven to 35()"F and place rack

in center Bake rolls until golden, 1,5

to 18 minutes. Transfer pans to a wire

rack and cool 5 minutes. Transfer

rolls to rack and let cool completely.

For icing, in a medium bowl, whisk

together remaining confectioners"

sugar and just enough juice to make a

thin icing. Drizzle over rolls.

Per roll: 180 calories, 5 g total fat, 3 g sat

fat, 157 rrig sodium. 30 g carbs, 20 mg
calcium, 50 mg chol, 2 g protein, 1 g fiber

Golden Potato and
Carrot G rat in

SERVES 8 TO 10

Prep time: 30 min

Total time: I hr 50 min

Kitilieii cue: '/<> cut thin rounds 0/ vegelabhs.

use a mandolin sheer or food pnxessor.

Butter, for dish

% cup heavy cream

cup low-sodium chicken broth

V2 teaspoon kosher salt

Va teaspoon freshly ground pepper

Va teaspoon nutmeg

2 lbs Yukon Gold potatoes, peeled

and thinly sliced crosswise

4 teaspoons fresh thyme leaves.

coarsely chopped
z cups (8 oz) grated Gruyere

5 large carrots (1 lb total), peeled

and thinly sliced crosswise

Butter the inside of a 2%- to 3-quart

baking dish, hi a small bov.l, stir

together cream, broth, salt, pepper

and nutmeg; set aside.

hi prepared dish, arrange one-third

of potato slices, overlapping slighdy.

Sprinkle with % teaspoon thyme and

Vi cup cheese. Repeat with canot

slices, thyme and cheese. Layer two

more times, using both potatoes and

carrots on top layer

Heat oven to 350°F and place rack

in center Stir cream mixture; evenly

pour over gratin. Cover with foil.

Bake until bubbling and vegetables

just start to soften, about 40 minutes.

Remove foil. Sprinkle top with

remaining thyme and cheese. Bake,

uncovered, until golden, 30 minutes

more. Remove from oven and let

stand 10 continued on p.^ge 174
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z Make your holiday party a hit from s

to finish with tasty, reasonably price

table and dessert wines. For perfect

pairings to the meal shown here, try:

• J. Lohr Estates South Ridge Paso
Robles Syrah 2005, $15. This wine's

deep and rich blackberry and plum
flavors carry a hint of spice.

• JaboQIet Beaumes-de-Venise Cote
du-Rhone Villages Le Paradou 2005,
$17. Luscious berry, jam and licorice

merge beautifully.

• Hugel et Fils Riesling 2005, $20.

This dry Riesling features traces of

fruity and floral notes.

• Frei Brothers Reserve Dry Creek Va
Merlot 2005, $20. Blackberry and .

cherry combine with hints of vanilla c

spice that come from oak barrel agin

• Rimon Winery Pomegranate Desser

Wine 2005, $38. Its bright cherry fla>

mixes well with lingering notes of

pomegranate and chocolate.

eful.
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the feelings

of the

/f '

^ of Pepperidge Farm!

/het their appetite^ith a luscious

and inviting spread.

of toasty cinnamon and you know

the fannily can't be far behind.



and all your favorite trimmings.

^ SI10W your devotion. It's easy

to whip up something wonderful

that will truly be appreciated.

iiancc

r -

'''^'f Entertaining at its most graceful

\\ Swirl through the season.

pepperidgefarm.com



minutes betore sci"\ing.

Per serving': 285 calories, 17 g total fat,

10.5 g sat fat. 294 mg sodium, 22 g carbs,

331 mg calcium, 59 mg chol, 12 g protein.

3 g fiber

Baby Broccoli With
Hazelnut Butter

SERVES 8 TO 10

Prep time: 30 inin Total time: 30 nnin

4 tablespoons unsalted butter

'/2 cup (3 oz) skinned roasted

hazelnuts, coai sely chopped

1 lb baby broccoli, trimmed

74 teaspoon salt

Grated zest from 1 lemon

I'br hazelnut butler, in a .small

saucepan, mell butter over medium-

high heat. Add nuts and cook until

buUcr hegins U) brown and nuts ju.st

start to turn golden, ahoul 3 minutes.

Remove horn heat and let cool slightly.

In a large nonstick skillet, bring

Vi cup water lo a boil over medium-

higli heat. Add broccoli and cook,

usrnini; occasionally, until just lender.

Make your day easier—

and your table prettier—with

Make-Ahead Orange Rolls

8 lo 10 minutes. Using tongs, transfer

lo a platter. Stir together nuts, butter,

salt and zest; spoon over broccoli.

Per serving*: 120 calories, 10.5 g total fat, 3.5

g sat fat, 82 mg sodium, 5 g carbs, 36 mg
calcium, 14 mg chol, 3 g protein, 2 g fiber

Eggnog Custard

MAKES 8 TO 10 SERVINGS

Prep time: 25 min

Total time: 2 hrs 35 min

3 tablespoons granulated sugar

Va cup cornstarch comiNUKD

174
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1 he giil of /I

the natural flavor of

\ox h(^hda\' cntcrt

REAL BUTTER
pAAn^ ami imludat



Naturally sweet
Golden Potato,

and Carrot Gratin '

cups purchased eggnog

% cup milk

3 large egg yolks

1 tablespoon unsalted butter

Ye teaspoon nutmeg, plus more for

serving

Vi cup heavy cream

1 tablespoon confectioners' sugar

In a lucdiuin s;uac])aii, whisk

logcllicr granulated sugai, cornstarch

and a pinch of salt. Wliisk in cggiiog,

milk and egg yolks over medium lieat

until combined well. Stir coiisianll"

with a wooden spoon until mixture

begins to boil; ,emove iVom heat. Stii

in buUer and nutmeg. Let cool slightly.

Pour into small healpiool' cui)s or

ramekins, cover with plastic wrap and
refrigerate 2 houi'^ . .. up to 24 hours.

lo M'lTc: In a mixer l)()wl, beat

logclhci cream and conlectioiiers'

sugar on medium s])eed to soli peaks.

Spoon whipped cream over custards

and sprinkle with nutmeg.

Per 'A cup: 150 cnlorics, 9.5 g total fat, 4 g
sat fat, 5? tiKj sodium, 13 g rarbs, 150 mg
calcium, 76 iTig chol, 2 g protein, fiber

Caramel-Cream
Chocolate Cake
SERVES 12

Prep time: 45 mm Total time: 3 hrs

For cake layers:

2 cups (1 lb) unsalted butter,

softened, plus more for pans
1 cup cocoa powder, plus more

for pans

3 cups all-purpose flour

2 teaspoons baking powder

V2 teaspoon baking soda

V2 teaspoon salt

3 cups sugar

4 large eggs

2 teaspoons pure vanilla extract

2 cups sour cream

For Caramel Cream and decoration:

i V/i cups sugar

1/4 cups heavy cream

1 tablespoon light corn syrup

4 oz bittersweet chocolate,

chopped

Heat oven to 350"F and place rack

in center. Butler three 9-incli round

cake pans, line bottoms with

|)archmcnt paper and butter paper.

Dust with cocoa; set aside.

Make cake layers: In a medium bowl,

whisk together cocoa, flour, baking

|)ow(lei, baking soda and salt; set aside.

Ill a large mixer bowl, beat together

buttei and sugar until light and flulTy,

about 1 minute. Heat in eggs and

extract until combined well. Alternately

beat in flour mixture and sour cream,

beginning and ending with the flour

mixture, scraping down sides of bowl,

until combined. Divide bailer among
|)repared pans. continuI'.d

LHJ.com

Find more delicious holiday recipes

that will delight your guests and

family at www.lhj.com/holiday
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What's "real food" mean to you? Go toYAHoofand

search "Real Food" to join the conversation.
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Eggnog Custard
and Caramel-Cream
Chocolate

Bake until a looihpick iiiscilcd in

center comes ont clean, .'if) to K)

minutes. Cool cakes in pans on wire

racks 15 minutes. Remove cakes from

pans, pee! olf paper and place, rii^lit

side up, on racks; let cool completely.

Slice domes oil' 2 cakes to level. Place

1 trimmed cake on a .serving |)latte) that

(its in relVi'^crator; set aside.

Make (.iiiiiiihl ('.triim: In a medium
saucepan, lie.il Vi cup sugar and '/:.' cu|)

water over medium-liigli heal, stirring

until sugar dissolves. Using a pastry

Imisli di|)pe(l in water, brush down any
sugar crystals on sides oi pan. I'oil (do

not stir) until a deep amber color, about

20 minutes. Remove Irom lieai. Using a

clean dry s|)oon. siir in (i tablesjjoons

cream (mixtme -a ill bubble). l,el

caramel stand 10 mninies.

Meanwhile, in a mi.\c r bowl, bea!

together V-i cu[) n' .,^.J ihc torn

syiup to still peaks, (ienlly fold in

'/i cup caramel until combined. Trairs

let remaining caramel to an airtight

containei and reliigerale. Spiead hall

ol the caramel cream over cake on

platter, cover with second irinnned

cake and spread with remaining

caramel cream. Relrigerate imtil cream

is set, about 20 minutes. with ihini

cake and ic lrigerate (up to 2 hours).

I'oi chocolate ciu ls, combine choco

late and remaining cream in a microwave

sale bowl. Microwave on I ligh 1

minute; stir. Let stand .'i minutes; stir (if

chocolate has not completely melted,

microwave 30 seconds more). In a

rimmed pan, spread into a •)-by-,') inch

rectangle. I'ree/.e imtil linn, about ,'U)

uiinules. Let stand at room temperature

until just starting tf) .soften, about .1

minutes. Using ;i teaspoon, .scrape

surf. ICC ol chocolate, making curls.

ri ansler to a plate and refrigerate.

For sugar nests, secure two wooden
spoons, () inches apart, on a tabletop

with hiuidles extending over edge by

about 10 inches. Line floor under and

around spoons with newspaper. In a

small saucepan, combine remaining

sugar and '/2 cup water; cook over

medium-liigli heal, stirring, until sugar

dissolves. Using a pastiy bnish dipped in

water, brush down any sugar crystals on

sides of pan. Boil (do not stir) until a

medium amber color, about 18 minutes.

Remove (h)m heat and let cool slighdy.

Using fwo forks, backs together, dip

tines in caramel and gently whip back

and forth over spoon handles to form

strings. Repeal, making several caramel

sii ings. Using hands and working cjuickly

(caramel will harden in a few niinutes),

gently gather and roll into a loose ball.

Repeat and wrap additional sti ing's

around ball to foi ni a large nest.

To senw: Four reserved caramel over

cake and let drip down sides. Arrange

nest and curls on top and around cake.

Sei ve innnediately.

Per serving: 830 calories, 48.5 g total fat,

29 g sat fat, 244 mg sodium, 93 g carbs,

167 mg calcium, 195 mg chol, 6 g protein,

1 g fiber

•Based on 9 servings. ^

[
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FROM Sk ;: \icn?

IT'LLTAKE 15 MINUTES
TO FIND OUT

YOU'RE OUT OF GARLIC.

Or, in about. 15 minutes,

you can just bake and serve

NEW ORE- IDA ROASTED POTATOES.

All the taste of homemade, without all the work.

THLORE-IDA EFFECT.
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divine but a
easy to ntake

ilishly

Brown Sugar
Shortbread Trees

MAKES 10 TREES (70 COOKIES)
Prep time: 40 min

Total time: 2 hrs 40 min

1 cup unsalted butter, softened

'A cup confectioners' sugar

1/4 cup packed dark brown sugar

1 teaspoon pure vanilla extract

2 cups all-purpose flour, plus

more for work surface

5/4 teaspoon salt

1 cup Royal Icing (recipe, page 192)

'/4 cup green sanding sugar

10 small gumdrops, for decoration

In a mixer bowl, heat logcllicr biiticr.

confectioners' luid brown sugars on

medium speed until light, about 2

minutes. Beat in extract, then Hour and

salt until a dough forms. Wrap well in

plastic wrap, flatten into a disk and chill

until firm, about 1 hour or up to 1 week.

1 leat oven to 325"F and con-i inukd

PHOTOGRAPHED BY ELLIE MILLER
RECIPES AND FOOD STYLING BY TARA BENCH



r Rudolph Reindeer

place rack in center. Line two baking

sheets with parchment paper. On a

floured work surface, using a floured

rolling pin, roll out dough to about

Vs inch thick, occasionally running a

spatula under dough to keep from

sticking to work surface. Using Vk-, P/4-,

2'/2- and 3-inch star cookie cutters (see

page 104), cut out ten I'A-inch and 20 of

each of tlie other sizes; transfer to

prepared sheets. Bake, one sheet at a

time, until just golden around edges, 8

to 10 miimtcs. Transfer sheets to a wire

rack and fet ccjol completely.

Transfer icing to a decorating bag

fitted with a small plain tip (tip number

3, see page 194). Secure end of bag with

a rubber band, squeezing out air. (Wlien

not using, place, lip side down, in a tall

glass with a damp paper towel in bottom

so icing doesn't harden in tip.)

Working with one cookie at a time,

pipe icing around rim of each star and

sprinkle with sanding sugar. Let stcind

until set, about 30 minutes.

For each tree, using a dab of icing to

adhere, stack 2 large, 2 medium, 2 small

and 1 liny star; top with a gumdrop. (Can

he made alwad. Store in an airtight container at

ronrri tcmprndnre up to 2 (lays)

Per tree: 500 calories, 18.5 g total fat, 12 g sat

fat, 182 mg sodium, 81 g carbs, 15 mg
calcium, 49 mg chol, 1 g protein, O fiber

Peanut Butter

Rudolph Reindeei

MAKES 48 COOKIES

Prep time: 40 min Total time: V/* hrs

'/2 cup unsalted butter, softened

V4 cup peanut butter

'/j cup granulated sugar

'A cup packed light brown sugar

1 large egg

1 teaspoon pure vanilla extract

V/2 cups all-purpose flour

1 teaspoon baking soda

Vi teaspoon salt

48 large red M&M candies

96 mini semisweet chocolate chips

Pretzels, broken into 96 1-inch pieces

Heat oven to 37.5"F and place rack in



"^center. Grease two baking sheets. In a

laige mixer bowl beat together butter,

peanut butter and sugars on medium
speed until light, about 2 minutes. Add
egg and extract; beat until combined.

Stir in flour, baking soda and salt until a
dough forms. Roll into 1-inch balls and

place 1 inch apart on prepared sheets.

Bake, one sheet at a time, until just

set and bottoms are golden, 8 to 10

minutes. For each cookie, immediately.

'

place 1 M&M in center for nose^ 2

chocolate chips for eyes and 2 pretzel

pieces on top for antlers. Transfer

cookies on sheets to a wire rack and let

cool completely. {Can be made ahead.

Store in an airtight container at room

temperature, in single layers separated Iry

waxedpaper, up to 2 days)

Per cookie: 80 calories, 4.5 g total fat, 2 g
sat fat, 101 mg sodium, 9 g carbs, 6 mg
calcium, 10 mg chol, 1 g protein, fiber

Chocolate Peppermint-
Marshmallow Sandwiches
MAKES 48 SANDWICHeS

"

Prep time: 30 min

Total time: 1 hr 20 min

1 cup all-purpose flour

'/2 cup unsweetened cocoa powder

Vz teaspoon baking soda

'/j teaspoon salt

.
- 4 oz unsweetened chocolate,

chopped
1 cup unsalted butter

T/2 cups sugar

1 teaspoon pure vanilla extract

2 large eggs

1 cup red and white nonpareils

1 recipe Peppermint Marshmallow

(prepared when instructed; next

recipe, this page)

Jicat oven to 325°Fand place rack iiv

center. Line one baking sheet with

parchment paper. In a medium bowl,

whisk together flour, cocoa, baking

soda and salt; set aside. In amedium
saucepan, melt together chocolate and

butter over medium heat, stirring

joccasionally. Let stand until cool, about

20 minutes. Stir in sugar and extract

until combined. Stir in eggs until

^combined well. Add flour mixture arid

stir until a soft dough forms.

Roll cookies into »4-inch ballsv Dip

tops in nonpareils and place,, coated

side up, 1 inch apart on prepared

sheet. Bake until set but not firm to the

touch, 10 to 13 minutes. Using a metal

spatula, transfer cookies to a wire rack

and let cool completely.

Meanwhile, prepare Peppermint

Marshmallow. Transfer half to a large

decorating bag fitted with a Va-inch plain

tip or coupler (see page 194). Pipe

mounds, about inch high, on flat side

of half of the cookies. Top with

remaining cookies, making sandwiches.

[Can be made aliead. Stone in an aviight

coniaiiier at room temperature, in sin^ layers

separated by waxedpaper, up to 2 days)

Per cookie: 110 caksries, 4 g total fat, 2 g
sat fat. 55 mg sodium, 19 g carbs, 15 mg
calcium, 14 mg chol, 1 g protein, fiber

Peppermint Marshmalldw
MAKES 4 CUPS -

Prep time: 30 mih

Total time: 30 min

1 packet unfiavored gelatin

'/s cup cold water

1 .cup sugar

2 oz peppermiat cartdies,^ ccjN-jiNUEfti



Food {oiin »al

.J >
Dulce de Leche

Chocolate Bars with

swirled top

very finely crushed C/s cup)

Red liquid food coloring

(optional)

In a large mixer Ixnvl, sprinkle

gelatin over eold water and let stand

until softened, about 5 minutes.

Meanwhile, in a small saueepan,

combine sugar and '/i cup water. Stir

over medium-high heat until sugar

dissolves. Using a pastry brush dipped

in water, brush down sugar crystals

on sides ol' pan. Place a candv

thermometer into mixture (see page

194). Boil (do not stir) until syru|)

registers 238"F (soft-ball stage), about

10 minutes. Pom- into gelatin.

Using the whisk attachment, beat

gelatin mixture on medium-low si)eed

until slightly cooled, about .'") minutes,

hicrease speed U) medium-high and
beat to soft peaks, about 12 minutes.

Stir m candy until combined. Tint with

lood coK)ring (if using). Use
immediately.

Pci tdi?|.^';poon 20 < .ilor'ei. rotal fat.

O ^.ai fa;.. 7 nig jodiLKn c'li.

i.alf iiirn. ;'hol T->rL,io.i i >i

Chocolate Peppermint-
Marshmallow Dreams
(pictured on page 188)

MAKES 50 COOKIES

Prep time: 1 hr Total time: 1 hr 45 mm
Kildmi cue: Sp/r/ul Ir/iavn iiuin/imti/hii' in a

/uiii, Id u'/, llirn cube inul use in liol (/loio/a/r.

50 purchased vanilla wafer cookies

1 recipe Peppermint Marshmallow

(recipe, page 183)

1 cup red and white nonpareils

1 lb semisweet chocolate, chopped

Arrange cookies, in a single layer, on

a baking sheet. Transfer half of marsh
mallow to a large decorating bag lilted

with a '/2-ineh j)lain tip or coupler (.see

page H)l). Pipe I moimd, about 1 inch

high, on each cookie. Let stand until

.set, at least 30 nrinutes or up to 1 hour.

Spiead out nonpareils in a rimmed
baking sheet; .set aside. Melt chocolate

and let cool slightly; transfer to a small

bowl. Working widi 1 cookie at a time,

hold cookie and dip nrarshmallow top

in chocolate, then turn to coat

completely. Place, cookie side down, on

nonpareils to coat bottom. Lightly

sprinkle top with nonpareils. Wlien

tray is full, chill until set, 15 minutes.

(Can he m(uk' ahead. Store in an airtight

rontaimr in refrigerator up to 3 days.)

Per cookie: 100 calories, 4.5 g total fat,

2 g sat fat, 28 mg sodium, 16 g carbs,

4 mg calcium, chol, 1 g protein, 1 g fiber

Dulce de Leche
Chocolate Bars

MAKES 48 BARS
Prep time: 50 min

Total time: 3 hrs 10 min

For crust:

1 cup unsalted butter, softened

'/2 cup confectioners' sugar

1 teaspoon pure vanilla extract

cups all-purpose flour

'A teaspoon salt

For filling and top layer:

7 tablespoons unsalted butter

Vi cup packed dark brown sugar

2 cans (14 oz each) sweetened

condensed milk

Pinch salt continued on pack 188

WWW.LHJ.COM
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^ MaL: tust: uven to SSC^F; place

rack ill center. Lir.e a 13-by-9-indi

baking pau v\'ith parchment paper,

allowing paper to extend on two sides.

III a mixer bowl, beat togcdier butter

and confecdoncns' sugar on medium

speed until light, about 2 minutes. Beat

in extract, then flour and salt until

' I'-j V . il. PrfoS along bnttnni

.t.-.u • \\\d\ >M> sides of prepared pan.

"'akf luvti] jiiit golden browai around

edges, 12 to 18 niiniites. Transfer pan

to D 'rtire racV. antl let cool completely.

MiikcJiiiiag: Meanwhile, in a

medium saucepan, combine butter,

brown sugar;, milk and salt. Bring to a

boil over medium heat, stiiring

constantly. Reduce heat to low cuid

gently simmer, stirring constantly,

until thickcjied and a deep caramel

color, about 15 minutes. Pour over

cmst and spread evenly; refrigerate

until completely cool, about 1 hour.

Melt semisweet chocolate; let cool

slightly. Using a spatula, evenly

spread over hlling (for swirled top, see

below). Refrigerate until set, about 1

hour. Using a knife, score chocolate

layer into 1 V^-inch squares.

For swirled top: Divide white

chocolate into three parts. Tint one

part red and one pait green. Leave

remaining part white. Dollop red,
:

gTeen and white chocolates over

semisweet layer. Using a toothpick,

gendy swirl together colors.

For decoration: Using white chocolate,

adhere candies to squares, making

holly or wreaths. Using a small,

paintbrush, make a snowman out (

white chocolate; decorate wath cand'j

Let stand until set, about 20 minutes.

Run a^sharp knife under hot water;

dry. Following score marks, cut into

squares. Wipe knife after each ait (run

under hot water and dry as needed).

{Can he vuuk ahead. Store in an airtigjil

contaimr in the refrigerator up to 1 week.)

Per cookie (without decoration): 160
calories, 9 g total fat, 5.5 g sat fat, 63 i

sodium, 19 g carbs. 53 mg calcium, 20
chol, 2 g protein, fiber

Gingerbread House Faqad^

MAKES 9 TO 10 FACADES
Prep time: I hr 15 min

Total time: 2 hrs 35 min

3 cups ail-purpose flour, plus

more for work surface

2 teaspoons ground ginger

2 teaspoons ground cinnamon

Vj teaspoon salt

teaspoon baking soda

teaspoon baking powder

CX )N'' i I N 1
1

!• n ( )N l'A( ; I
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holidays

Mothing Sings out "comfort find joy"

louder than har.dcrafted goodies. Friends

and family have been waiting all year for

your dsiicious delights. So roll out the

dough and spread some holiday cheer

A FAMILY AFFAIR

Snap a photo of the whole family stirring

chocolate nuggets into the dough. Attach

it to freshly baked cookies with a note:

"We all 'chipped in' to make your gift!"

JOY IN AJAR
Measure and layer the dry ingredients

for a batch of brownies in a holiday-

patterned GladWare* Container. Include

instructions and holiday-themed GLAD*
Food Storage Bags containing "mix-ins"

such as marshmallows and crushed
peppermint sticks.

GOOD ... AND GOOD FOR YOU
Spiced, toasted pumpkin seeds, whole-
grain gingersnaps and dried fruits

decorated with just a touch of white
chocolate ^re yummy yet wholesome
holiday bites.

DON'T FORGET THE PETS
You can bake healthy pet cookies yourself,

but a mini-stocking stuffed with store-
bought treats will be a huge hit, too.

Storage

'ap your v Oioie gifts by
• GL/\D« Food Storage

I - Containers, available

for a limited

-'- ' ' sive your

• "hem

Glad is a proud sponsor of Cookie Brigade, an organization,-.
that sends homemade cool<ies and dog biscuits to deployect
U.S. military personnel, military dogs and convalescing
troops. For more information, visit www.cookiebrigade.com.

J
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for my family

GG.

J

As a mom, it's natural to want to give your

family the best. That's why there's Eggland's

Best.

EBs are the better-tasting eggs. They have

more of the delicious, farm-fresh taste your

family loves. No wonder they were rated

"America's Best Tasting Egg" by

American Culinary ChefsBest'^'^ for the

5th year in a row.

EBs are better nutritionally, too.

Compared to ordinary eggs, EBs provide:

• 10 times more vitamin E

• 3 times more omega 3 (lOO mg)

• 25% less saturated fat

• 19% less cholesterol; i 75 mg (60% dv)

vs. 215 mg (71% DV)

EBs also provide 200mcg of lutein, a nutri-

ent that's essential for good eye health.

Plus, they're 100% natural, and produced

without hormones, antibiotics, or steroids.

The "EB" stamp on every egg tells you

you're getting eggs of the absolute highest

quality.

You're the mom of the house. You know

what's best. Shouldn't the only egg for

your family be Eggland's Best?

h are availsL' f ^ Extra Lerge, Jumbo,

rganic. Cage Free, and Brovm vaueues

EGGLAND'S
BEST

www.egglandsbest.cofn

Better taste. Better nutrition.

Better eggs.

rhi> ChpfsBcsl'" Avv.ird l.>r BpM t.iste is ,nv,iidcHl lr> the [«.\<k\ (,i1p(I

highest dvefiill .inionq liMdinq liMridi by iiulppcmtpiit piofcssional ( hpfs



Katie Brown, Lifestyle Expert and TV Host

JELL-0 Brand is a proud sponsor of the

Katie Brown Worl<stiOp on Public Television.

Candy ^Tnch Pudding Pie

Prep: 20 min. plus refrigeration

2 cups cold milk

2 pkg. (4-serying size each) JELL-0 Chocolate Flavor Instant

Pudding & Pie Filling

1 tub (8 oz.) COOL WHIP Whipped Topping, thawed, divided

2 milk chocolate English toffee candy bars (1.4 oz. each),

chopped, divided

1 OREO Pie Crust (6 oz.)

1 square BAKER'S Semi-Sweet Baking

Chocolate, melted

BEAT milk and dry pudding mixes

with whisk 2 min. or until well blended.

Gently stir in half of the whipped

topping and all but 3 Tbsp. of the candy.

SPOON into crust.

TOP with remaining whipped topping and candy.

Drizzle with chocolate. Serve immediately or

refrigerate until ready to serve.

Makes 8 servings.

Festive Pineapple-Cranberry Salad

Prep: 10 min. plus refrigeration

1 can (20 oz.) DOLE® Crushed Pineapple, undrained

2 pkg. (4-serving size each) JELL-0 Raspberry Flavor Gelatin

1 can (16 oz.) whole berry cranberry sauce

1 DOLE Apple, chopped

^3 cup chopped PLANTERS Walnuts

DRAIN pineapple, reserving juice. Remove 1 Tbsp. pineapple; set

aside. Add enough cold water to juice to measure 3 cups; pour

into saucepan. Bring to boil; remove from heat. Add dry gelatin

mixes; stir 2 min. Stir in cranberry sauce. Pour into large bowl.

Refrigerate V/i hours or until slightly thickened.

STIR in pineapple, apples and walnuts.

REFRIGERATE 4 hours or until firm. Garnish with reserved

pineapple, sliced apple and some fresh mint.

Makes 14 servings, Vi cup each.



Tiramisu Bowl
Prep: 20 min. plus refrigeration

pkg. (8 oz.) PHILADELPHIA Cream Cheese, softened

cups cold milk

pkg. (4-serving size each) JELL-0 Vanilla Flavor

Instant Pudding & Pie Filling

tub (8 oz.) COOL WHIP Whipped Topping, thawed,

divided

3 NILLA Wafers

cup brewed MAXWELL HOUSE Coffee, cooled, divided

sguares BAKER'S Semi-Sweet Baking Chocolate,

coarsely grated

cup fresh raspberries

EAT cream cheese in large bowl with electric mixer until

eamy. Gradually beat in milk. Add dry pudding mixes; mix

ell. Stir in 2 cups of the whipped topping.

NE bottom and sides of a 2</2-qt. bowl with half of the wafers;

izzle with half of the coffee. Layer half of the pudding mixture

/er wafers, and then top with half of the grated chocolate,

epeat ail layers starting with the wafers and coffee. Top with

•maining whipped topping and raspberries.

EFRIGERATE at least 2 hours. Store leftovers in refrigerator.

akes 16 servings.



Food Journal Gingerbrj

House

'A teaspoon grcL.'nd cloves

'A teaspoon ircshly ground pepper

'A cup unsaited butter, ?ofrpfied

'A cup packed light bt or

1 \c,-

V2 cir. J red molasses

1 Gingerbread House Facade

template (see page 194)

1 cup Royal Icing (next recipe,

this page)

4 to 5 oz assorted candy

In a bowl, whisk togetJiei Hour, gin<rer,

cinnamon, salt, baking soda, baking

powder, cloves and pepper; set aside.

In large mixer bowl, beat together

butter and sugar until light, about

2 minutes. Beat in egg and molasses

initil combined. Add flour mixture;

beat until a dough forms. Halve

dougii. wrap in plastic wrap, flatten

into disks and chill until lirni, about

45 minutes.

Heat oven to 3.5()"F and place rack

in cen(ei. Line two baking sheets with

parchment paper. On a floured work

surface, using a floured rolling pin, roll

out dotigh to Vs-inch thickness. Using

template and a small knife, cut out

houses and transfer to prepared

sheets. Bake until set, 7 to !) minutes.

Transfer sheets to wire racks and let

cool 2 minutes. Transfer cookies to

racks and let cool completely.

Transfer 1 cup icing to a

decorating bag fitted with a small

plain tip (tip lumiber 3, see page

194). Secine end of bag with a

rubber band, sc|ueczing out air.

Decorate fa(^ades with icing and

candy. ( When not using bag, place,

tij) side down, in a tall glass with a

damp jjaper towel in the bottom so

icing doesn't haiden in (ip.)

Per facade (without candy): 600 calories,

11.5 g total fat. 6.5 g sat fat, 237 mg sodium,
121 g carbs, 77 mg calcium, 51 mg chiol, 2 g
protein, 1 g fiber

Royal Icing

MAKES 2;CUPS

Prep time: 15 min Total time: 15 min

1 box (1 lb) confectioners' sugar

4 tablespoons meringue powder
or powdered egg whites (see

page 194)

In a large niixei bowl, combine sugar,



Cream Cheese and
r Orange Essence

"^^hristmas Trees

meringue powder and '/i cup water. Beat

on low speed (adding more water, as

needed), scraping down sides of bowl,

lo stiff peaks, about 5 minutes. (If not

using immediately, store in an airtight

container at room tempcratine up to

A days. Stir before using.)

Per tablespoon: 55 calories, total fat.

9 sat fat, sodium. 14 g carbs, calcium,

chol. protein, fiber

Cream Cheese and Orange
Essence Christmas Trees

MAKES 20 COOKIES

Prep time: 45 mm Total time: 1 hr

1 cup unsalted butter, softened

1 package (3 oz) cream cheese, at

room temperature

1 cup granulated sugar

1 large egg

2 teaspoons finely grated orange

zest

2 cups all-purpose flour

'A teaspoon salt

Green food coloring

20 lollipop sticks

1 cup confectioners' sugar

2 tablespoons fresh orange juice

2 tablespoons white sanding sugar

Heat oven to H,')()"F and place rack in

center. Line two baking sheets with

parchment paper.

In a large mixer bowl, l)eat together

butter, cream cheese and grantilated

sugar until light, about 2 minutes. Beat

II egg and /.est imtil combined well. Stir

in flour and salt until a dough forms.

Halve dough; stir a few drops of food

colonng into one half Transfer some of

each dough color, side by side, to a

decorating bag lilted with a '/2 inch phiin

tip or coupler (.see page 194). Pipe 4-inch-

long tree siiapes, 1 inch apart, on

prepared sheets, bottoms facing 3 lo four

inches from outer edge. Insert slicks

halfway tlirough l)ott(jms. Bake, one

sheet at a time, until just golden around

etlges, 15 to 18 minutes. Transfer sheet to

a wire rack iuid let cool c()m|iletely.

Whisk together confectioners' sugar

and juice. Drizzle over each tree;

sprinkle with sanding sugar.

{Sloic in an air/ig/il <onl<nncr at room

Innpnalnrr, in single layers, up to 2 ihiys.)

Per cookie: 215 calories, 11 g total fat, 7 g sat

fat. 47 mg sodium, 27 g carbs, 10 mg
calcium. 40 mg chol, 1 g protein, fiber Q

Take Charge.



here to find it

YOUR STYLE P'

Banana Republic: vvwvv.

bananarepublit.com. Buji

Baja: Tango, Brookl' n

718-(>2,')-7518. Banan.i

Republic: vvvvvv.l)anana

icpublic.coni. Isaac Mancviu
r<)rBcn-.'\iniin:2l2!)li-(it8()

or vvvvw.bcn-ainun.coni.

BEAUTY JOURNAL PAGE 32: Unless

lisicd otherwise, all protkicls are available

at major (liscoiint, drug, aiul food retailers

nationwide. Ojon: Scpliora. liirte:

Sephora.

BEAUTY SIGHTINGS PAGE 34:

IVolouud: w vvw.piofoundbeaiity.coni lor

salons.

'TIS THE SEASON PAGES 38-43:

Mini Bourjois: Ulta. Na[)oleon Perdis;

vvvvw.napoleonperdis.coni. Laucoinc; fine

department stores. Lorae: .Sephora. Mar)'

Kav: wwvv.maiTkay.com. .Sephora; Sephora.

CLO miNCi CRKDn S: Paul 8cJoe; H.

Loieirzo Los /'\ngeles. 310-659-5785. Agnes

B.: vv"iv"vv.agnesb.net for store information.

Dercicuny: www.luisaviaroma.com.

KNOCKOUT KNITS PAGE 46:

Gap: Gap stores narionwade, 800-GAP-
S'lliTE or wvm.gap.com. Ann Taylor;

VN'w^v.anntaylor.com. French Connection;

Macy's East and www.zappos.com. WD-
NY; 212-395-9309 for store locations. Echo;

www.echodesign.com. Hue; Bloomingdale's.

United Colors of Benetton; 800-535-4491

.

Umqio: 877-4-UNIQLO. Echo; www.
echodesign.com. Gap; Gap stores

nationwide, 800-GAP-.STYLE or www.gap.
com. Uniqlo; 877-4-UNIQLO. Josette at

Supplements New York; 917-22()-921().

Coach; Coach stores nationwide, 866-262-

2440. PAGE 48: Gap; (;ap stores

nationwide, 800 GAP .S'lYLE or www.gap.
com. Isaac Mizrahi lor liirget; select Target
stores and www.tai get.com. WD-NY; 212-

395-9309. 1 lat Attack; Feng, Verland Park,

KS, !)13-4980530, Echo; www.cchodesign.
com. Isaac Manevitz for Ben-Amun; 212-

944-6480 or www,ben-amun.com. Flue;

Macy's. MICHAEL Michael Kors; 800-908-

1167 French Connection; Macy's North.
Gap; Gap stores nationwide. 800-GAP-
STYLE or www.gap.coin.J.Crew; www.
jaew.coni. Banana Republic; www.
banaiKirepublic.com. Echo; www.
echodciign.ciiiii. B-mana Republic; www.
'iiianorcpL i)iic... m. \nn Taylor Ia-Sv w\mv-\

\i<^---V-:'- com. u.: ''o; ;-:77-4 ''
)\J.).

Go to

www.lhj.com

/wheretofind

j-\ineric;ui l'..igle Outfitter.'-;

Americiui Eagle (Outfitters

.stores or www.ae.com.

Kbombu : www./a] )pos.com

.

Photocopy .snd

«5Uid*> for ycui ;

THE CHARMS OF
CHRISTMAS PAGES 88-

94: necorator: Colleen

Cliarlesworth, Decorative

Living. Westport, C'F; colniary((i>

opionline.net. All crafts supplies and

r ibbons throughout; Michaels, www.
micliaels.com lor stores. All ornaments,

caiidleholders, glitter star tree topper,

stocking book, siiowllakes in window and

glitter houses, Sea.sons of Cannon f alls;

www.seasonsolcannonlalls.eoin lor stores.

Crown [ewel Platinum Plates, Madison
Avenue Ibasting Mules and Wine
Glasses; Mikasa, www.mikasa.com foi

stores. Birds, .Seasons of Cannon Falls.

I lemslitclied napkins in cranberry; Pottery

Barn, www.potterybarn.eoin. Place

m.its, homeowner's own. PAGE 91:

Pre-lit Balsam Spnice tree, www.treetopia.

com. Children's clothes, E Land Kids;

www.elandkids.com for stores. Stockings,

homeowners' own. PAGE 92: Mini

treehouses, Michaels.

HEAVEN-SENT COOKIES PAGES
181-188: Disposable decorating bags (item

number 526371), $2.69 for i)ack ol 12;

Sweet Celebrations catalog, 800 ,328 (i722.

Plain pastry '/2-inch tip (tip number 806,

item number 700806), .$1.99, and i)laiM

decorating tip (ti]) number 3, item numlK i

700003), 79 cents; Sweet Celebrations.

Wilton Regular Coupler (item numbei
622145), 59 cents; Sweet Celebrations.

PAGE 181: (Brown Sugar Shtjrtbread

Trees) Five-piece star cookie cutter set

(item code CS1988), $10.50 each;

Kitchen Krafts, 800 298 ,5389 or www.
kitchenkrafts.coin. Deluxe Meringue
Powder (item number 6,38358), S-oum e

jar, $5.79; .Sweet (]elel)rations. Fine grcc ii

sugar, 1 ounce bottle (item number
601333), $1,99; .Sweet Celebrations.

PAGE 183: (Chocolate Peppcrmint-

Marshmallow Dreams) iaylor Classic

Candy and Deep-Fry Analog
Thermometer, $10.23; www.amazon.com.
White nonpareils, 3.75-ouncc bottle (item

number 32158), and red nonpareils,

3.75-oiince bottle (item number 649589),
$1.99 each; Sweet Celebrations. PAGE
193: (Cream Cheese and Orange Essence
Christmas Trees) Fine sanding sugar, 4
ounce bottle (item number 49549), $1.!)9;

Sweet Celebrations.

te (actual size) for a

>age 188 for recipe.

Ladies' Home Journal
Holiday Giveaway
Abbreviated Rules

Subject to Official Rules and entry at

www.lhi com/holidaygiveaway; www,
bhg.com/holidaygiveaway; www.
familycircle.com/holidaygiveaway;

www.parents.com/holidaygiveaway:
wwwdiyideas.com/holidaygiveaway.
No purchase necessary to enter or
win. The Holiday Giveaway begins
October 10. 2007, and ends December
31, 2007. Entries must be received
by 11:59 p.m., E.T.. on December 31.

2007. Open to legal residents of the
50 United States, and the District

of Columbia, 21 years or older. One
entry per household per day. Void
where prohibited. Operator: Meredith
Corporation.

Laches' Home Journal
QVC Holiday Eye Makeup

Giveaway
Abbreviated Rules

SUBJECT TO OFFICIAL RULES AT

WWW.LHJCOM/QVCGIVEAWAy
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY TO ENTER OR WIN.

To enter, send a postcard with your
name, address and daytime phone
number to: Ladies' Home Journal
QVC Holiday Eye Makeup Giveaway,
Attn.: Beauty Department, 375
Lexington Ave, 9th Floor, New York,

NY 10017. The QVC Holiday Eye
Makeup Giveaway begins November
13. 2007. and ends December 11, 2007
Entries must be postmarked on or

before December 11, 2007, and
received by December 18, 2007. Open
to legal residents of the 50 United
States, and the District of Columbia,
21 years or older. One entry per
household. Void where prohibited.

Operator: Meredith Corporation.

Ladies' Home Journal
Toy Sweepstakes
Abbreviated Rules

SUBJECT TO OFFICIAL RULES AT

WWW.LHJ.COM/TOYSWEEPSTAKES
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY TO ENTER OR WIN,

To enter, send a postcard with your
name, address and daytime phone
number to: Ladies' Home Journal Toy
Sweepstakes, 375 Lexington Avenue,
9th floor. New York, NY 10017, The Toy
Sweepstakes begins on November 13,

2007, and ends on December 10,

2007. Entries must be postmarked on
or before December 10, 2007, and
received by December 16, 2007. Open
to legal residents of the 50 United
States and the District of Columbia
(excluding Puerto Rico, all U.S. Territo-

ries and possessions, and all overseas
military installations), 21 years or

older. One entry per person and per
household. Void where prohibited.

Operator: Meredith Corporation.

T 2007

WWWLHJCOM



vertise. call: (800) 633-67

MPLOYMENT/BUSINESS 01 i i i ,

HELPING MOMS WORK FROM HOME! No selling

tory, parties. Computer required www.momsdream
iblz.com

EARN INCOME FROM HOME. Team support. No
ing or selling products! www.VitalityCompany.com

E-SHOPPING

VERPAYING! You can save money with sales, clear

and auctions from top retailers www.KingOi
iks.com

FINANCIAL SERVICES

PROBLEMS? (800) 404-1589 Guaranteed help

Solutions, not problems Since 1977. Free, call now.

404-1589

IM FROM DEBT! Reduce Interest, lower credit card

ents, save thousands, non-profit company. Free con-

Ion. Call (800) 692-0585

AND GRANTS! $1 ,000 to $300,000, Poor credit - low

ie accepted. Same day processing! Call anytime:

691-0210

MONEY! From many sources. For mdlvlduals.

inal needs, education, business. Rush BASE: Grants-

0, Box 458, New Britain. CT 06050-0458

_ HEALTH/BEAUTY

E A YOGA TEACHER, affordable weekend trainings

, CDs, weight loss products www.yooaflt.com

PSYCHIC/ASTROLOGY

CAREER? HAPPINESS? Call Psychic Source (866)

i793. Authentic readings 24/7. New member otter 10

!es for $10. Enl only 18*

N AUTHENTIC PSYCHICS BY PHONE SINCE 1989.

lean Association of Professional Psychics®

lledPsychics.com (800) 317-8855.

SOUNDPROOFING
iG IN THE HOME- Get free advice and soundproofing

rials to attain quiet and stop annoying sound. (888)

723. www.soundprooling.org

Walk-In Bathtubs By I'lcinier. Asut^a
(liliT Kiiliinn L.m Ivioiiu- iikmv nt ,i i.h,illciigi.'. I'u niii r

h.is .111 cML-nsivi- r.mjif ol w.ilk-iii luhs which Ilivc

iK lpcti imiirow tin.- lives cil iIiulis.iikIs hI poiplc C ,ill

loil.iy iir ivturii tin- loiipnii .iiul ihsnnvr wliuli mu <if

i>iii suptrb w.ilk-iii

lulls Lduld luiH'fll

VOU till' IlKISI

CALL NOW • TOLL FR

1-800:578-2899

cornFragranceNet
over 10.000 designer brand name fragrances,

skincare, haircare & more,.,

$10 OFF
(orclei.s ov(;r $,'3,'i|

entoi coupon code: LHJ87
nt w.yvw f rac]ranc;eNRt.(;oni

ii
/ " - i

... ^t?., .... ^(.1^

www.FragranceNet.com i.n > ill tis .ii 1 -800-PARHJMS

ADDRESS UBELS by FAMILY LABELS®
Use Discount Code: LHD & receive 10% Off!

MERRY CHRISTMAS From THE MILLERS

^'^^^

Matthew Jessica Emily Josh Sparky

Visit us on the web: www.FamllyLabels.com

Call tor a Free Color Catalog:1-800-482-9133

LIBERTY
MEDICAL. Ill 1I7

Mulii.ii i.'iviis (lial)ofc;

on MttJiaiie, ttelwaiiig

tosting sii|)|)lieswitti no

cliiiigeloi .sliippiiiq and

|)iovi(1iiK] [)(Koivili/ed stii)po(1 (xiiintjct wiHi fliabetas professionals

I ivn a Irallliitj life VA I -888 2'16 <3?95 talay

LiBerty

for it

The Ladies' Home Journal

Vintage Cover
Postage Collection

GREAT FOR
HOLIDAY CARDS
AND STOCKING
STUFFERS!

Visit www.photostamps.ccrrv'ii'jl25 to view

the entire collection and place your order *:oday!

BIRDS EYE

Here s to Birds Kye' fiozcii vegetables,

and to Ircsh ways to use them at

hirdscye.com/inspiration. View recipes,

(lovviiload a lecipe calendar with weekly

updates, and signup to receive emails.

Birds Eye. Inspired by you,'"

Based on Danielle Steel's best-

selling novel, Sa/c Harboiit \s a

gripping story of love, loss and the

])owerriil bonds that can heal a

wounded heart. E.xpericnce the

ultimate escape with Sii/c Harbour.

available oiiK on D\'n October 30.

www.safeharbourmovie.coni



how anicrica lives
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rHE M0STilMP0m-ANTiDECIS10NS:STAmi

There's strong. And then there's Army Strong.

You told them they could do anything. Now they want the discipline, leadership

training and college benefits that come from being In the U.S. Army.

If your son or daughter wants to talk about joining, listen. You just might be proud

of what they have to say. Find out more at goarmy.com/for_parents. U.S.ARMY

vate Matthew Bryan
..H .or h>, th» I initPd Stales Arm*. All rights reserved.
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CHRISTIE BRINKLEY, age 5

GLOWS IN ADVANCED RADIANCE

CREAMY NATURAL

up for lost sleep?

Meet your wake up makeup:

Advanced Radiance beats that lost-sleep look

by instantly softening the appearance of fi-ne lines

and shadovvs ai 'd iielping brighten skin

for io-'jk that's ti\ e ;e)vs younger!

ADVANCED
RADIANCE

Olay
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